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APRIL, 1882.
THE PERMISSIVE BILL-ARGUMENTS
FOR AND AGAINST.
SECO~D PRIZE ESSAY, BY MR. JOHN C. HAR.VEY,
ROTHESAY.

Gontinu edj1·orn February number.

IT i Yery amusing to study the reasons which nre
given by the liquor interest why the Bill should not
pass. For example, one party says that the bread
would be taken out of the mouths of those engaged
in this great industry; while another affirms, that if
the Bill were pas ed to-morrow it would be a dead
letter as no town in the kingdom would take the
liberty of putting it into force. If the publicans
really believe the latter theory, 1 am certain their
upposiL'on to tLe 1)as:,in 0 of it would not be so
strong as it is. The majority of them are, however,
hrewd enough to see tha.t the people only want th e
power to rid themselves of the evil. "But,'J says a
voic:e, ' is the question an urgent one 1 ' In defini11g n, question of this nature, I affirm that it should
powerfully concern tl1e interests of the community
at larcre, and should be 1·ipe for decision j and what
quest~n, I ask, bas more right to these charact,eristics than the treatment of the liquor traffic? The
encouragement to drinking given by the State is in
a areat measure the cause of the drunkenness of the
co~ntry, and it is the duty of the State to remove
the cause. The reasons why the temptations of this
tr~ffic have so much power is that they have formed
an acquired appetite through social custom. Law is
an influential teacher to the great mass of the people,
and as the law has raised into power the system of
legalised temptation, nothing but the law can destroy it. It is good to preach temperance and tG
use moral suasion and education, as weapons against
drunkenness, but these are only theoretical means ;
and aO'ainst them are arrayed throughout the
country thousands of seminaries, established by permission of the Govel'nment, which practically create
drunkards. I cheerfully concur with the opinion
expressed by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstorn', that
" Government should so legislate as to make it
easy to do right and difficult to do wrong.'' . The
Right Hon. R. A. Cross expressed the same idea,
when he said, "AH the Legislature can do will be
to place in the hand of the people the ~eans of
raisirw
themselves, aud to remove all hmdra.nces
0
which exist in present legislation.'' These gentlemen could scarcely have expressed in better lauO'Uaae what the Permissive BiJl proposes to do.
I fi.~mly believe that any measure of the kind
mentioned will have the sympathy and support of
the areat body of the working classes of the kingdom~ Political philosophy should not commend men
to rise above their circnmstance::1 ; it ought rather,
by removing temptations which are too strong, to
alter the circumstances, and thus gain the desired
end. Is it not unworthy of the Government to

I

allow the drunkard to remain hound hand and
foot with grave clothes when they can do something
to set him free? In the discharge of their duty to
God and their brethren, should our Legi la.ture not
free the slaves who are yet within her bounds?
Richard Cobden said, "Every day's experience tends
more aud more to convince me that the temperance
cause lies at the foundn.tion of all social and political
reform."
I shall now submit the principal objections which
have been urged against the Permissive BiJl, and
I will endeavour to show that they do not deserve
much serious consideration. Before proceeding,
however, I may state that the great bulk of the
objections to the Bill are made by those ·who have
a pecuniary interest in the extensio~ of the tmffic,
aLd that thosE: who suppo1·t the Bill ca.n have nu
other object than the welfare of the people. It is
said, "The liquor traffic i nn ancient industry, alld
it employs upwards of 800,000 persons, beside. those
clepenuent on them j and the capital iuseparn.bly
invested iu it is not less than £38,000,000." My
answer to a.11 this is that an "industry 'J may be
'' a.ncient " without beillg either legitimate, respectn.ble,. or en~urable. .A !ree is known by its fruits,
nod 1f the liquor traffic 1s bad, surely the fact of its
bei_ng as old as sin does not prove the legitimacy
of 1t ; and the fact that 800,000 persons earn their
bread by spreading this evil and that £38,000,000
n.re sunk for the same end, is anything but
an argument for upholding the traffic. Not even
those engaged in the liquor trade will venture to
assert that their business is an unqualified blessinO'
nor does it furnish employment to nearly so man°y
as the cotton trade, a.nd yet the en.pita! sunk in the
cotton trade is by no means so large. The Caledonian Distillery, having a turn-over of £1,500 000
annually, employs 150 men ; while the Atlas iron
Works, Sheffield, with the same tnru-over, finds
employment for 4)000 men! But I will di miss
tl.iis objection by asking if it is not an immoral act
to prostitute the virtue of the people to the vested
interests of the publican 1 The next argument is
scarcely worth noticing, as it would be going over
the same ground as I have just traversed. It is
that "the duties an<.l licenses imposed upon th~
liquor traffic constitute about one-third of the total
revenue of the country." .As I have said, the money
of the people could be more profitably invested in
other trades, and even withont the increa ed wealth
arising from this source, the ordinary taxation would
be quite adequate to meet the diminished expenditure of the country. To connive at dissolute habit~,
because they are supposed to be the means of recouping an exhausted treasury, is but a miserable
expedient for any Government to adopt ; because
private vices never can p:r;ove to be public benefits.
No statement has l een more persistently made with
regard to the Permissive Bill than that it would
prevent the poorer classes of society from obtaining
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those beverages which the rich wot1ld still be able or pleasure. But do my friends the licensed victo keep in their cellars, while it seeks to close the tuallers forget that there is a great difference bepublic-house which is the poor man's wine-cellar. tween common public houses and hotels; that houses
It is affirmed that if this Bill is passed class distinc- for the entertainment of strangers }1ave been, and
tions will be intensified, and that it will virtually are, successfnlly managed without a license for the
establish one law for the 1-ich and another for the sale of intoxicating liquors j and that it is not at all
poor. The tap will cease to run, but the cellar will likely that a majority of the people would he in favour
be inviola.ble; and this, it is said, would be an of the suppression of iuns and hotels as long as they
invasion by the rich on the pleasures of the poor. continned to be of utility? I have one general objecI need scareely mention, in a paper written in con- tion to offer to the Permissive Bill, which is that it
nection with a working men's club, that social goes rather fa.r to begin with. Even Sir Wilfrid Lawenjoyment can be had elsewhere than in a licensed son has admitted this by forsaking it in the men.ndrink-shop, and I believe that the majority of work- time for his Local Option Resolution. I feel certain,
ing men hold the same opinion. The Times re- however, that if the Resolution had been introcently said "the demand for a settlement of the duced in 186-!, we should now have the Permissive
liquor law is essentially democratic." If the Per- Bill. I think it is a pity tha.t there is no provision
missive Bill is n. question of rich versus poor, how made in the Pel'missive Bill for compensating those
can the fact be accounted for, that whereas on the liquor<lealers who might be disestablished hyit. There
first iutroduction of the Bill, in 1864, before an are, I feel certain, many respectable persous engnged
11pper n.nd middle-class Parliament, only 40 mem- in the traffic, who have expended large sums of
bers voted for it; while, on its being brought for- money in purchasing their businesses, and it certailll,Y
ward in 1 71, when the extension of the franchise ·would be a hardship to rob them of their cn.µit.al
l1ad made St. Stephen's more of the people's Parlia- and means of livelihood without compensa.tion.
ment, 136 voted for the Bill ; and without going to This compensation should only, I think, be given
the House of Commons, the case of the inhabitants to those engaged jn the tratle prior to the passing of
of Grangemouth is an evidence of this assertion. the Act. Even admitting that the traffic is bad, we
In connection with the notice by the Earl of have a precedent for such a cour e in the action of
Zetland tbn.t all licensed houses in that town our country with regard to the slave track
will be closed after Whitsunday first, the local
option party took a plebiscite of the town with the
result that three-fourths of the inhabitants over
THE DRINK TRAFFIC Ar D VITAL
sixteen years of age, and four-fifths of the house, 'TATISTlC .
holders, have declared themselves in favour of the
withdrawal of the licen es ! The people of many
other towns have expressed themselves of the ame THE influence of the drink traffic on the public health
opiuion, us the Archbishop of York, who says, that and on the rate of the national mortality has not yet
in accordance with all modern legislation and with received tbe amount of attention which it assuredly
the feeliug:; of the people in every part of the deserves, and to which it has the highest claims. That
empire, the l roper nuthority to have the control of
the liquor t.raflic is the people themselves. Carrlinal there is such a great and powerful influence is all but
Manning, iu the s:1me straiu, says, "I look upon the universally admitted, especially among those who are
Permissive Bill as no more thn.n giving a. legal best able to decide the matter, and has been yery
right and power to the people of this country to generally expressed, though mostly in very vague terms.
protect themselves." Another argument used against It is quite common to meet with such expressions n.s
the Bill is that it will introduce a principle abso- these- "Most of the cases of disease that come under my
lutely new to the constitution-11amely, that of care owe their origin to or are seriously complicated by,
giving the ruajority the power of interfering with the excessive use of strong drink." Much more than
the social habits and tastes of the minority. Of these generalities is required before the public can
course, the inference intended to be drawn is that form any clear and conclusive opinion on the greatness
interference with the liquor tratnc would be of this of that influence, and clearer notions are required becharacter. Time after time the majority have in- fore the popular mind can be influenced, as we should
terfered with the social habits and tastes of those desire to see it, by these statements. In or<ler to meet
who approve of bull-baiting, cock-fighting, gambling, this, the Medical Temperance Society has set before
duelling, and such like. lf the majority have no itself, as one end to aim at, the collection of statistics
right in this matter, I would ask if the minority bearing on this question. They have as yet, however,
have a right to interfere with the majority a.s only had a very limited time, and the area is but cire must, then, make uRe of snch evidence
cumscribed.
exemplified in the cases of the late Prince Consort, as
we can get-and make the best of it. That is of
Earl Shaftesbury, the Earl of Zetland, and nume- greater importance than many people imagine, and
rous other landlords, who have by their simple fiat must be gathered from various sources of a character
decreed that no licensed houses shall exist on their not very promising. It is our object to try and find
properties. The experience of these noblemen has out the facts, so far as we can reach them, from such
been of the very happiest description, and entirely evidence as we have been able to collect. The main
disproves the statements made to the effect that supply of evidence that we can at present command is
illicit traffic and continued attempts to evade the derived from the Insurance Companies and Benefit
Jaw will result from the passing of the Permissive Societies. One of the former has £or many years
Bill. The Permissive Bill will be entirely inoper- carried on its business, insuring people in one or other
ative unless the majority of the people are of opinion of two sections-the temperance section for those who
that they ought to exercise the powers to be given are abstainers, the other, the ordinary section, whose
members are not abstaineru, though only those are adthem in the Act. I again call attention to this fact, mitted
who are very moderate users of alcoholic
been.use the licensed victuallers are continually mak- beverages. As the two sections are kept thoroughly
ing a great outcry about the_ loss the country would separate, and as the statistics of each are published
sustain by the removal of urns and hotels. I aru annually, we have the means of comparing the deathperfectly willing to admit tbn.t hotel-keepers are a rate of these classes.
e have watched the reports for
class of great importance, and the loss would be a number of years with great interest, and the results
seriously felt by tourists, commercial men, and all from 1866 to 1380 are now before us; we s1.~mmarize
who ha.ve occasion to leave their homes on bu iness them thus-
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Temperance Section.
Years
Expected Actual
l8G6-70
549
411
71-75
723
511
76-80
93;3
051
2205

1573

Ordinary Section.
Expected Actual
1008
944
1268
1330
1480
148,)
3761

3754

From this table it will be seen, that the mortality in
the temperance section is proportionally much low·er
than in the ordinary section. The expected deaths in
the former for the 15 years ending 1880, ,vcre 220,\
while only 1573 actually died, or 71.3 per cent. of what
was expected. vVhen we turn to the ordinary section
we find the expected deaths number 3761, an<l the
actual deaths amount to 3754, or 99.8 per cent. of the
expectation. There is thus a wide difference between
the two sections-the mortality in the temperance
section is 28.5 per cent. less than in the ordinary
section. Whence, then, comes this marked difference?
It does not come from the one section being from a
higher class of society than the other-in this respect
they are much alike ; no difference has yet been
Huggested other than this-the one section uses alcohol,
the othet· does not. Hore we have abstinence placed in
comparison with moderation.
ir James Paget says,
when writing on this subject, that no statistics have
yet been got which show the comparison between the
use in moderation of alcoholic liquors and abstinenceon a sufficiently large basis. He says no true comparison can be made, unless at least 500 of each class are
taken, and in similar circumstances. Here we have
wha.t Sir James desiderates, provided for a period
sufficiently long to eliminate all chances of material
crrvr. 'rhe comparison here is bet wee 1 at least 20
times the number he requires, for a period not of one
year, but for fiftee!l years. And what is the result of
the experiment? 'fhe life of the abstainer is one-third
better than that of the moderate drinker-or in other
words, the death-rate of the former is 28·5 per cent. less
than that of the btter. If, then, we suppose the whole
population we1·e abstainers, the death-rate would be 28 ·5
less than it would be were all moderate drinkers ; or in
other words, the total number of deaths in the Kingdom
would be at the least somewhere a.bout 150,000 less than
it is at present, which just means that moderate drinking kills 150,000 a year in our population.
This experience is not confined to the United Kingdom Temperance and Provident Society, whose statisii cs
we have just quoted. There are several other Insurance
Societies which have lately adopted the same mode of
working. Another company has this experience. At
the end of seven years, the examination of the condition
of the company revealed this state of matters. In the
general section, the expected deaths were 1836, and the
actual number was 1863 or 27 more than were expected;
while in the temperance section, the expected deaths
were 1070, while the actual mortality was 745. ln the
former the ratio of actual to expected deaths, was 101. 5
per cent. nearly, while in the latter section the ratio
was only 69. 7, or a difference in favour of abstainers of
31.8 per cent. The Sceptre Life Association has the
following experience. For five years ending December
18S0 the expected claims in the general section were
::308, and the actual claims were 229, or 75 per cent. of
the expectancy. In the temperance section the expected deaths were 99, the actual claims were 44, or 45
per cent. of the expectancy. Two or three other
Societi es of the same class have a similar experience,
bnt none of these have either the breadth of basis,
or length of experience, of the United Kingdom
Temperance and Provi<l.ent Association. But they show
that the experience of that company is not isolated,
hut is confirmed by the other societies which adopt
the same plan. Hence we 111::i.y draw a conclusion
from that experience with the most perfect certainty,
that the inference will, if correctly drawn, be in
accordance with the true state of matters.
This
inference is that compared with moderate drinking, abstinence would increase the average length of life at
least nearly one-third if not more. One may say that
the comparison is not a fair on~. w·c admit that some

.,
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of those who began as moderate drinkers may have become drunkards, or at least not very moJerate drinkers.
But, on the other hand, we have among the abstainers
some who in youth had been addicted to the use of
strong drink, and consequently their constitution mn t
have been more or less injured thereby. Thus the comparison is on the whole a very fair one, as between the
moderate drinker and the abstainer. But if we take
the general population, the comparison would be much
more favourable to the abstainers, at least this is the
conclusion we would naturally come to, from a survey
of the general state of society. That this is true is, we
think, shown in the following comparison between the
Rechabites and the Odd-Fellows. ln the ociety of the
Rechabites every member is an abstainer. In that of
the Odd-Fellows there is no such requirement, but eYery
one is at liberty to use liquor. Indeed, some of them
use it freely, while there are among them some who are
abstainers. The following gives the result of five years
experienceRechabites
Odd-Fellows
Jumber
fi00,000
30,000
16.16
Sick per cent.
2S.75
7.4
Deaths per 1000
12.6
6.14 Average days sick
10.5
Looking just at the death rate, we find that of the Rechabites is 7.4 per thousand, and that of the Odd-Fellows
12.6, in other words the rate of the former is 41.27 per
cent. less than that of the latter. This bears out the
inference that if the general population were ta.ken, the
odds would be much greater in favour of abstinence than
the experience of the U.K. Temperance and Provident
shows. The Odd-Fellows admit. members who use
liquor mor6 fi .3ely th:i.n tha Inanrance Society doe.,_,,
hence the death rate is higher compared with abstainers
than it is in the Temperance and Provident, and if the
whole population were compared with a.b&tainer , we
have no donbt that the difference would be found to be
greater still. But even this is startling enough. It
means that only 59 abstainers die for every 100 of the
drinkers as represented by the Odd-Fellows. If this
proportion be extended to the population above 15
years of age, the drink-caused deaths cannot be less
than 140,000 yearly, and if to these we add one-sixth of
the children, killed indirectly hy the drink, or about
60,000 (by far too low an estimate we believe) we havo
a total loss to the nation yearly of 200,000. Dr. B. ·w.
Richardson estimates the death rate caused by drink
as one-third of the whole, or about 230,000, and the
considerations alrea.dy brought forward pretty strongly
confirm his estimate.
Look now at the sickness-among the Odd-Fellows the
rate is 28.75 percent., and among the Rechabites 16.16
per cent., a difference in favour of abstinence of 43. 8
per cent.
In the whole population the advantage
would be greater. It appears that at least two-fifths of
all the cases of sickness in the community are drink
caused, if we may judge from the experience of those
two societies. But look again at the length of the
period of sickness-That of the abstainers was 6.14
days, that of the Odd-Fellows was 10.5-tho former
less than the latter by fully 41 per cent. If we consider that only 57 cases of sickness occur among the
abstainers for every 100 among the Odd-Fellows, and
these are sick6.14 days while the Odd-Fellows are 10.5
days sick, we have, as the result, 350 days sickness
among abstainers for 1050 days among the Odd-Fellows,
or as nearly as possible three times as much sickness
among the latter as among the former. 'rhis strongly
corroborates the statements made by many medical
men, that one third of the sickness of the country is
caused by the use of alcoholic liquor. This is confirmed
by the experience of the Benefit Society established by
the Rev. Stenton Eardley of Stretitham Common. The
result of the first seven years experience, as detailed by
the President, is as follows-Average number of members 117, of whom the average number of abstainers was
38. The whole expense of the Society in the way of sick
aliment, &c., was, £705 10s 4d, of this the abstainers
received £56 lls, whereas had their sickness been as
great as that of the other members they would have
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received £180 lls. The Society ,rn · thus saYcu. no
less than £124. In other words, the annual charge on
behalf of each member was 16s on an average, but that
of the abstainers was only 4s 4d; that is, the amount of
sickness ·was only a little more than one-fourth that of the
non-abstainers.
imilar is the experience of the army
in India. In the 65th Regiment, 1874-5, we have the
number of non-abstainers reported 9Q0, and of abstainers
260 ; the former sent to the hospital 357 or 40 per cent.
of their number, the latter sent only 59 or 23 per cent.
Dr. Munro of Hull, collected some statistics as to the
amount of sickness in Benefit Societies in his neighbourhood, and be found as the result of his examination that
the sickness in temperance societies was only ljf clays
yearly, while in these which admitted Hon-abstainers or
consisted chiefly of these, the average sickness was 11 ~
clays. The death rate he found to be nearly 5 times as
great in the latter as in the former.
Such are a few of the facts on which we base our
conclusions, some may say that they are far too narrow
to build so broad a strncture upon. ""\Ve have seen,
however, that from every qun.rter ,,·e get confirmatory
evidence, although in itself it may be comparatively of
small importance, and this evidence from every quarter,
and from every avail::i.ble source all tells the same
general tale. In no case that we have ever seen, have
we found the sickness ot· death rate of the abstainers
higher than it is 11,mong those who drink. The exact
proportions may vary, but the preponderance of sickness and deaths is always found amung the consumers
of alcohol. It is much te be regretted that we have not
yet got such a body of evidence collected as would put
all doubt on tl1e qnestion out of court ; but this too
will come before lonJ. ""\Ye have enough to show that the
influence of drink upon health and vitality in this
country is a very deadly one. That to <lrink we owe
one-third at least of all our ickness, ancl consequent
loss and expense, and nearly, if not fully one-third of the
deaths of the country are due directly or indirectly to
strong cl.rink. Truly this is a most important inquiry,
and among all the subjects of inquiry under the Legislature we know none more deserving of attention, or
more imperatively calling for it than this.
If the facts be, as we think these sources of evidenee
show that they are, true (we are firmly persuaded they
a.re understated), what are we to do? In the :first place
we must endeavour to convince the people of the facts,
and lead them to a<l.opt such measures as shall compel
the Legislature to deal effectually with the cause of all
these multiform evils. Were cholera, or ::my other
epidemic'to visit our shore~, neither people nor legislature would be satisfied by the au.option of such
measures as would reduce the mortality from the plague
to one-fourth or one-sixth of the rate, at the same time
perpetuat.ing it in a more limited extent, while there
was clearly and emphatically pointed out a plain, simple,
tried and complete cure, not only for the present evil,
but a certain means of preventing the return of the
epidemic. "\Yonlu. any M. P. dare to face his constituents
and tell them he had resisted the tried and effectual
remedy, and had done his best to substitute a palliative
which would reduce the mortality, though it certainly
would keep it up perpetually in a limited form? Nay,
verily! He would soon be given to understand that
he must take the tried and effectual remedy, and that
if be would not, they would find some one who would.
Now, any change iu the present License Law would at
the very best only limit and confine the evil- would
not cure it- but would perpetuate it in some measure,
however much it might be limited. License can never
cure the evil. Prohibition and that alone can successfully combat the enemy.
o place where this has been
tried has found it a failure. No people who ha.Ye given
it a fair and full trial have ever bad reason to complain
that it has not given them the satisfaction they expectecl.
The cause of the evil being removed, the evil itself must
also cease. If drink causes all this mischief, remove
drink from the land, and the evils so far as they
proceed from this cause and so far as they are
the fruits thereof must follow in its train.
If
we are right in our inferences from such facts
as \\·e ha.Ye been able to gather bearing on the

q nestion before us, we are safe in a sertiug, as ha.s been
done by many medical men, that drink is the cause of
a very large proportion of the disease and cle:.i.th of the
country.
The experience of many years tel1s the
same ~al~. From 18Gl-66 the drinking of the country
tead1ly mcreascd, and so clid the d eath-rate at the rate
of 10,000 yearly. In 1867 the cost of the drink consumed fell somewhat le~s than four millions owinoto
0
the dull trade and the straitene 1 circumstances of the
people, the death rate also decreased about 39,000.
Drinking increases, death-rate increases- ,vhen drinking decreases so does the death-rate.
""\Vhat then is the remedy? Clearly this, and nothinu
less, nothing more is required. Prohibitthemanufactnre:
importation and traffic in alcoholic liquors, and our
national Yi ta1ity will rise a third. We shall have a
third less sickness, and we shall save annually about
, 200,000 lives which are now offered a sacrifice to
Bacchus, a lo s to the nation to the disgrace of onr
humanity and to the dishonour of onr Uhristianity.
Let each man who is a true patriot anJ loves his nation
dem::i,nd of his rcpresentatiYe in the people's House of
Parliament such a measure as will, as soon as possible,
not merely chain the drink traffic-not only draw a few
of its claws and teeth, but for ever close its existence,
and so set free tl1e slaves carried captive at its will,
and liberate the nation from the frightful incubus resting upon it. This is a thing that all can aid in accomplishing.
ever can the nation truly flourish, and
health and long life be extendtcl to the largest
number of our fellow-citizens so long as the deadly upas
tree of the drink traffic flourishes among us. Scotland
in this matter expects that every man this season
should do his duty. Give no rest to the Scotti h
:M.P.'s until a Bill bas been passecl giving as the
minimum the local veto to the people. Thi. is the
very 1 ast we can accept as a present settlement of th e
great drink problem.
THE'£.\.

THE PARLIAMENT.ARY

ES ION.-Il.

MR. '. '. ALL, OPP- TOBACCO CuLTGRE-DR. CAl\fERON ',;;
1
PASSENGER. VES,'EL,
( COTLAXD) BILL - OPHJ:11
TRAFFJ --DROPPED ORDERS-PURITY OF BEERHALF YEARLY LICENSES IN IRELAND-LORD COLI::-1"
CAMPBELL'S LICEN8ING (SCOTI,AND) BILL-PUBLTCA ' S HAYING ARM - -BREWJ:N"O LICENSES-BALLOT
ACT-CORNWALL SUNDAY CLOS! TG BILL-DRUXK£~ TESS I , INDIA-ARMY REFORi\1S - PAYMEXT OF
\VA<rnR I , PUBLIC HousE:- PROHIBITIOX BrLL.

FEB. 20th.-)fr. '. C. Allsopp, the newly elected member for Taunton, amid Conservative cheers, took the
oath and his seat. ·with the Opposition of the day it
seems to be au article of belief that beer is essential to
the stability of the Throne and the Constitution.
Mr. Gladstone, in reply to the question whether it
was in contemplation to authorise the growth for sale
of tobacco by the agriculturists, said that the Goyernment would be glad at any time to find that any plan
could be d evised nnder which tobacco could be cultivated in the nited Kingdom, and especially for Ireland, which appeared to have special qualities for its
growth. But no plan of the kind was at present before
the Government.
In committee of the whole Honse, Dr. Cameron
obtained leave to bring in a. Bill to amend the law
relating to the traffic in excisable liquors in passeno-0 r
vessels plying between Scottish ports.
Feb. 2lst. - :Mr. J. ""\iV. Pease tha.t da,y four weeks
would move a resolution and an address to Her Majesty
on the subject of the opium trade with Uhina.
Mr. Armitage asked the Under Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs whether it was true that the Emperor
of China had sanctioned, upon the petition of the Viceroy of Nankeen, an increase of the opium import duty
to the extent of 140 taels, equal to £40 per chest. Rir
Charles Dilke r eplied that the statement was not
correct.
.A. resolution, moved by Mr. E . Clarke "That it is
desirable that the practice of this House should be so
amen cled that the onsi<leration of Bills which have
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passed a seconJ reacling Lut have not become bw, teen. It is propo. ed to separate altogether the shops
shoul i be resumed in the succeeding session of the and recreation rooms from the canteens and attach the
same Parliament at the stage of committee," was de- coffee bars to the former. (Hear.) The canteen will
featerl by 126 to 61 Yotes. The resolution was success- be almost ex:clusi vely used for the sale of l1eer at a.
fully opposed on the following grounds-lst, It would moderate profit, the coffee bar and the shop being
require an Act of Parliament; 2nd, All proceedings in merely self-supporting."
Parliament were put an encl to by prorogation ; 3rd, . March 15th.-Thc Licensing Laws (Scotla~d) Bill
There would be little time lost in beginning cle nova, &c. issued to-clay.
Feb. 23.-The Bill for better sceuring the purity of
March 16tb.-In the House of Lords, on the motion
beer was brought in by Colonel Barne, and read a first of Earl 'tanhope, the Payment of Wages in Public
time.
Houses Prohibition Bill was read a first time.
Feb. 27th.-::VIr. Gladstone, in answer to Mr. Biggar,
In the Honse of Commons the ~Iarquis of Hartington
stated that there was no existing power to issu e half- again in reply to Mr. O'Donnel, stated that what Sir
yearly licenses for baer and wine in Ireland und er the Ashley Eden said was, that while no doubt there
Licensing Act.
might be increased drinking, it was not among the
Lord Colin Campbell obtained leave to bring in a Bill class who frequented the liquor shops in Calcutta, but
to alter anJ amend the Licensing Laws of Scotland. among the middle classes who drank at their own
The Bill was read a first time.
homes. He also said that careful inquiry had conFeb. 28th.-The question which Mr. Pease, 11.P., vinced him that the alleged increa e of i11temperance
pnt to Lord Hartington and Sir Charles Dilke on the was more imaginary than real, and that at ~ny rate any
opium traffic and the Chefoo Convention was delayed such increase wa not clue to the multiplication of
till the publication of certain papers bearing on the lil1uor shops, as the number of shops had been reduce<l
subject.
in Calcutta. Nor did Sir Ashley Eden absolutely
The Attorney-General for Ireland, in reply to :Mr. refuse the prayer of the petitions proceeding from the
'allan, said that no instructions had been issued to the :Mohammedan rational Association of Merchants ancl
Licensing :Magistrates " that there is an objection as ' Bankers of Calcutta, and the Anglican Bi hops and
:1, rule to publicans having arms."
[If they had liquor Clergy of Calcutta. He said he could not fully comply
a.ml arms they would prove too much for the peace of ·with it during the term of the current licenses, but
any oountry.-Eu. S.R.]
he promised to close the shops on Sunday until the
March 2nd. - Mr. UlaLlstone, in answer to Mr. renewal of the licenses. Although he (the noble MarHcd<lel, said the number of licenses taken out to quis), had no reason to think that there was no disposibrew in the year to the end of l'.ieptember 1881, by tion on the part of the Government of India to adopt
perso11s who did not pay ai1y beer duty was- in Eng- measures which would be a tendency to promote tc111ln,nd, 80,409, in Scotlan<l, 2:.!85, and in Irciaud none.
pcrancc among the popula.tion, he shunlcl cr~ll Lheir
Mr. Ousl w gaYe notic. t]~1t 0n the seconcl rca.<li 11g attcntir)ll to thn nrcc '!'iity of cxcrci.-ing strict c::irc on
o[ the J3allot Act (eontiuuant:c) Bill, he wonltl morn the snbj et.
that it was inexpedient to compel local authorities to
extend the hours of polling.
\YAU'.' AND 'TRAY::;.
::\fr . .Arthur Yiviau obtained lea.Ye to bl·ing in a Bill
Ju t at your door,
to prohibit the sale of intoxicating lir1uors on Sunday
ee if you will how they shiver and shake;
in Cornwall. The Bill was read a first time.
March 9th.--The Marquis of Hartingtou stated in Look but a moment for charity's sake,
I a k no more.
answer to Mr. O'Donnel that it was correct that the
aifs in the street,
Excise Revenue of the Punjaub for 1 80-81 ,\ as the
largest yet recorded. The gross receipts were 11 lacs Offspring of sorrow, of sin, and of shame;
9000 rupees (£110,900), against 10 lacs 94-,000 rnpees Some without shelter, or parents, or name,
Or rest for their feet.
(£109,400) in 1876. The letter of the ReY. Mr. Evans,
Moughyr, to Lord Ripon, on the increa. e of drunkenTattered and torn,
ness in Inclia, and the report of the Bengal Uo,,ernment Shoeless and hatless, and loYeless and sad,
on it could be lai l on the table if the hon. member Likely as not going straight to the bad,
liked to move for it.
"\Veary and worn.
March 13th.--Thc noble farquis, replying to ~fr.
Only God knows
O'Donnel, stated that in the report of the administrator The burden of agony they have to bear;
of the Punjaub for 1881, t\fr. Lyall said there wa · a 1 You only tell how they lie, steal, auu swear;
growing liking among the natiYes for rum, now that its
What of their woes ?
price was not Yery different from that of native liquor,
Think of them, pray
and if the trade were allowc<l to follow its nn.tural
course the consumption woultl expand rapiLlly, some- Look at your own littl e innocent boy;
what to the detriment nf the re,-enue derived from Your darling, I clouLt not, your pride an11 yum joy,
Your hope night an<l clay.
country svirits. The proposal set forth in the qu c tinn
The child of yonr prayers,
\\·as imply intcndctl to check tlie practice of tho. c
intcrestc<l in the sale of country spirits who bny np all Picture him roaming a waif in the street-,
+he rum licenses, not with the view of making a profit To beg in despair from each one he meet:;,
To steal when he dares.
by selling rum, but by limiting or preventing its sale,
a!Hl who, having thus acquired a practical monopoly,
No mother or home.
prefer to sell country liquor at a higher profit. The Out in the rnin, and the chill winter snows,
U-overument, therefore, were of opinion that the grow- To suffer the torture of frost-Litten toes,
ing demand for rum which was at least as wh olesome
And perhaps die alone.
as the country spirits should not be discouraged, and
That's what they doapproved of Mr. LyaH's proposal.
ell, you cannot help it; such things must be.
March 13th. -Mr. Childers, in course of his speech You turn a deaf ear to their pitiful plea,
on the Army Estimates said:-" So far as the men are
'Tis nothing to you.
concerned, the first important change which we have
One ear will hear.
introduced relates to canteens. J!.,ormerly canteens
were often let to contractors, but some years ago they These poor waifs and strays are as dear in God's sight
were generally handed over to regimental charge, the As the child you have reared in the glad gospel light.
He knows their care.
profits being devoted to the amusements of the men
The glad by-and-bye
and their fam.ilies. Recreation rooms and coffee bars
have also been generally established, and shops where Will give them the love denied to them here;
groceries and other articles can be got. There have A recompcn e sweet for the sorrows they bear,
And a home in the sky.
heen great varieties in practice, but the shop and often
A~NLE S. S wA:,.
the recreation room has been connected with the cn.n1
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'PHE PUl'-lDS.
* * * .Members, fri ends, cmd Societies subscribing to
the Funds of the Scottish P errnissive Bill and
1'emperance Association a1·e respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the Association are increasing, ancl it wou.ld
materially assist the Executive in promptly m eeting these, were subscriptions paid in the form er
rather than the latte1· vart of the financial year,
which will close on 20th S eptember, 1882.

THE poc1A1

'R_ EfORMER

APRIL, 1S82.

;\'-** We inte11Cl to publish n.nother of our valun.ule
tables in our next issue-one showing the number
of licences in the Parliamentary Burghs of Scotland,
with population, number of electors, present proportion, [Llld proportiou contemplated by the bill of Lord
Colin Campbell, M. P., &c., &c.
\Ve present with this, the first nm11uer of Lhe
~eventeenth Volume of the Socictl R~fonner, Litle
pa.ge ancl index to Vol. XVI. In doing so we
respectfully recommend the new volume to the continued and increased support of our readers; and n~k
their aid in extending its circulation.

1

ordinary efforts of the Association which knows no
pause, meetings, mostly preceded by a conference
have been held in Dunse, Denny, Brechin, Greenock ,
Montrose, Dumfries, Rutherglen, Ayr, Strathmiglo,
Aberdeen, Stirling, Arbroath, and Tillicoultry. The
conviction and determination on the part of the
people which these meetiugs have revealed have been
a source of unrningled satisfaction to the Execnti ve.
The only regret attaching to such meetings is that
they are dmwing to a close, and summer render,,
more of theru impossible. Well, of those that are
now memories it has to be said that they have far
exceeded expectation in numbers and in enthusiasm.
They have brought the Executive face to face wit,h
their constituents to the mutual satisfaction of both.
And it seems undeniable that they have been productive of great gain to the movement, both throughout the country and iu St. Stephen'::,.

The well-informed editor of the Jris7i Banner gi ,·es
a list of n.bstaining Members of Parliament.

.Ac-

cording to him they include 'ir W. Lawson, Sir
Chas. Dilke, Messrs. S. Morley, T. Burt, W. Fowler,
A. Pease, Joseph Cowen, W. S. Allen, Rugh Mason,
John Bright, D. Davies, S. Howard, W. S. Cane,
J. P. Corry, J. N. Ricbardsou, C. If. Meldon, A.
O'Connor, J. A. Bln.ke, B. Whitworth, and T. P.
O'Connor-twenty for England and Ireland. He
puts down no Scotch abstainers, for tbe good reason
that there is only one, Mr. P. M'Lagan, .M.P. for
Linlitbgowshire. Our contemporary suggests th e
formation of a Parliamentary Temperance SocieLy.
Any one n.cquainted with the precincts of the House,
and the habits of honourable members, will agree with
him in ~aying that no more promising field of labour
than this can present itself to energetic temperance reformers. Some day the nation will see a government
of brewers, distillers, and moderate drinkers enacting
a suppressive veto over the traffic, just as our fathers
saw a government of landlords and protectionists
throwing down the barriers that made bread so
dear. It is the people's will that in the long nm
rnles, 110t the personality of the ll'gislature.

Tue :::ieo1'1'1~11 PER:\IL ;'l\' E BILL .~ o TKMPERA.l\<.:E
A. so,L\TIOl\ A -u THE ·LICEXSING LAWS ( 'coTLA:KD )
BrLL 01'' Lorw COLL U,DIP.BELL, M.P. -The ExecutiYe
have, after careful deliberation, adopted the follow-iug
resolutions :- " 'l'he Executive of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association have carefully
considered the provisions of the Licensing Acts ( cotlancl) Bill introduced into the House of Co!mnons by
Lord Colin Campbell, M.P., and while regarding it as
an honest and earnest attempt to deal with the evils of
the licensing system in , cotlancl, and belieYing that certain of its provisions would undoubtedly abate some of
these evils, yet feel calletl upon to express their deep
regret that the bill not only fails adequately to recognise the right of the ratepayers in their several clistric:ts
to prevent by a direct and full Ycto pu1Jlic-houses Leing
forced upon them or continued in their mi<l.st against
. A11you :tC(l uaiutec.l with the cu~loms which pretheir "·ill, but provides for compensation to lancUonl 1 vail at our various shipping ports with regard to the
and tenant, for the sale of licenses, for the granting of employment of labourers, must feel a deep intere t
a ten years' lease, and generally for the continuan ce,
in the Bill of Lord Stanhope for the suppression of
under cert.tin given conditions, of a system that is
all payment of wages in public houses . . In Liveressentially mischievous in its nature and operations."
'' Further, the ExecatiYe y,rouhl very earnestly call pool, Hull, Greenock, Glasgow, Leith, and otl1er
upon all the friends of temperance and social reform large ports, the labourers are with few exceptions
throughout the country immediately to memorialize in a state of the most odions slavery to stevedores
their Parliamentary representatives to take such steps a.nLl publicans. These interested parties oppres~
as will secure to the ratepayers of Scotland a veto on their unfortunate victims in a way which to Snd a
parallel to we must go back to Goshen and I ~rael
all facilities f r th e sale of intoxicating liquors. "
R. 1 ACKAY, St ·y.
I under the Pharaohs. In a recent issue we drew
I attention to the fearful state to which the b nllast
lJuring the past month there has been unceasing heavers of London were reduced by their pubiican
:icti vity ou the part of the Scottish Permissive Bill I and stevedore tyrants. And we showed that by the
and Tewperauca Association. In addition to th
late Prince 'o nsort':3 ·efforts they were re tored by
T
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law to freedom and sobriety. The object of bis lor<lship being to do the same goocl office for all similarly
circumstanced wherever they are or whatever they
do, his Bill deserves the hearty co- operation of
every well-wisher of his kind. Let our readers
write their parliamentary representatives at once,
asking their support and vote to this truly suppressive measure. The passage of this Bill into ln.w
would emancipate a very large body of our fellowcitizens, thrnughout the country, from the tyranny
of a cletestable custom and a detestable institution
an<l by giving them the control of the fruits of thei:·
own _labours restore their manliness, and induce
them to increase and foster the great wage fond
of the country.
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instead of abusing the plaintiff's a.ttorney, and thus
showing they have no case, let them act upon the
ad vice so kindly tendered by their t.rne friends, and
mission Govan, Partick, Whiteincb, and the lower
reaches of the Clyde, and thus show to an n.dmiring
world that the Clyde ship-building class are not
merely industrially great and skilful, but that
through their great wisdom as regards their big
pays, they promise to be one of the wealthiest sections of our industrial army.

The press representative of the Scottish publicans
crows loudly over the service it would have us
believe it has rendered to humanity in Glasgow. It
has actually, it says, had its suggestion to take a
census of the shebeens of Saint Mungo adopted by
Our contemporary the Christian Leader deserves Chief Constable M'Call. All the night policemen
much c1·edit for the prominence which it gives to the are to be returning officers fur their own beats.
temperance movement in its columns. In a recent This great work has beeu begun n.nd is being carissue Mr. James Henderson: one of Her Majesty's ried on because the G1tardian has been up and doing.
Factory Inspectors, very justly drew attention to Merely pausing to remind our readers that in this
the great material prosperity of the ship-building matter the Mail was up before the Guardian, we
trades on the Clyde, and to the unexampled high are decidedly of opinion that some members of the
wages earned by those employed therein. It would tmJe will not thank their Guardian for his trouble.
If the she been trade be duly exposed, n.nd, as a
Se{lll from his report th3.t the great pays of 1873,
'74, a11d '75 ar 1-1gaiu reached. No one who is result, huuted down, many of the publicans will
friendly to our working classes woulJ gl'Lldge them have to face n. serious cnrtn.ilment of their income·
big pays, nay, but would be glad rather to seo them One would really think, from the virtuous iudignaso prosperous, were they themsel vel:i to jn3 . tfy their liou of the Gu,ardian, that the shebeener was his
good fortune by saving and seasonabl 0 expenditure. owu brnwer and distiller, as well as bis own dealer.
In the first case they woulLl u~Llying the basis for a Tbe fact is different. The sbebeener is merely
comfortable old age ; iu the second they would be the night shift, and the publican the day shift of
using their high wages to n.meliorate their condition, the traffic. The shebeener, if forced to tell the
as far as that coulcl be done, by surrouuding them- source of his supply, would let in a little light upon
selves with means of comfort which would add im- the publican's dealings, which would hardly square
mensely to their happiness. But we fear that their with his great professions of respectability. Where
old vice, intemperance, con lners them, and that they the licensed supply is cut off, the unlicensed traftic
give to the liquor traffic what hould bring comforts also disappears. Men once freed from the allureto their home or help to swell their bank-books. ments ef the open sale of liquor do not en m,asse ru ·h
It is years ago since a ship-builder informed us that ma<lly to the shebeener. It is when they have been
he could easily get hi::1 fellow-ship-builders to joiu fired up until they are maddened, and then thrust
him cheerfully in buying up the 35 public-houses out of the licensed shop, that they plunge recklessl y
that cursed their employees, if by so doing they into the fangs of the shebeener to drown their cravwould cease to exist. His employees did not work ing in another and yet another bumper of the braiusteadily-very far from it. To-day Mr. Henderson deslroyer. We hasten to congratulate the Guardian
points to the same saJ. folly on their part, and now ou its work, and suggest that it should throw its
ex-Provost Ferguson of Whiteinch confirms the "bull's eye n on the other disreputable operations of
painful facts. The allegation will not lie against all the liquor traffic. Only, don't let it assume that the
the workers- far from it-bu t it lies against a very publican is better than the shebeener. They :u-e
large number who, though earning large sums, both ministrants to vice, only the one is State-proearn them apparently only to squander them tected and the other is not ; and it will be a great
with the publican. The Glasgow Trades Council day for our beloved land when the licensed trafficker
resent Mr. Henderson's good offices iu drawing is reduced by the suppressive veto to the level of his
attention to this flagrant mis-expenditure on the disreputable brots.er. Then. honest courses or the
part of their class. If he speaks inaccurately, let jail will be the option of both.
them show that he does so, but to speak resentfully
At length the Conservatives of Hn.ddingtonshire
of the statement made by him in view of the last
sentence of his article, we do not hesitate to say, is have got heartily tired of Lord Elcho, M.P. The
unmanly. We <lo not b elieve that the Trades noble lord cannot, we think, blame us if we say we
Council could successfully defend the ship-building are pleased that he is so uuceremonion~ly set aside
employees from the charge la.id against them, and, by his constituents) It is true tha.t he ha expressed
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a desire to depart from the p08itio11 of their r epre- a special education and a painful experience to look
sentative, and it is none the less true that he has upon as an unjustifiable social tyranny, against which
managed to get his son called to the vacant chair. I they have no present means of redress. It is a
While infected by chagrin through his resigna- \ despotism sustained by the law of the land, and
tion, he will not be consoled by the recollection they know well that the Governmeut shrink from
that he never did or said a word for the relief of placing th.a,t traffic within the power of the ratethose endangered or enslaved by the liquor traffic. payers' ballot, because it would be certain to be
Indeed he championed that traffic, and the records voted down. Had his lordship followed the lines
of the Scottish prohibitory movement shows him on which Sir Wilfrid Lawson moves, and set himself
always the friend~ of the publicans, and not un- to interpret the wishes of the Scottish people as he
seldom their advocate. In 1869, 1870, 1873, 1874, interpreted the spirit of the great prohibitory meet1876, and 1878, he was silent, because when the ing in the Cit.y Hall last September, over which he
divisions of most of these years was called he was called to preside, he would have left the regula.was abroad on urgent private affairs, but in 1 64, tion and restriction of that system alone, and placing
1871, 1875, 1879, 1880, and 1881 he voted against himself at the head · of the temperance and social
the Permissive Bill, and its equivalent, the Local 1 reformers of Scotiand, might have led them in a
Option resolution, while in 1880 he led a publican ' victorious demand from the Government for a supdeputation into the presence of the Home Secretary, pressive veto over the licensing system of Scotland.
and that same year he assumed the mantle of Mr. That he bas not done so is a matter of disappointWheelhouse and vied against the veto. Such is the ment a.nd deep regret, not to us only, bnt to many
relation of the noble lord to the greatest social who with us are ardently desirous of having legal
question of the day. From the earliest introduction powers on the statute book for the people to apply
of the veto to its latest he has been the avowed to ridding themselves of the baneful traffic in operafriend of the most tyrannical system that ever tion in the community where they live. We give
enslaved his country, and in other times we would him credit for an honest and enrnest intention to
have found him fraternising with those who were grapple with the evils of the licensing system. We
leagued to crush her liberties. In parting, we trnst believe, however, he has found out, with ourselves,
for ever, with his lordship as a commoner, we re- that no legislation will be satisfactory to the people
member that at no distant time if spared he may of Scotland that does not embody the suppression
be found in" another place." We trust that that of all facilities for the sale and consumption of al' ' place" may be so overawed by the attitude of a coholic liquors by the ratepayers. Already the
justly indignant people, as to make him feel that in ominous sounds of opposition are heard, both from
opposing the means of abolishing the licensing sys- the temp'erauce party and the publicans, and we
tem he would be merely assisting to strike the knell have reason to believe that to their a.ssaults the Bill
!.)f its own unmourncd doom. We hope that we will musL succumb.
on an early date be able to gladden our readers by
announcing that the elected successor of Lord Elcho
1\Ir. ,vmia.m H oyle sends to the 'l'ime8 an estimate
is an admirer and supporter of Sir Wilfrid Lawson,
gathered from the Excise returns of the expenditure
and that the electors of Haddingtonshire have come upon intoxicating liquors during the year 1881, which
to the resolution that the candidates who successfully we summarise. The quantity of beer consumed in 1881
970,788,564 gallons, the value of which, at ls. 6d.
woo their suffrages must be pledged to vote for the awas
gallon, is £72,809,142, against £67,881,67:3 in 1880.
veto of the liquor traffic by the ratepayers.
The consumption of Briti h wines and spirits was
28,730,719 gallons, which at 20s. a gallon, amounts to
£28,730,719, against £ 28,457,486. In foreign spirits
Tn another column our readers will find a very the figure, are 8,295 2G- gallons at 24s., amounting to
full analysis of the Licen sing Bill of Lord C0lin £9,954,318, n,gainst £10,173,014 in 1880. F or wine the
figures are 15,644,757 gallons, at lSs., amounting to
Campbell, M.P., with comments thereon with which £14,080,281, against £14,267 ,102 in 1880; while the
we entirely agree. We believe that his lordship, consumption of British wines is estimated at 15,000,000
with those with whom he took counsel, had the ob- gallons, ::tmounting, at 2s. per gallon, to £1,500,000,
the same sum as in 1880. The total for 1881 is
ject in view of carrying a measure which would £127,074,460, against £122,279,275, an increase of
greatly limit the sale of liquors, and secure to the £4,795,185. The consumption of beer shows an increase
ratepayers the power of voting against all licenses of 7.3 per cent., and British spirits 0.96 per cent.,
while foreign spirits show a decrease of 2.1 per cent.,
that affected them ; would propitiate the publicans, and wine 1. 3 per cent. Taking the percentage of the
ousted by the operation of the Bill, by affording total, it gives an aggregate increase of 3. 9 per cent.
compensation, and although in the first instance With regard to the consumption of beer, however,
Mr. Hoyle finds, by the avowal of the brewing interest
charging the rates with the expenses involved, itself, that the old computation of its liabilities to the
would ultimately lessen the police rates by the :Excise for the malt it used was delusive. Malt was
profits derived from the sale of liquor certificates. taxed as if a quantity produced fifty-frve barrels which
in trnth produced sixty, and accorclingly the real inThe licensing system of Scotland will uever have crease in the drink bill is only 0. 8 instead of 3. 9 per
the sympa.t hy of the Scottish people, under whatever cent.
adminisLratiou iL way be placed , because it rnainlr. H oyle shows tliaL we liav e bee n speudiug ou
taius a irailic whieh Lhe people have Leen tra.iuetl l1y au average £ 1-1:3,600,< 00 a year-a. daily expenditure
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of .£393,424 sterling. While we contemplate the
enormous magnitude of these figures, the debates by
the working classes 0n the civil list, the consolidated
fund a d their own wage fund,and t.he Parliamentary
discussions on voting the national supplies dwarf
into mere insignificance. Britain is, through her
liquor traffic, bleeding to death. Her industries are
being starved, her homes are being drained to an
extent that defies calculation and mocks estimate.
Oh, that the nation were wise enough to adopt the
wise suggestion of Sir Wilfrid Lawson and stop the
leak a d staunch the flow.

INTELLIGENCE.
THE LICENSING LAWS ( COTLAND) BILL.
'l'ms boldly conceived and courageous measure, the
eighty- ixth bill of the present session, has been introduced, as we have already informed our readers, by
Lor l Colin Campbell, M.P. for Argyllshire. It is
hacked by the available members of Parliament for
Glasgow, Dr. Cameron and Mr. Anderson ; by the
member for Renfrewshire, Mr. Crum; the member for
'tirlino-shire, Mr. Bolton ; the member for the Inverness district of burghs, Mr. M'lutosh; the member for
South Lanarkshire, fajor Hamilton ; the member for
Greenock, Mr. Stewart; and the member for the , t.
~ ndrews district of burghs, Mr. ,v11liamson. Leave
wa:i obtn.iue l on the 27th February for its introduction
and the draft underwent many alterations during its
passage through the press. It extend. to thirty-nine
pages, three of which contain table of contents, twentysix the fifty-eight clause of the Bill, and ten the
thirteen schedules forming the appendices to the bill.
Its main livisions are six in number :-lst, Preliminary;
2nd, the Polling; 3rd, the G1·anting and Regulating of
Licenses; 4th, Compensation to License-holders; 5th,
Financial arrangements ; and 6th, the Licensing Commission.
The preamble of the bill is as follows :- " ·w hereas it
is expedient that the la.ws at present in force, whereby
the right of granting certificates of license for the sale
of exciseable liquors, vested in the magistrates of
burghs, and in the justices of the peace for counties,
shoulu. be placed more directly under the control of the
ratepayers in such burghs and counties ; and that
certain alterations and amendments should be made on
the laws applicable to •licenses for the sale of such
liquor , for the more effectual suppression of intoxication, and for other purposes relating thereto. B it
therefora enacted, .,-c.:'
The reason for the bill is threefokl. Firstly, to g iye
the ratepayers more control over the right of granting
li.:: nses ; , 'econdly, that the present laws should be
altered and amended to more effectually suppress
intoxication ; and Thirdly, and for other purposes. As
ratepayers the people have no contention with hi
lordship on the matter of granting licenses, their contention is that they ought to be vested with the right
of refusing all applications for the privilege of supplying liquors to them, should necessity for such refusal
arise. The granting of licenses " for their good ' has
in their experience been so manifestly to their injury or
their annoyance that the time has come when it ought
to be in their power to say whether and when the
publican should stay or go. Vie should have been glad
to have a better preamble. The suppression of intoxication depends upon the suppression of the facilities to
it. His lordship offers to suppress the effect, we should
have prefen·ed that he had seen bis way to aim at the
suppression of the cause - the traffic in the means of
intoxication. We can no more belieYe that the suppression of intoxication can result from the regulation
or improvement of the supply of the intoxicating subst~nee a.lcoho], than that the opium eater's vice should
cease because twenty shops instead of forty places

remain to minister to his craving. The suppression t1f
the facilities is the true way to the suppression of the
drinker'!:; indulgence.
The first clause declares that the Act may be cited
as the '' Licensing (Scotland) Act 1882," and may be
construed with the nnrepealed portions of the Acts at
present in force, and these Acts may be cited together
as the "Licensing ( cotland) Act, 1828-1882." The
second clause confines the Act to 'cotlancl, and the
third provides for its operation to begin at the date of
its passage into law, and for its application to all
licenses on the first day of November after it becomes
law.
The fourth clause repeals the Home Drummond Act
1828, sections 2, 5, 7, 14, 20, 30, 32, 35, and 36. These
concern burgh licensing courts and quarter sessions,
licensing districts, granting yearly certificates, lodging
of applications, keeping lists of yearly applications, the
exclusion of brewers, distillers, and publicans from the
administration of the law, abolishes right of appeal ou
renewals and transfers and also old transfer schedules.
the penalties presently in force, and the saving clans~
about repeal. It also repeals of the Forbes M'Kenzie
Act, 1853, sections 1, 2, 4, 7, 11 and 12. These concern
the separation of spirits and groceries, grocer's power
of retail, separate licenses for wine and spirits and for
beer, the inspection of premises clause, the debarring of
tacksmen, blacksmiths, &c., from being licensed, the
clauses making certificates necessary, about certificate
forms and fraudulent certificates. It also repeals of
the Public houses Acts, sections 1, 5, 7, 10, 22 and :33.
These cleal with the time and the form of ccrtificat •s,
the distinction between beer licenses and spirit license~,
abolishing all certificates but those under the Aet,
making beer sellers responsible, form of applicati n, f.omt
of applicant's character, mala-fide travellers, &c. By it
the whole of the Cameron Act of 1 76 is repealed. A
glance at this clause and its schedule will show how
great the changes are in the licensing system of Scotland which his lor<lship contemplates.
In the Fifth or Interpretation Clause it is set clown
that ''Burgh" means Parliamentary burghs, so that the
bill will deal with the traffic of the 79 Parliamentary
burghs, in whole or by the wards in these burghs; all
other areas will be called '' licensing districts," and
shall be the same as a ~chool Board district. Ratepayers shall mean every ratepayer, male or female,
qualified to vote for members of a School Board. This
is a most important clause, and one which we gladly
welcome. We so fully believe that women will, on the
whole, decide against the liquor traffic, that we will
a.wait the first exercise of their power to vote on the
question with perfect confidence. Throughout the agitation, the objection of our opponents to the ratepayers
ha.Ying the power to determine this question has been
met by our declaration that we prefer to leave it to the
widest frnnchise to decide, and our declaration will, we
firmly believe, he justified by the eYeut.
The ixth Clause provided for the preparation for a
poll on the basis of the census returns.
The eventh 'lause is as follows: --" The maximum
number of certificates for license to be fixed by the
licensing authority as corresponding to the population
shall not in any burgh, ward, or district be more than
in the proportion of one license to every five hundred
complete of the inhabitants of such burgh, ward, or
district, as shown by the last census returns: Provided
that in fixing the same number the licensing authority
may if it thinks fit make any addition to the number,
based on census returns, which in view of the requirements of any ward or district in respect of licenses for
hotels or inns shall appear to the licensing authority to
be required, and provided that such addition be duly
notified to the ratepayers at the time and in the manner
required by sections fourteen and fifteen of this Act;
and should the inhabitants of any burgh, ward, or district exceed one hundred persons, and not a.mount to
five hundred, the licensing authority may if they see
fit fix upon one certificate for license for such burgh,
ward, or district, to be voted upon as a.fte1· mentioned,
declaring that none of the existing li censes, which may
1 c continuetl for a limited period, as pro\·ide,l hy sec -
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tion forty hereof, or licenses gl'anted to dealers in ship thirteenth clause of the Home Drummond Act to suit
stores as after mentioned, shall be inclurled in the cal- this Act. By the eleventh clause no brewer, disculation as to the maximum number of licenses to be tiller, maltster, or dealer or retailer, should act on the
fixed upon as aforesaid as applicable to any burgh, ward, licensing authority, or if in the Town Council ta e
or district."
part in carrying out this act, nor take an appointment
This is a most singular provision. Here we have a under it, nor sign the requisition or notice of objection,
clause determining the maximum of licenses as--one in nor grant any certificate under a penalty of fifty poun s
five hundreu . Now this is a most material reduction, for each offence. The penalty may be recovered before
as we may see by a glance at the position of the eight the sheriff within six months, and when recovered to
principal towns of Scotland-Glasgow, Edinburgh, go to the license fund.
Dundee, Aberdeen, Greenock, Leith, Paisley, and
The twelfth clause determines the quorum as onePerth. These towns have an aggregate population of · third of the whole number : and vests the chairman
1,197,567, inclusive of 142,458 electors. They have with a deliberative and a casting vote. The thirteenth
amongst them 165 hotels, 2726 public houses, and 1512 clause defines the business at the first meeting of the
groceries, or a grand total of liquor shops of 4393. burgh and county licensing authority: 1st, to decide on
This is one public house to every 273 of the population. the maximum number of licenses in either burgh 01·
The bill under consiLleration would reduce the liquor wards, if any, and in licensing districts; 2nd, to apshops from 4393 to 2395, a reduction of 1998, or within point a chairman; 3rd, a returning officer who may be
2 of 2000 sources of public temptation and corruption. the chairman; 4th, fix the time of polling; and 5th,
This would be a most material reduction if those left were draw out regulations for polling. In the fourteenth
not allowed to extend their capacity of a,cc:ommoLla.tion clause the duties of the burgh returning officer are deor of service, but ;we find no provision against that; fined, 1st, to issue the usual polling intimations
and yet it deserves consideration, fo1· if the publicau and advertisements within a month of his appointment.
extend his premises to meet the demands certain to be To see that these shall specify the maximum number
made upon him, it will not much matter making a ma:-..i- of licenses, the polling place or places, and the polliug
mum at all; if his premises cannot be extended, then more day on which ratepayers may vote for the number 0£
sobriety may ensue. The Act will make it more difli- licenses: if any, they may prefer. The notice of the
cult to procure liquor, but not at all impossible. The polling must be issued at least eight days previously.
danger will continue. Within the limits to which it Clause :fifteenth appoints similar duties as are named
has been compressed it will continue to injure and in the fourteenth clause to the county returning officer,
burden all in its neighbourhood, and the owners and who must also give eight days' notice. The sixteenth
occupiers around it will have no more means of effec- clause declares that tbe Valuation Roll should be contive relief from its ravages than before. Then the clusive evidence of the qualification of the voter, and
licensing authority can incre;i,se the traffic if it see tit. copies should be furnished at the undernoted prices:This discretionary power, will, we fear, be liable to 1000 names ls., up to 2999 2s. 6d., up to 5999 5s., up
great abuse for such places as the watering places on to 8999 7s. 6d.·, and 9000 10s. No prices quoted for a
the Clyde. Oban, Portobello, Bridge of Allan, when larger number of names, but if on the same scale the
crowded with summer visitors, may haYe additional roll would not be procurable in Glasgow, its cost being
facilities to conviviality, and be all the more dangerous £5 16s.-a Yery costly roll indeed.
to pleasure seekers. Then all ship stores, and all publause seventeenth we give entire.
"The voting
licans who accept the option of working out their lease should take place in every burgh, ward, and district at
are exempted from the maximum. 'o that after all the the times and places fixed by the returning officer, and
clause may merely keep the promise to the letter and should be in accordance with the provisions of the
break it as regards the reality. A very serious blot on this Ballot Act which may then be in force for the ele tion
clause is the discretionary power which it confer;; to of a member of Parliament, the provisions of which
thrust public houses on those -places which now arc free Act exi::ept so far as is inoo!lsistent with this Act sh::1.ll
from them. Any place having one hundred residents be held as incorporated herewith, [and the reader is
or twenty families may be menaced by this Act with a referred to schedule C for the form of the ballot paper.]
liquor shop. ,Ve have a very serious apprehension Every ratepayer shall be entitled to mark the number
that many of those parishes which at present have no of licenses, not exceeding the maximum allowed by
public houses, may have them thrust upon them aucl this Act, he or she considers to be required in the
continued in them for ten years at least. To many of burgh, ward, or district respectively within which
these places there could be no greater calamity, for they the ratepayer is entitled to vote, or if the ratepayer
are places of refuge to numbers who, in the presence con iders that none are required in such burgh, ward,
of public houses, are sure to beeome the victims of intem- or district, the voting paper shall be marked accordingly
perate habits. The bill, in this light, instead of being by the said ratepayer." The fir t portion of this clause
a blessing to Scotland, would be its bane, and such is really good. The Permissive Bill of Sir Wilfricl
reactionary legislation should meet with firm and un- Lawson provided for the sense of the ratepayer on the
compromising opposition.
existence of the liquor traffic being taken by schedules,
The eighth clause provides for the election of a burgh but voting by ballot is certainly to be preferred. \V c
licensing authority every ten years, on the same day highly approve of the proYision which gives pow r to
on which the municipal elections occur. The number the Yoter to decline to vote for any licenses, and we
will be equal to the number of the Town Council in the , share the deep an l widespread regret that his lordship
burgh; the tenure of office one year; then the adminis- did not see his way to fully arm ratepayers with an
tration of the Act will, for the next nine years, be the effective Yeto over the liquor traffic of their district.
With the voting for any number of licenses we have no
duty of the Town Council.
The ninth olarn:e has respect to the appointment and sympathy, because such a mode of voting can scarcely
proceedings of the county licensing authority. But ever be worked by the voter for the advantage of
this is merely a temporary arrangement: for whenever prohibition.
a county government is set up, it will act as the licens- I Take the city of Edinburgh with its 29,000 electors
ing authority, and the authority created by this Act and its 850 liquor shops. Its maximum by the Ao
is to cease. This appears to foreshadow the establish- would be 456. Now, we shall suppose that the ratement of a county board with licensing powers. Such payers vote on these 456 licenses in the proportion of
a proposal must be resolutely opposed, because it 1, 2, and 5. Then 3,625 would vote for the maximum
would be a retrogressive step. Under all such author- number or 1,653,000 licenses; 7,250 for 100 licenses or
ity the au.ministration of the licensing laws has been 725,000; together for 2,378,000 licenses; but 18,125
an admitted failure, and it is time that the people vote against having any. Yet on striking the average,
themselves should be able to decide whether there three-fifths of the voters would fi ' eighty-two public
should be any licensing system whatever to administel'. houses on Edinburgh for the next ten years, an inst.anoe
The tenth clause confers on licensing authorities of the grossest possible tyranny. It is probable that
absolute power to <l. etermiue area,s, rearrange them, &c. the publicans, publican landlords, and tradesmen depen'l'he eleventh clause is just au acbptation of the dent on the traffic, and har-1 drinkers, not to say drun-
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kitds. womld always vote for the maximum number. If
only they form an eighth part of the electorate it can
be easily seen how much their vote will contribute to
t m:i.intenance of public houses ; then the moderate
drinkers-say polling two-fifths of the votes--would
coosicer one-eighth of the former number of public
hrnse3 enough, or say one-fifth of the maximum number,
ar.d v.ould in conjunction with those interested in the
tr1ffic permanently maintain it in any place, even if
fiTe-e ghtJ1S of the voters voted solidly for prohibition!
\"\"e are heartily averse to such anti-suppressive liquor
le;isb.tio::n as this. In no other department of social
liie hi ve ·we met with a proposal that more effectually
le1ves the majority in the power of the minority, and
in power of the minority in this bill means to be the
ttrall of the publican, his landlord, the modern.te
drinker, nd perhaps drunkards.
The eighteenth clause gives eifect to this undesirable
mode of voting, by declaring that the average number
arriv d at by this process should be the number in the
place str-king it, for the next ten years.
The next three clauses we also print entire.
'' On t]ie expiry of not less than eight days ,tfter the
declaration of the result of the poll, the licensing
a ·thority shall meet and shall divide the number of
licenses declared as applicable to the burgh, ward, or
rli tri0t 1·espectively, into three classes, Yiz., juns or
h tols, p 1blic-houses, and grocers' licenses, and, taking
into con.sideration the circumstances of the burgh,
ward, or district. shall allocate so many of all or any
of such kind of licenses according to the total number
of licenses voted for to a particular locality in each
burgh, ,\~ard, or district, that is to say, if the burgh is
tliviclc l into wards, so many to each ward, or if not ::;o
tl iyj(led into w11.nls, so m:iny to "ach pa.rt of the hnrgh
to be cle cribed n.ccording to the best known descripti n, and if iu a district as 1lefined by this act, so many
to each parish composing the district, but in any case
it shall uot be necessary to give one or more of ea.eh
kind of license to every ward, part, or parish.
' ' 1£ on the summation of the votes in any burgh or
district, or any ward of such burgh if the same is
divided into wards, as provided by section eighteen, it
is found that the total unmber of licenses voted is less
than the number of ratepayers who have voted, the result shall be deemed to be a vote in favour of the total
suppression of licenses in such burgh, ward, or district,
and the returning officer shall declare the result of the
p 11 accordingly, and advertise the same in the foresaid
newspapers: Provided always, that if, within seven
clays from the date of the publication of the result of
the poll, a notice of objection in the form of Schedule
D annexed h ereto, signed by not fewer than fifty of the
ratepayers ntered on the register on which the voting
for snch burgh, ward, or district has taken place, is
loclgecl with the clerk of the licensing authority, the
licensing authority shall meet as provided in section
nineteen hereof, and adjourn their meeting for the space
of fourteen days, and give public intimation in the foresaid newspapers of the time and place of snch adjourned
meeting. And every ratepayer in such burgh, war<l,
or district, dissati&fi o(l with the decision of the majority
of the ratepayers as before declared, may sign a notice
and requisition in the form of Schedule E to this act
annexed, which form of notice shall in burghs lie for
signature in the office of the clerk of the licensing
authority, or such other place as the licensing authority
may appoint, autl in districts in such places as the
licensing authority may appoint, and the same shall
be lodged with the clerk of the licensing authority
not later than on the day preceding said adjourned
meeting. Every ratepayer signing the said notice of
objection and notice and requisition respectively shall
do so with his own hand, and if from any cause he is
unable to write, the same shall be signed by any justice
oi the peace, notary public, or minister of the gospel
whom he may authorise for thn.t purpose, and any person aclhibiting the name of auy ratepayer to the said
notice of objection or notice and requisition respectively, except as befol'e provi1led, shall be guilty of an
offence under this Act, a.n l shall be liable, on summary
co1wiction before the sheriff of the county., to impri soJl-

ment with or without hard labour for a term not exceeding three cal.endar months.
"At the adjourned meeting of the licensing authority
provided for by the preceding section, the notice and
requisition shall be laid before the meeting, along with
copy of the register on which the voting in regard to
licenses took place, and the names on the said notice
and requisition shall be there and then checked with
the register, and the licensing authority, if in burghs,
shall thereupon authorise the granting of a license in
the proportion of one to every three hundred complete
of the ratepayers of the burgh, or if divided into wards,
of the ward ·who have signed the notice and requisition;
but should the total number w.ho have signed such
notice and requisition not amount to three hundred,
then the licensing authority shall have no power to
authorise the granting of a license, unless it has been
signed by not less than one hundred ratepayers of such
burgh, or, if divided into wards, of the v.-ard in which
it is to take effect. And, in regard to districts which
comprise several parishes, the licensing authority, on
receiving such notice and requisition, shall grant one
license in the proportion of one to every two hundred
ratepayers complete resident in each parish forming the
district who have signed such notice and requisition,
and in no case shall they authorise the granting of a
license in any parish unl ss the notice and requisition
is signeil. by not less than one hundred ratepayers resident therein, and in fixing the kind of license to be
granted in terms of such notice and requisition in
burghs, wards, or parishes, the licensing authority shall
give effect to the desire of the majority of ratepayers of
such burgh, ward, or parish signing the same as expressed tb.ercjn,"
Tn the first of the foregoing clauses power is given io
the licensing authority to allocate the liquor shops
which clause .seventeenth thrusts upon the community.
This authority, like the licensing bench it supersede ,
plant1::1 the liquor temptations where it pleases, even
where the people do not choose. :May we hope that
some may be placed in Burntsfield Links, Moray Place,
Northumberland Place, Randolph Cliff in Edinburgh,
as well as in Potterrow, 'anongate and Cowgate? or in
Blythswood Terrace, Park Circus or Lansdowne Crescent, Glasgow, as well as in the Saltmarket, the High
Street or Garscube Road? If this impartial course
were taken we believe that the ranks of the prohibitioni ts would be largely and influentially reinforced
by those who themselves at present, freed from the
public house contaminations, sneer at or stand aloof
from the well meant efforts of the temperance party,
who are striving to expel the oppressor and let the
oppressed go free.
The twentieth clause deals with the majority voting
suppression . This is the most glaringly objectionable
clause in the whole bill. It keeps the promise to the ear,
but as certainly breaks it to the hope.
e know hardly
any of the burghs in Scotland where prohibition by striking the average would ta.kc place and where there would
he a lesser number of licenses Yotetl than there would be
voters. No doubt we may be told that by the gro·wth
of temperance sentiment this objection would daily be
losing its force, but we want practical relief now ancl
we say that to place insurmountable difficulties in the
path of the people aspiring to he better is an injustice. 'till, even if this could be done as regards
the voting, we find ourselves face to face with a proviso
one conld not be blamed if one asserted that it was
expressly framed : in the interests of intemperance.
No sooner has prohibition, as the result of the voting,
been declared in a place than 50 rn.tepayers can within
seven days thereafter give notice that they wish the
traffic reinstated. It will hanily be contended, we
think, that as many fellows of the baser sort may easily
be found in almost all our Scottish burghs to arrest the
action of th e majority. And fol' every complete 300
signiug a licensed shop is to be provided, and even
shouhl these people fail to get three hundred, if only a
hundred of them. be found, a temptation is established
. directly against the wishes of the majority, for ten
years.
e wondel' where this aggression will be tolerated. Vve, at least, believe that it would be very
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difficult ·in many places to maintain such a source of a membe1· of hir:; church and teacher in his 'abbath
llanger in the teeth of the decided vote of the majority. School, and therefore, in his opinion, admirably quali::,ome years ago, Mr . George Anderson, the present fied to sell intoxicating liquors." The questions to
senior member of Parliament for Glasgow, introduced which answers must be trnly given by the applicants
a bill giving power to the heriffs to determine the are as follows :-,vhether is it a renewal of transferred
number of licenses for the counties and burghs of Scot- certificate or a new certificate which is wanted? Is the
land. This reactionary legislation was opposed by applicant twenty-one? Is he bred to the trade, or, if not,
none more strvngly than the sh eriffs themselves; but what other trade or business? Does he carry on, or intend
his lordship would by this bill vest the power of forcing to carry on any other trade or lmsiness ? Does he hold
and maintaining licenses on acommunityin the hands of a a li cense, and if so, where? Has he an interest in any
lrnndrecl ratepayers we will say from the Saltrnarket of other licensed business, if so, where is it? If for a reGlasgow, the Cowgate of Edinburgh, the Scauringburn newal, state the actual rent and the na,me and designaof Dundee, and the Venne! of Greenock. The injustice tion of the factor or proprietor.
of such a provision is so conspicuons that we believe no
The twenty-fifth clause provilles that the licensin~
committee of the House of Commons would be found authority should meet in burghs on the second Tuesda,y
of April, and the third Tuesday of October, and in
to accept it.
·with regard to the twenty-first clause it is fair to counties ou the third Tuesday of April and last Tuessay that it places a barrier in the way of the respect- day of October, each yea1·.
able drinkers who might otherwise ballot secretly .for a
The twenty-sixth clause provides for the auction of
Yery limited public supply of liquor. 'l'hey must, by certificates, and the highest bidder should have them
that clause, go to the licensing authority's office and on paying the price and becoming bound to fulfil the
sign a requisition to that end. \Ve beliern that not conditions imposed. If not sold, certificate will remain
many of 01n- reputaule citizens will be found leaving vacant till next general meeting, or will be sold by pritheir signatures on such a sheet or in such a place. vate bargain. Nothing is said as to the upset price,
Your minister, that never hacl a good word to say in but only one certificate is to be given to one bidder,
favour of sobriety, your medical man that prescribes rather a serious ma.tter to those who, as in Gla gow ancl
Ji 1uors freely to youug wives and fevered patients, your elsewhere, hohl so many. But these will have, it is
elder, your man of reputation, all will car<Jfully abstain assumed, more time to look after their business, anJ
from countenancing this public and indefensible course perhaps to keep clear of violating the law. If any f
of action, and it will be left to be done by those who the offerers are guilty of collusion, certificates so gained
ea.re no more for public opinion than for their nwn self- are forfeited, autl a tifty pound fine or three months'
respect. To put an instrument in the hand s of such to hard labour is the penalty imposed . Penalty if rethe injury and annoya.nce of their neighbour, might covered to go to the sinking fund and to the informer.
h e simply arming the worst cla .. <;es in society with unThe twenty-se venth, twenty-eighth, twenty-nintb,
limited power to injure.
and thirtieth clauses haye regard to the issue, the fo ·.
'lauses twenty-two, twenty-three, and twenty-four feiture, the conditions, and the production of certifi provide for the landlords' a1 plications for a license to cates. The license-holder must be prepared to pn.y
Certificate· not taken up or forfeited
their property, for the election of premises, and for ready money.
applications for certificate ·. "\Yere landlords to find are, in the discretion of the authorit. , to be either
by this bill that they can no louger shelter themselYes dropped or advertised for sale. The certificates arc to c
behind their factor 's name, and that they have to sub- in force for ten years, and the conditions on which they
ject their application to the discretion of the liuensing are granted may be altered on a week's notice as t e
authority, they would pause and reflect whether they authority may see fit. The hours of opening and closmight not, by keeping their premises free from a liquor ing are slightly better than in the Forbes M'Kenzie and
shop, have a better property and better t enants, and Public Houses Acts; for while these have declared thai,t
after all greater returns. But their factor represents publi~ans cannot open earlie1 than s:x noc later tha,n
them as before. In the selection of premises we find eight o'c lock in the morning, uor close earlier than nine
none are to be chosen which do not enter directly from nor later than eleven o'clock at night, it is in the powe r
a thoroughfare, or which communicate with a dwelling of the authority to close at eight at night. Any alte1rhouse, or are occupied by a tacksman, blacksmith, or ations are to be endorsed on the certificate. Certificatoas a post office, unless these last are six miles from any holders require to take out their license yearl as u sua-:1,
public house. This exclusion is an old one, but it is so that it is thei1· certificate of good character whicl1
none the less inconsistent. By it servants are debarred th ey buy, and in the event of miseontluct it is the ceirA very serious matter
from loitering as they might do at such places, if tificate which is endorsed.
licensed, on the pretence that they were paying toll, or arises here. "\Ye find by the bill that compensation iis
getting their horse shod, or po ting a letter, or wa.iting , to b e awarded immediately the Act comes into operru.till the letters were sorted. But their hors s a.nu their tion. Rnt if yon propose to compensate a man to whoon
masters' time is equally wasted by their standing at you only give a yearly privilege, on what grounds ca.n
·on withhold it from him who. e certificate is bon cth1.t
public hou se doors anywhere, so that the reason given
for the exclusion of the three places in the bill is cogent and paid for and is property of the buyer. Auel if yon
enough to include every liquor shop in the couutry. do not in such circnm tances give him cornpensatiorn,
The next clause determines the nature of the liquor on what g rou~ds can you tax the ratepayers to co1 1seller's application, the day and hour of the auction, pensate the prese nt holtl crs because you withdraw a
the notices to license holders, and the lodgement of privilege from them? This question cannot be answcrc,,L
applications. The applicant must get a magistrate or so as to justify the compensation of the bill.
Clause thirty-one provides for the permanent oper, .
justice of the peace to sign a certificate of character and
of qualifica.tion. It used to be ministers whose testi- tion of the Act, the same procedure having every tem
monials weighed clown the scale in the applicant's years to b e repeated; and clause thirty-two deals witTit
favour, ancl they made many an error. Will justices ship's stores, which must have a grocer's license and b,e
and magistrates succeed better? They will not take , under the licensing authority.
The thirty-third clause refers to transfer of certifii .
kindly to the duty imposed on them by the Act when
they read the form of the certificate they have to give. cates, which are to be dealt with as in former statutes;;
part of the clause is directed against any traffickinfg
It is as follows:-" I,
in th ese transfers.
•
one of Her :Majesty's Justices of the Peace for
The thirty-fourth, thirty-fifth, and thirty-sixtlh
, or one of the Magistrates of the Burgh
of
, certify, after cci1·efiil inquiry, clauses have regards to offences which will be as se3.
that
, designed in the foregoin g verely punished as hitherto. The thirty-seventh claus1e
application, is [here state result of inquiry touching is peculiar, containing within itself the preamble arnd
provisions of a steamboat licensing bill. This is 0111 0
applicant's character and qualification].
,J.P., or .Magistrate. " of the few provisions in the bill which all who trave l
It is to Le carne;;tly h op ed that th ey 111ay ;;how more hy ordinary passenger steamer can heartily approve.
Th e next t •J n elau,;e: relats t u t h'3 co m1, 11s:ili11n L·o ,
sense than the dcrctyma.n whu t e"tifi t.;, l tlut ·' ~\. B. w a
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publicans proposed by the Lill.
'l'he leading illea iu
the bill is that those publicans shall be compensated
which this bill deprives of license. That to compensate
them licenses shall be let by auction to the highest
bidder; that from this auction, and, if necessary, a local
rate, the compensation shall be paid, anJ. if a loan is
necessary it shall be repaid within fifty years, and that
thereafter all sums from licenses shall go to the police
fund. It is never intended by the Act to buy up the
traffic-never; when the present license-holders are
compensated the traffic contiuues with the buyers, and
the proceeds of the sale of certificates will in the distant future lighten the rates !
'uch a way out of the
clifficulty will not answer, because the trade may develope under the new system as it has under the old,
and onr chilchen·s children may be as greatly injured
and burdened by the traffic as their great-grandfathers
are. It matters little then to us what is the amount
of compensation when it does not settle the difficulty.
,ve dispute the right of any privilege-holder to receiYe
e should be
money because his privilege is to cease.
not more surprised if one of our friends who had placed
his country house at the disposal of his friend for a
year had to meet a clause for compensation because he
intimate<l that he was to occupy his own house himself.
One would, we think, be satistie<l for profiting so much
through the permission to stay in the house for a year.
The excise grants licenses for one year, the licensing
authorities existing at present grant certificates for one
year, and should the latter refuse to certify we can
hardly believe that a claim could be sustained in any
court for damages. It is opposed to wise statesmanlike
policy for this bill to create the right to compensation.
Its glory -..vould have been to give the ratepayers power
to render the capital of brewers, distillers, and dealers
inoperative for mischief, rather than frame a measure
l)y which they are to continue among the perman nt
institutions of the country, diminishing h r glory arnl
aclding to her shame.
Tot only the licen e-holcler is
to be compensated but even his landlord is to be so.
'l'his is one of the most singular proposals we have met.
The landlord bas derived an increased rent for putting
his property to the base use of a liquor shop, and yet
when it is proposed to allocate public-houses and no
longer license his premises, he is to be compensated,
and at the same time he may continue to let his
premises. It is unjust to allow one man the privilege
to realise enormous rents by debasing his premises and
deterioratiug adjoining property, and while his neighbours suffer through his course, yet propose to compensate him and not them; just as it is unfair to compensate all who profit by the traffic without taking the
claims of all who have suffered through its essentially
mischievous operations into consideration. An objection is made by the publicans to the amount of the
compensation, l>ut when it is considered that sums
over three hundred pounds may be awarded, and that
there are nearly eight thousand publicans in Scotland
to compensate, it will be seen that the interests of the
taxpayers, as well as that of the publicans, are worthy
of consideration. W c will suppose that there are
eight thousand license-holders in Scotland put out
of employment through the operation of this Act, and
as many landlords. Then let us say these on an average substantiate a claim for £200 each, why that represents £3,200,000. Yet the publicans demur to compensation. Never a word is said by them about compensation to their servants-barmaids, waitP-rs, bottlers,
and the like. These may go and get work where they
ca.n. \Vell, we ~ay the same to their master and his
landlord. They have been well warned of their fate.
\\'hen it overtakes them, and they are liberated to follow better courses, it will be at their own peril if they
are not fully prepared for the change. Clause thirtyPight provides that all license certificates shall lapse at
\Vhitsunday, 1883, and declares that all license holders
and owners of licensed premises shall be entitled to
compensation. Clause thirty-nine sets forth the con•
ditions under which the claims are lodged: (a) They
must be lodged on or before 1st January, 1883, stating
the amount of claim; (b) details of fitting., utensils,
&c., used in their lnlsiness, and unfit for other busi.
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uess; (c) stating the manner in which they wish their
claims adjudicated. Clause forty determines the manner in which the claims are to be settled. Liceuses
nncler yearly tenancy, or in the last year of a lease,
shall have one year's profits, as shown by the average
of three years' income tax returns. License-holders
havino more than one year's lease, and not exceeding
three years, are to receive one and one-half year's nett
profits, or in lieu of this may continue to bold their
certificate to sell until their lease expires. At the end
of that time such will have no claim to compensation.
License holders having more than a three years' lease
to run, may receive one year and one-half year's nett
profits, or run their premises for not more than three
years, or they may quit on getting proportion of goodwill paid by them for their place. All leases granted
after February last shall be considered yearly tenancies unless it is proved at law that the negotiations
were 'concluded before 1st February, l 882.
Thorn
publicans who have not been in business for three
years will be compensated at the discretion of the
Court. In the case of grocers and hotel keepers only
on one-half of their average income will their claim to
compensation be based; and ~hey will require to pro Ye-,
should their income tax paper show returns from other
sources, the sum actually received from their liquor
selling business.
hould the license holder be a bankrupt or die, his legal representatives shall take his
place. License holders contravening their certificates
shall suffer a deduction from their claims, and none
will be awarded to holders of forfeited certificates.
, hould there be no bidders for a certificate, and it fall
to the man that previously held it, his claim to compensation shall be extmguished. If a man compensated
a.lrcady shall, afte::: six m nths, get a liceno:;e in the
same district, he will set off his comp nsation agaiust
the purchase price, and either pay or receive from the
license fund. This last case strengthens the proof that
the compensation in this bill is not intended to bny up
the publicans, for here is a provision giving an already
compensated publican liberty to get a license in the
very same district in wbich be once ministered to the
acquired appetites of his customers. The income ta. corumissioners have to bancl the incorue tax retums
of claimants for compensation to the licensing authority. Not only is the license holder to be by this bill
entitled to compensation for license, but also for
fittings.
The fittings shall be valued by two valnators, and an oversman may be called in. 'fhe fittings,
when paid for, shall belong to the licensing authority.
The officers of the licensing authority shall take the
fittings in charge and roup them, or dispose of them,
and hand the proceeds to the licensing funds treasurer.
Then, in clause forty-six, we have determined the
nature and amount of compensation to proprietors of
licensed premises. If let from year to year, one year':;
rent. If under lease executed prior to 1 t February,
1882, and extending more than a year from " ' hitsunday, 1883, two years' rent. 'l'he Uourt will fi.x the
proportion of rent compensation from grocers a111l
hotels. In case the tenant elects to run till the lease
expires, the landlord shall haYe uo compensation. If
the tenant shall be convicted of contravening his certificate, the landlord's compensation shall be lessened.
Should the licensing authority select the landlord s
premises, under this bill his claim for compensation
will be extinguished. If the la.ndlord be a tenant, he
shall be compensated as tenants are. If the claim for
compensation does not exceed £300, it is to be determined either by the sheriff, whose decision shall be
final, or by the licensing commission.
If above that
sum, then the claimant can require his t:laim to be d terminecl by a jury or by the licensing commission. The
person whose claim to compensation has been snstainecl
has to present an extract of the decree of the Court.
This procurE:s a certificate from the clerk of the licensing authority, and the treasurer of a burgh or clerk oi
supply in a county, will, on getting certiticate and receipt, pay his claim in full.
\Ve now come to the finance arrangements of the bill.
These take up clauses 49-53. The forty-ninth clause
makes provision for defrayiug the polling and all other
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expenses connected wi~h the bill by?- l~censing fur~rl,
and if there be any deficiency the commisswners of police
and clerk of supplyrespectiYelymust levy a ra.te to defray
it, and the rate will be imposed as required when o?her
assessments are. By clause fifty all sums received
for the sale of certificates in burghs or districts a.re to
be accounted for to the burgh treasurer and clerk of
supply respectively, and the fund shall be termed
'' Licensing Fund Account."
The_ :fifty-firs? ?lause
confers borrowing powers on the police comm1ss1on~rs
and clerk of supply, who may spread the expenses mcurred in paying off compensation claims over several
years, not exceeding fifty. The licensing fund a_nd
licensing rate are to be the security. The authority
may repay the sum borrowed in equal annual instalments not exceeding fifty, or they shall set aside onefiftieth of the borrowed sum annually as a sinking
fund. The -Public ,Yorks Loan Commissioners may
lend any money required, such loan to he repaid. in :fifty
years, and to bear interest at 3½ per cent. per annum.
The fifty-second clause gives power to impose a local
rate, and clause fifty-three determines ~hat after the
compensation debt is cleared off the specrn.l assessment
shall cease, and the amount received from the sale of
certificates shall be applied to the police purposes of
Lurgh and county.
Clauses 54-58 have respect to a licensing commission,
its constitution, tenure of office, its place of meeting,
its officials, and its powers.
Clause fifty-fonr provides for the commission, but no number is suggestetl.
It is to hear and determine all matters whether of law
or fact relating to compensation, and whose claims
have not been settle l by sheriff by jury, and its
decision is to be final. It can enforce the attendance
and examination of witnesses, the production of books,
papers, &c. ; can issue any commission for the exami1;1ation of witnesses, can punish persons who refuse to give
evidence or produce documents, or may be guilty of
contempt, and it can make or enforce any order whatever, and shall have all rights, powers, &c., for :th~ full
carrying out of the Act. By clause fifty-five 1t 1s to
hold office for a year or longer at the discretion of the
Home ,..,ecretary, and its expense~ ar~ to be charged to
Parliament.
By clause fifty-s1x, its head-quarters
shall be in Edinburgh, but it will proceed to burghs
and licensina
districts to determine cases, and shall
O
meet in the court houses there.
The fifty-seYcnth
respects the appointment an cl removal of its officials and
the appointment of a sub-commis_sio~: and the fi~tyeighth clause regards the rules v,h1ch_ it may from time
to time make and enforce for tl e carrymg out of the Act.
There are many good points in this remarkab~e bill;
for instance, the reduction of licenses to one m 500,
which might reduce the licenses in Scotland by nearly
one half; the only allowing one liceuse to one man ;
the taking in the widest possible franchise to poll on the
traffic by ballot; allowing the people to vote for nolice~se
whatever; and by the provision that all who require
public houses shall publiclysign arequisition_for them.
But these good points are entirely overborne by the
other provisions of the bill; such as instituting a licensing authority or commission; in the powers given to
the first-named to establish the liquor traffic in places
at present free from them; in giving a minbrity of
fifty power to arrest the vote of the majority in favour
of suppression; in enabling any number of three hundred of the ratepayers to reiustate the liq_ nor traffic ;
:111d in conferring power on one hundred ratepayers to
h:.we a license in their district ; in that it creates a pri
vate traffic in certificates, and has power to plant liq nor
shops in any part of a burgh or district; in t~at it can
certify to a person's character for the long ~enod of te_n
years; in that it can compensate the publican fo~· his
license and his fittings, and yet he may resume bnsrn ess
iu the same district ; in that it can compensate the
lancllonl of licensed premises, who may then let his
property for other pt1rposes and get as high 3: rent as
his neirrhbourin cr proprietors; in that the publican, by
purcha~e of a c~rtificate, may be vested with proprietory rights which might entitle him to_ co~pensation;
and in that even although compensation 1s awarded
the liquor traffic shall not cease.

\Ve rise from the investigation of this bill with a
stronger conviction tha.n ever that it is impossible to
satisfactorily regulate the liquor traffic, and we regret
that his lorclship did not ,tddress himself to the task of
suppressing it by a veto vested in the ratepayers. Had
he attempted to do this he might not have succeeded
without a hard fight . The liquor traffic will die hard .:
but in the fight he would have been supported by the
combined strength of the temperance party in Scotland,
by the churches and the great body of moral a.nd social
reformers, and would, by his success, dignify the
ancient and illustrious house t o which he belongs by
the great services which such a me:-tsure would have
conferred upon all classes in his suffering country.
TE:.1PERANCE DEM0X TRATIO:N rn AmmnEEx-CoxIrEREXUE ON TE.\fPERANCE LEGI'LATIOX. -A conference
of temperance reformers took place on Monday, 20th
ult., in the Upper Room, 't. Katharine's Hall, Aberdeen, when there was a large att ndance. Mr. \Villiam
Davidson, president, local branch of the Scottish PermissiYe Bill and Temperance Association, occupied the
chair. The meeting having been opened with prayer
by the Rev. A. Stewart, an excellent te:.i. w:i.s served.
Thereafter, the chairman, in opening the proceedings,
made appropriate reference to the dea.th of the late ?ilr.
John Macclonal<l, who had clone much to promote th.i
interests of the temperance cause in the city, and then
proceeded to state the object for which they ha l met,
Yiz. , to consider the question of tempera.nee legislation
for Scotland. He said the temperance question was getting more and more important, and also more and more
popular, but yet they felt it had not reached that step
of progress which they would all like to see it attain.
He concluded by calling on Mr. A. S. Cook to open the
discussion. Mr. Cook then in a paper gave an excellent
summary of the "Licensing Laws ( cotland) BiU," a,nd
was loudly applauded at the close. A discussion followed, which was taken part in by the members of the
deputation from the cotti h Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, viz. :-Messrs. Raper, Loudon;
,V. Smith, Balzeordie; TI. fackay, Gla::igow; ReY. A.
Stewart, Messrs. James Paterson, George Kemp, A.
Mur~·ay, \V. Stevenso:::i, John Leith, and James Craig.
At the close of the discussion, Mr. A. S. Cook proposed
the following resolution, which was seconded by Mr.
Badenoch, and carried unanimously:- " That the conference, on considering the Licensing Liquors (Scotland)
Bill, unanimou ly request the members of Parliament
for the city and county of Aberdeen to nse their influence to get the twentieth and twenty-first clauses of that
bill substituted by the following:-' That if a majority
of the voters vote for no license, th en the licensing
authority shall declare the suppre sion of the liquor
traffic in the district so voting, and that no compensation be given to either liquor sellers or proprietors of
licensed houses ; and that in no case should licenses
extend beyond the tenure now existing; n,nd that copies
of the resolution be forwarded to the Prime Minister,
Lord Rosebery, the Lord Advocate, Lord Colin Campbell, and other gentlemen whose names are on the back
of the bill.' "-In the evening a public meeting was h eltl
in St. Katharine's Hall, Shiprow. There was a gootl
attendance.
Ir. James Paterson, president of the
Aberdeen Temperance Society, presided. The chairman said that they were met that night to receive a
deputation from the Scottish Permissive Bill Association-Mr. Smith and Mr. Mackay-and Mr. Raper,
from the United. Kingdom Alliance- (applause). The
temperance question had now become one of the
practical political questions of the day-(applause) and must be considered. by every candidate who came
forward to solicit the suffrages of the people-( applause).
Mr. Alexander Esslemont moved the first resolution,
which was-" That this meeting deplores the evils inflicted upon society by the liquor traffic; views with
serious apprehension the consequent social and moral
debasement of so many of Her Majesty's subjects
through its baneful operations; regards the vast expenditure of money as obstrnctiYe of the material prosperity
of the country; a.ncl therefore calls upon all good
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citizens to promote the sprea~ of temperan_ce principles
in the community." Mr. Smith, Balzeordie, seconded,
and fr. Mackay, Glasgow, supported the resolution,
,,;-hich was unanimously adopted. Mr. George Kemp
moved the second resolution, which was similar to
the conference resolution. Mr. Raper seconded the
resolution. He did not wish to discuss Lorcl Colin
Campbell's bill. He ra~her regard_ecl ~hat_ bill as the
r eflection of some considerable agitat10n m Scotland,
and as supplying to the Scottish pe?ple a topic for discussing in a concrete form the various proposals that
had been before the country for some time. As a temperance reformer, he was very gratefu~ for the bill. He
regarded the effort made by Lord Cohn Campbell and
those who were co-operating with him _as a sincere
honest effort to help their countrymen mto a ?etter
position-(applanse}. Re was one of the_party n~ the
British nation, however, who had long smce entirely
separated himself from the idea of licen~ing ev~r be~ng
satisfactory-(hear, hear). He bad studied the hcensmg
system on the Continent very la.rgely, and be had_never
seen a licensing system which he thought nght(laughter and applause). Mr. Ral?er the~ referred to
the faine and Kansas laws, and said that m the latter
State a clause had been incorporated in the Constitut~on
probibitincr the drink traffic for ever. The resolut10n
was adopt~d unanimously .. Mr. A. S. _Cook moved the
transmission of the re olution to Parliamentary representatives.
Mr. 'tevensou heartily supported the
resolution, and it was agreed to unanimously.. On th
motion of the chairman, the thanks of the meetmg were
awarded to the gentlemen from . a distance. On the
motion of Mr. R. :M ackay, a cordrnl vote of thanks was
passed to the chairnia.n for presiclinb, and_ tl~e R v.
John Duncan ha"iug pronounced the be11ed1ction, the
meeting ended.
BRECIIL ' TOTAL ABSTINENCE o IETY. - A largely attended public meeting under the auspices of the Total
Abstinence ociety was held in the Temperance Hall on
"\Vednesday, 22nd ult. -Mr. Joseph Gillam prcsicli_ng.
Addresses of an exceedingly interesting and practical
nature were delivered bv Rev. Hugh Aird, City Road
U. P. Church; Rev. E.· J. Boon, Kirkcaldy; Messrs.
\V. Smith, Balzeordie ; Mackay and Stevenson, Glasgow. Re:v. Mr. B~on s~id the great matter was to put
the ]icensmg quest10n m the hands of the people. Re
had faith in the instincts of the people, and he for one
would be quite satisfied with their decision as to
whether the drink traffic was to exist or not. Let the
question be put f~irly and clearly-l_icense or no license
-making exception of no one, and it would say all the
less for them as temperance men, and for the principles
they contended for, if they were not able to spread the
truth and cultivate temperance sentiment that the
people would vote in the right direction. The paper
by Mr. Mackay ~as_ able aud convin?ing. It gave a
synopsis of the pn~ciples of Local Opti_o1_1, and he urged
on all to brincr then· influence, by petit10n and otherwise to bear t>on the subject, and secure a place for it
on the Statute Book. Mr. Stevenson said the Permissive Bill wished to invest the ratepayers with the power
of closing all the pub~ic-houses. The resolution ?alled
Local Optio_n was neither more ?O~ less,_ acco~dmg _to
their meamng, than the Permissive Bill mmus its
details.
fr. Aird, in an able speech, moved a resolution embodying the principle of Local Option. In the
course of his remarks he stated that he was one of the
earliest supporters of the Scottish P~rmissve Bill _Ass?ciation and he would go forward with Local Option m
the on~ hand and the Gospel Temperance Union in the
other. The resolution was supported by Mr. Smith in
his usual eloquent and thoroughly practical style, and
unanimously agreed to. Regarding the question. of
public-houses in 01~r neighbouring parishes, 1'_1:r. mith
stated that a petit10n went round to get a license r~storecl to a house in Menmuir, and only two voted m
favour of it-the applicant and the proprietor. The
Rev. A. Mitchell moved that the resolution be forwarded to the local M.P.'s and the Earl of Rosebery.
At the close, Mr. James Bell, bill poster, in moving a
rnte of thanks to the speakers, said that he was now
convinced that Local Option was •' the ri cht thing."
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He never was convinced before, he was a new convert,
and he hoped all the speakers would get a hearty ,~ote
of thanks for "enlichtenin' " him. Mr. Willocks, m a
neat speech, seconded, and the thanks of the meeting
were heartily awarded. -Brecltin .Advertiser.
KE rnEY-LECTURE.-A lecture on the "Great Heforms of the Present Century " was delivered in the
Public Hall on Thursday evening, 23rd ult., by Mr.
'\i\Tilliam Blackwood, Aberdeen. The speaker reviewed
the principal reforms since the pa_ssing of ~he ~rst
Reform Bill down to the present time, showmg m a
clear and forcible manner how every subsequent mea ure
tended to increase the power and extend the influence
peaking of the reforms yet to
of the working classes.
come, but lying in the near future, he q,uoted the words
of Mr. Gladstone relating to the ext ension of the county
franchise, and urged his hearers as workii~g men to rise
to the dicrnity of their position, to realise the po;ver
·w hich wa~ theirs, and to use it aright in the work of
reforming and purifying social abuses. An eloquent
peroration in favour of temperance reform brought an
interesting and instmctive lecture to a close. There
was a fair attendance, and from beginning to end the
lecture was listened to with marked attention, the
many excellent points of the speaker being keenly
caught up and greeted with warm ap~lause. Mr. B.
M'Combie, Milton, occupied the chair, _and moYecl a
vote of thanks to Mr. Blackwood, which was very
heartily responded to. A like compliment being paid
to the chairman at the request of fr. Blackwood,
the meeting broke up.-AberJeen Free Pres .
D M1mrns-TEMPERAX E MEETING.-A public meeting, to hear addre ses on the temperance que. tion 1,y
Mr. Bennet, Dysart, and Mr. R. Mackay, s~cretary o~ th~
I ermissive Bill Associat10n, was held m
reyfriarB
Hall Dumfries on Tuesday night, 13th ult. There
was 'a. crood attendance. Dr. :M' ulloch presided at
the earlier part of the meeting, and ?pened the_ proceeclin crs with a few pointed remarks, lus place bemg a.ftcrwfnls taken by Rev. Mr. trachan. Mr. Bennett, in
a closely reasoned and interestin~ achlre , arra~gned
the liquor traffic as the most prolific source of evil ·we
have to contend with in modern times, and pleaded
that a legal power should be conferred on the people to
overthrow it by a prohibitive veto. The traffic had
grown up and developed under the sanctio~ and protection of the law, and wha.t the la.w had bmlt up the
law was quite entitled to pull do~vn. He u~getl th~t
t emperance reformers should mute and bnng theupolitical influence to hear upon the Goyernment._ . ~r.
Mackay replied to the argument agarnst pr~hibit10n
based on the loss of reyenue. He urged worlnng men
to set themselYes against the traffic on the grounds of
politicnl economy, and to organise their po~itical power
for the purpo ·e of securing a thorongh-gomg measure
for 'cotland. A vote of thanks was heartily awarded
to the deputation, on the motion of Mr. Farries.Dwmfries Stanclarcl.
UNFERMENTED '\VINE guaranteed to be the true fruit
of the vine and unintoxicating, imported direct from
the vineyard by Frank "'\";\'right, 27 1erton Road! Kensington, London. We have so often had occas10n to
write in terms of admiration of Mr. '\Vright's Unfermented Wine that it is difficult to add anything to what
we have previously said in its praise. His wines have
answered every test to which they have been subjected;
have met trade jealousy, ecclesiastical hostility, medi.
cal investigation with the most triumphant results.
It is now the only wine which temperance men can
confidently accept, and is in use in nearly fifteen hundred churches. vVe are glad to see that Mr. Matthew
Waddell of the City Dining Rooms, 60 Union Street
and 42 Argyle Street, Glasgow, is the agent for Glasgow and the '\i\T est of Scotland, as his well known enterprize should bring this grateful beverage before a larger
portion of the community.
THOMPSON'S CHOCOLATE EssENCl!l; A CONCENTRATED
EXTRACT OF CocoA.-Cocoa has deservedly found increased favour with the British public, as much from
the skilful modes of preparation as from the grateful
character of the article itself. Mr. Thompson, the
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R eggie's Boast and other Sto1·ie,~.-By F. M. Holme~~London : F . E . Longley, 39 ·warwick Lane, E. '.
Price, one shilling. Mr. Holmes' indefatigable pem
presents the reading world with six effective Temper·ance Stories. '.rhey are all of even excellence, anq ane
admirably told. Uleverly constructed, they vividl.w
portray the dangers of intemperance. The book i.
handsomely bound, artistically illustrated, and will ,
we confidently believe, be hailed with delight by tho <e
who have been already under the spell of Mr. Holmes.'
fiction.
l!,'very Day Stories.-By Emilie Searchfield, author o!f
Christmas Ghinies, etc., etc. London: F. E. Longley
39 Warwick Lane, E. C. Price, three shillings and
sixpence. We have from the diligent and practised
pen of Miss Searchfield twenty-four short tales, which ,,
OUR BOOK SHELF.
for variety and conception, could hardly be excelled"
Th e Chri. tian Commonwealth.
London: S. vV. In " Frits," we have the old man becoming a wa11dere1r
Partridge & Co. A number of this journal, devoted that his youthful friend may take his place and marr
to "the aclYocacy of good and right and truth through- pretty Elsbeth. In "Her Christmas Joy," we fincil
out the world," is before us, and contains many inter- that true love clings to a lover who sacrificed he!J'
esting and instructive articles kindred to its object, beauty in nursing a dependent. In · ' A Chain off
Events," we have a well-told instance of restitution ..
·which ought to command a large circle of readers.
Onward and Onward R eciter for March are also be- "An April Day" shows the unfortunate consequence~·
fore us, and both are as attractive and iuteresting as of an elopement. "Auld Robin Gray" is simply ru.
usual. The R eciter contains the full text of '' The \Velsh paraphrase on the delightful cotch original.
Beautiful Snow," as it first appeared in the Gala:xy for "Home 'weet Home" shows how a hollow marriag ,
July, I 869, together with an account of the r eal cir- became one of tender and lifelong affection ; and so on.
with the whole. A healthy tone pervades them all.
cumstances upon which the poem was founded.
All are most effective in treatment, skilfully c on'l'he Welcome for March is as attractive as ever. structed, and evidently aimed to convey a mor~l
Under the heading " Men and Women of Mark," we lesson. We can testify that the perusal of the b ok
are favoured with short sketches and excellent por- has afforded us the li\Teliest pleasure, and we cordil)l.11,Y
traits of those 0hampions of the prohibitory movement, recommend it to all who may be wondering v.hat to,
, 'ir ,i\Tilfrid Lawson, Bart., M. P., and J. H. Raper, purchas~ as a present for a young friend. It is vroEsq. Besides the usual wealth of illustration, this fusely illustrated and hand handsomely bouncl.
excellent monthly contains a serial story of eastern
Onwm·d: A Band of Hope and Temperance Ma0 azi ne.
life, an account of life and adventure in Japan, short
readings upon the miracles of Christ, and a great variety Vol. XVI., 1881. London: S. W. Partridge & Co .. , 9
Paternoster
Row. Cloth, two shillings; ext.ra. g.ilt,
of other interesting matter.
three shillings. Post free. As usual Onwarcl in its
'l'lw Briti.sh 'Temperance Advocate is quite a model volume form charms the eye in its garb of green amd
temperance paper, and is a favourite with us. The gold, while its contents capti,•ate the attention of its
number for March contaius many interesting articles youthful and delighted readers. Full of delight:Jnl
on the question, and is replete with temperance intelli- stories, charming music and poetry, interesti g 11\n(l
gence. The veteran prohibitionist, Dr. F. R. Lees, instructive essays and dialogues, and lovely illust;rabegins the first of what appears to be a series of letters tions, it offers a great literary feast to its numer<ous
on "The New Testament in relation to Intemper:1nce," readers. The present excels all previous volumts, ai.nd
which, like everything coming from hii,; fertile pen, is ought to have place on the drawing-room table. It ,will
worthy of careful perusal.
form a handsome prize for either Sabbath 'cl.ool or
Hoitse ancl Ilome for March begins anew, and, to our Band of Hope gatheriugs.
Annual Report of the N ewcastle and Gateshead A zuxminds, improved series of that most instructive magazine.
everal new features, calculated to increase its ilim·y to the United Kingdom Alliance for 1~81-l82.
popularity arc introduced, and writers of first-rate New0astle : 21 Northumberland Court. Thi3 iai a
ability on the various subjects embraced in its pro- healthy report, a record of vigorous work. The Amxgramme Me announced amongst its contributors. For iliary is superintended by a committee that are promcl
ourselves we must say that ,ve are very favourably to work with all kindred organisations and tc av,ail
impressed with the rich permanent nature of the con- themselves of all opportunities. The report js entlnutents of the number before us, and we can safely pre- siastic on the Blue Ribbon movement in Newcast.;le,
dict for it an appreciative circulation amongst the and bears emphatic evidence to the good which tlrou1gh
it has been done. Very trnly it adds after the :ecO)rd
thoughtful members of society.
Alcohol ancl Health, from a Woman'.-, Point of Vieu:. of what has been done : "The end, however, is not ycet.
Read at the Annual Uouncil of the Scottish Christian We have only entered upon another stage of ourwolt'k.
Union, Edinburgh, 30th Nov., 1881. By Mrs. Helen \Ve have only got really face to face with the e.1em1y.
Kirk . This is a truly excellent paper, and, on the sub- The enormous vested interest will not be easily ovrerject of which it treats, most exhaustive. The lady come. The traffic will die hard, but die it m st, if
proceeds to analyse" stimulants," which she does most the people are to prosper. The traffic cannot co1timue
thoroughly into alcohol, and shows that that substance to co-exist in the midst of a prosperous nation ; cne or
is neither a stimulant nor an irritant, but a seda- the other must eventually be crushed; we do 1ejoiice
tive. Treating of its mistaken application to the head, to believe that the signs of the times are in favmr of
to the brain, to throat and lungs, to the great nerve the best interests of the people triumphing." rheere
centre-the solar plexus-and to the periodical dis- are eulogistic notices of the vi its of Mr. Pato1 amcl
turbances and other disorders of women, she shows Mr. \Yaterston to the Newcastle district, when thcey
most conclusively its fell power to benumb and enslave, appear to have evoked much deserved enthrniasr.m.
and she in an admirable manner contrasts its operations The accounts are reported as slightly fayourable.
with a course of treatment by hydropathic applications
Books receivecl-'l'lte Pcwliamentary Oompen.-ati< rn,
much more innocent and yet effectual, having unlike with Historical R r,je1·ences; Local Option-Local C'crnalcoholic indulgence no injurious after effects. This trol; Scotti.~h Wine, Spirit, ancl B ee1· 'l'retde IJ'fem,ce
little paper should be circulated widely and constantly A. sociation; Return of Grimes anrl Qffences f (r t the
by \Vomen's Temperance Prayer Unions, and will be Burgh of Dundee ; R eport of Glasgow Abstdne?'r8'
found worth its weight in gold as a means of counter- Union; The D1'ink Catechism; A Pleet / 01· th l ]{{aacting the traditional and medical application of alcohol ti.onalizalion of tlie Land ; Grammar for the Mllioon,
to those diseases peculiar to the gentle sex.
&c,, &c.

chemi ·t of 17 Gordon Ntrcct, Glasgow, offers a preparation which merits a foremost place. For purity,
strength, and flavour it excels, and is one of the very
best cocoa essences at present before the public. Easy
of preparation, it may, with the needful cream and
sugar, be instantaneously made, and it proves a luxurious addition to the breakfast table. lt is said to be
suitable equally to the strong as to the weak. \Ve can
only speak for the strong, but if it should be found to
adapt itself to the weak as it has certainly done to the
other, :Mr. Thompson is to be congratulated on his success, and his delicious preparation will only need to be
known to be largely patronized.
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OUGHT THE TRAFFIC I ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS TO BE PROHIBITED 1
THE traffic in alcoholic liquars is peculiarly exceptional. In auy other trade we find the demand
1·egulating the supply, but in this one that law is to
a great extent reversed-the supply of alcoholic
liquors stimulating a demand for them. This is
owiug" to the passion for indulging in them which
these liquors awaken in a large proportion of our
fellow-men." The evils flowing from this overindulgence have from time immemorial been so
great that the Government of alrno. t every civilized
country has been compelled to regulate and restrict
the traffic in which these evils have their rise. The
laws pa sed in our own country for the regulation
of the traffic have gradually been becoming . more
stringent, and the results proportionately more satisfactory. Notwithstanding this, however, the ends
desired are at best so far from being attained that it
must be patent to everyone who has bestowed auy
study on the question a.tall that not 1est!'iction but
pi-0hibition can solve the problem.
I shall now give your readers a very brief sketch of
the history of past legislation in regard to the traffic
in Scotland and Irelan 1. We are informed by one
of the early Scotch historians that in the year 860
A.D. the sellers of mead were looked on as public
enemies, so much so that at this early period they
themselves were banished by the King, their goods
confiscated, and their houses destroyed. Constantine
II., on the revival of the evil, re-enacted the law iu
861, adding the penalty of death to such as should
not comply with it. In the middle ages beer and
French wines took the place of mead, and regarding
the sale of these a. law was passed in 1436 by which
the penalty of imprisonment was inflicted on any
one found in a house for the saJe of drink after the
tolling of the curfew. In the 16th century the
trade was open, and the country consequently
crowded with inebriates. At this time the discovery of the mode of distilling whisky made matters worse. In 1625 the religious reformation of the
tirne did much to stem the evil. The people now
said "the Government was so strict they had not
liberty to siu," and the taverners now complained
'' their trade was broken, the people were become so
sober." Unfortunate\y matters did not long so remain. In 1698 the country was in as bad a state as
ever. In 1750 we find no improvement. Drunkenness appears now to have been more prevalent than
at any other time. In 1812 the quantity of spirits
entered for home consumption amounted to less
than ·9 of a gallon per head of the population. Jn
1821, with a reduced duty, it rose to fully a gallon
per head. In 1840, the duty being further reduced
by a half, the quantity reached was two and a half
gallons. Witl1in the next ten years the increase
nearly quadruple l the increase of populatiou.
Comparinz seven ears eucling l l 63 wit~ other

/ seven ending 1878, we find, while the population of
the United Kingdom had in that time increased 15 per
cent., the consumption of intoxicating liquors had
increased to the alarming extent of 55 per cent.
This is the result of the many Acts which have been
passed within the last few centuries for the restriction of the traffic.
Turning to Ireland, we find there, in the middle
of the 16th century, a state of affairs as deplorable as
characterised Scotland at that time, the cause of
which was the use of usquebaugh. This fact was
impres ed on the mind of the Lord-Deputy, Sir
I John
Perrot, who eYen at that period ha.d but too
good cause to regret the wholesale destruction of
corn for purposes of distillation. He it was who
suggested tha.t whisky, instead of being called
"aqua vitae '' ought rather to be termed "aqua
mortis," which I think we must all agree would
certainly be a more appropriate designation. The
Government suppressed the traffic in the reign of
Philip and Mary. Ireland now remained in a satisfactory state until, in the reign of Anne and the first
Georges, Government, under the mistaken itlea of
encouraging tillage, and increasing the revenue, once
more permitted the manufacture of spirits. The
consumption rapidly grew. From 1729 to 1796 the
population only doubled, while the quantity of
liquors sold increased eleven-fold. The natural
result was the decay of manufactures, the degeneracy of the people, innumerable murders and con~
stautly-recurring brawls; indeed, things had come
to such a pass that we find even the Corporation
of Brewers complaining that "the consumption of
spirituous liquors has been daily increasing, beyond
all conception or belief, to the infinite prejudice of
trade and manufacture ; the health, sobriety, and
morals of the people." Petitions against this state
of affairs kept pouring into Parliament. Nothing
of importance was, however, tried in the way of remedy until in the year 1791 Acts were pa.ssed restricting the sale of spirits, and giving the brewers
unprecedented privileges. Improvement followed;
it proved, however, of a transitory nature. Foreign
affairs shortly afterwards engaging the attention of
Government, the beneficent Acts, instead of being
rigorously enforced, were allowed to fall gradually
into abeyance. Iu 1809-10 and 1812-13, owing to
the scarcity of corn, the distilleries were stopped,
and the results proved most satisfactory.
Space will not permit of our entering on the consideration of the history of English legislation bearing on the traffic ; suffice it to say that the results
were similar to those shown in the two countries we
have just been referring to. The only Act that calls
for special notice is the Beer Act of William IV.,
u1u.ler which anyone could obtain a license to sell
beer on payment of two guineas. This Act, notwithstanding others of a remedial nature, which
followed shortly after, has proved a great cnrse to
Ei+glan<l, increasing as it di l the houses for the sale
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of iutoxicatiurr clri1iks froru 8 30 to 123,306, whi ch
meant a proportiouat e increase of crime, poverty,
disease, an d co11 sequ eut t n.xa tion.
So much for th e history of i he liquor traffi c, some
of tlH~ particular phases of which we shall now consid er in th eir social and commercial bearing.
I.-Socially, what are the fruits of the traffic?
a geuernl way we rna_v classify them nuder
Disease aud _P remature Death, Povel'ty, In sauity,
and Crime.
1. Diseuse cmcl P,·emature Death.
It is a wellkuowu fact that ~otal ab:,tainers as a class arn llluch
more exempt from <lisease tlrnn :my other class in
s0ciety. It has beeu ascertained that while tbe
death rate amoug t totnl abstainers is at the !'ate of
l per ceut., that of the moderate drinkers and the
intemperate stands at the rate of 2 and 4 per cent.
1:especti vely, a fact snrely sufficiently appalling in
itself to make thoughtful people seriously consider
the advisability of doing away altogether with this
ruost deadly traffic. Dr. Norman Kerr of London,
a,nxious to demonstrate the truth or falsity of the
assertion that 60,000 chunkards <lied every year in
the United Kingdom, lately instituted an inquiry
for this purpose. Here we have an avowed sceptic
going into the nrn,tter for the purpose of satisfying
him elf, and what does he make of it ? I shall give
yon his own words :- " I was compelled," says Dr.
Kel'r, " to admit that at least 120,000 of our populatiou annually lost their lives through alcoholic
excess, 40,500 dyiug from their own intemperance,
aud 7H,300 frolll accideut, violence, poverty, or disease, ari~ing frolll the intemvera.nce of others." Dr.
Richard80ll .·uys if Britain were couvertetl to abstinence the vit:dity of the nation wonl<l be iucrea eJ
one-third in vait1e. His estimate of tlie deaths from
drinkiug is 2:?7,000, which is almost 01ie-thircl of the
eutire national 1_u 1tality. Hegan.ling disease, as an
example of which let us take cholera- watch the
ravages of this most terrible of epidemics wherever
it has got a holJ ; note how it passes the abstainer,
lays hold of the rnoderate drinker, and almost •without exceptioc. deals to the drlinkard hi'd <leath-bl0w.
Take, for instance, that visitation of cholera in GuernBey in 184!J as proof of this. Dr. Colliuette, who
was then a. medical practitioner there, informs us that
"a Yery large proportion of the then dnmkards were
sweptn.way; ruanyrespectable and moderate drinkers
likewise lJecn.me its victims, bnt the teetotalers to a
man were spared." Your readers will probably ask
how it is that in ordinary bills of mortality intemperance is so ael<lom specified as the cause of death I
I answer that it is simply hecause medical men as a
rule, in order to a void hurting the feelings of friends
of deceased inebriates, give the approximate instead
of the real cause of death. Dr. Hardwicke, a recent
coroner for Central Middlesex, informs us that he
found very few deaths attributed to alcohol ; when
he ascertained the truth, however, he found that
bet<.veen the ages of 25 and 50, something like 30 to
50 per cent. were really killed by alcohol. Truly <li<l
Milton say," Intemperance on the earth shall bring
diseaia;es dire, of which a monstrous crew before thee
shall appear."
2. Poverl!J. I feel certain that I am under the
mark wheu I state that the liquor traffic is responsible for the creation of 75 per cent. of our paupers
now on the roll. Some years ago there was a return
made to Parliament from the different parishes in
~cotlaud, containing, among other matter, information regardiug the drinking facilities and amount of
the poors-rates in each. From these reports we
find that at that time there were 34 parishes in the
country without a public-honse, and in none of them
had the parishioners a single penny of poors-rates to
pay. Oue parish, which had once experienced the
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same happi1J ess, har1 fhe pu blic-liouses planted in ihs
midst, an<l the consegueuce was that instead of hav-ing notliiug to pay, tbe parjshioners were soon bur-deued with a poors-rate of ls. Sd. ou the µouud ..
From the return referred to, it, is evi<lent that th re
amount of poo1"-rates is in proportion to the drinking faciliti es of each parish. I think we have at
right to object to pay a tax a great proportiom
of which finally finds its way into the pockets off
publicana, aud this is undoubtedly the e:ase with thre
poors-rates. I refer you to any honest publican forthm
authenticity of my statement. Oue man in Glasgo,w
some years ago conldalwaysrely oudrawing £10 more)
on the pay-day of the poor than any other day in thre
week. This shows us that money is powerless im
promoting the welfare of the poor, unless backed u1
by some means of preventing its expenditure om
liquor, and the only way in which this can be accom••
plisbed is by prohibiting the traffic.
( To be continued).

OUR SKETCH BOOK.
)IR. :VIOODY'S TEMPERANCE EFFORTS IN
GLASGOW.
'' DRI~KIXG baffles us, confounds us, shames us, au<ll
mocks us at every point. It outwits alike the teacher,
the man of business, the patriot, the legislator. Rveryr
other institution floullllers in hopeless difficulties ; thte
1JUblic house holds its triumphant course. . . . '.fhcc
huge mischief in one way or other confounds n all ,
and may, for we cannot be sure, crush and ruin an v
1
one of us." This is not teetotal rant, it is ex:tractet1
from a leader of the 'l'i111 e.~. Probably snch sentiment ..
ha,·e arisen in the miml of the great American re viva.list, 11r. Moody. Be that as it may, he bas felt itt
to be. his duty to say that bt~ has seen more drunkenness in one night in Glasgow, than in any other city he
has Yisitetl. He has felt, no doubt, that there 11,r
thousands, tens of thousa.ncls. in Glasgow, who mighit
hear the gospel's joyful sound only for their imlnlgenc
in skong drink.
o, after thirty-five Bible readings in St. Andrews
Hall, and other meetings which no man can munber"
he gave out his intention of making a grand assa,ult on
the intemperance of the city. He was to begin in
Newsome's Circus, which stands at the junction o[
Ingram and Hio-h Streets. A preliminary meeting wa
held there on the afternoon of Friday, 14th nit., and a
few minutes after two o'clock we found ourselves in
that famed abode of equestrianism .
Newsome's Uircus is just a huge wooden shed done
up in the usual garish style of such places of entertainment. The prevailing colours of the decorations are
red and white ; the roof being a gigantic striped blincl
in these colours. At the west end of the buildingthe pit-the platform is erected, and is most luxuriously fitted up. Looking to the audience yon have 01
your right a. numerous choir, conducted by Mr. "\Yillian
Moodie, :!1-Iiss Bonar presiding at a finely-toned harmonium. On your left the ministers n.nd other friend
.to whom the chief seats are reserved. At your ha •k
yon have a large inscription, " eek ye the Lord, ,. and
on one side, " None righteous," on the other "The
blood cleanseth. " 'l'he roof is supported on twelve
pillars, on these are banners bearin~ little tla.g~ of all
nations. On these banners, begmnrng on the right of
the platform, there are such inscriptions as "Lorcl
help me," "Call on Me," "Praise the Lord," '· Look
unto Me," "Jesus only," "God is love." On the left
we find '' All have sinned," '' Save me," '' I am the
way," ""\Vatch and pray," "Trust in the Lord," and
"Come unto Me," On the wall at the east end, that
is, opposite the platform, there are '' Follow J csns,"
'' Look and live," '' " rhy will ye die," and '' He will
save you." The place, as daylight struggled with the
lowered gaslight, looked a tawdry enough place. One
could hardly believe that here the grand combat of
1
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Ivanhoe, the famous ride of Turpin, the imposing
carnival of Venice, could have taken place. He might
have remembered, however, that within the compass of
Shakespeare's "\Vooden O" at Black friars were presented the glorious achievements of the Black Prince aml
Harry the Fifth in France. Stealing in, in twos ancl
threes, came people eager to hear what was to be said.
The audience ranged from the poor to the affluent, ancl
was for the most part of the leisure classes. The
merchant, professional men, ministers, and women.
\,Ve knew the most of them. "\Ve saw many of the
active temperance workers, city philanthropists, the
supporters of reli-sious efforts, all mingled together.
By this time, 2.45, the platform, pit, promenade, and
ring were getting filled. The gas was raised, and from
the grand chandelier and from the rods before the
pillars a flood of brilliancy lighted up the place.
Mr.
William Moodie led the choir, who began, to relieve
the tedium of waiting, by singing several of the beautiful hymns in the new collection of sacred songs and
solos. B.v three the building was nearly filled. At tl:at
hour Mr. Moody moved on to the platform, on whtch
on his ldt might have been seen the Hevs. Dr. Lang,
Brown, and
allace, Hevs. Messrs. H. Hall, Renfrew,
Dou"las, M'Dougall, Edgar, Mackay, Lawrie, Somerville~ M'Lean, and others; Bailies Dickson ancl ~clkil'k,
ex-Bailie Torrens ; Messrs. A. Allan,
Govan, J. 0.
,vhite, Gray, R. C. Morgan, R. Scott, Quanier, and
many others.
Mr. Moody immediately on coming
forward gave out the favourite hymn, "Rescue the
perishiug," which was fervently sung, and Rev. Dr.
Brown offered up an impressive prayer only audible to
those around him. Silent prayer was asked for while
Mr. :::Scroggie read out r qu sts for pray r. These
fo.::-me a melancholy li t. Prayer was sought on behalf of sisters, brothers, only brothers, father, a family
in great affiiction in consequence of the intemperance
of some of its members. For a drunka.rd, that Goel
may compel him to come in and be savecl; for a father
and mother who have promised to come to the evening
meetiug, for a woman who has often pledged but cannot keep it, for a husband, for a woman in prison on
account of drnnkenness. After a short interval of
silent pl'ayer we had prayer again offered, but some
expressions grated on our ear, such as ",vill you put
forth thy power that thousands may be saved crnd that
we may call thee blessetl?" The 117th hymn was sung
and then Mr. Moody read a portion of Mark ix, 14,
after which he offered up prayer. ""\Ve pray for those
persons who are in the requests which are before thee.
l:5on of God, look with pity on them. May they seek
thee as their only deliverer. May they come to thee,
and thou wilt raise them up. vVe pray that thy blessing may rest on every one here that names the name of
Christ. Help us to be of one mind as they were on the
day of Pentecost. Vt7e want resurrection power to
speak to the hearts and consciences of the e dead
people that they may, a great multitude of them,
although drunkards, be rescued from death. ~ men. "
'l'he 14th hymn was then sung. :Mr. Moody then said,
"There's one clause in the portion read to which I
wish t0 draw attention, and that is, "Bring him to
me." The disciples had failed, Satan had his own way
as he often has. The people stood around laughing
and jeering, the scribes questioning just as such people
<10 uow. If we bring dear friends who ha\·e gone astray
t0 him, we shall hav~ a great glory. It is as easy for God
to save the drwikard as any other. ,vhen the woman
went to Elisha to come and give her back her child,
she would not go without the master. ,vhen he sent
f.l-ehazi to lay his staff on the dead child's face, she did
not go with him. She did not believe in the staff but
in the master. Then by prayer bring the Master with
you, and you will see the breaking and snappiug of
fetters all around." The speaker gave the substance of a
letter from a sister who long prayed for her wandering
prodigal brother, but at length God found him in a
Chicago meeting, impelled him to the inquiry room and
took away his appetite, and now he is free . ''You, too,
may have prayed long and often, but trust in the Lord.
Pray on, keep on pra. ing, and God will answer your
prayer." Re,-. Dr. ·w allace was called and gave the
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well known story of Willie Torrance of Shotts. Prayer
was then offered up, and Hev. Dr. Marshall Lang was
the next speaker. He said, "I thank God for this
meeting. St. Andrew's Halls have had their full share
and Newsome's Circus is now the centre of attraction.
I am glad that specific dealing with the root of bitterness which is such a sad iugre<lient in our life in this
city is now decided upon. The action begun to-day is
hopeful, united, successful action. ,ve are all of one
accord in this place. (Hallelujah). Brethren, this
kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting. If we
believe this let us show it by our action. Such fasting
as self-control, self-constraint, and that measure of
true abstinence as shall prove our earnestness in the
work. (Hallelujah and applause, which was hushed).
e are a hopeful band of brothers ::mcl we are united,
and we must succeed. The evil is not unassailable.
,v e are told that heredity cannot be saved. But all
things are possible through prayer to God, who out of
chaos made the world of beauty in which we dwell,
and surely if it was possible for him to gi\'e us beauty
out of chn.os it is as possible for him to bring a new
birth and life out of the druukanl. (Yes, yes). \Ve will
take tho whole armour of God and we hear our great
C.\ptaiu saying, Go on, there is victory ahead. I baptised a. man lately who for many years had been greatly
umler the power of drunkenness, and if Oil~ man can be
saveu why should we doubt about the salvation of any
other." (Applause). Mr. 1.oody then said-" If we
are to do anything we must visit these people at their
homes and get them to lo,·e God and leave off drinking.
{Amen). You must all work harcl. These people
don't need to be taught, for they know that they are
elavcs and will be glad to be saved. ~fany of thc·e
sort of people will be here to-night, and you must giYc
them a good seat, a front scat; you will relinquish the
best seats for them; if yon have to go to the back seata
or even outside, you can go and pray for them as you
stand there. (A la.ugh). You must not wait to be
introduced to those you wish to save. If I saw a man
struggling in the 'lyde do you think I should wait till
introduced to him. Oh, no; I should save him and
then we should know and rejoice together in praisinrr
God. I am greatly che.ere l by this meeting and seeing
so many present so early in the afternoon. How many
of you would like to come here every afternoon at three
o'clock?" Almost all the audience held up their hands.
He then briefly prayed for the movement in this city.
"May the shout of the King be heard in our camp, and
may work be clone which shall be heard oi in heaveu."
The choir then commenced to sing and the large
gathering dwindled away.

,v

In the evening when we turned up before seven we
found a considerable number already eated. All parts
of the building kept filling up, and at 7.5, Mr. Moody.
whose motto might well have been "Ready, aye ready,"
appeared in front of the platform. The choir were
already in their place and Miss Bonar at the harmonium. He asked some of those in front to say what
hymn they wished to hear. One ready response was
391, which was sung at once by the choir; then 16G,
363, 297, and 304. The pleasure eviuent in the toue
and faces of the audience could not be mistaken. Bv
this time the building was crowded in eYery part ancl
presented a brilliant appearance. During the singina
Mr. Moody occasionally interrupted by declaring th~
people were not singing loud enough. " ing louder ;
now we'll have the women, now the men." This course
was followed with great goo l nature on the part of the
audience, and it was amusing to see him leading in the
hymn 304, "Come, great Deliverer, come!" It was at
this stage intimated that there was an overflow meeting
in the Albion Hall, and Mr. Richard Hill left to
conduct it. ,vhile 401 was being sung we glanced over
the platform, on which we observed Revs. Drs. ,vallace
an l lJobbie, l: enL :Messrs. Hall, Pirret, 'loan, Stewart,
and others. , 'ir ·w illiam Collins, Bailie Dickson,
Messrs. ,vm. Govan, J . C. ,vhite, A. Allan, Gray,
Simpson, and others.
e looked over the audience
and it was a most magnificent sight, intelligent,
respectable, orderly, and devout. Of all ranks in life,
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and all animated by the highest sentiments which can
actuate the human breast, it was a sight to linger long
in the memory and in many memories it will abide for
ever. There was an exception-inebriates who called
forth the remark of Mr. Moody that their friends
should place them near the entrance so that wh en they
did break out they might be taken out and made better
by the fresh air. (Laughter). Miss Bonar here sang
the beautiful idyllic hymn 302, accompanying herself
on the harmonium, the audience assisting her with the
chorns. This was a most charming contl'ibntiou to the
singing of the evening and was hailed with evident
delight by the entranced audience. }fr. Moody asked
the meeting to engage in silent prayer while Mr.
Scroggie read out the requests for prayer. The number
of these was so great that to s:we time they ,rnre
classified as follows :-three sons, three brothers, a
sister, a husband, a. wife, two women given to strong
drink, eight men, some of them present, a friend, two
mothers, a brother-in-law, a father, and a young
mother. 'rhe following farther summary will show
more clearly what these requ~sts are like :- prayer is
ret1uested for a young mother given to drink, for the
mother of a large family almost rnin e<l in hody and
soul by the use of strong drink, for an elderly woman
who cannot resist the craving for liquor, also for a
young and an elderly woman who have given way to
drink but arc at present struggling against the desire,
that grace may be given them to abstain altogether
from the intoxicating cup. After a brief interval of
silent prayer the Rev. 1Jr. Paton lerl the prayers of the
large assembly, after which To. 49 was sung by the
choir. Mr. Moody himself offered up a most practical
prayer supplicating the blessing of Goel on the efforts
that might be made here and elsewhere so that a great
number of drunkards might be saved. :Ofay the , on of
God, he prayed, go from heart to heart touching them
that we may be all able to give him glory for a great
salvation. Mrs. Hector Hall, who now presided at the
harmonium with signal ability, gave us a solo, h •mn
399, with deep feeling. Meetings were gi\-en out at
this stage ; Mr. Moody remarking that the drunkard
had many friends here who would give him what
assistance lay in their power. He then read from 5th
Mark referring to the cures which Jesus wrought
recorded in the chapter on the demoniac, the diseased
woman and the dead child. He then said," Now, the question that evening to be answered was
whether a drunkard could be saved or not. He hacl
no more doubt of that than he had of his existence.
He believed it was as easy for Jesus Christ to save a
drunkard as it was for anyone present to lift up his
own hand; and if they looked to him and expected him
to do the work, and gave up trying to save themselves,
only casting themseh-es upon him for aid, they would
not be disappointed. In that same chapter we read of
a man possessed with a legion of devils, and it is said
of him that an effort was made to chain him down, but
failure was the result. Like Samson he broke his
fetters and escaped. .'o when 'hrist met him he was
out in the tombs among the dead, trying to find stones
that he might mar that t emple in which the Holy
Ghost loved to dwell. The man crie l out-"Thou Son
of the most high God, bast thou come to torment me
before my time? " He thought Christ was his enemy.
That was the belief of drunkards. They also thought
Christ was their enemy. Now, there was no greater
lie ever told by the devil than that. There was no
drunk man or woman in the city but might have a
friend in Christ if he or she only knew it. He had the
power to cast out the strong man armed, and could
give the;n Yictory o,·er their appetite-over their terrible sin-which had been binding them clown for many
years. This was not a myth ; this was not a fiction.
It was a living fact that Christ had power to overcome
and saYe the drunkard. All that the drunkard wanted
was to believe that Christ had that supernatural power.
Further, we read of a woman coming to him. She had
suffered many things without getting any remedy ; in
fact, she was a thorough incurable, and if there had
been institutions for such persons in those days, no
c1oubt she would have been an inmate. But she be-

lieved that Christ was able to cure her, and that is
true. He has in himself more medicine than was in all
the doctor's shops in the East. The medicine-men had
got all her money, just as the publicans have got
yours. Hearing that he was in her neighbourhood, she
went up to him. She could not dress to go, she was now
poor in means but rich in faith. Rough men pushed her
back, and tried to keep her away from Christ, but she
struggled into his presence, and the result of her
marvellou faith was that the Ma.iilter cured her. Christ
put the question, Who touched rue? and the people
miled at him putting such a question. They could not
distinguish between the touch of matter and the touch
of faith, and it is so now. If Jesus could cure her he
could keep her; if he could heal her he could save
every drunkard here. "\Ve should remember that
Christ had power over lh:vils, disease, and death, and
that the vilest drunkard that reeled through the streets
of Glasgow could be saved. " re must not limit the
power of the Holy One of I rael. "\\~hen he (Mr.
Moody) was preaching eight years ago in Newcastle, a
lady said, 'Mr. Moody, I am going to have my nephew
at yom meeting. I am the only one left who ~akes an
interest in him. He has promised to attend m order
to gratify me. If he is not rea.checl to-night, probably
he neYcr will be." ·Mr. Moody. aid, "Am I God that
can kill and make alive?" But he preached as well as
he could, and when the meeting was over he pushed
through the crowd, and saw the larly coming to him.
Her nephew managed to sli_tJ away and disappeared.
But notice. A year afterwards that young man, who
was a graduate of Cambridge, and a solicitor, whose
practice, however, was going from him, was sitting one
night in his London lodgings, his pipe in his mouth,
when the thought came into his mind that he 0t~gh~ to
be a different man, a.nd that he should stop drmkrng.
But he was afraid he could not, his appetite having got
the mastery over him. He ha<l tried many times, but
it was impossible. Then the thought came into his
mind that with God everything was possible. That
thought laid hold of him; an<l, removing the pipe from
his mouth, he got dowa upon his knees and called upon
God to help him. He then went out and tried to seek
for a minister, but could not find one. He -was afraid
to go to bed, fearful lest he should sleep off his good
rei,olution, and be at the drink in the morning. But
finally he asked God to make him bad next morning,
because he believed that if he felt bad Goel would not
have done with him. \Ve have often heard of people
asking God to make them good, but this man wanted
to be made bad, and when he rose bad he felt that God's
spirit was still striving to save him. This took place
seven years last ovember, and from that night he had
not tasted one drop of liquor. Such was the result of
the thought taking holcl of the man that with God all
things were possible. If he could create a world he
could save the drunkard. He had a long arm; it
would reach down to the deepest pit, lay hold of the
\'ilest drunkard, and put a new song in his mouth. The
spirit of the Lord God is upon me, says the Holy One,
because he has sent me to give liberty to the captives,
to set at liberty them that are bound. Pray then to
him that he may loosen your bonds and set you free,
but never allow the idea room in your minds that you
cannot be saved." ::\1rs. Hector Hall rendered with exquisite grace and feeling, "She only touched the hem
of his garment," r o. 29:3. Mr. Moody then called upon
several men who came forward and in a simple, homely
way gayc th eir experience of how they relinquished
drinking. Mr. Turnbull said he had been an abstainer
for five years, and he thanked God who bad delivered
him from the power of strong drink. He liked to dwell
upon the difference between saving one's self and being
saved by Jesus. Since he had found him he had had
great delight in being an abstainer. Mr. Moody asked
him if he had as ~reat delight in being a Christian as
he had in the public houses when he went to them.
Mr. Turnbull's answer was eminently wise :-There is
a pleasure in drinking, but I would not give one five
minutes of the love of Christ for all the jollity I eyer
had in drinking. Now, Mr. Turnbull, go you over to
the Albion Hall aJ1d give sil'f!ila1· testimony.
~Irt'
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M ody, turning to the audience, said, Do you believe
PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
te timony? Yes, yes, came from all parts of the house.
The next gentleman said he was born in 1851, and born
The following meetings have been addressed by the
again in January, 1882. Christ brought me to the know·ledge of him after a drunken spree. Rising in the night to advocates and agents of the Scottish Permi sive Bill
get some water the thought of God and Christ came ' and Temperance Association from 12th February, to
into my mind. I had a good mother and sister who 15th. April, 1882, inclusive. During that period 180
earnestly and long prayed for me.
ext day God's meetmgs were held, 84 being deputational, and 96 ordinpower drew me to the mission meeting I had of ten ary. At these meetings 370 addresses were given. The
despised, and led me to rely on the work of his on . following is a summary of each speaker's work :Mr. \Vm. Blackwood has visited Fraserburgh, PeterI uever thought I coulcf speak before such an audience
as this, but it is not I but the Spfrit of God which head, Aberdeen, Wick, Thurso, I1nerurie, Kenmay,
strengthens me. From the 1noment I found Christ I Gourdon, Ferryden, Montrose, vVooclside, Portsoy,
have not let the liquor ever pass my lips, and I have StonehaYen, and Buchanhaven, and addressed 41 meetnever even desired it. 1Ir. ).[oody asked, Have you ings.
Mr._R. Stevenson has visited Govan, Glasgow, Denny,
been troubled with the appetite? No; I have lost all
the desire. ).[y home is happy, and I try to teach them l3rechm, Alloa, Montrose, Alexandria, Bonhill, Hurlet,
there to live to Goel, and my wile is also accepted and Stonefield, Beith, Arbroath, Crieff, Tillicoultry, Perth,
saved. Another man stood tl() and said that he had Dundee, Ferryclen, Montrose, .Alyth, Port-Glasgow,
been an abstainer for five monims only. The Lord had Motherwell, Catri:ne, and "Paisley, and addressed 40
laid hold on him and placed him on a rock. It is not meetings.
Mr. J. H. "\Vaterston has visited Leith, Ceres, St .
a half salvation he gives. Only believe and he will
save yon body and soul. If you accept 'hrist you .A.ndre·ws, Cupar, Anstruther, Edinburgh, Dunse, Nenhave no need of strong drink. It is not prohibition it thorn, Dairsie, Strathmiglo, Roslin, Galston, Newmilns,
is a substitution; Christ for drink! lam rejoicing at Denholm, Stow, Broxburn, Kettle, Cults, Largoward,
my delivera.nce, and my mother is rejoicing too. I and Bo neBs, and addressed 38 meetings.
Mr. R. Mackay has vi ited Kilmalcolm, Glasgow,
went and wrote out a pledge, " I hereby promise to
abstain from all intoxicating liquors as beverages. " I Denny, Kilbarchan, Dunse, Brechin, Vvhiteinch, Monoffered up prayer, and have kept the pledge till now. trose, Dumfries, Ayr, Aberdeen, Stirling, Kilsyth, aud
I was not conYertecl, howeyer, and felt anxious lo hear Milngavie, and addressed 24 meetings.
1Jr. R. Dransfield has visited Partick, Glasgow, Cum:Mr. Moody. His text was, "Goel is not mocked," anu
it made me very anxious about my soul. He wanted bernauld, Kirkintilloch, Greenock, and Ayr, and adall who were anxious for their soul to stand up, but dressed 17 meeting·.
Mr. TI. Semple ha.:1 visited Frascrb~rgh, Peterhead,
the devil had me, and I continued to l:!it. But on the
folio-wing Mrmclay J went to get pe1\ce 1 anrl thanks to A.bndren, Wick, and Thurso, and addressed 15 meetGod I found it. Although I spoke of not keeping abstin- ings.
Bailie f-:elkirk, J.P., has addressed 7 meetings in
ence through templnr loclgcs or tempern,ncc societies I am
not against them; join them, hut only don't trust en- Glasgow, Uddingston, llutherglen, Ayr, :Maryhill, and
tirely to them, ask God to help and bless you. nr. Kilsyth.
Ex-Bailie Lewis, J.P., has addressed 7 meetings in
\Vallace then offered np prayer for those who had ri ,·eu
their testimony to them that e,-ening, and that ( lod Edinburgh, Lesmahagow, Rosliu, ~Iotherweil, and Eycwould bless their famiJie . ,;Yell may they say the mouth.
Mr. \\"m . Kesson has addressed 7 meetings in Gla. ·
Lord hath done great thiugi; for us whereof we are
glaJ. "\Ve thank thee, 0 God, that all over ~cotland gow and Whi teinch.
Rev.
E. J. Boon ha addressed G meetings in Anprayer of a similar nature is being offered up to the e.
Lord, there are many in this meeting who could give struther, Montrose, rbroath, and Brechin.
Ex-Provost Dick has addressed 6meetings in Glasgow,
Himilar testimony. 0 thou who stood at the grave of
.
Lazarus and said, Loose him anu let him go, 0 Spirit Lesmahago\,·, Greenock, tirliug, and Donglas. .
Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., has addressed 5 meetmgs 111
of the living God, clo not allow us to separate till thou
CHasgow, Uddinaston, Greenock, and Rutherglen.
hast brought many trophies.
:.\lr. J. H. Raper has addressed. 5 meetings in Ayr,
~ir. Moody then asked those who bad given testimonies in fa,·om· of abstinence to stand.
large Aberdeen and 'tirling.
)fr. John Steel has acldre sed .J. mC;etings in Edinnumber did so, whom he asked to keep standing. He
burgh and Bo'ness.
then asked those who desired to be free to stand np.
Rev. . Harding haa addressed 3 meetings in Brechin,
great many stood up in all parts of the building, and as
he urgecl, others rose, until a fourth of the audience were Tillicoultry, and Kilsyth.
~lr. \Vm. Smith has addressed 3 meetings in .Aberstanding. Those who had gi,·sn oral testimony loft during the singing of hynm 361 to the overfiow meetings deen and Brechin.
Mr. James "\Vinning has addressed 3 meetings in Ayr
in the Albion and Argyll Halls; and as 274 was being
sung, Mr. Moody calling on his workers dashed in and Arbroath.
Mr. J. W. Mackay has addressed 3 meetings in Glasamong the audience, urging the people seeking freedom
from intemperance to go into one or other of the nume- gow.
Rev. Dr. Wilson has addressed 2 meetings in Bo'ness.
rous adjoining rooms. Closin g our note-book and butReY. :M. M'Gregor has addressed 2 meetings in , t.
toning ourselves up against the inroads of the rav.:,
Andrews and Cupar.
gusty rainy night, we left the circus with the words
Rev. \V. M'Lellan has addressed 2 meetings in Stir'' Bringing in the sheaves !
ling.
Bringing in the sheans !
Rev. G. Yuille has addressed 2 meetings in tirling.
\'\Te shall come rejoicing,
Thos, Hope, Esq., J.P., has addressed 2 meetings in
Bringing in the sheaves ! "
Bo'ness.
ringing melodiously in our ears.
Councillor Yellowlees has addressed 2 meetings in
, tirling.
CLEVER To IMPUDENCE. -The other day an American
Dr.
"\Vhitelaw has addressed 2 meetings in Kirkinsewing girl went to her mistress and said; "I fear that
I will not be able to work much longer.' "\'\7hy? you tilloch.
Mr. R. Ritchie has addressed :2 meetings in Cnpar.
seem to get along excellently with your work?" '' Yes
:.\Ir. J. :risbet has addressed 2 meetings in Edinburgh.
but I can no longer see any meat on my plate at dinner. '
Mr. D. Anderson has addressed 2 meetings in Denny.
Next day the girls were served with very large but very
Mr. F. Lindsay has addressed 2 meetings in Denny.
thin slices of meat. ""\Vhat happiness" said our girl,
Mr. A. Bennet has addressed 2 meetings in Glasgow
"my sight has now come back. I can now see better
than ever." '' vVhy '! how can that be?" said her mis- and Dumfries.
Mr. A. S. Cook has addressed 2 meetings in Abertress. ""\Vhy at this moment I can see the plate
deen.
through the meat."
1
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Mr. G. Kemp has addressed 2 meetings in Aberdeen.
Mr. A. Herd has addressed 2 meetings in Arbroath.
Mr. A. Lauder has addressed 2 meetings in Stirling.
Miss Wigham has addressed a meeting in Edinburgh.
The following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follow th eir
11ames :-Rev. Drs. Stewart, Aberdeen; Kennedy,
Port-Glasgow; Teape, Edinburgh; and Adamson,
Edinburgh; Revs. J. Lewi , Glasgow; R. Troup, ::;t.
Andrews ; J. Whitson, Anstrnther ; M. Lockie, Anstruther; vV. M'Intosh, Anstruther ; J. M'Qu een, Lesmahagow; J. Jack, Dunse; R. Inglis, Dunse; N . .M'Pherson, Nenthorn; J. Barclay, Greeuock; A. Davidson,
Greenock; G. S. Sutherland, Montrose; J. \V. Hay,
Montrose; D. Galbraith, Arbroath; J. Hooper, Stirling; H. Aird, Brechin ; A. Mitchell, Brechin; J. T.
Burton, Newrnilns; T. Fowler, Ne·wmilns; J. \Vemyss,
Edinburgh; J. Kirk, Edinburgh; A. l\L Brown, Kirkintilloch ; ,v. Patrick, Kirkintilloch ; 'l'. U. Pitt, Denholm ; J. Primrose, Broxburn ; A. D. Anderson, PortGlasgow; A. Baird, Port-Ulasgow; ,Y. Turner,
Edinburgh ; and F. L. Armitage, Bo'ness ; Provost
Campbell, Greenock; Ex-Provosts Lyle, Greenock; and
Downie, Kirkintilloch ; Bailie Brymner, Ureenock ;
Ex-Bailie Erskine, Greenock ; Councillors Ha11, St.
Andrews; and ,vhyte, Arbroath; Ex-Councillor Cooper,
Cupar; Captains M'Lean, Glasgow; Brotchie, Greenock;
and Bruce, tirling; Dr. Bowie, Edinburgh; Messrs G.
Archer, Leith; J. Cooper, Glasgow; T. Tnrpie, Ceres; J.
Brown, Ceres; J. Robertson, ' t. Andrews; J. ,vilson, St.
Andrews; J. Toye, St. Andrews; W., 'mith, St. Andrews;
D. Stenhouse, Cu par ; S. Baker, Cu par; T. Young, Cupar; J. Hart, Cupar; lJ. Black, Anstruther; G. Peebles,
Anstruther; T. Barclay, Rlackforcl; A. Murdoch,
Lesmahagow ; J. Reid, Denny ; ~ r. Stewart, Denny;
G. Fortune, Dunse; J. Lang, Greenock; R. Mitchell,
Montrose; J. Pert, Montrose; G. Lamb, ~lontro e;
J. Mudie, Montrose; R. M' 'allum, Glasgow; J.
Hunter, Glasgow; .J. , t evenson, Aberdeen; J. B.
Robertson, Arbroath; ,v. almoml, Arbroath; J. Ross'
Arbroath; 1'. Fraser, Arbroath; J. Aitken, Stirling;
J. Mo.cfarlane, 'tirling; J. Willocks, Brechiu ; D.
Macara, Roslin; H. Morton, Newmilns; T. Ivory,
Edinburgh; T. T. M'Lagan, Edinburgh; P. Turner, ,
Edinburgh; R. :M'Laren, Edinburgh; G. Tait, Edinburgh; J. Russell, Douglas; J. Gray, Port-Glasgow;
J. Russell, Port-Glasgow ; J. Dugui<l, Port-Glasgow ;
R. Rodger, Port-Glasgow ; H. A. Ross, Port-Glasgow;
D. Fortune, Glasgow; R. Lockhart, Edinburgh; J.
Ramsay, Bo'ness; A. Newton, Bo'ness; 11. Baxter,
Boness; J. Menzies, Bo'ness; J. Haggie, Bo'ness ; P.
M. Mitchell, Bo'ness; R. ::\Iurray, Bo'ness ; ,v. Hopekirk, Glasgow; and C. Johnstone, Perth.
,vhisky left in a cask seven years will lose its
poisonous fusel oil. A cask left in a printing office
about as many clays will lose both poison and whisky.

POETRY.
A NIGHT SCENE.

The night breeze is so still, you scarcely hear
A rustle 'mong the ancient forest trees,
The river wanders on in quiet ease,
And all is calm. A cot is stanrling near,
,vhose lighted windows give a cheerful gleam,
Aud like tall ghosts the ho11.ry oak trees stand,
Their shaggy limbs spread out, and all the land
Seems lonely at this hour. A pensive dream
Comes o'er me, and I listen for a sound,
And gaze intently on the darkened sky.
It has no cloud. There is no star on high,
But the moon travels on its nightly round,
And like a burning globe it darts its beams
On darkling woods and fairy-haunted streams.
ANDRE\\- M. LAXG.

THE WISE STATIC~~IA~ !
Hark to the publican's till !
With its clink, clink, clink ;
Hark to the drunkard's will !
Give me drink, drink, drink.
Hark to the statesman wise,
As he gathers the license fee !
" That though the soul eternally dies,
,vhat does it matter to me?
" -h.it are statistics of crime?
\\' hat is the pauper's long roll?
\\-hat in the annals of tin'le
Is the endless death of the soul ?
Hark to the statesman wise,
As he gathers the license fee !
"hat though the soul eternally dies,
\Yhat does it matter to me?
,Yhat are the drunkard's rags ?
" rhat is the orphan's plea ?
So long as I fill up my money-bags,
,Vha.t does it matter to me?
What is the rniued health?
,vhat is the early bier ?
,Yhat is the squandered wealth?
Or what is the widow's tear?
What is each blighted hope
To filthy lucre and gain ?
\Yhat is even the hangman's rope ?
Or what is the shattered brain?
\Yhat are all these to me,
Saith the crafty statesman and wise,
For I still gather my license fee,
Though the soul eternally dies ?

WE wo~ 'T no Ho1rn TILL MoRNTXG.-Young lady
(starting)-·' My goodness I" Young gent (a late
Oh that the Lord would come,
stayer), '' What is the matter? " Young lady (glancing
And take to Himself the power !
at the clock), "Nothing. I thought I heard the milkBut what will it be to some,
man!"
The judgment's decisi\·e hour ?
1'HRIFT,-Two men from a neighbouring village were
To hear the sad word '' depart,"
hurrying through the Lang Toon o' Kirkcaldy to th e
Pronounced on each unclefl.n soul,
railway station, when, passing a clruggist s shop, James
\Vhat will it be to each blackened heart
said to his neighbour, '' ait a minit, Davie, till I get
,Yhile eternal ages roll ?
a poother for the bairn. " ",v eel, Jamie, what did
Then, alas, for each statesman wise,
you pay for your poother? " asked Davie. '' Oh a
As they gather their last great fee !
penny, of course, an' a gey sma' morsel it is ; but 1
Each ruined soul that etemally dies,
poothers are a' penny pies wi' thae gentry." "l\ifan, '
\Vill their scourge in eternity be!
Jamie, I see ye canna buy poothers for bairns ; I wnd
'a' gotten twa as big as yours for a penny." "Ay," says
Jamie, '' hoo wud you manage that? " ''"reel, I 'll tell
ye. He wud spier hoo aukl the bairn wns ? ' "Ay,
A woman who carried round milk in Paris said a
of course, an' 1 tell't him it wus six weeks auld. " ' naive thing the other day. One of the cooks to whom
•· \V eel, if it had been me, you see, I wncl 'a' said six she brought milk, looked into the can and remarked
months, an' I wud 'a' gotten ane as big again, and then 1 with surprise, ",Yhy, there is actually nothing there but
clevided it in twa, "Man, Davie, that thocht never water ! " The woman lei. urely looked into the can, and
strnck me," answered Jamie, "or I wnd 'a' soucht it said: " " rcu, if I didn't forget to put in the milk. " Fi;J [ll'O.
for its mither. "

,v

Ttble of Pvpnlatwn, Electors, a,n1l Pla,ce/; Licease1l jut the Sa,Le uf Jntu,ricatiny Li1uors in the Secenty-nine
Parlic(.,1nentaty Bnrglis of Scotlancl with the relcitive proportion of these pfoces to Popidation wul
Families, also showi.nr; the contemplated opemtion of the Lice,isinr; A cts (Scotland) Bill on the nwnlJer
of Licenses.
RELATl\'E PROPORTIO~.

LICE1'SED P1um1s1>s.
PAR.LIA~IEXTARY llt:RGIIS.

Population.

Electors.

- - · - - 1'11blic
Hotels.

Aberdeen,
Airdrie,
Annan, ...
Anstruther East,
Au3truther ,vest,
Arbroath,
Ayr,
Banff, .. .
Bervie, .. .
Brechin,
Burntislaud,
Campbeltown, ...
rail,
Cromarty,
Cullen, ...
Culross,
Cupar Fife,
Dingwall,
Doruoch,
Dumbarton,
Dumfries,
Dunbar,
Dundee,
Dunfermline,
Dysart,
.Edinburgh,
Elgin, ...
Falkirk,
Forfar, .. .
lforres, .. .
Yortrosc,
Galashiels,
Glasgow,
Greenock,
Hau<lington,
Hamilton,
Ha.wick
Inverary,
Inverkeithing,
Inverness,
Inverurie,
Irvine, ...
,Jedbnrgh,
Kilmarnock,
Kilrenny,
Kinghorn,
Kiutore,
J•irkcaldy,
Yirkcudbright,
Kirkwall,
La.nark,
Lauder,
Leith, ...
Linlithgow,
Lochmaben,
Montrose,
:Musselburgh, ..
Nairn, ...
New Galloway,
North Berwick,
Ohan,
Paisley,
Perth, ...
Peterhead,
Pittenween,
Port-Glasgow,
Portobello,
Queensferry South,
Renfrew,
Ruther~len,
St. Andrews,
Sanquhar,
Selkirk,
Stirling,
Stranraer,
'l'ain,
Whithorn,
\Vick, ' "
,vigtown,

H ouses.

4

9
!)
5
4:5
17
3
::?3
8:i
30
479
97
24
,50

86

0
G
1G
J
:3

1
42

373
5,010
1,917

3,387
2,2S7
485
170
1,148
645
59:1
195
83
321
59
i33
229

496

71

13,782
1.3, 769
3,651
H0,0.3-1:
17,os;:,
2,650
•):) 190

1, 75
1,8.38
466
lu, '27

n,o3J

4,096
7,558
1,112
1,352
2,0-!2

--7:31r

]3,1G5
1'2,818
4,0:H

S 9

2,::~o

3\
28, 94
930
1,50
1,452
407

142

2

3

4

0

6

2
16

G
2

0

1
19

2L

:1

46

20

44

7

3

23
8
1

3

7

1.3

2.39

212
5
Jl
47;3

:29
12

333

,_

-,)

;;;3

7

3:3

12

31

14

5
n

4

!)

!)l
.37
18

4

o-

_.,0

:n

~71

l,7H-i

17,362

2,109

2,928
8,503
3,400
25,833
3,270
1,806
660
23, 305
2,571
3,923
5, 72
964
58,193
3,913
1,217
14,975
7,865
4,161
442
1,698
~330
55,642
29,724
11,316
2,119
13,264
~793
941
5,502
10,305
6,452
J,378
6,090
16,013
6,342
1,742
1,653
8,025

397
1,044
426
3,498
348
225
91
3,503
316
401
554

201,534

16
4
111
108
17
7
44
30
39

6

11

8

1,683,811

10

112
10

5-!

1,4.34
2, H44

1,722

11

4

;:;
2{i

8,683
368
167
2,017
J ,082
359
60
230
334
5,142
4,135
1,017
304
1,340
949
178
508
1,434
766
229
887
2,058
852
237
229
756
260

4
3

2

1,867
GH,32:3
7,Hll
572

147

59

29

15,343
511,:3:32
69,2:..9
4,042
18,519
16,184
939
l,G46

1C9
1 6

11
5

1-13
;;
1
3

8
JO
l

,)
10
3
2
13
2
11
S

7
,-197
181
7

:1
7
:1
3
5
0

s

3-i

46

!rn
]2
69
24
128

G

4

20

3
14

2

65

3
1
21
l

;;
8

13.3
20
1
16

180

s

11
4

16

I

I

8
38
18
2
25
37 I
9
1
1
50
18
6
3
21 II

s I

7
40
42
41
8
9

20
8
2
13
29
2
13
35
9

7
2
12
1

9
12
4

111
12
]3

40
11

I

34
18
12
1
8

5

176
42

I

7

23
0
3

514

8
2

0
41

2

7
2

-rn I
5

4

3

4

4,'5

-.J

11

5

2
13
6
2-!
2
1.
1
0
3
0
0
6
2
5
12
19
2

!)7

5

3

11

30

3,
•)-

2

0
1
2
4

22

l

3
-!

75

3
4

Ii

3!)

31
10

10

I

To
To
Populat'n. Families.

•ro every
500.

--390

102
89

14,178
1,789
422
207

Total.

256
21
6
8
3
63
33
8
1
19
17
5
2

32
2
2
:{

105,003
13,366
3,366
1,248
673
21,995
20,821
4,203
1,094

Licensed
Grocer,:;.

I

I

322
3"l
8
55
41
20
3
13
23
222
108
59

17
48
38
13

27
50
44
5
19

97
46
15
9
40
11

269
119
177
78
168
198
193
247
1.36
205
137

54
24
35
16
:H
40
39
49
31
41
27

210
26
6

2
1
43
41
8
2
18

l!H

;{!)

]3

159
L)0

:32
30

2

227

45

4

2

7.3

15

111

22

ll3
]63

.:m

23
33

0
10
:1
0

llO

27

1su

31

1'22

37
24

203

59

280
34

176
110
:WS
103
1r
22,)
22-i
14,"i
4-1.3
2 5
:~0-1135
191
360

ll7
150
187
244
123
142
202
363
151
165
210

214
302
147
88
181
115
152
272
192
208
147
131
173
251
275
192
125
276
179
72
204
206
147
276
321
165
138
116
184
201
157

I 3, sssl 2,~31-11,003 ·- -1

3.3

7

22

5

.34
21
29
4.3
4.3
2!)
83
57
61

456

'27
:3

72

14

2()

o-.J
8
I
;3()
1,02:1
l'\.

37
32
J

2:3
30
37
49

34

25

17

28
40
73

51

3

5

6
6

30

3

33

1
46
5
7
11

42

43
60
29
18
36
2:3
30
54
38
42
29
26
35
50
53
38
25
55
36
1
41
41
29
55

64
33
28
23
37
40
31

l
116
7
2
29

15
8
0
3
8

111
59
22
4

26
13
1
11
20
12
2
12

32
12
3
3

16
3

I 3,330
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TI-JE lt'U...YD, ·.
• * * Members, friends, and Societies sitbscribing to
the Funds of the Scottish P ermissive Bill and
1'emperance Association a,·e respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not ctlreacly paicl, are now due, and will be
glcully received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Sti-eet, Glasgow. The demands itpon
the A ssociation are increasing, and it wou,lcl
materially assist the Executive in promptly rneeting these, were subscriptions paid in the form er
rathe1· than the latter· pa1·t of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1882.

THE poc 1A1

'f\ Ef ORMER

MAY, 1882.
ACOTTISH PER.MIS TVE BILL AND TE~iPERANCE AS OUIATION.
Offices--112 Bath Street,
Glasgow, April 1882.
D.f!~A.R F.RIE~D, - \\"e are desired by the Executive of
this Association to respectfully remind you that Lord
<Jolin Campbell, .M. P., intends on Wednesday, 10th
May, to moYe the second reading of the " Licensing
Acts (Scotland) Bill."
We beg to lay before you the ExecutiYe's deliverance
on that Bill, which is as follow s :" The ExecutiYe of the 'cottish P ermissive Bill and
Temperance Association have carefully considered the
provisions of the' Licensing Acts ( 'cotland) Bill, ' introduced into the House of Commons by Lord Colin
Campbell, 1-.I.P., and while regarding it as an honest
and earnest attempt to deal with the evils of the
licensing system in Scotland, an l believing that cer tain of its provisions would undoubtedly abate som e
of these evils, yet feel called upon to express their
deep regret that the Bill not only fails adequately t o
recognise the right of the ratepayers in their several
districts to prevent by a direct and full Yeto publichouses being forced upon them or continued in their
midst against their will, but provides for compensation
to landlord and tenant, for the sale of licenses, for the
granting of a ten years' lease, and generally for the
continuance, under certain given conditions, of a syst em that is essentially mischievou s in its nature and
operation s. Further, the E xecutive would ,·ery earnestly call upon all friends of tempem :~ ce and social
reform throughout the country immediately to memorialise their Parliamentary representatives to take such
steps as will secure to the ratepayers of Scotland a veto
on all facilities for the sale of intoxicating liquors. "
They regret that the Bill fails to interpret the convictions of the people of Scotland on the evils of the
liquor traffic, and the necessity for its immediate removal. Instead of giving effect to their evident desire to ha Ye a veto to protect themselves, it proposes
to enable a minority, swayed by interest and appetite,
to override the decision of a majority, who in the interests of trade and commerce, education, morality,
~md religion, h ave voted for th e suppres ion of that
system , with its gross evils and excessive burdens.
'l'hey feel that they cannot, as prohibitionists or
citizens, ask their friends to give to this measure in
its present objectionable shape either countenance or
support.
On the other hand, its discussion next month affords
all desirous of the local suppression of the liquor traffic
an excellent opportunity of laying clearly before their
Parliamentary representatives the urgent claim of the
ratepayers and householders to an effective protection
against such a traffic. Besides, the Government may,
iu the immediate future, introduce their County
Government Licensing Bill. By availing themselves
of the approaching discussion on the Licensing Acts
(Scotland) Bill, the Permissive Prohibitionists may

enlist the intelligence and sympathy of their Parliamentary representatives, who can judge for th emseh· es
the value of their rea onable demand for a suppressiYe
veto, as contrasted with the merely restrictive measure
which will on the 10th May be brought under their
consideration .
At the present adYanced stage of the agitation, no
scheme proposing t o deal with th e liquvr traffic, which
does not embody an absolute Yeto, should be entertained. Licensing in any form or degree is so clearly
opposed to national welfare, that th e strongest repre sentation to P arliamentary representatives, and also
to the Government, should be made by every elector
havin g the welfare of his country at heart. Those
so addressed might then he con trained to come
to a clear under, tanding with the electoral body on
this great nati onal question, and a measure adequate
t o its final settlement embodied into la, .
~eeing what has been done to advan ce the interests
of th e P ermissive Prohibitory agitation in Scotlandthat Churehes, 'l'own Councils, .Poor Law Boards, and
other public bodies have declared in f::wour of its object ; that numerous conferences have been held to
advance the passage of a veto into law: that petitions
and memorials ha.Ye been presented in its behalf; that
personal representations, by de1 utation and by letter,
have been macle in its fayour; that bye-elections have
been fought out upon veto or no veto; that at the general
election it was the paramonnt issue in almost every
contest deciding the possession of many a seat: that
no question hanng respect to 'cottish affairs in
Parliament has received such an overwhelming Yote as
it has done- the ExecntiYe trust you will, on receipt
of this ommunication, in courteous and earnest term s,
press upon your r epresentative the necessity of urging
on the attention of Government the fact that the I eoplc
of Scotlall(l h :i.vc no faith~in legislation to merely ahatc
th e •,·i] · of tli c lic1uor t raffi c; that their Lle ire is t o b e
entru sted wi th power to ab olutely veto all t raffic in
al co holic lic1uor "ithin their Ii ·ensing a reas.
Your r ea(l,Y compliance with thi s request will not
only promote th e interest s of th e , 'cottish P ermissive
Prohibitor y agitation, Lut may exert a most beneficial
influence on th e forthc omiu g licensing proposals of the
U overnm ent. a arc, you rs sincel'ely,
,fA:1rn:-; H ,u11LTOS, J.P., P,·esiclent.
.r.ut i,: :-; ToRRESf:, J.P. , C/wirman of E,·ec11tice.
Tno.\J.\ S Drm, , l'ice-CJ/i ainn an of }f)J:ecutin:.
,J A,rns L . . •~;u,rni- , .J.P., Hon. 1 ecretcwy.

,v

,,· rLLI.-\.\1 .\llTH, 'J'reCl8ll1'ff.
H on:ER'L' ?IL\.GK A Y, , 'ecretary.

Thi:,; is in cour~e of issne to th e countl'y.
Whatever opinion of the m erits of Lord Colin
Campbell's Licensing Bill may be enter tained, there
ca,n b e no doubt that it has fairly put the aider:s and
abett ors of licensing to fljght. Inst ead of finding
favour with a certain eclion of the temperance
party as would h ave been the ca:,;e three years, nay,
011e y ear ago, it i.· clear that throughout all t he
t emp erance r a nks that Bill does not . eem a: if it
Imel a fri end. It::i mi sion is to abate the evils of
the l icell ing system. Th e evid ent d esire of th e
country is t o abolish that sy -tern, and that rni s:,;ion
and t his <l e~ire can no m ore blend than the blue
ether n,nd the small dust in the balance. ".A.bale "
m ean s the continued existence of the liquor traffic,
bu t not hing is so manifest a.· the loathing with
which a farther term of licen sing is viewed on all
hand R, and the impetus which bas been given to the
conviction that" abolish ' and that only sh ould be the
rallying cry of tempera.nee and socin.l reformers.
We h op e that those prominent in the movement
who hn.d ot.her leanings will lay the lesson of this
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revolution iu public sentiment to heart, and that people are, in cousequence of these altered habit ,
dismissing the licensing system and its amendment learning the road to the savings' banks now instead
from their farther consideration, they may be found of loitering iu the losing banks which are licensed
devoting their efforts to exalt the absolute veto over by the State to dispense seductive liquors; and ar~
that system into the realm of legislative fact. With drinking tea, coffee, cocoa :md such like harmless
licensing so thoroughly discredited as it has been bev€rages, instead of alcoholic poison. The income
durillg the discu ssion on Lord Campbell's Bill, the of the com1try, depending not on their virtue but on
way is clearer than before for a, uuion of effort the law-fostered intemperance of the nation, doe·
in favour of such a veto, and iu the near fnture uot advance by leaps a,nd bounds. The pro, perity
there ought to be an unbroken unanimity of senti- of the co untry c.-tu never be stable while based on
ment and action in the ranks of the Scottish tem- the drinking habits and prodigalit.y of that comperance movem ent with this object solely in view. munity. It is real and progres ·ive when it rests on
This gratifying r evolution in the conviction and their skill, diligence, and frugality. It seems as if
aim of the temperance movement in Scotland has we were 110 louger to swell our blldgets with the
been long in preparntion, and is the outgrowth of fruits of our drink taxation, and we will not when
that vigorous prosecution of the work so zealom,ly state,• men lea.rn this weighty truth that the" revenue
supported by the Scottish prohibitionists. They are can never suffer from the enrichm ent and elevation
beginning to realize the fruits of their labours : of a people." Never! Let UH pray God that alcohol
they pledged their vot s for a veto ; they regiHtered may 0011 h e discarded a, a factor of our national
their electoral Htrength on its behalf; they have I income.
been in successful confl ict with their " natural enemies,:' the publicans, at t he polling booth · they
Devoted to special education- the exposure of the
made a gallant stancl at t be general lection , and great drink lie--we most heartily rejoice at the
they are rewarde\l by the a<lvnncecl position taken progress of national education in Scotland, in which
np by the country on the futility of licensiug a,nd she is far ahead of the sister kingdoms. How proud
the neces ity of suppresHiou, Tlieir effortR which we should be when Mr. M undella feels constrained
lrnv brought about HO salutary a t:hange on the to say of us, "The tigureH for England, although
·ountry are hy no means Hpent; they have di - they sh wed a general ste:vly advance, compared
credited license but they mtvt secure abolition · unfavomably with Scotland ! The average attendtheir Hphere will chauge uow from the country lo ance in Eugln.ud was 71, in Scotland 75·2. The
the Hou:-;e of Commons. ·while the licenHing l-)'Stem percentage of pas,·e~ in England was 1·82, in Scot,
had ils supporters in tl1e country Parliamentary land 8·33. The percentn.ge of scholars examined in
repre entati ves waited for the appearance of orue Rtandard IV. was in England 2G·83, in Scotland il
preference on the part of temperauce men. Now was 3;3·1:3; :-10 that, at 1 aRt, there were 10 per cent.
that they will perceive a, , trong national preference more children over 14: in 'cotlancl thau England.
for an absolute veto ov ' l' the drink traftic, it is ea 'Y In ...'.cotland they were sending out increa,.ing num to see how their attitude to permissive prohibitioR bers to the
niversi.ties of Scotland. The rate of
must change and in what direction. The difficulty 1 progre. ,' f'l bown la,•t yeal' would seem lo indicate
of geltiug them intereHtecl in the advanced legisla- I t hat the , chool Board. there had pretty well
·Lion we aim to secure was very great, bnt that I gathere<l in all the children ; they only inc1·eaHed
difficulty will doubtless be found a vanishing one, last year hy 11,000. They had completed nearly
no longer adcling to our Parliameutary complica- the whole supply of accommodation to the populations, and t he hour of prohibition and the man to tion. It was impos iule t o close his remark. "·ithget it enacted may gladden the immediate future. out saying that Scotland had done wonder.· tmJer
The hope of every true prohibitionist should del'i vc the Education Act. Her progress hn.d been much
increased buoyancy, and their energie8 encourage- m ore marked than that of England." What a grnncl
ment from this cha1wc. Doomed like ~o many nation Scotland might be in a few ~-ears, were her
with grievances to wait for redress from a Parlia- people, with their developed brain po,Yer, wi:-;e
ment encumbered by work and eufeebled by obstruc- enough lo shut off the liquor taps ! On the other
tion, they mnst not be inactive, but with th eir loim; baud, of what :wail to develop n, massive brain
girt and their lamps bnming be ready at any nrnmeut power ouly to :,;oak it with beer, or inflame it with
to mn.ke a decisive advance Hgainst the colossal , pirits l With their great brain power, their strong
driuk iniquity of our country n ow tottering to its wills, their clear understanding, their large selfruiu.
control, and their moral strength uncontaminated

I

We stop the press to record our gratification at
lhe admission made by Mr. Gladstone in his Budget
i:;peech that the nltered habits of the people in the
direction of temperance and frugality are really
telling on the revenue from alcoholic liquors. The

by strong drink in any form, the sonH of Scotland
might take the front seats on the high places of
the earth.
\Vhen we nsed to read in the print, ' objecting to
the adoption of the Permissive Liquor Act, about
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the drinkers' dissatisfaction, their veiled reuellion
:md breaches of the peace, the calling out of the
force, the special constables, and the military, and
of the consequent "garments rolled in blood," we
used to feel our hair rising on end, and our tongues
cleaving to our mouth's roof, and our mind trying
to think of who would flinch or who would fight.
But it was always the mort-head turnip of our
youthful terror, with its gorgon face, the waving
sheet, 11nd_the dark night. True, saucy doubts and
fears did sometimes assail us, but joy always came
in the morning. Evidences came trooping fast in
of places where, if liquor taps were set aflowing,
the rioting might be on the ot!.ler side. We have
Kansas, for instance-one of the American border
States, where lawles., cruel reckless men, utterly outwith all order or constraint, once made life a terror.
Yet, under constitutional prohibition, this region
affords to the whole Engli h-speaking race a noble
example of the success of legislation "-ith a moral
end. 'Phe Topeka Cltpital-one of the be::,t dailies
in the State-in a recent editorial writes, "If the
question of prohibition were submitted again tomorrow, the verdict of last November would be
repeated with the emphasis of a largely increa.seu
majority, The conduct of those who have sought
to nullify the new Jaw, and bring it into contempt,
bas made thouc:ands of converts to prohibition among
those who he itated to indor:e it a year ago, when
the issue was yet an open one. This pr hibitory
doctrine of temperance is the settled polic. , of Kan·as, and it will be enforced, never fear.' We don 't
fear. Wherever communities taste of the weets of
prohibition-see for themselves the quiet, safe
streets, the lessened crime, <lecreased poverty, with
the positive blessing. of peace, plenty, prosperity,
and bappinesR, and at the same time see interested,
unscrupulou::,, reckless men among them aiming to
restore the old days of maddened indulgence, riot,
11nd wickedness, you will see them standing
staunchly and stedfastly for prohibition, with its
5ucial ble, sings, its good order, its widening and
deepening civilization, and its national progress.
Instead of mankind resisting the removal of the
liquor trn.ffic, they will hereafter be found combining
to hurl it out of society.

But like wise people, they resolved to put this inference to the test, and accordin-gly 42 young men
were told off to take the census of the public-house
traffic of Campbeltown on Saturday, 8th Aprll.
The results are as startling as deplorable. The
time employed was from 8 o'clock to 11 o'clock p.m•
We give the result :Men
Total
Women Children
8 to 9
647
201
128
976
9 to 10
998
627
253
ll8
10 to 11
595
1032
306
131
1869
760
377
3006
or 39 per cent. of the population. We are willing
to admit that a.11 these visitors might not have been
separate persons, but while doing so we have a
solemn conviction that that number ha.s been largely
increased by the drink carried home, so that if we
could have added to those going to the shop the
numbers drinking in private houses the census
would ha,-e been appalling in the magnitude of
its figures when the population is taken into account. The law says that the publican shall not
sell to intoxicated persons, and that the police officers
shall note all that is::,ue from public houses intoxicated. Has the law in these respects been duly observed. The law say. that boys or girls shall not be
supplied with liquor unless an understanding with
the publican bas been come to by the parents. Is this
observeJ? If so what a dreadful amount of private
drinking goes on in Campbeltown, and what an
amount of guilty knowledge of private intemperance
the publicans mu t possess. "\Ve hope other temperance reformers may emufa,te the temperance reformers of Campbeltown, for we have long been of
the opinioil tbat if on one day a cemms of all vi&its
paid to liquor shops of every kind in Scotlau l
were taken, the results would be so startling that
the nation would not rest till the evil was suppressed. Even the justice: at Ca.mpbeltown felt
c01rntrained to refuse every application, a widow's
for a transfer excepted, and on the gi·otmd, as one
of them said, of the frightful .. tate of the burgh,
when they were confronted with the fact that 3000
of the inhabitants went into public houses, th~re
wa · a clamant call on them to do nll that they
could to restrict the accommodation. '\Ve congi·atulate the temperance reformers of Campbeltown on
their zeal and success.

,v

e have from time to time drawn attention to
the burgh of Campbeltown. Through having so
\Ve present, as we promised, a table giving the
many parties interested in the liquor trade in the population, the electorate, aml the number of liquor
Town Co~ncil its control of the liquor traffic is shops in the seventy-nine Pa1fotmentary Burghs of
lost. The friends of temperance there, however, Scotlaml. After careful observation of the conduct
have neYer lost heart. They have availed them- of the licensing ruagistrat sand justices last month,
selves of all means within their power to keep the we believe our table will be scarcely if at all affecte<l
question before the people. Observing that on the by their action. It offers to our reader. and friends
19th March last only 2,935 persons went to all the a clearer estima.te of the magnitude of the aggressioH
churches, or 38 per cent. of the population, they of the liquor traffic on the amenitie. of the, e burghs
inferred that there would have been certainly a I tba.n has hitherto been po. sible. Notwith tanding
better attendance if so many had not been to the 35 I the administration of the Scottish licensing sy tern
public houses on the previous day and evening. 1 by mn,gistra.tcr, nnd ju. tices who. e character and
I
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integrity are above su ·picion, burghers are here and
now lrn,ving their interests menaced by 7000 liquor
taps for ever dribbling out their base contents to the
injury of all within the range of their deadly influence. The:3e drink institution. neither spare age
nor sex, the gray hairs of the sire nor the life of the
only on of his mother ; the ea,rnings of the husband
or the capiti'll of liis master. The drug they so
diligently di pense five-eights of every lawful day
regardless of the consequences to the weak and the
wicketl which the law is of cour e suppo ·eel to accept. As soon as its physiological effects become
appan•nt it disturbslthe divine harmonies of the individnal and the ordered progress of the race. But
for the law, who e heavy gripe has :-:iome deterrent
force, these institutionH would engulf every interest
uf man for time or for eternity. A.· it is, notwith.-tarnliug that they are cribbed, cabined, and confined, they n1·e nnderruining the very foundations of
humanity and society. Allo ving only two victims
to each of these snares, certainly within the mark,
and we find a great army of 14,000 human souls
pa ~ing onward to the gren.t sad premature l1ereafter. Yet when we look at their numbers and at
those of the electora,te, w see a, minority that, on
every occn,sion in which they have come into conflict
with good citizeu~, have \Yith ea,•e been overthrown.
Aclrnil tha,t the e publicans are able to bring 70,000
Yote~ to llie poll, the electorH cunld bring in that
numl>e1· nnd have m re than lOL),000 votef:! to ,-pare,
:u d in a few y an; will have donble the uumber:'!.
Such a survey of the field of agitation aB that table
shows should nerve every one who ha · a, vote to conflecrate it fir t of a,ll to the abolition of this iniquitous system, which is unable to stand like the baker,
the butcher, or the builder on the ground alone of
its u efulnesl:l to society, n.nd leans heavily upon a
law which is a deep disgrace to the British Statute
Bouk, a law which, were the con titnencie. · wise,
would cease to protect the publican in hi ·· eHHentiaUy
mi:chievou. calling, and declare it felony hereafter
for any per, on who would coolly <levote his capital
to stimulating the vile propeusitie.· of hi:-:i fellows,
be deaf to all remonstrance, , and with u1tparalleled
audacity dem,md a compensation becamie he is debarred fr m farther carrying havoc to every interest
but hi. own.
In our sketch Look our reallers will find an account of a vi ·it paid to the firnt of the series of temperance meetings held }ai:;t month by Mr. Moody,
the great American revivalist in Glasgow. From
that they should, we think, obtain a clear idea of the
attitude he ha,• taken up on the temperance question. "\Ve were delighted ·w ith the account of the
visit paid. The importance of temperance af:l a
social lever wa.· duly recogni. ed by the 1 ading
ympathiser · with all religion and philanthropic
effort in the city. Ministers of all denominations,
evangelists, rulers, and merchant p1·inccR, with
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Lydias and Dorcases were there. Temperance was
on the high places of the earth, and drunkenness
wn.s to be deprived of her power over mankind.
The services were mo. t attractive, short prayers
eminently practical, hymn beautifnl in sentiment
and exquisitely sung, together with n.ddre~ses fervent, reaching to and stirring up the heart. The
pledge also i most appropriate to the work. It
reads, "I hereby promise, by Divine assistance, to
ab tain from all intoxicating liquors as a beverage,
and to try to induce others to do the same." We
rejoice to find the chief men and women of Glasgow
trooping forth to rescue the perishing, to pluck the
brands from the fire. It is true that all that thi.
movement aimed at was simply the re cue of the
peri hing, for as to that of preventing by legal prohibition all danger of peri. hitlg they gave no sign.
None. There tood the drunkard, but the drunkard
maker was never once taken into account. Quite
true ; hut shall we look coldly on their effort becau e it
stops far short of the necessity, or shall we oppose
it because it does not seek just now to stop the evil
at its ource? Nay, rather let us, relieved by their
efforts from trying to diminish the awful effects of
intemperance so painfully evident, addre,•s omselves
the more energetically to our ,vork of legal prevention, so that when our fnend · realise :v clearly the
power of the public house as at present they do the
sad condition of its victims, we , hall find th .m
shoulder to honlder with us, not merely striving t
pluck th 1Jrnn<ls from the burning but to put out
the fire. They may not have the unction of the
intelligent prohibitionists, but " he who i.· not
again t us i · on onr part," and it i8 often by a painfully slow experience that men are lerl to advanced
positions. Knowledge comes but wil:!Jorn lingers; .·o
our friend:, though they only eek the , alvation of
the drunkard now, may become , o appalled by thehavoc done upon him by the liquor traffic, as to be
stirred as we are to a boliKh utterly that debaRing
licen, ing system tbat i. the greate~t outward obstacl
to the progres. of the everlasting gospel.
·we have [t<lded a column to our table-the lat41.
one-to show what would be the effect on the
reduction of the number of licen. es through, leL
us 1-,; uppose, the operation of Lord Colin Campbell's
Bill. At present we have 7003; under the seventh
clause of the Bill, we are promised only 3330. Thif4
may ,·eem a real restriction, but it i::, only an apparent
one. \Ve h:we long dealt with our licenses as landlord,· have dealt with their land::,. They throw in
small croft, in to large farms, to the undoubted increa ·e of their productive power; just. o with ju. tice.
and magistrates: they sweep a way" wee" drink shops
in favour of pala,t ial liquor shops: and counting doors,
they say see how we have reduced the power of
the traffic for evil. We who have had a paiuful
experience of the whole case kuow the deplorable
fallacy of reducing the numlJer of licenses and not
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A glance at America just now is important.
Notwithstanding every effort being made by women's
tempera.nee unions, by blue ribbon and red ribbon
clubs, and by numerous State temperance organizations on behalf of total abstinence, the consumption
of liquor continues to grow at a formidable pace.
We give the Bnreau of Statistics figures for 1 79
and 188 1. In the former year the consumpt of
distilled spirits was 54,278,475 gallons ; of wines
20,000,000 gallons ; of malt liquors 345,076,118
gallons. Total, 419,:35-!,593 gallons. In 1881, the
consumpt was-of spirits 70,507,081 gallons ; of
wines 20,000,000 gallons; of malt liquors 444,806,373
gallons ; total 538,413,454 gallons. These are deplorn.ble figures; but it is "estimated that ten per
cent. of spirits and malt liquors produced escape
1 taxation. "
Then the figures for 1881 enly represent
ninety per cent. of the consumption of liquors in
America. last year. Un.n we wonder at the persistent
efforts being made to change the laws that protect
a vicious section of the population in flooding the
brains of the American people with such an enormous amount of deadly poison ? We cannot ; and we
are glad to find that Maine and Kansas stand out
conspicuous through their prohibitory laws as comparatively free from the appalling results that must
of necessity come from such gross alcoholic indulgar~ glaLl lo learn from our American contemp- ence as disgraces and debases the other of the United
oraries that ex-Governor Dingley of Maine is going States.
right ou for the removal of one of the greatest
The ed itor, J,·isli 'l'empemnce Banne,·, ha been inob tructions to tlie Mn.ine law which it has had to
meet. It makes one almost despair of progress duced, by the marked ctbsence from Mr. Murphy'::'I
when he ~ees the American goYernment so insensible Go»p 1 Tempemnce meetings at Dublin of the clergy
t0 the signally beneficent results of the liquor law in of a 11 <lenominations, to take stock of their n.bstin nfaine, as to still insist on granting liquor licenses ence. Th er ar2 163 rninist•rs in Dublin, nnd of
for that State. The deplorable spectacle may be thel'le 50 Irish clergymen, 7 Presbyterian . ministers,
witnessed of the State constabulary hunting down 15 Methodist preacher;;, ru1d -! of other denominaruffians licensed by the FeJeral government to sell tions, abstain-this gives 7 out of the whole numalcoholic liquors. The "brave citizens of the Dirego b r. Tb ey hardly countenn.nced the late Blue RibState, animated by their succe s in pite of this bon ernsade; they only acted, however, as their
censurable conduct, have now determined to beat brethren everywhere have acted-stayed away in
off this interference of the Federal government.. their studie ·, paid visits, quietly ignoring in fact,
~lr. Dingley, of Lewiston, Maine, bas introduced the whol e affair. W e gladly except the gallant few
into the House of Representatives" a bill to subject who did their duty like brave men ancl Christian
the sale of imported alcoholic liquors to the same ministers. But ,-...e fear that the ministers who abJaws that control the sale of domestic liquors. Be it stain are in th minority nearly everywhere, and
enacted, &c., that the payment of any duty imposed . ince our temperance friench; are oftentimes perby the laws of the United States on imported , dis- plexed anJ di.·hearlene<l by the stolid indifference
tilled, and fermented liquors, shou lJ not be held to of their pa. tor. t o th e cause of . obriety, let them
authorise the sale of such liquors in any State, con- take a censm; of the mini. ters in their owu communtrary to the laws of such State, or in places where ity, di tinguisbing the abstainer from his n on-ab
nch sale is prohibited by municipal laws." Maine staining broth er. In our opinion, the censu s would
has all but crushed out the sale of liquorn ; there is do more to open the eyes of the flock to the convivial
not a distillery in all her borders, and if she succeeds leanings of the shepherd than all that bas been
in placing the barrier of law against all importation, attempted , besides enabling us to see, so fa1: as temshe will stand before the world as having solved the perance and prohibition are concern ed, wh ode heart,,
whole problem of prohibition through her experi- are perfect iii this matter.

their capacities as well. These 3330 public hou ses,
expanding during ten years as they have done the
last twenty-fh e, would supply a much liquor as the
7006 did. If our table should meet the eye of some
liquo1· tap restrictionist, it may enlighten him upon
the futility of expecting any tangible benefit from
the operation of the Bill, even although it apparently
and so sweepingly cuts off nen.rly one-half of the
unmbers. In the old public houses the facilities for
distribution and consumption were of the most
primitive order: "a but and a ben," generally
only the kitchen, was all the resources of accommodation. Our modern liquor taps are palatial structures, and a man bent on gross indulgence ca.n go to
them when they open, get breakfast, dinner, and
tea, drinking all the time until, forced by the law,
they are compelled to let him go. The liquor trap
of the future will as fully develop its capacities. It
is not the number of premises but the amount of
facilities for the sale and consumption of liquor,
which, all things being equal, generate the intemperance of a people, and where there is to be sobriety
there must not be even one public house to tempt
the weak or the unwary one to the fatal paths of
intemperance.

,ve

ence, and clearly shown that only by suppression
vigilantly and vigorously enforced, cn.u prohibition
be truly attained.

There are quite a number of croaking people just
now who sneer at the idea of our women going to · ·
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thE polls. Only think, they say, of our darlings amenities of the people, Sir Hew Dalrymple, and all
going among rude excited men to cast their ballots ! adhering to him, would staud aside and let the
Of course, this is hardly complimentary to the men. Licensing Bench deal ,vith the liquor bar as iL
But, without waiting to repel this-an unjust re- deserves. We are glad of this epi ode in the
flection on our own .·ex iu general, and ourselves in monotonous round of licensing, not that we know
pa::-ticular- we wish to point to Mr~. Goldsmith's n.nything of Adam Swinton, but that at lea t one
po.ling experiences at Lo, ell, Massachusetts. die chairman of Quarter Sessions bas placed it on record
sa:,, "In company ·w ith my husba.n<l, I entered for that while the licensing system contiuues, it i:ihould
the firnt time crowded war<l rooms, the policemen be administered by lVIagistraie~ indirectly accountcl ring the passage, and notv;rithstanding r was the able to the people, rather than by those who have
on.y woman in the room, I heard no comment, and often ueither part nor lot in the community on
it :s far more safe to go to the polls than to our post whom they are plea eel lo saddle public house . The
,fEce." She nai ,·ely add ·, " I did . o want to ca::it ii next step will l>e to leave it to the people thernballot for 'no license,' and I am more thau ever coH- selve,•.
vinced that we shall never crush the rum traffic
until 1oomen i-ote 1·t cloim." Thanks on behalf of all
good men for the compliment pai,l them by you,
Jrs. Goldsmith, and though we cannot promise the
THE PARLIAMENTARY SE SION.-111.
co:npan: of husbands to female voters in this c nutr., we can, we think, promise them chivalrous con- il.AR. 20th. - Mr. Redmond asked :Mr. Forster whether
duct, at the poll. Oh that our sister who are voters it was a fact that )Iichael lattery was arrested in
Clonmell on 16th January at 5 a.m., conveyed to Naas
would, like Mn;. Goldsmith, so want to vote "no jail, where he arrived at 2 p.m., and that he did not
get
any food all that time ; and whether in future he
lit: nse." They would find that a poll apart from
drink and its gro sne. , is as free from annoyance as would give general instructions that refreshments
shoul<l be supplied to suspects on their way to prison.
a church; aud we who have borne the Lurden of nfr. For ter said Slattery was offered breakfast at
th fiiht hitherto would be proud to stand should er Limerick, but refused to ta,ke it. He took a quart of
however. [ illy , 'bttery, to prefer a qu ...rt of ale
to houhler with them, sternly and implacably cast- ale,
to a breakfast. En. S. H.]
ing our vote. , as the Israelites did their stones, with
lu reply to :\Ir. Whitely, Lord :B'. Cavendish said
the same reRult-the death of the doomed object of that a rualt might now be roasted without any pay.
of duty the revenue would be endangered if a
our just indignation, and of our strict impartial jus- ment
mixture of malt and coffee were allowed to be sold a
tice.
coffee.
Dr. Cameron's bill to extend the female franchise to
police burghs in 'cotland passed through Committee
without amendment, and the third reading fixed for
Amid the vagaries of the Quarter Ses. ions and the 27th current.
Mar. 2lst.-In his speech on electoral reform the
the Licensing Bench, it is pleasing to come athwart
gleams of great good sense. A notable gleam shines Hon. A. D. Elliott said that '' the questions affecting
social legislation, liquor laws, education, artizan's
011 us from Dunbar.
Mr. Adam S·winton had en- dwellings-such matters would be much better dealt
lered on the purchase of the Commercial Hotel with if the constituencies were larger."
Mar. 24th.-The Irish .Attorney-General, in reply to
there, and made the usna.l formal application for a.
a question by Mr. Metge, said his attention had been
certificate, but the Fate frowned on Adam. There called to the case of a sub-constable of the Kells police
,vere four magistrates ; one of the four, however, force convicted and fined in October last for being
and that the court had examined several witwaf; disqualified through beiDg the lessee of a hotel. drunk,
nesses, and found the charge proven, and the finding
Of the remaining three the Provost was strongly in had been confirmed by the Inspector-General. Two
A<lam's favour; but alas for him! the other two medical men had given evidenee on the case; one who
the man one hour and twenty-five minutes after
were credited with being abstainers, and the certifi- saw
the charge said the man was sober; the other, who
cate was lost. Undaunt~d, Mr. Swinton appealed saw him two hours after the charge, said that the
to the Justices, but alas! with equal ill fortune, for swaggering gait and swaying motion were due to '' ear
vertigo."
li is appeal was dismi. sed. The chairman, Sir Hew
Mar. 28th.-:Mr. Gladstone referred Mr. R. Power
Dalrymple, said to all whom it concerned, that he to his answer to a question put by Mr. Biggar on March
"thought it very invidious tha.t the Session should 29th, 1881, regarding the license duty paid by beer
retailers, which was £1 5s., in addition to which they
interfere with the business of Dunbar. He was of have to pay a sum of £3 6s. lid.
opinion that they should manage their own business.
Mar. 29th.-Dr. Cameron obtained leave to bring in
He was sure they would agree \\'ith him that they a bill to amentl the Public Health (Scotland) Act,
1867.
would do much better if they left it to the gentleApril 3rd.-Mr. Biggar, having stated that grocers
men of Dunbai· to settle it among themselves. He in Irelauu under £20 had to pay for off licenses for
selling
beer, spirits, and wine £16 4s. 7d., while a pubwas very glad to hear that there was so much temlican's liceuse under the same rateable value was £8,
perance in Dunbar." There spoke a di ·cerning and whether he (Mr. Gladstone) was prepared, in his
J nstice-one who recognises clearly the attitude forth-coming budget, to alter this. Mr. Gladstone
which when the J usticeH are wise they will assume said these licenses were peculiar to Irelanrl, and he
would haYe no objection to their reduction on the
towards the liquor traffic. Instead of being acces- score of revenue. The spirit grocers were not under
ijOry to the aggressions of the publicans on the the jurisdiction of tlle inagistr:1tes in the same way as
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the publicans. It was a matter, howenr, with which
he could not deal.
April 4th. -The House adjourned to-clay for the
Easter holidays, to meet on Monday 17th current for
busiues:;.
April 17th.-The House resumed after the Easter
holidays.

, ir George Campbell, M.P., has forwarded the handsome donation of £20 for the new hall fund, Patbhead.
It is currently reported that John Leng, Esq., of the
Dwulee Advertiser, is likely to be brought forward as a
candidate for the representation of the burghs at next
electiou.-Kirkcaldy Free Press.
Bailie Cranston of Edinburgh has been the honoured
recipient last month of several ad~resses f_r01:n his
fellow citizens. The addresses are quite eulog1st1c and
show that the Bailie is held in high esteem.
RE~"FREWSHIRE.-Among the gentlemen recently
placed on the commission of the peace for this county
we are glad to see tewart Clark, Esq., Kilnside; John
Clark, Gateside of Paisley; Provost Campbell, of Greenock; Abram Lyle, Esq., Greenock; aud Bailie
~ 'Onie, Glasgow.
A SCOTCH TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE INVITED TO
AM ER[CA. - ·w e understand that to Mr J. H.
aterston,
of Edinburgh, has been forwarded a very pressing invitn.tion from America asking him to pay a visit to that
country <luring the present year, and to take a lecturing
t our extending for three montbs.-Daily Review.
REPRESENTATION OF KIRKCA.LDY BURGHS. - -- ir
George Campbell's hold of the Kirkcaldy Burghs-his
letter of apology and explanation notwithstandingwould appear to be gone. Two new candidates for the
seat, as soon as Sir George makes up his mind to retire,
are spoken of. They are both Liberal, and both ,Yealtby,
one young and one old ; but it is understood that the
crucial question between them will be Disestablishment.
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BA.TH STRRET, Gu.. uow.-An able report, giving a
well-written account of battles fought and conquests
won. In 1879-80 the association counted 5,4 3 subscribers, with 122 societies, contributing to it £1,686
17s. 5d., and a special donation of £100 was given
besides. In 1880-81 the subscribers were 5,695, the
societies contributing 135, and the money contributed
£I, 854 6s. 11ay funds increase year by year. The
work, we know, will be faithfully done. -1'1Le British
'l'nnperance A clvocate.
\VHAT BEER DoE ·.-A writer in the Boston Advt1·li8er says that "while spirits stimulate to violence and
lust, beer produces merely sound somnolence (sleep). "
But we know a man who for twelve years bas never used
any liquor save beer. He comes home from bis elegant
store, behind his handsome pair of horses and makes
home a terror. He runs after his wife with an axe, and
makes a beast of himself in a thousand ways. Is that
somnolence ? \Ve know another man who uses beer only
who has beaten his wife so as to make her helpless for
days ; was dead drunk with beer when the neighbours
helped to bury his infant son; and has repeatedly
knocked down and beaten his girl of eight and boy of
five. ls that somnolence? \Ve never heard it called
by that name before.- Congregationalist.
Dr. Buckie, Medical Superintendent of the Asylum
for the Insane, at London, Ontario, reports, after
another year's experience, that he is more than ever
convinced of the non-necessity of alcohol in the treatment of those under his care. He says, that as he has
given up the use of alcohol, he has needed and used less
morphia and chloral ; and as he discontinued the use of
all three, there has been less need for seclusion or restraint. After carefully watching the effect, he is
morally certain that the alcohol which he did use
<lqring last year in the treatment of those under his

care, did no good. The Medical Superintendent of the
Asylum at Kingston says there have been no alcoholic
liquors us ed in that asylum for the last ten years, and
he has every reason to be satisfied with the r esult.
This is valuable testimony.-Yours faithfully, G. H.
HALE.
AnBEY CHURCH BAND OF HOPE.-The first musical
d emonstration of this association was held on Saturday
night in the Abbey Parish Church, Ahbeyhill-the Rev.
Robert Milne in the chair, who in his remarks sketched
the origin ancl progress of the Band of Hope, and mentioned that, although, only three months in existence,
there was a membership of 300. He attributed its
success mainly to the energy of the superintendent Mr
Smith, the ability of the music conductor l\Ir Morrison,
and the hearty co-operation of office- bearers arnl members of the church. He also pointed out the advantages
of such an association as being not only beneficial to the
children, Lut of the utmost importance to the church,
and earnestly invited parents to give the movement
their hearty support. The programme, which consisted
largely of sacred pieces, was gone through with much
spirit by an adult and a juvenile choir of 40 and 250
voices respectiYely. Perhaps the most successful effort
of the juvenile choir was in a pn.rt song entitled "\York
away with all your might;" while the adult choir gave
a very good rendering of an anthem entitled "Look not
upon the wine." A solo entitled "Guardian Angel, '
was well sung by :Miss Marshall ; and the singing of n.
duet entitled "0 Lovely Peace, " by two boys with
very good voices, wns also well reeeived. Mr. George
Morrison officiated as condnctor, and ~fr. \Voods presided :it the organ.
The School Board Electio11 : are now ahout over, and
altbougl1, with the exception of Edinbnrgh, temperance in schools does not appear to have been an issue,
we are glad to see many of our friends elected or returned to their respective Boards. The Rev. James
Stewart, Peterhead; Mr. R. Smith, Mr. R. Donald,
Aberdeen; Rev. Dr. Adamson, G. H. ,vatt, Esq. , and
Mrs. Nicholas, Edinburgh; Messrs. , omerville and
Anderson, Leith; Provost M'Pberson, Grangemouth;
Thomas Hope, Esq., J.P., Bo'ness; Genera.! Grant,
Corstorphine; Adam Brown, Falkirk; ReY. J. Murray,
Dairsie; Rev. J. Brown, Lochgelly; Rev. ,v. Affleck,
Auchtermuchty· Mr. James Brown, Anstrnther; Alex.
.A. Lawson, Kingskettle ; Rev. S. Currie, P eebles ;
Rev. J. Kilgour, Tranent; Rev. J. Mackay, Prestonpan ; Rev. 'l.r. M'Kerrow, Penicuick; Rev. D1· ·. l\I.
Lang and F. Ferguson; Mes:srs. Cuthbertson, Fyfe,
and Kidston, Glasgow; Provost Moncur, Rev. D.
Macrae and W. Hamilton, and ,v. Doig, Dul1de :
Mr. J. P. Fairgrieve, Greenock; Messr . John Moncrieff and C. A. Hunt, Perth; Bailie l\I'Lelland and
Mr. H. T. Rayburn, Kilmarnock; Ex .-Bailie Buchaua11,
Messrs. A. Brown and D. Rogerson, Dumbarton;
Provost Binnie, Gourock; Mr . .Joseph Russell, PortGlasgow; Rev. Dr. Russell, Campbeltown; 1fr. D.
Paton, Largs; Rev. 0-. Rherewoocl, Stranraer; Mr. A.
M'Clymont, Maybole; :Mr. James Wyllie, Troon;
Bailie Kennedy, .Moffat; 1fr. J. P. " ' ilson, Prestwick;
Provost ,vyllie, tewarton; :\I. E. M 'Ewen, :Mauchliue; Mr. J. P. "'\Vest, Terrydeer, l\Ioutrose; Mr. D. G.
Simpson, Kilwinning, and others.
IRI,' H TEMPJ-:RA.XCE LEAGCTE. - The anniversary
meetings of this Association were held in Belfast last
month. The Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association was represented at them by Rev. John
1'l'Queen, l\I.A., Kilmarnock, and Ex-Provost Dick,
Kinning Park. The opening soiree on Wednesday,
19th, was a grand affair-thirty-three ladies providing
tables for guests ; and the band of the 2nd battalion
\Vest Yorkshire Regiment provided the music. The
spacious Horticultural Hall, Royal Botanic Gardens,
looked magnificent duringthe proceedings. Rev. John
M'Queen was included in the programme. The next
day the annual business meeting took. place. Mr.
Dalway, ex-M.P., in the chair. The report was read
and unanimously adopted. It showed well for the year
and bristled with statistical informa,tion on the Sunday
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closing question. The balance of funds to carry for- pledges cluring his visit to 1,064-. Mr. Murphy then
ward amounted to £51 12s. 3d. At this meeting, ex- took an affectionate farewell of his audience, shaking
Pr vost Dick was asked to support the fourth resolu- hands with all within reach as he was leaving the hall.
tion, which we givtl entire :-" That the forcing public Th ere was an oYertlow meeting in the ::Midclle Parish
houses upon the people against the people's will is a Clturcb, which was also densely packed, and where
gn,ss and intolerable injustice, rendered doubly inex- similal" singing and speaking was listened to. The
cusaule by the twice-repeated acknowledgment by fri(;Jlils de erve much credit for their arrangements,
Parliament of the people's right to a legal power of and are to he heartily congratulated on their wellpreventing it. In view, therefore, of this crying wrong, deserved success.
of the fearful evils still flowing from the liquor traffic,
THE LICE::fSJX(1 ACTS (SCOTLAND) BrLL is meeting
of two decisions of the House of Commons iu favour of with strenuous opposition in Scotland.
1st, From
a popular control over licenses, and of the promise of public bodies, i.e., the Conference of Temperance Rethe Prime Minister to deal early with the licen ing formers on the Bill at Edinburgh; from tl1e Convention
laws on the principle of local option, this meeting of Hoyal Burghs; from the Dumfries nnLl Maxwellton
would respectfully urge upon her ~fajesty's Govern- Temperance Ullion; the Edinburgh 'l'own Council, &c.
ment the duty of introducing as one of their very first 2nd, From the publicans at all their meetings. The
measures a Hill enabli.ug local communities to effectu- Glasgow ,vine, Beer and Spirit Trade Association conally protect themselves from a tra le so obnoxious and demned it a " a most cruel, unjust, and oppressive
so hurtful." In the afternoon of the same day, a measure, and if passed into law would sanction the
public dinner was held at which Ex-Provost Dick confiscation of our honestly (?) acquireJ property ; "
responded to the ·entirueut of The Scottish Permissive aud they resolYed to reject it in toto. The licensed
Bill and Teru1rnrauce Association, and in the evening grocers of Edinbmgh and Leith strenuously oppose it.
the public meetiug was held in the Horticultural Hall, The Dublin Vintner ' .As ·ociation are desirous of comwhich was crowded. The ReY ..John M'Queen, M.A., bining with the E11glish Publican Association to
seconded a "irnilar resolution to that supported hy his assist the Scotch publicans in their opposition to the
colleague at the lJusiness meeting. '.1.'hc \\ bole pro- Bill. At all their annual dinners and banquets it is
ceedings were signally successful, and the Executive of coming in for a scathing auimad·rersion. They ent a
the League know how keenly the Executive of the depnt~Ltion to Lord Hosebery too, so that the Bill is,
Rcottish Association sympathise with them in their defectfre though it be as ~ settlement of the li<1nor
labours, and how gladly they share in the hearty difficulty, "fluttering the Yolscians in their camv .. ,
congratul11,tion. they are meeting with ou this year'
3rd. From the leading temperance organizations in
irnccess.
, 'cotland, the 8cotti h Pennis ive Bill and Tempernncc
Association with its deliverance, then the Grand Lodge
1'1-u,; BLUE-Rnrno~ ~Ion~. LENT AT PERTH. - " re ,vere
glad to learn that 1r. :M urpby, so long expected, p11,icl of , 'cotla.nd, and lastly, the , 'cottish Te:mperancc
his l1 ·on1iseLl \ isit to thtl fa.ir ..:ity last n1onth. 'rl:..c Le!tgnP, aNl others. All these c011demn it in mon' 01·
friends took the sen ible course of preparing the way by less qualified terms. 4th. Then the idea of haying a
heartily engaging in special efforts to gather in the national declaration to P,trliftment apart from an '
fallen.
'ouncillor Russell, at the meeting on Fri,lay, As. ociation originat cl in Edinburgh, and has beeu
14th ult., told the audience which met to wel.corue Mr. largely taken up. 1t is as follows:-" D&claration of
cuttish Parliamentary Electors anent propo ·ed Tem~Inrphy in the City Hall that " during the last two
e, the undermonths they had held seventeen n1eetings, each with au perance Legislation fur , cotlanLl.
signed
Parliamentary electors in Scotland, hereby deaverage attendance of J ,800 people. At these meetings
clare
that
no
legislative
measure
affecting
the licluor
2,400 persons had taken the ple<lge, and 10,000 had
donned the little badge of blue. They heartily rejoiced trnffic can be approved or accepted by us which would
at the impetus given to the movement, ·which they girn power to grant or renew licenses for a longer
hoped would move on uutil it had moved the drink period than one year; ,vhich would give power to levy
completely out of their beloved cotlaud." This infor- a public ~ax for the purpose of providing compensation
mation was received with loud plaudits an<l. many to the hquor sellers and the proprietors of licensed
expressions of rejoicing.
Addresses followed from premises; or which refuses to confer upon a majority
:Messrs. Murphy, "Tillson, J. Allingham (the Dublin of the ratepayers the full legal power to prohibit the
publican), Daniells, and I\lrs. 'Willson. There was also drink traffic in their respective localities." It will, we
tine singing by ~Ir. and .Mrs. ,Yillson, arul then the hope, be largely signed throughout the country, and it
practical work-210 persons signing the ple lge at the will be a significant proof of tlie national conYiction
close. On aturday afternoon another crowded meet- a,rnl the national desire on the suppressive veto of all
ing took place in the Tay treet Hall, conducted by traffic in Scotland in alcoholic liquors. 1[r. ;"'. Wil~Ir. )Inrphy in his well known manner. Iu the even- liamson, M.P. for t. Andrews district of burghs, says
ing a crowde<l meeting was held in the City Hall, over - " Although his name is on the back of the Bill this
which Councillor Campbell presided. Spirited addres- endorsation is simply meant to guarantee the bona ficlPs
ses from the chairman, ~fr. :Yiurphy, and many others, of his Lordship's effort to grapple with a difficult
followell, interspersed with the singing of a:ppropriate question." He does not approYe of all its clau e hymns. At the close, among those who took the pledge seYeral of these he believes are defective. He thinks
were George Fenton, a boatman, a convicted criminal the Bill may serve a useful purpose by affording a
through drink alone; and John Graham, licensed basis for discussion in the country, but more than this
The
grocer, Crieff. These are certainly great trophies of he does not expect from its introductio11.
the movement. As the result of both meetings, 240 Christian Reader say:1-It is pretty evident that ::-.Jr.
,vmiamson
has
here
hit
the
mark.
took the pledge, and 800 donned the blue ribbon. On
Sunday, at the Fechney Institution, an interesting
A COOKERY EXHIBIT. -On \Vednesday, the 19th
service was held, during which the Rev. :Mr. Daniells, nlt., we ,isited one of the most interesting little exand Mr. 'r. E. Methven, of Dundee, addressed the hibits it has been ernr our pleasure to see. The Glasgow
meeting, at the close of which all the boys signed the Abstainers' Union have been for years engaging,
pledge, a.nd donned the blue ribbon. The farewell through their Bible-women, the attention of those
meeting took place in the City Hall, on Sabbath even- among whom they labour to the improYement of their
ing, which was densely packed an hour before the time cookery. In this phase of their efforts they have met
announced. The Rev. D. D. Bannerman presided, and with eucouragi.ng success, and to stimulate a wider atwelcomed the movement and Mr. Murphy, because they tention to this essential feature of a happy home they
placed total abstinence and the blue ribbon in its right announced a competition iu household cookery on the
place -as the handmaid of the gospel, and not as a p,nt of the wives and daughters of working men. On
substitute for it. There were numerous hymns sung, the elate above-named we went to see the result, and
and the speakers included Mr. Murphy, Bailie Moncur unfeig,ied admiration at its succeRs filled our breasts.
of Forfar, Messrs. Allingham and ).lethven. At the 1 The City Hall . aloon was elegantly arranged-plants
close, 644 took the pledge, bringing up the number of I and shrubs making, with the snowy tablecloths, and
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the tasteful array of dishes and foods, a most inviting
display. Tables were placed round the , aloon, and in
the middle of the floor, affording ample room and
verge euongh for Yisitors. On the south table there
was a most interesting variety of scones, and on th e
east table this exhibit was continued for two-thil'tls of
its whole length. On the whole the Yariety and preparation of these is highly creditable to the bakers ;
then we had on the same table, preparation of cornflour for invalids; and a better answer to the questioning wonder of what the poor sick do when unwell could
not be given than let them have a few dishes like what
we saw, and they will he "in cloYer." On th e north
table we had pudcling,i, rhubarb, scrap and rice, the
prize puddings being '' dainty dishes to place before a
king. " On the west table, heated by ga , we bad
porridge, soups, mince, liYer, etc., all hot, hot, hot.
On the long centre table we had oatcake in au immense
Yariety of manufacture, and on nine kitchen tables,
placed east and ·w est, a set dinner for the "IVOrking man.
This to us was the great sight of the day, for we ha.Ye
been so often told of the utter want of ability to cook,
to make market, to, in fact, discharge the duties of a
housewife, on the part of a working man's wife that we
had come to belieYe that they woulcl shrink from showing off in such a competition. .Ah, if we lrn,J had thefr
detractors alongside on that day we should have
" reddened their faces " for them by showing them
over this delightful cookery exhibit; and we would
have asked them to apologise to ~arah ' icol, Calton,
who is a prize-taker in three departments, ancl the first
prize-woman for the workman's dinner; ancl also to the
other deserving women who contended for the honours
of housewifery. There were llO entries, and 17 first
prizes of £1, 17 second of 10s., and 17 thirtl of 5s. The
j ndges were ladies from the West End, Pollokshields,
Crosshill, and Dennistoun, and deserve no small
amount of credit, for they seemed to please by their
findings not only the visitors, but even the competitors
themselves. During the day the inclement weather
diminished the number of visitor , but <luring the
evening the working classes and their sympathi ers
mustered in force. Altogether, the Glasgow Abstainers'
Union ought to be greatly encouraged by this, their
first attempt to popularize an interest in working class
cookery, and we hope that they will soon score another
success on the same lines. "Robin Goodfellow " has
promised to draw attention to this matter next mouth.
A polite scoundrel is brought up before the police
court. Just as the presiding magistrate is to begin his
questioning, the prisoner says affably to the policeman,
'' Vv ears his years well, the judge does,-doesn't look a
day older than he did when we were introduced to each
other ten years ago."
F ASHION's F AULTl'l. -Near Prospect Street she dropped
a little red bow with a golden pin attached, and it
fluttered to the edge of the sidewalk. She stopped and
looked at it. It might as well have fluttered to the
edge of the universe and dropped over for anything
that she could do to get it. She walked around it two
or three times, gazed sadly at it, and then walked a
block to Bolivar Street, got a small boy and paid him
10 cents to come back and pick up that bow. As the
boy rejoined his companions he remarked-" Darned if
I ever seen a woman so proud. She wonldn't pick up
her own things from the sidewalk. " But it wasn't
pride. -Cleveland Herald.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Dioghlumean 'S na h-A chaibh, le Seoras B euton. Edinburgh : Maclachlan and Stewart, 1881. This is a
thoroughly praiseworthy effort to record and preserve
a phase of spiritual life and experience almost peculiar
to the Scottish Highlands. The book is unique in
Gaelic literature. It is a pity the author did not give
us the names of the speakers instead of initials. '\Ve
hope that in a second edition he will clo so. We cordially commend his little book to our Gaelic readers.

'J'h e Fosler Brother's Story, with other Tales ancl
8l·etclie~.-By James Yeames.
'\Vith illustrations.
London: F. E. Longley, 39 "Warwick Lane, E.C.
Price, one shilling. '\Ve are glad to meet again with
Mr. Y eames in the character of a story teller. He can
wear it so gracefully. His Poster Brot!t , r is well done,
and is most pleasantly told. The foster brother is
jealous for the honour of his high-born brother, and
seeing him eYidently bent on the ruin of a co untry girl,
sets off to save the maiden and r estore the erring
man to his father. The plot is skilfully carried on, anu
we get quite enlisted in sympathy with the foster
brother's determination, and so will our readers.
Dollie a11cl Dottie is a little gem of a tale, reminding one
of Dickens' Christmas Stories. The othern-.Mother
ancl Sister, 'l'he Little Cripple, and How the Sciilo1· 1con
his Bride-are full of interest. "\Ve shall be glad to sec
Mr. Y eames taking a longer and higher flight. His
Fu.ste1· Brothe1· will make others as well as us desire a
novel from his skilful hantl. The illustrations are
capital in conception and execution, and altogether the
volume should find a host of atlmiring readers.
Portyjourth Annual R Ppo1·t of the Dundee 'l'ernpe1·ance Sociel!J, 1881-82. Dundee: 19 High Street. This
report is as may be expected an elaborate document
crowded with the events of a year's vigorous work.
The Blue Ribbon agitation, which secured the pledges
of 36,000 persons-meetings, conferences, public prayer
and mission, are all briefly referred to, legislative and
literary effort has received much attention, and the
agent's report is a meritorious document. The income
is £169 6s. 4d., leaving a small balance of £3 17s. 3½d,
in the treasurer's hand. '\Ve heartily congratulate the
committee on the progress of their work.
]Jome: its Duties and PrivilegM. A New Year's
Address. By Rev. Archie M'Kinlay, Belfast. Belfast: '\V. E. Mayne, 1 Donegal Square. '\Ye don't
know why this little book should be called a new
year's address, unless because it was published a.t that
time. It is such an admirable book for home that we
don't know when it would be out of season. \Ve certainly would include it in a. little knot of books with
which we would furnish every new home, Full of
grave counsel pressed home with vigorous emphasfa, it
is worthy of the careful perusal a.nd practical application of all who would increase the training power and
consequent joy and gladness of our homes.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
THE LATE CJouNCILLOR W. BRowx, GLASGOW.It is our melancholy duty to record the death of this
widely-known and highly-esteemed citizen of Glasgow,
who was cut off somewhat suddenly, on , 'aturday 15th
ult., in his 74th year. He was seized while in his
counting-room, on the '\Vednesclay previous, and succumbed in a few tlays' illness to pleurisy. He was au
eminent example of a successful Glasgow merchant,
baying left his native town, Paisley, long ago, antl
started in business in Glasgow along with his friend
the late Mr. Thomas Downes. The well-known firm
extended and expanded into a large and :flourishing
concern, and to its special object added paper manufacturing at Overton, Greenock, and Dalmarnock,
Glasgow. Councillor Brown gave twelve years' service,
at different times, to the Town Council, and at the
time of his death was one of the representatives of the
first· ward. He was an office-bearer in his brother's
church- Rev. Dr. Joseph Brown,-an active philanthropist, taking a special interest in the blind, and in
every good work. He was a subscriber to the funds
of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, although inclined at times to remonstrate
against the attitude maintained in the suppression of
the liqnor traffic. His somewhat lithe, tall presence,
silvered hair, and mild, thoughtful face, will be known
no more; but in him a worthy man has passeLl away,
r cgl'ctted by a large circle of so t-ro,ving friends ,
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OUGHT THE TRAFFIC L ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS TO BE PROHIBITED I
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3. bw'l nity-one half of which is caused by exces-

sive d1inking. Lord Shaftesbury, after having acted
as a ommissioner of Lunacy for 20 yearR, and as
chairman of lhe Commi8sion for 16 yen.rs, informs
n. thal "six-tenths of all the c:u,es of insanity to be
found in these realms and in America arise from no
other l)ause thau from the habits of intemperance in
which the people have indulged." It has been ascert-aine,l that "insanity in e,·ery co untry corresponds
in the main to the use of intoxicating drinks."
C:.:ome years since there was in the State of Cniro
1 lunatic in every 30,714 of the population, in a
portion of orrua_ndy 1 iu 700, iu Swe~en 1 in ?10,
and in Ireland 1 m 500. ln the first instance cited
abstinence from intoxicating liquors is an article of
religion with the inhabitants, whilst in the other
cases t.he alcohol consumed per head :tveraged 5, n,
aud 3 gallons respectively.
4. Crime. Drinking facilities gauge crime. Take
I re land for instance at two ditferen t poi11ts of it
history, viz., 7 years prior to 1839 and othe1· i prior
to 184;>. Within the former period, when there were
distilled 7,100,000 gallons with much illicit di t.ilbtion, convictions for assaults stood n.t 2G,OOO ; in
the latter, with a reduced distillation of 4,500,000
gallons, the number of convictions 01~ly amounted
to 13 000. Under this division a great deal might
be ~id. It i:i, however, I think unnecessary to
pursue it very far, as we must all more or less have
considerable acquaintance with the connection between the liquor tratfic and its offspring crime.
.T nJ(Yes are constantly reminding us that were it not
for this most iniquitous traffic their office would be
a sii;i.ecure aud so on. There is just one other point
I would remind your readers of here, and that is the
connection betw'een intemperance and immorality.
The two are to a great extent inseparable. I need
not enlarge on this important pha.se of the question;
the mere suggestion will call to your recollection all
the e ils fl.owin(Y from that strong undercurrent of
irumorn.lity whi~h permeates society, enervating the
11ation,and breakin(Y
up the domestic peace and happi0
ness of thousands. This is an evil which has existed
from the earliest times, and which probably will
exist so long as the world lasts. It cannot be
rooted out, but it might be lessened ; yes, I hold
that it might be reduced to one fourth of its present
m!l.CYnitude. There is, however, only one way of
doi~g so, and that is by the abolition of the liqnor
trn.ffic.
Let us now consider the liquor traffic from its
commercial point of view. In 1878 the amount
spent on drink was £142,188,900. The grain destroyed would have produced 12,000,000 41b. loaves,
a sufficient quantity to have maintained the entire
population of the United Kingdom for four months.

Incli better, not perhaps for the farmer, but for the
uation, that the corn should rot in the field than that
it should be devoted to the manufacture of what ha:-,
j been aptly termed the devil in solution. Suppose a
man neglects a corn crop value £100 uutil it is utterly
useless, the consequence is that man is £100 poorer
I than
he might have bef'H; instead of doing this,
however, hn.d he sold the corn to a distiller 01·
brewer, and afterwards repurchased it in its ne,
form at n price say of £5ll0, he is infinitely wor. e
thnn he was before. And this is what is beino·
done every dny- men, instea<l of spending money n~
it ought to be spent, viz , on goods for their own
support or happinesR, or in utensils for the tillao-e uf
their ground, or . ome kindred purpose, thro~ it
away on drink, by which mean" they make themselves more liable to the attacks of dise:ise ; in many
case. it causeR them to neglect th ir work one da,·
in the week, which means no inconsiderable loss
1
the nation, besides which, as we have already see11,
it red uces the producing power of the country by
premature death, disem,e, and pauperism, and still
farther by n ces.itatiug the maintenance of a policd
forcd betwen 30,0ll0 and 40,000 strong. Again, if
the vast capital uow locked up in the trn:ffic was let.
loose on the development of commerce of a rightful
nature, it would, by increasing the demand for
labour to au enormous extent remove totally a cla s
of whom we have of late heard so much, viz., the
unemployed. For instance, take the Caledonian
Distillery Co. in Edinburgh.
ot long ago they
had a turn-over of £1,500,000 and employed 150
men. Now snppos~ this money was spent on cotton
goods, cutlery, or furniture, it would give employment
to 8,000 or 10,000 men. We can get a.n idea of the
benefits which wonlJ from a commercial point of view
flow from the abolition of the traffic by comparing Ireland when the distilleries were in full swing with that
period when they were stopped. Dr. Lees says, "Ou
reference to the table of imports into Irelantl, and a
comparisou of the years of the stoppage of the dii:1tilleries and the consequent comparative sobriety of
the nation with the years when they were in foll
activity, aestroying food and demoralizing tl1e natiou ,
we arrive at the startling anomaly that a year of
scarcity with prohition is better than a year if
plenty without it."
Now let us consider what would be the beneficial
results of the abolition of th e traffic commercial!
and socially. It would, as I have said, incalculably
further the development of trade iu the country by
unlocking the enormous capital now withheld. It
would enable men to work steadily six days in the
week, thereby increasing the produetive power of
the country on an average one-sixth. It would ad<l
further to this power by greatly reducing tlie
1,250,000 of paupers mainly made by the traffic
whom we have now to support, and by permitti11g
the reduction of the police force and customs and
excise establishments. Socially considered the all1
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vn.ntages would be innumerable. We can only
Rpecify a few of them. The abolition of the traffic
would add greatly to the comfort of the poorer
classes as a whole by the larger wages which a
more prosperous trade would insure, while the
houses of that portion now desolated by driuk
would soon become worthy of the name, and millious uow sunk in poverty and vice would through
time be raised to a degree of comfort and prosperity
equal to their peers. The vitality of the nation
would be enhanced to a very great extent. Immorality and crime would dwindle down to insignificance on the removal of that which, by kindling
the passions, engenders both, a!'.ld sinks mankind to
a condition of bestiality which bas no parallel
amongst the lower animals.
From the sketch given of the history of legislation
bearing on the subject, I think it will be agreed
that all that can be done in the way of restrictioa
to rem edy the state of affairs we so much deplore
haR been tried and has utterly failed to accomplish
the ends in view. We can look for no satisfactory
results from further legislation, until it is directed
to the r oot of the evil, in prohibiting entirely the
brewing and distilling of home liquors and the
importation of foreign wines and spirits. If we are
agreed with Bentham that "the sole object of
Government ought to be the greatest happiness
of the greatest possible number of the community,"
in the face of facts so well knowu of which I have
here given a few, no one surely could object to
a step which must prove decisive on the old pretext
of its interfer ing with the liberty of the subject; and
a nation that willingly lost a loan of £20,000,000
for the emancipation of the slaves, could not object
to amply compensate those engaged in the liquor
traffic, thereby emancipating in as true a sense of
the word millions of their fellow-men. In order to
. how your readers that this idea of abolition is by
no means utopian,allow me hriefly to specify a few instances in which it ia now more or less in force. In
1 77 there were in Scotland 151 parishes without a
public house, one of which contained a population
of 5, 80. In 1869 there were in the province of
Canterbury 1,400 parishes in the same condition.
We have self-imposed prohibition in a portion of
Tyrone County, Ireland, inhabited by nearly 10,000
people. In Bessbrook, a factory town in Ireland
of 3,000 inhabitants, we have it also, and there,
we are told, '' there is no quarrelling, uo theft,
no crime, no infanticide, in short the operatives
are models of sobriety and good order." Saltaire
is in the same coudition. Prohibition is in force in
N orfolk Island, and of it the Dail,y Teleg raph,
although no friend of the measure, speaks in the
most laudatory terms. Referring to the inhabitants
it says, "They live in a state of innocence, the golden
age brought back. They have no taxes, no police,
no courts of law. Their condition is enough to
tempt gentlemen with fixed incomes to remove to
an i land where collectors cease from troubling,
and household ers are at rest." In America we have
many instances, such as the State of Maine ; there,
however, things are not in such a satisfactory condition as they might be, owing to the fact of the
States' la ws being antagonistic to the measure, that
is to say, whil e l\faine prohibits, th e Union sanctions and grants licenses. The State can and does
prevent the ma.nufacture of liquor, but it cannot
prevent importation. N otwith tanding this anomaly, however, public opinion is so far advanced
that iu this particular instance a mor e satisfactory
state of affR.irs need hardly be desired.
In co nclusion I shall give your readers a brief
sketch of Vineland as an example of what prohibition can do. Vineland is a distri ct in the State of

New Jersey covering 50 square miles. This tract
of land was purchased by Mr. Landis in 1861 with
a view to colonization. Similar attempts had been
made before in the district, however, without success. Mr. Landis, a shrewd lawyer, although not
an advocate of temperance principles, seeing in
alcohol the cause of previous failure, determined to
prevent its introduction into the new colony. The
way he went about it was this-he would point
out to those who wanted to purchase land from
him the evils which would certainly accrue from
the introduction of public houses. On having the
matter placed before them in the clear and businesslike way which the proprietor adopted, they, without exception, willingly pledged themselves to n.i<l
him to their utmost in preventing the sale of liquors
in their midst. By-and-bye a liquor seller came
from Michigan and commenced the sale of p0rter
and ale. A public meeting was called, and the
result was that the stranger departed by the first
train next morning, in consequence of advice be
received, and in order to avoid the humiliation of a
public ejection. For the purpose of preventing
such occurrences in the future, a law of a prohibitory nature was passed. Vineland is a success,
having surpassed the expectations of the sanguine
proprietor. The population, originally consisting of
four families, had increased in 187 4 to 11,000 individuals. Police taxes and poors-rates are almost
nominal. Commerce flourishes, and health, wealth,
and happiness reign supreme.
I have endeavoured to show that the traffic in alcoholic liquors acts as a drag on Great Britain, preventing that moral and commercial improvement which
alone could enable it to maintain the distinguished
position it has so long held amongst the nations of
the world. I have shown how restriction in the
multitudinous forms in which it has been tried has
miserably failed in the accomplishment of the end
in view, n.nd in closing I would just remind your
renders that the evils :.i.lrea.dy referred to are af'!
rampant as they ever were, and this notwithstanding all the restriction now bearing down on the
traffic which gives them birth, and the fact, too,
that the traffic is at this present time in the bauds
of men than whom as a class there are none more
respectable engaged in any other branch of commerce. I have no doubt ibat most of those engaged
in the trade agree with the philanthropic brewer
Sir F. F. Buxton, in deploring the evils of which
we complain; but I trust there are some who, recognizing alcohol as the fountainhead of these evils,
are willing to go even further, and sinking personal
internst before the claims of humanity give all their
support to the suppression of the liquor traffic.
J. R. DALRYMPLE.
THE WORKING MAN'S BILL OF FARE.
,VHEN that aspiring gentleman Claude M elnotte
got stung to the quick by the rej ection of his poetical offering to the Beauty of Lyons, he passionately
apostrophised his order in the well-known wor<ls,
"Oh that we-we, the hewers of wood and drawers
of water-were swept away, that the rich might ,
know what the world would be without us." H
can' t be done. The working classes, happily for
those above them, won't go ; so the rich are spared
the agony and indignity of helping themselveR,
But they know that the working classes feel the
inevitable and irksome drudgery of their lot, and
that they only want au opport1mity of being free to ,
avail themselves of it, and these rich people are •
so sensible as to believe that this freedom would be •
a calamity to them. Hence their pervading interest
in many schemes that affect the w_e llbeing of the •
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working classes, and their generous support to
many movements maintained to render their condit ion less miserable. In passing, we may add that
there are many, though their name ma.y not be
legion, who heartily sympathise with the working
man because he is a man and a brother. They seek
to soften the rigour of his toil, to enlighten his
mind, rebuke his intemperance, restrain his improvidence, and substitute the living principles of the
gospel for the irreligion that adds so directly to his
folly and subtracts so largely from the sum of
his happiness. The first, from fear, interest themselves ; the second, inspired by benevolence, are his
trnest friends. Whether through fear or affection,
much is attempted and much is done for the working man. Not so long ago his patrons thought they
did their duty by providing abundance of gross
pleasures for him-sports, races, prize fights, dog
fi.o-hts, and the means of intemperate excess ; but
n~w this questionable kind of beneficence ha.s been
abandoned, and, in hearty alliance, the purse-proud,
ostentatious giver and the sound-hearted philanthropist may lay no inconsiderable claim to be the benefactors of the working man.
There is a fundamental difference, however, in
the way in which this beneficence presents itself.
The one class seek, by dealino- with the circumstances
that surround him, to elevate the object of their
efforts in the scale of being ; the other, by dealing
with the man himself, endeavour to render him
snperim.· to the vicissitudes and chances of his lot.
The first have won mauy a triumph ou account of
their schemes for the improvement of the dwellings
of the working class, for public parks, for museums,
public-houses without the drink, and cocoa shops.
The latter class may as proudly point to their efforts
at day and Sabbath school instruction, at mechanics'
institutes, public libraries, schools or art, popular
lectures, public baths, and penny and savings banks.
Beth have their supporters ; both deserve praise;
for whether we affect a man directly by enlarging
his capacities for improvement, or indirectly through
liis circumstances, we cannot fail to make an indifferent man good and a good man better.
The Glasgow Abstainers' Union deals directly
with the man. They get up high-class concerts
nnd charm him by the vocal and instrumental efforts
of the chief artists of the present day ; they provide
him a refuge by their public-houses; they improve
bis nature by their social reforms ; and they point
out to him the folly of sin and the wisdom of preparation for meeting the solemn realities of another
world. To those afflicted by loss of health or
vigour, they offer a short sojourn at " the coast " ;
so that altogether this Union presents as substantial
benefits to th e working people, male and female, as
are within their reach.
Bnt we :tre to restrict ourselves to one phase of
the Union's efforts, and that is its cookery classes.
Through its mission agencies among the poor, it has
doubtless been made acquainted with the sadly defective condition of the means of food-preparation.
There is nothing half so deplorable in its results as
the want of a knowledge of cookery among the
poor. Many a pretty girl enters thoughtlessly into
the marriage state as little fitted for its varied duties
ns the ring on her finger that symbolizes her entrance. She l0oks upon the exactions of hei· new state
at first with a smile, next with bewilderment, an<l
alas, too often with disgust. She at length lets
things drift until she sinks into the condition of n
. ]oven, without the knowledge and without the hope
of doing better. A small number, startled by the
frightful disorganization around theru, make a bold
and determined effort to be free. In the struggle
ihey break down, and becoming thoroughly dis-
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couraged they yield to what they deem their fate,
relinquishjng all desire_ to better their unhappy
state. Only a few of themselves ever emerge out of
the household chaos, and, moved by their own sad
experience, and their affection for their daughters,
begin to train them for a life far different from that
which marked so many of the years of their own
married life. We believe that it is not to be denied
that the best housewife is she who has had the benefit of the intelligence, the sound sense, the wide
experience, and the careful training of a good
mother. This may be fully admitted without allowing it in any degree to justify those not so trained
from resting in the deplorable condition of a wife at
once senseless, shiftless, and handless. These unhappy women may hardly hope to reach the excellence of the housewife trained from her youth, but
they yet may become so expert in their househokl
duties as to merit all the praise a worthy husband
is willing to bestow. Now, the Abstainers' Union
steps in t.o enable such an unhappy woman to improve her position, and to prevent the young
untaught girl from meeting with a married experience so dire. The difficulties which beset their
cookery scheme on its first appearance were enough
to discourage a saint, but their resolution was greater
than the obstructions which met it, and their pe1·severance was followed by an amount of success
known only to those whose duty it was to conduct
the cookery lessons. The Directors felt, however,
that the scheme would not answer their purpose by
being known only to those benefited ; it requfred
the breeze of popular interest and applause to give
an impetus to the scheme. Hence their resolution
to have the cookery exhibit which was lately so
successful. The chief iEterest at that exhibit
centred in the display of workmen's dinners, nine
women (unmarried and married) competing for the
coveted prizes. Each of the friendly rivals merely
provided one dinner, but drew up a bill of fare for
other six days, thus actually giving one whole
week's dinners with an actual specimen of what they
were able to serve. The Directors have from the
nine dinner schemes drafted a bill of fare of their
own for general circulation among the poor ; and
many a good-hearted, ignorant, well-meaning housewife will be found turning it to good account. We

give it entire :BILL OF FARE

For seven <lays' dinners, suitable for a family of six,
·with a change each day, and cost of same.
No. 1. -Pie, Potatoes, and PZ1clcli11g.
Pot or Sea Pie.-¾ lb. scrap meat, 4½d,; onion,
carrot, turnip, ld.; ½ lb. flour, l d.; 2 oz. suet, ld.;
salt, pepper, baking powder, ~d.-Sd.; ½ stone potatoes, 3d.
Pudding.-~ lb. rice, ¾d.; 1} lb. rhubarb, 1~d.; -~ lb.
sugar, l{d.-3½d.
Total cost, ls. 2½d,
No. 2.-Harricot Bean Soup, Potatoe Pi.e, Pudding.

Soup.-1 lb. beans, l½d.; onion, carrot, parsley, l½d,
-3d.
Pie. -¼ stone potatoes, l }<l.; 2 oz. tapioca, {-d.; 2 oz.
dripping, lcl.; onions, td.; l lb. flour, 2d.; } lb. drip.
ping, 2d.; baking powder, salt, pepper, and sage,
1d,-8d.
Pudding.-½ lb. homiuy, ld.; J lb. treacle, {d.- l ~d.
Total cost, ls. 0¾d.
No. 3.-Pie, Potatoes, and Pudding.
Pie.-¾ lb. scrap meat, 4½d.; ½ lb. liYer, Id.; ¾lb.
flour, l{-d.; 3 oz. dripping, l½d,; onion, baking powder,
salt, peppe1·, ¾d,-9¼d,; { stone potatoes, 3d.
Pudding, 2 lb. rhubarb, 2d.; -} lb. sugar, l¼d,-3¼d,
Total cost, ls. 3½d,
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No. 4.-Brot/,, Beef, c111rl Polaloes.
Broth.-1 lb. beef, 8d.; -!- lb. barley, ld . ; cabbage,
leeks, carrot, turnip, parsley,· qtl. -10it1.
Potatoes.-~ stone ,potatoes, 3tl.; pepper and salt,
.,t,d. - 3.J.d.
· Totai cost, ls. 2d.
No. 5.-Ltntil Soup, Sleicecl J,/ utlon, a11cl Potatoes.
, 'oup.-1 lb. lentils, l{d.; 2 oz. barley meal, ¼d,;
onions, turnip, carrot, and celery, l{d.-:-ld.
Stewed Mutton-{- lb. flank mutton, 6d.; onions,
carrots, turnips, ld.; flour, salt, and pepper, -1 d.-7~d.
Potatoes.-.J,. stone, 3d.
Totl\l cost, is. 1½d.
No. 6.-Fish, Potntoes, and P11ddi11g.
Fish .-2 lbs. fish, 5d.; 2 oz. dripping, ld.; pepper,
salt, bread c1·umbs, 1d,-6½d,
Potatoes.--} stone, qd.
Pndding.-1 lb. flour, 2d.; 1 lb. i;uet, 2d.; l lb. cmrants, ld.; sugar, baking powder, anll rice, l~d. - 6j cl.
Total coat, ls. 2{d.
~o. i.-Pca Soup, Pota/oe.q, and 8crnp Bread P11cldh1!J.
.Pea Soup. - 1 lb. split peas,. 1 ia.; l lb. bacon, 6d.;
leeks, celery, parsnip, carrot, turnip, spearmint, peppe1·,
and salt, 2cl.-9-;c1.
Potatoes,-½ stone 3d.; cabbage, ld. - 4d.
, 'crap Bread Pnddiug. - Scrap bread, 1ll.; 2kim
milk , 1 <l.; sugar, ic1.; currants and m1tmeg, Jd. - 2{d.
Total cost, ls. 4.d.
Prices may Yary a little in different loealiti ti and at
different seasorn,.
A set of dinners at cheaper r11/f'1; might La quoted,
but it is thought the abo,·e will best serve tlie purpo e
intended, which i. not economy alone, but nl o the pro•
Yiding of wholesome a11<l substantial dinners, at a cost
uited to small income, .
This bill of fare may be objected to on sevenil
gl'Onnds. First, many a working man's wife will
ask how she could be expected to expend s. 3½d. a
week ou dinners, and feed, clothe, and sl1elter six
on 30s. a week. This is n. very common form of an
objection to all suggestions for the improvement of
the household cookery, not merely of the working
man, but ev<'n of hi8 master and others similarly
favoured by fortune. It by no means follows that
tbot:1e for whom this table is prepared are uot
to exercise their own jndgment or the power of
adaptation. This dinner .. cheme is merely a rough
and rea<ly scheme, capable of being adjusted to meet
the varying circumstances of those to whom it is
submitted. One with less than n. husbnnd and four
children can have less quantity and better quality,
while another, with husband and as many children
a.s Mrn. Ginx, may shape a !savoury meal by its
friendly hints. We think that in the mind of a
sensible woman this objection may easily be obviated. Another objecliou presents itself, founded
upon the cost. Some of the women will assuredly
tirmly deny the possibility of buying some of tl1e
items at the cost set down. Well, perhaps it may
be that in a. ·w orking class quarter and in working
class shops the articles may be readily supplied at
the prices named. If they a.re clean and wholesome,
it will be to the greater praise of the guidwife tha.t
she can, by her care and skill, make n. savoury and
grntefnl mess out of wha.t may be thought inferior
materials. She who can "make old things look
almost as good as new" will surely not fail here.
It is in this very matter that a comparison between
British and FrPnch women, not nlways to the advantage of the former, is often made. What, then,
:wails her skill if she cannot show that <lisLes formed
of second-rate ingredients are not superior to firstclass ones spoiled in the cooking '/ 13ut n.nother
answer may be given-that is, that working men's
wives should learn to purchase their food at whole-

sale rate8. In this way they mir,ht easily ]X', sei:,s
themselves of the finest qualities of food mn.teri,·tls
~t p~·ices little .if any above what they pay for
rnfenor goods to merchants with wl1om they haYe a
p~ss book. There is still another objectiou to this
bill of fare, and that is that there are many articles
which they, or some one or other of the household,
don't like. vVell, first, if we are bent on pleasing
the palate rather than satisfying the stomach, this
may be true, but it sl1ows that we have spoiled our
appe~ite by dainty, costly ,and imtppropriate feediug;
and 1f homely food, Bkilfully prepn.red, combined
with a. little resolution for the change, will not win
us back to the simple desires of nature, we must.
not blame the cook. Nature is easily satisfied, and
the man who has obeyed her will gratefully enjoy
the little he needs all the more that it owes much to
the proficient hand of hit! careful wife. Second,
again we reiterate that the bill of fare is not abso lute as to '"hat one is to eat any mQre than it is ns
to wliat it will cost. The housewife can replace the
item to which she or her household may be averse
by something equally moderate iu price, but more
agreeable. There are those who bave devoted years
of observation to this matter who tell us that six
hundred different dishes can be prepared from the
animal and vegetable world . Yet out of that immeuse variety, provided Ly a bountiful Maker,
only two clas!'es of food are fouucl - the flesh-formers
and the heat-giver~. When we find so many kind1:1,
which can he largely incre<1sed by ski lful combina
tion, it is a waste of time to urge an object ion
on account of the exact items in the bill of fare.
But our space is exhausted . '\Ve may in your
ne:xt is,.·ue contrast it with :rnother bill of fore,
based on the teachings of the Bread Reform ociety.
RoBI~ GooDFELLOW.

OUR SKETCH BOOK.
A GIGANTIC .ALCOHOLIC FACTORY.
How often have good but ignorant men pleaded for
1iberty to "lit1nor up" on the ground that the alcoholic
drugs they eagerly, insanely desired was a good creature
of God. Their foolish hearts were darkened by the
veil of appetite, and they could not, or would not try
whether the liquors that were stealing away their
brains were, indeed, bad creatures of man's invention.
Any one that has doul,t of the earthly origin of the
liquor has only to read for himself what we transcribe
and condense about the Allsop ale from our cotem,
porary the l.;'ati011at Trade Guardinn.
itnated in the very bosom of the valley of the Trent
sta.nds the ancient and well-known town of Burton.
Take away its breweries, and Burton a.t once subsides
into the quietest and most unpretending of country
towns; with them it br.comes the centre round which
the brewing world revolves. As the English are the
best brewers in the world, so true it is that the best
pale ale England produces is made at Burton. The secret
of its waters being specially adapted for brewing was
nrst discovered by some monks of
etmore. Jt is
evident from this that teetotal ideas met with no
encouragement from the medireval church.
The
modern advance of the trade towar<ls its present colos sal proportions dates from 1825.
The water for brewing is obtained from enormous
wells yielding a never-failing supply. The property
that commends them consists of sulphite of lime and is
derind from the gypsous deposits contained in the
k euper marls of the district. The water contains
nearly 19 grains of sulphate and 15 grains of carbonate
of lime to the imperial gallon, besides sulphate of
pota!:sa and magnesia, while the freedom from organic
matter is very advantageous to the brewer. These
"''ell . have a depth of 40 feet on an aYel'age. but one
well has a depth of 120 feet. Six wells are 20 feet in
diameter, one is 46 feet in diameter, the others are on
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the American or tube principle. There are II of them
a nd they yield 100,000 gallons an hour. The new
brewery covers a space of 50 acres and was built in
1862. The firm have four great malting establishments-Burton, Shobnall, Beccles, and Grantham, and
ten small places at Burton, but they have also to buy
malt _from tirf!ls of repute. One of the secrets of good
beer 1s the usmg of good materials in brewing it, and
t he firm spa,·e no e.?;pen;;e in proV'idin!l thei1· brewers with
tl e best hops and the best malt that money can pl'ocure.
So 1,ialle1· what ~heJlw:luation sof the market, nothing bnt
fi rst-class materials are allowecl to be recei,;ecl into the

b!·ewe1·.~• cost in s11;ch 1?ic~tters being quite a secondary con81J.eration to marntammg the high credit which the
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A CLERGYMAN AMONG THE 1:'U~LIGA~s.- It_is nothing
~ew to find a clergyman certifying that an mclividua,l
1s a fit and proper person to be entrusted with a, license
to sell intoxicating liquors. Indeed, that is a, very
common experience at all licensing courts And when
we tind a clergyman replying at a publi~ans' banquet
to _the toa~t of '' The Clergy of all denominations,·•
which had Jt1st been drunk with a "hip, hip, hurrah!. ,
we naturall,Y expect something of the same kind. The
Rev. D. M1_lle_r, M_. A., m~nister ?f Rt. John's parish,
Glasgow, d1strngmshecl hunself m this direction last
week. )Ir. Miller was put forward not only as tho
repr';~entative of_the_Bst~?lished Church but to reply
for
all denommat10ns, the clergy of which wero
conspicu.ous by their absence, and he is reported to
have _said that, "as a clergyman of twenty years'
experience, he ?ould safely say that his experience of
those engaged m !h~ tra_d e w~s that their personal
character and Christian hberahty proYed them to be
at l~st equal to the rest of the public." '\Ve would
not f~r o~e. mo~eut suggest that Mr. ::\1iller's twenty
rea~·s numster1al experience must have been a very
lnmted ::1.ml peculiar one, because he has foun<l tho
public generally with whom he is acquainted do not
m these respects equal or surpass the publicans ho
knows; but we do aay that the trade in which they are
engag~d is one which ~e~troy~ the _personal character,
and hrn~ers the Clmst1an hberahty of e\·ery one of
th~ public wh_o frequents their premises. 'l'he almost
~mversal test~mony of ~lergymen and city missionaries
1s that the drmk trade 1s the greatest hindrance to the
progress of Christianity. H e said_ also that " so long
a.s the tradfl w;i.s well couducten. 1t was a, legitima.te
one, and had a right to be let alone. " He seems to
ha e forgotten that it is the one trade which cannot
be ". let alone<' Parl_iament has ever to be taking a,
~pec~al ca_re of 1t, pa.ssrng laws intended to "regulate "
it; ~1censm~ courts, _and o~her courts a.re constantly
paymg specia.l attention to 1t, and yet it seems impossible to have it "well conducted." The articles dealt
in are poisonous, and a terrible ho t of evils is entailed
by their use. \Ve have the testimony of the Prime
M~nis~er himself to t~e fact that they }Jrotluce more
evil~ m the commumty than war, pestilence, and
f3:mme .. But l~ke ~alaam of old the Gla gow prophet
d1sappomted his fneuds; only Mr. :Miller had come to
bless, and lo! he cnrsecl them altogether. He said,
' ' There are some people who would abolish this trade
altogether, and 1 believe these people are entitled to
~ave the righ~ of their convictions. . . . If any thing
1s to be done m the way of abolition, the only etfectiYo
move would be to abolish the manufacture of the
article. " Th ere can be no doubt that Mr . ~Iiller's
prescription would be as effectiYe as the Yankee's cure
for hydrophobia- viz. , cutting off the doc,'s
tail closo
0
behind his ears. - 'l'he Christian Leadei-.

firm enjoys fo~ t~e production of one uniform quality
of n,le. Malt 1s snnply barley steeped and dried. The
barley first screened and dressed is steeped for three
tlays in water and t~en spread out upon a floor of the
malt-house to germmate, and when it has sprouted to
a certain length is transferred from the floor to the
l· ilu and dri ed. In the process of drying the radicles
or s_prouts are broken off and the grain resumes its
ordmary appearance. In the process of malting the
starch contained in the barley is transformed to soluble
i5Hlll ~nd sugar, which ia extracted in the process of
l>rewmg. The firm use 200,000 qrs. per annum and
3,000,000 lbs. hops of the most deli cate arowth the
~-~sult being an unv~rying a~d uperior q:ality
ale.
.lhe malt after bemg agam screened and sifted is
crushed by powerful machinery at the rate of 200
bushels per hour per mill. There are eight enormous
11?-ash tuns, each capabl~ of mash~ng 60 qrs. of malt in
eight ~ours-:-the workrng capacity of these tuns is
somcthmg like '.3,400 r1rs. per Wfl ek. This is at the
new brewery. At the olu brewery an atluitional 2500
qrs. per week are maslie<l, maki11g a 0aranu total of
3900 qrs. per week.
The proce1:1s of mashing cou1:1ist · in mixing malt together with water h eated to a temperature of from 150
to 180 degrees. Enormou s coppers supply water at
the rate of 1,000,000 gallou s per week. Th e water
carefully tempered and the malt tiow into the mash
~ub t~gether, aud so delicate is th e process that during
its gomg on you ~nnst not ·p eak to the brewer. They
are thoroughly m1xe l together by machinery with rotating bearers in from 30 to -10 minutes. Then follows the
sparging, that is dosi11g the mash. with a shower of hot
water. Afterwards it stands for 3 to 4 hours to take out
all t~e saccha~·ine 1!1atte~·· The liquid now named
wort 1s run off mto f;igantic coppers where the wort is
boiled with the hops in t en enormous vessels capable
of boili_n~ 90 barrels o~· 3250 gallons per copper. After
due bo1lmg t~e wort 1s run off into hophack , a large
r eceptacle with a perfor:i.ted or fal se bottom. Here
the liquors drain from the hops and ascen cl hy pipes
to the cooler s at the t?P of the building. These are
8hallow trouglrn, and m th em th e worts remain for
about an hour and a-half when it is run over the refrigerator for final ~ooliug. The hops are, after being
pressed by hydraulic presses, sold as manure. There
Student under the examination. "'\Vhat planets
are twelve hydrauli_c presses used in this way. The were known to the ancients ? " Well, sir, there were
wort leaves the refrigerators for the fermenting rounds Venus and ~upiter and-after a pause-the Earth, but
below, of which there are 241. Of these 142 can fer- I am not qmte sure."
ment 12 barrels at a time, the remaining 99 70 barrels
~11aking ~ grand tot3:l o~ 9000 barrels. 'ih e principl~
,_nvol·ved infPrmentatw_n is th e con~ersion of the. saccharJUNE.
111 e matter zn !lui w~rt mto ca rbonic acid gas an<l alcohol,
th e f errnmtatwn ?emg producecl by the addition of ym,;i It is the leafy month of June, when flowers
Are thickly scattered o\·er wood and lea ;
to th e worl afte1· it has been collected i,do tlte round.·. The
pl'occss ~a ts on an a~erage from 2 ~ to 3 day s, the olll Sweet rosy J un_e, piircnt of golden hours,
\Vhen earth is full of love and melody.
al :s takin g a longer t1111e than th e miltl and bitter decriptions. One of the principal features in connection By poets often sung, bright rosy June,
How sweet it is when hearts are young and stronc0r
with the Burton brewery is thiit th e ferm entation is
not oompleted in the rounds. The wort is run into the To wander gaily in the golden noon,
~~o roam in woods and vales the live day long.
casks in the "union" r oom ··, n.nd. over these casks
thet·e are wooden troughs aml throu rrh " s wan neck s " '\V1ld as a schoolboy on a holiday,
O'er the smooth grass to trip with merry feet
or syphons tl~e yeasts rises to the~e troughs. This
'
proceJS O??upies from -!_ to 7 llays when the ale is To roa~n in ~ladness o'er the woodland way,
Or sit beside the laughing brooklet sweet,
ra ekeu o~ rnto_ the cask s m tu .''- hich it goes forth to the
world. ~u c~1 1s t he _tle3 trn ct1,·? pt:~cee • of r_o YC l'tin ~ , '\-hile sun ·hline smiles on earth and sea and sky
good ?a~ley m..t~ bram-maddemnu lqwH·, acc,1r,ling t n A:d nough t but bea.u t y mt ets th e ear :i.nd eye. '
A~ nR EW i\l. L , .- ~th e J.;atio1w l , l°Ltcle Cuu rdhrn1.
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THE FUNDS.

*** ltfembers, f1·iends, and Societies subscribing to
the Funds of the Scotti;;h Permissive Bill and
Temperance Associ_ati?n are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association if
not alread'!/ paid, are now due, and will' be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath ~t1:eet, Glasqow. The demands upon
the A_ssociatt0:7' are increasing, and it would
"!iaterially assu;t the &ecutive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions paid in the former
rat!ier tl~an the latter part of the fina;ncial year,
wluch will close on 20th September, 1882.

THE

poc1A1 'R_qoRMER
JUNE, 1882.

*

** "Notes on Lunacy," "Surface Work," our
" Book Shelf," "Report on the Free Church As. sembly/ Poetry, and other interesting matter have
been crushed out Ly our long Parliamentary report.
These will receive attention next month.
SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION,

112

BATH STREET,

tish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association.
He comes highly recommended to the Executive.
He has been an unwearied and disinterested worker
in the cau e of temperance and prohibition, and he
appears likely to prove a decided acquisition to the
Scottish pr0hibitory movement. His sphere of effort
will lie in the south of Scotland and his residence
will meantime be in Dumfries. 'The committee of
the Dumfries and Maxwelltown Temperance U~ion
have signified their intention to afford him a cordial
and vigorous support ; and the leadincr friends in
~hat di trict are prepared to offer him
encouragmg welcome and efficient assistance. Under such
v~ry hopeful auspices Mr. Bennett has entered upon
his labours, and we have every reason to believe
that he will justify bis appointment by his enthusiastic, intrepid, and devoted labours in the service of
the association, and on behalf of the Scottish Permissive prohibitory agitation. As we go to press,
we learn that he entered upon his duties on the 22nd
ult., on the evening of which <l.ay h e was cordially welcomed at a largely-attended social meeting in Dumfries, over which Dr. M'Culloch presided, at which
many ministers were present, and where Mr. Winning and Mr. R. Mackay represented the Executivo.

:n

The most energetic activity bas been shown la,st
month by the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association and its friends. The peculiar line
of that activity bas been open-air meetings, of which
there has been an unusual number so early in the
ta.st month we gave the result of t he censu
season. Many of the towns have awakened t o the
laken of the customers of the public houses iu
necessity of placing sound information on their deCampbeltown. That return was slightly incorrect.
mand for a special veto before the people. Mr.
:F'rom t he revised return we present the following
Y{aterston haR been eugaged with several of his
figures :- There are 34 public houses into which, on
constituencies where change, as in East Lothian, is
the 8th of April, there entered between the hours of
desirable ; in Kirkcaldy, where rumouretl opposition
8 an<l 11 p.m. 1,910 men, 752 women, and 371 chilis threatened ; and in the Border Burghs, where a
dren-a total of 3,033. A curiou s feature of the
r e-election was rendered n ecessary through the
census was the extent of the patronage bestowed : 'it
honour conferred on Mr. Trevelyan of the Chief
ranged from 2 to 315 visitors. Five liquor shops
Secretaryship of Ireland. There will be an electoral
had let,;s than 25 ; seven, 50 and umler ; five, less
campaign at once in East Lothian, the Hon. Hugo
t han 75 ; i;ix, less t han 100; eight, let>S t han 200;
Charteris, eldest son of Lord Elcho, aspiring to
two bad 206 and 297 respectively ; while one only
represent the Tories and th e publicans, and Mr.
had 31 5 customer.. Yet, supposing that these 3,033
Findlay, who is the Liberal candidate, who has
customers only spent one shilling each on an average,
very much to learn on our question, and who has a
and that is putting it at a low figure when some
long way to come before he reaches our position.
were drinking for Saturday, and some also providing
The feeling in the Kirkcaldy Burghs for the present
for Sunday, no les · than £151 13s. perished in t he
appears to have subsided; and as all who know the
'luestionable liquor transactions of t hat night. It
cordial relations between Mr. Trevelyan and his
would be hardly possible to find a parallel to this
constituents would have expected, that gentleman
miserable misexpenditure. Throwing the sum into
has been returned unopposed. Mr. Blackwood was
the loch would be better, for not only is the money
in the far north on a lecturing tour. He traversed
spent in liquor wasted, but in the process there may
Ross-shire, Cromartyshire, Skye, Caithness-shire,
be mn.ny and grievous evi ls entailed upon the
Orkney, and Shetland, 3.nd was gratified with the
speud ers which will exact, some time or oth er, an
amount and tone 0f the sentiment everywhere
unsparing retl'ibution.
manifested. Mr. Stevenson has been labouring in
the west of Scotland, where also Messrs. Dransfield
MR. ANDREW BENNET.
and Kesson have been labouring. The demands on
We have iho plea..,ure to announce t hat this the Associatiou for open-air lect ures this season are
geut1ema.n has joiH.ed h age11cy staff of the Scot- so numerous as to threaten to absorb all ,tb._e availGLASGOW.
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able open-air agency of the Associatiou. The appointments for the present month largely exceed
those of last year. Educate the people, and then
you will have an intelligent vote, is the belief of the
Association.
Scotland is being meantime honeycombed with
the Blue Ribbon mission. Singularly enough the
mission appears to go of itself. It is no ways
indebted to orgal'lisation, but here, there, and everywhere, one might say, it is moving on more or less
successfully. Some follow Mr. Noble ; others- the
greater portion-Mr. Murphy. The north-east and
north are still the most ardent fields of the crusade.
Forfar, Dundee, Montro ·e, Arbroath, Brechin, Stirling, and Perth, have been overtaken, and in these
the impetus given by Mr. Murphy still continues.
While we write, Aberdeen offers a strikina manifestation of the power of that gentleman; nea~ly 12,000
having in the Granite City taken from him " the
lJa<lgc of bluc.1' Dunfermline, Kirkcaldy, Irvine,
l ai ley, Callauder, and many other places arc all
' from
workmg away, being set in motion by impulses
the great mission centrei;. We are heartily alatl to
•
b
sec tlus movement diffusing itself all over our country. Great good will, on the lowest calculation,
result from it to the prohibitory cause. In the first
place, many who join will remain faithful a.11 thei1·
tlays, perhaps becoming themselves able and zealous
reformers ; in the second place, " outsiders " will
soon perceive the immense benefit which flow from
the multitude of ab tentions in pro. perou. trade, in
the increa. e of religious feeling, in the better attendance on religious duties, and in social and moral
reform ; and, in the third place, in the desire that
these ad vantages should be rendered permanent by
the suppres i ve veto over the liquor traffic. Let our
friends assist it as much as lies in their power. It is
Lord Mount - Temple, the
extremely popular.
Countes Dowager of Aberde n, Canon Wilberforce,
and the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, are all di. pla,y ing its
modest symbol ; so that, if we adcl to its o ~n intrinsic ~erits the element of popularity, we have,
we believe, sufficiently commended it to the largehearted sympathy aud the earnest support of all who
labom· for temperance in the love of it, especially in
the West of Scotland.

.

Since the Licensing Acts (Scotland) Bill became a
dropped order we have been asked to set forth as
briefly as we can, the idea of a Bill which we wo~1ld
like to see introduced into Parliament by a Scotch
representative. There is nothing formidable in the
task set before us. It seems to us so easy that
although with diffidence we submit the following to
our readers as to what should, in our opinion, fully
meet all the necessities of the case. " That on any
lawful day previous to the first of March in any
year, the Provost or Sherift~ as the case may be,
shall, on receipt of a requisition from not less than
a tenth part of the registered electors of any burah
parish, or district, in Scotland, making request
~
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poll to determine the continuance or discontinuance
of the traffic in intoxicating liquors therein, appoint
a poll to be h eld iu said burgh, parish, or district,
within seven clear days from the presentation of
·aid requisition, when all electors duly qualified to
vote at municipal or school board elections respectively, can vote on the question, 'Shall the liquor
traffic exist in said burgh, parish, or district?' If
those voting 'no' be a clear majority of those voting,
then all traffic in intoxicating liquors th rein shall
cease on the 28th May next en uing. If the
majority vote 'aye,' then the question can only be
raised by another requisition, but saicl requisition
cannot be received by any Provost or Sheriff until
an interval of two years has elapsed from the date
of the presentation of the previous reqnisition."
There in a nutshell is the suppressive or absolute
veto or Scottish Permissive Bill. That bill or clause
could be run with any bill or run alone. Ii clearly
sets forth the simple pla,n we Scottish Permis::1ivo Prohibitionists have for the extermination of the liquor
traffic, and we leave it to the careful consideratiou of
our readers. They will, we hope, as vi viclly concci YO
as we have, the just, practical, aucl expedient men~
sure which we would fain see embodied in legislation
and applied hy the people everywhere to the liquor
traffic, that bane of onr country, and the cause of the
misery and suffering that makes so many of our
people mourn.

In our .·ketch book will be found a short notice of
Allsop's alcoholic factory. The buildings, the space
occupied, the skill manifested, the capital devoted lo
the production of Allsop's ale are enormous. The
money and plant ma,y be measured by millions
pounds sterling, and the "out-put" simply dwarfs
calculation. One could dwell with rapture on the
account of the water, the processes, and machinery,
if he could put out of view tbe harrowing fact that
he is reading of the stupendous manufacture of a
pernicious and seductive poison which drives so
many of those who consume it into madness, poverty,
crime, and the grave. He is here being initiated
into the mystery of "a glass of ale." But he cannot
shut his eyes to the after consequences of that glass
of ale. It flows on through society, kindling the
natures it touches into the flames of lust and hate,
untruthfulness and impiety even, till they burn to
the nethermost hell. Aud he shudders as he reads
of a business so dangerous and deadly being permitted by a Christian state. The foundation of that
glass of ale, for which Allsop is so famed, is good
grain and good sugar. Look at the boast made that
no expense is spared to get the best malt that money
can procure; so tlrnt we sober people not only have
to pay the buruen entailed upon us by the law that
forces the traffic in this drug upon us, but have to
wait till the brewer a.ncl the distiller have had the
first offer of the grain on which our lives depend.
No matter what fluctuations there may be in the
market, none but first-class food materials are de•
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stroyed to make Allsop's ale, cost being with him a
secondary consideration. Well done, " :Fool's" peuce
which procures the finest grain, transforms it into
the poison that makes your earners lean, lazy, lustful,
and loathsome, and leaves for their wives and their
neighbours inferior grain for food. It is not merely
waste, it is worse than waste, it i8 the turning of the
greatest good of man, the God-sent grain, to the
deadliest poison. ·what says the writer of that
sketch 7 Listen. " The p1-inciple involved in fermentation is the conversion of the saccharine matter
in the wort into carbonic acid and alcohol." The one,
he might have said, the deadliest of gases, the other,
the most mortal of poisons. Yet, in this enlightened
age, to quote the glibe remark on mauy a tongue,
men are so much uu<ler the spell of appetite, habit,
and custom, that the process and the poison have not
only their apologists among the intelligent., and let us
even say, the virtuous, but their commendator.·. This
factory is only one of thousauds all engaged i11 the
privileged destruction of our grain. Men, like wisdom, cry aloud in the gate, warning the poison
drinkers; they play to entice them from its use, they
preach to them of its horror. ·, they lead their prayers
to be delivered from its effects, they pledge them to
abstinence from its use ; but after all it is the few
that are saved, the ruany that al'e injured beyond
Pemedy. So long as the vast interest which is
measured by millions of profit li13s on the ide of the
poison maker, it is idle, it is foolish, it is wicked to
hope for the end of his infamous business, uule s the
la,w is iuv uked to put forth jts all-powerful arm and
overwhelm tbat.bu iness with destruction.

We present a very full report of the di8cus~io n on
Lord Colin Campbell's Licensing Acts (Scotfand)
Bill, in the House of Comm on. on the 10th of last
month. That report, to any ubsen·ant mind, is full
of meaning as to the position of the movement in
Scotland. Lord Campbell w;,s evidently as much
astonished at the result of t he a cent of his pilot
balloon as anyone conld be, for it showe<l him that
the current of popular opinion had set strongly in in
fa vonr of the su ppres::ii ve veto. Nothing, therefore,
he wns able to offer in the way of restriction was
worth the acceptance of the, cottish social and moral
reformer:3. The discussion will Llo more than this.,
it will fix the attention of tho8e that uphold prohibition on the weak points of the :1.g itation. The
Lord-Advocate touched one of the most glaring of
t hem. He sa,id that there was a want of a concensns of opinion in Scotl:1.nd ou the remedy required
for the removal of the evils of the liquor traffic.
Nothing could be more true, but nothing is easier of
amendment. The advanced opi11ion now held, that
that remedy mu t be applied hy the people for the
people, i8 the result of a vigol'ous, national education
on the evils of the liquor traftic in affording facilities
for the sale and consumption of alcoholic liquors,
and ou the n ecessity for it s exclu ::iion from a11 v
l e:al it/ affc-~t • ·i Ly i t by the , ote vf' a ni flj()rjt :· c;f

the owners and occupiers of property therein. But
this vigorous education was not confined to teaching
merely, it included the electoral canvass. People
had not only pointed out to them the nature, extent,
and consequences of the licensing system, but they
were taught to see that to vote for license and not
for suppression was political suicide, destroying by
I.heir vote what they had achieve.d by their agit.ation. At this time the licensing proposal of Lord
Campbell came before the country. At firot, it
appeared in harmony with the spirit of the agitation. It gave every elector power to vote down
all traffic, but it so hedge<l that power as to make it~
exercise impracticable, and this veto on a veto was
fatal to the Bill. The discussion showed us how
much more has still to be done. The education HO
vigorously carried on in the past must be maintained
and increased. Scotland should be sown knee-deep
in literature. The traftic must be completely exposed. The people must be roused to their danger
from the evil, and their duty to abolish it; while iL
lives they have no immunity from its dire effects.
Only in tnis way can the country become unanimous
in its demand for protection from the fearful havoc
inflicted upon the people by the drink traffic. Ouce
unanimous, bow long will their representatives exhibit such a diversity of opinion as was so painful
to contemplate 011 the 10th ult. 'l'heir school i.
their canJidature and the polling booth. Their
education bas not been so efticient 011 the whole
as that of the country, hence many of them appeared a. at once favourable to the principle tbaL
the ratepayers should have power over th e existence of the drink traffic, and at the same time
opposed to that principle in operation being wholly
suppres~ive of the traftic. To expect a leader tu
lead a movement in Parliament for the Scottish Permi ·sive Bill, when the reJ_Jreseutation is itself so
divided, is to expect grapes from thistles, or harmony from di::;cord. We mu ·t have the Scot<.:h
vote as unequivocal for suppre. sion as it is for
local option. How 1 By being trne to our convictions on all occasions when the election of a Pal'liarne11tary representati,·e is in progress, especially
at the polling booth. Unanimous there on a
candidate earnestly resolved to secure the settlement of our demand, the unanimity of the Scottish
mern bers of Parliament is certain to follow. It is
not conceivable that in such eminently favourable
circumstances a leader will not be forthcoming.
Under far less favourable circumstances, a cause, not ,
more noble than ours, has been champion eel to ,
victory. But such a unanimity on the part of the ·
country will be fatal to the continued inaction of the •
Government. It will be constrained to deal witlu
the traffic ; not by licensing boards, restrictive vetoes, ,
or other equally questionable schemes, but hy grant- .
ing the people the absolute power and right of ;
determining its existence for themselves. They will [
have to settle this question in this way if they, ·oul<l t
finally settle it, or they will bo in real danger off
wrecking their administration. A people united on \
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the fina redress of a great grievance cannot with were sent out by post-office orders was that it was
impunity be trifled with by any Government. With found that pensioners on getting payment personally
spent much of their money in public houses.
the suppressive veto on the Statute Book, its adoption by the people is merely a matter of course.
Mr. Gladstone on rising to make his annual speech
The fie1 y cross did not evoke more euthusiasm, call on the Budget was loudly cheered. Referring to the
liquor traffic aspect of it, he said the differential charge
forth more speedily the choicest spirits of the time arising from a readjustment of the foreign spirits was
for offence or defence, nor more rapidly bring to- estim.ated to produce £180,000. It has produced that
g~ther :i. great army than will the Permissive veto amount. The estimate I gaYe last year for the beer
duty was £8,800,000, and this is the first complete
summon the aid of good citizens to inaugurate its year in which we had to tlea1 with that duty. The
operations in the burghs, parishes, and districts levying of the duty has been perfectly satisfactory.
of our country.
The movi11g power to compel The change has worked favourably and well in regard
to the practice of priYate brewing. It has not ex-uch glorious results is in the ScottiRh Permissive tinguished the practice. The number of liceuses taken
Prohibitory movement ; but the conditions of out is very large; no less thau £46,000 has been received
its l:!uccess must be complied with.
These, from those licenses, the enormous majority of which is
taken at 6s. a-piece, so that the Committee will see
we repeat, are the unanimity of social aud moral what a large number avail themselves of the practice.
reformers on the suppressive veto ns the most just, The estimate of the beer duty was taken rather high in
1
practical, an<l feasible remedy for the evil.' of the deference to gentlemen connected ,vith the trade. The
estimate was for £8,800,000, the actual yield£8,580,000,
licen~ing system ; on the unanimity of tlie 1·epre- I that is £220,000 short of the estimate. If we compare
sentatives they vote into Parlinment; on th e conse- the yield with the malt duty, which yielded £7,737,000,
quent introduction of the bill so supported ; on a we seem to have gained £843,000. That comparison is
entirely fallacious, for the han·est was had and trade
leader who will have their single aim to fight for ; depressed, affording no proper comparisou. Take the
on the consequent vigorous action on the part of six years of malt duty, from 1873 to 1879, ancl the
the Government a.nd the triumphant passage of the average is £8,672,000, so that the malt duty produced
yearly on an average £92,000 more than we have got
veto. Let them heartily snpp rt the Scottish Per- from the beer duty. Obviously, as I have admitted,
missive Bill and Temperance Association which is we get nearly 2s. a-quarter on the beer duty as comcouducting the .agitation on those lines; in order pared with the old malt duty, and as I have also shown
that notwithstanding the increase of population our
~hat morally and tina1 cially it may be able the l't,Ceipt from Leer duty is less by £90,000 tha11 tho
more aruestly, if that were possible, more fre- average receipt from the old malt duty in the prosper•
quently, if that were possiLle, to direct a.n<l rivet ous years of 1873-1879. 1 reprcseHt a state of facts in
which there must be a collapse somewhere. Is that
lhe attention of the community ou their object.· and collap ·e duet any alteration in the habits and pracaims. There is 110 man nor Lody of meu who can tices of the people? (Hear, hear.) The Board of
trike at the root of the great evil with which we Inland Revenue officers, whom I consider to be good
authorities on the subject, <lo not exclude that suppowar but legislation. That thnt legislatiou may be sition, but they do not look to it as the main cause.
speedy, efficient, and invincible, let them enlist the They say that although employment in the country is
pulpit, ihe press, the platform, and the polling uooth general, yet wages have not yet reached the full avemge
level, and undouhtedly have not reached a1•ytbing like
on their side, ask God to bless their efforts, and then the level which they reached in the years of prosperity
nnd then only will a great and a decisive success between 187:3 and 1879. 'l'hey alrn obsene, and I
have no doubt there is something in this, that last year
crown their unwearied labours.
in the cider counties there was a very great abundance
of fruit, and a very large consumption of citler. Then
comes another fact-the great increase of coffee-houses
and clubs, which lead to the supposition that the more
temperate habits of the people are at the root of this
THE PARLIAMENTARY SE, SION.-lV.
deficiency in the revenue. (Cheers.) I think the Hou~e
T,u: OPIL')f TRAFFIC - P .\Y)IE.:-;T OF PEXSI01' S-T1u: will deem it quite worth their while to spend a few
BenoE'r-CoRRUPT PR.<\CTICE, ' BILL-THE MALT minutes in endeavouring to get as accurate information
'r,\.x-THE BUDGET - PROO]:<' ''PIRITS- 'UN DAY as we can upon this subject and to put ourselves in a
CLosrxG IN YoRKSllIRB-Srn \VrLFRID LAwsox'. position to estimate fairly the influences which are at
Qu EsTrnx-Mn. Gu.nsTOXE's ANSWER-SIR \VIL· work. \Ve have a group of simultaneous facts, which,
taken together, are very curious,and do not all run quite
FRID'S NOTICE OF REROLUTION ox LOCAL 0PTIOXSPAXI aWr::-rnDunE. - ExcLUDI XGSOLDIERSFROM in the same direction. ln the first place, there is a
very decided decline of the drink revenues proper. I
PUBLIC HOUSES-IRISH PUBLICAN ' ::; MISTAK.Ehope my hon. friend the member for Carlisle approves
OPIUMTRAFFIC-SPIRIT8L'BONDBILL-LICENSIXG
of the term I use. (Hear, hear.) It is something disACTS (SCOTLAND) BILL.
paraging, and that I am sure will be agreeable to his
APRIL 24.-Sir Charles Dilke, in reply to Mr. .Pulestou, feelings. (Laughter.) I have got here a statement of
said her Majesty's government had long been in com- the revenue derived from spirits, wine, malt, and beer,
munication with the Chinese government on the subject with the attendant license duties and so forth at three
of the condition of the trnde in opium between In<lia separate periods. I hn.ve taken 1867-68, which was
and China.. Negotiations upon that subject had been before the great rise in price; 1874-75, when that rise
suspended m consequence of the receipt of a new pro• of price and wages was $till on the whole in operation;
posal from the CLinese government which Lad to he and 1881-2, the last financial year. The entire revenue
considered here. Sir Thomas \Valle's report on this from these sonrcea in 1867-68 was £23,001,000. In
matter was expected immediately.
1874-5 the revenue had sprung to £31,029,000. The
total of these revenues foll from £31,029,000 to about
M~·· Childers, replyin~ to Mr. Gorst, saitl that the £28,500,000, or roundly about one-eighth: but the duty
pe~s1ons due ou 1st April had all been paid. The delay on wine fell from £ 1,719,000 to £1,366,000, or by more
which aro~e through the Exchequer and the ending of than one-fifth. Ho"·ever, there is th e fact that there
the financial year, woul<l 1191 occur again. In repfr to is a great di minution, notwithstancliug tb e large inMr. Pule"ton, h e s,iid that,.the reasons why pensions cr~ase of pop't1lation between 1867 and 18 1, - an
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increase in the population which could not be less than
4,000,000 people. The gross revenue from these sources
which had risen to £31,029,000 in 1874, fell by more
than £2,500,000, with au increase of population between 1874-75 and 1881-82 of considerably over
2,000,000 people. It is also rather curious to take the
proportion in which we have been dependent on this
source of the revenue of the country, and in order to
show that I have compared the liquor-taxation of the
country, as I would call it, with the non-liquor taxation,
I put on one side the taxation derived from alcoholic
liquors and on the other side the taxes derived from all
other sources except the income-tax. Taking the percentages on that basis, they stand as follow. In the
six years from 1859 to 1865 we levied 37½ per cent. on
our taxation from alcoholic liquors, and 62 from nonalcoholic sources. Since then came the reaction. I
have carried you thus far down to the year 1879-80,
when we may say that one-half our taxes came from
alcoholic drinks and the other half from other sources.
But during the last three years a reaction had begun.
Alcohol had gone down to 47~ per cent. and nonalcohol had risen to 53 per cent. But then, you may
say, "If this diminution of consumption is going on,
and you have shown it to be so considerable, and if a
main cause of this diminution is the foundation of those
valuable and useful institutions known all over the
country as coffee and cocoa hotises, we ought to see a
large increase of revenue, at least, from other sources."
But that increase we do not find. That is a curious
fact. I am not going to include tea, because tea, after
all, is not much used in these public places. (" Yes.")
The revenue derived in 1867-8 jointly- I will not give
all the details-from chicory, cocoa, and coffee, was
£523,000. The revenue derived from the same sources
in 1874-5 had fallen to £310,000, but the joint yield of
these three articles, which in 1874 was £310,000, was
only £306,000 in 1881. Vi'hen we turn to tea, the case
is very different. There it is not in the cocoa houses,
but the domestic use of tea that is advancing at such a
rate that there you have a powerful champion able to
encounter alcoholic drink in a fair field and to throw it
in fair fight. The revenue on tea, which in 1867 was
£3,350,000, had risen in 1874 to £3,875,000, and in
1881 to £4,200,000. The increase in the population
during that period of fourteen years was 4,900,000.
But there was no corresponding augmentation in the
revenue from coffee and chicory. One other circumstance in connection with this state of facts and with
the great diminution in alcoholic drinks I have ventured
to lay before the committee ; for certainly I do not
hesitate to say that I think the committee will agree
with me that we can trace the operation of this diminution in the use of alcoholic drinks precisely where we
should wish to trace it- that is, in the augmented savings of .the people. I-look.first to the old savings banks.
In 1846 {their deposits were 31! millions. In 1861
they had risen to 411 millions ; in 1867, owing to the
competition'of the:Post-office saving& banks, which~pai<l
a considerably lower rate of interest, they had fallen to
36½ millions. Since that time they have been advancing, not rapidly, but steadily. In 1874 they were 41-~
millions; in 1881 they were £44,175,000, showing an
annual increment of about £350,000. The Post-office
savings banks, as the committee a.re aware, were
founded in 1861. They hrwe advanced on the whole
very ste:1dily. Even the most unfavourable state of
circumstances among the labouring classes has never
done more than reduce, not inconsiderably, but still
not vitally, not the amount of the deposits, but the
yearly increment of the deposits. The ordinary increment of the deposits in the Post-office savings banks
has been from £1,600,000 to £1,800,000. In the first
decade the lowest amount for any year is £1,533,000,
and the highest £1,926,000. The -lowest year in the
second decade was 1879, when there was great distress
and want of employment ; but even in that year the
deposits were £1,600,000. In the highest of the prospe1ity years-1872-the savings were £2,293,000, but
there is no doubt that the wages of the labouring classes
are much lower at this moment than they were in
1872. And yet, though wages are much lower, the

deposits in the Post-office savings banks have risen even
higher than they were then. I reckon that I may take
them thus. The deposits made there and remaining
there are £2,449,000, nearly 2~ millions, and, besides
that, we have invested for the depositors £750,000, so
that the whole sum placed in our hands by depositors
-although a portion has passed into the funds-for
1881-2, with a great diminution of means on the part
of the labouring population, has risen to £3,189,000.
(Hear, hear.) I think that shows that, whatever other
effects this diminution of the duty on spirits is producing, it is clearly associated with the gradual extension
of more saving habits among the people.
Mr. Wills said that to continue the fourpenny duty
on tobacco would cause great inconvenience to the
working classes. The high duty lowered the quality.
Mr. Chaplain admitted that the repeal of the malt duty
was a great boon to farmers. It howeYer enabled the
brewer to use maize and rice with barley, to the deterioration of the quality of beer. It also depreciated the
price of barley.
Mr. Arnold pointed out that there was one part of
the Budget of 1880 which the right hon. gentleman had
not reviewed. He referred to the increase in the spirit
licences then imposed. At present, if a man occupied
a house rated at £50 a year, he had to pay 50 per cent.
for his licence, If his house was rated at £100, he
paid 30 per cent. ; if at £400 he paid 10 per cent. ;
and if at £1000, 6 per cent. Now, there could
be no <loubt that, in consequence of the extension
of clubs, the trade of those licensed houses had
largely diminished. That was a reason against the
heavy increase in the spirit licenses, especially in the
case of houses rated at from £50 to £150 a year.
Mr. A. Cross rema:rked that the increase of £800,000
from the change from the malt to the beer duty came
out of the pockets of the wage-earning class, and was
equivalent to an income-tax of ld. per£.
Mr. Carbutt moved as an amendment to the Corrupt
Practices Bill, that no bill would meet the wants of the
country unless it had a clause in it providing that all
public houses should be closed on the day of election.
He did not intend to move that as a resolution, because
he understood that if he ca1Tied it it would have the
effect of throwing out the At.torney-Genernl's bill He
did not wish to do so, but he hoped when the bill went
into committee they should have an opportunity of
discussing the necessity for introducing a clause to the
effect he had indicated. Mr. E. Clarke said when the
proposition to close public houses on election days
came before the house he should oppose it. He thought
the bill as it stood at present was unfair to the licensed
victuallers, who would be attacked by that resolution.
The Attorney-General said the closing of public houses
on the polling day was matter for very grave consideration, and on which a great deal might be said on both
sides. A great mass of corrupt practices took place in
public houses. Not only corrupt treating, but the
bribery that took place would be found to be taking
place in the public houses, and he believed that if practically this measure could be carried with the closing of
public houses on the polling day they should get rid of
a vast amount of the corruption which took place. The
argument was used that this would be pressing heavily
on licensed victuallers and the trade. He did not think
that would be the view that would be accepted by the
respectable licensed victuallers who wished to conduct
their business properly. He was not at all sure that
when the matter came to be discussed it would not be
found to be better for the publican that his house
should be closed on the polling day.
25th April. - Mr. Chaplin gave notice that on the
motion for the second reading o.f the Customs and In land Revenue Bill he should call attention to the fact
that the repeal of the malt tax, by encouraging the
use of rice, maize, and other articles, al'J substitutes for
malt in brewing, had operated injuriously instead of
beneficially to the interests of the farmer, and he should
move a resolution the terms of which he should place
on the paper.
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Sir Wm. Barttelot (the budget being under discussion, said:-" With regard to the repeal of the malt
tax ;he result of the right hon. gentleman's scheme had
beer: to lower the price of barley. "-[Mr. GladstoneHear, hear-(laughter).] Sir William, continuing" It was true all the same, because the small brewers
use other substances than barley for · making beer.
The hon. member for Scarboro' (Mr. Caine) wished that
peorle would drink only water-(laughter)-but the
people still liked their beer, and good beer. The malt
tax ad not been the boon which so many expected."
fr. Earp gave it as his opinion that the falling off in
the _rice of barley was due to the depressed state of
the '.)rewing trade, and he had no doubt that with the
recovery of that trade they would very soon see, not
only a. restitution of the old price of barley, but higher
pricas for the cereal. Mr. M'Iver remarked that so
long as so large a revenue was derived from excisea.ble
liqmrs, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, whoever he
was. would be under temptation to stimulate rather
thar. discourage intemperance. Mr. Duckham attributed the fall of barley to a bad season and deficiency in
quality. Mr. A. J. Balfour had no doubt the motive
of tne Prime Minister in abolishing the malt tax and
substituting a duty on beer was to enable brewers to
use other materials than barley. That being so, the
priec of barley must fall. The British farmer then was
exposed to the double competition of foreign barley and
foreign ingredients in the manufacture of beer. Mr.
Caine observed that if the hon. baronet ( ir ,vm.
Barttelot) would study the statement of the Prime
Minister with reference to the falling off of the revenue
<lerived from alcoholic liquors be would find that the
depression was caused by the great increase in society
of - lihose who, like himself, believed it was better
o Jru k wholesome w..ter tha.n unwholesome beer.
Laughter.)
April 26.-Sir ,vilfrid Lawson gave notice of his
1uestion to the Prime Minister on local option.
April 27.-0n the motion of Mr. Boord, a return
as ordered sho,ving the number of gallons of proof
spirits distilled in England, Scotland, Ireland, and the
United Kingdom; the gallons delivered, duty paid,
rom distillers stocks, and the gallons put into bond in
he year ended 31st Dec., 1881, and other details.
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Mr. Warton gave notice of his intention to oppose
the application for leave to bring in a bill for closing
public houses on Sunday in the county of York, city of
York, and Kingston-on-Hull.
May lst.-Sir C. Dilke in answer to Earl Percy
said that the matter of the duty on Spanish ,vine had
been and was still under the consideration of Government.
May 2nd.-On the motion of Mr. Richardson leaYe
was given to bring in a bill to renew and amend the
Sunday Closing (Ireland) Act. The bill was read a first
time.
May 4th. -Mr. M'Iver wished to postpone his question on the Spanish wine duties for a few days. Sir C.
Dilke could not see why he should do so, and allow a
misapprehension of facts to remain on the paper. The
subject was still under consideration.
May 5th.-Sir W. Harcourt replying to Mr. Milne
Home said it would not be proper or legal on the part
of an inn-keeper to exclude any person from his hotel.
The exercise of that exclusion against a man who had
the honour to wear the Queen's uniform seemed to him
to be extremely improper. (Cheers.) So far from
being regarded as a person to be looked down upon an<l
excluded he ought to be looked upon as a person to be
especially honoured. :cheers.)
May 5th.-Thc .Attorney-General for Ireland iu reply
to Mr. O'SulliYan said that he was not a,.,,-arc that. the
person whom :Mr. J. It. O'Gorman, publican, refused
to serve: was an emergency man, but he knew that he
had brought two actions against O'Gorman, and in one
of them had been awarded heavy damages.
May 9th.-1fr. J. Pease postponed till this day four
weeks his motion on the opium question.
May 9th.-Mr. O'Sullivan moved the second reading
of the spirits in bond, but as there was no responsible
person on the Treasury bench, the motion was after
some discussion adjourned.
LrcE.·s1~0 LA ws (ScoTL. ND) BILL.

May l0th.-Lord Colin Campbell, in moving the
second reading of this Bill, admitted that there was a
disposition, at least on this side of the House, to regard
this as a question which must very soon engage the
practical attention of Parliament. He was one of those
who regretted that the Government did not find itself
On the adjourned debate on the Corrupt Practices able to introduce a measure which would give effect to
J3ill. Mr. Biggar said he approved of the clause the clearly expressed opinion of the House as twice
which prohibited having committee meetings in public declared. It was impossible to conceive either that
houses.
they had the time or opportunity to deal with this
April 28.-.Mr. Wilson gave notice that on Monday question, but looking to the state of public business he
iext he should ask leave to introduce a bill to prohibit thought he should not be challenged, if he ventured to
t he sale of intoxicating liquors on Sunday in the county send up what he might call a pilot balloon to demonf York, the :city of York, and in the county of the strate those peculiar currents of opinion which had
own of Kingston-on-Hull.
been set up by the hou. baronet ( ir W. Lawson), and
which had already-he spoke of the temperance feeling
Lawson asked the first Lord of the Treasury in Scotland-made shipwreck of this Bill. Why should
, 'ir
with reference to the announcement in his budget that Scotland not have exceptional legislation ? The Prime
t he county government bill would not be proceeded Minister in 1880, speaking on this question, said,
vith at present, whether the Government contemplated "This is eminently a question in which the feeling of
ithe introduction of any other legislation during the one great section of the country, when thoroughly
lPresent session for giving effect to the resolution which ascertained and tested by experience for some length
'this house had already twice passed in favour of giving of time, ought to command the greatest attention and
ocalities control over the liquor traffic by some effi- the willing assent of the House." He was sure Scotient measure of local option. Mr. Gladstone-lt is tish members would testify to the strength of the
c ertainly quite true that we contemplated legislation in feeling throughout the country, and to the fact that
onnection with the subject of County Boards, which the feeling of Scotland in favour of reform bad been a
-would indirectly but materially have borne upon the very strong one. From his own recollection he had no
uestion in which my hon. friend takes so great an hesitation in saying that it was very urgently desired
i nterest-the question of local option. But being com- in Scotland that there should be some legislation upon
JPelled reluctantly to abandon the plan of a County this question, and he should point to the authority of
'Boards Bill for the present session, I do not see that we the predecessor of the Lord-Advocate. In Dec., 1880,
.ave any means of making any proposal to the House the right hon. gentleman said he would make it his
'npon that subject during the session. Later on Sir W. duty to inform the Government that a general desire
·Lawson said in consequence of the answer of the Prime existed in the northern part of the island for an imIinister he should on the earliest opportunity move- provement of the licensing system. He would also like
" In view of the great and glievous evils arising from to take the vote of Scottish members during the last two
he liquor traffic, this house is of opinion that the years. On the first occasion the vote was 8 to 1 in favour
ower to remove the cause of these evils by some effi..- of the hon. baronet's proposal, and on the second occasion
(Cieut measure of local option should be entrusted to the vote was still farther increased. Scotland bad for
ocal communities at the earliest opportunity. " (Heat', more th~ a quarter of a ce-ntury led the way in the
en.r.)
matter of Sunday closing. H e did not think that by
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introducing a measure which in any degree resembled that they would not take the course of saying that the
the Permissive Bill he should have <lone anything to trade in which the publican was engaged was a trade
advance the question in the slightest. The Permissive abhorrent to the morality of the country. Parliament
Bill was nine times considered by the House of Com- should, he thought, take the course it took on the
mous and he belieYecl by three separate Parliaments, question of slavery. The House did not say to those
and the lines of that measure had if not abandoned at engaged in the slave-trade, '' You a.re engaged in trade
least beeu despaired of by the hon. baronet ( 'ir "\V. Law- whieh is repugnant to the well-being of the country.
son-" no, no"). The hon. baronet said "No," but he You have no claim to compensation. You should
should like to ask him why he did not introduce a Bill rather disgorge your ill-gotten claims.'' Ko; it said it
clearly defining what he meant by that ambiguous I was trne that this trade wn,s contrary to the spirit of
phrase "Local Option." He (Lord Colin) had ven- British law. It was repugaut to every prineiple of
tured to girn his definition, and he would like to say philanthropy, but it was an institution which had
why. He had another reason for not introducing a flourished with the encouragement and under the ::;ancmeasure which might remind hon. members of the Bill I tion of the legislature, and therefore it said that whe'n
of the hon. baronet. The reason simply was that he j they changed the law they should recognise their claim
was not himself a believer in the justice and in the to compemiation. In the slave-trade matter loss was
expediency of the Permissive Bill, in the first place only supposed to take place here; they might be sure
because it proposed to subject the rights of inrl.ividuals that lo s would accrue to the liquor sellers. The Bill
and minorities to the arbitrary power of majorities, and made no change in the fiscal arrangements; the licenses
in the second place because it proposed to sweep away would re<]_uire to be got every year, but the certificate
a tralle which, whatever might be said of its effects on
might only be purchased for ten years, and it woultl
the happiness and prosperity of the people, was at least have a considerable valus. As to allegation that a
a trade which had enormous and most extensive vested vested right would be created, he should like to point
rights. There were two points in this Bill which had out that, under the existing system, the license had a
aroused opposition. The first was to protect the rights greater claim to be considered a vested right, for it was
of minorities, and the second was to give trade corn- the fact that a publican who conformed strictly to the
pensa.tion for the changes which might resnlt from the terms of his certificate was :i.bsolutely certain of having
exercise of the populin vote. These seemed to him to it renewed annually until he got it for something like
be at the foundation of social liberty and social justice. fifteen or twenty years. He cli<l not believe it wa3
He could not help thinking that it would deprive minori- possible to effect a sudden and violent revolution in
ties of perwna,l arnl private rights in the abstract by our existing licensing system. It was necessary for
depriving them of the reasonable means of exercising l'arliament to provide for a transitional state of things,
thtm as they had done uude1· the sanction of legisla- and because he believed that this Bill, however crud
tion. 'l'he twentieth clause aimed at protecting them and faulty, might afford an indication of the change in
by giving them what he called a veto on a v~to. That t~e law which Parliament might be willing to sanewas to say, that whenever, by the operat10n of the t10n, he ventured to move the second reading of the
machinery of the Bill, the popular vote resulted in measure.
(Hear, hear.) Sir Herbert Maxwell, i,
t-otal prohiuition, the minority should have power to moYing its rejection, affirmed his belief that the Bill
put a veto i~ the . form of a: requisition, whic~ shou;Ll ~~as titte~ to cause a tlistu1·bance of t~e social sy~tem.
require the hcensmg authority to grant one license m
l he subJect should 110t be dealt with by a pr1vat
the proportion of 200 or 300 ratepayers who had signed member, but by a responsible minister of the Crown.
the requisition. This proposal had been met in . 'cot- He admitted t~a.t t~e licensing systen: of Scotland wa.
land with those who had made themselves promment capable of amehorat10n, not compulsorily but gradually.
in the acritation
with unqualified condemnation. He The Bill proposed to reduce the licenses from 6810 t
0
sincerely trusted the hon. baronet would not cousider :3252. That would give the House a sense of the ma.g-•
it necessary to lend his powerful voice to swell the nitude of the reduction propose<l by the Bill. He
chorm, of disapprobation which that proposr.l had called it confiscation. The compensation proposed wa
aroused, otherwise he should feel even more completely merely nominal. The existing licensing authority, if
than he had done what a rash thing he had done in time was given it, would, at no very distant period,
taking the hon. baronet's advice in introducing a bill bring about the results the noble lord had in view.
tlealincr with the licensing question in 'cotland. The The population of the Parliamentary burghs haJ. in.
principle of compensation was jnst an<l expedient, but ten years increased by 175,490, while the licenses
it was a subject of great difficulty and perplexity. therein had decreased by 2:H. This showed that the
'I wo c1nestions arose under this hea_d, t1:ie l,asis of COI!1• magistr:1tes had :i:t hear_t proper regulati?ns and_controL.
pensation and t.he means ?f makmg 1t. If the Bill ?f th_e hqu?r ti:affic:
11· John Hay reim~1ded hun th~t
came into committee, of wl11ch he was not very hopeful m lus pansh m his youth there was nmctcen publtc
(laughter), the clause could ~e amended .. He ~hought hou ses, but now there were only five: He belic\red
that if they found compensation the locality relieved of that was only part of what had been gomg on all over
the liquo1· traffie should bear the cost. The present Scotland. '.rhese hnrghs had practical local option.
licensing system was arbi~rary enough. His lordsh~p The ratcparers elected th?se that granted the licenses,
quoted figures to show this (a glance at the table m and he behevetl the mag1Strates as a body had most
last month's Social Rfjo1·mer shows this clearly). It carefully and to a certain extent most successfully
was admitted by the publicans that the magistrates all endeavoured to control and keep within due limits this
over the country were endeavouring to reduce licenses; liquor traffic. By this Bill twenty burghs would at
but what was that but an admission that the licensing once lose all licenses. Lord Colin Campbell pointed
system had worked badly in ~he past. He tho~1ght out that ~y the Bill the licensing anthori~y ha~ :po,-ver'
the magistrates were endeavourmg to act on au entirely to grant lwenses to places they thought msuflic1ently
true principle. They were now brought to see that supplied.
Sir Herbert continuing s&id, he would
li censes should only be granted in strict accordance remind the noble lord that temperance, like otherwith the requirements of tho people.
'till the magis- virtues, shoukl hegin at home. The population of
trates had shown an excessive liberality to the trn.,le, T11Yerary was 902 in 1871, 11.ml 863 in 1881, and last
anti the consequence was that a Yast amount of capital year the number of licensed houses was eight. 'l'he
had been sunk in th e trn.de, and magistrate: had, as maximum number under the Bill would be one. He
they hacl seen, been t elling deputations waitini . on sho.nlcl like to know if the no?le lord appr~ved of
them to get licenses r educed, that howeYer w1ll111g laymg the burden of compensatrng the seven licensed
they were to get licenses reduced they c:onld not eon- victuallers on that town who would be deprived of
fiscate lawfully acquired property. He regretted the their licenses. He could not imagine anything more
atti~mle of some of the t emperance associa~ions in tritiing and illusory than the compensation that was
Scotland. 'l'hey seemed to him to fail to recognize offeretl. He thought that before the Bill was accepted
, •hat h e believed ·was a.n u11tl oubted fact, that if Par- by the House it should be shown that the exi ·tin er
lin.i1L n ~ v;as b l tk::i up thi s 1p c-;frm t h b c:1 1ity shoukl :inthority l a.:l fai led . P crha-r,s th e 1~10 t <laqgcroa~
b ear th e cbs t nnd bur rl n oi t h ] ch :1,ng~. H h 0 p ed I effe~t 0£ t lu Bill 1/o ul.l b e t he en ~ourn gem~nt of illi it
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clistillatiou and spurious club. . 'l'he truest remedy for
the evils of intemperance would be found to be our
State education; this would be more effectual thm1 any
artitici,~l legislation such as is proposed. He moved
that the Bill be read that day six months. Mr.
Auderaon agreed with many of the proposals of the
noble lord, but not of eYerything in the Bill by any
means. He h:1d always opposed the Permissive Bill,
but supported the Local Option resolution. He thought
that the Bill was a fair and honest attempt to give
expression to the meaning of the House when it declared in favour of Local Option. (No, no.) He
would ask those who said No to bring forward their
views that the House might see if they could produce a
more satisfactory measure. The magistrates were only
indirectly elected hy the ratepayers, and he did not
think it would be a good thing for the municipal elections to hinge upon the drink question. He thought
one of the great points of the Rill was that there
should in no case be an absolute veto, and he did not
think that in any place there would be a total absence
of public houses under this Bill, and o total nncl complete prohibition ,voulcl he prevented. He would refer
the Bill to a select committee. ~fr. Dalrymple re gretted that the mover of tbc Bill did not show
more hopefulness. The question was one from which
p:uty should be excluded, and yet there were nine
names on the back of the Bill all drawn from the
other side of the Honse. The proposal to limit public
houses to a certain number of the population was oae
familiar to the House; it was a leading part of Sir
Robert Anstruther's bill, of which it was a valuable
provision. He considered clause 11 th as very offensive,
foi· he did not see why a man, because he was in the
tt-affic, should be der rived of the rights of his citizenship. Compensation in a11y bill dealing with he
li<J uor traffic must be contemplated, although he was
ready to admit that there was a difficulty as to wh re
the means was to come from. He wanted to hear the
opinion of the Government not only on this Bill but
011 the que tion of Local Option, because it hu.d attracted great interest in Scotland, and because it had,
along with many of its supporters, supported Local
Option. He would not oppose the second reading of
the Bill. )-fr. Williamson supported the Bill, first,
because it was a laudable effort on the part of his
lor lship to deal with a difficult subject; second, because it tended to still farther restrict a most injurious
traffic ; third, it presented a basis for the discussion of
the licensing question. If this Bill fell he hoped that
the noble lord would next session bring in one of
a. more perfect nature, or that the discussion had paved
the way for the Government doing so. The present
licensing system had failed. and he was sure the Scottish people would not rest satisfied unless a remedy
was sooner or later found. Having said that much,
he hope<l that if not this session, at least very soon, a
measure dealing with this most dangerous traffic would
be carried through the House. Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson
sympathised with the noble lord, because it appeare l
he was attacked from both sides. He was afraid that
if the noble lord had got into any trouble on this
matter it was partly at his instigation, because he had
:1uggested at a meeting at which the uoble lord wal:I
present he would be a very fit and proper peroon to
bring in a Local Option .Bill confining it to Scotland.
He never asked his lonl hip to bring in a licensing Bill.
The noble lord had erred in excess of zeal. He had
tried to combine licensing with the popular veto.
,vhat he would have liked his lordship to confine
himself to was to give the people of Scotland a popular veto on the issue of licenses, and to allow them to
protect themselves where they did not please to have
licenses forced upon them. He thought he was justified in suggesting that, because the members for Scotland, by a majority of 8 to l, had on more than one
occasion declared in that House that it was a right to
which the people of this country were entitled. If
that had been all that had been in the Hill of his noble
friend it would not only have had his hearty support
and co-operation, but would haYe secured, he believed,
support throughout all Scotland. He was sorry t.o see

that his lonlship hatl incurred opposition, Lnt he hopetl
he would uot be discouraged in his excellent work.
There was oue thi11g iu favour of the Bill, and that
was the fury of the publicans against it. He saw that
in the Parliamentary burghs of cotland the places
for the sale of drink would be by the Bill reduced by
one half. If that was not a bill to do something to
promote temperauce, he failed to see what bill woulJ
really do any good. The hon. baronet referred to
compensation, showing that the proposal to compensate the Irish Sunday closing publicans was absolutely
laughed out of the House. Yet the noble lord pl'C,posed to actually compensate the publicans of Rcotland.
·when he brought forward his Bill on this subject hon.
members had alwa.ys insisted on discussing the details
as well as the principles, so, in order to get his principle adopted he had reduced his Bill to a mere preamble,
and in that form it had twice been adopted by the
House. The Government would be obliged to take up
this question before very long- he told the Government
very distinctly- if they wished to retain the confidence of the country which placed them in power.
Hon. members laughed, but they did not know so well
as he tlid what was going on in the country. He
knew what he was speaking about, and he knew there
was no question about which the people of this country
were so determined as tl1at they would have the power
of protecting themselves from this liquor traffic which
was bringing ruin and desolation into our country .
That being the case his noble friend had gone on the
right direction, whatever the cl tails of his bill might
be. Scotch members by giving it theit· support would
simply say that Scotland was determined that the
liquor traffic ought to be diminished~ and that they
were ready and willing to take the lead in this matter,
if not in tht:l ~xact method proposeJ in the Bill yet i i
some other measure conferring the control of the traflio
ou the ratepayers. "ir John Hay opposed the Bill.
He concurred ,•vith the sentiments of the hon. memb r
for Wigtownshire ( ir H. Maxwell). To what better
source than to the magistracy of this count1'X- could
they look for the regulation of this traffic ? l'o gi, e
the ratepayers power would militate ,-ery much against
the peace of a district. The magistracy would be
more capable of determining wisely the necessities
of their district than the breath of public opinion.
Mr. O'Sullivan said if this Bill were carried for Scotland it would be sme to be proposed for Ireland next.
Y.[r. tewart wished to see the Bill referred to a select
committee. Dr. Cameron said they were told that the
Government should have brought forward a bill of the
mag:nitucle of the present bill. He would like to see
one introduced by the Government; but if the Government were unable meantime to do so, that it was hardly
fair when a p1·irnte member made an attempt to lay a
cheme before the House he should be met with such
an objection. A Scotch member could hardly attend a
political meeting without being asked questions on this
subject-so great was the general interest on this question. He therefore trusted the Government would
take the matter out of the hands of the noble lord,
who, he felt confident, woul l be very happy to reliuquish it into their hands. He thought the suggestio11
by his hon. colleague (Mr. Anderson) an eminently
practical one. He believed if the Bill were referred t o
a select committee they would receive a very valuable
ir T. K Colebrooke had no objection to the
report.
discussion raised by the Bill, nor to a select committee
to consider the whole question. He defended the
existing licensing authorities, who in his opinion justified the confidence of the country. He would only go
with the Bill so far as to giving greater popular control
over licenses. Mr. C. , . Parker intended to support
the second reading, as he was in favour of the main
principle of the Bill. He attacked Sir \V. Lawson in
his well known manner. He advocated licensing
boards. He would vote as understanding Local Option and the Permissive Bill as different, and that the
Bill was based on the former and not at all on the
latter. Mr. 'l'. R. Buchanan spoke in favour of the
Bill. ~Ir. Orr Ewing hoped the Government would
oppose the Bill until they brought forward a. general
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measure. The Lord-Advocate said, I am sure that we
are all indebted to my noble friend, the member for
Argyllshire, for having brought this large and important
question before them in the shape of the Bill now on
the table. There is no part of the United Kingdom
where its importance is more recognised than in Scotland, nor is there any place where a larger and more
widespread interest is felt than in that country: and it
is very significant that the votes last year on the Local
Option resolution were in the proportion of 8 to 1.
That I think must be taken as expressing very clearly
that north of the Tweed there is a strong feeling in
favour of confiding to local bodies the large power of
regulating and controlling the traffic. He thought,
however, that the discussion to-day, as well as the
many petitions which had been received, mnst have
shown that there is not at present su<!h a consensus of
opinion as to the precise modes of giving effect to 1hat
resolution as would make it expedient for the noble
lord to press his bill farther on this season. l\Ir.
\ Varton talked out the Bill, which became a dropped
order.
Tm, 'o 'JAL REl'ORMER, YoL. XVI, GLA aow, 112
BATH STREE'l', 1882. -Of 1'he Social Rejorme1· we have
often spoken before, and in another portion of this
present issue we have said a word about it. This is
its 16th volume. Those who file it, as we do, will
have volumes full of interest and instruction, and this
16th volume will be in no way behind its many able
predecessors.
'\Ve can truly say that amongst
our very numerous exchanges, none is more welcome
to us than The Social Rej01·me1·.-The Britisli 'Temperance Advocate.
InvINE.-With exemplary spirit, the enterpri -ing
social reformers of this burgh agreed to introduce the
Blue Ribbon mission to the community. Ou the 8th
ult. the first of a series of meetings was held with that
object, in the '\Vest U.P. Church, when the Rev. S.
Harding, of Paisley, preached on the words of Cain,
" A.m I my brothers keeper?" (Gen. iv. 9.) The
meetings were continued for a fortnight, when several
of the well-known temperance adYocates addressed the
aadicnces. Messrs. Simpson and Hamilton, Rev. J.
Blackie, and Rev. J. M:'Queeu, Kilmarnock. Ex-Provost Dick, Messrs. J. '\Vinning, R. Mackay, and R..
Dransfield, of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temp ranee Association, took part in the meetings. At
onr last advices more than 300 had donned the blue
ribbon, and it was admitted that never had so great
an interest been shown in temperance enterprise by
the people of Irvine. The committee are jubilant,
and well they may. They deserve much credit for
their efforts.
"THE SOCIAL REFOR:\rER," VoL. XVI-Temperance
orators will find the new volume of 1'he Social Reformer equal to any of its predecessors as a storehouse
whence to draw arguments, incidents, facts, figures,
sallies of wit, or stanzas fitted to aid in the work
of converting the world to teetotalism. It contains
n.11 the memorable orations of the year in the cause of
temperance. Newspaper snippings favourable to the
teetotal creed, taken from most diverse prints, are
without number. The editor's ingenuity and alertness in scenting the iniquities which result from drink
are admirable. An old toper is said to have soliloquised
that "man wants but little here below, yet wants that
little strong," and apparently this is the belief of the
supporters of 'Phe Social 3 ejorme1·. It confines itself
entirely to advocating the absolute disuse of spirituous
liquors, and its advocacy is marked by extn:me pertinacity and resolution.-Dwzdee Adi·ertise1·.
CoxGREGATIONAL UNION OF ScoTL,\.ND. - This body
met this year in the Augustine Church, Edinburgh, on
the 25th April. On the afternoon of that day the annual meeting of the Total Abstinence Society in connection with the Union was held in the hall of the
Augustine Church, under the presidency of the Rev.
Robert Anchterlonie. There was a large attendance.
After a service of tea, and an address had been given
by the chairman, the Rev. Mr. M'Lean, seeretary,gave

some account of the progress of the society since its
formation fifteen years ago, and stated that the number who had paid subscriptions for the present year was
270. Last year all the students in the Theological Hall
were abstainers. (Applause.) Dr. ·wylie, secretary of
the Baptist Temperance ociety, gave an account of
the progress of that association, and stated that, so far
as he knew, about one-half of the ministers of the Baptist Church were total abstainers.
In reply to a
gentleman present, Mr. M'Lean said he thought about
75 per cent. of the ministers in connection with the
Union were total abstainers. Dt'. Adamson (Evangelical Union), who also gave ::m address, said that 100 per
cent. of the Evangelical Union ministers were temperance men. (Applause.) He referred with satisfaction
to the decrease of receipts for excisable liquors, as et
forth in the statement of the Chancellor of the Exchequer on Monday night, and trusted that Mr.
Gladstone would be spared to see a far greater decrease
and until he would have to come forward and say that
he would require to raise 20 millions on account of
the drink traffic having totally gone down. (Applause.)
GLASGOW ABSTAINERS' UNION.-The annual meeting
of the members of the Glasgow Abstainers' Union was
held on the 4th ult., in the Religious Institution
Rooms-Mr. John Lindsay in the ckair. The twentyeighth annual report, which was read. by Mr. Airlie,
the secretary, contained a detailed statement of the
work of the Union during the year. Reference was
made to the domestic mission, in connection with
which it was stated that the pem1y savings bankR
had been pretty freely t~ken ad vantage of, the transactions numbering 1541, and the amount deposited
£49 13s. 2d. The cookery classes held by the Union,
and the recent exhibition and competition of plain
household cookery, were also referred to ; and it was
stated that the public-houses without the drink continued to be pretty largely taken advantage of, although not to such an extent in the evenings as could .
be desired. The weekly visits to the Calton house had
averaged 1075, making a total for the year of 55,900;
while the average weekly Yisits to the Stobcross Street
house had been 2757, giving a yearly total of 143,:-364.
In both houses 1136 persons had taken the abstinence
pledge. The Saturday evening concerts were dealt
with in the report at som3 le::1gth, and with reference
to the Kilmun Sea-Side Home it was stated that 9G2
persons had enjoyed its benefits during the year. 0£
these, 691 were restored to health, 179 were improved,
90 were reported "no better," and 2, it was stated,
died. The subscriptions for the maintenance of the
Home, including a legacy of £100, amounted to
£1175 ls. 8d. The amount required annually to
maintain the Home efficiently was stated to be about
£1300. The report concluded with the statement that
the finances of the Union were in a satisfactory position. The subscriptions, &c., for the general purposes
of the society amounted to £575 10s. 6d. The treasurer's report was also reacl. Mr.
estlands moved
that the reports be adopted, and printerl, and circulated, and this was seconded by Mr. Coghill and agreed
to. The directors for the year having been elected,
the meeting was terminated with the usual votes of
thanks.
THE , 'coTTISH TEMPERANCE LEAGUE.-The anniversary meetings of the Scottish Temperance League were
held on the last days of April, and the first days of
May. The series include the Band of Hope demonstration, the delivery of a large number of sermons, the
annual sermon by some eminent divine, the public
meeting, the bnsiness meeting, the breakfast party,
and the closing soiree. These meetings were carried
through with conspicuous success. The sermon by
Canon Wilberforce was unusually eloquent, and stirred
the heart's core of the vast audience who heard it.
The public meeting was the best atte 1ded the League
has yet had; a fact due to the eminent reputation of
Canon '\Vilberforoe, and to the curiosity to see the
founder of the Blue Ribbon Army. The speaking was,
both in its temperance and prohibitory aspects, singularly advanced, and went home to the hearts of the
hearers with demonstration and power. Dr. Marshall
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Lang and Mr. James Guthrie, J.P., Brechin, took part
in the meeting, over which Sir vV. Collins, Knight,
presided. The breakfast party was as usual a very
enjoyable meeting. At this meeting the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association was represented by ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., and Mr. John
Forrester. The annual business meeting was lively,
considerable interest being . manifest throughout the
proceedings. The annual report was as usual lengthy
and interesting. The introduction made claim to the
League being the source of all the moral suasion effort
now so active in Scotland. A deserved eulogy is
awarded to the memory of the late Mr. John M'Gavin.
The publication department is as usual vigorous, 50,000
volumes being issued, and 440,000 tracts being put
into circulation. Reference is made to the withdrawal
of the 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association from the Joint Executives' deliberation, but the
reason of the separation is withheld. References are
made to the legal and political efforts of the League, to
the Suspensory Bill, unday Closing, Sir ,vilfrid Lawson's resolution, and Lord Colin Campbell's Licensing
Bill. The funds are not, we are sorry to observe, so
gratifying as previously, but they amount to £3861
7s. ld., and with publication income £3907 19s. 4d.,
to a total of £7769 6s. 5d., the balance to carry forward being £10 9s. 0½d. The business done at this
meeting was of the usual character, and a most enjoyable tea meeting brought a most interesting anniversary
to a clo e.
U.P. YN0D.-The Synod met in Edinburgh on the
8th ult. The Rev. Dr. Youn~, Glasgow, was elected
Moderator. On Tuesday Dr. Scott presented the statistics of the church. There was a small increase in
the ille111bershi , and an increase of £7°6:5 t o the funds.
He said that the increase of the stipends was B4·666
per cent. greater than 1868. Dr. Mair, reporting on
the Scholarships Committee, said that the application·
for examination were 115, heing a decrease of 8 as
compared with 1880, and of 27 as compared with 187P.
The students numbered 103. The scholarship payments were £485 ; for special scholarships, £295. A
number euter a students, but do not continue to the
end, going into other denominations. Mr. Slight
showed that the total income of the Synod ,vas
£98,641, 14s. lld. This amount had only been once
e.~ceeded-namely, in 1876. The Finance ommittee
reportecl that there was a decrease on the income of
£6,489, 10s. 3d., and an increase in the expenditure of
£434, 0s. 5d. Dr. W oocl reported on the attendance
of members at the Synod, which was 743-447 ministers and 296 elders-an increase over last year. Dr.
Blair laid before the Synod the report on Temperance.
It referred to the Blue Ribbon movement. Forty
Bands of Hope had been formed, either in the mission
station or congregation, or in both. The committee
had waited on Lord Rosebery to urge the necessity of
Local Option for cotlaud. It was agreed by the
Rynod that the committee petition for the earlier closing of public-houses, and for a control over the liquor
traffic by ratepayers. Dr. Blair moved the :.ynod to
urge its members and the membership of the Church
to discourage all social drinking usages. Dr . .Hutton
seconded. He advocated the withdrawal of intoxicating liquors from the table and the home. They might
do what they liked about public-houses, &c., but unless
they worked within the dwelling, and unless they educated the young and rising generation in the home that
these usages were dangerous, and that the liquors
themselves were poisonous, their endeavours would be
unavailing. If they wanted to evangelise the masses,
they would have to take hold of them through the
temperance reformation. (Applause.) The debate was
adjourned until the evening on the motion of Principal
Cairns. In the evening Principal Cairns said that he
should not have moved the adjournment of the debate
if he had not thought there was need for, and likewise
a call by Providence for a somewhat more lengthened
discussion than the report of the committee seemed
likely to receive. Divergent as the convictions of the
members of the Synod were-composed, as the court
was, of abstainers and non-abstainers, might not they,
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with all clearness of conscience and unity of human
feeling, recommend to the members to take into favourable consideration the question, in the special circumstances of the country, whether, amid the agitation
which this temperance question was awakening, the
Synod might not see it to be their duty, not only to
discourage generally drinking usages, but personally to
discontinue the use of intoxicating liquors. (Applause.)
He was sure that the Synod was prepared to take a
step in advance. If he could carry this point, ho
would then ask the membership to consider how far it
was their duty to personally discontinue the use of intoxicating beverages. \Vas the Church, he asked, to
be outstripped by any Salvation Army, or by any
agency in the field?
as the regular army of the
Church of Christ, with their regular organisation, not
to take a lead in this all-important question? \Vere
they to stand there as Christian brethren to stretch out
to the erring and the fallen, who were in danger, the
hand of fellowship, the hand of protection, the han 1 of
safety 1 Instead of saying, '' Take the step, aru:l take
it alone," rather let them cast the arm of Christian
love around them, saying, "Come with us, come with
this Synod, and we will do you good, for the Lord hath
spoken good concerning Israel." (Applause.) Dr.
George Jeffrey said he had been a total abstainer for
forty-six years, but now he was more strongly convinced than e er that at present there was a loud call
for the Church to do what they could in this direction.
The great bar to the cause of Christ was intoxicating
drink, and had they not that to deal with, they would
have little to do in regard to their sessional discipline.
Principal Cairns then moved, "That the Synod discourage a.ll public drinking usages, and recommend the
membership of the Church sincerely and earnestly to
consider how far it might be their duty to discontinue
the personal use of intoxicating liquors." Dr. George
Jeffrey seconded the motion. The discussion was continued by Rev. Dr. ,vallace, Rev. Mr. Clark, and Dr.
Brown, Paisley, who said he thought it clear that no
greater error could be committed than t o outrun the
sympathy and the opinion of the Church on this general question. The most objectionable of clrinki11g
usages were not social but private usages. There was
a difference of opinion with regard to Christian duty in
this matter. There were some of their members who
felt it to be their duty, in view of the acknowledged
evils of the drinking system, that while the world
standeth they would drink no wine that would cause
their brother to off.end-(loud applause)-and there
were others of their brethren-and he would be a bold
man to say they were less devout, less earnest, or less
self-sacrificing-who deemed that they could promote
the cause of temperance better without laying down
the rule for themselves of entire abstinence, and by
striYing conscientiously, in all circumstances, by giving
an example of temperance and sobriety. He moved,
"That the Synod, as in former years, discourage all
drinking usages connected with ordinances, inductiom,
and funerals, and earnestly recommend all the members of the Church to consider prayerfully how they
could best promote the cause of temperance, and put
an end to the evil of drunkenness among them .. ,
There was an exciting discussion, the Synod applauding Mr. Coghill for expressing the hope that the time
was not far distant when all the ministers of the U. P.
Church would be total abstainers. ReY. Mr. Shar1),
Rev. Mr. Rennie (Glasgow), Rev. Mr. Corbett (Glasgow), and ReY. Dr. Drummond (Glasgow) supported
Dr. Brown. Rev. Dr. Mail' suggested an arrangement,
but it was not adopted. The elders were in favour of
the Rev. Principal. On the vote, 84 voted ·with Principal Cairns, and 74 with Dr. Brown. A number then
intimated their intention to lodge reasons for their
dissent, which later on was done, and their reasons
answered by Principal Cairns.
THE SOCIAL REFORMER, VOL. xvr.-,vhen the
minds of a large section of the community are being
stirred-as they are at the present time-with regard
to total abstinence, and when large numbers are being
enlisted in its ranks, the yearly volume of the Social
R<'fonne1· in being issued now makes itfi appeamnc
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~ery Ol?POrtnn~ly. Filled as its pages are with intere~tmg articles wl11ch give forth no uncertain sound on the
total abstinence question, the book is ouc which would
Tim L .\TE THOMAS IvoRY, EsQ., Em~DURGH.-lt is
prove of great value to those who are not fully persuad_ed as to_ the ad vis~bility of crossing to the total with feelings of unusual regret that we record the sudden
death of this much esteemed gentleman on the 6th
abstrnence s1d_e of the lme, as well a in strengthening
and enc~uragrng those who may but recently have 1 ult. l\Ir. I Yory was a son of the late Lord I ,-ory one
crossed, 1t may be, from a life of wretchedness to the ! of the Lor?s ~f Session.. Although bred to the b~r he
peace and happiness which follow in the train of total devoted lus time to philanthropy, the temperance reabstinence. Temperance organisations would benefit form and evangelistic effort. He had nearest his heart
largely from the circulation of the work which breathes the amelioration of the condition of the poor and theil'
f?rth a spirit of fen ent love to fallen 1:urnanity.-Stir- conversion to a vital Christianity. An elder in the Free
Church he entered with all the energy of his large-soule,l
ling Observer.
nature into the revival movement, ancl it is believed
that his devotion to such work hastened his death.
THE BOY SMOKER.
He was the lessee of the Chalmers Institute, Ponton
J?RAR Sm,-Accept a parent's best thanks for the
, treet, using it for the regular carrying on of mission
review of the
mokers' Guide in a recent Social work. "'\Yorking so much and so intelligently among
.., Hefornur. I calculate yon will not be called upon for the working classes and those beneath them, he saw
some time to come to review another of the tobacco to what a deplorable extent drink was their bane and
trade's literary productions. Yon will not regret it he approYed highly of the means atl vocated
the
when yon find that yon have been able to expose the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association
~reat e '_il of smoking. This evil of smoking by boys for their permanent relief from the eYils of intemperance
1s growmg every clay. Yon cannot pass along the by an absolute veto over the liquor traffic.
stre~t at any tim~ wi_thou~ meeting with a little fellow
THE LAT1' MR. GEORGJ., ARTlffH, Fo.RFAR.-,,Te feel
puffing away at his pipe with an earnestness that shows
t? me_ that_ t~e vice is already hugging him closely. a keen sorrow in recording this staunch adherent of
Somctunes 1t 1s wonderful to see his con panion. look- temperance among our departed friends. He passed
fr.
ing up to him, with a kind of admiration as he holds away on the 13th ult. at the venerable age of 76.
his Vipe ju .t like a mai~ ! Or! perhaps, they may be Arthur's death was sudden, although not quite unawait111g "\nth cager tles1re their turn to ha.Ye a puff of expected. He died in his chair while his daughter
his pipe when he is done. At such times I wonder if was reading to him. He was an unwearied friend of
the parent of the smoking boy is a smoker. If he is, temperance, ever willing and always ready to render
then it is usele2s to hope for the reformation of the help for its advancement. He was given to hospitality
boy till the man reforms. 1t is not what the father to the lecturer, on whom he had always a word of welsays, but what he does, that moves the son. "If the come and of encouragement to bestow: and he was not
pipe is good for my father it can't be bad for me." It so proud as to shrink from taking his place at the Cross
is not the nature of the thing itself that is looked to, to cheer the speakers advocating temperance and probut does anybody u e it that rules this truly dete t- hibition. He was, in short, a man every inch of him
able practice, which is fostered by parents or tolerated clear, intelligent, and persnadecl of the truths that
by them, and stimulated by all the costly apparatus in underlie the great temperance reformation. So far from
tobacconists' shops. If those parents who eschewed speaking of it with 'bated breath, he mio-ht haYe been
smoking were to resolutely compel their children to said to haYe gloried in his total abstine~ce, for on all
br~ak up the vile habit much less smoking would pre- occasions he most heartily aYOWPd it. For many years
Yail_. ~ glance at t~e consequences they are allowing he filled the office of Inspector of Poor with fidelity
their cluldren to brmg un themselves would be suffi- and honour. He deeply sympathised with the efforts
cient to urge then. to set about a Yigorous refonnation of the Scottish Permissi,,e Bill and Temperan~e Associn their l:.om:ehcld, and msintain a condant watchful- iation, and longed for its success : which like many
ness, lest in future the habit might be formed or r e- other of its staunch friends he has not been permitted
to see. vY e tender our sincere condolence to those he has
sumed. Professor Parkes, the great hygieist, says" When a boy takes to smoking he frequently becomes left mourning his loss, and acknowledge with pleasing
pa.le, and he has an unhealthy skin. MoreoYer, boys recollection the signal worth of the departed. -S.
THE LATE MR. ,J. NRWBIGGI ·o, DrrNRE. - "'\Ye regret to
who smoke much are less disposed to bodily exertion.
Smoking interferes with appetite, impairs bodily ac- have to record the somewhat sudden decease of this
tivity, and in some way must damage the circulation worthy gentleman, who died on Monday, 15th ult., in
or the composition of the blood." The Lord Bishop of the 67th year of his age. His friends were concerned
.Ylanchester says-" The habit of tobacco smoking at the eYident failure of his health. Still, no serious
among young boys is an evil, and it seems to me a apprehensions were entertained regarding it, but only a
growing one which I have often observed and deplored. few days illness carried him off. He was liberal in politics,
Whatever may be thought of the habit of smoking voluntary in his religious opinions, and an ardent adgenerally, I believe that medic:i.l authorities are uni- vocate of temperance. He entered largely into public
versally agreeJ that it is physically most mischieYous life, beiug a commissioner of the burgh, a member of
to yonng people under the age of eighteen. 'l'he moral I the School Board, and an elder of the vYest U.P.
effects consequent on the too frequent association of Church, but the temperance movement absorbed by far
this habit with other.;; of a pernicious tendency, are j the greater portion of his efforts. During much of the
not less hurtful to the character. It has often l1een a I last forty years he spent much of his time in addressin o·
matter both of surprise and regret to me that parents meetings and iu other ways in behalf of the temperanc~
seem so indiffer nt to both these classes of consequences enterprise. Few temperance reformers , -rought more
to their sons." I will not strain your courtesy by earnestly or at more self-sacrifice, and his remoYal will
quoting more. I have written enough, I hope, to con- be mourned throughout temperance circles in the
vince the indifferent and to induce the thoughtful to county of Berwickshire. Strongly attached to the
do what they can to expose this practice to all within moral suasion aspect of the temperance question, he at
their reach. It is a matter of deep gratification that first withheld his sympathy from the legal aspect of it,
women, if we except a few old women who smoke by but, latterly, he was in hearty accord with the permismedical orders, or who are vagrants or bondagers, sive prohibitionists, who often were indebted to him as
neYer smoke. True, I haYe heard that "fast young chairman of their local meetings. His funeral was the
ladies " smoke cigarettes; but these vicious young largest seen in the town of Dunse for many years,
women are already straying from virtue and from good- representati,,es of Temperance organization being preness, :1nd clothing themselves with the filthy rags and sent from the yarious districts of the county. Temper.
habits of sin and shame. The real ladies, whether high ance friends carried his remains to their last restingor lowly born, studiously avoid contaminating them- place, and the shops in town were closed out of respect
seh·es through the practice of this vice. Long may to his memory. Mr. J. H. 1''aterston represented the
they do so, and may they be found frowning it down Scottish Permisaive Bill and Temperance Association
on the melancholy occasion.
in their husbands, br othe1·s, and ns.
MELIORA.
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SURFACE WORK.
BY Il.F.V. S. HARDING, PAISLEY.

We are not insensible to the fact that a vast amount
of work has been accomplished in the temperance
cause, and that the present state of public opinion
is mainly due to the agitation which bas been c_arried 011 during the past half century. At no penod
of the movement has there been so much effort put
forth, and such a diversity of meth~ds adopted as
at the present time. We have armies bearmg the
diversified colours of red, white, and blue; leagues
form ed on the most improved principles; alli~n_ces
emhracina all ranks profession , creeds, and politic. ;
hrotherlH;'ods claiming th e world as their fi eld of
operation, and knowing no distinction of colour,
race or sex. Ali the phases of the movement are
foll)· represent d by able • nd disticguiRhe l adv0cates. The platform, the pulpit, and the press are
lendincr their valuable aid. Patriots, ph1lanthropi ts ~Hl Christians are propounding schemes for
the ~melioration of suffering humanity, each believing llis plan to be "the missing link," the pa~acea
for deg radation, suffering, and woe. OL~1· ho J?itals,
asylum , houses of refuge, reformatories, prisons,
poor-houses, orphan homes, ragged schools, free
breakfasts, sanitary and political refo_rf?s, are the
outcome of earnest, loving, sympath1zmg, honest
hearts. The Church has departed somewhat from
her old landmarks, and, by its evangelistic agency,
made iuroads into the kingdom of darkness. "The
lapsed masses" a.nd outcasts are i::ought after, novel
and unique measures are adopted to ensure suc~ess.
And yet with all these agencies at work, how little
has been done, how few have been rescued from
the destroyer !
To save the fallen is a g1-and work, but to prevent
them" from falling into the snares of the tempter n
is a grander, a nobler achievement.
Were it not for the liquor traffic there would be
less need for infirmaries, lunatic asylums, houses of
refuge for the outcast, reformatories for the fallen,
poorhouses for the de ·titute. There would be fewer
orphans cast forth upon the world improvided. Free
breakfasts would be superseded by every family
having its own happy fireside; ragged schools be
only n~membered as a disgrace to our civilization.
Instead of the people waiting for the extension of
the franchise they would extend it themselves, and
improve their own position in society. Were it not
for intemperance "the lapsed masses" would be
found to a very large extent attending our sanctunries clothed, sitting at the feet of Jesus, in their
right mind. The efforts put forth by most of the
a.gencies referred to are only in the direction of
lopping off some of the branches of the "great u pas"
tree in our midst. There are far more paupers,
lunatics, criminals, nnd street arabs manufactured
by the liquor traffic than are saved by the united
efforts of patriots, philanthropists, and Christians.

The agencies for evil are far more numerous ancl
powerful than those put forth for good.
Our patriots, philanthropists, and Christians, haYe
failed to a large extent to apprehend the i-eal secret
of overcoming evil. They have only realized one
part of the mission of Christ into the world. Tlrnt
is "to save sinners." This he came to do, and has
done, and is doing. The enemies of Christ passed
the hiahe t eulogium on his name and character
when t°bey said, " This man recei veth sinners."
But is this all he came to do ? V erily no! This
is only a small part of his mission into the wor:ld, and
this is only a small portion of the gospel ! His great
work i thus set forth, "For this purpose the Son of
God was manifested, that he might d stray the
works of the devil." Here we have a solution of the
question how to overcome the liquor traffic, aud the
sec1et why so liLtle su1;ce1:s;; has att1::nclt:cl Lhe effvrtE.
put forth by the various agencies. The 'hurch n.ncl
the State are afraid to attack thi, stronghold of th e
devil. The revenu e <lerivecl from the traffic. ilences
the statesmau, and the traffickers in the church gag
the watchman of Israel. The aviour gives a
practical illustration how t o deal ·with o~·enders
against morality and religion, by overturmng the
tables of the money change1·s, and the seats of them
that sold dove (harmless creatures), and driving
them out of the temple, lashing them with a whip
of cords, saying, "It is written, my house ~hall be
called a h 1use of prayer, but ye have made 1t a den
of thieves. "
The teaching of the Baptist, the forerunner of the
Saviour is orthodox, and indicates the only legitimate m~thod of overthrowing this great evil, "And
now the axe is laid at the root of the trees ; therefore every tree which bringeth not forth goocl fruit
is hewn down and cast into the fire.'
Let our politicians, philanthropists, and Christia1y
bring their axes, and get down to the roots of this
terrible npas tree of iniquity and sever them. Then
not only will the effects cease, but the cause of intemperance will be rem?ved. Thi~ prolific . sour~e
being dried up, there will be nothmg left m this
direction to "hurt nor de troy in all od's holy
mountain."
THE WORKING MA 'S BILL OF FARE.
out the intention expressed in our last
paper we will now look at this subject in the light of
the Food Reform 8ociety. That Society is not necessarily vegetarian but merely aims to secure a better
selection and preparation of food. They hold that
working people might make a great change for the
better in the direction of excellence and economy Ly
cleaving to a farinaceous rather than to a flesh •diet.
They would have a better expe~diture of their wages
and a diet more in harmony with the demandi:i made
by their exertions upon their system; and they point
with considerable force to the agricultural servants
F0LLOwrna
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of Scotland who, up to a time not yet remote, lived almost upon grain, vegetables, ·and milk, rarely or ever
tasting animal food from year's end to year's encl.
Dr. Johnson to close a discussion taunted his opponent,
a Scotchmau, by declaring that the beggarly Scots
were content to feetl on the oats the Englishmen gave
to their horses, but met with the severe query-Ah,
where can one see such horses or s1.1eh men? ,¥e have
been long familiar with the porters of the Levant liYing on a few grains of food and yet hearing enormous
loads with ease. The question, we think, scarcely
admits of contention or dispute. Vire merely allude to
the horse, the ox, the elephant, to show what labour
may be performed, what quality produced, or what
bulk sustained without animal food. Now, our contention is not the excellency of the vegetist's dietary or
its superiority over the carnivorists mode of feeding.
\Ve bring it to the front for the purpose of testing
whether it will yield more vigour at the same cost or
yield the sar,ne vigour at a lesser cost.
For our purpose we submit a bill of fare where
animal food is rigorously excluded (butter and milk
excepted) in order that a just comparison may be made
between a granivorous and a carnivorous dinner.
This, then, is our promised
TIILL OF FARE

For s ven days' dinners. suitable for a family of ix,
with a change each day, and cost of same.
.r o. 1.-Leulil Soup, Br ml Padding.
Lentil sonp. - 1 lb. lentils, l½rl.; 1 lb. Indian meal,
1d.; onion, pepper, salt, &c., Jd.; brown hread, ld.
3}d.
Bread pudding.-Brown bread (stale) 2d. ; currants,
]d.; sugar and ginger, l}d.; sweet milk, ld.-5-~tl.
'l'otal cost, 9d.

=

,."o. '2.-IIaricot B ean, Rlwbm·b.
Haricot bean pie. - l lb. beans, 2d.; 5 oz. tapioca, l d.;
wheat meal or flour for crust, ~d.; butter and salt, 2d.
- 51cl.
erve with onion sauce maLle with milk, Id.;
Aonr and onion and salt, ,?i-d.-l 1d.
Stewed rhubarb. - 11hubarb, Jd,; sugar, ld. - 2d.
Total cost, 9}<1.
No. 3.-Stewed Vegetable8, Lemon P11d£li11y.
Stewed vegetables.-¼ stone potatoes, nll.; carrot,
turnip, onion, etc., 3d.; butter, pepper, and salt, 2d,
- (>½d.
Lemon putlcling. - 1½ lh. bread crnrnbs, ld,; 6 oz.
flour, ¾cl.; sugar, -}cl . ; J-½ oz. butter, qcl.; milk, ~d.;
Lemon, lcl. -5½<1.
Total cost, l s.

o. 4. - 0abbage Potatoe,q, llfilk, M11sh.
Cabbage and milk.-Cabbag e, :ld.; milk, l ~J.; -}
stone potatoes, 3d. - 7½d.
Mush or crushed wheat. - Mush, 2d.; currants, ½d.;
sweet milk, ld.; sugal', ¾d, - 4-lcl.
Total cost, J 1td.
No. 5.-lforicot B ean s, Rice Pudding.
Haricot beans.-1½ lb. beans (with onion sauce) 3d.;
milk, ld.; flour and parsley, ½cl.-4½d.
Rice pudding. - Rice, ld.; milk, 3d.; sugar, cinnamon, etc., lrl. - 5d.
Total cost, 9½d.

o. 6.-Peas and Potatoe.~, I-lomi11y.
Peas n.nd Potatoes.-1 lb. pease, 2d.; ,½ stone potato es, 3d.; served with parsley or onion sauce with a
little mustard or with butter, 3d.-Sd.
Hominy pudding.-Hominy, l i d.; milk, sugar, etc.,
2½d.-4d.
Total cost, J s.

o. 7. - L entUs, P otatoe8, Oo1·n Flour.
Stewed lentils.-Split lentils, ld.; carrot, turnip,
onions, celery, etc., 3d.; ¼ stone potatoes, l}d. ~5½d.
To be served with white sauce (milk, l d.; flour and
salt, i<l. - l 1c1.)

•

Moulded corn flour.-Corn flour, l½d.; skim milk,
l½d.; sugar with half a lemon to flavour, ld.; stewed
rhubarb, l ¾d . -5¾d.
Total cost, ls. ½d.

It will be seen that this bill of fare is more economical than the one presented in our last. Its cost being
6s. 3{d. as against Ss. 3½d. the cost of the other, thus
showing a clea.r difference of £5, 4s. a-yea1·, a very
substantial gain indeed to an artizan's family. It will
also be admitted that such a set of dimrnrs must be
more pleasant to the taste. The pleasure of eating is
certainly on the side of the granivorous foods. 'fhe
young especially delight in these preparations, and it
can hardly be disputed that soups macle with th e
materials in our second bill of fare are the most nutritive which can be procured. The superiority of French
over our average English cookery, lies in the delicious
and substantial soups which the French women can so
economically prepare. The objection wl1ich an Englishman might advance that our bill of fare is simply
horse and hen food with nothing in it, arises from the fact
that he can hardly appreciate anything but solid beef
or mutton. The roast beef he prides himself so much
upon will not compare in feeding value, cost for cost
with that on the table we present. His meal is wasteful and coarse when contrasted with such a meal as
any of the seven days' would supply.
\Ve anticipate another objection, and that is, that
the amount of the ration must be very small an l consequently unsatisfactory. This is a very plausible objection but not verv forcible. " .,.e have been in this
country accustomed~ to regard the quantity rather than
the quality of our food, and to eat rather to avert supposed privation than with intelligence. Once fully
educated upon the matter of what and how much to
eat, we will just be in the habit of taking enough and
no more of what is needed for repair and for needful
energy. When the true relation between our wants
and supplies is once recognized, we hall enjoy our
food in quantity and quality in a manner that will
leave nothing to be desired.
It is not to be denied that there is too much gross
eating prevalent among all classes. Sir Henry Thompson gives an excellent description of an olcl-fashionecl
dinner such as is not even yet discarded, we fear, by
plutocrats. To begin with, the guests had oysters,
turtle soups, punch, salmon, turbot with lobster sauce,
sherry, oyster patties, mutton or lamb cutlets, hock
and champagne, saddle of mutton, currant jelly, cold
vegetables, flabby salad, boiled fowl and tongue 01·
turkey with force meat, game and slice of ham, hot
pudding, other sweets, iced pudding, wines in variety,
etc., etc., biscuits and cheese. The agony of a stomach
attempting self-control under such circumstances is
only, we think, exceeded by that of one which su~ers
from indulgence in so ,·ast a dinner. No doubt tlus is
an extreme instance, and that we are very much improved in onr habits of feeding, but both in society
and at home we eat by far too much, and find that we
are haunted in om several employments with that
sense of uneasiness which has its source in advanced
indigestion. To the working man gross feeding either
in quantity or in quality is a serious thing. . Foods
which are unsuitable to his daily needs or wluch are
far too costly for his income should be replaced by
those which are fit and proper, and also easily within
his means. Now tea, beef, mutton, new bread are
dear and inappropriate, and should, if not relinquished,
be most sparingly used, while he should rely as much
as possible upon that nourishment which the table we
submit would instruct him to supply.
The table is, however, far from niggardly, we think,
in its provision. Taking three diets per day as the
average and assuming that these are about equal, our
table marks an expen<litnre of 2d. per head of our s~1pposed family. This, looking to what our food cons1Sts
of and to the fact that the children are ten years and
u~der is a very generous provision. ,¥ e might have
sought out a table far more sparel~ p_rovilled than the
one we have printed here. For 1t 1s beyond debate
' that men of a very studious disposition have lived upon
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almost nothing, for instance, there is Chrysostum the
golden-tongued father who ate but one meal of dinner
and herbs a day, and t. Auphrates who only ate a
little bread after sunset. Between these meals and
either of those on our tables there is a great gulf. We
readily admit our only purpose in adducing samples of
a very large body of evidence is to cut the irt.ea up by
th e root that large eating and vigorous labour go together. The reverse will, on enquiry, be found to be
the case. It is demonstrated that only as much gastric
juice is secreted by the st~mach, and as much saliva
by the salivary glands as w~ll make up what_ the condition of the system requires.
Any one impressed
with a sublime sense of the design by which all our
hoclies are perfected can well believe that this is a true
·tate of the case.
Hence it i said that when the
stomach finds superfluous food present it sets up a
fermentive or putrifaotive procesi; in order to get rid of
the excess.
The le sons then of our two papers will, we hope, be
self-evid nt that there should be a more careful attention paid to our food, both as regards quantity and
<1nality; that this attention, if wisely paid, will be
found in the line of a simpler and less costly diet: that
grains and fruits, on the whole, contain more fleshforming and heat-giving food than flesh; and hence it
is the bounden duty of the working-classes to reduce
their con umption of flesh and increase the vegetable
and cereal portion of their diet.
We may be able in anothe1· article to present some
bills of fare even more interesting than those before our
re::u lers.
Rom~ GoonFJ~LLOW.

THE PROJIIBITIO MOVEME T L THE
NO}{TH.
READER~· of the Social R efo rme1· are generally plea e<l
to get a little information regarding the progress of
the cause. As I have spent several weeks in the
northern counties, I era.Ye a portion of your space
to lay before your readers a few thoughts which may
be of interest to them. One of the first places I visited
in my tour was the burgh of Fortrose. A number
of active friends had made arrangements for a meeting in
the Drill Hall, and having secured the services of James
Fletcher, Esq., of Rosehaugh, to take .t he chafr, they
were gratified by seeing a good turn-out. This was
the first time that I had visited this little burgh, and
it ,vas a matter of no small importance to me to get
acquainted with so many true friends. I stayed with
Mr. A. M'Kenzie, of Courtbill, a veteran of great
repute in the temperance ranks. After this I went to
Inverness, where I addresseLl an open-air meeting.
:My next meeting was held at Beauly. Here there
is a, Oood Templar lodge supported by a few loyal
friends . The1·e i · also a good Band of Hope in the
village, conducted hy Mr. A. Maclennan. Dingwall was
the next town J visited. The Good Templars have
built a splendid hall which will enable them to carry
on the work with n1ore vigour than they have clone, if
that be possible. I had a most excellent meeting. and
the temperance men in the burgh gave me a kindly
reception. Cromarty is one of the northern burghs
which is not flourishing commercially, but it is a place
of great interest, and one cannot visit it without having
his mind stirred by many pleasing associations. Every
place round_ about it is hallowed by the ge:n~us of Hugh
Miller. His monument stands on a nsmg ground
a.bove the town. It consists of a tall round column
set upon a square base, on the top of which stands a
figure of the geologist looking at a piece of stone,
while a number of books lie at his feet. The monument occupies the spot where Mr. Miller often stood
when he was a boy watching his father's sloops coming
in between the Sntors. The house in which he was
born, and the woods and walks where he meditated
are all familiar to the good folks in Cromarty. I
addressed a temperance meeting in the Free Church
on the Sabbath evening. I was very hospitably entert a ined during my stay in the Black Isle by Mr. James
. Gorclon of Uclale, and Mr. T. l\lidclleton of Farness.
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Both these gentlemen interested themselves in getting
up a meeting at Newhall in the School House, which
was well attended, and a number took the pledge at
the close. I addressed an open-air meeting at Invergordon, then I took train to Dingwall, thence to Garve,
on the Skye line. From the latter station there
is a mail gig to Ullapool. A drive of twenty-five miles
brings you to the head of Lochbroom. By a previous
invitation I was requested to pass a night with Mr.
Murdo Maclay, the schoolmaster of Lochbroom. Mr.
Maclay is a fine type of a Highlander, open-hearted ,
kind, and intelligent. His conversation is alternately
humorous and instructive. He is well acquainted with
Highland character, and his intimate knowledge of the
"big st~ath " and all that part of the Highlands, rendered h1m a most excellent and worthy host. His
supper table was replenished with the good things of
this life, and that never fails to afford consolation to
I the weary and jaded traveller. Being an ardent Good
Templar he gave me information which impressed me
much regarding the influence of the temperance movement round about him. He had been instrumental in
getting all the men at the top of Lochbroom to go and
join the lodge at Ullapool, seven miles distant. ·w hen
enthusiasm was high they walked along the loch side
to the lodge. but, alas! for the power of the liquor
shops in Ullapool. They proved stronger as a corrupting power than the lodge did as a social purifying
influence, and the Ullapool lodge is no mean one, for
it has as good men in it as any lodge in the order has.
All broke their pledges either before they went into the
lodge or after they came out of it. They were safer
seven miles up the valley where there was no public
house :1nd no lodge, than they were in Ullapool in a lodge
and beset before and behind with temptations to drink.
The lesson of course to be learned from this is that the
law should be changed, and a suppressive Yeto placed
in the hands of the people to enable them to shut the
doors of the drink shops. Thousands who cannot withstand the fa cinating attractions of the liquor, would
in their best moments, when the opportunity was given
them, vote away out of their sight those places which
have proved a curse to them and theirs. I will not
readily forget the pleasant night I spent with the
"Dominie" of Lochbroom. A gentleman kindly gave
us a drive on the following clay to Ullapool. Here I
addressed two meetings under the auspices of the Good
Templars, and experienced much pleasure in my visit
to Ullapool. The Good '.remplars are aiming at erecting a new hall. It is a brave attempt, and who would
not wish them success? May the good men in Ullapool yet be able to conquer the dire enemy of their
interesting town-strong drink. From Ullapool it is
about 60 miles across the Minch to Stornoway. It is
always an inspiration to go to the capital of the Outer
Hebrides. Here one meets with a class of temperance
men who are an honour to the temperance movement.
Loyal to it in all its phases, and thoroughly ready for
the popular vote, they would inspire faltering and
timid men who tell our countrymen in half-despairing
tones that we are not ready to prohibit the liquor
traffic. Let such go to tornoway, and the reformers
there will tell them a different tale. This doctrine
that is frequently taught is pernicious to the temperance enterprise. ,vhat would a farmer think if a
lugubrious fellow were to go to him when he was pre·
paring for harvest and tell him that all the farm was
not ready? The wise farmer would say, "l know,
but I intend to cut down the fields and the portions
of fields which a1·e ready, and I shall wait till the
sun ripens the others." This is what the Scottish Permissi ,re Bill and Temperance Association was formed
to teach and enforce. It says "Give the ratepayers or
the people the power by law to put in the prohibition sickle whenever their burghs, or parishes, or
licensing areas are ripe for prohibition, and let them
gather the harvest, and then we shall bring the sun of
public opinion, and the power of our prohibitory agitation to bear upon districts which have been more exposed to the chilling blasts of the liquor traffic." The
idea of waiting till alt the country was ready is a hallucination that never entered into their minds. If the
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fa.rmer did n ot reap his field ·when it was ripe he would
soon lose it, and so when we have no power in law to
reap prohibition in districts when public sentiment is
in our favour, we lose it, for it is the nature of the
drink institution to drag down public sentiment to its
own level. The tornoway reformers know this well.
The sentiment there is above the level of the liquor
traffic, hence they were able to defeat a number of
licences, at last term, which were sought to be placed
among them. This was due to the action of the Good
Templars, aided by a number of the best men in the
town whose sympathies are all in the lines of the temperance reformation. The Good Templars in Stornoway deserve credit for this advance in public opinion.
Having created it, they wish to sustain it, hence their
eagerness for a popular vote to enable them to smite
the system of licence, and to usher in the day of complete emancipation from the drink bondage. I addressed
meetings each evening of the week I stayed there, and
during the day I had many pleasing interviews with all
classes of the community. One interesting fact may be
noted, that when the Duke of Edinburgh was in Stornoway in January last, at the request of Lady Matheson all the hotels were closed for 24 hours, and order
and sobriety reigned supreme. ·T he passage across the
Minch to Ullapoul is accomplished in 5 hours.
tanding on the deck of the steamer, about the mi Idle of the
:Minch, an l looking eastward, a magnificent prospect
meets the eye. It is a '' Parliament of mountains."
Some rise in gigantic ridges, others shoot their conical
peaks up among the clouds, while others, like huge
round boulders, tower to an immense height, and bear
upon their ample foreheads patches of virgin snow.
Those mountain ranges stretch along the west coasts of
Sutherland, Ross, and Inverness-shires, and their bold
and mn.jestic forms cannot fail to impress every lover
of nature with the sublimity of the scene. 1t is 100
miles from , tornoway to Dingwall, and all the way the
trn.veller can enjoy some of the grandest scenery of the
\Vestern Highlands. The next place I visited was 'rain.
Here a special effort was made to get a good meeting,
and the friends were successful. People just estimate
the temperance movement in a town as it is estimated
by those local men who guide the cause. Councillor
M'Tavish presided, and gave a good tone to the meeting, which was well attended. I have no hesitation
in sayiug that the drink trade in Taiu would fall by
the popular vote. There is an excellent Good Templar
Lodge, and a temperance society with reformers in it
of substantial character. My meeting in Golspie was
small, but I received encouragement from the kindly
reception I got from the temperance men of the town,
and their words of symvathy and aid cheered me as I
went on my way. I hope to have goocl meetings yet
in Golspie. I had arranged before leaving Aberdeen to
meet with the .Rev. W. A. Farquhar ot Lerwick at
\Vick in order· to go with him to the Shetlands. \Ye
had a beautiful passage. I was a fortnight in Shetland, and during that time I addressed a. series of
interesting meetings held chiefly in the open air.
There are two Good Templar Lodges in Lerwick and a
,Juvenile Lodge. The town is rising, an l at the present time there is a great demand for house accommoActive, enterprising, and intelligent, the
dation.
people of Lerwick are certain to win their way to a
greater commercial prosperity than that to which they
have already attained. A plendicl Town Hall is in
course of erection. They have an Educational Institution, whose pupils, for their intellectual acquirements, stand amongst the first in the kingdom. The
Rector, Mr. J ohu Allardyce, takes a great pride in
his distinguished pupils. The fishing is being rapidly
developed at Lerwick, and from all sources of information, 1 learned that there is a superabundance of
wealth in the sea around Shetland. This wealth will
be utilised by-and-by, for a larger class of boats are
now being used by Shetland fishermen, and they are
sure to reap a better harvest for their toil. Lerwick
Bay, at this season, often presents a fascinating picture. The numerous ships lying at n.nchor, the fishing
hoats sailing out and in to the bay, the small pleasure
crafts gliding through the water with their white sails

spread to the breeze, while the sea-fowls soar overhead
or bathe their plumage in the rippling waves, all combine to make the scene gay and attractive. I have
not met with more pronounced prohibitionists anywhere than I have met with in Lerwick. Submit, say
they, the question of license to the people themselves,
and let the system stand or fall by the veto. This thought
was caught by the old reformers in Lerwick at the time
of the formation of the United Ki11gdomA1liance, and was
held tenaciously by them at a critical moment, when
short-sighted temperance men in more favoured circles
would have snuffed out that noble organization-all
honour then to the men of Lerwick. I stayed for a fortnight under the hospitable roof tree of the Rev. Mr.
Farquhar, of the Congregational Church, Lerwick. I
will not soon _forget the kindness shown to me by him,
and also by his excellent wife. To Mr. Farquhar and
to Mr. Hector Morrison and other noble workers, the
cause owes much. Their unflinching devotion to it is
well known. Coming to Orkney, I addressed three
meetings inKirkwall and two in Stromness. There are
two Good Templar lodges in Kirkwall and a temperance society. Efforts are being made in Stromness to
resuscitate the temperance society. There is no reason
why there should not be a good society in Stromness,
for there are sound temperance men there. They only
need cohesion. I had a good meeting in Thmso. The
Temperance Society has regular meetings, and in that
way the interest is maintained. Helmsdale has a
model society, with constant meetings. The Rev. D.
M. Macrae, of the Free Church, makes an admirable
leader, and is a stern and uncompromising reformer.
They always turn out large meetings in Helmsdale, f 01·
they try to do it. I addressed a fine meeting in "Brora,
and then ran to Aberdeen. I might have said much
more regarding the latter pl::tces I have mentioned, but
I must not weary your readers.
uffice it to say that
during the seven weeks I was in the far north, I
received many tokens of kindne:,; ·, and the association
which I represented was frequently wished God-speed
in its mission.
\V. BLA KWOOD.
Aberdeen.
NOON.
'Tm nocn, and on the pleasant lea,
The light is bright as it could be,
The sun in its meridian height
Has .filled the earth with ruddy light.
The summer hills are tinged with gold,
The glowing meads beneath t1re rolled,
And golden-tipped the rivers run,
Rejoicing in the summer sun.
Now is the hour, the glorious hour,
For man and for man's sport and power,
Now hand and brain with toil are frau ght,
The soul has now its fullest draught.
Man in his labour stands supreme,
Pursues the object of hi s dream,
An l onward toils with power and might,
Still mindful of the coming night.
And sta,nding on this pleasant lea,
This thought comes still to you and me,
How in past ages men have thought,
And what great marvellous things they ,vrought.
They laboured in the world of mind ,
And left a legacy behind,
The wise, heroic, and the witty,
0 think of Newton, Burns, and Goethe.
Now time is ours to work and play,
Or to cast idly all away ;
,ve all have something still to do,
, 'ome useful object to pursue.
The golden radiance of the noon,
\Vill pass ::i.way, alas, too soon,
And when the night comes on we close
Our eyes and hasten to repose.
ANDREW

M.

LANO,
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'PHE FUNDS.

* *;; Jlfembers, friends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to
the Funds of the Scottish Pe1'1nissive Bill ancl
T emperance Association are 1·espectjitlly info1·med that Sub ·criptions to the A sociation, if
not ab-eacly paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agent and at the Offices,
112 Bath St1·eet, Glasgow. 'Phe demands upon
the Association are increasing, a11d it would
materially assi;st the l!J..cecutive in promptly nieeliny these, were subscriptions paill in the forme1·
rathe1· them the latter part of the jinancictl yea1·,
which will close on 20th September, 1882.

when we say ·we expect that honourable membern
will hear from these rescued friends urging them to
::;ecure power to them to vote a,vay those publichouses ,vbich hav e been a curse to them, and may be
as g1·eat, or even greater danger to their cbildre11.
We rely on other sta-:.mch friends to stand by Sir
Wilfrid Lawson as they have done so nobly aud so
often, and another great success is assured.

It will gmtify our readers to know that we continne iu increasing measure to receive the snbstantial
sympalhy of the ministers of all denominatious iu
• cotland. In our la Rt annual repo1-t there were fully
THE
se,·en hundred ministen:, and up to the present tirue
JULY, 1882.
that number has been increased io eight hundretl
and fifty. It may e11hauc:e our readers' gratification
• 'COTTISH PERMISSlV E BILL AND
to know iu what proportion that support is afforded.
The Free Church is at the head of the li::,t with 308
TEMPERA 'E ASSOCIATIO .
subscribers, followed Ly the U.P. body with 222,
Tm; Twenty-folll'th Annual Meeti11gs of this Assothe Established Church with 12-\ the Evangelical
ciation will be held (D.V.) in Uhvgow on TL1esda,y,
Unioni. ·ts with 36, the Congrcgatioualisls with 41,
26th September, 1 82.
the Eapti.· ts with 20, tlie Methodists with 16, th
The E,-ecutive coutide11tly hope that the fricwl ~
Episcopalians with 10, the Original • ec:e~s:ionisls
of Lhe movement will make armugeme11L· to Le
with , the Romnn Uatbolics with 4, and the Indepre~eul, as most importau t business will be bl'Ough t
pPndi>ntR with 2 · ·while 36 s11bscripHons ,trc received
uuder their corn,ideratio11.
from those not in charges or whose denominn.tion is
I'artit:ula1·::; wili Le giv 'It in future is::;ue::; of tlus
not known, making a grand total of 850. This is a
nmgaziue, and otherwi. ·e.
signal proof of the progre::;s of the Associa.tion, au<l
n. MACKAY, . 'ecy.
of the sympathy being extended uy all tb churche ·
to it11 efforts to Recure for the • cottish conmnmities
the power to suppress all traffic in alcoholic liquors.
INTO..: I 'ATI G LIQUORS RESOLUTIO
WhPn the victory it aims to secure is decisively
AFTER persistent ballotting for a place, Sir Wilf rirl.
n<·l,i ':!ved, !lone will have g1·eater cause for rejoicing
Lawson has secured a first place on Tuesday 18th
, :.;.m the churche · in Scotland. That fervent piety
curt., in which to move his re ·olution, which is in
once so characteristic of the Scottish people will once
the following terms:more glow in the church and in the household, and
" That in view of the great and grievous evils the wail so often heard over the lapsed mass and
which the nation suffers from the Liquor Traffic, the f enrful degeneracy of the times will cea"e to be
this House is of opinion that the power of removing heard. God hasten it.
the cause of these evils by some efficient measure
of local option, as recommended by the resolutions
During the joyous " outing " season now in full
of this House of June 18th, 1880, and June 14th, swing, with its excursi n:;,, picnic::::, garden pa1'tie:;,,
1881, be entrusted to local communities at the ear- and delightful boatiugs, many dangers lmk in the
liest practicable opportunity."
way of the iuexpei-ienced and unsophisticated ab'l'he Executive have resolved to affurLl the resolu- stainer. It c.,ften ~eems proYed that people appear
tion active support, and hope to largely swell the Brit- to feel a fiendi ·h plea ure in getting those to whom
i8h majority in its favour. They have alread yasked strong drink is really a temptation to Lreak their
the co-operation of the Scottish Temperance League, recently formed YOW of abstinence, and fall back into
The Independent Order of Good Teruplars, both the odious slavc:ry from which they have been but
sections, the Sons of Temperance, the Rechabites, newly re. cned. But the inexperienced, if obliged to
the United Temperance Association, the "\Vornen's consort with moderate drinkers, should exercise au
Christian Union, &c., and their own memLers and unresting and vigilant guard against all the wiles to
friends. The Blue Ribbon and Go pel Temperance which they may at one time or another be subjected.
movements are at present so active that it may be A firm and frank avowal of their rnsolution to adsaid some fifty or sixty thousand in Scotland have here to the practice of abstinence most effectually
ta.ken the pledge and donned "the bit of l>lne." Let puts the tempter to the rout ; nnd this course we
us see the political power of this new and welcome most heartily recommend. Where this is not made,
acces::;ion to the temperance forces exhibited in an the enemy must be met in detail. The request to
increased vote on Tuesday the 18 th inst. If the drink a health shon lei be parried; the proffer of liquor
public-houses are snlfering by the great drain on the at dinner, or lunch, or repast, declin ed ; the hinted
publicnn's custom, we cherish no undue n,nticipation badness of the water through sewage or organisms
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bought to tie up my bonnie brown hair, a locket in
which his likeness and mine n.re enshrined. How
often are the wee flowers and the green sod watered
with tears ! How oft the ribbon and the jewel
pressed almost convulsively to the quivering lip !
Even stalwart, determined men have their little mementoes to be taken acros. the ocean wave. The
mavis, that it ma.y sing in their far-off land of n.11
unforgetable home ; the "buirdly" thistle," Scotia's
darling emblem," has often been tran planted, that
it might wave as proudly over the prairie as it did
over the lea. Alas for the patriotic intention that
took it to bloom beyond the sea, for instead of
being a glory it has become a pest. Wafted by the
breeze, its down ha. · sped over the land, struck its
roots deep into the soil, and successfully absorbed
the moisture and the sun that should have ripened
the farmer', harvest. It has been found hardly
iVhen Neal Dow was asked to what he chiefly
possible to eradicate it, and consideration for the
owed the intelligent appreciation of his proposed
emotion of patriotism it ustairn has been thrown
liquor law, he is said to have answered," To having
aside, and the communities of British Canada came
sown Maine knee-deep with literature." In our own
to an understanding to have a permissive law for its
country the most graphically told of all Joseph
extinction. But it appears that these communities
Livei:iey'::; efforts for the promotion of temperance is
have been found slow to wage an exterminating w:n
hi8 week's run through Lancashire, with his colon a , ymbol so dear, aud it is now made compulsory
leag11e8, his car, bis temperance flag, and his 9500
on them to have all thi. tle. in their boundaries cut
tra.cts. ·whenever a halt was made to announce, by
down by the 25th of June each year. So, in obedibell or drum, that a meeting was to be held, we are
ence to district nece. sitie , the thistle dies. Whal
nnfailingly told that tract. were . bowered upon
matter the manly thought , proud national feelings,
the crowd.'. The Executive of the Scottish Permisthe historical associations inseparably entwined with
sive Bill and Temperance As ociation decided to
its name, and its still grander motto-the people,
have an unu ually large supply of leaflets for their
acting on the stern old law that private feelings
})resent ummer open-air campaign. They printed
must give way to national necessities, have resolvetl
a very large quantity, which is being rapidly exthat it shall no longer cumber the ground or usurp
h,~u::;ted. They have aold more thau fifteen hundred
the soil. We forbear to paint Scotland "greetin'
Social Reformers for June at their opeu-air meetings. I
o'er her thistle," but rather ask, if Canadian townAll this has beeu done with little or any help from
ships are constrained to enter upon a war of exterthe societies or from the great body of their friends.
mination again ,t the proud emblem of Scotland
It seem8 ai:i if these have been as yet unable to
upon the ground of its rapacious usurpations, why
realize the immense importance of tract and literadoes not a greater 1·eason impel us to assail an interture distribution ; but this apathy should be shaken
est doing a million times more evil than the thistle
off, and a hearty co-operation ta.ke its place. ViTe
c;an do ; which baffles our philanthropists, and
should be able to keep a pres · continually iu oper::1.flomishes in spite of all we have power meantime to
tion throwing off the most impre·sive, the most
do I The Canadians are consistent ; they prefer the
salient, the most telling facts and illustrations of
honest, sober citizen to the citizen embruted by
our movement. We need add no more, but ask the
drink, and they are suppres. ing the drinking saloon.
attention of our readers to our advertisement 1n this
They prefer barley, rye, maple, sugar, and apples
issue of the excellent leaflets on sale at our offices,
to the thistle, even with its proud as ociations, and
112 Bath Street, Glasgow.
they are uprooting the emblem. Let us make our
choice. Let us also continue to declare that we preIf, Asmodeus-like, we could peep iuto the chest fer the welfare of our own kith aud kin to that of
that is being packed by many au emigrant bent on the publican. Let us rnake no mistake. Let not
n. departure to the land of the setting un, we should the associations inseparable from the traffic, its holhave occasion, many times, for the outflow aud over- low pleasures, its boasted claim upon the revenue,
.tlow of our emotions. Among the more substantial blind us to its dreadful nature and its deplorable
portion of the providing, we should no doubt find a consequences, but rather quicken our zeal, invigorate
prig of forget-me-not from the wimpling burnie's our energies, and strengthen our r esolves till w e
side, a sod from a baby's grave, or a daisy from th e succes. fully corn bine our political power in a 11
last low resting-place of a lost love, a lock of hair, invincible effort for its overthrow 1.,y the power
part of the fair tre ·ses of her who , ill never return, of the national will and throngh the form of a ratea leaf of the posey that Jamie ga'e me, a ribbon he payers' veto.

defied; the suggestion that liquor is the true remedy
for fatigue should be met by withdrawal for repose;
in every circumstance they should courteously resist
the allurements of alcoholic hospitality. The evidence in favour of abstinence in travel or "Change"
j3 overwhelming. People have made the "grand "
tour, passed their holidays in distant lands or on the
boundless deep, or in solitudes remote, and fortified
by their abstinence from strong drink have keenly
enjoyed all the pleasure they sought after, and have
1·eturned to their usual avocations fully recreated
aud with abundant energy to carry them through
their labours until sweet summer returns. The
"staying" power of the tourist or the holiday-seeker
should be foun<l in water-honest water, too weak
to be a sinner.
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A few months back we drew attention to lhe <lou btfol future which i:-; :,;o erninen tly characteristic
proposed constitution of a" Home Colonist" party in of so many of the people of our highly civilised
a remote settlement of the United State~. The society.
constitution showed that these colonists were reIu prospect of a vacancy in East Lothian, by the
turning to that trne simplicity of life which we
resignation of Lord Elcho, or because of his succes•
generally associate with the golden age. We pointed
sion to the Earldom of Wemyss, Mr. R. B. Finlay,
this colony out, not as a sample, and in fact not u.s
of London, bas been making the tour of the county
solitary, but as a specimen of many similar comgi viug expression to his views on the great questions
munities to be found on the surface of the eartL.
of the day. On some of these much division of
La t month we see from a paper read before the
opinion exists, the Scotsrnan-ominomi sign-being
French Geogra.phical Society by Dr. Le Bon, that elated with him. On the question of prohibition
away in the 1·emote regions of the Carpathian h e i nearly as bad as Lord Elcho, for he openly
mountains in Gallacia, there J well a most primitive prefers licensing control through that political fraud,
and unsophisticated community. There are several a Board specially elected by the ratepayers, and inthousands in it, and all rejoice in the name of vested with plenary powers! We have nothing but
opposition to such candidatures, and we expect that
' Podha.lians." Riches have no charms for them. by and by they will be tossed aside as too shallow
They neither use strong drink nor eat animal food. and ignorant for a robust prohibitory constituency
Though poor they are content, and though their diet anywhere in Scotland. The time is approaching
is spare and monotonous, they enjoy perfect health rapidly when the franchise will be extended, and
the new accession will be in no humour even to
and live long lives. Their food is princi1 ally oats listen to a man that thinks he bas solved the great
made in cakes, aml for five months in the year drink difficulty, by proposing to deal with the liquor
they live, while in the mountain pastureR, on goat j traffic effectively by an administrn.ti ve Board rather
milk whey. What is the character of this mountain than b an absolute veto ; by a medicine that proI longs its sickly dayl-l rather than by a blow that
race? They are remarkable for their vigour and stills its iniquities for ever. On the liquor question
energy, and are incontestably superior, physically I there must be no trimming. What help wonld such
and intellectually, to the neighbouring population. I a candidate really be to ir Wilfrid Lawson 1 Re
Their physit1ue is remarkably pure; they are quick might be pressed io vote for the second reading oi
bis bill, bn t in committee would be found defca.ting
of apprehension and frank in manner. Their way I his object by voting for the old state of things under
1
of life is easy and tranquil- not because they have a new 11ame. The candidate who pledges himself
abuudauce, but bec::i.use their needs are few, and I to support the absolute veto, thro11gh all its stages,
Lhey arc free from the craving of 'timulant , which is alone worth the working for, anJ alone worthy of
support.
is the curse of working people in other parts of
Europe! They are poets and musicians, aud their
"S.," the indefatigible corres1 ondent of the Alli•
poetry is tender :md artless in seuiiment, gener- ance News, sa.ys very wisely,- " The natural impaous and elevated iu style-qualitie2 which Dr. Le tience felt by the friends of the Alliance a.t the
Bon attributes to:natures that know neither vio- parliamentary block should be no stop, but rather
a spur to increased activity on behalf of I rohibitiou.
lent pasEions nor unnatural excitements. It is The manufacture and storage of force is always iu
hardly possible to conceive a greater contrast to the season, and the application of it iu the two forms -feverish civilization of to-day than that pre ented of getting an Act, and putting the Act into opera•
by this mountain tribe, or to imagine a more severe tion-will be proportioned to the amount of this
rebuke to its love of wealth, its manifold cravings, power. It i · in this way that hindr:mces and reverses may be "blessings in disguise." Till Parliaand its restless existeuce, than these simple people ment can be acted on, let every tempernnce reforgive by their unsophisticated lives. Love of wealth, mer give himself to the hopefnl task of making
love of feasting, love of excitement, have no charms those round him informed as to the character of the
for them. Yet these are the very errors to which reform required, and interested in its promotion.
This will make Sir Wilfrid n.11 the stronger when
the present members of so- called educated and cul- he does get a hearing, and it will shape any Govtured society are most prone, and through which ernmment measure into more complete conformity
they so deeply suffer. The rac for wealth, the lu t with our wishes.
of feeding, and the alcoholic drink cravillg find no
Success, decisive and progressive, waits obse•
place in the desires of the Poclbalians, aud physiquiously upon the United Kingdom General Provi~
cally, morally, and emotionally, they tower above de~t Institution. The last annual repol't i~ signally
their neighbours. Their poetry, their song, their satisfactory.
e have often drawn attention to its
music, the dance, complete their round of recrea- position, but rarely with . nch pleasure as we do now.
tions, and simple diet and abstinence from a]cobolic There are two sections, one composed of very
occasional or, as t hey like to style themselves,
liquors make up their joyous ,tlimentary desires. moderate driukers: the other tota,l abstainers. It,
'ompare their life, in iLs linked sweetness long is hardly to he conceived that there should be much
drawn out, with the people of our own land, and who difference between these two classes, but there is
·ill be so bold as to say that it does not immeasur- very much. A few years ago, the auditor, Mr.
}lardy, grimly explained the rea. on of the difference ;
:-,Lly transcend that want of satisfaction, that fierce "the drinkers die so fa t." The effect of these retruggle for existence, that abnormal nervous drink peated disclosures of the immense superiority of the
excitement., that enfeebleu constitutiou, auJ t hat temperan ce seetion over that, of the general 1me, bas
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had an euucative effeet of great importauc , the
member~ of the general section adopting abstioenoe
that they might be qnalified for the aLstinence
section. There were 533 expected claims on the
Institution during the year, the actun.l claims were
421. In the general section the expected were 320,
value, £68,664, the n.ctua.l, 290, value, £61,055, only
a difference of 30 claims: a close shave. This
showed that for every 20 deaths expected 18 took
place. N ow~look at the timperance section. There
the expe~ted claims were 213, value £-!6,9 7, the
actual were 131 for £25,249, a difference in claims of
82. A very large difference. For every 20 deaths
in the temperauce section there were uot quite 13
den.ths, or 27 % of a gain. Nothing can equal the
significance of these fiigures: they eloquently speak
of the great benefit of temperance, and show
clearly how it contributes to length of days.
'l'he Earl of Zetland i.· to be congratulatetl on th e
snccess of his appeal to the Honse of Lords. His
gain, and it is an important one, is this. He is
perfectly within his rights to make a stipulation in
bis leases or feus which excludes the liquor traffic
from his property in all time coming. This is a
most important deliverance, for it will vindicate the
wisdom of those landlords who have in like manner
excluded the liquor traffic from the soil they own
by a proviso in their feu charters. And this judgement is not limited by any after proceedings in the
Grangemouth case. If bis lordship, as we heartily
hope not, has proved to have been too dilatory in enforciug his rights and the publicans swarm in that
busy port in spite of him, b may rely on the inhn.biiants availing tlrnmsel ves a · soon as they may of the
absolute veto and applying it without compunction aucl withont compensation to their publican
tyrants. We hope confidently that the evidence
will be found overwhelmingly in favour of hi. lordship's contentions. Meantime it il::l a. pleasure to
read the public comments on the subject from the
Duke of Argyle to the Anonymas of the press. His
G;:-ace may hava strong ltanings to fendal right, but
l1is views on the evils of the public house are clear
and forcible, and his advocacy of fenars and landlords' rights, deteriorated too often by the presence
of liquor shops, a.re eminently cogent and con vinciug.
But the Grangemouth case ha.s a broader field of
view. Citizens can rejoice nt it. True, they may
not be ln.ndlords but t hey are certainly electors, and
Lhey are themselves always in danger from, and but
too often injured by, the sale of alcoholic drinks.
They can alter and modify the order of existence
iu which they find themselves. The have <lone so
times without number and for reasous not nea rly so
strong as those which should urge them to emu.late
Lord Zetland and enforce a righteon · prohibitory
law again the publicans who infest our centres, and
having first squatted by sufferance demand to remain unmolested and secure.
During t he pn.st mont h the activity of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association has
been intense; and what is unusual, a number of
friends who felt unable to assist the As~ociation, out
uf doors have bad numerous opportunities through
the Blue Ribbon agitation to create and direct a
sound prohibitory couvicLion, of which they liave
la.rgely avail ed themselves. But the great strain of
the work has fallen upon the open-air speakers.
Mr. Blackwood speaks for himself in another part
of this magazine. Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Waterstone,
and Mr. A. Bennet find honourable mention in our
intelligence columns. Mr. W aterstone has had a
candidature, llmt of EasL Lothian 011 his 11,mds, and

for the futnre gain of tbe n.gitatiou it is to be regretted that he had not better candidates upon whom
to exercise his electioneering abilities. Mr. Stevenson has had a signally successful series of meetings in
the north. Mr. A. Bennet is rapidly ingratiating
himself with the friends in the south of Scotland ;
while Rev. Samuel Harding, Mr. James Scrymgeour,
Dundee, Messrs. Dransfield, Mackay, and Kesson
hn.ve heen earning golden opinions through their
labours around Glasgow. They are all needecl, for
conjoiuecl with the great movements in Scotland
there is a great deal of zeal without knowledge.
Like every other propn.ganda tbe Scottish prohibitory movement is shut out from parliamentary
effort, but it does not fold its hand s in either discouragement or despair. It continues its appeals to
the people in the confidence and in the pat.ience of a
hope that when an opportunity does appear the
friends it hns made will be all the stronger to bend
that op13ortunity to the great purpose of securing
power to overthrow the liquor traffic.

It is deplorable that the Governmeut will nut be
more vigorous in their dealings with the liquor
traffic; bnt where they fail in vigour the temperance forces fail in unity, thus giving a Government
averse to effective action the excuse that the country
bas not made up its mind, and th erefore they must
wait a. little. Now the Scottish Permissive Bill
ancl Temr erauce Association never has deviate1l
from its conception of the evil, nor ever interpreted
local option ns other than entrusting communities
with the power to abolish all liquor trn.ffic inj uriously affecting them. But other temperance reformers, instead of supporting the enactment of n.
law so eminently practical and jnst, are promoting
~cbemes which are not prohibitory and never can be
used for prohibition. We find that a ln.rge and
most respectable body of United Presbyterians a.re
busily engaged getting signatures to a document
which sets forth "tb:tt local option is urgently demanded ; that it should be vested in local boards
elected by the ratepayers for the one specific purpose of dealing with the drink traffi , and that t/1ese
boards slwiilcl possess tlie same legcil powers to refuse,

grant, or ·re11e1c license as possessed by tlie licensing
courts under tlte existin,rJ lau ." Now this is simply
to have a different authority with the same power. ,
and these powers are exclusive of the power to
suppress. The friends of prohibition must repudiate such a. scheme, which every publicm1 and
publican organisation will hn.il with delight ; for
under it the traffic will iiourish in spite of all
attempts these boards may make for its control.
There are not more than the signatures of three
licensing magistrates or justices at this declaration,
the rest being ministers and heads of college .
ow
what we would like to see would be these ministern
formed into a board of liquor control. They would
be iu a relation to the traffic near enough to see it
in all its horrors, and we should soon see them as
warm friend s of th e veto over the traffic, as th ey
seem to be of a board for its regnlatiou.
The Blue Ribbon movement continues to produce
wondrous results wherever the friendl: l combine their
money aud Lheir efforts to achieve success. Aberdeen aud Paisley ba.ve been the centres where Mr.
Murphy and bis friends have been bringing in the
reclairueu from the drink swamps of our land
Fifteen thousand from Aberdeen, aud Dineteen
thousand from Paisley, as accessions to the Blue
Ribbon Army, speak with great power of the uesire
of tbe people to be freed from the drink b ndage.
H makes effectual auswer to that silly olJJectiou that
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the people will noL enforce prohibition when they not open before on: o'clock had been accepted by the
have it in their power. Indeed ! If they are so mover of the resolution. ·w ith regard to the extraeager to Jay aside the hn.bit of drinking, is it to be ordinary statement of the honourable member for
believed that they will hesitate to banish temptation Leicester (Mr. M'Arthur) that the opening of museums
to <lrinkioa when they have it in thefr power? In and innocent places of amusement on Sunday would
...,
d
produce a larger consumption of ardent spirits, he de' tewarton, Johnstone, Denny, Leith, an many sired to remind the House that it had twice affirmed
other places, this a pect of the agitation finds great the desirability of entire Sunday closing of publicfavour. The Scottish Permissive Bill Association houses, while it had not once expres ·ed an affirmati,·c
rejoices at this work, even although its immediate opinion on the question now under consideration, so
result may not be prohibition. Every one won from that they were more likely to have legislation first on
the power of the drinking customs weakens the traffic, the former subject than on the latter. Mr. Onslow
and streugtbeus prohibitory convictions. Hence its believed that nothing would fill the public-houses more
advocates and agents have gladly thrown themselves than the opening of these places. How would hon.
into the work, at the same time convinced that, great members like to be on their legs in the National Galand urgent n.s the work of making abstainers is, it lery or in the Crystal Palace for three hour without
is greater and more urgent to stop the public-house, getting some refreshment, and where could people go
and thus stop the makina of drinkers whom the but to th e public-houses. (Cheers.) Do not let any
"
one suppose he was in favour of closing public-houses.
t.ill to be consistent he must tell
good and the sober will have to attempt to rescue, (Ironical cheers.)
and yet have their hearts wrung with sorrow, that hon. members opposite that if they carried out their
notwithstanding all their efforts, so many will per- views nothing more would tend to fill the public-hou es
ish in their debasing sin. The greatest lesson which I than the opening of these places of amusement. , ir
this mis ion presents is that an effort in favour of , '\V. Lawson said the hon. member for Guilford (Mr.
prohibition on the same scale as is now being made Onslow) was one of the strongest adrncates for opening
in favour of total abstinence, would bring prohibi- public-houses and yet he would shut museum.·.
tiou into actual operati n over Scotland nearer by (Laughter.) It seemed to him as if the establishe<l
year::i. '\Ve rejoice to think that this thought is religion of this country wa · the worship of Bacc.:hus
tiucling a place in the minds of many friends. Mny -(laughter)-and the hou. member shuddered lest th<.:
it deepen and strengthen ctay by dn.y !
' power of Bacchus , hould be diminished if this motion
were adopted. (Laughter, and hear, hear.) He ditl
not helieve that going to sec stuffed monkeys(laughter)-would elevate a man to the highest pitch.
INTELLIGENCE.
(Renewed laughter.) All he said was that, it was much
better to go there than to these abominable places
vhi ·h the lalV upened fo1 tho.::lll to go at present.
P AH.LI :ME 'fA.l:lY ;•}!;,' ' 10
(Cheers.) The motion was lost by 208 to 83 vote ..
.P \Y rn ·r o:v WAtms J " Pum.I · Ro :-ms- PE , ' IN<l OF The result was loudly cheered.
~fusEUi\J. '-ARRESTi'> FOR DR ::orn:s::rns -SuxDAY
ilfay 22.-0n the motion of Mr. Col'ry a return was
L'Lo8INt: (E ·oLAND) - Pl!:TERHEAD Lrc~~xs1,.·u CA .Egiving the number of arrests for drunkenness
UoRI' Il ES- DRUNKENNE8' IN 'THE ARl\fY-SPANl~H ordered
within the metropolitan district of Dublin, the cities of
'\Vrxr<::- Pi;;·r.u:RHF.AD Lr •J<~xsrxr: C .'\ ,' E.
Uork, Limerick and Waterford, ancl the town of Belfast
:May 19. - The payment of wages in Public-Houses' on Sundays between the 1st llay of May, 1881, and the
Prevention Bill was read a third time and passed in 30th clay of April, 1882, both clays inclusiYe, the
arrests being given from 8 a. m. on 'undays until 8 a.m.
the House of Lords.
- in the Hou ·c of Commons l\Ir. G. Howard on Monrlays.
moved in favour of the opening of all museums and
May 24.-Mr. SteYenson obtained leave to bring in
picture galleries supported by national funds. In a bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating licp10rs on
course of his speech he said, '' As things were at pre- Sunday.
scn t, the only place any one had to go to was the
June 5.-In reply to Dr. Cameron the LordAdvoc.:atc
public-house.
(Cheers.) The churches were shut said that he had made careful inquiry in the case at
many hour of the ~unday. (Hear, hear.) If the Peterhead to which the hon. member had referred.
local option majority were in earnest they would sup- At the joint Confirmation Licensing Committee on 15th
port this resolution-(hear, bear)-which, though it :May applications were presented for the confirmation
dicl not deal directly with the temperance question, of three licenses which had been unanimously granted
provided an attraction for the people on the clay when by the magistrates. Two of these were for porter anc.1
temptations to intemperance were the greatest. (Hear, ale licenses which had expired that day. There was
hear.) Some might say the right way was to shut not a quorum present, only three ont of six being preup the public-houses altogether on Sundays. He was sent. Those present made the following deliveranceone of these people, but if they did shut up the public- " The Confirmating Committee confirm, so far as they
honses the demand for opening up some other places have power to confirm (a quorum not being present),
would be far stronger than no,...-. Mr. Burt said that the above three certificates subject to the parties takin the working men'.~ clubs, working men had thrown ing the risk of the Court not being complete, and, in
aside the idle and the frivolous, though innocent respect of no one appearing to oppose the application,
amusements, in which they indulged in on other days and, further, that the magistrates unanimously granted
and devoted their time to the listening to lectures and the licenses at the Licensing Court." If the whole
solid method of improveme_n t. His impression was committee had attended the confirmation would have
that public opinion was going entirely and very fast been assured. The remark of the provost that he did
ripening in the direction of closing altogether the beer not think that "there was much fear of them, and if
shops and gin palaces on Sunday-(cheers)-ancl, at it were him he would take the risk and giYe a fellow
the same time in the direction of throwing open these the chink he wanted" was merely spoken in jest, and
purer and more healthy places of recreation as a sub- they were so understood by those addrcs:;ed. The
stitute for the demoralizi11g influence of the public- applicant~ h_ave been selling liquors sin<.:c that date,
houses. (Cheers.) Mr. Alex. Arthur said while he 1 and the Excise have accepted the duty on deposit till
did not think the opening of these institutions would a UonJirmation Court is held. He would not say if the
wean the people from the public-houses he believed confirmations were legal or not. Dr. Cameron said
they would draw them away from the Sunday schools that he would give notice to ask the secretary of the
which had done o much to elevate the people of this treasury whether it was not the case that the Excise
country. Re also bclievecl that it wonld increa. e the had accepted these confirmations, and if so, under
consumption of a.relent spirits, because whereycr they what statute they had power to do so.
had these places open they must have refreshment bars.
]\fr. Trevelyan, in reply to Sir ·wilfrid
Mr. Caine said his amendment that these places do Lawson, sa1Ll it was trne that ~t meeting of the Cork
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city magistrates was held on 28th May, at which it
was resolved not to grant any occasional licenses for
the races there on 7th June, and that one magistrate
had attempted to defeat this resolution by signing the
necessary certificates for such licenses, but as the
magistrates who were themselves responsible for the
peace and good order of the city had not complained,
the Executive did not see their way to interfere.
June 12. -M 1·. Caine gave notice that he would ask
the Judge Advocate-General this day week how many
punishments for drunkenness, either summary or by
court-martial, had been inflicted on officers and men
in the army <luring 1880 and 1881, and whether a
circular had been issued by the ·war Office in which it
,vas stated that special advantages were offered to
soldiers for obtaining beer in the canteens.
June l 3.-Mr. Courtenay, replying to Dr. Cameron,
who gave notice of his question on 15th, said, - " The
Excise ha<l not granted any of the three licenses at
Peterhead, but, in accordance with their usual practice
and not in contravention of any Act of Parliament,
they informed the applicants that if they thought, subject to the license duty to sell on their own responsibility pending full confirmation, they would not be
interfered with so far as the Excise was concerned.
Dr. Cameron gave notice that he would, on Thursday,
ask whether the Act did not preYent the granting of
licenses on new certificates until full confirmation bad
taken place.
Jnne 15.-Sil' Chas. Dilke, in answer to )Jr. H. Lea
said, that the Government were not in a position to
e,· plain the nature of the negotiations on Spanish
wine.
J\fr. om:teuay, in an wer to Dr. Cameron,
said, that the Board of Inland Revenue were alono responsible for the course taken by their officer at Peterhead in allowing the three parties who were selling
liquo1·s there to sell liquors without haYing such
licenses confirmed, a11Ll they would not take action
against any of thefr own officers. The Board did not
grant licenses. The Justices' clerk · aid that a meeting
would be held about the middle of this month. The
taking action on the applicants would be unjust to
them who, but for the non-attendance of the Confirmation Court, would have had their licenses granted or
refuse l, but if they or any other person chose they
could proceed against them for selling li'}uor without
a license.
THE l'Hl'"R .H O.F ScoTLA D.-The Yenerable Assembly was opened on Thursday, 2.jth ult., 1 y the
Earl of Aberdeen, the High omrnissioner, with the
u ual formalities. On the 3rd curt., Rev. G. ,vilson,
of Cramond, gave in the report of the Committee on
Intemperance, which stated that much eifcctfre work
had been done during the year. The report showed
that from every part of Scotland ministers, elders, and
members were striving against the evils of drunkenness with deeper interest, more earne t zeal, and more
direct agency. Jntemperance is more frequently referred to in sermons, and the annual sermon enjoined
by the Assembly is more effective in its influence. The
number of temperance associations throughout the
Church is increasing, their management is becomi.ncr
more successful, and their influence more apparent~
and their conferences more frequent. The Blue Ribbon
movement i favourably noticed, the churches showing
sympathy and giving aid. The most popular agency in
behalf of temperance is Bands of Hope, which have
sprung up in all directions. The University temperance societies are f-lourishing. The ladies' association
has got uncler way in a most auspicious manner, and
counteractive agencies are growing. The committee
call attention to (1) That magistrates should be more
stri ct in granting licenses ; (2) That chief constables
should make a systematic r <'JJOrt of persons seen leaving
public-houses intoxicated ; (3) More strict and careful enforcement of the law relating to transfers should
he attended to. The committee would like to see
(1) Public-houses earlier closed, because there is more
drunkenness produced(after 10 o'clock, and on Saturday
they migh t be closed earlier than 10 p.m. ; (2) R ad -

---side inns should be 1·educed to tavems so that the bona
fide traveller might be abolished ; (3) There should be a

radical change in the law relating to grocers' licenses ;
(4) The age at which boys and girls should get liquor
should be raised. The committee, pointing out the
measures which had been before Parliament-Free
Licensing, Permissive Bill, Gothenburg System, the
Chamberlain System, and Lord Campbell's Bill-say
that this fact shows that the next bill which pas es
into law will give effect to a restrictive policy. Mr. J.
N. Cuthbertson, Glasgow (elder), moved the following
deliverance:-" The Assembly approve of the report,
reappoint the committee, with Rev. George Wilson,
convener. The Assembly, deplorii1g the intemperance
prevalent in cotland, and recognising that it is one of
the greatest hindrances to the prosperity of the Church
and the welfare of the country, strongly recommend all
members of the Church to give earnest attention to
this important subject, and to promote, by personal
example and every lawful effort, the observance of
temperance throughout the Church; and instruct the
committee to promote, wherever practicable, organisations with a total abstinence and general section, ancl
to further the formation of juvenile branches, that the
Church may be united in her strength against the evils
of drunkenness. The Assembly learn with satisfaction
that a Church of Scotland Ladies' Temperance Association has been formed, and warmly commend it to the
sympathy and support of the women throughout the
Church. The Assembly cornmend to the consideration
of the inferior courts of the Church the statement i11
the report concerning the statutes regulating the liquor
traffic, with the suggestions thcreanent. The Assembly,
believing that much good would re ult from a reduction in the number of licensed houses and the earlier
closing of public-houses, would hail with satisfaction
legislation in this direction, an i instruct the committee
to watch over any measure coming before the Legislature that affects the temperance interest· of the Church.
The Assembly recommend ministers frequently to
direct and exhort their congregations from the pulpit
on the subject of intemperance, and specially to do thi
on Sunday, 17th December next. ' He said that no
agencies could succeed unless the hurch took its
proper place in the matter. The committee was not a
total abstinence committee but one for the suppressio11
of intemperance, aucl he thought the Uhurch was within
its duty in condemning intemperance. He asked the
Church to strengthen the rising temperance opinion in
the country, which it had the power to do, and all
should cordially cooperate in this matter.
Mr.
M'Kenzie, Little Dunkeld, said it was noticeable that
wherever the ministers of the Church of Scotland gave
countenance to the Blue Ilibbon movement it had succeeded beyond expectation, but where they had merely
given their sympathy and refused their cooperation it
did not meet with the success which had attended it in
other places. Rev. Dr. F. L. Robertson, Glasgow,
said that although ministers held different opinions on
this matter, all should cooperate. He had thorough
and cordial sympathy with the work done by the con1mittee. He was not himself personally a teetotaler,
nor imagined it likely that he ever woulcl be one, but
thought the Church was bound to the enterprize for the
sake of the men engaged in the trade. Large numbers
of the trade were in their churches, and as was sometimes done, they ought not to discourage these from
o long as a
becoming members of their churches.
man engaged in a lawful trade, and carried it on with
integrity, faithfulness, and purity of life, he was entitle i to be a member of the Church. They should
protect these men from the evils of the trade, and
in any efforts in favour of wholesome legislation they
were neglecting what might prove a very potent and
rnluable ally in not endeavouring to gather round them
the better spirited members of the trade. When they
held up a particular calling, whether lawful or not,
to contempt, and heaped contutnely i1po11 it, they
thereby teuded to degrade in their own self-respect all
th e men engaged in it, and 110 did not think that the
Church was wananted in doing so with respect to what
was after all undoubtedly a legal callin g. H e knew of
no calling requirin g gren.ter f, ithfulness, great er
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str ngth of character and will than that of the liquor
traffic. If a bold effm:t wa made to induce the legislature to insist that public-houses should not be opened
before eight or nine in the morning and should be
closed at nine at night, the question would be practically settled for a generation ; about nine-tenths of the
evil would vanish, and surely twelve hours a-day
afforded ample opportunity for a man to get drunk if
he was determined to get drunk. He did not think
that closiug public-houses as he proposed would he any
interference with the liberty of the subject, and
he was certain it would produce a most beneficial
revolution, at all events among certain classes of
society. Rev. Mr. Gunn, Dollar, urged personal
abstinence as the most powerful of all influences in
the matter of temperance reform. Rev. Dr. Lees,
Edinburgh, said that he had the most intense
sympathy with all movements in the direction of promoting temperance. He sympathised with Mr. Gunn
to a very considerable extent, though he did not, like
that gentleman, see his way to become an abstainer,
because he believed he should have less influence in his
present position by becoming an abstainer than he had
by cultivating what he ventured to call temperance
and showing, as he hoped he did, moderation in this as
in other things. He believed the true remedy for this
fearful curse was to be found in moral and spiritual influences. He had not the same faith that , ome good
men hail in restrictive measures, and, so far as external
remedies were concerned, be went rather for counteracting agencies, and should like to see a great deal
more done in the way of promoting sound amusement
for the people. , o long as human nature was what it
was, it must have, and would have, amusement; if ,
man did not get it in one place he would go and find it
in another; and he believed there was nothing in a city
like Edinburgh that tended so much to hinder the cause
of temperance a.s the fact that the working man often
had no place for recreation and for unbending himself
after the toils of the day except the public-house.
(Hear, hear.) He had tra-v lled in many countries of
Europe, and bacl often watched with admiration the
working man and his family sitting out in the evening
in beautiful garden , and listening to beautiful music;
and he should like to see more facilities in that direction given in this country. It was often said our
climate wa against it. That was true ; but in Holland
and in Sweden he had seen large palaces to which, if
the weather was inclement, people could repair, and
where, amid beautiful flowers and plants, they coulcl
li ten to music and haye coffee or orne light refreshment, and go home none the worse ; and, in a city like
Edinburgh or Glasgow, no man could confer a greater
benefit on the community than in erecting a large glass
palace, where working people and others could go and
spend an evening free from the temptations of the kind
they were considering. After suggesting that ministers
might do good by getting medical men to deliver lectures, such as were given in Edinburgh during the
winter, on the diseases caused by intemperance, Dr.
Lees went on to say he believed there was a great deal
of fearful intemperance cau ed by the vile stuff of ten
sold to the working classes under the name of drink.
In Paisley, he had heard men coming out of a foundry
saying, '' Let's have a glass of speil the wa"'-" speil
the wa'" being a fearful stimulant of vitriolic character,
which so maddened them that they felt inclined to
climb any wall they came in contact with. He believed
a great deal would be done, in the way of promoting
the objects they had in view, if some steps could be
taken to stop the sale of the most fearful poisonous
stuff that was often sold to the working classes under
the name of liquor.
Profe sor CHARTERIH uggested that the Assembly
should recognise the serYice which had been rendered
by the committee in presenting a connected view of
licensing legislation.
,vords to this effect were accordingly inserted in the
deliverance, which, after a few remarks from Mr.
\Vilson, expressive of satisfaction with the spirit of the
discussion, was unanimously adopted.
fr .• lAC!. TOSH, secretmy to the Ola gow \ ·orking

Men's an,i West of, 'cotland Habbath Protection Association, was introduced by Dr. Campbell, 1'1.P., and
submitted a memorial setting forth the grave abuses
attending the sale of alcoholic liquors on board Sunday
steamers. Dr. Campbell moved the Assembly to remit
the memorial to the Uommittee on Intemperance with
powers. Mr. Campbell winton, seconding, expressed
his surprise that this matter had not been more persistently pressed upon their attention, and by them
upon the legislature. He knew what a monstrous and
crying evil it was, and it was impossible for the committee to take too speedy means of bringing it before
Parliament. The motion was agreed to, and the association and its representative, Mr. Macintosh, awarded
a vote of thanks.
TuE FREE
HUR ' H GENERAL As. EMBLY. -This
Assembly met at Edinburgh on Thursday, 18th ult.,
Rev. Dr. M'Donald, moderator. On the 19th Rev.
Alex. M'Kenzie brought up the report on religion and
morals, which bore that abbath-breaking was on the
increase, that discipline is exercised principally for
ante-nuptial fornication and drunkenness, that there i~
much reading of profane literature on undays; indifference and irreligion too often chara terise the farm
ervants who, as a class, do not attend the Free Uhurch.
There is much to be thankful for however, aml the
visit of Messrs. Moody and ankey is favourably referred to. The convener said that there was no mention of the Salvation Army in the report. There were
different reports and different judgments on it. Their
mo les of procedure in conducti11g their work were not
what as a hurch they to a large extent approYe. Per
hap. the evil did counterl alance the good, and while
the good might be more evanescent the evil might be
more permanent. Be felt a difficulty in. whether or
not classifying these workers under the class which our
Lord referred to. "He that is not against us i, for us.·,
\Vith all that was doing outside the 'hurch the question might be a ked, '' Wbat was the Church itself
doing?" And when be poke of the Church he meant
not its ministers only but its members. \Vhat was the
power of the Church in this light on the evils of the
world in correcting and subduing them? The last
census of church attendance brought out a sad state of
religious indifference, and it was to be feared that this
defective attendance on divine ordinances was not to be
laid at the door of oue class only but of all classes.
Dr. Adams, in speaking to the report, deplored the
weakened reverence for the Sabbath, the increased
facilities for Sabbath traYelling, and the institution oE
the Sunday "ociety. Rev. Dr. A. Bonar deprecated
the Salvation Army and praised the movement conducted by Messrs. Moody and , ankey. 'l'he rest of the
discus ion afforded nothing of interest. The Church is
evidently far from seeing the means of holding her own
and making progress. On the 20th the Assembly dealt
with a reference from the Presbytery of Glasgow in the
case of Rev. W. J. Thomson, junr., minister of Bridgeton :Free Church. 1Ir. Thomson had confessed that as
a member of an lrish presbytery he had been guilty of
intoxication, and in his late charge he had also bee1
intoxicated. He tendered his resignation, the which
the Presbytery declined, suspending him, however.
Although summoned five times he had failed to appear,
and was deposed, but finally resolved to report to the
General Assembly.
The Assembly was moved to
depose, and after prayer the moderator in the name and
by the authority of the Lord Jesus hrist solemnly
leposed W. J. Thomson from the office of the ministry.
On Monday there was a conference on temperance for
two hours. The first speaker was Rev. ,J. Scott, B. c. ,
Glasgow, who gave an account of the gospel temperance
and eYangelical movement in Glasgow, carried on under
the auspices of the United Evangelistic Association.
Mr. Moody had kept them so hard at work that they
had not been able to make up their annual report, but
they had the previous year pledged 6,000. The crowded
meetings in the Circus had been very successful, and.
the testimonies given by converted dmnkards had
induced others to take the pledge. Hundreds of men
had been com-erted to Christ . l\fr. . Ioody gave a
1
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most characteristic speech. In comse of it he frankly this whisky and let it be a blessing to my fellow-meu."
admitted that he had not giYen the subject of Bible (Loud applause). Mr. J. C. ·white, Glasgow, next
temperance sufficient attention. It seemed to him addressed the Assembly, narrating how he had been
that the Church of God should look at this question. imlnced in December last, after dealing with a victiru
It was time she did when one out of every eleven of the of intemperance at the close of au evangelistic meeting,
inhabitants of Britain was either in the madhouse or in to become'an abstainer, because he felt that his influence
the penitentiary, or a pauper or a drunkard. Pointing would be i)owerless in the work of reclaiming the into God's prohibition of drinking by the priests, he said, temperate unless he, for their sake, abstained from the
Had not the time come in Scotland whe11 the ministers use of all intoxicating drinks. He now felt trongly
were putting it away. (Applause.) He did not come that, unless they made up their minds, for Christ 's
to censure or condemn, God forbid. He wished all the sa,ke, to give up the use of intoxicating drink, they
drink in the Atlantic Ocean and all the brewers and would not have the power over the class of intemperate
di tillers in the kingdom of God. (Applause.) What men that they otherwise would have. Six months
were they going to do with these men that were taking ago he could not have endorsed what Mr. Moody
cl.rink, for if they did not reach out a hand to them had just said ; but from his experience in evanthey would lapse and become worse than ever. Could gelistic work amongst the intemperate, he felt satisthey honestly advise a man to go to a church the min- fied that if a minister wished tG hold up Christ to
ister of which was a moderate drinker. Here they had sinners so as to rescue them from the power of this
got hundreds of these men and some of them had not prevailing sin, he must have his own hands cleat'
been sober on a , abbath for a year, but now they were of the drinking customs. (Applause).
Rev. Dr.
struggling into liberty, coming out of captivity, getting Andrew Bonar concurred. Mr. Howie, Govan, said
their feet set upon a rock, and God was putting a new that at one time, by medical advice, he took bitter
song into their mouth. SVould they put them under beer ; but he soon found that if he had the smell of
moderate-drinking ministers and thus tempt the men ·t beer he would lose his influence over the people. He
If these men ,yere nursed and looked after by the had been for seventeen or eighteen years a tcetotaler,
Uhurch he believed they would stand. The Rev. Dr. and he wished that all his brethren in the ministry
U-orclon, of Boston, admitted into his church twenty-six woul<l think of the influence they might exercise over
confirmed drunkards. A few months ago the speaker others by being abstainers. Mr. Ba11J1erman said he
wrote asking for results. The answer was that twenty- hatl received a letter from Mr. J. H. Martin, the
three had stood for the four years-(applause)--onc had secretary of the Dundee Temperance tiociety, intimat<lied, one had a slip but was again reclaimed, an l one ing that Provost Moncur had abolished the cake-andonly hatl fallen out of the whole. (Applause.) He wine bauquet usually held on the Queen's birthday,
belie,,ed if the church of God arose at this present time and to show that total abstainers were not lacking iu
and reached out a helping hand to these men that were loyalty he had issued invitations for a temperance luu:-;truggling to be free, it woultl be the grandest day cheon that clay. Upwards of 30,000 names hatl
, 'cotland had ever secu. (Applause.) He was ama,zed been enrolled in connection with the blue ribbon moveto sec how these men wished the t emptation put out of ment in Dundee, and of these the visitors foun<l. that
their way- they said it would be all right if it were not comparatively few had lapsed, and these were more
for the public-houses. (Applause..) Referring to the than made up for by those who joined in connection
extraordinary immigration to Kansas, he said that he with the visitation. (Applause.) On 'l'bursday the
believed the working classes were going away from annual meeting of the Temperance ociety was held iu
their old homes to be out of the way of temptation. He the Bible Society's rooms. Rev. J. C. Burns presided.
was told that the moderate u e was a higher ground The report was submitted by Rev. W. Ross, secretary.
than teetotalism, but he could not see how a man could He said that there are fully 500 abstaining ministers in
get a11y higher than putting awrLy a thing for Christ's the Free Church. Great progress had been made in
sake. (Applause.) Nation after nation had gone down some quarters, and during the past eighteen months 80
on account of it, and he could noi; see how thi1:1 nation Highland ministers had adhered to their princip1es.
could stan<l it much longer. The time, he thought, The chairman was of opinion that the conference was
had come when every Christian man should put it away the best he ever remembered to have seen. Rev. R.
and set an example. lt was hard work when they had Milligan reported on the marvellous progress of the
godly men adyocating moderate drinking. ,vhen he cause in Dundee. The movement there had begun to
met a godly man-a man they looked up to, a man tell upon the rernnne to an alarming extent. (Apseemingly living in communion with God-defending plause.) The revenue from liquor was decreasing at
drink, it was pretty hard work to go and tell these men the rate of £1000 per week. Mr. J. Guthrie, J.P.,
in the gutter to give up drinking. He used to think Brechin, gave a humorous address, and through his ap.
and say, Preach the go pel and do not take the pledge, peal 40 of those present put on the blue ribbon. Pro•
and to-day he would keep hokling up Christ's gospel, vost Campbell, Greenock, and other gentlemen
but at the same time let a man take the pledge and addressed the meeting, and several new ruembers
stand firm to it. (Applause.) If they brought him to were enrolled at the close. 'l'he same evening the
Christ and let him hear that moderate drinking was
ssembly resumed the consideration of the committees
not very bad, he might fall and bring scandal on the report on temperance. As regards local option, a decause of Jesus Christ. After referring to the Israelites, putation from the Free Church and U.P. Church had
8am. on, amuel, and John the Baptist, he continued, had an interview with Lord Rosebery and the Lord
he could do as much work as most men-(laughter and Advocate · and 16 Presbyteries and 2 Synods had
appln.use)-and that without stimulants. He dicl not petitioned in favour of a local option measure for 'cotbelieve the world was to be reached by drinking min- laud. The subject was discussed at presbyterial conisters. He was talking to a publican who had four ferences ; and the declaration in favour of licensing
shops in Glasgow, and to his amazement the publican boards had been widely signed by ministers and others of
took up so:ne of the arguments he had heard from min- the F. C. The report referred to the Gospel Temperance
ister · advocating that it was one of God's great mercies. and Blue Ribbon missions iu fayourable terms. It hall
Now, he said, '' Look here, my friend, pray over the been successful where its founder and his coadjutors
matter. If it is right, let us go down to your shop had never been.
everal presbyteries had petitioned
t o-morrow morning, and let us open it with prayer if in favour of Dr. Cameron's bill. The committee was
yon say your business is honourable." A distiller in engaged with the consideration of Lord Campbell's
Uampbelton where he had Yi sited said, "If you can Licensing Bill, which had been strongly opposed by
show me my business is not according to the V\T ord of both publicans and teetotalers. The committee, though
God I will give it up.' He (l\lr. :Moody) said-"Look glad that a youthful member of Parliament should give
at it this way-'Whether, therefore, ye eat or drink or his attention to this matter, looked upon his bill as unwhatever ye do, do all to the glory of God. Now, do workable. The committee recommended a special
you distil your whisky to the glory of God?" (Ap- conference on local option and gospel temperance, n,ml
plause.) He would like to see a distiller go down that the Assembly agaiu petition in favour of l ocal
beside a bancl of whisky to pray to GoLl, " , 'cnJ out option. Itev. D. D. Bannerman, in i;m bmittiug the re-
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port, said there was a rising interest in the temperance
cause, and a wave of moral quickening passing over the
country of the most remarkable and hopeful kind.
He remembered getting three rules from Rev. Dr.
Fairbaim of New haven for such a time as this. ,Vhenever you are brought into contact with any spiritual
movement such as that amongst us, first sympathi e,
second superintend, third supplement. He specially
commended the gospel temperance movement to the
sympathy of the younger members of the Church. In
regard to local option for, 'cotland, to which this committee had devoted during the past year a great deal
of consideration and a great deal of effort, he hoped the
brethren would consider carefully what was said in the
report. Mr. Guthrie, J.P., Brechin, moved the deliYerance of the Assembly, thanking the committee for
its labours; renewing the injunction to preach a sermon
on temperance on third abbath of December; rejoicing
in the encouraging statements in the report; exhorting ministers and office-bearers to show sympathy
with such movements as those promoted by Messrs.
Moody, Murphy, and others, and to use the opportunities presented to them by such movements for the
restoration of the fallen ; expressing their sympathy
with the declaration of the Glasgow conference; instructing the committee to take all steps to further the
object of the declaration, and to petition in favour of a
local option measure for Scotland. Mr. Guthrie said
that he considered the hurch countenanced drinking,
and it remained with the Church to cure drunkenness.
He hoped to live to see the time when all Christian
ministers would be total abstainers. {Applause.) Rev.
Lewis Davidson, St. Andrews, in seconding the motion, said t,he tempm·ancc question was now in the
forefront. In its behalf there had been an awakening
ot sympathy, conscience, and intelligence, and thougll
the battle was not won, there was an pportunity
offered for brave m n st pping in and obtaining th
victory. {Applause.) \Vere they to follow or were
they to lead in thi · moYement ? That question aldressed itself to every minister in the 'hurch. Ile
should not only give his sympathy, but he should step
down into the arena and take his place in the fight,
The young ministers in the Church were ready to take
their part in the fight. {Applause.) Rev. Mr. Martin,
tornoway, referred to the importance of cutting off
the supply of drink as the best means of curing intemperance. Major Ross, Aberdeen, said that the tide of
temperance was rising and it would rise till it had submerged this abominable traffic in drink. One great
hope he had in Mr. Murphy's movement was that it
was taking such a hold of the young. This drink
traffic with which they had been tampering and trifling
these years past was destroying all around, and they
refused to deny themselves a little luxury that this
accursed thing might be swept out of their country.
(Applause.) Rev. Mr. M'Kinuon, from Canada, detailed the working of the Scott Act. In Georgetown
they had abolisheJ. the public-houses. The result is
that drunkenness has disappeared. {Applause.) The
county jail of the town, where there was a considerable
number of people always, was emptied, so that several
times when the court sat there were no criminals to
try, and the jailor said they were thinking of turning
the prison into a hydmpathic. {Laughter.) It was
true the Act had not entirely abolished the sale and
the drinking, but it had sent the sale into the category
of crime, and the illicit sale was confined to the very
lowest classes. All the ministers and most of the
elders were teetotalers. {Applause.) Rev. Dr. Nicholson, Linlithgow, a born teetotaler, said that toastdrinking had been abolished at ordinations in the
Presbytery of Linlithgow. (Applause.) Bailie Dickson, Glasgow, said that the last time he sat on the
bench, out of 95 cases brought before him, 85 cases
sprang directly from drink. Rev. J. G. Cunningham
remarked on the largeness of the meeting. He was
glad that the testimony of the Church at this time was
so largely in favour of personal abstinence and local
option. {Applause.) Those in favour of the traffic
dared not speak in its behalf, and there was a mighty
power in public opinion that might be brought to bear
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on this traffic to au extent unprecedented. The deliverance was adopted. The committee, on the application of Rev. A. . Kay to be reponed, could. not
recommend that he be so just now. The Assembly
left his case to the Commission, with powers.
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The
eekly Tm.et Society, which issues excellent
narrative tracts in large type for working people, every
week, is for a short time making one-third price grants
of the tracts issued by the society. Thus for 5s., 15s.
worth of useful tracts can be obtained. As the quantity set a.part for distribution on these conditions is very
limited, early application should be made to the secretary, Mr. Elliot ~tock, 62 Paternoster llow, London,
E.O.
Du DEE-Go PEL TE~1PERAX<.;E U1 ION.-Last night
{4th ult.) a great open-air meeting of the Union ·was
held in the Barrack Park.
Notwithstanding the
threatening character of the weather, from 1600 to
2000 persons were congregated. The Rev. Andrew
Inglis presided. Mr. 1 obert tevenson, of Glasgow,
made a powerful appeal in favour of the general adoption of abstinence from intoxicating liquors. Messrs.
James Scrymgeour and John Carter also delivered
telling n.ddresses. Upwards of 2000 tracts and leaflets
were distributed, and a consi lerable number of persons
took the pledge, and donned the blue ribbon at the
close of the meeting.-Dimclee Courier anll Argu .
Du DEE- OPEN-AIR TEMPERAr-cE MEETING.-The
last of the present series of open-air meetings for the
advocacy of the Permissive Bill and local option principles was held at the High School Gate on 8th ult.
In the absence of Councillor Smith, the chair was occupied by 1'Ir. John Carter, agent of the Dundee Temperance Society. Tl1er1:: was a hu·ge attendance, with a
mixture of all clas es, and all were apparently interested
in the proceedings.
tirring addresses were delivered
by the chairman, Mr. James crymgeour, and fr.
Robert Stevenson, agent of the cottish Permissive Bill
A -sociation. Many hundreds of temperance tracts
were distributed, and at the close a good many names
were registered in the blue ribbon roll.-Dundee
Advertiser.
TEMPERA CE SHIP LAUNCH.-At ship launches it
has hitherto been the custom to use, in the christening
ceremony, a bottle of wine; it is, however, satisfactory
to record that at the yard of Messrs. Edward Withy
& Co., Hartlepool, water is used instead. On the 2nd
ult. , a fine large steamer, about 3,100 tons burthen,
was launched for Mr. F. Herskincl, of ,Vest Hartlepool, the senior partner in the firm of shipbuilders, Mr.
Edward ·withy, wearing "the ribbon of blue, 'leading
Mrs. J. J. Woods to a raised platform to perform the
ceremony of christening the vessel, the '' Hypatia. "
Probably this is the first steamer launched under the
combined auspices of the Good Templar and Blue
Ribbon movements. - Cor. [It is a common occurrence
on the Clyde to launch with water instead of wine.
\Ve can't see why ships should be christened with wine
any more than babie .-ED. S.R.J
Sunday School teachers will be glad to know that by
a liberal arrangement, made by the publisher, the annual volume of the 1'eaclier ' Storehouse anrl Treasin·y,
will be supplied to them, for a limited period, at half
price, viz., one shilling, or post free for 011e shilling and
fourpence ; as the work is a perfect " storehouse " of
useful material for the teacher's use, we advise ou1·
readers to apply for the book to Mr. Elliot Stock, 02
Paternoster Row, London, E. C.
PERMI. SIVE BILL MEETING IN THE WEST PORT.-Last night (5th ult.) a large open-air meeting on behalf of the Scottish Permissive Bill Association was held.
in the ,vest Port. Mr. Alexander Ewan, bookseller,
presided. The Chairman opened the proceedings in a
short address, setting forth the principle of the people
having the right of declaring whether they will have
publichouses or not. Mr. James Scrymgeour followed
with an address, showing that the true patriots and
reformers of a country were those who reformed themselves and their own homes. Mr. Robert Stevenson,
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from Glasgow, the agent of the Association, demonstrated the necessity of right action in putting down
the lig_uor traffic, and explained the doctrine of local
option. Several thousand tracts were distributed
among the audience, and a number of fresh adherents
to the Blue Ribbon Union enrollecl .-Dundee Courier
ancl A 1·011s.
TEMPERA, CE MEETINGS.-Addresses on temperance
were delivered by Mr. Andrew Rennet, agent of the
, 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Aasociatiou,
in front of the Town Hall, Annan, on Monday and Tuesday evenings, 12th and 13th ult. The Rev. E. Young
presided on Monday evening, and the Rev. J. Ronald
on Tuesday evening. Mr. Bennet has just taken up
his residence in Dumfries, having been appointed by
the above-mentioned Society to superintend their_
operations in the three south-western counties. He
argued strongly in favour of the legi lative prohibition
of the liquor traffic, and was listened to with much
attention.
djournment was made on TueRday evening to the Independent Chapel, where, after further
address from Mr. Bennet, it was urged that the temperance friends in Annan should rally more strongly than
heretofore round the local Society.-Annandcile Ob8erve1·.
GROCERS' LIOENSEt:i.-Frien<ls of temperance, is it
right to buy your provisions at 11 licensed grocer's Y
Can there be fair competition in trade where one person is granted a license, and another, equally good,
is refused? Ought those persons to receive yout·
favour who year by year beg leave from the magistrates to sell maddening poison, which debases your
fellow-creatures ; which causes so large a part of your
taxation ; and which makes many a house no home,
but a hell? Do you know what is the use to the
licensed grocers of the da1'kened windows, and the
walls of boxes, &c., inside their shops ? or do you
know what goes on in the hidden corners? Have yot1
marked the la.to hours many of them keep open ? Be
consistent, and aYoid buying in drink shops. Encourage those tradespeople who suffer for conscience sake
-who will not touch profits from such a desolating
traffic.-Po.ste1· circulatecl in Ayl'.
KIRKWALL-LEC.:TURE.-Mr. "\V. Blackwood, District
Agent, Scottish Permissive Bill 11nd Temperance Association, delivered a lecture on British Political Parties,
iu the Good '.l'emplar's Hall, on ~rd ult. Mr. T. Smith
Peace presided. The lecturer traced the rise of partizanahip during the reign of Charles the econd, and
dilated upon the principal political struggles which
characterised the reigns of the Prince of Orange, Queen
Aune, and the Georgas. The civil war between the
Cavaliers and the Roundheads, the origin of Whig and
Tory, the union between Scotland and England, and
other important crises in the nation's history were
commented upon. Looking at the condition of parties
at the present time in connection with social and
political reform, the lecturer showed the necessity of
temperance reformers urging their claims in preference
to all others upon the different parties, and concluded
by showing that the suppression of the drink traffic
would concluce to the diffusion of national wealth, and
to the great betterment of societies. The usual votes
of thanks terminated the meeting.-Orkney wul Shetland T eleg1·aph.
_,._ OTE FR0111 TOR OWAY.-Mr. William Blackwood,
of the Scottish Permissive Hill and Temperance Association, concluded his series of open air lectures on
, 'aturclay last. The weather being stormy last week,
and the fishermen being consequently on shore, the
lecturer on each occasion had l!lrge and attentive
audiences, and they seemed very much impressed by
the admirable and pointed addresses of Mr. Blackwood.
It is to be hoped that they will be productive of much
good. There has not yet been quite so much uproar, &c.,
n.bout the public-houses as there was last year, and for
two or three years previously. Still, thel'e are threatenin <Y signs, and the rowdy element is rather well represented about some places already. However, let us
hope that the disgraoeful scenes of last year will not be

repeated. Let the paid preservers of the peace practise
more vigilance than they have hitherto done, and let
the disturbers of the peace understand that they are in
the midst of respectable and order-loving people, while
those who traffic in the " element of discord " should
also be made to understand that the public are watching their conduct, and they should also bear in mind
that when the people have obtained "Local Option "
they will know how to nse it.-lnveme. -~ Advertiser.
KELSO.-TEMPERANCE ADDRES, ES.-On Thursday,
15th ult., Mr. Lossock and Mr. '\Yaterston, agents of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, addressed a meeting in front of the Town Hall.
Mr. Lossock denounced the public-house traffic, anll
pointed out that all who considered their own interest
and that of their families could not do otherwise than
join the movement which Goel in his loYe to man ha,d
inaugurated in the country. 1Ir. '\Vaterston, in the
course of a humorous address, gave three reasons why
he was a total abstainer. First, because he was a
Scotchman, and liked to get the most value for his
money. This could not be got in whisky, the best
class of which was worth on au average about 5s. per
gallon, and when retailed in gills, and "crystal nips,"
cost from 24:s. to 32s. An ordinary gill of whisky in
Kel. o would co t 7d., and the purchaser only got one
pennyworth ; the distiller and publican got 3d. ;
and the Government got 3d. for allowing them to carry
on the swindle. The second reason was that every
man en~agecl in a trade ought to be proud of what he
made, but he pointed out that the publican was
ashamed of his drunken customer. His third reason
was because the publican refused to "porter" his
goods. He also stated that half of the crime in Roxburghshire was associated with drink, and that if the
magistrates would do as much to protect the public
from ale, porter, and whisky as they did to pounce on
the poachers for taking salmon it would be a blessing
to the country. Some " sharp ~hooting" was indulgecl
in between Mr. Waterston and the onlookers during
the delivery of the address. An adjournment was
then made to the Foresters' Hall, where the large
room was pretty well filled. Mr. Hogarth occupied the
chair, and introduced the speakers. Mr. Lossock first
addressed the meeting, and referred to the evils,
especially of ,:i, religious kind, resulting from the use of
intoxicating liquor. Mr. Waterston followed, urging
three reasons for abandoning drink, such as the destruction of grain, the high price of house rents, and
the misappropriation of public money, and urged upon
his hearers the desirability of helping on total abst,inence for the safety of the individual and prohibition for
the welfare of the nation. Having pointed out the great
. desirability of granting the people the power of effectively dealing with the liq nor traffic in their midst as
the only means of producing a sober nation, the meeting was concluded with the usual votes of thanks. Kelso Chronicle.
KA- SAA.-When the new law went into force in
Kansas last May, the San .Fraucisco Rescue called for
fifty first-clas · liars to employ their talent in proving
the failure of prohibition there, and pointed out their
various fields of industry. It is with a feeling of no
ordinary degree of gratitude and appreciation that this
journal publicly recognizes the alacrity and courtesy
and self-sacrificing devotion with which the whole fifty
have responded to the call, and have thrown themselves heart and soul into that heroic labour of love.
They have proved everything demanded and more.
Headed by Ex-Governor Robinson, who, with a consistency and devotion worthy of the martyr's stake, if
not the martyr's crown, they declare has always been
an earnest temperance worker from "prohibitor.3/
Boston." They have proved (]) that drunkenness in
Kansas has increased to an appalling extent; (2) That
much more liquor is sold now than formerly; (3) That
a doctor cannot buy a drop of liquor in the State for a
dying c0nsumptive patient; (4) That 11 shocking injustice is clone to the churches who cannot get a drop of
intoxicating liquor for communion; (5) That the liquor
business was never so prosperous as now in Kansas;
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6) That since all sales of liquor have ceased in the
State, 40,000 people have emigrated from it; (7) That
owing to the largely increased sale of liquor crime has
become terribly rampant; (8) That because there is not
even a glass of beer to be purchased for love or money
in Kansas, the German immigrants don't go there any
more; (9) That Missouri is getting rich selling whisky
all over Kansas; (10) That it is no use sending an agent
to Kansas from Missouri to sell liquor, for they wont
buy a drop, and that has killed btrniness there dead;
(11) Saloons doing a capital business all over the State;
(12) Business dead since all the saloons closed up; (13)
Prohibition is an utter failure all over Kansas and
don't at all stop the sale of liquor; (14) The prohibitory
law is so injurious to somebody that the liquor dealers
n,ncl brewers are willing to spend five or ten million
dollars of their own money to haYe it repealed, and
keep people. from getting so abominably drunken on
that prohibitory law. And they are five million dols.
ufraicl it will pass in Iowa too. Good, kind, liberal,
clevoted, noble rnmsellers ! Kind, obliging, artistic,
heroic, resthetic, double-turreted, three-decker, hundred-tongued lie-peddlars ! !! 'l'ry again, keep it up.D elawc,re Signal,

CORRESPONDENCE.

Jews, at the Passover season, purged their houses of
everything connected with leaven or ferment; and might
not, in ignorance of that act, find it difficult to show
why they could have intoxicating liquors, but, as one
who has sat at the Lord's table commemorating his
dying love, he ought to know that the word "wino"
does not occur in all the accounts of the institution of
the supper. The word or phrase is fruit of the vine ;
and he must be worse than ignorant if be believes that
fruit of the vine is identical with Messrs. Gilbey's
"Rota Tent Wine, with just as much alcohol as will
make it keep." He knows so little of scriptural interpretation that he sets up J otham's parable as if it bore
the brand of Thus saith the Lord. He might quote the
eleventh verse of the last chapter of Revelation-" He.
that is filthy let him be filthy still," and preach against
all sanitary improvement. The letter killeth, it is the
spirit that giveth life. He actually imagines Christ at
a modern feast drinking alcoholic liquors, and asks the
tcetotaler what he would do in that case, and suggests
that he must either give up his beliefs or reject Christ.
I cannot permit myself to form so vile a fancy as to
imagine anything of the sort. It is inconceivable to
me that Christ could do anything of the kind ; indeed,
there could be no greater reason for his rejection than
the fact of his disciples labouring now to save the intemperate, he himself siding with the distiller, brewer,
and publican. The state of mind of "Christian" offers
two mighty lessons :-lst, V'{ e should act like the noble
Berea1'l.s and first make our elves acquainted with the
knowledge of the Bible temperance question; aucl 2nd,
We should strengthen our teaching agencies until the
ideas that prevail on drink being good in any degree or
uncler any circumstances are dislodged from the mind!'!
of our people.-! am, etc.,
!ELIOR.\.

TEETOTAL! MAND CHRISTIANITY.
To tile Editor of Social Rejo1·rner.
,'rn,-In the Trades' Guardian, the Scotch drink interest organ, I met with a letter of such importance as
to merit a congratul:1tory leader i!1 that print. The
letter is founded on a catechism, which, as I bavo not
seen it, l will pass over. But the letter itself affords
such a signal instance of dense ignorance on our question, prevalent among professedly religious people, thnt
OUR BOOK SHELF.
T will, with your permi sion, look at it for a moment.
The writer recognises the sin and horror of intemperance, but holds that we only sin when we drink deeply. BooKs, &c., for ReviPw, nn(l communication. for t/1('
Edito?', slwulcl be f orwurcled, not later than tltr: 12th
Tow he calls himself a Christian, and as such should
of each month, ancl as much ea1·lier a.~ po-~.qib/(', to the
feel a. peculiar horror of the very inception of sin, for
Offices, 112 Bath Street.
Christ called his followers to be pure in thought, because pure at its source the fountain flows purely. The
Onwa1·d and Onwarcl Reciter for June fully maintain
writer who calls himself "Christian," utterly ignoring
this fact, would deal with intemperance, not in aversion their justly earned reputation as excellent Band of Hope
or antagonism, but by indulgence in, of course, a and temperance monthlies. The former is full of short
moderate degree. He considers it absurd for the and interesting stories, and the latter, in addition to its
church to debar makers of strong drink from member- usual variety of well-selected pieces, contains a dialogu e
ship, but the church when it is in true relations with written by Wm. Hoyle, Esq., entitled "Professor
its Lord deals with the overt act immediately it is Barcup's Troubles.'
perceived, and the minister, the elder, as well as the
The Ternperance Worke1· has always a hearty welcome
member, have been excommunicated for intemperance. from us. Its pages from month to month exhibit a fnlA true church knows that if it does not subject of· ness and freshness which reflects great credit on its infenders to discipline it shares the sin of the sinner. I defatigable editor, the Bev. F. Wagstaff, F.R.H.S.
believe that the churches now, alas, demoralised on Lecturers, conductors, and superintendents of Bands of
this matter will yet be impelled to banish the intem- Hope and Juvenile 'l'emples, &c., must find it of great
perate, and those that produce them and sympathise assistance to them in the work.
with them- the brewer, distiller, and importer-before
Hand and Heart for May may be called a wedding
she can really make progress.
The ignorance of number. It devotes mu ch of its space to the recent
''Christian" is as deplorable as his morals, and is fitted royal marriage. Excellent portraits are given of the
to provoke a smile if it were not so serious for him. Queen, Prince Albert, Duke of Albany, and Princess
He ought to know bis Bible and rise to its level, rather Helen of Waldeck, and the articles of special importthan bring its teachings down to fit in with his beliefs ance have all a special reference to ordinance of marriand actions. He is ignorant that there are two sorts age in general and royal marriages in particular.
of wine in the Bible, and exhibits Christ choosing the
Sharpened Saws. By the Rev. John Thomas. (Lonworse in presence of the better when he charges him
with making alcoholic liquors at Cana. He forgets don : F. E. Longley, 39 w· arwick Lane, E. C.) 'l'his is
that Christ, as the divine Logos, made the world and a neat little addition to our proverbial literature. The
all things therein, and, of course, wine in the cluster, ability and renown of its author is sufficient guarantee
but at Uana, as God manifest in the flesh, '' Christian" of its excellence. The twelve short articles which combelieves he changed his mind and made liquor which pose it illustrate very aptly some of our familiar promakes men fiends. The pirit, through Solomon, de- verbs, and give them a practical turn and application.
clares wine to be a mocker, yet at Cana, says " ChrisLocal Option-Local Control. By Canon Ellison,
tian," hrist makes the tnocker, and becomes the (London: Church of England Temperance Publication
patron saint of brewer and distillers, and the exemplar Depot). This tract aims at accomplishing two objects.
to all that seek pleasure in liquor. "Christian, " but (1) To give a short history of the Church of England
for his ignorance, might stand aghast at these inferences temperance society's legislative operations; and (2) to
from his reckless statement. He knows so little of the show wherein Local Option differs from and is inferior
Bible that he belieYes intoxicating liquor was used by to Local Control as a policy for temperance men. In
Christ at the last nppor. H c may not know that all the first of these objects it is successful, but in our
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opinion it fails in the second. ,ye admit that it shows
a decided difference existing between Local Option and
Local Control, but we cannot admit that it demonstrates
even faintly the superior claims of the latter over the
former . Local Control, as explained by the writer is
the application to licensing of the principle of l~cal
self-~overnment thron~h a licensing board specially
appomted. Local Option, as understood by us, is the
application of the same principle directly by the people
themselves. The one provides for the continuance of
the traffic, the other may dispense with it at once.
1.'he H' elcome : for July, .S. ,v. Partridge, London,
lias already reached us, and is altogether superb. There
are thirty-five illustrations, most of them of unusual,
and many of them of surpassing excellence.
V\re
ha_rdly ever have seen more diversified subjects, portraits of Carlyle, Dr. John Brown, ("Rab and his
fri_ends"), Josepl, Livesey, Garibaldi and his daughter,
M1dhat Pasha, Thos. Cook the excursionist, besides a
tinted plate illustration of Lawson the Sculptor. The
letterpress is equally excellent and variecl. The poetry
and music are a most attractive feature, so that our
friends, whether at home or abroad, whether by sea or
on shore, should _secure this delightful monthly part.
We cannot conceive of a greater pleasure than looking
over its pages under some shady tree, where the birds
warble, and the waters near whimple, and the leaves
rustle bass to the delightful melody.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
THE LA'l'E MR. R. ADAMS, AnERDEEN. - It is with
painful regret that we recor l the death of fr. Adams
at Aberdeen on the 13th nlt., in the 68th year of his
age, after a few weeks illness. He was a meat salesman all his life, and yet none among his fellows were
held in higher esteem than he wai;, po~sessing as he
did all those high qualities which go to make up a
truly excellent business man. It is, howev er, as a
citizen that we feel a melancholy pleasure in dwelling
upon his memory. For the last forty years he has
exerted a powe1 for good over the workiug people which
was not excelled by any in his native city. In the trade
to which he belonged he laboured to elevate both
salesmen and slaughtermen, and to diminish the long
hours which was the custom of the trade. After a
g1·eat strngglc this was accomplished, and a holiday
secured besides. In political movements his steady
perseverance and good sense were conspicuous.
In
the Chartist movement he held to the constitutional
side- the side which achieved all the good which
-flowed from that agitation. At parliamentary elections the working men felt that in him they had a
sagacious councillor. In the struggle for furth er reform he laboured with ability and success, and had
the pleasure of seeing his fellows entering on the
exercise of political power for which he had striven
for so many years. It was during his labours as a
political reformer that he saw how much evil was
being done to the interest of his class through their
unhappy addiction to strong liquors, and he early
threw himself into the work of temperance reform.
He was soon elected to a seat in the direction of the
Aberdeen Temperance Society, but there was nothing
institutional about him; the principle and the merits
of a matter were to him the first con equence, the form
he often declared was shaped by circumstances, so he
was willing to labour side by side with any one. In
the Band of Hope movement he was exemplary in his
attendance, and most assiduous in instilling into the
youthful minds under his care those principles which
underlie the great temperance reformation. Mr. Adams
hailed the formation of the United Kingdom Alliance,
and with his usual zeal entered heartily into the propagation of its principles in Aberdeen. Much opposition was encountered, and to his ability and experience
the effort2 made on its behalf were very deeply indebted;

Mr. Adams continned his labours among the young,
and at one time might be found trying to take the
man from the drink, and at another, labouring to tak e
the drink from the man . On the introducti1on of Good
Templarism into Aberdeen, Mr. A.clams immediately
joined it. He attached himself to the Bon Accorcl
Lodge, and was as might have been expecte,d speedily
elected worthy chief, a post which he held uninterruptedly for ten years-an unprecedented 1term. He
was ably seconded in his labours in conne< tion with
the order by Mrs. Adams, who was equally zealous in
the cause as himself. Their labours were no,t confined
to the lodge room, but embraced every ph:ase of the
work. Several times the members of the l0>dge testified to their warm appreciation of Mr. Adanns' ability
and labours by the presentation of snbstamtial testimonials of their loving regard. It was only im February
last that he was presented with an illuminated address
on t~ie oc~asion of his sixty-eighth birthday, testifying
to his praiseworthy conduct in the chair, and to efficient labours in connection with the lodge. At that
time few could have dreamed that the powers of nature
were to fail so suddenly. Some months ago his condition gave occasion for concern to his wife, and almost
imperceptibly from that time his frame yield eel to the
encroachments of dissolution. Calmly he a,waitecl the
~olemn summons with a mind clear and a faith strong
rn the goodness of God, and the mercy and the merit.
of his Saviour. Surrounded by his sorrowful family
he I?assed within the dark valley fearing no ill, accompamed by the heavenly radiance of reclee!Dling love.
Our eye grows dim with tears as we think that on
earth we shall see his face no more; but hop1e sprin O's
exultant on triumphant wings and whispers we mayme~t
to part no more and still together be. Mr. Adatms was a
most_ sociable, agreeable and lovable companion, full of
genume humour. He could be angry but never vindictive.
He knew the good and cleaved to it and he rtily ab.
honed whatever was mean and base. He wns honest
and sincere in all his dealings: and ever ready to b lieve in the uprightness of others. He never espairell
of any man and poured the spirit of hope int the ears
of the truly penitent, and the balm of consolation into
the grieved and wounded ear. He was 1·emarkable for
self control, indeed, his equanimity of disposi tion was
often misconstrued. He was at the same t-ime firm
and immovable where principle was concerned, and
persistent to a degree in a course which bad commanded itself to his sense of right. He wa:s largely
read, especially in political, Temperance, and religious
literature, and his stores were heartily at the service of
all who sought thew.. His mind was clear an the expression of his thoughts were an evidence that he
had formed them after a thorough logical method.
,¥hen he spoke, which was but seldom, it was felt he
might have been a most impressive speaker had he
turned his attention to oratory : his great tal ents felt
pleasure in the department of organization and arrange ment, and in the conduct of the business of agitation.
No man could have been more highly respected than
Mr. Adams, and it says much for him, that during so
long a period of life, he never lost a frie11d or made an
enemy. In his family relations he endeared himself to
his wife and family, and people felt their better nature
stirred by observing the conjugal tenderness so manifest in Mr. and Mrs. Adams. He is survived by his
second wife by whom he has no surviving issue, and by
two daughters who have been happily married. H e
had a public funeral which was largely representative of
local associations. The Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association, of which he had long been an
honorary director, was represented by \V. Davidson,
Esq . , Mr. '"· Blackwood, district agent, and Mr.
R. Mackay, 'ecretary, the latter enjoying the friend ship of Mr. Adams for nearly thirty years. The
Executive of the Association have recorded their high
appreciation of his character and services to the cause
of Temperance and prohibition, and the local auxiliary
has also done so.
Green be the turf above thee,
Friend of my early days;
~one knew thee but to love thee
Or named thee but t o praise.

THE

AUGUST, 1882.
AN ENEMY IN THE 1vIOUTH:
1'E:MPERANCE T AL E.
lh'- A~xrn S. Sw.\.x.
.\nth or of •' 'hadowcci Lives," "Thn.nkful Rost,"" Fruits," &C'.
0JIAPTRR l. - A SllADO\\'ED IIOME.

IT was 'aturday afternoon.
Au intense black frost
held the earth with a band of iron, antl the great loch
at :::ltrathglide was :i. sheet of smooth glittering ice,
alive with skaters. The hum of gay voices, the echoes
of m erry langhter, and the ring of skates sounded
through the fr o::s t y air. E\· n those who did not j oin
in the . port enjoyed th e uu:;y ~ce nc. As the a fternoon
wore on th e nor th wind whistled more shrilly through
t!ie k ::tticss t ree , :... ntl the lO\'.'-h rr nging su1! n ~k y gave
promi es of the fir.· t now of the sea on .
Fr m the stn1ly window · of th m anse, th mini t el'
of , ' trathglitle w,~tch e<l th e ska ters at lea t Iris eye·
l ooked towartls them, l1i thoug hts wer e elsewhere.
Tpon the table ln.y an open Bihle, and a. heet of paper
hesiLle it bo re the wonl., from which it was his intention to speak to his people on the morrow, - " God is
our refuge ancl strength, a Yery pre cnt h elp in
trouble."
These words of sweet assurance gave no comfort to
the minister of Strathglide that day ; his heart was
sick within him. The lamp of faith was burning very
dimly, it seemed to him that his refuge and strength
had desertecl him in his time of trouble. vVho among
us have not such hours pf doubt and despair when we
feel inclined to cry in bitterness of spirit, ")[y Gorl,
my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"
In years the minister was still in his prime, but his
hair was grey, and his brow furrowed deep with the
lines of care. It was a fine face ; the mouth was
tender and mobile as a woman's, but its expression sad
beyond description.
Four o'clock chimed from the timepiece on the
mantel, and the minister turned from the window with
a start, and sat clown to his work. It was a cheerless,
comfortless place that study, and though the afternoon
was bitterly cold, there were but a few reel embers
smouldering in the dirty grate.
Outside, the sere leaves lay thickly on the grassgrown footpaths of the old-fashioned garden, and the
gate swung to and fro on its hinges with a dreary
creaking. From the nursery overhead came the noise
and shouts of the children at their play ; in their careless glee they had no thought of the weary brain which
would have given a world for rest. The minister read
his text mechanically, then rose and crossed the lobby
into the room on the opposite side.
· It was the drawing-room of the house, and though a
fire burned brightly there it had the same air of neglect
which characterised the study. On a comfortableloo~ing lounge drawn up on the hearth, a lady reclined,
attired in a handsome dressing-gown, a dainty lace cap
re.sted on her jet black hair, and she held an open novel
in her plump white hand.
"Margaret, is it quite impossible to keep the children quiet, " said the minister gently. "The noise is
simply deafening. Is Laura with them ? "
0

" Laura ! " was the sharp retort.•. , "She went to the
town to do an errand for me, and she has been gone
quite two hours. Just like her to linger on the way.
, 'he doesn't care what is happening at home if she gets
her pleasure. ''
" Hush ! " said the minister sternly. "It would be
well indeed if we were all as faithful as that deal·
child. "
" I wish you would sit clown, Mr. Tennant, if yon
mean to remain here," said his wife petulantly. "It
makes one ill to Ree your restless walking."
He paused.
'' :My study is very cold ," he saill,
ghtucing at the ti .-e. ",vill you send Jane with some
coals?"
"Laura might ham seen to the fires," replied Mrs.
T ennant fretfully. "The girl can't do everything. "
The ministe1· bit his lip, and went baek to his owu
l'O()m. He cl re, thP 011bers t()get.her in the gr:1.te, an<l
resuming his seat at the desk, lifted his pen. It dropped
from his fingers before he had written many words,
aud he hid his face in his hands. God only knew what.
were his thoughts. He did not hear the door open
softly, nor the light footfall that crossed the floor, anrl
he started wh en a. gentle hand fell 011 hi · bowed hen.rl,
and the Yoice deare. t to him on earth said anxiously,
" Dear papa, what is it? Does your head ache again? "
The speaker was a young girl, clad in a well-worn
walking-suit, which could not hide the lithe, graceful
figure. Her sunny brown hair lay in ripples on an open
white brow, and long lashes shaded eyes full of gentlest
feeling. , 'he was not beautiful, but her face was one
of the sweetest eyes could rest on. Her father seemed
to find it so, for his eyes brightened as they looked. She
stooped and laid her cheek to his, but neither spoke.
The love existing between these two needed no words,
but it was stronger than death.
'' How cold it is here," said Laura, glancing round
with a slight hfrer. "Did Jane bring your tea,
papa? "
''No, dear, I claresay she forgot.
he has plenty to
do."
·
Laura looked distressed. "It is past four, papa, and
you have not written a dozen words," she said. '' Have
the children been noisy?,,
"Rather, but you will quiet them. "
"In two minutes they will be as quiet as mice, and
I'll be back to attend to you," said she with a sunny
smile, and she left the room, and ran lightly upstairs.
Entering the nursery, she beheld the chairs turned upside clown, and her fom brothers and sisters playing
menagerie.
"How could you do it, children, when I asked you
to be good and quiet for poor papa's sake?" she said
quickly. '' Lottie, I thought I might have trusted yon, "
she said, turning to a tall slip of a girl whose pinafore was
a mass of rents and her hair a perfect tangle. Lottie
hung her head, and pincheu. little Daisy till she
screamed. The boys, Tom and Frank, rose from allfours with shame,stricken £aces.
'' Well, look here, Laura," cried Frank, who though
the younger was always spokesman, "It was so poky
playing quiet games. Mamma would not let us out.
e'll be good now ; and, oh, did you bring the toffie ? "
''Yes, but I cannot give you it to-day as you broke
your promise," safd the elder sister ~ravely. '' Lottie,
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"Cross, you little sinners," said the young man with
put on a clean pinafore, and wash Daisy's face. Boys,
make yourselves fit to be §een while I go and attend to a smile. '' An angel would fling her patience to the
papa : he is not well. If you are very good you shall winds. How are yon all? How are you, Laura?"
The emphasis made her downcast face burn, and she
have tea half-an-hour earlier and a story after it."
In inexpressible delight the penitents proceeded to gave him her hand without looking up.
" 1 am a little tired," she said quietly. "Have you
do their sister's bidding, while she went to her own
little room, took off her jacket and hat, and tying on a come straight from Barossa?"
He nodded, and the unruly members having gulped
huge white apron, ran downstairs to the kitchen, where
Jean was busily engaged in her weekly" redd up," as down the remainder of their tea, now surrounded
the young man, clamouring for his attention.
she termed it.
'' Oh, I say, Mr. Walter, that old boat you made me
" You forgot papa's tea, Jean, though I told you so
often," s~id the young lady gently. "Is there any went out into the middle of the loch on Tuesday, and
it's got jammed in the ice. If I get it out 1'11 call it
boiling water?"
The girl looked really distressed; " I clean forgot, the Erebus and Terror, cos it's jammed ever so tight
Miss Laura, ye see I've ha'en tae answer the mistress's like they were in the Arctic regions," said :Frank in
bell gey often, an' it gied oot o' my heid. I'm sair great glee. "Here make us another." He produced a
vext, but the kettle's just on the sing, it'll be ready in broken-bladed knife from his pocket, and a knotty log
from under the cabinet, and held them out.
a crack o' time."
'' It's my turn," broke in Tom. "Mend my kite,
She left her scrubbing and applied the poker vigorously to the fire1 while Laura, satisfied that Jean would Mr. Walter. The tail blew away, and it won't go
do her best, went back to her father. A few' pieces of up."
The young man laughed. "Run down to the garden
stick converted the dull embers into a brisk flame, and
all of you, and take a race. See, the sun is just setting.
she drew the easy chair close to it.
"Now, papa, come and take a rest while I talk to Don't make too much noise, and I'll do anything for
you when you come in."
you," said she, "your tea will be here directly."
The unsuspicious q_uartette disappeared instanter
'' This is nice, Laura," said the minister, leaning back
on the cushions. '' You are the very sunshine of my and \Valter closed the door behin<l them. Then h~
came back to the hearthrug, and drew the slender
heart, my love. "
The sweet face flushed. "Hush, papa, I wish I figure standing there very close to him.
'' Laura, my dearest, you must come to rue one of
could do more for you, it is such a pleasure." She
leaned her head on his knee, and fixed her eyes upon these days and let me take care of you," he whispered.
"This constant worry is killing you."
the fire.
"Nonsense, vValter," but she hid h er eyes so that
"I have had such a happy walk," she continued
after a moment's pause. '' I ran in for a few minutes he might not see how dim they were.
'' I am quite well, only I get so tire l sometimes. I
to see poor old Mrs. Scott, she was so pleased, only she
is in great distress about George. He has been drink- dqn't think I am so strong as 1 used to be." S he drew
ing for a week back, and Mr. Gillespie refuses to allow closer to him and hid her face.
"\V,alter ! "
him to come back to the mill."
The voice was very low, almost inaudible.
"Poor boy, poor lad, how foolish. He is so easily
'' Yes, my darling."
led. I shall see what can be done."
"Mamma was ill again this morning; it is becomino" Papa, I am afraid the Half-way House is doing
harm in Strathglide already. From what I heard to- au every-clay occurrence. If it were not for papa and th~
day I gather that it is leading very many astray. "
children I think I_ should die. It is breaking papa's
The minister made no reply, perhaps none was heart. I can see it every day. I cannot keep it from
needed. Presently Jean entered with the tea-tray, and the children any longer. To-day Lottie asked me why
mamma talked so much nonsense. I-I-" She broke
Laura rose reluctantly.
"I should bke to stay with you, papa, but I must <lowu, and there was a brief silence.
''V{alter ! "
go and look after my family upstairs. If I had not
''Yes, my darling."
been so annoyed at them disturbing you, I should have
laughed to see them. Lottie was playing kangaroo,
" Does Mr. Gillespie know I am your promised
and Frank a leopard ready to spring at her. \Vill that wife?"
girl ever learn to be proper? She ought to have been
'' Not yet. How many day5 have you been so. \Vhy
I have not even asked your father yet. It is so sweet
a boy."
" She will have to take your place by and by, my to keep it to ourselves for a little. It will be public
darling," said her fatbe;· with a half smile.
" VV e property soon enough."
cannot keep you always.'
"Papa knows, though he_ )las_ n~theard it in so many
Laura blushed, and fled to the nursery. There the words. Walter, do you thmk it likely your father will
clamorous tongues were hushed into unusual silence. approve your choice ? "
"Why should he not?"
A shiny-faced boy sat on either end of the fender,
while Lottie, attired in a clean pinafore, was soberly
Laura remained silent, thinking of the gloomy, proud
brushing Daisy's elfin locks. Laura drew out the table, master of Barossa, the great mill-owner, whom many
laid the cloth, and directed Lottie to set the cups. feared and few loved. \Vas it likely that he should
Cracked and chipped all of~them were, and scarcely two approve of his only son and heir taking for a wife the
to match, and the knives and spoons were battered out daughter of a poor parish minister.
of all shape. The boys toasted the bread while Laura
'' I am a man now, Laura, and I claim a man's right
made the tea.
to choose my wife. Here she stands, if shF} will have
There was a wild scramble for seats, during which me, if not I shall have none other," said \\7 alter.
Daiey upset the milk-jug, and intimated the fact by a
She loved him, and could not listen to such ·words
piteous scream. A look of utter weariness and sickness unmoved. For the time her heart was at rest.
of h art crossed the elder sister's face, yet she spoke
"Come down and see mamma for a minute or two"
very gently.
said Laura by and by." "Papa is very busy. Saturd~y
"Boys, do be quiet. Frank, give Tom that seat, night you know."
clear, he is the elder you know. Lottie, don't lie on
·walter assented, and they repaired to the drawingthe table like that. Daisy, darling, I trust there is room. Whenever Laura opened the door, they were
plenty more milk for you."
greeted by a strong odour of spirits, and she sprang to
The door opened and somebody came in. Laura her mother's side.
looke(l up suddenly; she looked away as suddenly aud
'' Oh, mamma ! "was all she could say.
turned her face to the fire.
"Well, mamma, what!" repeated Mrs. Tennant
The children sprang to the intruder heedless of the crossls:. '' Ah, Mr. vValter, how are you ? Laura,
half-finished mflal.
why chd you stay so long down town? These dreadful
"Oh, Mr. Walter, come away, let us have some fun, children were like to bring the house down."
Laura's so cross."
'' I was as quick as I could be, mamma," said the
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girl in a low voice. " I am sorry if you were disturbed."
"Much you care," was the reply, followed by a
burst of childish weeping. "It is a dreadful thing,
Mr. \Valter, to toil and briug up ungrateful children
who think their ailing mother a burden."
Every vestige of colour died from Laura's face. They
say we can grow accustomed to anything in this world,
bnt, my friends, it is not true. There are things which
repetition only makes harder to bear. This was one of
them.
alter Gillespie understood the mute appeal in
Laura's eyes, and they left the room together. 1:\-t the
outer door they paused, and watched for a moment
through the glass door the children flying round the
garden-the last rays of the red sunset gleaming on
their bare heads and happy faces. As yet the shadow
which darkened their home could not darken their
hearts. God be thanked that there is a childhood.
e who have faced life and borne its burdens wonder
at the light-heartedness of childhood. Looking back
upon our own, we find memory dim.
" "\Vatter," said Laura throu gh her pale lips, " since
the Half-way House was opened at th e toll, mamroa is
never without it. It is brought to h er somehow or
another."
alter was silent. His father had opened the first
public-house in Strathglide, and on its opening day,
not a week ago, he, \Valter, had made a speech apprnving of it, and had drunk success to it in a glass of
the landlord's whisky. Here was its first condemnation, touching him in his tenderest part.
'' Drink in moderation," he had said to the ~en.
"Grow social and cheerful over your ale, but don't
abuse it. Don't embrute yourselves. I should like it
to be said uf you all that you would be a:;hamed to be
seen drunk." And much more to the same effect,
which had been loudly applauded by his list ners.
\Vith that wreck of womanhood in the room he had just
left, with Laura's saddened face and shadowed eyes
uplifted to his own, do yon wonder if he remembered
his words with shame?
'Po be continued.
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CAUSES AND CURE OF INTE:NIPERANCE. ''
inquiries into the extent, causes, and results of intemperance, prosecuted during a period of
half a century, and certain tentative experiments for
the repression of this serious evil, have apparently
brought the bulk of temperance reform~rs to a number
of definite conclusions. It is these, with some of the
facts and reasons from whence they are deduced, which
we desire to lay very briefly before our readers for
their consideration, not merely to excite to thought
and elicit opinion, but, so fa1· as is possible, to evoke
sympathy towards practical measures for the material
diminution of an evil which is a reproach to the intelligence and civilization of which Britons are so apt
to boast. To dwell on the frightful e, tent of drunk·
enness, public and private, would be worse than to
repeat a thrice-told tale. It is universally conceded
that we are, in this respect, in a very unsatisfactory
condition. In Liverpool, for example, the police report records, under the head of drunk and disorderly,
that 7,000 males and nearly 5,000 females are annually
taken up in the streets. The daily and weekly papers
teem with the most shocking illustrations of this vice
and its effects, iterated to the point of disgust. Every
day proves, says a recent number of Th e P1·ess, that
drunkenness is the monster evil of the age in England.
Its effects make themselves felt in all departments of
social life. The colonel of a crack regiment wages ineffectual war against the drunkenness which so often
deprives him of the services of his best men. · The
master of the household strives in vain against the
potations of the servants' hall, or the still more dangerous attractions of the neighbouring '' public, " which
have proved the ruin of so many a good servant. Men
who appear a concentrated epitome of all other virtues,
* From Meliora, vol. iii., page 39, et seq.
SYSTEMATIC
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who for honesty, sten.diness, and willingness to oblige
are alike irreproachable, cannot bear the application of
the test of sobriety. The causes of this widespread
and deeply-seilted national vice are what should first
be ascertained by a true social science, since the knowledge of the cause is the only correct indicator of the
effectual remedy. Physiology has distinctly proclaimed
the nature of that habitual cra,·ing for strong liquors
which, being gratified, ends in drunkenness. It is an
abnormal state of the nerves and brain, engendered by
the persistent use of the stimulant of alcohol, under
the operation of a law which finds its analogue in the
instance of opium, hashish, tobacco, and other narcotics. All such drugs, without exception, it is
alleged, operate through the snbtle machinery of tho
nervous structure, and tend by necessary law to the
creation of an appetite which grows by what it feeds
on. * While the original quantity, by repetition, loses
its power to reproduce its first pleasing effect, it is
found to leave a craving void behind. Thus, the sensual nature demands an increase of the stimulant, both
in time and measure, and at the same time the moralresisting power is either partially weakened or absolntely annulled. Such is the theory of the history and
genesis of all the actual excess which temperance reformers deprecate and deplore. The love of pleasure
on the one hand, ever mounting to a. transient crisis,
and on the other, an aversion to pain, are the twin
forces wherebv the fetters of an insatiable lust are imperceptibly b~1t surely riveted upon the intemperate
man. * In this state of vassalage, and in the midst of
his misery, the drinker exclaims, "I will seek it yet
again!" Universal history, it is affirmed, attests ancl
verifies this ilietum of physiological science. It records no single example, amidst the multifarious conditions of social life, where the, e educt·ve into ·icant2,
once introduced, have not been wiclely abused; or
where their use has remained stationary at some fixed
point of clesider.\ted moderation. The old Egypfl!an,
the pagan Arab, the favoured Jew, the refined and
cultured Greek, the strong Roman, the wild , 'cytbian,
and the ancient German, all In turn passed through
the experience which has been repeated amongst the
civilized Celts, and the Christianized Anglo-Saxons of
modern times. No matter what other social conditions
prevail, of poverty or plenty, of knowledge or ignorance, of barbarism or refinement, of religion or irreligion, the use of intoxicants always spreads and increases. The passion for narcotics, once engendered,
never dies out, never ceases-nay, it is for ever enlarging itself with the supply. Not only has the extent of
surface over which the use reignecl become greater by
r. Hue, the intelligent traveller in China, dsdares that,
save with some exceptional organizations, opium smoking
in moderation leads with fearful certainty and speed to
excess; and excess to crime and a. frightful mortality.
Mr. De Quincey, more than sixty years ago (1821) in his
celebrated '' Confessions of a.n Opium Eater," noticed the
gradual increase in the consumption of that perilous narcotic, and traces it to a law which we have seen since illustrated in the a.ugmented frequency of tobacco-smoking in
Britain, with its £8,000,000 of profligate waste. I do not
believe that any man, having once tasted the divine luxuries of opium, will afterwards descend to the gross and
mortal enjoyment of alcohol. I take it for granted,
That those eat now who never ate before;
And those who always ate, now eat the more.
t Mr. De Quincey long since pointed out the fact that, in
this respect, wine was more of a deceiver even than opium.
l\Ir. Thackeray too, in his "Virginians," has declared the
truth "in the face of all the pumps,'' and he is an excellent
authority on such a point:-'' There is a moment in a bou~
of good wine, at which, if a man could but remain, wit,
wisdom, courage, generosity, eloquence, happiness, were
his ; but the moment passes, and that other glass somehow
spoi-ls the state of beatitude. " l\Ir. De Quincey has a similar observation:-" The pleasure given by wine is always
mounting, and tending to a crisis, aJter which it as rapidly
declines. There is r.cl'Owning point in the movement upwards, which, once attained, cannot be renewed ; and it is
the blind, tmconscious, but always unsuccessful effort of
the obstinate drinker to restore this supreme altitude of
enjoyment which tempts him into excesses that become
dangerous.''
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time, but wherever special efforts, including abstinence
and prohibition, have been neglected for the repression
of the evil, the vice has grown more intense in its
power, and has most surely augmented in the number
of its votaries ancl Yictims. ,vhere special abstinence
is inculcated, as amo1:gst the ancient Jew , the later
~Iahommedans, and the modern teetotalers, we have
an example of a.n empire, within an empire, governed
by special laws. This is a case where individuals have,
so to speak, withdrawn themselves from the operation
of the law in question. Hence, in estimating the pre.
valence of intemperance amongst a general population,
we should first of all exclude the members of temperance societies, as not fairly coming within the circle of
the influence which we are investigating.
\Veak
beverages, and mild narcotics amongst tho e who use
them, become stepping-stones to stronger and more
potent agents of inebriation. Tobacco prepares for
opium, beer for gin, and light wines for French brandy.
'l'hus has human nature, in its infatuated search after
false and forbidden pleasure, passed through the discordant gamut of a bad and bitter experience, until, in
the nineteenth century of the Christian era, to adopt
the language of the great historian Michelet, we have
reached an age in which the progr ssive invasion of
spirits and narcotics is an invincible fact, bringing
with it r snlts rnrying according to the populatio11,
here obscuring the mind and barbarizing beyond recovery; there fatally penetrating the foundations of the
physical life, and attainting the race itself. Dr.
..\lorel, in his great work "On the Causes of Physical
Degeneracy, " founded on an extensive suney of the
social condition of the I eople of Germany and France,
pla ees the universal use of alcoholics and narcotics
n.mon;;;st the chief causes of that decay in the physical
cxi. tence of the people, which is unerringly indicated
by their diminution of stature and weight, by the
nbridged duration of adult life, and, above all, by an
iucreased proclivity to mental disorder . H,1sing, from
the nature and quality of the drink proximately explained the phenomena of drunkenness, as a subjective
state, the temperance philosopher goes back a step to
account for the drinking itself. Ignoring the few
reckless debauchees who resort of set purpose to the
use of alcoholics as a means of exciting sensuous
pleasure, and who must be placed on the a.me moral
level with the Hindoo or Chinese sm0ker of opium, he
asks why people in general first begin the use of strong
liquor. Two chief grounds may he indicated. First,
men drink because they have faith in the traditional
virtues of the Leverage consumeLl, be it home-brewed,
pale ale, or crusted port. Opinion always governs
practice to a certain extent, hut especially in pleasant
things. Appetite is credulous of all assertions which
jump with it. The wish is patron to the thought.
While the popular opinion of the excellency of
alcoholics prevails, men at large may be expected to
continue drinking whence will follow the old sad
sequences as before. This belief, therefore, must be
weakened or dissipated by the diffusion of sound
physiological knowledge, which is the business of the
educator and the temperance reformer. The experience
of teetotalers everywhere shows that, as compared with
drinkers, they possess a singular immunity from sickness.
Extensive statistics demonstrate the fact,
that a body of abstainers will, placed under even
less favourable circumstances than careful drinkers,
only be subject to one-half the disease, and for less
than half the time; whilst the highest teachi:rs of
physiological science, as Lehmann, Moleschott, Liebig,
and Carpenter, coincide in casting alcoholics from their
usurped place in the ranks of food, and in remitting
t-hem, for exceptional use, to the category of medical
stimulants. That alcohol is a very dangerous and
tricksy spirit, needing the (supernatural) power of a
Prospero to make it obedient, " is the admirnion of its
ablest·and subtlest champion. The introduction and
common use of such an article within om· family circle
can hardly be recommended on any sound principle of
ethical philosophy. It ie, in fact, a brain poison.
*G. H. Lewis in ""rest.minster Review," a.nd Physiology of Common Life.

A second cause of drinking, which is perhaps still
more potent with the multitude, is custom. It is in
vain that men inculcate moral theories, so long as the
practical atmosphere of ocial life antagonizes them.
Ldeas are powerle s against institutions, interests, and
temptations. People may proclaim the uselessness or
the harmfulness of liquor, the danger of drinking, the
evil example set to the young, the unwary, or the
weak, and eulogize the e:x.cellence of abstinence-no
matter if Fashion, the true queen of the world, decrees
to drink, and Interest, its strongest king, commands
to create anc.1 tempt, men will continue to do so. It
may be a practice more honoured in the I reach than
the obserrnnce, but what is that to
Monster custom, that all sense
Doth eat, of habits-Devil?
All that we teach, clietetically or ethically, will come
to naught, unless our social institutious, our daily
customs and environments, are in harmony with it.
As Lord Bacon declares, " The btavery of words must
be corroborate by custom." This is the philosophy of
temperance pledges and organizations, which furnish
needful aids to the isolated virtue of individual example, giving a collective sanction to a novel 01·
neglected protest, which shall neutralize the ignorant
despotism of custom, since that which is impoasible to
be done alone is very easily achieved in association.
As it is not to be expected that a people will rise above
their circumstances by any sudden impulse, it therefore becomes the duty and business of the social philosopher, with whom the idea i an actual potency, to
inaugurate new conditions of a more harmonious and
genial kind, out of which the germ of an improved
social life may spring up into fruitful development.

( 'J'o be cone! l((lr,rl in
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OUR SKETCH BOOK.
:-3A11 T.A YLOR':-, ELE 'TIO JJ<JERI ""0-.
DY Tll.E RE\' . };'. w .u :~TAJ<'F, ]~.R.H.::!.

Drn you ev r hear how, am Taylor got on electioneering the first yen.t· after he set up housekeeping? I
don't know that ever I to:tl you, and as all this hubbub
about the dissolution o' Parliament an l the general
election have brought it to my mind, I may as well tell
you now, especially as we've a quiet honr to spare.
By the way, though, what was that I heard Mr. Wilson talking about to-day ? I heard him and Lawyer
Flint having a confab as I passed out o' the yard; and
:Mr. \\Tilson, he said, says he, just as I went by, "I'll tell
you what it is, Lawyer Flint," says he, " this here
general election what has come upon us so sudden like
is all owing to that cooked 'tater o' Gladstone's-that'.
what it is."
[The speaker was a worthy old gentleman of our acquaintance, with whom we have had many a pleasant
chat; and the time ,vas January, 1874. ·we need
scarcely say that the puzzling remark of Mr. vVilson'
had nothing whateYer to do with the Prime finister's
potatoes, whether cooked or raw; but, being no political admirer of the Premier, he had formed, and was
expressing to the lawyer, an opinion that the sudden
dissolution of Parliament was a coup cl'elat. We ex.
plained this as well as we could to our old friend, who,
after a due pause to digest the new idea and the fornign
phrase, proceeded with his story of Sam Taylor's electioneering, as near as may be in the words that follow.]
Ah, well, I've been thinking all day that •t~as a
mighty queer thing for Gladstone to have anythmg to
do with cooked 'taters ; or, supposing he had, that
they could have bad anything to do with this here
electioneering move. HoweYer, that's neither here nor
there ; what J'ye got t'.> tell you happened about four
years since, when old Colonel Jones died, and there hacl
to be a fresh election for Lansingborough. Colonel
Jones always was a Liberal, but for my part, when l'Ye
read his speeches in the Lansin[Jborough 'l'rurnpet, I
never could make out much difference between them
and the speeches which Sir Henry Brookes used to
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make at the Conservative dinners.

But when the old
Colonel died, the Liberal Committee brought ont a
clever chap they called Mr. Astley, from London, who
said we must vote for him, or else the country would
be ruined by taxes, and war, and jobbery, and all that
sort of thing. Well, the Conservatives they brought
down a man too, and his name was Croft, who went
about canvassing and speech-making like one o'clock.
He says, says he, "Now all you people must just Yote
for me, or else the country will be mined by taxes, and
war, and jobbery, and all that sort o' thing."
Yes ; you may well laugh. I did, I know, at the
time. Lor ! it were as good as a play to hear they two
gentlemen a-telling all on us that the country would be
ruined if we didn't vote for them. It seemed to me
like as if 'twere to be mined whichever way things
went. But I must get on with my tale, if you can
have patience with an old fellow like me.
[We assul'ed our venerable friend that in the matter
of patience we were tit to serve as a model for Joh
himself, and that we were never better pleased than to
hear him tell his stories in his own way.]
Thank 'ee kindly, sir, and I'll try and get on ; but
where was I? Oh, about Mr. Croft and Mr. Astley
both going to save the country from ruin. ,vell, just
afore all this Sam Taylor had got married and took a
house all to himself, instead o' lodgings, as most young
fellows in his line used to do ; and of course he got his
name on the register and was a voter for the burgh,
just like any one of the great folks. I remember well
saying to him, '' ~am," says I, '' ho\Yever can you
afford to have a house all to yourself, when Tom
, 'aun<lers-that works at your place, and gets 5s. aweek more wages than you-can only liye in two
miserable roo111 ·?" ~Ll(l S'.1.m, he make answer,
·ays he, "The reason is that Tom Saunders drinks ancl
smokes, and I don't. " That·: how it is too, sir, with
scores on 'em.
\Yell Sam being a voter, and on the register, had the
candidates round after him in a brace o' shakes, asking
for his Yote and interest. Thongh why they always
want interest when nobody don't owe 'em anything is
what I can't make out.
[We quietly interposed nn explanation of this orthodox electioneering phrase, which we trnst was satisfactory to our venerable frieucl. ]
Oh, I see, sir; 'twas another blullller o' mine, as bad
a Gladstone's 'taters ; but then, you see, I was never
much of a scholar. Mr. Croft he was round first, and
says he hopes he'd have the honour of Mr. Taylor'
vote and intere t. Sam says at once as bow he were a
Liberal ; what were Mr. Croft ? Mr. Uroft aid he
was a Uon ervatiYe ; but, of course, a, Liberal-ConserYative, and, ail everybody knew, he and his party had
always been the working men's friends, aml o on. To
all this , am says, say he, "How about the Permissive Bill? " The question in a manner took Mr.
Uroft aback. He said he hardly knew how to answer
the question, upon which am says, ""Tell, I votes for
nobody who won't Yote for the Penni sive Bill ; ·o
good morning. ' And that ended the matter for that
time.
Mr. Croft and his friends had scarcely got out o' the
street before up comes Mr. Astley and a troop o' his
folks. '' Good morning, Mr. Taylor," says one o' the
party ; and "Good morning, sir, to you,' ' says am.
e've come to ask for your vote and interest, " says
)fr.
stley, with a, bow, as if 'am were a ma -ter
tradesman and he a poor chap after a job. ",vhat'll
yon vote for?" says , 'am, as much a if he'd been a
master a-trying to find out what ort o' worl )lr.
Astley could do.
'' Oh," aid Mr. Astley right away, " I'm a thorough
Liheral, and of course shall support :i\Ir. Gladstone antl
Liberal mea ures. "
" ,vhat Liberal measures ?" was Sam's natural inquiry.
" Oh, 'trcuchment an<l reform-taking off the taxes,
and improving the condition of the country, " was what
Mr. Astley said for answer.
"All very well," says Sam, "and seein' as how I'm
a Liberal, I'<l lik e to see them tbingr, clone pretty quick."
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"Them sentiments does yon credit, Mr. Taylor,"
says Mr. Astley, whipping a little book out of his
pocket, and beginning to put down Sam's vote and
interest like fun.
"Not so fast," says , 'am ; "there':s one question I
should like to ask fin;t."
"Certainly, Mr. Taylor," says Mr. Astley, with
another bow; "I'd be happy, I'm sure, to answer any
question from so intelligent a voter."
",v-hat about the Permissive Bill?" was Sam.'s
question, and you should have seen how Mr. Astley
started and coloured up like a turkey-cock, for, don't
you see, he'd got the chairman oi bis committee with
him, as well as several others; and the cha.irman was a
brewer and owned several public-houses round. Be:ides this, he was principal deacon at one of the chapels,
and had wonderful intiucnce with all the religious
people in the pla~e. 'o, you see, it didn't please :i\-fr.
Astley to hear anything said about the Perini sivo
Bill. Howe,·er, in a bit he says to am as how of
course he couldn't support that measure, which was so
extreme, and would never work, and which the
people woultl never stand, and a lot more to the
same effect.
"It may be extreme," says am; "but there's such a
mortal lot o' mischief done by the drink that ·we must
have extreme remedies for the extreme evil." 'l'he111
was Sam's very words.
",vell, my good sir,'' said Mr. Astley again, "1
hate drunkenness as much a'l you do, and would gladly
see a wise and well-considere l bill brought in to
dimini~h intemperance." You must rem em her this
was just before i\Ir. Bruce brought in the Licensing
Biil. '' ou must know, " he goes on, "that the
Uovernment liaYe promi eel to deal with this .,ubj cct
next session, oand of course if I am elected, I shall feel
it to be my duty to give my best consideration to their
bill."
"That's all very well," Sam goes on to say--" that·:
all very well, sir; but I hold that the people ought to
haYe a voice in this matter, instead o' letting the
magistrates do as they please. I am re ·olved not to
Yote for any one except he'll vote for fr ,Yilfrid Lawson,. Bill. "
"But, my good friend," said 1Ir. Astley, "if yon do
that, you'll let the Tories in."
"Can't help that," says Sam.
""'hy, I thought you saitl just now you was a
Liberal, " said the candidate.
" 'o I am," says 'am.
'' \Yell, as a Liberal, you must, of course, wish to
see carried all the other things I was just now talking
about," aid Mr. Astley.
'am nodded his head, and says, " Certainly I
should.,.
"\Vell," ays the candidate again-and he says
" well " so mauy times that I think he must ha' been a
well-digger-excuse an old man's joke. " Well, don't
you think, Mr. Taylor, that it is your duty as a Liberal to sink minor differences, and go with your party,
to keep the Tories out?"
"\Vhat's a minor difference? " was -•am's question on
the nail.
'' Oh, this Permissive Bill of yours, even suppose it
could ever be carried, i a minor question compared
with these others."
"That's a matter of opinion, " says Sam. "I think
it is t!te question just now. "
"But you ought to support yom party, " flays Ur.
Astley.
" I want to ask two more que tion , " says 'am.
"You talk about the Liberals ; hasn't it al ways beeu
their boast that they think for themselves, and don't
bind themselYes down to old ways? Didn't I hear you
say at your meeting the other night that the Liberals
hatl done eYerything for the country, because they'd
been rn.en that dared to think for themselves?"
:Mr. Astley said yes ; he believed he did say so.
" And didn't you say, too, sir, that the 'rories
were people that only did and voted as they were told
by their party ? "
h. Astley ,vas olJliged to confess that he had said so,
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"Now," Sam goes on, "you say that I must vote
with my party even though they oppose the Permissive
Bill. If I am told I must vote with my party, that,
according to your own showing, is to be a Tory ; but
I'm a Liberal, and mean to vote according to my
opinions, and I'll not vote for any one who will not
vote for the Permissive Bill."
They didn't stop with Sam long after that, I can tell
you. The brewer got as savage as a bear, and Mr.
Astley warn't half so polite when he went away as he
was when he came. I believe he s11,id " Good morning," but he forgot to say "sir" or "Mr. Taylor," and
never touched his hat any more.
And Sam kept to his word like a man, and so did a
lot of others in the town. They tried all sorts o' hard
words and abuse, did the committee and canvassers,
and called Sam and his mates " fools" and "fanatics,"
and worse; but they held fast. Mr. Croft tried his
hand again with .._,am, and got coached up-I think
they call it-about the Permissive Bill, so as to understand a little better than he did at first what it meant.
He would never promise to vote with Sir "\Vilfrid; but
he said as how he wouldn't vote against the bill, which
was all that could be got out o' him.
Mr. Astley stuck to it that he would vote against
the bill, and Sam and his mates also stuck to it that
they wouldn't vote at all. So the long and short of it
was that the Liberals lost the election, anrl Sam and
his friends were tol<l again and again that they had let
the Tory in.
Sam never seemed to mind that, but always says he
cannot understand how any reasonable man can expe"t
him to vote for a candiclate who is oppo ed to what he
believes to be right and just. At anyrate, as he says
often, if they-meaning himself and a few other Liberals-had voted for party, instead of standing aloof for
principle, there would have been one more vote in the
House of Commons against the Permissive Bill, sent
there by the very friends of the Bill.
And that's the sto ry about am's electioneering. I
only wish there were scores and hundreds more like
him.
[Need we say that we ngree with our old frient~ in
his wish?]

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
T1rn following meetings have been addressed by the
advocates and agents of the cottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, from 16th April to 15th
July, 1882 inclusive, During that period 338 meetings
were held, 147 being deputational, and 191 ordinary.
At these meetings 488 addresses were given. The following is a summary of each speaker's work:Mr. J. H. "\Vaterston has visited St. Monance, Buckhaven, Dysart, Pathhead, Edinburgh, Grangemonth,
Freuchie, Duns, Broxburn, Bo'ness, Lathons, Largoward, Largo, Leith, Cockenzie, Ha.wick, Jedburgh,
Kelso, Glasgow, Kirkcaldy, and Cupar, and addressed
84 meetings.
Mr. R. ' tevenson has visited Govan, Troon, Glasgow,
Nitshill: Partick, Prestwick, Balfron, Bonhill, Alexandria, Kilmarnock, Perth, Dundee, Montrose, Ferry1len, Forfar, Kirriemuir, Greenock, Campbeltown,
De1my, T arbert, Kihnalcolm, J ohn toue, Aitkenheatl,
Mauch line, tewartol)., Renfrew, a11d ;:itirling, and a 1dressed 71 meetin gs.
Mr. "\V m. Blackwood has visited "\V noclside, Aberdeen, Campbeltown, Fortrose, Beauly, Inverness, Ding•
wall, Cromarty, Invergordon, Alness, Davidson, Newhall, Ullapool, Stornoway, Tain, Golspie, Lerwick,
Unst, Kirkwall, Stromness, Thurso, Helmsdale, Brora,
Peterhead, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Hamilton, Perth, an<l
Stouehaven, and a1ldressed 64 meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited Partick, Govan, Glasgow, Greenock, Irvine, Ayr, Dumbarton, Bonhill, Kilmalcolm. Kilsyth, Hamilton, Barrhead, Mauchline,
Stewarton, Renfrew, and Denny, and addressed 41
meetings.
Mr. A. Bennet has -visited Pathhead, Dumfries, Dalbeattie, Annan, Ecclefechan, Maxwelton, Moffat, and
Lockerbie, and addressed 36 meetiDgs.

Mr. R. Mackay has visited Glasgow, Pollokshaws,
Govan, Irvine, Rothesay, Dumfries, Paisley, Dalbeattie,
Largs, Greenock, Kilmalcolm, Port-Glasgow, Moffat,
and Hamilton, and addressed 32 meetings.
Rev. S. Harding has visited Rothesay, Kilmarnock,
Partick, Pollokshaws, Ayr, Dumbarton, Port-Glasgow,
Largs, Kilsyth, Campbeltown, Barrhead, _Johnstone,
Denny, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, and addressed 28
meetings.
Mr. vV. Kesson has visited Pollokshaws, Glasgow,
Greenock, Hamilton, and Stirling, and addressed 20
meetings.
Mr. J. Scrymgeour has addressed 12 meetings in
Dundee, Montrose, Forfar, and Kirriemuir.
Rev. J. Strachan has addressed 8 meetings in Dmnfries.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has addressed 7 meetings in Leith,
Hawick, Jedburgh, Kelso, Kirkcaldy, and Cupar.
Ex-Provost Dick has addressed 5 meetings in Belfast, Glasgow, Irvine, and Govan.
Mr. J. Winniug has addressed 5 meetings in Irvine,
Paisley, Dumfries, Govan, and \Vest Kilbride.
Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., has addressed 4 meetings in
Glasgow, Govan, Paisley, an<l "\Vest Kilbride.
Mr. John Steel has addressed 4 meetings in Edinburgh, Broxburn, Pathhead, and Leith.
Mr. H. Hobkirk has addressed 4 meetings in Glasgow, Kilmalcolm, and Johnstone.
Rev. G. W. Tooly has addressed 3 meetings in Dumfries.
Rev. Dr. Adamson has addressed 2 meetings in Edinburgh.
Rev. J. J\l'Queen has addressed 2 meetings in Belfast.
Rev. D. J. Martin has addressed 2 meetings in
Stornoway.
Rev. J. Cooper has addressed 2 meetings in Dumfries.
Rev. F. Binns has addressed 2 meetings m Dumfries.
Miss Johnston has addressed 2 tneetings in Dumfries and Maxwelton.
Captain l'Le~n hae addressed 2 meeting;; in Glasgow and Govan.
Mr. R. :\1 'Callnm has addressed 2 meetings in Glasgow ancl Denny.
Mr. T. Clapperton has addressed 2 meetings in Dum- '
fries.
'l'he following gentlemen haYe each t aken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follow
theil" names :-Revs. J. J. Mackay, Buckhaven; J.
Pollock, Buckhaven; W. M'Ghie, Buckhaven; N.
M'Leod, Frencbie; "\V. L. Craig, Freuchie; J. G.
Tra.in, Freuchie; J. Primrose, Brox burn; S. Sleath,
Bo'ness; G. "\Veir, Dumfries; D. Galbraith, Montrose;
J. Baxter, Montrose; J. Chalmers, Denny; D. Pirret,
Govan; J. D. M'Kinnon, Dumfries, an l H. Jones,
Cockenzie; Ba.ilie Selkirk, ,J.P., Nitshill; Ex-Bailie
Lewi , J.P., Carnwa.th; Councillor Campbell, Dundee;
Drs. M'Culloch, Dumfries, and Smith, Govan; Messrs.
Smart, Grangemouth ; G. A. Barclay, Edinburgh ; W.
J. \Vood, Glasgow; James Horn, Glasgow; Mudie,
Pathhead; A. Sinclair, Pathhead; J. Balfour, Pathhead; G. Reekie, Pathhead ; D. Stark, Dumfries; T.
Barclay, Blackfor l; J. Longmore, Dumfries; A. Nicolson, Leith; R. H rmon, l\Iontrose; J. Ripely, E<linbur~h; J. Villiers, Dumfries; J. H. Gray, Glasgow;
J. Butters, Edinburgh; Hardie, Edinburgh; Lee, Edinburgh; D. Ramsay, Edinburgh; J. ·wylie, Dumfries;
and H. M'Laren, Glasgow.

'' It is true " said an old philosopher, "that two heads
are usually better than one, but it neyer could be
thu!! with two heads on the same piu."
"\Ve givethefollowingaswe received it:-A teetotaller,
who never adorns his table with wicked wine, gave
his servant a homceopathic dose of whisky to clean the
plate with. The girl, however, was troubled with a
"sair tooth," and "necessity's sharp pinch" prompted
her to drink the whisky and blow her breath on the
spoons !
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THE J!'UNDS.

** * lliemhers, friends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to
the .Funds of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance .Association are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the .Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the .Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the .Association are inc1·easing, and it woidd
~erially assist the Executive in promptly meeting these, we1·e sitbscriptions paid in the forme1·
rather than the latter vart of the financial year,
which will close on 20th Septe1nber, 1882.

THE pocIAL 'R._ EfORMER
AUGU T, 1882.
SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANOE ASSOCIATION.
ANNUAL MEETINGS.
THE TWENTY-FOURTH Annual Meetings of this Ai::! ociation will be held in Glasgow, on Tuesday 26th
September, 1882.
The members and friend::; will meet for BUSINESS
iu the Christian Institute, 70 Bothwe11 Street, at
Ten o'clock A.M. Treasurer Hamilton, J.P., president of the Association, will occupy the chair. 'l he
u.nnual report and treasurer's statement will be laid
before the meeting ; office-bearers elected in the
room of those retiring ; and important busine s
brought under consideration.
The AN 'UAL TEA PARTY will take place in the
City Hall Saloon, Candleriggs, at 3.30 P.M. precisely.
Representatives from the various 'l'empera11ce A. sociations in Scotland have been invited to this meeting, and addresses from delegates and representatives
will be delivered. Tickets one shilling each, for
which early application is necessary.
The ANNUAL PUBLIC MEETING will be held in the
City Hall in the evening at half-past seven o'clock.
Fuller particulars will appear iu the next issue of
the Social Rejorme1·. The early notice given will
allow the friends ample time to shape their arrangements so as to enable them to be present. The Executive rely with confidence on a large and enthusiastic attendance at all the meeting,.
R. lvIAcKAY, 8ecy.
With feelings of regret and mortification as keen as
our own, the friends sympathising with the earnest
efforts of the Scottish Permissive Prohibitory :Movement must have learned that, after all his efforts to
move the House and the Government, Sir Wilfrid
Lawson was on Tuesday, 18th ult., denied a hearing
for his Resolution. It may be true or false that the
publicans did their very best to prevent his resolution coming on-the fact that they are so widely
blamed, does not speak much for their reputation
when their own pernicious interests are at stake.
The fact, the mortifying fact, remains that Sir Wilfrid was not beard. We refer our readers to his
letter to the Daily Press, published in another por-
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tion of our magazine. Of the letter this much may
be freely admitted, that he takes his repulse with
au admirable temper, and that his gay wisdom has
not deserted him. Never in all the di visions on the
Bill has he been similarly repulsed as he was last
month. True, in 1872 there was no divi~ion taken,
but that arose from a desire on the part of ..,ir
Frederick Heygate that the debate should be adjourned, and he moved accordingly. He was de·
feated, but immediately, by the rules of the Honse,
the debate stood adjourned. That same year a11
attempt was made again to bring on the Bill but it
failed. In 1877 Sir Wilfrid gave way that Irelan<l
might get her Sunday Ulosing Bill passed into la,v.
At every other time, and twice in 1880, Sir Wilfrid
had his innings. Well, we in Scotland have done
our best to assist him. We have petitioned for hjs
Bill till we resolved to relinquish petitions and se11d
men to support him. We memorialised on behalf
of his Bill au<l his resolution. Every election ju
Scotland has found the Association stirring up the
electors, even as the ea;;le stirreth up her nest. Deputation after deputation have gone to London aud
laboured earnestly and persistently in his support.
With what result it is for our readers rather tbau
the ExecuLive to say. But of what av,1il the press 1re. It is undou tedly great and singulnrly wo.rlhy
of the agitation, but it is evidently not enough for
the purpose, The Association must appeal to the
country and ask it to increase the force and pressure
of ils demand. That Government should longer
evade satisfying the just claims of the Scottish
people is not to be tolerated. The pressure already
exerted has told powerfully upon Scottish Parliamentary representatives, as may be easily divined
from their voting upon the question whenever the
calling of a di vision bas presented them with an
opportunity, but it is the Government that loiter.;,
and delays. Mr. Gladstone made a confe sion the
other day hardly creditable to the strong Government of which be is the head. He is reported to
have said, he thought that the arrangements at
present in force, if ~toy arrangements can be said
to be in force for the transaction of Scotch busines!!!,
which it seems to him is never transacted at all,
are so unsatisfactory that the imperative duty of
the Government must be to endeavour to mak
better provision in future. There is an opportunity
for the Scottish people to get their numerous an<l
weighty grievances redressed.
Let them avail
themselves of it. The Association is, we believe,
bent upon a vigorous attempt to get special legis•
lation for Scotland, upon which, we hope, it will
concentrate all future efforts. If the Government
will make provision for the transaction of Scotch
business to the extent of that provision, its labours
may be lightened, but its main reliance is upon its
own supporters. Let them afford it the needful
pressure, let them com.b ine and enable the Executive to impress upon the Government the couviction that the liquor traffic of Scotland must be
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grappled with 11t once if the s11pport of the Scottish pe<•µle is to be l011gt>1· conntcd upon; nud Lhere
ueed be 110 fear Ll1at. tlie 1elief demauded will be
gracefully and tipeedily affu1 deJ.
During tlie past months the Executive of the
Scottish Pt'rrui;:sive Bill and Temperance Associa.tion
have beeu hard pressed throngh their earnest desire
to meet the growing dema1ids of the agitatioIJ.
Theil' agents and advocate1:1 have been having an inces::-iant1y busy tirue, and have been greatly encouraged by the 1·eception everywhere accorded to them.
A week's meetings-two meetings nightly-were
held in GlaHgow with the greatest succes. . Mr.
Bennet exce!Jted, the whole staff of the Association
took part in tbet:!e, and great good will, we believe,
follow the efforts ma.de. A week's meetiDgs in
Dumfries, Paisley, Greenock, in aucl around Inverness, and a fort11ight's meetings in Edin burgh, add
to the orrlina.ry work of the Association, not to
speak of those gatheriugs which were on a less exteusi ve scale. So far as our iuformation goes the
audience cheeret.l the advanced seutimeuts of the
speakers, and those who arn incredulous as to tate
of public feeling on the principles and policy of the
A ·sociation, should jnst go with the agents on a
week's tour. They will return without even a shred
of uubelief as to the country's wi h for an absolute
veto. Wherever the a.gents of the Association fake
up their stand they impeach the traffic in alcoholic
liquor , whether licensecl or furtive, as the bl:wkest
source of corruption that ever menaced the liberties
or the virt.ue of any country, and to their proposal
that its fate should be finally determined by the
ratepaycrR there, is always the hearty amen of a
large and , ) u1pathetic audience.
The British Tempera.nee League Conference was
this year held at Preston, so indelibly associated
with the rise and progress of the Temperance Reformation. It is claimed for it, and justly we believe, that it was the best Conference ever held.
A most noteworthy incident of the proceedings was
the visit of Mr. Joseph Livesey to the Conference
meeting on the 4th ult. Frail in body, yet with the
old spirit-clear and sensible, tbe veteran met the
audience hushed at his request into respectful and
reverent silem:e, and pa8sed along leaning on the
arms of Mr. William and Mrs. Livesey. He paced
twice the length of the room shaking hands with
Mr. John Sergeant, his dear friend, and another.
Arriving at the entrance he turned and said: "God
bless you all. If I was not so feeble I would have
spoken to you," and passed out amid the tearful regards of beating hearts. It is more than fifty years
since this indomitable champion of personal abstinence l;egan his manifold labours 011 behalf of temperance, and his labours haYe commended themselves to two generatio~s. He has fought a good
fight and kept his fait.h in the principles of teetotal-

ism, b1·ightened by constant use. We have often
regr1::tletl that he never saw his way to snpport the
Pernii sive Bill, but we have never forgutteu his
wise worns, "While the public hom:;es exist tlie
waio ubst:icle to the temperauce reformatiou remains unmuv ed ." The difference between us is
merely one of means and uot of princiµle. Wi1 h
him all is well. The tabernacle of clay iu which so
much wor1 h bas for so long been ensbriued is slowly
bnt snrely crumbling to decay, but the soul that
conceived the work aud ga.ve so liberally for carryiug
it on need have little to fear. Dissolution soouer
or later will relea e it from this vale of tears, autl
through the Saviour's merit will wa.ft it into life
that shall never end.
Canon Hopkin:,; iu several of this year's issues of
'l.'lte Chw·cli of England 'l'emperance Chronicle
treats in an exhaustive and in1pressive manner the
barmaid question. This is a question which al ways
crops up, n.nd it is not long ince we brought before
our readers the opinion of an American lady ou this
sad phase of our present clay civili7.ation. Tbe Rev.
Canon was led to make his inquiry owing to the bar•
maid of the Criterion destroying herself because of
the heartless cruelty of a naval officer. Barmaids at
railway stations are not nearly so dangerously beset
nor afliict such mischievous con eq uences upon their
customers as those in the bar-rooms of our cities.
The8e latter only answer their end when they induce
their customers to a gross indulgence in their master's hurtfnl wares. Re very fairly pr:ts on record
the grievances of this class as stated by themselves.
The story may be easily g uessed-it is one of long
hours and short pay-the market is over-supplied
and there are more aspirants for their position than
would twicP. over.fill their place, . Thoughtless girls
devoid of moral training or discrimination, as beautiful as them, looking in a.nd seeing them dressed
like ladies, flirting with young men with better
clothes than braius, are prepared to make any risk
to be barmaids. The glitter is what is seen, the
loss of elf-respect, of virtue, is not seen. The barmaids themselves cannot relinqui&h their position,
they cannot step down to virtue and a crust, and
they cling to vice and its hollow pleasures, shutting
their eyes to the goal-intemperance: gay life,
the streets, 01· the early and <lishonoured grave.
Canon Hopkins also allows the literary friends of
the barmaids to advocate their case. But after all
that they can say they have to admit that the most
serious dangers to health of body and purity of soul
are in. epara.ble from her calling. In his last article
he quotes a fearful account from the Glt1·istian of
the mode pursued by French barmaids. These unfortunate crea.tures, to induce their visitors to drink,
drink with them, and the result is fearful in the extreme. In Glasgow this custom has already begun,
although it is confined, as yet, to one place of resort.
Still things bad begun make strong themselves by
ill. This barmaid quest.ion is bne of the most
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alarming in connection with the c-lrink traffic.
Everywhere cha.rruing and beautiful women are
being pressed into the publicau's service, they
exert a powerful fa,seinatiou over their customers
which is always to their injnry, ;rnd they themselves, in the generality of cases, sooner or later,
stripped of all the purity and excelleuce which go
to form the truly amiable, virtuous, aucl lonlble
woman, siuk into wretchedness and misery: the
"good things " they once enjoyed addi11g by their
remembrance to the horrors or the hardships of
their unhappy lot.
Not long a.go we exposed a sacramental wine for
temperance people as a great fraud, for which we
were soundly bullied by the makers of it. Subset1 llently we published an analysis of wine for t empetnnce people, which :malysiR was fnrnish ecl by the
Unfermeuted Wine Vigilance Company and showed
that they were all, with the exception of the famous
wine of Mr. Frn.uk Wright, loaded with u.lcohol. We
ba.ve lying before us a tatement by Mr. Malins of
Birmingham about Good Templar champagne. This
liquor contains 19½ per cent. of proof spirit, nearly
four times the strength of ordinary Edin burgh ale
or London porter. The u.gents for it admit in their
price list that it contains 9 per cent. of alcohol and
yet vend it for the special use of Good Ternplars.
Appen,ls to their conscience are vu.in it a.ppears. We
should not be surprised if they should be offended
that their audacious cleverness in making a dash at
the very designation of the noble order is 11ot
heartily acknowledged. Mr. Malins directs attention to the so-called ' sacramental win s." The
"Ruby" wine has 11·2 per cent. of absolute alcohol
or 24·3 per cent. of proof spirit. "Rota tent," t he
wine recoruruen<lecl at one of the Wesleyan Conferences for sacramental purposes, is as intoxicating as
"Ruby tent," Next of the disclo ures is that of
"Hop Bitters." It contains 12 per cent. of alcohol
and costs 4s. 6d. per bottle. Bavarian, Danish, and
Lager beer are all intoxicating liquors. The absurd
idea that man must drink something lies 11.t the
bottom of this credulity on the part of abstainers,
and at the success of such commercial swindling.
There are men of a deciduous nature who content
themselves with the water in their food and fruits,
nnd they never feel the want of draughts of tea,
milk, or soup. The proportion of liquids in food
11nd fruits is their standard and they loya.lly adhere
to it. Others confine themselves to milk and tea or
coffee, :i.voiding all other artificial drinks. Those
w·h o crave snch beverages as are now advertised are
in the path of danger and should at once seek safety
in an abstinence which excludes all such dnbious
liquors.
One of the importations which is finding favour
with the bibulou s in our land is lager beer. Of
course its virtues (?) are loudly trumpeted by the
interested , and in consequence quantities of it are
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being iucreasingly swilled by beer drinkers. That
fearful nemesis of beer-Bright,'s disease-does uot
pass by the dri11kers of lager beer. An eminent
A111ericau JJhysiciau ouserves that "the man who
habitually drinks beer is sure to have Bright\, disease. Beer in large quantities is one of the worst
thiugs a man can ruiu his stoma.eh and orgaus with.
In Germany where the studeuts drink a great deal
of beer their kidueys and bladders are al ways
affected." So along with this insidious liquor will
come a proportionate amount of misery a11d suffering-all the sadder that it might be so easily averted,
and having a fa.tal termination in numerous cases.
Addison brings before bis readers a problem of the
schoolrnen. Supposing the whole body of the earth
were a mass of the finest sand and that a single
g rain of it were annihilated every thou sand yearfl,
and supposing one had it in his choice to be happy
nll the while this prodigious mass of sand was being
consumed on condition that he was to he miserable
ever after, or supposing that be was to be miserable
during tbe slow process of its destruction ou coudition of being happy ever n.fter, what would be his
choice 1 The gentle moralist expresses u, fear that
many having u, greater imagination than reason
would sink uuder the c.:on;;1idcra.tion of S\JCb a length
of time of misery and g·ve themselves up to the
happiness of lhe hour consideriug that it would be
o near u.nd last so very long. We fear that Addison must have had liquor drinkers in his mind's
eye at least he would have made no mistake if he
had, for while we think of the extreme fo lly of
those who will, despite warning and in deliberate
ignorance, indulge in strong liquors, we cannot help
as ·ociating them with those unhappy beings who
will sacrifice the happiness of leugth of days and a
blissful fnture to the fleeting pleasures of a few
short years.

It always affords us pleasure to find that the num•
ber of honourable members in Parliament who are
total abstainers shows a teady increase. The number is now thirty-two-twenty-five English representatives-Lord E. Fitzmaurice (Caine), Sir W. V.
Harcourt, Bart. (Derby), Sir U. Dilke, Bart. (Chelsea), Sir W. Lawson, Bart. (Carlisle), Messrs. W. S.
Allen (Newcastle uuder Lyne), John Bright (Birmingham), T. Burt (Morpeth), W. S. Caine (Scarbro'), H. C. E. Childers (Poptefract), Joseph Cowen
(Newcastle), D. Davies (Cardigan), R. Davies (Anglesey), W. Fowler (Cambridge), Theo. Fry (Darlington), E. S. Howard (East Cumberland), Alfred
Illingworth (Broadford), C. B. M'Laren (Stafford),
H. Mason (Ashton under Line), S. Morley (Bristol),
George Palmer (Reading), Arthur Pease (Whitby),
H. B. Saunderson (Frome), J. C. Stevenson (South
Shields), C. T. Thompson (Durham), and Professor
Bryce (Tower Hamlets). Six Irish representatives:
J. A. Bl:tke (Waterfonl County), J. P. Corry (Belfast), C. H . Meldon (Kildare), Arthur O'Connor
(Queen's County), J. R. Richardson (Armagh
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County), .and Benjamin Whitworth (Drogbeda).
One Scotch representative: Mr. P. M'Lagan (Linlitbgow). We indulge the hope that Scotland will,
after next election, have a larger number of abstaining representatives. In this matter she should
not hold a bottom place.

names should appear on the register. The roll bas
to be completed by the 15th September, wheu it will
be exhibited publicly for examination by the inhabitants. It should be narrowly scrutinized lest
the names of friends should have been omitted or
wrongly entered. Lodgers must be entered every
year. Local committees should have plenty of blank
We have again to remind our readers of their forms in which to enter those omitted or not enduty towards the Electoral Register. This is a very tered. If the party omitted is a Liberal the Liberal
imperative matter at the present moment; for there committee will gladly see after him; if a Conservanever was a time when the urgency of crowding it tive that party will do likewise. Bnt in any case
with the friends of prohibition was so evident. We let our friends look to this important matter and
do not write to needlessly alarm our friends, but make it their snpreme care to do it all needful
really they cannot, any more than we ourselves, feel justice: their satisfaction will be felt through the
easy about the political future. Kings and crowns knowleclge that they are prepared for any eventualare proverbially unstable, but in our age the same ity, their triumph will come with the great success
has to be said of governments, a breath can make they may have earned through their vigilance i11
them as a breath has made, and a word has kindled the Registration Court. " LET ALL FRIENDS OF AN
up the fiercest elements of parliamentary strife and ABSOLUTE YETO OVER THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC AT'rE D
driven a government into the chill shades of the TO THE ELECTORAL REGIS'rER."
Opposition. This may be the fate of the Government of the day: it is threatened with the destruc- · · The Clubs (working men's and other) have been
tive vote of those which it has done most for, it is so very persistently decried as being little else than
menaced by its inveterate foes the Opposition, and "shebeens" that we are glad to know that the
there is open disaffection among its own supporters. working men's Liberal Club at Salisbury voted last
At such a perilous moment it is the bounden duty month on drink or no drink to members. On the
of the prohibitionist to see that the Electoral vote being taken (by ballot) it was found that 271
R egister is all right- that he is prepared for any bad voted- 237 no, 30 yes, and neutral 4. This is
eventuality. No doubt greater attention is bestowed what we should expect to be the result of a vote in
upon the Roll now than ever was the CNJe, but year any club instituted by working men for self imby year friend after friend departs and the gap left provement.. And when the national issue, liquor
by their decease should. be filled by one as friendly traffic or voluntary prohibition, is put to them their
to the cause. How many men are there in every vote will, , e anticipate, show that their ordtr i.3
locality who should be there and are even thought , overwhelmingly in favour of the suppression of the
to be there who, when the struggle arises, are found liquor traffic. Their rulers believe this also--why
among the absentees ? This may arise from igno- do they decline to give them the opportunity of
rance of their right and their duty, but the com- voting on this issue ? When, however, the working
mittee cannot be absolved from cernrnre, for they class awaken to the fact that their rulers cnnuot
ought to know and should have enrolled all such. forego the twenty-three millions sterling accruing
They should never forget that Providence is on the from the debasing indulgence into which so many of
side of the strongest battalions. There are also the their order are entrapped, they will know what u~e
lodgers. They must be looked after year by year, to put their votes to-the destruction of the liquor
and many a majority might be made overwhelming if traffic as the main cause of the enforced idleness,
they were duly mustered. This year t he Electoral the meagre pay, the unfrugality, the irreligiou which
Rolls of our burghs will be largely augmented by is such a sad reflection on the toiling millions, and
the registration of female ratepayers. This new which goes so far to obscure their hardy virtue 0 •
accession cannot bnt strengthen the hands of Prohibitionists, and render the struggle more decisive
Notwithstanding the Sunday Closing Act whir.h
for them . We heartily welcome them: they have
been a source of political strength wherever virtue is bound to operate in Wales speedily, and the many
has needed help at the polling booth, and we will restrictions on their business which the publicm1s
we believe have to thank God more heartily that complain of having to endure, the eye is arrested l,y
our triumph over the publicans bas been swelled advertisements in publican newspapers which ought
through their voting. We leave this matter in the to fix the serious attention of moral and social rehands of our friends. They know how much our formers. We are offered by a liceused valuer in
present progress owes to their attention to the Wales, seventeen years' lease of premises, perfectly
Electoral Register hitherto, and we leave them to free, and asserted. to be the Lest paying and easiest
maintain, by their vigilant cam of it, the proud conducted trade in the town. The money required
Parliamentary position we possess. '\Ve remind is twelve hundred pound s, and the concern, we are
them that in burgh s, ratepayers who have paid told, is a certain fortune t o a business man. The
their rates due at 20th June are qualified, a nd their devil hardly ever put forth a more tempting bait
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thought he might say the real cause of drunkenne.s in
the army was certainly not the beer sold in the canteens, but the abominable stuff which soldiers obtained
under the name of spirits in low public houses in the
neighbourhood of their barracks, and for which this
beer is intended so far as possible to be a substitute.
June 20. -Sir Wilfrid Lawson gave notice that he
should move a resolution in favour of local option that
day month.
Mr. Dobson, in reply to Mr. Macfarlane, stated that
it was open to any purchaser to take proceedings with
regard to the sale of an adulterated article. If a shopkeeper sold an article as cheese which contained foreign
ingredients and the purchaser was prejudiced thereby,
the shopkeeper could be proceened against for penalties
under the sale of Food and Drugs Act. The shopkeeper could protect himself by informing the purchaser at the time of the sale that the article was
mixed.
Mr. Caine asked the Judge Ad vocate-G eucral
if it was his intention to introduce any bill dealing with
"those low public-houses" to which he ascribed the
lamentable fact that 23,255 men out of a total of
180,000, constituting the British Army, hatl. received
43,656 punishments for drunkenness in a single year,
besides many other punishments for crime and insubordination committed under the influence of liquor.
Mr. 0. Morgan said that however desirable it might be
to interfere with low public houses in which adulterated spirits were sold to soldiers and other people, he
was not aware that it was any part of his duty to
bring in a bill for that purpose. He was afraid therefore that he must leave that task to his honourable
fri ncl and to those who thought it p:!.rt of their parliamentary mission to interfere with that class of property. Mr. Caine gave notice that at the earliest
possible date he should call the attention of the house
to the national injury and disgrace resulting from the
increa eel intemperance of the army in consequence
of the low public houses in garrison towns and mo •e a
resclution.
,Tune 29.-1fr. Gl11dstone, in reply to Mr. Barclay,
said that the Government have signified to the Uoverument of "pain that the finances of this country do not
permit of any reduction in the duties on Spanish wines
in the meru1time, while they have signified that they
are not at all unwilling to approach the question in a
more favourable condition of finance.
July 4.-1::lir \V. Harcourt, in reply to Mr. Lloyd,
, aid it was iucorrect that a knowledge of the English
language was a nece ary qualification of a publican in
\Vale.
July 9.- ir H. :Maxwell gaYe notice that on Monday,
on the second reading of the Licensing Laws (Scotland)
PARLIAMENTARY SE, SION.-VI.
amendment Bill, he would move that order be read and
Jnue 19.-:Mr. R. W. Duff, M. P. for Banffshire, on discharged.
his re-election as a junior Lord of the Treasury, took
July 10.-0n the motion of the Lord-Advocate, leave
the oath and his seat amid. cheers.
wa:; given to bring in a bill to amend the law relating
Mr. Osborne Morgan, in rrply to Mr. Caine, to licenses to retail intoxicating liquors on passenger
said, The number of puuishments for drunkenness in the wssels in Scotland. The Bill was read a first time.
July 11.-Mr. Stevenson presented a huge petition
army during 1881 was 4~,606, and the total number of
men so pu111shed was 2::$,365. He was sorry to ·ay signed by 159,~27 wives, mothers, and Llaughters in
that these figures were slightly in excess of tllo:se for England and Scotland, including the county of Aberthe previom, year, but much less than the average for deen, against the sale of intoxicating liquors on , nnthe last ten years. In regard to the number of puuish- day. The petition, which formed a roll as large as a
ments for crimes arising out of drunkenness, he was barn;], bound up with broad bands of blue ribbon, was
sorry he could not give the tignres as there was uo carried up to the table by the honourable member and
separate record, and it would be difficult to make out Mr. Broadhurst, and deposited at the Speaker's feet
one, but a very large proportion of the crimes of vio- amid laughter and cheers.
lence and insu bonlination committed by the soldiers
Mr. Ouslow presented a petition on behalf of the
were committed by them when under the influence of Licensed Victuallers Protection Society against the
closing
of public houses on unday, and moveLl that it
drink. It was quite true that the purchase of beer,
tobacco, &c., from the regimental canteen at low rates, be read by the clerk at the table, which was clone.
July 12.-The Beer Dealers' Retail Licenses Act
together with other privileges such as the use of the
library, recreation rooms, and gymnasium, were offered (1880) amendment Bill as amended, was considered and
as inducements by the circular issued through the read a third time.
post office to recruits to enlist, but he might say that
July 1:3.-Mr. Courtenay moved the second reading
the beer so supplied was of a very wholesome nature. of the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill, the object
(Laughter and cheers.) Cases of drunkenness arising being that the Bill might be reprinted, so that the full
from its use were exceedingly rare. He thought he financial proposal.s of the Government should be brought
might almost say that they were unknown, but he might before the House. The discussion, it was proposed,
add that no spirits were sold at these canteens. H e should take place on the motion that the Speaker do

than that. He tempts us all, but to some minds the
alluring bait of a fortune for twelve hundred poun ls
invested in the best pn.ying and easiest conducted
trade in a busy, manufacturing, miuing, and shipping
port will be irresistible. Golden as the bait is, the
price to be paid for it will be found much more than
the sum that passes between the buyer an<l the
offerer. To be a sound business publican meaus
skill in the doctoring of liquors, blending them more
to bring out their capacity of saturatiou than to
incren. e their quality, tact and push as seen in the
beauty of the barmaid, the artistic splendour of the
fittings, the knowledge of the night ide of human
nature, that callousness which is impervious to
moral consideration, ancl that deference to the exactions of self-interest which quietly puts aside all
sympathy for those who fall by the power of his
" strong ones." Such n. man will kill four customers
every year by hi liquors besides shortening the lives
and diminishing the happiness of hundred others.
He will be ctnsed by his customers and will never
have the blessing of those who are ready to perish.
Like a "switcher" on the railway line he will stand
on the road tba.t leads from the cradle to the grave,
and turning the points for many an unsuspecting
youth and maiden, hurl them into those fearful
swamps in which they will sink to rise no more-and
sinking wi h that they might sink beyond the reach
of the Arcba.ngel's trump. .J.: o, we do not share the
belief of the license valuer. The man who runs the
drink selling busine :e will find it is a lo ing business
and one that can only be best conducted in the
absence of all the better qualities of humanity. The
money earned. by such a. fearful trade may form the
fearful links of the galling clrnin that will confine
liim to those dismal shades where hope never comes.
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leave the chair. Mr. Harcourt opposed the motion,
and moved, that in the opinion of the House, the
financial arrangements comprisP-d in the Bill will not
be satisfactory unless provision is therein made for
gi vin~ immediate relief to the ratepayers from the
incidence of the rates levied for the maintenance of
main roads in England. (Opposition cheers.) Mr.
1. 'her moved that the debate be now adjourned, but
the honourable member finding no seconder the motion
fell to the grouncl. Mr. Courtenay complained that the
motion of the honourable member for Oxfordshire was
unexpectedly sprung upon the GoYernment, and that
to <liscuss it was very inconvenient in the absence of
the Prime Minister. The discussion was continued by
::iii- Stafford Northcote, Lord Hartinglon, and Mr.
Heives. The House then divided. For amendment
131 against 149--majority against 18. The Bill was
then read a second time.
.
Jnly 14.-The House went into committee on the
Customs and Inland Revenue Bill, when amendments
were introducecl, an<l the Bill ordered to be reported.
,July 17.-Mr. tewart asked the Prime Minister
whether in view of the dissatisfaction caused by the
manner in which the Educational 1:iJndowmcnts (Scotland) Bill had been dealt with, and the additional proof
thereby afforded of the necessity which existed for
securing the proper conduct of Scotch bnsin ss in
Parliament-(cheers)-he would consider the advisability of seizing the opportunity the present vacancy
in the Cabinet afforded to obtain that object by merging the sinecure office of the Chancellorship of the
Duchy of Lancaster in that of a Secretary of Rtate for
Scotland? (Cheers.)
Mr. Gladstone-I trnst my honourable friend will
not believe, from the unfavourable tenor of the answer
I shall gi,·e to his in'luiry, that I at all differ from
him in regard to the preamble to the question. I
think the arrangements at present in force for the
transaction of , cotch business, which it seems to me
is never tran acted at all-(cheers)-are very unsatisfactory-and I deem it an imperati\·e part of the duty
of the GoYernment in the measures they have immediately in contemplation to endeavour to make better
provision for this purpose.
-- In reply to a question, Sir vVilfrid Lawson
stated that he intended to bring in bis Local Option
Resolution to-morrow night, if he possibly could, and
he appealed to the Government to state to the House
what facilities be might expect. Mr. Gladstone pointed
out that if a committee on the Arrears Bill were finished before to-morrow evening, then the honourable
baronet would be able to bring on his motion.
July 18. - Mr. Stewart Wortley presented two petitions from Sheffield, one being a quarter of a mile in
length, and containing the signatures of 30,000 adult
males of the population of Sheffield against the Sunday
closing of public houses.
July 19.-Mr. SteYenson moved the seconrl reading
of his Sunday Closing (England) Bill in a brief speech.
Mr. C. N. Warton moved its rejection. In favour the
following spoke- ir J. W. Pease, Mr. Ewart, Mr.
Hibbert. Against were- Sir H. Selwin Ibbetson, Mr.
Phipps, Mr. Gibson, fr. ,J. G. Talbot, and Colonel
Makins.
Mr. Callan talked until at 5. 45 the Bill
became a dropped order. The discussion of this clay
was of some value.
THE LOCAL OPTION RESOLU'rIOK,

As our readers are aware, the Executive of the
Scottish Permissh·e Bill and Temperance Association
immediately that Sir Wilfrid Lawson had apparently
secured Tuesclay, 18th ult., on which to move his
resolution, asked the i'esteemed co-operation of every
temperance organisation in Scotland ; and communicated with their immediate friends and supporters
through the country, and specially with the eight hundred and fifty ministers of the Gospel who substantially
sympathise with the Association. They appointed the
following gentlemen to r epresent them in London:Ex-Provost Dick; J. ,villiams, Esq., J.P. ; 1Iessrs.
Forrester, Selkirk, ,Vinning, and Mackay.
The labours of their deputation were arduous. Kot-

withstanding the adverse fate which overtook the
resolution, they were enabled to serve the interests of
the Scottish Permissive prohibitory movement in many
ways. They had interviews with fifty-two hon. members, and were gratified to find that the approach wa.s
never so cordial, nor the results more satisfactory. A
marked and gratifying change has coma over the minds
of Scottish parliamentary representatives which will
appear in greater progress in the House of Commons.
Special interviews were obtained with the Right Hon.
the Lord-Advocate, the Solicitor-General, Lord Colin
Campbell, and the Right Hon. the Earl of .Aberdeen.
These, we are informed, were all of a most encouraging
nature, and, on the whole, the deputation were able to
report in gratifying terms of their efforts. They fully
expeeted that, if the resolution had come up for discussion and division, there would have been a larger vote
for cotland ; at the same time, the adverse ,·ote would
not have been le::;s, nor, they believe, otherwise; their
expectations were securely based, and it is matter for
no little regret that the Arrears Bill should not have
been out of the way of the resolution. There was an
impression prevalent in the Lobby that the publicans
were pulling the wires in order to shunt the resolution.
Nothing else could have been expected; but they haYe
been doing so on every occasion and all along, yet with
little retarding effect 011 the progress of the agitation.
There is reason to believe that the fate of the resolution
will tell as much in our favour as it woulcl have done
had it been divided upon. It was not the discussion
of a principle but a cry for the application of a principle
which tl1e House has already emphatically endorsed,
and the fact that the cry is raised for urgency cannot
be set aside by a refusal, in consequence of a p rior engagement, to listen to it. The Executive are ]!repared
to take the sense of a Parliament in another way- a
way that will approve itself to the country, and will
vindicate it elf to all who earnestly desire the relief of
their country and kin<lred from the intolerable tyranny
of the drink system.
The last duty of the deputation was to meet with
kindred spirits in the offices of the United Kingdom
Alliance, Parliament Street, London, on \V ednesday,
19th ult. There was a pretty large gathering of
kindred spirits by no mea,ns downcast, rather, we
should say, too resolute and enthusiastic for dismay.
,ve missed the gani&.l presence of '"'ir ,Yilfrid Lawson,
who was quite absorbed in Egyptian affairs.
The gentlemen taking part in the proceedings were
- Ex-Provost Dick, Glasgow; Messrs. Adams and
Hussey, Birmingham; .Mr. \i\7ilkinson, Belfast; exBailie Lewis, J.P., Edinburgh; Mr. :Mackay, Glasgow;
Mr. chofield, Cardiff; Messrs. Raper, Kempster,
Wall, and Fithian, Hilton, the ReY. Dawson Burns,
London; :Mr. ,vhitwell, Kendal; Mr. Davidson,
Leeds ; Mr. Brambley, Cambridge ; Mr. Hibbert,
Bradford.
The following resolutions were adopted: -I. "That this meeting of temperance reformers from
various parts of the country deeply regrets that the
exigencies of business, contrary to the expressed hopes
of Mr. Ghdstone on :M:onday last, precluded Sir
\Vilfrid Lawson and the Honse of Commons from aga.iu
urging on the Government, by a resolution, the importance of passing an efficient local option law ; at the
same time thi · meeting rejoices in the manifold evidences of a q ,pidly maturing public opinion, which
will render it impossible to much longer delay the
enactment of a measure giving a popular veto on the
liquor ·traffic, which is more urgent than any other
question of domestic legislation."
II. "That having regard to the widespread ruin and
demoralisation which are entailed upon the nation by
the traffic in intoxicating liquors and the fearful
obstacles it presents to all material, moral, and social
progress, this meeting strongly urges upon the constituencies of the United Kingdom the paramount
duty of pressing upon their representatives in Parliament the great urgency which exists for promptly and
effectively dealing with a system which is fraught with
such universal disaster to all that is Yaluable in the
communit;r. "
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Scotland was ably represented on the occasion by
ex-Provost Dick, and ex-Bailie Lewis, J.P. The eloquent fervour of the ex-Bailie made a most marked
impression on his hearers. This last, but not the least
interesting of their duties discharged, the deputation
separated, enjoying the solid satisfaction that they bad
done their best for the interests of the Association and
the movernent they had the h (lnour to represent, aud
cherishing a confident anticipation of substantial r esults
following their labours in the not at all remote future.

SIR WILFRID LAWSON ON HIS RESOLUTION.

To tile E1lito1· of ~he 'Times.
Srn,-In some comments which have been published
on recent proceedings in tbe House of Commons, it bas
been suggested that an intentional prolongation of debate on the Arrears Bill, and other questions, was promoted in order to exclude my resolution in favour of
Local Option from the consideration which it was hoped
it might have obtained yesterday evening.
I know not whether a prolonged debate was or was
not carried on, but appearances WPre suspicious. But
as it is most unlikely that this session will afford m e
another opportunity of bringing forward my motion,
I should like shortly to explain how the question of
Local Option now stands, and the reason why I was
flesirous to debate and to divide on the resolution of
which I had given notice. You will remember, sir,
that in the year 1880, soon after the assembling of the
new Parliament, I succeeded in carrying through th e
House the following resolution:That , inasmuch as the u.ncient and avowed object of
licensing the sale of intoxicating liquor is to supply a
supposed public want, without detriment to the public
welfare, this House is of opinion that a legal power of
restraining the issue or renewal of licenses should be
placed in the hands of the person~ most deeply interested and affected-namely, the inhabitants themselve
who are entitled to prote tion from the injurion
consequences of the present system by some effici nt
measure of Local Option.
This resolution simply declares the impolicy and injustice of licensing authorities being permitted to force
licenses for the sale of drink on localities the dwellers
in which decidedly object to having places for the sale
of intoxicating liquors among them.
The House of Uommous the following session reaffirmed this resolution by an increased majority, and
those who warmly supported the proposed change in
the Liquor Laws were in hopes that (the Government
would be able, at any rate during the present session,
to introduce legislation on the lines of the resolution
which I have mentioned.
You know, sir, how they have been disappointed,
and how the exigencies of Ireland have retarded the
enactment of almost all domestic reforms in other portions of the United Kingdom.
The object which I had in view in asking the House
of Commons once more to declare its approval of a
popular veto on the issue of licenses, was to ensure that
there should be no further unnecessary delay in dealing with the matter, and so prove to the Government
that they would receive parliamentary and popular
support in legislating to provide efficient local control
over the Liquor Traffic.
I am perfectly convinced (and I speak with some experience in the matter), that there is no public question which at present excites so much interest among
the masses of the people, as does this question of Local
Option.
It is no wonder that•this is so, when we remember
that the Prime Minister himself has declared "that
our drinking habits bring on the country the accumulated evils of war, pestilence, and famine. "
Thanking you for affordi11g me space for this letter,
I will only add that the friends of Local Option need
not be disheartened at the temporary disappointment
of last night, as I am not sure it will not supply a
greater stimulus to the growth of a vigorous public
opinion against the liquor traffic, ont of doors, thau
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would have been provided had I been allowed to bring
on the debate in the House.--I remain, sir, your
obedient servant,
WILFRID LAWSON.
A circular, of which the following is a copy, was
forwarded to every Scotch representative in view of the
18th ult. :-" Intoxicating Liquors Resolution. House
of Commons, Tuesday, 18th July, 1882.
Right
Honourable and Honourable Members are respectfully reminded that on Tuesday next the following
Resolution will be moved by Sir Wilfrid Lawson,
Bart.:-' That in view of the great and grievous evils
which the nation suffers from the Liquor Traffic, this
House is of opinion that the power of removing the
cause of these evils by some efficient measure of local
option, as recommended by the resolutions of this
House of June 18th, 1880, and June 14th, 1881, be
entrusteJ to local communities at the earliest practicable opportunity.' The House of Commons has alre:Hly,
on three several occasions, divided on Sir vVilfrid
Lawson's Resolution. The Scotch vote, on each occasion, bas been as follows :-On 5th March, 1880, Yotes
and pairs, for 32, against 7; on 18th June, 1880, votes
and pairs, for 43, against 5 ; on _14th June, 1881, votes
and pairs, for 43, against 5, In renewing, in this form,
the appeal to the Scottish Representatives to support
Sir Wilfrid La.wson, it is deemed advisable to repeat in
substance, and with. if possible, greater emphasis, the
terms of the statement of the case made last year,
namely, that on no public question of practical and
pressing importance is there such substantial unanimity
of opinion in Scotland as on this, the votes referred to
being a significant and indis]Jutable proof of it; and,
furth er, that a widespre'lcl impati ence has bc1::n manifested throughout the country at the delay in giving
effect to the Resolution. While the state of public
business may be pleaded, on the part of the Govern•
ment, as a reason for inaction in reference to this
question, it is earnestly hoped that nothing will now
prevent it being rlealt with 'at the earliest practicable
opportunity. ' Right Honournule and Honourable
Members are earnestly requested to be in their places
on Tuesday next, and to support the Resolution, in
order to strengthen the hands of th e Government in
giving effect, without delay, to the decision of the House..
James Hamilton, J.P., President; James Tonens, J.P.,
Chairman of Executive; Thos. Dick, Vice-Chairman;
James L. Selkirk, J.P., Honorary Secretary; William
Smith, Treasurer; Robert Mackay, Secretary.-Scottish Permissive Bill aud Temperance Association.
Offices: 112 Bath treet, Glasgow, 14th July, 1882.
THE 110VRM:ENT IN THE SOUTH.
'l.'o the Editor of "Social Reformer."
Srn,-Kindly allow me a short space in your columns
while I give those of your readers who may be interested an idea of the feeling in the southern district so
far as I have been able to ascertain it. Brevity being
a point to be kept in view in correspondence of this
kind my survey of the situation will be given in as few
sentences as possible. From the enthusiastic reception
given me on 22ncl May, ,vhen I began work in Dumfries
town, I was led to form a very favourable impression of
the sentiment prevalent in the neighbourhood, and the
results obtained since then have fully justified my
expectations. The friends render a willing assistance,
and the public always accord a good reception. We
have just concluded a week's meetings in Dumfries
and we are told that the success attending these, considering that the burden has been borne entirely by the
local friends, is almost unprecedented. Sound prohibitory principles were advocated at all the meetings.
The officials of the Dumfries and Maxwellton Union
are, I am glad to say, succeeding in securing the united
co-operation of all the lodges and societies in town, and
much effective work will yet be accomplished. Of the
other places I have visited I cannot speak so favourably
as of Dumfries. For the greater part they stand greatly
in need of stirring up. In some places the main difficulty is to find some one sufficiently interested to co-
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operate with the visitor. In other places want of faith
seems to me to be the great drawl.Jack. Person s wl10
have laboured long in connection with the movement
have succumbed to the sickening influences of hope deferred an<l retired from the conflict. A little pressure,
howev'er, may induce them to renew their efforts and
ensure their co-operation.
In this district as alsewhere throughout the country,
we come in contact aud have to contend with the opposition of some teetotalers who take exception to our
principles and policy. Some of these are vigorous
enough in their denunci ation of the drink traffi?, bu~
they either can't or won t understand the necessity ot
agitating for its total suppression. The Licensing Bill
of Lorc'l Colin Campbell has found no favour in this
district so far as I can ascertain, in feeling most of the
friends I have met are totally opposerl to it, and there
are few who take an interest in the question and understand the position of the prohibitory movement who
regard the measure with 3:11,.v amount of_fav:otu.
,Vhile the general cond1t1on of the cl1stnct so far as
I have seen it is not by any means encouraging, yet
with the assistance and counsel of the few tried frienc'ls
who are prepared to stand by me in most of the places,
I expect in course of time to succeed in creating a
deeper interest in the question and enlisting not only
the sympathy bnt the co-operation of many who arc
yet without the pale of the movement. The tide of
temperance revival which has been sweeping over the
north and eas~, and now in the west, is coming in our
direction, and come when it will we shall take it at the
flood and in conjunction with the others strike an
effective blow at the system so dishonouring to Goll
11nd hmtfnl to man.
A. B:irn~E1'.
1

The American Congress forbids liquors to be used in
its own dining room.
ergeant Lawrence, Dumbarton, the winner of the
much-coveted Queen's Prize at Wimbledon this year,
is an abstainer.
A "Green Ribbon" Army, composed of members of
Roman Catholic t emperance organisations throughout
the United Kingdom, is about to be formed.
Mr. F. Murphy coucluded on 30th June a week's
meetings at Alloa. During the week 900 took the Blue
Ribbon pledge, and 700 donned the Blue Ribbon.
The Mizpah Band-a society mainly composed of
those rescued from the power of liquor during Mr.
Moody's visit to Glasgow-numbering, with wives and
families, about 500, had a most enjoyable excursion
into the country on Glasgow Fair Saturday.
Quite a number of temperance reformers are, even
yet, as inconsistent as the old farmer who prayed in
Dutch and swore in English. These men pray to God
on behalf of the temperance reformation, but they vote
with the devil in support of the liquor traffic.-Our
Union.
LICENSE AND PROHIBITION.-Taking an average for
the six years ending 1880, we find that Ontario has five
times the crime and more than five times the drunkenness of Maine ; and in proportion to population nearly
twice the crime and drunkenness. Maine has suppression, Ontario has license.
When a national religion totally forbids the use of
intoxicating drugs, vigilance in the State is less need·
ful; opinion, or even show of disgust and violence
effectively stifles the evil. But if the nn.tional religion
does not forbid the use but solely enjoins moderation
(a word which every one interprets for himself) a far
heavier task falls upon the State.-Prof. NEWl\L\.N".
The Licen eel Victuallei-s Gnardian in reply to a
correspondent says-"' Minding our P 's and Q's' undoubtedly originated in the tavern practiae of checking
or scorin_&: debts by customers, the P's signifying pints
and the ¼i's quarts. It was the practice of obtaining
credit for intoxicating liquors which led to the passing
of ~he 'Tippling Act' in the r eign of George II. when
gin was sold in pennyworths at the corner of streets in
London."

A correspondent in the Echo gives the following as
Wallace Ross's opinion of English scullers :-" Boyd
was the best of English oarsmen, but in Canada there
were pleuty of men " ·ho would beat any of the preseut
Euglish scullers. Since the days of Renforth they had
been stearlily declining. In his opinion they drank too
much beer."
THE Du1rn OF ARGYLL.-This nobleman has, since
we last went to press, written an admirable letter to
the Scot.~man on the Grangemouth case, and at the
opening of the Kilcreggan and CoYe w· aterworks last
month expressed his determination to on no account
allow public-houses on these portion· of his estate.
This is an example which we would be glad to sec
followed by all landlord .
REV. SAMUEL HARDJ:-.-a.-A complimentary soiree
was given to the above gentleman on Monday, 17th
ult., on the occasion of his leaving Paisley for Glasgow.
During the eYening the guest was presented with a
purse of sovereigns to mark the givers' grateful sense
of Mr. Harc1ing's manifold labours in the temperance
cause. A presentation to Miss Harding was made at
the same time. 'l'he rev. gentleman feelingly replied
for himself and :Miss Harding.
ANCIENT CouN, EL.-If thou workest at that which
is before thee, following right reason seriously, vigor•
ously, calmly, without allowing anything else to distract
thee but keeping thy divine part pure as if thou shouldst
be bound to give it back immediately. If thou boldest
to this, expecting nothing, fearing nothing, but satisfied
with thy presumed activity according tu nature, and with
heroic truth in every word and sound which thou
utterest, thou wilt live happy. And there is no man
who is able to prevent this.-MAncu. · AURELIUS.
THE TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT FROM A MEDICAL POINT
OF vrnw.-Our readers who have possessed themselves
of a copy of this pamphlet of which Dr. M 'Culloch of
Dumfries is the author will be glad to hear that it is
appearing in a shorthand dress (the reporting style) in
the Phonetic J ournal. Shorthand writers and readers
,vill, we have no doubt, enjoy the reading of it very
much in short.band.
As nearly fourteen thousaud
copies of the Phonetic Journal are circulated weekly
this admirable lecture will meet with a still larger
class of thoug htful, and we fully believe, appreciative
readers.
What is alcohol? It is an irritant narcotic poison
admitted by the highest authority on wine growth
and manufacture to be a poison even in small doses.
We find in whisky, one pint, no less than 1O½ozs., and
in a pint of brandy. the same, and in rum 15 ozs.-a
large amount, you see, of the poison. Port ancl sherry
contain 4 ozs., spirit champagne, 3 ozs.; claret, 2 ozs.;
London stout, 1½ozs. ; pale ale, 2½ ozs.; cyder, 1 oz. to
the pint. Half an ounce of alcohol having been known
t o kill a child four years old, it follows that there is as
much in a pint of 'l'rent as will prove fatal to a child
of this age and half kill another, and as much in a
pint of rum as would kill thirty.-Alcohol and its
Uses in Medical Temperance Journal.
DuMFRIES-TI-rn Burn RIBBON UNION.-The "week
of special effort "-in the form of open-air meetingswhich this society has been conducting in Dumfries,
has now been brought to a close, and has proved a
most successfu l campaign. On Satnr lay night, 15th
ult., an evidence of the enthusiasm that has been
aroused in the movement was shown in the large procession of teetotalers that marcheu through the streets
with banner flying to the music of a volunteer brass
band. The m eeting that night on the Dock was ad dressed again by Mr. "\V"ylie, the ex-publican from
GoYan, and Mr. A. Bennet; and the singing was accom.panicd on the harmonium by Miss Emma Johnston e.
On , abbath evening there was again a large meeting on
the Dock. aud vigorous addresses were delivered by
Rev. Mr. trachan and Mr. Bennet. The last of the
series took place on Monday, when Mr. ,v-ylie again
spoke for a short time. The number of new pledges
taken np to Monday evening was 1927 .-Dumfries mHl
Gal!owcr,11 8tm11lard,
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"Couldn't help it, wife. I hunted for this street all
night, but in vain. They had chaugecl. its name, so I
could not find it."
'fho Lord Advocate has brought in a Bill wholly
abolishing the sale of liquors on board passenger steamboats plying on Sunday on Scotch waters with pleasure
excursionists. Mr. Callan has me9.ntime blocked it.
LANGHOLM-TEMPERANCE MEETINGs.-Mr. A. Bennet, agent of the cottish PermissiYe Bill Association,
visited Langholm and held meetings 011 the evenings of
Monday and Tuesday, 17th and 18th inst. On Monday
evening a very large open-air meeting ,ras held in the
market place, the Rev. \V.
atson presiding. The
we:i.ther was very unfayouraule, nevertheless the
meeting was carried on, and Mr. Bennet gave au address
which was listened to with great attention during a
heavy fall of rain. On Tuesday a short open-air service
was held at the same place, the weather proving unfavourable the company adjourned to the Infant School
Room, where Mr. \Vatson (chairman) made a few remarks and Mr. Bennet gave an address on the " Blue
ltibhon Army." Rev. J. Panton al o spoke. A number of pledges were taken and several put on the Blue
Ribbon bofore the close of the meeting. After votes
of thanks to the chairman and Mr. Bennett for his
address aDtl labours here, the meeting was closed with
prayer. -Comrminicalecl.
THEWORK OF FIFTY YEAR .-A close computation of
tho number of adult abstainers total or all but total,
from the use of ardent spirits, beer, and wine as beverages in this country at the present time, it would not
he easy to arrive at. Great numbers would have to be
reckoned in who have taken no abstinence pledge an<1
a.re registered mombers of no association. One million
of hm,ba1 ds and one million of wives would represent
as many families, and a population of more than five
millions who have completely discarded alcoholic drinks.
The complete muster roll of the practical temperance
people of the United Kingdom would, we tru t, fat· exceed that number, which would leave nearly thirty ,
millions still to be delivered from the dangerous custom
of taking that kind of drink. That the degrading Yice
of excessive drinking is unknown in as many as two
millions of families representing ten millions of the
British population of all ages we should like to be able
to conclude. The labours of temperance adrncates for
fifty years would have yielded a splendid harvest if as
many as ten millions of the Queen's subjects in the
mother country had been released from the moral
slavery of a fatal indulgence. They would have secured
a firm foothold and an inestimable ad vantage grou ml
for operating systematically and vigorously upon the
remaining twenty-five illions. - Preston Guarrlian.
TEMPER CE HOME FOR ,vo~rnX, PEEBLESHIRE.vVe have pleasure in directing the attention of all
whom it may concern to this valuable institution which
is only five miles from the town of Peebles. It is only
for those women who, being addicted to the habit of
intemperance, are sincerely desirous of breaking it up
and willing to undergo restraint until the habit is
fairly broken. As there is no hope of reform where
the liquor is accessible this rekeat offers to all sincerely
penitent the privacy and solitude so essential to their
relinquishment of so odious a practice as drinking is
to women. After six months of restraint they should
be reformed, but in most cases more time is required.
,vomeu whose minds are affected, or who are immoral,
or who frequent places of evil repute, or who have
serious disease are inadmissible. A reference to a
doctor or a minister is a pre-requisite to admission.
'rhis secures respectable society. There are stringent
rules, but to the ea:rnest longer for freedom they ought
to be by no means 1rksome, and the work of the house
should furnish suitable employment and engaCYe the
thougl~ts of the _ii:mates fully and 1:Yisely too."" The
board 1s seven slnllmg per week, a sum which should
bring the merits of the home under the attention of
those of moderate incomes. Mrs. \Vallace, Minden,
Peebles, will afford all information necessary, and we
hope that all who requira such an institution will not
be backward to enquire at her.
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OUR BOOK SHELF.
'l'emperance Lectu1·e. By Mr. Samuel Cavan. Kirkcudbright: M. E. Maxwell. We are glad that the
frie11ds in Kirkcudbright have published this interesting lecture by our good friend Mr. CaYan. It is
eminently worthy of a wider puulicity than the limited
precincts of their Mackenzie Hall, in which it was
originally delivered, can affor i, and deserves to be
largely read and earnestly pondered by others than
those inside the Burgh of Kirkcudbright. In accurate
and forcible language it deals with the financial,
phy ical, and social aspects of the drink question, and,
what is a special and commendable feature of it, it in
some instances localizes the evils arising from the
liquor traffic, so that they might have a direct and
special bearing upon those to whom it was first addressetl.
'l'he J,'ootlwlcl of Abstinence in the .New Testament
Law. By the ReY. J. P. Lilley, M.A. Arbroath:
John Broadie. This is an able and eloquent lecture.
It cleals principally with the current objections to the
religious and scriptural aspects of the temperance question, and passes in reYiew the old arguments with
which mistaken or insincere opponents have from time
to time, with marvellous persistency, attempted to
oppose the steady march of our great. enterprise.
These the lecturer group into three classes-(l) tho e
directed against the lawfulness of abstinence; (:Z) those
urged against it propriety; and (3) those set against
its scriptural foundation and social necessity.
Of
cour e to the intelligent temperance reformer thero
may be nothing YN'Y new in either the objections
themselves or the conYincing replies which they receive;
till he will be grateful to ~lr. Lilley for th clear, concise, and logical statement of the que.·tion which his
lecture in a high d gree e. hibits.
Parliamenta1·11 Providence of Oornpensation.-By Edward Pearson, (Manchester: United Kingdom Alliance).
This interesting, and ,,·e shall atkl, masterly pamphlet,
deals with the abstract principle of compensation, laying down clearly and distinctly the legitimate and just
bases upon which it must rest its reasonable claims :
and also by apt historical reference it seeks to show the
application of that principle to prominent legislative
enactments in the past. Compensation is the bug-bear
of modern . tatesmanship. An unjust monol?oly or n,
dangerous traffic cannot be proposed to be legislatively
dealt with, without evoking from those interested, the
clamorous cry for compensation : and if to this cry you
express the least dubiety, you will be sonfidently
r eferred to the twenty million Yote to the Colonies in
1833, as afforJing the one full and adequate precedent
for any claim which may ha.Ye been advanced. Mr.
Pearson devotes a considerable part of his pamphlet to
the consideration of this vote, and insists on regarding
it as given, not as a matter of principle, but solely 011
the questionable grounJ of expediency. In regard to
the publican's claim for compensation, the writer
admits that they have a right to make such a claim,
but he holds with Sir Wilfrid Lawson, and against :Mr.
Gladstone, that we "must wait on the claim to be
raised.," auJ. meanwhile protests that legislation on the
main question at issue shall not be delayed by what
must be regarded as a very minor consideration by all
lovers of their country. The tract throughout displays
an acquaintance with the parliamentary providence of
compensation which renders it an invaluable document
to every true reformer. We sincerely wish it, what it
deserves, a large circulation.
The Right and Duty of every State to enforce Sobriety
11pon its own Oitizens. By Professor Newman, M.R.A . .
Nottingham: Stevenson, Bailey & Smith. Everything
on the Prohibitory question from the pen of Professor
Newman is entitled to the most thoughtfnl consideration. He has done great and valued service to the
movement. Latterly he has become politic and is
aiming, as in this tract, after a common ground on
which the abstaining and the drinking politician may
meet. Bnt we are unable to agree with. him on the pro-
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v_isions of~ measure which stops short of the prohibition to wluch we have made vehement and formidable
claim. Professor Newman accepts the drunkard as
inevitable and desires a veto on him or her, whether
procurable by husband, brother, wife, or daughter: he
looks favourably upon the civil damage act: he anticip ates from the stringency with which the Permissive
Bill of Sir vVilfrid Lawson would be enforced an outcry
from local medical men, chemists, etc., and believes
that the highest form of le!lislation to meet these
points is county boards, or their best substitutes local
elective boards. To our mind a more effective objection to such boards tban this tract of the learned professor could not be imagined. He demands in principle
suppression, but as he is as yet unable to conceive of
a suppression which woul<l leave the moderate drinker
high and dry on a voluntary mainland, he suits his
sails to the passing gale. We, on the other hand, wish
to veto the whole system-never contemplate anything
other than that- and we b elieve that we will give a
good account of a veto on drunkards, on the civil
damage law and on the thirst of the moderate drinker
by simply suppressing all traffic and obviating all sucl~
evils as those for which he would hav e to make lecral
0
provision to the crack of doom.
lnleniperance; its benring '1.1,pon .Agriculture. By
J_ohn Abbey. ~ondon: National T emperance Publicat10n Depot. Pnce 6d.; 100, £1; 1,000 £ 5 10s. British
agriculture is, and has been for some time, the subj ect
of earnest solicitude by every lover of his country.
From every quarter the cry bas ariseu that farmers cannot now make farming pay; that they are being heaten
on their own ground by the enterprising Yankee, and
that, as a consequ ence, they hav e h ad seriously to consicler th e advisability of 1uitting their native soil for
"fresh fields and pastures new." A return to protection or a reform of the land laws have been the two
rival remedi es an.vocated as most likely to give the
desired reli ef.
1r. Abbey, in the pamphlet b efore us
has, however, sounded the depths of true wisdom in
ascribing to our alarmin g national intemperance a prin1.:ipal sh are in our agricultural depression . He shows
by fac ts and figures "which winna ding and daurna be
disputed/ ' how this great inbred evil most seriously
affects the Janel.lord - in the increase of his ra,tes and.
taxes and in a variety of other ways; how it affects the
~ena.at i_n the loss of tim e, capital, and mental p ower;
m the mcrea.6ed rates and taxes; trouble, accidents
neglect, inferior labour, and other losses ; how it affect~
the market and prevents the farmer meeting with a
ready sale for his produce; how it affects the farm
labourer and his family, and gives him "a wet groat
instead of a dry shilling " during harvest and other
times. The author also gives an elaborate appendix,
which contains many testimonies from landlords,
farmers, labourers, and travellers of a most conclusive
and convincing nature. Altogether we have had much
pleasure in perusing the pages of this pamphlet which
shows an amount of research anrl labour truly astounding. 'Ne heartily acquiesce in the conclusion at which
he arrives, viz., "That lanrllords should en<leavour to
prohibit public-houses on their property; that tenants
and labourers should abstain from the liquors sold in
them ; and that the Church and the clergy should take
up the question in earnest and assist to carry it to a
successful and happy issue. "
'' vVhy men drink is what staggers us," sairl a lady at
a temperance meeting. " What men drink staggers
them, " said a listener.
Drink is the best stalking horse the devil has got.
He gets within r each of many a soul by the help of a
drink that he would not be able to bring to ruin in any
other way. - -Archbislwp of York.
THE RULING PASSION.-Dr. D. has a bright little girl
about four years of age who is Yery fond of dolls, and
he buys a new- one for her nearly every clay. He bought
a new one the other evening. but it did not impart
the usual pleasure. "What! " he said, "don't you like
the nice new doll ? " '' No ; I'se tired of stuff dolls. I
want a real meat baby," she earnestly replied,

POETRY.
A "BLUE RIBBON" HAMLET.
To spree, or not to spree, that is the question :V{hether 'tis nobler in a man to suffer
The pangs of agonising thirst in silence,
Resolver\ that he'll keep sober, or to get
Most gloriously drunk? You drink- get drunkNo more; and by this simple means forget
The heartache, and in jovial moorl can laugh
At unpaid bills and augry creditors. 'Tisa consummation
Devoutly to be wished. You call for beer-you drinkYou drink-perchauce get drunk ; ay, there's the rub;
For in that drunken state what dreams may come,
\Vhen yon have shuffied out the thronging pub.,
Must give us pause. There's the respect
That makes sobriety desirable ;
For who would bear the racking thoughts of debt,
The shrill reproaches of a shrewish landlady ,
The h aunting shadows of one's creditors,
The seedy raiment, and the consciousness
Of hopeless impecuniosity
" ' hen he himself might all his troubles drown
In foaming bitter? Who would sober keep
T o chafe and scowl in deep d espondency,
But that the dread of waking from a "burst "Tha.t wret ch ed mom ent and that splitting hea1l
No r eveller escapes-frightens us still,
And makes us rather bear those ills we ha,-e
Than fly to others that we know well of.

- Quiz.
LOST LOVE.
The summer though beauteou
o joy can impart;
old and dead lies the love
That once glowed in my hea1·t.
The sunshine brings memories
That crowd on my brain,
And fill my sad hosom
·with anguish and pain.
At e'en when 1 wander
.Alone through the dell s,
I miss the <lear fingers
'l'hat pluck'd the bluehell
I long for the voices
That whispered to me,
As gaily we sang
By the beautiful sea.
\Vhen I bask in the warmth
Of the sun's glowing breath,
I weep for those sleeping
The chill sleep of death.
I think that Sol s brightnesil
Should e'en death's fetters part,
And bring back my lost ones
Again to my heart.
While the happy birds sing
And the fair flowers wave,
I think that my dear ones
Should rise from the grave.
I shed scarce a tear
When the winter winds blew,
And hid the green graves
Of my lov'd ones from view.
Yet, as vain was my weeping,
For the friends lying low
Sleep not the Jess soundly
Thou gh clad by the snow.
But ther e's comfort to me
In the winter's cold breath,
When all things lie shrouded
In coldness and death.
)if;\RY GRANT,
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A:N E EMY IN THE l\1OUTH:
A TEMPERANCE TALE.

BY A. ::-nE S. ,'wA •.
•\uthor of- •' Shadowed Lives," "'l'h{l,nkful Rest," "Fruits,·· &c.
CIL\PTER 11.-MA. Y KORROW::\.
THE inhabitants of , 'tratbglide calletl it a town; at
whi ch city folks who happened to visit it smilecl in
amusement. It had n. High , treet, ,-..,ith a few minor
streets branching off it; a Parish Kirk, and a, I reshyterian one; a prosperous school, aucl a Town Hall,
presented to the place by l\fr. Gillespie, the millowner.
A grea.t pile of works at the west entl of trathglide
1elonged to him, r.nrl papermaking was the inclustry of
the 1>la.ce. His residence, Baros a, was a fine solid
mansion on the eastern confine· of the loch.
,.'trathglide possessed one medical man, of whom it had
been ju ·tly protal, for his skill was pokeu of far beyoud
the limits of the little place where his lot was cast.
"Had been proud," I say, because of late there had
been whispering abroad that the young doctor' char•
acter was not altogether without Llemish.
" He is only a little wild, as many young men are,"
his devoted admirers sr..icl excusingly. "\Vilcl oats
must be sown some time. ' But there were others
who shook their heads, and said the retiping would he
a bitter one.
Dr. HiHlop occupied a roomy villa between the east
end of the High treet ·aud the toll on the manse road.
His sister kept house for him, an l all trathglide spoke
well of Miss Hislop.
The two were orphans, and
might have been all the world to each other, l>ut there
was nut much in common between them. One afternoon in the last week of December Laura Tenna11t tied
on her hat, and ran up to i..: trathview for half-an.hour's
chat with Miss Hislop. They were warm friends ; at
one time Laura had hoped to call her by a nearer name,
but that was past.
Khe was at home, and alone, the servant saill, so
Laura without ceremony opened the sitting-room door
and went in. Lizzie was sewing by the fire in the
fading light, and rose to greet her friend.
, 'he was a
slight insignificant-looking li~tle creature, with a graye
sweet face, a firm, determmed mouth, and large,
earnest grey eyes. A continual shadow lay in theil'
uepths. You do see such eyes sometimes. I often
wonder what trn.geclies have been enacted beliincl the
scenes to make them look o.
he was 11ot a timid,
sh rinking thing this girl, she looke<l like a woman w·ho
had learned to think and act for herself. In later years
also she had leamed to bear an l make 110 sign.
The girls shook hands warmly. 'l'hey were not the
kind of women who could kiss and make a great fuss
over each other. They lornd each other well, bnt not
with the flimsy surface love which finds its chi.ef <lelight
in caresses and endearing words.
Laura removed her hat, declining her fric11cl's offer
to go upstairs, then she kuelt down on the hearthrng
and stretched out her hands to the blaze.
"Are yon quite well, Lizzie? " she a.skecl, thinking
her friend paler than her wont.
"Yes, 1 ha.Ye been sitting h re, Laura, trying to

' solve the prohlem of a woman's life," said Lizzie, in an
odd, abrupt way. """\"Ve go on taking care of p~ople
all our lives, ·with, God knows, little enough joy to
help us through. \Vhat recompense haYe we ? "
"At the nd U11,ry's part," said Laura softly, then
there was a little silence .
'' Lizzie, our talk is diffel'ent from that of other girls,
there seems to be some new trouble every day."
Lizzie dropped her work, and looked np suddenly.
" \Ybat is new to-day?·• . he 11,skecl.
'' Arthur is coming home."
Yery low bent Lizzie s head npon her breast, nllll
again there was a silence.
"I came to tell yon, Lizzie, Lecan ·e 1 believed you
ought to be proparecl. Hel'e are the letters."
Lizzie held out her hand, took the letters, anrl
opened them. 'l'he first was addressed to Mr. Tennant,
and ran as follows :''!'. YIN •i,;.- 'l', 'T., GLA, uow, Dec. 15th, 18-.
Dear :-:lir,- \Ve regret to inform you tbat we ha\ o
been obliged to dismiss _fr, Arthur 'l'ennant from onr
service, as his conduct for some time past has been the
reYerse of satisfactory.
For your sake we might have borne ,vith him a little
1
longer, but his iafluence among the rest of the clerks i
deteriorn.ting to our interests.
,Yith best regards and sympathy, we remain, yours
faithfully,
D.&UJ\l~IOXD & (htAILBt.

" It is carefnlly worded, Lizzie," sai1 l Laura, as she
repl:iced it in its covering. "Bllt it is easy to guess
how much lies hid beneath the e g1rnrded phrases.
'rhese gentlemen wish to spare papa as much as possible."
Lizzie, without speaking, opened the other letter aucl
read:GLA:---t:ow, J)ec. 20th, 18-.
Dear Laura, - ! shall likely he home the tlay before
Christmas, as I have got the sack from the upright
go-rernors. They will probably notify yon of the sam .
Smooth things np for me down there, and don't let a
fellow's first visit for six mouths ue spoiled by sou1·
looke and sourer -words. I hope you are as pretty as
ever.-Yours,
A. TE ·sAX'l'.
" l am glan. you told me, Laura," said Lizzie, in a
strange, clL"y voice, wrung from a sorely troubled heart.
' Papa is at a meeting at Clay bridge, Lizzie, and
this a.waits his home•coming. \\'" e were beginning to
feel a little easier n.buut Arthur. There have been no
complaints of late."
'' Having had so much experience of the curse," said
Lizzie, in the same slow, dry way, '' I did no£ think
you could have lulled your hea.rt with such frail
hopes."
"A1·thur was very penitent when he left home, ancl
seemed bent on atoning for the past, and trying to ·win
you yet. He did love you, Lizzie."
"Yes, but not so ,rnll as drink. I know exactly
l10w the case stands," said Lizzie ; then she added
passionately, '' This drink demon has no mercy on us,
Laura. It will have our all, even the last drop of our
heart's blood. It has stolen my brother from me, and
my hu sband that might have been. My poor Laura,
it has given you many a heart n.gony. You look
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shocked-well, perhaps I am vehement; who would
not be? I have a heart, and it will cry out sometimes,
though they call me a most self-possessed young
woman. "
'he rose to her feet, her cheeks burning, her
eyes gleaming with intense emotion, and began a restless walking up and down the floor. "God gives frail
women heavy burdens to bear, L aura," sh e said byand-bye, "physically and mentally we are u nfit to
bear and li rn ; so we die before our time, and are laid
in unremembered graves. I do not know what may
come after. I have strange doubtings sometimes which
you in your sweet faith could not understand. I cannot
say with you it is all good."
" In your inmost heart I believe your faith is more
perfect than mine," answered Laura, struggling with
the tears she could not keep back. '' Your life proclaims it.
Many wonder at your saintly patience,
your-"
"Hush, hush!" said Lizzie, "you know me better
than that. You haYe seen me rebel now, for instance.
Like other women, I have cravings for the love which
is perfecterl in a happy home; but, like some women,
I do not proclaim my sorrows on the house-top. ,vhat
will you clo with Arthur?" she broke off suddenly.
Laura shook her heaJ . '' I have scarcely faced it
yet. Oh , Lizzie, Lizzie, when I look back on what
he was, when I remember the promise of his early
manhood, his college career, his talents, his bright
winning way, n.ncl mau ly heart, and think of him now,
my heart is like to break . "
She put her hands before her fa0e, and rocked herself to and fro, sobbing; hut Lizzie continued her
restless walking to and fro .
"There's Tom, Laura. Uet up and dry your eyes,
or we shall have him sifting us like w hea.t," said Miss
Hislop suddenly; ancl Laura rose at once and ucgan to
tie on her bonnet. In her present mood she had no
desir e for a conversation with D L'. Hislop.
On her
way out she met him in the lobby. He shook hands
with her, noclde,l to bis sistel' in his careless way, and
passed into the dining room. Evidently he was not in
n, mood for talking either.
Lizzie accompanied her friend to the gate, and they
parted there, Laura to go home and prepare herself for
the task of breaking the news to her father ; and Lizzie
to steel herself anew for a meeting with Arthur Tennant. She loved him, as you know, but that was the
beginning and the end. There must never be a closer
relationship than mere acquaint.1nceship between
them, for Lizzie Hislop was no believer in the doctrine
thrLt a woman can reform her husband if his habits
before marriage have been objectionable. That is a
quicksand upon which many a woman's heart ha· been
wrecked.
It was half-pa~t ten before Mr. Tennant reached
home that night. Claybriclge was the market town,
rive miles distant, and there had been no conveyance
provided for him. Laura sat up for him alone, keeping the study fire burning Lrightly, and wa.tching for
him out of the window. vVhen she heard th e gardengate creak on its hinges, she ran to the door to meet
him, and helpeJ. him off with his overcoat.
'' Arc yon very tired, papa.?"
'' Yes, my lo,·e ; I spoke for an hour and a half at
Claybridge, and it is a long wnlk home."
·' Your coffee is hot, papa, anrl thel'e is a nice tire in
the sturly.''
The minister smilecl, and followed his daughter into
th e study.
""\Yas it a gooc1 mee tin g, papa? "
" V cry goo d, my 11ear. J-f as yom· mother gone to
heel?"
''. Yes, papa. "
Her voice wn.s Yery low, and, looking at her more
closely, the minister Raw traces of recent tears upon
h er cheek.
' ' You ha Ye b een Cl'ying, Laura."
"Oh, papa, " cried the gid inn.great burst of sorrow,
"Arthur is coming home. Two letters came to-clay.
T read them. Thel'e th ey are."
Her father took th em in his tl'embling hancl. , and
scanned them hastil y. Then his hea1l c1ro pcc1 on

his breast., and a stifled cry wcut up from the depths of
his stricken heart.
Laura rose then, and laid her arms aLout his neck ,
trying to comfort him.
"God will help us, dear papa, there is no sorrow so
great but He can heal it," she sobbed . "Let ns ask
Him. He ir; our only help."
God heard the prayer which followed, and fath er and
daughter parted for the night, heavy of heart indeed ,
bnt not despairing, for
" Earth bath no sorrow
"hich Hea,ven cannot heal. "
CnAt"l'RR Ill.-LOWERING DOWN.

On the afternoon of N cw Year's Day, a young man
came up the road from the ~Ianse, towards , trath\'iew. Tall ancl well-proportioned, with a grand head
and finely featured face, lighted by keen black eyes, he
was undeniably a handsome man. He was the only
child of the hou. e of Tennants closely resembling the
mother. He was her living image. He ,valked leisurely
with his hands in his pockets, and paused at the Halfway House, as the new tavern was callee!, to ehat a
moment with the landlord at the d oor. That worthy
pressed him to come in and have "something, " hut
being bent upon an errand, Arthur Tennant tleclined
the offer.
After a few common-place remarks, he sauntered on
again, quickening his pace when he came within range
of the windows of F;trathview. There was no one looking out, or possibly he might not have gained such
prompt admittance when he knocked. The girl, a
stranger to the place, u shered in t.he gentleman to her
mistress's presence without announcement.
, itting at her piano, with her back to the door, Miss
Dislop was unaware of his entrance till she heard it
shut behind him. Then ·he ro c, pale to the lip:;,
and, facing him, spoke in tones as cold as ice.
"Laura told me you were coming home, " she said,
'' but I am unable to understand why you ha Ye sought
me so soon." She hardly dare meet those eyes which
in days gone had looked upon her with such t enderness that she had thought her elf the most bles ed of
women.
'· Lizzie, Lizzie, haYe yon not a word for me?" he
said, and took a step towan1s her.
"No, no," she cried, pntting np her hand as if to
keep him from h er. "Oh, Arthnr, if you have any
pity: leave me now, and never let me look upon your
face again ! "
" I expected a warmer ·welcome than this, Lizzie,"
he said, coming nearer still. " You cannot have forgotten what has been between us." Listening to these
laved tones, for one moment the girl's heart failed her
-only for a moment.
"No, I have not forgotten," she said passionately.
"But surely you, Arthur, have forgotten what I saicl
to you the last time we stood in this room together.
Yon have broken, times without number, the promises
you mn,cle to ·me, almost on your knees. Yon said that
iE I would give you another chance you would conquer
the curse which shadows your home, and is rninin g
you. I do not believe you ha\'e even tried to uo it.
A.nd now, dismissed from your office in disgrace, and
knowing how faithless you have beeu, you come to me
here, asking me to welcome you. I am a woman,
Arthur T ennant, and I lo·,·e you, hut I am not so weak
as you deem me. "
The unutterable scoru in the clear voice brought a
flush to her listener's face. He moved to the window
and ~to d there. For five minutes there was silence
between them.
" Lizzie, will you listen to me for a moment ? "
"I am listenin g, .. she a.id colc1ly, with out lifting her
head.
"Your words h ave stung me more than you have th e
least iclca of. l hare tri ed to gi,·e it up, Lizzie, but the
demon is t oo strong for me to fight alone. If I
swear to you never to tou ch another drop, will you go
with me to Anstrnlia as my wife, and help me to keep
my resolution ? "
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She raised her eyes to his face. There was :sincerity written there, all(l his eyes wern full of passionate pleading. For one brief moment the impulse
was strong upon her to go to him, . aying she was willing to go, if need be, to the ends of the earth with him .
But the memory of the past, with its long list of broken
promises and bitter disappointment ·, came before her
and forced her answer.
"Too late for that now, Arthur," she said satlly but
firmly. "I know something of the misery of life with
those who sin as you have clane. ·what help could I
give you when my influence with you is apparently so
slight." He winced at the implied reproach . "But
Arthur, for your o,vn sake, for the sake of those to
whom you are Yery dear, try again. God can and will
help you, and my prayers are ahYays with you. Goodbye. "
"It costs you little to give me up," he said bitterly.
"\Vomen are all alike, fickle as the wind."
"\Vithout waiting to answer him, she glided from the
room, and there was nothing for Arthur Tennant but to
lca'.'e the house, which he did and took the road home.
Bnt at the Half-way House, he paused a moment, :111cl
:ifter a secon<l's consideration turned in and asked a
g}ass of brandy.
"Laura, where is Arthur? Papa was asking a
minute ago," a ked Charlie Tennant coming to his
sister in the drawing-room.
"At Dr. Hislop's, I think ; he will likely be home
soon," she replied. cheerfully, but she glanced nervously
at the clock, which pointed to eight, and he had hcen
absent since dinner.
Charlie conveyed the information to his father, and
i-eturned to Laura. He was nearly four y ars younger
tbfm she, bnt the , ere selclo111 :1pa1·t. Of all her
brothers nncl isters, Laura loved this one the he. t.
They drew their chairs do c to the fire, arnl wn t h ,d
in silence the flickering fire.
"Is mamma better to-night, L:tnra? ''
'' .A little," Laura answeretl.
.f nst then they were startled by a. ,·ioleut ringing of
n, bell up tairs.
"::\famma's bell," cric<l Laura, ancl
springing to herfeet,sbehurried up to her mother's room.
:Mrs. Tennant had been confined to heel for three Llay.
consec1uent upon a tlrinking fit. "\Vhere shehad got it
remained a mystery to them. .Possibly J. ir. , 'utherland
coulcl have soh-ed it. Laura t urnecl the handle of the
door, and went in. The lamp was turned to its full
light, and her mother was out of 1 ed, sitting in her
uight dress. Her eyes were gleaming with an unnatural brilliaecy, and her hands were clenched together on her knees.
'' ~Iamma, what is it? "\ \' by arc you up ? '' cried the
girl, half afraid.
" I must have something to drink, Laura," said she
in a low hurried Yoice. ' Only a mouthful, but I must
haYe it,-must, I tell you, there is something te:1ring
my v ry heart out ? Oh, I. have l1ad such horrid
dreams, and that would clear my head and send me to
sleep. Is there none in th e hon e? , end Jean to
, 'utherland'~."
"It is too late now, 'said Laura soothingly. "Come,
mamma, let me help you into bed, and I will sit beside
you till you fall asleep."
"I can't, I tell you," she said, half fiercely. I mu t
have it to still the gnawing at my heart. It is eating
my life out ; it is killing me ; only a monthful to
satisfy the craving; I must get it. "
"Stay here, then," saitl Laura, ancl, turning from
the room, she hurried clown to the study. Mr. Tennant was there w1·iting.
"I wi.h yon wonM come np ·tairs, pap:1," ·he said.
' ' I don't l now what to do with mamma · l think she
is worse."
.He rc.e at once arnl w nt up, while Laura went hack
to the dmwing-room, but it w .ts empty ; Charlie had
gnne to bed. ."he Hung herself on the sofa, burying
her fac e among the cushions, and lay thus for nearly
an hour. All was quiet upstairs till slie heard het·
father's footstep on the landing. ,_'he rose and went
out.

''Shehasgoneto sleep now," he said, drawing his
hand across his haggard brow. "Oh, Laura, Laura,
where is this to end ? "
, 'he cli<l. not answer him, not knowing what to say.
"Is Arthur home? " was his next question.
"Ko, papa.'·
"The~1 I nrn t go and seek him," he said, taking
clown his coat and hat. "It will soon be eleven
o clock.' , 'he helped him on with them, and before he
went out he stooped and kissed hers
"Go to bed, my darli ng, an<l try and sleep; yonr
waking hours are not so happy that you shou ld seek to
prolong them."
'' A long as I have you, papa," she sobbed, clinging
to him for a moment; "As 1011g as I have you, I can
bear anything. " _Then she went back to the desertecl
drawing-room to watch and wait. Rleep \,·as out of
the question.
Nearly an hour afterwards she heard heayy footsteps
on the gravel outside, and in another moment the
front door was opened, and she heard them come iu.
They passed the drawing-room door, and she knew her
father was guiding Arthur's unsteady steps up to his
own room. Not <laring to meet him again, she blew
out the lamp, and hurrying to her room she shut
the door.
'l'he moonlight lay white across the floor and on the
bed, where Daisy lay asleep.
he went to the bedside
au<l looked at the lovely childish face, with its flushed
c.:heeks and rosy lips, parted in a happy smile. '.l'hc
gol<len hair clnstC'red on the pillow, and one dimpled
hand lay outside the coverlet. Laura kn lt down and
laid her tired head for a moment beside the golden
one, with a sick dead fe liug of misery at h r heart
which cculcl not find reli<>f in tears. 'T'he shadowf'
were gathering and <leepening round her home, and,
looking into the future, she could see not one gleam of
light ; and in her heart was the same ry which t·osc
from the room helow, "Lor<l., help, or wo pel'i lt ! "
(To be <1011tin:ued.)

D C RE OF I TEMPERA CE.
(Go11cl11cled from our la t.)
1 This is emphatically true of a thircl cause of drinking,
the social temptations presented by the gin-palace, the
beer shop and the tavern. The author does not sele<'t
any section of the traffic for special reprobation, ancl
I assuredly we do not believe that the 40,000 beer-shops
1 inflict more injury than the 60,000 puhlic-hou es.
lt
is quite desirable, indeed, that the laws on this subject
should be assimilated anll coclitiecl into one system,
aud referred to one executive authority; but it is conI trary to history and experience to . uppose that au
anthority which has never yet controlle<l the old publie house effectually, will be able to repress the abuses
of a system ,,hich will be exten<l.ed by the assignment
of so many beer-shops to their jurisdiction. It is also
a delusion to suppose that more crime springs from the
beer-shop-the puhlic-house of the poor man-than
from the tavern. Taking an a.\'erage of many town ,
it will be found tbn.t 10 per cent. of robberies from the
person take place in the magisterially-licen eel house.
against less than 3 per cent. in the excise licensed heershop. At the origin of beer-shops, absurd and exaggcmte<l expectations were formed of their benefit.·
(in utter ignorance of the vhysical law which determines that drunkenness increases in exact ratio with
the consumption of st1·ong clt'ink); we ought not now
to fall into the opposite blun1lcr of painting these shops
in darker colour thau the truth \\·arrants, and thu,;
indirectly tum away the attention of the public mind
from the cognate antl more chronic evils of publi<.:honscs. It will he a great gain to le ' troy the beershops, but the suppression of the dram-shops and
taverns would be a greater. The w·holc ··ystcm must
s cially aucl logic,1,lly stand or fall together.
The
traffic is sustainetl morally, and protected legally, by
the authority of the bw. As a politic~tl institution,
rai.:;ecl into power and privilege by Parliament, it can
only be supprm;serl ,lirectly or indirectly hy the same
CA i' ES
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power, whether by positive decree or delegated permission matters not. This is a que tion which it behoves every citizen to consider, and to decitle according to the eYidence. "\Yhat, then, are the results of
tliis system? Drunkenness arnl tli order, beggary,
madness, suicide, and murder. Crime is so completely
traceable to the perver ion of drinking and the temptations and accessories of the public-house and beer-shop
that the presiding jndge at the "\Yorcestcr summer
assizes for 1839, declared, from a survey of the calendar, that had there been no drinking-houses, there
would apparently have been no crime in that county. 1
i:lince dnmkenn ss, disease, depraYity, and crimeevils, the reduction of which to a minimum is a.mongst
the first and last ohjects of the social union- are the
continnal fruitage of the three classes of drinking
houses, it would seem hut a principle of common justice, that the authority of decirling for or against their
existence in any neighbourhood, shoul1l be remittell to
the judgment of the inhabitants for the supply of
whose wants, as it is allegecl, these houses are allowed to carry on their busine s. "\Yho more likely to
judge aright than those who constautly live around
such houses, and who arc to be a!Jected, in per on,
property and purse, by the "curse," or the " onvenience" of this peculiar trad ? , 'tatistics bring out
the olJ. truth that drinking is th e cxi ting ea.use of at
least three-fourths of s rious crime; they also furnish
a conjoint measure of the drunkenn ss t~nd crime, by
revealing " the cause of the cause." Jn fine, the
measure of the public traffic is the general measure
of the drunkenness and the disorder. Public-houses
< re the great factor in the causation of crime, at once
neutralizing good agencies, and adding virulence to evil
ones.
s the traffic expan ls or collapses, other things
remaining the s::i.me, so do eh unkenness and violence.
The public-house is the tangible cause, thefo11s ,,t 01·igo
of om social mischief. Appealing to a prcfonnell desire for intoxicants, it spreads the t emptation ancl the
nare; it suggests by signs and association s the forbidden and dangerous pleasnre ; it supplies the facilities; it hides the beginning, and profits by the excess
of the evil, a1Hl, to Cl'Own and complete the whole, it
carries on the process of the seduction and ruin un l r
the sanction and blazonry of law.
'an we wonder
wh~n such colleges of erime aml nurseries of sensualism
are thickly plantetl in the mid t of the homes and
workshops of the labouring cla es, that mechanics' institutes langui h in Llebt a.nu difficulty; or that temperance societies themselves arc but a series of spasmodic efforts, composetl of a.lternate successes and relapses. It is the ranknes · of public-houses in the
centres of industry, not the denseness of populationfor that is a m ere abstraction-which accounts for the
prevalence of crime.
o it is the number of temptations in any district, and not the fact of education or
ignorance, that measures ths drunkenness and violence.
C'ompte d'Au geville has shown that six of the best
educated provinces of Franee arc among the most criminal, ,Yhile se \·en of the worst etlncated are the least
criminal.*
The solution is easy, for in the si ' we J-ind the most,
and in the sernn the fewest, thinking facilities. Ireland supplies a simila,r illustration. I gnorant, dil'ty,
and neglected Connaught i:; far lei,s criminal than
ducatecl Lcinster and :M unster. "\Yhy? Because
there are forty-two drinking-houses fewer to every
100,000 of the population than in any other province,
arnl the percentage of <lrnnkenness is less than onehalf the average. A:,; ohscrv <l by Mr. }foncri eff
\Yilson, "the sale of in toxicating 1i(1uor has, perhaps,
as powerful an effect npon e1·imc in increasillg it, a
education ancl occupation combinecl lrnve in lessenin g
it.'' In 'weden and many parts of Scotland, again, we
find an exce
of religious and seculn.r instrnction coexisting with great drunkennc s, much crim e, and an
amount of illegitimacy which equals the worst eities of
Europe. In other worrts, dl'inking facilities counteract
the tendencies of instmction, both secular and religious. In B:ulen, \Vtirtemburg, ancl other . t ate:; of
Yi(lc ".:\feliom," Yol. ii., 11. l'iH. Art. Ed11cational
F,,llacy.
f.

educated Germany, as attested by the inquiries of ~Ir.
Recorder Hill, criminals arc brought to prison, not by
negative ignorance, but because they have become,
there as here, the victims of beer and wine drinking.
M. Quetclet, referring to the fact that "of 2,297 mmtlers committed in France durin,g four years, 446 were
in consequence of quarrels and contentions in taverns, '
obsen·es that ")Tan is not driven to crime because he
is poor, but more generally because of an inadequacy
to supply the artificial wants he has created." The
statistics of English counties enforce the same conclusions. The unvarying corre pondent of the crime
i the public-house. If public-houses are beneath or
above the average, so is crime. Crime, in short, clogs
the steps of the traffic. Take six counties having fewest, and six haviug most (lrinking-shops, t l~e following
result appears :-·With the public-house to 235 persons
we have the criminal to 762. ,Yith the public-house
to 109 persons we have the criminal to 591. Cornwall
and Monmouth have nearly the same a\'erage of worship, yet Cornwall is the least, and Monmouth the
most, criminal of our counties.* In the first we have
1 drink-shop to 304 persons, in the second, 1 to every
118.
'ave one, all remedies for intemperance in
modern times, either from inadequacy or defect, ha\'C
failed satisfactorily to abate the evil.
Improved
sanitary conditions and social privileges have not p1·evented its ravages. Full employment and high wag<'s
have been perverted to profligate uses. Liberty ha,;
run into intemperate license, and shamed our political
suffrages. Recreations, at home and abroad, unl ~s
dissociated from drink, have degenerated into riot.
National education 'lnd normal schools, pale cider autl
light wines, have co-existed with a continued increase
of drunkenness both in America and in Germany.
The approach to fr e tmdc in cheap beer, and the beer
bill at home, have failed worst of all; and the proposal
to extend this principle a little further can be regarcled
simply as the de pair of philanthropy. Even tem1 era.nee societies, while accomplishincr a necessary work,
and achieving an unque tioned good, a.re quite inadequate to cope with that "throne of iniquity,''
which, tmd er the license of law, is perpetually laying
waste the fi l<l of ·ocial beauty which moral sua ion
had reclaimed. The suppression of public-houses, howeYer, has always succeeded to the extent to which it
has been tried. 'L'he r emoval of the causP, cannot fail
to abate the effect. Actual facts eoufirm and illustrate
the axiom.
There a.re districts on the continent
(Kornthall is one) where, the tratfic suppr€ssecl, the
entire social and moral condition of the people ha~
undergone urprising chimgc for the better. There are
villages and parishes in England and Wales (as , 'cor·
ton,i· Dinorwick, and some Devon parishe ) in which ,

* Difference of employment ancl of race will not afteet
the argument, since formerly Cornwall was much more
criminal; while the 111::ople of .\lonmouth ancl South '\Yales
when the proprietors r emove the drink-shops out of the
way, as they have recently done in several localitie , be.
come as sober and law-obserYing as any other.
t In the village of Scorton, near Lancaster, there are
hut about two families who do not regularly attend the
'\'\'esleyan Chapel. The fate George Fi.·hwick, Esq. (a man
of great wealth and influence, a perfect gentleman and
Christian), had a great abhonence of liquor-shops, ancl
conuucted l1is own house on strictly temperance principles.
He encouraged the working people to abstain from spending their " money for that which is not bread": allowing
many of them to keep each a milch cow on his farm, on
easy terms, so that each family hacl a gootl supply of milk
a,nd butter. As the village Wll.S not wholly in his hancl-,
two attempts 1ce1·e made to e~tablish a public-hou se; but th e
people 1,;ould neithe1· r10 no1· send to it; . o it was soon closed

a11d the village is free from the nuisance to this clny.
N6w, what is the state of this village. Pauperism is
aln,ost unknown. There ha,s been only one case before
the magistrates for twenty years, ancl then the whole village felt itself disgracetl, though the breaker of the law
was a. sti-ange-1· among them. lf a. policeman happeus to
pass through the village tb children run out to look at
him a a cmio ity. There is a, ·w esleyan day-school, of
which th e people make good use. and a large and wellconducted Sunday-school. The chapel is filled with deyout and attentive heurPrs, thei1· cnsy cil'cnmstanc s bein~
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the log on the right side, as the little turtles tumble
off the logs along the sloughs here in Indiana at the
approach of danger. (Applause and laughter.) K ow,
the whisky ring of this country- -and 1 charge it home
to it, and have no fear of contratlictiou- it never tells
the truth, because there is no truth 011 its side-(applause) ;- and I propose here to -day, in the discussion
of this question, as t o the relatiou of the success of
prohibition in Kan as, out of iLs own mouth to convict
it of fa] ·ehooJ . (Applause.) I bold here in my handH
a pamphlet entitled "Prohibition in 1\li:;souri, is it
PrnctieaLle or Desirable~" This pamphlet was issued
by the lire,-..ers of , 't . Louis, an<l. signeil by Jaeob
Lemp, and l don t know how many more "di tinguishcd statesmen ' of that ~tate. They Jloocled Iowa
with this pamphlet before the vote there on the 27th
of last month. 'rhey are sendi ng them broadcast oYer
Kansas, aml I desire no better prohibition document
than this pamphlet, issued by the brewers of 11issouri.
I said they never told the trnth. I will read to yuu
from page 11. In speaking of the bad effects of prohi
bition in I ansas, it s~ys: --

over a series of years, the removal of the pnblic-hou::;e
has been followeJ by the almost utter absence of
drunkenness and pauperism, aucl the extinction of
crime.
Jn Scotland, there are about 130 parishes
without a public-house, and in many of these no serious
crime has been committed for years, poor-rates have
hecome unnece sary, and drunkenness is "a stran ge
thing." If prohibition at the mere will of proprietors
or magistrates work so beneficially, we need hardly
anticipate the failure of the same principle when sanctioned by the popular vote. After the first novelty
bas passed, the law will rcsol\'e it elf gradually into
the fixed habits of the people, and the amazing benefits
of its operation must surely guarantee its permanence.
If we have, then, any clear and true perception of the
nature and causes of intemperance; if we apprehend
the fact aright, that it is not only a vice and crime in
itself, but one which is concatenated with evils which
are rifest and most ruinous in our midi-;t, and which
stand in the path of a juster civiliz.ation; if we rngard
it as an effect of our own social habits having its
causes in false opinions and mistaken laws: if we believe that we can make powerful at home, a remedy
which i. potent in }fassnchnsetts ancl :M aine, where i
has become the settled policy of the people, winning
year by year increasing majorities by the unerring
logic of its marvellom, consequ ncei, ; if we sincerely
desire to behold the unimpeded trinmph of onr educational agencies of various kinds, - is it too much to hope
that our country will, at no distant day, rise to the
,lignity of a patriotic surrender of those habits and
in titution which weigh down her clivinest euergie ,
that tarnish the character of her people, that introduce
elements of disturbance into very sphere of social
life, anrl which frustrate the chief ends a.ncl highe. t
aim::; of Government itself?

" That hundreds of thousand. of dollar. annually derived from the licenses went into the fund for the support
of the common schools."

THE HETltEAT OF THE 70,000.
SPEECH OF GoYERXOR J. P. , '1•. JouN, DEL1\' 1mi-.:n \T
1
F.YMOC'R, Jl:'LY, l
2.

1IR. P.HE 'IDE · T ,\ND Crrr:;m~. ·,- In the beginning
God said, "Let there be light, and there was light. "
(A voiue, "Amen. ' ) .A.ml God intcmled the light that
burst forth upon the world in the b eginning should be
for the benefit of man. He intended that we shoultl
u ·e it in giving to the world a grander, a better, a
purer ciYiliza.tion, as one age follo,YeLl another; a.ml
~ny subject under di:::cus ion to- lay that ·w ill not bear
the fullest rays of Goers light, is unworthy the support
of any true American citizen. (Applause. ) T belieYe,
further, that while a man may be in f..wour of temperance and uot be a Christian, T am er1ua1ly firm in the
helief that no citizen can he a Christian and he opposed
to temperance. (A pplau e.) I would like to speak to
the Republicans of)ndiana, and soy, Be brave, step to
the front, call upon C:otl to vindicate your acts, raise
the battle-axe for prohibition again st the whisky traffic,
and say to the cohorts to cum· on- we arc ready to
meet you face to face (applaus ) ; and in a great warfare like this, who shall there 1,e in this hroad land
that can stand against us'.' The legi. laturc of Kansas
submitted to t he people to be passed upon by them at
the bu,llot-box in NO\·ember, in 1880, the proposition
to amend the Constitution of the State, by which it
was proposed to for ever prohibit the manufacture and
s.Lle of intoxicating liquors in that , 'tate, except for
medicinal, scientific, and mechanical purposes. \Vhen
the people reached this proposition at the ballot-box
in November, 1880, by their votes, they crowned it
with 8,000 majority. (Applause.) Brought to bear
against us in the fight was the combined money power
of the whisky ring of this nation.
After we had
adopted prohibition-after our legislature had pa. secl
the law, what has been the result? Are the politicians
all against us to-day? No! , vhcn we demonstrated
the power of the people-th at the great majority were
in favour of prohibition-the politicians tumbled off
l'lainly manifest in their clothing and general appearance.
"1rnt Scorton is without ,t puhlic-liou c, thommnu.:; of
Yilla1cs \\'ill tiOOn become v: he n we get th e P c nnis;;fre
Bill.
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That is true in part. But I am prouder of Kansas
to-clay than ever before in my life, to stantl here and
to be able to say to you that Kansas no longer snITer.
the disgrace of educating the chilclren of the State at
the expcll c of licensed llram-shops. (A pplau:,;e.) Ko"",
then, mark you the additional language here.
'' But this is not all. These sums, now, instm1d of going
to the school fund, go into the pocket uf the saloon-keeper,
who cnntinue~ to sell just a~ mu ch, :tnd ju~t as bad intoxi
ea ting liquors as ever before. 'T'he htw ha turuetl a title of
crn igrnbiou fro111 foe 1::,t,tte. It is estiumtell tl1at uo less than
70,000 people have left the , 'tatc siucc the passage of that
ohno ions law, to make their homes in other :-:itates and
t nitorie where right and liberty are better a. sured to
them than in this misgovern d commonwealth, and mnlti tutfo:,; more will folluw just as soon as the · arc able to tli~
pose of their property. "
\Vhat inconsistency ! Selling m or whi ·l·y now th:rn
ever b efore, and yet 70,000 people leaving the , 'tate
because they cannot get a drop! (Applau~e.) 'l'hat i~
the kind of logic-that is the kind of argnment, that
the hrew r ~, and tlistille1·s, and saloon-keepers, and
whisky ring in thi country try to force upon an intel •
ligcnt people in the State of Indiana, }fi souri, Iowa,
and 1 ansas.
~ow, what will become of these 70,000
people'? ])id yon ever think of that~ \Vhy, .·ays one,
go right over into outh-w 'St 1-Jis::iouri. \\ hy, C-:-otl
hies yon, :\lis ouri out of ll-! counties in the tate,
prohibits the sale of intoxicating lic1uors in 33 of thclll
- (appla.nse), - and }Iis om·i , to-day, i: moYing on to
prohibition as smely as the .·un is to go down in the
w est thi s aftcrnoou. (Applanse.) So it is only a question of time, nntil they will have to pack their knapsacks and get out of Mis omi . \Yhy, says another,
they can pass do,Yn into Arkansaw. Th ey cannot go
to Arkansaw, and why? Becan c th ey have a la"·
there by which the people can prohibit a dram-shop
at any point within three miles of a school-house or a
church. Now, since that law bas pas ed, the State of
Arkansaw has become literally dotted with churches
and school-house . How is that? says on e. \Vhy,
whenever in any community a s.:i,loon i::i orened, th e
better element get together and bnild a school-house
alongside the saloon- (laughter and applause),-aud
therefore, under the law, the saloon is compelled to go.
, 'o they will not go to Arkan saw. (Cheers.) Yes, but,
ays one, go to Tllinois. "\Yell, while Illinois is the
banner whisky , 'tate of this nation, yet out of 8-18
tow11s in Illinoi ·, some three years ngo, I remembel'
there wel'c G32 of th em that r efused licenses to dl'mu shops in that , ' tate. (Applause.) ·why, they say,
let them go to Iowa. Recently, by the voi ce of th u
people, with 30,000 majority, it condcmnecl th tni.flic,
and they cannot go to Iowa. \\' hy, says 0110, if th ey
can't go to Iowa, they can cro ·s over into N ebrask,•,
and 1 guess they " ·ill stay there.
-o, they w n't ; hemu c th ose 1;eoplc ha ·e penLling an Amendm ent to
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the 'tatc Con titution, by whie;h the people at the
lection next :rovcmber, propose to put the ballot in
the hands of the women in Nebraska-(applau e),and wheneyer yon put the wives, mothers, and sisters
behind the power of the ballot, the whisky traffic cannot live a single year. (Applause.) Let me tell you,
if the wiYes and mothers of In<liana could vote to-day,
the resolution of the I arty at Indianaopolis yesterday
never would have been adopted. (Applause.) "Tell,
says a fellow, I know where they can go? 'fhey can
go right across into the Cherokee nation, among the
Indians.
Iow, he is surely mistaken about that, beeausc I have a letter here from the Indian Chief, D.
'\V. Bushyhead, of the Cherokee nation, that tells me,
the manufacture, importation, an<l sale of intoxicants,
under the laws of the nation, is absolutely prohibited.
(Applause,) I have also with me a copy of the law
that makes it a finahle offcnce-50 dollars fine and six
months imprisonment in the national prison for violating
the law. 1t makes it the duty of the sheriffs and constables to seiz and destroy every drop of intoxicating
lic1uor found within the Indian territory. It don' t
stop there. lf a man is once convicted, and persists
in violati11g the law, the second time, the ·amc law
confers powers upon the fathers and mothers, and upon
the people, to band themselves together and utterly
1lestroy the evil place of businei, ·, and ma,ke such disposition of the evil-doer as in the jmlgment of the
people, will be calculated to rid them of his pres nee.
(Applause.) ~o yuu sec they cam10t go down among
the lndians. \Vlrnt can we do with them: You older
men remember that we used to pass arouucl the hat
many ye:1rs ago at religious meetings, and take up collections to aid in sending mi sionarics down among the
Indians to teach them a higher civilization, and to
point them to hrist; and we taught them better than
we knew · and it eems to me it would be µroper, and
it would be just and right now, f r these Chernkee In•lians- remcmbcring our kindne s to them in the past
---to send a few Cherokee Indian mi sionaries among
the 70,000 that left Kansa on account of prohibition .
I know of no other mean of alvation for them. (Ap·
plause.)
Tow, is there any trnth in the assertion of these
brewers, that 70,000 people haYe left the tatc of
Kansas on account of prohibition? No! carcely a
·wortl of it ; and I will tell yo~1 why. I hr.ve so1;ie
means of l nowing. I nntlcrtake to sa.y here to-day
that, outsi le of a few distillers, and bre"i·ers, and
saloon-k epers, we have lo t no population on account
of prohibition. I undertake to say to-day that the
people of that tate, without regard to condition race,
colour, religion, or politics, will verify my statement.
l have talked during the pa t ninety days to no less,
perhaps, than thirty or forty thousand Kansan ·, and I
have put ibis question to them, If you know of a single
i.ndividual engaged in a legitimate bu. iness who has
left Kan. as on account of prohibition, hold np your
hands. I have yet to sec the first hand to go up,
among the Ya t crow11s I baye talked to in that t;tate.
(Applause. ) On the other hand, I have propounded
this question : If your citizens know of any one who
has come to Kan a on account of prohibition, bold up
your hands. Antl from a dozen to as hi gh as 200 or
300 hands go up in every audience I have ad1lres eel
in Kansa . Hiwe you anything to fortify this fnrther?
Let us see. \\' c compare the census of J 881 ,Yith 1882,
and with wha,t result? \Ye find that we ha\'e gained
a little o,·cr 26,000 during the pa t year. .r ow, suppose we act upon the statement of the whisky ring,
that 70,000 have left the State on account of prohibition, then, in orrler to have made an aggregate gain of
26,000 during the past year, you would ba,Ye to lrnYo
emigration enough first to make np this 70,000 that
left the ~tate, and then 26,000 to make the acrcn·e0
gate increase which, according to the figures o£ the
whisky ring, would give us an immigrat:on of 96,00U
in a single )~ca r. (Applause.) .rTow, I don't claim that
J sai d the whi ·k.y ring ucrnr told the t rnth. Th ey
love and they make a lie. We arc not only gai ning in
popula.tion, but it; is au intelligent, bright, and honourahle population, un nrpassccl by that recci.-ccl hy m10-

thcr ,-• tate in this nation-men that h elp to build
churches, school-houses, business blocks, and railroads,
and help to make a State worthy of the admiration of
mankind. ( beers.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE USE OF DRU KE JESS.
'Po the Editor of '' Socicil Rifo1'mer."
'1R, - l opened my eyes wiLlely on eeiug an a,r tide in
Kn owlecl[je with the aboYe title. I am yet unable to
satisfy myself with any good reason why it should
have appeared in that scientific magazine, or what the
editor should have seen in it to induce him to transfer
it from 'J'he G ntleman's .Lllogu. zine to his own columns.
There are things 'no fellah can understand," and this
is without doubt one of them. The author, Mr.
"\Yilliam,·, begins by admitting that he has been already
wor ted in a preYious conflict with temperance reformers. Opponents like himself often used to think that
they s •ttlcd the non-alcoholists by th eir assertion that
'' the e things were sent for our use," arnl that thctefore it wa.:. flying in the face of proYidence to refnse a
social glass.
He, howeYer, ackuowledges that · bi ·
arguments were overturned Ly the abstainers who bav ·
l>een "unquestionably victoriou,· all along the liu c,
especially ~in<:, Dr. Richard on has become their commander-in-chief.·, :M nch can be forgiven the man th at
makes an admission of this kind, for it will meet the
eye of Yery many to whom tcmpei-ance periodicals arc
as little known as the '' ever-circulators " of the
Ja,pancse.
He seems one of the cla s that never knows when it
i · beaten, and 1·emincls one of , a.tan trying to get
within the g uard of the angelic hosts. N otwithstanding his beating he has forged a new wca1~on from
material supplied by the late Dr. Darwin .. His nc,v_ly
begotten the ·is is that the dnmk enne wluch preYa1h;
at the present day is promoting civilization and the
general forward progress of the human race. This,
according to the views promulrrate<l by the Social
H<former, must be doing evil that good may follow
with a vengeance. It exalt.· the whole fraternity of
publicans, brewers, and distillers into the rnnks of
a.gents of civilization, antl their rua~hinery u!1to the
high level of co-operative factors in the on:vard and
upward progress of the race.
The publican, the
teacher, the pastor, these arc the forces of advancement. The publican kills off the irreclaimable, unsalvable, unfittest portion ; the teacher trains the mental,
and the pastor the mora.l part of the fittest who survive.
After all there may be something in the cry, "~eer
and the Bible ''-beer being the negative and th~ Bible
the positiYc force appointed for the eleYation of
humanity.
.
.
.
oing upon the Malthusian theory, revived m our
(lay in the interests of lust, Mr. ·williarns states that
that theory attempted to prove tl1at increasing numbe1·~ and ,lecrea ina food Jed to poverty and degradatiou,
hut that Dr. Da.;win, with the same belief, inferred
that the ornr-population led to a struggle in whic?- the
wea,kest necessarily ·went to the wall ; that this arrangement re ulted in the supel'ior cla s which struggling as before resulted in the mergencc of the fittest.
It is when Mr. Williams s eks to apply bis theory that
he entirely fails either to show the evolntion he praises
or the use of drnukeuness he desires. He paints th e
earlier civilizations as brought abont by brute force,
that being needful for the physical struggles necessary
through the smroundings of the earlier races. . Bnt
how limited his ·urvey when it excludes from consideration those great monarchies on the shores of the
::\Iccliterranean, A y ria, Egypt, Greece, ancl Ro1_nc.
.1. - one can, we think, maintain that brutal or physical
(:llcrgies ,\ ere the be-all and end-all of thes~.
The
,·cry l'yramillS themselves iu their construct10n , th ·
laws of Mose:, the grand tour of the Gr ecian philo::;ophers, embracing the Eastern nationalities, all disprove
the assnmptioH of :Oir. V\ illiams that the brutal and
phyi:;ical were the dominant characteri.·tics of t he early
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civilizations. The later and estem civilizations have
much to learn before they can claim any superiority
over those great gray fathers of the past. But if we
understand Mr. ·Williams he leaves the evolution of
the brutal and physical and comes to that sort of development which distinguishes the present age. True,
he leaves a gap which he doe· not stop to fill. The
brutal and physical ideal is abandoned, and science and
mental :.1bility become the dominant powers in u e.
At what time this change came about Ir. Williams
fails to inform us, Lut we must take what he like to
give, and it is quite sufficient to enable us to infer that
the change is not evolution whatever it be.
Mr.
,Villiams may not admit that the modern progress of
the race owes its supremacy to the diffusion of Christianity, but we can find in its power a truer solution than
any which Mr. Williams has laid before us.
Of course Mr. Williams finds in the higher ciYilizatio11 under, hich we move that the old positive checks
of Ualthus are gradually giving way-that famine and
the ague no longer eat us up, and that war is in its last
phase-a merely chastening force. De pairing of the
world largely using the preYeutive checks of Malthus,
he looks around for a new po itive one, and finds it in
drunkenne~s. This vice is a heaven-sent means of
pruning society, cutting off unworthy growths, and
purging the population of its grosser fruits. The sober
are alone the excellent of the earth, and from them and
them alone will spring that high culmination of humanity, the saints on earth. He meets revulsion of feeling
at this fearful view by informing us that it is desirctble
that thi self-extinction of the coar e and brutal specimens of humanity should be performed by themselves,
and if they enjoy the process all the objeetions
that huma11ity might suggest arc removed. He is
c:.1reful to exclude from his con~iclcratiou P, 1:nm her of
hereditary victims of this sad Yice, and then he pours
the vial of his inv ctive on the others. He has ouly
such appellations fot· them as so coarse, brutal, gro s,
that the excitement of alcoholic stimulation is to them
a delicious delirinm, a wild saturnalia of animal exnltn.tion, and just as drink swept away the Red Indian
this beneficent agent, if allowed to do its natural work,
will similarly remove the savage elements that 'till remain as impediments to the onward progress of the
more crowdeLl communities of the old world. ,Vith
him the drunkard is concurrently a criminal, pmdent,
but still a criminal.
Drinkers do not require their
courage stimulated, lrnt drink to remove this prudence
that they may he criminal without restraint and without disguise. The general conclusion of .Mr. ,Yilliams
is brief if not co1wincing. All human beings desirous
to be among the fittest should avoid intoxicating liquors,
provided no artificial pressure of absurd drinking
customs is applied to them, while those who are incapa,ble of the general self-restraint demanded by advancing civilisation, and cannot share its moral and intellectual refinements, are provided with alcohol as a means
of '' happy despatch."
Looking over this view we arl} struck by the utter
failure of the author to in any sense appreciate humanity. With him it is not a whit higher than the long
train of brutal existences which form the first links of
the evolutionary chain. The drunkard is as worthless
as the fox or the rabbit, arnl failing to answer expectation is without compunction sent to bis own place.
'I'hat he should have any of the elements of a fine
character is too great a stretch of imagination, or be
tempted and fall from a higher an l nobler existence, is
never taken into account. That, reclaimed from his
Yice, he might be restored to society aml redeem the
time, never seems to haxe entered into the conceptions
of the theorist, or that he has a soul to be sa,ed would
be as great a surpri e to :Mr. \Y illiams as it is the fact
that timnlates the benevolence of all who love their
brother becau:se they love their Lord. Every :1ttribute
of man is eliminated from the Llnrnkard, arnl e,·ery
attribute of Deity from the theory, and we haYe to
thank God that facts are against this Yiew. In Maine
Law localities there are so few unfit for this working
day world that the costly and cruel m:1ehi11ery of the
liquor traffic to sift the bad from the good is not re•
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quired, and when crowded old world towns are wise
enough to dispense with clrink facilities they will fiucl
as Charles Mackay sang, that
·' The meanest wretch that eyer trod,
The deepest ·tmk in in ancl sonow,
,vill st:1ncl erect in self-respect
]3efore God's teeming earth to-monow."

RoBI:s <loou1<·ELL0,,·.

POETRY.
REST llliD REWARD.
Kot the thiek and torpid pool
,vbich lie· dull, and low, an<l full,
, vhich is never stirred to ·trife,
, 'ecming without force or life,
Is the image of trne re ·t,
Such as makes men calmly blcst.
But on ocean when the wiml
ltoars no more, and leaves behind
Quiet slumber on the deep;
\Vh en the ocean lies aslee]J
There is rest, the sweetest calm,
Ouiet as a healing balm.
And the soul that never felt
Pa sion's force cau neYer melt
Into ec tacies of pcaee;
'\Yhen the battle's noise:; cease,
Then the warriors feel n. glow
~uch as others never know.
After battle rest is sweet;
He who ne'er too<l battle's heat
Never fought and never won,
Cannot put fre h la.urels on;
But the Yictor's brow shall wear
Precious wreaths of laurel fair.
A:XDREW

11. LA XU.

APIIOHI :\IS.
Written speciali!} for tlt e "Socicll Z:efornu r ..,
1. ,vhen principle reigns within pro perity reigns
without.
~- Temperance is the friend of few vice ; intemperance of fewer virtues.
3. Temperance is safer tlt:111 intemperance; but abstinence is the absolute safety.
4. The soul and intellect of the intemperate man :1rc
in the foul grip of his passions.
5. The drunkard is at war with virtue, an 1 is not
at peace with Yice. For vice is the very soul of dispeace.
6. A drunkard's house is not a home.
K. :\1.

A 'ONNET.
Had I but known that thou, my restless heart
Would seek to play this fooli h, trifling part,

1 should have made thy swinging portal fast,
And barred thy windows with the greatest care:

If not for aye, at least till this was past,
Auel then 'twonlLl not have seemed so hard to heal'.
\,Vhat thot gh th • lock grow rn ty-weetl grow r,rnk?
'Twere lwtter far than ,•,:hat I now bd1old,
A ruthle ·:; waste, a desolation Llank,
Eu,·y and scorn aml mi ery untold.
Bright sun, thou seem'st to mock me in my woe,
0 birdies, hush that merry roundelay,
For I must hush those tears that fain woulcl flow,
And ,.:;trivc to act my part in seeming gay.
August, 1 82.

POL.I.
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ous agitation both in the country and in Parliament
through which such legislation may be obtained.
Members arnl friends are respectfully remimled
that the treasurer':; book must close on Wednesdn.y,
20th curt., to allow of an abstract of accounts being
prepared for the business meeting. It is hoped that
they will kindly remit to the Secretary by that
date.
H. MACKAY, , 'ec.1J.

THE PUNDS.
• * * .Members, friend.~, and Societies sub ·cribing to
the .F'unds of the Scottish P ermissive Bill and
~'em1;erance As 'ociation are respectfully in/ormed that Sub ·criptions to the As 'ociation, if
not already paid, are now due, and will &e
!flaclly received by the Agent· ancl at the Ujjices,
J 12 B ath Street, Glasoow. 'l'lte clemancls upon
the A.s6ociation are inc,·easing, ancl it woulcl
'?iaterially assist the Executive in promptly 1neetlllJ these, were sub ·criptions paid in the f orme1·
1·athe1· than t!te latter part of the .financial year,
which witl close on 20th Septernber, 1882.

THE , COTTISH PERMISSIVE RILL AND
TEMPERA OE A SOCIATIO- - A NFAL
MEETING,'.

A very thorough temperance reformer is the
Mayor of Leed ~-Mayor Ta.tbam. He has been
greatly it1terested in the good English game of
cricket, and accepted recently an invitati on to a
match. At its close he candidly t old his hearers
that "he wa: clissati fiecl with the result of o
many matches with the .A ustraliam; and his feJlowcountrymen ; and he believed that the failure of
the English coult1 be prevented.
Our English
cric:{eters did well in tbe morning, but after iunch,

THE twenty-fourth ~tnnual meeting of this A.·:;;ociation will be held in Glasgow 011 Tue:,da.y 26th September, 1, 2.

champagne and cigars, they fell awny. Tfo.e Au traliau were all abstemio~lS, seven or eight nctually
abstainers. So long as the difference lay t.here the

The business meeting will be belJ in the 'hristian In. titute, 70 Bothwell Street, at half past ten

EngliHhmeu would have to take a second place. If
tlH•y wanted to win they must give up drink and
tohacco." The worthy mayor's statement can b
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SEPT.lQ,IBER, 1882.

o'cloc lc a.m. Treasnrer Hamilton, J.P., Pre:sident
of the As::iociation, will pre::iide. 'l'he anmull reports
will be submitted, office-bearers elected, and business

easily verified or di ·proved, but when Hanlon, Pearson, Trickett, Cameron, in short all who have in
river or road or at target won supreme honoun;
were abstainers, and felt that they bad not steadiness of nerve nnless they were, it is somewhat exceptional to believe that victory is to fall to the
cricketel'S who imbibe and smoke rather tban to
their more sober if not altogether sober opponents.
Very slowly we are free to admit, but certainly, we

of vital importance brought under eout>icleration.
The social tea-party of mernuers and their friends
will be held in the saloon of the City Hall, Caudleriggs, at half-pa t three o clock p.m. I i·t1Vot>t MacAdclre ses
pberson, Grangemonth, will preside.
will lJe delivered by delegates, repre. eutntives of
kindred association:,, and otherH.
Tickets, one
· hi1ling each, early application for whieh wili avert
dis:1ppoiutmeut. These may be had at the Offices,
11.2 Bath t.reet, or will be ent t< auy ac.hlniss ;
applications to contain stamped adcJre:--::ied envelope.
The J ublic meet.il'lg will take place in the City Hall
in the evening at half-pa::;t seven o'clock.
JAl'lrns STE"..ART, Esq., l\I.P., will preside.
The following gentlemen are expected to be
present.
DR. CHAS, 1.AMERoN, M.P., Gia go"··
C. H. MELDON, Esq., M.P., Q.C., LL. D., Kildare
County, Irebnd.
,J. M. RAPER, Esq., U.K. Allia11ce.
Rev. J. M'DERl'IIO'r'r, M.A., Belfast., Irish Temperance League.
REY. G. GL.ADS'l'ONE, I.O.G.T., Scotland.
Other speakers will be duly announced in future
ad vertisernents.
The Executive anticipate with eonficleuce a large
gathering of members and friends at all the meetings. It is most important that there should be a.
very large attendance at the busine s m etiog ; and
that in view of the sa.tisfacLory state of the agitation
nnd the couse_quent gro~ing desire for s:pecial legislati n for Scotland, m eai.ures l,e devi. eel fr-t· a .-igor-

believe, the people are wakening up to the unassailable truth that in all things victory is his who, all
things being equal, is sober rnther than not.
1

A resiguation which will create a wide-spread
feeling of reg1·et in temperance circles, will take
effect this month. Mr. Thoruas Wallace Russel, the
secretary of the Irish Society for the Prevention of
lntemperance, on the 30th inst. retires from that
post. .Although he will continue to labour in the
I good cau. e as health will permit, yet, to all intents
and purposes, he will be no longer "the ruan at the
wheel/' and in this view his resignation is a loss to
the Irish temperance movement. Mr. Russel ha8
held bis pl'esent position for nearly twenty years,
and it is to his energy and perseverance that the
passage of the Sunday Closing (Ireland) Act is
mainly dne. Althongh but forty years of age, his
health i:.1 far from robust, and h e feels that it will be
best for him, and it may be best for the fnture of
the movem ent, which he will never desert, that ho
should seek a long rest. We hope that he will be
long spared to bbonr, as be intends, in the temper1
' a,nce raul::s, freed from the trammels of office, and
1
that by his rele'.1 e from its duties he may gather
health and strengt.h to last him for many year:'.
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'l'he temperauce movement in Scotlaucl , anrl the of £:30,124,596 sterling; and be remarlrn,-"The
movement iu Aberdeen particularly, bas lost a souwl ' nation's profit on 'Drink,' which means its gain in
prohibitionist, an able writer, and a n eloquent plat- ' money by tl1e wretcbedne . and ruin of many rnilform advocate, in Mr. William CiRrk, of Rosr:monnt, 1 lion:,; of it::; member::,.' He add~ ::;igniticantly, "But
AberJeen, who lc.st mouth left onr shores for Port the strange thing is that, enormou s and tlisgrnceful
Elizabeth, , onth Africa. Mr. Cl:trk was one of ihe as tliis gaiu i::;, the makiug of it, aucl that only, is
most fully inforrne<l on the Total Ab-tiueuce ques- I the canse of an equally enormons aml di ·graceful
iiou we know; possessed of sonnd prohibitory views, profit by the i11dividuals who <listribute it to these
which he wa · ever eager to maintain and defend, wretched an<l mined million·." H e back::; his asser boLh ou the platform aml in the pre s. He wa an tion by a truth that :should make people who
eBteemecl contributor to thi::1 magaziue, where many secretly favour the drink system a ham ed of themof his papers have appeared, and were eagerly read selves. A publican buys a ea. k of rum :3Gt gnJlons,
by its numerous reallers. The Executive Scottish at 4s. 6d. per gallon-the price in bond=£ 4s. Gd .
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, and The cl u ty is l Os. 2d. I er proof ga.llon = £2.J: 8s. =
publisher, au<l editor of the Sociul Reformer, join in £32 12s. Gel. But the :;eller a.Jd.- 19 gallon of
n-ishing him e,-ery succe. s iu his cho en settlement, water, making 33} "rlrillhLbJe ·· gallo ns, which snµaud tnvt that many there will appreciate him as ply :3,322 gb::;ses at .Jd. ac..:h, e'lua.~ to £.}$) 4s., or
heartily as h e was ernrywhere appreciated in the a profit of £26 l ls. 6d., Oi' 81 ·.') per cent. Mr.
.r~orth of .-\.:otlarnl. The Aberclee11 Tempernnce 1 Warren 's coutention i not for the snppre::; ion of
'ociety di1l honour to him and honour to themselYes such a. huge autl i11jurious traflic1 but merely for the
in recog11i ing hi s merits by the presentation of a abolition of the dut,v, as he holcls that if the gla.s
laudatory addres::;.
coul<l be got for a. penny <lrinkiug wonld cease '.
We cannot admit the sound11e s of this view, but
rather wi-h to bring the ca::;e before our readerg,
The American Insurance , 'ocieties are taking· a that they may see what an amount of wealth is
leaf out of tl1e books of the Briti:sh one·. l1'inding being sqnanderetl on a pleasure that poi. ons him
that wiLh iuc:reased rnelllbersb~p 1.:n.m au increaseu
that Jrinks it, a.nd, besiJes the sum it co::1ts, drain
rcttio of],) -,cs, the Aucicnt Order of
nited ·workthe physical, mental, and moral vigour of the coumen made an investign.tiou. They fonn,l that they
·um r, unLil, like the rniuell ga.ml>ler, h awak ns
mu.'t exclncle the "daily n driuker aml t.be i:;c1.loo11
from hi:s delirium, to fiud hirmielf bereft of means,
keeper. The supreme medical cx:uniul'r ::;;\ys in his
the a <l vautages of time, and the hopes as ' ociaterl
report, " A man who drinks lirpwr as a Leverage wit,h a. happy future.
daily or habitnally, if uot actually intemperate, iu
the ordinary meaning of the word, is at lea ·t pntBy and bye we will be found in thi;;; country
ting such a tl'amrnel on the physiological functions
of his ystem a to render him a, hazardous ri k in urgently iruplo1-ing our clnrnken relatives to enlist
au iusnrance $euse." The occupntion of the saloon in the army a.n<l get drafted on active ervice. Sir
keeper i "uudonbtedly the mo:'lt extra-hazardous Garnet Woleslq knows tha.t precious little honour
of any business generally in<lnlgccl in." Other evi- will redound to the Briti. h army if drink gets inside
dence was adduced, to the effect that their statistics the solclier::s; ancl he very properly w:nns the m1.tive1-1
Khow a marked difference in mortality between beer- of Alexamlria and I::!mailia a.ml other places in Egypt
clrin king and tempera.nee commuuitie ; that, in not to sell to the troops any liqnorH, for if they will
proportion to membership, the mortality is va tly he will clos their premi:se . .L othing else could be
greater in th~ beer-driuking States than others. expected from the a.nthor of the Soldier'8 Book anrl
'· Thi$/ says the National Temperance .1 r.li,;ocrtte, the hero of the Reel River Expedition, Aby sinia,
"is the significant testimony, not of temperance and Asba.ntee. It does provoke reflection to think
fanatics, Lnt of the bnsiness managers of a provi- that a Briton at home engaged in the art of peace
dent insti~ution. 1' Let all true hearts work more shoul<l be exposed by his Governmenl to the dangers
energetically, an<l p1·ay more fervently fol' succet:1s, \ aml temptatiolls of the public-house, while Bl'itons
when they see so great a prospect of the crime- abron.d engaged in ,rnr should be so sedulously procreating, pauper-inducing, death-hastening liquor tected from the s0licitations of th e groo· or arrack
traffic, within measurable distance of being com- shop. A drunken artizan is a matter of indi fference,
a clrunkeu soldier cannot be tolrraied in the tented
mercially condemned and outla.wed.
field. We are engaged. fight ing for ci,·il and religions equality, but it is more our intere t to have
Tn the Finan iu.l Refoi'mer fur August prorni11ence equality with our warrior;-; ancl be abreast of them
i:;; g iven to :m ex.tract from a. tract on the " ProfitK in our freedom from the curse aucl snare of drink.
from Drink," by Mr. vVa.l'ren, who writes strongly Pity it is the interest of onr Gornrnment to keep onr
on his subject. Re shows t lrn.t from the Customs feet ever on the brink of .'UCh legalised pitfalls to
the import duty on liquori3 yield::i the rernnue inebriety. The day is 011 the wing that wi ll con£5,482,2'i4, anJ that from the Excise on home-made 1 strn.iu our rulers to leave the liquor traffic in our
drinks the re venue derives £2J,642,322, or et totJ.l h and ~. On that day th e Briti:;h artizans will be as
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our gallant solJiers are to-day, no longer memlCed
anrl en laved by the abomination that maketh desolate-the drink system of Britain.
Ln.st month Sir David Wedderburn, Bart., M.P.,
resigned his seat for the Haddington Burghs to
which he was elected in 1 79. We deeply syrnpathi e with him, and are very sorry, indeed, th~t
the Scottish Permissive Prohibitory Movement will
lo- e meantime his valuable support.
Our best
wishes go with him in his search of hen.Ith, and we
trust to ee him soon in Parliam nt ~gain reinvigorated for the service of his country.
Mr. Alex. Craig-Sellar is now member for the
lfatldington Burghs. He has seen how strong the
tide in the group of burghs he is to repre ent flows
in favour of a people's veto, and we are glad to hear
that he believes he is in hearty n.ccorcl with the be t
electors in the constituency ·in tn.kiog up an advanced position on the mtepayers' veto over all
traffic in alcoholic liquors. Where were the publicans during thi struggle? They were evidently
like the editor of the Trades Gitardian, the 1 'cotch
orgn.n of the drink interest, snarling aL a success
they coul<l ueither control nor prevent.

himself is doing what he can to reduce this frightful
anomaly by refusing absolutely to sign auy lease
without having inserted therein a clause prohibiting
the use of the ln.ud under his control for any purpose of building or occupation for distillery, brewery
or publican purposes. He implored his Grace to do
lhe same, anJ, if possible, to get a law restraining
the Ecclesiastical Commis ioners from implicatiog
the Established Church in such a baneful trade.
We should wait patiently for his Grace's reply, aucl
we hope for the interests, first of the country and
then of tLe Church ib.,elf, that means will be devised by her followers to wipe away a reproach
which will not only diminish the lustre of her reputation but will threaten her very existence.

The twenty-third da.y of June was a. red letter
day for the Canadian Prohibitionists. On that day
the English Privy Council delivered a judgment on
an appeal made against a juclgment of the Supreme
Court .of Ca.nada, sn taining the legality of the
Canada Temperance Act. As our readers are aware,
in l 867 a, strong agita.tion commenced for a gene ml
prohibitory Act for the whole Dominion. This was
induced by the fact that mauy places were al ready
untler prohibition in one way 01· other: but it was
thought that n uniform Act would be best. Iu
1873-4 petitions with half n million signatures were
At the meeting of the British Medical Associa- sent to the Canadian Parliament praying for such a
tion, that indefatigable advocate of temperance, Dr. law. In 1874 Parliament authorized the appointN. S. Kerr, submitted in a ma. ·terly paper the ment of two Commissioners to make a thorough inresults of his inquiries into alcohol as a cau. e of vestigation into the working prohibitory laws of the
death, proportion of sickness and death caused by States. The ommi sioners, one of whom was Mr.
alcohol, the mortality from intemperanee, the use J. W. Manning of Ontario, well known to many of
of stimulants in workhouses, habitual inebriety aud our readers, brought back a report so favourable to
the increased con umption of non- alcoholic drinks. such legi lation that, iu 1 78, the Scott et was inThe talented paper was followed by a di cussiou trocl uced and adopted, and is now law in 24 of the
which leaned far more to un tinted praise of the 23 constituencies to which it has been submitteJ,
views of Dr. Kerr than ohjections to what wa ' ad- beiug adopted by an average majority of three to
vanced. The medical profession are len.viug the one. It has been opposed and its validity chalranks of the drink interest and with them will dis- lenged more tban once, but its legality was affirmed
appear the last great support of our public house by the Supreme Court of Canada., one judge ouly
system.
dissenting, and it is an appeal from the Court to the
Ecglish Pri,7 Council on wcich the Council's juc.lgWe have plea. ure in announcing a further i ·sue meut has been delivered. The judgment reviews
of leaflets by the 'cottish Permissive Bill and Tem- three objectiou to the legality of the Act-First,
perance Association. This will make a quarter of a tha.t it injuriously affects the revenue and thus conmillion of these most useful little messengers this travenes the North British America Act. This is
season. They have been eagerly read by the great met by the proof that it is not a fi cal law, but a
out-door audiences addresseJ by the advocates and law for promoting the pea.ce, good order, and good
agent.' of the As ociation. Our friends have found government of Canada. The second objection, that
them invaluable for indoor meetings as being only it affected property and civil rights is met by the
printed on one side, the other side can have the local statement that it does llot affect property or right
meeting intimation printed thereon, and circulated p el' se, bnt has regard primarily to public order and
by the local tract distributors. Our friends should safety, and although in that ea e it may affect protry them-they will find them a superior means of perty, its interference with it is only so far as such
spreading temperance and prohibitionist truth. inter,:;sts as the public order and safety dem,mds;
Specimens can be bad at the Offices or will be sent then, as to rights, it was surely not iutended by the
to any address by Mr. R. Mackay, Secretary, 112 North British America Act to prevent and enact
Bath Street, Gla gow.
that certain uses of property and certain Acts in relation to property, were sinful. Laws make it
Canon Ba il Wilberforce, stung by the know- criminal for a man to set :fire to his own house, on
ledge that the National Church is the largest owner the ground that such an act endaogers the public
of the property on which the public-houses of the safety, although the law affects the property so used
country stand, has written to the .Arch bishop of and its owner's right to <lo what he likes with hi:3
Uanterbury on the subject. Hi:-, ea e is invincible. own. Laws of this nature designed for the promoIle hold that the Established Uburch exi ts as an tion of public order, safety, or morals, and which
institution for the purification of the national life, i:mbject those who contravene them to criminal prowhile the <.lrink interest is the chief source of social cedure and punishment, belong to the subject of
degradation a.ncl clebasemenL. The Cauou points to public wrongs rather Lhan that of civil rights.
the shameful facts published iu the S word micl The third oujection, that the Act was in force in
T-,·owel, and a. ks his Grace either to coutradict the some places aud not in others is aptly repelled.
tatemeuts iu hi:,; letter, or, if they are true, to ::;weep Their Lordships remarked that as soon as the Act
a.way a. condition of things which is morally as <lis- was pai.sed it might have been adopted anywhere
creditable, a,· it is politically short-sighte<l; or pre- a.nd everywhere,-" Its object was to promote tem,,ent such a. state of things for the future. He pera.nee by means of a uniform l:tw throughout the
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Dominion." The legisln.tion is clearly meant to themselves with a demoniacal power, constraining
apply a remedy to an evil assumed to exist through- the unwatchfnl oue to cry in the bitterness of his
out the Dominion, and the local option no more soul, 'Oh, wretched man that I am, who shall delive1·
localizes the subject and scope of the Act than a me?'
provision in an Act for the preveution of contagious
But that black, charred brand plucked out at such
disease, that a public officer should proclaim in what pains from the fire, of wlrn.t use is i t to God or man!
districts it should come into effect, would make the Behold the brand in the hand of the great husbandstatute a mere local Act for the places proclaimed. man, with marvellous skill he engrafts it into the
In statutes of this kind the legislation is general, tl'lle vine, and by degrees the charred brand takes
and the provision for the special application of it to on a verdure, send· out its twigs, is beautified with
particular places does not alter its character. This blossoms and bends under the weight of its ripening
great deliverance shows first thn.t the peace, good fruit, after the manner of my "servant the branch."
order and ·s afety of the people, is greater than the What a mystery of grace is here ! "Herein," saith
revenue, and that these are not to be endaugere,l the master gardener, "herein is my Fa,ther glorified
th at the revenue may be swelled: it shows that it 1 that ye "-the brands plucked from the fire-" bear
is not a civil right to sell liquor but a public wrong: I much fruit, so shall ye be my disciples."
it is the drink interest that is the great aggressor
Better be the charred hut plucked and engraftecl
agaiust tbe peace and good order of humanity, and brn.nd than the green bay tree-better be the poorest
a law i competeut that deprives any one of the wretch united to Christ than the purest apart from
right to use his or her property to wrong their him. , 'o engrafted, the unsightly brand becomes a
neighbours; and, lastly, it hows tha.t local option thing of beauty ; instead of fire and death ·witbi11
mean neither more nor less than the local applica- and around it, it ha· now fertility and life.
tiou of a general 01· impartial ln,w by the elect0r',
.M.
who by it are enabled to arm themselves effectually
ngainst the intolerable source of the wrougs iuflicted
INTELLICENCE.
un them by the drink iutere t. We congratula.te
Canada on this judgment, and now thal the faw is
PARLIA:01ENTARY SE SION.-VIII.
declared con titutioual by the Supreme Court, and
lhat declaration sustained by jn<licial authority at
UXDAY CLO ·1xc: (ENuLA~D) BILL- P.-DAY CLo:-;I G
home, we trust to hear that nll the Dominion is
(IRELAXD) BILL-DRU ,'KEXNE 'R I
THl!l AR.\lYrapidly pntting itself under the benign protection of
BEER DEALER·' LICEN 'E~ AC'r AMENDMENT BILLthe 'anacJq, Temper<nee Ll\w.
REPEAL OF THE
L r:r 'f.1.·-hrPor..T OF "\V1~~:1 <:s-

'l'IIE BRA D A D THE BRANuH.
No Luman biography ha~ ever been Jidl.lJ written.
Men's n.ctions may be recorded, a portion of their
thought expre sed, but how these thoughts arnl
actions are influenced by the ministering spirit of
salvation or hy the powers of clarkness that move
1111'.leen around the life of each, bas never been recorcleLl by pen of mortal man. Only in the book of
Goel is disclosed the solemnity of life, the spirits
that surronncl us and the eternity that stretches
before us in gloom or glory endless.
In the thircJ. chn,pler f Zechariah's prophecy we
obtain a glimp e of a fact that is too little tho11ght
of. \Ye see the Lord and Satan with the sinner
between. What an iut re t is shown in the sinner's
life. 'I'he Prince of Pe ce, heaven's repre entative,
the Prince:of Darkness, hell's representative, l>i<lding
for man's life.
What au ugly name the Lord gives to Joshuatt Brand, yet how befitting.
That brand was in the
tire-else it could not b . taken out-the fire was in
the brand, bnrning it ~ very heart and making it
black, m1eless, and unsightly. Such is the state of
Lhe unsaveL1 sonl. Christ lougs fol' it, Satan bids
for it. Tha,t fire is in ancl its guilt, aml in this
element the soul lumbers; but this el ment slumbers
not l>ut rages iu the soul, marring it and charring it.
, o must that brand, th at soul abide for ever, if some
one outside that circle of fire, some one free from sin
and guilt plunge not a divine-human hand into the
hurning mass and seizing the brnncl pluck it out of
t/iefire. Oh Christ! thon only couldst love a hrnn<l,
a red, burning lwand, thou only coulJ::it rescue it,
a1Hl iu rescning, wouucl thy ·elf.
The brand plucked out of the fire is still a brand.
Aud though the flame . eems all gone, how easily
and naturally it ma.y catch fire again, e,-eu from the
flying spark. So ,vith the sinner savecl if be do not
wa.lch aud pray. Sius once abjured may come back,
pas::;ions thougl1t to be dea I and buried may prove
to have been only buried aJi,·e, and may 1·ca"' ert

f-lELECT COM H'l'TEE ON THE D1-rnNKE !-1E 'S OF TIU:
ARMY-WRIT I<'OR H,1.unnrnTo_ DI:sTRICT OF .BuR ,m,
-TICE PAS, ENGER VESSELS Li vE . - 'E,• (SCOTI,A. D)
llrLL-COR. WALL ~U'NDAY OLosrxo BILL- PA. n;u
Du'rIE, ·-Co .·1.•y
ELEC1.'0RAL
IlETUR.- IlETURX OF CoxvICTIOK.' }'OR "UND y DRnKic"(,
1
( , COTLAXD)
A." D ARREST OF
u _- DAY DRU 'KARllS
(,'COTLAXD) BILL-PAYME 'I' OF "\VAGE,' IN p DLI ,_
HouRES PROIII.BITIO~ BILL-RETURS OF LIQUOR
Co S MPTIOX IS \YORK UOUSE:l (ENGLAND A 'D
\V ALE:l) BILL-ADJOURN:MEXT OF .BOTH flOU.'ES.

,v1.·E

,July 19.-Mr. tevenson, in moving the Sunday
()losing (England) Bill, said that its object was to provide for the total closing of public hous s in England
on ;'unday. It was now twenty-eight years since a
, 'unday Closing Bill was passed for Scotland, and upon
a searching erntuiry into its working a 'unday Bill for
Ireland was pa scd. Public opinion was strongly in
favour of the Bill, and he submitted that the House
ought to ha,·e regard to this opinion ancl remove from
the wol'king men the temptations to spend their wages
on the only day on which they could spend them. It
was also desirable in the interest of three or four
thousand barmaids and barmen that the anomaly of
a long day's work on "unclay should be removed. He
mOYcd the second reading of the Bill. Mr. "\Varton
moYed the rejection of the Bill, because it would shut
up public houses altogether. He could not understand
the high principle that would exempt the bona fide
tiaveller. This Bill was a piece of radical tyranny.
(Laughter.) Some people never saw anybody but
themselves. He hoped for the time when all would
moderately indulge and none excessively. It was all
very well for well-dressed, well-fed, radical members
to aim at depri,·ing the working man of his rationn,l
enjoyment of a Sunday. It was Yery likely that in the
Reform Club over n, glass of whisky and water on a
unday, that this Bill ·was drawn up to deprive the
poor man of his beer. (Ironical cheers.) He moved
that the Bill be read that dn,y three months. The Bill
was supported by 'ir Joseph I. Pease, Mr. Ewart, and
Mr. Gibson, and opposed by Sir Sel win Ibbetson, and
Sir . Phipps. l\Ir. Herbert, although not speaking
officially, spoke fayourably of Sunday closing, which
he declared the people desired. He thought that
there w·o11ld be great er difficulties in the south thau in
the north, and that if Uornwall wanted a Bill she
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should have it ; for it wac:; very much a matter of local
feeling. Mr. 'l'albot moved the adjournment of the
debate.
Colonel ~Iakins seconded and Mr. Callan
talked out the Hill.
.T uly ~0. -:\f r. Gladstone, in reply to Mr. Richardson
said, he ,ms afraid that he could afford no facilities for
the passage of the ·ale of intoxicating liquors on t::lun rlay (Ireland) Bill.
July 21. - The Bem· Dealer · Licenses Act (1880)
Amendment Bill was read a second time in the House
of Lortls.
July 24. --::\fr. Osborne :\Iorgan, in answer to ~fr.
'aine. state1l that the aYerage number of men stationed
at Ahlcrslwt, in 1 81, ,Yas 11, 63!), which was about the
u nal average. He was unable to state t.he number of
puni.·hmc:nts either for tlrunkcuness or other offences
intlided on these men dnring that period. t,ome of the
regiments stationed at Alclershot la-~ year were at
present abrorul and be supposed the autliorities tn
whom he applied for the infurmation had their hands
full of other matters at pre ent. (Mr. ,Yarton -Hear,
hear.) The total 11umbcr of licensctl public-hou.,;es in
the two p:1rif\hes of .- hlershoi, and Farnborough was
49, beer-houses licensed to s 11 on the premises 51,
beer-hou ·~s li censed t,> sell off the pn:mi. c,; 2 ', groc.;crR
:incl coufcetioacrs license-l to . ·ll into.· icating liquor !.I,
canteen licenses 19, m,lking a t tcil of 156. During
J 881 not a siHgle liccnseJ per:<on waH brought before
the magi ·trat •s charged with permitting of drnnkenn e;;s or supplyiug liquor to drunken persons.
July 28th. - :.Ir. Chaplin, i11 <.'ornmittee on the Gustom and lfoYcnue (recommitted) Bill, moved the following re olution :--'· 'l'hat no financial scheme will be
rntisfactory which does m,t ameuJ the law with regard
to the u .-e of ingredients other than sugar, malt, and
hop. , iu the brewing of beer for sale." He argued that
the repeal of the n1::tlt tax, by ncouraging the nse of
rice, maize, ancl other articles as sub titutes for malt
in brewing, hacl proYc-1 to lie injurious instead of
beneficial to the farmer, .tlHl that the m : r nufacture
of beer of inferior qua.lity from ·uch articles was contrary to the public welfare, as well ai'l detrimental to
the interests of ahricnltnre. He asked the right hon .
gentleman (::\lr. Gladstone) to entertain thi amendment, with a view to making the repe:.l of the malt
bx correspond with the ol>ject for which it was intended-namely, to confer a bcnc1it, and not an injury,
on the agricultura,l comnrnniLy of this eountry. The
a:nenclment was not placed on the paper in a sririt of
hostility to the financial proposals of the ri ght hou.
gentleman, bnt to enable him (\Ir. t'h:iplin) to .·tate
the ,·iew · of a gre:it ui:my who were intere tell in
the c1nc~ti011, an<l in onlcr to enabl him t make
this appeal to the right hon. gentleman.
'olonel
Barne concnrrcrl. :\rr. <Ha.Ll tone <leprecatecl bringing
the resolution forwanl at the present juncture. The
terms of the motion cast a tlisagreeahle light on a policy
which has been stca,]ily pursnecl for over a quarter of
a century. The party with which :M r. ( 'haplin is connected ha,·c representcrl the r ·peal of the mn.lt tax as
the grand spcciric for all aa1icnltural woes and grievances. (Hear, hear.) The uniform strain in which the
recommendations for the repeal of the malt tax were
supported wa by inrnking the goddess of freetlom. It
was the remo,-al of restraint, it was libernti11g the hands
of producers, and now that that has heen done, the ho11.
m m lJcr says :- Oh ye~, liberate the hands of a particular
description of producer.;:, , but tic up the hands of another
class of producers. But, sir, it is an extremely pa,inful
circumstance to me that the unfortunate farmer of this
country shoulcl for fifty years ham been tar,ght by
those who unquestionably belieYecl tbemseh·es the best
friends the farmer ba<l, arnl who often . a.y they are his
only frienrls, to place his hope and reliance on a remedy
of which the hon. gentleman now deliberately de clares tliat the rlisadYantages greatly outweigh the
acl,-antages.
ow the Government had set the trade
wholly free and was leaving everybody to judge what
kind of heer they would like. It is a sacl fact that the
repeal of this tn.x, 0Ewhich the Tory ~oYernmcnt spoke
so 111nch, should be
"ad failure.
~o far, howc-.·~r, a·· a mi~-:: hic on s articl2 is rroclu~eLl hy the

use of certai n ingretlients in the making of Leer is
not a matter of finance at all, but a question of
n.dulteration. lt is not a subject which the financial department can entertaiu. I do not think the
hon. gentleman could expect the House of Commons
to pro ·cribe the use of articles other than malt,
hops, and sugar in the making of beer, because
1 the introtluetion of them t ends to reduce the price of
l>n.rley. The motion, on that point of view, strikes at
the very root of all progress and advance in the industry of the country. (Cheers. ) My firm belief is, that
the admission of all these articles will be beneficia.l to
the public, because this is a trade that depends upon
the use of bulky commodities; and the more free we
are to purchase these bulky commodities, the larger
will be the use of them . To give an absolute free
choice of material, setting asiJe the question of adulteration, to the producers of this country, is absolutely
the first and most neces ary condition of progress in
imlu~try antl manufactures. If you do not do that,
yon will undo the whole legislation of the last century,
which ha.~ tended to set British industry free, and
l>egin ,1gain to manufacture the fetter which forme rly
bound up the energie , the industry, the skill, antl the
capital of thi connt.ry, ancl carry it back to the con(litiun of comparative poYerty and <li.-graee in which it
, lay before those operations began . I could not with
hont!sty pretend to be prepar d to entertain in any wa,r
the q nestion of restrieti11g the use of any materials in
the production of beer which are not obnoxious and 011
the gronnd of their sanitary etl-'i::c:ts. Thi. is no que~tion of ti.nance. I wish the hon . member every kiml of
success in an operation of this kind, but I think it is
rather hard when we come forward with our Tax Bill
to supply the absolute w:tnts of the country, at a period
when the House is much exhau ·ted with the labours
of a lengthened session, to bring upon the Tax Bill
a question of tlrnt kind. The result is, that it is now
i1~ the last days of July, when ·we haY e been obliged to
g1,Tc up the very best of our. importa,nt legislatirn
111 a urcs for the year; and l thrnk the hon. member
wi111ind that it would not be cle.-ira.ble that we should
~1ter at lai·ge ~nto the question of elcm ntary priuc1ple ·, or ma] e rn the Yery :malle-t degree concessions
which wonltl strike at the root of the lcgi lation which
ha· done o much to rende:· this country more powerful
and content d. (Cheers.) Mr . .Fowler was goiua
into
0
the c;un ·itlcration of the finauc s of the country, wbcu
:'.\fr. W. H. tlmith successfu lly implored him to allow
the motion to l>e di cussed.
ir \\·. B:irtdlot atlrn itted
that it would be llilficult to restrict the inuredicnts of
which be r might be composed. But the 1~p al of the
tax hacl reduee<l the price of ha.rley and lud ena.bled
brewer. to u e ingre,licnts not beneficial to th e cullumcr ·. ::'.\[r. ,fame. Howard held that no attempt had
been matlc to proYethe <l ·leteriou.-nc ,, of the ingredients
n eel by brcwern, nor that the abolition of the tax hacl
caused a, decline in the p1·icc of bal'lcy. \Yh y, in ] 88 I
the price of barley w·as 10 ·. p:ir <prn.rter dearer thau in
18 0. (('hcers.) He was free to confe s that immediately :ifter the repeal of the malt tax. there was a consitlcra.Lle decline in the price of barley. He was
somewhat astonished at that result, and on inquiring
the ea.use at oue of the largest mabters, he was told
it was due to the stock of malt left over.
ot satisfied
with tl~at statement, he went to the brgest brewer1:1,
who smd that malt could Le got almost on their owu
terms. Hon. members were D'Juntl to sbo \\- the necessity for the change they alh-ocated, and he maintained
no such proof hatl been given . After Sir B. Leighton
and 'ir G. Balfour had poken, the Reuse di.-itletl.
For the motion 52, against it 123; majority fLrrainst
73.
0
The motion was therefore lost.
July 31 .- ;\Jr. TorwooLl wanted :Mr. Glad ·tone to
lay 01~ the table a statement showing the qnantity of
wine_importccl into the l nited Kingdom in 1881, and
also its tlegrees of strength. :Mr. Gladstone said that
this return could only be got at great labour antl
expense. He reconnnernletl his hon. frien l to apply to
the Customs for information.
ugust c . -... lr. Sternuso11 moYetl that the order
of th (b y for th e .,nuday Closing (Enghntl) Bill be
0
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<lischargeJ.
The lJill therefore became a dropped \
order.
- - 1Ir. 0 borne dorgau iu reply to ~fr. Caine,
stated that he was 1,ot able to girn preci e iuforma- I
tion, but the nnmber of individua.l men punished
for drunkennei:1:- in the army during 1880-1 was 120 or
1:30 per thon::<J.111I. He thought Ahlershot would cornpare favoura 1•lj with regiments stationed on the outskirts of lal'ge towns. Making allowanee for those
soldiers who were constantly punished for drunkenness
he must admit that the list was a very bad one. 'l'he
:Secretary of State for ,var and himself were fully
}Jersuaded of the importance of the subject, and whatever the military authorities could do would be done
to di mini h the eYil.
August 9.-The OI'ller for the , 'ale of Liquors on
Sunday (Ireland) Bill was discharged. It is a dropped
order.
August 10.-1Ir. Caine gave notice that early next
session he would move for the a1Jpointment of a sele t
eommittee to inquire into cause of drunkenness in the
army, and the remedies necessary for its remo,·al.
August 11.-A new writ was, on the motion of Lord
R. Grosvenor, issued for the Haddington district of
burghs, in room of Sir David
edderburu, Bart., who,
i'lince his election, had accei ted the office of 1-iteward of
the Manor of North teall.
The Passengel' Vessels Licenses (, cotland) Bill passed through committee withont amendment, and on the motion of the Lord Advocate was
1-ead a third time.
August 12.--Mr. A. P. Vivian moved the second
reading of the "Sale of Intoxicating Liquors on Sunday
(Cornwall) Bill," the object of which '"·a to forbid th e
s:-.le r,f intoxicating liquors on Sunday in the county of
Cornwall. The feeliug of the county was, he statell,
deci<leclly in favour of the bill; 11 out of the rn nwmhers representing the county being in fa\'Out· of it. ~lr.
\Vartou at great length trongly opposed the hill. He
objected to the bill as inten<le.d to restrain public
liberty. It displayed one of the worst features of
modern democracy. The Iladical of the present lay,
when compounded with the tectotaler, was one of the
grossest forms of tyrants.
ir \V". Harcourt sai<l that
if anything was wanting to commend the bill to the
House it was observations of the character of those
which the hon. member ha.d just made. (Cheers.)
more wanton an<l unjustifiable waste of time he had
never observed. ( beers.
He thought that wa an
opinion which the majority of the House would entirely
share in. (Cheers.) The hon. member for Rri<lport
(Mr. ,varton) did not care for the opinions of the people
of Cornwall, but the hon. member was not always
indifferent to those opinio s. 'l'he block which he had
placed against the bill disa.ppeared when there came to
be an election for the county of Cornwall, because it
was not thought conveni nt [that a block to the bill
should n.ppear from the Uon ervative benche". The
block reappeared, howev r, in the name of th e hon.
member for Louth ( i\Ir. Callan), who had just attempted
to count out the House. That was the character of
the opposition to this bill; and the manner in which
the feelings of the people of Comwall were dealt with
by those who called them elves the Indepenclent Oppoition. This question of dealing with public houses
was essentially a local question, and questions of that
kind ought to be governed by the opinion of the
locality. Parlia.ment ha.cl actetl upon that principle
with regard to unday closing in Ireland and in \Vales,
and that principle was acted upon at an earlier period
in Scotland. lf the whole county of Cornwall was
really unanimous on the subject, all that ha<l to be
done was just to ask what reason there was to refuse
the demand. If there were any reasons, they had n ot
been supplied in the speech of the hon. member for
Briclport. He did not think they could find a llecen t
man in Uornwall to say a word against the hill. Lord
Elcho said that the questi n of regulating public hou ses
was a question of the majority interfering with the
minority-that was to say, the majority who could not
control their own appetites coming to Parliament for
legislation to enable them •O do so, and to prevP.nt tho e

,v
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who were able to control their appetite from getting a
glass of beer when they wanted it. On that point the
Home ~•ecretary once made a speech in a Yery different
tone from that which he had now made. ·what he
maintained wa , that the suppression of drunkenness
onght not to be brought about hy Acts of this kincl, hut
by elevating the people, so that they should look upon
drunkenness with horror. It was the police who onght
to deal ·with this matter. If a man was fonncl clrnnk
in the street~ let them take him before a magistrate,
but do not let them deal with the question in this way.
They dared not bring in a 'unday Closing Bill for the
whole of England, including the metropolis, and that
showed the worthlessness of their priuciple. In London
there would be such a row if they attempted to close all
the public houses on, 'nncbys that they dare not do it.
Why was that? Because a large uumber of the people
of Loudon felt that they had a right, if they oho. e, on
a Sunday to get a glass of beer, and here they ,vere
going to allow the majority to tyranni. e over the
minority. It was becau e he did not believe the working men of England, or anything like the majority of
them, were drunkards, that he O]Jposccl this bill, and
protested against the majority being allo,ncl to tyrannise
over the minority, and he should certainly divide the
Hon e against the bill. Mr. Onslow said that, front
the fact that there were only two Corni h member in
the House, he was justitie<l in saying that the Cornish
members did not care two straws for thi bill. 'J'hey
ha<l it on the authority of :Mr. Parnell that th e Irish
, 'unday Closing Bill had not done any good, while they
knew that Scotland, which had also Sunday closing,
was a more clrnuken place than any other in Her
Majesty's dominions. Mr. Callan, after some ob:servations 011 the hill; agn.in n.ttmnptell a r.ount ont, which ,
however, proved un. uccessfnl.
Mr. Round, M:r.
Caven ish-Bentinck, and :Mr. Daly having spoken, the
House clivi<le<l, ,..,.hen there voted-!L
For the second r atling,
8
Again t,
}fajority for,
'l'h bill was then read a second time.
Aug. 14.-Mr. Gladstone, in reply to Mr. O'Donnel,
. tated that there were no prohibitory duties on BritiHh
goods in Spain, but 'pain hacl been making a legislatiYe
change which ha.cl the effect of makiug an enormous
difference of duty on most Briti h commodities. That
Goven1ment had s trongly complained of our invidious
distinction in wine duties, on the difference of duty on
French and Spanish wine. He could not at present
alter that duty because it would i1wolve a los to the
revenue of hundreds of thousands of pounds but , 'pain
knew whenever we wcl'e in a position to do so that the
C)uestion would have the best consideration.
Aua. 15. -The Earl of Rosebery in the Hous e of
Lords in moving the second reading of the Passenget·
Yessels Li censes (i'cotlancl) Bill, said that the measure
was unanimously approved by the public of , 'cotland.
The bill was intended to regulate the granting of
licen. es for the consumption of strong liquors on boarcl
of pa senger yessels. 'l'hese licenses were now granted
by the Board of Inlaml Revenue, who were not th e
ordinary liceusing authority, and un ler these licenses
scenes of great sc:mclal and disord ' r had taken place on
board Sunday steamers. It was proposecl that the
Inland Revenue hav e power to pre,·ent the elling of
liquor on .: unclay under these circumstancei::, The bill
was read a second time, and on a division it was r 0solved not to end it to ommittee.
- - In the Uommons, Mr. Buchanan moved a
return for the year 1881 of the number of electors 011
the rE>gister of each comity in England nncl \\':iles,
exhibiting the se,·eral qualifications, a11Ll similar returns
for Scotland and Irelarnl (in continuation of r,nliamentary Paper .1. o. 342 of Session 1872).
Aug. 16. -'fhe Passenger Y essels Licenses (,' ·otland)
}~ill was, on the motion of Earl Ho ebery, read a third
time in the Upper House and passed.
- - In the Lower Honse, Mr. ,Yarton, in the
absence of Mr. Montague 'cott, moved for a return of
all convictions sine the 2!Hh dn.y of September 1876,
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to the 29th September, 1882, of all persons arrested for
drunkenness on Sunday iu , 'cotlancl, indicating the
number in each particular county or burgh, and the
population of each such county or burgh.
Aug. 17.-On the order of the second reading of the
Payment of Wages in Public Houses Prohibition Bill,
an unsuccessful attempt to count out the Honse was
made by :Mr. vVartou. Mr. Broadhurst then moYed
that the bill be read a second time, Mr. "\Varton moved
that it be read a second time that day six months. No
hon. member would second the amendment, and the
second reading was agreed to.
- -- Mr ,, hitworth moved a return showing the
amount of spirits, wine, and malt liquors consumed in
each workhouse in England and ,vales in the year
ending the 31 st D ecember, 1881, together with the
expenditure in each workhouse of each such kiud of
intoxicating liquor for the same period ; also stating the
da,ily average number of inmates in each workhouse
during the said term. Mr. Callan attempted to count
out the House, but the, peaker declared the motion for
the return agreed to.
Aug. 18. - The Royal assent was giwen in the House
of Lords to the Passenger Vessels License Amendment
( cotland) Bill, which is now law.
Parliament with the usual formalities adjourned
until Tuesday, 24th October, 1882.

RE . C. GARRET'r is now president of the "' esleyan
Conference ; none we know has better rn.eritcd the
honour.
",vhat is this man charged with?" asked the judge
- " ,vith whisky, your worship," was the sententious
reply of the policeman.
A new edition (the sixth) of .JJiore than Conquero1·8
has just been pu blishccl . vV c are glad to hear it, and
we hope there will be many m re.
A:i;"rER an absence of some months, :i\Ir. T. H. Ba.rker
has returned to his duties as th e secretary of the Grand
Alliance. He 1s rnstly recruited in health.
It is said that a eerta,in ol<l gentleman in Etlinburgh
is so rigid a teetotaler that he refuses to take milk
from a cow that is fed on the draff of a brewery.
The "\Yar Office now acknowledge the P,Xistence 0f
t eetotal soldiers and theil' wives, and provide tea and
sugar for them in lieu of porter, or a penny a day.
'' One must sow his wild oats, you know," exclaimed
the rather youthful John.
"Perhaps," said sister
Ann, "but if so, he needn't sow them so soon after
cradling."
In Ackfielcl, Russex, a publi(!an rejoices in the name
B. Ware. It would be a good thin g if the people
would look upon the name as a piece of advice, aucl act
upon it.
The shopkeepers in Alexandria have now received
notice that the sale of intoxicating liqu ors to tro0]JS will
at once entail a closing of the establishment reported
as offemling.
For the purpose of engaging a good lecturer on temperance for
cw Zealand, Mr. John H ai-di11g offers
£100 in three if the rest of £ 1,000 is mac1e np in the
three years.
Ex-Provost Rough, Dundee, has been presented by
his fellow citizens with his portrait. Provost r-·r on cur
presided, and G. Arrnitstead, Esq., 1.P., made the
presentation.
Tn a discussion in a board of aldermen, while they
were debating a pl'oposition to supply a new style of
lamp-post, one member got up and innocently r emarked
that h e, for one, h ad al ways found the old ones '' good
enough to stand by."
A p rodigal was reproached by a Boston lady for his
cYil ways. "I am sure," said he, "I would rather he
an outright devil than a hyt ocritical saint. ' "The
preference is quite natural," wa the repl.y, '' Mr.
Emerson said the d evil was an ass ! "

Pure olc.l whisky used to be S]Jelled with an "e " before they began adulterating it.
They probauly
knocked out the '' e" to let the drugs into the barrel.
The firemen were industriously trying to extinguish
a blaze in a public-house the other night, when an impecunious Pat, who had been drinking '' on tick," beseeching his friend, the pipeman, said-" l l or the l oYe
of heaven, Thomas, play on the shlate ! '
"I just went out to see a friend for a moment," J"('markecl Jones to his wife the other eYening as he
r etnrned to his seat at the theatre. " Indeed," replied
1frs. Jones, with sarcastic surprise, " I supposed from
the odour of your breath that you had been ont . ecing
your worst enemy.'
Be true; so shall yon discover the wealth of soul
that is in yon. E,·e1·y man's spirit is a mine that rer1uircs working that its riches may be revealed. 'J'he
true heart comes forth from its labours laden with
goltlen ore ; the irresolute and the dissipated waste
their effort and lose their day.
ince Mr. Noble's brancl1 of the Blue Ribbon was
established in this cou~try, 470,000 pledge cards havo
been despatched to various parts of the country. "\Vhen
we read this don't let our thoughts dwell on the many
who have fallen, but on the number that have kept
their ribbon unstained by liquor.
F . G. in an interesting article on Cricket, in J.'ime,
speaking of the Australian eleven says:-" Money may
have made the mare to go ; lmt training 1wt only i,1

c1·icket, but in diet, and above all clri11k, lw .' <lonr~

11101·e."

" Merlin, ' in the Ei:eninu 1\Ttws, in regard to the above
says :- " That the men who play the most consistently
goocl cricket arc the men who take care of th mselves.
And, in connection with this matter, I rejoice that you
can get tea as w ell as beer and pirits at most ci·icket
grounds. Let each of my readers ask himself honestly
and candillly, whether he does n t kno, who has fail •d,
ancl whose failure is di tinctly due to drink.'
Th e Social R<'.former (Glasgow : Scotti h Permis iYe
Bill and Temperance Association. 112 Bath Street)
contains the first instalment of a tempera.nee tale hy
Annie Swan, entitled "An Enemy in the Mouth, ' and
'' The 'auses and Cure of Intemperance," the latter a
pithy article sure to comme11cl itself to any unbiassed
mind. " am Taylor's Electioneering," hy thfJ R ev.
F . \Vagstaff, is in that gentleman's usual racy st.yle,
while a number of interesting paragraphs, Parliamf'utary and other intelligence, go towards making up a
good number.-Stirling Ob erver.
PROGRE~ OF TEJlPER .\.N CE rn BL.\. CKl•'ORD.-Three
years ago a m eeting convened by Mr. 1'. Barclay,
Middleton House, in the Board Schoolroom of this
village, attended by upwards of 200 of an audience,
was a.ddres ed. by ex:-Bailie Torrens, J.P. l'ho yeat·
following another meeting was convened and adclressccl
by Messrs. Stevenson and Dransfiehl, lecturers of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
which was also well attended, the r esult of which was
the formation of a society under the Order of Good
Templarism, the membership of which now amounts to
a twelfth part of the inhabitants of this Yilla~e, and
has been attended with great good t o the members mi cl
pecuniary loss to the taYerns.
"TnE DRrXK PROBLJDI .\.XD IT8 'oLUTrox."-This is
the title of a book of great value, the author of which
is David Lewis, J.P., of Edinburgh, 'cotland. It
opens with an able discu sion of th e province of civil
government in its rel ation to the liquor traffic, considers
the effect of the traffic upon lab our and commerce, its
social results, and the rem edial measures-religious,
moral, an,l 1egislati,·e. Its treatment of the subjects
of " permissive" and " imperial " prohibition, aml th e
"objections to prohibition" will be of g reat in tere t to
all thou ghtful students of the liquor problem on both
sides of the Atlantic. Tt is one of the besb books o,-er
publish d on the other side of the Atlantic, aud we
have imported a fe w copies which will be sent po t
paid to any address for one dollar fifty cents (Gs. 3d.)

- ...Yational 1'empPmnce Arlrocnte ( A ?nPri ,·o).
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A Berkshire clergyman has decided to use zoeclone as
a substitute for wine at the celebration of the Lord's
, 'upper.
There is & great organisation rising in America called
the K n ights of Labour. It is to settle differences between employers and employed, to avoid strikes if
possible, 1,ut if impossible, to strike as one man. Its
membership excludes bankers, brokers, lawyers, physicians, aloon J..:eepers, including br11· te1ule1·8. The
workmen a re becoming wise, they feel that they can
get along bett er by having nothing to do with the
public or t he publican landlord.

0.-;

boots and cravats for dinner. or ladi s' maids pinning
caps on their mistresses' heads, or even young housemaids condemned to the exhausting labour of making
beds and dusting furniture. The deplorable practice
of swilling malt liquor two or three times a day begun
in early boy and girlhoocl, among English servants, had
not in America, as I am convinced it ba with us, laid
the foundation for later habits of drinking in a whole
class of the community, among whom a pernicious
inherited necessity for the indulgence is one of its consequences; w bile another an l more lamentable one is
the wide-spread immorality, to remedy (and, if possible, pre,·ent) which is the object of the institution of
,vnrn , ANY OR 1'1ANY-AN Ho:XEST MA -.-,vhen the G. F. '. and imilar benevolent institution ; none of
we got back to the h otel King Arthur's round table which, I a,m persuaclecl, will effectually fulfil their
was ready for us in its white drapery, and the head object until the vicious propensity to <lrink ceases to
waiter an l h is first assistant, in swallow tails and white be fo ter cl in the kitchens and senants' halls of our
cravats, brought in the soup and the hot plates at most respectable people.-C'lmrch of Englanrl Temperonce. Mr. X. bad ordered the dinner, and when the ance Chronicle.
wine came on he picked up a bottle, glanced at the
HADDIXG'l'OX BuRc:u.· ELE "l'IOX.-A change in the
label, ancl then turned to the graYe, the melancholy, representation of the Haddi11gton district of Burghs
the sepulchral head waiter, and said it was not the sort took place last month. As our readers are no douut
of wine he had askeu for . The head waiter picked up a" are, these burghs have been loyal to the princi1.1les
the bottle, cast his undertaker-eye on it and said, "It and policy of prohibition. Sir Henry F. Davie was one
is true; I beg 11anlon . ., Then be turn d on his subor- of the ten Scotch members who, in 1864-, supported
dinate and cal mly said, "Bring another label!" At the Mr., now ir, ,v. Lawson when he introduced his
same time he slid the present label off with his hand and Permissive Bill for the first time ; and with two exceplaid it aside-it had been newly put on, its paste was tions-absence in 1870 and 1874-he was always in the
still wet. \Yhen the new label came he put it on- lobby with his leader. 8ir David ·we<lderburn in J 87G
our French wine being now turned into German wine, succeeded Sir Henry, and never was absent from a, diviaccording to desire. The head waiter went blandly sion on the bill or resolution. Sir Davill, quite unexabout bis other cluties as if the working of thi · sort of pectedly on the 1st ult., resigned his seat. The Liberal
miracle was a common and easy thing to him. Mr. .... constituency, without a moment's loss of time, apsaid he hac.l not known before that there were people pointed delegates to meet at Edinburgh on the 4th to
honest enough to do thi. miracle in pn blic, bnt be was
·hoose a successor. They, nt that meeting, exnre se<l
aware that thousanllS upon thousands of labels were their regret at the lo. s of Sir David's services, and
il!1ported into Ame~·ica from }~urope eYcry year to en- chose 1'1r. A. Craig-Sellar as their cawliL'iate. ~1Ir.
able dealers to furnish to their customer in a quiet Sellar is, ucd his address on the 7th, and in it thus
aml inc pensi,·e way all the different kinds of foreign refers to the licensing question :- " On the liccnsincr
wines they might require.-lllark :l'wain's :l'ramp question 1 entertain the view that the ratepayers should
A brnad, chap. xii.
ha.Ye the control of the licenses ; and I think that the
In the 'llecords of Later Life,' by Fam1y KemLle, ju -t present ystcrn, wh1ch, in the counties, giv s the conpublished, there is a reference to her experiences with trol to the justices-nominees of the -rown- ought to
farm labourers in America. In Vol. I. we read :- I be alter d by substituting for them some agency freely
have spoken of the semi-disapprobation with which my elected by the voice of the people." That same lay, a
Quaker farmer declined the wine and beer offered him deputation of Local Optionist met him to tell him that
at my 4th July festival. Some years after, when I his views vere not the views of his constituency, and
found the men employed in mowing a meadow of mine that they wanted absolute pow r over the traffic to be
at Lenox with no refreshment but "water from the directly vested in ratepayers. The interview resulted
well," I sent in much distress a considerable distance in the candidate showing some progres.i. On the ] 0th
for a barrel of beer, which seemed to me an indispen- at J eel burgh, he referred to the licensing question,
sable adjunct to such labour under the fervid heat of when he told his audience that the system of licensing
that summer sky, and was most seriously expostulated which giwe justices control over the traffic ,vas indewith by my admirable friend, Mr. Charles :::ledgwick, fensible-the administration of justice and the distrias introducing among the labourers of Leno • a mis- bution of licens s should not be entrusted to the same
ehieyous need and deleterious habit till then utterly persons. This was the opinion of Lord John Russell.
nnkuowu there, antl setting a pernicious example to He should not like to commit himself that night. He
hoth employers and employed throughout the whole did think it inexpedient that Special Boarcls ·honkl be
neighbourhood-in short, my poor barrel of beer was elected for licensing, but rather thought the power
an offence to the manners anu morals of the community should be vested in a majorit.v of the Town Councils,
I lived in, and my meadow was mowed upon "cold and he anticipated that, as both parties in the Rtate
water from the well ; " of which, indeed, the wat r thought that something shonlcl be done, they might
wa · so delicious that I often longetl for it as King rely on some rneasnre soon being introduced which
David did for that which, after all, he would not dl'ink woulu give the control of licenses to the people. After
because his three mighty men had risked tl eir lives in meeting in every burgh in the group with a, deputation
procuring it for him. The use of either wine or beer Mr. 'ellar said that he was prepared to vote for directly
at the tables of the Philadelphians, when I first liYecl inve. ting the people ·w ith a v to over the liff_not· traffic.
among them, was quite exceptional ; anc.l the usual l\lr. '\V. Scott Seto11 Karr, almost at the la t moment,
cnstom of the best society at the early three o'clock enter_ed th~ field i~1 the G_onservative interest. He, too,
cl inner was water-drinking. Nor had the immense was mterv1ewed 111 the mterests of local prohibition.
iucr ase of the German population then flooded Phila- He was pr pn.r cl to Yote for Sir ,Yilfrid Law, on·s
delphia with perennial streams from innumerable resolution, without' pledging himself to details. He
cellars and saloons; the universal rule at the time could not say what licensing anthority he would prefer
when these letters were written was absolute temper- if the magistrates coulLl no longer license ; bnt the
ance, the exception to it a rare occasional case of people should have , ome Yoice in the matter. After
n b. olute intemperance. . . . I need not say that,
fairly weighing the vie\, s of the two gentlemen the
under the above state of things, no provision was m acle temperance el ctors resol vecl to giYe their united
for what I should call domestic or househokl drunken - support to Mr. , 'ellar. The contest was most exciting,
nes~ in American fam ilies. Beer or beer-u1oney was but the result was n Yer doubtful. The polling took
not found necessary to sustain the strength of footmen place on the 22nd, and the poll was clcclared the next
driving ahout town on a coach-box for an hour or two day. 'l'he numbers were-Mr. 1.'ellur, 8:l3; )fr. Seton
of an afternoon, or valets laying ont th eir master's Karr :i+4 ; rnajm ity ~8!l.
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OBITUARY NOTICE.
THE LA'.l'B )1ns. M'CL'LLOCH OF Du:M1<R1Es. - It is
with dee1) r egret that w e r econl tl1e dc<.:ea:e of this
most estim:ible lady who died at Heteford on the 4th
nlt. in her 71st ye:ir. She leg Dnmfries some time
ago with her daughter and son-in-law- the latter
being seriously indisposed--and it was on h er way
ho::ne, which, alas, she neYer reached, that sh e caught
that chill which has had so fatal and grievous a termination. In her last moment she had the sedulous
and affectionate care of her beloved clanghter )lrs.
M'Kinnel,. and passed so peacefully away that the
exact moment of hei· decea e will nev er Le knownthe hour was about 10 a.m. Mrs. ::\1 'C nlloch was of a
noble Huguenot family who, like o many others, had
to take r efuge on our shores from the relentless persecutions to which they were su bjected. The family
finally settled clown in Lancashire where her father,
the late Samuel Lafone, Esq., was a Liverpool merchant.
Her brothers have also acquired distinction in the commercial world. She was brought up in the Baptist
Commnoion and was a most devout believer in the
truths of hristianity. Nearly fifty years ago she was
united in marriage to Dr. James .Murray 11 'Cnlloch of
Dumfries, a gentleman who has endeared himself to all
true reformers in the south of Scotland . The union
was exuberant in the tender affection :wd regard for
each other manifest on the part of both husband and
wife. She was a trne yok -fellow, and it is to her
affectionate care and attention that, apart from his
ackn owledged skill, Dr. M'Culloch has heen ahle to
attain to that distinguished position in hi., profession
which he hol ls to-day. In her own place ·he ,rn · remarkable for her kintlliness of dispo ition. She was
easily accessible by the poor, the needy and distressed,
and ready to lend assistance to any scheme "that hall
the reward of in lividnal merit, the redre s of inclividual mi sery, the overthrow of a great evil, or the
furtheranc e of the publi c weal for its end aud object."
'he strongly adYocatecl the rights of women and has
lived long enough to find that question entering upon
its fiual phases. She was ec1ually enthusiastic upon
the question of temp.::rancc, and felt the liYeliest interest in all that concernecl th e progress of the Scotti h
prohibitory movement. To all the natnrn,l graces of a
high-born lady she acl<lecl the great a,chantage of a
wide and deep culture. At her owu table it wa a
pleasure of no ordinary kind to listen to h er discourse,
and one felt in her presence the power of female influence in its loftiest phase. For solid wealth of
thought clothecl in th easy grace of a charming style,
she was unexcelled, and all her stores w ere freely at
the command of her friends. Her departure to the
silent land leaves an aching voicl in her sorrowing husband's heart which time will never fill: the society and
affection of hi s daughter, who is her mother's second
self, must, we believe, greatly assuage his sore af:I:liction,
and he may rest a sme1 l that not only in Dumfries but
whel'ever he or she is known, a very sincere and
heartfelt sympathy is felt for them on the death of a
lady so gifted, so loving, and so goo d as Mary Ellison
Lafone M' -ulloch .
The following r esolution was
adopted by the ExecutiYe of the Scottish Perrnissive
Bill and Temperance Association on the melancholy
event,-" That this executive have learn ed with unfeigned regret oi the llecPase of Mr.;;. l\J'C11lloch, Dumfries, whose life was conspicuous for the highest
domestic virtues, for tender sympathy with suffering
and down-trodden hmnani ty, for untiring efforts for the
freedom and elevation of her own sex, for the amelioration of the lot of the poor, and for an unceasing solicitude for the progress and triumph of the temperance
reformation : recorc1s their profound sorrow at her
decease : offers their sincere and mournful condolences
to Dr. M'Culloch and h er bereaYed family, on the
irreparable loss ·which they have sustained hy her

f

death. That a copy of this resolution be sent to Dr.
1\I'Onlioch, and to his and her daughter, Mrs. M'Kinnell ." The funeral took place on ThnrsLlay, 10th ult.
The remains of the deceased were followed to thei1· last
resting place by a large body of citizens, by' their nun1 ber aud their demeanour t estifying to the high regard
and esti mation in which the deceased was held. The
churchyard, St. )fary's, was crowded by hund1·ecl:;
,vhose sad and tearful faces showed that they had lost
a friend.
The coffin was heaped with immortelles.
~le TS. A. Bennet aud R. )1ackay specially r epresented the Scottish Permissive Bill and T emperance
A.·sociation on the melancholy occasion.

TIU: LATE :Yir. D. :M. SD1P 'ON, GREEN"OCK . - , v e
regret to record the death of this gentleman, who died
at the comparatively early age of 4-! yea·rs. He was
early devoted to the temperance cause, and was amonU'
the fast to join the Good Templar order, and was ~
d evoted friencl of prohibition. He was highly gratifie(l
with the last annual meeting of the Scottish Permissiye
Bill and Temperance Association, and was, np till the
spring of thi s year, full of hope in the expectation of
again enjoying the pleasure of being present at our
approaching annual gathering. But ll-od has called
him up higher to the enjoyments of that better land
where sin and sorrnw are unknown, and where there is
nothing to hurt or tlestroy. He has left a mourning
widow and three children, for whom much sympathy is
felt in Gree11ock.-S.
Tm~ LATE JAMES PATON, Eso., J.P., TILLWOFL'fRY. After an illness extending over two years, this highly
respected gentleman has gone the way of all living.
He peacefully expired on Wednesday, !)th ult., in his
83th year.
Born in Alloa, he went to 'l'illicoultry
fifty-seven years ago, and with his brother commencecl
business as a firm which has, for its fabrics, become
world famcll : the enterprise of the firm brought to th e
village of Tillicoultry a very large mearmre of the !)l'OSperity it bas enjoyed. The d ecea ed geutleman took
an active part in all schemes for the benefit and t:ie
acl vancement of the people. He was one of the hurcli's
most munificent supporters-superintended a Sabbath
chool ; maintained an energetic missionary; gifted a
British VVorkman Public House to the village; and th e
Christian Fellow hip lloorns has, for years, been maintained by him for the diffusion of religions truth. To
the poor ' ' he had a tear for pity r.nd a hand open as
day for melting charity." He was an esteemed Yicepresitlent of the , cottish Permissive Bill aud Tempermice Association, whit:h hail bis hearty sympathy and
liberal support. He leaves a widow who was a faithful
wife a.nd lovin g helpmate, and found her higheilt
pleasure in sharing his many la.bom·s for the good of
his fellowmen . His remains were followell to the gra, e
with every d emonstration of respect aml sorrow hy tlrn
larges t following ever witnessed in the yilJage.
THE LATE \VrLLIAM iYIITCHh:LL,

EsQ.,

J.P.,

r.Io:.---

Tn.o:--E.-Great gloom overspread this bnrgh when it
became known that this much re,pected citizen ha<l
died somewhat suddenly at Dalmally, ou the 18th ult.,
in his 66th year. He had, for the past few ye:1rs, heen
in a declining state of health, and was on his way to
Ohan for its restoration. On the journey he took
seriously ill, and lingering at the Dalmally H otcl for
four clay , there passed away. He was a natiY e of
La, swade, but came to Montrose when young, where
he has built himself a reputation for business qualitie~
and commercial honour such as few of his fellow-citizeus
ca.n boast. He entered the council in 186-!. and became
pt·o,·ost in 1872. \Yas first chairman of the , chool
Boarcl; member of the Harbour Boar<l, Asylum Board:
Director of the local rail way, etc., etc. He was a mos t
henevolent giver to local necess ities, and was deepl y
ancl widely esteemed. He sympathised with the
Scottish prohibitory movement, which enjoyed his
liberal support. In religious activity he was untiring,
and fe lt great happiness in assisting all efforts for the
spread of pure and undefiled religion. His life was
crowded with duties bravely done, and his memory
will be long cherished by a community which kn ew
and revered his worth.
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La l month may fairly claim lo be a memorable one
in the history of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association. The twenty-fourth annual meetings
of the ssociation were such a signal success. The
position of the Association was neYer so satisfactory ; in
no year were the results of the agitation more abundant,
its prospects more hopeful, nor its friends and supporter
more satisfied as lo its progress, more hopeful of its
future. The attitude of the publicans must soon change.
They useic-1 lo smile superciliously at its attempts to arouse
the public mind to the real nature of the business lo
which they cling, and by which they live, but they cannot
anrt th e fe elings of dismay. They see indications of
triumph which no shrugs or sneers will dissipate, and
such as no sensible ma n will de pi c. As one of the
speaker said, they of all men can be t testify to the
growing power ancl the corning triumph of the resolute
body of reformers \Yho, by their sympathy, their devotion,
and their liberality have made the A socialion the formitlahle prohibitory power whi ch it so evidently is
to-tlay.
The marked feature of the lm ·ine s meeting was lhe
numerous attendance of lad ie · and gentlemen, whose
c! e111e,1uonr was of th at n,ui e1 bu iness-like character which
goes so far to impress the ou ·erver with a sense of their
unwavering fidelity to principies and of their 1e olute
determination to uphold and advance the great interests
wh ich have drawn them toge ther. The blcsc;ing of the
Al mighty was reverently in voked, and then the business
proceeded with celerity, un animity, and despatch. The
Annual P eport dealt with the varied operations of the
year briefly and clearly, a nd it i" not possible to produce
in all the past record of end eavour so mnch of successful
effort as was crowded within its compass. The Trea, urer 's account showed the great elasticity of the funds,
:111d the sound financial condition of th e A ·ociation. \Ve
were glarl to note th a t the Executive has been materially
. trengthened by the ad d ition of new members, and that
conferences are again to be the feature of what will doubtless ue a busy year. The fourth resolution was significant
of coming parliamentary action, and from the evident
enthusiasm which att ended its adoption, \Ye augur that
the E xecutive are entering upon what we cannot otherwise regarll than as the decisive struggl e of the agitation.
The resolution on finance was heal'tily adopted, and we
were glad to see th at this mallcr was so frequ ently
referred to throughout the day. Mr. John \ illiam s
deserves honourable m enti on for expressing his intention
to rai se his generous subscription of £25 to double that
amount, and may be certain that his doing so will have
the effect of stimulating other generous su pporters lo give
more liberally, in order to bring heavier artill ery into the
field of conflict. We were glad lo listen to the many kind
words of appreciation spoken in favour of the Socia! R ef ormer. '"\Ve are more than proud of them, and we shall
at least endeavour to justify these kind expressions by our
future conduct of the magazine. '' 'Tis not in mortals to
command success," bul it is in our power to endeavour to
deserve it. ,ve rejoice at the whole proceedings of this
meeting, and regard it as in every way the most satisfactory ever held during the existence of the Association.
The City Hall Saloon was in lhe afternoon filled by
the most influential a semblage we have ever seen sit clown
to tea at the invitation of the Association. A glance at
the platform recognised the presence of representatives of
the Blue Ribbon Mission, the \ omen's Temperance
Association, the Scottish T e mperance League, the
Irish Temperance League, the United Kingdom
Alliance, and the Imperial Parliament. A glance at
the large and influential gathering must have convinced every one present that on no previous occasion
have they observed uch a widespread representation of !

the movement as wa · then before them. The tea service
was, as regards viands and service of supreme excellence.
The chairman-the Provost of Grangemouth-was certainly the right man in the right place. The picture of
most enjoyable health, with a reputation of most unwavering fidelity to the movement and the Association,
whose efforts in the town whose destinies he guides arc
marked by earnestness and devotion ; a better choice
could not have been made, and his speech was eminently
worthy of the man; it glowed with fervour, and dese1vedly
merited the cheers by which it was so heartily greeted.
The addresses were conspicuous for their excellence, and
the cordial reception awarded to them. But time interposed, anrl many delegates were prevented from contributing to the great enjoyment of the afternoon.
The evening meeting was a thorough success. True, it
lacked the great attraction of the previous annual meeting,
but no one could mistake the impression the meeting conveyed of their warm sympathy and their glowing enthusiasm. As the chairman, l\Ir. Stewart, M.P., and the
speakers filed on the platform, they were met with deafening cheers, again and again renewed .
Quietness
re tored, and the proceeding constituted by a mo t
appropriate prayer from Rev. Mr. Paton, the minister
of St. Paul's, the chairman rose amid cordial cheers to
address the meeting. \Vhat was wanting in his oratory
was fully compensated for in his matter. His speech wa ·
most cnccuraging to those who consider the time come
for a decisive parliamentary truggle.
The Rev. Mr.
1 I 'Dermoli, from Ireland, ga ea speecL that stirred the
deeper sympathies of our nature, and was a great ~uccess.
::\lr. Meldon's speech was full of facts and arguments, and
thoroughly enlisted the judgment of his delighted hearers,
Dr. Cameron's reception was most enthu iastic, and deserYedly so. When first he came before the citizens of
Glasgow it was to challenge the strength of the Temperance party, and through him that party have gained u
position they have ever since maintained. He has made
several important amendment on the licensing law, and
through him prohibition reigns triumphant over our Sun day steamers' liquor bars. These things were not for gotten, but appeared in the great cortliality of hi t-S
reception.
Hi - speech was singularly able, upheld
temperance truth, and clearly se t forth the justice of our
claim lo a yeto power which must be vested in the
ratepayers.
Rev. Mr. Gladstone soared to the loftiest heights of oratory. It is now fifteen years since
he was invited by the Association to step lo the front,
and his career since that time as an orator has amply
justified the Executive in their selection of the youthful minister at Sanquhar as one of their speakers at
their annual meeting of 1867. On this occa ion he
fairly carried away his audience who applauded him to
the very echo that cloth applaud again. Mr. Brown,
J . P., had not the opportunity he deserved, but the few
word . he did say were highly appreciated, and when he
does again appear his position on the programme will be
to his advantage. The worthy President of the Association exercised great judgment in seconding the last resolution without remark, as Mr. Wilson, J.P., had time to
pay a most graceful compliment to the chairman and the
speakers when moving the thanks of the meeting to them,
We are again on the forward march, and we believe that
these meetings have stimulated all who have attended
them, and that the great space which the press has given
to the reports of them has stimulated many more. The
past, with its crowded record of effort, is pleasant to look
back upon, but lo our mind the future, teeming as it does
with great possibilities, with hopeful prospects, with the
growing certainty of coming triumph, is to our mind far
better. Let all of us address ourselves earnestly and
faithfully to the great patriotic work that lies before us
and we shall, like the joyou reapers in the reforms of all
ages, return rejoicing bringing the sheave of trimnph and
blessing with us.
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ANNUAL BUSINESS

iEETING.

THE twenty-fourth annual business meeting of this
Association took place in the Christian Institute,
Bothwell Street, Glasgow, on Tuesday, 26th ult.
There was a very large attendance. James Hamilton,
Esq., J.P., President of the Association, was called to
the chair. He was supported by Ex-Provost Dick,
Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., Messrs. John Williams, J.P.,
J. \Vinning, and R. Mackay. Present during the day
we observed the following ladies and gentlemen :Provost Macpherson, Grangemouth; Bailie Selkirk,
J.P., Glasgow; Bailie Colquhoun, Bothwell; Bailie
Dickson, Glasgow; Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., Glasgow;
Councillor Russell, Perth; James Hamilton, J.P.,
Glasgow; John Williams, J.P., Wishaw; Andw. Brown,
J.P., Kerse, Falkirk; John ·w ilson, J.P., Glasgow;
Rev. W. Adamsori, D.D., Edinburgh; Rev. A. Davidson, Greenock; Rev. Sam. Harding, Glasgow; Rev. R.
Wallace, do.; Rev. John M'Dermott, Belfast; Rev.
George Bell, M.A., Hamilton; Rev. John M·Queen,
M.A., Kilmarnock; Rev. Alex. Cross, Arclrossan;
Alexander Black, Glasgow; w ·illiam Blackwood, Aberdeen; A. Bennet, Dumfries; Robert Semple, Paisley ;
John M'Diarmid, Dollar; Thomas Anderson, Johnstone ; R. Mackay, Glasgow ; John Curle, J edburgh ;
Wm. Kesson, Whiteinch; R. M'Callum, Glasgow; R.
Stevenson, do.; Wm. Fnlton, Paisley; Andrew Husband, Glasgow; James Winning, Paisley; W. Denham,
mith, Greenock; James Ronald,
Glasgow; Wm.
Gourock; Robert S. Simpson, do.; vVm. \V. Hunter,
Denny; William Craig, Barr-head; Wm. Paterson,
Partick; \Vm. vV. Grant, Edinburgh; Gavin Cross,
Hamilton; James Horn, La.nark; J. F. horey, of New
York, U.S.A.; Thomas\tVallace, Grangemouth; Thomas
Dick, Glasgow; John Moncrieff, Perth; Joseph A.
Clark, Glasgow; Rohert Winning, Paisley; John
tewart, Glasgow ; John Jeffrey, Edinburgh ; James
M'Adam, do.; John Cochrane, Barrhead; John \i'\Tingate, Parkhead; John Gray, Glasgow; J. G. Temple,
do.; James Hamilton, do.; Joseph Young, Galston;
Robert Henderson, EdiLbm·gh; George Meh ille, Bunhill; J. H. Waterston, Edinburgh; James M 'Kenzie,
Bon hill; Thomas Robinson, Hurlet; Robert Millar,
Greenock ; John Con char, Glasgow ; Donald Brotchie,
Greenock; George Kerr, Glasgow; Isaac Lynas, do.;
Robert Dransfield, do.; Andrew Crawford, do.; Joseph
Morris, Brox burn; John Steel, Edinburgh ; Hugh
Cha.lmers, Glasgow; John Lindsay, do.; James Young,
Baillieston ; John Lawson, Glasgow ; Peter Fraser,
Innellan; James Fullarton, Saltcoats; James Millar,
Monkton; \i'\Tm. Hart, Kilsyth; John Smith, Stenhousemnir; 'Wm. Ross, Perth; John Brooks, Glasgow;
Andrew Picken, do.; James Osborne, Mearn~; John
Simpson, Glasgow; J. H. Raper, London; James Rae,
Falkirk; J. R. Livingston, Glasgow; George Gray, do.;
Henry \Vyatt, do.; James Dymock, Bo'ness; \Vm.
Galloway, Glasgow ; Henry \V. Reid, Coathridge ;
Daniel M 'Farlane, Barrhead ; S. R. Geddes, Grangemouth; James Beckett, Glasgow; JamesJamieson, Ayr;
James Forrester, Bathgate; James Greenshiel, Aitkenhead; John Hill, Edinburgh; Robert P atrick, Barrhead; David Fortune, Glasgow; John Struthers, do.;
John Paterson, do.; John M'Adam, Edinburgh; George
Hunter, Gourock; John Neilson, Glasgow; R. Macaulay,
do.; James Drysdale, Bridge of Allan; \Vm. Hart, sen.,
Kilsyth; J ames Thorburn, Glasgow; J. P. Lossock,
Peebles; George Andrew. Glasgow; John Lang,
Greenock; -V,.,T. Stewart, Glasgow; J. W. Mackay, do.;
David G. Findlay, do.; John M'Allister, Lang bank;
Peter Ferguson, Glasgow; Robert Risk, Paisley; James
Semple, Glasgow; Robert Young, Pollokshaws; Robert
Cross, Hamilton; Andrew F. hanks, Barrhead; Mrs.
J. ~mith, Bothwell; Mrs. Jas. Rae, F alkirk; Mrs.
Hill,~. Edinburgh; Mrs. Robertson, Paisley ; Mrs.
M'Adam, Edinburgh; Mrs. Williams, Wisbaw; Mrs.
Lossock; Peebles; Mrs. Adamson, Edinburgh; Mrs.

Ainslie, do.; Miss A. D. Hill, do.; Miss J. K. Hill, do.;
Miss Robertson, Paisley; Miss Henderson, Edinburgh.
The Chairman called on Mr. Mackay to read the
Twenty-fourth Annual Report of _tb~ Scotti~h Permi ssive Bill and Temperance Assoc1at10n, wluch was as
follows:y our Executive have again the pleasing duty of submitting to you a rapid survey of the work and progress
of the bye-past year. On no occasion have they felt
more abundant satisfaction than they feel to-day.
They were never more convinced of the soundness
of their principles, and of the policy which they
are doing what they can to get the country to
believe, support, and fin ally adopt: nor have they ever
entertained a more confident anticipation of success.
All other proposals dealing with the liquor traffic
enjoy equal opportunities of discussion to theirs, yet
consideration in the case of these sooner or later
proves them to be awa.nting in the element which
can alone offer a final settlement of the question we all
have so much at heart. The people are rapidly coming
to recognise th~t th~ir hopes of perm_anent rPli~f f~·om
the evils of the hcensrng system cPntre m your agitation,
and your Executive believe th at in the near future tl~ ey
will be found resolutely and earnestly co-operatmg
with you at the polling bo_oth in th_e return of me1~ who
will accept the duty of rntro~u_c mg or supporti:i:ig a
measure, enabling those localities who adopt 1t to
abolish their natural enemy the Public House. There
are increasing signs of p_rogress in the vent_ilation of t~e
subj ect of our national mtemperance and its _re!11ecly m
and out of Parliament, at church and evangelistic meetings and conferences, i~1 the ?olum1:1s of ~he press, on
the public platform, :w1~h an mten~1ty of mt~rest, a~d
with such an apprec1at10n of the unportant JSsues mvolved as confirms your Executive in their conviction
that the movement has advanced far towards the stage
of practical legislative recognition.
THE AGE

Y.

They ha,·e pleasure in referring to th e condition of
the Agency, which was never so efficient as at the
present time. On the staff there are at present Messrs.
Bennet. Black, Blackwood, Dransfield, Kesson, Lossock,
Stevenson, and Waterston: all of whom perform their
arduous duties to your Executive's satisfaction. Mr.
Waterston continues to superintend the Eastern district
of your operations with singular ability. Mr. \Y.
Blackwood has the Northem district under his care,
and it bears ample t estimony to his en ergetic superintendence. :Mr. Stevenson now superinte11ds the W estern
or Midland district, which bas hi::.i careful and judicious
supervision. His district up to May last was far too
extended for such efficient superintendence as your
Executive desired, and at last Annual
eeting th ey
f[
suggested the addition of another agent to the
This suggestion did not fall to the ground. for during
the year they have b een able to enter upon an
arrangement with the friends in the thre
outhern
counties, under which they have appointed Mr. And rew
Bennet to the post of Southern District Superi teu<lent,
with residence meantime in Dumfries. He entered
upon his duties in May, and they have great cause for
satisfaction already with this arrangement, for Mr.
Bennet gives promise of being a faithful standard bearer
of the movement in that part of cotland. Mr. Stevenson will in future have Gla!>gow and the '.Iidlancl
counties under his care, and will be able to work th ese
more effectively. Messrs. Lossock and Black devote
themselves wholly to the treasurer 's department,
and more faithful and devoted financial agents it
woulu. be hard to find. Messrs. Dransfield and Kec::son
are partially engaged, and have earned for themselves
a merited reputation as able and eloquent exponents
and defenders of the principles and the policy of the
Association. Mr. J obn Paton was placed at the disposal of your Executive from the Annual Meeting until
20th December last, and he will be at the disposal of
your successors from 1st October to 16th or thereby of
December. The Rev. Mr. Harding has been at your
Executive's disposal a great part of the year, and
they deem his services a great acquisition to the
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advocacy. It is due to your district superintendents to
say of them that they are a hard working body of men.
The collection of funds and the delivery of lectures are
but a small portion of their very onerous duties. They
have to see to the organisation of their districts,
watch over municipal, Parliamentary, and bye-elections,
see to the distribution of literature, and discharge
these duties with great credit to themselves and benefit
to the movement.
·
lt may interest you to know your Agents' platform
appearances during the year. Mr. Waterston, 275;
Mr. Stevenson, 256; Mr. Blackwood, 234; Mr. Dransfield, 118 ; Mr. Bennet, 88 ; and Mr. Kessen, 48. Mr.
Paton deli\·ered 62 lectures, Rev. Samuel Harding 54,
and Mr. Mackay, your Secretary, 101.
l\IEETL' GS.

During the year yonr Executfre have vigorously pro. ecuted the agitation with the Ag encies and means at
their disposal : being cheered by the conviction that
the people are becoming increasingly sympathetic, and
more deeply interested in their efforts. \i\r ere the
means at your Executive's disposal augmented, the
meetings might be multiplied to any extent. They
ar stirring the country to a thorough consideration of
the licensing question, and the time is rapidly approach•
ing when that system will appear to the people of this
country, as it appears to you and your Executive, as a
: ystem which from its nature and operations must be
entirely overthrown.
.
Th e meetings of the year were unusually varied.
They con isted of DemonstratiYe, Alliance, outdoor,
antl couference meetings. The number held clurin~
the year was J, 148. Of these 672 were ordinary aucl
470 deputational. At them 1,904 addresses were
delivered. These figures show a very large increase
of meetings ~nd addresses us c mparcd with last year.
Th ese figures, however, give no adequate summation
of the nnmber of meeting held throughout ~cotland
at which the principles and policy of the Association
are expounded and enforced. Temperance meetings
in this part of the kingdom scarcely possess au iota
of interest apart from the adYocacy of the suppression
of the liquor traffic by the v eto of the ratepayers; and
it gives your Executive pleasure to report that their
efforts to creat.e and direct an enlightened public opinion
on the e\7ils of the liquor traffic are gladly shared by
the most steadfast friends of the t emperance movement
throughout the country. Whatever is proposed other
or less than what you propose is merely put forth as an
expedient to reduce the present virulence of the social
disorder arising from the liquor traffic, and this is clone
with a frank admission that a permanent solution of
the drink problem will only be found possible on the
lines of the just and constitutional proposal of this
ssociation.
Your last annual public meeting was densely crowded.
The chair was filled on the occasion by Lord Colin Campbell, M. P., and the speake1·s included Sir W. Lawson,
Bart., M.P.; Provost Macpherson, Grangemouth; ExBailie Torrens, J.P.; John Wilson, Esq., J.P.; Rev.
Dr. Nicolson; Rev. R. J. Lynde; Rev. R. ·wallace;
and Mr. W. Noble. The proceedings were most enthusiastic, much of it being evoked by the chairman's prom•
ising to assist to introduce a bill into Parliament for
Scotland. The next important gathering was held in
Edinburgh in December, when T. R. Buchanan, Esq.,
one of the M. P. 's for the city, occupied the chair.
The speakers on this occasion included Sir VV. Lawson,
Bart., :M.P., Sheriff Guthrie Smith, Rev. Principal
Cairns, Rev. Professor Blaikie, Revs. Dr . Adamson,
Kay, and Gray, Revs. R. J. Lynde, and Young, John
Wilson, Esq., J.P., and other gentlemen. This was
looked upon as the most influential, important, and
enthusiastic meeting ever held in Edinburgh on the
temperance question; and its influence in advancing
our objeds in Edinburgh is not yet spent. The Jubilee
public meeting in Paisley with Provost M'Kean in the
chair, was addressed by Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., your
representative, and the same evening an excellent meeting in the Christian lnstitute, Grangemouth, presided
over by Provost Macpherson, was addressed by your

deputation, Rev. S. Harding, John Steel, Esq., and
Mr. Waterston. At Peehles a very enthusiastic meeting was '.-1.ddressed by your deputation, Rev. E. J. Boon,
J. Coutts, Esq., S.S.C., Messrs. J. P. Lossock,
Waterston and Mackay. An excellent meeting at
Kirkcaldy deserves mention ; it was presided over by
Bailie Speedie and addressed by Rev. E. J. Boon,
iessrs. Steel, Bennet, and Mackay. A splendid
district social meeting at Lesmahagow was addressed
by Ex-Provost Dick, your deputy, and also by ExBailie Lewis and Rev. John M'Queen. A very interesting Gospel temperance meeting at Uddingston was
addressed by Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., and Bailie Selkirk,
J.P. At Brechin a large and enthusiastic Blue Ribbon
meeting was addressed by Rev. S. Harding, and M ssrs.
Mackay and Stevenson; James Guthrie, Esq., J.P.,
one of your vice•presidents, occupying the chair. After
a short interval another large and effective meeting
there was addressed by Rev. E. J. Boon and Messrs .
Mackay and Stevenson. A highly successful meeting
took place in Greenock over which Provost Campbell
presided, and was addressed by Ex-Bailie Torrens, ExProvost Dick, and leading local gentlemen. At Montrose a crowded meeting was l1eld in the Guild Hall,
which was addressed by Rev. E. J. Boon and Messrs.
, tevenson and Mackay. At Ha wick an excellent meeting was convened to hear addresses from your deputation, Rev. Dr. Adamson and Mr. y\Taterstou ; and at St.
Andrews Rev. M. M 'Gregor and Mr. Waterston as
your deputation, addressed a highly successful meeting. A largely attended meeting was held in Rutherglen, which was addressed by Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P.,
and Bailie Selkirk J.P., Sir W. Collins occupying the
chair. A meeting, excellent in tone and attendance, was
held in Dumfries, at which Dr. M'Culloch presitled,
the object of which was to welcome Mr. A. Bennet to
nn fri s, :is superintendent of the counties of Dumfries,
Kirkcudbright, and '\Vigtown. Messrs. ~ 7 inniug and
l\T ackay, along with Mr. Bennet, represented the ssociation, and quite a host of friends addressing the meeting heartily welcomed Mr. Bennet to thi sphere of his
labours. At Paisley, ex-Bailie Torrens addressed one of
the Murphy Blue Ribbon audiences, of nearly three
thousand persons. A very excellent Gospel temperance
meeting was held at '\Vest Kilbride, the chairman being
J. S. apier, Esq., and the speakers Ex-Bailie Torrens,
J.P., and fr. J. Winning. Many other meetings
deserve mention such as those of Renfrew, Barrhead,
Hamilton, Irvine, Linlithgow, Galashiels, Ma_ybole,
Earlston, Whithorn, Kelso, Cupar, Anstruther, Dunse,
Strathmiglo, Tillicoultry, Bo'ness, Inverness, &c., &c.
OPEN AIR MEETING •

The recent summer season was one of the most active
in out-door work which your Executive have ever had,
and at no stage of their operations do they believe that
so much gooc.l has been done. Their advocates ann.
agents have visited every town of importance from
Lerwick in the far north to Annan on the borders, from
Dunbar on the east to Uampbelton on the west, and
have everywhere been hailed as reformers with a
thorough-going remedy for the dire evils flowing from
the liquor traffic. They visited some places more than
once, and yom· Executive have been greatly encouraged
by their favourable reports. The only drawback to
their gratification was the feeling that they could have
prosecuted the season's campaign even more vigorously
had they had meaus of defraying the expense. They
hope, however, that liy another year they may be able
to enter upon the out-door advocacy of their question
with augmented means and agencies. No mode yet
devised of getting at the mass of the people excels
these open-air gatherings, and none has helped your
Executive more to gain the ear and the sympa.thy of
the common people. A special feature of the year has
been the number of series meetings. Edinburgh ranks
first in 'this respect, open•air meetings being held on
alternate weeks extending from June 19th to August
ll th. The brunt of the speaking this year fell upon
1\ifr. Waterston and the local friends. Your Executive
had, however, the pleasure to secure Rev. Mr. Harding for a week. Greenock has had a series of meetings
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on alternate ~londays throughout the season besides a
week's m ~etings from 31st July to August 5th. Interesting series took place in te"-enston, Sal tcoats,
andArdrossan, from 31st July to August 4th, and were
very successful indeed. A very excellent series was held
in Aberdeen, remarkable for the co-operation manifest
on the part of all the local organizations. In no locality does harmonious eo-operation among the Yarious
section~ of the movement prevail to the same extent as
in Aberdeen. The series in Glasgow was more than
ordinarily successful. Two meetings every evening for
a week were held at various points, all your available
open-air advocacy being engaged. The meetings in
Dundee, Perth, and adjacent towns, were worked by
a deputation, including :Mr. James Scrymgeour (of
Dundee), and Mr. Stevenson, with the happiest results.
In Dumfries a most satisfactory series has taken place,
)lr. Bennet being well supported by local friends, one
of them (.i:liss Johnstone) deserving special mention for
her zealous co-operation. Your Executive believe that
in no former season have they derived more encouraO'ement or satisfaction from their open-air meetings
than in that now passed, all having largely contributed
to that natioual enlightenment on the object of the
Association which will one clay be backed by the
national executive power, and hurl the traffic into
merited oblivion.
The open-air SabLath meetings on Gla gow Green
have been a great success this year. At fir t it looked
as if they were to fail owing to having to be removed
from where they h::ixe been held for the last fifty years
to a different part of the Green. But in numbers, in
interest, ttncl. in success they h::i:ve proved as goocl as
eould have been expected, and your 1!.:xecutive hope
that they will be allowed the use of their old position
by another year. They are still under the gen ial, skilful,
and por ular conduct of Mr. R. Dra.nsfieh1, who has been
assisted by ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., llev . .::amuel
Harding, M ssr. James Horn, R. SteYenson, J. H.
-YVaterston, "\Y. Blackwood, .A. Bennet, R. Mackay,
"\V. Hobkirk, \Y. Kesson, and other gentlemen. The
services of these gentlemen ha.,-e been most praiseworthy. Gospel temperance for more than fifty years
has been the staple of the many heart-searching and
soul-stirring addresses deliverecl. at these meetings on
summer Sabbath evenings, and many a one has had
reason on earth to bless the efforts there put forth, and
because of them many a soul is now rejoicing among
the redeemefl in heaYen.
These various meetings have been of the greate~ t
service to the agitation,attracting the notice and obtaining the aid of the leading friends in the localities in
which they took place. Your ExecutiYe feel pleasure
in acknowledging the valuable services at these meetings during the year of the following gentlemen :::3ir Vhlfrid Lawson, Bart., 1\J.P.; P. M'Lagan, Esq.,
~LP.; Sheriff G. Smith; ex-B?.ilie Lewis, J.P.; John
"\Vilson, Esfi., J.P.; Hev. Principal Cairns, I ev. Profossor Blaikie, Rev. Professor Kirk, Rev. Dr. A1lamson,
lle,-. Dr. Stewart, Rev. \Villiam Barker, Rev. H. .J.
Lynde, Rev. John ~il'Queen, A.r.I., He,·. V. C.
11 'Dougal, Rev. M. ~focgregor, Rev. E. J. Boon, ReY.
A. \\ ilson, Re\". Samuel Harding, Rev. G. \Y. Tcoley,
Rev. J. Cooper, Rev. F. Binns, Rev. J. Strachan, Dr.
.Whitelaw, Dr. J. .i\1. )1 'Oulloch, Captain Brotchic,
Greenock; James H. Tiaper, K;q.; J. Coutts, Esy_.,
S.S.0.; Messrs. \V. mith, A. S. Cook, D. Ramsay,
John Butters, T. Robinson, Matt. Edwards, II. Hobkirk, J. W. Mackay, )-Iiss Johnston, and many others.
The following memb ers of Executive have rendered
valuable aid to the ;;iclYocacy during the year :-ExBailie Torrens, J.P.; Bailie elkirk, J.P.; ex-Provost
Dick; Messrs. J. "\Yinning, John , 'teel, R ~I'Callum,
ancl R. :i\Iackay.
. \LLIAXCE DEP'f'T .. I.TICl X:-.

A series of interesting meeti11g::i, markc<l by uniform
suc cess, were those addressed hy deputations from the
United Kingdom Alliance. The first series began at
Dumfries, where Dr. M'Culloch presided over an excellent meeting, which was addressed by Rev. 1Y. Barker,
Rectot· of YVest Cowes, nov; of ~ l rll'ylebone, L ondon ;

Messrs. \Vinning and Mackay. Next evening at PortG lasgow, .llobt. Duncan, Esq., presi<ling, the speakers
were, Rev. 1Y. Barker, Capt. Brotchie, Messrs. \Vinning and Stevenson. Next evening at Perth, with
Councillor Russel in the chair, the speakers were the
Ucv. Jilr. Barker, ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., Bailie
::;elkirk, J.P., and Mr. R. Mack::i.y. The last of this
series ·wal:l held at Portobello, where the meeting
was under the presidency of John Tclfor, Esq.,
and addresses were delivered by the Rev. Mr.
Barker, Captain Brotchie, and Messrs . Lossock
and \Vaterston. These meetings were all excellent
in tone and attendance, the audiences enthusiastic, and
have bad a marked effect upon the opinion of the
r espective localities in which they took place. In
l\Iarch your Executive had the pleasure of arranging
for another series, Mr. ,J. H. Raper on this occasion
representing the United Kingdom Alliance in his usual
felicitous manner. The first of the series was held in
Ayr, where Mr. Raper ·was supported by Bailie Selkirk,
J.P., :Messrs. '\Vinning and Mackay. Major Oldham
presided, and the proceedings were characterised by
marked enthusiasm and success. The next meeting
was at Aberdeen, James Paterson, Esq., presiding.
Mr. Ilaper had the support of "\Vm. Smith, Esr1.,
Brechin, 1Ir. R. Mackay, and local friends . This was a
most important if not so well attended a meeting as is
usually the case in Aberdeen, for it took a. statesman-like
view of Lord Colin Campbell's Bill. The last of the
series was held at Stirling, Provost Anderson occupying the chair. The speakers included ex-Provost Dick,
Messrs . .Haper, and R. :Mackay, as well as several
staunch local friends, and a most successful meeting
rewarded the labours of the local committee. "\Vith
one exception both series of meetings were preceded by
unexceptionally successful conferences, marked by a
happy and profitable interchange of sentiment.
COXFEREX ' E JIIEETIXUI'.

Yigoron. ly following np the recommendation of the
last annual meeting, your Executive held a large numuer of conferences duri11g the winter sea.son. These
conferences have afforded the most striking and encouraging signs of the progress of the year. The interchange of sentiment which took place was in the highest degree gratifying, and calculated to give an impetus
to the movement in the localities visited, which will
continue to exert itself long after the occasion which
called it forth is forgotten. These conferences where ever practicable were followed by public meetings.
They were held in Edinburgh, Henfrew, Barrheacl,
Hamilton, Irvine, Portobello, Paisley, Grangemouth,
Linlithgow, Peebles, Galashiels, Maybole, Earlston,
\Vhithorn, Kirkcaldy, J edburgh, Kcl o, Ha\vick, 1 't.
Andrews, Oupar, Denny, Montrose, Strathmiglo, Arbroath, Aberdeen, Bo'ness, Inverness, Dnnse, Broxburn, &c., &c. It was exceedingly gratifying to your
Executive to learn from their 1·epresentatives at the
various conferences that their own convictions were in
so much accord with those of their friends throughout
the country, and at the same time to know that whcneYer a farther advance in the direction of Parliament
ary effort is deemed advisable that they would have
the sustained support and co-operation of the friend;::;
whom, they are so glad to fin<l, approve so highly of
these oprortunities of meeting the representatives of
the Association face to face. Your Executive will in
the future gladly avail themselves as often as possible
of this truly excellent means of strengthening and
deepening the sentiments of mutual good-will on the
part of the supporters of the Association and themselves.
'l'here are other - meetings which merit notice.
Yom Executive engaged i\Ir. R. , 'emple, of Paisley, to
accompany Mr. Blackwood on a short tour in the northern clistrict. The arrangements were can-ied out in a
manner reflecting great credit on both. Mr. Semple
proved ,1, most indefatigable worker, and his advocacy
was worthy of praise.
series of meetings took place
at Irvine in the interests of blue-ribbonism, in which
your advocates and agent took a, prominent part. At
Denny, where a persistent gospel temperance campaign
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has stirred the hearts of all in that town, your Executive has co-operated repeatedly with the workers by
sending on speakers. At Hamilton, during the summer, your advocates and agents have responded to
repeated invitations . Several visits to Port-Glasgow,
Govan, Partick, and Pollokshaws have marked at once
the desire of the friends to arrange meetings for your
representatives, and at the same time the desire of
your Executive to favourably entertain as far as lies in
their power every application made to them for assistance.
Your Executive, having in view the injunctions of the
U. P. Synod, the General Assemblies of the Church of
Scotland and Free Church to ministers to preach a
sermon in view of the Christmas and ew Year festivities, resolved to invite the Rev. R. J . Lynde of Belfast to preach in Glasgow in December. l\fr. Lynde
heartily accepted the invitation, and delivered a most
eloquent and impressive discourse to a large audience in
St. George's Free Church from Isaiah xi. 9-" They
shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain. '
DEPUTATIO~ ·ro LORD RO:'EBERY.
Your Executive, accompanied by lea<liug friends
from Glasgow, Edinburgh, and other Scottish towns,
had an interview with the Right Hon. Lord no ebery,
in the Lord-Advocate's Chambers, Edinburgh, in October la.st. His lord ship ,vas attended l>y D. Crawford,
Esq., secretary to the Lord-Advocate. 1Ir. John
\Vilson, J.P., Hillhead, introduced the business of
the deputation by reading a statement to his lordship,
embodying reasons why the Government should fulfil
its promise, as regards Scotland at least, of ve, ting in
the ratepayers the power of suppressing the liquor
traffic by a majority of t.heirnnmber. Hewasfnllowecl
by the Rev. Dr. Adamson, Edinburgh; ex-Bailie
Torrens, , . P., Olasgow; a,ucl ex-Provost Dick, Glasgow. His lordship listened with e,·ident interest a,ucl
attention to the statement and al o to the ouservations
that followed. He expressed his grea,t satisfaction at
the manner iu which the deputation had stated the
case of the Association and the movement, and intimated that he would have pleasure in favourably
representing the views so ably laid before him to the
Government.
On the occasion of his lordship's visit to Greenock in
December, the temperance reformers there asked his
lorclship to grant them an interview. To his lonlship's
regret, this was not possible. He agreed to the subsequent request that a statement should be bid before
him. 111:r. Stevenson's services were called in to get
the statement duly signed, and in the course of a few
days the able document hacl the signatures of Provost
Campbell, ex-ProYosts Morton and Lyle, l\fagistrates, Town Councillors, Police Commissioners,
nearly all the ministers of the gospel, the leading
gentlemen in town, and the President and the Committee of the Greenock Total Abstinence Society, as well.
as members of the Committee of the Cartsdyke Total
Abstinence Society. His lorclship received the document with pleasure, and intimated his intention to give
it his most careful consideration .
LITERA.TlJ.RE.

During the past year an increased issue of temperance
and prohibitory literature on all _phases of the question
has taken place. 'rhe production of temperance literature in this country has heeome an industry of magnitude. The general press is now a great channel for the
com munication of information on all that concerns
the temperance reformation, and leading articles on
arguments or opinions adduced by its advocates are of
everyday occurrence. The agitation cannot yet congratulate itself on having wholly won over the press to its
siJe, but its friends are bound to feel pleasure in seeing
to what an extent the public press l'eally serves the
movement.
The movement continues to derive great assistance
from 1.'he Alliance News, J.'he 'l'em.pt1·ance Reco1'Cl, 'l'h e
Chu1·ch of England Temperance Chronicle, The Christian
News, J.'he Scottish 1.'ernpem,nce L eague Joimuil, Irish
Temperance L eague Journal, Irish Temperance Banner,
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and British 'l'ernperance Advocate. which, in their several
ways and spheres, render invaluable service to the movement. The 'ocial Rejorme1· continues to meet with
increasing appreciation. At last annual meeting some
excellent suggestions for its better circulation were
thrown out, and as the result its ci1·culation this year
has been the largest it has yet enjoyed. The editor
l1as been fortunate in meeting with a number of coworkers who have materially contributed to the approval
with which it has been received. While your Executive
cannot but be gratified at this, their convictions are cleepeningregarcling the fact that the agitation is fast ou tgrnwing the usefulness of 1'he Social Reforrne1·. Puhlished
only once a month it is unable to do justice to
the extended operations and the weekly progress
of the movement in Scotland. \Vere the friends of
the Association to resolve on publishing it week by
week insteaJ of monthly, as at present, they would
find it become one of the most etlicient of their agencies;
a fearless exponent and a dauntless defender at all
times of their principles and policy. Your Executive
leave this matter in your hands to determine, and they
hope that you may be guided to do what is for the best
interests of the cause. \Vere they once assured of your
support, a, weekly organ worthy of the Association,
reflecting week hy week the progress of the movement,
would soon be found among the favourite journals of
the clay.
During the yt r your Executive have issued a series
uf leaflets to th<.: extent of a qua,rter of a million copies,
and have found them of the greatest sen-ice in the
, prcad of brief, incisiYe, and intere ting information
ere their
on the varied a. pects of the question.
merits more fully known their circulation would he tenfold grf':i.ter than it is. Yonr committee are grntified
at the success these tiny messengers have met with,
and they will continue to supply the demand for them
as it may arise.
The New Year tract for 188~ was ntitlctl National
PoYert,y, and was the production of the He,·. Professor
Kirk, Edinburgh. It had a lal'ger cin.:ulation than any
of these tracts for year·, owing to the acknowledged
merit and deserved fame of the writer. The tract for
188:1 will, it is hoped, be equally excellent and meet
with equal appreciation.

"r

KINDRED ORGA~IZATIO:XS.

Yom Executive have uniformly had the pleasure to
report that they are on terms of cordiality with all
kindrecl Associations, and this year is no exception to
the rule.
Their relations with the nited Kingdom Alliance continue of the most cordial character, and they expect to
have the pleasure of welcoming to-day ir. \Vhitworth,
M.P., and Mr. J. H. Raper astherepresentativesofthat
powerful national organization. Ex- Provost Dick, Mr.
J. Nisbet, and your t,ecretary represented this Association at their annual meetings in October last, and
were of the opinion that the e meetings conclusively
showed that time was on the side of the " Grand "
.A.l!iance.
Ex-ProYost Dick and Rev. John 11-I'Queen, A.l\f.,
Kilmarnock, represented your Association at the annual
meetings of the Irish Temperance League in April la::t,
and on their return reported that nothing coulu exceed
the power and influence which the League wielded in
Ireland . Yon will be glad to know that the Re,·. J.
M'Dermott, l\J.A., represents the League a' you;: meetings to-clay.
Ex-Bailie Torrens and .John Forrester, i>q., represented this Association at the breakfast J arty of the
Scottish Temperance League, and to-day t ' at national
institution is to be representeJ. at yonr arnrnal social
meeting by Messrs. A. l\l 'Dongall and Davi l Fortune.
Co uncillor Campbell of Perth, one of your esteemed
vice-presidents, was your representative at the Grand
sessions of the Independent Order of Good Templars,
Scotland at Dun lee, and has stated that the proceedings at that gathering afforded reason for the heartiest
congratulation. The Rev. Geo. Gladstone represents
that Order here to-clay.
It is within yonr remembra.nce that yonr ExecutiYe
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have had a great many conference meetings with the
Directors of the Scottish Temperance League and the
I.0.G. T. Executive, and your Executive cherished the
hope that the. e might yet lead to cordial unanimity of
action. On the principle that the ratepayers should
have a direct veto on the liquor traffic there was no difference whatever, but while your Executive insistecl
that the yea or nay of the poll should determine the
issue between the ratepayers and the drink interest,
the Scottish Temperance League was no less firm in
declaring that the matter should be determined by
plebiscite, admitting a three-fold choice on the part of
th e voter-lst to put clown all traffic; 2nd, to put
down part of it ; and 3rd, to oppo e all new licenses.
The Good Templar Executive, on the other band,
expressed a decided preference for Local Licensing
Boards, specially elected for the purpose of dealing
solely with the traffic. ,vhen on the 11th October
last, a conference was summoned for the consideration
of these last methods, your Executive respectfully expressed its resolution to withdraw from these conferences, as it could not entertain either of the proposals
to be then submitted. There and then the parting took
place, but it was accompanied by such expressions of
mutual good will as removed all elements of dissatisfaction, and your Executive are hopeful that they will secure from both organizations most hearty co-operation
whenever they may be in a position to require it.
Your Executive are glad to have to report that the
British Women's Temperance Association is to-day
represented at your social party by Mrs. Belen Kirk,
Miss Robertson, and Miss Grieve, and they hope that
in the time to come they will find this Association
among their strongest allies.
The Executive anticipate a representation from every
leading organization in Scotland at one or other of the
meetings to-day-a proof, in their opinion, how thoroughly all sections of the temperance movement share
with them the conviction that the liquor traffic should
be suppressed by the veto of the ratepayers.
TIIE OH RCHE .

One of the most cheering indications of the progress
being made on all the lines of the tern perance movement
in Scotland is to be found in the rapidly changing attitude of the churches of Scotland towards intempet·;:i,ncP. and the liquor traffic. These are being brought
face to face with the eYils of intemperance in a manner
hitherto unknown. The use of strong drink has always
been gross in its nature, and dreadful in its consequences, hut the Church, like the world, looked upon
alcoholic liquor as a good thing liable to be abused unless men were endowed with sufficient restraining
grace. This state of matters no longer exists. The
Church is arousing itself, and now the question never
can rest until the legalised facilities to intemperance
have been excluded from society. fo the U. P. Synod
a most important discussion took place on the occasion
of the committee on temperance presenting their report.
The report referred to the Blue Ribuon movement, to
the forma.tion of Bands of Hope, to the committee's
deputation to Lord Rosebery on Local Option; and it
was agreed by the Synod that the committee petition
for the earlier closing of puLlic houses, and for control over the liquor traffic by ratepayers. The Rev.
Dr. Blair initiated a debate on the discouragement of
all social drinking usages in which the leading members
of the Synod took pa.rt, and a motion by the Rev.
Principal Cairns was ultimately carried. The motion
was in the following terms:-" That the Synod discourage all public drinkingusages, and recommend the
membership of the Church sincerely and earnestly to
consider how far it might be their duty to discontinue
the personal use of intoxicating liquors." Your committee hail this result; as whenever ministers find that
alcoholic liquors are not useful they will be easier induced to throw their influence and their efforts into
the scale against the whole drink system. The Assembly of the Free Church met at Edinburgh on the 18th
May. The Report on Religion and Morals declared
that discipline was exercised principally for immorality
and drunkenness, The conference on temperance

lasted two hours. Rev. Jas. Scott stated that 6,000
persons had been pledged through the efforts of the
Evangelistic Association in one year in Glasgow. Mr.
Moody's Glasgow Mizpah Band meetings were referred
to. Hundreds of drunkards had been conYerted to
Christ. At this conference, Mr. Moody gave a remarkable speech in course of which he frankly confe sed
that he had not given the subject of Bible temperance
sufficient attention. He thought that the Church of
God should look at this question. "Had not the time
come when the ministers should be pntting the drink
away? What were they going to do with th ose men
who were drinking; for if they did not stretch out a
hand to them they would lapse and become worse than
ever ? Could they honestly advise a man to go to any
church, the pulpit of which was filled by a moderate
drinker? He believed that if the Church of God arose
at this present time and reached out a helping hand to
those struggling to be free, it would be the grandest
day that Scotland had ever seen." The committee's
report on temperance directed attention to the combined U.P. and F.C. deputation to Lord Rosebery on
Local Option, and that 16 Presbyteries and 2 Synods
had petitioned in favour of a Local Option measure for
Scotland. The declaration in favour of licensing
boards had been largely signed by ministers and others
in the Church.
The report referred to the Gospel
Temperance and Blue Ribbon missions in favourable
terms. Several presbyteries had petitioned in favour
of Dr. Cameron's Passenger Vessel Lice11ses (Scotland)
Bill; and looked upon Lord Colin Campbell's Licensing
Bill as unworkable. The report concluded by recommending a special conference on Local Option and
Gospel Temperance, and that thfl Assembly again
petition in favour of Local Option. Mr. Guthrie, J.P.,
moved the deliverance of the Assembly, '' thanking the
committee for their labours, renewing the injunction to
1
preach a temperance sermon on third Sabbath of
December, rejoicing in the encouraging statements of
the report, exhorting ministers and office-bearers to
show sympathy with the movements promoted by
Messrs. Moody and Murphy and use these for the restoration of the fallen, expressing their sympathy with
the declaration of the Glasgow Conference, instructing
the committee to take all steps to further the objects of
the declaration and to petition in favour of a Local Option
measure for 'cotland. " After quite a cloud of witnesses
in favour of total abstinence and prohibition had spoken,
the deliverance became the deliverance of the Assembly.
During its sittings, the Assembly had to depose the
Rev. W . J. Thomson, of Glasgow, for intoxication, and
t o refuse meantime to repone the Rev. A. C. Kay, who,
for the same offence, had been deposed from the ministry. His case was, however, left to the Commission
with powers.
The venerable Assembly of the Established Church
met at Edinburgh on the 25th May; and on the 3rd
June the committee on temperance gave in their report
which stated that much good work had been effected
during the year. The moral agencies at the disposal of
the Church had been energetic and progressive. The
most popular of them all were Bands of Hope. The
references to the Licensing Law were made in more
sombre language. The committee expressed the hope, 1st,
that the magistrates shoulcl be more strict in granting
licenses ; 2nd, that chief com~tables should make a
systematic report of persons seen leaving public houses in
an intoxicated condition ; 3rd, that more strict and careful enforcement of the law relating to transfers should
be attended to. The committee dated 1st, that they
would like to see the public houses earlier closed because
there is more drunkenness produced after ten o'clock,
and on Saturdays they might be dosed earlier than ten
o'clock p.m . ; 2ncl, roadside inns should be reduced to
taverns,sothat thebonafide traveller migbt be abolished;
3rd, that a radical change in the law should be made
as regards grocers' licenses ; 4th, the age at which boys
and girls can get liquor should be raised. The committee after pointing out the measures then before
Parliament-Free Licensing, Permissive Bill, Gothenburg system, the Chamberlain system, and Lord Colin
Campbell's Licensing Bill-say that this fact shows tha.t
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(Wales) Act; Mr. Stevenson to re-introduce his Sunday
Closing (England) Bill ; Mr. Carbutt of a bill to close
public houses during the hours of polling at Parliamentary elections ; Mr. O'Sullivan of a bill for the improvement of spirits before being sent out of bond for
consumption; Sir John t. Aubyn of a bill to prohibit
the sale of liquors on unclay in Cornwall ; Mr. Lewis
.Fry of a bill to amend the law regarding "off"
licenses; Mr. Morgan Lloyd to amend the law relating
to Parliamentary elections, which would include dealing
with committee rooms in public houses; and the Attorney-General of a Lill for the better prevention of
corrupt and illegal practices at Parliamentary elections.
On the following clay Colonel Barne asked leave to
introduce a bill to prevent the adulteration of beer.
On the 9th Dr. Cameron obtained leave to introduce
his bill to amend the law relating to the traffic in
exciseable liquors in passenger vessels plying on Sunday
between Scotch ports. Such was the iutention of temperance reformers, and in a legislature self-governed
the publicans might well have appeared dismayed, but
the Parliament is not self-governed, and as events
proved, almost all of these temperance measures which
were so cotuag~ously launched. came to grief through
party antagonisms and obstruction. Mr. Gladstone's
reply to the question of 'ir vYilfrid Lawson was
that " the Government did not contemplate bringing in any measure for the alteration of the licensing laws during the present session, but their
intention was to introduce a measure with respect
to local government, which would have a bearing
on the licensing question; he hoped that Sir Wilfrid
would wait until the bill appeared when he would see
how far it was an answer to his question. Mr. Gladstone in his budget speech threw over the County
Boards bili, and on 'ir - Tilfrid asking if the Government contcmpla.terl the il troduction of any other legislation giYing effect to the resolution on local option
twice affirmed by the House of Commons, answer d,
that having abandoned the bill he did not see that the
Government had any means of making a proposal to
the House on that subject dul'ing the session. That
same evening ir \Vilfrid Lawson gave notice of his
intention on the earliest opportunity to move "In
view of the great and grievous evils arising from the
liquor traffic, this House is of opinion that the power to
remove the cause of these evils by some efficient measure of local option sl10uld be entrusted to loeal communities at the earliest opportunity." This was on the
28th April, and ir ·w ilfrid began steadily to ballot for
a first place, but it was not until nearly the encl of
June that he was successful. He however got the first
place for Tue day 18th July. Immediately this was
PARLIA:'IIE c T I
, ESSION.
tixed the whole kingdom was astir 011 the matter, and
Your Executive for the first time find themselves honourable members had a lively time of it reading over
called upon to report on their tenure of office during the communications from their constituents who faan adjournment of the Parliamentary ses ion, and not voured the resolution and from those who did not. Your
as usual during its recess. ..,o far as the session has Executive at once communicated with all their friends
gone, it has been one of the most disappointing to and with all known sections of the movement in Scottemperance reformers. It had been thought that as land asking for their co- operation. Their district
the Government ha(l given almost entirely two former superintendents in their respective districts availed
sessions to the consideration of Irish questions, this one themselves of the opportunity of securing the co-operawould be marked by the transaction of business in tion of the constituencies under their care in favour of
which Great Britain was chiefly and deeply interested; a higher numerical division, and your Executive apbut the Parliamentary sky was soon overcast and a pointed the following deputation to proceed to London
·e siou pii.ssed on to adjournment ,,yitb the most barren in the interests of the resolution :-ex-Provost Dick, J.
result conceivabi.. as regards British domestic legisla- ' '' illiams, Esq_., J.P., Messrs . J, Winning, T. L. Selkirk, J. Forrester, and R. ~fackay. These laboured
tion.
Under such discouraging circumstances liquor trafiic earnestly on behalf of the resolution. Of the 59 availabolitionists did not lose heart, but rnanfullyencleavourecl able representatives for cotland they saw 52, and comin the face of singular vicissitudes, party wranglings, municated with four absent in the country. They
and unparalleled obstruction, to secure for their ar- arranged a deputation to the Lord-Advocate and Solicitor-General, and wera joined by ir D . ,i\Tedderburn,
dently de ired measure full legislative recognition.
The House met on the 7th February. In the Queen's P. M 'Lagan, Esq., tephen \i\Tilliamson, Esq., Jam es
tewart, Esq., and J. D. Peddie, Esq. The interview
Rpeech there was no reference to the licensing question.
A very large num bei: of notices of questions and bills was very satisfactory, the Lord-Advocate promising his
relating indirectly or directly to liquor legislation were continued support to the resolution, and the Solicitorgiven notice of on the opening <lay. Sir Wilfrid Lawson General expressing his intention to vote for the resolution
aave notice of a question asking if the Government for the first time. The deputation had also an interest~ontemplated any alteration in the licensing laws; Mr. ing interview with Lord Colin Campbell, M. P., and
Pease of another on the opium traffic ; then Mr. Warton another with the Right Honourable the Earl of Aberleen. As the date for the second reading drew
gave notice of a bill to ameud the Snnc.lay Closing

the next bill which passes into law will give effect to a
restrictive policy.
Mr. Cuthbertson, of Glasgow,
moved the following as the deliverance of the Assembly
- " The Assembly approve of the report, reappoint the
committee, with Rev. G. Wilson convener. The Assembly deploring the intemperance prevailing in Scotlaud, and recognising it as one of the greatest hindrances
to the prosperity of the Church and the welfare of the
country, strongly recommends all members of the
Church to give earnest attention to this important subject, and to promote by personal example and every
lawful effort the observance of temperance throughout
th Church, and to instrnct the committee to promote
wherever practicable organisation with a total abstinence
and general section, and to further the formation of
juvenile branches that the Church may be united in
her strength against the evila of drunkenness. The
As embly learn with satisfaction that a Church of
cotland Ladies' Temperance Association has been
formed, and warmly commend it to the sympathy and
support of the women throughout the Church. The
As embly commend to the consideration of the inferior
courts of the Church the statement in the report concerning the statutes regulating the liquor traffic with
th" suggestions thereanent. The Assemuly bclieYing
that much good would result from the reduction in the
number of licensed houses, and the earlier closing of
public houses, would hail with satisfaction legislation
in this direction, and instruct the committee to watch
over any measure coming before the legislature that
affects the interests of the hurch. The Assembly recon1111end ministers frequently to direct and exhort
their congregatio11s from the pulpit on the suhject of
intemperance, and specially to do this on Sunday, 17th
December next." After a very animated discussion in
which those hoi<ling advanced vi ws on temperance
o.n proh .hition had by fa· t e best of it, the deli rerance proposed became the deliverance of the Assembly.
It is matter for thankfulness that the Assembly
manifests undoubted progress in the direction of prohibition.
The Evangelical Union, the ongregational Union ,
the Baptist Union, and other religious bodies, hav e
during the year given earnest h eed to the important
subject of temperance, and have more or less shown a
growing sympathy in favou r of a legislative recognition
of the principles for which your Association contends.
It will be a great day for the country we love so ·well
when the Churches of Scotland, "fair as the moon, clear
as th3 sun, and terrible a · an army with banners," in
one united phalanx march forth bent on the removal
of the licensing system.
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near there were ominous head-shakings and grave
doubts, freely expressed, of Sir Wilfrid being able to
move his resolution. So long as Sir Wilfrid eontinued
hopeful your Deputation put forth their energies on his
behalf. ·w hen the House met it was evident that hope
was crushed, the publican sympathisers lending their aid
to the party of obstruction. The Arrears Bill dragged
its slow, wearisome progress over the precious hours
on which Sir Wilfrid Lawson and his supporters should
have been discussing and dividing on the principle of
efficient local option. The feeling of disappointment at
the moment was very great, but as all on the side of
the resolution had done their duty by it the feeling
soon subsided. Your Deputation had many an interesting interview with the representatives waited
upon, and believe that the time has come when a
determined :;truggle for special liquor legislation for
Scotland might be entered upon with some hopes of
progress. They are not insensible to the difficulties
that surround such an attempt-Parliament utterly
unable to control itself : a Government unwilling to
burn the boats or cut down the bridges that are
supposed to attach it to the liquor interest : an almost
omnipotent Premier who has loaded the liquor traffic
with taxation, and cannot at present devise other means
for yielding equal revenue, and who went in wholly
unpledged on this matter : an Opposition many of whom
glory in the harmonious relations existing between it and
" the trade," over whose banquets they have a fond11css
for presiding. But all these difficulties must yield to
the fiat of the sovereign people, and it is on them that
the leaders of the movement rely. , vith a restricted
franchise unexampled progress bas been made in Scotland. When that franchise includes the enfranchised
classes in the counties, the supporters of your principles
will be largely reinforced. It has been poi1Lted out
that there are only 60 Scotch Members, and that any bill
for Scotland will have the combined vote of the publican
interest of England a~ainst it, which would be overwhelming. To that there is but one reply : in that
case it will be for Scotland to say whether she means
to maintain her local self-government, or whether she
is indifferent on the subject. Your Executive cannot
and will not believe that if her representatives show an
almost unbroken unanimity in favour of her ratepayers
having the power to remove the liquor traffic, that she
will tamely submit to the dictation of the English
Members when they say " her ratepayers shall not."
Such an objection, formidable though it appears, will
not deter them from using every legitimate effort in their
power to enlist the sympathy of the constituencies and
their representatives in favour of such desirable justice
to Scotland, and it will be for you and all who yearn for
deliverance from the direful results of the liquor traffic
to determine how near or how far the time is when such
justice to S0otland shall be meted out through the
Imperial Parliament entrusting Scottish ratepayers
with a veto over the liquor traffic of their respective
localities.
Whatever has taken place in Parliament bearing in
any way on liquor legislation has been so fully recorded
in the Social Rejonne1· that it is unnecessary to encumber the report with details. Your Committee, however, cannot exempt from consideration two measures for
Scotland, the one Lord Colin Campbell's Licensing Acts
Amendment Bill, and the other Dr. Cameron's Passenger
Steamers' Licenses (Scotland) Bill. At the last Annual
Pnblic Meeting of the Association his Lordship said
"if after consultation with other members of Parliament it may seem wise and expedient-it may seem
wise to take a separate line of action for Scotland, I
shall be glad indeed, and I should esteem it a great
honour to put my name on the back of a bill which
should give the people of Scotland that for which they
have pronounced in the most unmistakeable terms."
Your Executive were favoured by hearing the Bill in
draft read, and saw in the twentieth clause an important concession to their demand, fettered, however,
by a proviso which they believed might be easily got
rid of in Committee. They were then fully prepared
to recommend their friends everywhere to support that
c1anse. \Vhen the Bill appeared they found that a

1

double proviso had been added to the clause, as if the
noble author of the Bill himself believed that eYery where the bill when passed into law would be adoptetl,
and that the interests of the minority demanded that
special provision should be made for their indulgence.
Your Executive, after earnest consideratiou of the Bill,
gave their deliverance as follows:" The Executive of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association have carefully considered the
provisions of the Licensing Acts (Scotland) Bill introduced into the ,House of Commons by Lord Colin
Campbell, M. P., and while regarding it as an honest
and earnest attempt to deal with the evils of the
licensing system in cotlancl, and believing that certain
of its provisions would undoubtedly abate some of these
evils, yet feel called upon to express their deep regret
that the bill not only fails adequately to recognise the
right of the ratepayers in their several districts to
prevent by a direct and full veto public-houses being
forced upon them or continued in their midst against
their will, but provides for compensation to landlord
and tenant, for the sale of licenses, for the granting of
a ten years' lease, and generally for the continuance,
under certain given conditions, of a syst em that is
essentially mischievous in its nature and operations."
The bill was not acceptable to any section of the
movement in Scotland, and indeed did not secure the
approval of any class of social reformers. Lord Colin
Campbell, by attempting too great changes in the
licensing laws, making unwarrantable concessions to
the drink interest, and at the same time shrinking from
the only course which will yield success, leading the
advanced prohibitory sentiment of 'cotland in Parliament, has unfortunately clone nothing to r u lress the
grievances inflicted by the liquor traflic on our suffering country. His lordsbip has not altogether failed,
however ; he has showed that the groat bulk of the
people Yiew with chilling apathy merely palliati,·e
schemes, and your Executive regret that all the trouhle
his lordship has taken and the undoubted genius he ha s
shown, should have been rendered abortive through his
lorclship's belief in a phantom-the rights of the minority. Had he been as eager in favour of the rights of the
suffering majority as of the imbibing and interestell
minority, the movement might haYe been, und er the
shadow of his illustrions name, reaching forward t o a
great and decisive victory over the liquor t raffic.
Dr. Cameron introduced his Passenger Licenses Rill
during the session. The Right Hon. the Lord-Advocate,
however, took it in hand, and carried it through all its
stages in the Commons, and the Earl of Rosebery did
the same office for it in the House of Lords ; and on
the 18th Au gust the Royal assent was giYen to the bill,
which is now law. It is too early yet to ascertain its
effect on the evils against which it is directed, but Dr.
ameron is to be congratulated on getting another
slice of prohibitory legislation for the country.
A very large number of interesting questions relati,·e
to the malt tax question were put and answered during
the session. It appears that after all, the disinclination
to repeal the tax was to prevent the lowering of the
price of barley and the use of other than bere, bigg,
and barley in the mannfacture of beer. The reduction
of the duty on sugar facilitated the use of sugar and
molasses in the manufactm·e of liquor, and now the
repeal of the malt tax has induced brewers to produce
beer from maize, rice, and other substances. Beer, the
hypothetical poor man's strengthener, is no longer juice
of malt, but a fermented compound which produces
more bodily diseases than h as ever b een laid to the
account of malt liquors.
The question of intemperance in the army and navy
has been often brought under the notice of the House
by Mr. Caine, M.P.
Notwithstanding that much
reform on this matter has taken place much more is
required, and we believe that great good to soklier,
sailor, and marine, will follow the consideration on the
subject which has been forced upon "the House."
The Sunday Closing (Ireland) Act has not been im proved as had been expected by the repeal of the exemptory clauses which would have put Dublin, ,vaterford, Limerick, Cork and Belfast, nuder Runclr.y
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closing. The Act is continued, and by another year
we may hope for tbe fuller measure for Sunday closing
to take effect, for which freland is willing and ready.
'fhc Sunday Closing (Cornwall) Bill passed its second
reading, and it m~y, it is to Le hoped, be passed before
Parliament separates for the recess.

views of those who lightly esteem tl1e power of law to
serve the gospel, by abolishing its greatest outward
obstacle.
The 'chool Board elections this year resulted in the
return of almost all the steadfast friends of temperance
and prohibition, and in the election of others, so that
the number of members favouring temperance on theso
BYE-ELECTIONS.
boards has slightly increased.
There has only been one bye-election iu Scotland
Canon "\Vilberforce lately startled the temperance
since your Executive submitted their last annual report. ,vorld by the publication of a letter which he addressed
Sir David ,vedderburn, Bart., M.P. for the Haddington to His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury. In it he
Burghs somewhat suddenly resigned his seat owing to drew attention to the conduct of the Ecclesiastical Comill-health, which your Executive regret has had a fatal missioners in letting and fening SG much of the Church
termination. Sir David Wedderburn, all the time he lands under their care to the makers and sellers of
sat in Parliament, was a firm supporter of Sir ·wilfril
intoxi cating liquors. He asks His Grace either to deny
Lawson, and heartily supported the Permissive Bill at a the existence of a state of things which might properly
time when few ventured to do so. He presided at one be termed scandalous, or if he cannot do that, to put an
of the annual public meetings of this Association. Im- end to them at once. The rev. Canon says proudly that
mediately on his resignation Mr. A. C. Sellar entered he will not allow the Uhnrch property under his eare to
the field in the Liberal interest. He was at once chosen be put to any such use, and so soon as leases fall in in
by the Liberal party of the Burghs as their <?hampion, the property fenecl, they will not be used by the liquor
e shall hear
but a few days before the election he was opposed i11 traflickers on any pretence whatever.
the Conservative interest by Mr. , eton-Karr. Mr. more of this, and hope that the Church may shake herself
Sellar looked upon the question of permissive prohibi- entirely free from any commercial connection with the
tion as quite a subordinate matter until your district moden1 Belial.
superintendent, Mr. \Vaterstou, brought him face to
Mr. Gladstone, in his Budget speech, accounted foe
face with its friends in all the burghs. The result wa::; the decrease of revenue from the liquor traffic by attrithat he promised to vote for a supprcssiYe veto over buting it to growing habits of sobriety among the people,
the liquor traffic. Mr. Seton-Kan found it n cessary and their growing habit of saving. The Commissioners
also from his knowledge of the sentiments of the electors of Inland Revenue in their latest report confirmed thi::i
to promise that he would vote for the Local Option statement. They say, "this deficiency [in the revenue
resolution which the House of Commous have twice from liquor] may be accounted for in several ways, but
afiirmed, but he woul<l reserve p wer to amend details principally, we think, by the improved habits of the
in committee. The friends, after a. careful considera- people. 'l'emperance principles seem to be influencing
tion of the claims of both candidates, unhcsitaLingly certain classes of the population largely, the past year
gaYe their votes and influence to Mr. A. C. Sellar, who having been u.pp.:~reutly one of unusur.l progress in thi;.;
is now member f J>a.r1fa1P<'nt, by th forge majority of direction ." "rho would have clr amed of finding Gov289 ; the numbers bei11g- 1Ir. Craig , 'ellar, 8:3:3, Mr. ernment among the crowd of wituesses testifying on
·, ton-lC,rr, 5-H-, Thi . lea,·es the Scotch voting for behalf of the tempera.nee reformation?
'L'he .British Privy ouncil have in a remarkably 11blc
permissive prohibition unchan°ec.1, but the contest
affords additional evidence that no candidate need bring docurnent aflirme l the judgmeut of the upreme Court
his claim before auy, 'cottish burgh constituency with of Canada sustaining the legality of the Canada Temphopes of success unless he is sound upon the policy of a erance Act. The grounds of the juclgment of the Privy
'ouncil is that the law is a law promoting the peace,
suppressive veto O\'er the liquor traffic to be applied
by the ratepayers.
good order, and good government of Canada; that it
only affects property so far as such interests as the
GENERAL PROGRESS.
public order and safety demand ; that laws like the
Scotland has been stirred to enthusiasm by Ameri- ticott Act belong to the class of public wrongs rather
cans, one promoting the Blue Hibbon Mission and the than civil rights. With regard to the optional powers
other gospel temperance. Mr. Francis Murphy entered of the Act the Council declares that the Act is intendecl
upon a lengthened campaign in Scotland at Forfar, to promote temperance by means of a uniform law
which enthusiastically responded to the call to don the throughout the Dominion-the fact is, the law is general,
blue ribbon, Dundee ,followed, then came the other and :1lthough Jocal in its application, the mode of
northern town , Arbroath, Brechin, Perth, followed applying it does not alter its character. This most
by Aberdeen, and then Paisley, , 'tiding, &c. ln many important juclgment is of great importance to everyone
places the mission went on although never visited hy in this country as giving the legal bearings of the legis•
.Mr. Murphy. One cheering fact deserves mention. In lation which Associations like yours aim to secure .
previous "revivals" the surest way to create interest
DEPAP.TED FRIENDS.
was to deprecate prohibition, but to-clay the most
actively engaged in this phase of the agitation believe
Since you assembled here your Executive ha.vc hacl
most firmly in the necessity and urgency of supres- to deplore the decease of many warm friends of the
sion. At Dundee on the 24th January, an all-day movement. In no year have so many passed on to the
conference of the friends of this agitation took place. land of silence. Many of them were the steadfast, unProvost Moncur, Dundee, presided. On the motion of wavering friends of the Association from its beginning,
Mr. A. S. Cook, Aber leen, the following resolution was and recognised that the principles for which it has so
adopted :-" As the liquor traffic ostensibly exists for strenuously contended were eminently constitutional,
the public convenience, this conference believes that the reasonable, and just. By his retiral from Parliament
time has now come when power should be given to tl,e and his early death, the movement has lost in ir David
people to Yeto the traffic when and where they are disedderburn one of the best of friends and supporters.
] osed." It was supported by Uev. Dr. Adamson, The decease of Mr. Duncan Smith marks a real loss to
Edinburgh, your representative, and was adopted by the movement; he laboured so persistently in the disthe entire conference rising to their feet. A signal tribution of literature, and his cheerful encouragement
proof of the feeling on the motion which actuated the was at all times highly valued. Mr. John Buchanan,
assemblage.
of Dumbuck, was an ardent supporter of the cause, and
The gospel temperance mission, believing that a an unwavering believer in the crowning success of your
person who drinks will when converted lose all desire agitation. Another vice-president, Mr. James Paton,
or appetite for strong liquors, does not put much faith J.P., of Lethangie, has passed away. \Vhile he lived,
in the power of the law. However much this may be he gave a generous support to the agitation. Mr.
regretted-because there is really no antagonism be- Edward Howat, of Dundee, was one of your warmest
tween gospel temperance, truly so called, antl prohibi- and most generous frienJs. He held office in your
tion-your Executive have availed themselves of every Executive till he left Glasgow, and was a vice-president
o )portunity to assist this movement, and to correct the up to the time of his death. He was a most zealous
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supporter of the Association. and through his efforts crease has been nearly absorbed by the expenditure enmany have become attached to the movement. Mr. tailed on the funds through the numerous conferences
Robert Adams, of Aberdeen, an honorary director, is which, on your instruction, have been held throughout
no more to be nuruberecl among your co-workers, but the country during the year. The amount expenJed
while he lived he was true to the core, and was one of during the year is £2192 lls. 9~d, leaving a balance
four to whom the prohibitory movement in Aberdeen over slightly larger than that of the last two years.
stands deeply indebted. Mr. "\Vm. lark, of Aberdeen, , During the year two most important bequests have
a vice-president, has also passed away. He rendered been received. Miss Nicol of Blairgowrie paid into
great service to your Association both in the press and your funds, in memory of her father and brothers, th e
on the platform. Honourable and mournful mention sum of £40 stg., a most handsome recognition of the
may be made of :Mr. James \Valls, Kirkwall; Mr. Lock- usefulness of the Association, and a merited and affechart Dobbie, J.P., Rothe ay; Bailie Cuthbertson, tionate tribute to her father and brothers, who were in
Renfrew; Councillor Brown, Glasgow; Provost Mitchell, their lifetime among the most steadfast friends of the
:Montrose; Messrs. George Arthur, Forfar; James movement. The second was a like sum paid in by your
Newbigging, Dunse; James Morrison, Bo'ness; Andrew respected treasurer, Mr. "\Ym. Smith, on behalf of the
, teven, Bothwell; G. M '.Farlaue, Glasgow; R. Lorimer, executors of the late Duncan Smith, Esq., one of your
Dundee; Thos. Ivory, Eclinbnrgh; D. L Simpson, vice-presidents. Your Executive had in th e late Mr.
Greenock; anu. Ex-Bailie Eaglesham, Paisley. Among , mith a warm and steadfast friend and one who was a
those departed, your Executive regret to have to num- most generous distributor of the literature of the moveber Rev. D. Croom, Edinburgh, a helpful and attached ment. Your Executive earnestly recommend the exfriend; Rev. J. Robertson, Gatehouse; Hev. D. Cooper, ample of Miss Nicol and the executors of the lato
Burntislancl ; Bev. Dr. Robertson, Elin burgh ; Rev. Mr. Smith to all their friends.
J. M'Dermicl, Glasgow; Rev. D. :Mitchell, Bridge-ofYour Executi rn were so encouraged by the generous
Allan; and Rev. G. Kerr, Gla.sgo\v. They have also 1·esponse to their letter last year, asking the friends to
been called upon to mourn the departure of Mrs. indicate the extent to which your Executive might rnly
M'Culloch, a lady who was one of the most truly devoted on their support during the coming year, that they have
friends the Association or the movement ever had. ventured to i sue another letter of the same import.
Mrs. Williamson, Anstruthe1· ; Mrs. Dougall, Ratho ; Already they are happy to be able to state that th e
Miss A. iitchell, Montrose ; Miss Salmond, of Kirk- response is equally grntifying, so that their successors
cakly, and very many more. All these have obtained will be able to enter upon their labours with a knowa good report, having contributed in various degrees lel1ge of the probable extent and scale on which they
but with unanimity of will to the onwanl progress of may plan and carry out the duties entrusted to th eir
the agitation. They have, by their ready co-operation, discharge.
their liberality, and steadfastness, inspired the energies,
Still, in view of the parliamentary and electoral work
renewed the hopes, and sustained the offorts of those of the year, they feel that a very urgent appeal will
immediately entrusted with the conduct of the move- ha,·e to be made to their friends for resources adequate
ment, anJ it is for those that remain a little longer than to snch arduous and costly work. It is very discouragthey on the stage of time to emulate their intelligence, ing to have, in emergencies, to enter upon the question
their active efforts, and their generous aid to the good of finance, or to feel how much more might be attained
cause.
if there were a special fund available for such extraorrlinary
'fll)_; 1,' XD~.
clcmauds.
ome years ago your Executive induced the
The funds claim special attention, for upon them friends to place special funds at their disposal, and the
the power and capacity of the agitation essentially result of their generous liberality was seen in the elec.
depend. Your Executive may propose; it is the toral efforts of the Association, whose fruits at the
members and subscribers who iispose. Your Executi,·e general election were so manifold and so gratifying.
have had to forego many plans and lose many oppor- Many friends have not yet given this important matter
tunities for promoting the interests of the Association, their serious consideration, but it is to the honour of
simply on the ground th::i,t they haJ 11 0 foncls with numerous others that, so far from being satisfied with
which to carry out the one or avail themselves of the what they give, they have intimated their resolYe to
other. They cherish a deep sen e of the confidence increase their generous contributions. Your Executive
you repose in them as measured by the resources you neell not add one word as to what would be the effect
from time to time place at their disposal. Hitherto on the public mind or on the leaders of the agitation,
th se have been sufficient for the work they have over- were all its supporters to be actuated by such genero1rn
taken, hut they are not so for any extraordinary work and praiseworthy sentiments. The agitation would
of an electornl or Parliamentary nature, such as must proceed by leaps and bounds.
arise from the substantial and natural progress of the
CO~CLUSION.
agitation. They are gla l to haYe to report a considerIn bringing their report to a conclusion, your Execnable increase in the number of subscribers. There is ti ve have to congratulate you upon the position ancl
one most cheering fact connected therewith. They prospects of tLe Association. Its agencies are efficient,
fountl, on a recent examination of their subscription list, its resources elastic, its membership showing a steady
that there arc thereon 850 ministers of the gospel in increase, its principles arnl policy fast becoming the
Scotland who subscribe to the funds. It may interest dominant policy of the Temperance reformation. It
you to know the denominational proportions of this is what its friends arn making it-a growing power
grand total. Of the Free Church there arn 308, of the to compel the removal of the liquor traffic from the
U . P. Church 222, of the Established Church 125, the community; and just as the friends of which it is
Evangelical Unionists 56, the Congregationalists 41, composed devote them elves to liberally augmenting
the Baptists 20, the Methodists l6, the Episcopalians its resources and earnestly co-operating in its labours,
] 0, the Original Secessionists 8, the Roman Catholics 4, will it the more speedily accomplish the object at
the Independents 2; while of those not in charges, or which it aims. On the lines of moral suasion the
whose denomination is unknown, there are 36. Your people are viewing with desire the advantages of
Executive expect that next year this number may ex- personal abstinence, and evangelists and ministers
ceed a thousand. There have been no special efforts are being led to the conviction that Tempera.nee is
made to enlist these influential citizens, and your truly the hand-maid to the Gospel. The multiplyExecutive view such a large and gro,viug accession ing facilities for recreation and enjoyment are fast
as a signal proof of the progress your question is mak- improving the habits of the people, and making ea y
ing in the Church. In the immediate future that that order of a higher social and moral existence
progress will be greatly accelerated by the powerful which your association and similar organisations arc
i 1111,etus which these welcome adherents will exert labouring so devotedly to obtain and maintain. On
in f,w our of the objects and operatio11s of yom Associa- the other hand, the triumphs of law over the evils of
ti on. The rncome also show~ an increase, the amount intompera.nce are manifesting themselves all over the
rccci vecl, exclusiYe of balance, being £2,196 7s. 9½d., an world, and effecting a revolution in men's thoughts
increase of £124 12s. 81d, over last year; but any in- regarding the na,tqre of the drinlc tr.:i.ffic. 1 n on.r
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country the people are clamouring for power to reduce
the evils inherent in that traffic, which are everywhere
becoming intolerable.
Pri11cipalities, counties, ancl
even burgh committees are approaching Government,
asking special powers of protection against "the common enemy," and Parliament has been urged again and
again to gi,·e effect to its twice affirmed resolution in
fayo11r of communities having efficient local option for
this purpose. At such a moment it appears to your
Executive that a decisive struggle to get special veto
power to the ratepayers of Scotland should be vigorously entered upon . The magnitude, determination,
and rapidity of that struggle lie solely in your own
hands. The Government (will take nothing on trust.
Be it yours then to be pYepared when they challenge
the strength of your agitation to show by the power
and fervour of your appeal to the constituencies that
the people of cotland are entirely with you, that you
have not underrated the direction nor the power of the
public desire to be relievfd from the aggressions of the
liquor traffic and its foul brood of monstrous evils, aml
you may rest assured that Parliament never did give
more emphatic sanction to those great legislative measures which have swept away the evils of slavery and
prot~ction_ than it will to a measure investing the commumty w1th power to stop the fountain of sufferina
0
and misery flowing from the liquor traffic.
Mr. MACKAY, after reading a letter from Me. William
mith, treasurer, in which he stated that he was unable, from severe illness, to be present, submitted the
following
Ail/;TRA 'T 01'' TREASURER'i:i ACCOU T FOR YEAR ENDlXU

23RD ,'EP'.C'EMBER,

To
,,
,,
,,

1882.

Income.
Balance from laet ycn.r,
, 'ubscriptions, Publi •1,tions and Advertising, Collections at Public Meetings,

-

£(H 17
19:55 17
142
9

2
3

9 1 L1,
O 7"

£2261 4 ll~
E,·11endit111·e.
By ·•alal'ies aucl Expenses,
£963 3 2.\
,, Publications,
I0G 1 3, , Deputational Tours, &c., 260 19 8}
,, Office Expenses, Clerks' , 'alaries,
Stationery, Rent, Taxes, &c.,
245 2 10.~
,, Printing and Advertising,
437 4 5l
,, Postages, Telegrams, Cal'riages, &c.,
1so o 3l
, , Balance on hand,
us rn 2·

£2261

4 1q

A~SET:-l.

To
,,
,,
,,

Accounts duo Association,
Office Furniture,
Pnblications and Stationery,
Cash on hand, -

£33 4
55 !)
86 15
68 1:3
£246

1

5
0
0
2
7

LL\J.HLITU::-:.

By Accounts due by Association, ,, Balance in favour of Association,

£:2!) 11 11

216

9

8

£246

1

7

G!a~gow, 25tlt September, 1882.-I have examined the
books of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association for the year ending 23rd September, 1882,
ancl _compared them with the vouchers produced, and I
c.~rtify ~he whole to be ?oncct-~h~ cash on hand being
~1xty-e1ght pounds thirteen slullmgs aml twopence
sterling.
(~igned)
Jou.· GOURLAY, O.A.,
A1ldit01·.

The IIAIRJ\U.X felt it to be his first duty, at this the
twenty-fourth ~nnual meeting, to congratulate the
members on their present favourable position. He was
glad to see a number of the old faces who were in the
habit of attending from year to year. All their labours
were as much re<p1ired as ever. ln due time they woul l
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reap if they fainted not. Their work was not yet done.
The day before a city magistrate said to him that it
was distressing that so many men so soon as they began
to get an addition to their wages were sure to begin to
drink; and that when they were in poverty they were
generally in good health; but wheu they had plenty of
money they soon lost their health by hard drinking.
The report had referred to Parliamentary measures.
Certainly a great number of references had been made
in Parliament in connection with the drink question.
It was well known, from the obstructions which took
place in Parliament, that many Temperance measures
were not considered. Of course they were glad that
Dr. Cameron's bill prohibiting the sale of intoxicating
liquors in Sunday steamers had become law. (Applause.)
Further, there was reason for congratulation because
of the great scientific progress which had been made
on the temperance question. This showed that the
medical profession, who could understand these things
thoroughly, had got very much light on the subject.
I u fact, they did not now require to ask individuals to
support the temperance movement for the good of their
neighbours alone, or for the good of the Church alone,
or for the good of the community alone; but they wero
now in a position to ask every individual to adopt
the abstinence principle for his own good, because
alcohol was not a good creature of God. There was
still great igJ11orance on the :ubject, and it was surprising to what small trifles those who w re in the habit
of taking a little drop did cling.
'ome time ago
eminent chemist had di covered alcohol in everything.
Of course this discovery was Yery satisfactory to the
drinkers, and they said every creature of Goel was good,
but forgot that alcohol was not good for everything.
Tn one of oui· Savionr's parables we were told that he
ordered the net to be cast into the sea. A number of
tlsh wel'C enclose(l. He then tolJ the fishermt:n Lo
separate the good from the bad. It was to be supposed
that all the fish were creatures of God which had gone
into the net, l)l\t, it was left to the discretion of the
fishermen to 1nake a selection of the good. So it
was with regard to alcohol or any creature of God.
(Applause.) Ho was glad that the Church was taking
::m actiYe interest in the temperance movement. No
doubt it had been a stumbling-block in the way of the
temperance reformation. but, happily, great changes
had taken place. He hoped that the proceedings to-clay
would be as gratifying as ever they had been. He
would say he hoped that they would be better than
they had ever been. ( pplause.)
}.Jr. AxDREW BROWN, J.P., moved the first resolution--" That the report be approved, printed, and
widely circulated. ' It was a pleasure, he said, to read
a report of such earnest work.
He hoped every
member would make it his business to read it carefully,
becau e they coulcl never be interested in the work of
the Association unless they knew what was being clone
in all parts of the country. Let them not only read
it for themselves, but also hand it to others, in order
to interest them in the question and induce them to
take part in the temperance refoemation. Of course
the report was not altogether satisfactory. It was not
pleasant that the Execnti,·e should tell them that if
they had funds at their disposal they would have clone
much work which they had to lea Ye undone. Ile hoped
there would be a suggestion to remedy this evil,
because if they got funds for a year or two the end
would be sooner. lt was also disappointing that they
had been able to do so little in the House of Commons.
Notwithstanding the vigilance of Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson,
obstruction had succeed cl, but there was some encouragement even in that feature of the case. The
agitation would be like a pent-up stream, the waters
of which would bmst and sweep away all obstruction.
(Applause.) Some yeal'S ago the li censed victuallers
would not have given thcmsekes the trnuble to
obstruct, but now they were so afraid of the t emperance party that they tried to arrest temperance legislation at the very threshold of the House of Commons.
(Applause.)
Rev. J. M'QUEEN"i Kilmamock, in seconding the
motion, said that the circumstances under which they
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recci vcd the report of their work were encouraging,
there being eYcrything to lead them to put forth
greater energy than before. The time was when their
aims were treated as Utopian. That period had almost
passed away. Total abstainers were found in every
sphere of life and in every calling save one, in which,
of course, it was not desired to sec them. (Laughter.)
There was reason to be thankful because of the decisions given in their favour in Parliament. Though
they had not obtained all they desired, much had,
however, been done. But to him the greatest encouragement of all came from the fact that the religious
life of Scotland had been awakened to take an interest
in the temperance movement. The time was when
many good people looked upon total abstinence with
suspicion and doubt, regarding it as in opposition to
the gospel, and even seeking to supplement it. There
never was any greater mistake; but now such an
opinion was utterly untenable. The greatest evangelists now give an important part of their work to the
enforcement of total abstinence. A victory had also
been achieved upon the physical side of the question,
the doctors uow being with th em . Further, a victory
had been achieved 011 the political side, for many members of Parliament had gone in for prohibition, anrl we
had only to look around to sec that th e Blue Rii/Jon
was extensively worn by religious people, indicating
that t empenmce went hand in hand with the gospel.
It was said that the Association was hampered in its
work for want of means, but he hoped that steps would
be taken to obtain the necessary funds. Over the land
the temperance wave was spreading, and it would be
melancholy if the Association could not take advantage of the flood which would carry them to fortune.
(Applause.)
The motion was then put to the meeting and
adopted.
Mr. J. MILLA R, of Monkton, moYed a list of officcbearers.
That the following gentlemen be Vice-Presidents of
the Association in room of those that retire :-Rev. J.
". fackenzie, Little Dunkelcl; Thos. Hobinson, Esq.,
Hnrlet ; A . 1: itchie, Esq., Edinburgh ; . Bncbanan,
Esq., Glasgow; U. Gray, Esq., do.; ,J. Colquh ouu,
Esq., do.; \V. Stewart, Esq., do.; J. Howieson, Esq.,
Ud lingston.
That the following gentlemen be Honorary Directors
of the Association in room of those that retire :Mr. It. Drysdale, Dollar; Mr. A. \Villiamson, \Vest
(Jaluer; l\lr. J. Dymock, Bo'ness; fr. P. B. :!\I 'Kill,
Dumfries.
That the following gentlemen be members of Execut~vc in room of those that retire :-Ulci. aow-T. Dick,
J. N. M 'Allister, Dr. f. Cameron, \V. Primrose, and
N. 1\JaeLean. Country J.Vembers-\V. Hart, Kilsyth;
J. r isbet, Edinburgh; John Steel, Eclinburgh; and A.
Brown, Kersc. (Applause.)
[The full list is held over.]
. Captain BROTCllIE, in seconding the motion, said he
<lHl not know any movement in the workl so cffccti,·e
for dealing with the temperance question as that of the
Permissive J ill Association . lt could include all
~Jranches of the moYement. Its agents had been hearty
1u these branches. No doubt this was due to the fact
that the Executive gaye them every encouragement to
exercise their liberty.
·
The motion was adoJ_Jtecl.
Mr. J. \VILLIXMS, J .P., ,vishaw, moved the third
resolution-" That this meeting is of opinion that the
progress of the movement during the past year has been
mos t . satisfactory, recognises the signal ad vantages
accrmng from the numerous conferences of last season,
strongly recommends the Executive to continue the
agitation with persistent Yigour, and pledges its hearty
assistance in promoting large and effective public meetio~s and. conferences throughout the country." He
said that 1f the progress had not been quite satisfactory
it had been very encouraging. Though not so much
had been done in the House of Commons as they would
wish, still something bad been done. A :::lunday Closing
Bill was debated and passed; and several measures
bearing forcibly upon the r1uestion were submitted. So

far as Scotland was concerned, he thought they were
waiting a little too long upon England. Scotland
should obtain a local Veto Act for herself, because she
could get one much quicker than could England. If
they had obtained one for this country it would have
been more easy to pass a measure for the sister country.
Therefore, it was their duty to do what they could to
support and encourage the Executive to persevere in
this great work. It was always true that intoxicating
liquors were not necessary to health. He was going to
say they were not necessary for pleasure, but some
members of the Social Science Congress might say he
was wrong. But what did Paul say. If intoxicating
liquors caused his brother to offend, he would not take
them. He did not expect the members of the Congress
to come up to the standard of Paul, but it would be
well for them and the community that they should take
a little more of the views of the great apostle. In the
Sah·ation Army there was not much learning, but so
far as t emperance was concerned they saw further than
the ministers of the Church of England who recommended moderation. The members of the Social
Science Congress might laugh at the Salvation Army,
but they knew more of the doctrine of abstinence than
they. In fact he held there was no hope of any civilised
society which did not get rid of intoxicating liquors.
How was this to be accomplished? Many had broken
their pledges. It was, therefore, necessary that they
should be protected by prohibition.
A gre_at deal
had been saitl against radical tyrants in conuect10n with
this matter. But it was men who bore that name who
accomplished the abolition of the Corn Laws and of
slavery. (Applause). Therefore temperance reformers
need not be ashamed if they were called •' radical
tyrants." His wife and he had been talking over the
question in what way they could advance the movement, and she said the best way was that he should
double his suhscription. He agreed to do so. (Loud
applause). He was all the more encouraged to do so
because the members of the E xecutive were very careful of the fund s entrusted to their charge. (Applause. )
Mr. Jo 'EPll MORRIS, of Broxburn, said that he supported the motion because it looked like business.
Rev. ALEXANDER DAVID ON, Greenock, said that in
entering the room he looked round and found that there
was only one man who had not changed in appearance
since the movement was begun in 1858, and that man
was Captain Brotchie. His head was white then, &nd
it was white still. But with all the others the change
was marked ; they had grown grey in the movement.
They had cause, however, to be gratified at the progress
of the Permissive Bill agitation. He would conclude
with an illustration of what they should do. Three
boys were propelling a barrow in Dundee, one drawing
an l the two others pushing. By and bye the latter began to argne and ceased pushing. The fellow in the
trams felt that the draught was getting heavy, and,
looking around, he called out, '' Stop talking and push. "
So let the temperance friendri push. (Applause,)
Mr. \\'INNING, Paisley, said that on Saturday he was
struck with two phrases. The one occurred in the
United Kingdom Alliance N ews, and wa.s, " Don't he
too sanguine, but gird up your loins for serious work."
The other was in the Gla.sgow H ernlcl, which said that
"the Glasgow Permissive Bill Association are going to
hn.Ye their annual saturnalia of loose talk." He thought
if the editor of the Glcisgow 1-fernlcl were present
he would form a very different opinion. Referring to
the wisdom of deputational visits, he said that an agent
was wanted in the south, and after a conference ono
was appointed, all which showed that depntational
visitation was not in Yain. A shrewd man, who had
made a larrre fortune in business, said that his success
was due ti the fact that he made it a point to traverse once a year all the ground gone over by his
travellers, in order to see that his customers had no
complaint to make, or desire to express. This was the
principle adopted by the deputations. 'l'hey saw the
friends face to face, and in that wa.y also made the
work of the ar,ent all the easier. Referring to the policy
of enlisting tlrn sympathy of women, he said that in
Paisley a fifth had been added to the municipal con-
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stitnency by the female franchise. He had no doubt routes from .Manchestet· to London ; the fare was tb c
the ·women would support soci· 1 reform ; but he hoped same although some were longer than the other, the
that special attention would be given to them in the longest being by the historic town of Oxford; but
way of securing their support for temperance legisla- those who wanted to get to the end soonest took the
quickest route. So it was with the Yarious branches
tion. (Applause.)
of the temperance party. But what he thought they
The motion was unanimously adopted.
Provost MACPHERSON, of Grangemouth, moved the should do was to adopt the shortest route, and keep
fourth .resolution as follows:-'' That as it is manifest their flag as high as possible. Therefore, he was in
that the convictions of the people of Scotland are so favour of strong demands. He did not think that Mr.
matured upon the appalling evils of the liquor traffic, Conchar made his suggestion in a spirit hostile to the
ancl on the urgent necessity for its suppression, as to resolution. He would like that the phrase, '' total
justify Parliament in entrusting the ratepayers with a prohibition," should be used in cotland, so that the
suppressive veto, this meeting hereby recommends the :::icotch members should support it. They should ask
Executive to take action with the view of inducing the their members in the City Hall meeting what they
Government and the Scottish Parliamentary repre- proposed to do for Scotland next session ; and they
sentatives to promote the passage of a liquor traffic would have to tell them they would require to do more
local veto Act for Scotland, and in view of this calls than they had done, because it was a perfect scandal
upon the friends of the movement in the Yarious before heaven that there should be forty thousand pulconstituencies to organise their electoral strength, and pits, with a free press and a free platform, and yet
pledges its hearty co-operation." There was, he saitl, there should be spent the sum of £127,000,000 for
~ood reason why the Executi,,e should take this step. liquor annually. He had seen-(applause)-the ParScotland ha(l had a Sunday Closing Act for 25 years, nellites in the Honse of Commons, and he wished the
and Ireland partially and Wales wholly had lately temperance party had men like them, working so perobtained a similar blessing, whilst England was longing sistently for the end in view. If the Scotch members
to enjoy it. It was also manifest that the convictions had some of their perseverance, there was no reason
of the Scottish people were maturing in the way of why more should not be done for Scotland. (Applause .)
prohibition. Indeed, he had seen during the last few In fact, the Scotch members were too gentlcmanlymonths more progress than in any period of the thirty (laughter)- and too easily set aside. The Lord-Advoyears he had been connected with the movement. Tu cate and Lord Rosebery came and persuaded them to
Forfar, Perth, Dundee, Paisley, and other towns, tens give up their just claims. He desired it to be published
of thousands had donned the blue ribbon, and he was abroad that there were men placed in their graves wbo
much gratified to observe at the recent British Confer- should not now be there, and that if the people had
ence of Young Men's Christian Associations almost the power they would soon stop this dreadful mortality
every delegate wore the blue ribbon. The fact was all due to the drink curse. (Applause.) Mr. Raper then
tl.Lc more significant that they were all representative concluded by referring to the great progress made in
men. (Applause.)
prohibition in several States in America.
Ccuncillol' R ussm,L, Pertl1, in. se\.,ontling tLe resolnRev. Mr. MAuDEt r 10TT, L'epresentiitive 01 the Irish
tion, said it spoke of the appalling evils of intemperance. Temperance League, sail he was instructed by the secThey were all convinced of them, and therefore should retary of the League that day that th y were never
eu<le:wour to promote the suppression of the liquor doing better work in that country than now. They
traffic. From his experience of publicans, he thought were "anxious to obtain the assistance of the Scotch
the sooner they were got rid of the better. Last week people ;vhen the unday Bill came up for re-enactment,
a man took the blue ribbon who used to imbibe his pint and they desired that the citieswhichhacl been exempt
of bee1· ev ry forenoon. Sometime before, his family should no lonaer be so. If this could not be done in
had fallen into starvation, and Mr. Russell asked a Dublin, he di~ not see why it shoulcl not be done in
publican for a subscription for the starving family. Belfast. The fact of large cities in Ireland being exThe publican said, "Let the man help himself," not- empted neutralised to a large extent the efforts of
withstanding he had recei vecl most of the man's earnings. temperance reformers.
He (Mr. Russell) could not help thinking that as a
The motion was adopted.
class publicans were the most disreputable of traders.
Mr. JOHN ,Y1LSO proposed the fifth resolution:(Applause.)
'' That in view of the marked progress attending the
Mr. BLACKWOOD liked the resolution because it pro- agitation, this meeting pledges its best efforts to give
posed to entrust the ratepayers with the veto. Not- stability and expansion to the financial resources of the
withsta.nding that Mr. Murphy had takenfivethousand Association, in order that the Executive may effectually
pledges in Forfar, the magistrates gaye the same meet the growing national demand for a more extended
number of licenses, thus neutralising the efforts of the agitation, and thorough-going electoral and Parliamentemperance party. Then in Dundee forty thousand tary action." The resolution, he sai 1, commended
pledges were obtained, but the magistrates granted one. itself to their very serious consideration. It was of
more license, the result being that a Yast number of the Yery greatest importance that the resolution should
these pledges had been broken in these towns, in con• be acted upon, because the Executive could not prosequence of the licensed temptations. A man said to a ceed without the necessary funds. We could not ha c
publican at Montrose, he would bring Murphy to him. sent our navy and our :,olcliers to Egypt unless we had
'l'he publican replied be did not care ; he could stand a revenue to fall back upon, so neither could the
behinrl his counter doing nothing, because he was con- Executive proceed in their various operations unless
fident that in nine months there would be a reaction ; they were provided with the sinews of war. The reand he would send the blue ribbons where he had sent solution spoke of the marked progress which had been
the Good Templars' regalia.
When he looked back for twenty or thirty
made.
Mr. Co:1\CHAR proposed an amendment embodying years, he found that the tendency of public opinion in
the prohibition of the manufacture and sale of intoxi- favour of temperance had been marvellous. The recating liquors. The resolution would have done five form was allied to every human interest, and where it
years ago, but such an amendment was necessary. The was not adopted the effect was blighting. There was
recent progress of the movement called for such a eYery reason to be encouraged by the success which
change. All who joined the Sah-ation Army prayed bad attended the labours of the Scottish Temperance
to be freed from the temptation of the liquor traffic.
League, the Blue Ribbon Army, and the Evangelistic
There was no seconder, however.
Associations, in the war of temperance reform. The
Mr. RAPER, of Manchester, said he would not be outcome of it all was that the Churches were more
sorry if the meeting had adopted the amendment. The alh-e to the question, and were making temperance a
agitation of recent years had been for prohibition, and matter of principle for their members. He trusted
the only question was how to attain that end most that in the course of a few years no pulpit would be
speedily. There w;i,s no controversy as to the encl; occupied by any other man than a total abstainer. (Apthere was a slight difference of opinion as to the most plause.) But while they looked at the progress, they
rapid road to reach that end. There were several must also look at the gigantic distance between them
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and the goal of their ambition. They could not forget
the enormous capital inyestecl in the trad e-mo1·e indeed than in any other industry. He did not blame
those engaged in this diabolical business so much, because they were carrying out laws that the citizens had
made; bnt it was for them to alter these laws and pnt
it out of the power of meu to engage in a traffic which
honest men should abhor. A practical politician would
say it was all very well to abolish the traffic; lmt
where was the revenue to be got to carry on the business of the country. Politicians should be educated
and shown that if the drink traffic were abolished there
would be such an increase in all other industries, and
such a decrease in crime and misery that the necessary
revenue would be raised with comparative ease. (Applause.)
Mr. \VrLLIAM H ART, Kilsyth, in seconding the
motion, said-It will be quite unnecessary, Mr. Chairman, that I should occupy the time of this meeting,
more especially after what has been said, and so well
spoken by Mr. Wilson. Yon will excuse me, however,
for briefiy expressing my approval of the object this
resolution has in Yiew, namely, "the more energetic
and effectual development of the finances in Yiew of
the political aspect of this great question." I am sure
that none of us who have devoted a large portion of
the surplus time of our past lives to the spread of t emperance truth, and the reclamation of the poor victims
of the traffic, but must be longing for the time when
we will be able to strike its death blow in our respective localities, and thereby the more effectually secure
the complete and lasting refonnation of men and
women, with whom we have plecl, and for whom we
have prayed, that they might be preserved from being
again allured by the many whisky shops which continued temptingly to invite, and which have, alas ! in
so many cases, succeeded in again drawing them back
into its power and under its curse. I have no doubt
but that like myself you will have witnessed again and
again the noble and heroic efforts trt1nbliugly put forth
by one and another such victims struggling to overcome
the all but irresistible craving, and as you have seen
them going into one of these pitfalls, you must have
felt that it was absolutely imperative (if we are not to
he doomed to perpetual disappointment and grief) ihat
the electors of this country should be educated to vote
only for those men who will vote for their having the
power put into their hands, of suppressing the sale oi
this enemy of God and man. If this be so the question
naturally arises, and is involved in this resolution,
".How best can we set about increasing th e financial
1·esources of the Association," because if increased
energy and effort is to be put forth, this will necessarily entail an increased expenditure. Suffer me,
then, in a word or two, to state how, in my opinion,
this could easily be accomplished. In the first place,
I think we ought to ask ourselves whether, conscientiously, we are giving as the Lord has enabled us,
whether we are not able to give more for th e redemption of our countrymen and women from this worse
than Egyptian sla,cry. And, keeping in view the
great ransom price which our blessed Saviour paid
down for our redemption, let us strive to be likemindecl, and asking the question, Lord, what wilt thou
have me to give'? we will not be long without an
auswer; aud having ascertained the will of the Lord,
let us resolve to do it. This clone, the question then
arises, what else can we do to still further "secure the
stability and expansion of the Association's funds ? "
I would suggest a plan which I have often adopted,
and often proved successful, and that is to accompany
the agent when he comes into my district to collect
the subscriptions, and introdnce him to one or two
gentlemen in the neighbourhood whom: I knew were
more or less interested in our question. Your presence
will serve as a guarantee that the Association is worthy.
Yoit are known to the lady or gentleman as a consistent,
earnest worker or advocate of the temperance cause,
one having the welfare of the town or village at h eart,
and this is often enough to secure a contribution to the
Association in whose interests you are calling, They
will giYe because you called, and they have faith in

your practice. Mr. President, it has give.n me unfeigned pleasure in speaking to this resolution, not only
because I have the consciousness of having in a humble
way tested what I have commended, but also because
I have an unwavering confidence in the wisdom and
speedy success and accomplishment of our grand and
Godlike aim, if this Association devotes her powers
and influence in persuading the people to vote straight
at the polling booths. (Applause.)
Mr. H u TER, Denny, moved the sixth resolution,
which was as follows : -" That this meeting regards
with appreciation the issue and distribution of literatme so evident during the year, records its continued
approval of the Social Rejormer, awards to the Editor
and contributors its warmest thanks, and resolves to
co-operate with the Executive in promoting its circulation, as well as of effective temperance and prohibitory literature." It was of great importance that the
community should be educated up to the point of total
prohibition. This was done by the excellent literature
issued by their Association, and they had circulated it
widely and broadcast over the country, enlightening
the people and bringing their views in harmony with
the views which the Association holds upon this question. (Applause.) An excellent means towards this
was the circulation uf the Social Reform.er. He hi~hly
approved of that paper, and whenever it appearec! off
went the cover · and he eagerly perused its contents.
(Hear, hear.) He had known many who had been
largely benefited by the perusal of the Social Riformer.
He used to bind it in volumes, but latterly he had
sent it hither and thither, and much had been thought
of it, and much good clone by it. (Applause.) He had
one fault to find with it, 11amely, that it only appeared
once a month. If they could have it once a week he
believed that great benefit would result to the movement by the increased enlightenment which would be
thrown upon our question. (Applause.) They were
all much indebted to the editor for his trouble, and to
those who co-operate with him, and he hoped that that
portion of the resolution would be heartily adopted.
( pplause.) Then as for the tract and other litcraturt;
they were all bound to do their best to get these extcnsi Yely circulated, that the time of their triumph
might be hastened. (Applause.)
Mr. , 'rMPSOcs, Gonrock, in seconding the motion,
thought they were gaining power in the land by the
circulation of temperance literature. 'Ihe excellent
articles in the Social R eformer called for their best
thanks,
Mr. JEFFREY, EdinLurgh, said that there was no
periodical which came into his house that he read with
great er ¼est. He used to lay them aside to get them
bound, but he had dropped that practice, and he read
them immediately, handing round afterwards.
Mr. DRAN SFIELD also thought it would be well if
the Social Refo1'1ne1· came out 011ce a week. He was
satisfied it was one of the best temperance periodicals,
(Applause.)
Mr. SEMPLE moved the seYenth resolution- " That
this meeting records its grateful sense of its indebtedness to those friends by whose able and disinterested
advocacy the movement has been so largely assisted
during the byepast year, tenders to them its warmest
thanks for their welcome aid, and regards with
continued and hearty appreciation the efforts of the
agents of the Association." He thought more might
be clone in the way of helping the agents, such as by
getting them up splendid meetings, because nothing
chilled an agent so much as to find a small audience
awaiting him. Desirable as it was to impress Members
of Parliament, it was also desirable that the people
should be enlightened upon the temperance question,
and this could not be done unless they were spoken to
and received t emperance literature. He had served
some time ago the Irish Temperance League, and had
travelled from Port Rush to Cork . During all that
time he had only once to enter a hotel, so great was
the hospitality which he received. (Laughter and
hear.)
Mr. TORRE s said that in his early days he often
trayeJled till three o'clock in the morning, and nobody
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asked him whether he required a beLl or would take a to cheer and encourage ns as the progress made during
cup of coffee, It w,is thus seen that matters, as the past year in the cause we have so much at heart,
regards the travelling comforts of their agent , had and which in the interests of our fellowmen we desire
to promote. The press, the pulpit, the medical profesgreatly changed, (Hear, hea,r.)
:Mr. Jo1rn STEWAR'r did not think there was anv sion, and the people are making rapid advances on the
other organisation which could produce so many side of temperance, and the 'l'imes during the past year
disinterested men as those who promoted the temper- has been veering round and giYing some excellent leadance question. '\Ve talked of our churches and our ing articles.
The prince of preachers recently said v.-hen presiding
trades unions.
'\Voukl any one of them spend two
days at a conference, and travel a great distance with- at a Blue Ribbon meeting in the :Metropolitan Taberout fee or reward? He did not know any agents who nacle which was densely crowded, that nine-tenths of
were so thoroughly up to the mark as the agents of the poverty of London comes from drunkenness. He
the Association. There were no half measures talked of did not see any other plan that was at all feasible for
Ly them, and they deserrnd a cordial vote of thanks. the great bulk of the people but to turn the cup upside
Thanks should be also given to the Secretary, who he down and haYe done with the drink. (Laughter ancl
believed, from true modesty, had not included himself, applause.) Mr. Spurgeon is a total abstainer and the
other day donned the Ril>bon of Blue. (Applause.)
in the resolution. (Applause.)
Then again, we have the medical profes ·ion of the
Mrs, ROBERTSON simply moved by reading the eighth
resolution, which was as follows:-" That this meeting highest standing and in large nmnbers testifying that
being of opinion that the influence of women is largely intoxicating drinks are injnrious to the system. Just
exerted in favour of those social agencies working out the other day two thousand physicians signed a declara•
the progress of mankind, heartily welcomes them into tion stating that all spirits were no part of the wholethe exercise of the municipal franchise, and confitlently some food of any man, that the use of these stimulants
relies upon their aid being always available for the was a source of I Jisery, sin, crime, wretchedne s, shame,
promotion of the interests of the , 'cottish prnbibitory aUll degradation to our country. This exactly bears
1110 cmcnt."
out what the Prime 1inister has said, that the drink
Provost Drcrr, in seconding the motion, said that traffic is a curse, the evils of wl1ich are gi·eater than the
they were brgely intlebtecl to the ladies in the pro- accumulated evils of war, pestilence, and famine. (Aphibitory movement. No b.::ttcr illustration could be plause.) He then referred to the magnitude of paupergiven than the fact stated by 1fr. Williams that his ism, crime, and lunacy, and 70 per cent. of this amount
goo1l lady ba<l. suggested that the best way to serve arose solely from drink. Yet in the face of nch terrible
the movement ·was to double his subsc1·iption. He results to our country, Go,·ernment will not legislate
had no doubt that a similar suggestion had been offered for the removal of that which is causing such misery,
to :\lr. John Wilson with a similar result. Then. in desola.tion and death in our land. Ladies and gentlethe new st phase of the movement-the blue ribbon-- men, if such a dark, bla0k catalogue as this wa, to arise
_frs. Robertson and others had taken an active part. in connection with some epidemic breaking out, or some
_To doubt the ladies, uow that they haLL got the wholesale adulteration or poisoning of the people's food
or drink , or even -rincleq est or m11rrain fl,mongst. O11r
mui icipal franchise, wo 1lcl exercise it in favour of th
temperance cause. Mrs. 11 'Laren the other day had cattle, Parliament would at once be summoned, urgency
shown in her excellent manifesto what good women clemnntlcd for deali11g with the matter; local authorities
could do in any benevolent c,mse. (Applause.)
would lbe iustl'Ucted to use every possible means to
Mr. JAMES M' DAM, Edinburgh, had always thought remove tho cause and stamp out the disease. (Apthat they would never succeed unless they had the plause.) This ,·ery afternoon in almost every city,
0hurch and the women on their side.
ow that they town, and village in our land, our fellow-creatmes are
had got both, success could not be far away. At the beiug dl'Ugge<l ancl poisoued by the devil in solution.
same time he had heard la.dies appeal to the Edinlmrgh In the name of God and for the sake of our common
licensing heuch in a way that le l all to think some- humanity, we demand that Government give the people
thing would be done, but to his amazement the magis- the power in their own localities to put down if they so
trates afterwards freely granted licenses.
wish this terrible of all plagues. (Applause). Hear
Mr. JoHx M'DERMID, Dollar, helcl that it was right what Dr. Chalmers said- " Before Goel and man, before
, omen should support the temperance cause in as the Church and the world, I charge intemperance with
much as they were the principal suffercrs from in- the murder of innumerable son ls. I do, in my conscitemperance. Never had they such an opportunity of ence, believe, that these intoxicating stimnlants have
.H'or besides sent into perclition more men aml women than found a
helping the cause as they had now.
exercising their great influence in their o vn homes, they grave in the Deluge, of which but eight were saved."
could uow bring it to bear by means of the municipal (Applause.) After referring to the rallying cry of Mr.
franchise.
Herbert Gladstone and to the progress made by the
On the motion of 1fr. JAMIESON, Ayr, secondctl by Blue Ril>bon mission during the year and its marvellous
Mr. Kum, Pa.isley, a vote of thanks to the chairman, accessions, he continued-I met a Glasgow lady yester.
d.ay who told me she had just retumed from Sheffield,
heartily awarded concluded the proceedings.
tl1at 11,000 in that town had taken the Blue Ribbon.
As the result of a visit paid by Mr. Murphy to the
THE TEA PARTY.
town of Norwich upwards of 10,000 have come over to
AT ha1f-past three o'clock a large party of ladies and Christ and temperance,
gentlemen sat down to tea in the City Hall Saloon
As I mentioned this forenoon, at the British Conferunder the genial presidency of Hugh Macpherson, ence held in this city in the beginning of this month,
Esq., Provost of Grangemouth. He was accompanied there were representative men present from _almost
to the platform by C. H. Mel<lon, M.P., Rev. J. Kirk, every town in Scotland and England, and nearly every
j unr., Rev. Mr. M 'Dermott, lVIrs. Helen Kirk, Miss one wore the badge of loyalty to the temperance cause.
Grieve, Mrs. Jas. Smith, Bailie Co1quhoun, .Messrs. J. (Applause.) The recent campaign in Egypt has been
H. Raper, David Fortune, A. M 'Dougall, and R. carried through on temperance lines ; the soldiers were
Mackay. After grace had been saitl by Rev. Mr. instructed to fill their water bottles what with, do you
M 'Queen, the company entered upon the enjoyment of think? Jot with rum and spirits but with tea. (Hear,
a most excellent tea, purveyed in admirable style by hear.) The result has been a grand and glorious victory
the eminent restaurateur, Ur. Matthew '\Vadclell, of won by a General who is a total abstainer-Sir Garnet
the Glasgow City Dining Rooms. After tea, the audi- ·wolseley. Just such a man as Sir Garnet we require
ence, led by Mr. Temple, returned thanks by singing in Scotland to lead us on to triumph and to victory in
the two first verses of the Hundreth Psalm.
fighting against such an enemy. 1 sincerely trust that
The CrrAIR IAN rose amid loud cheers and said :-I when we meet this time next year to celebrate the
understand this is the 24th anniversary of the , cottish semi-jubilee of the Association it may also be to celel'ermissi, e Bill and Temperance Association. I ques- brate the passing of a local Y cto Act for Scotland.
tion if at any :preyious gathering we have had so much (Loud applause).
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Addresses followed from delegates representing the
following towns-Mr. Jeffrey, Edinburgh; Mr. W.
Paterson, Partick ; Mr. Ronald, Gourock ; Mrs. Helen
Kirk, British ·women's Temperance Association, Scottish Temperance Union; Mr. Kirk, Paisley; Messrs.
M'Dougall and Fortune, Scottish Temperance League;
Mr. Miller, Greenock ; Rev. John Kirk, junr., Edinburgh; J. H. Raper, Esq ., United Kingdom Alliance;
Mr. J. F . Shorey, New York; Mr. ·wyatt, Glasgow.
The proceedings were brought to a close by Rev . Mr.
M'Queen pronouncing the benediction.
:MEETING IN CITY HALL.
THE annual public meeting took place at night in the
City Hall. There was a very large attendance. Mr.
James Ste-wart, M.P., presided, and on the platform
were Mr. C. H. Meldon, M.P. ; Dr. Cameron, M. P. ;
Rev. W. C. Dougall, Rev. James Paton, B. A. ; Rev.
S. Harding, Rev. J. M'Dermott, A.M., Belfast; Rev.
George Gladstone, Rev. 11.obert Hall, Rev. J . M'Queen,
A. M., Kilmarnock; Rev. George Cron, Belfast ; Rev.
E. J. Boon, Kirkcalcly; Rev. Mr. ,velsh, Glasgow;
Rev. ,vm. Barras, Glasgow; Rev. John Goold, M .A.,
Glasgow; Bailie Colquhoun; ex-Bailie Lamberton, J.P.;
Bailie Selkirk, J.P.; ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P. ; Provost
Macpherson, Grangemouth ; ex-Provost Dick, exProvost Uarneron, Pollokshaws; ex-Councillor Bryce,
ex-Councillor vVellstood, Edinburgh; Councillor Gray,
Councillor Lang, Messrs. J. Y. Simpson, Largs; Jas.
,Vinning, Paisley ; T. L. Selkirk, Thomas Barclay, R.
M'Callum, Andrew ,vallace, ,v. W. Turnbull, Archibald M'Kinnon; Joseph Morris, Broxburn; Jas. Horn,
Lanark; John Hill, Edinburgh; ,v. Johnstone, Glasgow; John Moncrieff, Perth; John Howieson, Uddingstone; J. Airlie, Glasgow; R. Mackay, Glasgow; R
Storey, Dunbar; Jas. Miller, Shaw; A. Brown, J.P.,
Kerse; James Hamilton, J.P. ; John Wilson, J .P . ;
Jn.s. M'Call, J.P., aitloch; D. ]fortune, H. ,vallace;
Dr. ,vilson, Coatbridge; Captain Brotehie, Greenock;
Major Edmonds, Glasgow; &c., &c.
The CHAIR)-1:AN, who was receiYed with cheers, saitl
-My first duty here to-night is to offer my congratulations to the Executive Committee of your Association
for the honour they have done me in asking me to preside on this occasion. (Cheers.) This is not the first
time that they have paid me a similar honour, but I
WflS unable on former occasicns to accept of it, and
when their request that I should preside to-night
reached me I felt that I coultl not allow any engagement to stand in the way, because I could not brook
the thought that I might seem, even in any degree, to
be lukewarm in my support of that great cause which
we have all so much at heart. (Cheers.) I am deeply
conscious of my many deficiencies adequately to fill the
post which has been assigned to me, rightly to fill this
chair. As to being a platform orator I regret to s:ty
I can lay no sort of claim, so I must ask you to take
me with all my imperfections ; but I feel that I shall
not without acceptance ask your indulgence, and receive
yom indulgence, when I tell you that all my life I am
able to say I have been a warm advocate of the reform. of our licensing laws, and still more when I tell
you that I represent a community which was foremost
in those <lays when temperance reform was very young,
and which numbers at this time a strong phalanx oi
earnest workers. (Cheers.) This is the twenty-fourth
anniversary meeting of your Association, and I propose
to offer yon to-night a few words of congratulation
on the work which you have ah·eady accomplished,
and of encouragement in the work which lies before
us. If we recollect the state of public opinion twenty
years ago upon the question of temperance, and compare it with what it is at the present day, surely we
have abundant cause for the liveliest satisfaction.
(Cheers.) But what a change has taken place in public opinion and in the state of matters since then.
At the general election of 1868 the temperance party
first asserted itself as a political organisation, and
made candidates feel that they could no longer be
trifled ,vith, and that henceforwar l they ,vere a force

which, at every contested election, would have to be
reckoned with at the poll. (Cheers.) Since that time
your Association, and other kindred Associations, have
flooded the country with literature upon th e temperance question ; the people haYe been educated up to
a standard which has brought about results of the
most satisfactory kind, until at last it came to a
climax at the general election of 1880, when the temperance cause returned to the new Pal'liament a
majority of members of Parliament pledged to Local
Option. (Cheers. ) This was a great victory for the
friends of temperance, and to show its corn pleteness
I would like to mention that when Sir Wilfricl Lawson's motion-(cheers)-for local option was last put in
the old Parliament-that was in the month of March,
1880-it was defeated by no less a majority than 114.
When, however, the new Parliament met, and Sir
Wilfrid again put his motion before Parliament, he
was able to carry it by a majority of no less than 26
-(eheers)-and when the motion was put in the following session, in 1881, that majority was increased to
42. (Cheers.) It was also a significant fact that out
of that 42 no less than 20, I believe, were members
of the present Administration. (Cheers.) These are
results which I think we may well congratulate ourselves upon and fake encouragement, especially from
the fact which I have just stated of the great preponderance of members of the Administration who
are pledged uow to the principle of local option.
e
have not had much time-Parliament has not hatl
much time-to take up general questions of legislation. Yon are all aware how much the time and
thought of Parliament has required to be expended
upon the state of Irish affairs. But nevertheless we
are able to point to some satisfactory measures which
have been carried in the new Parliament in the interest
of temperance. I refer first of all to the Sunday los ing Act which was carried for Ireland in 1878- --(chcers)
-and last year a similar Act for the Principality of
,vales was passed; giving to those countries those
great advantages of a quiet and peaceful Sunday which
we in Scotland have so long enjoyed. (Cheers.) And
although Mr. Stevenson, the member for South Shields
-who is, I believe, a citizen of Glasgow-(cheers)has unsuccessfully brought forward a measure for the
closing of public houses in England on, nnday-still l
think there are indications that if this next session he
re-introduces his bill in the shape of a Permissive
Bill, he will be most likely to get over the difficulties
which he has hitherto had to encounter. I have been
interested to notice that although those who opposed
:Mr. Stevenson's bill have statecl that the social habits
of the people of England differ so much from ours that
they could not be expected to accept a bill for Sunday
closing, the Town Council of Sunderland have disproved
that assertion so far as their case is concerned ; for
during the last week they carried a proposal to apply
to Padiameut for power to close all the public houses
within their municipality on Sunday, and carried it by
uo fewer than 35 votes to 2. (Cheers.) Then our present Lord Advocate, Mr. Balfour, you will be glad to
know, succeeded last session in carrying an Act by
which the sale of intoxicating liquors in passenger
steamboats plying on Sunday should be stopped(cheers)-and so, we trust, an end will be put to those
disgraceful scenes which those steamers have been
exhibiting for several years. (Cheers.) I woulJ. like
briefly to refer to the bill which Lord Colin Campbell
introduced into the Honse of Commons for dealing
with the Licensing Laws of Scotland. lb was a bolu
and serious attempt to put things right, and there was
this, perhaps, to be said in its favour, at least in favour
of its moderation, that extreme men on each side of
this temperance question-those who were opposed to
the present law, and those who wished to see the law
remain as it is-seemed equally to assail this bill. I
myself think there was much that was good in the bill,
and I supported the proposa,l of one of your members,
.olr. Anderson, who wished to see it referred to a select
committee; for I believe it was quite possible that it
might have come out of that committee in an amended
shape, arnl in such a shape as might ho,.ve been $:.ttisfaG-
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tory to the mass of the tempern.nce reformers. Lord
Colin is not yet an experienced Parliamentary tactician,
and in the course of the able speech with which he proposed the motion for the second reading of his bill, he
took the heart out of the discussion by declaring his
utter hopelessness that the House woulcl accept of
his propo al. (Cheers.) However, the result was that
the bill was talked out, and Parliament had not the
opportunity of declaring its opinion regarding it. I do
not know ii it is the intention of Lord Colin Campbell
to re-introduce his bill.
Possibly your Executive
Committee might with advantage induce him to amend
it in such a way as would make it more satisfactory to
the temperance party. But, be that as it may, I hope
that your Executive will at least take care that a
comprehensive measure of reform is introduced for
Scotland during the next session. (Cheers.) It is
perfectly plain that public opinion with us on this
temperance subject is very much in advance of that of
Englancl; and why should Scotland suffer longer the
evils which our present system entails upon us simply
because England is not yet able to move side by sido
with us in the matter? (Cheers.) Failing Lord Colin
Campbell going into this matter and continuing to take
it up, I would counsel your Executive to go straight to
the fountainhead, and apply to Lord Rosebery and the
Lord Ach·ocate to take in hand the question on the
part of the Government, and to deal with it effectively
for Scotland. (Cheers.) I have a strong opinion that
with so many members of the present administration committed to our cause, and also with Lord
Rosebery and the Lord Advocate sympathising with it,
I do hope that your Executive in such a case would find
no difficulty in inducing them to take the measure in
hand. \Ye have also hope from this other cause.
IIe here referred to the good prospects in Ireland and
the coming discussion on procedure. \Y c shall then, I
hope, 1 e able to turn our attention to such matters of
To other
legislation as the temperance question.
national question, in my opinion, can compare in
importance with this question of putting right the
licensing system. (Cheer . j The evils which it entails
are gigantic. It saps at the very foundation of the
nation's prosperity in a thousand ways. It is appalling
to think that the drink bill of the nation amounts to no
less a sum than £Hs6,000,000 annually, a.nd that the
revenue derived from the consumption of alcohol
yearly amounts to something like £30,000,000 of money.
13ut appalling as these :figures are, there is another
onsideration which is equally appalling-in fa.et I may
say still more so, and which cannot be reckoned by any
money value-that is the cost which the nation has to
sustain in the crimes, the pauperism, the misery, and
death for which the vice of intemperance is directly
responsible. These facts require to be kept prominently
before the public mind. I cannot think how any
th oughtful man who considers these facts can for a
moment hesitate as to the side i1pon which he will
throw the weight of his influence. (Cheers.) It seems
strange that in this country of ours, which boasts of its
enlightened legislation, that we should so long have
allowed an evil of this kind to exist in our midst.
Our colonies have shown us an example. (Hear, hear.)
They have advanced far beyond what we have, and
also many of the countries of Europe can show much
more effective work than we can in regard to temperance reform. I noticed very recently that Belgium
has revised its licensing laws, and I also observe that
statesmen in Russia are anxiously inquiring how they
may be able to put a stop to the evils which they say
exist from this cause.
urely it will be strange if
England, which suffers more, perhaps, than any other
country, should be behindhand in attempting to strike
n.t the root of all these miseries. Our boasted ciYilisation must be a sham if we go on as we have been doing.
Our reputation for enlightened and prngressive reform
will be tarnished as long as we allow this system of
law to remain upon the statute book, and surely you
temperance reformers who have so well carried on the
fight, a.nd who have obtained so very important a
victory, will not fail to carry forward the legitimate
fruits of your victory, and not relax your energies one
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iota until we see the people of this country emancipated
from the thraldom of drink. (Cheers.)
Rev. Mr. M'DERMOTI', Ulster, moved the first resolution as follows:-" That this meeting is of opinion that
the traffic in alcoholic liquors fosters numerous social
and moral e,rils, entails excessive buruens on the community, and deteriorates the physical vigour, mental
power and moral character of the people, earnestly
calls for such an exercise of philanthropy, patriotism,
and Christian zeal, as shall result in the abolition of
a traffic so disastrous in its consequences to the nation." He said he was not going to say how much
social disorder, how much moral evil was due to the
presence of the drink traffic in the community. It was
seething up all around them, welte1·ing into our literature, filling, he might say, our streets, and if they took
any particular portion of this horrible seething mass
which lay all around them, and sought to ascertain the
cause of it, five out of six men whom they metabstainers or non.abstainers - will conjecture that
drink had something to do with it. (Cheers.) From
his special standpoint, looking at this question of intemperance in all its honibleness, there was worst of all-he
did not believe that statistics had ever told half the sad
story of intemperance-there were many people in each
district who kept their sorrow from the public gaze.
)Hea1·, hear.) Could they blame them ? Intemperance
had struck its fang: into the heart of the community in a
hundred ways that were shrouded over, covered over,
with most sensitive care. As proving that man's physicA.l
condition was in no way injured, but the very reverse, by
total abstinence, he remarkecl ttat Hanlan, the great
American oarsman, attributed much of his success to his
being a teetota.le:r. Even for a successful crieket season
total abstinence wns almost necessary. How rapidly
English wickets fell a.fter luncheon had taken place.
(Laughter.) :Furthermore, when the honour of En~land
had to be sustained, not on the cricket sward in mimic
conflict with .Australia, but on the burning sands of Afric:--.
in the death grip of war, that commander of whom we
were a,11 proud passed on his own authority a prohibitory
liquor bill. (He did not think total abstinence on the
march moderated in the least degree the dash with which
our Highlamlers as of yore gathered themselves shoulder
to shoulder and flung themselves upon the foe. (Cheers.)
It became all in the temperance ranks as phihmthropists,
as patriots, as Christian men and women to do everything
in their power to resist, to climinish, and to overthrow the
traffic in drink ; that was the practical conclusion of the
whole matter. (Applause.) In concluding he said he was
there on the part of the Irish Temperance League to offer
those present their warmest sympathies and to convey
their fraternal greeting. (Cheers.)
l\Ir. C. H. l\lELDO , 1\1.P.-I wish first to express my
hearty thanks to your Executive for having given me the
opportunity of appearing amongst you and hearing your
views on this great question. I wish also to express gratitude to the Scottish friends for the assistance they have
given to tempemnce reformers in all parts of my country.
I was also anxious to be amongst those who had caused the
Forbes Mackenzie Act to be passed, and to meet those who
had successfully worked it. Further, I desired to see what
class of people they were who had returned at last general
election 46 out of 60 members pledged to the temperance
reformation. (Applause.) I was also induced to come
because the compliment was paid to me by the United
Kingdom Alliance when they asked me and my friend Mr.
Ra.per to appear as their representatives to-night. (Cheers.)
I know the name of that association is received in Glasgow
as it is throughout the country. It is a proud thing to
represent the greatest of political associations-that association which I venture to say has done more for the peace,
welfare, and interest of this country than any politic,ll
association ever did before. ·when Father l\Iatthcw(cheers)-was on his death bed the news reached him that
this association had been formed. He was scarcely able to
articulate, but he was able to say, "Thank God, the vie•
tory is won," (Applause.) ·well, has that association
done its work up to the present? You all know the great
strides the temperance movement has made through its
exertions. I can remember the day when it was an epithet
of scorn to be told that you were a total abstainer. You
were called a fanatic if you suggested the prohibition of
the drink traffic. How are things changed? Look at the
election of 1868 when there was 1·eturned to Parliament
the "whisky ring." "IVe were nearly being beaten. If it
was not for this association, do you think we would ever
have returned so large a majority of temperance reforme1·s
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as we returned at the last general election? Now, the reselution about which I a,m called to speak needs no words
of mine to commend it. A kuowledge of the facts there
l:!tated is that which has brought us together. ,Ve have
come here to express the strong opinion that the drink
tra.ffic is not only injurious to the best interests of this
country, but deteriorates the physical vigour, mental
power, and moral character of the people. I have been
told that Parliament does this and Parliament does tha,t,
but my opinion is that its function is to register the decrees
of its constituents when those decrees have been distinctly
pronounced. (Cheers.) The strife in this great matter
of temperance reform is not over, but the battle is not
to be fought in Parliament.
{Cheers.)
It is to be
fought outside, and it is to be fought here, and
we are fighting it now at this moment. {Cheers.) We
have been told by the Prime Minister that the function of a Government is not to make it easy to do good, but
to make it difficult to do what is evil. In their action towards the liquor traffic they have belied their words.
(Cheers.) Of course, I speak of every Governn1ent we
have bad, and I say, what did they do to render drunkenness difficult? So far as they were concerned, drunkenness,
instead of being made difficult, has been made easy.
(Cheers.) Is this the way things ought to be, and, if it is
not, how is a different state of affairs to be brought about?
It is by each one of us putting our shoulder to the wheel
that this state of affairs must be altered. The people have
always had their way, and we shall have it in this. (Cheers.)
The great issue is between that rich class whose wealth and
riches have been taken out of the pockets of the poor man,
whose riches have been acquired by means of the misfortunes, the crime, and desperate condition of the great mass
of the people. It is with them we havP. to fight; but I am
sorry to say that there is a sleeping partner in this traffic
we cannot lose sight of, and that we must deal with the
Government, who are so interested iu this traffic that they
will do nothing to a.ssist the movement so long as a revenue
of twenty-nine or thirty millions is drawn every year from
this wretched traffic. (Cheers.) It is an argument often
used on the other side that you cannot make people sober
by Act of Parliament, and if you will allow I will quote a
few figures in reply to this argument. I said before that if
once the will of the people is expressed neither the Parliament nor Government can refuse to listen to it. This was
exemplified in the last Parliament by the passing of the
Irish Sunday Closing Bill. The last Parliament was
pledged to anything but tP.mperance, and I took the liberty
of calling it almost "a whisky ring " - (laughter) - but a.
Parliament less incline<l to take any steps in the way of
temperance reform never was brought together. And see
what we were able to do in Parliament notwithstanding.
The Irish peoi,le wer6 so firm and determi;ied about the
Sunday Closing Bill that we wrung from a hostile Parliament a measure that has done incalculable service to that
country. (Cheers.) Now I mention this for two purposes.
In the first place I mean it to be an argument why a great
deal more should be done by the present Parliament.
( 'beers.) If it was possible to wring such measures from
our opponents, what should be done by our friends in the
present Parlin.ment, which owes its majority in a great extent to the agitation of temperance reformers. In the next
place, I want to refute the argument that you cannot make
people sober by Act of Parliament. If you caunot make
them sober, you can do a great deal towards it. The Irish
Sunday Closing Bill came into operation in Oct., 1878.
He quoted the highly favourable stati tical evidence of the
Government in behalf of the Irish Sunday Closing Bill.
Now, I think I have an wered the argument that you cannot make people sober by Act of Parliament. I have shown
you what we did in Ireland by merely expressing our will
and determination to have a Sunday Closing Act. I have
shown you how we extorted that Act for Ireland. And if
it was done in Ireland, why should it not. be done in Scotland and England ? :Ve know from the speeches of ministers, and from the speeches of the present Prime Minister,
that it was in consequence of the determined attitude of
temperance reformers in Irehrnd that the Bill was passed at
all. ,Vhen that was done with a hostile Government, I
say deliberately it is our own fault if we don't get what we
want on this matter of temperance reform. As I have
quoted a few figures, perhaps you will allow me to go a
little iurther and quote some others. You have beard- I
think it was from the chairman-that the Russian Government were taking up the question of temperance reform to
a certain extent, because Russia needed it badly. "\Ye have
been told that Russia is one of the most drunken countries
on the face of the globe. That has caused me to look into
the matter, and by a very able paper written to one of the
recent reviews, I find th at Russia. is not to be compared in

point of drunkenness with this country. He then quoted
from the Nineteenth Centu1·y magazine figures about temperance reform in Russia. May I ask your attention for
two or three minutes to a few cases where what you advocate has been tried? Has it been successful? I was looking
recently into a few statistics, and I notice that a place
called Toxteth Park is divided into three districts. In the
first there are 25,000 inhabitants, and they have the privilege of 100 public houses, and we find the number of
paupers-I do not mean poor people, but absolutely paupers-at 1,000. In the next division there are 45,000 inhabitants, the number of public houl'les is still 100. and the
number of paupers, 600. The third division has a population of 50,000, but 1 am glad to say there is not a public
h0use iu the locality, and we find only 45 paupers out of
the entire population of 50,000. (Cheers.) So far as
Liverpool is concerned, I have seen it stated that wherever
public houses do not exist there is a rush of people to that
place, and iu it you will finu the most crowded population,
and the most respectable peovle, while where public houses
do exist you find the respectable people much fewer.and you
find people trying to get out of that district if they can.
In the north of Ireland there is a small town where the
proprietors have fortunately retained complete control of
all the land, and the sight of a policeman in the district is
almost unknown, there is no such thing as a gaol, and
pauperism is simply nil. (Cheers.) Well, when we find
that wherever total prohibition has been tried it has been
successful; that wherever repressive legislation has been
tried it has been successful; that the Forbes Mackenzie Act
in Scotland ha worked splendidly; and when we find the
tide setting in now in favour of temperance reform, and
drunkenness really what it ought to be, a detested and
detestable thing, why should Government not foster our
efforts and allow us what we want-total prohibition?
(Cheers.) I will just conclude with one observationnamely. that we cannot of ourselves shut the doors of the
public house. Legislation and the assistance of Parliament
and Government are required, and we can do much by personal example. But no matter how much we labour in this
direction and build up the temperimce reform, we will
never be right until all temptation is kept out of the way
of the reformed drunkard and the sober man. We must
build up and pull down. ,\Te must collar the drink traffic
and all interests connected ,vith it, and show Patliament
our determination never to rest satisfied until prohibition
becomes the law of the land. Then, and not till then ,
will temperance reformers have their wish and be contented.
(Cheers.)
The CHAIRMAN said- I have been requested to state to
the meeting that a telegram has beeu received from Mr.
Arthur Pen.se, l\I.P., chairman of the North of England
Temperance League Council, sitting to-day, conveying their
hearty congratulations and deep sympathy with us in our
glorious work of redeeming our country from the curse of
drink. I think a reply should go from this meeting thanking the Conference for their sympathy. (Oheers.) The
following reply was sent off at once:-'' Annual Public
l\1eeting cordially reciprocate your kind congratulations,
and pledges itself to unabated exertions for securing a
speedy triumph of our principles."
DR. CAMERON, M.P.-The resolution which I have
been asked to propose is as follows :-That this meeting
rejoices in every effort calculated to mitigate the
prevalent evils of intemperance, declares its conviction
that no legislation will be satisfactory to the people of
'cotlancl which does not provide them with the power
of protection against the operations of the liquor traffic,
anrl pledges itself to earnest and determined efforts to
secure for the Scottish ratepayers legal power to
prevent public-houses being forced upon them against
their will." The resolution begins by declaring that
this meeting rejoices in every effort calculated to mitigate the prevalent evils of intemperance. Happily the
persistent efforts of the advocates of temperance have
been rewarded by such an amount of success as leaves
us something to rejoice at. Thanks to their reiteration
of the fact from a thousand platforms, it has at length
been brought home to the more intelligent intellects
of the community that alcohol, in whatever form, is not
a food but a drug ; that less nutriment is contained in
a barrel of beer, a gallon of whisky, or a dozen of wine,
than is to be found in a loaf of bread, or a pound of
meat. (Cheers.) The statistics of our life assurance
companies have prO\-ed-antl the proof has been repeated till at length a dim .perception of it has penetrated widely through the nation-that so far is the
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moderate consumption of alcoholic stimulants from
promoting health and conducing to long life that the
death rate even among moderate drinkers is much
higher than it is among those who abstain altogether.
Practical experiments have repeatedly shown-and the
£act of the demonstration is being gradually realised
tbrougout the country-that men called on to submit
to extraordinary exertions, whether under extreme
cold, as in Arctic exploration, in temperate lititudes
like our own, or in the tornd climates of the south, can
perform more work with less fatigue if altogether
deprived of alcohol than if allowed to use it. (Cheers.)
Finally it has dawned upon the world that a huge
proportion of the madness, crime, disease, and poverty
which afflict mankind is due to the use of this strong
drink, from which no single tangible advantage is
derived. All this is realised far more generally nowadays than was the case ten or tweuty years ago, and
the effort to disseminate such knowledge is an effort
eminently calculated to promote the cause of temperance, and an effort at the success of which this meeting
has great came to rejoice.
In legislation, too, all
parties are now agreed in admitting the necessity of
doiug all that can be done to promote temperance.
They are, it is trm, by no means in accord as to how
that can best be achieved ; but we have cause to
rejoice that a decided majority of the present Parliament take our view of the subject, and believe that
what is wanted can be best accomplished by the enactment of Local Option. (Cheers.) Meanwhile, something substantial, if not all we could desire, has been
accomplished in the way of actual legislation. It has
been carried by tits and starts, without any definite
guidi11g principle, but it has been in the right direction.
I remern ber a story vf a northern farmer wending his
way homeward from a market, where he had been
betrayed into rather more couviviality than was good
Making very slow progress along the
for him.
road, lurching about from one side to the other,
he was met by a neighbour who asked him if he was
going home. The farmer looked up with great
gravity, balanced himself carefully, and answered
"·whiles." (Laughter.) And so with our temperance legislation. If it has not been very comprehensive
a.nu continuous, we have at least progressed in the right
direction-" whiles." (Cheers.) ·within the last few
years we have seen Sunday closing enacted for Ireland
and \Vales, we have seen burghal communities in Scotland entrusted with a veto power on new licenses ; we
have seen the granting of table-beer licenses taken out
of the hands of a Government Department and placed
in those of the local authorities, with the result in our
own city that this whole class of licenses, the favourite
coverunderwhich shebeeners plied their trade, has been
swept out of existence at a single stroke of the pen.
(Cheers.) And lastly, we ha Ye had an end put to that
fertile souree of drunkenness, the sale of drink on board
our Sunday excursion steamers. (Cheers.) All this
affords us sub tantial ground for encouragement and
rejoicing. But if anyone imagines that we have done
more than deal with the fringe of the subject let him
read the charges of our judges, the statements of our
clergymen, doctors, magistrates, poor-law administrators, and lunacy commissioners, and he will see that
with one voice they still cry out that our national
drunkenness is even now the cause of three-fourths of
our national crime, lunacy, pauperi sm, and disease. If
you are inclined to consider this an exaggeration, I refer
you to our national drink bill, which shows that every
six years a sum exceeding the entire amount of the
National Debt is wasted on drink. More money is
spent by our population on drink each year than is
spent on bread, milk, tea, and coffee combined. As
much money each year goes in drink as is spent on
house rent anrl clothing. As much is wasted un drink
as would pay all the rents of all the land and houses in
the kingdom. If you are still inclined to doubt the extent of the liquor traffic, look at the state of things in
our own midst- refer to the pages of the Glasgow
Directory) and learn for yourselves that in this very
city five times as many names are set down as wine and
spirit merchants as are to be found in the list of bakers,
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and that while the number of fleshers falls short by a
score of three hundred members, that of the wine and
spirit trade includes between twelve and thirteen
hnnclred. Now, how is this immense business regulated ? How are the relations between this immense
trade, which so enormously surpasses the humble purveyors of food and clothing in wealth and numbershow are the relations between it and the community
regulated ? On a principle which, if it were now to be
adopted for the first time, would be scouted as unconstitutional and despotic in the extreme-a principle
which was intelligible enough when found in combination with a system of government by close corporations
and an unreformed Parliament, but which, now that
these institutions have for half a century given way to
better things, is exactly half-a-century behind the age.
(Hear, hear.) The law of the country forbids the common sale of liquors, and allows only such persons to
sell them as shall have received a special license
for that purpose.
The speaker here reviewed
the previous and present state of the licensing
law, which justified the taking of power to grant
licenses out of the hands of the Justices.
The
facts I have cited and the growth of public opinion, on
the other band, clearly show that the settlement of the
basis on which our liquor traffic is to be carried on is one
of such urgency that it will not brook delay. (Hear, hear.)
Accordingly Sir Wilfrid Lawson, as a practical man, has
proposed a simple expedient by which, without disturbing
our existing laws or introducing any novel principle, the
essentials of local control can be engrafted on the exi ting
licensing law. ·what he proposes is simply that the existing law forbidding the common sale of intoxicating liquors
should remain as it is, that the machinery for granting
licenses should remain as it is, but that when the rate})flyers in any locality object to the action of the authorities in thrusting licenses upon them they should be provicled
with the mea.us of formally intim::.tin;; their diseent, and
that such intimation as to their own requirements by the
ratepayera themselves should be held as decisive in preventing the authorities from grantir,g licen es. (Cheers.)
There is no reason why the veto-power thus proposed
should not be restrictive as well as absolute; there is no
reason why it should not be allowed to take bape in the
direction of tlecreeing the early closing of public-houses in
any locality as well as in the diminution or extinction of
licen es. There is nothing new in principle in what we
ask. The landlord of a district is alrnady given the most
ample powers to protect his property ancl bis surroundings agaiust the caprices of the licensing a.uthorities. He
can in feuing his ground prohibit the opening of licensed
houses within it for all time ; or on purchasing an e tate
he may at tbe first Licensing Sessions put a.n end to every
license held by a tenant-at-will upon his property. ·what
we ask for the ratepayers is simply the same powers of
self-protection for their homes and their surroundings
which the law has all along placed in the hands of the landowner. (Cheer . ) The resolution which I am about to
move specially points to the feelings of the people of Scotland upon the subject. It does o with good reason, for
the people of Scotland have enjoyed ancl enjoy greater
powers of self-government tha11 are known south of the
Tweed, where in the great Metropolis itself the introduction of municipal government as practised among us is yet
a thing to come. Self-reliant and tra.ined in the management of their own affairs,• the people of Scotland in the
selection of their representatives in Parliament have given
voice to their dissatisfaction with the existing state of
things, and have returned a large majority pledged to
support the adoption of the system of Local Option to
which I will ask this meeting to pledge itself. (Cheers.)
And if the people of Scotland have felt strongly and at the
polling-booth have expressed themselves strongly uvon this
most momentous question, Heaven knows, and every one
who loves Scotland must admit, it has not been without
grave cause. (Cheers.)
Rev. GEo. GLADS'l'O~E, in seconding the resolution,
said-Possibly it was from ministerial habit that I felt
disposed to look at this resolution under three heads.
Happily the heads of discourse supplied in the resolution before us are such as to commend themselves to all
who have brains to think and hearts to feel. ,vhilst,
therefore, having no sermon to preach, I yet avail my•
self of a minister's privilege and ask you to declare( 1) Your gratification in every effort calculated to
miti 0 ate the prevalent evils of intemperance. (2) Your
conviction that no legislation will be satisfactory to the
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people of Scotland which does not provide them with
the power of protection against the operations of the
liquor traffic. And (3) To pledge yourselves to earnest
and ckterminecl efforts to secme for the Scottish ratepayers legal power to prevent public-houses b eing
forced upon them against their will. (Cheers.) Relative to the first of these heads, I venture to r emark
that there is not a little in view of which we may justly
be glad. Our cause speeds on its way as by leaps an<l
bounds, and we should verily be guilty if we did not
note the progress made, and take to ourselves encouragement, and above all give thanks to the Goel of all
blessing and victory. The jubilee of teetotalism was
celebrated but the other day, and during these thirty
years what wonders have been wrought. The reform,
like many others, was cradled amidst misunderstanding
and misrepresentation. All honour to those who in
the early days-though few in number, and for the
most part lowly in station-saw the truth l~nd followed it whithersoever it led, and who set themselves resolutely and prayerfully to fight evil appetite
and evil custom, and evil moneyed interest. They
were heroic men. (Cheers.) They have for the most
part passed away, but their work abides. At every
side we see the yellow grain springing from the seed
they sowed in tears and faith, and as the ripe grain
falls to our sickle, and as we bind it into sheaves and
return with it rejoicing, there enters into our joy a
large element of gratitude for the noble deeds of the
men of former days. (Cheers.) Notwithstanding the
false prophets of those days the cause triumphs all
along the line. He referred to medical progress, to the
altered tone of the press, and to the determineLl efforts
of the traffickers to withstand our invincible advance.
(Cheers.) Above all there was the altered attitude of
the Church. The Church had been slow to wake, but
it was waking now, and a roused Church of Christ
boded ill to the liquor traffic. (Loud cheers.) Heferring
to the progress within the ranks of temperance, in the
Temperance League, the old societies, and to the forty
and odd thousands of Good Templars in cotland
he was honoured to represent-(cheers)-he eulogised
the marvellous progress of the Blue Ribbon MoYement. The "bit of blue" means much. Uightly employed it is, and to a greater extent yet he hoped it
would become, like some of the smaller forces in nature
that yet effect the mightiest results.
It is indeed
nothing in 1tself, but worn in witue~s bearing for 'hri t
it is a badge of glory and the earnest of a crown.
(Cheers.) Then there was the alvation Army. (Loud
cheers.) He knew little of their tactics, and might not
altogether agree with them, but this he knew, that
they are winning men from the public-honse and sin to
sit at the feet of the on of God, and if any say, as
some have said, they <lo it by fiddling, his answer ,v-as,
in God's name fiddle away, if only the people may be
su.ved. Wherein they and others do good we rejoice,
yea and will rejoice. (Loud cheers.) 'l'hese, sir, and
other movements that I may not stay to name, are
signs of progress. They represent forces that are calculated to mitigate, and that as a matter of fact do
mitigate the evils of intemperan_ce.
e summon them
and their results before us to-night, and as we look upon
earnest thought stirred, upon blighted hopes restored,
upon wasted lives reclaimed, upon darkened homes
made bright, upon wives and children made glad, upon
public-houses forsaken, and the church frequented by
rnany, we declare our joy. \Ve look on the aclYance
that is being made from day to day, on the forces that
gather themselves on the side of temperance, on the
triumphs that are being achieved, and with brightening,
glistening eyes, :1nd throbbing, swelling hearts we
thank God and take courage.

,v

'' The long night dies ; the welcome gray of dawn we
see,
Speed up the heavens thy perfect day, God of the
free."
(Great cheering.) (2) This resolution asks yon to
cleclare it to be your conviction that no legislation will
be satisfactory to the people of Scotland which does
not provide them with the powers of protection against

the operations of the liquor traffic. In the presence
of respected l\I. P.'s, there must needs be care as to
what is said of the House of Commons. But even
the M.P. 's present will allow us to say that we could
h e better pleased with the national Parliament than we
are. \Ye seek, and we believe we shall get from i t,
vastly more effective service in relation to the drink
traffic.
\Ve are glad indeed that what has been
lately done has been on the right side. Let me,
solely in temperance interests, refer to our Premier
and the Sunday Closing Act for ,vales. When the
Bill proposed by Mr. Roberts was being hotly opposed
and threatened by Mr. Warton and a few like minded,
Ur. Gladstone spoke to Mr. Roberts, and this was
what he said, '' Persevere with your Bill, Mr. Roberts."
And so encouraged Mr. Roberts did persevere, and th e
result is a quiet Sunday throughout Wales. All honont
to our Premier who thus spoke, and who otherwise
helped to secure so great a boon. (Cheers.) I hope he
will say somethin g to the same effect to Dr. Cameron,
or Lord Colin Campbell, or some other member who
may bring in a thorough prohibitory Bill for Sco~land.
But sir, whilst we are grateful for the endorsat10n of
the principle of local option, for the passing of the Wales
Sunday Closing Act, for the continua~c~ _of the Irish
Act, and for the Scottish measure proh1b1tmg the sale
of liquor on hoard Sunday steamers, we desiderate yet
more. Gratitude has been cynically defi ned as '' a lively
expectation of fa yours to come," and that is pretty
much the kind of gratitude we have for the House ?f
Commons. Sometimes l\I. P. 's who have taken part m
passing helpful measures, have spoken as if we should
be satisfied at leas t for a time. On such a point it
is well there should be no mistake, and all therefore
had better understand that we shall never be satisfied
till the whole drink traffic is swept away. Pass an Act
closing the public-house, say at 8 p.m., and we shall
take it, but we shall not be satisfied. Pass an Act
restricting the public-houses to one for every 1000 of
the population, and we shall take it, but we shall not
be satisfied. These are but skirmishings. The Tel- elKebir auainst which our assault is mainly directed is
the com~10n sale of strong drink. Yes, sir, and .Goel
helping us we shall carry that stronghold of evil a ·
surely as our brave troops gallantly assaulted and captured at the bayonet's point Tel-el-Kebir in Egypt the
week before last. (Loud cheers.) Till then we are set
for wa.r-for wa!' to the k1.iife, an<l the knife to the hilt,
that our land may be free. The evils of drinking may
be palliated by measures that come short of the abolition of the entire d1·ink traffic. But we are not prepared
to endure e,'en palliated evils. Of two evils it is sometimes said. " Choose the least." A wiser way is to
cl1oose neither. And that is our attitude relative to
the evils of the liquor traffic. \Ve are set against them
either as severe or modified. Such eYils should not be
tolerated. But endured they must be if the traffic is
tolerated, and hence we claim as a right the power of
self-protection. ,ve demand in the name of justice, in
the name of our rioht to be freed from the wrongs and
burdens under whi~h we now unrighteously suffer, iu
the name of a wronged humanit? a~d an outr~$ed Christianity, power not simply to hm1t or modify! but to
destroy and bury without hope of resurrect10n the
entire evil liquor traffic. (Loud cheering.) I add but
a word on the third point-our pledge to earnest and
determined efforts to secure for the Scottish ratepayers
legal power to prevent public-houses being force<l u_p on
them against their will. It is well to note the obvious
r easonableness of our lemand. \\re do not ask that
this question shall be determined by tee~otalers. Sometimes temperance men are spoken of as 1f they thought
that the power to close public-houses should be delegated to them exclusively. All we ask is that the
power should be conferred on the ratepay~rs-on th?se
who h aYe to pay at present to mamtam the drmk
system and its results. \Ve are frequently t?ld that
the public-houses are for the good of the pubhc. But
if so, surely the public may be empowered ~o say tl:at
they will not have them. Shall we be satisfied '".1th
less than this? \Ve cannot. And hence the practica1
point of this resolution, the pledge to earnest and de-
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termined efforts.
nch efforts are needed, and needed
too at our bands. The victory is coming, but it will
be hastened or delayed according as we quit us like
men, or cringe as cowards. EYery lofty consideration
ea.Us us to pass through renewed contlict to asst1red
victory. When the soldiers of Frederick the Great
returned home flushed with triumph , they were st:.i.yed
at the gates of the city, whil t a herald demanded, '' By
what right do you enter here?" In response they
waved the banners they had carried in the faGe of the
cuemy and shoute<.l the names of the battlefields on
which they had fought and conquered for their king
and country. And then the gates were flung wide ancl
they marched in to be welcomed by their soYereign.
And so it is for us nobly to fill our place in the battle,
that we may gladly share in the victory. Oh, this is not
a matter of demonstrating, of applauding, or of being
applauded. It i · a matter of sadng the lost, and preserving the yet unfallen, of brightening human lives,
and lightening human woes, of destroying the chief
hindrance of the gospel of Christ. It is work that au
angel might envy. Look at it, see its importance and
its nobleness, its need and glory, and afresh give yourselves to it. Heed not the difficulties, care not for
those that oppose. The call is to each of us. It is for
each of us in Christ's name and in 'hrist's spirit to give
himself to the work, and a. we step on and up to say-

om· progress. The licensed victuallers are no long t·
sneering and laughing at our proposal, but are contesting every inch of our advance with energy and determination. ,vhen we are banded together with like
energy and determination, the days of the traffic in
Scotland will certainly be numbered. (Cheers.) Then
as to effectual electoral organisation. We deprecate
the question being made one of party politics. \Ye
have yet to learn that strong drink respects the person
or politics of any man. No. Be he Liberal or Conservative, the man who drains the cup mus t abide the
curse, an<l his friends must share the shame. Then let
,vhig and Tory both unite to wage against oi.ir common
enemy an unsparing and implacable warfare. (Cheers.)
"\\:e are asked to signify our approval of the efforts of tla:
Scottish PermissiveBilland Temperance Association. We
are here from every part of the country to testify to our
high approval of their efforts, and to wish the Association and the Executive God speed in their noble enterprise. (Cheers.) \Ve are asked to renew our letermination to secure power to the people. Let it not be
said that we show om symp'.lthy in mere words, but
let us do so by our means and energies, for, depend
upon it, the hotter the war the sooner peace. ~ir
Gamet \Vo1seley-(chcers)-wired home the other day,
"The war in Egypt is over ! " ,Yhen shall we be able
to telegraph the world over, that our fight is done, that
the monstrous evil lies in its grave, never to see a re" I will go forth mong men, not mailed in scorn,
surrection? ,vhenever cotlancl makes up her mind
But in the armour of a pure intent,
that the liquor traffic mu. t go. Goel hasten the day !
Great duties are before me, and great songs,
(Cheers.)
And, whether crowned or crownless when I fall
JA ms HAMILTON, Esq., J.P., seconded the resoluIt matters not, so that God's work be clone."
tion. All the resolutions were carried by acclamatioll.
Great cheering.)
Mr. JOHN \.Vu.,. ON' said-The duty I haye to disM.t. RAI'.ER said that the resolution had been moveu charge will commend itself to yon all.
e have heard
by their own representati vc, and seconc.lec.l by one of 1 very admirable addresses this evening, and to the
their distinguished mini ters. Vha.t did they think of sever:i.l speakers ,v owe OU!' warrr:est thanks. (A1,,that resolution? \Vas it not that it houlcl be carried plause.) The town of Greenock has been long famed.
out by Dr. ameron and the ' hairman. ( heers.) for goo l and noble men, and our worthy chairman, who
He believed that if there had been a division upon has succeeded to be the member for that illustrious
Lord Colin Campbell's hill, short as it wa , there would town, I know will not tarnish it by what he will do.
have been . a large majority of , 'cotch members in its Ureenock gave us the great James \Yatt-(applause)favour.
ertainly they would not have dared to come a household name in the civilised worl l ; wherever th~
home again if they had votecl against any temperance power of the steam engine is felt the gratitude of the
measure. (Cheers.) If Dr. Uarneron ,,.,·ere strong enough, people will rise up to the name of Watt. (Applause.)
and as well as he had seen him- for he had be n worn Next we have one of the first members and first organdown a little by his bills in Parliament-he should a k isers of a temperanee society in Scotland, the predehim to accept the responsibility of a mca ure until the cessor of our worthy chairman, the late fr. Dunlop,
Uovernment relieved him of it, as they did last se, sion. the member for Greenock-(applause)-ancl we have in
'l'he credit of the passing of the Passenger Y esscls the present Provost of Greenock one of the most earnLicensing (Scotland) Bill was given to the Lord Ad vo- est temperance reformers that this country has at the
cate, but Dr. Cameron was the man to whom all credit present day. (Applause.) To crown all, we have in
was due. (Cheers.) nir. Haper concluded by advising the President of this Association-the Scottish Permisthe friends in Scotland to go on until they had got a, sive Bill Association-a worthy man who is no less
prohibitory enactment on the statute book, and then than a Greenock man-(Applause)-aud Lord Colin
they would be the pra.ise of t he ea.rth. (Cheers.)
Campbell's Bill was drafted by a Greenock la.wyer
Mr. A. BROWN, J.P., Kerse, then rose to move- I hope that our worthy chairman will take advantage
'' That this meeting views with hearty satisfaction the of the fact and avail himself of the services of that
substantial progress of the movement in Scotland in worthy lawyer, and uring in a bill for cotland.
favour of entrusting the ratepayers with a veto on the (Applause.) If we had a Scottish Parliament the local
liquor traffic, records its deep conviction that future option measure would have been ere this on the statpro<Yress, especially in Parliament, will largely depend ute book of 'cotland. I hope the education of this
upo~1 efficient electoral organization, approves of the evening to the four members of Parliament, and our
efforts of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance esteemed Dr. Cameron, whom we all admire-(applause)
Association, and renews its determination to aid the - and our worthy chairman, wi.11 not be lost. (Applause.)
Association in accomplishing the work for which it I now come to the practical part of my speech, and that
was organized. " This resolution requires little to com- is to thank the speakers who have come representing
mend it to your favour. (Hear, hear.) It consists of the sister Isle, and those who have come here reprefour parts. '\Ve are asked, first of all, to view with senting what is south of the Tweed, for the trouble they
satisfaction the substantial progress of the movement have taken in speaking to us on this great question.
in Scotland. That there has been great progress, no I am. sure I speak the sentiments of all in this great
one with eyes to see and ears to hear can doubt. I meetmg when l say that those who have so worthily
know a section of the community who has been watch- adclressed us deserve in the name of Scotland our best
ing the movement as closely as any of us-a class who, thanks. (Applause.)
1 suppose, has not sent many representatives here this
The CHAIRMA ' thanked the meeting on behalf of the
evening-I mean th e licensed victuallers. (A laugh.) speakers for the hearty vote, and the proceedings conThey have no doubt about our progl'ess. (Applause.) cluded by Rev. K J . Boon pronouncing the benedic•
If proofs were needed, I might instance two. ]'ir t, tion.
we are acting on the 1-nowledgc, that if we are to be
successful in storming the fort of Mr. Drink, we canQUITE TRUE.-" Why printers drink is what staggers
not afford to be di Yided, we must march in solid pha- t1s," says a contemporary. ,vhat printers drink is
anx to the attack. The other is a stronger proof of what staggers them!
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*-x-* Our ordinary space and a supplement of eight
pages having been almost entirely absorbed by the
report of the annual meetings of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, we are
coustrained to leave over our "Literary Matter,"
"Summaries,"" Intelligence," "Bookshelf," &c., &c.
We hope in next issue to deal fully with all these
matters.
Still the traffic moves on. The consumption of
liquor in the United Kingdom is stated on the by
no means weak authority of Rev. Dr. Burns of
Loudon, to be 1,026,409,180 gallons of which
70,857,197 gallons are alcohol. The cost of this
enormous quantity is £115,376,315, which is equal
to £13,170 a day, or .£2HJ lOs. an hour, or £3 13s.
each moment of time. All we can do at present is
scarcely making an impression upon this dreadful
and deplorable traffic. Let us labour the more
earnestly for a suppressive veto, and quench it altogether. It has lived long enough by the law, let it
perish by the law.

------

We are informed that public-houses are diminishing in value, scarcely any realizing for good will the
fabulous prices of the last ten yea.rs. The improved
habits of the people together with the imminent
changes in the law looming in the distance, which
nothing the trade can do will avert, are rousing the
apprehensions of capitalists that as a profitable
speculation public-house property is below par. At
this consummation every one who sincerPly loves
God and bis fellow-men will rejoice. We do because the overthrow of the public belief in the virtue
of liquor is certain to make resistance to the veto we
seek a half-hearted mattet· to the drinker. When
bis customer not only falls away from him, but actnally takes sides against him, it is time for the overpowered publican to lower his flag and sue for terms.
Another blow to the liquor tmffic has been 3tn,ck.
This time passenger steamboats plying between
Scotch ports on Sundays are the victims of a beneficent prohibitory law. Drink-selling and drinking
became so scandalous in " Sunday breakers" on
the Friths of Forth and Clyde that good people,
grieved beyond endurance, resolved that it should
cease. Dr. Cameron, M.P., took up the matter and
pressed it on until Government discerning the
maturity of !public opinion for a change took up
the matter. Dr. Cameron was relieved of the duty
but not of the honour by the Lord Advocate in the
Commons and Lord Roseberry in the Lords pressing
the bill into law, and by the Royal assent our sovereign has put an effectual prohibition on Sunday
steamer's liquor bars.
The municipal elections will be memorable this
year. The sterner sex will be reinforced by the
gentler sex if they mean progress, if they mean
stagnation, or what is eveu worse, retrl)gression,
they will find the women such a drag that their
chariots like Pharaoh's will drive heavily. We
perceive that there will be a singular struggle in
Greenock this year. The new improvement Act
necessitates n. new election of the council, as on the
1st of November the present council will be dissolved. Not less than five-and-twenty seats may
be contested. Our temperance friends are actiug
with vigilance and promptitude, and we have no
doubt of their success in putting in a majority of

the council. We expect that they may do more.
We hope to be able to point out at the proper time
that the men most capable of administering the
affairs of the burgh of U-reenock have ranged themselves on the side of the temperance and female
electors. It would be to their honour that they sat
in the council in possession of the confirlence and the
support of sober men and God-fearing women, rather
than of publicans and their infatuated and alas! too
often their ern bruted customers. The temperance
flag of Greeuock has uever yet . trailed in the dust.
Let it be next mouth borne triumphantly far above
all others.
Now that the winter has overtaken us let us push
on the agitation indoors as vigorously as has been
done out of doors. Many committees think that
holding many meetings is overdoing it, and they
quietly decline speakers offered to them on the
ground that they are getting up a soiree a.bout six
weeks hence, or that they have had a speaker about a
month ago. Let them take a lesson from the Blue
Ribbon movement and increase the uurnber of their
meet,ings and re-double their efforts to gather an
audience. The efforts of the Scottish Perruissive
Bill and Temperance Association. are directerl to the
rapid and solid progress of the agitation, a11d frieuds
when offered an ad voca.te or ageut of that institution
should never say nay, but ask him to come for three
nights, or a week, or some such term. This is the
way to sow seed, not in grains but in showers.
Providence we are told is on the side of the strongest
battalions : the recruitiog sergeants recruit for the
army every da.y. Let all our friends then resolve
to hold meetings on behalf of the people having a
veto on the liquor tra<le, aud the country enlightened
by our advocacy will iutelligently compel the Government to entrust them with the veto power they
desire.
One comes occasionally upon "an arnusin' cuss "
with a temperance remedy in bis brain, and laughs
uot with him but at him. We have" a cu s" saying
License the driuker : then another says, Braud the
uncontrollable tippler : another, Let the publican
poison the husband, but give his widow and orphan
children the power to sue him at law for damages.
And thusly these fellows " fool" around. The
"arnusin' cuss" we have before us is Mr. G. Baden
Powell, M.A., who figured with a paper at the
Social Science Congress last month. Mr, Baden
Powell divides bis paper into three heads, and they
are heavy, we had almost said leaden beads, as we
believe they will sink his paper. Ooe of his cardinal
principles is that temperance comes from within.
That may be, but iutemperance or intoxication comes
from witlwut, and once it is in, the educa.tion, the
growth of manliness, etc., which he lauds is arrested
till the fit of intoxication is over. The evil is not
altogether in the heart, and he has only half studied
the question when he affirms it. It is in the
stomach and in the brain, and the work which alcohol at once proceeds to do is to subvert those high
qualities upon which Mr. Baden Powell depends for
the grow th and extension of temperance. Then his
remedies are as follows :-lst, heavy taxation on the
drink, which means that Government should :fleece
the wife and family more ; 2nd, heavy punish ruent
for adulteration, which rueans that he wants pure
alcohol, under which the drinker dies faster than by
any other means; and 3rd, heavy punishment for
the drinkeF, which means impunity to the drugging
publican. He is an amusin' cuss. We want something to stay the tern ptation. He would increase
the cost, intensify the power of the poison, and then
punish the victim. Where is the waste-paper
basket ? There !
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AN ENEMY IN THE MOUTH:
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CHAPTER IV.-A RAY OF LIGHT.

DowN the road from Barossa to the manse one eveniu g

i 11 early spring strode Walter Gillespie in a strange state
of mind. He had just had a strong interview with his
father regarding Laura Tennant. To relate what passed
would not aid the purpose of this brief history, suffice
to say that the mill-owner gave his son two alternatives,
renouncing Laura or disinheritance. And Walter, after
the hot-bkuded manner of youth, had flung the alternatives back in his father's teeth, and walked out of the
house. Mr. Gillfspie, cool and sarcastic, had smiled at the
young man's impetuosity, and had no doubt of what the
issue would be. That any man should give up a
princely heritage like Barossa for a woman was not
within the limits of Mr. Gillespie's comprel1ension .
He had lived to see what stuff J1is one son was made of.
·w alter found Laura by a happy chance a:one in the
drawing-room, and took her in his arms without ceremony.
" Walter, what is it 7" she asked, quick to surmise
something was wrong.
"It must be told, my darling," he aid in his impetuous boyish way. '' I have had a frightful row with my
father about you. H e says I must choose lietween you
and him, and I of course have chosen you. I'm off to
catch the eight train for Glasgow, to get the night mail
for London, where I mean to "ork for my wife."
Little wonder so many startling announcements took
Laura's breath away.
" You will be true to roe, Laura ? ' he said, liftiJig her
face, and looking into it with long earnest gaze.
"I hardly comprehend, \V alter,''faltered Laura. "You
must not let me part your father and you. You can t
give up so much for me, it would not be right. I am
quite willing to give you up, Walter, dearly as I love
you."
"Oh, indeed, much obliged ! '' said Walter, in much
hum ility. "But, my darling, you are pledged to me,
therefore have no say in the matter. Can you trust me
to make a home for you, Lama?"
" Trust you ! ' Laura looked up into the true manly
face with eyes which almost smiled.
"That's right.
ow, where's your father 11 should
like a word with him."
"He is in the town, you will meet him likely if you
are going. 1 cannot realise it yet."
"You will t o-morrow morning when you miss my
no l as I go clown to the mill,'' he said, teasingly.
"Well, good bye, my darling. I am a poor man now,
these hands are my sum and substance, Laura, and I
can't afford any time for love-making."
A few minutes later Walter ,vas hurrying up to Strathglide, and Laura sat down by the window to try and
realise what al1 this meant. Presently Arthur lounged
into the room, and threw himself on the conch.
"Was that Gillespie 1 Desperate hurry, surely," he
·aid.
"Yes," answered Laura, and her eyes filled when she
looked upon him. H ow ht was changed! 1hese four
months idle dissipation at home had told upon him. His
handsome face was bleared and discoloured, the eyes which
had first won Lizzie Hislop's heart were dim and bloodshot, and the masses of dark hair hun g loosely over the
brow on which vice had set her mark. He was the
brother whose future she had been wont to picture to
herself with fond sisterly pri<le, which had long since
died and left shame and loathing in its place.
He was a constant companion of Doctor Hislop, and
the two were oftener in Sutherland's Half-Way-House
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than anywhere else. That of course hurt the doctor's
practice, but of that more anon. Arthur had no money,
but Tom was generous enough to share his an1ple means
with him, an<l did it, thongh Mr. Tennant had remonstrated with him on the subject. Suddenly Arthur
buried his face in the en bions, and said, in smothered
ton es, " Laura, Laura, I wish I was dead ! "
The girl rose and crept to his side, laying her head
close beside him, never shrinking, though she felt the
odour of the thing she hated in his breath.
" Dear Arthur ! '' At that moment all th e old sisterly
love filled her heart, chasing all other thoughts away.
"Go oway," he said fiercely, shaking her off and
sitting up suddenly. ""\Vhy don't you curse me instead
of talking to me like that, you make me feel a thousand
times more keenly what a devil I am ; and can I help
myself? I tell you, Laura, I have tried with the whole
stre11gth l have to fight the craving which posse ·ses me,
and I have failed. Do yon suppose I don't know I am
drinking myself to death," he said, with a strange low
laugh. " I feel it, and I can't help myself, Laura; I
think I am going mad."
"Arthur, Artb nr ! " She pressed her hands to her
temples and tottered to a seat. " ls there no hope'
can't you conquer it 1 I have heard of people who did.'
''Not when they are as bad as 1 am," he said
gloomily. " It is the curse of my birth, Laura. Why
did my mother ever marry 7"
No answer.
" V-v e are a nice pair, mother and ·on " he saiu
bitterly, rising aud paciug restlessly up and down the
floor. "'l'he world would be well rid of us both.
Laura, do you hate me ?'
No need to ask that with her arms about his neck and
her head on his breast, "Oh .Arthur, AtLhu1 ! "
' ' Don't ,_peak to me like that I tell yon,'' he said
hoar ·ely. '' Do you know that I am going along to
that place to get drunk again to-night. 1 must do it,
, though I know the misery it is to you all. I can't help
myself.
"Oh Arthur, don't go, don't go," crieJ Lanra, crying
to him. "Not to-night, Artl1nr."
H e broke from her, and the next moment was gone.
Not daring to give w&-y to the agony of her heart, she
hurried upstairs to her mother's room.
Mrs. Tennant was never in the drawing-room now,
she was not able to leave her own room. She was lying
on the sofa. Looking at her, Laura knew that she had
been taking liquor; where it had been got was amystery.
he shut the door and came in.
" Is that you 7" enquired Mrs. Tennant, looking up
vacantly. " Is Arthur in 7"
" o, mama."
'' Has he been drinking to-day again 1"
" I dou't know, mama," wa the low reply.
" Can nobody keep it from him I" she asked generously. "It is a drearlful thing to hear of one's own
son drinkiug himself into the grave without a helping
hand being offered to save him. I wish Goel would
raise me from my sick-bed to-"
" Oh mama, hush, '' interrupted Laura, in a low
shocked voice. "Yon forget what you are saying.
Let me arrange your pillows and try to go to sleep.
Mrs. Tennant burst into a fit of maudlin tears and
reproaches. Knowing she was ];est left alon e thus,
Laura hurried downstairs to the kitchen. Jean was
there washing tea-cups. "Jean, mama has got it somewhere to-uight. Where can it come from."
'' I 'll tell ye, Miss Laura,'' said the faithful soul sorro"·fully. "An hour ago Tom cam in and telt me he saw
Sutherlan's laddie climbin' up the yew tree i' the corner
o' the kirkyard ; ye ken its branches brush the mistress's
window. That's boo she's gotten'd. The Lord forgi'e
Andrew Sutherland."
" It's no use us trying to keep it from her when t hat
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happens, Jean," said Laura hopelessly. "When mama
goes to sleep I shall be obliged to search the room for it.
Don't tell papa."
Half an hour later Mrs. Tennant fell into a heavy
sleep, and Laura began her search. She turned ont the
wardrobe and the press, and felt beneath the mattress of
the bed. There she found a bottle almost empty. She
put it in her pocket, and was about to leave the room,
when something peculiar about the cushions of the
rocking-chair caught her eye. She passed her harn.l
over it and felt something hard, but there was no
opening where a bottle could have been inserted. Turning it to the window she saw that at one side the binding had evidently been removed and replaced again.
Taking the scissors from the toilet drawer she ripped up
the seam, and found two bottles hidden among the
stuffing. She took them downstairs to Jean, who indignantly emptied their contents in the backyard and
broke the bottle. · into a thousand piece. .

moonheams stole into t he C]_niet room, and rested 011 the
girl's sweet face shining with a happiness that hall uecn
long absent from it . Arthur's face was hidden, but
"·hen he rose his sister sa,w that it ,ms pa1e with iu ten sc
emotion, ancl in it also shone something of t he nobl e
hopes ancl aspirations that had clrnractcriscLl his boyhood.
fay God give you strength, dem· Arthur, to keep these
vows in the spirit and in th e. :i etter to your dying day !

VARIETiES.

The cup tha,t cheers, but does not inebriate-- the
butter-cup.
Can it be said that a man who is very much intoxicated is dejected because he's more'nfnll?
QuERY.-vVhat insect does the blacksmith manufacture? He makes the fire fly.
There is no spirits sold nearer the 'iberian mines
t han twelve miles. If there were no drink to he got in
Between nine antl t en, having seen the little ones (-heat Britain, Ireland , and the isles arouml, nearer
safely to bed, Laura sat down by the drawing-room th an twelve miles, our country would lick creation in
window with a book. But already the spring twilight wealth, health, and happiness.
was deepening, and the shadows from the yew trees lay
"I don't believe in these secret societies," said on e
dark upon the page; she let it drop from her hands, anu Brooklyn lady to another. "That's very singular,"
leaning her arm on the sill, allowed her thoughts for a replied the other ; " your husband is a Forester, a
moment to flee to Walter. When the timepiece chimed Knight of Pythias, and a Knight of Honour, and you
the half hour after nine, a quick step trod the path out- will have at least 1000 dols. when he dies. " "But
side, and she heard Arthur'::; voice humming a scrap of what good does all that do to me," was th e tearful rethe tune she had been playing early in the evening. sponse, "when he never dies? " And the poor oul
He pusheu opon the drawing-room door, and seeing her burst into tears !
THE HARVEST,-There is something exceedingly irrialone came in. She looked up anxiously, and saw an
indefinable change in his face. His eye was clear ancl tating in the fact that a great harvest raised in infinite
met her glance steadily, and there was au expression care and pains, instead of adding to the national wealth
almost of happiness on his face. He dropped on one and bringing rich returns, is poured_ in the shape of
knee at her side, and looked up at her with a smile on liquid fire down the throats of the nat10n that produced
it, and instead of leaving th em wiser and happier tends
his lips.
to impoverish them by vicious and debilitating inclul"Where have you been, Arthur 1" she asked with gence. -A rnerican P aper.
some anxiety. " I am thankful to see you in so early. "
The Licensing Act in ew 'outh , vales appears to
" You will be better pleased when I tell you: what I
be workin<Y most beneficially. The arrest for drunkhave been doing, Laura," he said gravely. " I am going enness in the first two month s of its operation show a
to turn over a new leaf. ·when I went out three hours decrease in , ydney of 568 when compared with the
ago, on my way to Strathglide, I met Mr. Lindsay. He two corresponding months of the previous year. Ou
had come up from Claybridge purposely to sec me. He the Sundays of Fcbn~ary and ~larch, 18 1, tl1 a.rre:;t,;
made me turn and we walkf.d up and down the Barossa for drunkenness were 301, during the same perioLl thi :;
Road for au hour. I can't tell you half he said, Laura, year they fell to 72. A i:,ycluey paper says :- "There
but the long and the short of it is that he offered and I is no use iu saying people ~annot be m~de s?ber by
accepted a seat in his office at a hundred a year to begin Acts of Parliament after this ! lf the L1censmg Act
has kept people from getting drunk by deprivi11g th~m
with."
of facilities for getting drink, is ~ot the co1m~rn:~11ty
" Oh, Arthur, how good of him."
,: Yes, and I have you to thank for that as for many being made sober by Act of Parliament? It 1s .JU ·t
as well to say that people are not made honest by Act
another thing; he told me it was for your sake he gave of Parliament when the whole world knows that but
me a chance to begin a new life. I am to stay in his for our laws o~u- lives and properties would not be safe
house and come home if I please on Saturday."
for a moment."
"But, Arthur, what can you know of the work in a
At LD LA"'G 'YNE.--In .~aLl,lel Monastery, antyrc,
lawyer's office. Surely the salary he offers is more than there is a tombstone bearing the figure of a warrior.
your service is worth."
It is said to be that of Mackay, to whom Hobert the
" I should say it is ; but he would not hear a word Bruce assi<Yned the lands of Uga lale and A1neile in
against it; but I mean to show him that I can be grate- Cautyre, £gr giving him shelter when a fugitive. Brncc
ful when I like. I'll work for the money, never fear."
had wandered to Mackay's farm-house, where h e was
Laura drew a sigh of relief, and let her head fall on entertainin<Y0 some friends, and at first declined the
hospitality, but M_acka_y compe~lecl him ~,o ~~cept it,
her brother's shoulder. There was a long silence.
Ihe next
saying, "I am kmg rn my am house.
"Laura!''
mornin()'O after breakfast Mackay took Bruce to the top
"Yes, Arthur."
of the mountain of Beinn-an-tuirc to show him the
"After Lindsay left me I went straight to Lizzie."
western coast, whither Bruce wished to go. Bn~ce
Laura started and raised her head. "I told her what then disclosed himself, and said that he would give
passed between us, and asked her to give me another Mackay what he wished when he had regained his
chance.''
throne. Mackay asked for the two farms of Ugaclale
" Well 1" asked Laura, with intense anxiety.
and Arneille · and they separated at the spot now
"She said that if I came to her six months hence " ·ith marked by a ;tone called crois mhic caiclh, or the (.)ross
the promises of my amendment fulfilled she would put my of Mackay. After the battle of ~annockb~un, 1fac_kay
ring on her finger again. Oh, Laura, with her and you went to Edinburgh, where the kmg gave hm1 ttrn titleto love me and help me to conquer I ought to conquer." deeds of the two farms, and when Mackay cleclmed the
"With God's help also, dear Arthur, you can con· (Yoblet of wine that he offered him, Bruce in his turn
~aid, "Yon must drink it, for I am now king in my
quer.''
1
Again there was a long ~ilencc. A.nd the trembling a.in house. "-Chamber s's J o1 n wl.
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CHAPTER

V.-A

WOMAN'S LOVE.

:Mr. Gillespie, senior, was an astonished man.
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alter
had taken him at his word, and departed, penniless, to
seek his fortune in London, rather than give up the
girl he loved. Casting his memory back, Mr. Gillespie
could not recall any period in his life when he would
have made such a fool of himself. He bided his time,
thinking that when the headstrong boy had tasted tl1e
husks, he would come back penitent to seek the fatted
calf again. Walter had not sent a line or a sign to his
father, in which he erred. Time slipped away; spring
lengthened into summer days ; June roses bloomecl anJ.
faded too; and the old man lived his solitary life in
the grand house, eating his he,~rt uut for his boy. But
he was too proud a man to show it, or depart from the
letter of hi::! word.
On a Saturday afternoon Laura Tennant, returning
from her weekly shopping in Strathglide, encountered
Mr. Gillespie on his horse. She was hurrying past
with down-bent head, when to her amt\zement he drew
rein, and she was obliged to stand. His critical eye
took her in keenly from top to toe. She was an ordinary-looking girl enough, but there was something
wonderfully sweet and loveable about her.
'' ,vhat a fine afternoon, 1iss Tennant."
i, Yes, sir," said Laura, regaining her self-possession,
ancl meeting his gaze "'-ith eyes which never faltered.
'' I suppose you will hear sometimes from my son,"
he said, in his coldest tones.
'' Yes, sir."
'' What is he doing, and where is he?" he asked.
Laura guessed what an effort the question cost him,
and guessed what lay be11eath the grim exterior.
"He is quite well, sir," said Laura quietly. " In
London, staying with his uncle, fr. Hnnter, and
learning his business. Has he not written to you ? "
'' Of course not," said Mr. Gillespie. ' ' He has
chosen his way. It lies apart from mine. I was only
curious to see how he fared after making such a fool of
himself."
Laura Tennant drew herself up.
'' I wish to tell you, Mr. Gillespie, that I had no
lu.nd in this. I offered him his freeJom, nay, pressed
. it upon him. He has given up too much for me, but he
would not accept it."
·
Having thus justified herself, Laura wished him good
afternoon, and passed on. Mr. Gillespie smiled drily,
and gave his horse the rein. For the present he was
satisfied. But he felt no small indignation against bis
brother-in-h~w for aiding and abetting Walter's wilfulness. Matthew Hunter was a rich and childless ma!1,
so Walter was not likely to taste the husks after all.
The summer sped without bringing any material
change to our friends in Strathglide. Arthur Tennant
was still doing well in Claybridge, and had proved
himself worthy of the confidence Mr. Lindsay reposed
in bim. But for the wife and mother of the house
of Tennant, the Manse would have been a happy

home. There was no amendment for her-no lifting
of the burden of grief and shame from the hearts of her
husband n.nd family.
Charlie was in Glasgow attending College. He was
a son of whom any man might have been proud. A
splendid intellect, combined with an iron resolution to
make the best and noblest use of it, made the lad's
University course, even from its commencement, a
perfect success. He was the idol of his father's heart
and of Laura's. In after years it was their boast that
he had never given them one moment's anxiety, or
e,en the shadow of a heartn.che during the years he
spent away from home. But it was an awful pain to
the boy's loving, sensitive heart that his mother could
not be proud over his success, that there was no
mother's warm, tender kiss and proud thankful words
to greet him when he brought his laurels home. She
was incapable of understanding even the simplest matter now ; it would have been better for her, for them
all, if she had been laid in her grave in the earlier years
of her married life, before the cuTse of !1er race had
conquered her.
Bnt I am digressing. As I have said, Arthm Tennant was doing well in Cla.y bridge, anJ at hristmas he
came to trathgliue on a special mission. On Christmas
Eve Lizzie Hislop was alone in the house. Tom was at
a dinner party up the country somewhere, and woultl
not be home till late. Between seven and eight she
was sitting at the fire, dreaming over a piece of sewing.
She was thinking of Arthur, and wondering when he
would come to redeem her promise. She had not seen
him for a month.
As if in answer to her thought, there came a familiar
tap at the door, and iu a minute the maid ushered
in Arthur.
She rose from her chair, and her sewing dropped
from her hands.
Arthur shut the door and faced her, and her eyes fell
beneath his gaze. It was full of such passionate love,
that she could not meet it.
he held out her hand to
him, but he did not offer to take it.
" I have come, Lizzie, as I promised. \Yill you listen to me for a minute?"
"Yes, Arthur."
She did not resume her seat, but the small, slight
figure leaned a little against the chair, and her grave,
beautiful eyes dwelt steadily on his face.
" If ever man fought a fierce battle and won, Lizzie,
I am that man," he said in low, earnest tones. "And
but for you, I believe I could not have held out as I
have done. Lindsay has behaved to me as if I had
been his own son, and helped me against myself. For
the first week or two, Lizzie, I thought I must go mad
or die. I tell you that the very memory of .the agony
it was to me to fight the craving within me makes me
shudder, but it soon passed off, and for six months
I have never felt the least inclination to touch the
thing I once loved better than anything else on earth.
Yesterday Lindsay offered me a share in the business ;
so, Lizzie, r can offer you a home worthy of you now.
My darling, will you give yourself to me some day
soon, and let me show you by a life of devotion to you
how I love and bless you for what you have done for
me? You will not send me away, my darling, now?"
The girl lifted her hand to her head with a sudden
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quick gesture, and there was a brief moment's silence.
\ Vhatever may have been her thoughts in that moment,
they were never uttered. She went to him, and gave
him both her hands ; in that action she gave herself
to him also, wholly and entirely, as such women do.
He drew her to his heart in a passionate embrace,
and his words of love fell upon her ear and heart like
sweetest melody. How happy these two were that
night, and what visions of the future filled their hearts
only happy love can know.
Oh that so many of our sw·eetest dreams should have
such sad fultilment !
Four months later, in the fir t blush of the summer
time, they were marrierl. It was to be a very quiet
affair, and they were to go a,vay for a week together to
the ·western Highlands to taste there something of the
bliss which cl welt in Eden. The coming responsibility
,va.s not without its effect upon Arthur. Everybodv
spoke well of him now as a sedate, well-behaved young
man, evidently resolved, by the uprightness of his life,
to atone for the past. It was little wonder, I think, if,
as the time drew near, Lizzie grew graver and quieter,
and more thoughtful than ever. For oh, my friends,
remember that by marriage a woman makes or mars
h er life. It is the irrevocable step which secures h er
happiness or misery on earth .
The 11ight befot·e the wedding tbe bride-elect had
many visitors. Miss Cameron was the last to leave,
and then Laura ran up for a few minutes for the -last
time.
Lizzie received her with a smile, and then conveyed
het· up to her room to see the simple preparations for
the morrow. There was to be no fuss, no gay dresses,
or wreaths of orange blossoms. Miss Hislop's wedding
dress was the dainty, soft, grey cashm ere she was to
travel in. Laura examined it without remark, anu
then, as she turned to leave the room, she caught
Lizzie in her arms and kissed her for the first time in
her life.
"Don't, Laura; you'll make a baby of me," cried
Lizzie, hiding her face n. moment on her friend's
shoulder ; "and remember I'll need all my fortitude
to-morrow."
Tom Hislop was not sorely troublad over his sister's
marriage. He supposed he would miss her a little, but
after n.11 one woman could miud the house as well as
another. Flo he reasoned ; and Lizzie had a way of
making him feel uncomfortable sometimes, though she
never said much. Certainly there would be more freedom for him when she was gone.
Ah but, Tom, that is exactly what should be denied
you and others like you !
He was lounging on the dining-room sofa, pipe in
mouth, when his sister came in from parting with
Laura at the gate.
"VVell, Liz," he called out in his off-hand way.
" Come here, old woman, and t ell me how yon feel
about to-morrow. Do you think you'll make a scene
in church?"
'"' he came to him, and dropped on the floor at his side.
Her face was grave and serious, so was her voice when
she spoke.
"Put away your pipe, Tom ; I want to speak to
you ."
"I'm in for it," said Tom mentally, and he put his
pipe in his pocket, and turned an attentive face to his
sister.
"Have I done my duty to you, Tom?" she asked
half wistfully. "Have I been to you what a goorl
sister ought to be to an only brother?"
"Of course you have," he said, letting his hand fall
in careless carcssingness on h er h ead. " Y on've been a
jewel. If you treat your husband half so well, he'll be
spoilecl in no time."
'' Tom, do you care anything for me? " she asked in
the same wistful tone, '' or are yon glad I'm going
away?"
"Care for you ! Of course I do," he said, bnt neith er
th e tone nor the wonls c01wcyed what his listen er 's
heart was hungering for. "I don't know what I'll do
without you. I suppose the lionsc will go to ruin."

She sighed ancl rose to her feet. '' One thing I want
to say to you, Tom. I have ne request to make.
You will not refuse it when to-morrow is my " -etl<lingday."
''No ; go on," he said ; but there was a ring of uneasiness in his tone.
"I want you to promise me this, Tom," she said,
laying her hand in his to enforce her wor<ls. "That
after I am away from Strathglide you will giyc up
these drinking habits which have grown so upon you
of late. Give me your word of hononr, Torn, tbat after
to-morrow you will be an abstainer."
It was her last appeal. Would it succeed ?
'· That's a good deal to expect of a fellow all at once,"
he said moodily. "I can't promise, but I'll try. I'll
begin gradually."
"It won't clo, Tom," answered Lizzie clecideclly.
"It must be altogether, or not at all. And after all
check is removed, what will the encl be? "
Tom fomid the discu ssion unpleasant, and left the
room.
It was close on ten o'clock, and it had been a fatiguiug
clay for Lizzie Hislop. She lowered tl1e gas in the dining-room, and weut slowly up to her own room .
Passing the study door on h er way up, she h eard h cl'
brother moving within, aucl wi h eel him good nigl1t.
l3ut he did not open the door, nor answer her word s.
"When she reached her own room, she locked the door,
and throwing open the casement, knelt down beside it.
It was a still, sultry evening, and the air was heavy
,, ith the breath of flowers. Above the trees of Barossa
the new moon had risen, and a soft light crept in arnl
touched the girl's head, bowed in weariness on the sill.
Her heart was filled with a strange commingling of
hopes and fears, of happiness and sonow, and alJove all
a great loneliness, which brought a mist before h er
eyes. , he raised her head after a time, and looked to
the summer sky, shining with its myriad stars. Something of the peace and beauty there soothed her svirit,
and brought with it a ense of restful happiness, all(l
from her heart and lips went up one fervent lJrayer that
her mother's God would be with her through life, a11cl
guide and sustain her in all its changes. Then she
closed her window and went to bed.

(To be Continued.)
THE WORKING MAN', BILL OF FAitE-III.
IT is unfortunately the case that mn.ny among us look
upon wealth as a means not of doing good or of culture
and refinement but as the means whereby they m::iy to
the utmost extent gratify their lower natures. vV c sec
people by some happy stroke of fortune lifted almost
instantaneously to the level of affluence, and a glance
shows them decking their homes, their tables, and
themselves with all the material splendours, awl
indulging in all the costliest dainties and raim ent
which their newly acquired wealth has enabled them to
procure. \Vith them the art of life is to out-distance
their neighbours in the magnificence of their residence,
in the rarity and richness of their entertainments, am1
in the adornment of their persons. This stentation
is what is seen by the world, but its failure to satLfy
is carefully concealed . Then the moments for the full
para<le of this display are so few, and arc b ese t wi th
such uncertainties, and often followctl by such mi scarriage, as to suggest, alas, too often, that life in this
sense, like the apples of Sodom, turns, alas, to
ashes. The unthinking, credulous community, however, cheri sh this as their high ideal of life, and if they
cannot have such gau<ly splendour, try what they cn.n
to pamper their appetites and their persons with thin gs
that arc not merely at variance with their positio11,
but quite unfitted in themselves to impart true enjoyment.
Some of our readers have done us the h onour of
trying our bills of fare, and have sn.tisficcl themselYC,
by one trial only that our dietary bhlcs are a failure.
Th ey ask u s, with some triumph, to try for ourselYC's,
and we will learn by the sad fccliug of starvation
whi ch will accompany our endeavour, what they folt
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wh en they attemvtecl to profit by our lessons. No !
they are satisfied that such new-fangled plans are not
the thing for them, and that it has not been left to
ns to discover that the good old way of feeding by rule
of thumb is wrong.
"\Ve cannot agree with them. Our attempt to convince them that the community indulges too grossly in
feeding, both as respects quality and quantity of food,
may have been in vain, but we will not admit that one
instance is enough to determine the matter. There
must be some time given in which a comparison may be
instituted between the previous and present feeding
before the judgment is in a position to decide. Years
and years of the feeding now so common cannot be
properly contrasted by a scheme of feeding which has
been tried only once. Were our critics in earnest to
be impartial, they would first of all take stock of one
month's present mode of living, and that done, for
anothe1· month enter upon the course we urged upon
them . If before they did so they had themselves
weighed, and then weighed themselves during the continuance of the experiment, they would possess an
easy and conclusive means of ascertaining its scientific
value. We believe that they might suffe1· a slight loss
of weight in the early stages of the experiment, but
only for a short time, and if they attended diligently
to the result they would find that it was a relief to the
system to have been able to cast off some of the grosser
accumulations by which its working was encumbered.
It is jnst five years ago on the 5th of this present
month that Dr. Nichols, of "Food of Health,"
" anitary Soap," " Portable Bath," and " Fairy
Pillow " fame, resolved on au experiment to determine
not only "How to Live on ixpcnce a-day," but upon
ho v lit.tlc a human being could liYe. If we rememher
rightly he is a man sLx feet high and twelve ston s
weight. He is an early riser, at tlve we believe; has
breakfast at nine, and dinner at four, nothing more.
ot a Lrict vegetarian at all times, but rarely touchiu ':I
animal fooll, fish excepted. He feeus on bread, grain. ,
milk, butter, cheese, fruita, vegetables, sometimes an
ecrg, and sometimes fish. He takes no stimulants, no
t ea, no coffee, no chocolate, no cocoa, no alcohol nor
tobacco in any form. Now during the first week he
took things much as they came, living as he usually did
on two diets a day, and his food weighed in dry weight,
i. e., exclusive of its water, three pounds nine and a-half
ounces, or eight and a-half ounces a-day, the cost
amounting to 3s. l ½d., or 5¥d. per day. 'l'he second
,veek's rations were bread, milk, and fruit, "The Food
of Health" serving as bread ancl porridge. He considered this week more the quality than the cost.
,Yell, he consumed three pounrls fourteen ounces and
a-half of dry food, costing 3 . l;!d., or nearly nine
o~rnccs a-day, costing about 51 . a-day. He weighed
lumself at the end of the second week at the Charing
Cross clistrict station; and his weight was exactly what
it was a month before at Scarbro', 12 stones 2 lbs., or
170 lbs. weight. The third week he resolved to go in
for economy, but it was only the last five days of that
week on which he was able to do that. In the first
two days he lived as before, the amount bein<Y nine
ounces and six ounces of food respectively, th~ cost
3J<l. each <lay. The diet for the third week weighed
three pounds two ounces, and cost 1 .9d., an average
oE 7 }_ ounces at a c_ost of 3d a-day. vVeighcd again at
Charmg Cross on his way home from giving a lecture, he
was just as before 170 lbs. in weight. At the eml of this
week he sums up the experiment in somethincr like
these worus. He was in better health than when h e
began, his weight was undiminished, his labour power
had increased, and he had lived on less than one
quarter of the food which physiolooists had declared to
b v necessary. During the fourth ~eek he r esolved to
g in for a vegetarian diet, excluding milk, butter,
cheese,. egg~, and vegetaLl_e , living simply on bread
and fnnt . Ihe first <lay his food ,vcicrhed six ounces
the second four ounces, the third four a~1d a-half ounces:
the cost l~d. a-clay. 'rl1e amount for this week of food
consumed was three pounds eight and a-half ounces, or
eight ounces a-clay, at a cost of ls. 2½d. a-week, or a
fraction over 2d. a-day. His weight was 168 lbs., or a
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loss of two pounds, with better health, and great
capacity for labour, followed by less fatigue. 1 cannot
expect room in the Social R eformer for his twentyeight days' dietary, but I will give t}lat for the llth,
18th, and 25th November, and 2nd December, these
being the last days of each week. I might have just as
easily given any other dates. Those I give will show,
what I have pleaded for all along in these papers, that
it is possible to improve the quality while decreasing
the quantity of our fooLl, with incomparable advantage
to the health and the labour power of our constitution
and the true enjoyment of our existence.
No,·ember llth.-Breakfast-oatmeal, milk, apple;
two and a-half ounces; 2d. Dinner-baked potato,
cauliflower, bread, fruit pudding; three and a-half
ounces ; 3d. Total weight, six ounces; cost, 5d.
November 18th.-Bread, milk, and fruit only;
seven ounces ; cost, 41d,
November 25th.-Breakfast-wheat porridge and
milk; four ounces; cost, ld. Dinner-potato, cabbage,
and pudding; three ounces; cost, l½d. For the clay,
seven ounces ; cost, 2~d.
December 2nd.-Breakfast-oatmeal and fruit; four
ounces; cost, fd.
Dinner-bread, bean soup, and
fruit; four and a-half ounces; cost, l¼cl, Total, eight
and a-half ounces ; cost, 2d.
Aud farther, we preseut Dr. Nichol's summary of
the whole matter;The tota.l solid or dry weight of food
.. .
.. .
14 lbs. 6 ozs.
for four weeks,
. ..
The cost for four weeks,
9s. 8~d.
Average weight per week,
3 lbs. !H ozs.
} ozs. Average weight per clay,
Average cost per week,
2s. 5d.
Average cost per clay, .. .
4i<L
No one can get rid of the conclusion of this experience
by shrugs ancl sneers. 'fhe ouly way of exhausting its
force is by entering upon a similar course of diet with
an honest intention to get at the truth just as Dr.
.1. icbols did.
, hat should we think of the D ctor
just ha,ving lived the last week of his experiment and
then declared the thing impossible? "\Ve should have
thought him far from wise, nay, should most likely
laughed at him. Instead of that he not only tried it
for a month, but resolved, as the consequence of his
satisfaction with it, to continue it under more careful
observation and experiment. 'l'his is the true way of
determiuing a matter of such importance to the constitution as the quantity and quality of our food, and
when those objecting to our first and second dietary
tables have gone and done likewise we shall very
seriously, and as bound by truth, reconsider our
opinions.
"\Ve will in our future papers look at this subject of
improved diet as brought about by the constraints of
poverty, pauperism, and crime, a condition of life in
which the will oE the feeder has little or nothing to c1o.
ROBIN GOODFELLOW.

THE

ATURE OF THE CA ADA TEMPERA OE
ACT.

BY PROFESSOR G. E. FOSTER.
It is a local option prohibitory measure and can be

applied to any city or county upon the majority vote
of the clectorR. As such it possesses many alh-antages.
I. -It is '' governm ent by the peozJle an~l for the people.''
A county or city to a large extent administers its
own affairs ancl bears its own expen es.
Nothing
touches its interests so closely as the traffic in liquors
within its borders. 'l'his traffic burdens it with pauperism, taxes it for crime, degrades it by dissi1 ation,
curses it with idleness ancl vice, and disturbs, to a
greater or less extent, every department of its industry
and activity. \Vith regard to such a potent factor it is
but fair that the county or city should have the right
to either condemn or approve it. If the people tluuk
that licensed bars should not be allowed in their midst,
and that their families shoulcl not be exposed to these
ruinous influences, who shall say that, as the ones
most nea.rly interesLecl, they should he deprived of the
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right of saying so? And on what principle of popular
government can it be contended that a small minority
of sellers financially interested in the profits of their
sale, shall be allowed to force their traffic on a majority
whose homes and best interests are exposed to constant
risk? The Canadian Legislature recognised the right of
a community to protect itself and embodied it in this
Act. The principle in itself is sound. It asks nothing
more than that the wishes of the majority of legal
Yoters, as expressed at the ballot box, shall be respected,
and so is free from all charge of fanaticism.
II.-It is non-partisan.
It takes the whole question out of the range of party
politics.
The issue is simply " prohibition," or
"license," free from any complications of men or
measures. In no other way can so pure and fair an
expression of opinion be gained from the electorate.
Any one who has watched the course of temperance
legislation in the United States knows that its greatest
bane has been the partyism that has been mingled with
it, either in its enactment or its enforcement. The
Canada Temperance Act has happily avoided this rock
of peril, and in its inception as well as its methods of
working is as fully removed from the distractions of
party as it possibly can be.
III.-It carries with it a majority sentiment.
It has the advantage of thorough discussion before
the electorate. It is canvassed in all its bearings.
The public minn is awakened and the matter is
thoroughly considered. A conclusion thus 1·eached
and made authoritative at the poll stands the best
chance for full and effective enforcement. Those who
vote for it will not be likely to permit its violation.
The law goes into effect as an expression of the best,
and newest, and strongest thought upon the question
in the county or city where it is to be worked.
IV.-It m eets the question of revenue in the easiest
1Jos.sible rnanne1·.
- A general prohibitory law would oblige the Finance
:Minister of the Dominion to make good an immediate
yearly deficit of from £800,000 to £1,000,000 sterling.
This would to very many minds be an almost insuperable difficulty, and would certainly decrease the
chances of obtaining such a law. But in this, the
revenue gradually diminishes as constituency after
constituency stops the sale and decreases the consumption of alcoholic liquors, and thus gradually adapts
i.tself t0 the changed condit.iom. Increal:<ed thrift a.nd
saving result in increased consumption of dutiable
goods, and increased accumulation of wealth and
resources. This gradual process, extended over a series
of years, will be found to solve the problem of revenue,
without detriment to the government, and with incalculable improvement to the country.
V.-It best meets the objection a.s to mcmnfacturing
interests.
A total prohibitory law would render the breweries
and distilleries useless, and throw large investments of
funds back upon the hands of their owners, and the cry
of " vested interests " would at once be raised. The
present mode of procedilre does not directly interfere
with these. It gives the people of the municipality a
right to say, not whether the product of the brewery
and distillery shall be consumed, but whether it shall be
solll or not in their limits ; and so merely constrains the
manufacturer to find other markets, and to measure his
production by the volume of demand. It le:i.ves to him
the outside market, and gradually diminishes the home
demand. And surely if a community comes to the
conclusion that it is best for it not to trade in the wares
of the manufacturer, it ought to have the right to say
so, and the manufacturer must take his products where
he can find unrestricted sale. In this way the property
of the brewer and distiller is not rendered useless to
him at once-it is only made a little Jess profitable to
him each year-and when it becomes profitless he can
change it for some other as business men have to do
the world over. No prohibition act could deal more
gently with the makers of liquors.
VI.-It is rea.sonable with tlie cleci?ers themselves.
An opportunity is given them in each community to
demonstrate the necessity and usefulness of their

occupation, and if they can succeed in proving this to
the satisfaction of the electorate they are secured in
their traffic. But, if they fail to do this, the arbitrament of the people, after a full discussion, ought surely
to be allowed. Even then the sellers are given full
time to unload their stocks and prepare for the change.
In no case can the Act go into operation in less than
five months after its adoption, and generally it is a full
year or more. No licenses are revoked or annulled.
The dealers get all they have paid for under terms of
their licenses, and are simply advertised by the community that when their present licenses expire they
will not be renewed, and that no further contracts will
be made. It deals wholly with the puhlic sale for
beverage purposes-does not forbid or interfere with
the rights of individuals to use liquors.
VII.-It deals fairly with the community
It does not deny the sale of alcohol for necessary
purposes-for medicine, for mechanical or chemical
purposes, or for sacramental use. No disease shall go
without alcohol for a remedy if the physicians deem it
requisite. No art or part of the world's work shall be
hampered by being deprived of it. If Christian
churches wish to use alcoholic wine at the communion
they can readily obtain it. It goes into no person's
home and dictates to him what he shall use upon his
table. It allows him to buy and use what liquor he
wants, and as he wants it. It simply says to him:'' Sir, the public sale of drink in the dram shop is
fraught with vast evil to our commuuity, and is full of
temptation to drunkenness and crime. If you wish to
use liquor you may do so ; but in deference to the best
interests of the community we ask you to be kind
enough to put up with the inconvenience of buying it
somewhere outside of our community. And surely no
reasonable man can object to that, when he considers,
on the other hand, the ruin of many which must
inevitably result, if he is successful in his demand for
having public sale in the community, and thus retaining
the temptation."
VIII.-Jt i.s a con tant means of eclucation.
A general prohibitory law would be settled by one
campaign, or given without a popular vote by the
Legislature. This takes up county by county, city by
city, and so keeps the subject constantly before the
country. In this continual agitation the best and
newest thoughts come into play, fresh decisions of
intelligent electorates give voice to the popular feeling,
and apathy becomes impossible. As a means of edtt•
cation and interest, the Act is a double blessing.

"NEBRASKA NOTES" AND PROHIBITION
I AMERICA.
To the Ellitor of the Aberdeen Daily Free Press.
SrR,-It is a curious circumstance in connection
with the temperance movement that there are some
men in favour of temperance, but who are firmly
opposed to prohibitory laws. Such seems to be the
attitude of your correspondent who hails from the
other side of the Atlantic. He is wishful to support
something which he calls "personal temperance, " but
wields his pen to uphold the continuance of the legaliseu. liquor traffic. He does not seem to have read the
letters of Mr. Hepworth Dixon, written from St.
Johnsbury, the ,vorkman's Paradise in Vermont, nor
to be acquiiinted with the reports of the Canadian
Commissioners, who were sent to Maine to inquire into
the working of the Maine Liquor Law. Those are
testimonies from disinterested authorities, which cannot fail to carry conviction to all unbiassed minds
as to the blessings derived from prohibition. Your
correspondent, although living in one of the States, and
writing upon the question of prohibition, appears to be
utterly unaware of their existence. It is too much to
expect that men can be furnished with every item of
information, but surely when one writes upon a subject
involving the prosperity and happiness of millions, it
may be reasonably hoped that he would give some
attention to the flood of evidence which is opposed to
what he says. We do not require, however, to go
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acrol:ls the A tlantic to attest the success of prohibition.
We see its success at home. It is of no use for a writer
three thousand miles away to tell us of the failure of
prohibition unless he wants us to take a quiet laugh at
the absurdity of h is statements. The common sale of
drink is legally prohibited in 150 parishes in Scotland,
with 100,000 inhabitants. It is also stopped in a
nmnber of interesting villages and in several populous
ishrncls round our coasts. Few drinkers complain of
this state of things; many of them are glad at heart
that they are rid of the places which have injured them.
Those who cry out are proprietary monopolists, and
others who want to make profit from the traffic in
drink.
The other day au Irish Landlord wrote a letter to
Mr. Gladstone, stating that where there was least rent
paid in Ireland most whisky was drunk ; and he urged
the illustrious statesman to add to his brilliant catalogue
of public services by enacting a prohibitory liquor law
to save the country from the burdens entailed upon it
by the liquor traffic. This landlord sits in a community
of 4500 people in the north of Ireland, free from crime,
antl where we are told there are no paupers, no policemen, and no publicans. \\'hat would James 0. Scorgie
sa.y about prohibition "not moving the shadow on the
dial forward one degree" in this case? If he coul l be
got to open his eyes, he would see that it had moved
forward round alt the dial, and had accomplished what
w,1s wanted. I have beside me a cutting from the
Free Press containing a speech of the Duke of Argyle
on prohibition when opening waterworks recently for
some of the beautiful rows of houses on the shores of
the Clyde. 'l'he Duke said " he had been so anxious
for the amenity of the burgh, so anxious for the comfort
n,nd convenience and quiet of the neighbourhood, that
lie mrde it a stipulation, as m::my others did, that there
should be no public-house or whisky shop erected on
tha.t shore." Glasgow merchants and gentlemen from
different parts of the country, who want to lead a quiet,
useful, a1Hl happy life, regard it as a privilege to live
there beyond the reach of the whi ky shop. They
know that prnhibition will free them from witnessing
those scenes which unhappily those communities are
subjecteu. to where m u are physically and mentally
deranged by the public house. As common-sense,
practical business men, they have looked into the
matter for themselves, and conscious of the security
which the shield of prohibition will afford them, they
sit content amidst their blooming bowers, and doubtless
would smile at the simplicity of this auti-prohibitioni::it
from beyond the sea.-I am, &c.,
\V. BLACKWOOD.
Aberdeen.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opiuions expressed by his correspondents.
ON TRA T CIRCULATION.
'l'o the Editor of "Socicil Reformer."
Srn,-I am very highly pleased with the very excellent :;eries of leaflets issued by your association. They
are attractive, both in matter and get-up; and besides they are so very cheap, that I think temperance
friends all over the country shoulrl circulate them by
thousands. No better way could be devised for promulgating the important and prominent truths of our
glorious movement : and I hold that unless temperance
men, whether in an associated capacity, or as individuals, endeavour to spread these truths as opportunity offers, they are not worthy of the great cause they
profess t? favour. I would suggest, that as there are
twelve krnds of these leaflets, a quantity of one of them
should be circulated every month throughout the year
in the various districts of Scotland. Local societies
could have, for a little extra cost, their local aunouncements printed on the back of t hem month by month.
By such a means societies would not only be accom-
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plishing in a measure t he object for which they existspreading the truths of the temperance reformationbut I am sure they would largely add to their friends
and adherents in their various districts. A temperance
society must not only exist, it must also work, and
work wisely and well if the end of its labours is to
be attained. For £LOO a million of these pithy and
pregnant leaflets could be scattered over Scotland, and
who could doubt the beneficent effect of such an enterprise. If every one did t heir d uty we would not stop
even at a million. Hoping I will not have written this
letter in vai n-I am, etc.,
GOAL.
DIET AND DRI n{.
Srn,-I am snre it will surprise a.nd will be helpful to not
a few of your readers to know that the cause of the
"crave" for intoxicating liquors is often really due not
so much to the weakness of our moral nature as to t he
unhealthy condition of the body. Doctors who study
this special phase of the great question-how t o keep
our people sober-agree that the terrible '' crave "
arises from the bowels getting into a slow, sluggish
state, that is, the alimentary canal loses the contractile
activity so necessary for the passage of the food, and
so the "stomach" cries for something strong and irritating sufficient to excite it into action. This little
known fact is strongly supported in the following
testimony from Dr. Jackson, Danville, New York,
who says, after twenty-seven years careful study of the
question:-" I have made extensive inquiries (my
opportunities having been unusually large) and I nevet·
found a man who was in the habit of becoming intoxicated who did not own that he was more or less a
glutton, nor have I ever heard of a. man who was a
drunkard who wa.s careful in hi dietetic habits. All
historical facts confirm this view. ,vherever men
drank they feasted gluttonously. 'l'here have been
under my care not less than a hundred habitual drunkanls, some of them with such a strong continued de, ire
that if they could get liquor they would keep drunk all
the time, others having periodic turns of drunkenness.
Every one of these persons wa.s so far gone as to have
lost self-respect, character, and position, a.ud many of
them fine estates. In only two instances have I failed
to give back good health and sobriety where these
individuals have been under my personal management
and. direction ; aucl of all the agencies that have been
brought to bear upon them, save the psychological,
none have proved. so efiective as those of diet and bathing." Drink does not master the will in a day, and if
cases personally known to us are but watched, it will
soon be found that what we ha.Ye advanced is clearly
borne out as to the very close and intimate connection
between diet and drink.
It is vexing to see so many faces bearing on them the
melancholy depressed look of the dyspeptic, when with
some knowledge of" The human furnace and its fnel,"
all might enjoy a. fair appetite and a good digestion,
and so be assisted materially to preserve amid t he
troubles of life a bright and cheerful countenance.
As the "Scottish .Food Reform Society" thus strikes
a strong blow at the root of intemperance, we will be
glad to assist any Temperance Society by supplying free
interesting lectures, essays, and tracts on the subject
of diet, digestion, wheat meal bread, &c.-Yonrs, &c.,
\V r. BucrrAXA:'<, /Ion. Secy.
10 Carrington, Street, \V.,
7th October, 1882.
NEED OF PRO~IPT ACTION.
To the Eclitor of the Social Rejorme1'.
"Now's the day, and now's the hour;
See the front of battle lower ;
See around fell drinkdom's power;
Chains and slavery. "
DEAR Srn,-Yes ! the battle is at hand in which the
temperance cause must do their best to overthrow the
thraldom of the drink traffic. The foe is strong, and
strongly posted. His entrench ments a re well ma.de,
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and stoutly defended. He is not, however, invincible. support the local veto clauses, if introduced by the
He has many supporters, and many who are ready to Government, or if not embodied in the draft Bill when
fight in behalf of the cause. But " right is might, " proposed as an amendment upon the Bill, there is some
and greater and more powerful are the forces on the fear that the majority may be converted into a minority.
side of justice and truth than all that can be arrayed This is all the more likely to be the case if the Governagainst them. True, there may be reverses, but time ment do not embody this principle in their Bill, as a
and Goel on the side of right there can be no fear of score of the supporters of the resolution are members of
what shall be tbs ultimate result of this great and im- the Government, and they can scarcely be expected
to vote against the Government Bill. In these cirportant struggle.
When the present Government came into power it cumstances the question arises-What is to be done?
was promised that, as soon as it could be reached, the If the battle comes on and the end be not gained,
liquor question should receive the attention of the Min- but only some patching and tinkering of the present
istry. In 1880, a resolution in favour of local option system, there is reason to fear that not only will there
was carried by a majority of 26, and in the following be disappointment, but that a feeling of despondeucy
year the resolution was reaffirmed with the further will result which may throw the matter back for years.
point that the Government ought to deal with the ques- Men may then say, "It is of no use fighting any
tion as soon as it could, with a majority of 42. Circum- longer," or " Let us see how the new system will
stances have hitherto prevented Governmental action, work." The matter lies, not so much in the hands
but there are grounds for believing that next session of of the Government, or even of the House of Commons,
Parliament will be called on to deal with the license as it lies in the hands of the people. To the people,
laws in some form or other. A short time ago, a Blue therefore, the appeal must be made, and the sooner this
Book was issued with reports from most of our colonies is done, and the more generally it iA made, the more
embodying the mode in which this question has been reasonable expectation may be entertained of success.
dealt with in these. It is said that reports have been Members are squeezable.
The first thing to be done is to hold large and influgot from various States of the American U uion, with
accounts of the nature of the legislation in force there, ential meetings all over the country, in every town
and the results of that legislatiou. It is also stated that and parish if possible, at which the principle aimed
correspondence has been going on with men of mark at shall be fully and carefully expounded and enforced.
acquainted with the subject at home. Everything, in At these meetings resolutions should. be passed affirmfact, seems to iudicate that the hour of battle approaches ing the principle of local veto. 1'hese resolutions should
and will soon be upon us. In these circumstances it is be sent to every member iu the country whether county
of prime importance that our forces be all ready, and or burgh members, to the Premier and the Home-Secour preparations all made, to make a bold, determined, retary, to the minister for Scotland and the Lorcland successful attack on the great ramparts of the fort of Ad vocate, all of whom should be earnestly pressed to
This
liquordom. Vv e know we shall meet with a sturdy and support the plan indicatetl in the resolutions.
determined resistance, and that the fortress will not be should. be followed by a full and complete canrnss of
Petitions should everywhere
surrendered until every means of defending it has the burgh or parish.
proved unavailing. Every effort must therefore be put be got, praying for local veto, not local option as that
forth on the part of the friends of temperance and is ambiguous. Canvassers should each carry three
morality to storm the fort and plant the flag of pro- sheets-one to be signed by electors only, the second
hibition on the ramparts, and secure for the people by heads of houses not electors, and the third by as
many as possible of the inhabitauts not in these other
the means of freedom aud self-defence.
But, why this cry for action? Have we not had a lists above 16 years of age, male and female ; in every
good majority in the House on two several occasions, case the address to be added to the name, else it is
a,nd the last a largely-increased majority.
Yes, we of no use. "\Vhen this has been fully done the whole
have had two victories, substantial ones too, but from of the first sheets should be placed together ; next,
these very victories it is to be feared that some degree the second sheets ; . and after these, the third sheets.
of injury to the cause may follow. The resolution was '.fhe number of signatures under each head should be
in favour of local option, but this term is not confined counted, and when the petition is ready it should be
to one point ; does not refer to only one mode of sent to the member for the place, and a note sent to
dealing with the question. It has been interpreted all the members connected with the county requestin various ways. Some who voted for local option ing their support to the prayer of the petition, and inhave expressed their opinion that it means that when a forming them oft he number of signatures in each class.
Should it turn out that a majority of the electors
license is applied for, the majority of the residents
living in the neighbourhood may oppose the granting of sign the petition, it must have a potent influence on the
the license, and it shall not be granted against their member, who, if wavering in his opinions, will very
wishes: bnt no provision is made for refusal of renew- likely be thereby induced to support the demand of the
als on the same grounds. Others have said that they people. If hostile, it may at least induce him to abstain
understand by local option that the licensing power from voting against, if he cannot see his way to vote
shall be put into the hands of Town Councils and for, the local veto. Those who are lukewarm may be
County Courts to be elected somehow, but the mode rendered more decided. Members who see this expreshas not yet been made known, on the ground that the sion of feeling will see in it that opposition to, or neglect
Board is one elected by the people. Others, again, of, the expressed wishes of their constituents, may
define local option as meaning that the licensing shall place their seats in jeopardy when a new election comes
be put into the hands of a board elected for the special round. At least it will tend materially to open the eyes
purpose by the ratepayers of burghs and counties or of members to the public opinion on the matter, and
parishes, with all the powers of the present licensing help them to vote aright when the question comes before
boards. Others, besides supporting a locally-elected them in the House.
board for the special object, would give them the power
There can be no doubt that this is a ,·ery important
of dealing with the whole subject, introducing the matter, and must have a potent influence on the success
Gothenburg system or any other plan they may deem of the great warfare. It is of prime importance that
most suitable for settling the question for their own the views of the people should be clearly and fully set
parti\mlar locality. Various p ersons who agree to local forth in Yiew of the Legislature. The common remark
option would only support that on the plea of granting is that it is only a few fanatical abstainers who wish to
compensation to the parties deprived of license through force every one to be as they are, whereas, it is well
local Yeto. Sir "\Yilfricl Lawson goes in for, and will be known that thousands who are not iu this category
satisfied with nothing less than local veto, pure and are as anxious to see local veto in force as are the
simple; and this, what temperance men generally abstainers themselves ; yea, even a large number of
demand, is the smallest measure they can recognise as men who are the victims of King .Alcohol.
a present settlement of the question. Now, suppose
Great care must be taken to make the demand of the
the members who voted for local option, who interpret people unambiguous. The term local option is so ;
it in the various ways we have indicated, decline to therefore we urge tlrnt the t erm local veto, or local
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prohibition, or some expression that cannot be misunderstood, be everywhere and always used, in eyery
resolution and petition. If this plan be fully and
nergetically carried out, there are good hop s that
success will crown the efforts of the friends of temperance in their efforts to secure for the people the
power of protecting themselves against the deadliest
foe of the country. A word is enough to the wise.
Glasgow, 18th Oct., 1882.
\ IGIL.

ON THE WING.
The Home Secretary has expressed his opm10n that
the temperance question must before lonR occupy the
attention of Parliamcnt.-A safe opinion, Sir William.
We are glad to observe among the list of subjects
which form the attractiYe syllabus of the present winter's course of health lectures or~anised by the Glasgow
Y 01mg Men's Christian A.ssociat10n, that '' Alcohol and
its influence on body and mind," is to be treated by
our friend Dr. Neil Carmichael.
Mr. Spurgeon the other day told a meeting of ragged
school teachers that society was improving since the
days of cock-fighting a.nd bear-baiting and hard clrinki • g, and most of it was owing to Sunday and ragged
schools. The publican's trade, he said, was declining,
and the end would come as sure as death.
At the Annual Conference of the English AntiTobacco Society, held in Manchester last month, resolutions were passed strongly condemning tobacco
smoking, calling the attention of Christian people
especially to its eyils, and urging Blue Ribbon and
other tcmperauce organizations to offer the additional
safeguard of a pledge against tobacco.
England is evidently in earnest about Su11day closing,
and means to h::1.ve it, even if it be by the more tedious
method of piecemeal. Following Cornwall's example,
Homerset has set about agitating for a Ulosiug Act for
itself. \Ve wonder what cotmty in England will earn
the odious notoriety of being the last to fling aside the
galling chains that bind it to a liquor Sunday !
\Ve merely quote the following paragraph from the
l,fornh1g Advertiser in order to say how utterly we
discrcc.lit the opinion it contains-" There cannot be a
more w holesomc or strengthening meal than the English workman's Leef and beer. . . . They have
proLlnced the most powerful populace in the world."
\,Ve hardly think the writer is aware of the existence
of the hardy Scotch peasant and his oatmeal diet.
\Vhat is known as " The Brewer's Exhibition," was
held last month at the Agricultural Hall, Islington,
and for anything that we know to the contrary, passed
off quite satisfactorily. It probably had only one
defect, and that was its incompleteness. The various
items of plant and machinery were certainly there, all
interesting and ingenious no doubt; but the evidences
of the terrible havoc which the brewer's business is inflicting in the homes of the people was nowhere visible.
A brewer's exhibition to be complete must lay bare the
social misery and domestic wretchedness, the individual
ruin and national degradation which directly and unceasingly spring from his blighting traffic.
The French useJ. to call us a nation of mere shopkeepers. That dreadful stigma, however, seems in a
fair way of being completely removed. The martial
spirit is abroad, and bas even taken hold of the organizers of recent moral and religious movements. The
tendency just now is to multiply movements, and to
form them on the model of the army. Hence we have
the Salvation Army, the Bhrn, Graen, and Orange
Armies; and now the Mizpah Band-a reformed drunkard's society, formed by Mr. Moody when recently in
Glasgow-has gone in for military drill and marching.
Is there not a danger of playing at soldiers and omitting the weightie1· matters of the campaign?
A writer in 'l'ruth lately Yentilated his cmc for the
curse of drunkenness in the following tel'm s :-" A
connhy is sob er or th e r e; ·c 1sc in pro-portiou to the

strength of the liquor in general use. In the winedrinking districts of France there is hardly any drunkenness; whereas in French towns where, unfortunately,
the people are acquiring the habit of drinking heady
spirits, drunkenness is gradually becoming more frequent. So again in Germany, wherever, as in Bavaria,
German beer is the prevailing beverage, there is no
drunkenness, for the very plain reason that German
beer increases the flow of animal spirits, but cannot,
no matter how much is consumed, produce intoxication. ,vith these facts as our guide, it is clear that if
gin palaces were suppressed, and if German beer were
to become the national beverage, we should put an encl
to drunkenness." This is not truth but quacker.vnothing but quackery.
J. W. M.

POETRY.
SONNET-IN THE BAY.
DARK is the woodland, and beneath I see
The lighted windows of the quiet town,
The stars with their benignant light shine tlo,.,,11
On to,n1 and woodland-magic scenery
It seems. The brilliant light of lamps ancl stars
Mingling together. On the sea so vast
The lamps and stars have their reflection cast,
'l'ho light and darkness strive in fitful wars.
A.long the plaei<l bay the sea lies deep
In quiet rest, the ocean is asleep,
And the still tow,1 that nestles on the shore,
Bathed in the splendour of the moonlight glo,1·,
Seems like a host of spectres couching low
Besille the ocean's vastness evermore.
ANDREW M. L _\..'U.
.MARK I "'. 35-41.
H1~ "ralked upon the shore
\Vith his disciples at the eventi le,
Arnl unto them he said, " Let us pass o c1·
Unto the other side."
Aml a they ailed, behold !
A storm arose. The wind a roaring made,
The seething wayes in fury round them rolletl,
And they were sore afraid.
" Master, arise and save,"
They cry aloud, for he was fast asleep,
"Dost thou not care if we should find a grave
·within the angry deep?"
To aid them he drew near,
Saying, " Ye winds and waters, Peace ! Be still !
0 ye of little faith! Why didst thou fear
To tru t my power and will ? "
A.nu lo ! the storm was stayed,
And they were fillC<l with wonderment and a\\·c,
"What man is this? One who is thus obeyed
Before we neYer saw ! "
0 weary, struggling soul !
Upon life's ocean tossed with doubt and fear,
What matte1· that the billows round thee roll,
If Ghrist be near !
If he is at the helm,
Aud in the hollow of his hand doth liolcl
The angry waves-they cannot o erwhelm
When by his power controlled.
Perchance it seems to thee
As though the Master slept, and thou alone
Art left to battle with thy misery,
\Vith many a tear and moan.
Thy faith he needs must prove,
Trust all to him and wait his gracious will,
Thou'rt not forgot, for he afflicts in lo,·e,
Aud whispers, '' Peace ! Be still ! "
Thou'lt reach "the other side,"
\Vhere the fierce waves of trouble all will cea ·c,
The voyage o'er, thy barque shall safely glide
Into th e port of peace !
POLA.
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THE FUNDS.

** i.- Afernbers, friends, and Societies subscribing to
the Funds of the Scottish P errnissive Bill and
'l'ernperance Association are r espectfully inform ed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the A.gents and at the OJfices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands itpon
the Association are increasing, and it would
materially assist the Executive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions pnir.L in the form er
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th S eptember, 1882.

THE ~OCIAL
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NOVEMBER, 1882.

THE SCOTTISH PERM:ISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION'S NEW
YEAR TRACT.

the intemperance of the town. Men can still frequent the taverns, and children can still go to the
"public" for their parents' dinner and supper beer
Women too may transfer their custom to the
"Dragon," so that the publicans would have a
greater monopoly of drink supply. Indeed, we should
not wonder if among the large number who gave
their vote against the licensed grocers many a pu blican would have been found. The supply would n ot
be stopped, its mode would be only changed, and
hence we do not sympathise so fully as we desire to
do with the Lancet, because its policy is limitation
not suppression, and because we have no faith iu
anything effective being done short of the legal <l esLrnction of the whole liquor system. Still we hail
this suggestion of the Lancet as indicative of what
we are fa st marching onwards io- the abolition of
the licensing system in the interests of onr country's
order, improvement, nnd progress.

TB1s tract bears the significant title of "Turn the
The Bishop of Peterborough has been. again hit.
Battle to the Gate," and is written by J. L. Selkirk, J.P. It is illustrated by the same artist who At least we think so from the outcry he has made.
has so skilfully illustrated those of previous years. Not long ago his grace favoured us with his views
The tract may be had at 10s. per 1000, or ls. per on freedom and sobriety, and the freedom was with100-carriage NOT paid. Societies may have their ont law, and the sobriety without discrimination ;
name and the night and hour of their meeting but the epigram served the enemies of temperance
printed upon it at an extra. charge of ls. 6d. on with a text, and the health of the Bishop.became the
orders of not less than 500. On orders of 2000 and standing toast in many a tavern parlour. He has
upward there will be no charge for hen.ding. If joined the colossal Church of England Temperance
more tha.n 40 words are wanted in heading, will be "-l ociety, where temperance means at once moderate
charged by special agreement. The price post free drinkin g and abstinen ce. In that society the abwill be 1 . 5d. per 100. Ord ers should b e sent in stemious driuker of liquor must have hard lines for
without delay as the tract is certa in to be in great his self-control, while indulging in a glass is evil
spoken of. His moderation entitles him to no apdemn.nd.
proval, and his want of the grace of abstinence
The ruovement for entrusLing- ihe people with a renders him liable to unsparing ce.:isure. The Bishop
veto over the drink traffic marches along. The feels this keenly, and vigorously protests against his
Lancet, which not so many years ago was one of our b eing viewed as one of those one or two glass of wine
sturdiest opponents, is now boldly suggesting that a-day men who are the beacons that lure the (]rinkth e principle of local option should be applied to stricken to their destruction. But he has no case,
grocers' licenses ; and points out that in Burnley the for if the liquor is fit for the holy bishop it cannot
householders were invited to give expression to t heir be wrong for the layman ; if the bishop can take it
opinion on this particular issue. It is a pity we have or want it, why nut hie flock 1 And if some of the
not a census of the town, but we now know that flock in their eagerness to follow their spiritual shep7,776 of its inhabitants went again st having any herd cannot stop within the limits of safety, it is no
licensed grocers in the town ; 508 was all that could defence for him to say that he can carry his glass
be mustered in favour of them, and 387 did not care without discredit to his constitntion or disgrace to
whether they were licensed or not. Now, what is his cloth. He is there to allure his flock to heaven
the use of a licensecl grocer ? Well, the answer of and show the way, and if an obstacle to heavenly
experience is that their use is to pollute households progress is planted in their way in the shape of
and corrupt and seduce women into habits of intem- seductive liquors-an obstacle having the good
perance. We wonder if there is much drinking Bishop'::1 approval, he is like the pharisee, laying on
among the women of Burnley. It looks as if there the pilgrims he has in charge burdens too grievous
were when the drug grocers are condemned so to be borne, and won't at the same time touch them
sweepingly. The Lancet is i-eady to halt, and won' t with his fingers. Moderate drinkern are decidedly
go to suggest that all traffic should be ostnwised. those who more than any one cause their brethren
We will be glad if the licensed grocers a.re clenred to offend. They could not get a cla:;s to minister to
out by a veto exercised by the ratepayers. We will their drink appetites with profit were it not that a
suppose they have been swept out of existence. We large number of them develop into full-blown drunk may ask what then ? Why, a most effective blow ards ; and publicans and the press also plead for the
has been strnck at female intemperan ce, but not at continuance of th~ deplorable traffic in strong drink,
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not to satisfy the insatiable appetite of the drunkard
but the less clamant demands of the moderate driuker.
Tbe moderate drinker is a false beacon to the drunkard, aud a reason for the existence of the liquor
traffic. rs this a position for any Christian, not to
speak of bis grace of Peterborough, to hold 1 Nay
verily, and we would not for :1 hundred Sees of
Peterborough be in the skin of the Bishop when the
.Judge of all the earth lays 1·ighteousness to the line
:1nd judgment to the plummet.
Last month Pollokshaws, a Burgh of Barony, was
called lo elect a Council, inclu<liug Bailie and Provost.
Great interes t was taken iu the election. The
temperance party took a conspicuous position in the
labours involved, and were rewarded with a signal
triumph. The publican party were smitten hip and
thigh, and the Council Chamber that has known
them too long knows their presence no more. The
Provost, Dr. Ritchie, is an abstainer, and the majority of his Council are abstainers. It has been a great
victory, for in the memory of that antediluvian
"the oldest inhabitant," the publican has been constantly at the Council Board. It is saitl that the
Provost is the first total abstainer who has occupied
the civic chair. If this be true, all the more glory
to tho tempe~'ance hosts. They are praiseworthy,
bnt anquhar has a Council of Provo. t, Bailies, and
Councillors, all abstainers ; let Polloksha ws and
every other burgh, whether of Police, of Barouy, or
Reaality, or of Parliament, make it their solemn
duty to sweep their Councils, their Parochial Boards
and their churches of the publican, the distiller, and
the brewer, so that it ma.y be impossible to find a
vestige of them in any post of honour with which
the burghe:i:a of Scotland have to do.
Just as we go to press Parliament goes to work.
The beginning of this adjourned session was marked
by a passage of oratory between the Rupert of the
Fourth Party, Lord" Random" Churchill, antl the
Prime Minister. We admire the courage of the
noble lord, but were we permitted to give him advice
it would certainly be to let fall his shafts on a more
vulnerable crest than that of the old wood-cutter.
We envied those that were present at the little mill,
for the noble lord certainly met more than his match.
We want these procedure rules passed, and our
sympathies are therefore with the Government. We
want them passed so that the question of a veto for
Scotland may have that grave attention and treatment which its importance demands, and if we are
fortunate in our venture at this time we shall we
hope be freed from the pestilent obstruction to
business which bas so discredited the House of
Commons, and so greatly retarded the redress of
grievances which have become intolerable. We hope
Iona
before our next issue that the Scottish Permiso
.
sive Bill and Temperance Association ruay be m a
position to communicate to its supporters the news
tbat a member has nudertaken to bring in a bill
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vestiug the prohibition of the liqnor traffic in a
majority of the ratepayers. May we hope that the
receipt of the communication finds them ready to
afford such a measure a vigorous support.
Edinburgh is again in the throes of a Parliamentary election . By the retiral of Mr. James Cowan a
contest is quite unexpectedly brought on. N otwitbstanding that this vacancy might have been easily
foreseen, no preparations for it were made by any
party, if we except the temperance party. They,
however, were on the alert, and it says much in their
favom that they have maintaiuetl that thorough
inrlependence which more thnn anyt.hing else will
procure th em the respect of . a,ll political partie.,
Their unity at the present crisis is remarkable, ancl
a credit to the leaders of the various sections of the
temperance movement in the city. Conscious of
their power to influence the election, they met ou
Saturday, the 21st nlt., and after exhaustively deliberating on the prospects of the contest came to the
resolution that :1 question in the following terms
should be put to all gentlemen appearing as candidates for the suffrages of the electors :-" In the
event of a measure being introduced into Parliament
conferring upon a majority of the ratepayers of
Scotland the unconditional legal powar to prohibit
the liquor traffic in their several localities, will you,
by your vote and influence, support the same?"
Antl they appointed the Rev. Dr. Adamson, exBailie Lewit:, Conucillor M'Lauchlau, Me. rs. Ramsay, i bet, M'Lagan, ancl Miller, with Mr. Waterston as secretary, as a standing committee to watch
events. The deputation have their work before
them. They have seen Mr. Renton, whose answers
were not quite satisfaclory ; Mr. M'Lareu was
frank and straightforward, and would most likely
have had their recommendation to the electors but
for the fact that the number of candidates entering
the field or desiring to be invited as candicla,tes is
increasing dailr. Mr. Waddy, one of the present
Parliamentary members for Sheffield ; Mr. .John
Morley, the distinguished journalist; Mr. S. Buxton ;
Mr. Duncan M'Laren, formerly M.P. for the city ;
Sir U. K. Shuttleworth, and others, have all expressed their willingness to place their services at the
disposal of the electors. In any event we nre confident the seat is safe for an advanced temperance
reformer. The committee representing tlie interests
of the temperance electors are too experienced and
too vigilant, besides having too formidable support
from the leading citizens, to allow of the election of
one who is not prtlpared to support the passage of a
bill entrusting the ratepayers with a suppressive
v ato over the traffic that injuriously affects them .
Our r egret is that we are constrained to go to press
before the issue of the writ, the selection of a candidate, or what we would have rejoiced in, before
joining in the congratulations which will be offered
to the temperance party on the triumphant issue of
their labours.
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Our quizzical contemporary" Qitiz" strayed on the
wrong tack the other day when it took up cudgels
in defence of the Glasgow billiard room keepers.
Here is its plea-these people are poor, the trade is
poor, and their hope at best is for a poor living.
Shut the doors at eleven at night and you ruin
them; and close the only available place of resort
after that hour. Now we cannot allow such a plea
to pas3 without some f]_uestion. These billiard rooms
are the resort of gamblers incipient and full blown.
They harbour the idler, the devil's easiest prey, and
the sharper, the devil's best decoy. They offer at
first a pleasing excitement, and seemingly invite
to a game of skill, but emulation and avarice join
their forces, and the frequenters, almost always,
b ecome ensnared. The pleasure becomes n. passion,
the pas.:,ion uncontrollable. Liquor adds its fatal fire
to the excitement, and night is longed for that the
passion may be gratified. The once promising youth
becomes careless at bu iness, heartless at home.
Masters have to find fault, mothers and wives have
to endure all the agonies of late hours auJ ihe dread
of <leepeniug dissipation. There are numbers expiating in misery at home or on foreign strands the
follies of the billiarJ. saloons, and the evil has become
so marked and so intolerable that the attention of
the authorities ha been called to the matler. They
have resolved that the billiard saloon keepers of the
city shall be licensed-surely Quiz cannot object to
a re pectable man rather than au adventurer--that
the hours of such places shall be from eight a.m. to
eleven p. m. It may be all very well for Quiz to
stand up for the interest of the keepers of these
questionable places because he never plays at public
Liliiard tables, and because he is not the victim of
the gambler's fever; but the Act is not made for him
or such as him. It i made in the interests of the
wives, the families, the parents, and relatives of
those youths and men extremely susceptible of excitement without that self-directive power so needful
to stop short within due limits of its gratification,
nn<l while the billiard saloon keeper chooses to earn
his crust in a course so questionaLle, we are glad
that the law is to declare that he shall not profit by
affording unlimited opportunities to the weak and
vicious for the indulgence of the fearful passion for
gaming whish he without doubt creates and fosters.
Another staunch friend of the temperance cause
in Parliament has been obliged to relinquish his seat
in Parliament, Mr. James Cowan1 the senior Member of Parliament for the city of EdinLurgb. This
gentleman has sat for the Scottish capital since
187 4. IIe unseated Mr. John Miller of Leith en, a
tried friend, and on the first division after his
entrance into Parliament he reversed Mr. Miller's
vote, by giving his own to the enemy. In 1875,
however, he chn.nged sides, and since then on every
division be has voted steadily with Sir Wilfrid
Lawson. Had the Hou ·e divicleJ dming the preseut year the hon. baronet would lrn,vp been de -

prived of the pleasure of his support through the
illness that has deprived Edinburgh of his valmLble
services, We have our best wishes for him in his
retirement, where Rway from the excitement arnl
turmoil of a parliamentary life, he will speedily
reg,1in in a great measure his usual health ntH.l
vigour, and enjoy a well earned rest from the
anxieties ancl duties of pnblic life.
It is astonishing to what au extent people are the
slaves of habit and custom with regard to the pur
chase and consumption of strong drink, and how
fixed is the idea that such habit and custom are like
the Median and Persian law-unalterable. Their
conduct in this most important matter is in direct
contrast to their conduct in other walks 0f life. In
the latter case, how eagerly do we find the teler hone,
gas-cooking, and similar marks of improvement,
a.dopte<l, but when we propose to alLer the circnmstances of the drinker, so a.s to afforLl free play for
Lis beLter na.ture, a hundred objections to such a
palpable benefit leap from the mind, to arrest th
sympathies and chill the first faint indications of cooperation on the part of those to whom we appeal
on the <lriuk slave's behalf. Knowledge comes: bnt
trnly wisdom lingers. Yet when Sir Garnet Wolseley, by his last order before the attack of Tel-elKebir, asked his soldiers to fill their bottles with
tea instead of rum, we see how admirable is his
wisdom, and we cheerfully attribute a great deal of
the succe s of the stormiug of that place to the
sobriety enjoined upon the British troops.
The
great lesson is learned for all time, that the might
that slumbers in the arm of our gallant soldiers,
sailors, and marines, so far from being diminishetl
by abstinence is increased. If a soldier in the tented
fi.~ld is benefited by the want of liquor, how much
more those who live at home- the producers and the
merchants of the world. They can produce, they
do buy and sell better by being really sober, than by
a process of "pegging up/ blunting their skill, and
acumen, and resolution. Once realise this truth,
and the habit and custom dies.

Since its recent annual meeting the Scottish Permis ive Bill and Tempernnce Association has, in
consonance with the third resolution then adopt~d,
been prosecuting the agitation with unabated vigour.
All connected with it are working hard to indoctrinate the people they have met face to face with
the imperative ne~essity of supporting the demand
they have mu.de to Parliament for the redress of the
wrongs being inflicted by the liquor traffic on their
suffering countrymen and women. The Government
of the day is quite well aware that such a demand
finds favour in Scotland, but they may resort to the
device of asking proof of that, and it will depend
upon the proof afforded by the people whether they
will see their way or not to grant the r easonable
power to protect themselves which the people of
• cotl,u11l dairn. 'l'o urge llie c u.·Lilneucies Lo b
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ready to meet this demand for national unanimity in deputation, they were informed that there was an
favour of a veto, the Execntive are making every order or proclamation issuetl by him, that spirits
should not be allowed to enter his country, and the
effort to bring their policy before the country, and proclamation would certainly be renewed on his rerejoice at their progress and success. l\Ir. Water- turn. "I think, however," added Cetewayo," that the
ston has been giving the blue ribbon mission in right place to shut the door is the side from which the
Edinburgh his valuable assistance, and besides has spirits are to come. It is no good shutting the door
on my side, for I have no distilleries, and I think
been, in conjunction with his directors and the the proper way would be for you to tell the GovernTemperance Electoral Committee, engaged in the ment to assist my placing restrictions upon the
contest for the representation of the city of Edin- introduction of spirituous liquours into my country,
burgh. Mr. Blackwood has been visiting the north- because border people may transgress and disregard
eastern fishing villages, and never in his experience the law without my knowledge. .Really the proper
place of restriction is at the boundary of my terribas he met with a heartier reception anywhere than tory."
from these simple-minded, God-fearing :fisher people.
The foregoing noble utter~nce does credit to the
Mr. Bennet bas had a vigorous campaign in bis dis- head and heart of the African monarch, and contrict, where for three weeks he has had the invalu- tains in it the application of the truth taught by the
world's great Reformer, "First cast out the beam of
able assistance of Mr. John Paton. Mr. Stevenson thine owu eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to
has been busily engaged during the month, and is ea tout the mote out of thy brother's eye."
What a humiliating spectacle! An untntore<l
preparing for a month's vigorous effort in Glasgow.
Numerous calls have been made on members of the savage teaching Christian philanthropists the fir,-t
p1·inciples of all social, political, and SJJiritual reExecutive, and meetings have been addressed by form. Beginning at home. Physician heal thyself.
ex-Bn.ilie Torrens, Bailie Selkirk, ox-Provost Dick,
The question of suppressiug intemperance ha::i
Hev. Dr. Adamson, Dr. Cameron, Messrs. M'Callum, forced itself upon all ranks and conditions of society,
Steel, Winuing, Mackay, and others. When at and in every direction we hear drunkenness denounced as the cryiug sin of the age.
leugth the decisive struggle in Parliament for a
The Church has become alarmed, aud iu her
Scotch suppressive veto begins the Executive shall anxiety and zeal to a1 rest this mighty evil, hm,
have the satisfaction of believing that no means instituted temperance societies, formed Bands of
within their compass has be1m F1pared to 1ml1ghten Hope, Blue .Ribbon Unions, hopiug thereby to counteract this ten-ible evil, forgetting that these ag ll·
the country on their principles and policy, and that cics 0nly deal with the o 1tposts of the enemy, v,·hib
they may rely with confidence on the support of a they leave the strongholds of the liquor traffic uncommunity which has ever re ponded with enibu i- touched.
From many pulpits drunkenness is denounced as
asm to their impeachment of the liquor traffic, and
a fearful sin, and yet in the same churches the
greeted their p ·oposal for its suppression with drunkard maker is admitted a member, and in
reilerated acclamations.
many cases appointed an office-bet1.rer.
Pnblichouses are exhibited as places of immorality, n.ml
Mr. John Paton is at present labouring in Scot- yet there are church s in our midst erected by the
liquor traffickers themselves, from the blood-money
la.n<l, where he will be until 8th December. He wruug out of the victims of the traffic. Total
will visit New Cnmnock, Castle Douglas, Glasgow, abstinence is enjoined upon the individual, and the
Galston, Kilmarnock, Mauchline, Kilbarchan, May- heads of families are urged to banish the iutoxiuole, Beith, Dairy, Coaturidge, Kilsyth, Helens- cating cup from their own table, and yet the Church
places upon the Lord's Table" the mocker," as an
burgh, Dnnoon, Polloksha s, and Paisley. In many emblem of the blood of him who was holy, harmplaces he will give a. series of lectures ; in Paisley he less, uudefiled, and separate from sinners. Strange
is to be a whole week.
procedure! Amazing inconsistency! While Christians hang down their heads with shame at such an
unholy alliance, outsiders sneeringly exclaim, "First
The Duke of Westminster, in one week of the lust cast out the beam out of thine own eye (the Uhurch),
month, refused to renew tbe licenses of seven public- and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote
houses on his Grace's estates in the neighbourhood (the lesser thing) out of thy brother's eye."
Magistrates must be labouring under a strange
of St. George's, Hanover Square, and one publicdelusion: which can only be accounted for by suphouse in Robert Street, Grosvenor Square, whose posing that they have n. beam in the eye, or they
lease had expired, was handed over to the iucumbent would see clearly that so long as they grant Jiceuse:i
of Hanover Church, to be mn.de into a Club-room, for the sale of intoxicating liquors so long will the
Mission Hall, or some such place, for the benefit of people get intoxicated, and the police comts be filleJ
with the victims of intemperance. Fines, imprisonthe poor. His Grace's coronet will derive its noblest meuts, extra police, suitable houses and respectable
lustre from such praiseworthy deeds as these.
publicans cannot control the traffic, the evil is in the
drink, and nothing but its annihilation can cause ifs
terrible consequences to cease. This truth was
clearly put to the magistrates not long since by a
A BEAM I
THE EYE.
tramp who had been arrested for disorderly conREV. S. HARDING, GLASGOW.
duct, combined with assault and battery, while
WIIAT a le~son the Zulu King taught the deputation unJer the influence of drink. Ou his way to the
from the Natioual 'r mperance League the other cell, be shouteJ, "You have arrested the wroug
clay, who waiteJ upon Lim to urge him to discomao-e fellow; when I'm sober, my heart is good, when
the use of intoxicating liquors amoug liis people. rm drunk, Pm foll of the devil, arrest Jri11k alHl
'Io lhe astonishment of the genlleme11 forming the let me go free." He was rigM, au(l unless our
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magistrates are purblind, or interested in the traffic,
they would see that the only way to cure druukenness as far as they are concerned, is to remove the
temptations to drink ont of the way of the people.
Philanthropists to a v ery large extent are expending their energie:;i and means in healing the wounds
of suffering humanity, instead of enquiring into the
cause or seeking their removal. Unless for a beam
in the eye they would see clearly that the prolific
source of poverty, crime, and depravity which exists
is drink and that it is only wasting time to improve
a miasma, the on1y radical cure being its removal.
Members of Parliament who are loud in their denunciation of the liquor traffic, and yet vote in oppo sition to temperance reformers, surely cannot see
the anomalous position in which they stand. Unless
there was a beam in the eye of one of the greatest
living statesmen, he never would have uttered the
following, "The evils of the liquor traffic are far
greater than the accumulated evils of war, pestilence,
antl famine," and when the time ea.me in Parliament
for the pas ing of Sir Wilfrid Laws~n's local option
resolution, givfr1g the people power to prohibit the
liquor traffic in their own localities, he gave his
vote agaiust them. Citizens of every shade of politics would discover, if the beam was taken out of
their eye that t.hey have been labouriug under a
strong infatuation by putting pnrty before principles,
and measures before men, the welfare of a class
before the welfare of the entire cornmuuity. That
p ,trty only deserves well of its country which is
actuated by the principles of righteousness, truth,
justice, the welfare of the people, and the honour
and glory of God. Temperance men would also
benefit largely by undergoing the operation of having the beam extracted from their eyes, they would
then see clearly that a portion of the comm unity,
with vested interests, are not likely to be influenced
by moral sua iou, and that nothing less than the
legislative enactmen t of :1 law by which the people,
who have to bear the burdens and pay the taxes
occasioned by the liquor traffic shall have the power
to veto that traffic when n. majority so cle ire and
determine, will :finally root out that system of iniquity.

I NTELUCENCE.
THE UNlTED KINGDOM ALLIANCE.
THE Twenty-ninth Annual i.\Ieetings of this great
political organization were held in Manchester last
month, and were eminently successful. The first of
the series was a breakfast. The guests filled the great
area of the Free Trade Hall. At this meeting the only
utterances are the grace before meat and the audible
a.ppointment of a committee to arrange business for the
Council meeting. \Ve were glad to see that ex-Bailie
Torrens' name was the first submitted to the meeting.
The Council assembled in the Friends' :Meeting House
at ten o'clock, by which hour there was a large and
enthusiastic gathering of friends from all parts of
England, Ireland, arnl \Vales, Lesides a number from
Scotland. Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., M.P., accompanied by members of the Council Committee, influential
friends, members of Executive, and the officials of the
Alliance, entered amid a vigorous and protracted outburst of enthu iasm. Sir '\Vilfrid looked remarkably
well, and Mr. Barker, the Secretary, who had been
constrained by overwork to go abroad in search of
health, was there, apparently quite recovered from his
illness. After an interval for silent prayer, the Chairman rose amid loud cheers to address the Council, and
did so in a speech marked by all the excellencies which
characterize his public addresses. He gave an admirable summary of the situation. ·while we were
humiliated at having accomplished so little, yet we had
made progress notwithstanding the formiclaule obstacles

with which we have had to contend. The movement
was now respectable-medical men are ranging themselves on our side. The great organizations-Blue
Ribbon Associations, Salvation Armies, and good men
of all sorts had this cardinal point in their creeddown with the liquor traffic.
Judges are more
emphatically condemning the traffic. Everybody seems
to rejoice that the expenditure on drink is lessening so
much. The publicans are frightened out of their wits.
Wales bas got her Sunday Closing Bill-Cornwall will
get it-all these measures are in our direction. Lancashire is ready, Yorkshire is ready, and Cumberland,
where I come from, is I think ready. You see when
Parliament give Local Option for Sunday they are just
gmnting us ,-vbat we wish. Now, ladies and gentlemen,
I just give you these things to encourage you. Th en I
look forwanl al o with some hope to what we are going
to do next session. You know we are to get Parliament into working order, going to clean our boilers,
and oil our machinery, and set everything right. In
view of the future then, your main duty is to make
your voice heard above all the other demands fol'
reform, so that the Government shall attend to om·
question, and that without delay.- (Loud cheers.)The annual report was as usual an able and compreIn it there are many important
hensive report.
references to Scotland, first to Lord Colin Campbell's
Licensing Amendment Bill which it characterizes as undoubtedly a very suggestive attempt to deal with the evils
of the licensing system of Scotland in the interests of
temperance and social progress ; and the Alliance took
'' the attitude of watchful and sympathetic observation,"
believing that the bill was simply a pilot baloon ;
seconc.l, to the Sunday Steamers Bars Closure Law, now
happily in operation ; thirc.l, to the Haddington Burghs
bye-election ; to the fortieth Conference of the Evangelical Union, where recognition is made of the importance of imparting a sound 'femperauce education to the
young; and to admit none to membership of the Union
unl ess they are abstainers ; and to the Grangemouth appeal case. The following paragraph is under the general
operations of the Alliance, and speaks for itself The movement in Scotland under the direction of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association continues to exhibit solid and satisfactory progress.
During the year a Yigorous agitation has been maintained by public demonstrations, which have met with
an increasing amount of public sympathy and favour.
Oonterences, followed by public meetings, have been a
They
conspicuous feature of the work of the year.
have been uniformly successful, and have shown that
the temperance party are unanimous upon the imperative necessity for special liquor legislation for Scotland,
and also that any action in Parliament having this for
its obj ect may depend upon a wide-spread and hearty
public support. The various ecclesiastical bodies in
:::lcotland are becoming more decided in their approval
of legislative action against the licensing system. The
Free Church Assembly and United Presbyterian Synod
have petitioned in fayour of Local Option legislation
for cotland . During the year the executive organised
a deputation to the Earl of Rosebery, and presented a
statement on the position of the movement in the
country and in Parliament, which evidently impressed
his lordship, who agreed to lay the subject before the
Government. In furtherance of this object another
deputation had a very satisfactory interview with the
Lord Advocate and the Solicitor-General for Scotland
in London. The movement in Scotland is in a most
hopeful condition.
The financial statement showed an income of
£12,946 10s. lOJ. from subscriptions, £3,874 7s. for
Alliance News, and £511 8s. 10d. miscellaneous, being
a total of £19,034 19s. 2d., leaving a balance of £1 ,556
16s. ld. to carry over. The reports were adopted on
the motion of Rev. Dr. ~1 'Fadyen in a speech of great
power, followed by an excellent one by Councillor
Altham, Burnley.
Bailie Torrens in moving the
election of office-bearers said-It was very pleasant for
him to look upon the scene of that morning. He
could look a considerable way back on this movement,
when the re was no such organization in existence. H e
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remembered very well the early stages of the movement,
when they had something to contend for. Now it was
quite an easy matter. They had only to say they were
teetotalers, and nobody objected to their being so.
(Applause.) The day was when a teetotaler was a fool.
He remembered very well about 45 years ago, at the
early stages of the movement, when a company of
gents was standing in the square, and as he passed,
'' That poor fellow," said one of them "has a slate off."
(i\1uch laughter.) Notwithstanding all the cruel things
that were said about Sir Wilfrid Lawson, did anybody
ever think he had a slate off? (Laughter.) It was
yery different days now. The working men of the
country were beginning to see and feel the value of
this great movement, and when the working men discovered that it was for their benefit they would exercise
a power which no Government in the country would be
able to resist. He did not exactly approve of some of
the measures which had been suggested, such as licensing boards. He could not see anything in that. He
had been too long a borough magistrate in a licensing
court not to know what licensing boards would do.
(Hear, hen.r.) Let the whole thing be handed over to
the people. (Loud cheers.) Let them neither have
borough magistrates nor licensing boards to do anything with regard to licenses. He did not exactly
understand the mode of action in England regarding
licensing courts; but he could tell them that one of
the years that he was a senior magistrate they refused
renewals and new applications to the number of thirty.
Then there was an appeal to the justices, who, good
gentlemen, came from all parts of the country, and
knew uo more about the city of Glasgow than if they
had never been in it, and did not understand the evils
that followed from the conducting of this business, and
who grantecl the thirty licenses over the heads of the
magistrates. (Shame.) 'l'Lis Lad been done aw,,y with
to a great extent. Dr. Cameron's ·was a good bill,
which provided that where magistrates refused a new
applicant it was final, and there was no appeal against
it ; but if they refused a renewal they could still appeal
from it. Dr. Cameron got another bill passed, that
intoxicating liquors could not now be sold on those
steamboats that plied for hire on the river on Sabbath
day. The Lord Advocate gained the credit of this bill,
but Sir ·w ilfrid Lawson would know as well as any
man that it was Dr. Cameron's bill.
They were
moving on, but move on they must. (Hear, bear.)
He could not see for the life of him how any reasonable
man could reject their Local Option proposition. It
was as simple as simplicity could make anything. If
they did not want the public-house why did they put
it there? If they did want it, the public-house would
be there. If he was a publican he would like very
much to be put under this regulation ; he should be
the most free man in the neighbourhood when he got
his license, because the population had said, "you
ought to have a place for the commmption of liquor;"
he would be perfectly independent because it was the
appointment of the people, and not the appointment
of any single justice or indiviclual. Therefore, give
them ·Local Option, and see how it would work. The
Sabbath in Scotland was a very different thing from
what it used to be a good many years ago, and he
attributed that very much to the closing of public-houses
en the Sabbath day.
He was glad to see such a
revival as the Blue Ribbon and alvation Armies. To
every one we said, "Come along, boys, and do what
yon possibly can." (Cheers and laughter.) When
men began to enjoy the pleasures brought about by the
abandonment of drink, they would be the first to
remoYe those places altogether and not bring themsehTes again into this infernal temptation. (Cheers.)
All those different associations were contributing to the
grand work by which Great Britain, not merely England, was to be cleared of this terrible curse, and the
condition of the people to be ameliorated, and every
goocl object and desire promoted, and if this were
successfully done, they would not be able in a short
time to know themselves. (Cheers.)
The liveliest possible discussion at an Alliance meeting within our remembrance was that on the speech of
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:Mr. Alex. Balfour, Liverpool, who wanted licensing
boards to control the traffic while fully believing in the
sweeping power of prohibition.
His speech was
followed by Rev. Mr. Lundie, whose e perience of the
licensing bench only led him to perfect its functions
somewhat, giving it functions of regulation, diminution,
and extinction. He expressly wished licensing boards,
as if we only centred our demand on total prohibition
he feared they would have to wait a long time. Both
speeches were out of harmony with the sentiments of
the Council. The Chairman called upon Mr. Raper to
speak, and he did so with effect, his vigorous advocacy
of the demand for veto powers being vested in the ratepayers met with loud approbation. Mr. Kempster of
London, followed in one of the most trenchant denunciation of n, lesser policy we ever heard, and was
cheered again and again. Mayor Whittaker following
in the same elevated strain, and fairly prostrated the
licensing board proposal.
Excellent speeches from
Mr. Pope, Mr. Thomkinson (in proposing the Council's
memorial to the Prime Minister), Dr. F. R. Lees, and
other gentlemen kept the audience in the most pleasureable excitement till at four o'clock a hearty vote of
thanks to the president, accompanied by three cheers,
brought the protracted proceedings to a close.
The evening meeting was an exceedingly gratifying
demonstration in every respect. Long before the proceeding::; hegan the spacious hall was crowded, about
four thousand paying for their seats. As the noble
Chairman and speakers filed on to the platform the
outburst of cheers and waving of hats made up a most
striking scene. The chafrman made a most excellent
speech, and then Sir \Vilfrid spoke.
His address
deserves a first place among all those that he has
delivered, and their name is legion . 'l'he audience
fairly gave themselves up to the power of the speaker,
:..ntl bestowed unstinted apphuse upon him. The
speaking was worthy of the occasion, but the speech of
the Rev. Dr. Wyllie, Coleraine, next after that of Su·
\Vilfricl's, was the one which met with the greate t
favour . It was a grand speech : less could not with
any show of justice be said. There was an overflow
meeting which ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., was invited to
attend. The worthy magistrate was, as soon as he
appeared, invited to the chair, which Mr. \Vatson, of
Hochdale, had to vacate, and did its duties with dignity
and wisdom. The speakers at this meeting included
Rev. Thomas Hullon, Messrs. J. H. Raper, H. Hibbert,
Robert Mackay, Glasgow, and James "W hyte.
In
winding up the proceedings the Chairman met with an
enthusiastic reception, which was continued on Mr.
Bingham submitting a motion awarding him a vote
of thanks.
At the Baptist Union autumnal meeting at Liverpool
last month, the Rev. \V. ,'tott, London, i;econded by
Rev. Mr. Anderson, LiYerpool, moved "that grocers'
licenses for selling intoxicating liquors are adverse to
temperance in our land. ' The motion w·as first discussed
and then adopted.
DEN -Y.-A public meeting was held in the Oddfellows Hall, on Thursday, 19th ult., in connection
with the Gospel T mperance Union. Councillor Hunter
presided, and notwithstancliug the inclemency of the
weather the hall was filled. Mr. J. H. 'Waterston
delivered a very stirring address and there was a choir
in attendance which discoursed excellent music. At
the close a considerable number signecl the pledge and
donned the blue ribbon.-Daily Review.
THE BLUE RIBBON IN KIRKCUDBRIGHT.-Mr. A.
Bennet, the agent for the Dumfries and J\Iax\Yelltown
Temperance Union, delivered a lecture on temperance,
and described the rise and progress of the Blue Ribbon
movement, in the Mackenzie Hall, here, on Thursday
evening, 5th ult. Councillor Rogerson occupied the
chair. There was a fair attendance at the lecture,
and Mr. M 'Ewan, Kirkcudbright, has consented to
receive the names of intending abstainers.-Du111j1·ies
and Galloway Standurd.-[Mr. A. Bennet is the
southern district agent of the Scottish PermissiYe Bill
and Temperance Association.-Ed. S. R.]
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Tim TE){PERANCE QuESTION.-On Sabbath evening
last, 1st ult., umler the auspices of the '' Pride of the
Forth" Good Templar lodge, Mr. \Villiam Blackwood,
Aberdeen (late of Alloa), delivered a temperance sermon in the New Church, Greenfield I lace. There
was a large attendance, and Mr. Blackwood with his
usual fervour and eloquence handled the Temperance
question in a way that is seldom equalled in Alloa.Altoa Adve1·tiser.
TEMPERA CE I N SCANDINAVIAN CouNTRIEs.-Uncler
commission of Mr. Joseph Malins of Birmingham, Mr.
L. Balle, G. W.C.T., of the Flourishing Grand Lodge
of Norway, has just visited Denmark, organised additional subordinate Lodges and established for them a
Grand Lodge of Denmark. This was done at Copenhagen on August 28th, and Mr. W. H. Selmer of
Copenhagen was elected G. "\V.C.T. Mr. Balle was
very ably assisted by Captain Reynolds, S.D., Norway.
The Ilev. E. Garland, of Manchester, has also been
visiting the Good Templars of Sweden. He finds 22
Lodges working in the capital-Stockholm-with a
m emb ership of 11,000 under a Grand Lodge of Sweden,
instituted by Mr. Malins about two years ago.
MILNGAVIE TOTAL ABSTINE "CE SocIETY.-The second
fortnightly meeting for the season of the above society
was held in the West Encl Hall on the evening of
Thursday, 12th inst. Mr. John Adams in the chair.
The meeting was addressed by Rev. Willia.m Young,
honorary president, :1nrl also by Mr. John Sinclair,
who became a member of the society when it was first
instituted in the spring of 1830 and has ever since
r emained devotedly attached to its principles. A few
words were also spoken by Miss Mitchell, who joined
th 3 society about the same time and is still ,vell known
ns one of the most active temperance workers in the
distt'ict. The attendance and the interest exhibited
afford the hope that good work will be done in the
district during the winter.
American 1edical Association adopted the following resolutions :-lst, "Resolve<l, that iu view of the
alarming prevalence and ill effects of intemperance with
which none are so familiar as the medical profession,
and which has called forth from eminent British physicians the voice of warning to the people of Great Britain
concerning the use of alcoholic beverages, we, the
undersigned, members of the medical profession of the
United States, unite in the decbration that we belieYe
alcohol sl:.ouU be classed with other powerful dn:gs,
that when prescribed medicinally it should be done
with conscientious caution and a sense of great responsibility. 2nd, R P.so lved, that we are of the opinion that
the use of alcoholic liquors, as a bevel'age, is producti,·e
of a large amount of physical and mental disease ; that
it entails diseased appetites and enfeebled constitutions
upon offspring, and that it i3 the cause 0£ a large p ercentage of the crime and pauperism of our cities and.
country."-Our Union.
EDINBURGH-T1rnMuRPHY MEEl'IXGs.-Mr. Murphy
has now been in this city for thl'ee weeks and during
that time has been in various halls. From the commencement of his meetings all hav e been crowded
and sometimes two meetings in one night. He has had
th e able support of our leading men-Rev. Principal
Cairns, Rev. Principal Rainy, Revs. Dr. Aclamson,
Kay, and 'Nilson, Ex-Bailie L ewis, Rev. Messrs. Campb ell, Cunningham, &c., b esides a number of our warm
friends as well as members of the Executive, and Mr.
vVaterston, the district superintendent of the Scottish
Permi sive Bill and Temperance Association, have renclered great assistance at the meetings. The proceeding,,; have evoked great euthusiasm. Mrs. Richards,
Mr. Murphy's daughter, and a beautiful singer, has
b een of great assistance and is a general favourite . .Mr.
:Murphy, the central figure in this u1 hcarnl, in his
speaking is simplicity itself. He is of a very loYable
disposition aud has a womlerfu l power over his audiences. On several occasions he has come boldly out on
prohibition, and intimated that his great desire is to
create public sentiment in favour of the ratepayers
h aving the power to prohibit the liquor traffic, and the
night previous to the meeting of the temperance party

to declare their attitude to all candidates for the representation of the city ; he referred to the Parliamentary
contest and urged all to unite in aiding us to get the
right man returned. The local advocates of the temperance question in the city have also come out at his
meetings nobly on the prohibition question, aad the
mission has been, in consequence of its prohibitory
aspect, a great success. Certainly there never has
been greater in the permissive prohibitory movement
here than on this occasion. During the three weeks
now gone, 7,000 have signed the pledge and OYer 13,000
have donned the blue ribbon . The hand of the Lord
seems really in the work, and he is signally blessing
the city not merely in advancing the great temperance
and prohibitory movement but above and beyond that
is making it the means of salvation to many souls.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
THE following meetings have been addressed by the
advocates and agents 0£ the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association from 16th July to 14th
October, 1882, inclusive. During that period 323
meetings were held, 143 being deputational, and 180
ordinary. At these meetings 483 addresses were gi \·en.
The following is a summary of each speaker's work :Mr. R. Stevenson has visited Paisley, Alloa, Tillicoultry, Hamilton, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Port-Glasgow,
Greenock, Saltcoats, Stevenston, Arclrossan, Strathaven, Stonehouse, Coatbridge, Motherwell, Larkhall,
Carluke, La.nark, Biggar, Pollokshaws, Aberdeen,
Fraserburgh, Addiewell, West Ca.luer, Beith, Oateside,
and Partick, and addressed 73 meetings.
Mr. J. H . Waterston has visited Gordon, Duns,
Selkirk, Galashiels, Peebles, Edinburgh, Forres, Nairn,
Elgin, Lossiemouth, Inverness, Fort- 'Nilliam, Largo.
ward, Portobcllo, Nenthorn, Penicuick, Dalkeitb,
Tranent, Avonbridge, Bo'ness, Cults, Kettle, Pitlossie,
:Falkland, Ceres, ·we t Calder, Glasgow, Addiewell,
Dunbar, Leslie, and Leith, and addressed 71 meetings.
Mr. Andrew Bennet has visited Langholm, Dumfries, Eaglesfield, Ruthwell, Old Cumnock, New
Cumnock, Kilmarnock, Glasgow, altcoats, Galston,
Greenock, Dalbeattie, Strathaven, Coatbridge, Motherwell, Larkhall, Carluke, Lanark, Biggar, NewtonStewart, Maxwolton, Sanquhar, Holywoon, CastleDouglas, and Kirkcudbright, and addressed 62 meetings.
Mr. William Blackwood has visited Forres, Macduff,
Nairn, Elgin, Lossiemouth, Inverness, B'ort-"\Villiam,
Ellon, Aberdeen, Keith, Huntly, Fraserburgh, Grantown, Dufftown, Aberlour, Buckie, Cullen, Gourdon,
'.rillicoultry, Glasgow, and Alloa, and addressed 55
meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited Paisley, Glasgow,
Alloa, Pollokshaws, New Cumnock, Saltcoats, Greenock, Galston, Ardrossan, Kilbarchan, Hamilton,
Stonehouse, Coatbridge, Bonhill, Airdrie, and Aitkenhead, and addressed 39 meetings.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Old Cumnbck, Kilmarnock, Stevcnston, Denny, Glasgow, Greenock, Kilwinning,
Pollokshaws, Lochgoilhead,
Dumfries,
Brox burn, and Peebles, and addressed 20 meetings.
Bailie Selkirk, J.P., has visited Lochgoilheacl,
Glasgow, Alexandria, aud Greenock, and audrcssccl
17 m eetings.
Mr. ·William Kesson has visited Glasgow, Paisley,
Pollokshaws, Bonhill, Greenock, Kilba.rchan, Kilwinning, Hamilton, and Govan, and add.resse<l 17
m eetings.
Rev. S. Harding has visited Paisley, Gla.sgow, Saltcoat , Dalry, Greenock, Port-Glasgow, BonhiU, and
Airdrie, and addressed 14 m eetings.
Mr. John Paton has adclressed 9 meetings in Dumfries, Maxwelton, Castle-Douglas, and Dalueattie.
Mr. Ja.mes \Vinning has addressed G meetings in
Dalry, Paisley, Mearn , Glasgow, and Lochgoilhead.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has a<ldressec.l 5 meetings in
Duns, 'elkirk, Gala.shiels, Peebles, anti Edinburgh.
R ev. J. Strachan has acldresseu 4 meetings in Dumfri es.
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Ex-Provost Dick has addressed 4 meetings in Glasgow.
.
.
Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., has addressed 3 meetmgs m
Lochgoilhead, Glasgow, and Falkirk.
Mr. J. H . Raper has addressed 3 meetings in
Greenock, and Glasgow.
Captain Brotehie has addressed 3 meetings in
Greenock, Glasgow, and Falkirk.
Ilev. Dr. Adamson has addressed 2 meetings m
Elgin, and Glasgow.
Rev. John M'Qneen has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Rev. J. M'Dermott has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Rev. A. Davidson has addressed 2 meetings in
Greenock, and Glasgow.
A. 13rown, Esq., J .P., has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
,John '\Yilson, Esq., J.P., has addressetl 2 meetings
in Glasgow.
James Hamilton, J.P., bas addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Dr. M. Cameron has addressed 2 meetings in Glasacnv, and Kilsyth.
i:, Mr.
D. Ramsay ha,s addressed 2 meetings in Edinlrnrgl: , and Dalkeith.
Mr. R. Risk ha~ addressed 2 meetings in Glasgow.
Miss Johnston has addressed a meeting in Max·welton.
Mrs. Robertson has ncltlressed a meeting in Glasgow.
.M rs. Helen Kirk has aLhlressed a meeting in Glasgow.
The following gentlemen have each taken part in
the proceedin,rs of meetings in the places which follow
their names :..':'...c. H. Meltlon, Esq. Q.C., M.P., Glasgow; Dr. Cameron, M.P., Glasgow; Rev. Dr. Hutton,
Paisley; \V. Harrison, Etlinlmrgh; H. Primrose,
,.,lasgow; 0. Dryer, Sanquhar; P. Thomson, recnock; J. Kirk, juu., Gla gow; James Paton,
Glasrrow; G. Gladstone, Glasgow; E. J. Boon, Glasgow~ J. D. Grant, '\Vest Calcler; D. Taylor,_ '\Vest
Calder· P. M'Lareu, '\Vest Calder; M. D1cL son,
Leith·' J. Dickson, Leith; aml J. P . Clark, Leith;
Provo~t 1n. pherson, Glasgow ; Ex-B::..ilie Lewis, J. P.,
Dumfries ; Uouncillors Lang, Greenock, and ltusscll,
Perth; J. \Villiams, Esq., J.P., Glasgow; Messrs.
John Steel, Dalkeith; T. Barclay, Glasgow; R. M'Ottllnm, Glasgow; J . C. M'Donaltl, Saltcoats; J. Butt~rs,
Edinburgh: M. Edwards, Aberdeen; H , Hobek1rk,
Glasrrow; A. 'Williamson, "\ 7 est Calder; James Paul,
Elgi~; M'Pherson, Elgin : J . Carson, Maxwelton; J.
Miller, Glasgow; J. Morris, Glasgow; J. Conchar,
Glasgow; ,, . Bart, Glasgow; '\V. W . Hunter, Gl::tsrrow; R. , impson, Glasgow; n. Semple, Glasgow; J.
Stewart, Glasaow; Jas. 1'Adam, Glasgow; J. M'Dcrmid, Glasgo;; J. Jamieson, Glasgow; J. Jeffrey,
Glasgow; R. Miller, Glasgo"·; H; Wyatt, Glas~w;
.J. Ronald, Glasgow; D. Fortune, Glasgow; A. :M'lJoncrall, Glasgow : J. Stark, Dumfries; J. Copeland,
<:Hasgow; J. Hume, Dumfries; C. Thomson, Dnmfrie,·; '\V . .M.ay, J\faxwelton, and H. Chalmers, Glasgow.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
The Cruscule. Devoted to the Promotion of the great
Temperance Reform. July and August, 1882. Ottices,
N cw Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, London, E. E . One
penny monthly. This magazine is worthy of a foremost
place among our monthly temperance journals. '\Yoll
1.Jrinted, liberally filled with freshly gathered matter,
abreast of the latest discoveries in alcohols and their
results, it will be found worthy of the patronage of the
thoughtful temperance reformer, to whom it will, after
1he perusal of a few nmnbers, become indispensable.
'\Ve always welcome it with pleasure.
.My Neiukuours' H'inclows . By Emilie Searchfield.
Lon<lon: 'l'. E. Longley, 39 ViTarwick Lane, E.C. This
very handsome Yolume contains five stories whom
pensiveness has clearly marked for her own . They all
point a moral very often neglected in these days. The
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first warns us against waiting till mother dies for
marital bless-the second against false loYers ancl consequent marriages with other mates that we do not
really love-the third against slackness in wooing and
the flimsy romantic in love-the fourth against insincerity in sisters where the lover loves the one sister
and is loved by the other, and submitting to a woman's
indecision-and the fifth that all our love may come
to nought, even when deserved, but that that need be
no calamity. It is a great treat to see as you r ead
how all these ideas are gradually wrought out. If one
is sad here he may learn that others are equally sad
through love, :1Ild embrace the consolation-if one is
happy here, he can as in a mirror contrast one's felicity
with that of those characters Emilie Searchfield brings
before the reader, and rejoice. To our mind the love
of a lifetime is the best of the whole, but we cot'clially
recommend this new fruit of the author's experienced
and elegant writing to all who prefer a story to the
elaborated three Yolume novel.
l'lte present position of the Communion Wine Question .-By John Hope. Edinburgh: British League
Office. Bea.ring this title we have three distinct tracts
under one cover, all however dealing with the communion wine question. The first of these giYes n,
resume of progress and present state of the question,
suggests special communion ser_vices as a remedy for
the persistent refusal of supplymg unfermente<l wrne
at the communion, supplies a summary of the latest
Assembly decisions upon the question, and gives suggestions for the future. 'l'he second tract deals witl1
the "Heredity of alcohol" and giYes in full Dr. orman Kerr's paper on that subject which was read at
the International Congress for the study of alcoholism
held in August, 1880, at Brussels. The third trac.:t
treats of how best to preserve the peace of the church
on the nnfermented wine question, which it illustrates
by leugthy rt:fenmcu to thu debate in the U . P. J>re:,byt ery of Glasgow on the Kent Road case. Taken as a,
whole, the publication before us is remarkable for
clearness of statement, fullness of detail, and fervour
of utterance. Those, who, like ourselves, fully sympathise with this important, and, we shall add, triumphing movement, will find in Mr. Hope's tracts
excellent suggestions as to the best means for securing
the ultimate triumph of their opinions in the various
churches of our la.ml; and those who at present occupy
the unfortunate position of being opposecl or indifferent
to the movement will find in those pages abundant
argument why they should alter their present attitude
towards it.
Curious Nations, etc.-Belfast: Allan and Johnston.
Probably a more appropriate title for this readable
little work, would have been "Anti-humbug notions;"
for certainly anti-humbug is the prominent characteristic of every paragraph it contains. The writer is
possessctl of considerable humour, good sense, and
forcible expression. These notions jotted down at otld
times are throughout unmerciful attacks and scornful
clelineations of drinking, smoking, gluttony, workman's
strikes and laziness, luxurious living, extravagant
dressing, and other manifestations of human depravity.
Here is how our author writes of the general disjointedness of things:-" Let us now set about doing
something-putting wrongs to right ; let us get ri<l of
unnecessary curses, sweeping them away as dirt ; let
us act like reasonable beings ; let us practise more
common-sense and honesty in all our industries and
trade; let competent men bo put forward to guide
public opinion and the , tate, and our clouds will
vanish, our prospects brighten, and our sun hine will
be iuterrupted by fewer spots." This is his view of
the Bible wine question :- " It has never yet been
proved by any philosopher, theologian, or divine that it
was intoxicating liquor, or fermented wine, which was
used at the institution of the Lord's Supper, and it is
simply unreasonable, ignorant, and blasphemous to
teach that it was."
e don't k1ww if this is history
or not, but it is worth quoting as another sample of
our author's notions-" An unfortunate mosquito out
W ~s~ bit a Go~~l Tippler, and died soon after of
del1rwm fremens.
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YVe are glad to observe that in Messrs. VVard and
Lock's " Epochs and Episodes of History" a number
of which lies before us, the Temperance movement
finds a fitting place. This we regard not only as an
indication of the enlightened editorship of that highly
interesting work, but also as a deserved compliment to
a movement which De Quincey, nearly forty years ago,
te,:med '' the most remarkable instance of a combined
movement in Society." The writer, in the necessarily
limited space assignep to him, has produced a pretty
accurate and certainly an interesting account of not
only the ancient " watermarks" of the movement,
but also of its modern ramification and operations.
The now familiar scarlet and gilt binding of the
Onward Reciter peeping through the papers on our
table reminds us that we must say a good word about
that useful little publication. This is the eleventh
Yolume, lying before us, and it is pleasing to learn,
what indeed from the varied and excellent nature of
the contents we might have readily expected, that it
has been even more successful than any of its predecessors. It must be found very useful to conductors of
young folk's meetings of whatever sort, as it contains a
great many original readings and dialogues. \Ve are
glad at the Reciter's success in the past and we heartily
wish it a contimrn.nce of that success in the future.
Speaking of the R eciter reminds us of Onward itself,
with its beautiful pictures, its interesting stories, and
its instructive little articles. This periodical, d evoted
more particularly to the Band of Hope movement, has
improved by leaps and bounds until now it is as d elightful a little magazine as one could wish. Our sympathies are always with its promoters.
But we have another favourite magazine, which
comes to us month by month, and finds a hearty
welcome, we mean The Temperance Worke1·. Volume
ten, which we haYe just received, presents a treasure
house of rich and varied material which cannot fail
to be of immense assistance especially to budding
t emperance advocate , who have generally but little
time to prepare for the work they have possibly
ardently undertaken.
e are reminded of the silent yet all too rapid
flirrht of the year by the arrival of the P eople's Almanack
fo~ 1883. 'fhis almanack is issued by the Rdigious
Tract Society, and like all the publications of that
excellent society, it is very acceptable. 1 ts contents
embrace motto texts for each day of the coming year,
many useful receipts and hints, suitable for the household, interesting anecdotes and an abundance of
superior illustrations. \Ve have little doubt but that
the solid worth of its contents will secure for it a very
large circulation.
1'he J.Ioimtain Stream,: a record of the Temperance
Movement in the Scottish Highlands. The Highland
Temperance League, Oban. This is an interim report
of the League : and it is not so much a record of work
in the Highlands as it is of work among Highlanders
for .Aberdeen, Perth, and London are certainly not in
the Highlands, and these centres have been wrought
by the League. There is a blemish in the report,
namely, when it is affirmed "that the work of the
League is a gospel mission : the pledge is a gospel
temperance pledge; the lecturers place the gospel first
and temperance follows : this is the backbone of the
success which by God's blessing has attended the work
of the League." Now these statements are an answer
to some persons who doubt the gospel teaching of the
League or they imply an undue subservience to the
prevailing sentiments of the hour. The League sh0uld
be generous, it can afford to be so. All kindred Temperance Associations in Scotland are fighting the common enemy on gospel lines just as the League is doing.
They plead with the drinkers that they should cease
to clo evil-to expel the demon that has dominated
their lives too long, and they point them to the cross
as the place whence to receive that grace which will
be the source of their effective resistance to the seductions of intemperance. It would have been graceful
in the League to have acknowledgell this and not by
implication of its own superiority in this matter con-
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demned all other associations. Having said this we
have much gratification in noting the work done by
the League. Financially it is getting out of debt,
having secured £182 in London, Liverpool, and Manchester, the committee have reduced the debt existing
at the end of the year from £94 to £26, and see their
way to extinguish it altogether. By the efforts of
their agents, Messrs. Ross and Robertson, 991 haYe
joined during the first seven months of the present
year. They have held 297 meetings, 40 of them in
Gaelic, formed 23 local branches of the League, and
enlisted the sympathy of 87 Highlanders in London
and Liverpool, while 3,515 have signed the pledge.
At this rate of progress it may be anticipated that the
Highlands of ~cotland will soon be all adherents of
temperance. Vv ell, whether or not the anticipation is
realised the League deserves praise, and has our best
God speed in its noble work.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
THE LATE MR. W. CLARK, ABERDEE"N".-It is but
yesterday that in our pages we noted the departure of
this staunch friend of the movement to the distant
shores of Africa, whither he was bound in search of
health, and now, alas, we have to record his decease,
which occnrred at Aberdeen, from apoplexy, on the 4th
September at the early age of 56 years. Mr. Clark in
early life "whistled at the plough," but by earnest study
he !loon rose above his lowly birth and iron fortune.
He left the furrows of the soil to educate himself to
upcast the furrows of the human mind, enabling them
to receive the seeds of wisdom and the dew of grace
and so be fruitful as Kedar and Sharon. He at one
time ai1.0ed at the ministry and studied under Rev.
Professor Morison, D. D., for some time. He accepted
a temporary engagement in the Broad Street Academy,
Aberdeen, but he remained there for many years until,
indeed, be was compelled to relinquish through ill-health
the most congenial work he ever had. After being witl\
the railway company and superintending the work of
Mr. Marshall for years, he finally became the manager
of the Clayhills, latterly the Rosemount Provision
vYorks. Of his personal character we cannot speak too
highly. He was a man of exalted worth, full of the
milk of humau kindness, his whole being pervaded by
active virtue. He exerted a powerful influence over
young people and delighted in his young men's Bible
class. With kindred spirits he was in bis element, and
having maintained his studious habits throughout life
he was as formidable in controversy as he was instructive, expressive, and valued by those privileged to listen
to the outpourings of his highly-cultured mind. He
sympathised with the progressive movements of the day,
but wisely preferred those of education and temperance
to all others. He lived to see the question of education
far advanced into the region of a final settlement and
that of temperance on the borders of a decisive triumph.
His labours in behalf of temperance were legion. He
had bottomed that question. He vigorously remonstrated against the use of teetotalism as a synonym for
temperance and we found ourselves in hearty accord
with his arguments. He early saw the true reln.tion
between temperance and prohibition, and unspn.ringly
exposed the growing fallacy that made his less intelligent and weaker colleagues stumble at restriction. It
was better that there should be 200 thieves in the
country than 2,000, but until thieves were extirpated.
property was unsafe; so it is better that we have 6,000
public-houses in Scotland than double the number as at
present, but we shall never see the triumph of the temperance reformation until the people are entrusted with
a power of veto sufficient to sweep all of them away.
As a preacher, lecturer, and public speaker his services
were ever in demand, and the news of his untimely
decease will grieve many who have owned in their
altered life the power of his appeal to the wicked to
forsake his way and the unrighteous his thoughts and
turn to the Lord. His funeral was largely attended by
mourning friends and his remains consigned to their
kindred dust with every mark of sorrowful regard and
regret.
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was all that a home ought to be, all that a home is
when there is a woman like Lizzie in it. One evenina
about a ~onth after the . death of Sutherland's baby,
A TE11PEilANCE TALE.
Doctor Hislop was commg home from a long ride
BY AN TIE S. Sw AN.
across the country. He choose a near cut across the
fields, _a dan~er~ms thing to do on a dark n~ght, especiAuthor of •• Shadowed Lives,"" Thankful Rest,"" Frnits," &c.
aJ~y with a _timid_ restless horse. He was riding slowly
CrrAPTER VI.-REPE TAXCE.
with the rems lymg loosely on the sacldlo, and his hat
Before Lizzie came back from her honeymoon, Tom drawn over his brows. The path was narrow and
H!slop had conveniently forgotten his half-made pro- uneven; a hedge skirted one side, and on the other
mise to his sister, and Yisited Andrew Sutherland's was a deep ditch; one false step and he would be
oftener than ever. "\Vhat liquor he consumed in the thrown . As he turned his horse's head round a sudden
curve the animal's foot slipped on the wet ground and
house nobody guessed.
Doctor Hislop's popularity was waning in Strath- he slid into the ditch with his rider beneath him.
glide. Yon would not care about calling into your There ~v:11 no human aid JI 3arer than the town, nearly
house a medical man who was often the worse of two m1Ls o~; but the fo l~ rendered the poor young
liquor, neither did the people in Strathglide, and it man unconsc10us. The ammal managed to extricate
was whispered th ,~t now his sister was married, he himself, and set off home at a leisurely pac :), , a,·c
for a scratch or two on the knees he was unhurt. Some
would go to the dogs as fast as possible.
Late in the autumn an incident occurred, which farm labourers lounging home after spendin<Y an honr
in 11tberlancl'H bwern, met, the animal n,nd. gue s::!d
cle11troyed faith in hi n almo,it cnti~·ely
A child of Andrew utherland s, a delicate thing, what had happened. 'l'hey procured a lantern and set
off to try and trace by the horse's hoofs which w.-i,y he
barely a year old, was suffering from a low fever.
He called in Doctor Hislop, much against his wife's had come. It was not a difficult matter, for a h eavy
will, but it would not pay the landlord of the Half- shower had obliterated all marks of the day's traffic from
the du ty road. In half an hour they found the injured
\Vay House to offend one of his best customer:;.
One evening the doctor was standing in the bar of man still insensible. When they lifted him he uttered
the Half-Way House chatting to the landlord, and a groan and partially opened his eyes, but almost
leisurely sipping his brandy, when Mrs. Sutherland immediately relapsed into unconsciousness. They c rlooked in and asked him to come and see the child, it I ried him home, and a conveyance was despatched to
seemed t be worse. He went up, felt the child's Claybridge for his sister and a doctor. For days Tom
pulse, looked at his tongue and departed, saying he Hislop lay in that darkened room, with Lizzie watcl.1conwould send down the boy with some medicine, and look ing by his bedside for the first spark of returnina
0
in in the morning. The medicine came in due time, and sciousness. The stupor was succeeded by a brain
was administered according to the directions written fever, beneath which he almost succumbed. But he
011 the phial.
Before seven o'clock the next momina a had an irc,n constitution to help him in the struggle,
messenger was sent in hot haste for the doctor, they and at length, in the grey dawn of a chill November
feared the child was dying. Before he reached the morning, he opened his eyes and looked straight into
house their fears were realised, the chilJ. died ap- Lizzie's, and she knew that h e was saved. A poor thin
parently in g_reat pain. Doctor Hislop was astounded, shadow of his former self he was, as a man must be
though he did not say so. He strode to the mantel, who has been face to face with death; but time and
took the phial in his hand, and examined the contents. care would remedy that. He seldom spoke even tu
}lrs. utherland was busy at the bed, but she was hii; sister, though she never left him. He would lie
watching him closely, and she saw his face change to a for hours looking through the window at the bare tree
livid hue, and his lips compress tightly, as if under the tops and the grey sky above them ; she sometimes
influence of some strong feeling ; and so he was. He wondered what were his thoughts. Towards the close
had prepared the medicine when his brain was in a of the last clay of November Lizzie was sitting on a low
muddled state, when he was no more fit to touch such chair at the hearth in the sick room sewing, and thinkdangerous things than his own stable boy. He had ing of h er husband. The very thought of him brought
given the child a dose sufficient to kill a strong man. a smile to her lips, so i:;weet and tender that it beautified
He left the house hurriedly, only saying in a brief con- her whole face. These six months of married life had
fused way, that the fever had taken an unexpected been to Arthur Tennant's wife months of unall oyed
turn, but he would not have thought the result would happiness. The firelight danced and played about her
have been so rapidly fatal. He had to say something, feet, and fell too with a subdued glow on her brot~ :::)r's
you know. What would you have said in the like white face, lying on the pillow looking still at the t .. ees
and the sky. By and bye he turned his gaze t o his
circumstances ?
From that hour that woman hated him, and she did sister's face, and contemplated it fol' a long tim ~ in
his reputation irreparable injury in the place. The silence. At length he spoke.
report got abroad that he had poisoned Sutherland's
'' Lizzie."
b~by when he was drunk, and people began to think it
She was by his side in a moment.
wiser to send to Claybridge for medical advice. So
'' I've been near death's door this turn, haven't I? "
things. were not looking very bright for T om Hislop,
"Yes, Tom. "
She spoke gravely, as befitted the subject.
a:1d ~1s prospects were .the only dark spots in his
sisters sky. Of her happmess I cannot write, because
"If I had died as I was, Lizzie, where do you supmy words are so weak. That little home in Claybridge pose I would have been now?"
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She shivered slightly and answered nothing.
"\Vhen a fellow has to lie here day after clay, Liz,"
he said, half dreamily, "he gets thinking about things
which used to be far enough from his mind." "If I
live," he added, with great earnestness, "it will be to
show you that these days have done me good. From
this day, Liz, the old life is done away with and a new
and a better one begun. I have been a poor brother to
you, my dear," he said, caressing her head with his
poor weak fingers. ,; But you will forgive me, I know,
won't yon, ancl help me on?"
he knelt clown by him and drew his head to her
breast, and crietl over him as a mother might have done
over her chi:,l.
he was years older than he in thought
and feeling, and the words she spoke to him there
showed tlmt she felt it strongly at that moment.
There was a long silence then, yet there did not
seem to be any need of words.
"What I mean to <lo is this, Lizzie," went on Tom
with great humility. "\\~hen I am strnng again, 1'11
seek my fortune across the seas. I think I could do
better away from this pl..1.ce."
It flash1::d through Lizzie's mind that it would be
the manlier coue e to show the strength of his resolution, and the earnestne3s of hi repentance, to build the
new life on the old site, and practi c it among those
who had knowu him at the ·w orst. But she did not
say so.
he shrank from casting even a fl eeting shadow
on this hour of real repentance antl new formed r esolutions for a nobler future. Her prayers that night "ere
all for Tom. It seemed to her heart that the shadows
were all fleeing away, that Uod had lightened the burdens ancl gh·en the oil of joy for mourning, and the
garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness. It was
only the calm before the storm, a green oa,sis in life's
desert, a golden time of peace before the great tumult.
Why is it, I wonder, that such as Lizzie Tennant are
chosen to go through the deepest waters of affliction.
Perhaps because the heavenliness within sustains them
·w here weaker ones "·oul l fail. And after all, it is
through much tribulation on earth that th e hrightness
of onr eternal crown is gained above.
'CHAP'fER VII.-LE.\.D

u.

NOT INTO TE:\Ir1'ATIO~.

The year was three weeks old before Tom Hislop set
foot out of doors. Lizzie h::ul gone home to Claybridge
a week before Christmas, happier in heart about her
brother than she had ever been in her life ; but only
time would test his new-born resolutions.
It soon became known in Strathglide that he intended
gi\'ing up his practice in the place, and seeking his fortune elsewhere. Towards the close of February these
rumours received confirmation, for a new medical man
took up his abode in Strathview, and Dr. Hislop went
to Uln.ybriclge to his sister's house, to await the advent
of more g enial ·weather to take the long sea voyage
which lay between him and his new home. Queenslancl was the place he had fixed upon.
\Vhen the good people of Strathglide actually found
that Doctor Hislop was really going from their midst,
they became loud in their expressions of regret. All
his faults were forgotten, and they spoke of him only
as he had been in the earlier part of bis life among
them, so he found the last weeks of his stay in Scotland
pleasanter than he had anticipaterl. Several of his
more ardent admirers, anxious to give tangible expres·ions of their opinions, got up a testimonial, and asked
him to a complimentary supper to receive it.
It was to be held in the Eagle Hotel in Claybridge
on the night of the 23rd of March. By this time it
was fixed that he should sail for Qneensland in the
second ·week of April.
An invitation to the supper was of course sent to his
brother-in-law, Arthur Tennant, but Arthur did not
c.1,re to accept. He was not afraid of himself now, but
it was the wiser plan to a.void a,ll temptations like
poison.
And at those complimentary suppers, my
friend s, you know how many toasts are to be drunk,
and how freely the ,vine cup is circulated round the
table.
After tea on the afternoon of the 23rd , Arthur Ten

nant and his wife were together in the dining-room of
their house in Claybridge. It was not exactly in
Claybridge, for it was a pretty cottage, standing in
a roomy garden at the outskirts of the town. Lizzie
was sitting in the window sewing, and all her womanly
hopes and tears followed every stitch of the wonderful
little garments ; a new experience was at hand for her.
Arthur was leaning up against the mantel talking of
'1'0111. Lizzie glanced at him now and then, thinking he
was a husband of wl1om any woman might have been
proucl. And so he was ; for in those happy months,
all the olcl manly beauty hail come back to his face,
and the-peace of an upright life shone upon it.
"Tom still thinks you are going to the supper,
Arthur," said his wife, by and by.
"1 have scarcely spoken to him about it," answered
Arthur.
"It seems odd to rc·fnsc, but don't yon
think it better for me to stay at home."
"Yes, Arthur, I do think s0."
She spoke ,·cry quietly, but there was earnest conYiction in her voice.
"Then of course I will," he said . "Besides, I could
not leave you so long alone, it would not be right."
, 'he omiled a little, in a pleased ha.p py way, thou gh
she .·poke nothing of her thoughtR.
Arthm looked at her for a moment, at the brown
heatl and the wed face bent over her work, and the
busy fin ger s plying the needles, till something made
him go to her aud throw an arm round her.
"Liz," he said, ra.isiug h er face in both bis hancls,
and looking into it with long loving gaze. "HM·e you
never regrcttecl ha\'ing marri ,cl me."
'' Regretted ! Oh, Arthur ! ''
, he lca.ned he1· face on his hand, and be felt a tear
upon it; it was a question he need not have asked.
"To-d ay when I was coming home, my wife,'' he
said fondly, "I wondered why God bad been so good
to me in giving me yourself and your love. Y onr
heart is mine, isn't it, Lizzie? "
She lifted her face to his, blushing like a school girl,
her eyes brimming with the love she coulrl not utter.
Just then they heard Tom's steps in the lobby, and
the stolen moment was o,·er. He came into the room
in his noisy blustering way, bringing with him a whiff
of the keen March air from without.
"'\Yell, Arthur," he said, flinging himself on the
sofa, "You'll be going up to the Eagle with me tonight to see this great ceremonial?"
"No, Torn, I think not."
Tom sat up in amazement. "In the name of wonder,
why not?"
"I have several reasons, ' ' said Arthur briefly; "and
they won t miss me."
Tom's face clouded.
'' You don't really mean it, Arthur," he said, pettishly. '' \Yhat on earth am I to say when they ask
me \\·here you are. Come, Liz, use your influence, or
are yon keeping him at home ? '
"Arthur is not anxious to go, Tom," she ans,verecl
pietly. "Re ,vill neYer be missed."
"\Vell, if he won't come I'll be absent too. Wherc·s
the use of going if one's own kith and kin set their
faces against it?" cried Tom, with the air of an ill-used
school boy. "It's too bad of you, Arthur, you might
go to oblige me if for nothing else, and it's the last
thing of the kind you 'll be a ked to do for me. Come,
think better of it; your absence won't look well."
He lounged out of the room as he spoke, and the
husband and wife were left again alone.
'' \Vell, Lizzie, I didn't think he would have taken
my absence so much to heart," said Arthur. "Hadn't
I better go for an hour to please him, as he says it will
be the last time? "
"Do you want to go, Arthur?"
'' I shonlcl like it well enough," he answered. "And
you know I need n ot touch anything. They all know
I am a rigiJ abstainer, and besides, I have no fear now.
What's the use of my -elf-control if I can't stand temptation for an honr."
, 'he sighe(l, and the shadow of a great fear gathered
in her eyes. Plainly Arthur's heart was set on going,
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and he seemed to ha\·e no fear for himself. Perhaps
she was foolish, but" If yon woulJ like to go, Arthur," she said slowly,
'' do so ; but oh ! is it wise ? Do you think there is no
danger?"
"Oh, no danger at all," he said lightly, and he drew
himself up in the pride of his assurance. "Well, I'll
tell Tom I'll go with him for an hour. It will please
him, and poor fellow he is going far enough away, it
may be the last time I may have the opportunity."
So the matter was settled, and Lizzie said no more.
~he was not one of those women who say much, as you
know, but her heart was full. At half past seven the
two left the house. "While Tom was putting on his
overcoat in the lobby, Arthur went into the diningroom for a word with Lizzie.
She went close to him, clinging to him with strange
earnestness, aml her eyes were full of an unspoken
cl.read.
"Oh, Arthur," she said, low and hurriedly, ,; remember. Take care, don't be tempted. Perhaps I am
foolish, but I can't forget."
He drew her within his sheltering arms, his heart
touched with remorse.
"Don't fear, my darling," he said. "Good God! do
yon think I eould so far forget myself and you. Don't
fret, I shall be home before ten, and we shall ha\'e a
quiet chat before Tom comes."
She hid her face a moment, his words had no power
to clispel her dread.
Tom was c:illing him in the lobby, and Arthur
stooped to hi wife and kissed her compassionately.
"My darling, I wish I wasn't going for your sake.
Don't fret, Lizzie, 1 won't be long away."
She smilell. an1l drawing he1·self from his embrace,
she went to the lohbv and touchetl her brother's arm.
''Tom," she said~ in a low voice, '' take care of
Artl lll" to-11igut; remember he is ttll I ha,·e after yon
n.re gone."
Then she went back to her lonely hearth and listened to their footsteps till they died away in the stillness. She h:.ul taken up her sewing again, but it fell
from her listless fincrers ; she folded it up and took a
l,ook from the table, but she read without comprehending a worll. She opened the piano then, and ran her
tingers over the keys, bnt sncb a wild unrest possessed
her that she struck only broken chords.
Finally she threw herself on the sofa, and drawing
the tiger skin over her tried to sleep; it was the quickest
way to pass the time.
She fell into a light slumber, and when she a.woke
the clock hands pointed to eleven, and Arthur ha.cl not
come home. She sprang up and touched the bell.
"I came in to set the sttpper, ma'am, at half-past
nine," s:i.id the servant, when she appeared. "But
you were sleeping so well th t I was frightened to disturb you. Shall I bring the tray now?"
"Yes, Mary. "
The girl brought the tray and left it on the table.
Her mistress poured out a cup of chocolate and drank
it feverishly, but ate nothing.
'' You may go to beu now, :Iary," she said, when
she had finished. '' You must be tired, I have had a
rest, and can easily wait for the gentlemen."
"Very well, ma'am," replied the girl, nothing loth.
So in a few minutes Lizzie was the only watch in the
quiet house, and she sat shivering before the blazing
fire, her heart breaking with fear. The minutes sped.
It was close on midnight when she heard the garden
gate swing upon its hinges. It was followed by footsteps on the gra\·elled path, and she rose to her feet,
pressing her hand to her heart to still its wild throbbing. She hear-cl the outer door flung open, and in a
moment Arthur burst into the room. Oh my God ! to
look at him there, at the change those hours had
wrought, might have made the strongest shudder. His
hat w::i.s gone, ancl his black locks matted with the
rain and disheYelled with the night wind. His face
was pale, antl his teeth clenched. And his blood-shot
eyes were rolling in a drunken frenzy-the demon had
entered in once more and conquered.
Lizzie Tennant's heart died within her at that mo-
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ment, and she stood as if turned to stone. He turned
his flaming eyes on her face, and spoke in hoarse, fierce
tones.
'' Is there anything in the house, whisky, brandy,
anything? get me it quick."
Then a wild cry broke from her lips, but he did not
seem to hear it.
"You got some when you were ill," he went on.
"Where is it, get me it quick, or I'll do you harm?"
He tore open the sideboard doors, and began rummaging for it. She knew there was a bottle of spirits
scarcely touched in one of the recesses. She sprang to
him, trying to keep him back.
"Rise, Arthur, there is none ; don't touch it."
She wreathed her arms about him, trying to draw
him from it. But his greedy eyes had caught sight of
it, and he would not be kept from it. He tried to
shake her off, but she managed to close the doors, and
set herself against it. The fury of a demon raged in his
ureast and he r,ii ' eel his hand, yes, against the woman
he loved ten thousand times better than himself. It
fell upon her breast with a cruel stroke, she reeled
from him and fell heavily to the ground.
Outside the night wind moaned drearily over the
wreck of human happiness the evil thing had wrought,
and the rain fell with a mournful dripping on the
leaves.

In the chill March dawn, after hours of desperate
agony, a son was born to Arthur Tennant, but it was
dead. As the skilled physician had surmised, there
was no hope of the mother's life. She died, with nonfl
but Lrallge faces round her Led, but of that and of all
else she was utterly unconscious. In the room below
her husband was sleeping off the effects of the niirht's
cM011se wit,h t,h.e empty bottles broken on the floor
beside him.
In the window sat Tom Hislop heart-sick with
remorse and pain, dreadin<Y his awakening. ,vhen
the morning came, and they told Arthur Tennant
what the dawn had brought, he was like a madman in
his agony.
But on that hour I have neither the heart nor the
power to dwell. Let me pass ou.

(To be Uontinued.)
PRIVATE VICES PUBLIC :HENEFITS.
An Old Story with an olde1· and still existing pamllel.
I N the month of July, 1723, the Grand Jury of Middlesex '' presented as injurious to morality " a book
entitled, "The Fable of the Bees, or Private Vices
Public Benefits, with an Essay on Charity and Charity
chools, and a search into the nature of Society." The
Grand Jury complained " that books and pamphlets
are published almost every week, which affirm fate,
deny a. Divine Providence, and recommend luxury,
avarice, pride, and all kinds of vices, as being necessary
to the public welfare." The ''Fable" was also severely
animadverted npon in "A letter to the Right Honourable Lord C.," printed in 1'he London Journal for 27th
July, 1723. The author vindicated himself from the
aspersions contained in this letter and the presentment
of the Grand Jury, in an article published in Tlie London Jonrnat for the 10th August following. These
denunciations were followed by several printed expo ures of the "dreadful tendency" of the "Fable."
One of these was written by Dr. Fiddes, an eminent
metaphysical di vine of the period ; a second by J ohu
Denny, whose performance was entitled " Vice and
Luxury Public Mischiefs" ; a third by ,v-illiam Law,
author of the " Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life," whose work, entitled "Remarks on the Fable of
the Bees," has been pronounced by a writer in the last
published volume of the new edition of the "Britannica"
to be "a gem." It is to be found in the second volume
of his collected works, published in 1762, and has been
reprinted a few years ago under the editorial supervision of the late Professor Maurice. The " Fable " was
also reviewed in Bluet's "Enquiry whether the genera1
practice of virtue ten~s to the wealth or poverty, bene_
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fit or disadvantage of a people. In which the pleas fable of the grumbling hive that national prosperity
offered by the author of the ' Fable of the Bees' for the depends on the prevailing operation of luxury and fraud.
nsefnlness of vice and roguery are considered, with some He endows his bees with dispositions and pt1wers simithou ahts concerning a toleration of public stews." The lar to those of men. He JJOrtrays l1owt Ley try to
last ~la.use of this title refers to another work by the overreach each other in their various avocations, and
author of the "Fable," "recommending," to quote the explains how the riches amassed by means of the~e
statement of a writer in the Jl11g ish Gyclopredici, "the sins lead., on the principle that "it's an ill wind that
public licensing of stews, the matter and manner of blows nobody good," to the advantage of others, who,
which are, certainly, exceptionable, thou gh it must, at in their turn, practise th e same tricks upon the wealthy .
the same time, be stated that Mandeville earnestly, He then lays down that this wealth, which, accordand with seeming sincerity, recommends his plan as a ing to him, cannot be got without fraud, is the only
means of diminishing immorality, and that he endeav- criterion of a nation's greatness. , vealth, being now
ouretl, so far as lay in his power, by fixing a high price, generally diffu sed among the bees of this imaginary
and in other ways, to prevent the work from having a hive, they all Lecome jealous of this universal swindling,
general circulation." Mandeville's plan and Maude- and resolve to put a stop to it, and to act honestly with
ville's motives are similar in all essential respects to the each other for the future, a resolution which is soon
plan and the motives adoptc land avowed by the advo- followed by the ruin of their commnnity. In the "Encates of the licensing system, which has been proved to quiry into the Origin of Moral Distinctions," appended
be the organising centre and sustaining energy of stews, to "The Fable of the Bees," virtue and vice, moral apand every other social abomination. They also profess probation and disapprobation, are alleged to have l,een
to have the interests of morality at heart, they seek to implanted in the minds of their snbj ~cts by their
diminish drunkenness and its attendant evils, and en- respective governments, with the vie"' of preserving
deavour, so far as lies in their power, by fixing a high their own authority, antl conserving society. The
price on the article, to prevent it from having a general writer in the English Cyclopredia already quoted, recirculation, forgetting all the time that, as license sane- marks, "Incredible as it seems that such a proposition
tions what is licensed, it is a most paradoxical way to as this should be seriously put forth, it is yet more so
<lenounce the whole of a vice by first sanctioning a part that it should come from one whose professed object
of it. Verily, the advocates of license are not in a posi- was, how ever strange the way in which h e set about
tion to cast even a p ebble at .Mandeville. 'l'he day will it, to promote good morals, for there is nothing in
a suredly come when posterity will look back with as Mandeville's writings to warrant the belief that he
much horror upon the law's licensing intoxicants, as we sought to encourage vice." There is a modicum of truth
look upon the licensed toleration of brothels. Let us in this paradoxical proposition. Our ingenious theorist
now resume our sketch of the literary conflict concern- is seldom, if ever, absolutely wrong, and Man leYille, at
ing the "Faule. " Two Scotch professors (Hutcheson least, is not one of the exceptions to this rule. The
of Glasgow, and Campbell of St. Andrews) also joined atom of truth lying concealed in the mud of the Dutch
in the fray, and the final assault was delivered so late doctor's paradox in this, that law is a creator and a reguas 1732, by the famous George Berkeley, bishop of lator of ethical sentiment. A principle protected by its
Cloyue, who devoted the second dialogue of his "Al- sanction becomes, for that very reason, r ecommen ded
ciphion" to the demonstration of the thesis that private to the notice and obtains the assent of the numerous
vices can never become public benefits. The author of and unreflecting class who accept authority for r asou.
the work assailed replied in a letter to Dion, occasioned A questionable doctrine may thus, by a large number,
hy his book called "Alciphion."
be regarded as a dictate of the moral faculty, or, if not
The writer of the book which created all thi uproar exactly that, as something which, though not inculaud keen controYersial war was a Dutch doctor, 11:unetl cated by, is not opposed to it. Legislation is the lead.Bernard Mandeville, born at Dort, about the year l GiO, ing agent in the formation of thi,;, image of morals.
who came to London within the tirst decade of the next Custom, and, to a still greater degree, legislation supportcentury. Having little or no practice in his profe ·sion, ing and sanctioniug custom, are able to create and to sushe lived partly by his pen, and partly from a pension tain an overwhelming amount of what passes for moral
bestowed on him by some Dute;h ruerchants. Sir John sentiment. But though, when properly directed, they
Hawkins records that '' he was said to be coarse and can assuredly strengthen, n either of these agencies can
overbearing in his manners where he durst be so, yet a call into being a single axiom or lay the foundation of a
great flatterer of some vulgar Dutch merchants, who single law pertaining to morality. Morality does not
allowed him a pension." He seem. to have had the art derive its sanction from law, but law derives its sanction
of ingratiating himself with the upper ten ; for it is from morality. Falsehood, theft, and murder are not
related that he was patronised Ly the first Earl of wrong because law forbids them, but they are forbidden
Macclesfield, "at whose table he wa a frequent guest." by law because they are wrong. The commentary of
In 1709 he published his first work "on a <.:oarse snb- 1 Archbishop \Vhately on the proverb that honesty is the
ject, written in a coarse style," which it is no part best policy, brings out this distinction clearly. The
of our vocation to name. Another of his productions man, he contends, who is honest merely because it is
is, however, both per se, and, as lying in our line, the hest policy, is honest on a dishonest principle. He
more worthy of mention. The consumption of gin I is not honest on a moral principle. To be so a man
was then something enormous, and was e;ausing pro- must be actuated by the co1wiction that it is right to
portionate mischief. The moralist who affirmed pri- be honest. Moral agency is founrled on the moral
vate vices to be public benefits was prepared to show agent's conviction that it is his duty to act or not to
the reasonableness of this consumption, and to demon- act. No human institution can create this idea of duty.
strate that the nation could not prosper without it. Legislation cannot establish morality-it can only
Mandeville defended the distillers in a series of articles establish positive precepts, and institute forms which
printed in 1'he London Journal.
Sir John Hawkins regulate the condud of moral agents. Keeping in view,
states that "he sometimes employed his talents for theu, the rule that human law is, at its best, not moralhire, and, in particular, wrote letters in 'l'he London ity, but a system of positive commands and precise
Jmwnal in favour of spirituous liquors, for which he forms directing the actions and guiding the conduct of
was paid by the distillers." These letters were also moral agents, we can at once tell where the one begins
censured by the Middlesex Grand Jury. In 1714, and the other ends. The law that finds its binding
appeared "The Grumbling Hive, or Rogues turned sanction with the morally disposed, in the idea of duty,
Honest "-a poem comprised in about four hundred is to be r egarded as a forensic expression of moral duty,
octo-syllable lines. This work was afterwards pub- but the law which the morally-disposed obey, simply
lished as "The Fable of the Bees," with the addition because it is the law of the land, cannot be viewed as
of prose dissertations and notes in 1723, and again, the statement of, though it may not be opposed to, any
1728, with additional supplementary matter, in two ethical principle. The truth that law is not morals but
volumes. Mandeville died in January, 1733, the year a system of precepts and positive injunctions affecting
after his reply to Berkeley.
morals, imposes on us the duty of testing all human
Mandeville inculcates through the medium of his institutions by the rule of equity, and confers on us the
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right to demand that what is clearly opposed to rectitude should cease to exist.
It ma,y surprise many to be informed that at one time
it had been openly maintained that "private vices are
public benefits," that "moral virtues are the political
offspring which flattery begat upon pride," and that
·' evil, as well moral as natural, is the sole basis, the
life and support of all trades and employments without
exception, that there we must look for the true origin
of all arts and sciences, and that the moment evil
ceases the society must be spoiled, if not <lissol ved."
)fandeville's contemporaries, though much less squeamish than the present generation, with all its shortcomings happens to be, were shocked at the iniquity of his
principles and scandalised by the extravagance of his
conclusions. Th e historical and biographical literature
of the last century, down to its close, is constantly presenting incidental proofs that this feeling of abhorrence
was bot h deep-seated and la ting. :Mark bow Stephen
Jones denounces the " Fable" in the third edition of
his '' "ew Biographical Dictionary, " printed in 1799.
"The dreadful tendency of this work seems to arise
principally from the author's description of human
nature, whic11 is everywhere represented as low and
vicious; for nothing contributes more to extinguish
virtue in the breast of man than degrading aucl odious
pictures of the species."
One hould not, however, be too hard on poor Mande,·ille, for a closer inspection discloses the fact that his
system is the outcome of sentiments that had been universally practised in, and as universally upheld by
society long before he was born. The world had for
ages exerted itself to produce "degrading and odious
pictures of the species." It had, on the specious plea
of promoting the good of the State, fostered impurity,
gambling, and intemperance. It had licensed brothels,
set up lotteries, and established the public house. It
liad do1ie rLll this on Lhc tacit assumption of the principle boldly proclaimed by Mandeville, that "private
vices arc public benefit . "
ocicty it elf is, therefore,
clearly responsible for laying the foundation of Mandeville's system. It only left two things for him to do,
and these were (1) to proclaim the doctrine that had
beeu secretly practised, and (2) to generalise it-to
apply it to every man and to every undertaking. Extravagant and reprehensible as the system is, we are,
nevertheless, disposed to contend that, on the principles
lai<l down by mo<lern restrictionists, it is logically unassailable. No one can have a right to select one vice
as a subject for State r egulation and regard another as
a matter for State prohibition. The reason for this
different treatment must be ought for in the plea that
the re~ulatetl vice leads, when regulated, to the advantage ot the State, for, if it does not, it is not a subject
for regulation. This plea is identical with the exploded
tloctrine of Mandeville that "private vices are public
benefits." The politician who, lamenting the evils of
the intemperance which is the fruit of the licensed
system, yet defends it on the ground that the excise
duties extorted from it cannot be replaced, advances
this reprehensible view and lays himself open to the
inference that in his eyes, the adjustment of the income
to the expenditnre of the State is of greater moment
than the physical well-being, and the moral improvement of the people.
M. GASS.

THE WORKING MAN'S BILL OF FARE-IV.
We believe that we have shaken the belief of a great
many of our readers in what has been styled a generous
diet, but what may be with more precision called an
excessive style of feeding. We eat to live if we eat
rightly, but, alas ! too many live to eat. The :firmament, the sea, the forest, and the field are all ransacked for the mo t luxurious messes to the Epicurean
palate, without one brief thought about the unfortunate
stomach, which after all should be the chief concern of
the eater. If there be unveiled rebellion in that region,
a draught of wine or a piece of ice is thrown down to
reduce the temperature or silence complaints, and after
much eruption, eructation, and fermentation the mess is
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cleared away, merely to make room for a farther supply-not of needful matter, to form flesh, promote
growth, and maintain heat-but to please the pampered palate let the adaptation of the food to the wants
of the system be as it may. It would be well for many
who are dying daily, poisoned by the superabundant
food they swallow, which in its excess is poisonous,
that they were sent as the spaniel was to some shrewd
knave who, by a course of rigorous fasting rigidly enforced on them, would bring back their system to that
delightful condition when oatmeal, pease stuffs, grains,
and fruits are welcomed as ambrosial food, and milk
and water hailed as the nectar of the gods.
It is sad to have to think that while the affluent have
more than enough there are thousands among the sons
of toil who can barely get along in the matter of
living at all. They must have a house to shelter them,
food to sustain and strengthen them, and clothes to
keep them wa.rm and decent. If they have married,
and the usual interesting consequences~follow, why,
the supply of food, clothes, and shelter is multiplied to
an extent too often beyond the utmost power of supply
the husband and even the wife may possess. In goocl
times he is on the strain to meet daily necessities, and
when bad times overtake him he generally finds himself not far from the region of destitution. His whole
efforts a.re then concentrated on finding food for those
depending upon him; and if he is learned enough to
know the best kind of food, and courageous enough to
retrench, it is wonderful how well he can bear the icy
pressure of evil times, and how little scathed he is by
the privations he has had to endure. We do not for a
moment believe that want leaves no trace of its presence on its victims, because many never entirely re·
gain the condition of health they enjoyed before they
had to suffe-r; hut we no say that those who have knowledge and tact to trim their sails to the tempest will
afLerwards come easier round to their usual sailing trim
when the storm has spent itself. It is a pity that often
the lesson of adversity as regard the quality and amount
of food should be so easily forgotten when the sun of
prosperity bathes them in its radiance. "'\,Vere it remembered as it onght to be, the toilers would have
enough and to spare, and the hunger which stimulates
the appetite and is so easily appeased, would alone be
felt by the working classes.
The cotton famine revealed an amount of privation
endured by the labouring classes, which is hardly conceivable by any not used to mission work. As their
re onrces failed, and they were driven to a still more
inadequate diet, their sufferings became extreme ; and
the hearts of those above them were stirred to aid
them through kitchens, where food rations were issued
at r1:erely nominal p_rices. The sufferings inflicted by
famme upo~ the Insh peasantry were terrible, even
when alleviated by the numerous attempts made to
supply th~m with nutritious and inexpensive food.
The experiments of Count Rumford, too went to show
that in straitened times the people might easily be fed
on goocl dietary at the cheapest conceivable rates. Mr.
Edward Smith, at the instance of the Government and
in consequence of the cotton famine, made an elab~rate
~~ves~igation_into the diet of the la?ouring population.
Ihe mterestmg results were published in 1864 and
almost all writers on dietary refer to them ;s the
standard work on the subject. He says: "On the
whole, there was the most nutriment, the least sum
spent on food, the least variety of food the greatest
economy in the selection, the most b;eadstutfs and
milk, the least sugars, fats, meats, cheese, and tea in
Ireland. There was the le:i.st amount of nutriment
the greatest variety of f~ods, the must costly selectio~
of foods, the l~ast quantity of breadstnffs and milk, the
greatest quantity of sugars, fats, and meats in England.
The a~erag~ cost per head of this_ food was-in England,
2s. 11,Id. ; m Wales, 3s, 5½d. ; m Scotland, 3s. 3f d. ;
and in Ireland, ls. 9id per week."
Mr SCJ?ith sets down a mo~el daily dietary for a
labourer m the country :-2 2 pmts of skim milk (!d
p~r pint), I½ lb. of bread, 1 lb. of vegetables, ! lb.~ of
bits of meat or 2 oz. of meat, 2 oz. of bacon, 2 oz. of
cheese, 2 oz. of oatmeal, ¾lb. of flour or its equivalent
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in rice or pease, and ½oz. of fat. The cost will be 6!d.
per clay, or 3s. 8d. per week, excluding vegetables,
which being grown by him ma,y be h ere omitted. vV e
will now give the dietary of single women in the season
of the Laucashire distress :-Bread, S lb. ; oatmeal, l¾
lb. ; treacle, 1 lb. ; bacon, ½lb. ; m eat, J lb. ; skimmed
milk, 2 pints ; and coffee, 1 oz. The subject of this
obtained meat or bacon daily, oatmeal poni<lge and
treacle, or hasty pudding and treacle, and bread and
coffee sweetened with treacle. Total weekly cost,
2s. ON. We will give another, ju st because of the
comment Mr Smith makes upon it :-Bread, 8 lb. : oatmeal, 2 lb. ; peas, 1 pint; sugar, :l: lb. ; treacle, -} lb. ;
butter, 2 oz. ; 4 herrings ; bacon, ± lb. ; liver, ½ lb. ;
skimmed milk, 6 pints ; coffee, l oz. ; and vegetables,
2 lb. This, eays Mr. Smith, is au excessive dietary,
and particula.rly in nitrogen. Yet its cost wa but
2s. 6d. weekly.
Last month we presented the experiment by Dr.
Nichol, who was occupied in mental work. ,ve here
give the diet of a labourer working in the open air, and
,tlougside of him we place a factory worker who is couiincd to a mill all day; and even under the pressure of
hard times they lived well on the pittance ·whi ch their
food cost. Moreover, they lived sustained and strengthened on this mod erate style of feeding. In the last
ease we giYe, Mr. Smith t ells us the dietary was excessive, and yet it only cost 2s. Gd.
These moderate dietaries of the poor must startle
many who are of opinion that large quantities of foon
are necessary to life. The young lady was not so far
in her ignorance from the general ignorance of the mass,
who when she heard that the poor l1ad not bread enough
to eat suggested cheese cakes. Not· was the young
man so very far astray from the general intelligence
when onlu-s getti11g an enormous salary he choose short
bread and whisky as his cream of the cream of a diet.
::;o many of those who read these papers, a,nd they are
largely read, subordinate the qua.lity--the feeding
power-to the quantity. They do not see that the poor
live on a diet which they could hardly contemplate
without a shudder, aud manage to live and pull through
with their bairns -upon a lower in hard times. ,v1iy
coul d not all the working classes be induced to restrict
themselves to a. similar or slightly augmented diet, and
have better health an<l greater savin gs? Supposing that
they were to save two shillings a-week by such a wholesome dietary, the independence that the £5 yearly
thereby saved would confer on them after a term of
years would be very great. No trade dispute, no commercia,l failure, no depression of tnulc, would be a
calamity to them while their children would, like them •
selves, improve in health and strength and wisdom.
Even if the money cou ld not be saved for investment,
it might be used for other important domestic purposes,
for which the amount of such au expenditure was de~iraLle. This readjustment of their earnings woultl be
of the h ighest importance to their welfare, and its farreaohiug com;equences trnoscends conception. \Vith
reverential thankfnlne::ss th ey might at the close of life
say, "Tmly he hath given me all things richly to
enjoy. "
In our next, and we Lope last, JJaper we will look at
the pauper and criminal dietaries, from which many irnportant lessons will arise.
ROBIN GOODFELLOW.
:MAKE THEM PAY.
AK article worth l s. 3(1. being charged with 10s. of socalled duty presents us with an imtance of extortion
such as could not be endured in any ordinary trade for
a day ; yet thi s is the duty charged on a gallon of
alcoholic liquor, the full commercial Yalue of which is
ls. 3d. '\Vhen other charges make the price of this
ls. 3Ll. worth as high as 24s. 6d. to the shivering wretch
wh o is parting with his shirt to procure it, the transaction is incredible.
The publican says, '' If people ·will drink, the only
way to stop intemperance is to make them pay for the
drink." He does not mean that the Bxcisc are to increase their demands upon bim, )Jut that h e is vi rtu ouc;
iu 1uaki ug tlw po·J r Llnl'cs IJn y their drillks aL the \'cry

highest rate. Oh, yes, say some social reformers, "I
agree, make them pay. " Is it pcssible that this extortion can be justified'! It is not the drink chiefly that
makes the drinker poor, it is rather vdmt he p ays for
the drink. He is made to pay some £:200 for £16 of
stuff, and this is sufficient to bring him '' down in the
world" even if he has a, considerable income. Is it uot
a mistake, and a very serious one, on the part of temperance men, to stand np for this frightful robbery.
'l'o me it looks like fortifying the Governm en t against
giving us the veto power of legal prohibition regarding
the liquor traffic.
You say, "Raise the uuty, " that is, take a larger
sum from the poor wretches of drinkers than that you
are now taking.
The Government r espond. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer has a "California " in the
liquor business. Yon ask liim and his colleagues to
shut up the mines or to allow the people to veto the
licen ses. It looks somewhat like making a stick to
break our own h ead in trying to make this business so
vast a source of revenue.
Is not this GoYernment iuterest a greater barrier in
our way for getting local prohibition than all other
inte.,rests put together. This syst em must be broken
up by bringiug gospel light to shine on the foul and
greedy wrong. ~ome are clamorous for licensing boards;
l have not much faith in this. I would rather have
every ratepayer served with a voting paper asking the
question, '' License or no license, ' and asking him or
her to record their answer. I have a time and place
named on said paper where it is to be deposited. This,
I think, could be done more effectually, with less trouble
and expense, than the choosing of a licensing board. It
is easier to vote for a principle than for men. Voters
could more easily consider the matter free from any
undue influence or excitement, and in the midst of their
home surroundings could tamely view the sad ravages
of the drink curse and its possibilities to them and
th eirs should it be left in full SV\.-ing. Voting on this
matter is a personal duty which hould not be delegated
to any man or class of men. v,..re tlo already almost
infinitely too much by proxy. It looks like hastening
to get all power concentrated and self-government all
but annihilated. It is a good element in ihis local
prohibition movement that it tends to check this evil.
Those who believe in the many scheme men will go. 0~1
confusing the public mind an ti stupefying the politicians. The battle must be sharp and decisive. The
popular veto must be direct and complete. I believe
the people of Scotland are waiting for a local prohib~tory measure ,...-ith the veto power; does n Gt their
representatirm in the House of Parliament speak loudly
for this? '\Youkl the l)eople of ~cotland part wit;h the
seventh portion of prohibition as given in the Forbes
Mackenzie Act? Never ! This goes far in speaking
loudly for the veto po1,ver over the drink cu rsc. Is
there any place within the last forty years that has had
more temperance legislative trnth sown broadcast
amongst its people than Scotla,nd has ? Surely it is
time we were reaping the fruit. Let us go to our rulers
as Christians, with an honest common-f-ense plan, and
ask frankly and bluntly the power for the people ?f
Scotland to veto this drink cu rse. Such a measure 1s
right and reasonable and contains in it the elements of
Christian justice and truth, and they must, they ·will,
grant our reque.st.
'Tis coming up the steep of time,
And this old world is growing brighter,
We may not see its dawn sublime,
Yet high hopes make the heart throb lighter.
e may be sleeping in the ground
\Vhen it awakes the world in wonder,
But we have felt it gath ering round,
And heard its voice of living thunder.
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Ro GII o~ THE EDITOR.-A contemporary editor had
his hat stolen the other day, and the penitent thief
brought it back next day begging to be forgiven. You
can't think what a lot of queer things I've had running
through my head since I wore your hat.
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___:=--=====-='-------'--=---=---===---=-------=-==-=:;===--"-----tell him it was his own nose . . . This yer rum drinkin'
is a fearful thing any way you take it."-.Lllax Adele;·.
" . . . You know I jined the Temperance Society
Al\IERICA.-The political party that to-day takes a couple o' months ago, not because I was much a.feared
s:cles with whisky and beer is inviting its early destruc- o' get tin' drunk aften, but just to ple::i.se the old woman.
t ion. The political party that will make and administer You know how women are-kinder insane on the subk.ws against the rum curse so ,fl:S to dry up the tears ject of drinkin'. ,vell, my cow had a way o' jumpin'
from the faces of innocent children and broken-hearted the fence, an' I coul<ln't do nothin' to stop her. She
v,ives is the only party that has an assured future. was the ornariest critter that way that I ever saw. 'o
Ere long the parties confronting each other in the at last I got a blind-board an' hung it on her honrn.
l"nited States will be the whisky and no-whisky That stopped her. But you know she used to come
p.irties. To this consummation all things are drifting. jam up agin the fence, an' stand here for hours; an'
~Southern 1'eniplar, Atlanta, Georgia.
one day one o' them vagabone advertisin' agents came
UN"ITED STATES.-The prohibition of the liquor traffic along-one o' them fellers that daubs signs all over the
in the United States is of vastly greater importance face of natur -and as soon as he sees that blind-board
to the people, even in a secular point of view, than any he went for it." '' A patent-medicine man, I supo;her issue claiming their attention, but when con- pose? ' "No; he was advertisin' some kind o'
sidered in its moral aspect, prominent among which is stomach bitters; an' he painted on that board the
the criminality of the government, both state and followin' :-' Take Brown's Bitters for yom· stomach's
1utional involved in the license system, it seems al- sake ; they make the best cocktails.'" "The Temmost incredible that there should be found among perance Society didn't like that of course?" "No,
Christians and moral citizens a single one willing that sir ! The secretary happen'd to see it, and he brought
the iniquitous business should be longer tolerated by out the boo.rtl of directors ; and the first thing I
knowed, they haultl me up antl wanted to expel me for
la.w. -Star of Hope.
Mrssn,IPPI.-The following resolutions were adopted circulati.11' around cow's juformation respectin' bitters
at the Marshall County Prohibition Convention, and as an' cocktails. ' "That was very unjn t ! ' "Well, sir,
we would like to see Scotland <loing likewise, w pre- I had the hardest time to male them fellers understand
that I ,ms innecent, a.n' to get 'em to let up on me.
sent them to our readers.
"Resolved, That we appea.l to our wives, mothers, Bnt they did. Then I turned the blind-board over ;
daughters, and sisters, to give to the cause of prohibi- and now the first man I ketch placin' any revolutionary
tion their individual, united, and hearty support, and sentiments on the frontispiece of that cow, why, down
c,pecially by precept anu. example to discountenance goes his house. I'll knock the stuffin' out o' him, now
the use of all kinds of liquors, whether malt, vinous, mind me! "-~1Ia.JJ .Adeler.
or spirituous, in their domestic circle, and on social and
festive occasions. Ile;;okeu, That the 'tate of Maine,
, 'ING TO THg , 'EA.
as the pioneer of the gl'eat cause of State Prohibition,
:-;1:-;1:
to
the
sea,
thon joyons young 111ai1leu
j1, e11titlecl t.o the r ·ofonn,le:;t tlnnkg of every Christi(tn
, 'ing of the loY r that's eomiug to thee ;
philanthropist anu. patriot, aud the, tates of Kansas and
Iowa in followin(T the ex,uuple of Maine and ngrafting ::ii11g of the tears tliat flow'd at thy parting,
, 'rug of the meding that gladsome shall be ;
upon their organic la.w- thcir constitution-the principle of prohibition, has clone much to encourage and , ~ing of the bridal-wreath, sing of the altar,
:::liug of the clay when a wife thou shalt be ;
cheer the friends of prohibition and total a.bstinencc
~ing of a. life-path all sunshine and flowers;
the world O\'er.
i)ing of a sky that no cloudlet shall see.
-what Rugh 'to-well Brown say:;; :-To sum up-I
8ing to the sea, the beautiful sea,
was nearly three months on the A.merican Continent.
That 11 Yer grows weary of . inging to thee.
I travelled northward as far a. )Jontreal, southward as
'iug
to the sea., young wife, in love's moming,
far as Richmond, ea tward as far as 't John, ... ew
Sing while thy little ones climb on thy kneeBrunswick, westward as far as 'alt Lake City. 1
vi 1ted many of the chief centre· of population ; I Softly they'll murmur a prayer by the billowi,:
A hymn to the angels that watch by the sea.
stayetl sometimes with friend·, sometimes at hotels ; 1
went about the streets days and nights ; I ·witnessed , ee no pale phantom- hip gliJe o'er the ·water~
To bring thee dark tidings of death and the gra\·c ;
several scenes of strong political excitement ; I saw
thousands of people out on their holiday excursions ; Hear love's sweet Yoice in each low mellow murmur,
And see love's bright smile in each crystal-eyed wave.
and I met five men and not one woman in a state of inRing to the sea, the beautiful sea,
toxication, and with hardly a score of people whose
That never grows weary of singing to thee.
dress and general appearance indicated intemperate
hahits. lf an American, who bas had equal oppor- :::liug to the sea, thou lonely and widowed one,
tunities of seeing our people in England, Scotland,
Sing of thy heart's love that sleep 'neath the wave.
,vales, and Ireland, can hear similar testimony I hould Tell the light fairies that glide o'er the waters
be most thankful to hea,r it; but I greatly fear that
To scatte1· sweet flower o'er his bright coral grave.
such testimony is more than I can expect. -Co111pcirisons Sing of the day when the sea yields its dead,
are oclious.
,vhcn thou shalt be clasp'd to thy loving one's heartA MODERN BARDOLPll.-" :Mrs. Uooley was tellin' Safe in affection that knoweth no waniug,
Join'cl in love's bands that not death e'en can part.
my old woman that some of them fellers rnbbed
ing to the sea, the beautiful sea,
Cooley's nose the other night with phosphorous while
That never grows weary of singing to theo.
he was asleep down at the tavern: and when he went
home it 'peared 's if he had a locomotiYe headlight in
'ing to the sea, thou mother whose darling
front of him." "A very extraordinary proceeding,
Roameth an exile from home and from thee ;
judge." ",ven, sir, when he got into the hall it was Dream that he send thee affection's soft message,
dark, an' he ketched a sight o' that nose in the lookingBorne on the zephyrs that sigh o'er the sea.
alass on the hat rack, an' he thought Mrs. Cooley had Oh ! who could believe that a monarch so beauteous
left the gas burnin'. Then he tried to turn it off, an'
Dark visions of death in his bosom coul<l holdaf tt::r fumblin' ar01rncl among the umbrellars an' hat ,Yith a form so majestic, an eye of such cry tal,
pegs for a while for the stop-cock he concluded the
And garments all crimson and purple and gold.
light must come down from a candle, an' he nearly Ne'er let the angel of hope from thy bosom,
bn'sted his lungs tryin' to blow it out. Then he y-.J ,iVhate'er be thy anguish uncherishe<l depart.
grabbed his hat, an' tried to jam her down over that nope trusted, rewardeth the one who confi leth,
candle; an' when he couldn't he got mad, picked up an
By bringing bright joys to the poor brolrnn h eart.
umbreller, and hit a whack at it, which broke the
Sing to the sea, the beautiful sea,
lookin' glass all to flinders ; an' there was Mrs. Cooley
That never grows weary of singin,g to thee.
c1.-,vatchin' that o1d lunatick all the time, an' afraid tu
i\IARY GBA.T,
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* .,-::- !tfernbers, f1·iends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to
the Funds of the Scottish P errnissive Bill and
'l'emperance Association are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will oe
glalll!J received by the Agent and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the As ociation are increasing, and it would
rnaterially assist the l!Jxecutive in prornptly rneeting these, were subsc1·iptions paid in the forme1·
rather than the latte1· part of tlu, .fin mcial 1;ear,
ii hich will close on 20th S eptember, 1883. '

THE ~OCIAL REfORMER
DECEMBER., 1882.

*** We have been obliged to leave over a number of iuteresting items, but we will endeavour to
overtake them next issue.
Mr. John Paton has been fully engnged all the
past month. He has been at Sanqubar, New Cum110ck, Glasgow, Galston, Kilmarnock, Maucbline,
Kilbarchan, Irvine, Maybole, Prestwick, Beith,
Castle Douglas (return visit), Dalry, Coatbridge,
Pollokshaws, Helensburgh, Dunoo11, Bonhill, and
Ayr.
The Temperance Hundred iu Perth have taken a
step which required some courage, but one which we
believe will be fol10wed by no regrets. Mr. Treasurer Bridges, one of the vice-presidents of the hundred, had up till the recent municipa l election the
reputation of being one of the staunchest temperance
reformeFs in the fair city. He addressed meetings;
he took an active part in temperance effort; he
wrote papers and sent contributions to the press
advocating the principles he espoused. No man in
short bad greater reason to be grateful to total abstinence than he; no man seemed to be animated by
a sincerer desire to show his gratitude to it on all
occasions. The temperance electors in the city were
not slow to reward his faithfulness, for they elected
him to the Town Council, the treasurership of which
he holds by their efforts in his behalf. He did run
well-what has hindered him 1 The desire to stand
well with the liqu or section of the council. There
is a public-house at the shore which brings in the
insigniticau t amount of £38 to the coffers of the
Corporation by the facilities it offers to sailors and
shore labourers to fritter :tway thefr hard-earned
pay in drams, moming, noon and 11ight. That
public house differs in no degree from the thirteen
thousand public-houses that are the bane and stain
of Scotland, and agaiust which Treasurer Bridges
fulminated whenever he had the chance. Councillor
Russel resolved to move the Council to ref use to
continue its license after Whitsunday next, and
moved accordingly. To the surprise ancl just indignation of the temperance party, Treasurer Bridges,
the man their former efforts raised, went over to the

enemy, ou the plea that if there had beeu a change
of teuancy be might have voted otherwise. But if
the present proprietor dies the Jaw allows his heirs
to follow him in the baneful trade, and Mr. Bridges
simply meant by his voice and vote to perpetuate
that social snare. He also pleads that it was better
to keep this place than close it up or give it to Mr.
Fenton who might build upon it, and in the new
premises have :t public-house. Mr. Fenton can
make a.ny conditions in his offer he may please, but
the Corporation can accept or reject them, and
they could have easily refused the offer of Mr.
Fenton clogged by such a hateful condition. Alas,
however, the motion was lost; and another attempt
against the shore snare will have to be made. The
Temperance Hundred could not alter the vote, but
they could show their sense of Councillor Bridges'
treasonable conduct, and they did so in a way which
will have a salutary effect far beyond the city of
Perth. They decided that he no longer be one of
the vice-presidents of the Perth Temperance Hundred. ·\ Ve are truly sorry that Mr. Bridges should
have put him self into this very humiliating position
at a rnomen t when, by a manful adherence to his
party, he might have added lustre to his office in
the Council. But even he must admit that no party
can tamely su ffer such conduct as that of , which he
has been guilty. If they did it would be easy to
show that they were equally unworthy of their position as he has proved to be. He might have easily
conciliated them by a manly explanation and by
withdrawing his contumelious speech in Council.
He has chosen his present attitude, and it is neither
dignified nor just. We are glad that the Temperance Hundred have taken up an attitude which
every true temperance reformer must bearLily ap~
prove. \Ve are certain that their fellow-citizens
will respect them all the better that they have
shown so worthily that they truly respect themselves.
Before this issue of the Social Reformer is in the
hands of our readers, we have been given to understaud that the annual report of the Scottish Per•
missive Bill and Temperance Association will be in
the bands of all the subscribers to the Association.
We welcome this annual report with -exceeding
pleasure. Having already carefully perused the
report in the pages of this magazine we turn with
considerable interest to the list of subscribers. We
see at a glance that there is a decrease of a few
societies in connection with the Association-well,
so ruuch the worse for the societies. It is not
creclitable to them to see an Association which is so
vigorously and resolutely striving to secure power
to the ratepayers to veto their own greatest enemy
-for few can realize how many societies are
blighted by the public-house-and yet withhold the
very small sum which would secure a place to them on
its subscription list, and effective speakers to their
platform several times a year, not by gift or offer,
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but by right. Having thus dismissed the one fly
in the great big pot of ointment we turn with much
satisfaction to the membership list, which is the true
test of the public favour the Association bas obtained. We note that it is supported by-lst, the
usual subsidy from the United Kingdom Alliance;
2nd, by 6,261 subscribers and 127 societies. The
iucome from subscriptions alone is £1955 17s. 3d.,
equal to £162 19s. 9:ld. a month, £5 7s. 6d. per day.
In the previous year the monthly income was equal
to £154 10s. 6d., there is therefore an increase of
£8 9s. 3:ld. per month, and an increased income of
5a. lld. per day. This is substantial financial progress which must be gra.tifying to the Executive
and all staunch friends of the Association: one to
be truly thankful for. We hope in the interests of
the cause that its friends everywhere will realize
their duty and privilege to get their friends to connect themselves with the Association, so that the
power and influence it already wields may be
deeply and widely extended, and the voting power
of the opponents of the drink system so augmented,
that the drink supporters may feel themselves unable to cope successfully therewith.
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their mothers, their sisters and brothers to-day only
for the mvagiug power of the drink system. Wealth,
education, morality, religion, would have been abundant. Instead of this consummation so devoutly to
be wished, we have ouly these glorious twelve hundred abstainers added every year to the abstainers'
ranks in Lambeth, and a multitude whom no man
can number still outside t~e temperance fold. We
rejoice that the philanthropist is coming to see more
and more clearly that much, very much, indeed we
may fearlessly assert the most of his great good
holy work is undone by the liquor power. We
rejoice that experience is impressively reading him
this important lesson, and we look forward hopefully to an early future, when all who earnestly
desire the rescue of their fellows from the bondage
of intemperance will unite with the prohibitionists
in securing from Governm~nt the power to all
ratepayers which will enable them to directly veto
that great source of intemperance, the liquor traffic.

"\Ve have pleasnre in submitting the foUowiug
figures respecting arrests for drunkenness in Ireland. They are gleaned from approved returns.
Through the operation of the Sunday Closing Act
Those frien<ls who believe more in efforts by the arrests in Leicester province decreased from
tempera.nee reformers to dmw the d:::inker from I 36,945 in 1877 to 2•1,151 in 1881, decrease l 2,794.
the drink th::m in those having for their object In Mun ter province in 1877 then• were 29,77n
taking the drink from the man, may do much arrests, in 1881, 19,287, decrease 10,488. In Ulster
worse t.baa ponder a sentence or two from the in- province there were in 1877, 34,284 arre ts, in 1881,
teresting Etatement ~ubmitted at the first meeting 26,166, decrease 8,118; in the province of Conthis winter of the London Lambeth Bath Tem- naught in 1877 there were 9,899 arrests, while in
perance Society, by the founder of these meet- 1 81 there were 8,969, decrease 930. In the whole
ings twenty years ago -Rev. G. M. Murphy. He of Ireland in 1877 there were 110,90:3 arrests, but
said that during the past twenty winters two- in 1881 only 78,573, showing a decrease of :32,330.
and-a-qnarter millions bad attended these excel- That shows well for a one day prohibition. Sabbath
lently conducted meetings, some twenty-four thou- prohibition is less effective than all week prohibisand had signed the pledge of totn.l abstinence, and tion, because people have time to go from home and
the same hand, excepting those who had gone to also means to spend, so that they can get liquor
their reward, had all nlong aided the good work. abroad if legally denied at their own doors. They
This institution may be equalled, but is certainly can store up on Saturday for Sabbath indulgence,
not surpassed by any other London temperance so that they can greatly abridge the severity of
association. It yearly brings twelve hundred per- Sabbath prohibition. Then there are five cities
sons forward to the pledge table to take the pledge, whose traffic is not similarly interfered with. Yet
and we have reason to believe that those so pledged with all these drawbacks the power of prohibition
have in the main firmly adhered to their pledge. for one day is bringiug innumerable blessings to
Yet it has been doing this for twenty years, and Ireland. Once she had the power of closing and
God granting length of life to him we may find never opening her public houses, we shall find her
Rev. G. M. Murphy twenty years heuce stating that growing in her love of industry, providence, and
not twenty-four thousand but sixty thousand have peace.
taken the pledge. Now supposing that twenty
All who wish well to our gallant tars and to
years ago prohibition had seized the whole traffic
in Lambeth and the south of London and strangled those who go down to the great waters either on
it right off, what might have been_the fate of thou- business or pleasure, will rejoice to hear that the
sands in that part of London ? Why there would Cunard Steamship Company have resolved that
have been a populace so long under the educative the grog ration of the sailors in that grand fleet
power of law as to be born, reared and matured is to be stopped and its place to be supplied by
without any liquor temptations at all. Lives, valu- coffee. We do not know the reason for this vigorable precious lives, already wasted and mouldering ous but beneficial suppression. The crews in this
in unhonoured and nameless graves would have famous line are models of the highest discipline,
been saved; thousands would have ha.d their fathers, and it cannot be that this suppression follows on
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some outburst of drinking with subsequent danger
to one or other of the magnificent fleet. We rather
incline to the belief that the benefits to masters and
owners of vessels in ceasing to issue a grog 1·ation
to the crews in their employment are becoming so
well recoguized, and that the late revelations of the
advantage of abstinence in the fearful strain of conflict in the field are so evident and so beraldecl
nbroad that no really sensiLle shipowners desirous of
the highest efficiency in their fleet can overlook
them. We are glad that Mr. John Burns bas taken
such a noble stand in a matter so vital to the interest, the comfort, the effectiveness of his crews:
and we trust that all sh ipowners may follow his
example. When once it is found that on ocean,
battlefield, and in all cases of the wear and tear
of human life, strong drinks are mischievous in their
nature, we will find employers of labour combining
with the prohibitionists to secure a law which will
J)roteet the worker from becoming a total ,·vreck
through drink.
From a letter in our correspondence column our
readers will observe that we have unwittingly been
giving currency to a false report in crediting Sanquhar with an abstaining Council. vVe are sorry
for it.. Our correspondent writes as if we were
doing injury to the trnLh. He should rather feel
that it is no credit to the temperance reformers iu
Sn.nquhar or any other burgh in Scotlan d to have
non-abstainers in the Town Council, the Poor Law
Board, the School Board, the Session, or auy other
public office whatever. The men who drink are not
brain-whole enough to manage their own affairs let
alone those of other people. We believe that the time
is coming when it will look so Yery foolish, not to say
wicked, to soak one's brains with beer or i11flame th em
with spirituous liquors, that. the mere fact of a ma.u
baving the reputtltiou of doing so will be enough
to disqualify him from having any office iu Society,
or Church or State. The community will feel as
em ployers are feeling, that it i8 not wise to commit
their important interests into the hands of !:mcb.
We are gratified at being able to present to our
readers an article on the condition of Ohio. Wh en
we first heard that temperance bad suffe1·ed a reverse in that American state we were apprehensive
of evil coming to the good cause that had so signally
triumphed in Maine, Kausas, aml Iowa. Still, we
looked for fuller information and it has come. It
is not temperance that has failed but the trimmers,
the politicians, the partizami. Tempera.nee has
triumphed by showing the political parties in
America that without the temperance vote they can
not and will not wiu. Like the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association the prohibitionists
of Ohio have subordinated their party to their principles, and we rejoice to know with good effect
already on the party mam.gers. The party that
wishes lo :,rncceed without prohibitionists or with ,

the publicans ought in the first instance to be ma<le

tb feel how little it can do without their support,
and iu the second instance, that the publicans so far
from beiug a help are a milestone about its neck to
sink it in the dismal swamp of opposition. Republicanism with the ru·m power can never be an
a.dvantage to Ohio-never. And now that it sees
that the prohibitionists a.re no longer to be trifled
with, it will likely do as it has done iu Maine, go in
for temperance, and be like Maine republicans at the
top of the poll. The temperance man who voles
for his flirty anLl the publican is inviting failure to
ever,v effort for the good of his country.
Making an analysis of the annual report of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association
we find that the sum subscribed by its 6,261 subscribers averages n, fraction under 5s. 2<.l. each.
There are 4 subscl'ibers who give £20 aud upwards,
lO from £10 lo £20 each, 23 from £5 to £10 each,
62 from £2 to £5 each, 260 from £1 to £2 each, 285
from 10s. to £1 each, 16 from 5s. to Ws. each, 2, l 73
from 2s. Gd. to 5s. each, 2,628 from l s. to 2s. Gd.
being a total of 6,261 subscribers contributing to the
fuuds of the Association. We note also that 778 have
paid 5!l, each, 2,037 2s. 6d., and 1,706 ls. These three
classes number 4,521. 127 societies subscribed tbe
sum of £80 4 ·. In previous years we hn.ve expressed
the hope that our friends might make au effort to
rise from the lower to the higher cla8s of. ubscriber~.
There are many of its wn.rm friends whom God has
blessed wiLh much wealth since they joined the
Association. It is surely not too much to ask thern
to encourage its fu0<ls by giving to them a more
liberal share of their increase. Many, we are gratified to note, Jo not fail to remember the wants of the
movement; n.nd have from time to time increased
their contributions. We believe that they are not
in any v..ay the poorer but rather richer in the best
sense, that namely of good works. l\1auy, because
the Associat,ion is not a benevoleut n.ssociation subordinate its claims to that of those charitable institutions which seek to ameliorate the condition of the
sick and the destitute. But such societies are begotten by the liquor traffic in almost every case, and
with the suppression of the <lrink system they will
disappear. Again, people tell us that their neare t
duty is to give to the church. We don't wish to
diminish the usefulness of the church by the attainment of our object. When there a.re no public-houses,
no sn.le of alcoholic liquors, no consumption of them,
how will it stand with the churches of our land '?
·why, a little conside1·ation will show that they will
then fl.0urish, they will then make progress, they will
then fill. Vital godliness will then prevail; the
agencies of the church will then become equal to the
task of largely subduing the sinful tendencies of the
age. The treasury of the LoTd's house will not then
be so bare, nor will there be on foot as at present so
many doubtful schemes to ma.inta.iu the finances of
the Sauctuary. 'l'Lte triumph of Lhis Association will
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not be gained at the expense of any good society,
while its triumphs will render all the agencies for
curbing intemperance unnecessary, and God's poor
will no longer piue with hun ger nor shiver with colJ.
We believe that if people could renlise the con<lition
of our country freed from the liquor tra.ffic that those
would give who never gave before, and those who
now give would give the more. vVe hea rtily rejoice
at the issue of this report, and we trust that the
As~ociation may have an amount of support such as
will justify it in putting forth incre'.u:;ed efforts
throngh jncreaseu agencies and thus bringing nearer
the day when it will be powerful enough to co nstrain a Parliament to grant the people the veto
power it is so ardently labouring to secure for
them.
THE LESSO

OF OHIO.

TnE distiller~, brewer8, and liquor-::iellers of Ohio are
jubilant. They have won, in alliance with t)1e
Democratic party, what they account a great victory. They have t elegi·aphed their r ejoicing . to
their oro-a.ni::ied
liEJ.uor allies of New York, exhortrng
0
them to "rro and do like wi,;e.n That temporarily
they are m~<;ters of the situation in Ohio there is no
doubt. But in this they have wo11 nothing new.
In legislation concerning the liquor-traffic and in
the practical politics of that State they have been
for a long time a controlling factor. Th_eir "great
victo1y" will ennLle them to hc,ld ont a httlc longer
again::it the rising tide of adver_se public opiui~n, bt1 t
in the eurl will also hasten their own destrnct1011.
To the R publicans of Ohio and of other States
the re i a lesson involved i11 the result of the recent
election too irnport~nt to be overlooked or ueglect~d.
1t i::i that the party which would hencefor~h ho~J 1t:o
own aud insure its snpremacy over the allied l1qnor
forces cannot afford to pursue a teruporiziug policy.
The Republican leaders of Ohio, such as Governor
Foster aud Senator Sherman, while enclorsing Sunday clo in()', which prohibitionists also heartily coneu r in, took pains, espedally in the citie , to let it be
known that they were not in fa.vour of prohibition.
They thus alienated the Germans and other beer and
whisky constituents while they forfeited the confidence and lost the co-operation of the uncompromising opponents of the liquor-trafih:.
It is announced as a significaut feature of the
election returns that, ln.rge as was t he increase of the
Democratic vote from the liquor alliance with that
party, the prohibition gain was relatively larger still.
To Governor Foster aud hit:i Republican associates,
who have attempted the difticult feat of carrying
beer 011 one shoulder anu wa.ter on the othe1·, the
late election is a severe defeat, and deservedly so.
It is a defeat over which the friends of temperance
in Ohio or elsewhere need not grieve. It had apparently become a necessity to clear the way for
something better. Sunday closing wa good as far
as it went, but it included one <lay only of the seven.
The effort iu and out of the legislature for liquor
taxation was wori::e than futile-in effect a revival of
the liceuse system under another name. It ought
not to succeed, and it is cau se for rejoicing that it
will probably now be abandoned. With the ominous
precedents of Kansas nnd Iowa, where, by constitutional proviso, the manufacture and sale of all in•
toxicating beverages is r endered nnlawful, the liquormakers and vendors are aroused as never before,
and will hcu eeforth . pare no mn.n who favom·t:i any
sort of re::;t1·iclivc legislation, \\·helher it 1Je S un day
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dosing or high-licen e taxation. Hence their bitter
a.nd victorious fight against Foster, Sherman, ~ Co.
in Ohio, as intense as if the latter had championed
instead absolute prohibition.
It is to be hoped that now a vigorous and united
movement on the part of all opponents of the liquortraffic in Ohio will be inaugurated, and at no distant
day cousummated, to so amend the constitution of
the State as not only to prohibit liquor-license as at
present, but to prohibit, without room for equivocation or doubt, the liq uor-traffi.c itself. Such a movement, non-partisan in character, but earnest and
aggressive, will pt~t the liquor forces on the defensive,
with their opponents in an attitude very different
from that of the recent campaign. Right dealing
with the liquor-traffic i the only possible way by
which the Republicans of Ohio can hope again to
wiu popular confidence to a degree sufficient to enable them to resume the control of the affairs of the
State. To thit:i end the temporising, double-faced
manngers must be pnt a ide aud better and wi s~r
leaders brought to the front. Bnt the weaknes8 1s
not all with the leaders. The whole people must be
appealed to, enlightened, and quickened until every
citizen, every voter especially, hall have a clearaud
positive conviction on the subject of alcohol a_ml
agaiust its use in :my form as a beverage. With
such a condition achieved victory for the right would
be in no sense donl>tful, either as to securing prohibition, constitutional and statutory, or as to its subsequent enforceme11t.
There is uo royal road for the opponents of the
liquor-traffic. It is a mighty force with which they
have to contend. It is, on the whole, no cause for
1 egret that t1ie liq t, or ,,lli,rnce i
Ohio h,,s ::. t this
ti111e demonstra.ted so signally its power. It should
tellch temperance people of all kinds, not alone iu
Ohio but througho ut om· country, that only through
self-sacrificing work will it suffice to win a complete
and a.n abidiug victory over the drink-enemy. In
this work Hie pres is a most potent agency, and
li terature, eveu beyo11d the living voice, is a most
effective agent to prepare and rightly educate the
masses for the pending conflict. ".Agitation of
thought is the beginning of wisdom" is especially
true in couuection with the temperance reform. Iudnce the people to read and think, and it will ~o
longer be possible for "blind leaders" as in the Olno
camr aign, to lea<l blind followers to degradation and
defeat.-National Temperance Advocate, ew York.

INTELLIGENCE.
rn.

FRANCIS MURPHY'S MISSION,
GLASGOW.
THIS celebrated missionary after most interesting and
successful laboura in the east and north of Scotland,
became desirous of making Glasgow the 8cene of his
labours. Negotiations between him and the Evangelistic Association were entered into, but they failed in
securing mutual co-operation, with the most painful
consequences to the temperance cause in Glasgow.
On the 6th ult. Mr. Murphy met a number of friends
interested in his mission and others in the Christian
Institute, but little ultimately came of it, for not one
dozen of the two hundred clergymen in the city ever
can~e near to aid him. On the 12th he began his
meetings in the Trades' Hall, Glassford Street. The
place was crowded to suffocation, and ha<l the friends
of the lapsed masses clone their duty a series of meetings gigantic in their proportions might have been
begun, whose influence would have drawn the lowest
strata of humanity in the city with an abiding influence such as would have gladdened the hearts of all
whose heart's desire and prayers to Goel are that the
lost sheep of the king,lom might yet be gathered into
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the fold. Rev. Dr. Somerville presided, and addresses
were delivered by Mr. Murphy, John w ·ilson, Esq.,
J.P., ex-Bailie Torrens, and other gentlemen. The
proceedings were enthusiastic in the extreme. To in
some degree soothe the disappointment of the large
crowds outside the hall, ·which would have filled it
many times over, a meeting wa::; held outside the platform being the balcony of the hall. Mr. Murphy,
Rev. ·w. C. M 'Dougall, Messrs. R. MacKay, tevenson,
and Freer carried it on notwithstanding the cold. The
large audience, after hearing the founder of the blue
ribbon movement twice, dispersed. During the week
the meetings continued to be held with marked success,
Mr. Murphy being supported chiefly by the Good
Templar and Permissive Bill organizations. Thursday
was a great night. The meeting was addressed by
Mr. R. Dransfield, Bailie Selkirk and ex-Bailie Torrens, with their usual thoroughgoing adYocacy and
impressive eloquence. On Sabbath the 19th the meetings were transferred to the Gospel Free Church in
Charlotte treet. The church was crowded, and an
overflow meeting was also held in Trinity Free Church
adjoining. Mr. Murphy, jun., just come from St.
Helens, along with Mr. Hiley, a lawyer there, addressed the meetings. During the week the meetings
were fairly attended, great numbers being attracted
by the excellent singing, the numerous and varied
speeches, and the genial and indefinable magnetism of
Mr. Murphy. Mrs. Richards was unfortunately laid
aside by illness, but a well-trained choir largely contributed to the success of the meetings. It was with
much regret that we heard of Mr. Murphy's resolution
to close his mission in Glasgow. The work done was
in the circumstances highly creditable, but he had too
many calls to labour outside the city to remain battling
with the unchristian indifference to his labours so mani fest within it. He has often publicly acknowledged
his obligations to the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association for the valuable services he received from those connected with it. John Wilson, Esq. ,
J.P., ex-Bailie Torrens, Bailie Selkirk, Messrs. MacKay, Stevenson, Dransfield, and Black have all taken
an effectiye part in the proceedings, and Mr. Stevenson
has devoted much time and labour to the mission.
The Good Templars a,lso have given Mr. Murphy much
assistance in his arrangement . Several ministers in
the city-Rev. Dr. "\Vallace, Rev. Dr. Ferguson, Revs.
W. C. M'Dougall, J. A. Johnstone, J. Glendinning,
J. Cumming, G. Stewart, M. Pinkerton, Ha-i:din g, Cl-la<lstone and others have from time to time aided him, but
the painful fact remains that the ministers and evangelists of the city as a rule have stayed away. Of the
results of the mission under these untoward circumstances we cannot speak too highly. The number of
pledges taken were 1,600, and the number of blue ribbons
donned nearly 3,000. This speaks well for the vigour
of the mission, and some time hence we may hope to
see Mr. Murphy returning to this scene of his labours
to continue his mission which he bas been obliged
unfortunately for the large number of drinkers and
drunkards amongst us to relinquish.
!RISH DRINKING.-The Irish people are growing
increasingly temperate by law. This desirable condition is owing to the operation of the Sunday Closing
Act. The Irish drink bill was in 1877 £.12,169,915, in
1881 it stood at £10,305,473 a decrease of £1,864,442
sterling. This decrease applies to the whole of the
"Green Isle. " Sligo and Galway excepted ; there unhappily there was a slight increase.
The Edinburgh Pleasance Society held its nineteenth
annual meeting on the 22nd. The report was AL
It showed that meetings had been held every week
throughout the year, that 500 pledges had been taken,
tracts had been scattered around, and a good balance
was to carry over to next year. Messrs. Waterston,
Lossock, and A. G. Murray, addressed the meeting.
The votes of thanks to all concerned were most cordial.
EnI:t-.'IlURGH BAND 01r HOPE UNION.-We are glad
to observe the substantial progress of this Union.
Formed less than seven years ago it has already 113 affili-

ated Bands of Hope and Temperance Societies, having a
membership of between 11,000 and 12,000. This is a
ot only
wonderful success. Its vigour is increasing.
<loes it supply a speaker monthly to all societies connected with it, but is prepared to supply all requisites
-declaration papers, attendance cards, hymn books,
publications, medals, &c. It affiliates societies for the
ridiculously small fee of half a crown. Its programme
for the winter means vigorous effort. It has a large
number of district demonstrations in view, as well as
the issue of a quarterly magazine. It asks from those
societi es in union with it a Christmas and free-will
offering, and if those making this appeal on the behalf
of the directors make an effective representation to the
young people amongst whom they labour, a pile of
bank cheques, postal and money orders should gladden
the ey es of the treasurer on the morning of Christmas
and the New Year day.
REV. DAVID MACRAE IN PERTH.-Referring to the
agitation for local option and prohibition, Rev. Da,,id
:Macrae said it was not a war against the publicans.
The best friends of the publicans were those who
wished them clear of a bad business-a business which
t ended to make good men bad and bad men worse. It
was not a war against public-houses. They wanted
houses that would supply better than whisky shops,
because free from their dangers, the need for places of
refreshment and resort. This war, on its legislative
side, was simply against the traffic in intoxicating
drink. Some people argued that the public had no
right to interfere with the liberty of those who wanted
to buy a glass of whisky. But the public had a right
to interfere with any trade that was doing public
injury. '.l' he public have rights as well as the man who
wants to buy a glass of whisky. And these rights were
recognised. The law which prohibits gambling-houses
and houses of ill-fame interferes with the liberty of
people who would like to open or frequent such places.
But society endorses that interference as wise and
needful. The law against obscene prints is another
law that recognises the right of the people to prot et
themselves from the demoralisation that results from
the selling and buying of such things. The Education
Act of 1 70 with its compulsory clause is an Act that
recognises the right of the public to interfere with the
liberty of people who would take ad vantage of that
liberty to bring up their children in ignorance, to th e
cruel injury of the children, and the danger of society.
Ma.ny, however, who admit th.:it this principle applies
equally to the liquor traffic are fond of saying that in
this case it will not work-that you cannot make people
sober by Act of Parliament. It might as well be said
that you cannot make people honest by Act of Parliament; yet it is found a help to make stealing illegal,
and to attach a severe penalty to its commission. It
might al::;o be said that people cannot be made pure by
Act of Parliament, yet by making the sale of immoral
publications and obscene prints illegal it is recognised
that the cause of purity and public morality is very
decidedly assisted. The removal of facilities and t emp•
tations to drink always diminishes drinking and
drunkenness, and the evils flowing therefrom. 1'he
closing of our public-houses at eleven at night during
the week and all day on Sunday had proved this
abundantly in Scotland, and was proving it in Ireland.
The same position was established still more conclusively by the experience of places like Saltaire (London),
where no public-houses were allowed at all. He (Mr
Macrae) had travelled over great districts in America
where prohibitory law, backed by the convictions of
the people, had wiped out the whole drink traffic and
all its evils with it. Even in Boston- a city twice the
size of Edinburgh-he had gone from end to end of it,
and not a single dramshop was anywhere to be seen.
So enormous were the evils brought upon the public by
the traffic in drink, and so vast the public benefits resulting from its prohibition, that the great State of
Kansas, not content with a prohibitory law, had now
imbedded prohibition in the constitution of the State,
and other States were moving in the same direction.
The movement was slowly but steadily advancing in
our own country, and was bound to advance with the
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reference to the question of compens~tion. By the
spread of intelligence and the recognition of the ng s recent election-in Edinburgh-the voice of the temof the people.-On the Liquor 'l'rajfic, by R ev. D . perance electors of Erli~bnrgh has been_ formally
Nacra e, Dundee.
pronounced upon the subJ_ect ~f compensation so pr?The municipal elections in Scotland this year. con- minently raised by the Lic~nsmg Bill ~f Lord Cohn
tinne to evidence the earnest endeavour of Olli' friends Campbell in the last sess10n of Parliament. The
to uphold the dignity of the Town Council by re.turning proposal to tax the ratepayers_ for fifty years to comas often as possible temperance men. In Edmburgh pensate licence-holders and_ their landl_ords has, we feel
only two wards were contested; of _the 15 retiring 10 proud to say, been _unanimously reJected; ~nd the
were against and 5 in favour of the views of temperance claims of compensat10n have also been rep~diated ~y
reformers · 9 were elected favourable and 6 unfavour- the unanimous resolution of a large and mfluential
able, the gain to temperance being 4 seat~. ,V ~ regret public meeting of temperance electors. . Wh~n the
to have to write the defeat of Mr. David Graig, who terms of the certificate of licence- holders is considered,
gallantly but unsuccessfully contested St. Leonards' and the fact that the traffic contributes not to the
,Yard. He would have been an honour to the To~n benefit but to the injury of the commonwealth, t~e
Council.
On the other hand, Bailie M'lntosh, m resolution of the Edinburgh temperance reformers ~111
Leith secured for his party a gallant victory, and in surprise no one. The proposal to grant compensat10n
Muss~lburgb, Treasurer M'Kinlay has attained to the is not only unfair and unreasonable,. but the amount
honours of the magistracy. In Grangemouth we regret required would be so enorm?us as to impose a_ burd~n
the loss of Mr. Leishman, whose return was successfully upon the nation altoaether msupportable. 1t 1s desiropposed by Mr. H. Burrell. It has been the custom in able that the ad vo;ates of compensation should lo?k
this burgh at the municipal elections for the ballot this fact fairly in the face. We learn from the Daily
boxes to be taken on the close of the poll from the town Review that recently in London five taverns were
hall to a hotel where the returning officer, presitling exposed for sale at the upset price of £347,000, and
officer, and other officials <lined, and the bo~es were that the owners would not dispose of them for less.
then reconveyed to the town hall and the countmg gone The amount required, even upon the principle indicated
on with. The returning office~, Provost Macpherson, as \ in Lord Colin Campbell's bill, to. compensa~e 175,_000
might have been expected, mstructed that the boxes liquor-sellers and their laudlords m the Umted K~ng·
Le conveyed to the burgh chambers_ where all ~once~·ned <lorn would require at least £350,000,00q sterlrng,
enjoyed a most ~x~ellent repast, witho_ut any rntoxicat- being nearly half the amount o_f the national_ debt.
ing liquors. Tlus 1s on~ of those ~terlmg local reforms This, be it observed, do_es. not mcl1;1de ~he cla1m_s of
which deserves the highest praise, and we cannot malsters brewers, aud chstillers, which, 1f recogmsed
sufficiently admi~e th_e ~isdom and com~age of the in any degree, would req_uire_ an_ amount of money
worthy :1?rovost m ?nngrng about so praiseworthy a altogether fabulous. Keepmg ~n vie,~ that the annual
change m the election procedure of the burgh over , national expenditure of the Umted Krngdom amounts
which he so worth~ly presides. ."' e _hope that other to upwards of £83,000,000 sterling-being ?ea~·ly £2
returning officers will go and do likewise. It_ needs D:O 10s per head for every man, woman, and child m the
new Act of Parliamen~ but mere_ly the autho~ity of this community-it vvill :1ppcar ~a1,ifest that the ta~p~yers
high office, the exercise of which can confer such a are in all conscience sufficiently burdened. 'Ihis, be
substantial benefit on the community! an~l presents so it understood, is altogether irrespective of local taxacogent an argument i~ f~vour of public dmners uucon- tion, which in Edinburgh alone annually _amounts to
taminatecl by alcoh~l~c liquors. In Glasgow we deplore upwards of £100,000. Moreover,. the claim fo_r comthe defeat of Ex-Bailie La~:nberton, a w_orthy snpp?rter pensation, iu so far as cotlancl is conce1~ned, is_ altoof temperance reform. His opponent 1s ~~ ab tamer. getber without a l?recedent. I~ so far as 1t applies to
Mr. ~1alcolm Campbell was elected, ~aihe Ure and the landlords of licensed premises the supreme cour~s
Bailie Richmond returned.
All mamfest a hearty in Scotland have unanimously declared that there is
sympathy with temperance aims. At Rutherglen we no claim.
eal Dow in speaking on this subject,
have the pleasure of stating that Bailie ~ick fills :he says:-" I have not been able to_ see what clait? to
Provost's chair, and has the honour of bemg the ~rst compensation disestablished publicans can possibly
abstainer that ever was elected Provost of the ancient have in law equity or common sense- near or remote.
burah.
We regret that Provost Campbell, of Greenock, In some 0 / our States we ha Ye prohibition pure and
0
was not re-elec~ed to_ the_ Provosts_hip . . We fear th3:t simple. The liquor traffic is forbidden ove~· a_ region
our friend~ ~re m a mmority meantime m the Council of country many times larger than ~reat Bntarn, and
but we reJmce to find that once more Mr. John Lang there has never been even a suggestion that the tratle
has been elected to the Council, and that Mr. Thomas suppressed had a claim to compensation." {Oheers.)
M 'lnt~e is n~w a councill?r·. In Rothesay _our old The 'J'irn'38, writing upon this s1;1bject, put it thus:and faithful friend John M Kmlay has been mvested "Pub'icans' profits represent misspent money. The
with the chain and is now a Bailie. Mr. P. B. F~rguson publicans desire to keep their trade, but do they :eally
we are glad to see h~s been elect~d to the Council here. Lelieve that their claims can be permanently susta~n~d ?
In Pert~ w~ regret. that Councillor Cam:pbell should They have everything against them except the vic101;1s
have rehnqmshed lus seat at the Council, but ~rust propensities of nature. . . . . To put the case m
soon to see him at the Council board again. Our fnen~s half-a-dozen words, the profits in which the liquorin Perth are to be congratulated on the growth of their sellers now claim a vested interest are realised to a vast
municipal representation, they are within two or three extent at the cost of popular degradation, vice, and
members of having a majority in the Cour!cil . . 1n misery ; and the question is simply_ wheth~r the_ LegisCampbeltown the temperance party have been v1etonous lature of a country is not justified m placrng with due
and rejoice that Messrs. R. ' Mackay and W. G. C. P~ul consideration the welfare of the people above th e gains
are now members of its Council. This slight not_ice of a trade." (Cheers.) A few years ago the Queen of
will afford our readers ~ome idea of _the stat~ ?f feehng Madagascar, grieved and indignant at th_e. hav_oc
on tempe~ance current m _the ~cottish IJ?-Umcipal _elec- wrought among her peop_le by drink, prohibited its
tions, which must be admitted is full of Joyful sat1sfac- sale. Shortly after the edict had gone forth a deputation. Being the first time that females have been tion of French rum sellers waited upon Her Majesty,
r esponsi~le voters, we are glad to find that on the whole and urged their claims for compensation. The Queen
our elect10ns show so well as regards temperance reform, patiently heard all they hnd to say, and then addressed
and we should look forward with confident hope to the them thus.-'' Go home and summon together those
results oi their voting on future occasions.
who sent you here. Go and consult among yourselves,
1
B T L · cl
consider the wronas which you have done my people;
h
. EDINBURGH.-On the 7t u t., ex- ai .ie ewis e- and after you ha~e compensated them for the injury
livered. the first of a course of le?tures, a:range~ for by and ruin inflicted upon them, come back to me, and we
the, Edmburgh Te~npei:ance Society .. His subJe~t was will then talk of compensation." (Cheers.) We corn" 'I_e~perance legislation, an e,~sential element _m the mend the utterances of these testimonies to the con"!)ohtw3:l prograID:me of Reform.
He treated ~is su1?·id ·ation of all who differ from us on this question of
1ect with all his accustomed vigour. We give his s ei

I
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liquor traffic compensation. (Loud cheers.) A vote of
thanks was cordially awarded to the speaker for his
admirable lecture, and another to the president of the
1,ociety-Mr. R. Cameron-who ably presided.
Vote right. This is just the time to vote as you
may, provided yon pray for the overthrow of the liquor
traffic.
EDINBC'RGil ELECTlON, -The contest for the r epresentation of the city of Edinburgh iu Parliament has
termina.ted in the election of Samuel D. Waddy, Esq.,
Q.C., M.P., as the junior member for the city. The
vacancy was created by the retirement of Mr. James
Cowan through continued ill-health. He was a steady
suµpoder of Sir \Vilfrid Lawson and his Permissive
Bill and Local Option resolution. On his acceptance
of the stewardship of the Chiltern Hundreds, Mr.
James Hall Renton, Mr. D. M 'Laren, and Mr. S. D.
Waddy took the field ; a great many other names of
eminence were spoken of, bnt their owners did not
appear. The temperance party were found thoroughly
united in the determination to have a good man. They
met and adopted the following question by acclamation :-" In the event of a measure being introuuced
into Parliament conferring upon a majority of the ratepayers of Scotland the unconditional legal power to
prohibit the liquo1· traffic in th eir several localities,
will you by your vote and influence support the same c"
They at the same time appointed the following gentlemen as a standing committee to wait upon all canclidates
immediately they appeared and put this question to
them :-Rev. Dr. Adamson, ex-.Bailie Lewis, J.P.,
Councillor M'Lauchlin, Messrs. Ramsay,
isbet,
M 'Lagan, and Miller, Mr. J. H. Waterston acti ng as
secretary. Mr. M'Laren and Mr. Henton answer d
the questiop heartily in the affirmative, as also did Mr.
"\Vaddy, although he objectecl to the word " unconditional. " " He had voted. in the House of Commons,"
he said, "in support of, 'ir Wilfrid Lawson s bill, and
he was prepared to do so still. " The committee had to
report that the candidates' attitude to the question
was so much alike that practically it did not matter by
whom their views were represented. The temperance
reformers then agreed to leaYe the question of supporting the candidates to the temperance electors themselrns. Ultimately the contest lay solely between
Messrs. Renton and Waddy, and at the close of the
poll it was found that Mr. Waddy was elected by a
majority of 737 votes. This practically leaves the
representation of cotland as it was. The result confers great credit on the friends in Edinburgh. By
their 11nion, their harmony, their independence, intelligence, and energy they have secured an able representative of their views, and made it more manifest to all
aspirants for Parliamentary honours that on the
threshold of all Parliamentary contests they will have
to reckon with the temperance party. Looking back
on the last twenty-four bye-elections in Scotland, the
temperance party ha Ye reason for much congratulation.
Eighteen of these have resulted in the election of
candidates favourable to their views; four in the return
of candidates undecided ; and in the return of two only
-Mr. Gladstone for Midlothian, and Sir John Hay for
the Wigtown Burghs-who vote against the resolution
of the House of Commons affirming the justice and
reasonableness of leaving the communities free to suppress the liquor traffic.-Alliance lYews.
MR. MURPHY IN EDINBURGH.-On Saturday, the
28th curt., Mr. Murphy helt.l his farewell meeting in
Edinburgh. The proceedings were exceedingly successful. Mr. Coutts stated that 14,088 had taken the
pledge, and that the work was to be carried on. Addresses were delivered by Professor Kirk, Rev. Dr.
Adamson, Revs. J. Robertson and A . Inglis, and Mr.
John Laing. Mr. l'vlurphy saicl he was sorry that his
visit to Edinburgh was come to a close. He had
enjoyed great kindness a.t the hands of all concerned.
He begged to return his thanks to the committee and
the two secretaries (Messrs. Brown and Coutts) for all
their attention, and he could say honestly that they
bad never had together a jarring word. (Applause.)
To the choir he was also much indebted. The ministers

of the city had also stood nobly by him, and he could
not too heartily return his heartfelt thanks to the many
ladies and gentlemen who had been workers throu,Yhout the hall. He expressed his deep debt of gratitude
to Mr. J. H. Waterston, who had acted as his private
secretary. He had conducted his correspondence and
attended to his book, which contained a recorcl of the
gospel temperance work. He felt bound to thank him
publicly for his great kiudr,ess, courtesy, and forbearance, ancl expressed the hope that he might long be
sparecl to prosecute, as he had clone, the good work.
(Applause.) He said the press bad been very kind to
him, and especially the Daily Revir-u, for which he
asked three cheers, a request which met with n. eordi11l
response. At the close, on the motion of the Re,·.
James Robertson, a hearty vote of thanks was proposed
to Mr. Murphy, whid1 was given by the entire audience
standing and wn.ving th eir handker::hiefs.
As l\lr.
Murphy left the building a large crowd heartily cheered
him. 'fhe re ult of these meetings is that lG,000 pledges
and 22,000 blue ribbons have been n.ccepted.
At a
meeting held after this meeting it was resolved to
continue the work, aud Messrs. "\V. 13rown, J. H.
·w aterston, and J. Darling were appointed a committee
to arrange meetings. "\Ve are glad to observe that
mP.etings are being held in Canongate, "\Vestport, antl
l l.Lckfriars, Abont 500 persons are pledging at these
111eetings weekly.
THE MITCHF.LL 1\10. UMENT.-Just twelve months
ago we informed our renders that an inscription in
memory of Mrs Mitchell, the wife of the late Mr James
.Mitchell, who died in 1862, had been placed on the
monument to his memory, which stands in the Southern
Necropolis, Glasgow. We incidentally stated that the
stone of the monument was wasting, and tl,at unless it
was seen to at once it would suff1:r injury. "\Ve askc.·d
surviving friends of Mr Mitchell to contribute a trifle
each to pay for the preserv::-,tion of the monument ;
but we feel ashamed to record that not one has vaill
the slightest attention to our appeal for help. The
work has been done, howeYcr ; and we have b en
requested to lay a statement of the Mitchell Monum nt
Fund before our readers. \Ve had hopes that the
Treasurer would have had funds to have tidied up the
grass a.round the hallowed resting-place of this noble
labourer, but he has not enough, and the work is
suspended.
CHARGE.

Bal. in Bank,
Interest,

£2 1 0 [ By wscrip~I~~l.lARG~ .
..
0 7 1 Renovation, . .

Bal. in N.S.S. Bank,
£2

£0

S Cl

1 16 0
0 2 10

£2

8 1

OBT. MACKAY, Treasurer,
The monument is now preserved for many years to
come ; and if the ground around was duly attenderl to,
the resting-place of om lamented friend would he
pleasant to look upon.
TnE SILVER STAR BRIGAD.E .-This is one of those
little organisations framed for the young which are
doing a noble work in moulding and disciplining the
"coming race." That their Brigade is worthy of our
goo<l wishes and our prayers will, we think, appear to
all who read the "fhe points" of the Silver Star
Brigade. (1) I promise, by God's help, to strive to be
goo<l and useful, and to try to spread happiness around
men. (2) I will try to help others, especially the weak,
the poor, the sick, and the sorrowful. (3) I will abstain from all intoxicating liquors, from tobacco, swearing, bad words, and gambling. (4) I will be kind ~o
animals, and try to save them from crnelty, (5) I will
strive to be loving, pure, and true in thought, word,
and deed.
The Olticar;o 'Tribune says "It can scarcely be a crime
to drink so long as the church continues the use of
wine at the Communion T.1ble."
" Why are you late, Miss?" She hung her head
and said, '' We got a baby at our· house this morning."
"Don't let it happen again," said be, fiercely. "No,
sir," said she and took her seat. If he had seen the
titter on the big scholars' faces, he would have gone
mad,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by hi:s correspondents.
SA QUHAU TOWN COUNCIL.
1'o tlte E!litor of '' Soci~il Riformer."
Sm, - I see in your issue for November in your remarks about Pollokshaws Town Council you mention
that Sanquhar has Prnvost, Bailies, awl Councillor;; all
cibstainers. Now as this has appeared in different
paper::i in Scotland, I take this opportunity to give it
an unqualified denial, for, I am sorry to say, such is not
the case. Herewith I give a list of the Council and
their position in regard to temperance. Hoping you
will give this the same publicity as you have given to
the report in the November number of your magazine,
I am yours respectfully,
THE W.C.T. O]j' THE SA.XQUHAR LODGE 1.0.G.T.
[We find from the ·worthy Chief's list of the Conncil
that the Provost, the Tren.surer, anll two Councillors
are abstainers; the two Bailies, the Dean, and two of
the Councillors arc non-abstainers. Our friend Jac:k
Falstaff used to say, '' Lord, how the world is given
to lying. -Ed., '.R.]
Srn,-Hanla.n's t estimony as to the benefits of
abstinence from into.·icating liquors and tobacco i:i all
the more Yaluable from the fact that he is not only the
son of a fawern-keoper, but is also himself a licensed
yendor of strong drink. 'rrickett, also, is a tavernkeeper, n.ncl a personal abstainer. lt is rather surprising, after the testimony of l\lr G-]aLLstonc ancl , 'ir
St:1.ffcnl Northcote, that raising th revenue from ,
sober people woultl not I re ent difficulties either of
them could not roatlily overcom , to find .Mr !'Tver,
M.P., raising the re •euue bog y a:;ain. Our present
Canadian Minister of Finance, ir Leonard Dilly, has
repeatedly declared his readiness to devi e sources of
reYenue if the liquor traffic should be prohibited. The
fact is, no more wasteful source of revenue than the
liquor traffi c could well be found.-Yours faithfully,

G. H.

HALE.

FOOD REFORM.
To the Editor of "Social Reformer."
Srn,-I read the articles of "Robin Goodfellow" on
diet with considerable interest. 1 believe that his
position is sound, but I await the appearance of all his
articles before I come to a conclusion. I write to state
that I was a guest at the recent Food Reform Society
Dinner in the city of Glasgow. The Rev. Professor
Kirk was one of the speakers. He spoke of the delusion
under which people rested regarding the quantity and
qua.lity of their food. We need some principle to guide
us r egarding the quantity of food we require.
Th e
supply of food is unlimited, but the power to assimilate
it is limited. b eating and drinking we too often pass
into a state the reverse of beneficial. He illustrated
his position here by the use of food in illness. In this
condition the power of digestion is entirely suspended,
and he himself lay in b ed with fever for eight days
without taking any food, and made a more rapid cure
jnst because he had not food in his system to fight
against. But I pause meantime.-Yours,
A STROX.

GOOD AND BAD.
ONE day little Robert'i:1 father saw him playing with
some boys who were rude and unmannerly. He had
observecl for sometime a change for the worse in his
son, and now he knew the cause. He was very sorry,
but he said nothing to Robert at the time.
In the e\·ening he brought from the garden six beautiful rosy-cheeke cl apples, put them on a plate, and
presented them to Robert,
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He was much pleased at his father's kindness, and
thanked him.
'' You must lay them aside for a few days, that they
may become mellow," said the father ; and Robert
cheerfully placed the plate with the apples in his
mother 's storeroom.
Just as he was putting them aside, his father laid on
bis plate a seYenth apple, which was quite rotten, and
d esired him to allow it to remain there.
''But, father," said Robert, '' the rotten apple will
spoil all the others."
"Do you think so? Why should not the fresh
apples rather make the rotten one fresh ? " said his
fath er. And with these wor<ls he shut the door of the
room.
Some days afterwards he asked his son to open the
storeroom door and take out the apples. But what a
sight presented itself! the six apples which had been
so round and rosy-cheeked were now quite rotten, and
spread a bad smell through the room.
" 0 papa ! " cried he, " did I not tell you that the
rotten a.pple would spoil the good ones? yet you did not
listen to me."
"::.I_y boy," said his father, "haYo I not told you
often tha.t the company of bad children will make yon
bad ? yet yon do not lis ten to me. See in the condition
of the apples that which will happen to you if you keep
company with bad boys."
Hobert lid not forget the lesson.
\Vhen any of his
form er doubtful play-follows asked him to join in their
sports, ho thought of the rotten apples, ancl kept himself apart from them.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
BooK:-:, &c., fol' R P1•iew, ancl communications fo1· the
JJJtlit or, shonld be fonvarcled, not lcite1· than tlu, 12th
of each month, and as rn11ch eariier <t-~ JJOSliible, tu tlu,
Offices, 112 B ath Street.
Trrn vV ORKS OF DR. F. R. LEE. .-We understand
that Dr. F. R. L ees is willing to issue a collected
edition of his works in ten Yolumes, provided that he
receives orders enough to justify him going on with
their publication. The first volume is to be the famous
'' Text Book on Temperance. " If sufficient encouragement is given the volumes will be published quarterly,
at half-a-crown each to subscribers only. Those who
send in orders for six copie3 of any volume are entitled
to a seventh copy gratis. \Ve surely do not need to
urge onr friends to subscribe to the issue of works
which embody such a wealth of r esearch, learning,
argument, and criticism. In no other way can they
obtain such a valuable library of temperance literature,
V{ e tlo most earnesUy commend this proposal to the
prompt and liberal consideration of all our readers.
'fhey should send in their names and addresses at once,
to Dr. F. R. Lees, Meanwood, Leeds.
The Son of T empemnce. L ondon: Daniel & Smithers,
120 N ewington Butts; published at 337 Strand. Ono
penny monthly. This organ has nearly run out its first
volume. It is an admirable exponent of the division
whose interests it wa.s instituted to promote. Its conductors display a deep insight into all that concerns the
advantages of the Society of the Sons of Temperance .
\Ve learn from the annual report the interesting recorcl
of the starting of the ma.gazine. 4,000 was ordered of
No. 1, but the cry was for more. The second, owing
to an admirable paper on the valuation of the London
division, reached 8,000. In the first half year of its
existence the circulation has attained to 27,500 copies,
a very gratifying proof of the necessity of such an organ
to the division, and of the satisfactory way in which
that felt necessity has been met. In a spirit of quiet
sarcasm the editor places his own complaints against
those of some candid critic. Here are h is complaint!:,
(a) many divisions don't advertize, (b) four-fifths of the
members don't buy the paper, (c) half the grand scribes
do not report grand division meetings, {d) half the
grand diYisions do not see that coffee t averns, reading
rooms and libraries are freely supplied with. the maga-
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zine, (e) subordinate divisions do not report festivals,
and special efforts, aud (f) some of the brethren who
do report wait till the very last moment, or even prefer to see their news two months old. He is getting on
excellently notwithstanding. We trust that he will
show a splendid result next year. He has our best
wishes.

'J'he Two Mothers.-By Rev. Alex. M'Leod, D.D.
Glasaow : Scottish Temperance League. This is a very
fine ;eries of stories and told with delightful simplicity.
As a prize book for the lower Sabbath school forms, or
for Band of Hope children it is just the one to buy. It
is a wonderful penny's worth.
The Adviser for 1882. Glasgow: Scottish Temperance League, Price ls. Enclosed in charming covers,
with an elegant coloured plate of a lovely girl under the
mistletoe th.e Adviser presents itself to our admiring
gaze. Containing well selected as well as ori~inal
matter, lavishly illustrated in the best style by sk1~ed
artists, with music and words, and spirited, sparkling
poetry for the young, we may just say of the Advi. ,,r
that '' age canuot wither, nor custom stale the infinite
variety " to be found in this, the most delightful
children's magazine.
Drink and Strong Drink: a seri,:s OJ reaclings.-By
Dr. W. B. Richardson. Loudon and Glasgow: "\Villiam
Collins, Sons & Co. One shilling. This is a jewel of
a temperance book. It has all the precision of science,
and all the charm of rhetoric.
We believe a more
clelightful introduction to the grand principles of the
great temperance reformation is not to be found in the
English language. The parents that ingrain the lessons
of this most excellent text book into the minds of their
children are awakening in their little hearts and intellects
an uufading interest in the temperance cause. We hope
to hear of its reaching an enormous circulation : anything less would be short of its deserts.
In the Western Teniper,ince .ffe1'al1l for November
there is an exceedingly interesting article from the pen
of the Rev. J. S. Balmer, of Blackpool. ~1r. Balmer
voluntarily adopted the pledge of abstinence in Carlisle,
wrought by day, and advocatetl abstinence from strong
<lrink by night. He was at length invited to labour
fol' temperance, and was engaged by the Ayrshire
Temperance Union as their first agent. After labouring
some time with great success in various portions of the
temperance field, he entered the minist ry in 1861 , in
whfrh he h::i.s since laboured for the Ma.ste!·. He feels
no difficulty in advocating temperance, while fulfilling
his ministerial duties, nor in clearing the table of the
Lord of polluting alcoholic liquors; and he has a glowing
steadfast confidence that the day of the triumph of the
temperance reformation is at hand. Our friends in
Ayrshire will be glad to hear that their old and highly
esteemed agent Mr. Balmer is so nobly fulfilling the
promise of his early years.
West Thorpe.-By Alice O'Hanlon. Glasgow : Scottish Temperance League. Cloth 2s, paper covers ls.
A very powerfully written story is West Thorpe.
Down into the loathsome abyss sink not a few of its
characters-•-rich, educated, agreeable, pleasing, and
loveable : up rise some who once on the brink of perdition through drink abstain from it with determination
and do more than regain the position they forfeited,
though, alas, they feel that it would have been better,
far better that they had never fallen, since they never
can forget. The story is laid chiefly among the "well
to do" : the very slight episode of Day and White
being all that has to do with the working man. Your
rector, manufacturer, your business firm, and your heir
to wealth and idleness show clearly the lesson that
among "our betters" the drink demon reaps as fruitful
harvests as among the "sons of toil." Miss Hanlon
has drawn with a firm hand a skilful plot, and a few
good characters in language eminently clear aud
forcible, and produced a tale which all will read with
interest and feeling, and not a few with eyes suffused
with tears.
Thirty-first Annual Report of the Cartsdyke Workng Men's Total Abstinence Society. Greenock: Temp-

erance Hall, 6 Cartsburn Street. Secretary, R. Smith,
42 St. Lawrence Street. The committee present an
admirable report, condensed yet substantial. They
inform us that 190 members have been enrolled during
the year, and the heavy balance of £18 14s 2d to carry
over. They had arranged for 43 lectures, etc., and
held 12 in the House of Refuge. The mission work of
the society is highly successful. There is a Sabbath
school, a Sabbath evening meeting, and two meetings
weekly, while tracts are systematicall.y delivered, and
after all the sum of £6 0s 6½d remains in the Treasurer's
hands. Free tea is among the means used to reach the
poor, and, besides, more than twenty families have
been helped with food, fuel, and clothing, and they add
significantly, "But had our instructions extended only
to abstainers, or been limited to religious persuasions,
our report of relief would have been nit, and your
charitable fund untouched." Ah, "Godliness is profitable" ! The conclnsiou of the tract is worthy of
quotation. We wish the committee great success in
their praiseworthy labours.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

I

THE LATE REV. DR. BRUCE.-We deeply regret to
have the melancholy duty of recording the decease of
this revered minister at Bridge of Allan, on Wednesday,
15th ult., aged seventy-one years, forty-five of which
he had spent in the ministry of the Master. He was
truly a worthy man, beloved of his people, and an
excellent preacher, with no small share of the vision
and faculty divine, two of his hymns finding a place in
the U. P. Hymnal. He had a strong sympathy with
the temperance reformation, especially in its prohibitory
aspect, and had his health permitted would have
rendered personal assistance in its advocacy. He was
interred, with the greatest show of mournful respect, in
the Grange Cemetery, Edinburgh, in which city he had
been the minister, and lately the senior minister, of
Infirmary Street U. P. Church.

Tlrn LA·rE 1R. ADAM DRYDEN, Em. BURGH.-It is
, with much regret that we have to announce the death
, of fr. Aclam Dryden, who died at his residence, Crnigic
Terrace, Edinburgh, on 20th ult. Mr. Dryden belonged
to one of the Border Counties, and settled in Edinbnrgh
upwards of twenty years ago. He belonged to that
school of quiet thinkers who naturally penetrate beneath
the mere surface of those currents which agitate society,
anrl who are slow to commit themselves to any movemeut until its principles and objects are clearly apprehencled. Hence, when he associated himself with any
public question he was ever warm and loyal in his
attachment to the cause which he had espoused.
·while of a retiring, unobtrusive nature, he possessed in
no small degree the qualities of an earnest and aggressive
social, political, and temperance reformer. From an
early period in the prohibitory agitation against the
drink traffic, there were few who more clearly understood all the bearings of the question, and was more
consistent and liberal in its support.
He was a
r~spectecl Vice-President of the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association for many years.
Although never prominent on public platforms, his
influence, and unflinching testimony in the cause of
temperance, and kindred subjects will be much missed.
As a successful business man, and a Christian gentlema.n he was honoured and respected by all who knew
him, and much sympathy is felt for his widow and
family. His funeral took place on Thursday the 23rd
ult., in Newington Cemetery, which was largely
attended, there being present a number of distinguished
citizens, including the Rev. Principal Cairns, Rev. Mr.
Riach, Mr. Duncan M 'Laren, late Member for the City,
Dr. Menzies, and many others who are well known in
the cause of social and temperance reform. Councillor
Lossock, Peebles, and Mr. J. H. Waterston represented
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association on the melancholy occasion.-L.
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AN ENEMY IN THE MOUTH:
A TEMPERA OE TALE.
BY ANNIE

S. Sw AN.

.\.nthor of •' Shadowed Lives,"'' 'l'hankful Rest,"" Fruits," &c.
CHAPTER VIII.-THE MI

IO:N IN PlPER's ALLEY.

I cannot linger over the days which followed-over
the desolation of that ruined house; over the mourning
at the manse, where Lizzie had been loved as a dear
daughter of the house.
Three days later she was buried with her baby at her
breast in the churchyard at trathglide. Arthur followed her to the grave, and these few days had changed
him from the vigour of splendid manhood to the feeble
appearance of age. He stood beside the open grave
and listened to the faltering words of his father's prayer
without a muscle of his set face moving. Some among
them said it was a shame to see how indifferent he was,
but others knew that the fires of Uehenna burned under
that calm exterior. That day he disappeared without
a word of w...rning ,.n· farewell to kith or kiu. It was
only known that he took train at Claybridge for Glasrrow, thither it was useless to follow him.
~ In the second week of April Tom Hislop sailed for
Queensland, and all trace of the Hislops d parted from
trathglide.
.
Bnt it would be long before they were forgotten m
the place.
During all this time, Andrew :::iutherland's business
had beeu steadily increasing. Ay, the Half Way
House, like others of its kind, was eminently a paying concern. 'rhere is no risk yon see in the sale of
liquor, the Iona-er it is kept the more valuable it becomes, and the~ look at the profit the retailers take !
And the shameful adulteration alcoholic drinks are
s1.~bjected to goes a long way towards increasing these
profits ; it is a very dishonourable thing, I doubt not,
lmt e;an you expect to find a spirit of honour among
those who traffic in the ruin and wreck of their fellowmen, body and soul? Strong language, my friends, but
no stronger than the subject warrants. This evil is
not one which can be dealt with gently, or spoken of
in light condemnation. The day has long gone for such
measures.
Strange to say, vValter Gillespie and his father were
still aµart.
either would give in, for in spite of his
n,miability \Valter had an iron will of his own. He
was doing well in London, and was his uncle's right
hann. Possibly, if he had not been doing so well, he
woulcl have sacrificed his pride ere this. In the autumn
following Lizzie's death, Laura accepted au invitation
from Mrs. Hunter, and went to London to spend a few
weeks.
Valter had not seen her for nearly two years.
Letters passed regularly, but what are letters compared
to the real and Ii vin 0 presence of our dear ones? These
were weeks of unalloyed happiness for both. The Hunter's abode at Richmond was a beautiful home of the
wife's choosing. A sweet, frank, loveable woman was
:Matthew Hunter's wife, although there was a gravity
about her which the loss of th ree lovely children had
left behind. Her childle s heart had warmed to Walter,
and she was ready, yon may Le sure, to accord a true
welcome t o his promised wife. Seeing her, she ceased

to wonder at what she had secretly thougbt Walters
folly . London was a great revelation to the country
girl, and the Hunters were good entertainers. Nothing
worth seeing was left unseen . "I have to attend a
social meeting of ou r mission to-night, Laura," said Mr.
H unter one evening at the dinner table ; '' Have you
any curiosity to see one of the saddest and yet most
interesting sights in all London ."
"I should like it," answered Laura. " \Vhat kind
of a mission is it?"
" It is among the lowest and most degraded class
in the East end," answered 11r. Hunter. ",ve have
a service once a week, and a tea meeting occasionally.
There is a Dorcas ociety too, upheld by the ladies interested in the work; my wife is its principal. It is
uphill work, she will tell you, but we have just enough
success to encourage us to go ou."
"It is a noble work," said Laura, warmly.
"It is," assented Mrs. Hunter. Before I was married, Laura, I would have crossed to the other side of
the street to evade one of these poor creatures who
are my friends now. My husband taught me that
they have soul and feelmgs just as we have, and he
has imbued me with some of his enthusiasm."
"She is invaluable in the worst cases, my dear,"
smiled ).fr. Hunter, " A woman can do so much more
than a man sometimes. '.rhey all love her. You will
see eviJence of it to-night. You will accompany us,
\Valter."
" Yes, uncle.''
"All right. It is time we were off, the m.eeting begins at seven, it is past five now. vYill you cut some
flowers for the tables, ladies ? "
The city clocks were chiming seven when the party
drove through the city.
"You have five minutes walk through the slums before you reach the place, Laura," said Mrs. Hunter,
when the carriage stopped in one of the poorest quarters of the mighty city. ",ve can't take the horses
down; it wouldn't be safe."
Laura no<lderl, and they turned down a narrow
squalid lane, literally swarming with people. Children of all acres and sizes sprawled in the gutters, in
company with the lean and lmugry curs which arc
ever plentiful in the quarters of the poor. EYen
in this place Laura was amazed to see the number of
gin-shops on either side. Every few yards there was
a flaming sign and a wide doot·way giving a tempting
glimpse of the interior. Depend upon it, my friend ,
these rum-sellers know the frailty of human nature.
Do you suppose they don't know tha,t the poorest uf
their customers love creature comforts if they can
but procure them? Coming from these foul, cheerless,
squalid dens called homes, though God knows the
name is but a mockery, do yon wonder that a man
enters a gin palace with a sense of pleasure? They
look so comfortable inside, with their glancing gaslights, polished counter, and glittering glass and pewter, if you will belie,'e it these things have often a
much t o do with a man spending his time there as
the mere drink.
Make your homes more attractive, and strip off the
gilt, and glitter, and light, from your taverns, and
t here will be a great step gained in the right direction.
At Richmond on that fair June evening, it bad seemed
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a very pleasure to be alive. Every breath of the summer wind was laden with the perfume of a thousand
blossoms, every tree and hedge was clothed with the
green freshness of the glorious summer time, but here,
lo, what a change ! The hot stifling air was reeking
with foul fumes and poisonous breaths, the narrow
strip of sky above the towering roof-trees was obscured
by the mists and vapours of the city : no wonder that
Laura Tennant drew her skirts closely about her as she
carefully picked her way in the centre of the lane, and
asked compassionately, "How on earth do these
wretched creatures live?" They don't live: my
friends, they drag out a wretched existence in which
there is not a ray of hope or light. Look at their
faces if you should chance to find yourself in some of
these vile places. There is not a spark of intelligence
beyond a low cunning in their faces. You may look
in vain for one trace of noble manhood or womanhood
among them.
The meeting-place in Piper's Alley was a brick structure, plain and substantially built. The interior fitted
up with strong wooden benches, and tables of the same
description. These were set out for tea. There was
an abundance of plain solid food, such as the majority
of the poor souls never tasted except within these wa,lls.
The hall was packed, and as our friends made their
way through the centre to the platform, a kind of
cheer was raised. Laura and Walter were provided
with seats near the front, and from thence watched
the proceedings with intense interest.
There might be three or four hundred on the benches
of all ages and sexes, each one a more pitiful-looking
object than his neighbour.
Bent, feeble, old men aud aged crones, scarcely able
to sustain their tottering weight, strong, villanouslooking fellows of the type which fills our gaols and
penitentiaries, fierce, repulsive women from whom all
grace of womanhood had long since fled, girls in their
teens with faces already seared by the hand of vice,
and little children, God help them, who, reared in a
nursery of crime, never knew the guileless innocence
of childhood; these were the people on whom Laura.
Tennant looked in pitiful amazement. There were
several ladies busy at the tables, pouring out tea, and
cutting huge slices of bread. Mrs. Hunter went from
one bench to another, offering a flower here and a kind
word, or perhaps only a smile there, and Laura saw in
that the evidence Mr. Hunter had promised her. Yes,
Edith Hunter had a hold upon these hearts.
A choir of young ladies and gentlemen sang hymns
during the progress of the meal; many paused to
listen, and Laura fancied she saw tears in some eyes
as the sweet strains of Jesus' redeeming love rang
through the hall.
"vVell, my dear," said Matthew Hunter, finding
himself for a moment near Laura, "what do you think
of our meeting ? "
"I can't express my feelings, sir," said Laura. "It
seems to me something awful to think of the life these
people must lead to cause them to look like that. See,
\Valter, what would you say that was there at the end
of the bench next the wall."
Walter turned his head and looked in the direction
indicated. On the extreme edge of the bench was a
figure small and stunted, habited in one ragged shirt
and a man's old coat. Destitute of linen the creature's
breast and neck was visible through the rents and
fissures of the garment. Set upon a bony neck was a
h ead with a shock of matted black hair which hung
wildly over the low narrow forehead ; a pair of small
black eyes gleamed from beneath the shaggy brows,
and the lower part of the face was coarse and hea,,y.
And stamped upon that face was a look of dogged
misery, enough to make a heart bleed.
'' That is Shuffling Ben, as he is called among them,"
explained Matthew Hunter. '' His mother is a hopeless drunkard, and the boy, he is a boy, cousin, though
I grant you might be puzzled to guess it, picks up a
living anywhere. Steals enough one day perhaps to
last him the next, and starves the rest of the week.
He has never been in jail yet, he is as sharp as a fox,
they can't get at him; he never comes here unless positively starving."

Laura shuddered.
At that moment she saw Mrs. Hunter go up to the
lad and lay her hand on his shoulder. They were near
enough to catch his words.
" Well Ben, my boy," she said, and her voice was as
soft and tender as if she had been speaking to one of
her own little ones ; '' I am glad to see you here tonight. Have you had a good tea?"
Ben replied by a kind of jerk, but his face preserved
its stolidity.
"I have missed you for a few weeks, what has come
over you?"
'' Dunno."
"Could not you manage to bring your mother with
you next time, Ben ; do try ? "
.
Ben raised his head and looked at her with a look of
matchless cunning and amusement in his eyes. "Bring
'er here, oh my, wot a lark it ud be."
"We're going to have some nice music and a word
or two from Mr. Hunter now, Ben," she said not noticing his last remark, "you'll stay."
'' Ef you want me to," said Ben, his face relapsing
into its hapless stolidity, " I'll bide."
'' Of course I want you, Ben, or do you think I
should have come here to ask you," and with a smile
Mrs. Hunter left him and came to the platform.
Mr. Hunter stood up and raised his band for silence,
you would have wondered to see how his sign was
obeyed. You could have heard a pin drop. I need
not write down what he said to these people, because
to you it would sound very poor and weak ; simple
words mean much in their utterance, but they lose
their force when they are written. He did not speak
above ten minutes, and what he said came straight
from his heart, and was simple enough to be understood by the youngest among them. It was only the
story he had told in that place scores of times before,
the record of that holy, loving, unselfish life of the
Saviour who lived on earth in order that the poorest,
vilest wretches might have life eternal. To some in
that hall that life was a joyful reality, and the aviour
a near and precious friend, but the majority of them
had heard the story before, and listened to it now as
the inevitable winding up of the tea meeting; they
could not get the one without the other. I question
if the half of them listened to the speaker's words,
yet all kept quiet. Then a hymn was given out, simple
words set to a simple tune made familiar by repetition.
Mr. Hunter requested the audience to join, which
they did with a will. And oh, what a chorus it was!
W orcls fail me to describe it. There was no harmony
in it, and yet the tears ran like rain down Laura
Tennant's cheeks as she listened.
Ten minutes afterwards the hall was cleared, and
only the workers remained on the platform.
" Well, Laura," said Mrs. Hunter, speaking for the
first time, '' Do you think you could undertake work
like this ? Do you see sufficient to interest you? "
" Interest," repeated Laura, " I think it would be
a life-work to reform one of them. 1 never saw such
a collection in my life. If you had described them
to me I would never have believed that the world
held so many wrecks of humanity. What do you
think of it, Walter?"
"I don't know," replied Walter briefly, and from
his manner Laura gue$sed how deeply he was moved.
"They were wonderfully orderly to-night," said
Matthew Hunter. '' One night I had to send Edith
home, there was something like a free fight in the
hall."
'' And it's cause?" asked Laura.
"Drink," replied Matthew Hunter briefly. "Without it there would be a faint hope of reclaiming these
masses; with it the thing is an impossibility. They
are demons when the drink is in them."
"If their reclamation is an impossibility, uncle,"
said Walter impulsively, "why continue the work?
Is it not so much waste of time and labour?"
'' If one of these immortal souls can be brought
safely home, it is worth it, my boy," said the elder
man with kindling face.
" And, thank God, it has
Leen our glorious privilege to see the restoration of
more than one!"
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THE WORKING MAN'S BILL OF FARE-V.
THE "coming race," if they are to progress at all in
prnportion to their means and opportunities, must be
able to live so as to have life in society as it is in say
our prisons, with a mortality never exceeding eleven
per thousand, instead of the mean of double that mortality as at present. vVe cannot see why there should
be such a reckless eagerness to take all out of life we
can if it were known that we can only live up to a
certain measure, which we may maintain but cannot
increase, and can certainly decrease by our wanton extravagance. They will require to be better up in the
economy of life than we, their forefathers and foremothers. If they can realise that life is more than
meat, they will endeavour to proportion their food to
the healthy wants of their system. If their system
can assimilate three diets, then three diets will not be
waste of food for them; while if two diets :.tre all that
their system demands, three diets must be excess.
Excess to them as to us is the loss of that food which is
in excess of their requirements and los3 of assimilative
power, which means the premature failure of their
system to extrnct from the foocl supplies presented to
it enough and no more for the healthy wants of their
organism. These losses simply mean early decay of
the vital powers, which is untimely death. The enjoyment of the gourmand is purchased at a fearful cost,
when the purchase money is the abridgment of life
with all its elevated pleasures. By the side of the
pampered appetite may alas too often be found the
enfeebled will, the sluggish intellect, the prostrate reason : the system is inverted, the lower nature becomes
of supreme importance to the man, and disorder and
slavery ensue. The loss of means through bad feeding
is greatly to be deplored; but the loss of satisfaction
derived by the mind from literature, from art, from
science, and from travel, is a loss which is irreparable.
Every one, therefore, has a deep interest in a proper
bill of fare. The mere fact that we must eat is not
enough, we must learn to eat with a proper regard both
for the quantity and quality of our food. When we
have fully realised what is meant in this propriety, we
shall eat more like rational beings and less, we would
say never, with a view to the mere animal enjoyments
of the table.
A distinction with regard to food is often overlooked
-the distinction as to the requirements of the system
in idleness and activity.
e find the idler indulging
in an amount of food utterly out of proportion to his
quiescent existence, and being langui<l, indolent, and
apathetic in consequence. His system is burdened
with food which it cannot absorb, and, without the
active exertion which would enable it to use it to some
purpose, sinks under the strain to which the system is
subjected, and plethora very soon makes its appearance
with its deplorable results of functional and structural
disorder. On "active service" persons fully intelligent on their relation to food would increase their
rations in exact proportion to their increased expenditure of force, and save for natural fatigue, which induces natural repose so agreeable and so recuperative,
they would not be sensible of increased exertion. If it
is said that a great portion of our time would be taken
up by the attention demanded by such niceties respecting our food, we answer we should after a while fall as
surely into the right mode as we have now fallen into
the wrong mode. That power of adaptation by which
we so easily disentangle the perplexities of our life
would not desert ns here, and we should soon be as
sensitive to any deviation from the right path of life
in our diet as we are of any aberration from good conduct by our conscience.
Another distinction should be made between the
food of the se lentary and the active. The sedentary
too often neglect or forego exercise ; and if there is
little waste through little muscular exertion or exercise
the system should not be clogged by food. If the fire
has no strong draught, it should not be overladen with
coals. In this case it burns too low to be either useful
or cheerful : so the constitution of the sedentary suffers
when a low activity is conjoined with diet more fitted
for sfrenuous exertion than for sedentary occupation.
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Still another distinction requires notice, that between
people working indoors and out of doors. The exposure to cold is productive of increased demands on
the system, of which the indoor worker knows nothing.
The indoor worker may work vigorously-the air he
breathes be far less pure than that out of doors-he
may be warmer, and hence less heat-forming food may
be wanted. The evils of diminished oxygen and unnatural warmth, if aggravated by gross feeding, will
speak trumpet-tongued to him of his folly, and a lasting
breakdown of t he outraged system may be threatened
or result.
vVe see then that if ever there was a necessit y for
applying the sententious aphorism of the Greek sage,
"Know thyself," it is to the food we eat and enjoy.
Here is a sphere of enquiry upon which our utmost
mental energy may be exerted greatly to our advantage, and to the increased enjoyment of existence. The
knowledge of our physical frame, and its relation to air,
food, and water, is worthy of a diligent pursuit; and
no man who has ever realised the great truths, that
"the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof," and
that "we are fearfully and wonderfully made," and
the relation which God has established between these
truths, will ever grudge at giving time to what he
should and what he should not eat.
In continuation of our observations on various
dietaries, we now take up the dietary of our workhouses. We have before us the "rules and regulations for the management of poorhouses, prepared and
sanctioned by the Board of Supervision for the Relief
of the Poor," dated 1877. We have felt a great interest in our examination of this brief manual of the
treatment of the poor. In the first place, the rules are
not absolute, for any deviation from them may be permitted by the Board provided that cogent reasons are
adduced for it. The relief afforded to the poor is now
looked upon as a legal obligation binding upon every
ratepayer. ..l!'ormerly the poorhouses oi our country
were looked upon as huge almshouses, where the truly
poor-the aged, infirm, friemlless-de titute, and unable to support themselves were maintained ; and these
had much freedom, had even a little levee occasionally,
and received presents. The feelings of the poor with
respect to poorhouse relief are sadly altered, that proud
independence which scorned the stigma of pauperism
has well nigh disappeared, and men and women talk
loudly of their legal title to relief. Hence the discipline of the poorhouse has altered greatly to the cliscomfort of the really necessitous poor, because the other
class must be made to feel that such discipline must be
more irksome than labour would be, and they are they
for whom work, confinement, and discipline have to be
provided. The governor, matron, and medical officer
have a most anxious time of it in carrying out the rules
of the Board, modified by the local board, so as to administer them properly, without offence to the house
committee, and without giving occasion to the pauper
of the doubtful class to air his grievances before the
sheriff.
Only the other day, however, a man who, through
paralysis, had been obliged to accept parochial relief
called on the Inspector of the Poor at Rutherglen to inform him that, through his wife, he had got a little
money, and would no longer require relief. And the
first use he made of the little '' windfa' " was to pay up
to the last farthing the amount he had received as relief. A house factor in Glasgow some years ago repaid
to a country parochial board the sum which his parents
had received as relief. It is to be regretted that such instances of real manly independence should be so rare.
Bearing these points in mind, let us look at the
dietary provided for our paupers in our poorhouses.
This dietary comes under the immediate cognisance of
the visiting committee, who once a week at least
"should satisfy themselves as to the quantity and
quality of the provisions issued to the inmates;" and
they must give an answer in writing to the 9th query
in the house committee's book, which is, "Is the established dietary duly observed, and are the hours of
meals regularly adhered to?" and also query llth,
which is as follows : "Is any complaint made by any
of the inmates against any official, or in respect of the
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provisions ? " The house governor is to receive all provisions, with which he is to compare the bill of delivery,
to see that they are in terms of contract; and he is to
issue them to the matron or other as directed by the
rules, and also to see that they are properly applied.
Moreover, he is to keep a daily diet book and a sick
diet book ; and our opinion is, that if these books be
kept according to the rules, the dietary of the poorhouses cannot differ much from the wishes of the
Board of Supervision. It is carefully provided that he
or another says grace at every meal ! The matron who,
in his absence, performs his duties is also called upon
to make diet roll of the inmates, to -receive the articles
from the governor for the day's consumption, to see
that the food is properly cooked and properly served to
the healthy inmates, and also to such as are sick. The
medical officer is to give all necessary directions about
the diet of the sick, the insane, and the children. He
is to report any defect in the dietary of the house.
Then the rules determine that the healthy inmates
should eat their meals in the dining hall, and in no other
place. The punishment of the disorderly inmate is to
include withholding his milk or butter milk or such
other portion of his diet for a period not longer than
three days, unless with the medical officer's sanction.
The refractory pauper is in like manner to be punished.
Insubordinates are not to have their diet altered if
under twelve, or pregnant, or giving suck, unless the
medical officer believes that no harm will follow such
deprivation.
vY e can now look into the dietary of our poor with
greater interest after all these formidable precautions ·
about its nature, service, and regularity are taken into
account. There are seven classes-A, the aged inmate
who is not working; B ( a), adults wh0 are not aged
and do not work, ( b) children between 8 and 15 years ; C,
adults working; D, infirm; E, children from 5 to S years;
F, children of from 2 to 5 years; and G, infants not 2
years of age. It will be seen that we are interested
chiefly in classes A, B, and C. To each of these classes
three meals a day are allowed : Class A. Breakfast-Meal, 3 oz.; milk, ½imp. pint.
Dinner-Bread, 6 oz.; broth, l½ imp. pint.
upper)1:eal, 3 oz. ; milk, ½imp. pint.
Class B. Breakfast-Meal, 4 oz. ; milk, ~ imp. pint.
Dinner-Bread, 8 oz. ; broth, 1-~ imp. pint.
upperMeal, 4 oz. ; milk, f imp. pint.
Class C. Breakfast-Meal, 4 oz.; milk, i imp. pint.
Dinner-Bread, 8 07,. ; broth, I¼ imp. pint; boiled
meat, 4 oz.
upper-Meal, 4 oz. ; milk, f imp. pint.
Such is the dietary of the aged healthy. the nonworking adult, and bqy, and the working pauper. It
bears out the distinction between the inactive and the
active eater, the difference being 2 ozs. bread added
in the case of the adult, and of 4 oz. meat, 2 ozs. meal,
2 ozs. bread, and½ imp. pint of milk a. day in the case of
the working inmate. We are told that '' no article of
diet which is not of good quality and in a wholesome
state should be issued, prepared for, or given to any inmate." The meal may be Scotch or Indian meal, or a
mixture of the two; the milk butter milk, or new or
skimmed milk. The bread the same as is eaten by the
labouring poor outside the*house ; the broth made with
2 ozs. of boneless meat, 2 ozs. barley, ½ oz. pe;ise, 1½
ozs. carrots, turnips, or other vegetables, and salt for
each ration of l½ imp. pint. This, however, would be
a rn~n~tonous_ diet ~ere it continued from day to clay,
but it is happily vaned. Three times a week instead
of the broth the inmates may get pea soup, the ration
being made with 2 ozs. of whole or split peas, l½ ozs.
of peasflour, 1 oz. Yegetables, and salt and pepper.
Once a week 3 ozs. of skim-milk cheese may be substituted for the broth alone, 4½ 07,s, for broth and meat
together. Yet, again, classes A and B may have, not
more than twice a week, insteacl of broth 8 ozs. whitefish ; and class C 12 ozs. whitefish instead of their broth
and meat. Once more, class A may have, not more
than t~ice a week, instead of the broth and bread 1½
lbs. boiled potatoes with¾ imp. pint of skimmed milk ;
a~1d classe_s B and (? 2 lbs. boiled potatoes with ¾ imp:
pmt of skimmed milk ; and class C can have instead of
bread, broth, and meat 3 lbs. boiled potafoes and J imp.

pint of skimmed milk. And, as if this option was not
enough, the medical o:fficel' has a large discretion when
the scarcity of any article, the season of the year, &c.,
may justify a farther change. vVe also observe that
article VI. of the appendix is devoted to the "diet of
inmates." In this circular we are told that it is in the
power, and it is the duty, of the medical officer to order
solid meat to be given daily, or at stated intervals, in
addition to broth, or to order any other deviation from
the prescribed diet in the case of any inmate whose
state of health renders such deviation necessary. Then
it is not intended that solid meat should be in the
broth given to any inmate only the 4 ozs. issued to
class C ; but here the medical officer can increase or
diminish the ration as he may see fit. And we have
the following impressive words: "Poorhouse authorities should bear in mind that while their first duty in
the matter unquestionably is to endeavour to maintain
as far as possible the health of the inmates, it is also
highly important that no unnecessary expenditure
should be incurred, and that the diet of the healthy inmates should not be raised above that of the labouring
population of the country."
Now, a glance is sufficient to show that the dietary
of the inmates of our poorhouses is superior in many
respects to the dietary of the working classes. It is of
superior quality, which theirs too often is not ; it is i11
general better cooked, a quality in which theirs is too
often sadly deficient, and it is varied : changes in their
dietary occurring far too seldom. It is graduated to
the state of health of the individual, which we cannot
say of many of the working men's food supply, the can
of boiled tea and the slice of ham and white bread we
often see them taking to their labour hears witness to
this. , iV hen pa.y night comes there is with such too often
quite a'' burst," and on the first two or three days of the
week "cookie shines " take place, with the unfortunate result that by the end of the week the table is
supplied upon credit, or if credit is not to be had, then
resource is had to the pawn shop. •Even in the matter
of quantity we are not sure but that the poorhouse
dietary has the advantage over that of many of our
labouring classes. In that ea e, however, we want a
change for the better rather than to point to extravagance in the dietary of the pauper. We feel sure, however, that every heart will go out in sympathy to the
struggling household who, notwithstandiua all the
father can do-what with want of work, ~hanae of
masters, and other painful vicissitudes-he is u;ablc
to place on his table a diet equal to that served out to
the pauper every day.
7
"
e think, however, that the pauper is a good wit ness in establishing our case, that on the whole our
working men spend on foods a larger percentage than
their income warrants or their system demands. If
there were any serious reduction below the poorhouse
standard in the paupers' diet, or any serious deviation
taking place through mismanagement, we are certain
that the Board of Supervision would not tolerate it .
and if it did, the pressure of public opinion would mak~
it even do justice to the poorhouse inmates under its
care ; and even these inmates have a right to the interference of the law. Indeed, we find that the tirst petition presented to the Board of upervision was from a
male inmate, complaining that his weekly pocket money
was unreasonably small ! On the whole, we beliern
that the paupers in the poorhouses are well treated as
to diet, that their dietary is adopted to preserve them
in health notwithstanding the depressing circumstances
of their lot, and that the amount of their food is worthy
of the attention of every working man desirous of food
reform.
We will next look at our prison dietary, from ·which
we hop~ to deriv~ as much support as from the pool'house dietary which has passed under our consideration.
RoBJX GooDFELLO,Y.
"Ah ! compositor, my watch has lost half an hournever knew it to do such a thing all the seven years
I've carried it. I wondt:r what the dickens ails it?'
Printer's devil-" Oh, it's sen·ed an apprenticeship
you know, and it's now out of it's time."
'
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TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF.
are not many persons but have at one period
01· other of their lives given utterance to the homely
expression at the head of our paper.
The curious would like to be pnt into possession
of the particulars which prompted such a desire to
turn over a new leaf.
The utterances in most cases are the outcome of a
struggle within. It may be the individual has become in:vol~ed in financial difficulties by liviug beyond Ins mcome, and upon consideration of his
position there seems only one hope for the future,
and that is to turn over a new leaf and live within
his iucome. Or u consciousness of wrong-doing has
wrung ont. from that guilty soul a re olution "To
cease to do evil aud learn to do well." Or a sicrbt
0
of the guilt and. misery around him bas so ov erwhel med thu.t man of God, aud so aroused him to
feel hiH personal respon ibility, that his turning 0ver
a new lea.f means his entire consecration to the service of the Master ; and bis life work shall be to
rescue the perishing around him.
~rom w~1atever can~e, or in whatever direction, a
~le, 1re for improvement and reformation comes, there
1s abundant cause for thankfulness.
There is so much that is stereotyped, perfunctiona.ry and conservative, in the ways and doings of the
generaliLy of mankind that it affords ground for
hope when the ordinary routine is broken, and the
man wakes np from his mechanical existence and
throws his whole energy into the work, either for
himself, his fellow, his country, or his Saviour.
M en 's lives a,nd works are like tradesmen's books
- impe_rfect. (WR arB offering no apology for im perfect.1ou, but only tating a fact.)
There is not a trader in this great city whose
books do not reveal mi takes ma.de, lo es sn tained,
enors committed, and unwise speculations ventured
upon. Aud in many cases when the time for stocktaking comes, either from choice or neces ity, very
great and important changes have to be made in the
conduct of the bu. ine s for the future, nothing more
or less than "Turning over a new leaf in the
management."
Tbat man has yet to be born who will be able
to lay hi:-1 hand upon his heart :tnd look up to God
and say, "I have never made n, mistake, I have
never lost an opportunity of doing good to my
fellowmen, I have never erred in judgment, I have
never ventured upon an undertaking in my own
strength and failed. There is no necessity for improvement in my case, I am perfect."
Or<linary mortals, the best of them as well as the
worst, when viewing their own doings in the light
of eternity, n.nd the claims of society and their
Saviour, confess themselves to be but "unprofitable
servants." In turning over a new leaf at the beginning of the year 1883, as temperance reformers,
let us copy from the right subject, the perfect example, the model teacher-" the man Christ Jesus."
His school is open to all, and his invitation is
" Learn of me."
No mistakes will be made if we follow his example, no failures if we take hold on his strength,
no imperfections if we say "not my will but thy
w ill be doue." His was a life of self-denial, selfsacrifice, consuming zeal, consecrated labour, and
unparalleled success. '' I must work the works of him
that sent me while it is day, the night comeLh when
110 man can work," was the outcome of his noble
mission on earth. His biography is written in one
brief sentence, " Who went about doing good.''
The most dangerous theological teaching of the
present day is that which ignores human agency in
removing evil, and throws the entire responsibility
THERE
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of the regeneration of mankind upon the Lord
himself.
" We are labourers together with God" is the
teaching of the New Testament. "Son, go work
to-day in my vineyard" is the command of the
Master. "Why stand ye here all the day idle 1" is
the irrquiry of the Lord himself.
The great deeideratum in connection with all our
philanthropic and Christian societies is workmenlabourers. There are plenty of lookers on ever
ready to suggest their own peculiar method for
carrying on the work. Their peculiar forte is to
direct the work of others. They see and deplore
the ruin caused by the liquor traffic, but never lift
their voice or give any material assistance towards
saving the fallen or restoring order and beauty
where desolation and degraclation prevails.
If the fallen are to be saved, we must work for
that object. If the young are to be secured from
the seductive power of the traffic, we must not
waste our time in raising a breakwater to afford
shelter to the poor wrecks of humanity left.
" Dry up the source from whence it flows,
Destroy the fountain-head,
Then dire intemperance, with its woes,
hall no more our land o'erspread."
To do this effectually, every temperance man and
woman must be at their post, and do their duty.
Work is the order of the day. ... r one are excused.
No person can delegate his work to another. The
mau of low station must do his duty as well as the
man who occupies a more exalted position in
soc1ety. The responsibility i the same in each
case.
Work with energy. Whatsoever thv haml findeth
to do, do it with thy might. Throw your whole being iuto the work. To attain an eminen0e in
science, to become renowned in literature, to win
laurels on the battlefield, all the powers of body and
mind are concentrated. The aspirants work, study,
aud fight with all their might. Ours is a nobler
work, a higher aim, a more glorious warfare. We
are working for eternity. Our aim is to sa,ve precious souls, our battle is against the liquor traffic,
and our sworn resolve is its overthrow.
Do yon work promptly 1 "The night cometh
when no man can work." Our opportunities for
working will have soon passed away. We shall
soon be in the grave. There is no work to be done
there for suffering humanity. No wisdom there to
devise schemes for the amelioration of human woe.
No knowledge there to apply our plans so as to
benetit our fellowmen.
The work of destruction is going on. From the
moment the clock announces the arrival of the New
Year until its close the traffickers have arranged
(having the law on their side) to carry on their
work.
Let every l'eader of this paper resolve to tum
over a new leaf. and cemmence working in real
earnest for the overthrow of the liquor traffic ; and
with united action and God's blessing we shall yet
"Turn the battle to the gate."
Tnb: ROAD TO HEAVEN.-Some years since, on a
Sunday afternoon, a Wesleyan local preacher inquired
of a pitman, standing at a roadside corner, the way to
a certain square. The man had evidently been indulging a little at the public-house, and was disposed to
cultivate a conversation : for instead of directing the
inquirer, he replied, '' Aa warrant thoo's gan to preach
thor? "
The modest answer was, " I am going to
try, " to which Geordie thus responded, '' Thoo's a
bonny man to show the folks the way to heftven, an'
dissent knaa the road to - - - - Square ! "
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THE FUNDS.

* ** 111embers, friends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to
the Funds of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association are respectfully inf armed that Subscriptions to the Association, _i f
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the Association are increasing, and it wou,ld
materially assist the Executive in promptly rneeting these, were subscriptions paid in the former
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1883.

THE pocrAL 'f\EfORMER
JANUARY, 1883.

* ~ * We have been obliged to leave over several
interesting papers, among them being " Science and
Scripture and Alcohol ; " also poetry, reviews, &c.
We hope to find more room next month,

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL

OUR READERS
AND

MANY

RETURNS.

that total abstinence from them is the oniy wise and
safe course to follow. If, as a result of such advocacy, many are induced to curtail their;;(drinking,
though they do not entirely abstain~ it is always
matter for congratulation. But they never dream
of advocating anything else than entire abstiuence.
They have a clear and intelligible principle to maintain, and however unwilling the community are to
adopt the principle in its entirety; and however disposed to prefer some less sweeping alternative, their
attitude on the matter never alters one iota. .But
all this is changed when the legislative aspect of the
question comes to be considered. Jo doubt it is
maintained as a principle that it is the right and
duty of the State to prohibit the entire liquor traffic,
and that the people should be empowered to suppress all sale of intoxicatiug liquor within their
respective districts. But, on the temporizing and
unsatisfactory plea that the country is not yet ready
for such a measure. and that Parliament won't
grant it, leaders of the temperanc(movement come
forward and unblushingly invite their constituents
and the country generally to join with them in
asking Parliament to change the licensing authority,
and otherwise reform and improve the present system. This we unhesitatingly pronounce to be a
lowering of the true temperance flag, indicative of,
we do not say an absolute want of faith in principle, but of an unworthy impatieuce of the success
of the agitation on the only solid, safe, and defensible lines. It is, moreover, misleading to a serious
degree, inasmuch as it not only suggests that fresh
terms may consistently and advantageously be ma.de
with the traffickers under which their busines may
continue to be conducted, but that, 011 certaiu concessions being granted, further agitation by temperance reformers will, for at least some time to come,
be suspended.

I

NEW YEAR'S TRACT, 1883.
With this number of the Social Rejorm,e1· we
present as a Supplement, a copy of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperauce Association's New
Year 'I'ract for 1883, entitled, "Turn the Battle to
the Gate." It is written by Bailie Selkirk, J.P.,
Glasgow. Friends should send in their orders for
copies to the offices, 112 Bath Street, Gla. gow,
without delay. The price is 10a. per thousand, exclusive of carriage ; ls. per hundred, or le. 5d. per
hundred post free. They might provide themselves
with a liberal supply, and gift copies to the mission
districts around them, or for enclos.ure in their letters to friends near or far away.
SHALL WE LOWER OUR FLAG 1

Tms question is forced upon our attention in view of
proposals put forward by temperance reformers for
"improving" the licensing system. W c do not
hesitate to say that, however well meant they are,
they ought to have no support from temperance reformers, as they are a distinct lowering of the temperance flag on the part of those whose first duty
ought ever to be to maintain it unflinchingly in the
face of every temptation to the contrary.
What have the leaders of the temverance movement got to do with any tinkering of the licensing
system? They know and teach that intoxicating
drinks are in their nature hurtful and wasteful, an<l

It seems to us that these leaders have allowed
their zeal for something "practical" being done by
Parliament, to outrun their sense of what is due
to the fundamental principles of the temperance
reformation to which they undoubtedly are attached.
They seem to forget the lessons taught by the history of other great movements that it is shortsighted
policy to deviate one hair's breadth from a position
that is impregnable, and that must sooner or later be
conceded in its entirety; and that compromises, dictated as they usually are from motive of expediency,
invariably suggest false issues, weaken popular agitation, and postpone the final settlement of the cause.
Let it be remembered that in every national movement there are always those who, failing to realize
its essential and radical importance, make compromise in some form their ultimate goal. And
there are many such in this crusade. We appreciate
their standpoint and acknowledge their influence,
and we consider that with them alone shonld be left
the work and the responsibility of all minor proposals. And the reason is that difficulties and anomalies
will be found inseparal le from th ese in any form .
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Of course it will be urged that the entire suppression of the liquor traffic, either by an imperial enactment or by the vote of the ratepayers, is quite Utopian
so long as the consumption of intoxicating liquors is
so general and so great. It may be so, and yet it
may be none the less the duty of temperance reform_
ers to advocate prohibition. That a community is
not prepared to accept an Act upon a great and vital
principle can never be a reason for remaining silent
in regard to it, but is the strongest possible reason
for proclaiming it. If a certain condition of things
is wrong, the truth must be spoken whether it is received or not. It may be quite true, as many temperance reformers firmly believe, that the liquor
traffic will never be entirely prohibited, except by
degrees, restriction following restriction in gradual
sequence, but surely that can never be pled as a
reason for conducting the movement on other than
strictly logical, intelligible, and defensible lines. It
is our profound ·conviction that even restrictive
measures will be more easily and rapidly passed
when the advocacy is thorough-going than when it is
not so. Besides, temperance reformers in standing
by their principles while concessions are being made
will preserve their independence and consistency,
and are free to continue the agitation with unabated
energy. We feel constrained very earnestly to appeal to all true-hearted temperance reformers to
stand firmly by their principles, and refuse to be
drawn away by any specious license reform schemes
which, however well-meant, are unworthy the advocacy of the leaders of the tempera.nee mo emeut, and
should be left to those who, in promoting them, admit that they aim at nothing more than raising the
chara.cter of the traffic by limiting it to persons
who will conduct the business in a respectable way,
during reasonable hours, and to the advantage of
the community !

It is good to stancl out and have a look at a
matter in which yon are interested. The liquor
traffickers of Illinois put in a claim for being true
temperance men. This is what they say, "The
Liquor-Dealers' and Manufacturers' State Protective Association of Illinois is now acknowledged to
be the most systematic and efficient organization of
the kind in the United States, but its great mission
is yet to be performed ; the great battles are still to
be fought ! To be successful in the future we must
convince the good people of the State that we are
the friends and not the foes of true temperance ;
that we are not engaged in waging war against
society, against law and order and public morals,
but that on the contrary we are in favour of a
proper system of licensing, and such a method of
regulating the traffic that its abuses will be abolished, while the respectable trade is fully protected."
When publicans talk of regulating the liquor traffic,
they are not very far from being on the same lines
upon which so many temperance reformers delight
to travel. These publie;ans would like to see a
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proper system of licensing, and good people·~toiling
till their health fails, keeping their liquor business
in order, devotiug themselves to abolishing the
abuses of the traffic! How the publicans would
cheer on such reformers who a.re trying to ma.ke
their trade so respectable that scandal would not
dare to name it ! Whenever we see a temperance
reformer eager to have the trade regulated by a
Board or such like authority, we will always think
how proud the publicans of Illinois would be of
him, and wish that he was over there.
We observe that the Wigan election has terrn i•
nated in the return of the Hon. A. Egerton, wbo
has promised to support local option on the lines
laicl down by the Church of England Temperance
Society, and also for the Sunday closing of publichouses, on condition that clubs be closed by the
same law, and in the rejection of Mr. Wren, who
promised to support Sir Wilfrid Lawson in his
temperance legislation. The return of Mr. Egerton
is considered a clear gain to temperance reformers,
but unfortunately this conclusion does not a.rise
from comparing Mr. Wren with Mr. Egerton, but
Mr. Egert<m with Mr. Powell, unseated on petition,
and also with Lord Lind ay(now Earl of Crawford .)
We cannot endorsP the statement. Mr. Bgrrto11 is;
as regards the true issue, a broken reed. The fact ii'I
that he and Mr. Wren are, on this question, in different camps. The Church of England does not contem plate prohibitory legislation--does not at present believe the traffic can be prohibited. The election of
Mr. Egerton may assist in securing a better regulation of the liquor traffic, but he will not take the
fangs from the social serpent, nor the sting f.rom the
social adder. People will continue to be enthralled
by the drink system, and the usual inevitable calamitous consequences will follow as surely as the
setting does the rising sun. Mr. Wren, on the other
hand, wished to. enable the people to legally withstand the aggressions of the liquor traffic- a very
different matter indeed. We may like to see, we
would gladly see, the virulence of the liquor traffic
reduced ; but we have always hel<l that n.s the
trn.ffic cannot be regulated nor controlled satisfactorily, it is idle to return men to Parliament pledged
to support restrictions. England has failed as yet
to give a majority for prohibition, and she never
will, though she should return all her four hundred
and ninety-four representatives, with views in harmony with those of Mr. Egerton. We in Scotland
have, by painful experience, attained to clearer views
on this matter. We have found that merely local option candidates are bogus supporters, as they " keep
the promise to the ear but break it to the hope."
We Tejoice to see the electors of Scotland resolute
on giving their support only to those candidates
who will undertake, without equivocation or without reservation, to veto the drink system . And
they will require in the future to take care that
those representing them iu Padiament <.lo Lheinluly
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by vo ting for the snppres:Si ve veto. Then, hnt 11ot
till then, the return of can didates will be a clear
gain to the movement.
Oul' readers will observe from our ncw::i columns
that Mr.Noel, M .P . for the Dumfries bnrghs had to
meet with about fifty of tlie electors of Dnmfries at
:-\.bout midday, and that it was ouly when he declared his intention to vote for the snppre8i ve veto
that their vi::iit was in their eyes satisfactory. All
om friends should improve the p~ssing moment by
arranging interviews with thei r parliamentary representatives while they are moving in aod out amongst
them . Two minutes' talk ith an honourable member is worth more than a laraely signed memorial
and any amount of letters without meeting him face
to face. ,Ve trust that the fifty-nine Scotch members will not be allowed to o-o to their duties in the
House without feeling that the he rt~ of those they
represent are set upon being vested with a direct
veto over the traffic that menaces their deare t
interests. This is the wor · of the electors during
the recess, and of far more importance to the interests of their country than any other work that
could be concei ved, named, or done.

At the Glasgow School Board rueeting last month
the painful fact was admitted t hat there were, notwithstanding all the effort. of the Board, from fonr
to five thousand school children that 011ght to be,
and yet are nut at school. It a,ppears, Oll the other
Land, that many children complete theil' education
when twelve years of ag tba.t they may go to
labonr, anJ they cannot get till thirteen. The
Board ·every fortnight have defaulting parents
brought befm:e thern, and by this mea1ts know of
the misconduct, misery and sonow, existiug in
the city. Of the:.;e defaulter, from all part of the
city some are as greatly iutereskd as the l3oard itself,
others manifest hardened indifference. The misconduct referred to arises largely from intemperance
of parents, and only the r eclamation of these can
insure the welfare of their children. The Rev.
Dr. Ferguson thought that "looking to th e great
11nm ber of children kept from s hool throuo-h the
drunkenness of their parents the Board bould petition Parliament for the passing of Sir Wilfrid Lawson-·s permissive bill.
He observed that Town
(;ouncils had done i:;o, and he Jicl not see why the
School Board of Gla gow hould not <lo it, especi •
ally seeing that they were br ught more ~mmediately into contact with this national Yice.;' This
very wis idea will not be lo t sight of, it was by
for the most practical suggestion made at the meeting. There were proposals to give free education
and to cheapen education . Well, we must heartily
wish that the struggling .vidow should hn.ve her
ubildren educated free; 1Jul, if er rn sbaml has been
cul off t hrough his internpem.11c~, i:· it 1 ot Lime to put
an end to widuwliood h1:: re<t t<:,r fie m ~ud1 a cause?

! and when men are p1·eyented from

eerinO' on

a baneful career we believe that tb will ha

great a desire that their boys and irl s shou
educationally eq uipped for a f~vom) le posit
life as the Bo::i.rd itself. A ll hono then t
Fergusou for suggesting to the Boata, w:\.y s
for getting out of the Board's diffi lty caus
intemperance. ,Vhen the time arri , and it i
approaching, the School Board of
gow wi
hope, as willingly petition Governrne for a su
si ve veto over the traffic as it recent etitione
magistrates to refnse licenses for th le of li
in the immediate neighbourhood of i schools.

Last month we had the pleasure£ notin 0
Mr. John Burns of the Cunard Stelship C
intimated the re.·olution of that Cc,o replac
grog ration issued to the crews of t fam e
by a ration of coffee on and after t ult.
iuteresting speech delivered by him, the llt
in Glasgow, a po1-tio11 of which appe: in our
columns, Mr. Burns informs us that e City,
Inman, Anchor, State, and White · lines
already replaced the grog ration of
coffee, and now the C unard line has
the noble list. There appears to ve bee
option in the matter, the appetite f th e
being subordinated to the interes f th e
Mr. Burns has no qualms on the
out grog was bad, a sufficient ju ti ·on "lrit
Co. for its di u e-and that disu e s ed tha
Cunard Steam hip o. wa wheeliug ore an<l
into the line of huma.n improvement. viore req
to be said in favour of the magni ,nt Cit.y
owned by Messrs. George Sniith & ms, Gla
That fleet is sailed on strictly tempoi ce princ
aucl this laudable conrse has the s 1 p of t
yea.rs' success upon it. In stating 3 terms
passage to Calcutta, Messrs. Smit informs
public that the suru "includes everrequisit
cept wines and liquors." Again th inform
that " the rate of passage money d~ not in
wine or spirits, and passengers will ease ob
that none can he had on board."
engers
particularly requested to take char0 f their
wines, and on no account to offer an officers
crew." When from time to time Wlear of a
ling accounts of ~oyages aboard oc -going
where bars a.re open night and day,1d the i
crirniua.te sa.le of liquors withot;t Jitation
without reserve is a,s a matter of rae foll o
by the most disgraceful scenes and conduct
t 1r11 with deep plea ure to the state disciplin
regards the crews and sobriety as regls passen
which obtains on board the City Lin teamshi
We regard the cour.se taken by the ners of
Indian Line as eminently wise for all ncerned ,
we hope that ....as it has auswered s ell on b
thi ~ mngnifi!:eut fle~t it has oul.r to h nown t
,ttlopted by every shiµ -owniug firm the Br
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We should submit with great joy to a
instruction which would place all on shore
t he same sober conditions as prevail ou board
y Liners.
.ance at the record of meetings in the Allfrtnce
)f 16th ultimo, and a perusal of "Progre s of
rork " in this issue of our magazine, shou ld
we think, to any one how effectively the
connected with the Scottish permissive
1itory movement, under the conduct of the
h Permissive Bill and Temperance Associaontinues to be carried on . The Association
ing the most strenuous exertions in view
severe Parliamentary struggle, and is sant hat w en the time comes that the country
found , repared to give an effective support
demand of the ratepayer of Scotland, to be inl with a veto whic:h will abolish all traffic in
icating li1uors in their respective localities. They
~ the dilfmma of the publicans. If the trade
od, let it be free ; if bad, let it be abolishe<l ;
ie horn (f the dilemma. they prefer is abolition.
is not t<, their thinking a distillery, a brewery,
place of sale which deserves exemption from
'neral dann, which the whole trn.ffic deserves,
ey mak ~ no provi ion for sparing any portion.
believe that there are no men in the world who
change 1he omplexiou of the liquor traffic for
~H~r; 1}§1c thPy go fc,ir a mea me to veto the
: rn.ther 1hau for men to control and perpetuate
1d in <long so they briug to remembrance a
old poitical recollection of "measures not
' They tre bouo<l to win, for we believe that
are on ,he lines on which 11lone success is
le.
0

ernor H. John of Kamms, whose gallant
in coineetion with the adoption of the conional anendment jn that State endeared his
and hinself to every staunch prohibitionist,
for a " bird time" as Governor of the State.
re sorry o state that he has been defeated by
votes. rhe canses of this defeat are, first, the
ion in tlu States to " third terms ; " next, the
,ons arn unscrupulous efforts of the whisky
who seu large sums of money to Kansas State
cure bis defeat ; then there was the disgust
the R mblican party, with its proposal to
at e and tax the drink traffic. But Governor
ohn has 1either been dishonoured nor whipped,
hat is higher moment still, the cause of pro.on is no rendered the less sacred. The people
nsas arenot tired of prohibition. A temporary
se sh oul, di hearten no one. It has not disened Gcrernor ._ t. J obn, who till declares that
"bition "'11 win iu Kansas, as it will win anye. Profssor Stearns of Topeka writes : "Of
hing all riends of prohibition may rest assured,
esult is ot a defeat of prohibition." Again :
el safe \ calmly pleLlging that liberty-loving

--

indnstrious Kansas will not only keep prohibition in
her constitution, but persi:,t in her efforts to stop
illegal sales, even to a successful issue.'' So much
for Governor St. John. We must glance at the
Kansas State prison for moment. Prohibition began in Kansas on December 22, 1880. Since then
there has been a gradual decrease. On that date
there were 725. On October 16th the n umber was
671. Of these, 20 are boarders from New Mexico ;
leaving 65 1, or a reduction of 74, or at the rat9 of 40
yearly. While the State population has increased by
50,000, we have this great reduction ; and w ithout
the prohibition the number w mld have been 808 instead of 651. This is the wn.y to test whether Kansas is benefitting by prohibition or not ; and this is
quite enough to console those who, with Governor
St. John, have suffered a reverse; nay, more, t his is
sufficient to encourage them to strive persistently,
undauntedly, until the liquor saloon, the prison, the
penitenti,ll'y, and the poo1·honse have di appeared
from Kansas, au<l prohibition has become a glory to
the State.

a

Heaven help the drinker ! A fellow in America,
with an ingenuity which has a close aflinity with
the bottomless pit, hai:; discovered a way of producing whisky which enables the slave of intemperance
to carry a solid piece in his vest pocket, which, on
being put into water, dissolves and becomes whisky,
exhilarnting but scentle."s ! Only ·think of the
claims which coopers, bottlemakers, and earthenware manufacturers will prefer against that solid
whisky maker. It is dreadful to think of. Poor
fellow ; he should pause before he pa.tents his discovery. But that is not all; the drinker is menaced by the brewer. The old ways of producing
beer are voted obsolete ; new ideas are waking up in
the brewer's mind, and he is seeking to fabricate his
wares in more profitable and seductive for;.ns, for he
is not to stand by the good old malt ! "The new
Beer Act has conferred on him the liberty of using
other articles than barley malt, and this· liberty is
largely exercised by the brewers, as we are told
those behind the scenes well know. It has been the
custom of Germany and America for years past to
use rice and maize, and capital beer they cau b rew
from them. We are informed that there are many
ways of treating these meals " to prepare" them for
the mash tun ; "for neither of these substances can
be a<ldecl to the malt without undergoing certain
preparatory treatment. A process of gelatinisation
has been met with most favour by the trade, and is
largely now in use. Chemicals are often used with
the cereals to prepare them for treatment with what
is called a converter; and yet another plan is
adopteu-the rice or maize is '' popped." The
question of brewing with r ice or maize is only yet
in its iufancy" ! ! ·we should think that we have
heard for the last t ime on the brewers' side of t he
house about " robbing a poor man of his beer." The
brewers are doing that for us themselves. " The
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juice of malt," "prime October," and all th e rest of
the cherished names conferred on beers are fast disappearing, and we shall have the poison from rice
and maize to disorder the brains and destroy the
constitution of the unhappy drinker. We are getting
quite accustomed to spirituous blends ; we must now
accustom ourselves to fermented liquor blends !
The ingenuity which contrives, and the gullibility
which consumes, these abominable decoctions are
playing havoc with our race and rendering it a prey
to physical disease, mental hallucination, and moral
declension, which is inviting that retribution that
will overwhelm drinker and abstainer in national
disaster, if both have no longer wisdom enough left
to combine for the overthrow of all traffic in strong
drink by the emphatic ballot of the rntepayers.

A very significant paragraph in the Queen's Speech
at the close of the session has been exercising the
pens of the press of the country. Here is the
passage, "After a succession of unfavourable seasons
in the greater portion of the United Kingdom the produce of the land has during the present year been for
the most part abundant,and trade is moderately active.
The growth of the revenue is however sensibly
retarded by a cause which must itself be contemplated
with satisfaction, I refer to the diminution in the
receipts of the Chancellor of the Exchecquer from
the duties on intoxicating liquors." These are most
singular words to come from our Queen. They show
that an average harvest and a moderately good trade
has not increased the revenue, and that the failure of
the most abundant source of our national income is
a cause for satisfaction to her. Certainly this is not
complimentary to the revenue from the Excise, for
the reference is couched in very different words
indeed from what she would have used if we derived
a greater income from our harvest, and our trade
and commerce. If we were a sober people and had
no drink tax, we should have had an income of
which we should have .felt proud. We, however,
derive a large portion of our income from intemperance, and we are becoming more temperate every
day, spending less on these useless and harmful
liquors, which in turn yield less to th e National
Treasury. But the money thus saved does not get
lost. It enters other channels, and will by and by
yield enough for all national needs. Sir Stafford
Northcote's wise words are worthy of remembrance
at this moment. He said, "Under what circumstances could it be expected that the consnmption of
spirits in this country would fall off to such an
extent as :3eriously to injure the r evenue? Either
from the general failure of the consuming power of
the people- want of ability, their will being the
same-or from some great change in the habits
of the people inducing them to abandon the use of
such enormous quantities of liquors. If from the
first, it would tell equally on all the sources of
revenue. If from the other-a material and considerable chauge in their habits, and from increasing

habits of temperance and abstinence-I venture to
say that the amount of wealth such a change would
bring to the nation would utterly throw into the
shade the amount of revenue that is now derived
from the spirit duty : and we should see with satisfaction the diminution of revenue from such a
cause." The revenue has diminished only to the
extent of what may be callecl a hair's breadth and
yet our Sovereign lady is expressing satisfaction.
May she soon bave to tell us in one of her speeches
to her faithful Commons that the national revenue
is not now raised from the misery and destruction of
her people, and how glad, how joyful she feels at
being permitted to see it. The 'l'irnes told us some
years ago that " the revenue would never suffer from
the enrichment and elevation of the people," and
here we find our Sovereign prepared to meet and
welcome that fall of the revenue from intoxicants,
which will bring the people of this countr:y to
contemplate the possibility of the abolition of such a
questionable source of income, aud lead them to see
beyond its removal a stage of civilization where
virtue and sobriety scatter plenty o'er a smiling land,
and reads its history in the nation's eyes ; aud the
satisfaction is the more intense that it is indicative
of that £low of the national temperance and prohibitory sentiment which will one day consummate all
onr struggles for the suppression of the liquor
traffic by vesting a power of veto in the ratepayers.

INTELLIGENCE.
The Countess of Ellesmere wears the blue ribbon.
The capital employed in America in making b er
alone is £30,600,000.
In Illinois there are 267 license and 260 no-license
towns. She is marching along.
Coffee taverns have on an average returned dividends
varying from 2 per cent. to 20 per cent., averaging ½
per cent.
There are 800,000 whisky slaves in the United
States. When that number increases to a million and
a half, America will go in for a new slavery war.
A singular fact in connection with the Liverpool bye•
election was the entire absence of drunkenness, no
committee meetings being held in a public-house on
either side.
A very excellent leader appeared in the OM·isticm
N ews of the 16th ult., in which we think we discern
the force and fervour of one of the most popular and
successful prohibitory advocates in the north.
The Leek Board of Guardians were drawing up an
advertisement at £20 a year, and rations and £3 in lieu
of beer. A lively discussion on this matter was entered
upon, resulting in a motion by Mr. Shuffiebothe, that
no alcoholic liquors whatever be allowed in the house,
as the guardians knew quite well that alcohol is not
food.
It is a significant fact, remarks a contemporary, that
7 hospitals, out of 37 in the colony, have spent little or
nothing on stimulant drinks ; and four out of theseArrowtown, Charleston, Cromwell, and Reefton- show
a total credit of £847 to the good. Four out of seven
elson, and
other hospitals-Auckland, Greymouth,
Hokitika- which have spent the largest amount in intoxicating liquors, have, on the other hand, a total de. ficit of £ 3000. Westland Hospital disbursed. £150 for
drink during the y ear. - Dnneclin M·orning H erald,
New Zealand.
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ABSTAI ER. A_ o INSURANCE.-Since Dr. Richardson
became a director of the Briton Life Association
(Limited) abstainers are offered an immediate benefit
by the reduction of 10 per cent. from the annual
premium on all insurances, effected under, of course,
equitable restrictions, for once an abstainer does not
mean always an abstainer.
EDINBURGH.-We are glad to learn that Bailie
Clark has been elected to the magistracy in room of
Bailie Colston; and Mr. R. Miller, C.E., has, on requisition, been elected to fill the vacancy in N ewington
Ward, caused by the resignation of Bailie Colston. By
these changes the attitude of the Council to the temperance movement is improved.
A NoVEL CENsu.·.-On the 26th :.i: ovember the
Temperance Council, Kilburn, took a public-house and
public-worship census of Kilburn . There are thirtyfive places of worship, at which that evening 5591 persons attended. There are twenty-five public-houses,
and on the same evening they were frequented by 5570.
Majority in favour of the church, 21.
Du.r FERMLINE.-We are glad to learn that representatives of the Total Abstinence Society, The British
Women's Temperance Association, and the Blue
Ribbon Army met in conference-Rev. James Foote in
the chair-to work together in getting up meetings,
and, in short, reorganising the temperance and prohibitory movement in the town. They have our hearty
wishes, for stagnation in effort is death to the cause
and despair to the drinker.
Mr. A. B. Trench, High Street, Guildford, succeeded
to a grocer's business of 34: years standing, and publicly announced that "strongly sympathising with the
temperance movement, he does not intend to continue
the sale of any British or foreign wines, and trusts that
this sacrifice will be no detriment to the business."
Thi;:, is a. ruanly resolve r,n the part of Mr. Trench, and
we hope that he will be able soon to say, that he has
bcon greatly successful in consequence.
AucHE, CAIR -TEl\IPERA •cE LECTURE.-Mr. Antlrew Bennet, Dumfries, agent of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance A sociation, gave a lecture
on " The Temperance Movement-Sensible, Scientific,
and criptural," in the Free Church School, on Monday last, 11 th ult. The address was greatly appreciated, and at the close a hearty vote of thanks was
awarded to Mr. Bennet on the motion of Mr. M'Lean,
teacher. Mr. Joseph Heughan occupied the chair.D1wifries ancl Galloway Standard.
THE BLUE RIBBON MoVEMENT.-Mr. R. T. Booth
states that experience has demonstrated that eighty
per cent. of those who take the Blue Ribbon pledge
keep it. The Blue Ribbon Gazette says the temperance
movement is making gigantic progress in the Church of
England. In twenty dioceses there are over 220,000
in the temperance associations connected with the
Church, with upwards of 3000 abstaining clergy, including 5 bishops and 7 of the Queen's chaplains. The
e leyan Methodists have 800 ah. taining ministers ;
the Congregationali ts, 730 ; the Baptists, 520 ; the Established Church of Scotland, 200 ; the Free Church,
300; and the United Presbyterians, 220.
GLASGOW ABSTAINERS' UNIO, -PRESENTATION TO
MR. AIRLIE.-At a social meeting held in the Cockburn Hotel, Bath Street, on Thursday evening, 14th
ult., Mr. Airlie, the valued secretary of the Union, was
presented with a handsome dining-room timepiece with
marble and bronze vases en suite, subscribed for by the
directors in token of their appreciation of his zeal and
ability in promoting the interests of the Union during
the past 25 years. Mr. Lindsay, the president, made
the presentation in name of the directors, and in doing
so passed a high eulogium on Mr. Airlie for his devotion and marked ability in conducting the various
agencies of the Union. [A tribute most deservedly
merited-En. S. R.]
A TEMPERANCE NuT.~Oolonies and India draws att ention to the Kola nut of West Africa, which promises
to rival coffee and cocoa. Mr. Thos. Christy, F.L.S.,
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who has had the nut analysed, says it contains caffeine
in greater proportions than the best coffee, also the
same active principles as cocoa, with less fatty matter.
It is extensively used in Africa, where it is said to
"support the strength, allay inordinate appetite, assuage thirst, and promote digestion, and to render
those using it capable of prolonged fatigue." In Jamaica it is used as a cure for drunkenness, and a single
nut made into a paste, with water or spirit, removes
all trace of intoxication in half an hour. It is stated
that the craving for drink, which is a strong incentive
to drunkenness, may be subdued by the use of this
valuable stimulant and tonic, as after chewing kola,
great disinclination is felt to all forms of alcohol.
TEETOTAL PROVO TS IN ScoTLAND.-The following
provosts in Scotland are abstainers : Provost Donaldson, Alva; Provost Strachan, Burntisland; Provost
Watson, Cellerdyke ; Provost Moncur, Dundee ; Provost Duncan, Dunoon ; Provost Helme, Dalbeattie ;
Provost Reid, Forfar ; Provost Macpherson, Grangemouth ; Provost Tait, Inverkeithing ; Provost Johnstone, Lochmaben ; Provost Morris, Largs ; Provost
M'Ewen, Newton-Stewart; Provost Clark, Paisley;
Provost Ritchie, .M. D., Pollokshaws; Provost Dick,
Rutherglen; Provost M'Queen, anquhar; Provost
Wyllie, Stewarton; Provost Anderson, \Vishaw. vVe
hope that our friends knowing of any other provosts
who abstain from alcoholic liquors will kindly send us
their names. There are many provosts who although
not abstainers yet warmly support the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association.
TrroRNHILL ABSTAINERS' UNION A~ BLUE RIBBON
ARMY.-A lecture, under the auspices of this society,
was delivered in the Infant Schoolroom, on the evening of 4th ult. by Mr. A. Bennet, temperance agent for
the southern counties, who took for his subject, "Blue
Ribbuni!>m. '' The society having lately atlop · ed the
badge, the lecture was of course specially appreciated.
On the evening of the 6th ult., the society's annu:11
tea soiree was held in the Freemason's Hall-Rev. R.
D. Mitchell, president, in the chair-when addres es
were given by the following gentlemen-Mr. A. Bennet, Rev. Mr. Tooley, Dumfries ; Rev. Mr. Dickie,
Sanquhar ; Rev. Mr. Wishart, Thornhill.
On the
evening of the 11th nlt., l\fr. Waterston, temperance
agent from Edinburgh, delivered an excellent lecture
in the Freemasons' Hall, when, owing to the severe
weather, there was a small attendance.-Dunifries ancl
Galloway Standard.
PRESENTATIO TO MR. T. W . RUSSEL, DUBLIN.-On
Saturday, the 25th November, a very pleasant aathering took place in Russel's Hotel, 102 t. St;phen's
Green, Dublin, to mark the occasion of Mr. Russel's
resignation as the paid secretary of the Irish Association for the prevention of intemperance, and his
assumption of the office of hon. secretary of the Association. While he is now no longer paid for his services he intends to work as hard as ever for the cause.
Mr. Pim, J.P., wh? presided, paid a merited eulogium
on Mr. Russel, which all who know the man and his
labour can most heartily subscribe to. He had raised
the temperauce cause in Ireland to a position of commandin~ national importance, and, with the exception
of Dublm, Waterford, Cork, Limerick, and Belfast had
very materially helped to secure for Ireland the blessings of Sunday closing. Mr. Pim read an address and
presented a magnificent library of books to Mr. R~ssel
containing 300 volumes, embracing the works of
Tyndall, Huxley, Darwin, Lubbock, Emerson Froude
Lecky, Smiles, Helps, Mill, Buckle, Spencer' Morley'
M'Carthy, &c. A number of friends-on; of the~
M~ss_ Edmundson-adc.led the expression of their
opm10n of Mr. Russel's worth, who, in a well-conceived
addres~, concluded by stating that "he by no means
took his ha~d from the plough : on the contrary, he
wonlc.l contmue to work even harder in the future if
tha_t wer~ possible, tha_n he had done in the past." We
believe him, and heartily congratulate him on the reception of this splendid tribute to his great services in
the temperance cause.
·
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PRWENTATIO '1'0 MR. J . H. \VATERSTON, EDIKBUP.(.rn.--The Blue Ribbou Associatiou of West Calder
have presented this well-known labourer in the Scottish prohibitory moYement with a splendid copy of
Bagster's Bible, similar to that used by Mr. D . L.
The
Moody, and a full copy of , ankey's hymns.
Bible bore the following inscription: "Presented to J.
H. ·waterston, E q., from the members of the West
Calder Gospel Temperance Association as a small expression of their esteem and regard. Nov. 7th, 1882."
These were presented by Mr. Terris, who said that
they were given to Mr. Waterston as tokens of esteem
for the gratuitous and invaluable services he had
rendered to the Association. His addresses had in a
grnat measure led to the existence and success of the
Association. Mr. ,i\Taterston, in his reply, said that
the 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, which he had the honour to represent, were most
willing to aid in every possible way the adoption of
personal abstinence for the individual, and prohibition
by the will of the people for the country. Addresses
were delivered by Rev. D. Wardrop and Mr. Weir,
missionary, both of whom testified to Mr.
aterston's
ability and tact. At the close of the interesting
proceedings, Mr. Drummond presented Mr. ,villiamson, Acldiewell, chairman of the Association, with a
handsome copy of Sankey's hymns and also an ink
stand as a token of their appreciation of his services
on behalf of the movement.
SABBATH EvENI GS IN GLA o ow.-The Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association finding
that a very general desire existed for Bible Temperance
~Jeetings on Sabbath evenings, was prepared to hold a
series if arrangements could be made for them. Ex:Railie Pinkerton, pastor of the gospel church in which
::.\fr. Murphy carried on his meetings, was equally
desirous to pl ace his church at the disposal of any
association.
The Association accordingly availed
themselves of ir. Pinkerton's generous offer of his
church and choir. On the 3rd ult. the first of these
meetings took place, with a most encouraging attendance. Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., presided, conducting
the opening services. Hev. W. D. Glendinning, Rev.
G. L. Walk.er, and John Wilson, Esq., J.P., delivered
addresses excellently suited to the occasion. On the
10th, Bailie elkirk, J.P., presided, and the speakers
included Rev. John Hanson, A.M., and Rev. Robert
"\Vallaee. The addresses of all three were highly appreciated by a very good attendance. On the 17th exProvost Dick occupied the chair, and the Rev. John
Murray, Rev. Dr. F. Ferguson, and ex-Bailie Torrens
addressed the deeply-sympathetic audience.
We
understand that the meeting of the 24:th will be under
the presidency of J ohn Wilson, Esq., J.P., and that
the speakers will be Rev. James Brown, Rev. W.
Arnot, and Mr. R. Mackay ; and that ex-Bailie
Pinkerton will occupy th e chair on the last meeting of
the series. A number of pledges have been taken, and
blue ribbons in large numbers given away. It would
be only fair to the choir to state that their services
with regard to the praise have greatly contributed to
the pleasure of these meetings.
Do ~DEE.-O n Tuesday, 19th ult., meetings of the
Gospel Temperance and Blue Ribbon Union and the
Dundee Temperance ociety were held. At the first,
over which Provost Moncur presided, nil'. J. H. Martin submitted a report, detailing the steps taken for
the amalgamation of the Union with the Society. The
report was heartily adopted. The mutual pledge reads
as follows: "I, the undersigned, do promise, God h elping me, that I will abstain from all intoxicating liquors
as beYerages ; that I will, by all honourable means, encourage others to abstain; and that I will discourage
all the causes and practices of intemperance." Re olntions :i.pprovin g of the amalgamation were passed at
both meeting.~ ; and we join in the hope that the
union of both societies will be a blessing to Dundee.
Co11MUNION , vL. E.-A meeting was held in Edinburgh in .M arch last to celebrate the Communion on
temperance principles. On the 17th ult. another meeting was convened of members of the three leading
denomiuations to celebrate th e Communion. [t was
T
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held in Queen Street Hall, and was presided over by
Dr. Young, Portobello. About 250 persons attended,
among whom were Dr. Lowe, Edinburgh, medi~al
missionary; Rev. D. Pirret, Glasgow; Rev. Mr. Ca1e,
Forfar; Rev. ,villiam Innes, Skene, and others. Addresses bearing on this important phase of the movement were delivered by the chairman and the abovenamed gentlemen, on the manifest and ad1:1itted
eYils of the liquor traffic, and on the necessity of
rousing the Church to help in putting away from the
country this great sin of drinking and drink-selling, and
banishing from the table of the Lonl the intoxicating
cup. On Monday, 19th ult., a large audience filled the
ball ; and after engaging in devotional exercises, partook of the Communion in unfermented wine.
Du.M:FRTES, DEPUTATI0~1'0 MR. NOEL, M .P.-Taking
advantage of the visit of Mr. Noel to the constituency
during the the third week of December, the temperance
electors in Dumfries waited upon the hon. member in
the Commercial Hotel on Friday, 15th ult. Although
the hour was unsuitable for most of the electors-1.30
P.M.-the deputation numbered fifty. .Mr. Bennet,
agent of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association, who arranged foe the interview, introduced the deputation. Dr. M'Oulloch first spoke on
behalf of the deputation, and set forth the main arguments in favour of the ratepayers having the power to
prohibit t he entire traffic in their respective localit ies,
alluded to the probability of special legislation for Scotland, and set forth very fully the objection against providing compensation to publicans or others who might
be affected by legislation of the kind proposed. Rev.
G. ,v. Tooley also spoke on behalf of the deputation
and temperance electors in the constituency. He
dwelt upon the subject as a matter of absolute right on
the part of the ratepayers to suppress the traffic, as
they were burdene1l with its results in the shape of increased taxation, deterioration of property, and other
things which pressed heavily upon them. Mr. Noel,
after thanking tlle deputation for the frank and
courteous way in which they expressed their views,
said, he would be equally frank with them. He could
not go all the length they had gone, but his sympathy
and convictions were largely with them. He did not
intend to enter into the question of compensation. He,
however, was in favour, and had always voted for, the
ratepayers having full control of the traffic, and power
to prohibit it entirely if they were so disposed. He
thought the tempera nce reformers should not insist on
having a la,v which made it imperative either to vote
down all licenses or none at all, but a measure that
would admit of having either a certain number or the
whole as the people may determine. In answer to Mr.
,vaterston, Mr. Noel said he would do his utmost to
secure for the people of cotland the power to prohibit
the entire traffic in any legislation that might be introduced into Parliament. Mr. T. C. Farries, in name of
the deputation, thanked Mr. Noel for the courteous
way he had received them, and his decided answer to
their views.
CASTLE-DouGLA ·-ScoTTISu PERMIS IVE BrLL Am:;ocrATIO,-.-Delegates from this Association addressed a
meeting in the Macmillan Free Church on Wednesday
evening, 13th ult. The Rev. George Laurie presided,
and after praise and prayer, said he would simply introduce the gentlemen who had come from a distance
to address them on the claims of 'Prohibition of the
Liquor Traffic.' He had fast to introduce Mr. R.
.Mac.:kay, the Secretary to the Permissive Bill Association. Mr. Mackay addressed the meeting at considerable length. He wished the meeting to approve of prohibition, and to say what th ey wished iu their own
locality. Their great idea was to su ppress the source
of t emptation, ancl declare they would endeavonr to secure a law to prevent th e sale of intoxicating liquors.
He said that wherever facility was given for their sale
crime had increaserl, and that Albert the Good, Lord
Palmerston, and other noblemen, had taken up the
idea, had abolished them on th eir estates, and had
found crime decrease. The abolition of public-houses
had the same effect on crime as uprooting on a farm,
by keeping it clear of weeds. An increase of public-
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houses always increased the number of drunkards.
Justices of the Peace were the men who granted the
licenses, and their object apparently was to get men oE
good character to sell drink, whether it was 'speil the
wa',' or from Bladnoch distillery. No matter where it
was got, if the poison got into the body, it as surely
affected the brain. The speaker then gave some statistics of the numbers who had been brought before the
Police Courts, and mentioned several illustrations
showing that property, health, and morals were injured by the open sale of drink. The chairman next
introduced Mr. Bennet, agent in the south of Scotland
for the Scottish Permissive Bill Association. He dwelt
at length on moral influence versus legislative interference. He touched on the drink demon, and then on
the system which continued its perpetration, and reflected briefly on the Government of the country receiving so much from the licensed pu];)lic-houses. (Applause.) The next speaker was Mr. Waterston, Edinburgh, who was received with applam;e, He did not
like to call himself a temperance reformer, but he bad
been much obliged to the public press for calling him
so. He then gave a stirring address, taking as his
text, 'Drink, or John Barleycorn,' and gave a description of what he had seen in Edinburgh and elsewhere
from the effects of the poison. He urged upon those
present to do their utmost to secure local option in the
matter of tl1e sale of liquor, so as to prevent the opening of public-houses in districts where they were not
required, and thus keep weak brethren out of the way
of temptation. The chairman then moYed a vote of
thanks to Mr. Waterston, Mr. Mackay, and Mr. Bennet, fo1· their excellent addresses. For himself he was
in favour of local option, and thought the people
should have the power of saying whetlrnr they wished
public-houses to exist in their midst or not. He also
i•1timatf'cl that if there wf!s any prer-:ent who wished to
take the 'Blue Ribbon,' it would be given them at the
ciose of the meeting. At their two previous temperance meetings, 94 had taken the pledge-60 the first
night and 3-!: the second night. He regretted the
small attendance that evening, which probably arose
from the unpopular nature of the subject, and the hard
frost outside. Mr. Waterston having acknowledged
the vote of thanks, the meeting broke up.
GLASGOW 'EAMAN':a; FRIE Tn's SocIETY.-On the 11th
ult., a conversazione of this oci ty was held in the
Queen's Rooms, Mr. John Burns, chairman of the Cunard Line, occupying the chair. In the course of a
most interesting address, the chairman said-" The
chief-constable of a great city told him that from his
experience-and that experience was a long one-there
were two classes of criminals in the city. The one was
a class who sought out vice for themselves-whether
it was drink or other vices-and were determined to
have it. That was the incorrigible class, or the class
most difficult to deal with. But, said he, the greater
class was the class who would not natmally go into
vice but for vice-especially drink-being brought to
their very doors. If these men, said he, had not the
vice brought to them, not the inducement antl the encouragement to drink and inclulge in · other species of
vice, they would not go into it of their own free will.
Now, so it was with the sailors of all our ports. His
belief was this, that when they took from them the inducements to vice, and especially the drink, they
would find that the sailors themseh·es would reciprocate their efforts, and do what they could to meet the
best wishes of the society."
After referring to the
absolute necessity of providing suitable amusements
and literature for the seamen, who, in the absence
of these, might seek out baneful pleasures for themselves, he continued : " There was one other point
which he wished to touch upon, and he was sure he
would have the sympathy, not only of that meetiug
but of all right-minded men, whether they took the
more ultra view of teetotalism, or the more moderate
view of temperance, and that was the question of providing drink for men on board ship. He wished Mr.
Allan had been there to hear wlrnt he had now to
state, and that was that the Cunard Company, of
which he (Mr. Burns) was chairman, had adopte<l,

since the 1st of this month, what Messrs. Gco. Smith &
Sons, the Allan Line, the White Rtar Line, the Inman
Line, and the Anchor and State Lines on the Atlantic
had already done-namely, the principle of giving no
grog or beverages of that description on board their
ships, and in substitution thereof giving coffee unlimited
in quantity. Re thou gh t that the next best to the
imitating of a good thing was to follow a good example.
So, from the 1st DecemlJer last, on board the Cunard
fleet no grog had been served out to the men, and uone
would be in the future, but as much coffee as they
could drink. ·when he told them that last year they
engaged and discharged 40,000 men, it would be seen
that irt great maritime enterprises vast influence could
be exercised if leaders would only do that which was
right between man and man. \Vhat had been the effect
of the change? Mr. Ismay, of the White Star Line,
and Mr. Inman, of tha Inman Line, had told him. and
he knew from his own experience that there had not
only been no complaint on the part of the men, but
they were well satisfied with the change. There were
men-old-fashioned sailors-who thought that they
still should have their grog, but the generality of the
men were pleased at the removal of the temptation.
One of the strong motives which he thought should
dictate to them, in making a move of this kind, was
the fact that on board those large steamers on the Atlantic there were a number of young men, who came
into the service, who had not been accustomed to have
spirits served out to them, and by the old-fashio11ed
principle this grog was served out whether they liked
it or not, and if they did not like it, some old salt
said, "I'll take it for you." (Laughter.) ln any ci1·cumstances, the principle was bad ; and he was glad
to think as we grow older in this world things wcl'e
vastly improving, not only among the sailors but all
cla sea of the community."

OUR PULPIT.
THE DOOM OF THE BEA T.
The Rev. M. E. Cady preached itt the Michigan
Avenue Methodist Episcopalian Chul'ch upon Prohibition, taking as his text- ' ' And he shook the
beast into the tire."--Acts xxvii., 5.
He had taken this passage, not as a text for exposition, but as a, motto, an ex pre ion of our determination to shake the beast lhat was ravaging our
homes, cousuruing our children, and desolating our
society, into the everlasting fire.
After showing that legal measures alone were
poteut to check the rum-seller in his fiendish work,
showiug th a t his bu iness wn to get customers, n•gar<lless of what sex they were, from what hom e
they came, or whn.t nr1me they bore, and that they
added all other enormities to those of the robber :t1H.l
outlaw--the spea!rnr said :·If some mighty angel should reach down, this
Sahbath eveniug, and draw aside the screen so ns
that all could see the terrible interiors of this var-:t
array of saloons, many a wife would gasp auJ faint,
and many a mother would shriek with horror at the
sights revealed. And if the years should bring no
abatement of this curse, which he trusted to God
they would, many groups of children to-day uutainted would be in the circle of vice, and many a
heart now indifferent would be alive to the tenor:;
of the traffic. The saloon keeper had the best of the
battle with the fathers of these children, for he ha ·l
the municipal government, representecl by the Mayor
of our city, on hi· side. The forces of the law were
in his pay, its manipuln.tiou a.t his dicta tiou.
A question of great ruoral signiti cauce was stridinoto the £rout-the question of the clomiuatiou aud
tyranny of the rum power in onr l:1nd. It was the
whisky traffic, arrayed against law, and school, and
church. On one or the other side of t.his conflict
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every man must sooner or later take his stand. It
was not to be dallied with, but must be settled
effectually aad forever. It was not a breeze created
by fanatics, that would expend itself in raising a
cloud of dust. The question had come to stay until
it was answered. It was the paramount and commanding issue for him and all to settle. He asked
his hearers, Where are yon going to stand ? How
a.re you going to vote ? Are you going to vote as
you pray, as your Bible teaches, as your conscience
dictates ; or are you going to cringe beneath the
party lash, and repudiate principle ?
There were times when a protest was as good as a
victory; when the defeat of an honest few is the
"Buuker Hill" of a revolution. He would vote a
prohibition ticket or none. The speaker continued
- " In remembering that we have been Republicans
or Democrats, do not let us forget that we are men
and that we are not :fighting the battles of yester~
day, but the battles of to-day ; that our faces are
not set towards the old years, but the new. And
whatever have been our differences, let us now unite
our hands around our altars and hearthstones, to
defend them against this merciless and blood-thirsty
foe. It was fearful odds when Horatius stood at
the head of the bridge, facing the Tuscan army, but
his stand saved Rome, and Rome slew the invaders.
It was fearful odds when Arnold Winkelreid rushed
against the Austrian spears, and gathered them in
his bosom. He died, but in dying he gave freedom
to Switzerland. So the little company that will
stand at the polls this year for purity and sobriety,
is matched against great odds, but its courage and
its God, and nought else, will save Chicago." The
speaker closed with the impressive words, "He could
see a reason for Hell. Oh that its gates might be
opened wide, and that this present generation ·might
rise as one man and lay hold of this reptile, and,
bearing him to the mouth of the pit, shake the beast
into the fire."

Combs, Inverallochy, Broadsea, Rosehearty, Inverurie,
Inch, Huntly, New Leeds, Aberdeen, Laurencekirk,
Marykirk, Port Gordon. Port Essie, Peterhead, Buckhaven, Fyvie, Aberchirder, Buxburn, Fettercairn,
vVoodside, Pitullie, Rothesi and New Deer, and addressed 36 meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited Irvine, Glasgow, Carluke, Wishaw, Grangemoutb, Kilsyth, Govan, Bonhill,
and Hamilton, and addressed 24 meetings.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Withington, Manchester,
Grangemouth, Coatbridge, Glasgow, Dumbarton, Camhuslang, Peebles, Govan, Pollokshields, Castle Douglas, and Aitkenhead, and addressed 22 meetings.
Bailie Selkirk, J.P., has addressed 18 meetings in
Glasgow, ,vishaw, and Grangemouth.
Mr. William Kesson has addressed 10 meetings in
Glasgow, Govan, and Milngavie.
Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., has addressed 9 meetings in
Warrington, Manchester, Grangemoutb, Kilsytb, and
Glasgow.
Rev. S. Harding has addressed 6 meetings in Govan,
Glasgow, Cambuslang, and Ooatbridge.
Ex-Bailie Lewis, J.P., has addressed 4 meetings in
Falkirk and Edinburgh.
Rev. W. C. M'Dougall has addressed 3 meetings in
Glasgow and Helensburgh.
.
Dr. M. Cameron has addressed 3 meetings in Glasgow and Wishaw.
Rev. W. D. Glendinning has addressed 2 meetings
in Glasgow.
Rev. J. Strachan has addressed 2 meetings in
Dnmfries.
Rev. G. W. Tooley has addressed 2 meetings in
Dumfries.
Andrew Brown, Esq., J.P., bas addressed 2 meetings
in Grangemouth.
Captain Hatfield has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Mr. John Steel has addressed 2 meetings in Clarkston
and West Calder.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has addressed 2 meetings in
Edinburgh and Peebles.
The following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follow
their names :-Rev. Drs. Brown, Falkirk; Wardrop,
PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
West Calder ; Ferguson, Glasgow ; and Adamson,
Edinburgh ; Revs. G. L. Carstairs, Glasgow; ]'. F rguson, Glasgow ; C. A. M 'Kenzie, Govan ; R. M.
The following meetings have been addressed by the Gibson, Govan; J. M'Queen, Hamilton; J. M.
advocates and agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill Kinloch, West Linton; V\T. Cochrane, Edinburgh; G.
and Temperance Association from 15th October to 16th L.Walker, Glasgow; J. Hanson,A.M.,Glasgow; andR.
vVallace, Glasgow; T. Hope, Esq., J.P., Grangemouth;
December, 1882, inclusive:During that period 309 meetings were held, 81 be- John Wilson, Esq., J.P., Glasgow; Councillors
M'Lachlan, Edinburgh; and Miller, Glasgow; Dr.
ing deputational, and 228 ordinary.
At these meetings 384 addresses were given. The Smith, Govan; Messrs. James Winning, Withington;
A. M'Dougall, Glasgow; A. Murdoch, Hamilton; G.
following is a summary of each speaker's work :Mr. Andrew Bennet has visited Moffat, Sanquhar, Tait, Edinburgh; J. Sutherland, Edinburgh; D.
New Cumnock, Kirkpatrick, Dumfries, Holywood, Ramsay, Edinburgh; J. Nisbet, Edinburgh; J.
Moniaive, Glasgow, Milngavie, Govan, Kirkcaldy, Hyslop, Grangemouth; James M'Call, Moniaive; R.
Roslin, Penicuick, Tranent, Lathones, Dalkeith, Proudfoot, Moniaive; H. Chalmers, Glasgow; Weir,
Boness, Avonbridge, Linlitbgow, Thornhill, Closeburn, West Calder ; J. Armstrong, Portobello ; W. Briggs,
Auchencairn, Castle Douglas, and Dalbeattie, and ad- Govan; J. Pringle, Linlithgow; J. C. M'Lean,
Dumfries ; W. Raining, Dumfries ; and T. C. Farries,
dressed 57 meetings.
Mr. J. H. \Vaterston has visited Falkirk, Bathgate, Dumfries.
Denny, West Linton, Grangemouth, Edinburgh, Leith,
,vest Calder, Greenock, Portobello, Markinch, Largo,
Largoward, Linlithgow, Pathhead, Tranent, Cockenzie,
PUBLIC PRESS.
Prestonpans, Dumfries, Thornhill, Castle Douglas, and
Dalbeattie, and addressed 50 meetings.
Mr. R. Stevenson has visited Braehead, Forth,
The Illinois liquor-dealers wail because in Iowa "for
Glasgow, Perth, Gourock, Greenock, Whiteinch,
Park.head, Dairsie, Dura Den, Ceres, Strathmiglo, years the Goddess of Liberty will be there wounded
Falkland, Addiewell, Dunfermline, Motherwell, and ancl ruthlessly trampled upon by a lot of fanatical fools
and cunning zealots." vV ell, the dear old goddess has
Pollokshaws, and addressed 47 meetings.
Mr. John Paton has visited Maxweltown, Moffat, been dragged around by Gambrinus for years, tied to a
Sanquhar, New Oumnock, Glasgow, Galston, Kilmar- cider keg, smoked in saloons, soused with brewery
nock, Mauchline, Kilbarchan, Irvine, Maybole, Prest- slops, and had her head butted time and again; and
wick, Beith, Castle Douglas, Dalry, Ooatbridge, we imagine she will be glad of a change of treatment,
Kilsyth, Alexandria, Pollokshaws, Helensburgh, and that she won't object to having her " wounds "
Dunoon, Ayr, anu. Paisley, and addressed 41 meetings. cleaned with soap and water. She needs a rest and
Mr. William Blackwood has visited Lonmay, St. a new dress and cap, and her hair crumped.-.Mx.
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WoME 's INFLUE CE.-Governments need nothing
so much as the humanizing tendency of woman's influence. Between her and the exercise of this influence
there stands one insuperable impediment-the use of
Everything that dehumanizes,
intoxicating drink.
everything that brutalizes, is at war with her, and
must forever remain so. No wonder women hate the
liquor traffic ; it is the . incentive to every effort that
antagonizes her and degrades her for her true position,
socially and politically. Destroy this foe, and its victims must awake to a comprehension of the moral
worth and intelligence of women, whom at present, in
their ignorance and brutality, men maltreat and despise. -Exchange.
TrrE DRUNK.ARD.-" A drunkard is the most selfish
being in the universe. He has no sense of modesty,
shame, or disgrace ; he has no sense of duty or sympathy of affection with his father or mother, his brother
or sister, his friend or neighbour, his wife or children;
no l'everence for his God ; no sense of futurity in this
world or the other-all is swallowed up in the mad
selfish joy of the moment. Is it not humiliating that
Mahomedans and Hindoos would put to shame the
whole Christian world by their superior examples of
tempern.nce? Is it not degrading to Englishmen and
Americans that they are so infinitely exceeded by the
French in this cardinal virtue? And is it not mortifying beyond all expression that we Americans should
exceed all other eight millions of people on the globe,
as I verily believe we do, in this degrading, beastly vice
of intemperance?"-John Adams, late President United
States, America.

ON THE WING.
It appears that French wines, so much relied upon
for their dietetic and curative qualities, are often vilely
adultern.tecl with such useful substances as red lead,
lime, alum, logwood, and arsenic. \Vo suppose, however, it does not very much matter what we are
poisoned with, if we are poisoned-and wine drinkers
are poisoned.
A vote ha,s bean taken in the various municipalities
throughout Vi~toria, excluding Melbourne and Geelo11g,
upon the 'lilestion whether the number of public
houses sho uld be increased, with the result that
38,017 have voted against increase, and only 10,537
in favour of it. Taking the cities only, the vote was
5,404 against, and 882 for increase.
From almost all the Wesleyan pulpits over the coun.
try attention was specially called to the subject of
temperance on Sabbath, the 10th ult. It is to be
deeply regretted that this vitally important subject
finds so little favour or utterance in so many of the
pulpits of our own country. Posterity will greatly
wonder at this, and so would we if we were not blinded
by pernicious custom.
The Globe is very hopeful of the success of the English Sunday Closing Movement, as will be seen from the
following cutting :-" Wales, Ireland, and Scotland,
has each its Sunday Closing Act, and now England is
to have hers. It is to be done by the introduction next
session of forty bills, each dealing with a separate
district. One can hardly see if Cornwall obtains its
Act what argument can be used against the Devonshire
Bill, for instance, becoming law. Sir Wilfrid Lawson
may live to see his theories realized, and, like Mr.
Gladstone, to behold his own monument in brass."
0

OUR BOOK SHELF.
\Ve are glad to see that another edition of Mr. F.
Sherlock's '' More than Conquerors " has been called
for.
·
· A new weekly named the Gospel Temperance Advocate and Blue Ribbon Banner has been issued in
Glasgow. Its source is the rpemperance Newspape1·
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published by Messrs. Cassel, Petter & Galpin under
the editorship of Rev. F. Wagstaff, the well-known
t emperance journalist. The local editor is t.he Rev.
Alexander Andrew, Glasgow, v\ e hope that the
venture will prove a great success.

Nearly Lost, but D early Won. By Rev. T. P. Wilson. Manchester: Onward Offices, 18 Mount Street.
London: S. \V. Partridge & Co., 9 Paternoster Row,
Price two shillings. We have before us a very handsome edition of this highly popular tale, which has
now run through so many editions. Itself a most excellent story, it is presented in all the splendour of bookbinding and get-up in a form certain to attract all who
are desirous of placing in the bands of their young
friends a volume certain to deepen their love of fine
art.
The Bird Angel. By Miss M. A. Paul. Manchester: Onward offices. London: S. W. Partridge & Co.,
9 Paternoster Row. Price two shillings. This is one
of Miss Paul's most delightful stories. vVe are delighted to miss "the villain of the piece,'' which ever
haunts story books. We have the youthful cousins,
the benevolent wife of a banker, Granny Whiddon,
and the youthful Arnold ; the trials of deserted orphanhood ; the vicissitudes of commerce, and love, of
course. Right triumphs, and all goes as merry as a
marriage bell. In substance, in up-get, in appearance,
this is one of the handsomest of the Onward series.
Uncle B en'8 Little Stories for Little Folks. By the
Rev. Joseph Johnson. London : S. W. Partridge &
Co. Price half a crown. A peep at the attractive
contents of this elegantly-got-up volume will, we fancy,
be sufficiently tempting to ensure for it a large sale,
and a closer inspection only increases our admiration.
The stories have all that fascination, beauty, and point
which cannot faii to make them extremely popular
with th ch:ildre ; and there ·s quite an abundan e 0£
beautiful pictures scattered throughout their wellprinted pages. ·we can confidently predict for this
volume a hearty reception from many besides our little
folks.
Onward for 1882. LonJ.on: S. W. Partridge & Co.
This is the yearly volume of our favourite Band of
Hope magazine, and a really beautiful and interesting
volume it is. Looking over it it is in itself a pleasure,
and we are charmed with the wealth of its contents
and the beauty of its numerous illustrations. It is a
thorough-going upholder of prohibitory principles, and
we like it all the more on that account. Amongst its
contents are to be found a great many interesting articles on various topics-quite a flood of poetry, several
interesting stoPies, and twelve pieces of music. vVe
heartily commend this beautiful volume to the attention of our many readers who may be contemplating a
present to their " young folks."
Popular Tructsfor the People. London: Church of
England Temperance Publishing Depot. Vl e have received a copy of three of these tracts. They treat of
various aspects of the liquor question, and are brief
and pithy appeals to personal abstinence. No. 1 treats
of '' The Physical Dangers of Strong Drink," and is
from the pen of Dr. Norman Kerr. No. 2 is written
by the same gentleman, and is entitled "Strong Drink
not Food. " These two tracts together give a brief but
able summary of the negative and positive evils of alcohol, from a medical standpoint. No. 3 is in the form
of a letter to bricklayers and others, by the Rev.
Canon Ellison, and is entitled, "The Drink did it." It
aims to show that drink is one of those evil spirits that
lead mankind captive at their will, and whose head is
Satan. The writer emphasizes two things as needful
to preserve a man from its ravages-(a), union with
the Holy Spirit of God in the inner life, and (b), giving up the drink.
Boo KS, &c., f 01· R eview, and communications Jor the
Editor, should be forwarded, not late1· tlian the l2tli
of each month, ancl as much earlie1· as possible, to tlu
Offices, 112 Bath Street.
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POETRY.

VAIUETIES.

P AL~1 XXIII.

"Joe, child, here is a powder for you; just snap it
up, will you." " Mother, I aint a gun."
A lit.tle boy had been sent to dry a towel before a
nursery fire. "Mamma, is it done when it is brown?. ,
he inquired.
I often hear affectionate husbands call their wives
"My duck." 1 wonder if this ain't a sly allusion to
their long bills.
A Spanish proverb says:-" The man who on his
wedding-day starts as a lieutenant in the family will
never get promoted."
A charming young lady who attends evening church
service regularly is called the " vesper belle " by the
distracted youth of the parish.
Barry Cornwall and Charles Lamb were once making
up a dinner party, and refused to include a mutual
friend, as "he would cast a dam per on a funeral."
"Are putatshon," says Josh Billings, "once broken,
may possibly be repaired, but the world will always
keep their eyes on that spot where the krack was."
HER RE ·oLUTION. - priggs' wife woke him up at
three o'clock in the morning to say that she had
decided, on the whole, to have a dark green suit and a
green velvet bonnet this winter.
PoSTPO ING THE EvrL DAY.-" Mrs. Henry," said
John to his wife the other morning, "if you give me a
Christmas present this year, please arrange it so that
the bill won't come in till the next month. It's just
as well to keep up the illusion for a short time. "
BROTHERLY AnvrcE.-Fred (just returned from a
long journey to his brother who has got marrieti)" I say, Jack, what in the world did you marry that
frightfully ugly woman for?" Jack- " I did not look
at her exterior, it was for her inward beauty that I
married her." Fred-" For g odness sake, Jack, turn
her inside out."
A heart-rending acci( ent to a poor printer was lately
reported. He came home drunk, tolcl his wife he
would kick her to death, and ,,hilb making the first
rush preparatory to scattering her hrains lost hi
balance, fell down stairs and broke his n~ck.
ome of
the most innocent recreations are often bought with
the grnatest danger to life and limb. Requie8cat in
pace. The widow piously says amen to that
ome years ago a Glasgow minister was called in to
see a man who was very ill. After fim hing his visit
as he was leaving the house, he said to th , man' -. vifo,
" My good woman, do you not go to any church a
all?" "Oh yes, sir! we gang to the .Barony Yi1 k .
" Then why in the world tlid you send for me ? \\Thy
didn't you send for Dr. Macleod?" "Na, na, sir,
deed no; we wadna risk him. Do ye no ken it' s a
dangerous case o' typhus?"

THE Lord my , hepherd is, therefore
My wants He'll satisfy.
2 He leads me by the waters calm,
Unfailing in upply;
And in the pastures, fair and green,
He causeth me to lie.
8 To quietude and peace again
He doth restore my soul,
Clothing me, for His dear name's sake,
In garments clean and whole ;
And, walking in His righteous paths,
He doth my ways control.
4 Yea, though unto the vale of Death
My falt'ring steps be led,
I need not fear fo r any ill,
He is with me where I tread;
And by His rod aurl staff I am
For ever comforted.

5 A table furnished before
Mine en'mies He didst cast ;
And with the oil of gladness He
My head anointed hast :
So that my cup with gratitude
And joy o'ertloweth fast.
G Then surely, while my life doth last,
God's goodness and His love
Shall follow me my journey through,
\ Vhere'er my footsteps rove,
Until the Lord calls me to dwell
Within His house above.
POLA.

THE \V01 DERLA D.
Beyond this world so fair and grand,
There lies a glorious wonderland,
White its gleaming towers arise,
Proud and glorious to the eyes.
As the youth goes journeying on,
'earching for that land unknown,
Suddenly its towers appear,
Bright and radiant, tall and clear.
Scenes not dull or commonplace,
Bright with a celestial grace,
Forms that have a brighter glow
'l'han poor weary mortals know.
Valleys gleaming in the light,
Streams that g ush in sunshine bright,
Songs whose melody so blest
oothe into a quiet rest.
Then the youth iu rapture wild,
Laughs to see such glory ]Jiled
In such majesty serene,
And he sees what noue haYe seen.
Roams he all about the land,
~verything is wild and grand,
AH the glory he surveys,
Gazes he with eager gaze.
But as still he gazes on
Straight that vision bright is gone,
And the same dull world again
Travels he in toil and pain.
Still the recollection fair
Comes and fills him with despair
But no more his feet will stand ,
In that glorious wonderland.
AxDRF.·,,· ~- LA_

FOND OF A JoKE.-Few people enjoyed a joke better
than Bishop Morley. Ou one occasion, his footman
happening to be out of the way, he ordered the coachman to fetch some wa.ter from the well. Jehu objected
on the ground that his business was to drive, not to run
, errands. " Well, then," retorted the Bishop, " bring
out the coach-and-four, set the pitchet· iuside, and
drive to the well." A service he was ol>liged to repeat
severnl times, to the great amusement of the villagers.
OVERCOME BY FEMALE AT"rRACTIO~ .-An unfortunate landlord lately ad\'ertised for a barmaid. 1 cRll
the landlord unfortunate advisedly, because by 10
o'clock of the morning on which the advertisement
appear0d he h ad been interviewed by no fewer than
fifty -three ladies of surpassing loveline ·s and exquisite
taste in dress. The agglomeration of female perfection
was too much for the advertiser, who, finding at 11
o'clock that there were still t\\'enty young ladies waiting to see him, got out of the hou e by the back doors,
and went visiting at other hotels whilst he d eputed th e
work of choosing a barmaid to a friend quite insensible
to female attractions.

T HE

J fform~r.
F EBRUARY, 1883.
AN ENEMY IN THE MOUTH:
A TEMPERANCE TALE.
BY A NIE s. SWAN,
Author of '' Shadowed Lives,"" Thankful Rest,"" Fruits," &c.
CIIAPTER

IX.-A DARK

DEA'l'H-BED.

Walter Gillespie and Laura Tennant were to be married iu the second week of February. The clay before
the wedding ViTalter came to Claybriclgc, and took
rooms at the Eagle. In the evening he ,valked over
to the manse of Strathglide. The bride's preparations
were all made, and there was only one shadow on her
sky-the thought of the lonely old father up at Barossa.
l\,J r. Tennant greeted the young man warmly, and retainec.l him a moment in the study. "Your father is
aware of what fak s place to-morrow, ,valter," he
said interrogatiYely.
"Yes, sir ; I wrote to him nearly a month ago," an&NCr ,a ', r a.lter frankly, "asking his forgiveness for my
hasty words and for my too long silence, and informing
him of to-morrow's event. lt was unanswered, and I
wrote a~vain last week, and my letter was returned
uuopenecl."
"l do not know whether I a.m wise in giving my
daughter to you in the circumstances," said the minister douutfully.
'' Pardou me, sir," said \Valter with a sunny smile.
'' Like Ja.cob I have laboured for her, and have honourably v,on my wife.
urely the labourer is worthy of
his hire."
An answering smile stole to the minister's lips, and
he h ad no words wherewith to confute such an argument.
\Valter then sought his way to the drawing-room
where Laura awaited him. No need to tell what their
meeting was, not' how glad and hopeful was their talk
of the future.
""\Ve cannot expect Mr. Gillespie, I suppose, tomo rrow," said Laura by and by.
"1. o," answered Walter briefly.
"VValter, I am going to ask something from you,"
she said half wistfully. '' You will not refuse?"
'' \\'hat is mine is thine, sweetheart," said Walter
lightly.
"I want yon to take me up to Barossa. '
Walter started.
''When·i"
" j_ ow," answered Laur-a. "I am off for my hat."
In five minutes she was back, dressed for her walk.
Walter, in a bewildered manner, followed her out
into the lobby, and put ou his overcoat.
"And what are you going to do when you a,·e at
Barossa?" he asked when they were walking up the
quiet road to the lodge gates.
" You will see,'' she answered, "I could not be
happy, \Valter, to-morrow, unless I tried to reconcile
yon to your father. I am not afraid of him."
\\' alter was silent. But for his promise to Laura,
he wonltl have turned back at the very door. It is a
powerful thing this pride, my friends, and is a stumbling block in the way of a great deal of happiness.
The servant who admitted them stared in genuine
amazement. 11;1-!f~ct, he -.,~·us too much amazed to speak.
'' The master is m the library, Mr. vValter," he said,
the old familiar name slipping out quite glibly.

"All right, James," said ·w alter, with his sunny
smile; "you needn't mind, I know the way."
Although Lama had been so brave outside, she
trembled from head to foot when Walter laid his ha.ncl
upon the door. He opened it very softly, and both
stood a moment on the threshold.
The great room
was dimly lighted, and seemed full of gloomy shadows.
At the table sat the master with his face buried on his
folded arms. Asleep, was he? or only dreaming of bygone days?
Suddenly Laura ,vent swiftly across the room, and
knelt clown by him clasping her hands on his knee.
Mr. Gillespie tiung up his head and looked at her and
at the figure beyond with dumMoundered eyes.
" Oh, sir," faltered the girl's sweet voice, and the
earne t eyes uplifted to his face were ) wet with tears,
"\Von't you forgi vc u , \Valtcr and me, and say a kind
word; forgive us, and give us a blessing? To-morrow
I am to be
alter's wife, and I could not rest till I
sa v you ltnd begged you to forgive me for having unwillingly parted you so long."
"To-morrow,·· repeateJ. Mr. Giaespie dreamily.
"Ay, yes, to-morrow, so he said in his letter, but I
didn't answer it. I wanted to, but pride wouldn't let
1ne."
"vVnlter is here, sir. Come in, v alter," sa.id Laura.
" Oh sir, don't look so sternly at us. \Ve have doue
no wrong. \Ve only love each other clearly. I will be
a good daughter to you if you will let me."
"I have only to repeat what my letter said, father,"
said Walter's manly tones. "I have done wrong in
waiting so loug to say it. Forgive me, and, as Laura
says, give us your blessing for to-morrow. It will not
be complete without it."
A strange tremor ran over ~Ir. Gillespie's stern face,
and there seemed to be a mist in bis eyes.
He put one arm about the slender figure by his side,
and drew it very close to him, and bent his grey head
down till it touched the golden one. Two worJs only
he spoke but they were sufficient-" :My daughter."
Then he extended his other hand, and it met alter's
in a grip of iron.
There was nothing said.
Deep emotion is not noisy. I think the most exquisite moments in all our lives are silent ones. What
say you?

,v

,v

'o, greatly to the surprise of gossipy Strathglid~,
Mr. Gillespie was present at his son's wedding, and
kissed the bride as if she had been his own child.
It sufficed the busybodies for weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gillespie went to spend their
honeymoon in a pleasant chateau on the banks of that
wiss Lake, inseparably associated with the names of
Bonnivard, Rousseau, Madame de Stael, and a score
of others as illustrious. But I question if these two
younD" people ever gave a thought to the famous dead
who have made the place immortal; to them it was a
blissfnl Eden, holding as of yore one man and woman
all in all to each other.
For a few months before Laura's marriage Mrs. Tennant had been couf.ined in a temperance home in the
vicinity of Glasgow. It was the last resource, and one
which, for many reasons, Mr. Tennant shrank from applying. Bnt her outbreaks had become so frequ ent
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and terrible that, for his children's sake, he was com- that involuntarily they glanced r ournl almost expectp elled to r emove h er from the manse. Drink could in g to see him th ere.
"He is coming to help th em to t ear me to pieces,·,
not be k ept from her. Those happily exempt from all
contact with intemperate people would be dumbfoun- ~he raved. " H e says I tangh t him to drink ; I, wh o
clered by the ipg,e nuit¥ aI).d cunning _they display in loved him so I would have died for him. Don't let
finding ways q,pd means to procure clrmk. Mrs. T en- him come, Charlie ! " she said, wistfully turning h er
nant bribed m,essage-boys, packmen, and eYen tramps. eyes to her husband's drawn face . '' Yon used t o loYe
No m em1s were beneath her, nothing too degrading for me, won't you shut thepi out? If yon knew how they
her to do, to satisfy the fearful craving which possessed burn me you would. Look," she saicl in a fearful
whisper, " There he is again.
Arthur ! Arthur ! "
her. All self-respect had long ago been sacrificed.
One eveniug a few days after the wedding Lottie was Scream after scream broke from her lips, and in th o
sittinrr in the drawing-room, sewing busily.
Poor drawing-room b elow Lottie h eld Daisy closely in her
Lotti;! At fourteen, the entire care of her father's arms trying to allay the terror which was no greater
house was laid upon her shoulders. The mad -cap was than her own. She was only a child yet, scarcely able
sobered now, and she had registered a mental vow to to bear su~h things.
By and by the doctor came. She had fallen into a
follow in her dear sister's steps, and fill, as far as lay
in her power, the blank her absence must make in the light uneasy sleep. He made a brief examination and
home. Spring was drawiug on apace. Though Feb- shook his head.
'' Another such paroxysm, sir," he said in his grave,
ruary was still young, green lbuds and tiny ~fades ·were
peeping out, encouraged by t~e gentle air and the candid way, '' will snap the thread. Her hea rt is
genial sun. A yellow sunset gilded the wostern sky, frightfully weak. ln thi s case we are powerless. "
The minister bowed his head; he hacl no word to say.
and a golden light lay on the old-fashioned garden, and
The doctor' s surmise was correct . Ere cb.ybrcak she
creeping in at the wind~w touched Lott~e's dark head
with a tenderness all its own. A pair of s ·allows was seized with another paroxysm, dmil)g which th e
home hunting in the churchyard twittered on the yew- frail, overtaxed heart ceasecl to b eat. , o she diell.
boughs till Lottie raised her heacl with a smile to watch Do you wonder that it should overwhelm th e miuister.
"Oh, dear Charlie ! ' h e groaned giving way utterly,
them.
,, 8ee, Daisy, there's the swallows- lovely white- "\Vhat a death! Not a moment given for repentance.
breasted things," she said, "Lay down your book and vVhat hope have we for her future ? This is hard er to
bear than all th e rest. L et your mother's d cath-bccl b e
come and see them. ll
'' There's a beggar coming down the road, Lot," saicl a lesson to you my son, and avoid th e evil thing as y ou
Daisy, pointing to a figure a few yards out beyond the would a deadly poison."
Charlie went clo3e to the bowed fi g ure, and laid his
gate. " She hasn't a bonnet nor anything ; oh, she's
strong young arm about the drooping shoulders, his
coming in here."
The garden gate creaked, and Lottie flung up her face shining with the earnestness of a 11oble purpose.
"Not only that, father, but before God I swear to
head, and the ruddy colour died from. lip and cheek
do wµat one man can to sweep this awful evil from
leaving them pale as ashes.
The woman coming slowly up the path nodded to our land."
That vow would be fulfilled in the spirit and in
them, and smiled a maudlin smile. Her dress, a fine
dark cashmere, was rent in many places, and soaked the letter in days to come.
and f:l odclen with the rain. Her shawl, also soiled and
discoloured, was pulled negligently round her, one corSCIENCE AND SCRIPTURE OF ALCOHOL.
ner being drawn over her head in lieu of a bonp.et.
" Lot, it's mamma ! " screamed Daisy, and clting to
I.
her sister's skirts trembling from head to foot.
God is one, and truth is one. Truth must be one,
'' , 'tay here, Daisy darling," said Lottie with <l~:'lper- bcc1:1use all truth corn s from God who is infinite in
ate calmness. " Just till I get papa. I won't stay a knowledge, wi;,c1om, and purity. Truth comes to us
through two channels from the one Goel. One of these
minute."
She put the child fr::>m her and fled to the study. is the works of nature, the other the ·word of God or
Her father and Charles were there enjoying one of the Revelation. The means ·hereby we reach trnth from
long talks in which both delighted . It was Friday night the former is ohservation, experiment, and experien e.
and Charlie ,vas freed from College till Monday.
The means for reaching truth from revelation is study,
"Papa," ga peel Lottie, "mamma's at tho door. I the teaching of the Holy Spirit, and experience. Since
am af rn,id to open it. ''
both of these revelations come from. the same God who
B oth sprang to their feet and ran to the door. Ay, is truth, and who cannot contradict himself or deceive,
there she stood upon the step, poor wreck of woman- there mu st be the m.cst perfect harmony between the
hood as she was, polluting the stillness of the ~ve11ing two.
No discrepancy can by any possibility exist
air with the odour of the vile thing which had been her between the two, and if there appears to be any it
must proceed frorp ;,ome mistake as to the meaning of
ruin.
"I'm home," she said with a triumphant grin. one or other, or it may be of both. If the popular
"They were very cleYer but they couldn't keep me in. interpretation of the "\Vorel is at Yari::rncc with the
No, I was too smart for them. Can't I come into my facts of science properly understood, then we r equire
own house, Mr. Tennant," she broke off fic1·cely, and to find some mode of harmonizing th e two without
brushing past them forced h er way into the drawing- doing violence to either the one or the other. Befor e
room. With a scream of horror Daisy rushed qut of hov.·ever that we admit the t eaching of science, we
the room, and fled to the kitchen to faithful Jean.
must have the most clear and unmistakeable evidence
"\Vhy should I linger here? It is not so pleasant a that such is truth . Each of these divine revefations
them e that I should greatly care to expatiate upon it. has its own peculiar sphere. The t eachings of the
God help us that it should have its parallel in so wany works of nature refer to man's position as a creature
homes throughout our land.
like any other animal-to his body and its r equireBy and by, with Jean's assistance, they got her to ments, and to the arts and sciences wherewith he deals.
bed, and then the ' ' horrors " ca!Ile on her. To speak The teachings of the Bible ha.Ye reference to man's
correctly, she was attacked by d elirium trernens. Mr. position as connected with Goel, and as a responsible
T ennant and Charlie had to watch by her, sometimes being.
It deals with morality, and the spirit ual
they had to call Jean to help them to keep her ip. bed . concerns of the soul. Th e form er concerns the present
"There' s anoth er ! " she scr eamed 011ce, fi xing her life, the latter d eals with matters which more concern
glaring eyes on a particular corner of the room. "The th e world to come. It is only in t h e incid ent al t eachroom is full of them. Take them away! Shut out ings of the "\Vorel, or where these d eal with matters
their eyes, they are buming into my very soul. K eep which also affect the present life, and the affairs of
their fearful hands off me ! Oh ! my God, there is man as a social being, that we find the tv,,·o r ecords
dealing with the same subjects, and where consequently
Arthur!"
So deep was the conviction with whi ch she spoke, we may expect to find the one confirming or explaining
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the other, and where, therefore, we can find harmony.
To this harmony on the question of strong drink or
alcoholic liquors we purpose calling attention, being
pcn,uaded that where this comes clearly out, we shall
find there one of the strongeF1t arguments for abstinence
and prohibition .
Whatever is declared to be duty, by its form, is
admitted by all. But many who will at once adrpit
the obligation of a "Thou shalt," or "Thou shalt not "
are not so ready to allow that a duty may be found
expressed under the form of a simple statement of
truth . But this is Yery common in scripture, and it is
universal so far as the laws of nature are concerned.
In nature we have no commands, but we have facts,
and as these are discovered they become, or ought to
become, rules of action. It has been discovered to be a
law of nature that bodies when unsupported fall to the
ground. Hence we derive a rule for our conduct, we
come to the wise conclusion that if we would avoid the
consequences of a fall we must secure a firm footing.
We learn from the study of the action of certain agents
upon the human organism that certain substances taken
into the system so act upon certain organs as to injure
or to destroy their power of acting, and thus produce
disorder or death as the case may be. This affortls us
the lesson that such ubstances are to be carefully
avoided, else we must pay the penalty either by suffering disorder in the bodily system, or by losing life
altogether. If we n.re wise we will give good heed to
those warnings cl ri vccl from the teachings of nature.
These arc learned by e,·periencc and from experiment.
These lessons so learuecl are n.s much the commands of
God as if they had been revealed to us in the form of
"Thou shalt," or "Thou shalt not." There is, however, a marked and very material difference betv,:een
the commands revealed in the Bible for our guidance in
mol'ality, and the injunctions implied iii the laws
of nature for the management of those matter,i which
concern the body simply as such, and not as it is the
instrument of the soul.
In the case of the moral law
there ia room for, an<l. the promise of, forgiveness when
true repentance follows the commission of sin. In the
oaso of natural ln.w there is neither promise of nor room
for repentance, but every violation of this code of
natuml law is followed inevitably, and with absolute
certainty, by its natural punishment. There cannot be,
and there never is, any pardon here. The greatest
sinner, who has longest rebelled against his God, and
who has been guilty of every kind of iniquity and sin,
and who has been the most hardened in his course
of opposition to God and his b.w, if he lay down the
weapons of his rebellion, and in true penitence comes
and casts himself upon the mercy of God in Christ, all
his sins a.re forgiven, the penalty is remitted in full,
and he is received into full fayour and love of God.
God forgives freely and fully all moral guilt, and not
one single sin i-s counted against the repentant sinner.
He has absolute and complete forgiveness, is restored
fully to favour, is made partaker of all the happiness
and Lliss of which he is capable. But it is not so with
regard to the violation of the laws of nature. Here
God never forgive.,, here there is no pardon, here the
full penalty is ever exacted and must be paid to the
utmost.
Let us clearly understand this distinction.
l [ere is a lllan who in the course of his life has become
one of the vilest a.nil most degraded of men, a sinner of
the deepest dye. Tn his course of sin he has not only
broken the moral law, but he has gone into a life of
dissipation, he has broken the laws of nature, and now
he begins to sufi'er the effects. Jn the midst of his
sufferings he is brought to see how he stands in relation
to his God. His eyes are opened, his heart is affected,
bis conscience is awakened, and in his trouble he is
brought to feel his need of a Saviour, and i:s made
willing to receive the great gift of eternal life. Ha
humbles himself under the sense of guilt, he casts
himself down at the feet of Christ, and in true repent::i.nce cries out '' Lord, ue merciful to me, a sinner. " He
is not cast off, his cry is heard, his sin is forgiven,
he feels that he has been pardoned, and with joyful
heart and grateful spirit he cries out "Abba, father."
Now he rejoices in the light of God's countenance; now
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he sings of grace and love ; now he sees God n,:; reconciled, and all his mountains of sin washed away in the
fountain opened for sin . He has 110w no fear of meeting with (.;.ocl, he rather longs to go to enjoy his
presence and to be happy for ever. But wlrnt about
this body of his? His sin against the natural law has
laid it under disease and on the road to dissolution.
Has his repentance cured the body as it has renewed
the soul? Nay. The penalty of the broken natural
Not one
law must be paid, paid to the last farthing.
jot or tittle of this law will be allowed to be unavenged.
The body is doomed to pay the penalty of death ; the
soul has escaped and is free. Offences against the
moral law have all been blotterl out ; those against the
natural laws have, and ruust have their full penalty.
These laws are the revelation of the will of God to man
in reference to the things of this life, just as surely and
as certainly as the moral laws are His revelation of
His will in regard to the matters of the soul and its
interests. And it is as much our duty to give oberlience
to the one set of laws as it is to give attention to the
other. And it is our interest to do this. For if we
violate the laws of nature we are sure to have to pay
the penalty af all disobedience to those of nature. We
may violate the laws of gracA and we may have forgiveness, and we must have the most solemn obligations on us to obey these. It is therefore a very notable
point that wherever the one revelation comes into
contact with that of the other we fincl, or at least we
ought to find, the most perfect harmo1w. This hannony
nrn.lly exists and if any appearance of discrep11,ncy comes
into view it must be owipg to some misunderstanding of
one or other, or it may be of both the records.
What has all this to do with the que:stion of total
abstinence or f prohibition? Let us see.
There are certain truths, or what are b!'llie,·ed to be
truths, drawn from the study of nat11re or physi<'al
science, and there are certain truths which we belieYe,
or at least many believe, to be revealed in the vord oi
God in reference to drink . These are believed to be in
harmony with each other on these points, and consequently the e are believed to be the basis on which
may be founded a plea of duty. That duty is total
abstinence from all intoxicants as beverages.
I. It has been deduced from the study of physics
that alcalwt is a poison. Alcohol is the active ingredient
in all such beverages as wine, beer, cicler, perry, gin,
rum, brandy, and whisky. 'l'he proportion or :percentage of alcohol in these varies very much, but it is
found in them all, and it is on account of its presence
that they are drunk. That alcohol, the active element
in these liquors, is a poison is generally admitted by all
the able t and most learned men of the medicµ,l profession. There is no writer on Toxicology who does
not class alcohol among the poisons. Orfila, Christison,
and. a whole crowd of writers so class it. But the
question arises ·with some, \Vhat is a poison? Our
answer is, A poison is some substance which taken into
the system so acts upon one or more org:ms as to disorder, derange, or destroy their functions, and so
produces disease or it may be death. It is "a substance,
which, brought into contact with the skin, mucous surfaces, nerves, blood cells, or other organs of man, disturbs
their normal tatc, by virtne of some special inherent
quality." A poison does not necessarily in eyery dose
kill, or cYcn when that takes place does it do so
suddenly. Some poisons act comparatively slo,rly,
others very speedily. Some produce disease and disorder which run on to fatal results, while others act
almost instantaneously by suddenly :stopping the action
of some vital part. Now, science, or the study of the
laws of physical nature, has declared as the result of
experiment, of experience, and of careful investigation,
that alcohol ranks among the most potent and virnlent
of poisons. This fact is popularly recognised as a truth
beyond question by the very name given to such liquors
as contain this ingredient. They are commonly known
as intoxicating liquors or intoxicants. This word comes
from the root toxicum, poison. Intoxicating, therefore,
just means poisoning, and when we say of_ a man that
he is intoxicated we just assert that he 1s under the
influence of a poisou. This is so generally arlmi ttecl
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that it is useless to quote authorities on the point
to any extent, altlwugh it would be easy to multiply
such quotations. vVe shall content ourselves with one
or two as samples. Dr. \Vilson writes, " All these
diversified proofs have pointed unchallengeably to the
conclusion that alcohol is the most widely and intensely
destructive of poisons.
In large and concentrated
doses there are few which are more promptly and
inevitably fatal." Dr. Michel Levy in "Hygiene"
writes thus, "The influence of alcohol upon the nervous
system, and particularly upon the brain, is manifest by
a progressive and consistent series of symptoms, which,
in different degrees of intensity, are reproduced in all
individuals. These constitute a true poisoning, and
this morbid state is exhibited under three ph218es,
(1) sur-excitation, (2) perturbation, (3) abolition of the
cerebro-spinal functions." But we have given enough.
vVhere there is really among men of science no diversity
of opinion, nature, the science of physics, gives the
,rerdict that " alcohol is a poison."
Let us now see what is the verdict of scripture, if it
gives any information on the subject. We must not
look for the same precision of scientific description that
we find in books of science, for the Bible does not
teach science, only now and then statements are made
which bear upon these and such like questions. We
may find the matter referred to in a passing way as an
illustration, or as a concrete statement, but not in the
abstract form. In the Old Testament two words are
used which have been translated poison or venom.
The first of these is chemalt, or khamah. The literal
meaning of the word seems to be in.flam ing heat such as
is produced by the action of many poisons, and hence
the poison itself. It is used to symbolize 1·age, f1wy,
anger. The word poison occurs in eight passages in the
English Bible.
In five of these the word in the
Hebrew is khamah..
Deut. xxxii. 24.
With the poison (l.:harnah) of
serpents.
Job vi. 4. The poison (kharnah ) whereof drinketh
up my spirit.
Psalm lxviii.
Their poison (khamah) is like the
poison (khaniah) of serpents.
Psalm cxl. 5. Adder's poison (khwnah) is under
their lips.
The word rosh is also used in a similar sense. The
word seems to refer primarily to some bitter and
poi onous vegetable such as poppy.
,Toh x.x. 16. He shall suck the poison (rosh ) of asps.
Psalm lxix. 22. They gave me gall (rosh) for my
meat.
J er. viii. 14. Given us water of gall (rosh) to drink.
These are the two words used to indicate poison in
the Hebrew and it is worthy of note that the rosh
which occurs several times as the name of some plant
always seems to indicate a poisonous action. It has
been translated hemlock, and is coupled with wormwood.
Both of these terms are employed in describing the
action of alcoholic wine. In Deut. xx:xii. 33. "For
their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of
Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gall (rosh), their
clusters are bitter." 34. "Their wine is the poison
(kharnah ) of dragons, and the cruel venom (rosh) of
asps." Thus it is seen that both the worJ.s translated
poison are employed here to characterize wine, alcoholized wine. For it can never be said of pure fresh grape
juice that it is like poison, as it is one of the most
nutritive substances we can get. But when the process
of fermentation has taken place, all the elements which
rendered the juice a valuable food have Jisappeared,
and in their place we have an a aent which is here
described as resembling the serpent'7s poison. But this
is not the only passage that gives a hint as to the
nature of alcohol. Habakkuk ii. 15 has these words,
",v-oe to him that giveth his neighbour drink; that
puttest thy bottle (kh(l,mah = poison) to him, etc."
And Hosea vii. 5 writes, " They ma.de him sick with
bottles (l.:hmnah = poison) of wine." Jeremiah xxv.
15, has "Take the wine cup of this fury at my hand,"
the wine producing fury (kharnah). And in Isaiah Ji.
17, "Thou hn.st drnnk .. .the cnp of his fury (/dwmuh)."
These latter passages indicate tropi ~ally the effects

produced by alcoholic wine, and they are of such a
nature as to leave no doubt as to the physical properties
of the substance.
Clearly and unmistakeably the
divin e record indicates that this agent is of a poisonous
character, and thus the teachings so given arc in
perfect accord with those derived from physical science,
and we may, therefore, pretty certainly draw the conclusion that we have got at truth, since from two
separate and independent sources we have the same
lessons taught, and that in no doubtful or ambiguous
form . Alcohol then is a poison, declared to be so by
divine revelation in the ,vord, and ju the works 6f God.
What then are we to learn from this fact?
If alcohol be a poisonous substance then all those
beverages of which it forms an important element must
be poisonous in their effects upon the users thereof.
This effect is admitted in the very use of the term
intoxicated.
If alcohol be a poison then it cannot be a proper
substance to be used as a food. All food must nourish
the body, but if it contains an element whose action is
irritating or disturbing to the functions of the various
organs it cannot be a proper food. No substance usually
employed as a food has this property. Fruits, vegetables,
flesh do not disturb or disorder the functions of the
organs of the body. If they did they would at once be
rejected as such and others employed in their place. If
alcohol is to be reckoned, as some would like to do,
as a food, it forms a solitary exception to the general
rule. Neither can it be regarded, and for the same
reason, as a good drink.
ater, the natural drink, is
entirely neutral in its action; it does not inflame
or disturb normal action in any organ.
The laws of physical science demand that we regulate
our diet by their guidance, that we use only such
articles of food and drink as are consist('nt in their
operation and effects upon the various organs of the
body, with the enjoyment of comfort a nd health. This
is also required as a duty by the moral law, that of the
sixth commandment in particular.
Poisonous substances do injury to the frame, and conse 1uently we are
called upon by natural as well as by moral law to avoid
them.
Alcohol is such a substance, and hence we
come to the conclusion, founded alike on the la,vs
of our physical frame, and on the moral law as revealed
in the vVord of God, that it is our duty to avoid and
abstain from the ordinary use of all such beverages
as contain this poisonous ingredient. The two records
are at one in this matter, and, since it is our duty to
obey both of them, the duty is imperative, is binding
upon all men as orgaLized creatures, and as subj ects
of the King of kings.
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GLASGOW COOKERY EXHIBIT.
THE directors of the Abstainers' Union, in holding
their second cookery exhibit during the new year
holi days, took a very wise step indeed, and added one
of the most interesting, important, and practical of
exhibits to the many attractions of the season. Theirs
wa8 a great advance upon the previous one in every
way. The place was more spacious, attractive, and
more accessible. It was besides more influential and
much more successful as regards the cookery and setting out. The place was the Crown Halls, 'auchiehall
Street, which was gaily decorated for the occasion.
There was a platform at the north encl on which stood
a grand piano, which gave out music at intervals during the day, yet leaving room for th~ chairman and
the various speakers. On the west side there was a
most interesting exhibition of gas heating and cooking
apparatus from the Argyll Works of Mr. Matthew
Waddell. A hot plate belonging to this gentleman
was employed for the making of bannocks and pa,stry
dming the entire day. Adjoining was the soups, &c.,
kept warm with gas. f'till farther on we had Yegetarian cookery. Then on the south there was an C::xcellent little collection of bottles, each lot showing the
constituents of ½ pint of wine, ½pint of porter, ½pint
of milk, ½ lb. of steak, ½ lb. of pease meal, and so on.
One phial gave t he water, another the starch, the next
the fo,tty nnttcr, and ihc n ext the salt8. This 0 roup
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attracted many Yisitors. On the east side we had a
i·efreshment stall, where Mr. Waddell had provided
very excellent tea, coffee, and bread of various kinds,
cooked on the premises. 'l'here was also some fruit.
The entrance was on this side, beyond which we saw
fardels and scones made of oatmeal, flour, maize, &c.
Immediately in front of the platform space was reserved for the audience at the lectures. The rest of
the floor space available was taken up with the display
of the Bread Reform Society and with the working
women's competition of a week's dinners, vegetarian
ancl mixed. A glance at the whole was sufficient to
impress the visitor with a high opinion of the competition. Looking to the walls we observed a large number
of tabular diagrams showing the constituents of food in
figures, and it seemed to us to go to show the marked
superiority of a fruit and farinaceous diet over an animal
aml even a mixed diet. A very large number of persons patronized the exhibit throughout the day, but
we shoulcl have liked to have seen more of those for
whose particular benefit and advantage all the trouble
was taken. At twelve o'clock noon the exhibition
was opened, and two very interesting contests took
pbce. The first was setting tables in presence of the
jllllges, who included a number of ladies whose kindly
sym1 athies and efforts the directors had the good fortune to enlist. The competition was very keen, and
some consiclerablc difficulty was felt by the judges in
coming to a decision. The other was an essay in cooking in presence of the judges. 'rhis was a very spirited
affair. Eliza M'Kenzie was first, Mrs. Ewan second,
anll Minnie Barlow third. At the advertised time Mr.
Lindsay, chairman of the Union, accompanied by Professor M'Kendrick and Mr. William Smith, ascended
the platform, where the learnecl professor proceeded to
deli rer a lecture on food. He was listened to with
deep interest, for 11, most aclmirnble lecture was delivered. He showed very cogently that a proper
lieLary should contain those articles found in the living
body itself, and that these different substances should
bo prepared in proper proportions. This was illustrated
by a reference to au excellent diagram. Re stated that
from 23 to 24 oz. of solid substances was a daily supply.
e cannot a.lways be weiO'hing our foods, Lut we can
always apprnximate, preparing them as properly as we
can. Food can only be nutritious when it can be properly cooked and perfectly absorbed. With our food
there should be a certain amount of relish or sapidity ;
this would stimulate the system and make the work of
absorption easier. During its delivery he laid great
stress upon the advantage of porridge and _milk, and
expressed deep regret that many of the workmg classes
had excused their neglect of it because they could not
get milk of good quality cheap, could they do so they
would continue to use porridge. He also declared his
conviction that through mothers giving infants, no
doubt with kind intentions, a bit of what they were
taking themselves, i. e., starchy and fatty foods beyond
the infants' power of digestion, many serious and often
fatal diseases occurred.
The lecture was received
with loud applause. M. Comml, Esq., chairman of
the School Board of Glasgow, in moving a vote of
thanks to the leamed professor, indicated a warm
interest in good cookery, for the want of which he
thought the working classes were greatly to be pitied.
At eight o'clock the lecturer was ReY. Dr. Robertson,
of St. Andrews Established Church, and chairman of
the Glasgow School of Cookery. Introductory to his
address he paid a high compliment to the Abstainers'
Union and to Mr. Airlie, its indefatigable secretary.
The Union sought the removal of temptations to drinking, but they did not rest there. They sought to institute counteractives to the public house temptations,
and their concerts had for the last twenty years done
a great deal of good in elevating the tastes of the
people, and in spreading abroad a love for musical
improvement. They had now gone a step farther, and
were trying to make a man's tiresicle better and happier. Towards this consummatioa nothing could in his
opinion contribute so much as good cookery. They
cvitlently were trying to get the man to feed ,vcll and
so keep him from intempernnee. ,vhen a m, 's sys-
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tern is so <lepressecl by excessive labour that it craves
for some stimu lant, nothing would so meet this craving
as a man's being able to partake of thoroughly well
cooked food. (Applause.) A great many men have
been drawn into the cheery parlour of the public house
by the slatternly and untidy condition of their homes.
Re knew how hard it was for a wife with a large family
to get through her household work. But if it is considered how enormous is the gain of having a home of
an attractive character, they would put forth a strong
effort to make their homes as bright and attractive as
they could. A very large amount of money ~as wasted
in sheer iO'norance of the value and preparat10n of food .
The secret was to buy at the right time. The pass-book
should be discarded and food bought with ready money.
He would make bold to say that by acting upon this
principle there would be a savi11g at the end of the year
equivalent to a large rise on the wages of a working
man. This was the custom in his young days. People
then "hained " their money at the beginning of winter
and secured large supplies of food. This led to a great
amount of frugality in every department. The .., )cakcr
conclu<lecl with a few excellent hints on the respective
Yalne of butter, eggs, and fish, as. co_ntrastccl w~tlt
shccps' heads and a haggis, and by wrnbmg the Umon
much success. The chairman at nine o'clock procccde.d.
to distribute the prizes. 'l'his was a very interesting
feature of the day. He said that a great many parties
had entered into competition, but it was impossible
that all of them could succeed. It was better, however,
to have competed and lost than not to have competed
at all. (Applause.) Perhaps those who had competed
and lost will, on seeing how near they have been to a
prize, try again and win. (Applause.) He then gave
out the prizes, the audience cheering the winners as
they marched to and from the platform. Many of
t.berri were yo11thful, n. large number single women. A
Mrs . Smith, of Oxford Street, seemed extremely fortunate, she having three first, three secoud, anLl oue
third prize. Votes of thanks were awarded on the
motion of Mr. Lindsay, to Mr. Airlie, who is to be
complimented Yery much on the success attend~ug t~e
arrangements, and to Miss Go~don. Mr: Airh~ 111
replying acknowledged the services of Misses Gibbs
and Baillie-the ln.dy judges-the lecturers, Mr. M.
\Vaddell, all of whom were heart:ly applauded, and a
vote of thanks to the chairman concluded this very
excellent exhibition.
. HEA'rHER.
'Tis hard tae dee sae far fae hame
Frae love an' friens' an a' thegither,
Withoot the soun' o' ae kent Yoice,
Or ae glimpse o' my native heather.
Oh! had 1 ne'er for love of gold;
Been o'er the ocean forced to roam,
I ne'er had known a broken heart,
Earth had no friends save loYe and home.
They've brought me flowers I cannot name,
Frae foreign climes o' cloudless ether,
Though fair their hue and sweet their smell,
They're no tae me like purple heather.
An' when I'm dead, 'twill no be la.ng,
I'm weary heart and brain thegither,
Just row me in my tartan plaid;
And on my breast a sprig o' heather.
Aberdeen.
MARY GRANT.
How HE GoT SHoT.-A little girl said to her mamma.,
".l'famma, have you heard of the man that got shot?"
·' No, child, how did he get shot?" asked mamma.
"Oh," said young precocious, "he bought 'em."
DoXALD WAS A ,JACOBITE.-"Donald," said the Duke,
"will you drink my health? " Donald eagerly " 0
ay, 0 ay." '' ow, Donald, let us pledge the King."
" Fat Kiner? " " Oh F ing George."
" Weel, weel,"
with an ex"'pressive shrng, "Gif that be the King that's
to be understood Tonal's no dry."
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THE .FUNDS.

* ** Members, friends, and Societies subscribing to
the Funds of the Scottish P ermissive Bill and
T emperance Association are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands itpon
ihe Association a,·e increasing, and it wou.ld
materially assist the Executive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions paill in the former
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1883.
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We hope next rnou th to jndicate the leading
features of our new volume, which commences with
the April issue.
In consequence of the crowded state of our news
columns, we are compelled to leave over the coududing article on" vVorkman's Bill of Fare," "Bookshelf,'' and other interesting matter ; but we wm
endeavour to find room for all these next montb .

longer be allowed to struggle aga.inst temptations to
intempern.nce than the Government is able to remove
the bad law and establish legislation which will
render it easier for its subjects to show a stedfast
fidelity to sobriety than to fall into habits of
inebriety. We heartily welcome the Marquis's
opinions, and augur much from them when the
considerati0n of the licensing lnws engages tbe
close attention of the Cabinet. His lordship went
on to refer to the great Darwen decision in favour
of the contention of temperance reformers that the
meaning of the law was that licenses were only
granted for one year. He seemeJ. to look upon that
decision with favour, and thought it might bring
the licet1setl v i<.:tualler. to terms. He bacl never, Le
said, voted for local option, bnt he was not di po ed.
to deny the need for farther legii;lation, aucl that in
the direction of popular control. This ruigbt be
n.fforded in connection with the Couuty Government
Bill, or by the magistrates, who might have their
hands strengthened in the exercise of what would
no doubt be an unpopular duty by the expres ion in
some shape or otber of a popular opinion in their
district that a reduction of licenses was required.
The noble Marquis said the question was not in his
deparlment, but emphatically ended by stating that
this was quite a possible question, and if possible it
was tlesir<1.ble that this Parliament should deal with
it before it ceases to exist. The audience heartily
cheered their noble representative, and we should
have vigorously joined them, for his lord ship has advanced rapidly to the position he holds. If his
words point to anything, they point to regulation,
but he is quite open to consideration, and if a Board,
· subordinate to the veto of the ratepayers, was
appointed the licensing authority, no doubt it should
have bis lordsl1ip':3 SL1pport. For ot11· own part, we
want the veto without the Boar<l, n.nd we believe all
true hearts, while glad that legislation on the liquor
traffic is so imminent, will 51,ri ve to be entrusted
with the veto rather than be cursed with a Board.

I

Next to the Premier's, the uttenrnces of Lord
Hartington will be most carefully considered by the
country. His lordship has, of all the Liberal
Cabinet ministers, shown an ability and patriotism
of the highest order. When bis party was in opposition, it was admirably led by him. When the
time came for Mr. Gladstone to resume the leadership, his lor<lship fell back to the post of lieutenant
without a murmur ; and although the Duke of
Argyle, Mr. Forster, and Mr. Bright, for one reason
or another, left the Cabinet, the Marquis of Hartington, while having equally good reason to theirs,
stood loyally by his chief, so that when addressing
his constituents recently, he spoke with the n.uthority
of an eminent member of the •overnment.
He
made a lengthy reference to the driuk question, which
T!ie National 'I'rade Guardian-the Scotch publimight be summed up shortly. He believed it was
perfectly possible for the present Parliament to deal cans' organ-has a Commissioner who writes up
with the licensing laws. In his opinion the move- sensational copy for his paper. This is how he
ment with that object had made considerable pro- writes about the Central Police Court at Glasgow :
gress. Two things with regard to the traffic had - " Hogarth could conceive of nothing which exoccurred-first, the great diminution in the revenue ceeded jn brutality and degradation the effects of
from the traffic, through the increasing temperate whisky and gin as exhibited in some of the slums of
habits of the people. It might have been at this our great cities ; Cruickshank, the prince of caricatime 34 millions, stg.; it was only 28t millions ; turists, pictorically sketched the career of the Bacthere was an actual decrease of 3¼ millions. Now, chanalian from the cradle to the grave, but it is
this reduction might be treated in two ways. People questionable if it were in the power of either of these
conld go on abstaining without any assistance from masters of the art of chalcography to depict in the
legislation whatever; yet this ar lent desire to give wildest sweep of their imagination anything to surup drjnking should strengthen their demand for pass many of the scenes which are daily wit nessed
legislation. His lord~hip's view is wise. If law is in the Central Police Court." After painting the
the expression of virtue, surely it should support surroundings of the Court, " where burgla.r, incenvirtue ; if a nation is desirous to abandon intemprr- diary, garrotter, and as assin meet face to fa ce,'' he
:10ce, the law should not be found arrayed against points to the "narrow courts which strike off tha
it$ de;;,ire ; if it is bent on sobriety, it should no Trongate, iulrnbited mainly by shebeener.;,, and the
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initiated in the mysteries of this infernal traffic can
point you out any night" shebeen watchers and
peripatetic shebeeners. It is from such quarters
that the majority of the cases at the "Central" are
taken for adj ndication.
In what more scathing
terms could a Temperance reformer speak or write
of the" Central" than the Publicans' Commissioner 1
He exhausts denunciation, and if he wei-e just some·what more truthful be might take the part of a
Temperance advocate any day. " The Central" is a
dreadful place because, according to him, it is
thronged with the victims of the illegal traffic in
strong drinks. Snpposing that it is so, where is the
illegal traffic supplied? From the legal supply of
cou rse, where else? Rarely do we hear of smuggling,
still more rarely of " secret still " production. The
shebeener must get his supply, and from whom?
·1trom his more ·wholesome brother in the eye of the
law, v,rho frowns on shebeeners as he does upon
grocers, but deals with both for all that. Reduce
your respectable publican bj the suppressive veto to
the ranks of the shebeener and both would disappear,
auJ the Commissioner of the National Trade Guardian woultl then be able to serve the public in a less
questionable capacity than in trying to whitewash
the liquor trade, and only succeeding in putting the
saddle on the wrong horse.
Although from the nature of the Association we
· represent we feel ourselves precladed from discussing political questions ont. icle of temperance anJ
sociaJ reform, we Rre deeply interei,itetl in the meLbods
by which political reformers aLtcmpt to gain their
cuds. At a, meeting at Old Meldrum recently, addressed by General Sir Alexamler Gordon, M.P.,
Mr. Hay, Little Ythsie, said, "electors should record their votes only for men who were ' sound ' on
the land question and will do all in their power to
bring it under the notice of Govemment." Now
whether this Association in its electoral efforts at
the election of General Gordon have been the tutors
of Mr. Hay, or whether that gentleman went to the
school of Dame Experience and was taught, we
are glad to see him advocating a principle which,
when supported and enforced by us, was held to be
fanatical aud dangerous in the extreme. Highly
satisfactory as exclnsive voting has proved through
our friends' application of it at all general and bye
elections, we expect that it will be still more successful in the future when once our p::1.rliamentary
struggle begins for _special veto powers over the
liquor traffic to the ratepayers of Sco tland. The
parliamentary canuiLlate who is unable to discern
the signs of the times on our great question is hopelessly incompetent for the post to which he aspires.
At the last moment Dr. Andrew Clarke stepped
in and put his veto on the visit of the Premier to
M idlothian. The disappointment to the admirers
of Mr. Gladstone all 0Hr Scotlaud was great, and it
s:tys mu ch for hi::l hold on their affectious that they
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so readily acquiesced in the event. Our friends were
resolved to approach Mr. Gladstone by deputation,
but were told, as every other interest had been, that
he could not graut an inten·iew to them. They then
resolved to hold a meeting in their respective districts
and invited the val uable assistance of Mr. Waterston, the district superinteudent of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association for Edinburgh and the east. Meetings were held in Currie,
West Calder and Dalkeith, at which resolutions expressive of great sympathy with the honourable
representative, Mr. Gladstone, were adopted, as was
also a resolution calling upon the Government to
iutroduce, at the earliest moment, a bill enabling the
ratepayers to veto all liquor traffic in their localities.
These resolutions we1·e duly forwarded. We rejoiL:e
to kuow that the Micllotl1iau rnee tiugs :u·e not alJa11 douecl but only postponed, and look forward to Mr.
GhLdstone :finding time .to meet wiLh our tried
friends in his constituency.

It is devoutly to be wisheu that the newspapet
press saw as clearly as the Times Llid last month the
present terrible condition of the Swiss Cantons
through free trade in drink. Its correspondent reports that there is absolute freedom of trade in
drink with the usual appalliug conse<]_uences, aurl
the T imes is horrified to think th:tt the Swis.,; are
fa,r more drunken than th e l1eople of the United
Kingdom. It perceives that this a.rises from the
fact that we have ome legal checks on the drinking
system and the Swiss h:we none. Without hesita
tion the Tim,es jumps into our boat-offers to abate
this state of matters by our remedies. "Rude and
rough an agency aa restrictive legi lation may be
thought, the li<1uor traffic once established has
hitherto yielded to no other." " If the Swiss people
is to be preserved from imminent ruin the legislature must pass a new licensiug law, or reRtore the
right of local option to the Cantons." "Any Canton
which preferred to leave dissoluteness unchecked
might figure as it pleased as the drunken Helot of
the confederation. Each is large enough to goYern
itself in these matters a.nd is accustomed to the tusk.
No fear need be felt in Swiss Ca,utons that a
majority would trample on the reasonable likings of
a minoi-ity. The change would simply invest the
several divisions of the Swiss people with the right
to protect themselves and their weaker citizens from
riot aud temptation, and fasten upon tbose who
might not choose to use it the respon ibility for
their own misery and disorder. ·' The Tim es has had
given to it an account of evil done abroad and it delivers an opinion which exactly tallies with the views
of the most eminent temperance reformers, and propounds a remedy almost running on all fours with
theirs. Aud how sensible is the opinion. A nation
keeps a liquor shop to nearly every thir ·y families:
everv tenement contains n. drinking place : you have
clru~kenuess anJ crim e, poverty aud impending
uatioual rui n. This ari::1e3 uot from greater nube~
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lief, from larger numbers forsaking th e king's highway, but from an erroneous interpretation of the constitution a,nd entire abrogation of the legal checks
on the sale of liquors. The Tim es beJieves, no doubt,
as firmly as the most sainted Christian among us
that evangelistic agencies, however excellent, so far
as they go, cannot subdue the liquor traffic, and it
wisely declares that rough and ready as restriction
is, the liquor traffic yields to no other; and it does
not hesitate to state that the power of local option
should be restored to the Cantons, that they thus
protect themselves a,nd their weaker citizens from
riot a.ml temptation. We rejoice at this decisive
opinion from the Times, and hope at no distant
day to have it exerting its powerful and continuous
influence in favour of a protective, not merely restrictive, local option for the United Kingdom, aud
e:,;pecially for that part of it called Scotland.
We shall never, we believe, forget the feeling that
possessed us on the day when Alexandria was to be
bombarded by the British fleet. Onr allies, the
:E'rench, had coolly steamed a.way: the Powers of
Europe had left us to be the arbiter of the fate of
Egypt. We had metal enough wherewith to destroy e\' el'y fort in the doomed city, but military
traditions did not speak hopefully of the result of a
contest between fleets and forts to the fleet. As we
scanned the faces of those among whom we moved
we saw hope and fear mingling in every countenance, and an attention so strained that it seemed as
if all were listening to catch the echo of the gun
which first opened fire on the foe. The friends of
temperance are, with regard to the ensuing session
of Parliament, in the same state of strained suspense, with, unfortunately, this difference, that they
are not all of one mind as those were who manned
our ships on the memorable day in June. Many of
them think that change is reform; they seem as if
what they wanted was simply a change in the
Licensing Authority, and not a permanent settlement of the liquor difficulty. A licensing l)oard
with its controlling, its leases, its staff, its borrowing
powers, and its consequent perpetuation of the evil
in a new and perhaps slightly improved form, seems
to be the ambition -which inspires aud moves them
to action. While they wi.11 certainly justify those
responsible for legislation on the liquor traffic, iu
offering a concession and not a settlement, the people
that trusts them would find, when too late, that it has
been led by blind guides, and has fallen into the
ditch of compromise. Then, if we may put any
faith in rumours and forecasts on the session,
Government interference with the liquor traffic is
to take the form of a County Goverment Bill with
licensing powers. This will mean for th e burghs
of Scotland the statit quo ; for the burghers elect a
Board to manage all their affairs, and a portion of
them as magistrates do presently administer the
licensing laws. These magistrates have clearly
shown tha.t uuder th e most advan ceu system of

liquor legislation their control of that syst em has
been a pa.infnl and conspicuous failure. To impose
a similar system of control on our Scottish counties
is an insult to the common sense of those who reside in them which we hope will be very properly
resented . The liquor traffic cannot be controlled
either by a licensing board of the best of men or by
any law that can be conceived short of prohibition.
But these licensing proposals might be embodied in
law were it not thttt there is in Scotland a dominant
party of prohibitionists averse to licensing on any
grounds, who are pressing the Government for a
just settlement of the people's demand for self-protection from the appalling evils of the liquor traffic.
They do not believe in new machinery for licensing,
controlling, regulating, not to speak of maiutaining
the liquor traffic. All they desire is the simple
machinery of a poll to enable them to register their
opinion as to whether the tmflic shoulu continue to
injure them and those near and dear to them or 11ot
with the certainty that that registration shall
legally binding on them and their neighbours. That
is their simple issue, and we believe that Scottish
Parliamentary representatives are of opinion that no
other legislation on the licensing system will afford
permanent satisfaction to the Scottish people. We
even indulge the hope that some of these honourable
gentlemen will be found prepared to afford au
opportunity to the people of Scotland of indicating
their preference for such a simple means of dealing
with the liquor traffic, and that under their leadership the social a,nd moral reformers of Scotland will
be found, in the immediate future, rallying for a
decisive Parliamentary conflict with the great drink
interest. But to be able to inflict irretrievable defeat upon that interest entrenched in an iniquitous
law, their forces must be united as their opponents
are. We hope all our friends are looking forward
to such an eventuality as this. We believe we can
answer for the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temper:rnce Association. Its Executive arc maintaining
a vigilant attitude and resolved to avail themselves
of every opportunity that may present itself in Parliament, to offer needful assistance and advice to all
determined to combine to secure from the legislature
ii suppressive local veto over all liquor licenses
whatever. They have no fears as to the ultimate
issue of all the efforts put forth by Scotland to
purge herself of the fearful evils of intemperance,
if her people be deaf to those who are aiming at
merely temporary successes. Let her moral and
social reformers work earnestly and unitedly for the
suppressive veto, and whether victory now or in the
remoter future crowns their labours-as crown these
she will-they will have for ever freed their country
from the calamities and contaminations of the drink
traffic of Scotland.

b;

It is not so long ago since the Licensed Victuallm•
Guardian gave it out as an article of its lielief that
those who drank "earned their money like homes
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and sµent it like asses.'' Last month we showed
thn.t this might he truer now than when the Guardian expresse<l it, seeing that the grand old nationn.1
beverage, Beer, was yielding to the inroads of maize
and rice which, since the repeal of the malt duty,
were tl1e favourite materials of beer and stout manufacture. Additional proof is afforded by the revelations of the American Consul at Rochelle, France.
He has exposed the horrors attending Wine production, and the Times is giving currency to bis reports.
He declares that the juice of the grape is the least
used in the production of wine, which is artificial.
Besides it is adulterated with logwood, molasses,
tartaric, acetic, or tannic ncids, lime, alum, bitter
almond s, leaves of the cherry, laurel, syrup of fecula,
juniper berries, fresh rye bread, lithn.rge, Brnzil anrl
Campea hy wood, beet jnice, fuchsine, auiline salts,
arsenic, elcler berries, cochineal, &c. The Wine 'Prade
Hevicu: tries hard to disparage the Consul's report by
impntiug immense skill and unwearietl energy to the
nuaJysts of this country, but where the latter give
cel'Lilicate · in favour of alcohol and characterise intoxicating liquors as whole ome, genuine and so on,
we rnn.y be excused from expecting from them meantime a verdict iu accordance with the evidence or
the facts. It is hard to give 36s. a dozen for stuff
when it is the artificial preparation the Consul describes, and it i · in the deepest sense wicked to cheat
poor invalids by arlministering such deletet"ions
liquors ns cordials intended to make them better,
but which alas mu t have quite a coatrary effect.
But even in this business on the part of the wine
growers and dealers there is a lower depth still. The
Consul we have quoted affords us an insight into
what he calls the falsification of Brandies. Brandy
is only brandy now in name, so completely have the
proces es of deceit in its production been matured
during the past three years. The greater portion is
now prepared from alcohol of grain, potatoes and
beet. Even the brandy merchants are unable to
detect the genuine from the false, so clever have the
wine growers, who are all distillers, become in the
manipulation of the alcohols and the accompanying
drugs, and they deliberately make a brandy of any
re'}_uired y ar or quality ! The increasing importation of German potato and beet alcohols into the
Charente ports is an additional proof that the le s
brandy that is consumed the better for the health
and intellect of consumers." The Consul goes on in
forcible terms to speak of the awful consequences of
using such liquids-He says : "Apart from the unsatisfactory purchase of a brandy which is not a
brandy, drinkers should seriously consider what are
the properties of the liquid they are so complacently
imbibing. It is simply an active poison, imported
alcohol which is known to the trade as "trios-six,
being of 90 deg. strength, and sold at a little less
than two shillings and sixpence a gallon. Its characteristic effect is to produce an intoxication in which
the patient is specially inclined to rage and physical
violence, wLile iusa.11ity of uu obstiuate a.nu almost
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hopeless form is the inevitable consequence of a prolonged use of it. It is said that the great increase
of violent and brutal crimes in France may be traced
to the drinking of this brandy and absinthe. Not
only in France but in other countries, and even in
the United States, these liquors are producing a condition of alcoholism of the worst kind, far beyond
the ord inary drunkenness ari&ing from unadulterated intoxicants." Our opponent The TJ'ine Trade
Review may with some show of reason evade the
point of the Consul's remark as to the adulteration
of wine, and as loudly assert as we might that it is
a sha,me, in fact criminal, to make alcoholic wine
worse by the horrible admixture named in his letter
and still have room left to declare that good rnercha,nts can serve their customers with sound alcoholic
wines. He can, however, 11,we no serious excuse
for the deliberate swindling alleged against, the wine
growers in the Charentc districts of "La Belle
France." They manipulate beet juice awl potato
alcohols into a liquor called by them cognac or
brnndy, which they call of some favourite year's
vintage, and they do so, so skilfully as to cheat the
importers and thus prey ~pon those who have the
misfortune to possess an acquired or hereditary
desire for brandy. When the terrible nature of this
alcohol is taken into consideration no language can
be too st!·ong with which to characterise ihe wickedne"s of their conduet. We trnst th~t the fact. of
such damaging exposure of beer and wine and
brandy will not be forgotten by our friends, but will
rather stimulate them in their efforts to suppress a
traffic which has now become so eminently mischievous and destructive to mankind.
The death of the Earl of vVemyss, and the consequen
elevation of Lord Elcho to the peerage, has created
a vacancy in the representation of East Lothian. "\Vc
are exceedingly gratified that the Honse of Commons
that has known his Lordship so long will know him no
more. His enforced departure to another place is
another sore discouragement to the drink trade, but a
great gain to the prohibitory movement. The contest
for the seat so far is exceedingly severe, and has
produced a deal of bad feeling in the county. The Tory
and publican candidate is the present Lord Elcho, who
is no friend to temperance n,lthough he loudly asserts
so. The Liberal and prohibitory candidate is Mr.
Finlay, a member of the English bar. Lord Elcho
in his address ignores the liquor traffic. Mr. Finlay
refers to it in the following terms:-" The cause of
temperance will be promoted by me by every means in
my power, and I am in favour of such a reform in the
licensing la-ws as will place the regulation and control
of licenses in the hands of bodies properly representing
the inhabitants." Lord E:lcho when asked what views
he held offered no hope of his supporting the suppressive
veto ; Mr. Finlay, on the other hand, has shown a
marked growth on that matter, for hi~ views are gliding
rapidly into harmony with those aiming at the suppression of the liquor traffic by the ratepayers.
fr.
"\Vaterston is eugrossed by the contest, and is sanguine
that if :Mr. Finlay is returned a Scotch veto bill will
have his hearty support. We hope, therefore, that
the election will turn decisively in Mr. Finlay's favour.
A cynical lady, rather inclined to flirt, says most
men are like a cold, very easily caught, but Yery har<l
to get rid of.
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INTELUCENCE.
LOCAL OPTION DEMONSTRATION IN
EDINBURGH.
A LARGE and enthusiastic meeting was held on the
15th ult., in the Assembly Hall, in favour of local
option. The hall ·was filled in every part, and for the
accommodation of those who could not gain admission,
St. John's Established Church, Victoria Street, had
been secured. In the Assembly Hall, while the audience were assembling, the choir of the Blind Asylum,
under the leadership of Mr. J. Campbell Grant, sung a
number of sacred pieces, and another choir, led by Mr.
William Brown, of the gospel temperance movement,
rendered a number of hymns. The singing of both
choirs was much appreciated. The chair was taken
by Mr. S. D . ·waddy, M.P., and among those present
were Sir Wilfrid Lawson, M.P.; Principal Rainy, Professors Calderwood and Bla.ikie, Provost Pringle, Leith ;
Sheriff Guthrie Smith, Rev. Dr. Kay, Rev. Dr. Adamson, ex-Bailie Lewis, J. Dick Peddie, f.P .; Sir George
Campbell, M.P.; Dr. Moir, Rev. Mr. Lawrie, Tulliallan; Mr. James Sime, Craigmount; Mr. James Balfour, W. S.; Councillors Tait, Ritchie, W alcot, and
Turnbull; ex-Bailie Torrens, Glasgow; Colonel Da,·ic1son, Captain Mackenzie, Mr. Charles Scott, advocate;
Mr. vVm. Martin, and Rev. Dr. Moir Porteous, &c.
The proceedings having been opened with prayer,
offered by Professor Blaikie,
Mr. J. H. W ATERSTOK intimated a number of apologies for absence.
The CIIAIRMAN, who was received with lour! applause, said he had so many opportunities very lately
of making known his views upon the great question of
temperance, and upon the particular branch the question of local option, that it became ah'nost unnecessary
for him to express his views and opinions upon the
subject. He supposed that there could be no doubt
that not only the overwhelming majority, but the
whole of them present, had the strongest possible
opinions in regard to the desirability of spreading temperance and temperance v:iews through the whole of
the country. (Loud applause.) The aspect they had
to take to-night, to a great extent at all events, limited
itself, as he understood it, to the question of local
option. Although it was impossible to consider the
one question of local option and keep temperance entirely on the one side, yet local option alone i:>,ppeared
to be the object of the resolutions which bad brought
them there. Now, that was not a moral question
alone; it was a political question, and as it was a
political question that was mainly why he was there
interested in it and concerned in it. In the first place,
if they were to consider it fairly, logically, and politically, they must consider it in all its changes-increasing, maintaining, diminishing, abolishing. (Applause.)
Now, whatever might be the result of local option,
that was a matter which mainly called for political
action. The question was, Was the principle they
advocated right? Never mind where it would lead
them; he was never afraid of following out a right
principle. (Applause.) They were there to say this
was a matter demanding political action, and that no
Government could legislate contrary to the public
feeling, sentiment, or demand. ·when they came to
this question of political economy they could not say
they were wrong, for they could not forget that they
had already taken this very traffie-this liquor or
licensing traffic-into their own hands. They had
already dealt with it on exceptional principles; and,
therefore, it was too late to say that they were warring
against the principles of political economy. It was too
late to say they must relegate this to the ordinary
traffic of trades. Let the people say they demanded
these shops; that was all they asked, then supply
them, but not until. (Applause.) vVhat he was complaining of was this, that they should give to anybody
-any man, or any set of men- the power to supply
them before they demanded it, and to compel them
to have places whilst they did not demand them.
(Applause. ) That was jnst the line which he wanted

to take; that was just the line which he was bound to
take, and which, if they took it, was impossible for
them to be beaten upon. He held they were entitled
as an act of principle and justice to this local option.
The question came to be simply this, ought the people
or ought they not to have the power to deal with this
great question of the liquor traffic with regard to
licensed houses? Did they want it? (Cries of ''Yes.")
That was the answer. (Loud applause and laughter.)
Having got the power, Mr. Waddy concluded by
pointing out the great principle they had to consider
whether a particular neighbourhood required publichouses or not? (Applause.) The result, he hoped,
would be the suppression of the drink traffic, and
when they had brought about that conclusion he considered it would go a long way, indeed, to promote the
peace and prosperity of the nation, the happiness of
man, and the glory of God. (Loud applause.)
Rev. Jon CAMPBELL, Buccleuch Parish Church,
moved-" That this meeting is of opinion that the
traffic in alcoholic liquors entails excessive burdens on
the community, and deteriorates the men.c.,l power and
moral character of the people, and while rejoicing in
every effort calculated to mitigate the prevalent evils
of intemperance, earnestly calls for such exercises of
philanthropic patriotism and Christian zeal as shall
result in the removal of a t raffic disastrous in its consequences to the nation." Having remarked that if
the chairman happened to be one of the citizens of
Edinburgh and had their taxes to pay, he would know
something about the burdens to the community, Mr.
Campbell proceeded to contend that nothing short of
the removal of the drink traffic would be the logical
end of the present agitation. (Applause.) They were
not in this matter trying an experiment. They had
begun the movement already, and they must either
acknowledge that they were altogether wrong in this
matter or they must move on. (Applause. )
Ex-Bailie TORRENS secondeJ the motion. He was,
he said, a little in doubt when the Chairman said that
this was purely a political question. He thought it
was a moral question as well as a political. (Cheers.)
He did not caee a snuff about the politics. (Laughter.)
The thing was simplicity itself. They had only to
bring common sense to bear on the whole question; and
he did not know any logic that was worth consideration
if it was not common sense. (Cheers.) Local option
had been variously defined, but he was persuaded in
his mind that, if the Scottish nation were canvai,sed
to-morrow, the local option in ·a very large number of
districts in Scotland would be total prohibition.
(Cheers.)
Sir ,vrLFRID LAWSO ', who was received with loud
cheers, supJ!!orted tl~e resolution.
He appeared at
rather an awkward period, because this was the week
to which Edinburgh and all the country had looked forward for a long while; and he knew how disappointed
they were that the Prime Minister was unfortunately, by indisposition, prevented from coming to MidLothian. (Cheers.) He was sure he expressed the
opinion of this meeting, and of the public, when he
said that they hoped the Prime Minister's health would
soon be re-established.
(Hear, hear, and cheers.)
They bad hoped that the Prime Minister would have
been here to tell them what he thought about public
events and public policy; they could reverse the process,
and tell the Premier what they thought of public policy.
And he was sure there was no man who more than Mr.
Gladstone would freely confess that that was a duty
quite as important as the other. He (Sir Wilfrid) was
sure there was no question in the whole range of politics
so important as the one which bad drawn together this
immense meeting. (Cheers.) He was very happy to
think that the importance of this question was now
more largely recognised than ever it had been in this
country. He was happy to say that at last they had
hacl a downright temperance sentence put into the
, peech from the Throne. (Cheers.) Of course, the
Queen there spoke as expressing the opinions of her
Ministers; but they knew that the Queen did take an
interest in this herself, for she had long been the
patroness of the Church of England Temperance So-
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ciety. (Cheers.) He believed it was the only instan~e
they coulJ fincl ·where a Sovereign of this country gave
her sanction to ::my political association ; because
every association which had for its object the altering
of the la.ws of the land was more or less a political
association. When he heard the sentence to which he
had alluded read in the speech as he sat in the House
of Lords, a member behind him gave him a great punch
in the back-(laughter)-anJ. when he was walking
back to the House of Commons the members kept
talking at him, and saying, "Why, Lawson, that was
put in for you." (Laughter.) What he heard wa$
this-'' The growth of the revenue, however, was sensibly retarded by a cause which must in itself be contemplated with satisfaction. I refer to the diminution
in the receipts of the Exchequer from the duties on
intoxicating liquors." (Cheers.) It was a very remarkable thing to put into a Queen's 8peech-rejoicing
that a certain trade had been depressed. "\-Vas ever
such a thing heard before? (Laughter.) Supposing
she had said, "I am happy to say that the cotton
trade has been in a very depressed condition for the
last six months," why, the Radical members from 11
the great towns would have made a noise which ,vould
have turned the Government out. (Laughter.) Or,
"I rejoice to tell you that the landed interest and the
farmers have suffered dreadfully." (Laughter.) He
did not think the Throne itself would have been worth
half a year's purchase-the great landlords would have
made a revolution. But every one seemecl quite pleased
to hear foat the poor publicans had been making less
money than ever they had done before. (Cheers.) Did
not that show them ,vhat strides they were making in
this matter? Why, it was only in 1874 that those
estimable gentlemen, the publicans, were supreme.
They returned a House of Commons of their own.
(Laughter.) How are the mighty fallen ! (Cheers
an<l laughter) \Vac, tliere one there wl o dicl rot feel
sure that the temperance reformers were now marching
on the Queen's highway to victory. (Cheers.) But,
after all, the diminution to which he had alluded
was very small. He saw, indeed, that the sentence in
the Queen's Speech, to which he had referred, had
been explained away in a letter in the publicans' organ,
the .Murninr; Adve·r tiscr, in this way, that the people
had not been drinking less, but that the publicans had
been adultering the liquor. (Laughter.) The newspa,pers were bringing this matter more distinctly and
dearly before the public than ever they did before, and
he thanked the Scotsmcm for doing good service in
telling the truth about the matter. He did not care a
straw what a newspaper wrote, so long as it gave them
facts. Sir Wilfrid went on to refer, amid cheers, to
the fact that under an Act passed last session for doing
away with '' off" licenses in England, the Judges had
declared authoritatively that a publican had no interest
whatever in his license at the expiration of the time for
which he was licensed-namely, one year; and remarked that they did not propose to rob any of them
of their property, but when at the end of the year the
publican came to get his license renewed, let the
people say whether it was to be granted or not.
(Cheers.) Their demand was the very essence of simplicity. On that subject he had read a sp~ech the
other day by the present Lord Elcho, who, they knew,
was aspiring to a seat in the House of Commons.
(Hisses. ) Well, they had nothing to do with his
politics-(laughter)-only with his views on local option. He was heckled on this the other day, and
Lord Elcho said he would do everything he could to
forward the views of Rev . MT. Jones (that was the
questioner on the temperance question, so long as he
did not wish him to interfere with the liberty of the
subject. But (said Sir "\Yilfrid) they did not want to
inteTfere with the liberty of the subject; they wanted
to interfere with the licence of the subject-(laughter)
-which was a different thing. Lord Elcho went on to
say that he could uot go with Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson to
::.llow the people in any place to Yote upon the licences,
hecause he said, "Look here, you might have a parish
or Jistt'ict where half the men were rich "-and Lord
Elcho described a rich man who filled his cellars with
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beer, rum, and whisky. (Laughter.) That was his
idea of happiness and riches. (Renewed laughter.
The other half of the parish might be poor, and would
it be right, Lord Elcho asked, to allow the rich men to
outvote the poor men to prev nt their getting a glass
of whisky toddy-(laughter)-and when Lord Elcho
referred to that, the Scotsman-he (Sir Wilfrid) always
quoted the Scotsman-(laughter)-said it was received
with uproarious cheers. \Vell, now, he was going to
make a proposition to his lorclship, and if he accepteJ
it, they would perhaps agree better than he thought.
Lord Elcho did not want rich men to vote ; well, let him
bring in a bill to disfranchise the rich men-(laughter)
-say, that nobody should vote for having public-houses
in the district who had £100 a year, He ( 'ir "\"Vilfricl)
would get on much better than they did now. (Cheers.)
The public-houses would be soon swept away. It was
only the rich people-very few else-who wished to
keep up this drinking system. If Lord Elcho would
vote for a measure of that kind, local option men might
make up their minds to support him, fot· he was not
far from the kingdom. (Laughter.) He thought from
what Lord Elcho had said in a subsequent speech that
if ever his lordship got to the House of Commons(" o, no," and "Yes, y~")-he thought he would
be a little improvement on his excellent father, upon
whom, as they knew, the mantle of Mr. "\Vheelhouse
fell when that gentleman left the Hou e of Commons.
(Laughter.) In the latter part of his speech, Sir "\Vilfrid pointed out that the principle of Local Option
was already established in reference to other matters,
and expressed pleasure that Edinburgh had elected
addy, who had been a tried friend of the moveMr.
ment when it was not so popular as it was now, aud
referred to the progress which the question had made
as shown by the Yotes in the House of Commons.
Ou the last di vision they had, he reminded them
tl-iat forty-one critcl Libern.ls voted in hie fa •our,
anJ. only one against him. That one was a . cotch
member, but he was not a cotchman. He had
a shrewd suspicion that there w6re a good many of his
constituents there; and it would hurt them v rymuch
to think that, though th y coulcl trust him with their
interests, he could not trust them with such ~t little
power as to say whether they would have public-houses
in their neighbourhoods or not. (, 'light hissing.) He
further expressed regret at the uncertain sound given
by Lord Derby the other day on this question, and
asked if this greatest of reforms was to stand over until it suited the convenience of insincere honomable
gentlemen and indifferent noble lords? (Hisses and
cheers.) In conclusion, ir vVilfricl said everything
was in therr favour, both in Parliament and out of it.
For a time they had managed to stop people killing one
another in Ireland, and for a time we had stopped ourselves from killing people in Egypt. Besides the
House of Commons had put its house ir order. They
had set to work, and they intended to do business in a,
business-lik3 way. And what business could they do
butter than an attack upon the great drink interest.
Mr. Campbell-Bannerman, speaking in Scotland the
other day, said about drink, "it was for the Legislature now to do its part." He (Sir Wilfrid) was of the
same opinion, that the temperance reformers had the
first claim upon Parliament and the Government.
There was no question that was so much supported out
of doors as their qtrnstion ; and he wanted to ask this
-Was the Government going to teach this horrible
lesson, that everything shall be conceded to violence,
to agitation, and· to outrage, and that nothing
shall be conceded to the people when they demanded
it in an orderly and constitutional manner ? (Loud
applause.)
The motion, having been put to the meeting, was
canied by acclamation.
Rev. Dr. ADAl\iSON moved-" That this meeting is
convinced that, owing to the advanced public 2eutiment on liquor legislation in Scotland, no measure will
be satisfactory which docs not confer on the ratepayers
the entire control of the liquor traffic in their respective
localities ; and pl edges itself to obtain from Parliament
at the_ earliest possible moment the power to prevent
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liquo!· shops being forced on unwilli:-ig communities."
Wishing to bring matters to a practical conclusion, he
would request the chairman and his companion in
arms, Mr. Buchanan, and other members of Parliament, to embody this resolution in a bill to be introduced into Parliament for Scotland in the ensuing
session. In his opinion if that were done the moral,
r eligious, and educational part not only of Edinburgh,
but of the whole country of Scotland would be found
behind them, brave men and whole hearts, who would
not go back from the charge until they had carried the
question . The time for talk was over, aud they must
now have action. Scotland, he held, was governed by
Churches, and there was not a Presbytery, Synod, or
Assembly that had .not in one form or other petitioned
Parliament or expressed their mind on local option.
(Appb.use. )
::lheriff GUTHRIE s~nTII, in seconding the resolution,
pointed out th,it the Court of Queen's Bench had recently clecidccl that the magistrates h:J.d the power of
ta.king away a man's license for no other reason than
that hi · premises ,vcre no long<::r wanted in his locality.
He believed both country and town magistrates would
he quite rlisposc<l. to surrender their existing n.uthority
and hand it o,·er to the community. As to the objection with regard to the multiplication of the number of
local boards, he had faith that his fellow-citizens woultl
not neglect a duty which would so deeply ,iffect the
national prosperity as the 11tomotion of national sobriety. No law ever effected its object which was in
ad vancc of the popubr sentiment ; anLl it was by reforming the licensing laws, acting more rigidly in the
reduction of the number of public-houses, that they
hoped to bring into play that general consensus of
opinion by which the extinction of public-houses would.
be effected.
'l'he resolution was unanimously agreed to.
The R.ev. JAME, IloBERTSO , Bread Street United
Presbyterian Church, moved-" That copies of the
foregoing resolutions be signed by the chairman, and
forwarded to the Prime Minister, the Home ecretary,
the Lord Advocate, Lord Rosebery, and the Scotch
members of Parliament ; and that it be remitted to the
committee who arranged for this meeting to take such
steps as they think necessary to press the claims of
thi s movement upon the Government and others interested." Referring to what he cn.lled young Lord
Elcho's lispings about the rights of working men, as if
thes e would be invaded by temperance legislation, the
rev. gentlemn.n said they were just seeking to bring
about those very rights to working men, so that no influence of a few monied men should be able to establish
drunkenness. (Cheers.)
Mr. CrraRLES SCOTT, advocate, seconded the motion,
remarking that he believed with one slight exception it
would be as great a pleasure for those named in the last
resolution to recei ,·e the resolutions as it was for the
meeting to send them.
Principal RArXY moved a vote of thanks to the
speakers, this being seconded by ProYost A_ DERRON,
St. Andrews, who corroborated Sheriff Smith's statement as to the feeling of the magistrates in this matter.
He said one of the most painful positions he occupied
was the bench of the Licensing Court, and he would be
delighted when the power was taken out of his hands
altogether.
The motion was carried by acclamation.
The CaAIR:l'UN (who had returned after addressing
the overflow meeting, reported below, his place in
the chair being taken in the interval by Mr. Buchanan,
M.P.), in replying to the compliment, said he was delighted to think that his first appearance as member
for Edinburgh before an Edinburgh audience was on
behalf of a cause so good as this. It would greatly
strengthen his hands in anything he might say or
do on behalf of local option in the House of Commons to have the memory green in his heart of such a
meeting.
The hon. gentleman on leaving the meeting to catch
the night train for· Newcastle, was cheered by the
assemblage.
On the motion of Provost MACPIIi,;Rso~, Grange-

mouth, seconded by th e Rev. Dr. KAY, a vote of
thanks was given to the Committee of Arrangements.
The R.ev. Mr. MEREDITH then pronounced the benediction, and the meeting terminated.
OVERFLO\Y MEETING IN ST. JOHN'S PARISH CHURCIT.
St. John's Established Church, Victoria Street, had
been secured for the emergency which occurred, that
of an overcrowded meeting in the Assembly Hall, and
the overflow began to occupy the church soon after
seven o'clock, by which time the area of the church
and gallery were well occupied . A choir of ladies and
gentlemen sang with much appreciation a variety oE
sacred and temperance melodies, a solo by a lady being
loudly applauded. Miss Burton, Mr. Buchanan, M. P.,
and Mr. VVaterston ,verc recognised and cordially received; the Rev. Mr. Jones, Tranent, Bailie Selkirk
and Mr. R.. Mackay, Glasgow, being also present.
Mr. Buchanan took the chair, and the Rev. Mr. Jones
opened the meeting with prayer.
The CIIAIR1\1AI-,, who was received with cheers, said
one of the most pleasant duties the member for a constituency had to perform was to take the chair at such
a meeting as this. If this temperance movement went
on in succced,ing years with the strides it hau. been
going on in the past years, th ey might r equire three
instead of two meetings, and give another argument
for ELlinburgh having t\ third member to preside.
(Laughter and applause.) 'fhe temperance cause had
made greater strides the last few years than it had ever
done before. They founu. evidence of it in the Queen's
Speech and in the taxation returns. At last it tumcd
out that the work they had been engaged in was beginning to tell actually upon the consumption of drink in
the country. (Applause.) He did not won<l.er at the
advance of the temperance cause, or that those who
had borne the heat of the battle should be much elated
with the success of their efforts. 'l'hey could all join
with them and sympathise with them, now that they
were marching forwanl to greater triumphs which
were doubtless in store for them . Yet it would not do
to shut their eyes and think there was nothing more to
be done. It was not far from this meeting place where
the veil was drawn aside to see that drink and drunkenness was still as powerful and debasing as ever it
was. That very morning, in the newspapers, they
would have seen the account of a most interesting
paper read at the Workmen's Institute by his friend,
Miss Burton. (Applause.) They ha i there a most
graphic account by one who had devoted herself to
actual intercourse with those who were the greatest
slaves of drink in the city. He could not help looking
at this subject from a legislative point of view. He
should like to point out to them and to all the ardent
supporters of this cause, that the present Parliament
is growing old. It had been more favourable to the
t emperance cause than a,ny other-(applause)- but,
notwithstanding that, it had not <lone very much.
They had affirmed twice by large majorities what was
known as the local option resolution, a very excellent
thing, but it was as yet nothing more than what had
been described by another statesman as "a pious opinion." He hoped they should get something out of
the present Parliament. He did not wish to counsel
them to repose solely upon the Government. He
thought they ought, but he did not think that_ th ere
was very much prospect of the G-overnment immediately taking up this question; but if they in Scotland
could present any proposition that the Government
would look at ancl say they would not oppose, then
they might be very sure it would be carried through
Parliament, because he thought he might say this on
behalf of the Liberal !Scotch members, that there woultl
be no downright opposition from them as long as they
were sure the Government would not oppose such a
bill, and if it received the support of the temperance
reformers throughout the country. (Applause.)
1\-Ir. W ATERSTO~ moved the first resolution in regard
to the evils of the liquor traffic, and pointed to th e fact
that insurance companies looked now upon the life of a
te ototo1,lor as twelve years longer th'..l.n those who were
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not. They would not insure the lives of drunkards.
Referring to the police, prison, and parochial assessments, he maintained that if they had to pay the piper
they should have the power to say who tl::e piper was
to be, where he was to stand, and what he had to play.
(Laughter and applause.)
Bailie SELKIRK, J.P., Glasgow, whowaswellreceived,
second cl, and a.dvised moral suasion to the individual,
but, in dealing with any evil, they must see they were
applying suitable remedies, and these could only be obtained by legislation. If two tradesmen were to meet
on business, he had no wish and no right to interfere
unless their business affected him, and then he had a
right to interfere. Now, the publican and his customers could not meet and do business long without
involviugruin in the consequences of their transactions.
(Applause.) The legislation that he wanted was not
liceusing or restrictive or regulative, it was suppressive. (Applause.) He would vest the power of excluding the liquor traffic in the ratepayers, and thns
honour their judgment and ability. The suppression
of the liquor traffic would inaugurate an era of happiness and prosperity unparalleled in the history of the
country. (Applause. )
Mr. WADDY, M. P., who had entered the hall and
taken the chair vacated by Mr Buchanan, .M.P., put
the resolution to the meeting. On _a show of hands, he
declared that there was only one against it. " Among
the faithful, faithless only he." (Laughtet·.) As far
as his (Mr. "\Vaddy's) experience went that night,
Edinburgh wanted one public-house for one man.
(Laughter.) He thought it according to the commonest
principle of political economy that they should have
this local option legislation ; and if the working
classes were ever to be what they hoped to make them,
this must be obtained for the whole country, anJ. put
:w encl to drnnlrnnncss. (Applause.)
'rhe Rev. Jon CAMPBELL moved the second resolution, that no measure "oultl be satisfacLory that did
not confer upon the ratepayers the entire control of the
1i(1uor traffic.
.
.
.Miss BURTON, who was received with applause,
seconded the resolution. She referred to her experiences among the lower classes in the city debased by
drunkenness, and to the fact of their e11niing wages
that might keep them and their families comfortably.
These people were thrown upon their bounty ; workmen with no better wages were taxed to support them,
and therefore it was they claimed a right to interfere
anJ. object to public-houses. (App la.use.) She knew
of one man spending £10 in a drinking bout, and she
told of having gone to see another paid his wages, aucl
she escorted him home to give them to his wifr . But
one could not escort every weak man home to save his
(Laughter and apwages from the public-house.
plause.) It was said that the rich man had his wine
cellar and sideboard. Quite true: but he kept them
very strictly under lock and key. (Laughter.) The
liquors sold by the publican were left open for every
passer-bye. ~Applause.) Mr W a<l~y ~ad s11id that
he believed 1f the women had their will the traffic
would soon cease. Unfortunately wives and daughters
went to the public-house, but she believed that if
women had some voice in the Legislature it would be a
great help to the temperance _cause. (Applau~e.)
, 'ir WrLJ<'RID LA w::;oN havmg entered,· anudst loud
cheering, briefly supported the resolution, and pointing
to the :::lunclay Closing Bills of Ireland and "\Vales, said
he did not see why cotlancl should. not take the lead
with a measure of local option. He would support it,
and go on agitating till they got it for the whole country. (Applause.)
The resolution was adopted, and the meeting a_greccl
to their being sent to the .Premier, the Lord Advocate,
Lord Rosebery, and the 'cotch members. A vote of
thanks to Mr. Buchanan, on the motion of :Mr. R.
Mackay, for presiding terminated the pl'oeeedings
shortly after ten o'clock.
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James Stewart, Esq., M.P., speaking at Greenock on
26th December, on the measures affecting Scotland passed
last session, said, "Among the measures passed was
the Passengcra Vessels Licensing Bill, which he hoped
would put an end to the brutal an!-'l disgraceful scenes
which have been ·itnessed too often on board of some
of the river steamboats." (Cheers.)
The Lord Advocate, addressing his constituents at
Alloa on 28th December, said, " There was the bill
which was directed to put down a great eYil-the sale
of intoxicating liquors on Sunday on board passenger
steamers on the rivers and estuaries of 8cotlancl.
(Cheers.) 'J'hey bad all heard of the scandalous scenes
which used to occur, chiefly on the Clyde, on that day.
It was almost a national disgrace tha.t such a state of
things should go on unchecked, and accordingly a bill
was introduced and carried, providing that the Commissioners of the Inland Revenue should have power to
endorse upon the license of river steamers a prohibition
against trading on the Sundn.y. (Cheers.) Some
people put the question why a bill was not framed in
the form of an absolute and unequivocal prohibition of
all selling of drink upon any steamer either lea.ving or
al'riving at Scotland on Sunday. There was a, very
plain and practical reason which led them to adopt the
form of bill they did. There were many steamer , seagoing and otherwise, which left and arrived at :::lcotland
on that clay, and there were others-not excursion
steamers but traders--going long voyages, like those
running between Leith and Orkncys, whlch by accident
might be obliged to put in, or from some other cause
might have come within the scope of an absolute prohibition, while they did not at all fall within the range
of the mischief which was intended to be put down.
(Hear, hear.) And accordingly he hoped and believed
that by another summer, the fair estuaries and firths
·which :.unouud uur CO[~sts, wvul<l nut he clisgrn.ccJ,
as he was sorry to say they had been in the past, in
this matter. (Cheers.)
On the 30th December his lonlship, addressing his
constituents at Alva, said with regard to the temperance
question, Undoubtedly the action of those who were
moving in the direction of introducing habits of greater
temperance, was already producing fruit, and that in the
most marked and unmistakable way-he meant prosaic
but very conclusive evidence of the public acts. After
quoting figures given by Mr. Gladstone, showing that
the revenue had decre~isccl from 51 per cent. in 1874-5
to 461 per cent in 1881-:.?, he continued with reference
to the question of farther legislation on the matter.
They knew that on at least two occasions there hatl
been, in general terms, a very emphatic affirmation
by the present Parliament of the principle known by
the name of local option, but they must keep in \·icw
the fact that under the general resolution there existed
a very great difference of opinion as to the precise
methods of giving effect to what was involved in it.
He ventured to say that it would be very desirable if
those who had been taking an active part in temperance affairs, would endeavour to come to perhaps a
more practical agreement than at present existed among
many of them, as to the particular mea urc which they
would <lesi:::-e or expect Parliament to pass, uecause they
had seen that when particular measure. , the general
principles of which had been adopted, were attempted
to be put into the form of a bill, very wide differences
at once a.ppeared. He thought that the form in which
the measure should be introduced by those interested
in that matter, should be expressed and made the
subject of consideration and discussion, because at
present there was rather a prevalent feeling in many
quarters-in Parliament and elsewhere-that if any
bill which was likely to secure au amount of support
which would probably ma.ke it become law were intl'oducecl, it would not meet with the approval, hut
probably with the opposition, of those who took a more
decided or advauced view on that subject. They very
Sit· Walter Scott in giving a card river a shilling when well knew that in this worltl, but particubrly in the
the fare was only sixpence said " Remember yon owe lecrisla.tive world, what was to be: c:01rniclered was, in
me si:x.1>ence." '' May your honour live till I pay you." th~ first instance, what is practicable.
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Captain .Maxwell Heron, M.P., addressed a meeting
of his constituents at Dalbeattie, on the 18th ult. He
referred to the temperance question as follows :-He
hoped that we would soon have a County Roads Bill,
under which the government of counties would be
entrusted to representative bodies. Such a bill would
afford a very good opportunity for embodying in it
a new principle of "licensing. He knew there were
a great many gentlemen in Dalbeattie very much interested in the temperance movement, and he wa.,i
bound to say that he sympathised very much with
their views. He considered it most unfortunate that
so much suffering and so much loss should be occasioned
in this country by the excessive use of intoxicating
drink . (Cheers.) \Ve had reason to congratulate ourselves that the revenue derived from excisable liquors
had very much fallen off this last year. (Cheers.)
After alluding to iutemperauce and its fruits, lunacy
and poverty, he said there was no doubt that legislation upon the subject was called for. Therefore, when
this County Government Bill came before the House of
~ommons there would be, he hoped, a provision dealing with the licensing laws, and embodying the
principle of local option. (Cheers.) That principle
had been affirmed by the House of Commons on several
occasions, and they must legislate upon it. (Cheers. )
-Dnmfries ancl Galloway Standard.

Messrs. P. B. M 'Kill and A. Bennet, of Dmnfries,
n.clclrcssed the Band of Hope soiree at Kirkmahoc,
on Thursday, 18th ult., the Rev "\V. Andson presiding.
Rev. Dr. Adamson and Rev. John Pirie, and Messrs.
J . Darling and G. A. Barclay, addressed the annual
soiree of the Roslin Total Abstinence 'ociety, on Monday, 2:.?nd ult.
An Amel'ican writer states as the result of inquiry
into the point, that all the Baptist, Methodist, and
Congregational churches in Chicago use unfermented
wine in the Lord's supper.
It is not often we find ourselves in the same boat
with the publicans, but, like us, they are exposing the
swindling practices of those who are selling alcoholic
liquors under temperance names.
'The Paisley Magistrates have made public intimation
that they intend to instrnct their police to report
pu blio-houses whance drunk 1110n issue, with a view to
convict such publicans of a violation of their certificate.
A SAD STATEME::ST.-Dr. Danford Thomas remarked
at an inquest on a woman who died from drinking,
that, judging from the number of cases that came before him, the eYil of secret chinking among women was
on the increase.
Greenock has become notorilms for the number of
her shebeens. "\Vell, there would he no shebeens if
the publicans were allowed to sell all night; and there
would be no drinking if the publican ancl the shebcencr
could sell neither night nor day.
Professor Uoatcs, the Gla.sgow phrenologist, is giviug
at pre ent a course of lectures on health and character,
every Friday night in his Rooms, Royalty Buildings,
62 Sauchiehall Street. Temperance-to use an American phrase is one of the planks in his ; platform of
principles.
}fr. "\V. Blackwoocl, the northern superintendent of
the Scottish Pennissi ve Bill and Temperance Association, has an excellent letter in the A bercleen Daily Free
Pre. s on the remarks made by the Earl of Aberdeen on
local option at a meeting of the Junior Liberal Association, held in Aberdeen last month.
From a Parliamentary return issued on 5th u1t., it
appears tbat the total number of lectors on the registers of the counties of EnglauJ and Wales in 1881 , 'as
9:32,G-!3; of Scotland 98,4-:1.o; ancl of Ireland Hi8,207;
the total number of county electors in the
nited
Kingdom thus being 1,199,298.

Mr. Andrew Glendinni ng of the Apple Tree Vegetarian Restaurant, 24 London "\Vall, who along with
Mr. T. I. "\Vhite was the first to star t a Juvenile
Temperance Society in Glasgow, held his annual soiree
of employees last month. Mr. Glendinning v,as long
and favourably known in th e West of Scotland, and
many friends in Port-Glasgow will be glad to hear
so favourably of their old friend.
A FILTER.-A cheap and simple filter may be ma<le
by taking a large common flower pot, thoroughly soaking it in clean water first, and then filling it up in the
following way :-Plug the hole at the bottom with a
piece of sponge, not too tightly; put on this a layer of
animal charcoal, then a layer of clean sand, and on the
top a layer of coarse clean gravel. It will require careful looking after, and that it will be always a clean and
a good filter.
The price of porter is to be raised by the Messrs.
Guinness, the Dublin brewers. The trade in Belfast
believing that they had no reason for charging 4s. Gd.
on a barrel of their porter, when the increase of hops
was not 3d. or certainly not 6d. a barrel, resolved to
charge their porter 2{d., while selling Belfast por ter at
the old price of 2d. These publicans are of opinion
that porter, is food, and if the price is raised, there
will be a famine in Belfast !
ARBROATn-Go.·PEL TEMPBRANCE U;-JION.-This
union held its annual busine s meeting on 'I'uesday,
2nd curt.
The attendance numbered nearly 700.
There are 6,52!) abstainers on the roll.
The income is
£132 15s. 4d., the balance to carry forward £2 7s. 2d.
After a number of congratulatory speeches a new committee of forty was elected, .Mr. William Briggs being
chairman, and Rev. D. Galbraith, secretary. [The
number on the Roll makes just 30 per cent. of tho
population; it outnumbers all the inhabited houses in
the bmgh, and is double the padiamentary and municipaJ constituency.-Ecl. S.R. ]
A DRACONIAN LAW AGAI ST DRINK.-The Danos
are conducting a vigorous war against drunkenness in
their capital, Copenhagen. 'fhe number of publichouses is to be reduced from 1350 to :300. No showilydressed girl is to be allowed to stand behind a drinking
bar to fascinate youth of the other sex. Landlords are
forbidden to serve out drink to any person unrler 18
years of age, male or female, or to any one already
under the influence of drink. A drunken person is to
be conveyed to his own dwelling in a cab or covered
carriage at the expense of the landlord in whose house
he took the last glass.
EA 'I' LOTIIIAN ELEC'l'ION.-This electoral contest
promises to be qf the keenest character, and there can
be no question which of the two candidates, Mr.
Finlay or Lord Elcho, is most deserving of support.
The former is hand-and-glove with the local optionists
and extreme teetotal fanatics, pledged to do their bidding and aid the chemes of injustice and oppression
which these parties promulgat!3, the end and aim of
which is simply the abolition of the spirit trade of the
kingdom . On the other hand, Lord Elcho is opposed
to any such destruction of the property and vested interests of the trade, and will, like his father before
him, assist in preserving these rights which the tra<le
have for centuries possessed. The issue before the
electors on this particular point js therefore plain and
unmistakable ; and we trust that a, unanimous vot on
the polling by onr friends, in favour of Lord l£lcho,
will be equally so.-Kational Liquor 'l'rcules Guardian.
TEMPERANCE DEMONSTRATION.-A tempern.nce demonstration was held in the Institute Hall on ew
Year's night under the auspices of the Umugemouth
Branch of the Blue Ribbon Army. The hall was completely filled-the gathering, perhaps, being the largest
that has been ever seen in Grangemouth on such an
occasion. The decorations in the way of evergreens,
flags, &c ., in which the hall was robed, were finely
executed, and really reflecterl great credit on those
who had carried theq1 out. Hugh Macpherson, EGq.,
Chief Magistrate, was in the chair, and after a fine tea,
provided by Mr. :\-l'Hardie, had been disposed of, the
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Clrninnau addressed the meeting on the evils resulting
from the drinking customs of the liquor traffic, and
on the great progress made by the temperance cause
during the year, and in connection especially with the
Gospel Temperance movement. After noticing, as one
of the most cheering signs of progress, the disuse of
intoxicating liquors in the leading lines of ocean steamers,
Mr. Macpherson concluded by expressing his earnest
hope that the practical outcome of their meeting that
night would be a decided advance ~n the ten:pera1~cc
cause in Grangemoutb. Addresses m connect10n with
temperance were subsequently delivered by ReY. Mr.
Cumming, Grangemouth; J'\Ir. Paul, Falkirk; Mr.
George Davies, merchant, Edinburgh ; ancl Mr. D.
Melvin, cvang list. During the evening Iiss Cow~n,
Miss \Vright, and Captain Reid sang solos, and M1 s
Yeats tastefully presided at the harmonium.
The
soiree was brought to a close with the usual votes of
thanks.-Falkii-k 1-Ieralcl.
A CLERGY)L\.N o:sr DRINK AT Eu:cno s.-Speaking
at a temperance meeting held in Stirling on Monday
evening, the Hev. John M'Queen, M.A., of Free St.
Andrew's, Ki]marnock, after comparing the condition
of a "slave of strong drink" with that of the African
when in slavery, went on to say that if you wished the
a11proval of such a one you must a1 peal, not to his
reason, not to his heart, not to his conscience, but to
his loYe of strong drink. \Vas it n0t a terrible thing,
he asked, that in our muni~ipal and parliamentary
elections !:iucocss so much depends on the use of strong
drink. It was not the arguments a man could bring
fonvard, it was not the record he could show, it was
not the promises he could gi,·e, but oftentimes the
number of public houses he could open that would make
him succeed. He who would win Scotchmen to his
will must not appeal, as he had saicl, to their reason,
heart, or conscience, nor to their love of country, but
tu tlwir eager cra,·ing for drink. Drink seLtleu a11
oontrover.:'y, drink wo11 tbP. dn,y .-Driily Reriew.
HI(:ULA~D TEMPERANCE LEACJUE. -The annual businmm mcGLing of the directors of the Highland Temperance Lea! ue was held at Oban yestenfay-1\fr. Allan
of . .'i..ro , '" pre ·ident, in the chair. The report for the
year 1S8~ was highly sn.tisfactory.. The fncome !or
the year was £676, and the expencht~u·e £6S0, which
includes £110 of an old debt. Durmg the year the
lecturers gaye the blue ribbon to S,!)48 persons . . The
actual members of the League numbers, with n.ffiliated
societies, 7,500. The League employs t~ree reguln.r
lecturers working both in Gaelic and English tllroughout the Highlands. The annual meeting of the members of the League was fixed to take place at Inverness,
011 "'\-Yednesday August, lst.--Daily Review.
Crruncn or. ScoTLA n TEMPERANCE SocrnTY-GLASnow A:\'D ,VEST OF SCOTLAND BR1\N H.-A conference
and public meeting at the instance of this branch took
place on the 22nd December, just as we went to pl'~ss
with onr January issue. The conference occupied
three hours, and b~1t for the length of the time consumed in opening up the subject a greater interchange
of sentiment would have taken place. The first was
deYoted to woman's work, and Rev. Mr. ,Vilson gave
an admirable address. The second hour was occupied
with the Church's duty to the temperance movement.
The subject was treated very mildly indeed by Rev.
Dr. JGlder Cumming and Mr. Maughan. Mr. R.
Mackay gave it as his opinion that the Church should,
in the spirit of the report of the Venerable A sembly
of 1849, take up the matter as they did their m~s~ions,
and send deputations to all churches ; tlui,t mrn1sters
shoulJ. frown down drinking at baptisms, marriages,
funerals, and ordination dinners, introduce unfermented
wine at the Communion-(Lear and hiss s)-increase
the stringency of their sessional discipline for drunkenness, as those offending if checked in an early _stage
woul1l be easier enlisted into ranks of the abstainers.
He believed that such a course of action on the part of
the Chu eh would accelerate the progress of the cause
anrl hasten the time when the Church would effectually
combine its forces against the drink syst em. (Applause.) The third hour was devot ed to the considera-
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tion of parochial organisations. The procecJings were
most encouraging ; and a ,Yorna.u s 1'crnperance Association, it is expected, will be formed immedia.tely.-Jn
the evening a fairly-attended public meeting was held
like the conference in the Christian Institute, and was
addressed by, amongst others, Dr. Campbell, l\l.P.,
Mr. Dalrymple, 1f.J:>., Mr. Cochran-Patrick, 1.P.,
Mr. J. N . Cutherbertson, 11ev. Dr. Lang, &c. The resolutions wore more strongly drawn than the speeches
in their support. Mr. J.
. Cutherbertson gave the
only decided e.·pression of conviction in favour of a
direct veto on th e liquor traffic. TVe will have much
more decided advocacy of suppression for the liquor
traffic before the Church takes hold of her flocks in the
west. At present the pew is more advanced than the
pulpit.
MoFFAT.-A meeting of the Blue Ribbon Army was
held in the Baths Assembly Hall on Tuesday, 16th
ult. Mr. Kennedy, president of the ociety, occnpiecl
the chair, and brietly introduced Mr. Bonnett, Dumfries,
and Mr. Chick, of the Scottish Temperance LeaQ"Ue,
who addressed the meeting. In the course of his rem~rks
Mr. Bennett said the cause had, all over tee country,
ma.tic greater pr0gress during the past eighteen months
than in any similar period since the commencement of
the temperance reform agitation, and that many men
of position were now joining the ea.use.
Ho reminded
them of the fact of the revenue derived from alcolio1ic
dl'iuks ha.ving decreased to such a large extent during
the past year that the subject had Leen noticed in the
Queen's 'peech at the close of the last session of Parliament. 'With reference to the cry that is now being
raised. in certain quarters, \Vhat is to become of the
revenue if tempera.nee goes on inceeasing? he would
r mind them that the larger portion of crime and
pauperism is caused by cl rink, and therefore if the cause
is lessened so will the effects, and less taxes will be
required. A large portion of the revenue of the country
wa£ de1•iverl from into ·icating drinks, but this v.·as ;iot
the only source of re,,enuo; a.ml stamps, income-tax,
and the post-office had all been yielding mor revenu
of late years than en,r they had. clo11e before.
nmulicr
of the Terminable Annuities would terminate in 188.3,
and Mr. Gladstone hacl promised not to renew them,
so tha,t there seemed to be no fear of raising the r , ronuc
if total abstinence were much more common than it
was at present. The termination of these annuities
wonlil be the saving of six millions per annum . In
another ten years he thought the drin1 traffic would be
reduced by more than one half. Many towns wern now
prepared to vote· for the total abolition of the traffic.
Mr. Chick afterwards addressed the meeting, hut not
in such hopeful terms as Mr. Bennett. The usual votes
of thanks terminated the procee<lings.-Jloj/ctt '11imes
(abridged.)
TnYING TO GET OrTT OF A DIFFJCULTY.-A man who
was being examined for a school teacher in Maine,
after stumbling through some simple arithmetical problem, was asked whol'e Boston is. He ans, erocl, " I
know all about it, probably as well as you do ; have
heard of the place several times, but can't, somehow or
other, seem to locate it. " ,vith a view to helping him
out, the committeeman said, "It is the capital of some
State, is it not?" "Yes, I believe it is. " " \ Vhat
State?'' "Well, I know, probably, as well as you do,
what State Boston is the capital of, but you see I
haYon't got the flow of bnguagc to express it."

THE L.\TE MR. R. DARROCH, Gu. 'GOW.-It is with
no ordinary regret that we le~rne_d that thi_s staunch
prohibitionist has departed this hfe. Ho died on the
16th ult acred 5 years. Mr. Darroch was as true as
steel 1 and :S ardent as the most ardent for the abolition
of th e drink system, and we arc sinc~rely ~orry to think
that we shall see his face and hear his voice 110 more.
THE LATE DR. ALEXAND"ER iv!uNRo, SOUTH DEVON.
-Ono of the best beloved of men is lost to humanity
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and the world in the person of this widely known
phibnthropist. Dr. Munro died at outh Devon on
Old cw Year's Day, at the ripe old age of 73 years.
He felt so well, that he remarked he saw no reason
why he should not live to be a,n hundred and then die
of euthanasia; but the cord snapped suddenly, the
bowl was broken in an instant, and the good old man
passed peacefully behind the veil. His life was devoted
to healing the body and the soul. At Blackhills he
soothed the pains and averted the sorrows of his little
flock . At Aberdeen he entered more prominently into
the practice of hydropathy, and his institution at Lochhead became famous . He went to Forres, and the
place at Aber :leeu gave way to the well-known hydropathic establishment at Clunyhill, Forres, and the
famed establishment at Strathearn, Crieff. At the
vVaverley, Melrose, he was stationed for some time,
and went again to Clunyhill, then he was at an establishment in South Devon, where his decease has taken
place. Dr. Munro has more than any man popularised
hydropathy in Scotland, and his professional advice on
this suLject and on health have endearecl him to thousands to whom his services have proved a blessing. He
has seen many water cure establishments erected, but
still he was reaching out to secure some means for a
cheaper system than such costly resorts which are quite
beyond the reach of the suffering poor. As a temperance r eformer few excelled him; he gave the movement
his assistance in its early days, and by his clear and
lucid treatment of the subject in its personal, social, and
political bearings, he hastened its progress and contributed greatly to dra,w the attention of those among
whom he moved to its au.vantages and expectations.
He has for long been a vice-p-cesiclent of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, and gave
it his liberal support and his service many times during
the course of his long and useful life.
THE LATI~ MR. J . J . COOPER, CORWEN, MERIONETII,
WALES.-We were truly sorry to hear of the death of
this estimable lady, who died on the 23rd Dec. While in
Scotland she devoted herself to the auvancement of the
temperance cause, :i.nd was ready to spend and be spent
in its behalf. Her husband, Rev. J . J. Cooper, a devotcLl advocate of the cause, found in her a true yokefellow, and we deeply sympathize with him in his
sorrow,for the loss of one so earnest in a work that lay
so near to his heart. The Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association was under deep obligation to
her many times for her valued co-operation and her
kindnes3 at all times to its representatives.
Tm~ 'L .\.TE :M:R. \Vl\r. HoPE, CARRTAIRS.-Through
the death of Mr. ·W illiam Hope the temperance reformation has lost a stedfast friend . ] 'or the past twenty
years it has had his assistance and his prayers. He
took an abiding interest in its affairs, and being a man
of excellent Chri tian character he recommended it by
his example and life to all around him. He suffered
from that fell disease bronchitis, to which he eventually
succumbed. His death before he had reached his 50th
year will be a loss to the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association, to whom from the first he
was warmly attached, and also to the district around
Carstairs where he has long r esided, and by the people
of which he is deeply regretted.
Tm, LA.TE MRS. J OIINSTONE, PERTH. -A warm and
attached friend of he temperance reformation bas
passed away in the person of Mrs. ,Johnstone of Perth.
Like her bereaved husband, she was always ready to
aid the cause in every possible way. She was one of
the women who understood and appreciated the efforts
of the , cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association. Recognising the necessity for a popular vote,
she hailed the political t emperance movement as the
precursor of the <loom of the liquor traffic. Personal
al>stinence was practised by her as a matter of right
and duty; her sympathies, however, did not rest here,
for she pressed its claims with great e!l.rnestness upon
others. While doing this she eYer felt that as long as
the system of license was sanctioned, and upheld by
the State, national sobriety could not be attained.
Mrs. Johnstonc's political doctrine was that with the

r emoval of the drink traffic, other valnable reforms
would be speedily secured. ·w ell could she meet an
opponent of the Permissive Bill and shatter his argu ments with her plain common sense. Vulgar songs in
connection with temperance meetings roused her indignation, and we have seen her reproofs sometimes not
taken in the best way, but she neYer failed to show that
only healthy music and sound teaching could be of value
to the temperance movement. P rohibition would be
hastened if her mantle would fall on the temperance
women of Scotland.
TIIE LATE ROBERT HAY, E ~Q., PERTH.-Death has
removed from our midst one of the most sterling of
temperance reformers in the person of Mr. Hay. He
died at the ripe age of 75 years. About a year ago ho
was prostrated by a paralytic seizure and never rallied ,
death relieving him from his sufferings on the 26th Dec.
last. When twenty years ago we first met him, he had
no saucy doubts and fears about the result of the efforts
th en being made in behalf of the temperance and prohibitory movement. With the light now sbecl on the
question, and with all the progress made by it, there
are few in our day who are more sanguine of success
than Mr. Hay was then, and continued ' to be until the
advance of age abated his interests in public affairs.
The Executive of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association deeply sympathise with his family
in their bereavement.
THE LATE MR. JOHN MELRO, E, EoINBURGH.-This
much respected.citizen ·died at his residence, Churchhill,
on the 10th ult. at the age of 6 . He has left a widow
-to mourn her heavy loss. Mr. Melrose, through not
being robust, seldom took part in public life, but he di<l
much good in a generous unobtrusive manner. He believed in the dissemination of religious and pure litern..
turc and supported the colportcUt" system unstintcclly.
He strongly sympathised with the temperance movement in its prohibitory aspect, and in him moral and
religious movements have lost a friend .

Tim LATE MR. JA rns WILKINRON, GLASGow. -On
the 18th December this highly esteemed temperance
r eformer passed away. He had long been in failing
health, and was but 60 years of age at his decease. Mr.
,vilkinson was one of the most popular advocates of
temperance in the city up till a few years ago, when he
was constrained by his waning energy to give up his
genial labours in the good work. In 'pruel's Court, in
Beel ford 8treet, at the meetings of the Uommercial 'l'. A.
ociety, meeting in Stockwell Street, ht:i w,is always a
prominent favourite. He was for a long time connected
with the Abstainers' Union, over whose directorate he
presided with ability and discretion. For some time
he was a member of the Executive of the , cottir;h Permissive Bill and T emperance Association, which h:i.d his
generons support. Latterly he withdrew from the
Executive, and even from the membership of the Association, on the gronnclof its policy to vote for no man, be
his politics what they may, who would not vote for the
Permissive Bill. The ExecutiYe, though they r egretted
this step on his part, felt that it must have cost him
much to take it, and respected him for his consistency.
In common with numbers they deeply regret his comparatively early d eath.
THE LATE MR. THO;\fAS BLAIR, HoPRIGG l\fA1 -s,
TRANEN'r.-It is with no ordinary regret that we haYe
to r ecord the death of this genuine temperance re former,
who died on the 10th ult., after having reached the
allotted span of human life, 70 years. He was the last
of three brothers and a sister who were nuwearied in
their efforts to advance the interests of temperance and
prohibition. In Arbroath, Cousland, or 'l'ranent his
ear was open at all times to the records and claims of
temperance, antl he readily entered into any effort
having for its object its promotion . He was of opinion
that the people ought to be entrusted with power to
exclude the liquor traffic, and heartily supported the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
whose representative, Mr. J. P. Lossock, attended, and
with the sorrowing relatives of the deceased paid the
fast offices of lnun.inity to his Tcmains.
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CHAPTER X.-WRECKED.

city clocks were chiming the hour of eight.
The night was one of January's dreariest mood. A
drizzling shower of sleet feH from leaden skies, and
whirled in the bitter northem blast. Few who had
tho shelter of a home, and no urgent call to be abroad,
folt incliited to leave their hearths.
Bnt there were hundreds on the streets of the great
city, hundreds of these unhappy creatures, whom we
spe1tk of 1>itifully as the homeless.
As the last stroke of the hour pealed from a hundred
bells, th re came slowly across Waterloo Briel <re, the
slouched and drooping figure of a mau, cla<l in garme11t · almost torn to rags, and soaked and sodden with
the rain.
Ho Wi.i.lked listlt:ssly with his haJ.Hls thrnst into hi.;
pock ts, and his hat dra.wn so far OYer his brows that
his faco could not bo seen.
When half way over he pause 1, and leaning against
the pnrnpet looked down into the flowing tide beneath.
'J'Jie light from the lamp beside him, cast its pale
fliekcriug light upon his bowed head, and a faint
reflection shone on the breast of the river, just a light
sufficient to show the blackness and the swiftness of
its curre11t.
" 0 God, that I were beneath it," he muttered to
himself. "The struggle would be but momentary, but
I dare not, I dare not."
He turned his face towards the light a moment, anJ.
pushed his lrn,t from his brows. It would have been
impossible to tell whether the face was old or young,
it was so strangely haggard and drawn, and so pitifully
ma.rked by the band of vice. He looked about him,
and there was not a living creature near, and for one
brief moment the impulse was strong upon him to clear
the bridge, and seek peace beneath the . tide. His
hand was on the parapet, but instead he laid his head
hurriedly down on the cold wet stone, and muttered
in hoarse and broken tones,
"Lizzie, Lizzie!"
The utterance of that name, to whomsoever it belonged, seemed to bring with it a flood of memory,
making the wanderer oblivious of time, place, everything, till a hen.vy liand fell upon his shoulder, and the
light of a policeman's lantern was fiashecl full upon
him.
.
"Move on," said the owner of the lantern gruffly,
and the wanderer turned sullenly from him, and resumed his slouching walk across the bridge.
He wandered on and on, through countless lanes and
bycways, until he found himself in Piper's Alley. At
the far end he saw the windows of the mission hall
brightly lit, and moved by an impulse to seek at least
half an hour's rest and shelter, he went on till he
reached the door.
It wa.s a social night, but tea was over, and the
audience were singing a hymn. He slipped in unobserved, and crouching in the darkest corner, leaned
his arms on his knees, and hid his face.
THE

The hymn :finished, a gentleman rose to speak, and
at the first word, the wanderer flung up his head as if
he had been shot, and fixed his eyes upon the platform.
The speaker was a bent ol<l man, with white hair,
and a noble saint-like face, close beside him was a
younger man, with frank blue eyes and sunny hair,
ancl close beside him again was a young lady, with a
sweet lovable face, so like the speaker's, that it was
easy to divine the relationship between them.
There were others beside them) but at these three
only the wanderer gazed for the space of a second, then
stifling the groan of agony breaking from his lips he
rose and fled the place. Out into the night like a
hunted thing, a mighty storm of memory, of passionate
longings, of tleep and unquenchable human affection,
convulsing the heart beneath his tattered coat. On,
and 011, and on, through the city's mazes and the
,vinter storm, anywhere, to escape from that pln.ce and
t!te faces there.
And while at the close of tht meeting, 111. Tennant
prayed fo1· all homeles,· and wamlering, with a rassionate, yearning tendcrne , born of the fear that a sou
of his own might be one of them, that son was eronchiug in the shelter of a corner archway, miles from
l:'iper's Alley, co,·ering his haggard face with his hands,
to keep back tbo tears, every one of which was wrung
from a broken heart.

In a dainty bijoit of a house at Richmond, scarcely
a stone's throw from the more pretentious abode of
the head of the firm, dwelt ,valter Gillespie and his
wife.
There Laura's father was ever au honoured and welcome guest. He came to London to spend with them
the first Christmas of their married life, and though
January was wearing to its close he lingered with
them, loth to leave a homo where all was peace and
sunniest happiness. \V alter took an active part now
in Mr. Hunter's philanthropic labours, and ·was one of
the most zealous and useful members of that faithful
band, who did what they could to relieve and assist,
as well as to benefit, their poorer brothers and sisters.
Mr. 1'ennant haJ. accompanied them several times to
the mission in Piper's .Alley ; his heart and sy!npathies
went with every good work. On the last night in
January, another social meeting was held, at which
all our friends were present. Before tea was ovo1·
there came into the hall the familin,r figure of Shnffling
Ben. They had fr11issecl him for a week or two, and
Edith smiled to him from the platform, and noJded to
him to come to the tahlcs. But Ben stood near the
door, watching till Walter Gillespie caught sight of
him, then he made his way to where that gentleman
was, and touched his arm.
'' \Vell, Ben, my lad, have you turned up again? "
said Walter, cheerily. "Sit down and have some tea."
"No, sir, I want to sec you partickler for a minit,
,vm ye come outside?"
Walter looked at the odd figure curiously, wondering
if the lad meant to play a trick on him. But there
was cager sincerity for once in the depths of the cunning black eyes.
" I've something to show you, sir, I expect will bring
ye with me fast enough. Come."
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He darted from the hall, and Walter followed him her face in the water, and her eyes beseeching me not
out to the lobby. There Ben stood, holding something to do that sin to my soul's burden. 0 Walter, I have
cursed the day I was born, and sin though it was, I
tightly clasped in both his hands.
"There's a poor chap took bad in Grinder's Court, have cursed my Maker for letting me live to become
sir," said Ben. "He's been there a good spell but what I am. Walter, is my father in London yet?"
The fierce eagerness with which the words were
he's goin' to die now, so he says, and my ! he looks
like it. I've known him a good bit, and cadged vittles spoken startled Walter, his previous words had been
for him since he's been bad, though he won't eat 'em. so weak and faint.
'' Could he come here to see me before I die. I
He says to me terday, 'Ben, do you know the mission
in Piper's Alley?' 'Yes, Bill, I do.' He told me to call should like to see him again, and we will not meet
'im Bill, sir, and he says, ' Go there as fast's you can, in another world. There is no place there for such
an' give this to Mister Gillespie if he's there.' I didn't as I."
'' Though your sins be as scarlet," whispered Walter,
know as he knows the mission, or you, sir, an' this is
what I was to give you, sir, an' I was to bring you as he rose to go, •• God forgives till seventy times
seven. -He knows, Arthur, I would willingly give
along of me to see 'im if you'd come."
Ben paused breathless, and offered something rolled twenty years of my life if I could save your life for
in paper into Walter's hands. He tore off the paper, repentance, but I see it is too late."
"Yes, yes, I am thankful," muttered Arthur. "Betand found within a tiny morocco case with a silver
clasp. He touched the spring, and in the dim light of ter to die, but too late, too late."
" Nay," corrected Walter again.
" Even at the
the lobby lamp he saw within the picture of a grave
sweet woman's face with wondrous eyes, and a sad eleventh hour you may lay hold of Christ. 0 Arthur,
drooping mouth. The face of a woman he had known believe it."
and loved almost as a sister.
Arthur shook his head.
'' Are you married to Laura ? " he asked suddenly.
He looked at it for a brief moment only, and then
"Yes, Laura is my wife."
thrusting it into his vest pocket turned to Ben.
"And yon are happy. I ·see from your face how
'' Shew me the way to Grinder's Court as quick as
you love her. Laura was a good girl; but go, go and
you can." Ben was off like shot.
With some difficulty Walter managed to keep the fetch my father. I am going fast."
Before an hour had gone Walter returned and the
strange uncouth figure in sight, and after threading
what seemed to be an endless maze of lanes, Ben old man with him. On the way he had broken the
waited for him under a dingy lamp at the entrance to news to him, but till.now he had spoken no word. At
the door of that wretched chamber Walter paused and
a narrow archway.
'' This is it, sir, up this stair ; keep close after me, the old man entered alone. It was better so. Leaving
faithful Ben to keep watch at the closed door, Walter
'cos its awful dark."
It was dark, sure enough, and Walter stumbled crept softly downstairs and hurried back to Laura.
The meeting was over, and they awaited his coming
more than once on the broken stairway, though Ben's
nimble feet escaped without a slip. He pushed open anxiously.
"Your father will come by and by, Laura. He is
what seemed to be a door somewhere, and Walter
caught the gleam of a candle, which guided him to the with a dying man who wished to see a clergyman. I
must take you home now, and come back for him."
spot.
They drove home with the Hunters, and Walter did
'' I've brought the gentleman, Bill," he heard his
his best to join in the conversation with his usual
guide say. "He came right away."
He heard a muttering sound from the interior, and cheerfulness, But when he reached his own home, and
the next minute he stood upon the threshold and saw Laura paused in the hall to remove her outer wraps,
the room and its occupant. On a straw pallet in one he turned and caught her in a close embrace.
" You believe, my darling wife, that I would keep
corner of a perfectly bare apartment was the figure of
a man in a half sitting posture. He was worn aud everything from you that would pain you ? " he whiswasted to the last degree, and his eyes, far sunken in pered, bending his face to her.
"Yes,
alter, I know you would."
his pallid, haggard face, gleamed with a fierce unnatural
"Then when your fathe._. comes home don't question
brilliancy.
For a moment Walter stood, looking at him, unable him about where he has been. Laura, will you proto utter a word. Could that be Arthur Tennant, Oh, mise me?"
She looked at him wonderingly, yet her eyes full of
never; but the doubt was dispelled, for the sick man
turned his head, with a smile more awful to see than perfect trust.
"Yes, Walter, I promise."
the wildest burst of tears, and said,
Not till years after, when time had blunted the edge
"Walter, don't you know Arthur Tennant?"
Then Walter came to the side of the rude bed, and of her sorrow about Arthur, did Laura know how and
kneeling down there, his quiet feelings overpowering when he died.
. .
. . . .
him, he cried like a woman,
They buried him in a corner of an obscure London
" I am dying, Walter, or I would not have sent for
you," Arthur said after a while. " Look up and listen graveyard, and left him in a nameless grave. It had
to what I have to tell you. It won't take me long. been his wish, and perhaps such a resting place best
After, after Lizzie died," he said, shuddering still at befitted one who had made such shipwreck of his life.
the memory of that awful night, "there was no rest It had opened with as fair a promise as any man could
for me on earth night or day. I killed her, you know, wish, and its close was one of the saddest I have ever
though nobody said it. That blow I gave her in my known.
It is a bitter grief to lay a loved one in the grave,
madness killed her as surely as if I had shot her
through the heart. I went away to Glasgow and even in the sure and certain hope that we shall meet
stayed there a while trying to keep sober, for her sake again, by and by; but oh, my friends, I pray that you
too, but _Walter, there was a devil within me urging may be spared the agony of looking in the dead face
me to drmk and forget all. I fought against it for a of one near and dear to you, not knowing whither the
time, and then fell. From that day 1 have gone spirit has fled. We can but humbly pray
down, and down, and down, till you see me here one
"That of the living whole,
of the veriest wretches in all London. I scraped up
No life may fail beyond the grave.''
enough to bring me here. I was safest far away from
y ou all, and since then I have lived I don't know how.
Walter Gillespie and his wife abide in London still,
Every copper I could make was spent on drink, and for the great shipbuilding concern of Hunter & Co. has
when I couldn't get it I would have bartered my soul passed into his hands. Life in the great city possessed
for drink. I have been so hungry, Walter, I have so strong a charm for him, and afforded such wide
eaten the refuse of the street, which a dog would not scope for his young energy, that he preferred it rather
have touched. I would have put an end to myself than Strathglide. His father, hale and hearty, good
long ago, but whenever I went near the river I saw for business for many years, in all probability forbore
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to press him. But there is a little Walter growing up,
and for him his grandfather is building up a princely
heritage.
And in the summertime wheu Walter's
children come to Barossa to visit grandpapa, the old
house is a pleasant thing to see. It rings with childish
feet and childish voices from morning till night. Nothing they do is wrong in grandpa's eyes, and he will
turn sometimes and say to the fair and gentle lady
whom they call" mamma,"
'' It does me good, my daughter, it does me good."
Always, "my daughter," and to Laura the words
are very precious. The manse is now a happy home,
but sadly thinned. Lottie is married, and Tom has
gone to New York to manage there a branch of the
mercantile office to which he belongs. Frank is a
student at Glasgow, Daisy is a golden-haired girl, her
father's housekeeper and earthly stay.
Charlie is a city minister, one of those for whom we
have reason to thank God every day. The good resulting from his labours is incalculable. The clay will
declare it. Need I say, he is one of the pillars of the
temperance cause?
In Queensland Tom Hislop lives a useful, honourable
life, and has attained a high place in his profession.
He has never married. Many wonder at his unflinching, increasing labour to further the cause of
temperance. He never prescribes drink as a medicine,
but speaks and writes against it continually.
We, who know his past, who remember a grave
beneath the yew trees in the churchyard of Strathglide,
do not wonder. Out of the bitterness of his experience
Tom Hislop has learned his lesson. Now, I have
done.
Some who read this may think it gloomy, and exaggerated. I have taken my threads from life, and if
the web be dark, I am not to blame. It is not exaggerated.
Look around you.
In the btoad light of day such things are happening
everywhere. It is not exaggeration.
It is truth.
SCIENCE AND SCRIPTURE OF ALCOHOL.

II.
II. WE note another point of harmony-both the
Records declare in unmistakeable terms that alcohol i.<t
a narcotic a1ui con equently a seductive, ensnaring auent.
It is narcotic-that is, it acts as a depressant upon the
nervous system-it tends to produce insensibility and
sleepiness. This effect of alcohol is well known and
generally recognized. Why is that man lying in the
cold aml the wet there? He is drunk and is unconscious alike of both the cold and the wet. He knows not
where he is nor what he does. He has been thoroughly
11arcotized by the action of the alcohol in the drink he
has consumed. Alcohol is not alone in this power.
Opium also has this effect as is well known, and hence
the Chinese use it largely as we do alcoholic liquor, and
for the same reason. Chloroform and sulphuric ether
act on the frame as narcotics, and so do many other
substances. Accordingly writers such as Christison
and others all place the substance alcohol among
the narcotic poisons-while at the same time it
produces inflammatory action. It is therefore called
a double poison narcotic and acrid or narcoticoacrid. One characteristic feature of all narcotics is
that they create an appetite for themselves by the use
thereof. 'fhis appetite or craving comes as a consequence of the use of the narcotic. For instance, the
man who for a time uses opium finds that he cannot
give up the use thereof without a struggle; there bas
been created in his system a craving for the agent and
this is not easily satisfied. 1'he same thing is true of
the person who uses tobacco. There is gradually forrne<l
a craving for the weed, and this craving becomes
stronger as the use is more protracted.
uch is the
action of alcohol. It is a narcotic, and as such, creates
au appetite and craving for itself. This sometimes be. comes exceedingly strong, so much is this the case that
in order to satisfy the craving man is prepared to sacrifice everything usually held dear, even life itself and
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the prospects and hopes of eternal happiness. This
craving becomes a veritable tyrant and one of the most
exacting.
This quality or property of narcotics is
general and common to them all. And this forms one
of the best reasons for the plan of abstinence, because
by that plan alone can anyone escape the seductive influence of the narcotic. This seductive power is extraordinary in its influence. It can lead men to sacrifice
everything at the shrine of appetite. Men will undergo
any suffering, will perform any action however mean or
degrading, will give up health, wealth, life, and eternal
happiness for the gratification of this morbid craving.
This feature of alcoholic wine is to be found in the
sacred record. Solomon in describing the drunkard
(Prov. xxxi. 35) gives us this as one characteristic,
"They have beaten me, and I felt it not;" "When
shall I awake, I will seek it yet again." Here we have
first the narcotic effect. Though beaten and wounded
there is no feeling-all is unfelt as if it had not been.
And secondly we have the seductive power. Though
he has suffered, though he has been bitten, though he
has been sorely grieved and suffered woe an<l sorrow,
yet he goes back to his tormentor, he seeks again the
agent at whose hands he has suffered. " I will seek it
yet again." Truly this marks the seductive power of
drink.
Notwithstanding all the ill drink has done
him, in spite of all that he has endured, he will still go
back and seek again the cup which so sadly injures
him. The appetite created demands the repetition of
the dose, and demands it in the most uncompromising
manner. Science and Revelation on this point are in
perfect harmony, and both alike teach the danger of
meddling with narcotics as these are very seductive and
produce danger to the users. Common sense, therefore,
and reason, the interpreters of natural law, tell us to
abstain, and the command of God as given in the scripture reiteraLes the counsel. It says through the pen uf
the wisest of men, Look not on the wine, and ex!)erience
and common sense tell us that no other or simpler plan
is open to us. Abstain from wine and every alcoholic
beverage, for if you do not there will be a drink crave
created which may become uncontrollable. This is the
natural tendency of all narcotics, and this seductive
power is very insidious, it grows stronger but arouses
no suspicion and excites no feeling of dange1·. Solomon
saw the risk and raised the warnipg signal of danger.
Temperance men are only repeating in other form and
with more iteration the same old cry-Danger ahead!
Halt while yet it is time.
III. Another point which deserves notice is that
alcohol is a brain poison. Most poisons have a local
action-one acts upon one organ and another upon
another; alcohol acts on the nerves and nerve centres.
The great centre of nerve power is the brain, and here
its power is most felt. As the brain is the instrument
through which the soul works upon and directs the
motions and actions of the body, anything that disturbs,
inflames, or benumbs the brain does fearful injury.
Experience and scientific investigation have shown that
alcohol so acts upon the brain as to pervert the judgment, produce forgetfulness and negligence of duty,
weakness of will, induce rashness in action, rendtr
the man fit for the commission of crime, loosen the
tongue, and rouse all the merely animal passions and
lusts. "One of the first effects of alcohol upon tl:e
nervous system . . . is shown in loss of memory . . . .
It is followed by loss of volitional power . . . . All the
higher faculties of mind and will are powerless. "-Dr.
B. W. Richardson On Alcohol. Abundance of medical
evidence might be quoted proving this point, but it is
so very well known and so easily seen by anyone who
will use his eyes tha.t it is not deemed necessary to do
so. Instances of neglect of duty, rashness and carelessness are, alas, too common as our shipping news and
our railway management too often show. The results
are frequently such as to call very special attention to
the point. Often we find ships lost or trains wrecked
through such rashness or carelessness induced by drink.
And who can tell the blunders made by medical men,
by merchants, and business men of all kinds through
this cause ? These things are of daily occurrence and
are generally known and admitted. Experience tells
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us thi~, and science cxplaius the reason. The alcohol
acts .is a brain poison and destroys or benumbs those
faculties which are required for the due performance of
duty.
Scripture tells us the same story in its own way. It
tells us that priests and prophets have erred through
strong drink, and have gone out of the way. It tells
of N adab and Abihu struck down in consequence of
carelessness and forgetfulness caused by drink. ln
Proverbs we read that it is not for princes to drink
wine and strong drink, lest they pervert the judgment
of any of the afflicted. Here we have the clearest
indication of the important truth that the use of alcohol
has the effect of disturbing the mental faculties and
rendering men forgetful and careless in the performance
of duty. The story of Lot's sad fall, too, leads us to
see the danger to morality of all such indulgence. In
this case we have one .of the saints of his time led into
grievous sin on two separate occasions through the
agency of strong drink. This experience proclaims
in tones of dear and unmistakeable character the danger of tamperiug with a drink so decidedly dangerous
to the moral :111d mental qualities of the man. In the
case of the Israelites as a nation, we find the prophet
Isaiah condemning them for their drinking habits and
tracing a large proportion of the sins which led to the
captivity to this source. "\Vine is a mocker," is the
dictum of Solomon, and he was well able to judge both
from personal experience and from observation. The
inference from these facts and from the statements of
Solomon clearly is as expressed by himself in the
twenty-first chapter of his Proverbs. Look not, that
is, desire not, the wine when it is red, when it giveth
its colour in the cup . . . at last it biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an adder. Avoid it, pass it by,
and pass away.
IV. Another point which appears in scripture and is
testified to by modern science is that, for hard work or
great exertion, for good health or long life, in short for
bodily vigour, alcohol is net in any degree required.
These points have been sufficiently proved by modern
experience a,nd science has confirmed that experience
as the natural result of the course adopted.
Dr.
Beddoes, half a century ago, put tho question to the
most severe scientific test-by employing two sets of
men as nearly alike in everything as he could get them.
He put the one set on abstinence regimen anrl allowed
the other to use in moderation, under his superintendence, alcoholics. After a prolonged trial the tables
were turned-the abstinence division began to use the
alcohol and the alcohol-using company became the
abstaining one and the result was the same-the abstainers were the victors by a good deal in both cases.
'l'he matter of good health and long life has also been
determined by the experience of insurance and benefit
societies. From the results of the experience of these
we find that abstainers have much better health and
longer life than those who use alcoholics even in what
is commonly regarded as moderation. The matter has
recently received a good deal of attention, and Dr. B.
"\V. Richardson, an eminent physician and a high
authority, declares that one-third of all the deaths of
the country are due directly or indirectly to drink.
All experieuce confirms the general truth, and science
comes in and explains the reason. The reason is, that
alcohol taken into the system being a poison produces
disorder, and when regularly indulged in produces
disease and renders the system less able to resist the
attacks of active disease.
Scripture in its own peculiar manner teaches us the
same truths. It neYer states them in the abstract, but
giYes us what ought to prove quite as instructivecxamples. Israel went through all the hardships of the
wilclerness journey fed on manua and water. When
Goel would raise up a man supereminent for strength,
he was to be a N azarite or so far as wine was concerned
a life abstainer-as was also his mother-a hint to us
that the effects of drink are transmitted to our children.
When witnesses of sterling firmness of moral courage
were required by divine authority, sons of the prophets
were collected and educated and tliese were under the
N azarite vow. Samuel, the greatest of all the judges

of Israel, was an abstainer- as were Daniel and his
three brethren. The Rcchabites were a temperance
society, ancl they had the pecial honour o[ having the
blessing of lfod and his approval conveyed to them by
Jeremiah, and a gracious promise affixed to the blessing.
The J azarites were described iu the figurative language
of the prophet as purer than snow, whiter than milk,
more ruddy in body than rubies, and their polishing as
sapphire.
rothing can be clearer than the teaching of
Scripture on this point. It clearly shows that health,
vigour, and long life are not only compatible with, but
are promoted by abstinence from all alcoholic liquor.
He1;e we have another point of coincidence between the
teaching of science on the one hand and the teaching of
the record of the divine will on the other. Both alike
teach the same truth, and both of them proclaim in
language that is as easily understood as language can
be,-Abstain from all that can intoxicate, for it shortens
life, and renders more liable to disease, it weakens for
work and renders less fit for exertion.
Such are a few of the more prominent points in which
the testimony of science corroborates and confirms the
testimony of revelation, and in which there is a perfect
harmony between the lessons taught by both alike.
The very fact that the two agree indicates that we
have reached the truth in reading both when we interpret them as we do. ·what then is the great lesson
taught by both in reference to wine and strong drink?
Clearly and unmistakably this-Abstain froru it, avoid it
as ye wonld your most deadly and treacherous enemy .
It is a tricksy spirit, it leads men imperceptibly on from
one step to another on the wa,y to ruin, and all the while
like the vampire lulls him to sleep so that he has no
suspicion of his danger till he finds himself the bondslave of the destroyer, it may be, too late to vindicate
nncl regain his freedom from the fetters that bind him.
olomon is clear and emphatic in his counsel on this
poin~. He would have all not to look even upon the
wine, lest the look lead to the desire for it an<l the indulgence in it. Temperance men re-echo the sentiment
and press it upon those whom they come into contact
with, and organize associations for the purpose of promoting the practice of abstinence as a duty incumbent
upon all. They use substantially the same arguments
that Solomon used, and they have scarcely any lJCW
ones to offer. He, as they, found their appeal upon the
nature and effects of alcohol, and these are arguments
sufficient for the purpose.
But if it is, as we think has been shown, the duty of
the individual to abstain from alcohol, it is clear that it
must be wrong on the part of anyone, whether a person
or the State, to place temptations in the way of the
people and thereby induce them to do what duty forbids them to do. \Vhat would be said were the ta.to
to tempt by any means the subjects to gamble and bet
and at the same time punish severely those who did so!
Yet this substantially is the course of action followed
in reference to drink. The State grants licenses to
make and sell to all these liquors, and that too in no
stinted measure, and when men have drunk freely and
by physical necessity have become drunk the State
steps in and punishes them for the effects of its own
actions. The only course open to tl.e State consistent
with its own best interests and the welfare and happiness of the subjects is to prohibit all traffic in such
dangerous and destructive beverages. Drunkenness as
a national sin and shame can ne,·er be banished from
the land by any measures of restriction or regulation,
by any curtailment of the number of licenses or shortening of hours, or by any regulations of any kind short of
absolute prohibition. The words of Alderman \Vise,
solicitor for the Licensed Victuallers Association, in
his evidence before a Parliamentary Committee, are
striking. He sn.icl, "If you were to abolish the traffic,
as they have done in Maine, you might have a sober
population ; but if you restrict it I do not think you
would." He is right. Nothing short of abolition of
the traffic will ever make the nation a sober nation.
This is and ever ought to be our great aim. It is wise
to learn even from an enemy-and here we have a.
lesson from a source not tainted, as many think abstainers' opinions are, by prejudice. Let us take tho
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hint and act upon it until _we see t~e Dagon of. ~rink
clown in the dust and sobnety crowmng all our citizens
with its golden gifts and great blessings.

"WORKING MAN'S BILL OF FARE.-VI.
\VE will now look at this subject from the retrospective

point of view. \Ve haYe g~ven an amount of evidence
sutlicient to convince sensible people that the age of
imprnvcment could reap a rich harvest from iniproving
the dietary of the common people. \Ve enforced our
views by ad.llucing the respective dietaries of the Glasgow Absta.incrs' Union, . the Glasgow J!o?cl Reform
Society, the great experiment of Dr. Nichols, the
famous Teport of Mr. Edward ~mith as Government
Commissioner on the food of the people, and lastly the
dietary of our cottish poorhouses. Our ?bject is not
to abridge unduly the dietary of the workmg _man but
merely to iID]Jrove its quality and to de~rcase its quantity to that level where the loss of bochly ,~aste cu~ltl
be repaired within twenty-four hours of its havmg
taken pbce.
Now what is the actual estimate by competent
authorities of the food required by a grown man? The
late Dr. Parkes of retley says that 22 or 23 ounces of
dry food is required ; this with wat_cr in the f?od ·will
weigh about 42 to 4ti ounces of solid food d1;1-1ly. In
adclition about 40 ounces of water are required. It
appears from him that the constituents of a man's food
::,honkl be first 4"'r to 5 ounces of nitrogenous foocl ; 2 to
3 ounces fatty foo<l, and 14 to 15 ounces of star_chy
foocl with some saline substances. Dr. Parkes gives
us an interesting illustration-that of a vloughman's
dietary. '' In some parts of Scotland the fa,rm labourers, who worl very ha!cl and are fine stron,g men, still
li vc on oatmeal ancl milk, and a ploughman s allowance
is dailv 2.\ lbs. oatmeal and one pint of milk. 'l'aking
the cost of oatmeal :i.t 2d per lb. aucl of milk at 2d a
piut, he daily ~ost "\\Ouhl be 7d. ~n one_of my cxJ:.>Criments on ~lie~ I kept a strong soh~1er, tlnrty years
of age and wmghmg lOii stone and domg hard work, ~n
oatmeal n.ncl milk alone and found tbat he was kept rn
perfect health, aml at a constant weight by Li lbs.
oatmeal and 2 pints of milk. The cost ,ms 3~cl for the
meal and 4d for the milk,
a-day or 4s. 4·~d a week.
The man himself was ,,ery so~TY to return to his soldier's
rations of bread, butter, meat and potatoes." \Ve
often forget that so vast a n?mber o~ our fellow-beings
o,·cr the face of the earth hve as simply and as well.
Dr. l arkes says again : "Formerly throughout ~he
north of England an<l 'cotland, there were successive
generations of some of th? finest m~n in the wodc.l who
lived on oatmeal and milk, and literally meu would
live out their lifetime without taking anythiug more
e.·cept it may be occasionally fruits and green vegetables. On the opposite siclo of t_he ~l?hc we timl the
splenclill races of ~iortheru. Inrha. li~rng on barley,
millet wher,t, and nee as then· staple mtrogenous food ;
or in ~outhern India we ham millions of healthy men
livino- on beans, and peas and rice. In Africa. the
near~ often attains a 0o-igantic size on his millet and
otl~er verretable foods. '1.'he lloman gladiator trained.
on barley, and the lloman soldier in ca~npaigns when
meat conhl not be got carried corn ,vh1ch he ground
in hand mills and then boiled in water and made a
strong vcr,etable
soup, something like the old English
0
fermenty. On this food he marched and conquered
as no other race has done." Our Scottish ploughman
whose case is cited is living on the lines of the hardiest
races that have ever li vcd. The South Kensington
:Museum's handbook on foods affords us very interestin(Y information on a day's ration. The average daily
cli~t for an adult should according to it contain in 100
parts, water, 81 ·5; flesh formers, 3·9; starch, sugar,
&c. 10·6; fat, 3·0; salt, 0·7 ; phosphates, potash, &c.,
0-3,' equal to 100. Or to put it in a~10ther way, he
should consume 5 lb. 8 ounces 320 grams of water ; 4
onnces 110 gm.ins flesh former ; 11 ounces 178 grains
starch sugar, &c.; 3 ounces 337 grains fat ; 3213 grains
comm~n salt antl 170 grains of other salts_, showing _'1
total daily ration of Glbs. 13 ounces, 128 grams. Of tins
~tmount l lb. 4 ounces _2-!5 grains is actual dry food
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substance, the remainder being water o~ which_ there
are 5), lbs. Now, looking at our rat1011 agam, we
shoulcl have 18 ounces bread, 1 ounce butter, 4 ounces
milk, 2 ounces bacon, 8 ounces potatoes, 6 ounces
cabbage, 3i ounces chees,e, ~ ou_ncc sugar, i o~~Jce salt,
and 6uf ounces water. rlns gives us 1 lb. :)f ,aunces
or 21:t ounces dry food and the rest water. lhe clry
food amount is slightly less than that proposed by Dr.
Parkes and markedly confi1111s his esLimate. Yet our
careful readers will obserYe it is nearly three times
more than what Dr. Nichols consumed in his famous
experiment, and it is nearly dou1le what he thinks
needful for the daily sustenance of an aclnlt. How
areatly less it is howeYcr than the workman dietary of
to-day, and how more happy, wise, and wealthy ~vonld
he be if he made an endeavour to conform to a diet far
less than he is at present accustomed to, and yet sufficiently ample for all his needs.
.
The handbook enables us to contrast the dietary of a
workman with moderate exercise with that of a hard
working artizan. The moderately e~er~isccl workman
requires 4 ounces 94 grains of albn~mo1ds, 1 on nee 17 4
grains of fats, 11 ounces 302 grams starch, and 312
grains salts-total, 18 ounces nearl_y : the hard_ w~rking artiza.n recp1i:es G ounces 35 grams o~ albummo1tls.
2 ounces 400 grnrns fat, 22 ounces 96 grams starch, a!1cl
408 grains of salt-:-total, 30 or~nccs ncarl:y .. The s?kl1~r
in the Dutch service finds an immense cliffercnce m his
peace and war dietary. Jn war he ha~ what_ gives him
great energy, in peace wha_t never hrmgs 1nm up to a
ti(Yhting condition ! The chfference between the pauper
at rest and the working man at work is also great, and
should teach a valn:i.ble lesson to all of us that when
we arc illle we should rccluce our food to the level of
the pcn,cc cstaulishmcnt, so that we may cut short our
loss an,l at the same time conserve the powers of our
system for future efforts.
I J1all a Lopu tliat I sl1ould l1an: been able to sho_w
from our prison dietaries that a man _may be kPpt 1n
prison at work with modern.to cxcrc1sc, plenty s'lecp
and rcgnlar hours, on a Ycry spare diet. My J~opc is
not fulfillecl, for I li:ise been nna ble to reconcile the
tlictary of our prisons with any estim::i.tc of food I ha.Ye
seen. I sc<i that the prisoner is allowed S ounces oatmeal for breakfast. .1 row I li,·e well on 1 ounce oatmeal for breakfast, and I am not able to conceive where
the prisoner can "stow away " 8 ounces of oatmeal
made into porridge ancl eaten with :l pint of !11ilk. But
1 may be able to fincl it out and other thmgs by research.
ell, 1Ir. Editor, I sto1 here. I have found a great
amount of pleasure from my researches so far. I have
al.Joye all convinced myself that a,n abstemious and
carefully regulated diet is the best thing for my fellow
working men and myself. If they v..-ould bestow proper
:i.ttention to their dietary, buy their food wholesale and
induce their good wives to cook it properly; if they
would alwayR be Bensitive to the feeling of satiety f~r
their stomach's sake, and eat enough and no more ; if
they would recognise the necessity and importance of
givin(T their stomach the same equal amount of rest as
they take to themsel ,,es ; if they would increase their
diet when they work hard or when they feel cold, and
decrease it when they arc idle, they would keep themselYes in true relation with their systems aucl their
food supplies, have better health, more content, larger
savincrs lonaer life and almost no disease. They would
in a s~1;tcnc~ use the world as not abusing it, seeing
that the passion of it passeth away.
RoE1::-. GooDF.ELLow.

,v

LADIES' Il1KG L,n,·:-;.-W,.ith the fair sex, the "laws
of the ring" are :-A plain 01· chased gold rillg on the
little finger of the right hancl implies "not engaacd,"
or, in plainer words, " ready for p1:oposals, sealed or
otherwise." ·when engaged, the rmg passes to the
fin,t 1inrrer of the left hand. When m,trried, the third
fin ger r~ceives it. If the fair one_ prop()ses to defy all
sieoe to her heart, she phces the rmgs on her first and
fon';_.th t11irrer, one on e:i.ch, like two charms to keep away
tlie tempter. It is somewlw,t singular that this dispo,ition oE rings is rare.
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THE .l!'UNDS.
.Members, f1·iends, and Societies subscribing to
the Punds of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
'Pemperance Association are respectjiilly inform ed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and wilt iJe
gladl11 received by the Agents o,nd at the Uffices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the Association are increasing, and it wou.lcl
materially assist the lfJxecutive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptiom paid in the form er
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1883.

cannot inform our readers of the date in this issue,
but so soon as it is fixed we believe that their vigorous s upport and that of the country to the resol ution will be earnestly requested by the Executive of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, and that they will, as eagerly as ever, cordially and heartily co-operate with the Association in
increasing the Scotch majority in its favour.

We learn that the amou ut of paper used for the
British Census of 1881 amounted to 57 tons 13 cwts.,
comprising 7,500,000 householders' schedules. How
THE
we should like to see tbe tempera.nee hosts set about
distributing 57 tons 13 cwts. of paper, on which
MARCH, 1883.
there might be seen the pithiest arguments, and the
mo::;t heart searching appeal$ in favonr of the Local
1'/ie Executive liave nQW a large and varied stock of Option Veto (.'cotlaud) Bill. If the Scottish people
publications on sale at the ojjices of t Ae Association. who value prohibition, and sincerely desire to see it
These include some of the best standard works on t/ie legally established, were to flood the House of
The early and esteemed Commons to this extent for the coming session they
temperance reformation.
orders of members and friends m·e respectfidly would be relieved of the liquor traffic and its
solicited.
burdens for ever.
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* *,. We have been again obliged to leave over
"Book:ihelf," "Correspol1'len1.;e," "Varieties," &c.
We will, we hope, find a place for them all in the
first issue of our new volume.

Casting our eyes over the excellently conducted
British Temperance Advocate, 'lve fi ud that an admirable practice obtains in England with regard to the
meetings addressed by the ordinary lecturers of the
An index and title page to the volume now British Temperance League. There are five agents
in its employment. Mr. Gregson is engaged up to
closed will appear next month.
nearly May next, and this is how. He is to be five
days in one place, six days in another, the next tive
days in another, and the whole of March be will
SOLD OUT.
work away in Loudon. In April he is appointed
We have had several times the pleasure of being seven days in Sheffield, five days in Kendal, and so
within a dozen or thereby Social Re.f01·mers of being on. Of his brother advocates the same has to be
"sold out." "\Ve are entirely "sold ont " of the said. Now looking to the superior lecturing ability
January number, so that our friends desirous of of the prohibitory advocates, their deep and wide
keeping sets will require to w1.it on their book- knowledge of the temperance question, their platsellers a.t once.
form excellence, we have often wondered at the
We would be very glad were we able to inform want of enterprise shown by the Scotch temperance
our readers tha.t we were "sold out" with double committees with regard to lecturers. The custom. is
the number we issue at present, and we believe that to get up a meeting simply for one night; the advoif they were desirous that their friends shou Id have the cate wishing to avail himself fully of the time
same pleasure as they themselves have had in read- allotted crowds his lecture with facts and arguments,
ing our magazine, we would have the pleasure of and " crams'' his audience as teachers do children in
doubling our circulation in a month or two, and schools.· But were our committees to arrange for
even then of getting "sold out."
five days, or ay six, a Sabbath and the five followAre we cherishing a delusive expectation by en- ing days, a nd ask the visitor to tell them all that
tertaining the hope that our friends will hencefort!i was in his heart, there would be a greatly increased
make an effort to largely increase the circulation of
interest in his visit, numerous audiences, and the
growth of an enthusiasm which would inspire him
THEIR OWN MAGAZINE?
with heart-thrilling eloquence, and constrain bis
hearers to engage with re-doubled vigour in the good
SIR WIU,RID LA WSON'S URGENCY
work. The cause of prohibition in Scotland would
move by leapi: and bounds were ::i. similar mode of
RESOLUTIO .
advocacy favoured on this side the border.
Sm W1U'RTD LAWSON has given notice that on an
ea.rly d,Ly he would "call attention to the urgency
of tlie c.lemand for legdation, giving effect to the
If the :rnbjed were not i:;o gra.ve one might be
local option resolution already pas ed by the House, excused from sm iling at the result of cel'laiu recent
and move a resolutiou." \.Ve are sorry that we enquiries into the mortality from intem perance
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smiling at the unexpected results sceptical enquirers
meet with. For many years the temperance advocate made the confident a&lertion that 60,000 persons
died directly or iudirectly through intemperance.
Dr. Norman S. Kerr, sceptical on this matter,
resolved to test it, and the effect of his investigations
was to prove beyond cavil and contradiction that
double that number were sacrificed to the drink
Moloch of our dear country. A physician in extensive practice put Dr. Kerr's figures to a crucial test..
He said that there are 17,500 medical practitioner::1
iu the United Kingdom, and supposing that they
had merely on au average six cases iu the whole
year in which the patient dies iudirectly or directly
through intemperance, the numbers would be 105,000,
which strikingly confirms Dr. Kerr's investigations.
Now, we have the Harveian Medical Society of
London conducting a searching inquiry into this
subject. The 10,000 deaths embraced in the report
laid before the Society, showed that alcohol had
some causation in 1,40g or 14 per cent. This would
be 5,870 deaths in London, 38,971 for England and
Wales, or 49,731 for the United Kingdom. Dr. Kerr's
estimate was 40,500. This direct result of intemperance may well be called appalling. The 120,000
have pas ed over the stage of time for 1882, and
before this sheet meets the eye of all our readers
20,000 victims, cut off this year already, will be
before God's jndgment seat. It is time this liquor
traffic was destroyed.
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One more judgment adverse to the temperance
movement has been registered in the Court of Session. We do not remember an instance where the
senators of the college of justice decided otherwise.
The Act says the publican shall not supply boys and
girls under sixteen with lic1uor. The conrt rules
that the publicans can sell to boys and girls ruuch
under that age any quantity of liquor if their parent
or parents know. Policemen can enter a public
house and purchase liquor, so can abandoned women;
aud now Lord Young delivers judgment to the
effect that any one if invited by a lodger in a hotel
can sit with the lodger and drink after the hotel
keeper has beeu constrained by law to clo e bis
doors. We need not advert to the Rothesay and
Grangemouth cases, there is little fear of them being
forgotten, they show too great a blot on the law to
readily be so. Can the people really respect a law
which lawyer::i interpret always in the sinister interests of the publican ? We know that they cannnot;
it would show more than human nature in them if
they did. But if we were asked to point to a proof
bearing on the evil nature of the law, we should not
hesitate to direct the enquirer's attention to the
judgment of Lord Young, and not to it only, but to
all those judgments which, by rendering the· law of
less and less effect, in effect encourage the publican
interest and sanction evils which the law was expre sly enacted to remove.

With this issue the seventeenth volume is brought
The Scottish publicans' organ is careful to inform to a close ; and with a larger circulation than the
us that "Mr. Gladstone's health is affording iudica- magazine has yet enjoyed. It has been noticed with
tious that the supreme controlling power which he il.'lcreased appreciation by the public press, and
exercises over that heterogeneous mass called the numerous kindly references to it are to be found in
'Liberal Party,' is soon to terminate, in which case the correspondence of the Association it represents.
the disunited sects will sever, and an election will see The Editor has been exceedingly gratified by the
the return of the Conservative party to power. The success of the year. Thi:; is due to the invaluable
license trade will vote 'Tory ' to a man in self-de- assistance he has received from many able and
defeuce, and the present monopoly of seats in Scot- esteemed contributors. The principles and policy of
land by local option legi lators will be shattered." the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance AssociaSmallest favours thankfully received and gratefully tion have been upheld, and none can charge the
acknowledged, Mr. Guardian. We shall be yet Social Reforme1· with an uncertain sound upon
better prepared for the next general election than either the one or the other. The principle is that
for the last one. But we hope that the Liberal Government ha.8 no right whatever to sanction the
Government, in harmony with their promises and liquor traffic, and the policy, that communities
the twice affirmed resolution of the House of Com- should be invested with the power by a majority to
mons, may, by a vigorous attempt to grant the effectually remove such a source of corruption and
people power to be rid of this irrepressible liquor burdens from such communities. As in the past
question, completely frustrate the knavish tricks of the Editor hopes that its special duty iu expounding
a class who would bind the Government 'b y their this principle and this policy will be most efficiently
votes to maintain a traffic which is disastrous to discharged. Subordinate to this aim he has enlisted
every interest of their country but their own. May the pen of fiction, humour, poetry, and social reform,
we hope that the Conservative party will be patriotic but only as conducive to making the magazine more
enough to decline a further unholy alliance with the acceptable at the fireside. This course he means to
beer interest after their painful experience at the pursue. He might easily have presented his arrangelast general election, and that our Liberal friendR ments for the new volume, showing an array of
will be able to answer the drink interest according well kuown names and some new candidates for
to its presumption and wickedness. For our part, his readers' favour; but be thinks otherwise. He
no man, whatever his politics, will get our vote " wishes to rewain free to avail himself, ati far as
possible, of every opportunity, of eve1-y view, of
who will not vote for our veto.
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every writer, by which the usefulness of the maga.ziue may be promoted and sustaioeJ. He believes
that this course will in the enJ. be more apprecia.ted
by l1is rearlers than any merely cut-auJ.-driecl arrangemcu t. While he is to devote himself to making their magazine worthy in every sense of the
Scottish prohibitory movement, what are bis readers
and the friends of the Association to do? He ventures to think that it ir, time that they in a greater
degree should try to re::i.lize their responsibility a11d
set about strengthening his hn,n<ls a.ucl encouraging
his heart by a really energelic effort to increase the
circulatiou of their own magazine. Their wealLliy
neighbour or the moral and social reformers of their
neighbourhood may neYer ha.ve seen the Sodal Reformer. '\iVhose fault t11[1,y that be? If theirs, let
them see to it at once. Their friends at ,t distauce
ruay be lukewarm on the snppression of the traffic.
,v1iy 7 Because they have uever recommended the
literature of the rnovemellt to their earnest consideration . Let ns not, however, look back, nor
iudulge in censure. For the future we sliall cherish
the lt0pe that its readers ancl friends will take a still
greater interest in the Social lte_(oriner, until we are
able to aunouuce that its circulation exceeds that of
most temperance papers. Iu that case wl.io will
gain 1 ,V-hy, the agitation. Can we offer a. stronger
motive to induce t hem to increase that circulation?
\Ve cannot.
Once more the Legislature of out" country ha,s met,
and once more permission has been a.sked ou the first
day of the ses-io11 for a shower of bills dealing with
the liqnor traflic iu various ways.
Speculation
is already rife as to the fate of these. "\Ve nre
110 prophet, so will content ourselves in wishing
each and nll of them the happy fate those lrn.viug
them in charge desire. Onr iuterest centres iu the
forthcoming proposals of the Government, in the
nrgency resolution of Sir ,Vilfricl L;nvson, a11cl iu
special liquor legislation for Scotland. V. hatever
may be the nature of County Government, we
helie\'e tlmt it will supersede our Quarter Sessions ;
a11cl if the Government l1011estly interpret (a1!d we
have no reason for anticipating that they will do
otherwise) the promise by the Prime Minister, they
will embody the probibiti\·e veto iu their forthcoming measme. In his speech on Waterloo day, 1 81,
Mr. Gladstone clecbred that tlie Governmeut had
resol vecl to legislate on the liq nor traffic, a.ml that in
their legislative proposals they wonld take n,s an
essential the motion of bis l'ight hon, friend (Sir
Wilfritl Lawson). If they do so, they niay co11fidently rely on tlie energetic support of the social
and moral 1·eformers of the empire. We look forward with a hopeful confidence to the nppearance of
their measme. T!ien we ba,-e the urg-:mcy resolulutiou of our lea.der. He claims the immediate
fulfi 1llleu t of tliat promise, nnd in preference to rein Lroclnciug his own bill meantime wishe8 the House
to constrain the Government to deal with the lirp1or

trnffic agreeably to the resoluLiou twice affirmed by
the Honse. He is fully warranted, we thiuk, in
drawing attenlion to the fact that the Governmeiit
hns as yet cloue uotbing to em body that principle in
lrgislation . Every oue cognizant of the facts will
he,1rLily support Sir Wilfrid in his course of ind11r.i11g the Government to delay no longer to invc8t the
people wi lh legal power to protect themselves against
the operations of the drink interest. "\Ve feel a
special interest,, however, iu wbat the Scottish Pe rmissive Bill and Tempernnce Association may succeed in getliug brought before Parliament for
Scotland. The Association is clear and distinct
on its demand. They aim to secure for the ratepayers of Scotland a direct veto by ,.-hich they will
be euabled to effectively grapple with the eYils of
the liqnor traffic that concern them. The traffic in
alcoholic liquors should be totally prol1ibited. All
temperance reformers arc agreed upon this. Their
veto will give the ratepayers power to do that
within their respective boun<laries. The traffic
sl1ould be imrneciiately removed, the ve1·y moment
tbe people may be found williug to do so. The
veto heiug on the statute book, ~wy delay in applying woul l be with the people tlieruselves. The
more the simplicity and directness of the veto
is looked a,t, the more its fairness to both traffic and
people is seen . Besides, it is in conflict with no
propo!3al dealing with the evil; the remedy desired
by the _1s~ocia.tio11 is in co11flict wiLh no Licensing
j Board scheme, but is the true complement to them
I all. If Scottish moral and social reformers, notwith, ta1Jdiug that we have already licensing boards in
j bcotla.nd, will aim to improve the licensing system
by mea.ns which include ucw licensing boards, uotwithstaucling the dire experience of the signal failure
of those which already exist, the Scottish Perm is, ive
Bill and Temperance Association will not oppose
these eifurts, but will bend their energies to obtnin
legal power to abolish the liquor tntffi.c as the only
permanent settlemeut of the difficulty. Their 1 roposal is the only one at present before the country
having n. permaneut settlement in view. What
result may follow th eir efforts to induce hon. members to prevare :wd introduce such a bill we a.re not
yet in a position to say, but we believe that the
Association is lookiug forward to an early appeal to
the Scottish constituencies for vigorous support to a
measure for Scotland ha,viug their hearty apprornl.
They arc confident tlie people of Scotland are with
them, and will rally around and justify their conduct in makiug :-in energetic struggle to secure from
the Imperial Parliament the power to every burgh,
parish, and district to effectually purge their area of
the traflic in alcoholic liquors if they be so disposed .
It may be thought that the Scottish people are 110-t
uuited on this just and reasonable proposal beca.usc
of some diverse proposa.ls which are being tnlked
about; but such proposalt:1 have not the widespread
a •cl l1 ea.rty ap1 roval of the commuuity. Once ,1 bill
ernboclyiug the direct veto conies before the people,
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lesser proposal will be suhorclinatecl to their jnst,
rightcons and r,ousi ' tent demand for a legal Yeto by
which tl1e liquor traffic may be overthrown.

In our news colnmns our readers may have read
an extract from an address by the Rev. James Scott
of the Evangelistic Association. The rev. gentleman's remarks de3erve the ea rnest attention of all
engaged in temperauce work. Mr. Scott refers to
the Mizpah Band formed by Mr. D. L. Moody,
which is being trained so n.s to endure hardness as
good soldiers of Jesus Christ.. But ihey a.re never
Pa.fe-tbey have em braced Jesus Christ as offered in
the gospel, but they are only his when they retain
their temperance faith anJ practice. Even as their
Master refused to leap from the temple's pinnacle,
ns it woulJ be perverting the grace of God, so the
disciples of the Master mu t not enter into temptation and then expect God's grace to avert the consequences of their folly au<l wickedness. Rightly Mr.
cott urges abstinence at the start of the Christian
life, but he recommends it all through, for no man can
recommence indnlgence iu alcoholic liquor ancl stand.
In effect, he says, iu the regiou of intempera.uce the
grace of God is never found. Wl.Jat is the logical
conseque11ee of such doctrine ? Why that such a
temptatio11 being no way conducive to the strength
of the Christian character, and at the same time
preventible, the law shoulJ be invoked to uproot it
as n. Rystem of public corruption which solicits men
a.110 women to a course of evil too of ten beyond
their strength to resi.,t or refrain from.

INTELLIGENCE.
, 'IR WILFRID LA \VSON, M.P., AT FALKIRK.
Ox Wednesday, 7th ult., a public meeting was helrl in
the Town Hall, under the auspices of the United Kingdom Alliance and Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association. The hall was filled to overflowing,
many being unable to obtain admission. Among the
gentlemen on the platform were-Sir 1iVilfrid Lawson,
Bart., M.P.; 'l'. Livingstone Learn1onth, Esq., J.P.,
of ..Parkhall, who prcsicletl; Hugh Macpheraon, Esq.,
Chief Magistrate, Grangemouth; Andrew Brown, Esq.,
J.P., Kerse; Rev. Dr. Ogilvie, Rev. Messrs. Burns,
Linlithgow ; ·w ade, Aitchison, Mair, Anderson, Falkirk; and Cumming, Grangemouth; .Mr. 1iV. W. Hunt er, Denny ; Mr. J . crnggie, evangelist; ex-Bailie
Gentleman, Councillor Y oun (r, Falkirk ; Messrs. \\T.
Donaldson, J. J olmston, . M'\Vaters, H. Walker, of
Falkirk; Messrs. D. A. ~I'Laren, W. J. Cupples, and
M. Gavin, of Grangemouth ; Mr. J. Dymock, of
Bo'ness ; ex-Bailie Dougal, Councillors Hutton,
M 'Alpine, of Linlithgow ; cv. Messrs. M 'Millan and
Crombie, Avonbridgc; Mr. Agnew, Stenbonsemuir;
Mr. J. H. Waterston, Edinburgh;· P. B. Mitchell,
Bo'ness, ancl many others. During the time the
audience was assembling, a large choir, under the
leadership of Mr. Law, sang several appropriate hymns.
On entering the hall Sir ·wilfrid Lawson was loudly
cheered, the audience rising to their feet and waving
their hats.
i1r. J. H. 1iVAT.ERSTO.N", Edinburgh, intimated that
numerous apologies had been received.
The CHAU:l\1AN, in opening the mectincr, said he
owed the pri~rilege of presiding over them tl~at evening
to the unav01dable absence of th eit- tried friend n.nd re-
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spected townsman, M:r. James "\Vilson of Banta~kinc.
He was sorry he was not with them that evening. At
the same time he might say that, as they were aware,
he took n. deep interest in temperance not only in
,' ti rling-hire, bn t iu other parts of the kingdom as well.
(Applause.) There were some who believed that they
wouid attain their object as temperance reformers by
putting down those houses in which intoxicating drink
was sol<l-(hear, hear)-and others objected to that
course because it would interfere with the liberty of
the s ubj oct. Those people appeared to have great fears
for the liberty of the subject, but be might say that
while he would yield to no one in preserving the liberty
of the subject, he did not a.grec with these people, aucl
could not see why a small minority should pbce a
public-house in a locality in opposition to the wishes of
a la.rge majority. (Cheers.) In order to bring out
what he meant he would refer to a case that had happened recently in the town of Grangcmouth. That
town had prospered greatly in recent years, and they
had built an entirely new subul'b. There "·ere so1ue
people who desired to place a pnl>lic-l10use in that
suburb. He had learned that there were 350 ratepayers in that part of Grangemouth, and of these 25:,
signed a memorial against the public-house, 32 were at
sea, 48 abstained from expressing their opinion, ancl
there were only 17 in favour of the public-house.
ow, he did not think that it was preserving the
liberty of the subject when 17 people force<l 253 to
submit to a publie-house when they did not desire it.
(Applause.) If those who were so afraid of the liberty
of tl.te subject being enclangered approved of this, he
ha.d nothing further to say to them. {Applause.)
Rev. D. Brr.rt""s, Linlithgow, moved the first resolution, as follows:-" That this meeting is of opinion
that the traffic in alcoholic liquors entails excessive
burdens on the community, aml deteriorates the physical vigour, mental po,,·cr, a.nJ morr.l c1rn,r:.i.cter of the
people ; ann., while rejoicing in eYcrv effort calculated
to mitigate the prevalent evils of iutemperancc,
earnestly calls for such an exercise of philanthropic
patriotism and Christian zeal as shall re ult in the
r moval of a traffic so disastrous in its consequences to
the nation." In moving the resolution, .Mr. Burns
said, in this land of theirs, seldom would they hc:1r of
destitute homes and children without bread. if it were
not for drunkenness. All those brutal scenes of domestic strife, all those mad brawls among friends that
they read of every morning, would be unknown if temperance prevailed. Crime, pauperism, and insanity,
iu so far as they were clue to the drink traffic, woultl
disappe:.i.r. He concluded by insisting on the necessity
of promoting the tempera.nee movement as the remedy
for these evils. Mr. J. M. 'croggie, evangelist, in
seconding the resolution, a,ppealecl to all present to assist in the ·work of banishing the evil from the country.
'l'he chairman then called on Sir 1iVilfricl Lawson to
support the resolution.
Sir 1iVILFRID LAWi'\O"", who was received with loud
and prolonged cheering, said-Mr. Chairman, lallies
and gentlemen, this meeting is much larger than I expected to find in a town of the size of Falkirk. (Lond
applause.) 1 am very glad to see this large meeting,
because it shows the iuterest you are taking in this
very large question. There was a time, about a generation ago, when the (]_trnstion of slavery in the United
Sta.tes was called "the irrepressible question of politics," am1 we are not exaggerating ,vhen we say that
now in England the drink question is the irrepressible
question of the day. (Applause.) It is an irrepressible riuestion, and perhaps some of you would say that
I am the irrepressible agitator of the question . (Laughter and applause.) I don't know that I can clo better
than agitate this question, because I am only humbly
following the footsteps of much better, wiser, and
benevolent men who have gone before me. You know
it is a common thing in the House of Common , where
they are not ·o intelligent as you arc hcre- (laughtcr
and eh eera)- when anybody gets up to denounce intemperance, for sumo wise man to say, "Mr. , pcaker,
there is intemperance in other things besides drink."
But if you think we are speaking too strongly, and
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making too much of this question, let me give you the
words of one who, I believe, is more respected at this
moment throughout England, Scotland, and even I believe in Ireland, than any public man of our day-the
words of the Prime Minister himself. (Loud cheers.)
I heard him say in the House of Commons that "the
drinking of this country was bringing upon it the
accumulated evils of war, pestilence, and famine," and
I am here to-night to say that in all the meetings I
have attended 1 never heard any one bringing a stronger
indictment against drink than was brought on that
occasion by the Prime Minister. (Cheers.) I have
said that we have been attacking it for fifty years.
You have had old temperance societies, which did not
exactly take hold of the people, although they tried to
get people to abstain from spirits and not take a great
deal of beer. (Laughter.) They tried what is called
moderation, which is a thing every one has his own
definition of. One of the best definitions ever I heard
was in the House of Commons by Major O'Gorman(laughter and cheers)-a celebrated Irish member. He
said " Moderation was just as much as a man could
walk away with." (Much laughter.) These old temperance societies were very good for the day in which
they lived-the day of small things, but if we succeed
we must go the whole "hog "-(laughter)-and the
best thing you can do is to give up drinking,altogether;
and if the people of this country had followed that advice, we would not have been here to-night, and Mr.
Gladstone would not have brought the indictment he
did. Then you have had the Good Templars doing a
great deal of good, but I think the most influential
development of the temperance movement in our day
is the grand Blue Ribbon Army. (Loud applause.) I
daresay there are some good soldiers of the Blue Ribbon Army h ere to-night, although the place is not
sufficiently well lighted for me to see their colours.
(Laughter.) I know some who carry the blue ribbon
in the pocket. (Renewed laughter.) The Licensed
Victuallers' Guardian said :-" It is useless to scoff at
the folly of the Blue Ribbonites. It is futile to rail
against the tyranny of the teetotallers, &c. The time
for all this is past, and, except as minor operations in
a gr eat scheme, wholly inefficacious. It is now necessary to look matters fairly in the face, and to recognise
the fact that- at all events for a time-it is fashionable
to be, or to pretend to be, a teetotaller, and that it is a
fashion which not only permeates every class of
society, but that the Blue Ribbon Army is gaining
popularity every day everywhere, and is, indeed, an
institution which, in point of members and respectability, is foolisn, no doubt, but formidable." If that is
not encouraging from the mouth of an enemy, I don't
know what is encouraging, and you foolish and formidable people may take courage and go on with your
battle. (Applause.) Judge Mack said in Carlisle
some time ago, '' The crimes that are committed are
not committed so much by drunken men, but by men
w ho are drinking and not recognised to be drunk."
You never heard of a teetotaller being up for these
crimes. 1 remember one of my friends disputing this.
I said, "Did you ever hear of a teetotaller being up
before the Magistrates? " '' Yes," he said. '' What
was it for? " I asked. " For being drunk a.nd disorderly," he said. (Great laughter.) You have heard
a great deal about corrupt practices at Parliamentary
elections. I believe that it is drink that causes most
of the corruption, and were the public-houses shut up
there would be very little use of the Corrupt Practices
Bill. (Applause.) Argumentative men may say that
they believe in free trade. Why we have tried free
trade over and over again. In England they gave us free
trade in beer-you were too shrewd to allow it to be
tried upon you in Scotland. But they tried it in England, and what was the result? Sydney Smith said :
- " The Beer Act has begun to work; everybody who
is not singing is sprawling; the sovereign people are in
a beastly state." (Laughter .) Then free trade in
drink has been tried in Switzerland. The people there
said that drink ought to be sold, according to the constitutionof the country, as freely as any other article. All
restrictions wer e taken away, and for the last eight

years they have had free trade in Switzerland. And
what is the result? What did the correspondent of
the 'l 'imes say about a month ago in writing home?
He said:-" The country is going rapidly to ruin. It
will soon be in a state of universal bankruptcy.
Everybody is at their wits' end, and now they talk
about the traffic in drink, and the only way will be to
give the cantons option, and allow them to get rid of
the drink." So you see when the 'Pinies newspaper
has come round to cry for local option for Switzerland,
it won't be very long till it turns round and unites in
favour of the local option which Sir Wilfrid Lawson
wants for Scotland, England, and Ireland. (Loud
cheers.) I can fancy an argumentative man saying,
" I don't like permissive legislation. I like it to be
imperial." Quite right, I would go in for a Maine law
to-morrow for the whole kingdom if I could carry it.
(Cheers.) There is the rub-(laughter and cheers)and I think it is always better to work on in a practical way with the means you have at hand. And
your present system is permissive. There is no
Imperial enactment that there shall be public-houses
here or there, or that there shall not be such houses
here or there. The whole thing is left to certain people.
We have magistrates in England-I think you call
them bailies here. I believe they are the same sort
of creature.
(Laughter.) The Bailies, who grant
licenses, are appointed by the Town Council, and the
Town Council is appointed by the ratepayers. You see
that, although somewhat circuitously, you have a licensing board in Scotland already. These people select or
elect the publicans. I am not going to find fault with
Bailies, publicans, or anybody else. They are all doing
their best-bad is their best-(laughter and cheers)but they are doing their best. I don't suppose any of
them wish to promote drunkenness ; I am sure the
Bailies don't; and I am sure the publicans don't want
drunkenness either. If they could sell as much drink
withoutdrunkennesstheywould be very happy. (Laughter and cheers.) Oh, yes, they have a good deal to say
for themselves. I saw the other day, they said, "These
local optionists are getting so strong we must have
lectures to counteract them." 1 understand they are
organising a scheme to get lecturers to show the benefits of drink. (Laughter.) I am always happy to help
the publicans-(laughter)-and I would suggest that
when they go round lecturing they should take illus.
trations with them. (Laughter and cheers.) I see
you all understand that. You know we had an illustration in the gallery a little time ago. (Laughter.)
All l have to say is I wish the publicans all success in
their lecturing tour. They are trying to put down
drunkenness, as we are-only they take the wrong
way to do it-(cheers)-and if they don't convince the
people, then they ought not to be allowed to set up
their shops and carry on their businesses in the places
where the people do not want them. (Cheers.) That
is the whole of my policy-if I may call it so without
egotism- the whole of my policy for which I have
been abused up hill and down dale for the last twenty
years or so. Let each district have the choice of
whether they will have public houses in the district or
whether they will not. That is local option. (Cheers.)
Now, how does it work? My friend, Mr. Caine, the
member for Scarborough, was going through a small
town in Wales, and he saw a procession and a band of
music, with flags , and a gentleman being carried on the
shoulders of the people. When he asked what it meant,
he was told, " That is the pig man." Then he saw
another band of music and procession, and another
man hoisted shoulder high, and he was told that
was "the anti pig man." (Laughter.) He found
on further inquiry that the people had a bye-law empowering them to vote on the question whether pigs
should be allowed to be kept in pig-styes near the
streets-(laughter)-and he believed the anti-pig men
carried the day, and the pigs had to be removed. The
people there had local option-local option as to pigs.
(Laughter and cheers.) Now, if it be right, just, and
constitutional for the ratepayers in Wales to have local
option as to pigs, is it not right, just, and constitutional
that the men of Falkirk should have local option as to
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p 11blicans? (Cheers.) You have the option sometimes
not exercised by the people, but by individuals. You
have heard of individuals who have done away with
public houses where they have existed; and where the
people have been thankful to them for having done so.
And you have heard of the noble struggle which ha!:!
been made by Lord Zetland and Mr. Brown, who have
tried to get rid of the public houses in Gi;angemouth.
(Cheers.) They are doing their best to relieve the town
of an injury. They do not succeed so well as I could
wish ; and perhaps some of you may say it is rather
hard that Lord Zetland should take away these privileges from the people by his single voice. Well, I should
be glad if he did it, because I believe he is doing good;
but I would much rather,and I believe Mr. Brown would
much rather, that the people of Grangemonth themselves had the right to say whether the public houses
should be amongst the~. (Cheers.) I am not wantingto compel you to do anything. Those people who like
t o have public houses have only to hold their tongues
and not vote against them, and the magistrates would
go on as before. '' Let him that is filthy be filthy still."
(Laughtet· and cheers.) You may like to have what the
Liverpool newspaper advertisements call '' a good drinking neighbourhood." That means a very busy neighbourhood, full of people bustling about, great activity,
a great many policemen, tax-gatherers, pawnbrokers,
and jailers, and the hangman. That is '' a good drinking neighbourhood" which a good many people like;
and if you like it, then it would remain so. All I say
is that if there be people who want " a good sober
neighbourhood" instead of'' a good drinking neighbourhood," it is only right and just that they should have
an opportunity of saying so and getting rid of the
cause of the evils to which I have referred. (Cheers.)
Some people may say "It is all very well to try to
get rid of public houses; but the people won't do it."
W ell, then, under local option they will be no worse
than now. (Cheers. ) Nobody is a prophet. Nobody
can tell what the people would do. (Cheers.) I believe
that if !;he ha.d this power, anJ if all the m· isters of
the gospel brought home to them the responsibility of
this power, you would find great results where you exp ected the very least. (Cheers.) But there are other
p eople who go for much more. They say, "We must
have power to the people to regulate the traffic, to
decide who w:ill have the licenses, and who will not
have them, and which houses will be licensed, and how
many hours they will be open, and when they will be
shut." All these people go a great deal further than
me. I am not an extreme man. (Laughter.) Far from
it. I am one of the most moderc:1.te slow-going chaps
you can conceive of. (Laughter.) What is called a
good and safe man I am. (Cheers.) My plan is simple.
No great man likes simple things. The clever men in
the House of Commons don't like a simple scheme.
There is no scope for their ingenuity and argument.
They are like N aaman the Syrian, who, when he was
told to go and wash in the Jordan, said, '' What, go
and wash in a dirty little stream ?-I will have nothing
to do with it." H e wanted some large and comprehen ive measure, (Laughter and cheers.) All l want
is the simple power to the people to clear out the drink
shops, if they wish to do so. (Cheers.) People suppose
that the Alliance goes in for a kind of new licensing
scheme. No. It simply wants to give the people the
power, when public opinion is ripe for it, to get rid of
the whole nuisance once for all. I saw it stated in a
Scotch newspaper writing about East Lothian, where
some little misfortune happened to somebody or other
- (laughter)-that one of the candidates had promised
not to vote for Sir Wilfrid Lawson's bill.
Now I have
no bill. I am not clever enough for bills. (Laughter.)
I used to have a bill, but .clever men sai<l. it was not
right, so I have dropped the bill, and I have now only
the principle of the bill, and when the principle is
carried you shall carry the bill. The local option
r esolution was passed on the anniversary of the battle
of Waterloo in 1880, and it simply declares that " this
House is of opinion that tqe legal power of restraining
the issue or renewal of licenses should be placed in the
hands of the persons most deeply interested, namely,
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the inhabitants themselves, who are entitled to protection from the injurious consequences of the present
system by some efficient measure of local option."
That resolution is clear enough; yet in the House of
Commons it was argued that it meant this, and it might
mean that, and ought to mean some other thing, and
might be twisted to mean something else. (Laughter.)
I was perfectly delighted to hear such an exercise of
human ingenuity as those speeches displayed. But I
explained that the resolution means what it says, that
the people should have "power to restrain the issue or
renewal of licences ''-that is, of stopping altogether
the trade. (Cheers.) I daresay it means a great ~an_y
other things, because a great many statesmen ~aid 1t
did so, but it means this one thing, and that 1s the
one thing I ask you to stick to. As the auctioneer
said, " We will ask no more, and we will take no
less." (Cheers.) But don't suppose that we are dogmatic-we will take no less, but as much more as
they will give us. (Laughter.) We will take all these
grand schemes about Licensing Boards, but we must
have the popular veto. (Cheers.) That is our pound
of flesh. · That we ask in justice, and that we mean to
have. (Cheers.) This is a favourable time. We have
got the House of Commons into working order, we
have greased the wheels, oiled the springs, and set the
old coach on its legs again. (Laughter and cheers.) I
think we had better work. The newspapers talk of
the programme of the coming session when they have
nothing else to write about, and they say there is
bankruptcy reform. Let us stop the cause of these
bankruptcies. (Cheers.) There is local governmenlra good thing, but first give us powe: to govern t~e
drink traffic. (Cheers.) The corporat10n of London 1s
to be reformed-a good thing to get aldermen to eat
less and work more-(laughter)-and govern betterstill there are only three millions in London, and there
are thirty-five millions of people who would be benefited
by local option. (Cheers.) Then there is to be a gr~at
measure for the prevention of floods. The prevention
of fk,od:;, of dr~nk wo ld do far more good than the
prevention of floods of water. (Cheers.) Legislators
will defer dealing with this question as long as they
can. Statesmen are only tide-waiters. They it on
the bank till the tide runs strong enough, and then they
launch their bark ; and they would rather sit still then
if they could. (Laughter.) Why so? Because th_ere
is a great vested interest at the back of the dnnk
trade. Louis Napoleon said that "a vested interest is
organised- the nation is unorganised." We come here to
try and organi!:le the nation against a vested in~er:est? and
I don't think I come to a place where the soil 1s likely
to be barren, because Scotland has already done nobly
in this great struggle. (Cheers.) The cotch me_mbers
went into the lobby with me for local option 11~ the
majority of 8 to 1 who went in for the publican.
(Cheers.) I said, " Well done, Scotland." (Cheers.)
But I say now, since Scotland has done so well, don't
let it slacken its efforts now, and the day cannot be
long distant when the people of this country _will g~in
for themselves the possession of a weapon with which
they will be able, if they are so minded, to overthro.w
the drink trade, which is the greatest obstacle s~1ll
remaining to the success of that temperance reformation
which years ago Mr. Cobden declared lay at the fo~nd~tion of every social and political reform. (Sir W1lfnd
Lawson resumed his seat amidst loud and prolonged
cheers.) The resolution was carried by acclamation.
Mr. ANDREW BROWN, Kerse, moved the second
resolution as follows :- '' That this meeting is convinced
that, owing to the advanced public sentiment on liquor
legislation in Scotland, no measure will be satisfact~ry
which does not confer on the ratepayers the entire
control of the liquor traffic in their respective localities;
and pledges itself to obtain from Parliament, a~ the
earliest possible moment, the power to prevent liquor
shops being forced on unwilling communities." In supporting the resolution, Mr. Brown referred to the great
change which bad taken place in the public mind on
the question of temperance, maintained that the advocates of t emperance would continue determined in t~e
prosecution of their great work, and expressed his
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confidence tha.t the day was not far distant when they
would hnrl the drink traffic from the land. (Cheers.)
Mr. "\V. "\V. Hunter, Denny, in ~econding the r esolution,
said that the gigantic legalised foe of the drink traffic
barred their path in every way-its temptations being
too strong for many to be able to resist. He called
upon the meeting to unite in support of the great moYement on behalf of which they were met that evening.
.Mr. J. H. vVaterston, Edinburgh, supported the resolution in a vigorous and lively speech, in which he contended that the whole tax-paying community were injured by the existence of the drink trnffic, and were
therefore entitled to have a voice in deciding the question wheth er it ought to be continued in their midst.
The resolution was unanimously adopted.
Provost MACPHElt ox, Granrremouth, proposed the
thircl resolution as follows:-" 'rhat copies of the foregoing resolutions be signed by the chairman, and
forwarded to th_e Prime l\Iinistcr, the Home Secretary,
the Lord Advocate, Lord Rosebery, and the Scotch
Members of Parliament; and that it be remitted to the
Committee who arranged for this meeting, to take su ch
steps as they think necessary to press the claims of this
movement upon the Government ancl others interested."
Councillor Young, Falkirk, seconded the resolution,
re!narkitlg that he appeared there to show his sympathy
with the temperance movement, and he was sure they
h?.cl heard that night what wonl<l <lo them all good ,
whether or not they were tcetotalers. (Applause.)
The Hev. Y.Ir. "\Valle moved a vote of th:mks to the
speakers, which was acknowledged by Sir "\Yilfrid
Lawson. A vote of thanks to the Chairman brought
to a close the proceedings of perhaps the largest and
most enthusiastic meeting that has ever been held in
Falkirk in connection with the temperance movement.
PARLIAMENTARY SE 'SION. - No. 1.
N01' JCES Ol!' l\fOTJON: PROHIDlTTON 01•' 'fllE PAYAIR~T 01!'
"WA<H":l> I~ Punr.rc-Ho l>E8: 8 NDAY CLOfilNG :b'OR Ji;Lg
OF \VroHT : Srn \V. LA.wr·oN Mm nm Ho11m SEOB.ETAUY: LOCAL OPT10::-f RE OLU'l'JON : DrnTILLlm, AND
TJ:IE EXCISE.

The fourth scs ion of the present Pa,rliament was opened
without ceremonial on Thursday, 15th ult. As last year,
there was no mcnti0n of the liquor question in the a.duress,
but, as has been the case for these many years, a number
of notices of resolutions and of bills relati rn to the liquor
question were given. on the first clay of the session.
Amongst these were the following :- The Attorney-General
intinrn.tecl hi.· inteutiou to bring in a bill for the better prever.tion of corrupt and illega! practice at P11r:iament11,ry
elections (cheers); Mr. "Fry, to-morrow, to bring in a bill
to prohibit the sale of intoxic,Lting liquors on Sundays in
tltc county of Durham (oh, oh, antl laughter); Mr. Fry,
to-morrow, to move in committee of the whole Honse for
leave to bring in a bill to amend the law relating to the
gra.nting of licenses for the sale of intoxica.tiug liquors ;
l\Ir. Ca.rbntt, to-morrow, to briug in a bill for the clo ing of
public-houses on Snnday in the county of Monmouth (oh,
oh, and h1,ughtcr); ]\fr. 0., ulliva,n to bring in a bill to prevent spirits leaving bon<l in less tha,n a month; Sir Joseph
P 'ase to bring in a bill dealing with the question of Surnlay
closing for Engla.nd a,nd vV:1lc· (oh and cheers); Mr. Meltlon to bring in a bill to shorten tbe hours during which
public-houses in Ireland arc open on ~atunlay (oh a,nd
cheers) ; lr. Stevenson to introduce a bill to prohibit the
sale of intoxicating liquors on Sunday (oh .ind cheers) ;
a.ml l\Ir. Hich,1,rdson to bring in a bill to renew and amend
the Irish Sunday Closing Act.
February 1Gth.-In the Honse of Lords, Earl Stanhope
prer;ented a bill to prohibit the payment of wages in public-houses. The noble Earl obsP.rved that the bill was precisely similar to that which passed their Lordshir s· House
last year.
February Ulth.-In the House of Commons, Sir 1V. Harcourt, in answer to Sir R. Cross, st::i.ted that l\Ir. Evelyn
Ashley, in introuucing a Sunday Closing Bill for the Isle of
"Wight, had done so as member for that constituency, and
not as a member of the Government. The Government,
however, did n.:>t object to piecemeal legislation on the
subject. It was a question, 110 doubt, of areas, but the
Government had a.lw,iys hold it wa, e~sentially one on
which loc·1 litics ought to jllllge for themselves.
Sil' ,Vilfricl Lawson asked the ~ecret,1,ry of Sfa.te for the
Home Department what steps the Government proposed to
take for giving effect to the resolution whicli had been

aflopted and reaffirmed by this House, to the effect that
the iuhabitants of localities should be empowered to
restrain the issue or renewal of licenses iu their respective
districts?
Sir ,V. Harcourt-I think my hon. frien<l, the member
for Carlisle, wants to know a little too much a, little too
soon . The only answer I can give him on tl1is .·ubjcct is,
that when the Government bring forwarcl measures with
reference to local government, they propose to deal
with the question of licensing as a question of local
government.
Sir \-\T. Lawson-Does the right hon. gentleman refer
to the bill for London, or to a bill for the country in
general?
, 'ir \\T. Harcourt-It is rather premature to refer to the
bill for London; but I have said generally tlrnt the bill for
London is pa.rt of the proposals which the Go crnment
have to make on the subject of local government, and all I
can tell him is, that the Government do regard this
question of licensing essentially as a question of local
government.
l<'ebruary 20th. -Sir Wilfrid Lawson gave notic(' that on
the carlie ·t possible day he would cnll attention to the
urgent demand for legislation, giving effect to the local
option resolution already passed by this House, and move
a reso1 u tion. (Cheers.)
l\1r Courtcney, in reply to l\lr. 1\-Icldon, said a distiller
was allowed to give his workmen a, dram once or twice a
day without restriction a to the age of the 1)('rson supplied,
or as to the quality. The excise authorities had 110 knowledge as to the amount so con umed, as it was inclncled in
the waste. In the case of beer llO such privilege was
grante<l, as beer wits not Joel ed up cluring the process of
manufactme. The Hoard of Inl:i.ntl l{cvenue wouhl withdraw this privilege were it not for fear that a wor ·c evil
might arise from the workmen tampering with the spirits.
1

THE DISASTROUS I ESULTS OF SOBRIETY.
DK<\.R Srn, - I don't know if you have read a pretentious paper by Mr. A . J. Wilson under the above
heading. If you have, you must have been amazed that
any man of bis pretensions shoulll venture to publish
such a pttpel'. He makes a hit at the Premier for
venturing to insert the well-known paragraph on the
decrease of revenue from drink in the Queen's ._'peech.
He then proceeds to point out that we derive ;:w
millions of revenue from that source, and to tell at
length what it docs for us. But he says if the decrease
continues for a length of time, ancl comes to a total
of fiye millions, where is the Ghanccllor of the Exchequer to get it? He proceeds to notice a variety of
sources only to declare that increase from the.se is
impossible, except it may be a trifle from Income-tax.
He declares that the drinker, and specially the hard
drinker, must be a patriot of the most deserving kind .
His throat and stomach are sacrificed, as ·well as his
purse for his country's good. If he closes his month,
where is to be found the means of paying the interest of
the National debt, or how are the Army and Navy to be
provi<led for .? No doubt a sudden a.nd immediate
cessation of the £30,000,000 would cause no little inconvenience, bnt that is not to be looked for. If time is
allowed there should be no difficulty in making good the
deficit. The nation spends 130 millions in the price of
the drink, and losses as much more. Now if the cl rink
traffic were stopped this would be saved, and if so there
could surely be no difficulty in getting 30 millions for the
Exchequer. But I am not purposing to deal with this
at present, but to look at a part of the subject which
Mr. "\Vilson never hints at, and which, so far as his
paper shows, he docs not think worthy of notice. Is it
not possible to get our revenue at too high a price ?
"\Vhat have we to pay for these millions of revenue?
Let us reflect on this point.
1. We get these millions at the price of tens of
thousands of our fellow-citizens being pauperised every
year. "\7\Te have about one million paupers constantly
among us, at a Yery heavy cost, and three-fourths of
these are drink proclucecl. But Government ought to
prevent this as far as possibl~.
2. "\V c have as another part of the price of these 30
millions, a heavy list of crimi nals-fully 400,000 such
arn drink made every year. This also involves heavy
loss-loss from the harm done to property, loss of
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wealth in supporting police, in nrnintn.ining the menus
f tryin •' the criminals and in punishing them, besirles
Yarious other consequent losses-Government ought to
minimise these, not to encourage them.
:3. 'rhese millions cost us a large number of lunatics
every year, for a large proportion of these are the
result o drinking.
4. These millions are got at an annual cost of tens of
thousands of our <laughters, who are by drink ruined
for time and eternity, and made a curse and disgrace
to our land. We have at least 200,000 fallen women
-and most of these are made such by drink, and they
cost the nation in money alone not less than 15 millions
year, besides myriads of broken hearts of parents,
brothers, sisters, and relatives.
5. The millions are tlie price of an enormous amount
f sickness and suffering and consequent loss. Onethird of the sickness of the nation is said to be due
directly or indirectly to the use of intoxicants. Some
of our ablest medical men place the estimate at that
1Jroportion, and all the available evidence bears out
their testimony. What this causes the nation to lose
:umually it is impossible to tell, but the sum must be
very large.
6. These millions are got at the cost of blood and life.
It has been estimated that the deaths caused by drink
are at least 120,000, the direct or indirect fruit of the
drinking habits of society. Dr. B. W. Richardson
rates this loss at one-thir l of the total deaths or
230,000. Assuming, however, that the loss is 120,000,
wha,t does it mean ? It means that the nation to get
its revenue sacrifices these lives yearly or sells them at
£250 en.eh! After this talk of slavery, speak of the
crnelties of the tril es of Central Africa. ·what are
the e compared with a nation professing Christianity
:i,nnually sacrifici11g 120,000 of its subjects to death in
onler that it may derive a revenue from their vices
which lead to their deaths.
.'ud1 are the most serious iLcms of the price paid for
thei:;c 3() millions. And T a~k you in !1.ll Reri0us11es~ if
we arc not paying too dear for our money. If it is
from the destruction and demoralisation of the people
that the revenue comes, it is got at too great a price.
W c commend the remarks of the Mala,gasy Ambassadors
to th3 Alliance deputation to our readers' consideratio11,
ancl we ask if our rulers might 11ot learn a lesson of
government from these sable politicians. I think, sir,
you would do well to expound this subject to your
readers. It would not be difficult to see a means of
meeting the demands of the Exchequer. I might
venture to say something on this point, but space will
not allow. Meanwhile 1 am, yours, &c.
SCRUTATOR.

The General Post Office ha,s a total abstinence society
with a membership 300 strong.
It has been ascertained th t only six per cent. of the
converts of the Blue Ribbon Mission at .Richmond have
fallen from their pledge.
"\Ve are glad to see that l\Ir. J. H. Raper has been elected
one of the Directors of the United Kingdom Temperance
and General Providential Institution.
Professor Calderwoou, of Edin burgh, became an abstainer
during the first year of his atter.clance at the university,
an.u. he had adhered to his pledge ever since.
There is little difference between 1881 and 1882 in the
number of drinkers in the army who were fined for
clnmkenness. They number 23,000 odds in both years.
1'/te Oanadct Ccisket reprints the whole of the new tract
written by B,tilie Selkirk, J .P. , in its issue of January,
19th, but it forgets to acknowledge its authorship.
Lord Elcho, now Earl of ,YemysR, is desirous of resigning
the post of presitlent of the Liberty and Property Defence
League in favour of some one having a seat in the House of
Commons.
·we were glad to see that l\Ir. "William Blackwood, the
northern District Superintendent of the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance A. sociation, ha had his admirable
lecture, on the '' Land and the People," fully reported in the
Montrose R eview last month. The Alloa Adve1"tise1·, which
cherishes a high appreciation of him, gives considerable
space to a report of the same truly excellent lecture.

In the year ending 31st March last there were 193,213
licenses in Engla.nd, 25,181 in Scotland, and 24,785 in Ireland -being ~4:3,17!l from which the Inland Revenue derived a revenue of £1,871, !lG8.
A veteran printer erected a plain tomb stone for himself,
on which might have been seen after his death :-'' L. H.
R---, printer. A worn and battered form gone to be
recast more beautiful and perfect."
l\Ir. Andrew Bennet, District Superintendent of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, delivered a very edifying lecture before the Corsock l\'Iutual
Improvement Society on '',Practical hints to practical
nien."
"It is humbug for an officer to lecture men about drinking, advising them against the use of spirits, and then go
to his tent to be merry over a bottle of sherry." So says
Lord Wolseley, but the gall:mt General joins,~ club to get
wine at wholesale prices ! He nobly sees his error, and
unhesitatingly withdraws.
The Irish Temperance League intends to hold its annual
meetings on Thnrsday, 19th, Friday, 20th, and Saturday,
21st April next. A great feature of the forthcoming anniversary will be a Blue Ribbon Mission. The Mission is to
be continued from the 8th to the 22nd April.
The men who wield the ·hears :-" The pen indeed is mighty, but the men
"\\'ho wield the shining shears with skill and taste,
And then so carefully apply the paste,
Are cognisant of things beyond the ken
Of those who only use the pungent pen."
In answer to Rev. John ,vhyte, l\Ioyness, Sir G.
l\l 'Pherson Grant, l\I.P., at airn, said he had voted for
Sir Wilfrid Lawson's local option resolution, and woulll
cordially support any bill the Government brought in giviug the people of the tlistrict a more direct vote in the
matter of licen ing.
An icliotic proposal floating in Chicago is to increase the
police force to five hunclre<l men, and compel the saloons
to support them. 100 dollars from each saloon keeper
woukl be sufficient. If they were to abolish the saloon,
they wo uld prevent many a polivemnn fron losing his char
acter through public-house corruption.
Profe: or Coates' health o.ml character lectures are still
continued at his rooms, 62 :-;auchichall Street, c, eh week.
'l'uesday evening, at 8 P.M., admi sion free by ticket. Bnt
at the Friday night lectures a small clrnrge will be marle
for admission to I reveut overcrowding. 'l'he course will be
to men only--on Oh, ~tity, Temperance, anu. Social Pmity.
A good Methodist once went to a blue ribbon mission
meeting and signed the pledge. He then turned to the
audience and said: - " This is not a rash ~tep. I have a
grocer's license, and it has long troubled me. I thank my
friends for their past orders, but I can serve them no
longer with drink." Rev. G. -w. l\l'Ree believes the grocer
slept soundly that same night.

Mr. Clarke Aspinal, coroner for Liverpool, said that it
was now a twelve month since he came to the conclusion
that it was doubtful if logic or argument ever would convince a chronic drinker, and of the opinion that precept
was a grand thing, but example a much more etfectud
thing. He resolved to give up alcohol absolutely and entirely, so that wherea;; before he said to working and
other folks, "Do a' I say," so now he could say to them,
"Do as I do."
l\Ir. Cameron of Lochiel, M.P. for Inverness-shire, will
probably retire from the House of Commons at the dissolution, although the mo t desperate efforts have been rna,le
to induce him to recon ider his decision, as the Tories of
Inverness-shire are well aware that they cannot hope to
obtain so strong a candidate in his place. The Mackintosh
is understood to be "the coming man " of his party. 1'he
seat will, of course, be contested by the Liberals, a.nd with
every prospect of success.
Sm ,vrLFRID LAWSON AT LEICES'fER.-Sir WilfriJ Lawson addressed a large meeting at Leicester, and said tha.t
having hau. three Irish sessions it was time Parliament
turned its attention to England, Scotland, and "\Vales.
They had given the legislative ruachine a complete overhauling, aud expected to run an expre ·s train. One men.sure hould be levellecl against the drinking customs of the
country. The law at present was against temperance, and
it was necessary that it should be amended. This Parliament was returned to legislate on the drink question, and
the Government should deal with it by giving power to the
people to vote licenses.
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Some time ago a discussion took place in these
columns between the Rev. Mr. M'Kenzie and our
staunch contributor Robin Goodfellow. We remember
that the latter asserted that every civilized nation
on the face of the earth had abandoned free trade
in drink. It might have been said that Switzerland
was an exception, but not fairly. For the deplorable
free trade there is the result of a judgment which cannot be said to be in harmony with equity. Free trading
is an article in the Swiss constitution, yet on the
assumption that even free trading must be in harmony
with just trading, the various authorities "fenced off"
the liquor traffic with great stringency. For example,
it was decreed that no public-house in excess of the
supposed needs of the population could be permitted,
and publicans had to give security for the proper
conduct of their houses ; they had to be men of good
character, women not being allowed to keep such
places : public-houses nearly everywhere could not be
placed near churches, schools, orphanages, poorhouses,
or like institutions. The tenure of licenses was limited;
no drink could be sold to young persons, nor were
these allowed to frequent public-houses, which closed
at night and nearly all Sundays. This was the condition
of the liquor traffic in Switzerland previous to 1874.
Switzerland was neither better nor worse than the
nations of Europe cursed so mightily as they are by the
operations of the liquor traffic.
In that year the 31st
article of the constitution was interpreted to mean that
every citizen had a right to trade, and unfortunately
the sellers of alcoholic beverages were held to come
under the class thus declared lawful free traders. The
number of public-houses rose from 17,807 in 1870,
to 21,738 in 1880.
The population increased by 6 per
cent. in that time, the publi0-houses by 22 per cent., or
nearly fourfold.
This gives 1 to every 130 inhabitants,
or l to every 26 families, and there are more publichouses than all other shops together. The usual fruits
have followed-there is a marked increase of drunkenness and crime, 40 to 60 per cent. of the crimes in Bile
can be traced to drink. Economically, the evil is
of fearful magnitude. The amount spent equals £10
per head of the population, and a bottle of brandy only
costs 8d. ; to spend £10, therefore, the drinkers would
require to consume 300 bottles of brandy each, or one
for nearly every working day. Now we have here free
trade in drink on a pretty large scale, and just as everywhere the Swiss nation as a whole is finding that
the drunkenness of the Cantons a~·e in proportion to the
facilities for procuring intoxicating liquors; that as the
public:houses increase the drunkenness, crime, and
poverty, of the people i.ncrease ; that the traffic will not
surrender finally to appeals or to the gospel, but only
to the law, and they are crying loudly for its interference.
GosPEL TEMPERANCE BLUE RIBBON ARMY.-The usual
weekly meeting of the Govan (east end) section of the
above army was held in the Portland Hall on Tuesday
evening, 13th ult. Mr. Gibson presided, and Mr. Robert
Mackay of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association delivered an address, in which he ende,Lvoured
to prove that temperance, i.e., total abstinence, was one of
the manifest fruits of the gospel. The lecture was characterised by great fervency of spirit and clearness of delivery, and was listened to attentively by those who were
privileged to hear it. -Govan Press.
THE SCOTTISH TEll-.fPERANCE LTF'E As URANCE COMPANY,
LIMITED.-This Company is proposed to be incorporated
fur the purpose of carrying on all de criptions of life and
accident assurance, endowment and annuity business. and
such other incidental business as is usually carried on
in connection therewith or analogous thereto. The pro. pectus states that "the special feature of this company will
be the insura.nce of lives of tota.l abstainers at reduced
premiums. Bxperience has now clearly demonstrated that
the lives of total abstainers, as a class, are better than those
of non-abstainers. " "It is thought tha.t the time has now
arrived when the fact of total abstainers enjoying greater
longevity should be fully and fairly acknowle<lged, au l that
this can best be done by accepting the iusura.nce of such
lives a.t premiums so reduced as to fairly meet tlie risk
involved." vVe understand the share lii!t is filling up and
will close on an early date.

The Rev. James Scott, of the Evangelistic Association,
Glasgow, speaking last month at Greenock on the work of
the Association said-The permanency of the work may
be seen in another way. At Mr. .I\Ioody's suggestion,
working men who had been given to drink, but had abandoned its use on accepting Christ, were formed into what
was called the " Mizpah Band." Fully 800 were thus
united. They are being well watched over, and it is found
that only about six per cent. have lapsed; and we h~ve
still good hope of not a few of those who, for the time
being, have gone back. Further, some of the very best
workers we have were once slaves to strong drink. I
believe I am within the mark in saying that we have in the
ranks of our earnest steady gospel workers hundreds who
were at one time heavy drinkers. Having all through my
remarks magnified the keeping power of Christ, I should,
perhaps, as a caution, say that I do not believe this power
will avail for the reclaimed drunkard if he ceases to abstain. In his case abstinence is the test of faith, and it
would be nothing,..s hort of mockery for such an one to trifle
with drink, and then ask the Lord to keep him. Even
when a man testifies that the desire for drink is entirely
gone, we still warn him that this is only true so long as he
continues to abstain. Believing this, we not only urge
abstinence at the start of the Christian life, but we recommend it as a Christian duty all through, and urge those
who have taken the pledge to press it on others. For we
know that much of their own safety ,vill be founu in their
efforts to save others. This is not matter of theory. In
all my experience I never knew· a reclaimed man who ventured to taste strong drink and did not fall thereby. (Applause.)
DEPUTATION OF "SOCIAL AND MORAL REFORl\IERS" TO
DR. Al\IERON, M.P.-On Monday, 12th ult., this gentleman met, by appointment, a number of "moral and social
reformers " in the Christian Institute, Glasgow. Their
purpose was to arrange with the honourable member for
the early introduction into the House of Commons of a
bill giving effect to local option by means of local representative boards. The circular was signed principally by
members and supporters of the Scottish 'l'emperance
League. Sir 'William Collins, Knt., presided, and there
was a, good attendance. The chairman read the circular
convening the meeting : held all present committed. to
licensing boards ; deprecated licensing functions being con
ferred on county boards ; preferred special boards ; viewed
a local veto as oppo ed to the genius and policy of our legi ·lation, and claimed local boards as the more workablt,
scheme of carrying out local option; held. that the direct
veto was just the Permissive Bill b'l.ck again ; and was of
opinion that that veto would not effect a reduction in the
number of licenses. He closed by a question : "He could
imagine the mind of the constituency favourable to rech1cing the number of public-houses by one half, but could. this
be cone by a plebiscite?" The Rev. J. A. Johnston,
Springburn, moved a resolution, asking Dr. Cameron to
introduce into Parliament a bill on the lines of the circular
{boa.rds superseding licensing courts woul<l. have full power
to refuse all new applications and transfers and renewals
of licenses). The rev. gentleman's remarks were just au
echo of those of Sir William ollins. Ex-Provost Campbell, Greenock, believed that if licenses were dealt with hy
local boards they would be better managed. than at present.
Dr. Cameron, M._P., in :1:tis reply, approved of licensing
boards as a material step m the right direction, He supported Mr. Cowen's and Mr. J. F. Harrison's licensincr
boards bills, placing his name on the back of the latter one~
He o_bject~d to_the object of the meeting, as being for arrangmg with h11n rather than having as its obj ect to submit reasons for his undertaking the introduction of such a
bill, as he never in any wa.y pledged himself on a subject.
He knew the merits of such a proposal thorou rrhly well
and had committed himself to it more tba.n one: for th~
simple reason that, as a temperance reformer hi{uself, be
had always gone to the fullest e~tent, and for everything
short of the fullest extent which would ameliorate the
µre ent deplorable state of things. Magistrates bad no
final_ power-the !i,nal power of decision lying with Quarter
Sessions. Now, if local boards such as they de •ired were
instituted, they must face the contingency of a possible increa.se of licenses. If they, however, had all the powers of
the present boards together, with the power of Quarter
Sessions, their licensing boards would constitute an immense improv~me1~t on the present system. (Applause.)
But, after a.ll 1 said, the fact of the matter is he liked
when introducing bills, to introduce those he thought that
he should be able to carry. He thought it desirable to
know whether there was any consensus or <livcrcrence of
opinion, and to seek that information from headquarters.
He requested the Executive of the Scottish Permis ive Bill
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and Temperance Association to give him their views Christians and sober men who annually vote for
frankly, simply for his guidance as a. politician in this political principles would also vote for temperance a nd
matter. He read part of the resolution they had sent. It
against liquor traffic, we should see drunkenne s as
was as follows : '• That the Executive is of opinion that the rare a-s arson and stealing; we should soon see intemtime has fully come when the moral and social reformers perance as much an outca t by public opinion, as
of Scotland, setting aside as in their nature in ufficient
and unsatisfactory all merely restrictive chemes such as gambling and robbery now are; soon the sale of liquor
licensing boards, should unite in a national effort to secure woulu be as effectually prohibited as are lottery tickets.
What say you Christian voter.~ ?-Anvil.
a direct nd full ratepayers' veto on the liquor traffic, as the
only adequate and permanent solution of the question of
THE LovE OF DRINK.-When this vice has taken
· t emperance reform.'' He fully u derstood the view of fast hold of a man, farewell industry, farewell emulthe question adopted by the Association. His name had ation, fare :vell attention to things worthy of attention,
been on the back of Sir \V. Lawson's Permissive Bill; and
he had been on too many platforms not to know thoroughly farwell love of virtuous society, farewell decency of
well th& po ition he t3,kes up-a position which is perfectly manners, and farew 11 to even an attention to person;
logical and intelligible. He thought there was no u e blinking every thing is sunk by this predominant and br 1tal
the fact.-any effective mea ure would meet with the most appetite. In how many instances do we s e men who
vigorou and energetic opposition at the hand of publicans have begun life with the brightest pro pects before
and their friends. But opposition from within their own them, and who have clo11ed it without one ray of comfort
camp was a much more serious matter, and gre tly com- and consolation! Young men with good fortunes,
promises the chance of success. For though a private mem- good talents, good tempers, good hearts, nd sound
ber might be unabl to carry it, yet he might advance it so constitutions, only by being drawn into the vortex of
far as to get the Government to take the subject up--pro- thedrunkan.l, have become by degrees the most loathsome
vided -the whole temperance pai'ty were unanimous conIn the house of the
cerning it. Government wouhl only be too glad if they and despicable of mankind.
saw di union to refuse to put aside other measures and <lea.I drunkard there is no happ1ness for any one. All is
with theirs. He should not like to pledge him elf to uncertainty and anxiety. He is not the same man for
undertake the charge of a bill which might cause unfriend- one day ta time. No one knows anything of his outline1:1s between different sections of the temperance cause. goings or his incomings. When he will rise, or wh n
He undergtood the Pcrmis ive Bill As ociation were going he will lie down to re t, is wholly a matter of chance.
to bring in a measure, and he had consented to put his That which he swallows forwhat he calls pleasure, brings
name on the back of it. ·whatever happened he should pain; as surely as the night brings the morning.
continue to do his be t, as he hart always hitherto done, to Poverty and misery are in the t.rain.-..l?..c.
promote the cause of temperance in Scotland whenever
Local option has not only been elevated to a place among
and in whate'\-er way it seemed to him it could be most
effectively assisted forward. (Applause.)
ir. W. Collins practical politici!, but the Ho e Secretary intimates that
1t
is to take front rank. Answering Sir WilfriJ Lawson
thougl1t the Permi sive Bill A.saociation were fully committed to support a local bon,rd bill. Rev. Mr. Johnston in the House of Commons recently, who illquired
thought their Perruissi e Bill friends were misrepresenting when and how Government meant to deal with this questheir views. Their bi11 would do all that the Permissive tion, Sir 1Villiam Harcourt, after sugge1:1ting that the hon.
Bill would do nd more. (Applause.) On the mot.ion of member for Carlisle would never die for want of informaMr . ., . Allan, the foilowing committee were appointed :- tion if it could be gvt for the askinb, in imnl, d tbt "GoSir , . Oollins, Re,'l. J A. John t,:m, P.x-Provost Ca.InpbPlt, vernment proposed to deal with th . qnet1tion of licensing
ex-B:iilie Lamberto , :Mr. 1Vm. Borland, Mr. A. ros , and as o. matter of local government when they brought iorx-Bailie Buohanr.n-to conf r with the Scotti h Permis- ward their measure on that subject. "-N. B. Daily Mail.
1ve Hill arnl 'l'emperanoe
oci tion. I r. Uaweron enI hear that one of the provisions hich will be conti iucd
COUl'a "ell tho a.l..dience by stating that if unanimity were
in the bill for the municipal reform of th metropoli will
ecurt·d he as willing to to.ke chnrge of the bill. ~<\. vote gi e powers to the ratep, yers to exercise the principle of
of thanks to ir V. ollins for presiding terminlltad the loco.l option in the matter of ublic-house licensing. This
iuterview.
is, of course, a proposal which will at once create a formi1lable array of new o ponents to th reforming zeal of the
Home Secretary, but no doubt local option iu the metropolis would afford a splendid opportunity for te ting the
merits of a novel principle in licen ing legislation. Glasgow Herald, 16th :Feb
\VHJSKY PROFIT .-The profit on the sale of whisky
Now as to the interpl'etation of the ccepted pnnciple of
by -..:-eta.il is enormous. There are in a. barrel of whisky local option, it seem to us a clear case of misdirection to
3 gallons. At retail there a.re 64 drinks in a gallon, assume that the institution of licensing boards is iu any
ltnd 1,984 drinks in a. barrel. Cost per gallon, say, way a fulfilment of that principle ; any intermediate
10:i. 5<l. Thi makes the co t of 31 gallons £16 2s. lld., authority placed between the direct expre sion of the ratca.ntl 1,984 drinks at 21d. f.er drink are £41 6s. d. pa.yers, a.nu the intended result of that expression is in
Deduct the cost, £16 2s.llc ., a.nd it leaves of profit for opposition to the terms and spirit of lonal option. If the
one barrel of whisky, £25 3s. 9d. If a. saloon keeper time ever comes that the community will be called upon to
in the election of a licensing board, in giving that
can sell four barrels a month he receives £100 19s. 2d., vote
vote, that community will have parted with all co11trol
a.ml for the year, £1211 10s. Take out for expense:.:1 over the purpose they intended to carry, and they will
£312 10 . and it leaves a nett profit of £899. For a then find that local option, so fa,r a licensing boards are
barrel of ale of 31 ga Ions the cost is about £ l 13s. 4d. concerned, is a local delusion and a sn· re.
t hou:1q.nd
In a gallon the drinks will average 18 ; at 2~d. a drink times wiser, to take the impler and more logical course of
this is :ls. 9d. a gallon, or £5 16s. 3d. a barrel. Deduct putting the whole tra.tfic on one level; and, by a com:nethe cost of b eer, £1 13s. 4d., and it lea es of profit hensive measure, invest the people with the privilege of
uppre sing the whole ' • trnde," so that no me1ube1· of the
£4 2s. lld. a barr 1, o · on the 11,000,000 of barrels, at
2-½d. a glass for beer and a.le, £57,291,666 13s. 4-d. The fraternity could urge the plea that he had been invidiously
cost to the people of the United States for distilled and dealt with. To those who have hitherto led the crusad
against the public-house we would ay, dou't allow yourfermented liquors must be some £166,666,666 I" s. 4d. selves to be shunted by timerous couu el on to i-:i,ny line of
a yea·. This is an enormous sum for drink ! And not action that does not lead clear on to the entirt> supprcasion
, a dollar of this Y t expenditure adds anything to the of the traffic. Dou•t let U!.! swervtl in our_l,:,yalty to our rephysical, mental, or moral well-being of our family, cognised chief, Sir ,vnfrid Lawson, and depend upon it our
but creates mi"ery and evil beyond the power of any victory is nearer than we appreho>ud.-The Tf!'lnpera,nce
pen to describe or any imagination to conceive.-'l'he Register fo1· P(:,-rth and Perthshin.
Prohibitionist.
How A MEltBER OF I'ARLI ... a!E T WAS EDUCATED.-At a.
blue ribbon meeting held recentl):' in l'oole, I\lr. W. SheJ?·
PUTTING THE CUP TO THE NEIGHBOUR'S L1Ps.-Where
herd
Allen, M.1:'., s:1id be votild give them_ the . to1y of h1.s
is all the religion-teachings of the Bible-the
Christia.mty that allows professing Chri tians to see own conversion on the temperance question. SeveJ1teen
years ago, when he fir t entere~ Parlfament, h~ _thought,
drunkenness going on unmolested by law! ,vhere are like many others that the evils caused by ckw,k we1 e
the millions of Christian voters-who annually vote much' exaggel'a.ted. He thought that teetotaller and Allifor Congressmen and legislators-that cast never a vote ance men, and all such, were, to use a mild terrn, fanatics.
to prohibi_t the curse of drunkenness ? If all the But when he entered Parliament the United. Kingdo~,
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.Alliance sent him their puL1icatio11::1, their agents intervicwe(l him, nncl lecl him to think on the 1:mbject. He
thought, as they Mtid such and such things about the
<lri11l·. it was his duty, as a l\1o1nbe1· 9f I)ailiament, to sec
for himself if tho ·e evils really oxi,;ted. His ne. t step
A SU.Nli\IER BIRD.
wa to vi it a large number of gin palacei:; 'ind 1m lie
houses in the worst part of London, LiYerpool. )In.nchester,
SHE was a lady from the town,
and other large towns, just to see if the evil cau,·ed by
And he a simple country lad;
drink were as great ns he was tolu they were, nncl after
But on his suit she dill not frown,
vi ·iting some -JOO or 500 of the ·e plttces he wa · thoroughly
And, ah, poor soul ! his hen.rt was glad.
convinced that the evils of the rlrink traffic had not been
exaggern.tcd, n,ncl that it was impo sible to exagger, te
She
ea.me when &ummer bird" were sin6 ing
them. Having learnt hi!! le!<son he was then e<lncatecl
Herself a bird, ah, none so fair !
up to the point of voting for Sunday closing and for local
All light and joy and music bringing
option. But his education was not complete, for he was
Into the sober country air.
not a total n,bstainer. He was a very moderate drinker,
and even in his most drinking days he took no more than
He saw her first, one rosy morn
a glass of rine in n week. How was it he became a total
Be ide a sweet brier, sore di ·tre.·sed,
abstainer? He was a ma ried m:i.11 and had a f.cmily, arnl
he suou fo mu out thnt cLikh·eu were very oh:iervant.
For, oh, a keen and cruel thorn
-when he took a gla.-,s of wine his chiltlren wanted i=:ome
Deep in her tender palm was pressed.
as ··ell, and he felt that would not do. He felt that he
mu~t not te,tch them by his example to raise the intoxi\.Yith skilful hand the thorn he dr w,
cating cup to their lips, when he knew it was crmsing snch
Ancl bound the wournl with kerchief fast,
terrible misery to tens of thousands of his coun-1-rymcn.
.Ah, simple lad 1 he littl knew
'l'hercfore, he b( ~nme :. tofal abstainer. He . till, how'l'he thorn into his sunl had passed 1
ever, hacl it in his house and gave it to his friends, but his
wife said they must hanish it nltogether from the hou e.
For when into her heavenly eyes,
'l'h ne.·t thing was that he heard of the blue ribbon movetears suffnscd, he shyly glancetl,
ment, n.n,1 it struck him that it wa one of the brandest
His thought flew upward to the skies,
movements of rnoclcrn tinw . He put on tl blue ribbon,
,vith sudden, rapturous hope entranced.
his wif ', hiR el<lest boy and girl follo\, ;ng his example,
but as yet they could not persn::ule the . econtl boy to don
But she-oh crnel lady-smiled
it. He was 0110 of those la.cls who thought for themsdvcs,
As o'er him flmued the ndden joy ;
ln1u depeml upon it if he ever did put it on he wou1cl teep
l•or many a. heart hatl she beguiled,
it on. Out of eight servants in his house six wore the blue
To i;purn it, like a broken toy.
1·ibbou, awl 111.: thought they were now about the correct
thing so far n the drink 11ue,;ti,m wa concerned. 'l'ltc evils
Now, .duy by da.y, througl men.do s fail',
of tho liquor trnflic could not be overstated. He went to the
Auel o'er the hill-sHles, vetdnre-clad,
police-courts of England, a11cl of thoi:,e· who were accusc<l
Tliey idly roamed, a happy pnir,
_
he founcl the lJUlk were through urink ITd weut to the
For she was kin<l aud he was gla.tl.
gaol. of :England .rn<l a~kerl what brought two-thirrl of tl1e
inmatc!l there-drink. He w nt to th wo1·khouse1:1 and
But swift the blissful hoiw:i flew by ;
inquired -..v}nit brought the cro, tlH of paup rs there. He
The summer rip uecl to <lee. y ;
fouucl that in two case: out of tl1i-ce drink vn.s the cam;e,
Th chill nutumnn.l (la,y. drew u,igh ;
either clirectly 1)r irnhrectly. He went to th' wrotchC'd
of
J<~ugland
wh
I
he
foun,l
half-st.irvcd
wivc,;
:111tl
hc,mcs
The l.,inlt ~:mg low their 1,artint,; lay ;
childreu, the , cry picture of want, wrctche,lne:;s, nnd
Ancl she-oh, l,ircl of beauty rare .'
misery. A'.!., i11 he a kcd th c u ·e and he found it , as
f)ang sweetly, too, her parting s ng ;
tho driuk. Hefore he c:uuo into lbat room ltc was thinking
of the number of men he lnd known who 11nd f llen by
And 011 the sober country air
clrink. They inclutlcu clorgymen, u1inistc-1s of the gospel,
The teuder mn ic liugercd long.
lmrrist r., lawyer:, docturs, b nket , merchant , tra.1le. meu,
Then, in the deepeuing t vilight grn.y,
as wdl n.s poor hnnl working labourmg mt>n--nll cut uown
in 'h ir manhood's prirue hlld iu the flower of their titreugth,
His tale of loYe again he toltl ;
lt, Ying lo 1, their strength and their live~, and worse than
With mocking smile she tnrnetl away,
a11, lmvin·' lost heaYCll. And if !;llCh :i terrible vil was
And left him mid the shadciws cokl.
rampant in the land, whu.t shoulu they do as Englishmen,
n · Christian , a men who believed in the great chy of final
Ah, summer ongsters come nml go,
accounh, tha.t the l\laster would rem er to all according to
And voa.rs fade slowly into year .
their works? •'honld they by example kach men to beBut stifl at twilight, sweet and low,
lieve th:i.t this was a good and a. blessed thing, or shouhl
Her tender parting s"ug he hears.
they ten.eh them to bcli ,e that it w'\s nn c:vil an,l n, cur r.
'fho influence of women in this matter conltl not be exag-Harper'
Weel;ly.
gerated. He believed if the ladies in that room would
band themsdves together in the ea.use of temper, nee they
might nvolutioni e the to ..vn. Therefore ho ea.rneRtly exhorted evm·y wonrn.n pres nt to take up this temperance
cal1. e ; and 1 t ea ,h man and voman do what they could by
th,, r .·n.lllple avl in every other vay to swtep away this
r w1 ttl c1u:c from the lnntl. 0 ! let them livl' worthy o j
THE LATE l\IR. AUCHlBALD \YALli:F.ll P01 T-GL.\ ' GOW. thei, manhood o.nd worthy of their Uhri tianity, so that "\Ve have th , to us truly sorrowfol, cluty of plncir the
6
when the grerd l\fa. tel' should co1nt' they might expect t <
name of this wortliy tem]Jerance reformer on ih, list of
hear him say, " :rell, tlonc.' - 'l'lw '11u11p ranee Recore/.
departed friends. He diE'd on the ..flth Jinuaq, hnsingpassed by on year the term allotc,l by the Psalmist to
It jnst t<1.kes three to keep ::1. s cret properly, but two human life. He wtts n, public-spirited man; :,ml :1 nmnbCt·
of the three rnust be dead.
of bi8 friends wi~hed to sec him in the Town Council, but
If the wa.y to h aven be nan-ow, it is not long; and they failed in their patriotic intention. He was a lealif the ga.tc be strait, i.t open to endless life.
hf'n.rterl a.hstniner a11d probibitioui t; and often at th
" ~il you dake smnding ?" sa,id ri. German teetotaler Qua.y-hearl he wus to be found supporting the a vocates of
to a, friend ,it a tavern d, ·o r. "I don't care if I d , " the ,_cot i~h Pei rnissi re Bill ,tnd Tempernncc Associatio11,
was the rep~y. '' Vell (l.en let us cla.ke a walk !"
wbo at all times he w:,s eagerly pleased to assi t. IIis life
.A~ -:u Dw 1T 'nE !-A lady 011ee aid to Turr,er, was one of 'viscissitucles common to staun,.h reformers
when .he was painting, ",vhy do you put such extra·n.g:-mt .eolours into your pictures? I never i,ec anything who live ahead of their time, unc politic:.! iruprisonment
like them iu nature." "Don't you wish yon did, was one of these, but he lived rcspectecl n.nd <lied lamented
by a. wide circle of .true friends.
mad~m? ·' rejoined he.
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WE a.re not about to refer in this paper to the

or<Yanized obstrnction which has lately prevailed in
th~ British Parliament, nor to the tactics pursued
by the party which has earned for itself an unenvifLhle notoriety in opposing the Government
measures for Ireland. Their indomitable persevernnce, love of country, and self-abnegation, has f~r
the time being given them a name among thell'
countrymen.
Unfortunately obstructionists are not confined to
the pn.rty referred to, but they are found in connect.ion with the various societies, and organizationi'I, of
the present clay. The.Y are a. slippery, crotche~y,
critical, crooked, di_ssatisfied pa1-ty, that breed distrust, create dissension, and cause obstruction whereever they go.
The temperance party has been ]rn,mpered, and
its progress retarded by these personEZ . . We _are not
referrillg to the liquor traitickers. It 1s their dut.v
to oppo::,e, :rnd obstruct, in every possible way those
,vhc, are seeking the overthrow of their traffic. \Ve
micrht :1.s rea.souably expect 'atan to h::we sympathy
,vith holinc , a for the liquor traffickers to h:we
auy sympathy with the work of temperance r~former . 'l'he interests of the traffickers :tud abstamers
are directly opposeu to each other. It is not with
these that we have to den.l now. There are obstructionists more powerful for evil, because found in
onr own ranki>, wearing our uniform, and having
their names on onr roll. They are most difficult to
rnauarre.
Thev bend and twist, ascend and descend,
0
some of them ·are attired in a reversible coat thnt
cn.u be worn in all kinds of weather, and meet the
varietl circumstances of social and political life.
Their consciences are very accommodating. Instead
of beiurr seared "ns with a hot irou,, they are very
sus eptible and possess a wonderful elasticity, so as
to become "all things to all ruen.'' They are divided
into . everal classes, each performing its own work
in obstruding tlie temperance movement. '\Ve do
not mean to insinuate that tliis is do11e desig,iedly,
but the tactics adopted practically interfere with the
on ward progress of our movement. Let us for a,
moment listen to the
TALKERS. Speech-making is a wonderful faculty.
On great occasions, such as conferences, conversaziones, and anuunl meetings, what a display of talent
in thii> departmeut. If one could credit these
brethren, their whole being is surcharged with a
mes'n.ge of love, and sympathy, to their fe_llow-men,
and that henceforth their entire being will be consecrated to the great work of driving intemperance
from the land. Alas ! their sympathies are in
man_v instances like "the morning cloncl and early
dew." In the days of conflict and toil, they leave
others to fight the enemy and bear the lrnrden and

heat of the day, while they quietly atten1l to their
own business, and take care of num.ber one. Their
indifference has a damaging effect upon those who
look up to them as examples of self-denial, and
earnestness, but are bitterly disappointed when they
discover inactivity and selfishness; they cannot come
to any other conclusion save that their connection
with the movement amounts to little more than talk.
TRIMMERS. These forra a very select party. They
belong to the secret service department of the
movement. They have graduated at the school of
the town-clerk at Ephesus, and their policy is
based upon the maxim, '' Do nothing rashly."
They have not an unkind word to say against those
in the trade, and are very much offended when they
hear others doing so. They profess great zeal in
the temperance cause, but when the time comes for
de isive action they hesitate, become time-servers,
lo·wer the standard, compromise t.he movement, and
~re prepared to receive any inst:i.lment offered,
insLead of the entire removal of the drink curae.
,Jn, t imagine ,vilberforce, in t,he Auti-Sl:n-er.v agitation, and Cobden autl Bright in the Free Trade
struggle adopting such tactics as ~h~irs.
These
had oue object before them, the aboht10n of Slavery
and the Corn Laws. There could be no half-measures. No instalments. No compromise. They
persisted in their agitation, antl slavery received its
death blow, a.ncl free trade in the people's foo<l
became the law of the land . Surely afler half-:1century the time has folly come for temperance
men to demand a su pension of " the stn.ndiug
orders," and bring in the " clotnre,'' so that these
trimming obstructionists mn.y Le shunted out of
the way.
TRTFLERS. - These form a, numerous party, having
many admirers and a numerous followiug. They
issue an attracfo·e programnH,, the object of which
is to popularize the temperance movement. The
mo-t n,ttractive portion of the programme is comic
sio<Yin<Y clog daucing, and negro comedy.
om-"'lathers fought the drink curse with facts and
arrrnmeuts drawn from every-clay life, and produced
ill~strations (" living epistles)') of the beueficial
results of total abstiuence. Ju thm;e days reclaimed
drunkards occasionn11y related theil' experience at
the meetings, aud many a. coat sleev~, and ap~·on,
tei:;tified to the power of the truth a.s 1t was raised
to wipe away the tear! while a higher assembly .w.as
interested in the meetmgs, anu saw c:tuse fot· reJ01ciug o~er sinners repentin 6.
There wa. sinainrf al o in those days. It was
full of sympathy ~nd° compassion for the perishing.
The poor drunkard w:is thus described :-c(

A nation's curse, a s1ave to sin,
Despised with out., reproached within ;
'fheu help u , Lord, iu thy great name
The siufol drnnkarc.l to reclaim."
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There was a spell thrown over the people who
attended the meetings, and in many iustances the
results justified the singing" The Ethiop's white, the lion's tamed,
The wretched drunkard is reclaimed."
Alongside the pioneers of the movement, who did
exploits in the Master's service, those triflers are
only as " reeds shaken wiLh the wind." The sooner
they are blown out of the way by a temperance
hurricane the better for the movement.
GRUMBLERs.-Grumbling is an inexpensive habit,
and can be indulged in for a considerable time
without affecting the purse. Neither does it require
• a large amount of intelligence to become a member
of the grumbling fraternity. This party exists in
our ranks for no other purpose than fault-finding,
and taking exceptiou to certain phases- of our movement, because they are not iu keeping with their
peculiar ideas. They believe tliemsel ves infallible.
Were they intrusted with power every organization
Had they been conwould be a grand success.
sulted no mistakes wonlcl have been committed,
no embarrasmeut taken place, no failures have been
recorded. We could tolerate such persons were it
not, that when the tug of war comes, and every man
is expected to do Lis duty, these hydropathists
appear with their wet sheet to damp the movement
for aggressive action against the enemy. Happy
would 1t be for the cau e, if an emigration scheme
could be devised for the shipment of the entire
party to some distant island, where they would
have full scope for their grumbling proclivities.
DouBTERs.-This party always look at the dark
side of the picture, as they gaze upon the fearfut
ravages of intemperance and behold the stronghold of
liquordom, they n.re overwhelmed with fear and
unbelief, and reiterate the old cry,'' We be not
able to go up against this people, for they are
stronger than we. And we saw the giants, the sons
of Anak, which come of the giants, and we were in
our own sight as grasshoppers, and :;:o we were in
their sight." What n. humiliating sight-what a
cowardly confession. Not more so than is often
presented in connection with our movement. When
the entire overthrow of the liquor traffic is proposed,
and legal measures be arlopted , these rlonbting ones
rush iu among the people and say the thing is
Utopian, and impossible. Those who talk about the
impossibility of overthrowing the liquor traffic, are
doing their very best to prevent its overthrow by
their unbelief. It is a lack of faith in God, and in
the power of the truth, that makes men speak of
impossibility in connection with the temperance
movement.
"Faith, mighty faith, the promise sees,
And looks to that alone,
Laughs at impossibilities,
And cries it shall be done."
Unless these doul:iting rush-lights of the movement
cast away their uncertain illumination, "urgency"
must be demanded, and an extinguisher invented
that will put the qitietus on them for the futnre.
TRAITORs.-Ii we accept the defiuition of a traitor
as " one who violates bis allegiance or trust, and
betrays hia country or cause," we shall have little, or
no difficulty in pointing out that such are, unfortunately, to be found in the temperance ranks. If
our principles are paramount, and the issues at stake
be far above and beyond any question of the day,
then we are bound by our connection with the
movement to be loyal to those principles at all
times, and under all circumstances, or, why belong
to the cause at all ? The old proverb, "Actions

speak louder than words,'' has of ten been verified
in tbe case of temperance men-who,.during election
times have not only forgotten their principles and
deserted the cause, but for political purposes have
actually worked side by side with the traffickers
themselves. If a soldier of Her Majesty was taken
red-handed, in company with the enemy he would
be summarily dealt with, and there would be no
hesitation in calling him hy his right name, TRAITOR!
And we hope the time is not far distant, when such
as desert our flag and collude with the enemy will
be designated by the same inglorious name, and
either "bring forth fruits meet for rnpentance," or
be ignominiously drummed out of the regiment.
BITTER REAPING.
MANY years ago there stood within an old-fashioned
garden on the banks of tue Thames at Richmond, a
cottage, occupied by a widow lady named Blake.
She bad come there with her only child, a boy ten
years of age, and even the curious failed to discover
who she was and whence she came. She was unmista.ken.bly a lady, and had evidently passed through
much trouble, for her hair was prematurely grey
and her brow marked with the lines of care. They
lived in strict seclusion, and the boy received his
education from the vicar, who with his wife were the
only visitors admitted to the cottage. When Tom
Blake left his boyhood behind, and stood on the
threshold of manhood, the good vicar procured for
him a clerk's situation in the firm of Ballantyne &
Co., German merchants, Eastga.te Street, City. It
was gratefully accepted, for the widow's means were
slender, and in due time the young man repaired to
London to enter on his new life. He was to reside
there, coming hom:e only at stated intervals. In
these days travelling even a short distance was
not so easy a matter as a long journey is now.
Tom Blake was a. clever, energetic, young man, but
be lacked the steady principles and unwavering decision so needful in the battle of life.
"A jolly good fellow,'' his friends called him, and
the words were characteristic of him to whom they
were applied.
On a certain summer morning the postboy left a
letter at the cottage. It was addressed to Mrs.
Blake in a formal business hand, and the envelope
bore the monogram of the head of her son's firm.
She was just sitting down to breakfast when it came,
and she broke the seal with some anxiety, hoping
for good news yet fearing all was not right. This
was the letter :-Eastgate Street,
City, June ... 18 ...
Dear Madam,-It is my painful duty to inform
you that your son has grievously disappointed
our expectations.
The energy and attention
with which he applied himself to business on
:first entering our house has given place to unpardonable idleness and carelessness. On several
occasions he has occasioned us great inconvenience
and annoyance, but in consideration for you we
have hitherto refrained from complaint, where in
ordinary circumstances we should have di:,;pensed
with his services at once. For your sake we are
willing to give him another chance. But we think
it incumbent upon us to inform you that he has
formed a circle of acquaintances, and contracted
habits which will surely pave the road to ruin. No
later than yesterday morning he came into our office
in a state of intoxication.
Perhaps a word from you might benefit him.
Believe me, yours truly,
JAME S BALLANTYNE,
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Mrs. Blake rose from the breakfast table and went
to the window.. It was open, and the summer sunbeams pla.yed on the half-blown buds on the rose
trees. She did not cry, she had come through the
tribnln.tion which dries up all tears, but her lips grew
very white and quivered pitifully.
" It has come at last," she half whispered, "the
curse of the Blakes has passed from father to son
once more. God help my poor boy, and, 0 God,
sustain me ! "
The breakfast stood long untouched upon the table,
till the widow removed the things with hurried
hands, and then began to make preparations for a
journey. She was going to London by the mid-day
boat.
The steamer left punctually at the hour, carrying
but a handful of passengsrs. In the heat of summer
tide the cool shades of Richmond were infinitely
preferable to the noise and din of the city.
When Tom Blake came home to his lodgings at
five o'clock that night, he found his mother waiting
for him, and for the first time in his life wished
himself many miles from her presence. His greeting
was constrained, for he easily surmised what bad
brought her.
She scanned bis face (so like her own) with keen
and loving eyes, and as she looked a great shadow
filled them.
" What's up, mother 1 " Tom asked at length,
flushing beneath her steady gaze. " Are you ill 1 "
"I have come in consequence of a Jetter I received
from Mr. Ballantyne this morning,'' she said. Oh
my boy, my heart will break ! "
Conscience-stricken he turned to the window, and
stood drumming his fingers on the pane. "They
needn't have gone worrying you," he said at last.
"I haven't done anything worth making a row about."
,: It has gone far iudeed before M1. Ballantyne
wonl1l write such a letter," was the sad reply, "and
I am afraid he ha not tokl me the worst.''
"One must see life some time or other," said the
young man impatiently. "I'm no worse than my
neighbours, not half so bad as some of them."
An old excuse that, my friends, which has found
utterance millions of times since the world began.
There was a short ilence. "Tom," said the widow
suddenly, " I'm coming to live in London."
"To Jive in London,'' re-echoed the young man
blankly, "It would kill you in a week; I have often
heard you say so."
"Not so surely nor so cruelly as bearing suspense
at home," replied she, "I ought to have come at
first, but I thought I could trust you."
The implied reproach stung him to the quick, and
it was well that she did not see the look that darkened his fine face.
In something less than a month the quiet nest at
Richmond was given up, and Mrs. Blake came to a
small dingy house in a quiet by-street in London.
For a few weeks thereafter Tom's conduct was exemplaty. Mr. Ballantyne expres. ed his sati faction
at the change for the better, and the anxions
mother's heart began to be at rest. But by-and-by
the restraint wore off, and the tempter once more
asserted his sway over the young man's weak and
yielding mind. Habits Jong formed are not easily
broken off. His boon companions, friends he called
them, were clamorous for his corupa.ny at the clubroom, the theatre, and the bar of the public house.
They mi, sed the gay speech, witty repartee, and
merry jesting ways, which made him so popular.
So night after night he was absent, and the lonely
mother lived again the misery she had eudured
during the last ten years of her husband's life. The
son was but too surely following in his father's
footsteps.
1
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Her small annuity was sufficient only for her own
simple needs, and Tom's earnings were spent to the
last farthing on himself, ay, more, he sank deep in
debt without the shadow of a hope that he could
ever extricate himself.
One morning in the early spring he happened to
be left alone in Mr. Ballantyne's private room.
Both the principals were absent, and Tom was sup~
posed to be busy with some work his clever head
was best able to master. In reality he was leaning
his arms on the table, scanning with gloomy eyes an
open letter before him. It was a gentle reminder
from a creditor that he owed the sum of forty
pounds, and requesting immediate payment, or . . .
Toru did not turn the sheet, knowing too well what
followed. "I must get him shut up somehow," he
muttered in a sa.vage undertone. "Life's not worth
having at the price. No end of bother for ever at a
fellow's heels."
He crushed up the letter in his hand, mentally
wishing it was its author, and began to pace restlessly up and down the floor. lt did not occur to
him that he was stealing his employers' time. Suddenly a cashbox arrested bis eye, and he stopped
short before it. It was locked, but the key had
been le£ t carelessly on the lid. No suspicion of
Blake's honesty had ever crossed the minds of Ballantyne & Co. Tom looked at it for a second or
two, and then resumed his walk till again be found
himself in front of it.
A wild thought flashed through his brain, but he
put it resolutely from him, and drawing his neglected
work towards him, began to write for dear life.
But his restless eyes wandered again and again to
the unconscious box, and finally he threw down his
pen, fitted the key in the lock, and raised the lid.
It was a great temptation. There was enough, ay
more than euough, to sati fy all his claims, and it
might not be mis ' e<l. Ballantyne & Co. were sometinies careless with loose money, sometimes, but not
often. He fingere<l the banknotes lovingly, some of
them were clean and crisp, others limp and discoloured. He let the li<l drop, then raised it and
looked again. Ah, Tom ! Tom ! you did not know
what lifelong misery that second look was to cost
you! He took in his hand two notes, each for
twenty pounds, slipped them into his vest pocket,
locked the box, and replaced the key, and went back
to make up the arrears of his work.

.
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For a week he heard nothing and grew light of
heart. But one morning the heads of the firm were
together in the private room, and this is what
passed. Mr. Ballantyne was examining the cashbox, and checking from a slip of paper the number
of each note. It wa~ not a usual thiug for him to
do, but unfortunately for young Blake, every note in
the box had been carefully numbered. "There are
two notes missing, Gresham," said Mr. Ballantyne,
addressing l1is partner. "Do you know anything
of them 1" ~ o, Mr. Gresham knew nothing of them,
he had not looked into the ea hbox for a few days.
There followed, of course, a diligent search and a
questioning of the clerks all round. Suspicion fell
not on Tom, but on one of the senior clerks whom
the firm had reason to distrust. That individual
smiled when he saw the principal's dubious looks,
and requested a few minutes' private conversation.
It was granted, and he related what he had seen
through a small side window that morning Tom
Blake occupied the private room alone. He had
held his peace then, and ·bided his time.
Mr. Ballantyne was shocked, surprised, and
grieved, for he had a strong liking for Tom Blake,
and determined to obtain more proof before bringing
an accusation against him. His informant bad not
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been idle, he found out what Tom had done with
the money. Mr. Ballantyne went to the individual
in question, compared numbers with the notes Tom
had given and found them to be the same.
So that night when Tom was sitting with his
mother in her little parlour, she, poor soul, rejoicing
at having her boy besi<le her for an evening, a knock
came to the door, and before Tom could turn his
head ~ heavy hand was laid upon his shoulder, and
a rough voice said,"You are myprisouer."-The
charge was found proven, and the sentence nine
months' imprisoument. At the time of w hicb I
write our prisons were not what they are to-day.
There was neither distinction nor classification of
the prisoners. Old hardened offenders were allowed
to mix freely with those who were confined. for
merely nominal offences. The system was one of the
worst on record, and so the gaols and bri<lewclls became the veriest hotbe<ls and nurseries of crime, and
many who had entered scarcely fainted. by vice, left
old in the ways of wickedness. Fortunately, Tom
Blake escaped the contagion.
He held himself
utterly aloof from them, doing the task allotted to
him in silence. His mother was allowed to see him
sometimes. Ah, dear friends, I cannot try to tell
you what these meetings were like, no pen on earth
can adequately describe a tithe of a mother's love. The
hot and sultry summer sped, autumn waned and died,
ancl t,he day before Christmas Tom was set free.
The prison gates closed upon a miserable man,
broken down in health and spirits; these nine months
had done what twenty years of ordinary life could
not have done at all. His mother waited for him,
more loving, more tender than before. T!te whole
worltl. might point the finger of scorn at him, she was
his mother still. They went home together, not to
the London house, nor to Richmoud, but to n. little
village on the Cornish coast, where they and their
story were unknown. Mrs. Blake was ailing, but no
complaint passed her lips and he did not see it. He
roamed about the wild shore in the Lleak wintry
weather, seeming to finJ. some strange companion hip
in the winds and the roar of the sea as it spent its
strength against the cliffs.
Mrs. Blake thought
long and earnestly, praying ver for. guidance from
above, and then she spoke. He must go abroad, she
said, to Australia., where he could begin life anew,
fre e from ibe old influences, and where the blot upon
his nnme would never be known. She would remain behind, she was old and frail, she sa.id smiling sadly, and sbonld but hamper his movements.
She remained firm, and he went alone. On n. wild
aucl boisterous March evening they stood together
on the deck of an outwarcl-b0und vessel. The bell
rang for the strangers to depart. She put her arms
about him and kisse<l him for ihe last time, knowing
that on earth they should meet no more.
The struggling moonbeams crept out that night
upon the sea, and touched the bowed bead of the
exile, as if trying to lighten the bitterness of <leath
will1i11 his soul. The moonbeams rested too, on a
poor white head, bowed in prayer, in n. lonely cott~ge
Jtorne, n.ud God heard and sent comfort.
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Th3re is in Melbourne n.t the present time n. large
aud influential mercantile firm, known as Blake &
Co. Blake is a very old man now, and his connection with the house merely nominal. He is married
bHt is childless. But the wealth which has accumulated in his coffers is consecrated to the Lord's work,
and bears a rich harvest. The old man has a peculiar
interest in young men, and has done many a one
incalculable good.
Once only, soon after his marriage, Tom Blake
and his wife visited Europe. They went first to the
rude churchyard of the wild sea.coast vi1lage, where

a heart sorely rent and riven by the worlcl.'s tempests
finds a peaceful resting place at last.
They cut a square of cla.isied turf from the little
mound, and carried. it back .to their beantiful Australian home. It is Tom Blake's only relic of his
mother One day the old man hopes to meet her
where all sorrows are unknown.
Gorebridge.
A. S. S.

THE SO0IAL ASPECT OF THE TEl\IPERAN CE
QUESTION.
R ead bfj01·e the monthly m eeting of th e Dt1mfries
AbstainPrs' Union by REV. G. vV. TooLEY.

of the most famous books ten years ago was
Buckle's History of Civilisation in Europe. It went
upon the supposition that man, like oak trees, or vegetable marrows, or turnips, was a creature of law, and
went upwards and downwards according to the position
he was placed in. Put a tribe on the bill-sides of
Switzerland, and they became a hardy, liberty-loving,
honest, and single-hearted race. They would not
tolerate a monarchical government, and rdespotism
would not be borne without a fierce battle that would
last till the despot was driven away. The oxygenised
air, the hard conditions of their physical life, mado
them what they were in bodily and spiritual nature.
The inaccessible nature of their country made them
politically free. Put another tribe, originally of the
same stock, on the wide plains of Hindostan, where no
mountain ranges intervene, where tropical heat constantly prevails, where the food of life grows easily
and abundantly ; and you will find them in course of
time wha.t the Hindoos al'e, an enervated, if not slavish race, a people ready to the hancl of any despoti c
genius, and open to the worse than political tyrrany,
the most fearful form of religious and priestly rule.
By a. number of carefully compiled statistics, Mr.
Buckle triecl to prove his point that the human race
is what it is, in every clime and land, by the action of
outside circumstances, political laws, religious habit ,
and social customs.
It is on this assumption that the science of our day
is going. Its error lies in its partiality and onesitlellness. It is true as far as it goes. But even the clearsighted Professor Huxley begins to admit that man's
free-will and spontaneity of action in all ages must be
taken for something. "While I firmly maintain man's
free-will or spontaneity, or originality of action, I
fully admit the other side of human progre1>s, its influence of circumstances. To a very large extent, we are
what our environment makes us. Hacllbeen borninZululand some forty years ago, I might have turned out a
Cetewayo instead of a Baptist minister in Dumfries.
Had you been born in the Arctic zone, you might ha Yo
been to-day a short, stuffy Esquim!l.ux, dining with
gusto upon your 6 lbs. of grease and fat, and worshipping a fetish instead of a supreme God who fills all
things. The science of our day is more and more
proving tha.t the way of man's advance lies in improved
conditions and more perfect surroundings. Remo\' o
temptations to vice ; drill and instruct the human
mind by wise laws ; clear out of your cities all close
alleys and courts; educate the whole people ; and you
remove from human natuee that ,vhich kept it down.
It will then spring upward to the Infinite, as the
b,illoon shoots into the awful firmament aboye it when
everv cord that bound it to earth is severed.
O11r position is tha.t the social state of a people in
any age is the index of the truth and perfection of the
surroundings which its Government has placed around
it, and likewise of the ability and free action of its
nobler spirits conquering their surroundings or the ·
customary ideas of their age, by their keen intellect,
spontaneous action, and daring will.
It is not ea.sy to give an accurate picture of the
social condition of the British I les as affected by the
drinking customs of onr time. It is so apparent that
alcohol is opemting as a fearful weight upon th e nati on
that its very apparency makes it difficult to understand
ONE
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vividly. It would be a granJ aid to all social aud
political reformers-aye, and theologieal reformers too
-if one could transport their opponents for an hour to
the vanta.ge ground of the angals, and see their false
ideas at work as the angels see them.
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at its very source the promising life of 200,000 children.
And that war goes on with its terrible
cannonading with as persistent a regularity as the
motion of the earth round the sun. The sun rises
every day on London's 35,000 drunken homes; the
moon looks nightly on 35,000 frenzied madmen; and
'' 0 wad some power the giftie gie us
so it will go on till the nation rises in its strength,
To see oursel'::i as others see us !
puts its hand upon the originating for ce, and, by
It waJ frae mony a blunder free us,
stopping that, hushes the tumult and stays the soul
And foolish notion."
and body bloodshed of the most ghastly war this earth
But I propose investigating this subject by a careful has ever seen upon its war-stained bosom.
II. Drink and IVomcm.-Secondly: Looking at these
study of the statistics of a particular district, the city
of London. That will be a very fair gauge by which figures, I notice another serious effect upon social life.
If the home be the preparatory school of the nation,
to measure the rest of the realm.
I. Alcohol and Family Life. -And the first thing I the woman in the home is the presiding and inspiring
would get from these figures is the influence of alco- genius. .r apoleon once said, "Show me the mothers
of a nation, and I can tell you what the future of that
holic drinking upon the family life.
In 1878in London there were 35,408apprehensions for nation will be." The glory of the ancient republic of
drunkenness. I maysa.fclymorcthandouble thatnumber, Rome was undoubtedly owing, not to the muscular
and say in round figures there were, in a particular year, strength of its men, or to their splendid discipline, but
1878, 80,000 families in the city of London being foully to the soul put into them by the wives and mothers of
desecrateu. by the drinking system. Of course, this is their homes. When the wives and mothers of Augustan
immensely below the mark; but let us see what it Rome had lost the pride of womanly virtue, the decay
means. 80,000 persons out of a population of four and of Rome had begun in spite of all its seeming splendour.
a half millions gives a percentage of 1 in every 55. It And the most terrible sign of the drinking traffic is the
means that 1 person in every 55 of the city of London increase of female drunkenness ; and, especially, since
has, through drink, been in or near to a criminal jail. the time of grocers' licenses. Now, in 1877, in London,
Take these 35,40 persons, and say that a family aver- 7,561 out of 15,492 drunken cases, were ,vomen-one
ages four persons only, and you have one of every 30 half ; and 7,796 out of 16,877 drunk and disorderly
families being demoralised and saddened by drunken- cases-a total of 15,357 females out of 32,269 cases,
ness. This is not the effect of mocl rate drinking, Lu t only 827 below the half. God only knows what this
that one in every 30 families in London at least is being means. Even nations at war are not bad enough to
outraged, desecrated by drunken riots, and one of its poison each other's streams, even when at the highest
members periodically in the gaol and police courts. devilry of a campaign. And yet in Christian England,
It is in the home that human life is made. It is there in proud and cultured London, in 1877, 15,:~57 women,
that boys and girls are cultured for the citizenship nearly all wives and mothers, stood at the docks of its
of the nation, and for the duties of parents, husbands, police courts, arraigned there for drunkenness, the
aULl wives. It is there that the soul's noblest senti- synonym for the state lower tlian beastliness. And
ments are either ennobled ancl expanded or depressed these figures arc but a modicum of the actual fact.
an l di~tortecl. Nov:r, think of the fatu!'e cf a pecple Here you ha.Ye scenes such as yon must go int, the
where in one out of every 30 of its schools of future Yile slums, as I haYe, on I aturday night, to witness.
home and national life you have the scene that drunk- 15,000 women with babies at the breast drinking gin ;
enness records. The family environment is demoralised 15,000 women, wives anJ mothers, shrieking obscenity
to the greatest extent. Boys and girls are born with in the open street that would shame the deYil; 15,000
vitiated blood because born of drunken parents ; they women, impregnated, bestialized, dcmora.lized,devilized,
are vitiated mentally because their finer susceptibilities giving birth to children, the future fathers and mothers
are hurt aud corrupted every clay by tho e who live in of the English nation !
What is there more Leantiful than a woman's nature?
bestial pleasures ; they are vitiated morally because
there is no more appalling devilry than a home with a V1 ho of us is not softened by the thought of a mother,
habitual raving drunkard at its head. You must pic- wife, sister, or lover? To think of a woman's soul,
ture 35,000 homes at least in that teeming city, with with its fine feelings, its beautiful organisation, its
trembling wives, with cowering children, with frenzied sublime capacities-to think of that being entered by
scenes. One Saturday night I entered a home where a the foulness of alcoholic drunkenness is like thinking
man was seizing a pot of boiling v,,ater on the fire,
of heaven being entered by an army of unclean spirits.
ready to hurl it at his ·wife, who was clishevellell and And it is not a creation of my fancy; it is there in
bloody from blo·ws ; and underneath a table, screaming London, in all England, Scotland, "\Yales, and Ireland,
in frantic fear, were five children, the oldest not more a solitl, awful fact.
My pen is baffled in its descriptive power by the
than ten.
And a similar scene to that went on
every week. You must multiply that by 35,000, and awful width and depth of the facts. It means badlyyou get some faint idea of the kinu of family life made kept homes, badly-cooked food, and ,fasted earnings.
'\Yho would think of rea.ring families amid the darkness
by the public-house traffic in one city only!
Now, the soul, the inward life, is the real one. The , and gloom of a coal-pit? ·we think we are wise
greatest battles go on in that unseen sphere of a man's because our laws forbid that. Yet the actual fact i.
mind or a woman's heart. I saw the great Tooley that in London there are to-day, 1881, A. D., 15,000
Street fire that raged for weeks, and destroyed wives and mothers rearing children in places that can
£30,000,000 of property; I have stood on the great only find their parallels in the a.bodes of Satan's hell.
battle-fields of British history, and thought of the For one of the most lamentable facts of our civilised
amount of life destroyed; I remember the thrilling life is the insensibility of nearly all to what affects the
acconnt of the battle of GraYelotte in the Fra.nco-Ger- highest, the soul-nature of our people. "\Ve can underman war in 1870, when 15,000 men were laid in death's stand arguments that appeal to our bodily senses, but
cold gore beneath the cannon and sword blades of ruth- it is awfully hard to get even our purest and loftiest
less Germany; I have read of 2,000,000 of Hindoos minds, let alone the mass of the population, to see facts
dying with starvation on the plains of Orissa; I have as they affect the real being of man, his soul-nature.
heard of thousands of families widowed, orphaned by That which destroys the body is palpable, men say;
one single storm upon the Atlantic ; but is there any- but, to a. clear insight, the most palpable of all facts is
thing so persistent in its warfare, so deadly in its the des truction of mind and heart and conscience, and
de trucLive po,ver, so sul tle a.nd far-reaching, as ihi s with them of happiness and human progress that such
greatest of all invadcrs-alcol1ol, entering 35,000 hon'.es figures as these make ch:ar.
Ill. Drink mul Chiltlrc-11.-Equ::..Ily lu:·ill is the a pcct
in one city, week by week, month by month, year hy
. 'ear, generation by generation, and. destroying the when we view it in relation to children. t,tatistics
fond hopes of 3,\ 000 trnsting "·iHB, blasluig the 1 here a to the after eonser1ucnces will help us greatly.
highest happiue~s of 35,0{)0 husbands, an,J "ithering Ch:cphins to gaols are unanimous iu saying tliat uiue
1
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out of ten prisoners have passed through our Sabbath
schools in England. I take that fact in England as a
better index to the real state of matters than it would
be in Scotland, because scarcely a child in England and
Wales but spends some years in the Sunday school,
whereas in Scotland that is not so universally true.
Now, here we have nine out of ten gaol prisoners once
Sabbath school scholars. What has effected the change
in these Sunday school children? Let statistics answer.
Eight out of these nine scholars have got there through
drink. Lord Coleridge and Justice Brett, and nearly
all the court judges, are agreed in saying, as the r esult
of their experience, that nine-tenths of the crime that
comes before them is through drink. Now, in that
vast criminal class that crowd a palatial-looking prison
in every county and corporation town, you see the outcomeof that drunken home, and that drunken wife-andmother system we have been investigating. Our criminals are not made in criminal training shops, after they
become m en and women, they are made in the homes
where drink reigns as a domestic god. I have known
hundreds of cases personally where the Sunday school
child has gone straight from the school to the home
where twelve hours before there was a Saturday night
row between father and mother, and where, on that
Sunday afternoon, the father has got out of bed after
sleeping off the debauch of Saturday, and is beginning
the Sunday tipple to end in the quieter Sunday night
drink, and possibly, and generally, preliminary to a
:Monday's "on the spree," to commence work on Tuesday morning after breakfast. It is in homes like that
that our criminal and depraved classes are bred. Their
education as gaol-birds or paupers begins at a gindrinking mother's breast-ay, before, if I dare go into
that-and is improved, or worsened, by those home
scenes.
Now, a human soul well-developed, morally and
mentally, is a beautiful object-it is divine. When you
see a lark soaring in the morning air, and carolling as
it goes, you have a sense of the rightness and joyousness of things. When, on the other hand, you enter
those vast American caves, filled with bats flying
about in p.arkness, totally blind, there creeps over you
a feeling of horror. When we find human beings
growingly sensitive to moral truth, and advancing in its
perfection, we feel all is well. But to know that thousands of our boys and girls are growing up in such a
pestiferous atmosphere so reeking with alcoholic fumes
that they grow callous to moral distinctions, can-jump
on prostrate and pregnant women, as I have seen them
do, can shrvP, children to feed conrsi1Jg dogs, can see
nothing in the relation of men ancl women but what
the beast sees; a trade which stints, deforms, dislocates human souls like that, is a terrible social fact.
The fault is not in the soul as it comes from God, the
fault is iu the environment which we-we, as a nation
-have surrounded it from its birth to its manhood and
the grave. The fault is in the 700 miles long of public
houses, licensed to sell drink, with which we have
bedizened our streets with garish light, as if with similar lights to those with which Nero lit Rome, when he
sewed up the Christians in tarred sacks to light the
night darkness of the seven-hilled city.
IV. Drink and .Public A musem ents.-! would also
allude to another phase of social life. People will
amuse themselves, and rightly so. And here the drink
demon 1·eigns supreme as elsewhere. All acquainted
with London life will be familiar with its music halls,
its pem1y gaff's, its public house sung songs, and smoke
rooms, and its theatres. In the billiard rooms and
smoke saloons behold the places where the more respectable young men are being bewitched with the fatal
glass. I allude to this in order that I may urge on
temperance reformers the mode by which to work. It
is that which I have for years urged on churches with
but little success so far-to take hold of the world's
life, and instead of banning the life, ban the mode in
which it is lived. We want public h ouses, but public
houses without alcohol ; we want billiard rooms, and
smoke rooms, and sing songs, and music balls, and
theatres, but all without alcohol. The devil gains the
people by mixing the good with the evil. Entire ~vil
is ne,·er offered hy th e subtle tempter t o any bemg.

Smoke rooms where men can meet, chat politics, do
business, and enjoy a quiet hour's social converse ;
billiard rooms, where a harmless game can be played
without the excitant of brandy and whisky ; and sing
songs where our fine old Scotch and English and Irish
ballads can be sung without the obscenity and mad
foolery brought in by hot toddy and sparkling ale. I
have seen as much of that life as most men, and my
deep-rooted opinion is that a true reformation requires
only the abolition of alcohol. Some years ago I often
visited the music halls and theatres of London. Take
such a place as the Canterbury, or the Pavillio_n, or the
Metropolitan Music Hall ; vast places, splendidly furnished and decorated, and supplied with the best
entertainments of their kind that money can procure.
Look at these places up to two hours after the performance begins ; all is quiet and harmless merriment. But
see them from ten o'clock to closing time, when brandy,
whisky, and ale have done their work. It is now a
vast crowd of drunken, lustful men and women, who
leave the hall of drink and music for scenes I will not
dare to depict.
The penny gaff of London is a lower place still. Go
into these places, crowded mostly with b<?ys and _gi~ls,
and you will find there juvenile pleasurelmgs drmkmg
their "four-penny" and "half-and-half," ~n~ of both
sexes talking language of the foulest description. Another outcome of the drunken social circle. Take what
I have seen in such theatres as the old Marylebone, or
the Victoria (the latter is now just opened as a temperance music hall), and there in the pit and the gallery I
have seen working men, their wives and children,
looking at Hamlet badly acted, or admiring the defeat
of some villain or a libertine on the stage, and solacing
themselves with vigorous drinks from a big gallon stone
bottle, full of "fourpenny" ale, or perhaps specially for
the occasion "sixpenny." That is how three out
of every four persom1 in the lower masses of London
life amuse themselves ; and it is about the average of
England and Scotland, and Y.l ales.
Drink reformers must do what church ministers and
members have not been sagacious enough to do-take
hold of the world's life, its amusements and its business, and transfigure it with righteousness, and beauty,
and truth, and, if they do, they will see as great a
wonder as the apostles did on the mountain top when
J esus was transfigured before them. I have oft en
wished that for one moment all of us should have the
seeing power of God, so as to see, not only what actually is, but what might be, if certain things were done.
Use makes us bear almost anything. lt is wondrous
what human nature can bear by use. Wheu one reads
the history of France for 100 years prior to the Revolution of 1789, one is amazed that the French people
bore their grievance so long. vVe wonder as we read
Uncle 1'om's Cabin that only 20 years ago millions of
human beings were endm·ing that cruel slave life without revolt. As we read Livingstone's account of the
slave press gangs of Africa, with their hideous slaughter, our blood curdles in our veins. It is a pity though
that we cannot keep these scenes and contrast them
with the after times, when th ey have been swept awa,y
in a better state of affairs. Would that for one moment England or Scotland could see herself as she
would be-minus one thing, only one thing lacking,
alcohol. That one fact or in our national affairs works
our ruin. The simple mechanism of the telegraph and
steam engine has remodelled the world. Col um bus
never brought a new world so completely to ,7 iew as
did Morse and Stephenson by their practical genius. In
1827 the world started a new career. And as we from
our standpoint of eight-day trips to New York, of Atlantic cables, look upon that old life our forefathers led
we may well feel wonder-stricken. But what if we can
hand down to our children the new world of comparatively purified social life, by the annihilation, not
simply abolition of our drinking system. Some day,
perhaps, we, or our children, shall see the ruin s of
county prisons and lunatic asylums, and orphanages,
and homes and as our children ask us what they were
we shall r~ply, "They were built out of the nation's
greatest folly; they swarmed at one ~ime with n~en,
women and children ; they have sunk mto decay smce
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the Act of Parliament that made it penal to sell
alcohol within these realms." Heaven is described to
us by ne cratives, not by positives. There will be no
tears the;e, no death, no disastrous sea, and when we
describe the result of this temperance social reform, it
means that there will be scarcely any poor houses,
lunatic a ylums, orphanages, or prisons.
And there is one more thing we must remember. One
of the most brilliant discoveries of modern science is the
truth of the cpnservation of energy. There is ju~t . as
much force in the uni verse to-day as there was a billion
of years ago, not one particle has wa~ted. It has
varied its manifestation, but it ha-s remamed the same.
Now a nation consists of so many individuals, and of
so much collective human force. It expends that
energy for so much good or so ~uch evi! .. A?t upon
that nation by wise laws and discreet d1sc1plme, and
you set free its strength to work the more good by subtracting the national energy that otherwise would have
worked for evil. Just as 25 voters taken from one
party and given to another count 50, so, so much energy
taken from national evil and put on to national good,
counts double, and, indeed, increases more and more as
the ages roll by.
With one more point I close this paper. I look upon
the coffee house system as all but a failure considered
as a rival to the public house, and mainly through bad
management. In all these places in Glasgow, Birmingham London and other places, that I hava entered,
ther~ has be~n an absence of the convivial element,
that is the chief feature of alcoholic publics. Teetotal
places and dullness as a rule go toge~he:· I do not
see why it should be so. We must ms1st on these
places being attractive. Harmless singing and abundance of amusements should fill all these places. And
still more there should be good coffee, tea, and other
drinks and ea.tables. Everything should be of the best.
I went into one of the leading places at Glasgow a short
time ago, and the coffee I ordered was execrable, and
the surroundings dingy and repulsive. It would not
have been worse in the vilest shebeen I could have
entered. If we are to compete successf~1lly with ?Ur
great ri vals it must be in outdoing them m ev~rythmg
but making men and women drunk. The chtld~en of
light must be wiser in their methods than the clnldren
of darkness.
I would suggest that as temperance reformers we
consolidate our scattered forces ; that we throw ourselves unitedly upon the town, and by pu~li~ meetings,
still more by individual effort, and by prov1dmg counter
attractions to the public house, accelerate the cause
dear to all of us.

PUBLIC PRESS.
'' I no more think of drinking wine than a horse
does : the wine on the table is no more for me than for
the dog under the table."- Dr. S. Johnson.
The fundamental principles of our glorious temperance reformation may be briefly announced under four
heads :-1, The liquor traffi_c is _essentially_pernicious
and immoral ; 2, All alcoholic drinks are poisonous and
unwholesome ; 3, Alcoholic medication is unnecessary,
and generally, if not always, injurious ; 4, The Bib~e
contains no divine sanction for the use of alcoholic
drinks, but much warning and instruction against it. Pyper.
TEMPEJ:tATE BY LAW.-" You can't make men temperate by law," cried the rum-seller. Well, you ?a_n 't
set broken legs by law ; but you pass _laws requmng
streets and side-walks to be passaule without danger,
in order that no legs may he broken ; and by throwing
this protection around her citizens, tl~e State doe_s a
better service than she could by erecting an hospit al
in which to mend broken hones. The prohibitory la w
makes the streets safo. Whether the State will license
or prohibit temptation is the que~tiou which has been
carried into politics. That quest10n can only be settled
at the ballot-box, because laws are made by men elected
by votes.-Exchange.
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A WIFE'S TESTIMONY.-A FACT.-"You cannot tell
how happy I am. Our Jack has signed the temperance
pledge, ancl now he comes home sober, a1;1d brings ~e
all his brass; sits by the cheerful fire, begms to say his
prayers, and talks of serving God and going to heaven.
We're like new married folk. Thank God for temperance."
Another thing that teetotalers are slow to learn is the
importance of sustaiD:in~ the Temp~rance Press.. How
many of our best periodicals have lmgered and died for
lack of support ! When the T emperance Worker was
started, nine years ago, many of our friends prognosticated a short career. "I hope you will be able to
produce the numbers to make a volume," wrote one
worthy friend to us; " but I fear you will have to
abandon it before the end of the year." It has not
been so bad as that with us, happily; but the eight
complete volumes of sound and useful material, for the
use of temperance advocates, have not been produced
without a heavy outlay cf money and labour on the
part of both editor and publisher. The results of our
labours remain. For years to come, labourers in the
grand old cause will find the material sup~lied in these
eight volumes of the 'l'ernperance Worker mvaluable to
them in their advocacy, and thus the movement at
large will be benefit~d. All t~at the edito: and publisher have for their reward 1s the consc10usness of
having toiled hard and sacrificed much. In this
experience we do not stand alone ; but how much
more might we, and other literary servants of the
good cause, ~ave accomplished had we been more
liberally supported and encouraged by temperance
men.-'11he 'l'emperance Worker .

POETRY.
SI G, MY BIRDIE.
Do not droop thy head so sadly,
Folu not r,hu::; thy goldeu wing;
Look up, darling-brightly, gladly
Sing, my bonny birdie, sing.
Through the winter I have tended
E'en the lightest wish of thine.
To my prayer thou still art silentThou'rt ungrateful, birdie mine.
Suddenly the sullen silence
With a sigh my birdie broke;
Turning with a pensive murmur,
Thus to me my birdie spoke:" I am but a little captive,
Pining here from day to day ;
Unselfish ears would sure have heard
A wail of sorrow in my lay.
'' And loving eyes could never fail
My bitter, bitter grief to see;
,vhen other birds flit through thrt ail-,
Or gaily glide from tree to tree.
'' I've tried to burst my prison bars,
And from thy presence forth to flee ;
And never more thy face beholdA tyrant cruel thou seem'st to me.
"Oh, lady, if thou would'st be kind,
And set thy little captive free;
I'd come and sing my sweetest songs
Of love, and joy, and liberty."
I let him forth, and high he soared,
Against the summer's sky so blue;
I watch'd him with a tearful eye,
Aud softly sighed "Adieu, adieu."
Now, true unto his word he comes,
And sings his evening hymn to me;
He loves ~e, and can ne'er forgetBut still he must, he must be free.
Thus learn 'tis better far to grant
A heart's best wish, and keep its love,
· Than thwart that wish-creating hate,
And causing life a wreck to prove.
MARY Ga.ANT.
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-realizing that responsibility, will wn.it upon their
representatives, they will, we feel assured, neither
find the approach difficult nor the interview u nsatisfn.ctory. We have a confident hope that the present
session will not be altogether barren and uufruitfol
in temperance legislation.

THE pocIAL 'f\E f ORMER
GLASGOW, APTIIL, 1881.

*** We lw,ve been obliged, notwithstanding that we
publish a supplement to the present nnmber, to
leave over important matter : "Discussion on
State Protection," "Kansas," Reviews, Presentation, &c. Several capital papers are reserved .

Many of our readers are no doubt amazed at the
eccentricities of philanthropy. So eager are the
public to give dinners, teas, trips, and other things
to the poor, and even to the apparently poor, that
REMOVAL OF THE OFFICES OF THE
any amount of money may be tapped from the
ASSOCIATION.
pockets of the benevolent for such merry alleviations.
WE are desired to announce that the offices of the Unfortuuately it is not spent as wisely as it is
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association heartily given, much .of it fiuding" waste'' channels.
now at 30 Hope Street, will be 'r emoved to l 12 Bath Our l'eaders know of these nice little meals, called
Street. The change is rendered necessary by the "RoLin" dinners. The Rev. Charles Bullock_, Lonovercrowded and inconvenient condition of the don >started them in this admirable way. Collect,
present premises. Arrangements are being made said he, money in your own neighbourhood, aud
for an early removal. We hope to announce in our have your own local Robin dinners. These now bid
next issue that the Executive have finally ta.ken fair to become an instiLution . The Vegetarian Sopossession of their new and handsome premises.
ciety of Manche.ster dined 500 "Ragged" Robins in
the rooms of the Manchester Young Men's Christian
fr. John PaLou of Barrhea<l vill be at the dis- Association, at about 2d. n. l1ead, and the fare was
poaal of this Association for two months from 16th pease-soup, wheaten bread, aud plum pudding. At
May. Applications for his services may be sent to Hull, 80 Robins got a capital supper of sweet pottage
Mr. Mackay, secretary, 30 Hope Street, Glasgow, and substantial slices of wholemeal bread. Cost
who is instructed to give a preference to those appli- eleven shillings and sixpence. Three hundred aged
cations desiriug him for a series of meetings. Terms people of Exeter got a wasteful Christmas diuner.
and subjects can be learned from the secretary.
There were 4 cwts. beef, besides mutton, geese, fowls,
plum puddings, and mince pies provided ; n.lso, four
Our readers will see from our diary of the parlia- barrels of beer and 40 bottles of spirits, with tohacco
mentary session that not much has been done or for the meu find snuff for tLe women! Picture out,
said on prohibition during the present p eculiar if possible, the dreadful waste which was permitted.
session. But the very peculiarity of prtrliamentary Not to speak of the drink, which was cruel extravaproceedings offers a full explanation. Little or gance, as much must have been expended on these
nothing outside the Irish and Governmental ques- 300 aged poor as would have fed besides folly ] ,200
tions has been ~one for any question, aud of that Ragged Robins on a reformed diet. We say by all
little prohibitiou can claim more than an insignifi- means help the poor, but do it economically. When
cant share. Looking to the future the prospects wasteful ostentation feeds them, it forgets that it
begiu to brighten. The Budget will be submitted revives visions of plenty long since gone, because
on the 4th curt., and on the 8th we will sec the in- abused, aud it prevents the giver from imparLiog
troduction of the Land Bill. After the usual Easter happiness to a larger nurnber of tlie trnly desen~iug
holidays Parliament refreshed will no doubt give due poor folks who are his near neighbours. The more
consideration to the long-expected measure, and it discriminative as to the guests, aud the more econmay be that there yet may be time for laying before omical a.s to the food, such Lord and Lady Bountifuls
the House pretty strong reasons for the immediate are, the more good they will do, and the less temptfnlfilment of the pledge Mr. Gladstone felt con- ation to mendicancy will they place in the ,vay of
sLrained to give last session. Meantime we are glad those to whom beggary and vagabondage is less
that our friends in the various districts of the irksome than honest toil.
country are keeping this question so steadily Lefore
their representatives. This is the best way of ed uSo the Earl of Zetland has got worsted in the
cating them in the principles and policy of prohibi- Second Di vision of the Court of Sessiou in his appea.l
tion, and ultimately gaining their sympathies aud against the judgment of the Lord Ordinary. He
support. An opportunity will be afforded to many had nothing else really to expect. Every judgment
of our friends of meeting with their members during given in the angust Court for a length of time past
the Easter recess, of which we trust that they will ha been adverse to the temperance reformation.
be eager to avail themselves, a.ml use it in Lhe best There was the E ast End case, the Stockbridge en.Be,
interests of the suppressive veto on the liqnot' traffic. the Rolhesay case, 11ot to spei:t k of minor ones, :mu
'l'hey are 1·eally responsible for the votes of their re- now there is the Grangemouth Fen Charter case.
presentatives ou thi:3 question, anJ if they, fully Their lonlships give such au extremely broad inter-
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pretation to the various Licensing Acts, or they
interpret the issue before them (that of bis lordship)
upon principles that we fearlessly assert do not
obtain in ordinary life. They say that tLe conditions which his lordship sought to enforce are inconsi:;tent with the rights of property, and repugnant
t o public policy. Whose rights, my lords? Not his
lordship's, nor those of the sober portion of Graugemouth, nor those of the overwhelmiug number of
petitioners. Not the publican's, because his rights
and those of his customers are identical with those
of Grangemoutb. My lords mean that these conditions are iucousistent with the privileges of the
publican and his landlord-a judgment that may be
legal in the corrupt state of the licensing law, bnt
which certainly is not in harmony with human
l'ights, which are superior to the privileges of a class
or the precedents of the law. We have cause for
deep thankfulness that although his lordship may
accept the ruling of their lordships, the agitation,
having for its aim and end the ex.termination of
public facilities for strong drink selling, is rather
slimulated than discouraged thereby. Sensible men
will learn by this decision how utterly unworthy of
a place on the statute book the licensing syiiltern is,
and they ,vill t ake a deeµer interest, show a profounder sympathy, and give more liberally, in order
that their lordships may have better laws dealiug
with the drink traffic to interpret, aud that the
people may no longer have thP-ir liberties and amenities outraged, and their atterupts to free t hem elves
baffled by the 1iq uor trn.ffic.
Birmiugham iR Lhe premiet· radieal bu 1·gh of Great
Britain. Edncatiou, art, republicanism, in their advanced aspects, all have a firm hoU thrrc.
u
attempt bas been long in band to make it the scene
of au experimeut in corporation dram selling. Mr.
Cba.mberbin, recently its republican Mayor, aud
now its junior parliamentary representative, has
long cherished the desire to solve the liq nor difficulty
by transferring the lucrative trnfli c in strong drink
from the publicans, who fatteu upon it, to the corporn.liou who would also fatten ou it by r eceiv ing
profits from it transcending those Jeri ved from city
manure or gas. He aired the scheme in "the
House/ but received so little support-e ,-en Sir
\Vilfrid LawsOIJ, who voted for it, forcibly exposing
its inexpediency, its cruelty, audits incompatibility
with a true scheme of temperance reform-that be
1·elinquished bis attempts for its promotion. It baf':,
howev~r, revi ve<l in Birruingltam through the operations of the Artizaus' Dwellings Act, in accordance
with which the corporation are demolishing property to secure sites for improved workmen's houses.
This necessitates the removal of public houses, and
instead of grantiug those publicans whose houses
have been r moved liceuses to degrade new neighbourhoods as has been the practice of the G b, go w
Licen:;ing Authorities, th Birmingham Towu Counc:il to retaiu these licenses, resolved to set up a cen-
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tral hotel and cafe, which they were to manage as a
corporation. The people of Birmingham, we are
glad to write, would notr stand tLis. Tempting as
was the financial prospects of the undertaking, they
declined to embark in a, speculation so ruinous to
the community. The publicans, seeing their craft
in danger, deciued on a strenuous opposition, aud
the authorities, foreseeing that the power thus combined would be invincible, wisely abandoned the
scheme. This event is fitted to stimulate temperance
reformers to unabated vigour in the work and demand for prohibition.
Birmingham has been
specially educated on the points of the Gothenburg
scheme, have had dangled before their eyes the possibilities of euorrnous profits, out of which would
come the expense of public parks and institutions,
and reduced taxation. They saw, however, the degradation of being involved in a business so dangerous and deba ing, and they ha<l the wisdom to
resist even the trial of a central cafe, which doubtless would have succeeded and have been the herald
of corporation dnmkeries throughont the land.
\Ve do not hesitate to characterise the opinion
that all drunkards are weak, wilfully vicious, and
debased, as false. It i.:! not that we can merely
point to the proverb that "the drinker is nobody's
enemy but his owu," but that we have known many
drunkards ,vhose charn.cter mighth::tve stood- except
01· the one vice that ha.cl overmastered themon a level even higher than those that decried them.
There are drunkard::1 who have earned by their fre•
qnent appearances before the police courts the
un enviable reputation of incorrigibles, yet who when
known in th eir ln cicl moments were capn.ble of inpiring feelings far different to those of censure and
aversion. EYen looking to average cases of drunkennes., one is amazed to find how often n. frequeut panel
at police courts is guilty of no other mis<lemeanour
than that of beiug clruuk and iorapable or drunk and
disorderly. There is, what we have no doubt will
be called a, public p est, in Edinburgh thirty-one
yca,rs of age, who has b een since she was twenty-t,yo
al most al ways in the bands of the police. During
that perioJ of nine years she has been one hundred
and thirty-. ix: times before the court, and has been
subjected to tine n.nd imprisonment varying from one
clay to sixty days. We have looked carefully over
the list of her convictions, and find that the charges
against her are prostitution and drunkenness, the
latter varied by iuca,pability and disorderliness-not
a case of the£ t alleged against her. ,Ve are not to
excuse her wantonness one degree ; but knowing
I how much drink has to do with the ruin of young
1
women, and how often it makes its victims riotous ot·
reel into insensibility, we do ask the question would
that poor uufortunate-honest although debasedhave been gliJing so fearfnlly and so rapidly to a.
clrea.c.lfol death, and a still more dreadful judgment,
in a Maine Law parish or state 7 Here in Christian
Britain, witb_her twenty thousaud ministers of the
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Gospel, messengers of grace to guilty souls, such a in the rills dashing down the mountain's grassy slopes,
case as that to which we refer is so common that it or of there being none in the unfathomable ocean. All
is not too much to say that there is not a day on is but as a tale that is told-as wincl in a bladder,
which some poor wautou, honest but intemperate, is which science has pricked with her Ithuriel's spear,
not breathing her last, ·without hope and without the and lo it hisses as it disperses into the alcohol-laden
last consola.tions of the dying, because looked upon atmosphere. Oh Muntz, Muntz ! you might have
as reprobate, while all the time she is a victim of a, softened the heavy blow ! But science ha~ no
legalised system of drink-selling that is exerting the bowels, no compassion for the temperance lecturer's
most malignant influence upon the destinies of this small wife and large family, but will, without
great country. At the bar of God there will be remorse or anything approaching it, see him and his
found in her case" extenuating circumstances"-a drifting astern with crinolines, the tinder-boxes, the
Christian nation tolerating a Moloch which is de- stage-coaches, and the chignons of exploded fashion.
vouring the bodies and souls of its people, au<l the Still, before we break up our camp and march to
eh urches will not combine to stand Eliezer like be- solitudes remote, let us be sure that Mr. Muntz has
tween the living and the dead, and' stay the dre;dful not found a mare's nest. What has he discovered 1
plague.
Alcohol as one of the primary elements either of
gaseous, liquid, or solid matter? Not a bit. He
Hung be the temperance heavens with black; has simply discovered alcohol in rain-water, in the
turn day to night, for a Mr. Muntz, a chemist of soil, in the air, and in organic matter. Well, there
note, has discovered that this circumambient world is nothing to startle an intelligent temperance reforis oue huge spirit-cellar, and that all creation is mer in that; the wonder would be if there were. The
saturated with fiery alcohol ! We breathe it, we fact is, we cannot but expect that, in the cycle of
swallow it, we bathe in it. Of what avail our changes going on around us, grains and fruits in their
pledge to abstinence when we cannot escape from decay should evolve alcohol. The steeped grain left
the surrounding contamination of the "devil in to germinate and then decay will easily produce it ;
solution"? Oh, where shall we turn or whither the grape burst on the stalk and exposed to the air
shall we fly from the maddening cup when earth and will rot, and in its rottenness produce it. Yet this
air is but a huge poisoned chalice, which is being evil can be borne as we endure those exhalations
continually held to our unwilling lips ? How blind that pass from us to undergo those changes that
we have been ! We thought we knew all about the bring in their train life and health. Because alcohol
common enemy of man, who is Prince of the Power is found in nature, should it therefore be found in
of the Air, but we never dreamed that he haJ. mau in such a degree as to degrade him ? Does
infected all things with bis favourite demon, a1cohol, nature take delight in the inebriation of the world?
the only demon in a liquid form of which we stood Does she not so diffuse alcohol as to confer on mankind
in aw~. This discovery has far-reaching conse- an immunity for its effects? Are we therefore to be
quences. We used to wonder at the sudden eccen- startled? No; surely not. Rather are we to be contricities of our friends. Why wonder longer? They firmed in our aversion to a substance that savours
must have been simply airily drunk. When science, of the charnel-house of nature. The most extreme
through Dr. Richardson, told us that we had a still discoveries of science will be found on the side of
in our insides, we reverently believed him, aud with truth, and this one of Mr. Muntz only adds but anundeviating regularity increased the saccharine con- other to the long roll of warnings to mankind to
stituents of our diet in order to assist nature in her beware of that insidious ·potion which steels the •
delightful brew. But alas ! we have "Leen wrong. heart, makes the reason and tbe understanding reel,
Dr. Richardson's inquiries have not gone far enough, is the shroud of the soul, and amply justifies the
and we have Leen for years, it seems, needlessly most strenuous efforts for the suppression of the artifiadding to the exhilaration which nature has provided cial production of n.lcohol for beverage purposes when,
for the children of men. Mourn, ye temperance a la Muntz, nature has it in such profuse abundance.
lecturers, for your occupation's gone-gone with
its great emoluments, its fields of ease and its
Arcadian joys ! A pledge as large as a bill-poster
and as strong as a blister will not avail against a
liquor that falls gently on us in snow, showers upon
us in rain, envelopes us in mist, steals in upon us
in our tea, and flows along our alimentary canal in
our milk. Let us make a mournful submission to
the inevitable; for why, after all, should we play the
Roman fool, and die upon our-pen? The publican, reinforced by nature, is a foe to whom it is no
demerit to submit. Let us hear no more of that
fancy sketch of there being no alcohol in nature ;
about there having been none in the garden of Eden,

When a, boy was called to account for fishing on
Sunday he said, " I know I do, but then before the fish
began to bite I always sang one of Moody and Sai:ikey's
hymns." He had as good an excuse as many drmkers
have who know all about the devil in solution, and yet
take it.
TnE DRINK "'ELLER.-(1) Supplies nothing useful;
(2) Supplies nothing necessary to health, happiness, .01·
prosperity ; (3) Is not a pa~rou or encourager o! labour;
(4) Supplies no food or stimulus for mental nnprovement; (5) Adds no moral impulse or spiritual force to
the communjty. Let him step down, then, from the
company of honest toilers. He has no place among
manufacturers, traders, shop-keepers, mechanics,
teacherd, or preachers. All of them would ?O 1?etter
work if he were not, and each of them meets m lum an
obstacle to their full success.-Scott Act Leaflet.
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ner from the consequences of his own inconsiderate
words?
THE EDITOR TO HIS CO TRIBUTORS.
In his letter of January the 21st, to justify his asserTn E Editor has great pleasure in acknowledging the tion that the amount of licensed drink-shops conditions
receipt of many contributions during the past month, the amount of drunkenness, he represents these 13,000
some of them of considerable merit. He will be able, clergymen as having said so; for he gave what they
he trusts, to make use of most of them. Those who call facilities as equivalent to drink-shops. In his
have favoured him will know that their papers are letters of January 21st he thus makes his drink-shops
and the clergymen's facilities to mean one and the same
approved by their receipt of proof for correction.
He hopes that during the currency of the volume, of thing. But now, in his letter of February the 18th, he
which the present issue is the first number, he will says that these clergymen's facilities do not merely
continue to receive similar literary assistance in the mean the number of public-houses, without regard to
way of articles and correspondence from the friends of the accommodation and tempting power presented by
them. What a muddle the Bailie has got into. Who
the movement and the association.
Corre pondents and contributors are requested to be could have concluded that his intellectual right hand
could
have so lost its cunning as to miss its aim in this
brief, pithy, and sparkling. Long articles are in danger
of being laid aside in favour of those that do no more way, if it is accommodation and tempting power in
than fill a page of the magazine. The writing should public-houses that are the facilities to drinking; and if
be legible ; bad writing means with the printers bad it has been the case that they increase as the number
copy. It is more desirable to pay for a gootl article, of public-houses diminish, how should the Bailie exclearly written, than have to pay the compositor for claim that I forget myself when I say that if the facili setting bad up. uch badly-written articles drift peril- ties referred to in the clerical report are merely drinkously near to the waste-basket. Contributors should shops, it is untrue that drunkenness has diminished as
always write under a sense of these canons of the they have been reduced in number? To say so would
Press-" An article is always improved by condensa- certainly be an untruth. The facts that I have given
tion," and '' More articles, however valuable in their prove it to be untrue. And the Bailie is in a deplorsubject matter, are rejected through bad caligraphy able state as he stands behind his representatives of
than through either bad thinking or indifferent style." authoritative respectability, feeling pained that because
he is behind them I should not have generously deferred to their authority, and declined to expose his
inconsiderate, contradictory statements as to what is
DO PUBLIC HOUSES CONDITION DRUNKENtheir meaning in what they have said.
NESS?
The Bailie is so confused and contradictory in what
To the Editor of the "Social Reformer."
he has written that if it is not looked into discriminatSrn,-I deal only with the English ecclesiastical re- ingly he may breed confusion in others. In his letter
port as it is quoted by Bailie Lewis himself. He of January the 21st he says:-" Mr. Paton objects to
teaches that, if the license laws of Scotland were my having said that the amount of licensed drinkhonestly put into operation we could do a mighty deal shops to a large extent conditions the amount of drunkto arre:;t the progre::.s of drunkenness, by merely dim- enness. TLis statement, notwithstanding Mr. Pator:.'s
' nishing the number of public-houses. And to su-pport denial, is substantially true." In another part of the
himself in his demand for arrested drunkenness, same letter he continues:-" .Mr. Paton may believe
through thus administrating the drink trade, he tells us that this would in no degree tend to the diminution of
that the English ecclesiastical report affirQ1s that when drunkenness, but I presume he will get few who know
the facilities for obtaining drink are increased, drunk- of the aggressive nature of the drink trade to agree
enness increases also. This is what the Bailie gives of with him." But in his letter of February the 18th he
this report to impress his readers that the facilities re- writes :- '' If there is one fallacy more than another
ferred to consist in the number of public-houses; but which I have laboured assiduously to expose during the
the Bailie is not warranted in putting this meaning on last quarter of a century, it is the notion that the mere
these words. And my reply is, that if these facilities reduction of the number of public-houses is any guarare drink-shops, drunkenness should have been dimin- antee for the diminution of drinking and drunkenness,
ished ; but it is not diminished; for since 1848, with if those that remain are allowed to increase their acthe diminution of drink-shops, our drink bill has risen commodation and tempting powers." On January the
from £72 to £136,000,000 annually. This is not 21st he writes that "the number of public-houses conarrested, but increased drunkenness; and it is a pal- ditions drunkenness ; " and on February the 18th he
pable untruth, and not a palpable truth, as the Bailie declares that this is a fallacy-" that a reduced numaffirms, that drunkenness is conditioned by the num- ber of drink-shops is not a guarantee for diminished
ber of public-houses. But oven if it could be shown drinking." The Bailie admits that it is fallacious to
that the English ecclesiastical report did support the expect diminished drunkenness by merely diminishing
Bailie's n otion about the mere number of public-houses the number of houses for the sale of drink; but he
constituting the facilities for obtaining drink, it would continues to argue in support of the fallacy, as he did
still be untrue that drunkenness has diminished with before he made the admission. It is an astonishing
the diminution of public-houses.
performance.
Not even the authority of an English ecclesiastical
If the Bailie had laid down the principle involved in
report can set aside the fact that forty years ago, with his statement of February the 18th as the basis of his
290,000 of a population, Glasgow had 3,000 public- speech at Edinburgh on December the 11th, he would
houses, and less drunkenness than she now has, with have saved me the trouble of asking him to explain,
600,000 of a population, and only 1,800 public-houses, and himself the trouble of admitting its soundness,
and their back doors all built up, too. This is as a.fter having controverted it in the manner which has
obvious as that one and one are two. Yet the Bailie appeared in the Social R ef orrner. But, after all, the
exclaims that in stating it I ungenerously throw dis- Bailie now admits, although with a contradiction that
credit on the testimony of 13,000 clergymen. I do takes the graciousness from the concession, that a dimnothing of the sort. I neither credit nor discredit inished number of public-houses is not the condition!! of
them. It is the Bailie that I discredit for unwarrant- sobriety, if those that are left are not kept from growably inferring from their report that the number of ing large and temptingly attractive.
If it ever had happened that a diminished number of
public-houses constitutes drinking facilities.
It is remarkable to see Bailie Lewis hiding behind public-houses had been reduced to none, or to the
the representatives of authoritative respectability, Bailie's infinitesimal number, two, in the process of salu whom he has misrepresented, as he himself admits, in tary restriction, or had become less in accommodation
order to make it appear that my strictures on his mis- and attradive power, temperance reformers might have
representations are aimed at them, and not at himself. hope that, by reduction, the conditions"of sobriety would
Who could have believed that the Bailie would have become established-not in proh~bition, but in the
run away and attempted to hide himself in this man- Bailie's salutary, restricted sale of drink. But there
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can be no hope that this is ever to take place, for the
trade in drink being a monopoly, and the cultivator of
the <lrink craving, while it necessarily falls into the
hands of the rich and powerful, it develops the desire
for drink, and grows in extent to diffuse attraction ;
you might as well think t o have a small crop of turnips
by thinning them, as a limited drink trade by weeding
out of it the poor and the powerless that the rich and
powerful may have scope to extend operations, and
grow more rich and more powerful. It has never
taken place, and never can.
The Bailie's letter of February 18th is a r emarkable
mental manifestation. ,vhile he admits that it is a
fallacy to expect a diminished number of public-houses
as a guarantee for diminished drinking, he still arguingly flounders to show that a few attractive houses
facilitate drinking less than a large number limited inaccommodation, attraction, and supply. And he exclaims, surely Mr. Paton does not mean to say that two
attractive, well-supplied houses would not facilitate
drinking less than 500 limited in accommodation and
supply. It is obvious that the Bailie, when h e wrote
this, was off on the wings of imagination, and in his
flight had got to the region of the impossible. But
when imagination carries a man there to settle a matter reasonably, according to the facts of the case, he
loses his head and fails to be practical. I will therefore, if I can, restore the Bailie to the region of the
possible, by reminding him that there is not an instance
on record in the history of licensing in which restriction
has been carried so far as he indicates in his two illustratiYe houses. ,vhile the trnde has been maintained
to arrest drunkenness, it has increased. And if the
Bailie could apply bis salutary clauses to the arresting
process, he, too, would meet increased drunkenness, for
the stuff sold intoxicates, and, as it docs so, cultivates
the desire for greater intoxication-which is drunkenness on the increase.
Therefore, while the drink trade is in any manner
maintained, it cannot take place that there can either be
only two houses in any considerable place, or free trade
in all places. ,vherever the number of houses has been
reduced, as in Glasgow, until more drink was sold in the
reduced number than in the number that preceded them,
the reduced number has fallen to the level on which the
rich have the opportunity of taking them up, and making them pay by working them with their money power.
In Glasgow the rich have in this way got the trade into
their hands, and further reduction is stopped. It is
their interest to stop further reduction, and they have
the power to secure their interests. This is so evident
that I am astoni1ihed at the Bailie's imaginary flight all
the way to two mythical houses in the region of the
impossible. Let the Bailie speak, and work steadily
for prohibition and sobriety, and not for the enforcement of salutary provisions in the license laws tc, arrest
drunkenness, and imagination will not carry him out
of the way to breed confusion, for clearness, in discussing
the temperance question.
The Bailie persists, in the solemn protesting mood,
to misrepresent me as looking complacently upon
drunken arrests. He can imagine what is impossible,
and see what does not exist. I have not written or
spoken complacently, approvingly, or disapprovingly
of any arrests whatever. I have merely said that if
there was no drunkenness except that represented by
the arrests of the helplessly drunk, we would be comparatively a sober people. All the world knows that
the helplessly drunk are at an incalculable distance
from illustrating the extent and consequences of our
drunkenness; and until the Bailie really denies this
fact there cannot be much solemnity in his solemn protesting. ,Vhile in this solemn mood be had, it seems,
before him the criminal returns for Glasgow, and he
has found that during last year 40,772 apprehensions
had taken place for assault, drunkenness, etc., and
posing in great solemnity h e hurls all this crime at my
head, as he denounces me for being complacent about
it. Now, while I h:i.ve written, as quoted above, about
the h elplessly drunk, I h aYe not referred at all t o
criminals and their arrests, drnnk or sober. But while
I am n ot r es1Jousiblc for the crimiuals of Gbsgov.-, nor

complacently indifferent about them, it is easy to see
they have no connection with the merely helplessly
drunk. A child coul<l. comprehend that criminals in
Glasgow or elsewhere, either drunk or sober, can have
no connection with the helplessly drunk in Edinburgh,
whom the Bailie has arrayed to illustrate the extent
to which a large number of drink-shops in one ward as
against a small number in another war<l. conditions
drinking and drunkenness. This is the matter to be
cleared up; but the Bailie runs away from it, and
writes about Glasgow criminals. He is asked if the
ward with the least houses and the least arrests is not
inhabited by people least liable to be caught helplessly
drunk. 'l'hi.s truthful answer would settle the matter,
but on this head he does not utter a word.
There is nothing in this correspondence that seems
to interest the Bailie so much as to avoid the matter
which occasioned it. He even goes out of his way to
lug in ex-Provost Collins, that he may present him as
.deploring the drunkenness and crime of Glasgow in
contrast with the depraved complacency which he insists in attributing to myself in its contemplation.
' urely it cannot be fairly supposed that there is a
virtuous man in Scotland who does not deplore the
whole of its drunkenness and crime. It must, therefore, be worse than meaningless in the Bailie thus
ostentatiously to name your honoured ex-Provost for
doing no more than is done by everybody. In this
respect the ex-Provost is not greater ancl better than
ordinary people, aud the Bailie has no advantage in
taking him from the multitude to stand up beside him,
unless it be that in doing so he may avoid to grapple
fairly with the matter in hand. -Yours, etc.,
JOHN PATO X.

To the Editor of Socicit Reformer.
Srn,-There are few things more repugnant to an
honourable mind than to find a man who, worste<l. in
discussion, betakes himself to the raising of false issues ,
and then by misrepresenting his opponent attempts to
throw upon him the result of his own cl linqucncy.
This is precisely the attitude assumed by Mr. Paton in
his last communication-a copy of ,vbich you hnvc
kiadly forwarded me. In tead of dealing with the well
attested facts in my former letters he finds it more conYenient to state what, in his own p olite lan guage, is a
"palpable untruth," and then impudently attributes to
me the r esponsibi lity of having uttered it. Let me
I rove this grave impeachment.
Ou referring back t o my letter which appeared in
your February number, be says, "On January 21 be
(the Bailie) write~ that the nu;nbcr of pablic houses
conditions drunkcnnes,;." I scarcely require to inform
your readers that my letter of the 21st contain s no such
statement, it being a pure invention of your correspondent. The statement I made, and to ,...-hich Mr. Paton
was foolish enough to tak e exception, was, that '' the
amount of licensed drink shops to a large e:1;tcnt conclitions the amount of drunk enness." It will thus be
seen that Jifr. Paton has suppressed th e words which I
h ave italicised, and having done so he puts his counterfeit sentence in inverted comas, n.nd then charges me
with having written it. Your correspondent has thus
committed a threefol d offence. 1st, He has grossly
misrepresented my statement, which he formerly
denied, but signally failed t o disprove. 2nd, He bas
sought to mislead your readers in his attempt to controvert a proposition so palpable and popular as scarcely
to admit of discussion; and 3rd, He has imposed upon
himself by evidently believing that his subterfuge
" ·ould not be detected.
Your correspondent hy aclopLing the policy of suppression, and getting quit of the qualifying terms in my
statement, involving the necessary consideration of
other conditions, then proceeds to occupy your space
with an irrelevant criticism of the spurious statemen t
which he is personally resFonsible for having cuine Ll
aud put in circu lation.
ndcr these circurnstauccs it
will not be expected that I shoulu. follow him through
his inextricable mne of irrelevancy extenlling over b ·o
and a l1alf columus of your journal. I must, howeYer,
be ailoi•,-ed to bring him back to the r eal qu estion under
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discussion, viz., Does the number of licensed drink
!::hops to a large extent condition the amount of drunk enness ? This I have answered in the affirmative, and
have demonstrated its accuracy by the testimony of
governors and chaplains of prisons, the heads of constabulary throughout the country, the superintendents
of lunatic asylums in \Vales, judges, reconlers, coroners, and masters of workhouses throughout England
and "\Vales, and by ecclesiastical reports attested by
hundreds of Scottish clergymen, and by thousands of
clergymen of the Church of England.
Mr. Paton has denied, but signally failed to disprove
the proposition in question . lt is of no avail that he
contra ts the Drink Bill of 1848 with that of 1880. No
man knows better than he that, altogether irrespective
of the great increase in population, the entire conditions
of the respectiYe periods are changed, and that by higher
wages and more leisure greater facilities for drinking
and drunkenness exist in 1880 than existed in 1848. lt
is of no avail that he contrasts the number of public
houses in Glasgow 40 year ago ·with those which now
exist. Did I not previously call his attention to the
fact that public houses although fewer in number than
they were 40 years ago, possess now enormously increased accommodation, and are infinitely more powerful in display and attractive influence than at the former
period. That all cavil under this head may be set at
rest, I may state, that while the total rental of licensed
premises in Glasgow in 1858 was £66,205, it is now
£191,G02. The task Mr. Paton has in hand is not to
compare the number of public houses now existing with
the facilities for drinking with those which existed
sev ral generations ago.
It is for him to point to
towns or districts in the country where-all things
heing equal-a smaller uumber of public houses produce
a maximum amount of drunkenness, or where a
larger number of (public houses pro<luces a minimum amount of drunkenness.
Failing to do this
let him point us to certain towns or districts in the
cour,try wheie, uncl r the same coudi,~ions, pu11ie
houses have undergone a decided diminution in numb r,
without a dimim~tion in drunkenness as the result.
Or. what would be to the same purpose, let him point
ns to towns and districts where, all things being eq ual,
1.mblic houses have been largely increased in number,
with out their haYing produced an increase of drunkenuess and its concomitant evils. There is only one other
-way of escape from the awkward dilemm:1 in which by
his rashness he has placed himself- that is, by his
proving to the satisfaction of your readers that every
public-house is not a centre of temptation, and that
evt:ry publican is not a centre of iBfluence in producing
<lnmkenn ss in the circle of his associates. L et me
snpply your corre pondent with an additional illustration of ·w hat I mean and which will at the same
time contribute anothel' to the number of my unaui::,wc red and, I may Mkl, unanswerable facts. In Octoher, 1865, the number of licensed liquor shops in
Gothenburg was reduced at one stroke from forty to
twenty-three, or nearly by one half. What was the
result of this reduction? Not as Mr. Paton would
have us believe-no diminution in drunkenness-on
the contrary the number of drunken cases proved by
the police returns fell within the twelve months from
2,070 to 1,42-1:. This is not all. During the next year
there was no further r eduction in the number of the
liquor shops, and, as was to be expected, there was no
dimiuution in the number of drunken cases wol'th mentioning. Let it here be noted, that during the latter
year there was n0 change either in the population or in
their external conditions, or in the administration of
the law. We commend this additional fact to :Mr.
Paton, in the hope that after he has disposed of those
previously given him he will rceoncile this Gothenburg
experience ,vith that theory, of which, so far as I
kuow be has the honour to be, the sole apostle. I
submit that if the licensed liquor shops in Glasgow, or
in any town in the kingdom, were to be re<luced by one
h alf, and the facilities and temptations to driuking
thus lessened, and the accommodation of the remainder
n ot increased, there would be a reduction in the commitments for drunkenness corresponding with the
abo,·e.
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There is one relevant point in Mr. Paton's letter,
wherein he tries to argue, and which, were I to fail to
notice, he would baYe just cause of complaint. ·while
now admitting the accuracy of my figures, proving
that in those wards where pub lic-houses are most
numerous, there is the grentest amount of drnnkenness, and vice versa, he asks if the wards with few
public-houses arc not inhabited by an improved class
of people. By admitting that they are so, your conespondent evidently does not see that he is proving my
position. The comparative absence of public-houses in
those wards, by a law as certain as that of gravitation,
NECES ITATES the improved condition of the people,
just as certainly as the presence of large numbers in
other wards necessarily deteriorates those resident
therein. Strange that Mr. Paton did not see this !
1'here are some men who can apprehend a principle
so soon as it is stated, but, as we have seen, this is not
always 110. I believe, however, that in order to get the
most obtuse to comprehend the application of any principle we have only to push our illustration to the
extreme. Let me try this experiment in the present
case. There are at present 1,799 licensed liquor shops
in Glasgow. In the event of their number being reduced say to 17, am I not right in assuming that it would
then become manifest either to the meanest capacity or
the most prejudiced mind, that as a necessar.11 and
natural result there would be a great diminution in
drunkenness.
If, in this discussion, the object of M:r. Paton has
been to demonstrate his fierce hostility to the reduction
in the number of the licensed liquor shops, and to
bring discredit on the prohibitory agitation by branding as apologists of the drink trade, and n,s enemies
of prohibition, those who approve of the enforcement
of the Forbes }.fackenzie and Public Houses Acts,
then I must congratulate him on his success. If, on
the contrary, his object has been to prove that the
number of public houses does not, to a li>xge extent,
con,lition the amouut of drunkennes:>, th n I su hmit
that he ha~ signD lly a.n 1l miserably failP.d. - I am ,
yours etc.,
DAVID LEWI .
Hoselea Yilla, <+range, E1Hnburgh, Mar. 21, 1881.
[This discussion must now cease. -ED. S. R . ]

Fel y. 21.-The Lords had a debate on the opening
of musenms, &c., on , unday. The no1le lord (Dnnraven) who iutrc,dnced the uill pleaclecl for the opening
1 of these places because tl1e poor have wretched homes,
been.use they have nowhere but the public-house to go
to. Hence the idea of rest had been now so nmch
1
associated with drink that holiday aml intemperance
1
we:re synonymous terms. He objected to an Act of
Parliament making the public-house the only open
place on undays. He wanted the poor man to ba"'e
an alternatiYe. In the petitions lie presented w ere to he
found the signatures of many members (Jf I a.rliamcnt,
of many chief magistrates, 93 Church of England
clergymen, 1i3
onconformists, and 266 ministers of
various denominations.
If they could trust a ma.n
with a vote, why not truQt him going to a museum.
He would smely distinguish between it and a dancing
saloon. The Earl of Shaftesbury followed. He ·would
support opening these places during the week eveni_n~s.
He disputed the statement that thousands of Bntlsh
men were desirous of having museums, &c., opened on
, umlay, and he bad petitions signed by 26,000 in their
neighbourhood, praying that they should be closed, and
recently 24,000 petitioned against the farther opening
of the Kensal Green Museum. At first it was argued
that the taverns and publics would be emptied as soon
as such places were opened . In his opinion, if the
galleries and museums were openell, they wonlLl not
1ind one single person leave the gin shops for the sake
of the pictures, statues, &c. If they opened these
places, they would multiply the number of persons who
woultl have to toil on the Sunday-cabmen, tramway-car
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men, omnibus men, railwaymen,and others. The amount ·
of additional labour would be frightful, and it would be
incurred in the interests of mere pleasure. Then they
could not stop at museums ; th ey would be compelled
to open aquariums and even the theatre as an acknowledged source of intellectual instruction. Then other
more questionable places would demand to follow in the
wake ef these. Their lordships ought to encourage the
feeling of reverence for the Sunday so manifest. The
debate was continued by Duke of omerset, Earl of
Rosebery, Earl Granville, and Lord Thurlow in favour
of the motion, and by Archbishop of Canterbury, Earl
Cairns, and Duke of Argyle against it. The result was
that the motion was lost by 34 to 41.
Feby. 22.-Sir John Lubbock moved the second
reading of the Free Libraries Bill, but, owing to opposition. had to withdraw it.
Feby. 24. -The Earl of Dalhousie's Local Rates
(Scotland) Bill was read a first time.
Sir H. D. \Volff postponed the motion on the duties
on tobacco.
Feb. 25.-The Lord-Advocate, in reply to Sir G.
Balfour, said a bill had been introduced for obtaining
an annual report on the Local Taxation of Scotland,
similar to that obtained for England and Ireland.
Feby. 28.-Lord Dalhousie moved the second reading of the Local Taxation (Scotland) Bill, to which the
Lord-Advocate had referred on the 25th, and the bill
was read a second time.
March 1.-The Local Taxation (Scotland) Bill passed
through the Lords' Committee.
March 3. -The report of amendment on the Local
Taxation Returns (Scotland) Bill was considered in the
Lords.
Mr. Baxter gave notice of the following question:Whether, seeing that the business of the House has
been stopped, and the national safety imperilled, Her
Majesty's Government intend to propose such measures
as will effectually put an end to obstruction, and at the
same time vindicate the dignity and restore the legislative powers of Parliament ?
March 4.-On the motion of Lord Ramsay, the Local
Taxation ( cotland) Bill was read in the House of
Lords the third time.
March 7. - Mr. Gladstone, replying to Lord R.
Churchill, said the only license the licensed victuallers
of Oxford had to pay for the sale of wine was £2 10s.
The matter was one between them and the University
authorities rather than between them and the State.
March 8.-Replying to Mr. Russell, Mr. Fawcett
said that some weeks ago he had cordially consented
that a clerk from the Post Office Savings Bank should
twice weekly conduct a branch at the brewery of
Messrs. B·tss & Co., Burton. He would, if other firms
made similar proposals, send clerks to them, as far as
the resources of the local Post Offices would permit.
.- Replying to Mr. Rodwell, Sir H. James
said "that eight royal elections commissions were issued
on September last. Four of the reports - Canterbury,
Boston, Knaresbro', and Sandwick-bad been in the
bands of the members. He began to be apprehensive
that the evidence would not be completed so as to
allow him to read the evidence. As to the remaining
reports, if they could not be presented in time, they
would be placed on the table of the House in manuscript form." No proceedings can be instituted after
the expiry of twelve months after the alleged offence;
hence the anxiety of hon. members to h ave a printed
copy of the r eports.
.-Mr. Hardcastle asked the Home Secretarywhether there was any truth in the statement which
appeared in the Standard of that morning? That statement was as follows: - " A correspondent informs us
that, by an accident, a printed draft of the Government
measure for regulating the trade of the licensed victuallers has got abroad, and the following is a summary
outline of the provisio-a.s of the bill. It is founded
upon the lines recommended in the report of the Lords'
Committee on Intemperance. It proposes to regulate
public-houses both as to the hours of opening and closing, and the whole subject of the liquor traffic. Its
main provisions are absolutely free-trade in licenses,

and that any person of good character may keep a public-house on the condition of paying the stipulated
licensing duty, equivalent to so much in the pounrl. on
the rateable value of the premises. The bill does not
propose to give any compensation to the existing
license-holders no matter whatever they have paid for
their houses. In regard to the opening and closing of
houses for the sale of intoxicating liquors, it provides
that in London public-houses on week-days are not to
be opened until seven o'clock in the morning, and are
to be closed at eleven o'clock at night. On Sundays
they are to be opened from one to three o'clock, as at
present, but simply for sale off the premises. No one
to be allowed to consume drink on the premises, and
no spirits are to be sold between the hours of one and
three on Sundays ; but on Sunday nights the publichouses are to be opened from seven to t en o'clock for
sale of intoxicating liquors either off or on the premises
In the provinces the houses are to be opened on weekdays from seven to ten o'clock, and on Sundays for a
short time only, and then only for the purpose of selling intoxicating liquors for consumption off the premises. It is not expected that the Government will
bring in the measure this session."
Sir W. V. Harcourt said-Of late years a great many
printed drafts of a great many subjects have by accident got abroad ; but I can confidently state that no
printed draft of a Government measure for regulating
the trade of licensed victuallers has got abroad, and for
this reason, that there never has been such a draft, and
it never has been printed. (Laughter.)
March 18. -Mr. Trevelyan, in moving the Navy
Estimates, said that " the Admiralty had a bill on the
table for the abolition of flogging, and they had asked
themselves if there were not means by which they
could lessen the temptations to drink. (Cheers.)
EDINBURGH BAND OF HOPE U ION.
THE annual business meeting of the Edinburgh Band of
Hope Union, was held on Monday evening, 7th ult.,
in Darling's Hotel, Waterloo Place. There was a large
and representative attendance of ladies and gentlemen,
most of whom are actively engaged in the work of the
Union. Mr. John allance, president of the Union,
occupied the chair, and among others present were
the Hev. John Kay, the Rev. Mr. ,vylie, l{ev. R. B.
Blyth, the Rev. Mr. Kilgour, Cockenzie; ex-Bailie
Lewis, Messrs. James Darling, R. Somerville, Dalkeith;
J. Telfor, George Tait, J. Coutts, \V. J. Brander,
secretary; S. M'Glashan, treasurer, &c. After tea,
the Secretary read the fifth annual r eport, showing
that, from a small beginning five years ago, there were
now 96 Bands of Hope with a memb ership estimated at
10,000. ·within the last twelve months 26 new Bands
of Hope had been added to the union roll, while 11 had
been deleted, giving a net increase of 15. 'rho report
went on to give an i1Jteresting account of the work done
by the union, the visitations of districts by deputations,
the musical demonstrations, and so on ; and the directors ex.pressed their special thanks to Miss Guthrie and
her lady friends for their services as collectors. The
Treasurer submitted bis report, which show ed that the
subscriptio11s amounted to £48 and the total income to
£135, but the liabilities exceeded the assets by £413s.,
and he hoped the contributors would keep this in mind
when called upon for contributions.
The R ev. Mr. ·WYLIE moved the adoption of the
reports. They were a record that the operations of the
union had been carried on during the past year with a
large amount of vigour and success. One of the spP.cial
designs of Bands of Hope was to create a temperance
conscience. Not so long ago Christian people did not
think it wrong to ask God's blessing on a glass of
whisky; but by the enlightening influences of such
associations as this that had been largely done away
with. He believed th ey would ultimately get the
PermissiYe Bill, but our legislators had their bands
very full at present, so that they would not be able to
d evote th eir attention for a tim e to th e liquor question.
It was, therefore, all the more 11 ccessary for every
Christian to endeavour to secure th e success of the
temperance movement ; and if the union and other
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temperance associations joined themselves with other
Christian workers thev were sure of ultimate success.
Mr. J. S. Gibb seconded the motion. In Edinburgh
there was spent last year a million of money on drink
indulgence; and as a nation we spend a million every
day of the year on drink and its connections, while the
Government derived £33,000,000 annually of revenu e
from this vice. He urged them to continue forming
public opinion on this question, and expressed his
belief that Bands of Hope, by beginning with the young,
were beginning at the right end. Ex-Bailie Lewis in
moving the election of the new directors, said they had
a right to expect that much work should be done by
the union in the coming year, because they got hold of
the children, and had the chance of making the first
impression on their youthful mind, and there was much
in that. If they had Christian parents, and if they
watched the first movements of the infant minds, and
inculcated right principles, provident habits, truthfulness, loyalty to duty, and sound principles of morality,
and if they were careful to see that these principles
were developed along with the natural development of
the child, it would be nearly as difficult for these
children to abandon these good habits as for those who
had grown up in evil habits to leave off their evil
habits. As to the political position of the movement
they had been told by their honoured Prime Minister
that there was no time to deal with this question, because their hands were full of more important matters.
He (Mr. Lewis) apprehended that there was no question at the present hour, momentous as these times
were, more important than this one of temperance.
He was aware of the difficulties the Government had to
deal with in Ireland and their foreign wars, and while
he would leave them to try to get over these troubles,
he maintained that they were entitled to have this
great question of liquor reform introduced even in a
secondary place into the programme of the Government.
Mr. n. Lockhart, the Rev. Messrs. Blyth and Kilgour,
and Mr. Henry then addressed the meeting.
The Rev. J oho ay said that the most interesting
aspect of the tempeL·ano e question w&.a that in connection with which they had now met-the impressing
upon the young the danger connected with strong
drink, and endeavouring to instil into them sound principles in referenee to that and other social questions
that th ey would afterwards have to deal with as
citizens. It was very important this point of educating
the young, for they were the hope of the future. He
thought, too, the Christian Church was bound to come
to the help of a society like this, which would do tenfold
more and tenfold better work if the whole Church of
Christ in the country were taking up the Band of Hope
movement. It was delightful to £nd that in many congregations in Scotland there was a movement in that
direction, and he wished to see it become universal.
Clergymen and office-bearers of churches should alike
be interested in the temperance education of the young,
and then they would be induced to take a deeper interest in rescuing those of maturer years from the
temptations of drink. The two ought to go hand in
hand, and he knew of many encouraging instances in
which the giving of oneself to Band of Hope work had
led to a deepened interest in the larger question of temperance in relation to its political and social aspects.
The injury done morally and spiritually to the Church
of Christ through the drinking habits of the day was a
thing that weighed like a heavy load upon the soul of
every man who was anxious for the perfecting of the
Church. Her beauty was obscured, her power weakened, her ministers, probationers, and office-bearers, in
not a few cases, brought low, degraded, and disgraced
by the terrible vice. Surely, then, the precious sons
of Zion, comparable to fine gold, must rise and gird
their loins for the contest, and go forth to battle
against the evil that was ruining so many of their fellow•
men, in hope and con£dence that God would strengthen
and enable them to work till the victory was gained.
Messrs. George Wilson, Leith, Jas. Coutts, A. R.
'Williamson, vV. Small, J. Bauchope, George Tait, and
others, subsequently addressed the meeting. After the
usual votes of thanks the meeting was closed with the
benediction,
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On the 24th ult., a signally successful Soiree Conference was held in New Waverley Hall, Edinburgh, to
advance the interests of the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, in the capital and east of
Scotland. Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., presided; and addresses were delivered by Rev. Drs. Blackie and
Adamson, Revs.J.Kay and Cunningham, Bailie Selkirk,
Provost Dick, Messrs. Tait, "\Vinning, Coutts, Steel,
and Dr. Bowie, Mrs. Kirk, and Miss Wigham. An
efficient choir was in attendance.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
BooKs, &c., for Review, and communications for the
Editor, should be forward ed, not later than the 12th
of each month, and as nwch earlier as possible, to the
Offices, 30 Hope Street.

Annual Reaister, 1880, Peniwick Total Abstinfnce
Society. Corresponding secretary, John H. Howden,
'Wilson Square, Penicuick. The annual report of this
society is one of the best of its kind as regards "get•
up." We have list of office-bearers, of committee, of
all members in '' good standing," and of the books in
the society's temperance library. Then we have the
abstract of treasurer's accounts which show with
balance brought forward an income of £53, ls. 3½d.,
and a balance to carry forward to next year of £5, ls.
lO½d. The report itself is the forty-second issued by
the society, and it is full of interesting matter. Among
the speakers who have lectured under the auspices of
the society we find the names of ex-Bailie Lewis, and
our eastern district superintendent, Mr. Waterston.
vVe are sorry to find with all the energy of t1e committee, that the membership has slightly decreased
since the issue of last report, and that some of the
staunch friends of the movement and locality have
passed away. We learn that two separate attempts
have been made during the year to inflict a porter and
ale license upon the Fieltlsend and Shottstown district,
but the committee gladly report the non-success of
both attempts. vVe heartily congratulate the society
on its position, and they have our heartiest wishes for
its welfare and progress.
The S,.;ottish Congregational Society's Occasional
Pape1·, No II. Glasgow : Macnaughton & Sinclair, 93
t . Vincent Street. The committee has rendered a
real service to the Congregational body by the publication of this valuable paper by their worthy secretary,
Rev. Mr. M 'Lean.
one could have done the subject
more ample justice. The paper is thickly studded with
sentences which should be engraved deeply on th e hearts
of all desirous of seeing the church grappling effectively
with the intemperance of our day. '\Ve cordially agree
with the following sentence- " If Christ's church is
unequal to the task of grappling with popular sins then
let her retire from the field and confess her failure.
But the church is equal to the task if she but carry
out the principles of her Divine Leader and do all the
work He has commit;ted to her. There is not a single
moral precept she should not teach-not a sin she
should not have a remedy for-not a wholesome example needed which she is not able to practice." Again,
"The churches as churches have not presented the bold
and decisive front to this enemy of morality and
religion which many of their pastors and members have
done. The churches have not been centres of aggression on the intemperance of the country. They have
suffered from it, but they have not applied to it the
drastic treatment which it deserves and which it should
receive at their hands." The whole paper is an eloquent
and practical plea in behalf of Congregational churches
having as part of their machinery a well equipped, well
managed temperance society, and the hints given for
the institution of these societies are only four in
number, but they are quite sufficient. Yi e incidentally
learn that there is not a publican in connection with
the Congregational Union, and there does not appear
to be more than half a dozen of wine merchants and
licensed grocers. About 70 per cent. of the pastors
and a large percentage of the members of the churches
in the Union are abstainers,
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Poor . Leno R ejorm.-A new solution, embracing
the criminal, the vagrant, and want of employment
prohlems. By D. Low, member of council of the
UniYersity of St. Andrews, Cupar-Fife. A. ·westwood
& Son. Price 2d. This is a remarkable producti011.
To many readers its views must savour of the extreme.
Its solution of the poor law problem is force.
It
wishes to remedy the poor law system-a remedy is
urgent-as the present means of dealing with the poor is
inadequate and unsatisfactory. Mr. Low sees clearly the
evil of not discriminating b etween the unfortunate and
the vicious poor, and be insists, and we think properly,
on the charities mortifications being sufficient for those
who have seen better days, or who never have been
endowed with th e capacity to earn their own living.
The others he would show no mercy to. He would
depriYe them of their liberty, and, as it were, would
break them in as we break in youthful:eriminals in
our trainin g ships and reformatori es to abiding habits
of industry.
If they did acquire a willingness to
work, why th en, they could claim their emancipation,
their surplus earnings, and their discharge.
On a
relapse they were liable to enforced slavery. '\V c confess we look upon this idea with considerable favour,
because it is imposing that training upon the social
nomad which the industrious classes haYe been
subjected to with the · best r esults.
'ociety would be
a gainer negatively ; there would not be the s:..me
demands on h er charitable resources, and positively in
the accession of men at once producers and consumers.
Improvidence and idleness being antisocial acts which
should be branded as crimes, the classes of the
lapsed might be expected to disappear. :Mr. Low is
no less thoroughgoing in dealing with the Yictims,
throu gh want of employment, of enforced idleness.
He would ask GoYernment to establish a labour exchange, u in g the post-office, telegraph, railways, and
such-like, to equalise Jabour by bringing those willing
to work anu the work waiting the worker toO'ether.
He puts his case forcibly when he says-" Th~ great
function of government is to protect life, liberty, nncl
property, and what is the difference bet,vixt falling a
prey to the invaders' bullets, bayonets, or bombshells,
and succumbing to famine or being enslaved by hopeless
penury? " The State might employ such a class, but
would require to give a pay graduated to meet the
necessities of the worker and his family. He adYocates
this view on the ground that misery, penury, destitution
breed dangerous distempers-such as infi<lelityf dnmkcnness, and similar eYils. The main proposal which Mr.
Low firmly presses on our attention is that of registration. All who are able to maintain themseh·es, or
though able have no work, and all vic10us poor are to
be registered. The first to show that they can help
themseh ·es, the second that they desire employment,
and the thu·d that they arc the serfs either of au
employer pr the State until they work themselves
into tl1e class of workers who can earn their own and
fimily 's living. He instances the r egistration adopted
in the army, navy, ci\'il- service, among chemists, &c.
In short, compulsory well-doing would be the rule with
all classes, and the , tate would employ its energies in
stamping out its social leprosies. The book demands
careful consideration, and offers much food for thought.
"\Ve heartily approve of his remedies for the vigorous
excision from society of the idle ancl:improvident poor.
'\Ye believe with him that our present charities' income,
if properly managed, should be sufficient for all those
who through orphanage, disability, senility, require
aid. '\Ve cannot see our way to give an equal approval
to the labour exchange or general r egistration scheme,
as we b elieve, were society freed from itB wasters and
its social vermin, the industrious virtuous workers in
society might very easily be left "to paddle their own
canoe." :Mr. Low does not ignore drunkenness and
its causes and remedies, hut he only speaks of them
with a rather " ' bated breath;" and he thinks they ,
might be . antagonised by educ:i.tion, industry, and
wealth. " . e have become the richest pco]Jle through
free trade on the face of the earth, but b ecause government has, on revenue grounds, continued to protect the
liquor traffic, the wealth and industry of millions of
working men lins been to them a positively bitter curse.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
THE LATE MR. R. BLArn, LASSWADE.-vVe are
deeply sorry to have to record the decease of this
staunch temperance reformer and estimable gentleman
on the 21st ult. His departure, through disease of the
heart, was sudden. He was 58 years of age. H e
will be greatly missed. As a public man no one had
an equal reputation for sound judgment or business
energy. He delighted in forwarding the progress, tbe
prosperity, and the salubrity of the place. He did his
best as member of the Parochial Board to alleviate
poverty, as one of the School Board he did what he
could to advance the education of the rising generation,
and on the management of the '\Yater Supply Company
no one was more active in his efforts to promote
health and banish uncle:..nliness. All these duties,
and others which it is not our province to discuss, he
discharged with ability and success, and all the bette r
because he was a total abstainer and prohibitionist,
steclfast, energetic, and consistent. Of him, in this
phase of his lmsy life, it is on record that his " effort!'!
were unwearied, and from ,his extensive reading and
well-stored memory, his addresses on this subject,
abounding as they did in argument, anecdote, arnl
pathos, combined with a gift of natural oratory of
extraordinary power, were telling, effective, greatly
sought after, and as readily grai1ted." He made a
stand ,vith other electors against the Earl of Dalkeith
as an enemy of local option, and was unsparing in his
efforts to change the representation of Edinburghshire.
He has left behind him a reputation for active and
unostentatious good as merited as it is rare, and to
know the esteem in which he was held one had t o
witness the t earful tribute paid to his worth when on
the 24th nlt. he was interred amid a manifestation of
sorrow which only rare merit is able to eYoke. Mr. Blair
held prohibitory opinions tenaciously and intelligently, was a hearty supporter of the Scottish Permissi,·e
Bill and Temperance Association of which he was so
long an honorary director.
He was a staunch ally
when the superintendent of the Association was labouring in his district. He was always ready and willin g
to appear in Edinburgh at a critical moment, or when
a demonstration to promote its objects was found to
be necessary. He leaves ;.i, widow and family behiml
him, who have the sincere condolence of all who hatl
seen for themselves our departed friend's signal worth.
THE LATE RE,'. ALEXAXDER THOlll , 0.:-<. PEEBLES. '\Ye deeply regret to have to record the cleath of this
most . teemed ministe;.· of tha gospel on Sunday, the
rnth curt. He has Leen in failing health for some time
and passeu peacefully away in the 81st year of his age
and the 52nd year of his ministry. He was the senior
pa~tor of the \Vest U.P. Chui·ch, and was highly r espected not merely by his own congregation but hy
those belongi11g to other denominations, and by the
community geuerally, for he was always ready and
willing to aid any movem ent which he thought calculated to promote the physical, social, and religious
welfare of the town and neighbourhood. '\Ye bear our
testimony to this, for often has the Revel. gentleman
presided over the meetin gs in Peebles held to promote
the objects of the cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, or taken part in the proceedings.
Re has obtained a good report and leaves behind him a
memory fragrant with good deeds. On the completion
of the 40th year of his ministry he was presented with a
handsome testimonial eagerly subscribed -for by all
classes, and on the occasion of his jubilee he was presented with a silver salver and a purse of gold amounting to £264. This sum he handed to the Synod's funds
for assisting aged and infirm ministers.
ADi\ITRATIO~.-There is a wide difference behveen
aclmiration and love. Tl1e sublime, which is 'tbe cause
of the former, always dwells on great objects, and
terrible; the latter on small ones, and pleasing; we
submit to what we admire, but we love what submits
to us: in one case we are forced, in the other we are
flattered, into compliance.-Bm·ke.
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HOW TO CONDUCT A BAND OF HOPE.
A pape1· read at a meeting of workers 1·n Aberclee,1,

t he children and I will heave overboard every cask
and flask and bottle that would sink the state, so
that our noble Britaiu shall }Jress on to victories of
justice, temperance, and truth ; gi v~ me the cliitdre,1
and "as arrows are in the hand of a mighty man,''
with them I will smite the hydra. of intemperauce
I that Las heen so long nourished and care~sed iu the
bosom of my country.
Than innocent children, who have suffered more
from the drink fiend ? Talk of foloch-" horrid
/ kincr !" .More children have been immolated on
Bac~lrns' altar than ever burued in hi brazen arms,
and therefore their right to nid in overthrowing the
1
I "system'' is indisputable. For His dear sake w~o
said ' Suffer little children to come unto rne, and
forbid them 110t," we, like watchfu l shepherds, will
guard the fold that no destroyer shall enter ; like
tru ty guides we will beat the track for them, we
will shield them, we will launch them out on the sea.
of life with safe compass and chart, and by God's
grace lay the foundation on which a glorious superstructure will yet be reared and endure forever.
How best to accompfoh this is the object of this
paper, and when we consider the mighty is ues involved, say is it not a work worthy of our best
services, and worth making prayerful efforts to carry
on and perfect '1
In conducting a primary sch~ol, or iu fact a_ny
educational association, three thrngs are essential,
viz. :- orga.nization, discipline, and method ; and
thouo·h a Band of Hope differs from a school iuasruucl~ ns membership is voluntary, yet to be permanenLly beneficial the same points must be steadily
adhered to.
I. Organizatio11. This has r~ference to all__the
mechanical arraucrements, a.pphances, and artifices
whereby the husi~e.-s of a society is faci litated and
promoted. It in cludes such subjects as (1 ) Tb ·
officers and their duties; (2) Apparatus ; (3)
Registration ; and (4) Routine and programmes.
The officers a.reSuperintendent, or conductor, whose ~uties a.re
similar to those of a Sabbath school supenntendeut.
A secretary, on whose tact and business capa.city
very mu ch of the success of a society depends.
.
Monitors, who should be selected for general lll•
telligence and good behaviour.
A staff of visitors, to keep members steadfast.
A librarian to issue books and keep for sale a
supply of temperance literature.
A president, whose social position is ~uch as will
secure the moral support of the commumty.
There are many societiea, however, doing splendid
work where one or two willing individuals discharge
any or all of these offices on account of an insufficient
number of ready helpers to form a working staff.
L et such t ake courage-
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\VE read in liistory of many famous bands. In the
cbys of ancient Greece the Macedouian band was
hel <.l in the highest repute, as it resisted and subdued
the repe/\.ted attacks of the bravest and most courn.creous of its country's enemies. The Lycian band
also was highly esteemed, no less for its sobriety
than its skill in archery. You have heard of the
bra.ve band of three hundred Spartan who at tlie
head of the Pas, of Therrnopylae withstood for
three days the best and bravest of the Persian army,
and of the no le s gallant band of Switzers, who in
the rugged Iorgarten Pass hurled down great rock s,
and then rushing from the heights beat down the
Austrian chivalry with pikes and iron-shod club~.
·w hen it was thought that a French force might at
auy moment be landed on our shores, our noble
volunteer bands were enrolled as an n.rmy of rlefonce.
For many years a terrible foe has euslaved us, under
a more galling bondage than Israel ever endured at
the hand of Pharaoh, or our own bmve ancestors nt
the hands of English lordliog . That foe i intempera.nce, and to fight it thousands of our countrymen
have banded themselves into ab, tinence societie ,
but best and most hopeful sign of all, tens of thousands of children also nre enrolled in Bands of Rope
to do battle with this gia.nt foe.
The cause which eulists the young cannot fail of
success. History has loved to celebrate how H:mnibal
when a boy was led to the altar and. made swear
eternal venge·u1ce on the Roma,ns for the cruel
wrongs they had inflicted on arthage 1 and how in
bis manhood he crossed the Alps at the hentl of his
legions and cru::;be<l the oppressors. The plaudits of
the children of Jerusalem as they pomed forth the
joyous cry "Hosanna. to the Son of David," struck
dismay into the hearts of the envious Pharisees.
When Luther in his darkest hour heard that children were praying for him he took fresh courage, a.nd
ever after presented an unwavering front to his
enemies. To make a good soldier we must begin
with the boy. To rear a genuine British tar he
must be rocked to sleep Ly the murmur of the
waves. 'l'o excel in a profession, to be proficieut in
science or skilled in art, one must begin early. Lycnrgus, the great _Spartan !~":'giver, wisely directe~ his
chief efforts to the trarning of the young, with a
view to the foture greatnees of the state, and hence,
whatever we would put into the life of a people
must first be put into its youth. Give me, said the
great Syracusan, a lever long enough and strong
enough, and a fulcrum on which to rest it, and I will
move the world . But give me the children and I
wilt b reak the "Devil's chain" of intemperance that
enslaves half a million of my fellow subjects; give
me the children and I will saturate the land with " In life's earnest battle, they only prevail
Who daily march onwards, and never say fail."
th e clear sparkling principles of sobriety ; give me
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For the encouragement of the ladies, let me say
that Band of Hope work is a kind for which they are
specially adapted, for who can so win the affections
of a child? Who can so sweep its heart strin as as
woman? There is n01ie of the offices I have ~eutioned in connection with a Band of Hope that
ladies would not adorn, not excepting that even of
superintendent.
II. Apparatus, i.e., the requisites for a Band of
Hope. A full list would include!. Sets of books for Bands of H ope, e.g., minute
book, treasurer's book, pledge book, attendance
register.
2. A set of rules or a constitution for the general
mn.nagement of the society, also pledge cards, whi ch
should clearly express the thing agreed to. F or
children it is thought that the "short pledge" is best
because it is of such a nature that they can perfectly
understand ; and as Bauds of Hope are meant to be
feeders to adult societies, the children will be in a
position to understand the obligations of what is
known as the "long pledge_," when they a.re of age
to pass from the one to the other.
3. Band of Hope melodies, which should be cheap
and free from objecti0nable sentim ents of any kind.
Poetry linked to music is a powerful nid in cultivating the moral feelings, and instilling ennobling emotions into the mind. "If yon wish to impress ou the
heart of a people some beautiful thought or vital
principle, enshrine it in n poem- the ch arm of
poetry will win a place for it in a thousand. hearts ;
if you wish every heart of that thousa.nd to repeat it
often, to live upon its thoughts with quiet and unceasing delight, then embalm it in a song."
4. Books of dialogues and recitations. They are
to be had in great variety and very cheap, prepared
specially for Bands of Hope. Only those children
who have overcome the mechanical difficulties of
reading, should be asked to take part iu this exercise, and ouly after private preparation. When a
passage is well read or recited it has a powe1ful
effect in awakening the feelings, and in inculcatinrr
sentiment-important agents in the formation of
character.
5. Illustrations or picture . The love of pictures
is universal. Little children never weary of them,
and even savages receive delight from them, however
simple. Their mission is twofold, first to please, and
second to instruct. To exhibit such pictures as
"The Bottle," " The Sermon on Malt," " The Gin
Trap,"" The Gin Juggernaut,"" The Giu Shop," or
"The Worship of Bacchus," all by Cruickshank,
which have been published at a cheap rate in
handyform,will exert a great influence for good, and
teach the children to love virtue for virtue's sake.
The plain and coloured illustrated wall papers, over
100 in number, and costing ld. each, issued by the
publishers of the" British Workman," are by firstclass artists, and are invaluable as passive moral
trainers. Portraits of the great and good who have
by precept and example been eminent abstainers as
e.g., Joseph Levesey of Preston, the father of the
temperance movement ; J. B. Gongh ; Sir Wilfrid
Lawson; John Bright; Father Mathew; Dr.
Richardson ; David Livingstone; Dr. Guthrie ;
Sir John Ross ; Elihu Burritt ; Commodore Goodenough; and Generals Napier, Havelock, Wolesley,
and Roberts, &c., would stimulate the children to
give similar brave testimonies for the same good
cause. Precept is good, pattern is better, but pattern
and precept best of all. Illuminated Scripture
texts, e.,q., '' Wine is a mocker," "Thou God seest
me," "Watch and pray," "Keep thyself pure,''
"Hold fast that which is good," &c., or illuminated
sayings of the wise and good, as e.g., "Prevention is
better than cure," "The1·e are more drowned in the

wine cup than in the sea,' "Wine is a turncoat,
first a friend, then an enemy, "Drunkenness
makes some men fools, some beasts, some devils,"
&c., will stick to children to their dying day, keep
them from the path of vice, and be a strong impu Le
to goodness and truth.
(To be continued in oiw next.)
THE EX CEPTIONAL TRAFFIC.
WE live under Free Trade, and have done so for

sorn thirty-four years. Back to old protection is
out of the question. Some parties, smarting under
such embarrassing or embarrassed circum tn.nces,ntter
faiut whispers in praise of protection ; but it won' t
do. The opinion of the nation, of the people, was
fully made up on this point ere the uaniers of
"protection " were burst, and, ouce for all, shattered
to atoms, and there is no use attempting to reconstruct these atoms again.
"Humpty-Dumpty sat on a wall ;
Humpty-Dumpty had a great fall :
Not all the king's horses and all the king's men,
Could set Humpty-Dumpty up again."
This is the inevitable fate of all exploded monopolies.
Public opiuion is long in making up its mind, but
its decision once arrived at, the result is final-there
is no appeal. The Corn Laws can no more be reimposed in Britain than can slavery be re-introduced.
The time was when no open and avowe 1 hostility
was shown either to slavery or to the Corn Laws.
The one had long existed, being a supposed source of
wen,lth, and as such was cluug to and <lefended ;
bnt t.he wise and good had their attention turned to
the injustice, oppressiou, and cruelty of slavery.
Through the press and the platform the heart a11d
conscience of the nation were appealed to. Ignorance
was displaced, prejudice gave way, and the antislavery agitation was crowned with complete success.
Soon, thereafter, the attention of the nation was
turned towards the iniquitous Coru Laws, who e
operation had kept food at famine prices, hampered
manufacture, trade, and commerce. Public meetings
were held, lectures were delivered, pamphlets were
issued, a weekly newspaper wa.s started. Thought
prod ueed feeling, and feeling led to ac tion ; after a
stout and determined struggle the obnoxiou s and.
unjust Corn Laws passed ttway,fell off like a withered
leaf before the swelling bud of a new life. The
history of these struggles, so stoutly fou ght and so
manfully won, are well fitted to encourage and cheer
us in our longer and, in many respects, more difficult
struggle against a greater wrong than either. slavery
or the Corn Laws. Victory awaits us, it beckons us
on ; that we have not won the day is just this-we
have not reached the point where victory stands,
but we are journeying thi ther and reach that
point we shall. The General Election of April, l LSO,
has, both directly and indirectly, given us an immense lift thitherwards. There is not a doubt about
it. The long-continued depression of trade is speaking loudly to ns, bad we ears to hear. Overproductiou, as an explanation of continuecl depression in
trade, is a lame, limping, hollow thing which, alongside of the thousands of ill-fed and ill-clad to be met
with in our cities, towns, villages, aud rurnl districts,
will not hold water. There are plenty of backs to
cover, bellies to fill, and houses to furnish ; and
sufficient funds to purchase were it not for the plundering, thieving fingers of the intoxicating drink
traffic. Waterlogged with this vile business, how
can the vessel of the State get gallantly along 1
Every dmm-shop is a factory for the manufacture
of paupers an<l criminals, Intoxicating drink in-
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toxicates. This is the secret of the mischief. It
matters not when, where, nor by whom sold, intoxicating drink intoxicates ; and intoxication means
poisoning. Toxicwn, the Latin root from which intoxication comes, means poison the world over.
Partial intoxication means partial poisoning ; and
what wise man or woman would willingly cho ose
to be, or would allow his or her children to be even
partially poisoned 7 Despite greed of pelf, and
gratification of appetite, we must get rid of this
intoxicating drink curse.
Rosemount.
W. C.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to re.turn rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed.by his correspondents.
"STATE PROTECTION, A D HIGH DUTIE ''

ON LIQUOR."
1'o the Ellito1· of "Social Rif01·mer."
Srn,-I am quite willing to leave my letter, and
11
Robin Good fellow's" criticism to speak for themselves as fair representations of the two remedies
propose<l..
My sole desire is that they should be
thoroughly weighed and canvassed. 'l'bere are only
the two courses open to us-Total Suppression or Free
Trade, with stringent legislation against intoxication.
My objection to the Permissive Bill is that it does not
!JO far enough. It removes one public house to benefit
another. ·y vhatever may be said of individual pal'ishes
having no public house (their sobriety has not been
proved out of their favoured localities, or in their
homes, and among their children), the sad fact remains
tl:iat the. excise revenue from drink is always incre:.ising,
especially with good trade and wages. This points to
towns an l not to country parishes. How will the proposed measures limit drinking in these? The distance
from one ward without publicans to the other where
they are permitted cannot be great, and the vultures
will gather to the carrion. Make the measure not
Penn.is ive but universally ProhibitiYe, and I withdraw
my objections.
Still, I ask, is this complimentary to our religion, our
civilization, and tlrn age in which we live? It is
humiliating in the extreme. "Free Trade" should not
scare us-though drink should run in the gutter, and
the swine should swill it. We abhor it with all its
effects and belongings; and greater intoxication would
only confirm our detestation. I quote Robin Goodfellow's own letter against himself in the words of the
publicans' solicitor who repudiates '' Free Trade " in
their name. '' To throw open the trade would be to
throw open the floodgates of vice and drunkenness. No
publican, no assembly, &c., have asked that the trade
be thrown open." Of course not ! Their monopoly
and their adventitious respectability would be destroyed
and gone.
11
Free Tr::i.de," or Free Licensing lrnve not been tried
in conjunction with the stern legislation against dri11!Ji11g
1.i-i.th which it must be accompanied. It is unfair to omit
all reference to the latter as is generally done, and as
11
Robin Goodfellow" does also. He leaves Hamlet
out of the -play. Six months' State labour on the complaint of a wife or child or neighbour will work miracl s
of reformation. It does so in Australia-within my
knowledge. It would also form strong public opinion
against the trn:ffic and the indulgence it fosters
and lives by. At present, Church and State smile on
the traffic, and they both deal gingerly with the poor
victims.
With strong faith in our r eligion, and the sterling
sense of our people, let the floodgates be openeddespite the objections of the publicans-those guardians
of the public morals-save the mark !-as the surest
way t o get a measure to stem the sweeping torrents,
and wholly forbid t he manufacture of alcohol.
I conch!de, with reference to the State-connection,
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in the words of the Emperor Tan Kiang to Sir Henry
Pottinger, in 1842, regarding the opium forced into his
country :-" Gain-seeking and corrupt men will for
profit, and sensuality, defeat my wishes ; but nothing
will induce me to derive a revenue from the vice and
misery of my people." Though his son and successor
is said to have fallen a victim to this terrible drug, the
Emperor's position was a noble one compared to that
of our State, and its gain (degrading loss?) from the
State-control and patronage of drink.
"Free Trade" and Prohibition may both be impracticable. It comes therefore to this, that the only
true remedy for drunkenness is not to touch drink-to
fortify within . This is a fortress against which neither
flood gates nor hostile forces cn.n prevail.
,vith unbroken ranks we must use all means speedily
to deliver our country from the ruin impending through
our present criminal indulgence in intoxicauts.-I am,
&c.
JA . S. MAUKE~ZIE.
Manse of Little Dunkeld .
To tlie Editor of the II Social Reforrner."
Srn,-I appreciate your kindness in affording me an
opportunity of replying to the Rev. fr. M'Kenzie. I
am as willing to leave my review of his letter and this
rejoinder to his second letter to your readers as he can
be. He says there are two courses open to us :-Total
suppl'ession or free trade, with stringent legislation
agaiust intoxication. l maintain that rightly there is
only one-Total suppression. His objection that the
Permissive Bill does not go far enough will not stand in
the face of the 10th section of that Bill :-From and
after the time limited for the commencement of this
Act in any burgh or parish, no license whatever shall be
granted or renewed for the sale of alcoholic liquors
within such burgh or parish ; and any person selling or
disposing of any alcoholic liquor within such burgh or
parish shall be <lea.It with a!; selling without license,
and shall be subject to all the pena.Uie~ provided for
such offence under m;iy Act or Acts of Parliament regulating the s1\Je of alcoholic liquors which may be in
force at the time of the adoption of this Act." I leave
it to the rev. gentleman to reconcile his statement that
the P ermissive Bill removes one public house to benefit
another with that quotation. The Dill, when law, will
be unsparing in its action on every public house, and
on every shebeen, and on every vendor of these detestable liquors. If Mr. M'Kenzie still doubts my interpretation of the intention of the Bill, I beg to refer him
to the opinion of the liquor trafficker . They evidently
labour under no uncertainty in the matter, and I
believe unless the energetic tempera.nee reformers of
Scotland, like myself, had been convinced the Bill was
rigidly suppressive, they would not have so much as
lifted a little finger in its behalf. The measure is not
intended for wards in towns, but as the text bears will
include the burgh, the parish, or the district which
adopts it • in its enforcement. Make the measure universally prohibitive, he says, and I withdraw my
objection. I answer that the adoption of the Permissive
Act in any district will be equal to the area of an
imperial Act in the same locality, with this advantage,
that the adoption of the Permissive Act, being the Act
of the people th emselves, will be more faithfully enforced, hence the Permissive Bill when passed into law
would have the advantage of an imperial law. The
reason we seek a Permissive as contrasted with an
imperial Act is to back the public opinion of any district against the continuance of the liquor traffic
therein by the requisite Executive power. It does
s?.em hard that such a district, anxious to be
relieved from the temptation and evil results of
the liquor traffic, should have to wait till there was
a universally prohibitive sentiment in the country.
The rev . gentleman may not know that Greenock has
been canvassed on this question, when the result was
overwhelmingly in favour of a local prohibitory .Act,
that it· has every conceivable machinery in aid of temperance in operation, and that its parliament ary
representatives have voted on every division on the
Permissive Bill or local option resolution which ba,s
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t:tken place: now Greenock surely makes out a goo l the power to apply prohibition.
Hence the earnest
case for getting special powers to put away her license<l striving on the part of temperance men to secure for
c.lrnnkeries : ' under a Permissive Act she could im- themselves, their heirs and successors for ever, a
mecliately take a vote for or against her public house Permissive Prohibitory Act suppressing every publicsystem and act accordingly, but if she bad to wait till house wherever its powers are adopted. During my
all Rcotland was in the same advanced position as her- short life I have encountered thousands who, steeped
self, she might have still to mourn for years over in intemperance and its concomitant; eYils, yet in their
thousands of her citizens, yearly slain by drink. ,v e lucid moments hied to the temperance hall and took
adhere to our demand that the ratepayers have the sole the pledge; their knowledge of its benefits was clear
power to decide the continuance or the suppression of and unmistakeable, and they never doubted its efficacy
the liquor traffic that affects them.
did it only get fair play. Prohibition would make
He says free trade should not scare us ; well, he it possible to them and all who like them are the victims
<loes his best to make it too frightful a responsibility to of a craving createcl and fostered by the liquor traffic.
incur. Bad as matters are among us, I for one do
Unless :Mr. nl 'Kenzie can show ea es in which free
so unfeignedly believe that they would be so much trade, with heavy penalties on the drink-seller, is
worse under free trade that I would resist any relax- superior to prohibition, we trust that he will throw in
ation of the law. To bring back the disgusting accom- his lot with us and work for abstinence for the indipaniments of the traffic, so visible a little more than a vidual, and for prohibition as the duty of the 'tate.century ago, in order to cure drunkenness would be as , Yonrs truly,
Romx GooD:E'ELLow.
wicked as it would be vain. The drinker, whether
alone or part of a multitude, goes steadily from bad
THE NATION' DRINK BILL FOR 1880.
to worse, for satiety never comes to put a stop to the
To the Editor of th e Times.
downward course. I adhere to the scope and import
of the publicans' testimony that to open the traffic
Srn,--During the last few weehs the mind of th e
would be to open the flood-gates of vice and drunken- nation has been so engrossed by the Irish question at
ness, and I should never be the one that would make home, and by wars and tumults abroad, that there has
the dread venture to enter upon such a cruel policy been little chance of obtaining a hearing for othet·
that good may come, even were I sure that the re- questious, however important. During the last few
a tion wonld be suppression.
days there has been somewhat of a lull in the storm,
He tells us that free trade or free licensing has not and I venture to take advantage of it to call attention
heen tried in conjunction with the stern legislation to a subject which is of great interest to a large arnl
,tgainst drinking, with which it must be accompaniecl. growing section of the community. I r efer to the ex\\rell, I have given him evidence enough of the free penditure upon intoxicating liquors. The publication
trade, and I request him to afford me information where of the Excise returns in the early part of the present
in Australia free trade with stern legislation operates month enables us to arrive at this expenditure for the
better than prohibition does in the districts where it is year 1880.
enforced. He pas to show that hi s scheme ·would
Owing to the abolition of the malt tax, and the
render my proposal unneces. ary, anu show that his substitution in li u thereof of a tax upon beer, the data
plan would dwarf mine by the superior sobriety it from which the amount of intoxicating liquors conwould create and sustain. Till he does so, I beg leave sumed during 1880 is derived is more varied than usual.
to doubt the success anywhere of free trade in drink During the first nine months of the year the amount of
with heavy penalties on the drink seller,
Leer consumed is derivetl from the returns of malt and
He says, with a strong faith in our religion, let the sugar used for brewing; whilst for the last three month s
flood-gates be opened as the surest way to get a -that is, from October 1st to December 3lst- it is
measure to stem the sweeping torrents, and wholly forbid taken from a return which gives the number of barreb
the manufacture. ,vhy not how our faith in our of beer upon which duty was paid.
The quantity of ma.lt used in brewing during the nin e
religion by dispensing with law and the policeman
altogether as the best means of bringing about a state months ending eptember 30, 18 0, was 31, 7 7,518
of society where evil should not b e found at all. Abro- bushels, and of sugar 1,019,466 cwts, which was equal
gate our laws and trust te our religion only, and to 4,3-!9, 721 bushels of malt; adding the two together,
soon we should fiml ourselYe in the bosom of Old we get a total of 36,137,239 bushels; and taking th e
Chaos.
The rev. gentleman has &teppe<l beyoml the Excise standard of two bushels of malt as brewing on . .
words of truth and i:,oberness in penning thi paragraph. barrel of beer, it gives a total of 650,470,302 gallons of
I heartily agree with him in his lautlations at the wis- beer as brewed from January 1st to eptember 30tl1.
dom of Tan Kiang, yet cannot allow it to apply to Ou the 1st of October the malt duty was abolished, ancl
prnhibition. Prohibition locally or im1 erially applied in place thereof a tax was put upon beer. The returns
would certainly not conserve the drink revenue, but by for the last three mouths of the year are given in beer,
abolishing the traffic for ever abolish the revenue from antl they show that <luring that period there were
it. Mr. {'Kenzie is replying here to some other one 7,072,741 barrels, or 254,618,676 gallons of beer consumed, or a total for the year of 905,088,978 gallons.
than me.
Ouriously enough he shows so little faith in his The returns for spirits and wine are issued in the same
scheme that he entirely abandons it for pure total form as formerly.
The following table gives particulars of the quantities
abstinence. He declares that free trade and prohibition
may be both impracticable. This is treating free trade used, together with the money expended thereon. To
and prohibition as mere theories. \Ye are unable to enable a comparison to be made, I append the expenagree with him. Free trade has been tried and has so diture for 1879 :1 80.
1879.
ignominiously failed, that there is not a civilized nation
consumed ..... 905,088.97S galls. atl/0 £67,881,673 £73,557,600
but has ab:mdoned it. Prohibition-State or Imperial Beer
British Spirits do ... 28,457,4 6 ,, at 20 /0 28,457,486 27,936, 650
and local-has been tried by Supreme Government, Foreign Spirits do... S,477,512 ,, a>-24/0 10,173,014 11,440,021
ratepayers, and landlords, and a more glorious record of Wine . . ............ 15,852,335 ,, at 18/0 1.i,267, 102 13,450,583
the beneficent results of law as a social leverage for Brit. Wines,&c.(e t.) 15,000,000 ,, at 2/0 1,5000,000 _1, 750,000
the elevation of humankind nowhere can be pointed out.
£122,279,275 £128,143,863
It is not a theory, it is a great social fact and a great
social force. Shall we therefore give it up and perShowing a decrease in consumption as compared with
suade men to give up drink while allowing drink- 1879 of £5,864,588, or 4·6 per cent.
Twenty years ago, in 1860, the drink bill was
selling to continue? \Ve would be the greatest enemies
of total abstinence were we to do so.
e hold total £86,897,683. Year by year, with two or three triflin g
abstinence to be the remedy for intemperance, but we exceptions, it continued to grow, until in 1876 it reached
cannot secure the successful application of the remedy, the enormous total of £147,288,760. In 1877 it fell
simply because of the constant legal supply of liquor to £142,009,231. In 1878 it rose a little, being
producing the disease against which that remedy is £142,188,900; since 1878 it has fallen as the table l
directed. To make total abstinence possible, we want have given shows.
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If the figures relating to the consumption of beer for
the last three months of the year be compared with
those for the previous nine months, it will be seen that
there js a considerable increase shown . Those, however, who followed the Bu<lgct debates during July of
last year will see reason to ascribe this increase not
wh olly to an increased consumption, but partly to the
fact that the new method of collecting the duty from
beer instead of from the malt, r egisters more correctly
the actual cons umption, and that in former years the
beer ·w hich was brewed and sold was considerably more
than the retul'lls of malt indicated.
I have said that prior to October 1st of last year, the
tax which is now upon beer was charged upon malt.
At that time a drawback was allowed upon all beer
which was exported, which drawback was calculated to
be equal in amount to the tax pai<l upou the malt. The
amount of drawback allowed was reckoned according
to the specific gravity of the beer; and the principle
upon which it was taken was, that beer brewed on the
basis of two bushels to the barrel would give a liquor of
the specific gravity of 55 deg. Upon this basis during
the 18 years ending 1879, Mr. Gladstone stated that the
brewers had been paid drawback upon exported beer to
the amount of £3,125,000.
In reply to a question put to him by Mr. Whitworth,
:Mr. Gladstone said that the estimated quantity of malt
which has been used in beer exported has been
2:3,027,000 bushels, and the drawback paid upon it had
been £3,125,000. Harl the stamlard, instead of l cing
,'35 degrees been 60 degrees as Mr. \Yatney proposed,
the estimated quantity of malt used in beer exported
would have been 21, ll 7,000 bushel , ancl the drawback upon it would have been £2,865,500, or less by
about £260,000 than the smn which had been paid to
the brewers. Or to put it in other words, the brewers
paid £2,86-,000 of tax upon malt, and got back in
drawback upon beer exported £3,125,000, and thus
they pocketed the handsome sum of £260,000 during
tl1e year:; nametl.
I refer to the e facts bPcause, although t.herP, c~n be
no doubt that with the improved trade toward. the
end of last year, the returns showou. an increase in the
consumption of alcoholic liquors, especially of beer, yet
the beer increase was not wholly due to larger comsumption, but partly to the more accurate mea uring
of the manufacture secured by }.fr, Gladstone's transfer
of the tax from malt to beer; still there is enough to
0ause the fear that if trade and commerce should fully
rcvi ve there would be some considerable increase in the
intemperance of the nation, unless ther_e be s01~e change
in the law so as to reduce the temptations to mtemperance which so widely prevail.
Claremont Bury, April 21, 1881.

( 'Po the Editor of the '' Social Refvrme·i·. ")
Orillia, -:\larch l, 188 l.
, rn,-You perhaps reme1;11ber th~t last year _)Ir.
:Boultbec (",·ho in the Uanachan Parliament occupies a
similar position, as champion of the trade, to that of
~Ir. ·wheelhouse in the late Imperial House) ucceeded
in carrying through the House of Commons an amendment to the cott Act, requiring a majority of all registered voters in any constituency to adopt it. This
amendment the Senate refused to ratify. This time
Mr. Boultbec has failed to get it read a second time in
the Lower House, the majority against him being 28.
On the 28th of February, a motion, introduced by )fr.
Longley, directing ~he _pea_ker t_o issue a:n ?rder prohibiting the sale of rntox1catrng liquors w1thm the precincts of the House, was defeated by an amendment
dit-ecting that the "bar'' within the House ~e c~os~tl .
The majority for the amendment was 10. It 1s _s1gmficant that the motion was not voted down directly.
Mr. Boultbec took the motion as a personal iusult, but
this did not seem to trouble the House. , ' ir Leonar l
Tilly voted in the minority. Sir Charles Tupper was
ill. - Faithfully yours,
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OUR SKETCH BOOK.
HOW TO ENJOY HOLIDAYS.
THE first thing about holidays is for those that desire
them to emulate the immortal Mrs. Glass, whose
r ecipe for hare soup began with, "first catch your
hare," and first secure their holiday. The pleasure of
that good time greatly depends on whether it is secured
for May, June, July, or August. "\Ve have always
looked on May for holidays as women look upon it for
weddings-with aversion. Nature is not at her best.
The fields have not quitted their russet appearance,
the lea,es hut barely clothe the trees, the wind as it
sails by makes one feel as if it had not yet par~ecl from
its winter's chill . The nights are lengthemng, but
they are not genial : one is often in doubt whether it is
only late spring or if we ha,e already reached early
autumll. AUogether May is not the month for the
only holidays all the year that the pleasure-seeker can
command. Our affections centre on leafy, lovely June,
when the fields are green with braird studded with
butter-cups and daisies, the field-pea and meatlow
sweet; the hedge-rows radiant with wild-flowers, and
the forest in loveliest verdure dad. The warblers of the
~rove make it vocal with their song, the haymakers
fill the scene with animation, the shepherd shears his
fleecy charge, the sun is not too hot, and the day is not
too warm. In J nly and August the t emperature
exhausts and enenates, so, all things considered, we
greatly prefer the merry month of ~une. .
..
The question of the sea on for a hohday bemg dec1s1rnly
settled in fa,our of ,J nne, the tiuestion where shall we
go, may be expected next to arise. Nay, the questi_on
is are we in training for our holiday? To merely nse
fr~m our labours and to rush into the midst of holiday
enjoyment is impossible to the mo~t of peo1?le, we
incline to think of all. Then the kmd of hohtlay of
which the pleasure-seeker is capable shot~ld earne~tly
engage hi~ att~ntion. . 'ha.ll it be plac~d, soothmg,
resti110 ? /-;hall 1t bE: acL1 ve, somewhat b01st~rol.ls? If
he ha;' been toiling and moiling with his mental and
muscular faculties on the strain, and hardly able to
bear up ac,ainst fatiuue, the country with its fresh air
and its pe~ceful rest is the place for him. Ther~ he
will find in its remote solitude and not laborious
pleasure, rest for nerve a nc.l muscle, brain aI~d hand.
Plodding along its shady lanes and sunny highways,
he will find nature in. a\l her bloom. Her flora and
fauna will yield him specimens enough to tax all his
powers of arrangement when winte~ n~les a:gai?. If ~e
is an angler, its lochs and streams mv1te h1s p1scatonal
efforts. There beneath the umbrageous shade of some
wide-spreading denizen of the wood, let time flit
unheeded by. How much of restful pleasure can he imbibe who roams Ly g:as y 1-iYer's si1e, alternate gazing at
the beauties aroullll him, the glones of the sky above
him, and the re~ cted grandeur <?f nature in _the
w!l.ters beneath him ? Then there 1s the compamonship of a book, material for sketching, or ?Otanical or
geoloaical investigation.
Iu such qmetude how
pleas~nt passes the time, so pleasant that one no
longer wonders at the joys of the golden age. Health
returns to the jaded frame, colour to the faded cheek,
nerve power to the brain, and vigour to the hand, and
the whole tone of the holiday-seeker is raised to the
high level of a happy because recreated existercc.
If on the other hand, the strain has been on the
mind, while the body has been crib_b~d, cabined, and
confined, while constant mental activity has worn the
mind and want of exercise has lowered the system, the
pleas~re-seeker feels that an active holiday is the
truest medicine for him. But if he has not attempte<l to
train for such a vigorous holiday, he is quite unfit for
such a season of relaxation. To go on an active furlough without previous ~nd appropriate ~rill, is to
invite evil consequences mstead of beneficial results,
just as if a regiment lying in _one of our. h?me dep?ts
in masterly inactivity was, without prehm_mary drill,
to go on ac_tive servi?e: Its first ~rush w1th the !Oe
in such a limp cond1t1011 would sm1ply be C?urtmg
\ cli aster. Precisely similar wonltl be the expenence of
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the pleasure-sE>eker if he left his quiescence and rushed to laugh where he castigated the vices and follies of
into a condition of volcanic energy. His duty is the his time, and to applaud where his moral insight of
us_e of the dumb-bells, the skipping-rope, or a run of a nature and mankind was keenest and brightest, is to
nnle or two on foot after hours, or if he has tried to luxuriate in hero worship. ,Holidays so spent will
maintain a healthy state by these means at all times, leave a lasting impression on the heart and mind for
he has only to increase his muscular exercises a slight good, and will in the course of years afford an amount
degree to be in the best form for the holiday he longs of joy which in no other way can be obtained.
for. It is by the overlooking these preliminaries that
It will deepen the joy of anticipation if the holiday.
so many of our tired-out.toilers in the professions fail so seeker then will make out a tour scheme: if he sketches
often to recuperate through their holiday relaxations.
a map of where he intends to go : if he strictly times
The question where shall he go is the next to face himself to daily progress. This pre-attention will avert
him. But he must r.onsult his own tastes. : he will, t he disappointment of unfulfilled arrangements, and will
however, undouLtedly err if he, as the saying is, goes contribute undoubtedly to success. Allowance for
off at a tangent. He may go off as fancy points, and ' rainy days and peaceful Sabbaths sho uld be made :
in following her cover a large space of ground, but he I and also time, if a journal is kept, to keep it abreast of
will live to regret it. His holiday has been merely his wanderings. The holiday so spent will be rich
fragmentary, for he has simply exercised his legs and in material for storing the mind and heart, rich in
deferred to that will-of-the-wisp his fancy·; while all, culture, and rich in the more truthful and sounder
head, heart, body, cried aloud for recreation, and cried views which he will entertain regarding the Ayrshire
out in vain, hence failure deep and unmistakeable will Bard.
be the result.
One word of advice : let him enter upon no elaborate
Let our holiday-seeker carefully lay down a route. personal preparations-no wrist-bands or other similar
This is incli pensable. He has a great variety of choice. impediments. A stout stick, double-soled shoes, dress
Let us say that he chooses the route from Perth to for ordinary wear, two shirts, a night and day one ;
Braemar, by way of the Spittal of Glenshee. "\Yell, in and a pair of socks is sufficient for his kit. Burns' works,
that grand pedestrian route he will find inexhaustible note-book, stylograph pen, a few post cards to keep up
pleasure. The beautiful and the sublime will arrest communications with home; a few visiting cards with
his eye and fill his memory with unfading images, the full address, and by which, in case of disaster, he may
mere recalling of which will be in itself a culture. The he identified ; a piece of stout cord, and a woodcock's
varied aspects of nature will add to the joy of his tour, feather to dust his shoes ere he passes through the
and he will be able to more fully appreciate the gran- towns and hamlets that lie in the line of his pilgrimdeur and loveliness of the Deeside Highlands. Or let age ; a few needles, thread, and buttons, and a stout
him take the journey from Stirling to Balloch by knife which can cut bread or anything, are all most
Callander and the Trossachs. Leaving Snowdown's essential to comfort. Daily washing all over, or if
height behind him, passing Kildeanford on his left, and that is not possible, washing the feet is indispensable.
Abbey Craig, Sheriffmuir, Bridge-of-Allan, and Dun- On putting on socks he should rub them on the inner
blane on his right hand, he soon arrives at Donne with side with a little soap, and blisters will never appear.
its famous though ruined castle. Going ahead he Let his food be of the simplest, not forgetting good
soon reaches Callander, where, after resting, he con- well-boiled porridge in the morning, which gives vigour
tinues his journey to the far-famed, justly famed to walk for miles; some bread and fruit will suffice for
Trossachs. On his right is the pass of Lenny and Ben lunch, and a moderate meal at the close of the day will
Ledi, on his left the water of the Teith, Coilantogle- answer all the rightful demands of apJ_Jetite. Let water
ford, the waters of Vennachar and Auchry and all the be his only drink, and let him avoid alcohol 1 because
beautiful scenery immortalized by Scott. :Marching it is poison. Temperance in walking, eating, drinking
through the 'frossachs, one va t mass of foliage, the is the very backbone of his pilgrimage-the man who
traveller arrives at the landing stage of the Loch can wander in the footsteps of Burns and be intern·
Katrioe steamers.
Proceeding on board, ho sails perate is insensible to the claims of true manhood.
around Ellen's Isle, glides by the il ver trand on his If he lives through his holidays as travellers in other
right, and Benv_enue and the Glasgow Aqueduct on his lands are forced to do-as near nature as he can-she
left ; and is soon moored at Stronachlacher. Here he will shed her choicest blessings on his expedition.
may proceed up the glen or across to Inversnaid.
Such, we believe, is the way to truly enjoy a holiday.
Supvosing that he rests, he raay ne:::t morning resume One may sometime~ lie down tited and footsore from
his journey to Arrochar or Tarbet by Ardlui.
In the the wanderings of the day, but if he keeps in the spirit
one case he may traverse Loch Lomond side until he of the advice offered to him he will soon come to learn
reaches Balloch, whence a train will take him to Stir- ' that he is taking the best means to make himself
ling, or he may go down Loch Long by steamer to the I healthy, wise, and happy.
Clyde. Or leaving Callander he may train it to
I need not allude to holidays with sweethea:rts or
Lochearnhead, then wend along Lochearn to t. Fil- wives and families. Such a kind of trip is outwith the
lans, Comrie, Creiff, and Perth. Taking the train to scope of this paper. If the gnidwife, however, is sweet,
Aberfeldy, he walks through Kenmore on to Killin, and sensible, and loving, she will make the holidays over•
on by Dalmally to Ohan. He may prefer a pilgrimage to I fiow with pleasure ; if she is not, she will be as insena tour, and he does right in making such a preference. sible to my advice as she will have proved insensible to
Let us suppose that he arranges to make a pilgrimage her husband's claim upon her affection and devotion.
to the laud of Scott or that of Robert Burns. Suppose
the latter; what pleasures await him ! How delightful to saunter to Ayr, Mount Oliphant, Tarbolton,
PUBLIC PRESS.
Kirkoswald, Irvine, Mossgiel, Mauchline, Ellislancl,
and Dumfries, "the queen of the south." What a
THE "TIMES" ON MR. HOYLE'S LETTER.
procession of women will flit across his vision. The
bonnie sweet sonsie lassie, Nelly Kirkpatrick, that
Godly discipline is not so wholly forgotten in this
first wakened the love of Burns, Ellison Begbie, Jean country but that once a year, in the season of Lent,
Armour, the Bonnie Lass of Ballochmyle, Poosie 1 the British nation is put to open penance for the most
N ansie, Mary Campbell, Mrs. Riddell, and Mrs. notorious of its many sins. This wholesome ceremony
Dunlop : of men, the sainted father, his teacher Mur- is the casting up and publication of the n ational drink
doch, Gavin Hamilton, Robert Aitken, Holy ·W illie, bill. That for the year 1880 is out, and will be found
Tam Samson, Graham of Fintry, Davie Lapraik, Capt. in a letter from our old correspondent Mr. William
Matthew Henderson, Tam o' Shanter, and Ca.pt. Grose; Hoyle, which we commend to our readers. The total
there then are the glorious groups-The Jolly Beggars, 1 expe11diture under all heads of strong drink for the
The Cottars' Saturday Night, The Holy Fair, Death whole population is £122,279,272, which is less by
and Dr. Hornbook, The Twa Dogs, and Twa Brigs. , £5,864,588, or 4·6 per cent., than it was in the previous
To saunter on and trace the footprints of Burns' genius year, 1879. It would be pleasant to believe that this
is the highest of pleasures: to weep where he swerved, difference is wholly or mainly owing to improved habits
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and increRsed command over appetite. That would be him a little overcome or at the public-house, often
something to say for our elementary public schools, for spends ten times as much, though he r eally wants it
various recent outbursts of religious zeal, an<l specially less. It is a very ordinary thing for the wine and beer
for the meritorious work of the T emperance Associa- bills to amount to £50 out of a total expenditure of
tion. But the tongue or the pen that would gladly £500. Row much can be done with £50 a year, and
score this success finds itself restrained by a sad mis- how often does a clergyman or his family come to want
It will make all the difference
giving that the ups and downs of our drinking expend- it most grievously!
iture simply represent the ups and downs of prosperity, between a good and a bad village school. It will mainemployment, and wages. 'l'o go back twenty years, in tain six or eight orphans on the economical rural scale.
1860 the drink bill was £86,897,683.
After sixteen It will keep in repair, warm, and light almost any village
years, that is in the year 1876, when the general pros- church. It will pay the costs of a village room, properity was such as to establish a rise in wages varying perly warmed, lighted, and tended.
It will keep two
from 10 to 30 per cent., the drink bill reached the promising boys or girls at good middle schools. It will
euormous figure of £147,288,760, indicating that on the buy a very good library in a few years, and so people
average everybody was drinking considerably more the literary desolation which is the worst feature of
than half as much again as he had been content with most parsonages. Last of all, how often will the saving
in 1860. The climax thus suddenly reached did not of such a sum prevent the pitiable scandal of a public
sustain itself. The next year showed a drop of more su bseri ption to find, no longer wine or other delicacy,
than five millions, the next year a short rest in the but bread and decent clothing for the clergyman's
descent, and the year 1878 another sudden drop. But family cast on the outer world.
With
we hiwe only to recall the story of our agriculture, our regard to the main question, the national drink bill,
manufactures and trade, and of our Irish difficulties and. the prevalence of excessive and extravagant drinkduring the last four years to know too well the true ing, unnecessary if not worse, every Englishman must
Drinking baffles us,
account of these figures. All classes have been poor, feel sore anrl anxious about it.
tenants, labourers, landlords, tradesmen, employers, confounds us, shames us, and mocks us at every point.
artisans, and, not least, those supposed to be in the It outwits alike the teacher, the man of business, the
Every other inRtitution
receipt of professional or independent incomes. All patriot, and the legislator.
have had to stint themselves somewhat in their favour- flounders in hopeless difficulties; the public-house holds
The administrators of public
ite stimulus or beverage. It has been a prudential, if its triumphant course.
not enforced, abstinence. One may justly tremble to and private charity are told that alms and obligations
think of the possible rebound in the event of returning go with rates, doles, and pensions to the all-absorbing
prosperity.
e have known people watch the hungry, bar of the public-house. But the worst remains. Not
cadaverous face of the dipsomaniac, restrained by a year pa ses in either town or village without some
stroug oath, or stronger penury, from the satisfaction unexpected and hideous scandal, the outcome of habitof his raging and still aggravated thirst. They have ual indulgence, often small and innocent in its origin.
ome poor creature, long and deservedly high in the
watehed him to the point when they could say it was
only a question of opportunity, and when the relapse respect, perhaps reverence of the neighbourhood, makes
would be worse than ever, probably irrecoverable. a suduen shipwreck of character. Under the accumulatSuppose an unexpected visitation of unexampled prns- ing influence of alcohol, aggravated, perhaps. by other
perity. How high would the total stand in the last still more powerful, still more treacherous agencies, the
yea,r 0f t e century? If the~e be any r obability 0110 holiest man t1.Jrm, knave, the rei:.peetaLle man sucluenly
way or the other, it is that the year 1900 will be as loses principle and self-respect, the wise man is utterly
much above 18 0 as that is above 1860, and that the foolish, the rigidly moral man forgets bis mask and his
code and takes a plunge into libertinism.
It then
llriuk bill will then be £246,000,000.
Mr Hoyle compares the Irish share of this expendi- turns out, what possibly some ha.Te suspected, that
ture ·w ith that rent which i the gt.ievance of Ireland, drink is at the bottom of it, and that some poor wife or
and which the world believes to be intolerably oppres- other friend has long beeu doing the best that could be
sive. The rental of agricultural land there he computes <lone to check, to cure, and at all events to hide, till
Of course, on such occasions
at £11,51 ,392, but as Ii-eland, in the average of ten I the truth would be out.
years ending 1879, spent £13,823,102 annually in intox- rivals and competitors in the race of life are not to be
It would be much more
icating liquors, it follows she spent £2,304,710 more in denied their paltry triumph.
drink than in rent. . . . . Many other compari- to the purpose to take the warning, and do something
sons might be made equally edifying, or equally morti- / towards staying the huge mischief which, in one way or
fying, common to both islands, for Ireland does not another, confounds us all, and may, for we cannot be
spend more than her share in drink ; nay, she spends sure, crush and ruin any one of us. __ _
considerably less than her share, and, by comparison
RECREATION.-It is the want of better mental culture
with the English and the Scotch, the lrish may he and better opportunity of rational amusement which
called a remarkably temperate people. For the whole often leaves a worker to provide a sensation for a holipopula.tion of these isles the average expenditure in day in drink.
Nature craves a change, and a man
drink is more than £3 a head for every man, woman, without other resources has only to turn up his little
and child, and more than £15 for each family.
It is finger often enough in his own room or in the publicvastly more than the public revenue ; vastly more than house, in order presently to find himself provided with
the most inflated and extraordinary expenditure we fresh influences however disastrous. This is sometimes
have had for twenty years. It is more than ten times especially the case where he has been long engaged on
as much as is spent in relief of the poor, watched by monotonous work in perhaps the constant repetition of
economists with such jealous eyes. . . . . Parlia- some process which requires intelligence and skill.
ment would like to provide parks- that is, fresh air- His brain thus becomes wearied as well as his hand,
to the metropolis, but has to plead poverty.
How and the thfrst for change is thus sometimes so fierce
much would even 1 per cent. of the drink bill-that is, and suddenly importunate that it takes the shape of
half a week's drinking-do in this direction!
But thirst for stimulating drink. It is no doubt very true
there are compari ons that come more home to us. The that drunkenness produces in many an emptiness of
working man grudges a few pence for the education of mind, lets the man down to a lowe.r level of life, in
his children, and spends often as many shillings in which he ceases to take interest in objects or pursuits
drink. He will not lay by as much as a shilling a week worthy of man, and thus becomes degraded. But we
to provide for probable sickness and inevitable old age, must recollect that the real degradation, the lower
but he spends, perhaps, ten times that sum h1 beer and state which is associated with an aimless existence or
spirits. But he is not the greatest sinner; far from it. contracted range of pursuits, is in itself a serious proHis betters, lay, spiritual, professional, or trading, are moter of excess in drink. Thus a great hope of extengenerally far worse than he is. The gentleman in the ded and liberal education lies not only in the provision
pulpit who delivers weekly diatribes against drunken- of more skill to work, but in the pur·s uit of intelligent
ness and improvidence, and who counts up a new recreation when the work is clone.-ReY. Harry Jones,
charge against the poor ploughman every time he sees A.M., in Goocl Words.
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THE JlU.NDS.
* * * !Jfembers, fri ends, and Societies subscribing to
the Fwids of th e Scottish Penni si-z:e Bill and
T emz>erance As ociation are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
110t alreacl!J paid, are now due, ancl will be
gladly recei:i:ecl by the Agents and at the Offices,
30 Hope Strret, Glasgow. 'l'he demands upon
the Association a1·e increasing, and it wou,lcl
materially a.' ist the Executive in promptly nieetiny these, we1·e sub ·criptions paid in the fonn er
rather them the latter JJart of the fincmcial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1881.

==-==================~
THE (1 QC IAL p
E f QR ME R
1
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voting there shall be a majority of all registered
as voters before it cn.n be adopted in any district !
1
This un<lisguisecl attempt to vitiate the Act was
clefen.ted by 82 to 5-:1: votes. Another attempt to
exempt from its provisions almost the whole class
of fermented liquors was also carried, but in the
Honse of Commons it could not be discussed, and
now at the end of another session the Act remains
intact. Every year will leud to the stability of this
famous measure, every year its blessings will be
I more evident ; its educn.tive influence will deepen
and widen in the near future, till it will be as ea.y
1

for the liquor traffic to upset the constituLion as to

I overturn the Scott Act in the old Dominion.

GLASGO\V, :\IA Y, 1881.

On one of the la t days of the last yen.r a Maori

SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL ASSOCIATION.

I Tuhi suffered the last penalty of the law, for the
I murder of Miss Dobie, Opunake, New Zealand.

The unfortunate wretch addressed a letter to Hi,;
Excellency in the following terms:-" I have heard
that I am to be put to death ou ·wednesday, and I
am willing to die on that clay ; lrnt I have a word
The Executive beg to intimate lhe removal of tLe to say to you . As I am to die, let spirits die n.lso.
Offices of ihe .A ssocintion from 3 Hope Street to ' Don't leave anything of its kind in the world. Let
commodious anrl superior premises at
it be de troyed from the face of this earth, lest it
hould remain to cause trouble to men.
fan would
112 BATH STREET.
then be auswerable for his own troubles, If it was
On anJ after 6th curt. all letters, newspnper:.=i, destroyed all would be well. Man would then seek
books, parcels, &c., should Le addressed to the Sec- hi:.:1 own troubles. Then it would be well, for there
would be no cause for trouble. Tha,t is all from
retary,
R. -1ACKAY,
Tubi. " To think of this poor clrunken savage so
112 Bath treet,
clearly and profoundly fathoming the relation of
Glasgow.
drink to crime- o clear! pointing out the remedy!
All comnrnuicatious for tlrn Et1itor of the , 'uciul It is not too much to think, that if some who tnlk
Rejoi·mer should be addressed to the same place.
about drink o glibly, were face to face with death,
l\Iembers, friends, and all in sympathy with the as was the wretched Tnhi, they would give a better
objects of the Association, will meet with a cordial deliverance 011 the questiou. They would find that
welcome on the new premises.
cleath bas the faculty of making more than savages
R :MACKAY, 1 'ec.
·pen.k up, peak out, and speak square.

REMOVAL OF OFFICES.

*

** Several excellent papers ancl reviews are in
hand, and several literary notices have been crushed
out. A notice of Lhe Spring Licensing Courts i
held OYer, as these hacl not all risen when we had to
go to press,
Those friends who have kindly sent in newspapers
containiug matters of interest to the movement are
heartily thanked, and similar favour. are requested
from friends in all parts of the country. Cutting
the paper at the place to which our attention is
clesired will enhance the value of these bigbly-::tppreciated gifts.
On many occasions our readers have bad submitted to them ample details of the Canada Permissive Bill- the Scott Act, l8i . Numerous hn.ve
been the attempts on the parts of the traffic to get
it injured. They tried to make it out an uncoustitutional measure and ignominiously failed. They
lwve been at it again : this time to load the
electorate so that it will not work well. They
waut it declared that instead of a majority of these

That tried frienu. of prohibition, ex-Governor
Dingley, shows up the unscrnpnlous tactics of the
drink seller', They have often said that crime
would increase under prohibition, and we believed
them.
The effect of a prohibitory law was to
lrnrmouize the human stn.tute with the diviue law
ngain t µntting one's bottle to bis neighbour's lip .
Those who had an interest in still doi11g so, and a
conra o-e to brave the law in doing , o, could not hut
expect to ineur its penn.ltieo':l and go to prison. Bnt
every law properly enforced increase crime in the
same seu e. .Are we, therefore, to be deterred from
passing antl maintaining laws because their penalties
men.n the uranding of some ·viobters as criminals ?
nay, ex-Governor Dingley conclusively shows that
in thirteen years, 1 67 to 18 O, there have been no
less tban 602 shebeeners in the State prisons and
local gaols of tLe State of Maine. Surely the fact
that these criminals bn.ve been punished is not to be
deplored or made an occasion to "·ork out a, repeal
of
the law ? Mr. Dingley shows that in Massachn1
'. setts, :.i, license State, there are three times t~s many
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prisoners as in prohibitory Maine. Nay more, that
Maine has a less proportion of crime than any other
State of the Union. Give the truth fair currency
and we'll-back it against the world.
One day last month we came upon the following
testimonial in a family grocer'::; window:-" I have
carefully analyzed a.nd examined a sample of whisky
from the stock of - - - - , Glasgow, and I find
that it is free from adnlteration and of excellent
quality. It is one of the best malt whi'skies I have
ci:e1· examined, and it bas been well aged.
(._ ign ed)
R R. Tatlock, consulting an<l analytical chemist,
CiLy Analyst's Office, 138 Bath Street, Glasgow."
The italics are our analyst'e. Now, what·does Mr.
Tatlock mean 1 Not that it is good, but that it is
not adulterated, and that it i of excellent quality as
a whisky, and free, we pre nme, from fnsel oil. It
is simply an excellent sample of the product of the
fermentation and distillation of malted grain . This
and nothing more. He does not dare say it is good
for drinking, but he leaves the silly public who
drink it to infer that it is an excellent beverage,
when they ought to infer that it is a subtle poison.
How lame and impoteut is his testimonial when
placed side by side with the certificate of character
that King Solomon unsolicitedly, of course, gave the
liquor :-"W"ine is a mocker, strong drink is raging,
and whosoever is deceived thereby i not wise
Look not 1hon unon the wine when it is reel, when
it giveth its bul1ble in the cnp, when it moveth
itself strangely. At last it bitelh like a. serpent,
and stiu geLh like :in adder. Thine eyes lia.11 behold
strange women, and thy hea.rt shall utter perverse
thiugs ,: ! This is a clrn.racter of strong <lrink,
whether fermented only, like wine, or fermentecl
and di8tilled, like whisky, penned under the guidance of unerring wisdom. It is penned to induce
men to avoid the very sight of wine, and not to induce them, by clnbious phraseology, to Luy what is
injurious to the body and the mind.
On the 5th ult., the Convention of Royal Burghs
took place in Edinbnrgh, for the consideration of an
rtmazing variety of subjects. The irrepre sible
lil1uor question was amongst the number. The
Convention has a Standing Uommittee on Local
Option, and it report was submitted to the meeting.
It is worthy of preservation. It ran as follows : 1. Thn.t Town Councils should, in burgh::i, be the
licensing authorities. 2. That power of appeal n.ud
the ConfirmRtiou Courts t1boulJ be abolished. 3.
That no applications for new licenses should be
entertained, if the application is objected to by a
majority of the ratepayers within a certn.in radius of
the premises sought to be licensed. 4. That an
annual payment, additional to the amount of license
paid to Government, should be levied from the
owners of the licensed property, and applied to the
police and other assessments. 5. Pu blic -housesshould
be closed earlier than at present. This report furnishes
evidence of l1ow deeply and strongly the current of
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temperance sentiment is setting in against the liquor
traffic. Compared with the mode of administration
pursued with regard to the licensing of the liquor
traffic twenty years ago, the :first three points in
the report exhibit a vast improvement, and were we
as hopeful on the amendment of that system as some
temperance reformers, we would be disposed to congratulate the members of the C?nvention on their
progress. Holding n.s we do by the right of the
people to power enabling them to sweep a,ray the
traffic from their doors, we see in the Conv0ntion s
report another evidence of the inability or indisposition of Boards or Committees or Conventions to deal
wit,h Hie liquor traffic in view of the permanent welfare of the people. The onus that might lie on people
shoulu not be in protesting against every license
sought for premises beside them, but rather that no
license whatever should be entertained unless an
accredited petition in its favour from the people the
licen e was likely to affect was be presented.
With all the emphasis of language we brand No. 4
as an outrage upon communities, involving them, as
it proposes, in the crime and degradation of liquorselling. Ex-Bailie Lewis endeavoured to give a
practical turn to the Convention by asking it to
petition Her Majesty's Government to give effect to
Sir Wilfrid Lawsou's resolution, adopted by the
House of Commons on 18th June last. The discnssion on this amendment, which was seconded by the
P1·ovost of Greenock, was in n.ccord with its letter
and spirit, but the yote was in favour of the report
by 53 to 5. The 1onvention is pledged to a phantom, for neither Boards, whether compo ed of
magistrates, or citizens only, or of Town Councils,
will ever settle the drink clift-iculty. The people, anJ
the people alone, will in the near future assume
the responsibility of having or excluding publichouses in their respective localities, and we have no
fear whatever but they will act in view of that
sacred trnst as other communities simila,rly empowered, have done, and weep the liquor system
for ever ::i;way.
Professor Ramsay, of the UniversiLy of Glasgow,
and Mrs. Ramsay, desirous of, as the lady herself
-finely sn.id, of supplying the wants and brightening
the lives of the people of Alytb, in tituted a coffeehouse there iu March last. V iewing these coffeehouses as counteractives to the public-house, as a
refuge to the men and youths with ill-kept 01· unkept houses, and to youths in uncongenial lodging ,
we were prep::ixed to rejoice over this addition to
the philanthropic ageneies of Aiyth. But our joy
received a check when we found the learned Professor taking advantage of his position aud his ci~cumstances to assail the temperance movement m
nnrneasnred terms and with untruthful weapons.
After sta.ting tha.t foreign people set up n.bundant
facilities for eating :tnd drinking, for those of them
that went abroad, be went on to say'' In Britain the idea had seemed to be that man was a
drinking animal only- principally a spirit-drinking an{-
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mal-(laughter and applause)-and that while be mi<rbt
want to _dri~k, he could never want to eat his ordinary fgod
except m his own house. As to the rlrinkino- of alcoholic
liquors, _he wished to say at once that be fclt no kind of
antag~~1sm whatever to the wine and spirit tratle. It was
as lcg1t1mate a trade as any other in the country. It was
founded upon natural wants and natural desires. If it was
undoubtedly liable to abuse, be believed that no interest
suffered more damage from its abuse than the trade itself.
(Applause.) He regarded the total abstinence movement,
when preache~ as a creed of duty, to be as extreme and
unnatural as was the evil of excess. (Applause.) Temperance was not abstinence. It consiJted in the reasonable
an?- mode;ate use, within proper limits, of all the goo l
thrngs winch God had given us. Indeed, he was not sure
the t?tal a.bstinence cry had not been got up by some insidious
publican for the express benefit of the trade, as every unna~ural extreme leads necessarily to reaction. (Laughter.)
In illustration of this, he might quote what happened on
the Clyde last summer, the steamers on which were not remarkable as a rule for the practice of abstinence principles.
Last summer a 'temperance' steamer (the Ivanhoe) wits
started. The moment the ship landed anywhere every
one rushed to the nearest public-house. At the encl of the
summer all the publicans on the banks of the Clyde petitioned that the 'temperance' sten.mer might be continued.
(~aughter and appl~use.) He hoped, then, no one connected
with hotels or public-houses would feel any jealousy of the
coffee-house.

Now while the Professor compares the manners of
nations he should never while doing so make his
comparisorn1 unnecessarily odious. It has been
the proud boast of the Briton that he more than
almost any nationality realized that there was no
place like home. With Continental nations the
reverse is the case ; the Frenchman and German
dine, and tea, and drink ofteuer away from home
than in it. The wisest of those engaged in
this coffee palace movement would deplore their
efforts if they rendered a good home less attractive
thn.n before to any of their customers. And with
all our sympathy for the coffee palaces throughout
the land, we would infinitely prefer a movement
that by making our bad homes comfortable would
render outward attractions to the working man
unnecessary. As it is the working man with a bad
home goes out in sheer desperation to find a refuge.
The' public' hi.therto was the only alter:!lative that
offered, n.nd having of course to spend something for
the good of the house, too often contracted the vice
of intemperance and became lost to himself and
society. We hold in the presence of the liquor
traffic that the coffee palace is instituted as a counteractive, ns an enemy to public houses, and that if
it is not this it is not either a philanthropic or a temperance agency. If it does not educate men into the
conviction that the public house can be done without,
and stimulate the working man to get rid of public
houses, then it is a mockery, delusion, and a snare
-a mere philanthropic sham. vVe deny in toto
that the liquor traffic is as legitimate a trade as any
other in the country : and that it is founded on
nl'l.tural wants and desires. The custom of the
people and the legislation of the government cannot
legitimatize this traffic any more than slave dealing
and slave-holding protected by law rendered the slave
traffic legitimate, or than a long course of injustice
enabled masters to declare that they were right in 1
over-working their hands. The liquor traffic would
be legitimate were it to promote the welfare of its cus-

tomers as is the case with other trades whose lerriti•
•
b
macy IS never questioned, but when the dealer in
drink flourishes in proportion as his customers are
blighted it is a perversion of language to say that
bis trade is legitimate. Equally illogical was it to
say that it was founded upon natural wants and
natural desires. But we need not argue this point
with the learned Professor. The whole of the intelligent portion of the medical profession is against
him. He regarded the total abstinence movement
to be as extreme and unnatural as the evil of exce:a;s.
Of course to be consistent he must believe this when
his definition of temperance is looked at-which is
that temperance consists in the reasonable moderate
use of ail the good things which God hath given us.
Now when the truth is that n.lcohol is not a crood
thing to drink and that God never gave it to us~ his
definition is not much credit to him. He says temperance is not abstinence. But his definition simply
includes all good things which God has given. If so
what then becomes of the bad things which he has
not given 1 Shall we not abstain from them 1 A
Jew looking at the definition would eat corn wine
and oil as the good things of which he was to' make
a reasonable and moderate use, and he would say
that his temperance which included these excluded
pork and shell-fish. If Professor Ramsay had only
gi-ven his reason fair play he might have given us
such a definition as this-temperance is the rational
use of things beneficial and the entire abandonment
of things pernicious, to which all thoughtful Christians could heartily subscribe. Nothing he can say
farther need detain us ince we have shown that he
does uot know what temperance means: and we have
nothing to fear from such au utterly baseless attack.
But we have to prefer a serious charge against him.
Affirming that total abstineuce is merely a cry got
up by the trade itself for its own benefit, and of
course that by consequence we totnl ab · tainers
are in collusion with the liquor traffic, he alludes
to the temperance steamer "Ivanhoe" as an illustration and perhaps proof of his assertion. "The
moment the ship landed anywhere every one rushed
to the nearest public house." Again, "At the end
of the summer all the publicans on the banks of
the Clyde petitioned that the temperance stP-amer
might be continued." .r ot to poiut out the absurdity of people voluntarily going on board a temperance boat merely to endure two hours thirst for
strong drink when scores of boats with drinking
saloons were at their service, we most emphatically <leny that the allegation applies to a more
than a mere moiety of the passengers of the
"Ivanhoe," and that moiety was largely made
up of publicans who preferred a voyage down the
water away from the taste and smell of a whisky
bar. The owners of the "I van hoe," we are in a
position to say, never received a petition from the
publicans on the banks of the Clyde, so that if Professor Ramsay is imposed upon, it says little for his
good sense, and if he mitkes the assertion recklessly
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it says as little for bis veracity. A more unwarrantable and baseless attack ou a movemeut which
bas effected such a beneficial change in society it
has not been our lot to meet. It is matter for
thankfulness that his ill-jadged remarks recoil most
heavily on himself.
The sunnner is now upon us, and the people are
movil!g about. Among other gatherings which attract
them are well conducted temperance meetings. These
kind of meetings never have in our experience failed.
The committee that selects a good site, invites speakers
full of their subject and having the art of setting it
forth effectively, secures a good choir, appoints a wellknown and approved chairman, have their meetings
well advertised, will score many successes before the
summer on which we have entered is at an end. Were
some committees only to look around and see how carefully even a nigger concert is arranged for, and would
take the lesson faithfully to heart, showing an enterprising discrimination and tact, they would find hundreds,
in some cases thousands, of pledges added to their
society roll books. The Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association will gladly co-operate with
such committees.
Now that the, cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association has got through a most arduous amount
of winter work, we believe that we will be doincr it a
service by bringing forward its claims upon the lib;rality
of all who are sincerely desirous of legally suppressing
the drinl traffic. Thi:; Association was supported last
year by (1st) a sabsidy from the United Kingdom Mliance, (2nd) by 5,483 subscribers, (3rd) by 122 societies,
anu (4th) by a special subscription of £100 sterling
received from the late fr. John Smith, Fairmount,
Bothwell. The total sum received amounted (exclusive
of balance from last year, sums received from publications and collections) to £1, 786 17s. 5d., or at the rate
of £148 lSs. Id. per calendar month, or nearly £4 17s. 8d.
per day. Looking to the nature and the amount of work
clone by it, and through it, not forgetting the helpful
aid otherwise of its members and friends, nor the gratifying co-operation it received from all sections of the
movement, such a daily income is insignificant in the
extreme. Not one in view of these figures dare say
that the Asl'!ociation received last year the support to
which, looking at the results of its efforts, it was fairly
entitled.
The subscription list of the Association is also well
worth study. Three friends gave subscriptions of £20
and upwards; 7 from £10 to £20; 20 from £5 to £10;
61 from £2 to £5; 215 from £1 to £2; 224 from l0s. to
£1 ; 670 from 5s. to 10s. ; J ,820 from 2s. 6d. to 5s. ;
2,463 from ls. to 2s. Gel. VI e find from the same information supplied to us that 635 subscribers paid 5s.;
1,708, 2s. 6d.; and 1,653, ls. Thirty per cent. of the
subscribers gave one shilling only to the funds, and
nearly other thirty-three per cent. subscribed half.
a-crown. Of course many of them, having a perfect
knowledge of the vigorous energy and success characteristic of the operations of the Association, might say
- '' \V ell, if such vigour and efficiency can be maintained
for suoh a trifling sum why pay more?" To such we
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would say, "Allow us to amend your remark and say
if such a petty sum has done so much let us give more
liberally in order to secure progress and success in proportion." No business company we know of but would,
in the face of the ratio of the significant results of the
agitation, increase its capital greatly and find many
willing to invest in a concern that offered the same
ratio of returns as this Association has given, not only
last year, but all through the years of its existence.
Let any ,vann friend who remembers the condition
of the permissive prohibitory movement in Scotland
when this Association was instituted compare the then
with the now, and he will have as little difficulty as we
have in coming to the conclusion that the financial support received by the Association hitherto has not been
in proportion to its merits, or to the growth and progress of the agitation which it has so persistently led.
The Executive, although often appealing to the members
and friends, were ready, however, to allow for the
feeble response to their call for increased resources on
the ground that then the movement was so very much
a matter of faith, that many no doubt preferred to give
to objects much le s worthy, because visible, rather
than embark their charity on what might turn out after
all a peradventure. But no one can now urge such a
reason. The Association has revolutionised the temperance sentiment of Scotland, and the result is that the
Permissive Bill movement has in it no equal and no
superior. Under such circumstances the Executive
would not, we think, ask too much were they to ask
that, with returning prosperity, there should be a
serious consideration on the part of all members and
friends of the movement as to what ought to be the
a.mount of their future support to the foncl . Let them
assign the fir t place on their private subscription list
to the 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association and they will neither regret their doing so nor
really pinch any other good object they feel <li posed to
support. It is not the amount for which, on behalf of
this Association, we plead, it is the spirit of giving we
so earnestly desire. Let every true man and woman
sympathising with the efforts of the Association deal
faithfully with him or herself, and as they give to Go1l
in holy things they will give as cheerfully to the funds
of this Association. Each of the 1,653 one shilling subscribers might, in the light of this self-searching consideration, resolve to give two shillings, raise their
subscription from one farthing to one halfpenny a week,
and in like manner those 1, 708 paying 2s. 6d. could
resolve prayerfully to give 5s., which, after all, is little
more than one penny a week as their contribution to
bring about the abolition of the liquor traffic. ·we feel
that we have perhaps asked far too little, but should
any friend feel any difficulty as to the amount he or she
should devote, let them refer this matter to conscience,
and by its dictates let them faithfully abide.
Dr. Emmons met a pantheistical physician at the
house of a sick parishioner. Says the pantheist, "Dr.
Emmons, how old are you? " '' Sixty, sir-and how
old are you? " "As old as creation, was the triumphant
response." " Then you are of the same age as Adam
and Eve. " " Certainly, I was in the garden when they
were." "I have always heard that there was a third
party in the garden with them, but I never knew before
that it was you. "
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INTELLIGENCE.
DUMBARTON LOCAL PARLIAMENT.
OK Friday, 25th March, this body met to discuss the
second reading of the Local Option Liquor Bill.
The Member for Finsbury (L) began the debate in a
speech which showed considerable acquaintance with
the temperance question. Dealing with alcoholic
drinks, _he held thei·e was not more than a pennyworth
of_ food m a gallon of beer, and all the food in a glass of
wme could be held on a threepenny piece.
The Member £or Strnud (C) held that the real purpose of the Bill was to diminish the powers of the ratepayers in the regulation of the drink traffic. He
atlmittecl that the use of drink was hurtful, but the
people had Local Option at present, and had only to
choose teetotal magistrates to have the traffic extinguished .
. The Member for Leeds (L) made by far the most
un~ortant speech of the evening. He said- The laws
w~ich_ we have_at present for the regulation and distnbut10u of drmk amongst the people of this country
are _not perfect laws. They might be imprornd. As
an improvement, sometimes people talk about free
trade, but that is almost an exploded irlea.
After
quoting lengthily from Robin Gooclfellow's article in
March Socicit R efonne1·, he went on to say-It must be
acknowledged that because free trade has failed, and
because we cannot allow it to be sold as other commodities, t_ha~ we ha:ve had to resort to the present system
of restrict10n, which some people term a regular monopoly. Our present licensing system cannot be said to
be a success. Its object is to control the traffic in into_xicating liquor, and allow the people to have drink
w1thou~ drunkenness, and without public disorder.
Accordmg to the existing law, drunkenness is illegal.
Any person who is found in a public place under the
intlu~nce of drink is liable to arrest. And more, the
publican who supplied him with the drink has snbjected himself to a fine of from £10 to £20. Well,
what do we find when looking at the statistics of
clr~rnkenness? In one town in the north of England
(Liverpool) there were, in 1879, 13,705 arrests for
drunkenness, and ll 66 for other offences while in a
~tate of intoxicati~n. But I need not take one place
mto account. It is a fact that a year or two ago in
England, ,vales, , 'cotland, antl Ireland, there ,;ere
35~,00~ persons dealt with for drunkenness.
'an any
legislative measure be a more complete failure than our
present licensing system when tested by these statistics? We have throughout our land thousands of
arrests for drunkenness, and, strange to say, we hear
of very few ~f the parties who_ are licensed to supply
the drmk berng arrested. It is therefore clear that if
such great numbers are arrested for being drunk, the
la,v must have been violated by those who sell it.
Seeing, then, the present law has failed to achieve the
end for which it was intended, we have thought fit to
bring i_n this bill. The sale of intoxicating liquor, as
~tated m t~ie preamb~e! involves Her Majesty's subjects
m the terrible calanuties of poverty aud crime. Why
it~ the United Ki~gdom we_ have l,!i00,000 paupers.-'..
nme-tenths of this pauperism caused by drink. In
1879, Scotland alone, with a population of 3,000,000,
l1ad 97,676 paupers. Drink is the cause of 100,000 of
the 140,000 criminals annually in our jails. In 1879
there were 22,675 drunk and iucapables in Scotland.
Then, it de:presses trade and c01mnerce. If the money
spent on drmk by us as a nation was spent in building
houses, in r eclaiming and draining waste lands (such as
we have in Ireland ), or in other useful ways, we could
give employment to one million and a half more persons than are at present engaged. It therefore injures
our labour market. It injures our trade and commerce
by abstracting money out of our country.
ere it
not for the grain which is destroyed in the manufacture
of strong drink we would require little or none of that
whi?h is imp?rted, and the money which is sent to
foreign countries would therefore be available for home
us_e. . By _degrading. our population to paupers and
cr1111111als, it necessanly throws great numbers out of
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empl_oyment, and th~reby g~eatly ~iminishes the productive power of our mclustnes, while at the same time
very materially increa~ing our local taxation, it being a
w~ll-known fact that m those parishes in the United
Krngdom where drink is prohibited the taxes are not
m~re than a fourth of what they are where licensing
exists. To show th~t it endangers the safety and welfa1:e of_ the c?mmumty, I ha.ve only to state that to
~rmk 1s ~scnbed many of our railway collisions, colh~ry acci_dent~, boiler explosions, cases of personal
v1~lence, msamty, murder, and premature death. The
obJect of Local Option _is to allow the people to say
whether they want public houses placed in their midst
or no~. The ratepayers are at present trusted with
returnmg a member to Parliament to deal with the
affairs of the State. They are trusted to elect the
'chool Board, who have the governina and educating
of their children; and in church ma°tters they elect
their office-bearers. Surely, then, they ought to h~ffe
a say as to whether this gigantic eYil shall continue or
not.. At present the magistrates decide the question,
but m most cases how can they judge it? They, who
keep them from their own door, and say they are
n~edful for the working man. They who sit at their
dumer tables, with their port wine and champagne
before them, and say, as they fill glass after glass
"Alas, these poor fellows don't know when they haY;
got enough, " and further maintain "it would be a pity
to rob the poor man of his beer." It is therefore I
think, the w~rking man's question. ~ et the poor m~n
say whether it shall be taken from lum or not. '.l'his
traffic was created for the public goocl, and therefore I
think the public should be consulted so as to make sure
that no injustice is done. The fact which is indisputable, that wherever localities have been freed from the
li_quor traffic they have heen satisfied with this condit10n, and have benefited by it in every respect, is the
~trongest reason why, on this local question, the locality should be enabled by Parliament to declare its
wishes and act for itself. I am sure that hon. gentlemen on the other side ancl on the cross benches who
agree with me in heart, will feel sad if, at the biddin<Y
of party spirit, they go into the lobby to refuse thei~·
fellow_-countrrmen. mea1~s of p:z:otecting themselves (a
most mterestrng chscussion, which we summarize followec~). The member for Glasgow was called to ~rder
for lus abuse of abstainers. He believed Local Option
would be evaded. Drink would be easily procured when
alcohol was found to be in water. (Laughter.) Car lift'
alive to the evils of drink, belieYed where the Act woukl
be most required it would be inoperative. Salford held
that alcoholic drinks were good and useful- in fact
efficaci.ous in cases Gf extremity. He argued for oom~
pensat10n, and denounced it for not having proYisions to
t~at effect. The leader of the Opposition (Conservative) oppos~d t~e secon~ reading. If there be only as
much food m wrn_e as will go on to a thre~penny piece,
an<l. he had a eh01ce, he would take the wme, as it was
better to take something than nothin 6. The Lill did
not go far enough. Drinking, he believed, was on the
~ecrease, and th_e more education and other refining
mflu~nces prevailed .~here would be less drinking.
R eadmg and I sle of ·w 1ght both spoke aaainst the bill.
Shrewsbury preferred licensing boards, ~11(1 Argyll ~ot
maudlin over the late assertion about there bema
alcohol everywhere. On the other hantl, DeYonpo1'.t
contended that the people should have the riaht
to J.eal
0
with the drink traffic. The publican was called the
poor man's butler. ,v ell, the poor man should have
the right to dismiss his butler when he chose. Peebles
and Selkirk insisted that the people should have power
to veto th~ liquor traffic. . Brecknockshire argued
eloquently m favour of the bill. The Prime Minister
said_ it was a delusion to say that the people had Local
Option, when the whole land was honeycombed· with
drink-shops. The great idea of legislation was to make
virtue easy and vice difficult, and this could be best
done by the remo, al of these places. It was a misstatement, too, to say that the people had Local Option
in the choice of Town Councils, for Magistrates were
bound to license. They would not prohibit the traffic
in any place. That had been put beyond <loubt, too,
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March 25.-The above Bill was read in the House of
Lords for the first time.
March 29.-Mr. Gladstone, replying to Mr. Biggar,
said beer retailers in Ireland were required to take out a
beer de!'l'ler's license at an additional duty of £3,6s. l!Jd.,
a reqmrement not enforced upon similn.r traders in
England. By conferring similar powers on ltish
Justices to that enjoyed by English Justices, the
anomaly might disappear.
March 30.-Mr. Carbutt, in moving the second reading of the Elections (Closing of Public Houses) Bill
~~~
~
said, his object was the purification of elections. He
1
did not know that he would hM·e the support of
Majority for second reading,
21
, brewers and distillers, Lnt he belie,·ed the better class
of publicans would rather be in favour of this Bill
The numbers were received with cheers.
Twenty-two members altogether took part in the than against it. The public-houses in the town of
debate, and of those who opposed it at least ionr were Newport were closed on the occasion of the last elecclosely connected by business or relationship with the tion, and the town furnished a marked contrast to
drink trade. Hereafter we may give the text ::md com- former elections, when riots took place and damage
was done to person and property. He did not think
ment upon the bill.
public-houses should be closed on the days of munici pal elections. He exempted railway-bars and, much
PARLIAMENTARY SESSION.-IV.
against his will, the City of London. Mr. Litton
Iarch 17.-In reply to a question anent the decision generally approved of the Bill. The tendency of
of Mr. Prentice with respect to the last municipal modern legislation in the direction of temperance justielection in Liverpool, on whi ch occasion the constitu- fied the introduction of this Bill. He was not at all
tional association incited Yoters ha Ying a qualification in sure that the publicans would oppose the Bill, because
more than one ward to vote accordingly, the Attorney it might natmally occur to the licensed victuallers that
General for England said that, "as his own jndgment there were risk to be incurred by the sale of intoxicathad been specificallyasked,he had to say that it appeared ing liquors on the day of pulling, and they mioht
to him that no elector who had voted in one ward had c<;msicler it ~ouhl be to their ultimate adrnntage° t o
any right to vote in a seconu ward; and he would be much give up the right they now possessed of having thei1·
surprised if any counsel had given any such opinion." public-houses open on the days in questio11. In order
He learned that when the constitutional association to give them time for further discussion, he moved the
issued their circulars, one Liberal did issue a circular of adjournment of_ the debate. He was seconded by
the same tenor. He would not, therefore, ask for a Baron De Ferr1eres. Mr. Morgan Lloyd objected to
return, nor would he a<l vise legal proceedings to he the ~djon~nmen~ of the debate if that meant the mer ly
taken. It appeare<l to him that the publicity which gettmg rid of it. ~fr. Gr gory objected to the Bill.
this matter had attracted would perhaps prevent its The Attor!1ey Gene!·al ~aid. eyery one would agree on
the nec ss1ty for this 1Ml. (Hear hear.) The practice
recurrence.''
f corrupt treatiug at elections was an evil :rnd a
_ arch .-In moYirtg the secoml rF>ading of the
Local Taxation (Rcotlancl) Bill, the Lord Advocate ~rowing one. 'fhe fault rested not only on the per~o11
said that it was necessary to get Pai·liamentary powerR 1n the trade who upplie<.l the means of treating Lut on
to compel clerks to the Commissioners to furnish local those who proYiued the money for treating,ancl on those
taxation returns. lt was particularly desirable that who encoura~c~ the treating. It woulJ, he thought,
the informn.tion called for by this Bill should be be a great evil if they were, while attempting to check
obtained. The amount of income from taxation and the practice of corrnpt treating, to proceed in a spirit
its expenditure was a material element in the consider- of hostility to a trade. and inflict punishment on them
ation of any measure for the reform of cotch Country alone. He did not believe for one moment the sup porters of this Bill had such au object, but it could lie
,overnment.
1\Iarch 2I.-1Ir. Harcourt asked the ecretary to ~ve!l understood that if a measure of prohibition, severe
the Treasury whether the (~oYernment contemplated 111 its consequences, and removing, of course, a legitimore stringent legislation in view of the constant mate trade from a portion oft.he community, was to be
failure of benefit societies: and whether Government carriecl into effect, the responsibility of so doino ouuht
'\Yould impose greater r estrictions on public-house to be borne by a majority of this house, and abo\'e ~11
benefit societies. Lord "F'. Canmlish said it was not by the opinion of the public in its favour. Re believcci
intended to alter the Act of 1879 yet. The failure of that a right method of prohibition wonlcl meet with
these societies was not more frec1uent than was those of considerabl~ support from those persons principally
other societies. ln many places no place of meeting affected by it. When the corrupt practices discussion
but the public-house was available. It might be in- came on he would say that would be to offer
teresting to state that the bulk of the societies of one ~he freest_ opp?rtun~ty of Yoting on the question
mvolved m tins Bill.
He begged the mover of
hundred years and upwards met in public-houses.
1farch 21.-'l'he Local Taxation (Scotland) Bill pas- the motion to agree to the adjournment of the
debate. Sir R Cross also asked the mover to adjourn.
sed through Committee.
There were three sets of persons who would be affected
1'Iarch 22.-The above Bill was read a third time.
March 23.-The :Municipal Franchise ( 'cotlan<l) by this Bill, 1st, the publicans. As far as they were
concerned all that he would say at the present moment
Bill passed through ommittee.
March 24:.-In reply to Sir \Vilfrid Lawson, who was that, if for the general benefit of the country the
wished to know if his attention had been called to a closing of_ pu?lic-houses was proved to be necessary,
whisky wapenschaw for the benefit of Elgin Town Hall, although it n:1ght ~~ect the trade, the trade must give
the Lord Advocate said that, although he had made way to public opm10n. (Hear, hear.) But then it
every enquiry he had failed to ascertain what a whisky must be proved to their satisfaction that such a step
wapenschaw is, (loud laughter)-or whether in.that kind was absolutely necessary. Then there were bnsiness
of competition the prize is given to the producer of people who ~ould ~hink ~lections a nuisance if they
The Bill would clo
the best quality, or to the consumer of the greatest mterfered with their busrness.
quantity-(laughter).
I have, however, asked the harm to such a class. Then there were the candidates
Procurator Fiscal to inform the parties that if a lottery who certainly needed protection, for, notwithstandis intended they will render themselves liable to a ing their resolution to have a pure contest, some
indiscreet friend invalidated the election. Mr. Dick
public prosecution-(cheers).
March 24.-0n the motion of Dr. Cameron, the Peddie, while agreeing that the matter should be
Municipal Franchise (Scotland) Bill was read a third discussed on a general bill, thought the opinions of the
House should be taken, He believed Scotland wo1.1ld
time,

by a decision of the Supreme Court, where the Lord
President held Lord Zetland could not make even his
own property a temperance sphere. He joined issue
with the leader of the Opposition in his idea that education was a cure for intemperance, and held that
amongst the educated clai:;ses there were as many
victims to intemperance-according to numbers-as
amongst the unlearned. The Chancellor of the Exchequer ably spoke in favour of the bill, and was followed by the Home Secretary. The House divided:For the second reading,
66

0
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be found all but unanimous on this matter. (Hear,
hear.) He objected to the Bill that it did not close
public-houses during the entire day ; for often when the
election was over people adjourned to public-houses,
and riot and disorder too often followed. Mr. Caine,
while deprecating a division, said it would be a good
thing on the whole for a borough, and a general convenience to the community if public-houses were
entirely closed on the polling day. Major Nolan spoke.
Sir "Wilfrid Lawson said that he should be very glad
if the Bill intended to shut up public-houses from one
election to the next. (Laughter.) He urged the
going to a division. Mr. Warton said a few words,
and then Mr. Carbutt withdrew the Bill.
March ::l0.-Mr. ·w. H. Fowler moved the second
reading of the Municipal Corporation Act 1859 (Amendment) Bills, whose object was to give power for the
re-arrangement of wards without incurring the trouble
and expense of a private bill. The Government consented to the second reading, when, therefore, it was
agreed to.
March 31.-Mr. Morgan Lloyd, in reply to Mr.
Caine, replied that the number of court.martial punishments in the army in the year 1870 was 14,750; 4,421
courts-martial were held on cases of drunkenness, the
ca.ses on duty being 895. The total amount of drunkenness was more clearly shown by the number of fines
imposed. These latter figures gave a proportion of 236
fines to every 1000 soldiers-the total 1rnmber of men
fined being 23,316. This might seem an exceedingly
larire amount, and no doubt it was Yery large, but he
was happy to say that the figures had been steadily
decreasing for the last nine or ten years. (Cheers.)
As to how many of other crimes resulted from drunkenness he might say from his own experience it was probably three-fourths of the whole.
March 31.-In committee on the Army Discipline
and Regulation (annual) Bill, Mr Caine moved to insert
the following clause after clause 3 : - '' On and after the
commencement of this act, the sa.le of all intoxicating
liquors in canteens and other places of refreshment in
gn.rrisons should be prohibited, .and the supply of liquors
on the march should be discontinued." Mr Caine said
that he proposed this clause through hearing the Judge
Advocate General (Mr. 0. Morgan) say" That if on the
one hand the British soldier could be powerfullyinfluenced
for evil, on the other hand he could be powerfully influenced for good. How was that to be carried out?
They would not do it by the lash, but they would do it
by raising the character and morale of the soldier by
removing the temptation to drunkenness which was his
greatest curse." \iVhcn ht heard these words he
thor,ght that the War Office folly intended to take
some steps for the removal of this temptation, but he
found nothing about this in the bill. He therefore proposed this clause as the best means known to him for
securing these desirable results, and making some change
in the awful and deplorable state of things.
The
ecretary of War has told us that drunkenness and crime
resulting from drunkenness make up nearly the whole
crime of the British army. ,vhat he waritetl to do, if
he conltl get this clause inserted in the Bill, was to
prcY cnt that crime-at least what of it arose from
drunkenness. Mr Caine then quoted from ir Garnet
olseley's soldier's pocket book, a standard authority
in the army. Sir Garnet said-Give your men as
little spirits as possible: tea and coffee are more sustaining and are more portable. That giving is good is
just an old superstition. It was a well ascertained
fact that alcohol reduces temperature ; and that medical
officers of the Polar expeditions condemn it as preventative against cold.
either the trappers, lumbermen,
nor voyageurs in Hudson Bay company drink spirits,
tea being their constant beverage, and none do
harder work. No men ever did harder work than was
performed by the troops that were employed on the Red
River expedition. No spirits was issued to them, they
had plenty of tea, and illness was unknown amongst
them." This was the testimony of Sir Garnet in 1868,
and in 1880 he said, 'that his experience had proved to
him that the less liquor there is consumed in any army
tpe more efficient is its condition. With the troovs
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under his command in South Africa they had very little
spirits. Of his own personal escort the majority were
total abstainers and they were models of what soldiers
on service should be. Having no grog on a campaign
eases the transport service very conside,.:o.bly, and removes a temptation to steal which its presence always
creates.' Colonel Dennison, Sir Frederick Roberts who
said that the absence of crime amongst the total
abstainers in the army was almost incredible, and that
drink was a great incentive to crime in the army. Lord
Napier of 1.agdala, who said that the aggregate percentage of crime among teetotalers in the army was 0 ·12,
while among the non-abstainers it was forty times as
numerous. Lieutenant-General Norman, LieutenantGeneral Stavely, Sir Richar<l Temple, Colonel Blewett,
the Marquis of Salisbury, Sir Hugh Rose, and a host
of medical opinion were quoted by Mr Caine, all tending to the condemnation of drinking in the army, and
lauding the good done by its absence. Mr. Caine could
not understand how the House could go 2.ga.inst these
opinions unless it is, as has happened before, that the
leading and active agents of the army count little or
nothing as against that other influence which sometimes
prevails in that particular branch of the service. The
Government admitted the evil, they expressed their intention to do some thing or other but they did not do
it. He now gave them an opportunity by their acceptance of his clause to get rid of these cases of drunkenness which they themselves provided. Mr. 0. Morgan
opposed the clause, because spirits were forbidden on
home stations, and if the soldier could not get beer in
the canteen he would go for the gin and spirits outside.
The drunkenness complained of does not arise in canteens but outside of them. Drunkenness is decreasing.
There are 25 per cent. of the British army abstainers.
No liquors can be got in canteens before noon, after
tatoo, during divine service, or by apparently intoxicated persons. Then the clause could not be conveniently inserted in a Mutiny Bill. Dr. Kinnear believed that if Government would allow soldiers 2d. each
per day in lieu of beer 50 per cent. of them would
accept it. Captain Maxwell spoke against the clause as
having a tendency to drive the soldiers from the canteen
to the public-house. He thought that magistrates
should diminish the number of public-houses near
garrisons and large camps-that was the true method
on which to proceed. Colonel Stanley opposed the
clause for the same reasons as Captain Maxwell ; he
did not believe the bounds of sobriety were exceeded
in canteens. "\Ye would not get better men in the service
if such a clause were passed. He , ould extend the
army coffee taverns, and hoped the hon. Member for
Scarboro' (Mr Caine) would suppor these. Colonel
Colthurst also opposed the clause. He thought that
soldiers who desired spirits in the canteens should be
able to get them, their drunkenness sprang from their
getting bad liquors outside. Mr. A. M. Sullivan was
glad to find that the late and present ministers for war
had a sincere desire to assist the soldier in a policy of
sobriety. The mover was untenable, or he was right.
If the soldier should have good drink in the canteen,
why withhold whiskies and brandies.
He believed
that the soldier first got primed in the canteen
and then went outside and got drunk, so that the
public-houses only finished the work the canteens had
begun. They had gone already in the direction the
clause went, let them make up their minds and go
farther. Mr. Illingsworth thought that the Committee
owed the Hon. Member for Scarboro' a debt for bringing
the question under the notice of the House. The control of the canteens as at present maintained had done
good. This, however, had conclusively shown that if
no intoxicants were supplied they would have everything they desired in making the British army the
model army of the world. If the publican made the
British soldier drunk why not punish him? That is no
new doctrine, but the law is never put in force. The
clause should have his support. Sir ,v. Barttelot
sneered at the last speaker as seeking to do by Act of
Parliament what could be better done otherwise. He
thought that the object of this clause was simply to
drive the soldier from wµere he could get good beer to
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where he could only get bad liquor. Let them look at
the improved state of the army and let well alone.
Sir. vV. Lawson said, the previous speaker had a strange·
idea of" well," when he considered in the face of 23,000
cases of drunkenness the army was well ! but this Hon.
friend was as staunch as ever in standing up for drink
and flogging in the army. Let the House look at the
matter. Evil, great evil exists and yet nothing has been
proposed for its removal. The only one proposing anything was the hon. Member for Scarboro'. He did not
believe that a stronger case than that of his hon. friend
could be made out. Sir Garnet Wolseley had said
that intoxicating drinks are bad before, during, and after
a march: surely that means that they are bad for them
during the whole of their lives. He hoped the House
would divide to let them see who were the soldiers' true
friends. Major O'Beirne opposed the clause, as recruiting could not go on without drinking. The army was recruited from the lowest clai;ses of society, those who
frequented public-houses: if canteens were closed recruiting would come to a stand still. Mr. Labouchere
said that ir Wilfrid Lawson was inconsistent in
advocating this clause. He should give the soldiers an
option in the matter.
ir Alexander Gordon said that
if the House were anxious to teach soldiers the folly of
drinking, they should dispense with the liquor bar in
the House. He could not support the clause. Mr. vV.
Fowler would be delighted to see the sale of liquors
stopped at the bar of the honse. He never used any.
The point was, was it good for the soldiers to lrn.ve an
opportunity of buying liquors in the canteens. If it
was not they should close them. If a soldier went outside in consequence, were they to be held responsible ;
Qut he believed he would not. He should vote for tli e
clause as he saw no reason for selling liquors in the
canteens. Mr. Childers opposed the clause as the army
was becoming increasingly temperate, so that such a
drastic measure as was sought was unnecessary. The
clause would not touch the case of the Indian Army as
the Mutiny Bill did not deal with it; bnt he would do
ali in his po er to reduce and discourage the issue of
liquors to the soldiers i I dia. But he would protest.
against the doctrine that it was wrong to use a glass of
beer. After advocating the soundness and harmlessness
of good (?) beer, he went on, that he would not be a
party to deprive the soldier of a glass of beer. He
would discourage drinking, encourage means for securing wholesome cocoa and coffee in barracks. Sir R.
Cunliffe also opposed the clause, though his hon. friend
knew that he was not out of sympathy with temperance.
Mr. Ramsay would vote-for the clause if it were modified to prohibiting liquors to soldiers on the rna.rch.
~Ir. Caine replied, and after a protest against the clause
by Major Vaughan.
The Committee then divided, and the result was:Fol' the clause,
34
Against,
156
Majority against the clause,
122
'l'he five following Scotch Members voted in the
minority :-Sir J. T. G. Sinclair, Bart., Dr. Cameron,
Messrs. Noel, Peddie, and Williamson. The following
voted in the majority :-Sir G. Balfour, Sir Alexander
Gordon, Sir H. H. Maxwell, Right Hon. M. G. Duff,
Right Hon. John Hay, Hon. Preston Bruce, Hon. A.
Elliot, Colonel Alexander, J. B. Balfour, H. Campbell
Bannerman, A. Crum, D. Currie, C. Dalrymple, A. 0.
Ewing, P. M'Lagan, J. M'Laren (Lord Advocate), J .
Heron Maxwell, C. S. Parker, R. ·vv. Cochran-Partick,
and J. Hamsay.
April 4.-Mr Gladstone submitted his Budget. His
references to the liquor were, if not always happy or apt,
ample enough. His proposals were as follows :-A
duty of 26s. on every 36 gallons of mum, spruce or
black beer which before fermentation has a specific
gravity of 1215 d egrees ; exceeding that gravity 30s. 6d.,
and upon every 36 gallons of any other kind of beer,
which before fermentation, has a specific gravity of 1057
degrees, 6s. 6d. and so on in proportion, with the
statutory drawback on beer imported or exported, or
shipped as ship's stores. All who brew privately,
whose rent is above £10 ~n4 under £15, must take out
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a license costing 9s. Upon every gallon of foreign
spirits the duty should be 10s. 4d. ; upon every gallon
of perfumed spirits 16s. 6d., and so on. Upon every
gallon of liqueur or cordials whose strength is untested
14s., and so on; and that the surtax on foreign spirits
should be 4d. The penny put on to enable him to repeal the malt duty is to be taken off. It will be seen
that his references are far from being so favourable to
temperance as were those of Right Hon. Robert Lowe
and Sir Stafford Northcote.
Mr Childers proposed an insertion of a clause into
the Army and Navy Discipline Bill to enable courtsmartial to punish by personal restraint or hard labour
rather than by flogging. He saitl that the present
clause proposed to punish the man guilty of drunkenness on the line of march or on active service Ly other
means than flogging. After some discussion utterly
devoid of interest the clause was agreed to.
April 8.-The House adjourned to-day for the Easter
Holidays and was to assemble on the 25th ult.
The election of the Lord Advocate as a member of
Parliament for the city of Etlinburgh cost him £1181 ;
the attempt of Mr. Jenkins to_secure the seat cost that
gentleman £981.
A bust and tablet to the memory of George Cruickshank is to be deposited in the crypt of St. Paul's
shortly. It is "placed within this sacred fane by her
·who loved him best, his widowed wife. " Oh woman,
honour be thine, so abused yet so forgiving.
PoLLOKSH.Aws.--Mr. John l\f'Dougall delivered a
lecture in the Tontine Hall here on the 8th curt. ExProvost Camernu presided. In opening the proceedings the chairman said that great injustice was being
done to abstainers owing to using communion wine on
sacramental occasions. He would suggest provision of
a few seats and some uufermented wine for abstainers,
and expressed the sorrow he felt that his family should
for the first time taste alcoholic liquors at the Lord's
'able. Mr. l l 'Doug?,11 . then giwe his lecture on the
Communion Elements. It was much enjoyed by the
audience, who, though not large, was highly appreciative.
PRESE TA'l'ION TO MR. AND 1-IRS. J. H . WA'l'ERSTO~.
-The annual entertainment in connection with No. 1G
(Abstainers") Company of the Q.E.R.Y.B. took place
in the Free New North Hall, Marshall Street, Edinburgh.
There was a large attendance.
Captain
Waterston occupied the chair, and among those present
were Oaptaiu Bryce, Captain Grant, Captain Dickson,
'aptain Ivory, Lieutenant Hamilton, Captain Hawley,
Firemaster Wilkins, Mr. 'l'. Linton, Procurator-Fiscal;
Mr. John Cameron, S.S.C.; Bailie Colston, Rev. Dr.
Adamson, Captain Thompson, and Lieutenant Jamieson. Apologies for absence were also received from a
number of other gentlemen. After tea, the Chairman
said that No. 16 Company was one of the first formed
when the Volunteer movement was originated, and,
therefore, e pointed out, they had passed their
twenty-first year. The number of members in connection with the company last year was 87, of whom only
one was non-efficient. As to the financial state of the
company in April last, they had £120 to their credit,
in addition to a capitation grant of £150, which brought
their t otal revenue up to nearly £300. In the course
of the evening Captain V,7 aterston was presented by the
members of the company and their friends with a ilver
tea service, along with an address, which stated that
Mr. '"\Vaterston's life-long devotion to the \' olunteer
movement was suffieiently attested by the fact of his
being one of the veterans of the force, having joined as
a private in 1859, and having, by untiring attention to
duty, no less than by amiable personal qualities, raised
himself up to his present honourable position in the
service. Along with the tea service there was also
presented a brooch for Mrs. "\Vaterston. The Rev. Dr.
Adamson and Bailie Colston also addressed the meeting,
which was enlivened during the evening by the rendering of a number of songs by Mr. James Lumsden, Miss
Effie Goodwin, and others.-Dail~ Reviev,,,
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Every lover of temperance will be glad to see that
Her Majesty has appointed her "right trusty and wellbeloved cousin, J olrn Campbell Hamilton Gordon, Earl
of Aberdeen," to be her Commissioner to the ensuing
General Assembly of the Church of , cotland.
The cost of the General Election of 1880 was
£1,737,300. Four hnndretl and eighty Conservative
candidates spent £051,000; while four hundred and
eighty-eight Liberals was £771,540. This is the acknowledged expenditure, the unacknowledged, finds no
record.
THE RE 'HABITE,'. -This body is showing a good deal
of activity just now. The Dumfries ancl Kirkcudbright
District Tent had its annual meeting in Dalbeatie. The
annual report showed a slow but steady progress in the
locality. The funeral fund has £208 Ss. 9d. of income,
and a balance to carry forward of £188 8s. 9d. Four
Juvenile Tents have a balance in their favour of £50
13s. It was agreed to propose at the moveable Conference tbat some of the levy contributed by the Te11t
be retained for extension purposes in Scotland. A new
Tent has been opened in Ayr with prospects of great
success. The Glasgow District Tent has held its
aumw,l meeting. The proceedings were interesting and
successful. The idea of an extension fund to spread a
knowledge of this orclel' is of vital importance to its
fnture.
THE UB,JECTION OF \Vo~IEN.-One of the inspectors
of factories in the Midlands drew attention in a recent
report to some features of a saddening character
regarding the wo~1en '' nailers" of these parts-to
the gradual harJenmg to coarseness an l grossness of
the women to the physical evils, to the unmanliness of
the men, in words too strong to be placed here.
,"uffice it that his opinion was that '' Day by day I am
convinced that this women's la.bour is the bane of the
place," for whilst the "ought-to-be bread winner is
luxuriating in some public-house at his ease, training
his whiffet for some future running on beef-steaks and
the best of good fare," the wife, ancl possibly the
children, are at work '' for any price any crafty knave
of a master chooses to offer. "
,vhen you see the
women wo1·king, too often the men are at the tap-room
or congregating at coursing or sporting matches, or
with the pigeons in their little boxes carrying them out
into the green lanes. The men are too often loungers
at the race course or loiterers at the public-house coruer while womanly hands wield the hammer.-'l'he
Graphic.
coTTTSII PER:-.ns::;1vE BILL A~D TE::.rPERANCE As~oCIATiox.- lr. W, Blackwood, the northern district
agent of the above Association, has, dming the past
ten days, addressed several public meetings in the Congregational Chapel. The subject of the first lecture
was Father Mathew, the moral regenerator of Ireland.
He gave a very graphic and interesting sketch of the
life and labours of the great reformer. The subject of
the seconcl lecture was a survey of the present century
reforms. Mr. Blackwood's third lecture was on theTriumphs of Prohibition, in which he showed its beneficent results to those communities where there are no
public-houses. The meetings were moderately well
attended. He also officiated at both diets of worship
in the Congregational Chapel on Sunday last, and at
eight o'clock preached an exceedingly able and impressive sermon on '' King Josiah as a Reformer. " His
illustrations were exceedingly happy and telling. The
large audience listened attentively.
e learn that Mr.
Blackwood has recci ved considerable encouragement
from the Good Templars and other citizens of Lerwick.
-'l'he , hetlcwcl Times (slightly abridged).
THE RATEPAYER OF DUMFRIES AND THE LICENSI~G
QuESTION.-A very interesting return, showing the
opinion of the ratepayers of Dumfries on the licensing
question, has just been obtained through the instrumentality of the Dumfries and Maxwelltown Temperance Union. Several weeks ago circulars were issued
to the ratepayers of the town, male and female, bringing under their notice the fact that the number of
licensed houses in their midst is in something like the
proportion of one to 147 of the population, and request-

,v

ing them to express their opinion on this state of
matters by filling up an accompanying schedule. The
schedule contained three columns. A signature in the
first indicated that the person making the return was
satisfied with things as they are; in the second, that
he would approve of a considerable reduction in the
number of public houses as suitable opportunities occur;
and in the third, that he desired to see the liquor
traffic prohibited: Of '2037 schedules delivered 1374
have been returned, the number of signatures in the
Yarious columns being as follows:-, 'atisfied, 128 ;
in fayour of a reduction, 622;. in farnur of prohibition,
624. .Although the number who have failed to make a
return (663) may _appear large, the promoters of the
plebiscite are quite satisfied with the manner in which
their request has been responded to, having regard to
the apathy which is generally displayed when any
subject is submitted even by the municipal authorities
to the decision of a popular Yote, and to the fact that
the number who rnted at the last School Board election,
after a keen canvass, was only 200 more than have
filled up the schedules. The result is the more gratifying as the expression of opinion may be regarded as
quite spontaneous.
,vhile members of temperance
societies undertook the work of collecting the schedules
they abstained from any attempt to persuade persons
to sign in one column in preference to another, desiring
simply to procure authentic information as to the real
sentiments of the community. It is known that many
who declined for various reasons to sign the schedules
are favourable to a considerable change in the licensing
laws, and the manner of administering them; bnt admitting that they might all be classed ·w ith those who
wish no change, there is still a majority of 455 who are
not satisfied with the existing state of matters. The
holders of licenses, 85 in number, were excluded from
the canvass on the same ground on which the Legislature incapacitates a publican who is a magistrate from
sitting in judgment on matters affecting his trade ; but
supposing these to be added to the number opposed to
change, there would still be on the most unfavourable
calculation, a majority of 370 "non-contents." A deputation which included the Rev. R. w·. Weir, president of the Union, and several other clergymen,
attended at the annual licensing court, and laid before
the magistrates the result of the plebiscite. As tho
result of the court, the number of licensed houses was
reduced by two.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
TEE LATE M1. ,vr.r. SHANK.·, BRrnoE oF WErn.,ve deeply regret to have to record the death of this
well known aucl highly esteemed gentleman, on the
morning of the 2nd ult., at the ripe age of seventy-nine
years. His death was, we are sorry to say, accelerated
by his having to undergo an operation on the previous
Thursday. 11r. Shanks was the founder of the thread
industry at Gryff Grove Mills, that thri,·ing concern
owing very much to his untiriug industry and boltl
enterprise. He had sympathy with all,goocl works and
he not only gave to the prohibitory agitation but was
an example to his family, who are liberal supporters of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association.
Toucm 'G lNCTDENT.-A touching incident is reported from Chattanooga :-An utter stranger called on
a respectable farmer last week, and asked him if his
house had not been robbed during the war.
Th e
farmer replied that it had. "I, " said the stranger,
" was one of a marauding party that did it. I took a
little silver locket." "That locket," said the farmer,
bursting into tears, "had been worn by my dear dead
child." "Here it is," replied the stranger, visibly
affected ; "I am rich ; let me make restitution ; here
are 20 dollars for your little son." He gave the farmer
a 50 dollar bill, and received 30 dollars in exchange.
He then wrung the farmer's hand warmly and left.
The farmer has since dried his tears and loaded his
shot-gun. The 50 dollar bill was bad.
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A BOOK TO BE A VOIDED.*
~o the r~aders of his little book than all the good advice
THIS is a book to be avoided by all mothers who are it_contai~1s can benefit. Our readers may easily divine
de~irous of liv~ng soberly, righteously, and godly in his relat10~ to the temperance movement, and be at no
t~1s presen~ evil world, and by all in true sympathy loss to believe that he is profuse with his advice in
with the aims of the great temperance reformation. favo1;1r of i~toxicating liquors, and liberal with his
,vhatever is worthy of preservation in the book can be caut10ns aga111st '' t~o much." Yain warning I Fagin
easily got from medical works whose authors are in hearty t~e Jew, aft~r rousmg the murderous propensities of
sympathy with efforts being vigorously made to exclude Bill ykes till they became uncontrollable tried to
al~ohol wholly ~rom s?ciety. \Ye can do quite well curb the brutal ruffian within such limits 'as would
without the advice which Dr. Ellis has to offer when permit of Nancy being slain, and yet allow both villains
we cannot take it without danger. There is an incon- to go at large. But Nancy was mur<lereu. It is wicked to
s~stency in the book well fitted either to beget indigna- give a gei:ieral advi?e to ~l'ink, knowing well that many
t10n or _doubts of s~<:ill and intelligence on the part of people will follow 1t sl~vishly. This Dr. Ellis does, as
Dr. Elhs. He begms thus:-" Those who would be we have seen; and bemg a member of an honourable
blessed with healthy children must themselves be pr?fession,·t~·usted_i1,1 the most momentous junctures of
healthy, and living in obedience to the la,vs of nature existence, l11s advice acctnires the force of a command
and morality. It is certain that the children of indivi- which_ it. will be thought suicidal to disobey. \Ve
<lual_s in a state of good physical health, and of highly nnhes1tat111gly say that when that advice is to continue
C\lltivatecl moral and intellectual power, start from the drinking, or t~ b_egin it, _it is pernicious in the extreme,
h1gh~st vantage ground of humanity, and inherit ten- eYen although it 1s not al ways followed by drunkenness.
dencies of the best and noblest kind. The converse is ~~t his sanction in this case is to pregnant women, and
equally true, and the children of the debilitated the it is sheer mockery to expect that their offspring will
drunken,. an~ the debased s~art ~heir life heavily h~ndi - b~ healthy, and capahle of living in obedience to the
capped with mnate tendencies alike to physical ailments , h1g~er laws of ~h~ir. being, when their mother is, by
and ~nor~l depnwities." There is not an intelligent her indulgence, mJnnng her health, as well as that of
enqmrer mto the nature aud foundations of tenipeumce her unborn child. Men do not expect '' arapes of
bnt 11.ust apph,ud the~e Ftentiments to the echo, and thistles." Allow a woman in such a -conditign to contl;ey woul~ naturally e:epect that_ Dr. Ellis has ranged t.a1~1inate herself with thes_e all 1riug_ poisons 1 anJ yuu
l11mself with that rapidly growmg band of medical j P?1 on and pollute the child to wluch she 1s to give
worthies who are earnestly striving to exclude alcohol birth. On page 21 he speaks of the child being put to
from the ph::nmacopcia. They could never anticipate the breast when he says-" The sweet pure milk is
that one who makes such a fundamental distinction there i1~ abundance." '\Ve solemnly affirm that sweet
between the virtuous and the vicious would ever view I pur~ milk from.a mother or.nurse in the daily habit of
alcohol with other than feelings of positive diversion. takm_g alcohol n1:, any form ~s an impossibility ; and in
Let us see. At page 16 he says:-" When a woman pennmg such a lme Dr. Ellis has allowed his fancy to
finds herself pregnant, she should remember that she le3:d captive hi~ judg;111ent,. for it has been proved that
has a future ~ife depending upon her wisdom or folly, children have, m takmg milk from a mother under the
P:~dence or i~pr~1dence. Let her then live simply, infl~ience of liquor, become heavy, sleepy, narcotized,
r1smg early, enJoymg free ablution, eating good, plain or, ~f _the close taken by the parent has been large, have
wholesome food; occupying herself cheerfully, gettinu exlubited all the sy~ptoms of alcoholic poisoning. So
daily exercise; a.voiding stimulants, beyond a glass o~ much for Dr. Ellis s treatment of the mother before
two of beer, or two of wine, if used to such ; avoiding and after the birth of the child. Let us glance at his
late hours, balls, excitements, over-fatigue of every treatment in the nursing stage. He recommends to·
kind," &c. The contrast between the first sentence in nurses or to lllothers, while suckling-'' Generous diet
the extract we give is as great as ''yes" from '' no" ; bt~t an avoidance of rich and well-made dishes, plenty ot'
and the fault which we venture to think may be justly milk and eggs, good beef and mutton, chicken and fish
fouu l with the sanction to drinking given is all the a gla s of good (?} stout twice a c.lay (uo other stimu'.
more to be deplored when the progress of the drink lant), fresh air, cleanliness, and moderate exercise, will
appetite is considered. \Ve all know that people beain ge_nern.lly keep up a fine healthy flow of rich, nourishing
with weak or diluted strong liquors, with beers a~<l. ~1lk." He goes the whole length ; no hesitancy with
grogs; but, as the appetite grows, stronger liquors, at him. 1Iost doctors now-a-days with a reputation would
lesser intervals and in larger quantities, succeed. pause bef~re allowi11;g _liqt~or so freely. Many of them
Hence, for many women who have already entered w~uld shrm~ froll_l givmg 1t at all to the growing unborn
upon, a course of drinking, consequent on marriage cl11ld, or to it as it nestles at the breast. As he is at
responsibilities, such an observation as that of Dr. the begi~ning, so is be all through and at the close of
Ellis will appear as a sanction to them continuing their . the_ nursmg_ stage. On page 43, in a note, he submits
daily indulgence, which they will readily do until an a hst of. th1!1gs to be excluded from a child's dietary.
appetite is formed strong enough to hurl'y them on In th~t hst l_1quor does not find a place ! In the dietary
to what they themselves must admit to be excess. In table itself, m the Column he3:ded "Low and Ordinary,"
view of this seductive property of liquors, which must we are thankful to find no liquors prescribed; but in
be known to Dr. Ellis, what can we think of his advice? that headed "Extra" we find :-"Stimulants: ordiThat it is wicked, and calculated to work far more evil nary sound hock or claret, bitter ale, stout: extraordinary ; port-wine, brandy, champagne.'' On page 44 we
* A Manu1tl of Whnt Every Mother Should Know. Dy Edward are told-" At the encl of the first year it is time enough
Ellis, M. D., &c., &c. London; J, & A. Churchill, New Burlington
to commence more solid and general diet ; then beef
Street.
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and gravy, mashed potato-and gravy; and by-and-bye, "Burgundy or claret makes good vehicles for cod-liver
as the child gets teeth, small pieces of meat cut fine oil, or it may be given, sandwich fashion, in a litt.le
and mixed ,~ith potato and gravy ; and general diet, brandy and water-that is, pouring a little brandy and
which will be indicated on the preceding table." Now, water at the bottom of the glass, then floating the oil,
let. us see what advice he gives as to the preparation of •wetting the side of th e glass with brandy and water,
food. On page 127, No. 27, this is his recipe for arrow- and finally, pouring a little rather stronger over the top
root-wine jelly-" One cup of boiling water, two tea- of the oil will make it slip down tastelessly." In
spoonsful of arrow-root and same of white sugar, one giving milk and suet {an imitation of goat's milk, which
dessert spoonful of brandy or three of wine . . . . is liable to derange the youthful stomach) a little ol<l
stir all the time, and then add the wine or brandy." brandy, or a teaspoonful of "La grande chartreuse," is
We believe that in a household where drink is pro- to be administered as a corrective ! Rice-cream has,
fusely used drugging children will certainly happen, as one of its ingredients, a wineglassfnl of Madeira ;
and when remonstrances are made, these will be met and rice-water is to be made useful in diarrhrna by
with the ipse di.cit of such medical men as Dr. Ellis. dispensing with flavouring, and adding a little cognac.
Can any one wonder whence spring our drunkards ·w ine may be added to the infant's chicken soup, and
when myriads of them, from the very beginning of arrow-root jelly has, as an item, one dessert-spoonful
their existence, are daily being drugged with alcoholic of brandy, or three of wine. A nutritious enemata is
liquors ? Before they know their right hand from their composed of six ounces of beef, one of cream, hali an
left, they have an appetite for alcohol implanted that I ounce, or less, of brandy, or an ounce of port-wine.
cannot be bound ; and we charge such men as Dr. This quantity will make three enemata..
Always
Ellis with being the great occasion of this dread dosing-h avy, constant dosing. Let any one sit down
physical scourge that blights the happin ess of countless and calmly consider the progress of the being, from the
families, and is fraught with such danger to society. cell germ to manhood, with such "a guide, philosopher,
Equally is the book to be avoided when its treatment and friend " as Dr. Ellis ever at his side with one form
of "dwining" children is considered.
ot staying to or another of alcohol ready at hand to administer. Or
do more than point out that such wasting children are ever it sees the light of day, it has had to undergo
generally to be found among families prone to con- months of drugging through its mother, and afterwards
viviality, we wiD look for a moment at the way Dr. in its nurse's arms. It is being drugged through its milk,
Ellis deals with them. Speaking of the failure to get drugged in its first food, drugged all through its nursery
a wet nurse, or to get the child to use cow's or con- days ; drugged, if healthy, with bitter ale or good
densed milk, he says-" I have found chicken broth, sound(?) stout; if ill and wasting, drugged and drugged.
barley water, Russia isinglass, with, say, two tea- Is it any wonder that we have millions among us a.s
spoonsful of old brandy distributed in five-drop doses steadily trained to drink as others are steadily trained
over twenty-four hours, a useful rest to the stomach in "the nurture and admonition of the Lord " ?-not
for days." Not a rest, Doctor, but a sedative of the by a cruel, remorseless villain, but by a licensed
worst kind. Again:-" An effort must be made to physician, in conjunction with an ignora11t, credulous,
get back to milk. Here white wine whey often comes and, we can easily believe, a doting mother. As
in well. A tablespoonful of excellent {?) shen·y should Wesley said, they are going to hell like sheep that are
be added to four or five tablespoonsful of boiling milk. being drugged with strong drink in this fashion by Dr.
The brandy, of which children soon sicken, may be Ellis and others like him. Could any one believe that
replaced in this way." ·what a startling admission, Dr. Ellis penned the opening sentences of his book
that children soon sicken of brandy ! Yet (bless their which we quoted? and also, on page 126, the followlittle hearts !) Dr. Ellis cannot think of letting them ing:-" Regarding the use of alcoholic stimulants for
alone. When they won't take fiery brandy, he plies children, I can only say that in health the less the
them with doubtful sherry. He is vehement in his better, and that even in disease their use is to be
denunciation of quack medicines. He reminds us of guarded, and strictly medicinal. 'Sipping from papa's
what Dr. Carpenter said once-" that the alcoholic glass ' is a foolish and even dangerous custom, and may
assumptions of the faculty exhibit the grossest quackery lay the foundation of craving for their immoderate
either in or out of the profession." Dr. Smith, in his use." "Why the less the better? \Vhy not ad Yise
'' Practical Dietary," says that '' alcohols are largely that none at all is the best ? \ Vhy speak of the clanger
used by many persons in the belief that they support of "papa's glass" and yet urge mamma to fill her
the system, and maintain a supply of milk for the breasts with these seductive but poisonous liquors?
infant; but I am convinced that this is a serious error, It is cruel to stab the child through its mother, ::md
and is not an infrequent cause of fits and emaciation in make that mother the one to deal the blow under the
the child." Among those many persons who fall into guise of the tenderest affection. Again, he says-" I
this serious error, we class Dr. Ellis, and we are doing have often, when an out-patients' physician in crowded
what we can to warn our readers against being drawn London districts, shuddered to h ear of the ' drop of
into it by him. On page 102 he professes to give a brandy ' and 'drop of gin ' which some unhappy little
list of '' other remedies generally kept in all houses, one had been compelled to swallow 'to do it good. ' "
and of use in emergencies." At the head of this list Yet here he is, with all the high authority of his proalcohol is placed. We can say for ourselves that it is fession, deliberately laying down advice which, if
not generally kept in our house, but that it is specially followed, will always injure, and not seldom ruin, the
excluded, and there have been emergencies t11cre to mother and child confiding in his skill and care. He
grapple with too. Yet we are not to affirm that at no seems to us to be, or to have been at one time, closely contime, nor under any circumstances, is alcohol of use, nected with the great" drink" interest; his kno,,-le<lge
but simply that it is always so unsafe a remedy, and of liquor of all kinds is so extensive, and, we may
never without a distinctly injurious after-effect, that admit, profound.
He recommends, more or less
we are clear on never sanctioning its self-prescription heartily, bitter ale or good sound {?) porter. These
by women in the delicate circumstances under con- are his daily drinks. By-the-bye, we had almost forgot
sideration, when they are specially under the domi- that " he has seen good results from the old-fashioned
nation of habit and feeling. There is, then, the danger plan of allowing delicate young persons a glass of mm
of this extraordinary remedy becoming ordinary, and and milk early in the morning-say at least an hour,
then habitual, till the vitality of the parent, or of the but better two hours, before breakfast." Then there
child, is undermined. When we take into account the are Hungarian, French, Greek, and Australian wines
utmost benefits which can be affirmed of alcohol, the recommend ed, diluted with water. 'Champagne is the
risk outweighs them all, and leaves a heavy balance of wine for a sick stomach, whether from sea-sickness or
evil in favour of the drug. At page 104 we have a list what not ; it is light, diffusible, easily absorbed, and
of simple prescriptions-when not otherwise specified, transitory in its effects '-so is the hurricane, but what
suitable to children about three years old. First we about its traces? He has known patients recovering
have blood restorers. On page l 05 we are told that from ex1rn.usting illnesses remn.rk that their glass of
cod-liver oil {which previously he terms a sheet anchor Burgundy seemed to ''give them life. " Oh, how
of m~dicine in debilitr, &c.) is a blood restorer. anxious he is thn.t the liquors be ~ood, sound, ~enuin~
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old, n.nd so forth! 'iVhat a hatred he has at quackery,
and yet he is himself the most prone to the vice he
condemns, for he often tells his readers of a good substitute for alcohol, and that the drug might be easily let
alone. It is not, you see, indispensable ; but the secret
of his method is clearly revealed on page 118. Quoting
n. remark of Dr. King Chambers, that "Laputa never
devised ~nything more prepo terous than Liebeg's food
for infants," ::md concurring in it, he adds, '' N evertheless, let those use it who admire it." That sentence
affords us the key to his method, which we truly
characterise as destitute of intelligence, responsibility,
or magnanimity-a heartless method, that panders to
the prejudices and ignorance of his patients instead of
standing firmly up for a treatment entirely exclusive
of so extremely dangerous a drug as alcohol.
While we can heartily rejoice that Dt·. Ellis has left
this _country, our joy is modified by the consideration
that he is among our own kith and kin in New Zealand.
Better that wild beasts had landed on its shores, for
they might have been extirpated. Dr. Ellis will,
within the reach of the inflnenee of his book over the
world, sow in the frame of m.yriads the seeds of an
appetite that will fill premature graves, or burst out
into the appalling forms of crime and misery. 'iYe, at
least, have attempted to expose the pernicious nature
of the book, and we trust that it will, by other pens
as well as ours, be branded as a book deservedly to be
avoided.
ROBIN GoonFELLOW.
ENGLAND AND THE E GLI 'H.
that I would communicate to the Social
Refo1'me1· the impressions that might be made on my
mind as during this time I came in contact with the
English people. Every one, I am sure, who has been
receivecl by Englishmen at home will readily aclmit
that they are constituted to give a welcome which removes all misgiving as to the heartiness of their hospitable intentions. This has been my expe1.ieuce
rluring fiftt>en years, 1hc gre-i.ter pl.lrt of which I ha ·e
been across the border; and if any one expressed an
ad erse opinion in my hearing, I would conclude that
he had misconducted himself, and that from himself
had come the influel'.).ce which had kept him from participating of the goodness natural to the English people.
Englishmen a.re not more hospitable than Scotsmen,
but they give it with an inviting demonstrativeness
which impresses the guest that he is conferring a
fayour by entering into the enjoyment of all before
him and around him. And this attitude is not acting ;
it is natural, and as it is felt to be so, the entertained
are permeated with a sense of freedom and security
which make home. I do not know that this pleasing
English manner wears longer than our restrained and,
to appearance, repellant Scottish manner; very likely
it does not. To the Scottish heart Scottish kindness is
well known, and fully trusted for its enclnrance. vVhen
it operates in silent stealthiness that it may not be
altogether .,een, we feel the whole force of its presence
like a divine influence; but I think it must be admitted
that Englishmen might not be able to say this of
Scotsmen until they are as well acquainted with us as
we are with each other. A Scotsman, when he is for
the first time receiYe<l in England, must by the manner
be made expectant of the immediate realisation of all
that is implied in the words, '' Peace on earth and
good will towards men. ' Perhaps an Englishman, out
of his temperament, offers more than it is in his power
to give; and Scotsmen know that their countrymen offer
less than they are prepared to give. Englishmen must
therefore be unfavourably impressed with Scot men
when for the first time they meet them at home. 'iVe
are constituted to win our way in tbe world, but not to
receive a ready entrance into the stranger's heart when
he meets us all of a sudden at home, enveloped in our
reserve that we may see through and through him
without being seen. A cotsman is a '' brither Scot"
as well as a :Seotsman, aud in Scotland more than in
England it seems that '' blood is thicker than water."
The idea, of "kith and kin " does not go to make up an
En~lishman to the extent that it goes to make up a
I
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Scotsman. A Scotsman's feelings do therefore, I
think, run more strongly in the groove of family and
race than an Englishman's. A Scotsman must become
acquainted before he can open up demonstratively and
receive strangers as friends.
The above may not be altogether true.
I have
hurriedly written it as it fell into my pen from experience that may not be well digested ; but it is from experience, and let it remain with all that may be :tccurata
or inaccurate about it.
vVell, I am with this English people again, as has
often been the case. I went in among them at Newcastle-on-Tyne on the 4th April, and now, on the 5th
of May, I look forward to Friday the 13th as the entrance
in to two days' rest at home before I fall into the guidance
of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association. The temperance movement in Newcastle is
tenacious of life, and, whether in halls. or on the street,
it continues to command a hearing. Its best-heard
out-door utterances are on the Sandhill on Sundays,
after mid-day and in the evening. Meetings at these
times on Sunday may be said to be held the year
round. Many teetotal heroes have been their chairmen.
At present the post is filled by my friend Mr. Veitch.
If ever you are in Newcastle on a Sunday, go to the
Sandhill mid-day meeting (it is nea,r to the quay),
and there you will see Mr. Veitch on a waggon, surroun<led by au audience of nearly six hundred ; and as
you look at him you will conclude that the meeting
and the cause it represents are safe in his hands. The
gravity that shines out of his intelligent face, made expressive with the force of conviction, must strike you
as in harmony with his large symmetrical head, leaning
slightly forward over his broad chest, standing erect
on limbs which give the physical proportion in harmony
with the quiet, strong, clear, convinced manhood of
the man. Mr. Veitch works with his hands for his
living. I mention this that you may see nothing of
flattery in my delineation. Burns says somewhere,
"\Vho ,·:ould humbly serve the poor." ._,u\!h is Mr.
Veitch, and although I do not refer to his predecessors
in office, I can say of them that they were worthy of
the cause, and that it grew by their influence. Men of
Veitch type are the outcome of the temperance movement, to grow by them. This is the evidence that it
is another impetus from the heart of the people to secure to the nation growth and progress for all. On a
Sunday a week or two ago over a hundred pledges were
taken at this meeting. Newcastle is the centre of a
mental force which does not expend itself in industrialism, and the temperance movement is a power in all
the towns within the scope of its influence.
It was in these towns that I co-operated with Councillor wan, the district agent, from the 4th of April to
the 25th, and. although our meetings were small, they
were acceptable, for they were composed of developed
temperance reformers, of men who know to their
sorrow that the teetotal movement must perish if the
trade in drink is perpetuated in any system of closing
and opening. Closing without openin{J can alone secure
teetotalism from extinction. Teetotalism is not, to the
men we addressed in these towns, the means of accomplishing the temperance reformation. It is merely a
limited personal sobriety, practically protesting against
the drink traffic. That is all, for the traffic is attracting increased expenditure as far and farther than means
allow, and it is followed by all the consequences of an
overwhelming drunkenness, which threatens to destroy
national vitality. It was a pleasure to speak at many
of the meetings in these towns, for the people, to secure
general sobriety, national wealth, and national worth,
have resolved to have closing without any opening
whatever. Sunday closing and Monday opening does
not satisfy them. They do not see in that closing and
opening aught else than the means of national drunkenness, national waste, and national worthlessness. Of
course you know that the Parliamentary representatives for this district are almost to a man with Sir
Wilfrid. I could not give better evidence than this of
its culture and preparedness. •
On April the 25th I arrived at Derby, which is the
centre of ~r. Mart's district, to address meetings with
'
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him for a week. They took pla~e at Ripler, N ot~in~OUR SKETCH BOOK.
ham, Sleaford, Bourne, and Leiceste~·- R:ipley 1s. m
Derbyshire· Sleaford and Bourne m Lmcolnshire.
LITTLE CHARLIE.
They are sU:an places, and little can be said o~ th~m fr was winter, one of the hardest that had been known
except that they are delightfully rural after the.Engli~h in Glasgow for years. ·work was scarce, food d_ea.r,
midland type. Vv e met a few temperance friend~ m and the weather bitterly cold. Keen easterly wmds
eacp of them, less or more pronounced for total ?losmg, were prevalent, and chill drizzl~ng rains fell almost
as they labour to snatch a .brand now and agam fro~ continuously from leaden-hued slnes. The thousands of
the great drink co~flagration. I expected t~ fin~ m wretched and homele~s waifs shivered in the lanes and
Nottingham and Leicester that the total _cl.osmg idea byways of the great city.
was well and firmly held in a strong political grasp,
The bars of the public-houses in the lower parts of
but if it is so, I fa~led to .observe the symptoms. . We I the city were daily crowded with gau!lt? hollow-eyed
had two meetings m Nottmgham. The first was m a beings, who found the warmth and brilliance there an
suburb and it was good as to numbers and character. I agreeable contrast to the damp and cold and wretchedThe pr~cess of gettin~ it up ~ad eviden~ly been well ness of the streets. Every stray copper foun~ its ~vay
attended to. The Vicar was 111 the_ c:han:, and he ex- 1 there, and was bartered for the poison they imag~ned
pre_ssed thankfulness fo~· the marn~er m ~Yhich th~ reso- kept out the cold, and. made th~m forget for a_ little
lut10ns that were ·carried were suppot ted, as 111 the that there were such thmgs as misery and want m the
facts and argument~ he. was helped _to see the total , world.
.
closing of the traffic m a light m~re satisfa?tory th_an he
In the attic flat of a tall tenement, m one of the
had seen it before. \Vhen I thmk of this meetmg, I many filthy alleys openin.a off the Gallowgate, there
am reminded that it is in~umbent and safe to pnt the was a little, low-ceiled roo~, if such it .could °?e called,
truth as to e_verr-day c~osmg clearly. ~he people are utterly destitute of the barest necessaries of hfe. The
ready to receive it and liable to gr~w by it. The other floor was broken in many places, and the l?laster had
meeting was ~ot up by the Nottmgham Temperance been gradually falling from the walls, until only the
Society, and m the process aught that was seen was bare discoloured stones were left. There was scarcely
ordinary teetotal effort. The ~ttempt was made to re- a whole pane in the small wind?w, and here and there
cruit it from the street by talkrng to the people as t~ey a piece of raa had been stuffed m to keep out the cold.
passed, but the pre-occupied passed on, and th_e i~e There had b;en a spark of fire in the grate in the earli~r
and the indifferent lingerec~ and strolled a~~Y· But it part of the day, but it was now black, and the chill
turned out a better meeti!lg than I a0:ticipated._ It wind swept through the window and p~ayed unh~e~ed
was not held on the ordmary entertammen~ n~ght. with the dark hair of a woman, half lymg, half s1ttmg
That was in its favour, and it was eYident, as it tilled on the little flock-bed which was the only article of
up and settled clown, th3:t it was not ?omposed of th~se furniture in that wretched place. Her face was hidwho are driven about with the cravmg for entertam- den, and she lay quite motionless.
ment.
There might be ~O less. or more _present,
There was something else on the bed-a baby-or
and as they were talked tom sustamed attention, they rather one of these poor, pitiful little atoms of .human•
revealed that they were of the thoughtful who s.tand ity who are never babies and who know no childhood.
by the temperance movement as the me'.1-us of natwnal ' Among the class of people of which I write there are
sobriety. I was pleased to feel _that it was so, for I no babies. It was a boy, and could not be more t~an
while the temperance moveme~t is merely ½-ept up as two years old; and there was a worn, aged expres~10n
an entertaining cou.nter_-attractio1~ t~ the ?.rmk trade, 011 the tiny face, sad to see on_ ~lder .£aces, but, 111 a
the trade must drive it before it hke v;rnck by the young child's, one of the most ~itifol sights on earth.
tide.
The little lips were blue and pmched, but the lashes
The meeting in Leicester , as on a Saturday, and of the closed eyes lay on the cheeks, and there y,ras a
mainly composed of those who a~e att~acted, as .Satur- shadow of a smile lingering about the mouth as if the
day comes round, to be entertamed m sober c~rcnm- little one were sleeping in a happy dream.
Ah ! that happy restful look c~me~ only af~er death.
stances, For the .room in _which it was held, it ·wns
large as such meetmgs ar~ habl~ to b~. .
The child was beyond all the miseries and ills of the
I am now in the Potteries, with Birmmgha!ll as T?Y life to which it was born. It had gone home. Only
centre, taking up a fortnig~t's. out-door meetmgs with one scanty coverlet enveloped the wasted little for!n,
Mr. Bingham, who is the district agent, and I am well and the mother's dress was a mass of l'ags. The child
supported by h~s efficient arrangements and able per- had died early in the evenin~, and since. the~ the
sonal co-operation. So far as they ha Ye gone, they mother had not moved. The noise and shoutmg m the
have been good. Crowds have been at~racted, and less streets fell on unheeding ears. , he seemed to be in a
or more their attention has been sustamecl. On~-door kin l of stupor.
meetings should be cultivated. I. mean by cultivated
" ' hen the bell from the Tron ra!1g eleven, she
that they should be ~•ell advertised and personally moved, and finally l'ose. A _few famt moonbeams
countenanced by leadrn~ tempera.no? men-as well had struggled through the flymg clouds, and, penecountenanced at least as m-cloor meeti~gs that ,are felt trating the garret, rested on her face, a very young
to be re~pectable. Respectable_ meetmgs don t reach face, and (Oh God! help her)_ one of the ~addest eyes
the multitude as out-door meetmgs do, and out-d?or could rest on. There were still the remams of beauty
meetings should have the countenanc~ and sanction lingering there, but the cruel hands of woe and want
which would attract those prepared to h~ten. Indeed, ha.d too surely been at work upon it. She passed her
it would be better not to have such meetmgs at all than hand wearily across her brow, as if trying to remember
to hold them, as is too often the case, apart from the somethina
and tlien tottered across the floor to the
sanction which the best effort of ~he movement alone window. 0 '
can give. Divested of t~is sanction and e~ort, they
They were putting the shutters on the wi~dows ~f
are presented to the public as low an~ despicable. It the whisky palaces at the corners, and turmng then·
has often happened that speakers without the least drunken frequenters by dozens int? the streets. A
countenance have been ordered to go to the corner of a bitter smile wreathed Agnes Grant's lips as she watched
street and begin, and that a crowd would soon coll~ct. them .
.A crowd is wanted, but it must be favourably. lll?-·
"My husband is there spending his last sixpence,
pressed and ready to listen respectfully ; a.nd this 18 and our boy has starved to death," she muttered with
not to be realised at out-door meetings until they are intense bitterness. "Oh God, forgive him, for I never
la\lncbed with all the authority of our movement.
can."
JOH~ PATON·
Then she turned and flung herself on the floor with an
- - ------------------exceedirJO' bitter cry,likeRachel weeping for her children,
" What's your business ? " asked the counsel. " I and wonki not be comforted. "My poor little Charlie,
am a retailer of wet goods." " What's that ? " said the my angel boy, the last of all my bairns ! " she moaned
judge. "Liquors, your honour." And yet people are between her sobs ; '' Come back to me, come back and
let us die together. "
always asking, "What's in a name."

I
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Ah, well indeed the sleeper was far beyond the sorNo answer.
row of that agonised cry. :-:iucldenly drying her tears,
"Ag!"
she rose and slipped from the place, drawing the door ,
o answer.
behind her. Hurrying clown the long staircase like a
He staggered oYer to the bed. 11here was light
huntecl thing, she went out into the bustle of the street. enough for him to see that the baby was there alone,
The moon was hidden again, and the rain was begin- and something in the stillness around him partly
ning to fall in torrents, while the sharp wind pierced sobered him. He had no light, but he put out a shakher scanty clothing; but she saw nothing and felt ing hand, and laid it on the child's breast. It was
nothing. She was bent upon a purpose. , 'peeding still. Then the man fell on his knees with a great sob.
with fleet step along the Gallowgate and into Argyle He had sunk low, but the heart was not yet quite dead
:::;treet, she never paused until she reached Jamaica within him. The child was dead, killed by him, and
Bridge. There were few passengers ; the tramp of the he knew it. And where was its mother! "In the
policeman on his beat was the only sound mingling river, I'll be bound," he said to himself in a fearful
with the wail of the wind.
he crouched close to the whisper; " and I've killed her too."
parapet, and fixed her eyes on the black waters of the
Just then there was a light footfall on the stair, and
Clyde flowing sluggishly on their way. The steady in another moment his wife was in the room. He felt
drip, drip of the rain drops as they met the river c,·er- her presence, but dared not move or lift his head. For
cised a soothing influence over the wretched creature the first time in his life he was afraid to look her in
kneeling there. "It's black and cold, but it would the face.
soon be over, and there's at least rest beneath it," she
"Jim, is that you?"
said to herself ; " ancl I may as well die by drowning
Hhe had not spoken so gently to him for years, but
as by starvation-they say it's easier."
he laughed he dared not answer. She eame to his side, and
then a laugh sadder than any tears. '' ·when the touched his shoulder. " 'peak to me, Jim, I am here,"
clock strikes twelve, I'll do it," she said with a kind of she said; and something in the Yoice reminded him of
desperate resolution ; "Uod knows I've been driven the happy days before the 0urse had fallen upon them.
to it."
"Don't touch me ; keep back from me," he said
She drew her ragged shawl closer round her, and hoarsely. " ['ve killed the boy ; I'm a murderer. I
looked far down into the rushing water. Then the might haYe saved him, and I didn't. Don't look at
ptesent seemed strangely to fade away from her, and in me.'
the dark depths she saw faces long ago loved and lost,
She came nearer to him, and laid her hand upon his
and read the memories of bygone happy days. Life
houlder. "Listen to me, Jim, ' she said in a low,
had been fair to her once, as it is fair to u all some- distinct voice. "1 went to the river to drown myself
times ; yet now she was ready to fling it from her, a to-night; my heart was broken. But something came
burden too heavy for her to bear. It was the old story. to me there-;1 voice, I think, of the past happy years,
A young couple had set up in life, happy in the present bidding me take comfort and come back to you, and
and careless for the future. They had enjoyed a year give you another chance. Oh Jim, don't say I have
or two of prosperity, and then had come a dark time of come back in vain. Promise me here, by the side of
trial and adversity. They had buried an only and lear our baby, the last of them all- promise that you will
child, and sickness had stricken down the husband for give drink up for good. Let us begin a new life together,
many a weary week. When he recovered. he found husharnl, antl let us bury the past. 1f you will, no
his situation filled up, and no prospect of fiudiug an- word of reproach shall ever cross my lips. I will be to
other. Tuey lived fco111 hand to mouth for a time, you as I have een aiways, and, with God's help, wo
and, disheartened by the long struggle, ,Jim Grant shall be happy yet. Jim, don't say me nay."
turned for oblivion to the liquor which bas brought
Still kneeling at her feet, he grasped her hands in a,
rniu to so many home . After that the descent was grasp of iron. '' Agnes, wife, you are an angel," he
quick and sure, and now he was scarcely ever sober, said brokenly. "Before God I swear no drop of drink
and the wife waa left to die of a broken heart at home. shall cross my lips as long as I live. You have saved
Another child had been laid to rest scarcely a year ago, 1ne. ''
and after his death had come promi es of amernlment,
That promise, so sacreclly made, was sacredly kept,
made only to be broken. Agnes Grant was a gentle, and there came a time when Agnes Grant could say,
loving woman, who, loving much, could forgive much, with a chastened, tranquil heart,
but the limit of endurance had been reached at last.
'' Ah Jim, surely our little Charlie did not die in
With the death of her last child, her last spark of inter- Yain ! ·
est in life had fled.
Gorebridgc.
A. S. S.
She had risen now, and was leaning with her arms on
the wet parapet, looking still into the river. "I might
gjve him another chance ; this may sober him," she
CORRESPONDENCE.
said to herself with a sob. "Poor Jim! he was good
to me once, and he loves me yet, if he would only keep
The Editor cannot undertake to re.turn rejected
from that cursed drink."
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
Tears were falling from her eyes now, and mingling opinions expressed by his correspondents.
with heaven's rain-drops. The bell began to ring.
One-two- three. She half turned away as unA CAN ADIA r REPULSE.
decided.
'l.'o the Editor of the "Social Reformer."
Four-five-six. She looked again into the water.
It was quiet and still, and there was ure rest beneath.
Packet Office, Orillia, April 26.
At home there was only a drunken husband and a dead DE.AR Srn,-As I anticipated in the letter you quot~d
baby.
in the March Refornie1·, the efforts of the lwensed vic Seven-eight-•nine. Her foot was on the stone.
tuallers to obtain legislative modificati us of the
The last three strokes were ringing out clear and restrictions upon their ''trade" proved futile. But
~olemn, but before the echoes died away through the they have succeeded in preventi':1g the a~loptio~ of the
stillness, moved by an incontrollable impulse, she Scott Act in two of the Ontario const1tuenc1es-the
turned away once more, and sped swiftly through the city of Hamilton and the county of
entworth. The
deserted streets.
almost superhuman efforts put f_orth by the traffickers
Scarcely ten minutes after his wife left the house, and their frienrls account for this, and the only cause
Jim Grant staggered up the rickety staircase, and for surprise is that the couuty of Hamilton, in_ the same
pushed open the door of the place he called home.
o part of the province, gave a favou rable verdict on the
light there, no fire, no wife, nothing but the little low law. In the other proYinces, our victories much more
bed, a.ml the quiet sleeper lying there. "Ag, I say, than counterbalance these reverses ; and the effect of
where are you? " he queried in a thick, unstea<ly the latter is likely to be similar to a defeat or two at
whisper.
'' Don't fool me.
,·•trike a light. Ag, the outset of a war upon our nation .. It _has been said.
that Great Britain never enters heartily mto a conte8t
where are you ? "
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dale, Brora, and Golspie. There is a Temperance
Association in Helms<lale, ably conducted by the Rev.
D. Macrae, and a staff of meu "who know what Isnel
ought to do " with rega,:d to the liquor traffic. I
addressed my first open-air meeting for the season in
Brora. .My meeting in Golspie was small, but this
arose in great measure from the shortness of the time
that the friends had to make arrangements. I spent a
night in the burgh of Tain, and visited t he Templar
Lodge. The town is beautifully situated on the slope
of a hill, on the southern shore of the Dornoch Firth .
G. H. HALE.
I found the temperance men here, as they had often
been represented to me, old and faithful abstainers,
To the Editor of Social Reformer.
broad and generous in their sympathies, and thoroughly
'ome of them candidly
Srn, - 1 have recent ly completed a tour in the far earnest in the mo,·ement.
nort h, and a few wor ds as to what is going on there in confessed to me that permissive prohibitory principles
connect ion with our movement may not be without had seldom been publicly advocated in the burgh. I
interest t o your r eaders. I may say that the stea.mers found, however, one reader of the , ocicil Reformer in
which ru n between Aberdeen, Orkney, and , hetland Tain, an ardent prohibitionist, known and read of all
are strong and powerful vessels. Passengers have full men. I am glad to say that Tain will be represented
r eliance in the ships and confidence in the captains, in our subscription list next year. Besides the Good
and the stewards are a, most amiable and obliging class Templar Lodge ther e is a Temperance Society in Tain.
of men, ever r eady t o assist and succour those voyagers I learned that the lodge is not so numerous as it once
who sick en by the rolling of the steamer. I landed in "·as, but judging from the stamp and quality of the
L erwick about the end of Mar ch , and stayed ten days. members, the St. Duthus Lorlge cannot fail to wield a
During that time I addressed a number of meetings, mighty influence for good in the burgh. I have noticed
and met with very gratifying success. I was enter- one thing during my tour that has encouraged me very
t ained, while I stayed in Lerwick, under the hospitable much, that is that there is a growing conviction in the
roof of t h e Rev. W. A. Far quhar, who is a reformer on minds of men that the licensing system is thoroughly
all the lines of progress. The moYement is well ems- corrupt, and nothing but a radical change can be of
tained in Lerwick by two efficient Good Tempbr Yital benefit to the temperance movement. - I am, &c.
L odges, and I found a number of prohibitionists who
\Y. BLACKWOOD.
are not in connection with the order, but who gave
their suppor t t o the association which I had the
'l'o the Editor of "Social Refor1ner."
pleasure of representing. Mr Hector Morrison, District Deput y of Shetland, very kindly co-operated with Srn,-Y our plea in last number of the Social Refonne1·
me, and I was much indebted to him for his sympathy on behalf of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperand h elp. I sailed from Lerwick to Kirkwall, the ance Association is not too strong.
My opinion is
capital of Orkney, with very pleasing reminiscences of that mue;h more might he advanced on its behalf, calmy second visit to t he former town. Kirk wall is well culated to clraw out personal sympathy and peouniary
represented by an intelligent class of temperance re- aid not only of abstainers, but of many right thinking
formers. There are two Good Templar Lodge antl a and well-disposed citizens. It is sad to think of an
Temperance ociety, and I am greatly mistaken if the association organized and sustained '' to assist in proea.use languishes iu their bands. I found good reason curing the suppression of the liquor traffic by the
for br.ing cheered at, tromness. The managers of the power of the national will and through the form of a
un ited Presbyterian Uhurch very generously granted legislati,,e enactment, ' receiYing the sum of £1,765 per
me the use of the Church for my meeting. From inter- annum to accomplish its patriotic and Christ-like purviews that I had with electors, I found they were pose, and that, too, in a country where vast sums are
clecply impressed with the necessity for our political yearly expended in feeding the hungry, and in the too
tempera.nee agitation, and that it was every clay be- frequently unsuccessful attempts to cure the disease, to
coming more apparent that the question of licence must reform the crime, and to alleviate the poverty and
be referred to the decision of the people. Apart from misery directly resulting from the liquor traffic.
this, the temperance movement will be an interminable Society is not only ignorant, but, we fear, inconsideagitation. \Ve must be something else than an ambul- rate, when it continues to lavish so much on pa.lliatives
ance corps, carrying off the liquormen's wounded. and so little on the prevr;ntion of the drink system.
"Saving the fallen" is a very fine phrase, and those Every commercial man affords a lesson to those symwho push them down have no serious objections that pa..thising with the objects of the As~!Ociation. W hen
we should lift them up again.
There should be a anything obstructs or opposes their bu siness, they
downright honest effort to change the law, so as to will either remove it entirely or attempt to at once
make p rohibition a possible thing. Very much of the bridge it over.
Hell's-gate at the mouth of New
talk that we hear is not directed to this end at all. I York harbour is an instance of the one, and the
found the air around \Vick and Thurso aglow with the Tay bridge an instance of the other. The liquor
fame of Mr John Lamond. Hundreds in both towns traffic cannot be bridged over, but it can be remornd.
had taken the pledge through his persuasive eloquence. Ship-masters will not sail a leaky ship, strengthenThis is a, matter for profound thankfulness, and one ing the pumps in a. vain attempt to keep her afioat,
heartily wishes that the good done might be permanent. when they might at once beach her or dock her,
I addressed two meetings in each town, and left with and stop the leak. No physician would continue to
Yery pleasureable feelings.
I only regret that the imperil the lives of a community under his care by
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association curing the plague-stricken, and yet all the time neglectis not able to overtake more frequently many of those ing the source of the plague. Society, when it sees the
northern towns. I visit many places where I have no liquor traffic is scuttling society, antl that it is the
manner of doubt tha.t a popular vote would issue in the worst of social plagues, will more fully avail itself of
suppression of the ystem of licence. I have some- the services of the above energetic Association, that it
times to administer that old rebuke, "0 thou of little may stop the leak and remove the plague spot. It has
faith," even to my friends who are temperance agents, often appeared to me that people would readily believe
because of their want of confidence in the people. It that the Association is seeking after the distant and
is not the best recommendation to our teaching if we doing nothing for the immediate. There could not be
have no r eliance on the people whom we teach. You a greater error. True, it is seeking legal power enablcan only know what the people will do by giving them ing the ratepayers to protect themselves from the
an opportunity to register their convictions by a vote. public houses, but it is also doing much to disseminate
T he best education for the use of a right is in the exer- sound temperance truth ; and temperance societies can
cise of the right itself. I addressed meetings in Helms- testify to the work of the Association in this way. It

until she has sustained a defeat or two. The discussion of the question, and the manner in which public
attention has been directed to it, will be of service in
future operations, and I look for better organisation
among the prohibition party. Faith without works is
dead; and t emperan ce people have been too ready to
rest content with the assurance that God is on our
side, forgetting that he honours h is people by permitting and requiring t hem t o be co-workers in this cause.
- I am, with confidence, yours faithfully,
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has rendered. services in Parliamentary and municipal
~ontests, availed itself ~f pulpits, mission platforms,
mstructed Foundry Boys and Band of Hope meetings
never pausing in its efforts at creating an aversion i~
the public mind to the continuance of the drink system
and in turning multitudes from the beaten road of
drunkenness to the paths of sobriety. I would suggest
that all the members of the Association not only fall in
with the suggestions given last month, but that they
would look at the matter thus :--were they told that
by bringing greater agencies into the tield, the agitation would in proportion be brought more speedily to
an end, they would, I believe, give much more liberally. If the income were raised to six-fold its present
~mount, the Association would in that proportion
increase the power of the agitation. Let all wise
friends take counsel on this matter; subscribe as much
oYer their present amount as is possible, and ask their
friends to subscribe, and the movement would adYance
by leaps and bounds.
S.

POETRY.
"THE WIFIE OW RE-BYE."
They said she was thriftless, a £aimless bit body,
For on her puir back there was hardly a duddy ;
She was aye toilin' inside and aye trottin' oot,
In the warst o' a' weathers aye wan'rin' aboot,
At the late oors o' nicht fin folk cheapest can buy:
An' the neebers aye ca'cl her "The Wifie Owre-bye. "
An' sair did they pity the 9weetl honest man,
That cam hame sae straucht wi' his pay in his han',
Fa ne'er fae the kirk on a Sunday was seen :
An' the puir raggit bairnies withoot hose or sheen.
" There's something wrang there, " folk wad dismally
cryThey were sure she was drunkcu, the wifie owro-bye.
True the drink was at wark, ]lut the wifie got nane' Twas the guicl honest man-but be drank it alane;
It was hardly the thing for an elder, ye see,
Tae be seen at the public and honestly spree.
But wi' mony a black curse and ill-shaipit name
The puir wilie was ordered tae bring the drink hame ;
Then he'd drink himsol' fn' though his bairns wanted
bread,
An' baith them an' their mither gied foodless tae bed ;
In a moment o' kindness death steppit in bye,
An' ended the wrangs of the wifie owre-bye.
Fiu her slender bit coffin they bore through the snaw,
A' the neeber-wives cried, '' Sirs, its weel she's
awa' !"
The ill-used honest rnan noo mioht get a bit meat,
An' the puir raggit bairns nae wander the street ;
An' as true as they said-nae mair raggit and fule,
But tidy an' trim, gied the bairns to the skule;
A stern maiden sister, wi' proud head an' high,
Held the place aince weel filled by the wifie owre-bye.
Fin he'd cry for the drink ami<l anger an' strife,
Sae quately she'd whisper, "Min' ye, I'm no yer
wife!
If ye try but ae inch o' hame duty tae shirk,
I'll tell oot what ye are, word for word i' the kirk."
Sin' he claurna tak' drink, he improved in his dress,
An' at hame there was nae sign o' want or distress ;
But the peer outraged wifie lay cauld i' the clay: •
Nane wad ken a' she bore till the great Judgment-day.
Fin they mark'd the great change a' the neebers wad
cry" '\Veel for them when she deet, yon wifie owre-bye !''
"Oh ! where is God's justice? " we're tempted to cry,
Fin we think on the wra.ngs o' the wifie owre-bye.
Oh! fu dinna the green turfs that hap her grey head
Cry oot tae the wad' a' the wrangs o' the dead ?
But 'tis sinfu' to question the Maker on HighHe'll avenie a' the wrangs o' the wifie owre-byc.
1\1ARY GRA '1',

VARIETIES.
"'hy is a selfish friend like the letter "p "?-Because
though the first in pity, he is the last in help.
A policeman who was kickecl down stairs the other
clay said he felt as if his seat had been contested.
When people are ignorant, reckless, and prone to
vicious indulgences, high wages are certainly not a
blessing. In such cases, "sweet are the uses of adversity."
School Teacher (reprovingly) "Boys, boys, do you
know what day this is?" Street boy, "Hi' follers, here
a cove as don't know what clay this is; he must 'ave
been on the spree."
ScE E.-A Fashionable Church-Venerable Church
warden carrying round the bag for the collection.
Frantic scream from a youngster who had a lively recollection of the traitor apostle : '' Oh, mamma, ma.mma
here's Judas coming ! "
'
Trrn 'ERVANT QuESTIOX.-" Followers" have always
been a difficulty. ·w e imagine there are faults on both
sides. Ladies often show themselves as '' unreasonable" as their female domestics. For example, although
:·er? solicitous for the settlement of their own daughters
m life, _they ?ften do not give utlicient opportunities
for their maid-servants to fintl husbands. A girl in
service is quite as anxious to get a husband as her
yollllg mistresses, and, indeed, it is of much more consequence for her to do so. She sees her youth slipping
away from her in a place where no "followers" are
allowed, and it is no wonder that she '' wants a change."
She has a right to have her holidays ancl her '' ~undays out, " and it is the mistress's duty not only to
grant them, but to make some inquiry as to how she
spends them. Many ladies never take the smallest
interest in the ~oral conduct of those to whom they
stand, morally if not legally, in loco parenti.s, and who
m:.y, perhaps, have no other advise1-.

I

MIDLOTHJA.N' AND LOCAL 0PTION. -The deputation
appointed some time ago at a meeting of prohibitory
electors in this county were in London last month
endeavouring to bring the claims of local option before
the Hight Hon. 11r. Glat1stone, the county member.
To the request made on behalf of the deputation by
~lr. J. H. Waterston, secretary to the meeting, :Mr.
Gladstone sent a reply regretfully declining, on account
of business engagements, to reoei ve the deputation, but
promising to girn attention to any written communica~ion fr_om them. 'rhe deputation, relying on having an
mterv1ew, had already gone to London. A memorial
to the right honourable gentleman was, however, at
one~ drawn up, referring to a memorial presented to
him in November, 1879, hailing with satisfaction the
evidences of his ympathy with their aims ; representing that the opinion in Scotland in favour of local
option was fully matured for legislation ; and hoping
that the injustice perpetrated on the Tynecastle electors
in rovember 18 0, as brought before his notice in
J auuary last, woulduot be repeated. The memorial had
the signatures of twenty electors, and was presented at
Downing Street to Mr. '\V. H. and :Mr. H. Gladstone,
the sons of the Premier, who had been deputed to
receive it, and to convey their father's assurance that
it would have his best consideration. The deputation
also endeavoured while in London to get the question
of local option brought before the meeting of Scotch
members, convened to discuss the question of local
governm.ent ancl taxa~ion, on the 12th ult., and had
secured the support of several Scotch members in
favour of its con ideration at that meeting ; but an
unexpected turn in the proceedings at that meeting
prevented this, so that for the present this matter is in
abeyance. Although the deputation has not succeeded
at this time, they have certainly not failed, seeing that
they have been able to bring the matter of the local
suppression of the liquor traffic before the Premier,
the Lord Advocate, and a number of the Scotch
members.
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------=--======"That in the opinion of this Hon ·c, the Uesolution
'l'HE .FUYD,.
pa ·sed by the Hou_se ~n the 18th day of J_u~1e, 18~0,
* * ltl embe1·s, friends, all(l Societie ttbscribing to
which affirms the Justice of local commumt1es bemg
* the Fttnds of the Scottish Pennis ive Bill and
entrusted with the power to protect themselves from
'l.'em11era nee Association are respectfully inthe operation of the liquor traftic, ought, without delay,
formed that Sttbscriptio11s lo the A ·'ociation, if
to be embodied by the Government in a bill giYing
·not C1lreacly paicl, are now clue, and wil~ lJe
effect to the said Resolution. "
r,laclly received by the Agents and at the O.ffice ,
That this step on the part of the Hon. Baronet i
J 12 Bath Street., Gla ·r;ow. 'l'he demcm'ds 1t1,on
necessary is beyond doubt. Since the Honse adopted
the Association are increasinrJ, ancl it would
th e Loeal Option Resolution not quite a year ago, more
1nataially assist the Executive in promptly 1neet than one hundred and twenty millions sterling haYe
iny the e, were subscription· paid in the f onner
been spent on alcoholic liquors, and more than one
rntlu'1' than the latter part of the financial year,
hundred and twenty thousand lives have heen sacrificed.
tchich tcill close on 20th September, 1881.
All the other evils which spring from that traffic con tinue to mark its devastating progress. Legislation for
Ireland has reached an adYancecl stage. so that there is
no visible reason for farther delay on the part of the
Government to redeem their promise and deal with the
liquor traffie on the lines of local option. To favorably
GLASGOW, JUXE, 1881.
impress the Government, au increased vote for Scotland
is absolutely necessary. If the friends of a suppressive
Yeto act on the forthcoming division as they have acted
')/.**\Ve are compelled, notwithstanding that we on similar occasions, an increased vote from Scotland
issue a supplement, to leave o,-er our notices of the iti assured. \Vith a grateful sense of your hearty cooperation in times past, they have earnestly to request
"Scottish Temperance League," "Glasgow Ab- I your assistance at this time, in any or all of the follow1
t.tiners' Union," "Book Shelf,"" How to conduct a ing wayslst. -·By forming one of a deputation to your reprcBaud of HopE::," and much other interesting ma,t' entative, shoulJ he Yisit hi · constituency <luring the
Ler. Our literary contributors will, we hope, kindly Whitsuntide holidays.
possess their souls in patience, and we will overtake
2ncl. - By promoting Memorials from Church Courts,
Temperance organizations, and other public bodies to
arrears Ly and by.
Mr. Gladstone, the Home . 'ecretary, and the Lort.l
Advocate, and (if he is indifferent or opposed) to your
SIR Y\TILFRID LAWSON' ' NEW
own representat(ve. It is important that these Mem•
bers of the Government should know that there exists
RESOLUTION.
on the part of the community a positive determination
m ,v1L:rnm LA\\'SO~, Bart., I.P., l1as given notice to have the power to protect themselves against the
thn.t on the 1-Hh curt. he will move as first on.ler operations of the licensing system.
3rd. - By convening District Conferences at which
of the Jay the following resolution :influential citizen :Memorials might be adopted. The
importance
of this course is obvious.
" That in the opinion of this Honse the resolntion
4th. --By personally writing your representatiYC (or
pas ed b)'. this House ~n the 18th clay of J _u~e, 18~0,
which affirms the justice of local commnmties bemg representatives). Pointing out in courteous but forcible
entrusted with the power to protect themselves from language the pressing necessity for legislation, and
the operations of the liquor traffic ough~ with?ut ~e~ay asking him to be in his place on Tuesday, 14th June,
to be embodied by the Government 111 a bill g1vmg to vote with ir V{ilfrid Lawson.
In the opinion of the Executive-and their opinion
effect to the said resolution.· ,
is shared by e,-ery member of the House of CommonsThis resolntion requires no words from us to recom- this is by far the most effective way of supporting our
mend it heartily to our rea lers.
Hitherto the champion ; and if between this ancl the elate of the
division, every meml>er of Parliament, espec;a]ly those
friends of local option in , 'cotland have been indifferent or opposed, were to hear from the larger
foremost in the energy and determination of their portion of the electors they represent, it is belie,1ed
snpport to Sir Wilfrid Lawson.
Now when he that they themselves would combine to constrain the
Government to redeem their promise in the immediate
presses the Government to redeem a promise which future.
You may rest assured tliat the publicans will exert
the feeling of Parliament com1trained the Premier
to make last year, we feel sure that they will themselves to the utmoi'lt to intimidate honourable
members in order to diminish the voting on the 14th,
redouble their efforts to increase the number of his and thus furnish the Government with an excuse for
upporters from Scotland. The Executive of the the tardy fulfilment of their promise. Their charac.~cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Associa- teristic tactics can only be frustrated by the vigorous
action of the friends of the resolution. To be of real
tion make in our columns a powerful appeal to the Rervice, your a sistance must be prompt, and your
letter
to your representative be despatched by ae
friends of the bill throughout the country. To that
appeal we refer them. If they act as it suggests, e:1rly a post as possible after the receipt of this circular.
.Please address him-" House of Commons, London,
the vote from , 'cotlan<l will exceecl the all but K.'\V. " As it has been necessary to send a deputation
unanimous vote given by its representatives on the to London on the eve of divisions, one has been
appointed to go to London next month. It will be
18th June, last year. They cannot do less. ,ve sati
factory to you to know that the prohibitory de believe that they will do more.
putat.ions from Scotland have earned a reputation in
the House for their ability, vigilance, and energy.
~('OTTl:;H Pt:R ,Hl:s~rv.~; HlLL .\:'\JJ 'l'Ei\lPER .\};('E
hould you be in London between the 8th and 14th
..\ ~. 'OCIA'l'l O 's .
June, you are earnestly requested to join the one now
Oilices-112 Eath, treet, -Hasgow, !\lay, 18 ] . appointed. Its headquarters will ce at the Offices of
J>E., R SIR,-·w e are desired by the l£xecutive of this the United Kingdom Alliance, 52 Parliament Street,
ssociation to respectfully remind yon that ::5ir Wilfrid \Yestminster, London, R. \V.
The Secretary, Mr.
Lawson, Bart., ::VLl'., internls to move in the House of Mackay, will afford you all needful information. The
Commons, un Tuesday, 14th .June, a Resolution which efforts of the deputation will be strengthened, and
is in the following terms:their influence over your representative increased if
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you will kindly let th~ sec_retary know that yon have
written your member m view of the 14th, and especially if you also let him know the nat~re ?f the reply
your member has sent to your commumcat10n.
They rely upon your vigorous promptitude and cooperation.
We are, dear sir, your obedient servants,
JAMES HAMILTO \ J.P., President.
JAl\'IES TORRENS, J.P., Chairman of Executive.
THos. DICK, Vice-Chairman of Executive.
JAMES L. SELKIRK, J.P., Hon. Secretary.
RoBER'l' M 'CALLUM, Treasurer.
ROBERT MACKAY, Secretary.

It has been decided by the Home Office that
there are to be additional Circuit Courts in Scotland.
Very sorry to bear it. But when we get our Pel'missive Bill passed into law, there will be three
"ruaiden" courts out of every four. Cases of serious
crim e, apn.rt from drinking, arc rare in Scotland.

tasters all through life, but with how many more 1
Eight and forty hours' a.bstinence will conquer the
d1·ink appetite raging in the bosoms of the most of
drink- enthralled people, and it will be one of the
sweetest moments of their life when they find themselves surviving the strike of the unscrupulous
dram-seller. Fancy a town without gas, and you
may have a vivid conception of discomfort, o~ a city
deprived of honest water, and you may realize the
worth of the water now that the well is dry, but
when you fancy a town with the publicans on stri_ke
or suppressed, yon can only conceive a sense of rntense relief, the reviving hopes of n. bright future,
and a joy over all, such as emancipation afforded to
liberated slaves. 'The meanest wretcheR that ever
trod, the deepest sunk in want and sorrow, wo~1ld
stand erect in self-respect before God's teemrng
earth,' after the publicans' three-days' strike. ~e
hope that the Sarnia publicans' example ruay be rnfectious, and that the prohibitionists there may be
watchful and vigilant, urging · the tremulous sot to
hold on, a.nd the strike will be tbe making of him.
Other strikes may mar the party struck at, but this
strike will make him. It will make him sober ! ·what
a satisfaction to the tippler to realize total abstinence,
with all the permanent blessings of which it is the
n.bundant source ! It is having joy, doing well, and
being good.

"The Temperance Reformation from a Medical
Point of View." By James Murray M 'Cullocb,
M.D.,Dumfries.-vVe col'dially welcome this talented
exposition of our question. Our readers have here a
pamphlet of 20 pages dealing with those advanced
views advocated by Dr. M'Culloch at a time wh n
few of the medical profession could be found who
were not decidedly opposed to them. This pamphlet
will meet now with a genial welcome from great
numbers of the medical profession. Dr. M'Culloch
founds, on the medical point of view, the soundest of
It is one of the most hopefnl iucli rationR of tho
all arguments for the prohibition of the liquor
near approach of the final and deci ive issue of t~
ti-a.ffic. The Execntive of the Scottish Permissive
Permi sive Prohibitory agitation that the women rn
Bill nnd Temperance Association are prepared to
the United States, Canada, Great Dritaiu, and Iresell them in quantities of 50 for 3s., 100 for 6s., aucl
land, are manifesting so great an interest in a.~)cl _so
so on, carriage unpaid; or at one peuny each; six
warm a sympathy with the effort~ put forth 111 its
copies for sixpence; twelve copies for one shilling,
behalf. Every woman who i concerned a.bout the
post free. Orders should he sent in at once to preeternal interests of her erring and sinful sisters is
vent disappointment. Our friends will render valuforced to the conviction, that until the law puts its
able service by taking a number of copies for
iron heel on the ueck of the liquor traffic the mo t
distribution.
of Christian effort to save the fallen will be like
water spilt upon the ground. As fast as they can
Of the numerous developments of publican conrescue the fallen, a. new race arises to be tempted,
cussion so manifest in the present day, that of the
through our drinking customs and our public houses,
tribe loca.ted in Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, is most
to fall, to wallow in the mire of folly and sin, to be
entitled to be called frantically stupid. These have
rescued again and again, and yet many of them,
struck against the Scott Act. Home Secretary Bruce
after all, to fall back finally into the fea.rful pit, and
tried to impose certain legal restrictions on the Lonbecome embedded in the miry clay. Miss White,
don "cabhies," but they, knowing the vast inertia
the secretary of the Glasgow Prayer Union Brauch
inherent and acqufred in hnmau nature, i;truck, and
of the British Women's Temperance Association,
effectively threw off the legal yoke. Bakers, menacwhose efforts in connection with iutemperance are
ing the enjoyment which Killing Pace finds in his
be.yond praise, wrote a letter to the papers, which
moruing rolls, have before now extorted an extra
we o-ladly reproduce, a.s it so clearly shows how the
shillino- a week from their distracted employers
victims and those who devote themselves to their
trembling lest Killing Pace should withdraw bis
rescue realize the counterv~iling power of the liquor
custom. Domestic servants in Dundee struck, hoisted
traffic to all moral reform . She says:their" flags" as indicative of their determination to
'' A deputation of eight ladies w~re appointed by the
be "even with their misses," secured a night out for
Women's Temperanc~ Prayer ~mon to ,present a methemselves, and access for eager followers ever so morial to the Magistrates agamst grantmg any new
often a-week . These ancl other strikes have put licenses, but the Lord Provost having ~indly offered to
human nature into e.xtremes, a.nd compelled surren- present the memorial and to support_ its _prayer, they
do not appear with the other deputat10ns m the Cou_nder. Can the publica11s really expect to do that? cil Chambers t o-day. Recently, when so many Ch~1sPerhaps so with those who have been tmined whisky tians in Glasgow were partaking of the bread and wme
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~n remembrance of the aYiour's dying love, I went
mto the cells of our great Female Prison to tell them
that the love of Christ reached even to them, and that
Jes~1s :vas both able and willing to save them from
their sms. As I climbed the long staircase, passing
flat after flat of dreary cells, the wail of the poor little
babies, sharing the imprisonment of their drunken
mothers, fell sadly on my ears. I saw thirteen prisoners, twelve of whom told me they were there 'for
being drunk.' One woman said she had been often
there; sh~ felt it a great disgrace the first time, but
now she did not mirrcl it-going to prison just hardened
them. ''iVhy do the Magistrates,' she said, 'license
so many whisky shops? They're at every corner, and
we can't pass them.' I did not attempt to answer her
question . It would have puzzled wiser beads than
mine to have made her comprehend why our :Magistrates and Justices grant nearly 2000 licenses to a trade
which crowds our prison cells with hopeless, degraded.
men and women, to be kept at the public expense. So
I said, ''iYould you like if every whisky shcp in Glasgow were shut up to-morrow?' 'Yes, I would,' she
replied, and the other women said the same. 'But,' I
sai<l, 'if they were all shut, you would seek out some
hole-and-corner place to get the drink.' 'No, we would
not,' the woman said; 'we don't care for the drink
here; we care for a cup of tea, but it's the temptations
of the whisky shops we can't stand.' I left the
prison sad at heart. In the name of the women of
Glasgow, who are such sufferers from the licenserl drink
traffic, I ask how long is the present state of things to
last. Has Christianity no remedy?"
We aus, er, without hesitation, Lhat the only remedy
that Uhristianity has, n.nd can effectively apply to
the evils of the liquor traffic, is its exclusion from
burghs, parishes, and districts, by a majority vote of
the rate-payers; we say the only remedy, because
it is God's remedy of Prohibition voluuta1·ily applied, and further, we affirm our unwavering belief,
which all rood Chri ti:.ms yet will share, that the
Church will never do the will of her great Head,
nor, as the heavenly Jerusalem, appear on earth
until that traffic-the enemy of all godliness-is
for ever banished from her fable.
The revised edition of the New Testament seems
to be meetinc with much adverse critici~m from
parties at issue on other points. The one thinks
that it is too Conservative; the oLher too much dispo ed to change. Neither are pleased. It would
have been better that the revisers on many points
had hown less timidity and better scholarship.
What is generally alleged against them as regards
their treatment of the whole text applies with equal
force to their treatment of tho e texts which refer to
the temperance question. Generally they have iroproved the text. and specially many new renderings
bring out more fully the harmony of temperance
with the New Testament. We were a little startled
to find one of the texts referring to our blessed
Saviour on the cross. Matthew had it, when offered
vinegar, "He received it not." The reviewers
changed vinegar to wine, which seemed as if the revision was to be reactionary ; but a moment's
thought on the subject showed that Mark was
right and Matthew in error. Christ refused in his
last hours the deceitful support of liquor. .And
both statements harmonize. He knows that "wine
is a mocker." We have, "Neither do men put new

wine into old wineskins, else the skins burst: the
wine is spilled, and the skins perish ." Again we
have, "Woe unto the world because of occasions of
stumbling, for it must needs be that occasions come,
but woe unlo that man through whom the occasion
cometh.'' The Passover pas ages, in which it is said
Christ commemoraled his last supper with "the
fruit of the vine,'' are all retained. The miracle at
Cana of Galilee is duly recorded, but "well drunk"
is replaced by "drunk freely,'' a better rendering.
"Let your moderation be known to all men" has disn,ppeared, and in its stead we have '- Let your forbearance be known to all men .'' "Avoid all
appen,rance of evil'' is now " .Abstain from every
form of eviti' "Be not drunk with wine wherein
is excess," is now " wherein is riot." '' Drink uo
longer water, but use a little wine for tl1y stomach'~
sake," reads now "Be uo longer a driuker of water,"
etc. .All these are deci<le<l gains. The text, "That
the aged men be sober, grave, temperate, etc.," stands
uow "that the aged men be temperate, grave, sobei·minded, etc.n "That the ~.g ed women may train
the young women to be sober, to love their husbands,
to love their children," is now "to be sober-minded,
etc." For the time past of your life may suffice UK
to have wrought the will 0f the Gentiles when we
walked in . . . excess of wine, revellings, banquettings," is now "wine-bibbings, revellings,carousings.n
"They think it strange that ye nm not with them
to the same excess of riot, speakiug evil of you," is
retained, but on the margin we have," flood of riot."
"The end of all things is at hand, be ye therefore
sober,'' is now "the nd of all things i al hand, be
ye therefore of sound mind, and be sober unto
prayer, " "Be ober, he vigilant, becau e your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion walketh ab@ut,'
stands "be sober, be watchful, etc." There is gren,t
cause for rejoi<.;ing even in this hasty survey of those
passages over which, for so mauy years, the champions of temperance have contended so manfully with
the sons of night and darkness.
The revision,
although we <lo not think it by any means so good
as it might have been, or as it will yet be, rejects
many loose renderings, replacing them with emendations that lend additioual support to the temperance
cause. There are yet texts which we expected would
have appeared so glaringly in need of revision
allowed to stan<l as they were; but they have lost
the support of some of the most famous passages on
which the convivialists relied. Dr. Lees, Rev. D.
Burns, Dr. Mudge, James M'Nn.ir, and many others
who have earnestly contended for a faithful translalation, must rejoice to find that their contentions
have been so generally allowed to he right. To all
the temperance reformers the appearance of this
version is fitted to be a stimulus in the good work
of bringing about a sober world, and should beget,
in their minds, the conviction that farther research
and farther light can only result in greater harmony
between the conclusions from the works, and those
from the word of God ; and in their hearts a deeper
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and stronger love for that manner of life which is
marked by the rational use of thiugs beneficial, and
the entire abandonment of things pernicious.
In the small hours of the morning of Saturday,
14th ult., a. most mischievous proposal was rec.ommended for Parliamentary sanction. That proposa,l
was one to turn by the mere consent of the Inland
Revenue authorities all our railway carriages iuto
liquor bars and drinking boxes. No such proposal
giving similar facilities to drunkenness and disorder
has been laid before Parliament duriug the last fifty
years. The Beer Bill that so widely opened the
floodgates of intemperan ce did not contemplate the
invasion of home by the beer seller, or compel the
soberminded to visit the beer va.ult. The Wine Bill
which has, in the other part of the empire, played
havoc with the constitution and character of women
did not compel the soberly disposed to con ort with
them, nor condemn them to have their feelings outraged by the sight of the dreadful excesses which
have ruined so many of their fair sisters. This proposal was so artfully conceived that it conld !Jave
been no longer possible to avoid being a witness,
however unwilling, of drinking and drunkenness in
every stage, during long or short distance journeys.
The operation of the clauses embodied in this
proposal practicaliy annul in railways the line of
demarcation between the drinker and the abstainer.
Its effects upon the life and habits of those that too
easily yield to the allurements of strong drink can
hardly be measureJ ; that they would be injurious
cannot be gainsaid ; that they would be often fatal
cannot be doubted.
We rejoice that a proposal
which would have had the tendeucy to <leLase many
of the travelling public, and outrage the feelings of
so many more, has had to be so promptly withdrawn
because of the menaces of the temperance and prohibitory reformers, 1einforced
the general sentiments of the country. It is satisfactory to fiu<l that
there is opinion in the country strong enough to
resist any reactionary legisla.tion on the drink traffic
or drinking customs. Of one thing we are now
assured, that the community will not permit of the
farther extension of the already too ample legalized
facilities to intemperance. But we do not share the
feelings of those who think that we have seen the
last of this proposal. We know that the mainstay
of the national taxation is the sale and consumption
of intoxicating liquors. We know too that through
the enforced sobriety of hard times the revenue from
that source has greatly diminished : and we know
that there are many who are more anxious that the
revenue should advance by leaps and bounds than
about the source from which it is derived . There is
therefore as many temptations to increa ·e the
revenne by tapping the traffic through new methods,
hence there is no hope of resting and being thankful
so long as the dreadful traffic is felt to be necessary
to the prosperity of the country. vVe certainly
would have been better pleased if the Premier had,
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in w ithdrawing his proposal, rather shown his aversion to it than merely thrown it overboard for wn.nt
of time. He seems to have yieldecl to the pre snre
of the public most ungracefully, and bows to the inevitable rather than to the right. We cannot but
feel sorry at this, but at the same time we believe
that we speak the sentiments of every true friend of
his country when we say that let that proposal revive
and it will meet from the moral and social reformers
of this country the most uncompromising opposition.
We are not yet unanimous ou putting down liquor
selling in this land entirely, but we are unauimons
iu this, that publicans in the guise of railway shareholders a.nd excise officers shall not transform our
railway carriages into liquor bars aud <lriuking
boxes.

INTELLICENCE.
April 25.-Mr. Cowen asked the Home Secretary
whether it was true that the owner of a public-house
in the neighbourhood of King's Cross, where a Radical
Club had advertised lectures to take place, had been
threatened with the loss of its license should these lectures continue. The Home Secretary would enq • ire.
He never heard of this before.
26.-Mr. Clark gave notice that that clay four weP.ks
he would move that Bills which had passed their
second reading but had not become law in one session
should the next session be resumed at the stage of
committee.
27.-Col. Barne introduced a Bill, which was read a
first time, for the better security of the purity of betr.
(Laughter.)
28.-Mr. Courtenay, replying to Mr. Coan, said that
when the attention of the Govcrument had been called
to the alleged traffic in English girls, between this
country and the Continent, l\Ir. 'lagg had been deputed to Bru scls to watch proceedings and make
inquiries, with the result that several prosecntions had
taken place aucl fiye notorious persons had Leen imprisoned. One of the principal delinquents had escaped
to France, but he was to be tried there, antl Mr.
Slagg would be present ou behalf of this Government
at the trial.
29.-Mr. Hugh J\fason gaYe notice that that clay four
weeks he would move that the Parliamentary franchi ·e
should be extended to women who possess the <1ualifications of men, and who in all matters of local government have the right of voting.
. - ir Charles Dilke, in reply to Mr. Pease,
said that the views of Sir Thomas vVatson on the subject of opium. taxation had not been received.
THE OPIU I TRAFJ!'IC DEB.ATE.

.-Mr. J. ,v. Pease mo,,ecl the following resolution:-" That, in the opinion of this House, the
opium trade, as now carried on between India aucl
China, is opposed alike to Christian and international
morality, and is instrumental in effecting the l)hysical
anJ moral degradation of thousands of Chinese, and
ought not to be continued in the manner in which it is
at present condncteJ ; that, while believing that the
careful development of the resources of India, combined with economy in expenditure, would provide for
any gradual loss of reYenue -which the adoption of the
policy indicated in the foregoing resolution might entail, nevertheless this House i prepared to give such
aid to the Government of India. as, in the opinion of
this House, may be requisite; that, in the opinion of
this House, it is due to the Government of China that
the 3rd clause of the 3rd section of the Convention
signed by his Excellency Sir Thomas '\Vade at Chefoo,
on September 13, 1876, should be ra.tified by the
Government of Her Majesty without demanding from
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t he Government of China modifications of its original
t erms." In doing so, he said he desired, when negotiations were going on between this Government and
t hat of China, to draw attention to this matter, and
pointed out the Prime Mini$ter's expressed anxiety
about taking steps to withdraw gradually from all connection with the opium traffic. He also pointed to the
petitions which during the last four weeks poured in
· from all parts against the continuance of this traffic.
It was only a generation ago that our forefathers had
put their hands into their pockets and paid £20,000,000
to slaveholders because they looked on the slave traffic
as immoral. Another country, which had not found
itself able to take so bold a line on the question of
slavery, had at length found itself obliged to face difficulty, which cost it £700,000,000 or £800,000,000 and
t he loss of thousands of lives. If we were unable to
do away with the immoral opium trade, a day of retribution would certainly come. It was said that opium
was a very useful drug. So it was, but it could not be
long used with impunity, nor could it be sold in this
country without a register being kept ef each sale. He
was surprised at the reasoning of the PostmasterGeneral, reasoning unworthy of so candid and straightforward a mind. His right hon. friend said he could
see no differenee between the revenue raised in this
country from the drink traffic and that raised in India
from opium. 1'he difference lay in this that the consumption of drink was by our fellow-countrymen and
that of opium by foreigners. By far the greatest
portion of the revenue from drink was paid by those
who used it as a harmless luxury. As to the argument
that if the trade were stopped smuggling would begin,
that was a question for the Chinese Government.
Then we were told that if we did not export it, someone else would. This reminded him of the fellow that
continued to rob rather than that another should do it,
while all the while he pitied his victim. After submitting evidence of the deleterious character of the drug,
he pointed out how the Government harl suppressed 41
out of 68 opium shops in Burmah ; and he had to ask
how the traffic, which was so detrimental in Burmah,
could be a blessing in China? After narrating the
origin of the traffic, he said only last year a treaty was
entere<l. upon between America and hina. One of
the articles of that treaty was that all traffic in opium
was forbirlden, and also that no American ship could
become an opium trader-a fact that showed that th e
Chinese were sincere in their desire to put an end to
the opium traffic. (Hear, hear.) He had to ask the
House, once again, why the treaty entered into
by ir Thomas Vl acle was not ratified, seeing that
one of its stipulations was that the Chinese might
impose the li-kin duties, which would in effect
put an end to the traffic? Yet, after the lapse of five
years, that treaty was never ratified. The question
was one of revenue, and that alone. It was not a
question of acquiring a revenue, but of the manner of
acquiring it, and, being acquired at the expense of th e
debauch ery of a nation, must be condemned by all
right-minded people. (Hear, hear.) It was not a safe
revenue they got from the traffic; it was, indeed, ,ery
precarious. The Chinese Government might some
morning pnt an end to this foul trade, and if they did
so he felt sure that they would gain the sympathy not
only of the English people, but of the Government and
people of every civilized country in the world. He
believed that the ordinary sources of Indian revenue
would be sufficient, if economically managed, for the
requirements of the country. (Hear, hea.r.) He would 1
now move his resolutiou.
Sir J. Kennaway believed that by a gradual process,
in which if they were assisted heartily by the Chinese,
the evil could be put an encl to. EYery consideration
of justice, honour, morality, and expediency required
them to look this question in the face. They were
bound to retrace their stops and revor ·e their policy, if
they were satisfied that it was a wrong policy. In this
way he was sure they would relieve the national conscience from a stain ·w hich was increasingly felt every
year. (Hoar, hear.)
Mr. Onslow believed that even to aLtempt the gradual

extinction of the opium traffic would be fatal to t h e revenues of India. Those who advised such a policy
·w ere the same persons who wished to do away with t he
use of alcoholic liquors, the smoking of tobacco, and
vaccination-in one word, the crotchet-mongers of the
country, who were impressed with t he Exeter Hall
ideas of Christian morality. (Hear, hear. ) If the
Go,rernment of India did so, it cottld not stop ther e.
It would also have to do away ,w ith the duty on salt,
as it was contrary t o Christian morality to tax a
necessary of life. If these t wo sources of revenue were
dried up, he could not see where the Government
could recoup itself for the loss so as to be able to carry
out the great public works which were essential to the
civilisation of India. (Hear, hear.) "\Vhat assurance
had they that the Chinese woul~ give up the_ use of tl~e
drug, seeing that the growth of it was on the mcrease 111
China itself? In fact, though the Chinese Government
publicly protested against it, they secretly encouraged
it, and that was a convincing proof that it was not so
deleterious as it was alleged to he. He _cared v~ry little
for the petitions on the subject,_ as the signat~ries knew
nothino- whatever of the subJect. Supposmg, however, there was the least tinge of immorality in. the
trade, yet, considering that all the revenue derived
from it was devoted to the amelioration of the people
of India, th ey should prefer their advantage to the
morality of the Chinese, who did not appear to_ be
physically rleterioratecl by the use of it for _g enerations
past. On the contrary, it enabled them_to mcrease t?e
population. (Laughter.) They were skilled mechamcs
and strong labourers, and might turn round and say,
if you wish to put an end to immorality, begin at home
and put clown the liquor traffic. (HeaT, hear.) He
did not say that he was in favour of that crotchet.
The revenue of England could not bear the loss _of the
excise duties neither could the revenue of India bear
the loss of the opium tax, and he only mentioned this
to show how far a regard to these crotchets would
lead them.
Mr. Laing eaid that the total suppression of t?e
opium traffic wonlcl mean the absolute a.ucl entire
financial ruin of India. The average 11et rev enue from
th e opium traffic was six and a half millions a y ar.
The use of opium ",ras voluntary, and the Chine
were 11ot compelled to smoke it auy more than the
people of Scotland were obliged to drink whisky. The
hon. member who brought forward this matter wante l
the House to be moral and charitable at the expense of
the poor Indian taxpayers.
Dr. Cameron fully ac.lmitted that the people of India
did not desire the suppression of the opium traffic, because they did not desire the imposition of farther
taxation. The product of the tax did not go to r elieve
Indian population, but had been devoted to the Afghan
war. "\Vhat he complained of was not that opium was
introduced into China, but that it was forced upon the
Chinese, who, however, manifested so great a repugnance to the trade as to alarm those responsible fof the
finances of India. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. O'Donnell said that he ·was satisfied that Indian
financiers would soon have to do without the opium
re,·enue ; for if the Chinese Government were to declare to-morrow that they would not allow the trade to
be forced upon them again, they might do it with the
moral certainty that the English people would not
enter upon another opium war.
The Marquis of Hartington said that from a revenue
point of view the revenue from opium was of immense
importance. They were bound to recollect, moreover,
the liability of India to famine, and that every famine
im-olvod this country in a greatly increased expenditure. "\Yas that expenditure always to take the form
of a permanent increase to our debt, or were we in
prosperous years to make provision for it? (Rear,
hear.) This was a revenue which the people of India
might be found in favour of retaining, and though this
might not be held to be a conclusive argument in
favour of its 1·etention, it could not be safely disreganlecl. It might be the lot of the House to consider a
vote towards the relief of India, and it would be a
serious matter to find that, without having at all im-
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proved the eomlition of China, they lrnd damaged the
resources of India by relinquishing this trade. If the
revenue from opium was an immoral one, no doubt the
feeling in this country would be increasingly in favour
of some change, and it would be necessary for those
who were responsible for the government of India to
see whether the re,-enue could not be derived from
other sources. It would, in the first place, be necessary, however, that clear and conclusive proof was
given that the revenue was an immoral one, and that
the aha1idonment of the existing system would do any
good to China at all. It would be necessary to show,
further, that the "hinese desired it, and that their
Government was able to suppress the opium traffic
which arose in China itself, and that it was only our
arrangements that prevented its total abolition in China.
Lord Hartington quoted several authorities to show that
the use l'>f opium was not only not always deleterious,
but that often it had a beneficial effect. The revenue
derived from opinm wa · undoubtedly precarious, aiitl
the subje0t was one which from time to time had been
brought under the notice of the Go,-ernment of India.
He certainly thought the time had come when the
matter ought to be considered, and the present Finance
Minister of India was fully alive to the importance of
it. It l!!houlJ be recollected, however, that the object
of the Government of India had always been to restrict
the sale of the drug amongst their own population as
much as possible, whereas, if they no longer manufacture<l it, but left it in the hands of private firms,
whose object it was to push their business as much as
possible, the evil would necessarily be increased rather
than climinisheJ, while, at the same time, the revenue
would suffer very seriously. The timehaclcome when, unquestionably, the whole subject was worthy of recon sideration, ancl . ome change not only possible, but
even desirable.
Alderman Fowler said-The noble )Iarq_ui::; a ·kcd
how those who wished to see the abolition of the
revenue derived in India, from opit m proposed to n1ake
good the conseq 1ent loss. T! at waR an argument of
which he fully appreciated the force. He felt, howeYer, that the conduct of this country in connection
with the opium trade was the greatest blot npon the
escutcheon of the English people. By the fault partly
of our forefathers and partly by our own fault, our
position was this, that it was very difficult for India to
do without the opium revenue. The only way to act
was to imitate our conduct at the time of the abolition
of slaYery, and to make a sacrifice for the purpose of
getting rid of a national evil. The Hou e had voted
millions to get rid of slavery, and would be prepared to
make a substantial sacrifice to be rid of any complicity
in the evils that resulted from the consumption of
opium. In conclusion, he would remind the House
that the East India Company had put on record their
views in these words:-" If it were possible to put an
end to the use of the drug altogether, except for medical purposes, we would gladly do it in compassion to
mankind. "-(Hear, hear.)
After 'ir G. Campbell and )Jr. Storier had aLl•
dressed the House, the motion was, by lea.Ye, withdrawn.
.-1\Ir. Gladstone, on the secollll reading of the
Customs and Inland Revenue Rill, replying to Mr.
Storer, could hold out no hope for amending the bill so
as to give relief to the labourer who complained that
when he brewed only two bushels for harvest, he was
subjected to a higher duty or licence than he paid under
the malt tax, but suggested that the proper time for
raising the question would be when the bill got into
committee. The bill was then read a second time.

May 2.-)fr. Gladstone, in answer to Capt. Aylmer,
said it would not be more correct to estimate the probable profit from the alteration of the differential tax
-if he might so call it-upon spirits at a million
rather than £180,000, as he had estimated it in the
Bndget. He had no hesitation in saying that it would
be most grossly incorrect. Capt. Aylmer suggested
half a million. Mr. Gladstone-In our opinion, that
would be still grossly inaccurate.

WEL.'ll SUNDAY (' LO,

urn

BILL.

May 4. -Mr. Roberts moved the second reading of
this bill. He said that an earnest and almost universal
desire had been manifested for Sunday closing in
Wales. Petitions, with 267,000 signatures, had been
presented on behalf of the bill, being equal to more
than a third of the entire adult population of ,vales.
To,vn Councils, Local Boards, School Boards, Boards
of Guardians, and religious associations had also petitioned in its favour. In 1879-80 there was a complete caurnss of the whole of North ,vales, and though44 parishes
were silent, about four-fifths of the whole number of
ratepayers in rorth ,vales YOted. Out of 78,435
votes, 75,510 were in favour of Sun lay closing, 989
wereugainst it, and 1936 neutral, or 76 to 1 were for
Sunday closing. These returns have never been seriously challenged. In ,Yrexham, a town which is supposed to be very much in the interest of the brewers,
there voted 1161 for and only 119 again ·t closing. The
opinion of the whole body of publicans was strongly in
favour of the bill. Out of 1173who offered an opinion,
792 were favourable, 152 against, and 229 neutral ; so
that fh-e-sixths of the publicans of \Yales are themselves
in favour of this measure. All the work of canvassing
was carried out with the expenditure of ,•ery little
money and without the employment of one paid official.
Now, what is the opinion of the members for ,vales?
To that test he could appeal with the greatest confidence. (Cheers). The Welsh members number 30,
and of the 28 who sit on this (the Liberal) side of the
Honse, all, without a single exception, are in favour of
the bill. (Cheers.) Of the Conservatives, we ha Ye the
support of the half of them. (Laughter.) The Government supported the Irish Sunday Closing Bill
because the support it received was three to one; tlie
support which this bill receives is twenty-nine to one.
(Cheer . ) Then let me appeal to the House, and espeelsh members
cially to the Government, to help the
to pass this bill into law during the present session.
(Cheers.} Lcgisfatio 1 on the subject for England
must sooner or later take place, and whenever it does
take place, it must be of advantage to the Governmm1t
to have the experience of the working of this measure
in Wales. The passing of the bill will give great satisfaction to the people of ·w ales. "N"one of them wishing
any of the large towns exempted from the 01 eratiou of
the bill, it will secure a much-needed day's rest to the
publicans and those whom they employ, and will tend
to check drunkenness and promote peace and order on
the abbath day. He begged to move that the bill be
now rea.d a second time. (Cheers.)
)fr. ·w arton said if the ove1·w helming feeling of the
people of "Tales and the publicans of ,vales was
favourable to Sunday closing-if the \\r elsh would not
drink and the \Velsh publicans would not sell-how
was it that the public-houses were so prosperous?
Why could the publicans not take out six-<lay licenses?
He asked the public-houses to be kept open on Sundays
for the sake of those tourists who came to see the
beautiful scenery in Wales. They would be cheating
the tourists by shutting up the public-houses of Wales.
The attempt to legislate separately for a section of the
country was a dangerous principle.
~Ir. Rathbone referred to the great unanimity manifested on this question in \Vale , and said when we had
the experience of two other large parts of Her
Majesty's dominions - Scotland and Ireland- that
legislation in favour of Sunday closing had been eminently successful, and when we see that every argument
which led the House to adopt the measures for Scotland
and Ireland applies with still greater force and is still
more unanswerable in the case of ,vales, and that
there are fewer difficulties and dangers to encounter,
surely we have made out an unassailable case for
granting to ,Yales the boon we now ask for her.
(Cheers.) It is not possible to find a single Scotch
member, after the long experience they have had of
the working of the Forbes Mackenzie Act, voting
against this bill. The House knows very well that
there is no part of Her Iajesty's dominions-I believe
there is no part of the world-in which religion hltS
such an abiding and powerful influence over the habjts
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a.nd life of the peofle as in Wales. That being so, it is
clear that you wil have the whole force of the feeling
as well as of the opinion of the "\Velsh people in support of the law. It is impossible, taking all that has
been said and done into account, to have a more conclusive case than that which has been made out on
behalf of Wales.
Mr. Carbutt spoke in favour of the bill.
Mr. Daly, after a taunt at the "\Velsh members for
voting against Home Rule, said-But if the great preponderance was in favour of Sunday closing, it was a
dangerous principle to allow the majority to exercise a
tyrannical influence over the minority. It would be
better for the publicans wishing the bill to pass to
close voluntarily, and of the people who petition to abstain, than to override the wishes of those who only
desired a. reasonable use of the public-house.
Mr. M. Lloyd supported the bill, and said that
tourists would not suffer for a little enforced abstineni::e. The law was necessary, as one publican could
refuse to take out a six-days' license, and thus attempt
to secure the whole trade of his district.
Mr. Onslow thought the "\Velsh were entitled to get
credit for their general temperance, but he saw no
resemblance between a Welsh and an Irish Sunday
Closing Bill. The Irish bill was wanted because of the
drunkenness that prevailed, but the
elsh were a
sober people. The bill was merely a Sabbataria.n one.
He believed it lay on the lines of mere sentimental
legislation, and if he could get any one to join him he
would certainly divide the House against the bill.
Mr. 0. Morgan, after maintaining the distinct nationality of Wales, and referred to an hon. member calling
the Vv elsh ignorant, and barbarous as compared with
the English, said he would sooner have a sober barbarian than a civilised sot. (Hear, hear.) ln conclusion, he would ask the House not to be influenucd in
coming to a decision on this subject, by gentlemen who
can know nothing of the merits of the case. He would
ask them to give the people of "\Vales a boon which is
demanded by nearly the whole of the inhabitants, and
which is supported by every Welsh member but one,
in the House.
Mr. James said that South Wales, like North Wales,
was practically unanimous on this bill. As to the
refreshment question, the local railways were not used
on Sundays, and the feeling was decidedly against
Sunday travelling, so the question need not trouble
any hon. member. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. O'Sullivan, in voting against, did so as it was
class legislation. It was unfair to close the public
houses one day in seven, but if they were to be allowed
to open a little, ha would r.ot oppose the reading.
This was a working man's question and not a publican
or a members' question. The interest of hon. members
was sentimental and not practical; but as it was wrong
that working men should be deprived of the public
house on Sunday, he should vote against the bill.
Mr. Blake referred at great length to the benefits
which accrued from Sunday closing in Ireland and prohibition in the north-west territory in Canada, and
said that the inhabitants in the latter would never
repeal the law. He cordially congratulated the members for \Vales upon their unanimity on this matter.
He was happy to see there was every prospect of the
passing of the promoters' bill. Seeing that there was
such an amount of unanimity among the "\Velsh members, and that they were supported by the strong
feeling of their constituents, he trusted that the present
measure would prove to be only the forerunner of total
closing in Wales, and which he lioped for the sake of
the morality, happiness, and progress of the people,
would soon be the case in the whole of the three kingdo!Ils. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. Kinnear lauded the operations of the Sunday
Closing Act in Ireland.
_:Mr. Gladstone remarked that those who spoke
against the bill did not represent Wales, and they have
said nothing effective against it nor moved its reject ion.
The closing of public houses is a matter t o be decided
not by individual preferences. This is a matter in
which the opinion of the country has been sufficiently
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t ested. It has not been in the past the habit of Parliament to look to \Velsh opinion or interests as an independent factor in the constitution of this country as
has been done with reference to Ireland. "\Vhere there
is, ho,vever, a distinctly Welsh opinion, as in the present case, involving no inconvenience or danger to the
Empire, I know no reason why there should not be
respectful regard shown to it, and the de ire of the
Welsh people, when it is perfectly universal, should be
kindly entered into by Parliament.
(Hear, hear.)
This is simply a question of police, and police regulations varied in the different parts of the kingdom.
There is in this House an energetic party who propose
that the regulation and control of the sale of spirituous
liquors should be placed in the hands of the parish or
local community ; and those who do not go so far as
my hon. friend the member for Carlisle, admit that
this ought to be done to a considerable extent. This
is a question in which, within due limits, local option
may be safely allowed to have very considerable weight,
and if so we may join with that modest claim on the part
of Wales ; and I think that the Honse would do well
to give kindly attention to the wishes of the people of
Wales in this matter. Don't let those who are alarmed
in England at the adoption of such a bill be afraid that
it will decide one way or another any such proposal for
this country, or in any way sensibly influence it. Any
proposal made with regard to England _will 'have to be
decided according to the public opinion of the country.
I give no opinion upon the question with respect to
England, and I do not think that hon. members will
act wisely if they consider that it will be likely to
affect England, because it is quite clear that my hon.
friend (Mr. Stevenson) will not propose such a bill as
this for England, unless public opinion is with him .
But in Wales this question of Sunday closing has
reached such maturity as to leave no doubt as to the
opinion with regard to it. I cannot conceive any assertion of any kind that can be made safely with regard
to Wales if we may not make the assertion that it is
the earnest desire of the people of "\Vales, in the
interest of the country, in the interest of the population,
and in the interest of the fathers of families in Wales,
that this bill should be passed. The Welsh, so far as
I have ever had the means of judging, are, upon the
whole, and especially as you come among the poor
Welsh, a very sober people. You may say that if they
are a very sober people, they are the less in need of
this bill. Yes, that may be true. But is that a reason
why the bill should not be passed? Is there no such
thing as the temptation to drunkenness? If the condition of the people with regard to the use of spirituous
liquors has been improved up to such a point that the
people almost without exception are desirous to set
aside this temptation, would it not be a cruel thing on
the part of Parliament if we, on the invitation of members who do not represent "\Vales, and have no title to
speak on its behalf, were to refuse to set that temptation aside? I hope that this bill may proceed to its
second reading without division. If there were a
division, I feel confident it would be ac cepted by an
overwhelming majority of the House, and I farther
hope that after it has passed the second reading, there
will be no disposition on the part of any hon. members
who may object to the bill, to seek opportunities of
obstructing its progress through the forms of the House
in the present state of public business, and t hat they
will honourably and kindly allow it to pass forward to
take its place in the Statute Book, (Ministerial
cheers. )
Mr. Hussy Vivian said after what had fallen from
the Prime Minister, he felt that the Government should
give assistance in passing the bill through this session.
He hoped in the case of obstruction that they would
receive the assistance of the Government.
Mr. P. A. Taylor challenged a division. The object
of this bill is to allow a majority to trample on a
minority. The tyranny of the individual is to be
replaced by the tyranny of the majority. We are now
come to a condit ion of things in which we are told
what a man should not cat and what he should not
drink, and on what soali h e should drink, and I do not
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know why we should not allow the majority to decide
how he should be clothed. The question is not a local
but a national one-a question of individual freedom.
I offer my humble protest against this and all similar
bills.
Col. l\Iakens said with reference to the appeal just
made by the Prime Minister, that if the Conservatives
a,bstainecl from taking a division on this bill, they were
not to be understood as admitting the principle as
applied to England. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. Shaw admitted the benefits of the Sunday
Closing (Ireland) Act, but thought philanthropists
were overdoing the thing. The remedy for drinking
was to be found in other channels. If the philanthropists used their money in endeavouring to raise the
moral and social position of the people, they would
begin to find their objects realised.
Sir E. Reed said that he was perfectly astonished at
the enormous preponderance of public sentiment in
favour of this measure, The movement was not simply
a religious movement only, but had the warm support
of the people as a whole. Not less than 82 per cent. of
the people of Cardiff were in favour of the measure,
and only about 4 per cent. were found prepared to
declare against it. He hoped that the bill would be
allowed to pass all its stages without opposition. The
House then divided, and there voted :For the second reading,
163
17
Against,
Majority,
146
The bill was then read a second time.
The following Scotch members voted for the bill,G. Anderson, G. Armistead, J. B. Balfour, J. C.
Bolton, Hon. Preston Bruce, Dr. Cameron, Dr. J. A.
Campbell, Major Campbell, J. Cowan, A. 0. Ewing,
Dr. Farguharson, Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, ir A.
II. Gordon, A. Grant, Major Hamilton, F. Henderson.
" ' · Holms, C. F. l\I'Intosh, P. M 'Lagan, E. Noel, C.
S. Parker, R. ,v. C. Patrick, Right Hon. Lyon Playfair,
U. Tennent, G. 0. Tre,,e1yan, Dr. \\Tebstcr, S. \Villiam:;on-27.
Not one cotch representatiYe voted against it.
.May 6.-The Earl of Carnperdown moved the second
reading of the : Municipal Franchise (Scotland) Bill in
the Honse of Lords, and it was at once read a second
time.
In the House of Commons, Lord F. Cavendish in
reply to }Ir. Elliot, said that the practice of E . cise
officials employed in breweries soliciting orders for
sacharometers and the like, was distinctly prohibited
by their instructions. The Government were not
aware of any case having occurred, and an instance, if
known, would be visited ·.vith severe displeasure.
·
May 12.-In the House of Lords, the Earl of
Camperdown brought up the report of the amendments
on the Municipal Franchise (Scotland) Bill, which were
agreed to.
May 13.-This bill was read a third time.
May 14.-In the list of resolutions in "Committee
of Ways and l\Ieans " adopted this day, stands the
following,-" Resolved, that there shall be charged
and paid upon every license fqr the sale of intoxicating liquors and tobacco in any carriage used for the
conveyance of passengers on any railway, the excise
duty of £5.
Mr. ,vm. Fowler gave notice to move in going into
Committee on the Customs, etc., bill, - " That any
system of grant of licenses for the sale of intoxicating
liquors in railway carriages will be injurious to the public.
May 16.-These resolutions duly reported to the
House and agreed to, with instructions to the Committee on the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill that
they had power to make provisions therein pursuant to
the said resolutions.
CONFISCA'fIO.

AND COMPE SATION.

May 16.-:Mr. Gladstone speaking on the Irish Land
Bill said-" Before I speak on this bill, the second
reading of which we are now considering, I wish to
refer to two words which we have often repeated
during the course of this debate -the word 'confiscation, ' and the word 'compensation.' They are words
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that are in close association together, for I should
certainly IJe very slow to deny that where confiscation
can be proved, compensation ought to follow. But I
must say that these words are used too frequently and
too soon, they are almost stock expressions-(Cheers)
-on debate on certain classes of questions. They have
been repeatedly again and again been urged and with
the greatest confidence where in some cases no proof
has been shown, and where in other cases disproof has
1
been abundant. I need not remind them how this
I charge of confiscation was raised, upon the repeal of
the Corn Laws, and how it was raised last year upon
the very terrible, but useful measure introduced by
my right hon. friend the Home 'ecretary, with respect
to ground game. (Laughter.) It ia more to the purpose that I should. remind them how freely it was used
when the Land Bill was under discussion in 1870.
(Hear, hear.) Lord Salisbury described that bill as
bribing one class by plundering another. Lord Cairns
used much the same language. He said, '' You allow
me first the option to purchase my property," and be
quoted with praise a statement that there should be
no settlement of the Land Question without confiscation. Confiscation was the word applied to leading
enactments of the Land Act of 1870. Diel the Land
Act when it became law confiscate the property of the
landlords? (Ministerial cheers.) Did it injure the
property of the landlords? (Oh, oh.) ·we are informed on the contrary on evidence that it improved
the property of the landlords. Rents have increased
under the operation of the Land Act upon the larger
rentals, a longer number of years' purchase has been
obtained. (Cheers.) That has been the en<l of the
charge of confiscation against the Land Act. (Cheers).
1fay 17.-Sir Wilfrid Lawson gave notice of his
resolution to be moved on Tuesday, June 14th.
Mr ,vm. Lawrence gave notice that on Thursday he
would ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer to whom it
was intended that the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue should grant licenses at £5 per annum to sell
wine, beers, and spirits and tobacco in travelling publichouse railw~y cars, and whether such cars could be
authorised to supply first, second, and third class
passengers with what liquor they might require-(laughter)-and whether the railway companiea would
be permitted to attach such travelling taverns they
might think atlvisable, whether express, excunionist,
or parliamentary, and travelling any distance whether
short or long. (Laughter.)
May 19.-Mr. Gladstone stated his intention to reply
to the question of Mr. Lawrence in committee.
May 23.-Replying to Sir John Kennaway, Mr.
Gladstone withdrew his proposal to license railway
carriages fo1 the sale of alcoholic liquors. (Cheers.)
849 petitions with 53,068 signatures were presented
to Parliament up to 10th May in favour of the suppression of the opium traffic.
TEMPERANCE CONFERENCE L: DUNDEE.
A oc1AL conference, under the auspices of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance A sociation, for the
purpose of considering the position and prospects of the
temperance movement, was held on Friday, 29th.April,
in the large hall of the Young Men's Christian Association, which was well filled. Bailie Selkirk, Glasgow,
presided, and amongst those present ,vere Rev. Andw.
Inglis, Rev. Thomas Dickson, Rev. D. Macrae, Bailie
A. H. Moncur, Mr. Thomas Smith, Mr. C. C. Maxwell,
Mr. E. Howat, Mr. ,v. Philip, ex-Bailie Robertson,
Mr. William Scrymgeour (Newport), Mr. \Vinning
(Paisley), Mr. Rutherford (Forfar), Mr. A. Cobb
(Montrose), Mr. W. Briggs (Arbroath), Mr. R. Mackay, sec1·etary, and tevenson, agent of the Association,
&c. After a service of tea,
Rev. DAVID MACRAE delivered a stirring temperance
address. He said that the question of the present day
was, whether was the majority to have public-houses
inflicted upon them, with riot, crime, dissipation, and
taxes, or was the minority, that insisted upon having
public-houses, to be obliged to give up iutoxicatini
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drink, or else to get that drink in a way that would
not injure the community. (Applause.) He hoped
that the meeting might have a stimulating influence in
connection with the m0vement, and that tlrnse friends
who were working in the cause might unite themselves
and awaken public attention, and keep the people
ready for voting when the voting time came. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMA · afterwards addressed the meeting,
and at the outset explained that ex-Bailie Torrens,
who was to have presided that night, was unable,
through illness, to be present. He then said that from
the time the Association was instituted, twenty years
since, it had steadily kept in view all through, the principle with which it set out-namely, that strong drink
was essentially mischievous to the individual and to
the State, and that it was the duty of individuals to
abstain from strong drink, and the duty of the State
to prohibit the sale of strong drink. (Applause.) The
Association had sought to change the customs and the
laws in regard to liquor by effecting a change in public
opinion in a constitutional way, and the fact that last
year 40 Scotch Members voted in favour of and only 5
against Sir \Yilfrid's resolutions, as against 10 for his
Permissive Bill in 1864:, indicated, he thought, the
progress of public opinion, especially in Scotland, on
the subject. (Applause.) From the progress which
had been made they thought it was desirable that a
local option measure ought now to be passed for Scotland, although England might take years to come to
this point. (Applause.) The difficulty, however, was
in getting Members to put their names on the back of
such a Bill, but they had to press forward the work all
the same. (Applause.) In his speech last session on
Sir Wilfrid's resolution, Mr. Gladstone plainly indicated that among other amendments in the licensing
system he would introduce clauses giving effect to the
principle for which ir "\Vilfrid Lawson contended, and
it would be for , cotlaml to express itself that 1Ir.
Uladstone might be induced to give them the utmost
possible power in dealing with the liquor traffic. (Applause.) All shades of temperance sentiment should
unite as much as possible upon this point, and concentrate their energies to secure the attainment of this
great object. (Applause.)
BA1r.rn MON CUR said he was sure they were glad to
&ee their friends from Glasgow, and confer with them
on the present position and pro ·peets of the Permissive
Bill movement. By what he had seen in America he
had been made a stronger temperance man than before.
He thought that in 'cotland they were ready for a veto
Act, giving majorities in localities the power to preYent
public-houses being opened. (Applause.)
Mr. JA:i\IES \V1xNn,G, Paisley, gave details of the
organization of the Association he represented, its
agencies, and the manner in which its operations were
carried on. He said they had 5,600 subscribers, 4,080
of whom only subscribed 2s. 6d. and under, and 88
gave £2 and upwards. He made an earnest appeal to
the people of Dundee to give greater support to the
A sociation.
Rev. Mr. DICK llO.N said that, as a Christian minister,
he could cast himself ,vith his whole soul into every
phase of the temperance movement, be it moral suasion
or prohibition. (Great applause.) He hoped the time
would soon come when Christian people would not
tolerate a minister who was not a total abstai.ner(applause)-and that the Christian Church would see
to it that she at least mi.lst cleanse her skirts of the
foul stain of intemperance.
Addresses in support of the Permissive Bill movement were also delivered by ex-Bailie Maxwell, Messrs.
,v. Scrymgeour, ex-Councillor Rutherford, Forfar, and
:Mr. vV. Briggs, Arbroath. Ex-Bailie Maxwell, in the
course of his remarks, stated his experience as a licensincr magistrate, and advocated the necessity for some
ch;nge in the machinery for granting licenses. He
thought that an improvement would be to have the
Licensing Court elected by the whole community.
(Applause.)
During the evening Mr. J. G. Whitelaw rendered
seYeral stirring temperance pieces in a telling manner,

and was greatly applauded. The usual votes of thanks
we1e cordially awarded, and the audience dispersed.
GRANGEMOUTH-TEMJ:>ERANCE DEMONSTRATION.
Ox ,vednesday, 4th ult., a very large and enthusiastic
meeting was held in the Young Men's Christian Institute Hall, at which Chief Commissioner Hugh Macpherson presideLL There were also present on the
platform, Rev. J. H. Paterson, Dumbarton; Bailie
::ielkirk, Glasgow ; Rev. Mr. Anderson, Falkirk ;
i Andrew Brown, Esq., Kerse; Rev. G. ,v. Cumming;
Messrs. R. M. Geddes, M. Gavin, D. A. M'Laren, P.
Hastie, T. Wallace, G. Gillespie, Grangemouth, and
Uaptain J. H. Waterston. The hall was filled almost
to crowding. After singing a hymn, the meeting was
opened with prayer by the Rev. Mr. Cumming,
when Captain 'vVa.terston produced letters of apology
from a number of gentlemen who were unavoidably
absent. The chairman on rising said-Ladies and
gentlemen, it gives me very great pleasure to see such
a large turn-out to-night'; at such a time I think it just
shows us that there is a. deepening interest in the cause
of temperance. It affords me great pleasure to preside
at such a meeting, more especially one of so wide and
representative·a character. "\Ve have delegates present
from seven different organizations, viz., the Old Town
Total Abstinence Society, the New Town Total Abstinence 'ociety, the Zetland Lodge of Good 'l'emplars,
the Anchor Lodge of Good Templars, the British
omen's Temperance Association, the Old Town Band
of Hope, and the New Town Band of Hope. These
have a. total membership of something like 875; 515
being adults, and 360 juveniles. The objects and aims
of each and all of these different societies are one-the
prevention and suppression of the sin of intemperance,
and thereby promoting the social and moral well-being
of their fellow-men, and the prosperity of the community. The results flowing from the drink traffic are
alto~ether appalling, carrying in their train misery,
destitution, crime, and death, draining the pockets of
the people, and sucking th.e life-blood of the nation.
At one of the recent meetings of the Social Science
Congress, from carefully got up statistics, it was stated
that directly and indirectly 121,000 of our fellow
creatures die annually from the effects of strong drink.
Now, it occurs to me if this were 121,000 horses, sheep,
or cattle, the whole country would rise as one man, and
demand a special Commission to go into the matter,
and if need be that the strongest measures be used in
stamping out the disease from the country. Only the
other ciay there was a great outcry of a milk epidemic
in the city of Aberdeen. A number of its inhabitants
had been laid down through drinking infected milk.
Dr. Littlejohn and a Commissioner from Edinburgh
went to Aberdeen to make investigations. The milk
supply was stopped, and justly so, because it was injuring the people. In the city of Glasgow and the
town of Grangemouth, from Loch Katrine and Millhall,
the inhabitants get splendid, pure, and wholesome
water sent direct from nature's distillery, by a wise
and bountiful Creator. But unfortunately a large
quantity of this pure aqua vitre gets mixed and infected
with liquid poison, which, when taken into the sy3tem
lays men and women in the gutter, depriving them of
reason, and, under its influence, acting more like fiends
than human beings. When such is the case, should the
p eople not have power to demand, just as well as in
milk epidemics, that the infected supplies coming from
these alcoholic dairies should be stopped when they are
the cause of so much misery and crime? (Applause.)
Intoxicating drink3, instead of being beneficial are
hurtful, and therefore unnecessary. I sincerely trust
the practical result of this large meeting will be, that
we will unite together, not only as Good Tempfars and
temperance reformers, but as citizens and patriots, to
do everything in our power to wipe away our nation's
sin, and our nation's reproach, and in so doing we will
do much to further the social and moral wellbeing of
our fellowmen. (Applause.) Mr. R. M. Geddes, as a
delegate from the British omen's Temperance Asso-
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cia.tion (being the husband of a member, and therefore
deputed), moved the first resolution as follows:-'' That this meeting is of opinion that the traffic in
alcoholic liquors is the principal cause of the abounding
intemperance of the country with its appalling results,
and earnestly calls upon the friends of social improvement, moral reform, and religious progress to uni_te in
a. national effort to induce Her Majesty's Government
to grant the ratepayers of Scotland a. direct and effective
veto on the operations of a traffic so essentially at
variance with the best interests of the nation." He
considered, however, that the people themselves ought
to have the power to say whether this should or should
not be. {Applause.) Mr. A. Brown had very great
pleasure in seconding the motion. He was very gratified to see such a large audience, and he hoped he was
right in supposing they had come to realise with their
wives and families that so long as these nuisances-the
public-houses-existed, it was time for them to fight,
as long as they had breath, till the last one was done
away with. (Applause.) The public houses were
practically opposed to the best interests of the community, and if you do not kill them they will kill you.
It was time to tell the brewer, the distiller, and the
public-house keeper to stop this nefarious traffic.
(Applause.) He concluded by expressing his pleasure
in seconding the resolution. Rev. Mr. Paterson, Dumbarton, rose to support the resolution, and gave an
eloquent address of some length. He expressed his
plensure in being permitted to take part in the demon-·
stration. As a subject of the British crown, as a
Christian minister of the everlasting gospel, and as a
man with social, moral and religious principles, he had
always been proud to:identify himself with the cause of
temperance. (Applause.) ~ro some it might appear an
insignificant boast, but he considered it a boast of some
consequence. \V-as it not something to a.id those men
who are seeking the liberty of the people against those
evils which spring from intemperance, and which oppose the best interests of common humanity? (Loud
applause.) The chairman then put the resolution to
the met:tint, whe· almost every hand was held up :.n
fa.Tour of it, and it was accordingly declared to be
unanimously carried. Mr. M. Gavin moved the second
resolution as under:-" That this meeting rejoices that
the House of Commons, has by its acceptance of Sir
Wilfrid Lawson's Local Option Resolution, resolved to
deal effectively with the evils of the licensing system,
by an efficient measure of Local Option ; urges Her
Majesty's Government to give immediate effect to that
resolution, and thereby enable the ratepayers of burghs,
parishes, or other districts, to prevent public houses
being placed or continued in their midst against their
will." Mr. D. A. M'Laren seconded in a few words.
Bailie Selkirk expressed the pleasure he had, from his
deep interest in the subject, in supporting the resolution, and s:i.id he should endeavour to do so by referring
to some of the arguments which it seemed to him they
should submit in support of the movement with which
they were identified. 'fhey should distinguish between
moral sua ion and the political aspect of the question.
He was prepared on every suitable occasion to advocate
moral suasion. He was there to say he was a life tee•
totaller- (applause)-and he did not think it bad disagreed with him . (Laughter.) He said the time vrns
come when the liquor traffic of this country must
be called on to restate the reasons for its existence.
(Applause.) In this free country they were entitled to
discuss this question at open meetings. He would ask
why was it that individuals required permission to sell
strong drink ? They were allowed to open any other
kind of a shop for selling milk and butter and such like
without being interfered with. The reason was that
we get a large revenue from the strong drink traffic.
If every one were allowed to sell, they would have no
revenue. He would bring no railing accusation against
individuals, but against the system of the drink traffic,
and he would say that individuals must give way to the
public good, where the public demands it. Although
they had 400 Acts of Parliament on this subject, had
they 11ucceeded in the interests of the public ? The
prevalence of crimes, mi1rders, and miseries would
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answer that. The law regulates the character of the
man, and the hours he keeps, but never once deals with
the liquor ; consequently the law will always fail to the
extent that it does not deal with the liquor. It is the
duty of every man to push his business a.s legitimately
as he can, and provide for his family, but the law is
unable to enforce him to try not to sell too much, or
only to certain individuals, and consequently it
deserves to be changed. What they asked the law to
be changed to, was, that the people should be entitled
to object to liquor shops being forced upon them against
their will. (Applause.) Sir Wilfrid Lawson's resolution had been carried last year by a majority of 26,
and he considered it the duty of the public to
strengthen the hands of the Government to promote
the welfare and interest of the community by this
resolution. In conclusion, he urged them to work
earnestly to win the golden age again. The resolution
was unanimously carried by the meeting. Mr. P.
Hastie moved that the resolutions adopted be forwarded to the county member, the Prime Minister, the
Home Secretary, and the Lord Advocate. Being
seconded by Rev. J. Anderson, Falkirk, and supported
by Capt. ,vaterston in a. highlyappreciated speech, the
motion was agreed to. A choir led by Mr. Kerr contributed to the pleasure of the evening. The usual
votes of thanks terminated the proceedings.-Falkirk

Erpnss, mncli abridged.
LICEN ''E,' FOR RAIUVAY

'ARRIAGE .

0 . · Saturday, 14:th May in the House of ommons in
Committee on
ays and Means, several resolutions
were reported upon preliminary to being embodied as
clauses in the Customs and Inland Revenue Bills. One
wa in the following terms :-Resolved-" That there
shall be charged and paid upon every license for the
sale of intoxicating liquors and tobacco in any carriage
nsed for the conveyance of passengers on any railway
th excist: ch1ty of £3." In tLe resolution of which h e
gave notice, Ir. Gladstone was to moYe that the
Inland Revenue Commissioners were to be the sole
licensing authorities : and in another that the license
would be for one year and no longer.
Immediately on this notice being given several members of Parliament, notably Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Fowler,
and Mr. Caine in conjunction with Sir Wilfrid Lawson,
offered strenuous opposition to the proposal. The
Executives of the United Kingdom Alliance, the •'cottish Temperance League, the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, the I. 0. G. T. ( cotland
and America), and a b.rge number of temperance
organizations throughout the country with vigorous
promptitude framed memorials to the Premier from
their respective organizations, and called upon al}
under their jurisdiction or influence to do likewise.
Letters to members of Parliament from theit· constituents poured in by every post. :Meantime honourable
men1b rs of all sections in the House met over this
matter, ti.nd it was resolved that a meeting of members
of the House should be held early in the week to consider ·w hat steps were necessary to compel the withdrawal of such an odious proposal. Happily the state
of feeling thus manifested warned the Premier of the
danger of submitting these clauses to Parliament 1 so
that on ~Ionday, in reply to Sir J olm Kenna way, the
right hon. gentleman said that "this proposal to allow
spirituous liquors to be retailed in Pulman cars was
viewed, I believe, by the railway companies who made
the application, and the Board of Inland Revenue, as
a simple matter of administrative arrangement, and
they were not at all prepared to anticipate that it would
be regarded as a proposal of a revolutionary character.
I would say that the proposal is effectually killed by
th e menace to which it has been exposed. " (Cheers.)
The Executive of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association are highly gratified by the
amount of co-operation received from the friends
throughout the country against the proposal. The
following memorial was drawn up and despatched by
them to the Premier, and a copy of it with ~ letter wa
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sent to every Member of Parliament for Scotland, ancl
to the Home Secretary : To the Right Honourable vV. E. GLADSTONE, M.P.,
First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the
Exchequer. The Memorial of the Executive of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association,
ShewethThat your Memorialists have learned with the gravest concern arn'I alarm that you, as Chancellor of the
Exchequer, intend to propose the introduction of
clauses into the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill
whi0h will empower the Commissioners of Inland
Revenue to issue licenses to the proprietors of railway
carriages for the sale of intoxicating liquors in such
carriages.
That your Memorialists believe that the granting of
such facilities to intemperance will prove destructive
of the comfort and pleasure of railway travelling,
seriously impair the efficiency of railway servants, add
unnecessarily to the hazard of railway journeys, and
lead on the part of passengers themselves to that cl issipation which inevitably attends the sale of strong
drink away from the immediate and vigilant supervision of the police authorities.
That your Memorialists a.re convinced that the
tendency of public opinion in Scotland, as evidenced
by the voting of its parliamentary representatives on
, ir "\"Vilirid Lawson's Local Option Resolution in June
last, is in favour of the suppression of the liquor
traffic, and that, therefore, the proposal to license
railway carriages as liquor bars is at variance with the
sentiments of the Scottish people.
Your Memorialists therefore most earnestly pray you
to relinquish your intention of moving the aforesaid
clauses, the operation of which would be so antagonistic to the interests of the travelling public and the
community at large.
And your Memorialists will ever pray.
JA IE' ToRREN , J.P., Chairman of Executive.
THOR. DICK, Vice-Ohafrman of Executive.
ROBERT M' ALLUM, Treasure1·.
JAME, L. SELKIRK, J.P., Hon. Secretary.
ROBERT MACKAY, 8ec1·etary.
112 Bath Street, Glasgow, 21st May, 1881.
· Two Italians, with a black bear, got drunk at
Schnevus. The bear kept sober, and made for the
woods. Good for the bear.
"Emma R." asks-" Do you think it right for a girl
to sit on a young man's lap, even if she is engaged to
him?" And we say-" if it was our girl on our lap,
yes; if it was another girl on our lap, yes; but if it
was our girl and another fellow's lap, never."
The preacher was talking to the Sunday School on
the virtue of a devoted attendance on church. '' Is
there anything to which the people would thron-P. on
Sunday or weekday as they did to Church." "l'. eth,
thir, a thircus would ketch them every pop if they
could get in free as they do into Church." The bitten
preacher thought it was time to sing.
THE BRITISII TAR, PAST AND PRESENT.-The Royal
Navy has ever been England's pride, and is most surely
England's real defence; and the blue jackets that mau
the iron castles that we call ships of war, are cast in
the same mould as those in old days who fought and
won our battles. But. thank God, although the brave
heart is still there, the man is wonderfully changed,
the old days of frightful drinking and swearing have
passed, and with them the saying, '' the worse man
the better sailor." Now temperance work, Bibleclasses, prayer meetings, and much beside unknown to
the outside world, goes on on board our ships of war,
while on shore our men crowd to temperance and gospel
meetings or group together to sing San key's hymns, not
only with the voice but '' with the understanding also."
~M.1ss AGNES E;. WEST9N:

PUBLIC PRESS.
Trrn CAUSE AND THE CuRl~. -Everybody has heard
of the pills and ointment that cured the mythical Lord
Alborough's sore leg (and ham) of forty years' standing!
And what leg would not be sore after such a trial ?
Now the Professor assures us that his '' pills and ointment are compounded so as to act hannoniously. No
doubt of it, they sell togetb&, they work togetherand here is one little truth about the taking of them
which saves them from being an "entire sell." "Five
pills night and morning. Oint1~ent, well rubbed over
the affected parts in gout, lumbago, &c. Abstainfrorn
all intoxicating drinks, and the rnost desperate cases will,
with a little perseverance, completely yiel(l to this treatment." A mau curious in reasons, however, will be
apt to say-Here are three antecedents-" pills, grease,
and teetotalism; " how am I to know which did the
cure? "\Veil, on the one hand, myriads of temperance
men can testify that abstinence alone has cured them
of gout, rhwmatisrn, &c. On the other hand, we see
that drinking alone produces gout, rheumatism, &c.
While, in the third place, we have the confession of the
pill-vendor himself that pill and ointment cannot succeed with drink. Who is so dull as not to see the
fallacy of ascribing the cure to the physic rather than
to the cessation of the disease's cause.-Dr. F. R. Lees.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
THE LATE 1fii. Jou.· JoH. STO~, DuMFRrn.·. -"\Ve
deeply regret to have to intimate the decease of this
estimable temperance reformer at Beyrout, Syria, on
Good Friday, of fever, aged 49 years. Mr. Johnston
was one of the best known and esteemed of the friends
of temperance iu the south of 8cotland, where for many
years he has laboured indefatigably ou behalf of temperance and prohibition. He was also an unwearied
labourer in evangelistic effort, and bad a kindly word
and a helping hand to every good work. It is, howeyer, with him as a staunch prohibitionist that we have
to deal, and few have exceeded him in his devotion to
the good cause. v\' e have met him at the annual
meetings of the United Kingdom Alliance and the
, cottish Permissive Bill and Temperanco Association.
He was a vice-president of the Scottish Association for
many years; and it was only last June that he generously went up to London to strengthen the deputation
that was, previous to the division of the 18th, waiting
upon cotch Parliamentary representatives. His decease is a decided loss to the movement. He was in
Palestine fulfilling a long cherished desire of his heart
to see "those holy fields over whose acres walked those
blessed feet which eighteen hundred years ago were
nailed for our advantage to the bitter cross;" and the
h eart becomes overcharged as the eye runs over the
letters of different friends, who all bear testimony t o
the eager longings with which be lifted up his eyes
upon the ineffable traces of the Redeemer. He had
crossed from Damascus to Beyrout through the Hermon range, aud it is supposed that the intense cold
experienced there, after the extreme heat of the Holy
Land, had enfeebled his constitution so mt1ch that
when Syrian fever seized him he succumbed to its
attack, and on Good Friday breathed his last. He lies
till the resurrection morn in the Protestant churchyard
near Beyrout, and it is consoling to know that Christian sympathy and attention mitigated the hardship of
dying in a foreign land afar from wife, children, and
friends. He leaves a wife and four of a family to
mourn his early and sad decease. The Executive of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association marked their sense of his worth by adopting a
r esolution of condolence-a copy of which was sent to
Mrs. Johnston and family,
P ATRICK. -- "And Biddy, darlint, they've been telling
u s there's too many of us in the worltl. Now, if you
and me git the Praste to make us two wan, trath then
won't there be wan the less ? "
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PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
THE following meetings have been addressed by the
advocates and agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill
and ~emp~rance As~ociation from l st January to 14th
fay mclns1v~. Durmg t~rnt period 364 meetings were
held, 102 _bemg deputat10nal and 262 ordinary. At
these meetings 528 addresses were given.
The following is a summary of each speaker's work :
_Mr. J. H. v~aterston has visited Ceres, Avonbridge,
K1rkcalcly, Edmburgh, Glasgow, Cbimside Pathhead
penny, Millerhill, Galashiels, Dunbar, Linlithgow:
Cupar, Ha.wick, Kelso, Yetholm, Coldstream Tranent
Leith! Bo'ness, G~angemouth, Blantyre, Addiewen:
Bonh1ll, Alexan_d na, Dumb~rton, elkirk, Penicuick,
Loanh~ad, Darmck, Strathm1glo, Falkland, ~1arkinch,
Goreb1:1dge, Ayton, Dunse, Nenthorn, Roslin, Freuchie,
and Kmgskettle, and addressed 89 meetinas.
_Mr. R. teven_son has visited Kinross, Strathmiglo,
K1lmalcolm, Irvme, Glasgow, Skelmorlie, tonehouse,
B\antyre, Lesmahagow, Motherwell, Lark.hall, Dumf!·1es, M?ntrose, Broughty-Ferry, Newport, Dundee,
sarnoust1e, C~mbernauld, Alva, Troon, Cupar-Angus,
I ~rt~, Lo?hee, ~ayport,_ Longforgan, Arbroath, Brechin,
Kirrierumr, Paisley, Stirling, and Johnstone and addressed 85 meetings.
'
Mr. ·W illiam Blackwood has visited Stonehaven
Cullen, Aberdeen, Johnshaven, Torry, Montrose:
Fe_rryden, ~ourdon,. Banchory, Old feldrnm, InYertme, Rhyme, Leny1ck, Scalloway, Kirkwall, Stromness, Thurso,. Wick, Helmsda.le, Brora, Golspie,
Inverness, Tam, Invergordon, Cromarty, Ullapool,
and Stornoway, and aJdressed 68 meetings.
Mr. R. Mackar has visited_ Pollokshields, Glasgow,
Nacke1:ty, Udd_mgston, Kilmarnock, Dumbarton,
Coa~b1:idge, ~di1;1bt~rgh, Ardrossan, Dalry, Beith,
Wh1temch, K1lbirme, Johnstone, and Partick and
addressed 31 meetings.
'
~Ir. R. Drans~eld has visited Whiteinch, Glasgow,
Pa~sley, Coatbr1dge, Nackerty, Partick, Barrhead,
Neilston, and Johnstone, and addressed 28 meetin<YS.
Bailie ~elkirk has addres:sed 17 wee~ings iH Gl.i.agvw,
Pollokshields, Ardrossan, Rutherglen Kirkiutilloch
Edinburgh, and Grangemouth.
'
'
Mr. James \Vinning has addressed 13 meetinas in
Kilmarnock, Paisley, Irvine, Dalry, Beith Kilbi~nie
Edinburgh, Belfast, and Dundee.
'
'
Rev. Dr. Adamson has addressed 8 meetings in
Kirkcald_y_, Galashiels, Edinburgh.
Ex-Bailie Torrens has addressed 8 meetings in Loanhe~d, Glasgow, Pollokshields, Govan, Rutherglen.
Paisley, and Belfast.
in
Mr. Robert M'Callum has addressed 8 meetinas
0
Glasgow, Rutherglen, and Uddingston.
Mr. John Steel has addressed 7 meetings in Edinburgh, and West Calder.
Mr. W. Kesson has addressed 7 meetings in Whiteinch and Glasgow.
in
Rev. David Tatum has addressed 4 meetinas
0
Edinburgh.
Rev. J. _H._ Paterson ~as addressed 5 meetings in Dumbarton, Lmhthg?w, Bo ness, and Grangemouth.
Rev. S. Harding has addressed 5 meetings in Greenock, Dumbarton, Dumfries, Montrose, and Aberdeen.
Rev. H. H. Pereira has addressed 4 meetings in
Dumfries, Irvine, Montrose, and Aberdeen.
_Mr. J. '\V. Manning has_ addressed 4 meetings in
Kilmarnock, Dumbarton, K1rkcaldy, and Galashiels.
Mr. ,T. W. Mackay has addressed 4 meeting::i in
Glasgow.
Mr. A. Brown (Kerse) has addressed 3 meetings in
Bo'ness, and Grangemouth.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has addressed 3 meetings in
Edinbur~h.
Rev. E. J. Boon has addressed 2 meetings in Kirkcaldy and Cupar.
Thos. Hope, Esq., J. P., has addressed 2 meetings
in Bo'ness.
Ex-Bailie Lewis has addressed 2 meetings in Edinburgh.
Mr. A. Bennet has addressed 2 meetings in Ceres
~nd Kfrkcald!-
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Mr. J. Coutts, S.S.C., bas addressed 2 meetings in

I Edinburgh, and '\Vest-Calder.

Mr. J. Dymock has address 2 meetings in Linlitbgow
Bo'ness.
I :md
Mr. ·wm. Dobbic has addressed

'
2 meetings. in

Glasgow.
M~ss B_urton has addressed a meeting in Edinburgh.
M~ss Simpson has addressed a meeting in Edinburgh.
:V11ss Whit~ has addressed a meeting in Glasgow.
The f?llowmg gent~eme11: have each taken part in the
pro?eedmgs of meetmgs m the places which follow
their names :-Rev. Professor Blaikie Edinburgh •
Rev. Dr. Nicolson, Linlithg_ow; Revs.' J. P. Berry:
Ceres; vV. Cameron, Edmburgh • James Olh•er
Edinburgh ; W. Colledge, Dumba:ton; J. Colvin'.
Dumbarton; J. Downie, Dumbarton• A. M'Millan
Kirkc3:ldy; A. Nisb~t,. Galashiels; 'G. W. Tooley:
Dumfr~es; J. D. M Kmnon, pumfries; F. Binns,
Du1;11fnes ; J. Strachan, Dumfries ; R. S. Macaulay,
Irvme; J. Ross, Montrose; G. ·wisely Montrose ·
1
J. Sut1:er~and, Dunbar; D. Burns, Lin'litbgow; l
Rae, Lmhthgow ; J. Ferguson, Linlithgow; J. Forfar, Glasgow; J. Johnstone, Glasgow; and A. Cameron,
I Govan; S. Sl~ith, Bo'ness; A. F. Steel. Dalry; A.
Bow~ont, Beith; J. S. M\Kenzie. Blantyre; W.
I Wyllie, ~lantyre; J. Kay, ~dmburgh; J.C. Cunning' ham,_ Edmburgh; vV. Smith, Bonhill; J. M'Lean,
Part1ck; \V. :Armstrong, Rutherglen; D. M'Rae,
I Dundee; J. Dickson, Dundee; A. Inglis, Dundee;
J. W. Cumming, Grangemouth; and J. Anderson
Grangemouth; Sheriff Dougall, Linlithgow; Ex-Provost
Rogerson, Dumbarton; Ex-Provost Dick Edinburgh•
Treasurer_s. Messer, Galashiels; and Hutton, Linlith:
1 gow ;
Ba1hes Buchan3:n, Dumbarton ; Speedie, Kirkcaldy; Burns, Gal:3-shiels ; Cowan, Galashiels ; Lyle,
Montrose; Hutchison, Montrose; Keir, Dunbar;
'\Vadclell, Glasgow ; Slight, enthorn · and Maxwell
Du_n~ee; Ex-Bailie Lamberton, Poll~kshields; Ex:
Bailie Mon?ur, Dun~ee ; Councillors Douglas, Dumbarton j Wishart, K1rkcaldy; M'Alpine, Linlithgow;
and ~uam~on, Cupar; Ex-Couucillor Coupe1·, Cupa.r;
Captams Breckenridge, Irvine; and Brotchie Paislev •
Messrs. D. Ramsay, Edinburgh; J. Watson', .Mussel:
burgh ; ~V. Br~wn, Edinburgh ; G. Ta.it, Edinburgh;
J. R~dd1e,. Edmburgh; J. Hogarth, Kirkcaldy; A.
Be3:ttie, K1rk~aldy ; F. Lynn, Galashiels ; G. Paulin,
Irv~ne; W. M1l~ar, Irvine; J. Yuill, Irvine; Findlay,
Irvrne; J. Mudie, Montrose; Cobb, Montrose; W. D.
Johnstone, Montrose; J. Mackie Montrose• W
mith, Aberdeen; J. Paterson, .Aberdeen;
Clark, Aberdeen; R. Adams, Aberdeen; A. Ramsay,
Cupar; D. Fyffe, Cupar; D. Nicol, Cupar • H. Butters, Cu]?ar; M. M'Leod, Edinburgh; R. "\Vestlands,
Poll<?ksh1elds; J. ~•Lean, Paisley; J. Howison,
Uddmgston; A. Mair, Bo'ness · D. Melvin Bo'ness •
R. Baxter, Bo'ness; J. Hyslo/ Bo'ness; D. Brown:
Blan~yre; R. ~arper, Johnstone; Wm. Martin, Glasgow;
R. Simpson, Jtmr., Glasgow; W. Rutherford Dundee·
Wm. Briggs, Dundee; vV. Scrymgeour, 'Dundee;
J. Horn, Glasgow; M. Gavin, Grangemouth; D. A.
¥·Lare1~, Grangemouth; P. Hastie, Grangemouth;
G. Hastie, Grangemouth; J. vYallace Grangemouth •
and J. Gillespie, Grangemouth.
'
'

J.

T:

On the 18th June, 1880, the Scotch vote on the
Local Option resolution in the House of Commons was
40 (and 3 P'.1-irs) _in favour, and 5 votes against. No
Burgh or Umvers1ty Member voted against the measure·
of the 5, 4 were Conservatives, and 1 (Rt. Hon. W.
Gladstone, M. P.) was a Liberal.
Th~ number of convictions for being drunk on Sun•
d~ys m England and Wales average 15,800 per annum.
LlVerpool and Manchester have unusual prominence
In Liverpool, with its population of 493 405 ther~
were 4,721, of whi_ch 4,381 were bona ficl~ re~idents.
In Manchester,. w;th a population of 351,189, there
were 3,282 _co~v1ct!ons, 3,000 being bonafide residents.
Sunday drmkmg 1s much more in these towns than
L?ndon, Birmin~ham, or Sh.effield. In the latter town
with_ a_ populat10n of 239,946, there were hµt 175
con v1ct1ons:

E:

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY.
PLEA.SANT TO THE TASTE.

Freeman's Syrup of Phosphorus

is immediate and permanent in
its effects, giving new life to- the languid and exhausted, and curing Nervous
Debility, Heart Disease, Incipient Consumption, Functional Derangement,
Stomach and Liver Complaint, Nervous Fancies, vVant of Tone, and all the
Forms of Ill Health, arising from a morbid condition of the system.

Freeman's Syrup of Phosphorus

is the greatest Blood Purifier
known, quickly supplying the system ,vith a new, rich, a.n<l pure blood, anJ
thereby expelling disease. It thoroughly revitalises the human frame, antl
builds up a new constitution even in the ruost enfeebled.

Freeman's Syrup of Phosphorus

contains all the mineral elements
of nutrition, is a pleasant and efficient substitute for Cocl Liver Oil, is easy of
digestion, and can be taken by the most delicate pi:ttient. A certain remedy
for Consumption, Scrofula, Loss of Flesh, Debility, Bronchitis, Asthma-a
General Tonic.

Freeman's Syrup of Phosphorus

restores the failing fnnctions
of life, and impn.rts strength ~md energy. The first dose wil l prove its vRlur,
by giYing immediate relief, while i1. little perseverance will accomplish a
thorough nnd lasting cure.

Freeman's Syrup of Phosphorus

cures Nervous Exhaustion .

ervous Prostrntion,
Palpitation of the Hen.rt,
Pains in the Back.
Bilious and Liver ·complaints,
"\Veakness of the 1hest,
:Melancholy,
Trembling of the Hands and Limbs,
euralgia,
\Vant of Eneray and Loss of Appetite,

General \V eakness,
, 'hortness of Breath,
Impoverished Blood,
Noises in the Hend nnd ERrs,
Impaired Sjo·ht and Memory,
Indigrstion.
Incapacity for tudy or Business.
Dizziness.
Rheumatism, and Pains and Aches,

.i::

and many other symptoms of a similar nature, which haYe been known, when neglected, to encl in
Consumptio11, Insanity, or early denth.

FREEMAN'S SYRUP

OF :PHOSPHORUS,

Solely prepared by Francis Freeman. L .P.M. D.
This medicine is extensiYely prescribed by the medical profession for prematnre decline and early
decay of the system, \Ylwthrr arising from wony, anxiety, o,·erwork, grief, excitement, late hours,
early indiscretions, or from whateYer cause.
.A t1·eatise on the use of PhfJspl101"l!S an,l its success, bJJ post, Nine Stamps.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

Sold in bottles at 2s. 9d., 4s. 6d., 11s., and 33s.

Order it of any Chemist.

Shonlcl there be :in tlifficnlty in procuring it, the proprietor will, upon rpceipt of Stamps or Post Office Order for t.he
amount, for,vartl it to any part, packed securely, with directions for use, nnd will nlso give any infomation that may be
req 11 ired to eIJsure a thorough restoration to he:i1 th.
'l'o Brain ·workers of all lasses SyTnp of Pho l)horus is invaluable, supplying as it tloes true erve and Brain Food .
FREE:.'IIAN'S PHOSPORDS has effected cure after everything else has fa,iled, and in eYery case where the direc.
tions have been followed it has been successful.
Remedy of Extraordinary Potency, and superseding Iron, Sarasparilla, Quinine, Pepsine, and Cod Liver Oil.
J.

FRANCIS FREEMAN, L-P-M-D.

Depot-74 Cale Street, Brompton, London,

s.w.

LONDON AGENTS-BARCLAY & So~s, Farringdon Street; EDWARDS & SoNs, Queen Victoria
Street, E.C.; SA~GER & Co., Oxford Street, and all the Wholesale Houses.

AGENTSEmNBURGH-DUNCAN FLOCKHART.
GLASGO"-W· & R. HATRICK & co., R. M'D ONALDI 150

TRONGATE,

THE

JULY, 1881.
HOW TO CONDUCT A BAND OF HOPE.
(Continued from, page 18}.
But without eularging let me rn.pidly detail what
is still farther needful towards the complete equipment of a Band of Hope. A black board, where
diagrams and expositions should be distinctly
sketched. Thus we can bring eye-gate as well as
ear-gate to our help, and hope by both to win the
heart. Good instructive recreation also is supplied
by the magic lantern, which could be had on hire,
or better still, belong to the Band of Hope Union,
for the use of all the societies affiliated therewith.
An instrumental band with a set of banners, &c., is
very attractive, but expensive; and a library, which
may not only be a blessing to the children in keeping
them at home and occupying their spare moments,
and form a boud of attachment between them and
the society, but be a blessing to the home circle, and
bring both parents and children into contact with
the minds of the best, the wisest, the bravest, and
the pur st that aJorn humanity. Now in the comparative iufanny of the Band of Hope mi:wement i
the J.: orth such appliances as I have just indicated
may appear Utopian, but we mu t remember that
education is steadily advancing, and is becoming
more skilful a.ad more scientitic. Dr. Channing
exclaims, "There should he 110 economy in education ; mouey shonld never be weighed against the
soul of a child ; it hould be poured out like water
for the child's iutellec.;tual and moral life." Our
Band of Hope movement is second to none, and
parsimony iu its inception would be moral starvation.
III. Registration, i.e., marking the attendances
of every child. Nothing will so conduce to secure
regularity and punctuality, and thongh to the unaccustomed it may seem a troublesome process, yet it
is uot so wheu methodically gone about. From the
ystem of registration commou to our public schools
n,nd iu many of our best Sabbath schools, the children will natnrally conceive that it is an esseutial
part also of the Baud of Hope system. Ladies or
seuior membel's could be appointed to visit absentees, which would bring them into friendly relationship with the parents, and report at next meeting,
and thus no member would be lost sight of, for one
of the chief causes of the succe~s of a society is the
careful and individual supervis~on of its members.
A few members, if carefully admitted and well
looked after, and trained in temperance principles,
will yield good fruit not only in the present generation, but in the next, :md the next.
IV. Time tables and programmes or 1·outines. It
is fouud from experience that the regularly recurring
weekly meeting is best for the Band of Hope-if
oftener, the interest cannot be sustained'; if a,t longer
intervals, the interest is lost. At whatever interval
meetings are held they should be held with positive
regularity. SeveQ. o'cloc~ is a good hour, and the

meeting should not continue more than au hour,
or au hour and a half, and each alternate week
ruay be devoted to the theory and practice of music.
As the same time table will not suit every day
school, so Band of Hope conductors will learn by
experience what distribution of time is best suited
to their own particular circumstances. The following
observa.tions, however, will apply to n.11 time
tables:1. All meetings opened and closed with prayer.
We need au Almighty arm to help us, and much
Diviue wisdom to ~uide us.
•
2. Let the supermtendent have all the hymns and
songs fixed before the meeting.
3. Children should repeat simultn.neously the
scripture text that forms basis of a. short opening
address. When the address is long forgotten they
will remember the text. '' My word shall not return
unto me void,'' &c.
4. No single address should exceed 15 or 20 minutes, unless the speaker be specially gifted, or illustratiug by experiment..
5. It is better for the sa::ne person to give two
short speeches than to make one long one.
6. It is well to give children as much work as
possible to do themselves, hence the introduction of
recitations, dialogues, &c., in time table.
7. In every time table provision should be made
for reviewing or revising the instruction given. To
instruct is to cast the ore into the crucible, but to
review is to draw out of the children the thrends of
pure gold.
8. As children tire of monotony it is wise to secure
as frequently tts possible the aid of friends to give
the address.
By programmes or routines is meant the fixed
provision made for the systematic instruction of the
members, and the order in which the subjects are to
be taken. For example, a superintendent, 0r committee, or uuion, resolves that in the course of a.
year the children of the Band of Hope shall receive
definite instructiou in the following subjects : Physiology-The manufacture of intoxicating drinh
-Lives of eminent abstainers-The Bible and
temperance-The influence of alcohol-NarcoticsEcouomy-The effects of intemperance, &c. Would
it not be advisable so to distribute the various
branches of these or any other subjects over the
session as to secure unity aud variety, and at tbe
same time provide a well arranged scheme of systematic instruction. Arrangements could be made in
towns by which some minister might give a set of
addresses on the Bible a.nd temperance, a medical
man might be willing to fake the physiologicnl
series, a Sabbath school or day school teacher another, and the conductor himself the others, nntl by
a well-arranged "Speaker's plan," e,·ery Band of
Hope in the town aud neighbourhood could be
benefited.
II. Di QTPLl E,-This mea,ns Qot the rp.a.intaining
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of order merely, but the maintaining of healthy
working order. It would be easy for a cond nctor,
by the threat of punishment, or by shaking the rod
over the children, to keep such order that yon might
hear a pin fall, but precious little work, in the way
of instruction, would he be able to accomplish. If
he managed, however, to keep them actively employed in acqniring knowledge, and at the same
time iu good order, that would be discipline. Now,
though this point is very important, like organization, it is not the most important in Band of Hope,
or, in fact, in School work. Order aud neatn ess iu
a garden are most desirable and commendable, yet
fruit is the main thing. But as weeds and disorder
may spoil much precious fruit, so want of discipline
ma.y hinder much good in a class, therefore, as a
means to an end, every superintendent and staff of
workers should seek to attain it, both for the sake of
progress in learning, and a.s a valuable moral training. The skilful seaman, by the steq.dy eye, by
firmness and calmness, can guide his bark through
the stormy sea, and in the same way can the experienced superintendent control the most undisciplined
ba.nd that falls to his lot.
1st. The Eye.-There is great power in the human
eye. To a trained dog even, his masters eye is
enough. It is the captain's eye npon hiru that
causes the soldier to be steady and brave in the
hour of danger ; and so the eye of the superintendent, or the nod of his head, or the uplifting of his
finger, should control the behaviour of each n.nd all
of the children.
2nd. Firmness also, combined with love, will go
a great way in maintaining authority. There is
nothing stands so much in the way of efficient discipline as want of firmness; but firmness must be
allied to love; love begets love; and if the conductor loves the children, they will le ve him in
returµ-they will try to please him, and avoid doing
anything thn.t would be calculated to give him pain.
More wasps are caught by honey than by vinegar,
and thus many boys who would not otherwise be
governed fall before the power of love, and turn ont
"jewels," just as the troublesome grain of sand in
the oyster produces the valuable pearl.
But 3rd . .A calm, and earnest manner on the part
of the superintendent will beget a quiet demeanour
on the part of the children. To do as others do is
the impulse of childhood's earliest year , and a
child's conduct and character depends as much on
the character of those he comes in contact with, as
any mental or moral quality which he possesses.
Calmness and self-control, combined with an earnest
enforcement of moral, social, religious, and scientific
truth about tempenmce, will so absorb the attention
of the children that peace and order will reign while
the good seed is being sown in their hearts.
We come now to the third and most important
part of our subject.-viz., THE METHOD OF lNSTRUCTIO:N.

It is universally acknowledged that, for children,
the synthetic, or inductive mode of teaching- by
which we ascend from the known to the unknown ,
from the simple to the complex-- is best adapted.
As the buil<ler lays stone upon stone till he rears a
vast and beautiful structure, so we must give line
upon line, precept upon precept, of progressive, systematic instruction, re-iterated again and again, until it be understood and retained. Teaching does
no good unless it be comprehended ; therefore, not
only must it be exceedingl plain, but clothed in
simple language, and free from all difficult words
and technical terms which have not been previously
explained.
Happy illustration will often win a child, autl
throw a flood of light into the chambers of its mind,

as the throwing hack of a shutter in a da.rk room.
To do all this will entail a measure of home preparation on the part of the conductor; but this is
indispensable to success to the stn.tesmau before he
enters the arena of debate, to the lawyer before he
can obtain for his client a favourable verdict, to the
mini ter of truth before he enters the pulpit, to the
lecLurer before he enters the academic hall, to the
orator before he mounts the platform, and to the
teacher before he meets bis scholars. True, there
are some mind s so logical and comprehensive a.s
to be able to seize a subj ect at a glance, but with
tlie ordinary run of morta.ls it is a matter of pa.tient
study. But we must grudge no labour however
arduous and no study t10wever much a weariness
of the flesh, for it is noble to seek the truth and
beautiful to find it.. The more rnried our knowledae
is the better fiLted will we be for our work. Ther~fore let ns make ourselves conversant not only with
every detail of the temperance question, with history,
biography, science, statistics, social problems, aud
the Word of God, but with the youthful mind and
the best method of adapting instrnction to it. Only
in this way can our Bands of Hope be both interesting
an<l instructive- otherwise when the first impulse
has passed away they will droop and linger out a
spiritless existence. Mere exhortation will soon
nauseate-to picture in glowing terms the blessings
of _sobriety will soon pale on the sight. There must
be ruentnl stimulus, else the most importaut part of
the work will be left undone. It is a burning
question in connection with our Sabbath Schools,
"How to retain our senior scholars," and it may
soon come to the front iu connection with Bnnd of
Hope work. The wise man says, "A threefold cord
is not easily broken," so if we fling over them the
threefold cord of t1·utl1, love, and earnestness, they
shall not soon drift away from under our care.
Band of Hope condnctors will find most valuable
helps in preparing their work in such periodicals as
1
1.'he
Band of Hope Clironicle, and T emperance
Worker, where amid a miscellaneous collection of
temperance matter will be found admirable outline
lessons, specially adapted for juveniie instruction.
[At this stage the writer gave a specimen lesson on,
"Is Alcohol Food?" in illust ration of the method
la.id down, on the principle that" an ounce of practice
is worth a bushel of theory; " bnt as it would unI duly extend this paper to give it at present, it rnav
be given separately in some future i.-sue of th·e
Social R eformer.]
But dear co-workers, I have wearied you, and mu st
draw to a close. Let me in conclusion re-iterate
again that the success of the Band of Hope movement
lies, not in the music, nor the recitations, nor the
games, nor the pic-nics, but in the sound education
of the intellect, the conscience, an<l the heart as to
the trne nature of alcohol, and the evil of the whole
drink system. At the root of every movement that
reforms error and emancipates truth, lies moral
principle and sound intelligence. It was this that
made Cromwell's Ironsides so terrible to the licentious
troops of King Charles I., that made the British
soldiers, especially the men with the kilts, so fearful
to the intoxicated Russians on the heights of
Inkerman, and that made Havelock's saints so
dreadful to the Sepoys of Luckuow and Cawnpore.
It was this that bafiled the most determined efforts
, of Nap~leon on the field of_ Waterloo, when Europe
1
was ?ehvered from despotism ; and peace, security
and rndependence were restored to the world. It
was this that burst the shackles of Rome nt the
glorious era of the Reformation, that struck the
chains from every slave in the British dominions
and that is cleatined to liberate the world from th~
tyranny of alcoholic drink,
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I. We must take iuto accouut the fact that the
Greek word oinos is a general term, and incluJes all
kinds of wine, so that unless a particular kind of
wine is mentioned, we must judge how it is spoken
of, or what effect it bad on those who partook
of it.
The effects of ordinary wine are so well known to
all that they do not require to be explained here.
Now as we can draw from the account given in John,
the guests had already consumed n quantity of wine,
but nothing of a kind n.pproaching to disorder was
apparent.
We cannot of course tell how much of the wine
made by Jesus was drawn from the wn.ter-pots, but
it is entirely opposed to the teaching of Chri t to
suppose that he countenanced a scene of debauchery,
as the natural results of intoxication are either
irritation or stupefaction.
II. Because nil the mirncles performed by Christ
were for the satisfying of natural, not unnatural
appetites; such as the miracle of the loaves ancl
fishes, or for the alleviation of pain :rnd suffering,
as the woman with the ii;sue of blood, and others.
Now bad Christ used his power on this occasion to
create what was injurious to health an<l reason, or,
what might result in serious consequences to the
recipient either here or hereafter, he would not
only have seriously invalidated his own teaching,
but have gone direct in the face of his mission to the
world.
Taking the above into account the ouly lo.qical,
conclusion we can come to is, that the wine made by
Christ on this occasion was not capable of producing
injurious effects, a.nd therefore must have been
non-intoxicating.
III. But further. It has been proved by the
best medical authorities that alcohol, taken either in
lal·ge or small qnantities, produces a stimulated
action of the vital organisms of the body, which in
plain lau~uage means, that to partake of alcohol,
either habitually or casually, is simply to shorten
oue's life iu proportion to the amount of stimulation
produced.
If these p1·emises are granted, then the inference
issimplythis- That those who take alcohol habitually
actually commit self-destruction; and that any-one
who causes others to fall by alcohol is clearly chargeable with homicide.
IV. As Christ everywhere taught the greatest
reverence for life, and constantly inculcated a strict
With the Temperance Reformation let us seek to regard to the sixth commandment, we cannot
carry the spiritual. God's grace will be our chil- suppose tlmt his works would tend in a contrary
dren's truest safeguard, so that though '' Temptation direction to his words. Now taking our last argtlsing, they will not turn aside," but touched by God's ment into account, we finally conclude that as Christ
reuewiug band they will never seek inspiration from always exerted his power only for the good of manthe wine cup "wherein is excess," but will seek daily kind without the possibility of their suffering
to be '' filled with the spirit."
thereby, the miracle wrought by Christ on this
occasion must have been free from the possibility of
any injurious effects. And further, as the effects of
THE MIRACLE OF CANA.
alcohol on the human race is one of the great sources
THE miracle performed by our Lord at Cana is the of the misery and poverty in the world, the wine
most interesting of all the miracles that, from time which Christ supplied to the marriage guest8 at
to time, he performed. It is interesting, not only Cann. cannot have contained alcohol, and so was not
from the fact that it was the first miracle which he fermented wine.
Much more might be said in favour-of the above
wrought, but also from the fact that it involves a
very serious question in morals. The question is, arguments, but we deem them sufficient· to prove
did Jesus sanction the use of intoxicating liquors 1 that Christ did not on this occasion countenance the
RoBER'r F. GARDINER.
Many reply to this question in the affirmative, but use of fermented wine.
as there are very serious points involved in the
question before us, a mere assertion is of no conHARD \VoRK J::-- HoT WEATHER WITHOUT INTOXIsequence; we must have proof. Ou carefully con- CATI~G DRINK.-The Rev. Thomas Snow, Underbarrow
sidering the question, we have come to a nco-ative Parsonage, Milnthorpe, will be happy to forward to
conclusion on the point, and we lay before the ;eaJer the readers of the Social Re.fornw·, on application, a.
for his own inspection our reasons for holdinothat copy of his collection of testimonies, showing that hard
0
the u·ine which was miraculously produced by J esus work in the fields and foundries in hot weather can
at the marriage fea1?t was not !E;r:ment.ed wine,
b~st be qone witbo\1t intoxicatin~ drinks,

Send forth into the world a youth untaught in
the evils of intemperance, and he may drift helplessly
on to the reefs of misery, or strand upon the rocks of
woe. But educate him in temperance principles,
nnd you put a good blade into his band wherewith
to hew his way to victory.
This century has done much for civilisation,
science and art, but, alas, how much of the good has
been neutralized by the drinking habits of our
country and of the world. During the two decades
of it yet to run let us arise and do all we can to wipe
ont the foul stigma, so that the children of the next
ceutury, when tempted to sin may answer as did
J ouadab - "Our fathers commanded us saying, ye
shall drink no wine, neither you nor your sons for
· ever."
We liave pethaps erred in the past in having
taken up our minds too much with the cure, and too
little with the prevention of the evil. There are
half a million of drunkards in the land tramping on
i11cessantly with hollow tread to premature graves,
of whose reclamation the most sanguine sometimes
despair. aucl there are an innumerable multitude of
moderate drinkers whose only temperance teaching
consist~ of a sermon or two annually; but there are
five millions of children in the country, now in the
dew of their youth, who are born abstainers, and
they are the nation's hope. The temperance movement seeks to improve the present generation, but
the Band of Hope seeks to 1·escue the uext by sealing
up the poisoned fountain, and thus it is the true
panacea for drink nnd is destined to bless the world.
All trained in the Band of Hope may not taud true,
some will desert the colours, but a vast proportion
will remain steadfast, and like the gallant Melville
and Coghill, on the banks of the Buffalo, will be
ready to die in their defence. Amoug the boys will
be !:famsous, temperate, brave, and full of nrnnly
conrage- Daniels, greatly beloved who will not bow
to the image of Bacchus- Davids who, with sling
and stone, will smite the gfant of intemperance.
Among the girls will be Jaels, who will smite to the
earth their country's enemy- Dehorahs who will
awake and free their country from the scathing,
degrading, and despicable evil. Each of them will
Jive.
'' For the cause that lacks assistance,
For the wrong that needs resistance,
For the future in the distance,
For the good that they can do. "
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OUR SKETCH BOOK.
WHAT

on holidays, and iu due course of time Margie understood that "taking the pledge" was a very different
thing from ,: taking a drink," and so were its e.O'ects.
The drink broke up the home and scattered the family.
The vledge made a new home and brought all together
again in happiness.-1Vationcil 'l'e11ip. Advocate.

MR. GREY TOOK.
E'1'1'E LUCILLE •oBLE.
THERE are a great many gloomier places than an
orphan asylum. Such a place seems sometimes like a
little heaven to poor abused children. Perhaps it was
CORRESPONDENCE.
because Margie Grey had never been abused, or the
asylum where she went may not have been the best of
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
its kind; at any rate she never likened it to heaven. communications, nor hold himself responsible for tha
Her mother had worked from daylight until dark to opinions expressed by his correspondents.
keep their own little home neat, and to earn something
to buy their food. Two or three times a week a
drunken man tumbled into their home and demanded
THE 'ANADIAN CHURCHES.
" something to eat and a dollar." He would devour
To the Editor of the "Social Reforme1·."
their last crust; but, alas ! Mrs. Grey earned her
IR,-At the May meeting of the Presbyterian Synod
money by cents, and no dollar came forth from a place
where no dollars were. At last Mrs. Grey took a of Toronto and Kingston the Committee on Temperterrible cold, then had a fever. She was carried by ance, in its report, '' strongly deplored the prevalence
friends to a church hospital, and Margie was taken out of drunkenness in the country, and hoped that all
of town to an asylum.
She was not an orphan, but would encourage total abstinence. It specially urged
for any help, care, or love her father bestowed upon that treating in all its forms, and the use of intoxicather she might as well have been. A manager of the ing liquors at public dinners, etc., should. be disinstitution arranged for her stay there throughout the couraged." A recommendation which urged that
winter. Margie was obedient and amiable ; but she cougregational total abstinence societies be formed
was a sensitive, peculiar child. "'\Vhen, in after-years, was struck out. The Synod instructed '' its Temshe became a well-known artist, people understood how perance Committee to watch over all attempts to make
passionately she loved colour, grace, and beauty, even such amendments to the Canada Temperance Act as
as a little child. She used to say she felt in the asylum may be calculated to neutralize its efficiency, and hy
like "a pin stuck fast in a long paper full of others just petition, deputation, or otherwise, to use all suitable
like her." Every morning she dressed herself in an means to avert the same." Circulars are to be sent to
ugly cotton dress and a long brown apron, and joined all sessions to fill up and return to the Committee on
seventy or more little ones, not to be told apart except Temperance; a pastoral letter to be issued on the subwith close study of noses or eyes. They had the same ject; the sessions are requested to give all diligence to
tasks, the same dull exercises meant for play, but no promote temperance, especially among the young.
books or toys of their own. How terribly homesick Attention wa drawn to the recommendation of last
Margie was, crying herself to sleep every night for year, "that ministers and church courts should urge
,veeks ! Her work was not meant to be hard--it was upon their people the practice of total abstinence as a
to dust the wood-work daily down three pairs of stairs. matter of Christian expediency under the circumstances
But the halls were dark and cold ; it took her a long under which we are placed, and that every effort
time, and she always reached the bottom with a should be mane to bring about, as soon as possible, the
streaked little face, for she had wiped away tears on entire prohibition of the liquor traffic." Principal
her dusting-cloth. She imagined her mother w0uld die Grant said be had never read the cott Act- he had
and she herself live to he an old woman, perhaps ninety more important things to read ; but the ynocl was not
years old, hut spenuing all her life in the drab dress, to be deterred from endorsing it even by this fact.G. H. HALE.
dusting these same dark stairs. Nothing pleasant yours truly,
happened for months ; to be sure the lady ,vho brought
her there told her one day that her father had taken a
PROl!'E SOR RA.i\1SAY'S EXPLANATION.
"pledge." She reflected that her father was always
taking something, and it was probably some unusually
( To the Ed'ito1· of the '' Social Reformer.")
bad sort of a drink.
he was only eight years old and
Messina, May 22.
not very wi1,1e about wordi:1.
'rn,-1 have just seen your issue for May. I am very
But better clays were coming for Margie. One sunny
morning in early spring she was called down-stairs by sorry that an imperfect report of some off-hand resomebody who knew her from the other "pins in the marks which I made at the opening of the Alyth
paper," and dressed in a bright new suit of clothes. Coffee House should have led you to suppose that I
f,he was told her mother was well, she was going home, meant to make an attack on the temperance movement
and sl1e had a "new father." She was put on the cars in any form, or on the " I vanhoc." For the purpose
in charge of the conductor and safely delivered to her in han<l, I drew a distinction between temperance and
father. He did indeed seem to have been made over. total abstinence ; a.nd, purely aa a joke, illustrated a
His coat was whole and clean, his face pale and paradoxical view of the distinction by reference to au
pleasant. He kissed her over and over, and took her, absurd story about the "I Yanhoe, " too extravagant to
daneing along the pavement, to :i. better house in a bet- be ta.ken seriously by any of those present. But
ter street than that she rememhere<l.
he feared every nothing was further from my intention than to make
moment to rub her eyes and wake up to see eighty an attack on temperance reformers. "'\Ve aim at the
small beds with a croppecl.-haired little girl in each, or same ends, though we may differ as to the best means
something almost as tiresome. No, it was her own to attain them. I have very great sympathy with the
mother looking so happy, a flower-pot in the window, aims of the promoters of the '' Ivanhoe, " and I cordially
and a table all ready for the dinner which smelt so wish her success in her battle with intemperance on
excessively good the moment they opened the door. the Clyde.-! am, yours obediently,
G. G. R.AMSA Y.
, 'uch a dinner for a mush-eating little asylum childsoft new rolls, chicken, and the very pudding Margie
liked better than ice-cream! After dinner out came a
PUBLIC PRESS.
doll, big, red-cheeked, and with it a dress made to
come on and off.
:row, best of all, the nice home, the
"new' father, the plentiful good food, we1·e not for
THE 1I SI~G SAw-MILL.- A few days ago T. G.
one bright day only but for all the days that followed . met an old friend, who was formerly a prosperous
Her mother could rest now if she was tired or ill again; ' young lumberman up north, but whose bad habits of
her father's wages were excellent. He stayed with drinking resulted as they often do, though he has since
them now on eve'nin¥s. He took them to the seashore reformed and is tr1ing to do better. '' How are you ~ '
BY AN.

11IE SOOIAt REFOR:M::mll.

PERTH. "--Uatherine Glover (the fair mai<l), speaking to
Henry Gow, her valentine, says :-" Fling from thee
the accursed weapons, to the fatal and murderous use
of which thou art so easily t empted." " You speak to
me in vain, Catherine," returned the armourer. " I
may indeed turn monk and retire from the . world, but
while I live in it I must practise my trade ; and while
I form armour and weapons for others, I cannot withstand the temptation of using them. Yon would not
reproach me as you do if you knew how inseparably
the means by which I gain my bread are connected
with that war-like spirit which you impute to me as a
fault, though it is the consequence of inevitable necessity. \ hile I strengthen the shield or corslet to withstand wounds, must I not have constantly in remembrance t _he manner and strength with which they may
be dealt? and when I forge the sword and temper it
for war, is it practicable for me to forget the recollection of its use ? " "Then throw from you, my dear
Henry," said the enthusiastic girl, '' cast from you, I
say, the art which is a suare to you. Abjure the
fabrication of weapons which can only be useful to
abridge human life, already too short for repentance ;
or to encourage with a feeling of sa.fety those whom
fear might otherwise prevent from risking themselves
in peril. The art of forming arms, whether offensive
or defensive, is alike sinful in one to whose violent and
ever vehement disposition the very working upon them
proves a sin and a snare. Resign utterly the manufacture of weapons of every description, and fleserve the
forgiveness of Heaven by renouncing all that can lead
to the sin which does so easily beset you." '' And
what," murmured the armourer, "am I to do for my
livelihood when I have given over the art of forging
arms, for which Henry of Perth is known from the Tay
to the Thames ? " "Your art itself," said Catherine,
'' has innocent and laudable resources. If you renounce the forging of swords and bucklers, thP-re
remains to you the task of forging the harmless spade
and the honourable as well as useful ploughshare-of
those implements which contribute to the suppo.:t of
life or its comfort. Thou canst frame locks and bars
to defend th e property of the weak against the stout•
rief and oppression of the strong. Men will still
resort to thee, and repay thy honest industry." Her
argument, however, interfered with her fathers views,
when he heard her enlarge upon the n cessity of his
designed son-in-law resigning a trade that brought in
more ready income than any at that time practised in
Scotland, and more profit to Henry of Perth-good
Hal of the '\Vynd-in particular than to auy armourer
in the nation. So he ordered het· to hold her peace and
to go out of his sight.

said T. G. "Pretty well, thank you; but I've just
been to a doctor to have him look at my throat."
'' '\Vh at's the matter? " '' '\Vell, the doctor couldn't
give me any encouragement. At least he couldn't find
what I wanted him to find." "What did you expect
him to find?" "I asked him to look down my throat
for the saw-mill and farm that ha.cl gone clown there."
"And did he see anything of it?"
"No; but he
advised me if I ever got another mill, to run it by
water."
THE CHURCH 0}' ENGLAND TEllIPERAKCE SOCIETY.This organization base their bill on the following princi plcs :-(et) The liquor traffic cannot properly be prohibited ; (b) It is the duty of the State to regulate and
control it; (c) The license to sell-being a monopolyshould be disposed of for its fair value ; (d) The sale,
being for the accommodation of the people, the people
themselves should have a potential voice in defining
the limits of the traffic. The ociety differs very
decidedly from the United Kingdom Alliance. That
organization, wl1ose labours cannot be too highly estimated, has as its object the total and immediate legislative suppression of the traffic in all intoxicating
liquors, because it believes that it is neither right nor
politic for the tate to afford legal protection and
sanction to any traffic or system that tends to increase crime, to waste the national r esou rces, to corrupt
the social habits, and to destroy the health and lives
of the people. '\Vith an equal hatretl of intemperance,
the object of the Church of England Temperance
Society is restriction rather than prohibition.-Explauation of the proposed Licensing Boards Bill of the
C.E. T.S., by the Rev. J. Robert 0. West:
STORNOWAY R1PE l'0R Lo '.\L O.PTIO~. - The visitor
to Stornoway is not merely impressed with the stir and
excitement consequent on the herring fishing, but he
sees much to gratify his taste and to please his fancy.
'ome of the modern shops would compare favourably
with 111.1.ny elegant sLop& of the sa111e description in 11ot
a few of our provincial towns. The streets are well
laid out, and most of the houses are two storeys.
There are two Free Churches, a United Presbyterian
()hurch, a Pc rish Church, and an Episcopalian Chapel.
Stornoway is a town of merchants. It is the chief
centre of supply for the whole isln.ml, and the thousalllls who frequent it during the herring fishing leave
behind them a portion of the wealth acquired. Stornoway Ca tle is an object of imposing grand eur. It is
situated at the head of the bay, a short distance from
the town. 'l'he trees fLre not high by which it is sur10unded, but at this sea on they are beautifully green,
and impart to one side of the bay a picturesq ne appearance. Perhaps I might be allowed to say a word
which would interest your temperance readers, of
whom there is no mean contingent in Cla.ckmamianshire. 1::r early all the merchants in Stornoway are
abstainers, and those who are not are in close sympathy
with the temperance movement. The Good Templars
are numerically strong and socially powerful. Some
think that they can speak nothing but Gaelic. This is
a mi take. They are good English speakers, and are
equally at ,home in the Gaelic language.
They are
great admirers of, 'ir '\Vilfrid Lawson, and one of them
has recently called his house "Brayton House, " after
Brayton Hall, in Cumberland, the seat of the hon.
member for Carlisle. There is al o a strong religious
feeling in the town. The intoxicating interest is not
influential, so that the so ·ial and moral reformers feel
that by a popular vote like that which Six '\Vilfrid
Lawson proposes to give to the people, they could
easily make the whole traffic ju drink go down like
rotten trees before a hurricane. Two steamers ply
regularly every week between ~lasgow and Stornoway.
A mail steamer crosses the :Minch daily (Tuesdays and
Sundays excepted) to bring the mails from Ullapool,
from which place they are also despatched to the south.
"o one can visit the capital of the Long Island without
coming away with favourable impressions both of the
people and of the place. - '\Y1LL1AM BLACKWOOD in
.Alloct Advertiser.
Ax ILLr:-;TRATION FRo:.-.1 "THr; FAIR l\lArn o.F
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ALCOHOL
LPITABETICALLY UoxsIDERED.-Alcohol
Allures from the path of duty ; Banishes domestic
happiness ; Creates unnatural thirst ; Deranges the
intellect; I<'ills premature grayes ; Generates malevolent pa sion ; .Hinders the go pel; Iutlarnes vicious
desires; Kindles family strife; Laughs at sin ; Maddens the brain ; erves the murderer's arm ; Oppresses
the poor and needy ; Poisons the soul ; Quenches the
Holy ·pirit ; Racks the mind with romorse ; . ·coffs at
piety; Torments before the time; Urges to lust aud
crime; Vi_tiates the blood;orks mischief everywhere ; )' 1elds the most debasmg results ; Zealous is
for the ruin of drinkers.

,y

1

A FAIR A "SWER TO .\. FAIR QuE::lTIO~. -SeYeral
years ago there lived in a parish not 100 miles from the
capital of 'trathspey a horse-dealer named '\V. S. , who
was considered not to be too scrupulous in his assertions when selling his animals. An unsophisticated
small Highland farmer, who had reason to feel this to
his cost, was one clay at a diet of catechising held in
the parish alluded to, but to all the questions asked by
the catechist, the answers, if any, were far from satisfactory. At last he was asked what kind of man
AJam was, when he at once replied, with a characteristic grin, "'\Veel, so far as I ken, he was na uulike
our ain horse-jockey; very few gained by him, but
mony a ane lost by him."
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THE PUNDS.

SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.

* * Members, friend.~, aml Societies subscribing to
* the Funds of the Scottish Permissive Bill and

The twenty-third annual meetings of this Assotion-business, social and ·public-will be held (D. r.)
on Tuesday, 27th September, 1881.
The Executive trust that the friends of the movement throughout the country will arrange to be
present, as business of great importance to the
movement will be submitted to them on that day.
Particulars will be given in future issues of this
magazine.
R. MACKAY, Secy.

'l'ernperance Association are respectfully informed tltat Subscriptions to tlte Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
r,ladl!! received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. Tlte demands itpon
the Association are increasing, and it woi1lcl
materially assist the Executive in prornptly meetinJ these, were subscriptions paid in the former
rather than the latter 71art of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1881.

pocIAL

'R. EfORMER

GLASGOW, JULY, 1881.
THE SCOTTISH PEUMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION AND THE
DEBATE AND DIVISION ON THE LIQUOR
TRAFFIC RESOLUTION, JUNE 14, 1881.
THE followiug resolutions have been unanimously
adopted by the Executive of the Association, June
21st, 1881 :I. The Executive desire to record their intense
satisfaction at(1) The adoption, on the 14th June, cnrt., of Sir
Wilfrid Lawson's Local Option Resolution by the
Honse of Commons, for the second time in the present Parliament, by the encouraging majority of 42
(the vote being 196 to 154), the majority last session
being 26.
(2) The maintenance of the truly splendid Scotch
vote-it being the same as that of ln.st year, namely,
votes and pairs for 43 against 5.
(:3) The cordial and energetic co-operation of the
Scottish Temperance League and other organizatio!1s ; the effective exertions of the Scotch depu tat ion to L,n Ion; and the hearty and general response
of frienJs throughout the country to the appeal
made to communicate with their Parliamentary
represeu tati v.es.

II. The Executive confidently anticipate that, as
the result of this re-affirmation by the House of
Commons of the principle of local option, the
Government will recognise it to be their duty, at the
earliest possible moment, to give practical effect to
this decision by introducing a bill embodying this
principle.
III. The Executive, in view of the probable
action of the Government on this mn.tter in. the next
session of Parliament., would very earnestly call
upon all friends of temperance and social reform
throughout the country to embrace every opportunity
of furthering the movement at this important
juncturf'.! by public meetings and otherwise, and of
keeping the Prime Minister and the Government, as
well as their Parliamentary representatives, fully
and constnntly informed regarding every expression
of public opinion awl the progress of the agitation
generally.

I

We confess we cannot quite understand the conduct of the Home-Rulers in Parliament. They profess to be the saviours of their, we will say, bleediug
country, and the destroying angels of the landlords.
But there are landlords and landlords in Ireland.
Towards the lords of broad acres their rancorous
hostility is evident, but to the lords of the publichouse they seem to be rather on friendly terms.
Yet the Laud Question, about which we are so
solicitous, involves only £11,000,000 sterling, while
the drink bill of Ireland is about £13,000,000 sterling yearly. . With these facts before them these
patriots assisted the enemies of early closing of the
public-houses in Ireland to defeat Mr. Meldou's
attempt on behalf of that measure of reform ; for
we are told that the rejection of his resolution was
received with Home-Rule cheers! Little more than
three weeks from that time the same party voted on
Sir Wilfrid Lawson's resolution, which would give
the people of Ireland the power to abolish pnblichouse laudlordism-to every sensible man's thinking
Ireland's worst foe- but again these self-styled
friends of Ireland, by a majority, declared their
hostility to Sir Wilfri<l's resolution. What can we
think 1 Are we not entitled to believe that those
that so act believe that with a sober people outrnge
in Ireland wonld be impossible 1

That indefatigable Clerkenwell chaplain, Mr.
Horsley, has thrown a ghastly light on intemperance
iu relation to suicide. From 300 cases of suicide be
I draws some inferences that should startle society.
He says that the women are the crrea.test sinners
there being 183 of them to 117 men; ~hat self-mur<le;
I oftenest happens at twenty-two; 182 were attributI able to tlrink; 145 to simple drunkenness; 27 due
to combination with a quarrel or other disturbing
cause; but it is never dreamed that every drinker
I is a suicide; the man who takes poison under medica1 order may be acting in good faith with himself,
the drng may be necessary to counteract some morbid condition of his body; but the man who, for the
pleasure it is supposed to give, daily uses alcohol is
I just as surely shortening his life as if say with a
constitution fitted to last him 57 years he died by
I
j his own hand at 50.
And it is curious to think
wlrnt might have been the nature of his lot during
I these years of which Le may have deprived himself.
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On the worldly side a. blameless reputation, a life of
business ease, of acLive goodness, of suitable preparatiot1 for that solemn change which is the inevitable
lot of man ; the seeing around him his children
growing daily wise and worthy, his children's cbildren following hard on wisdom's heels. Contrast
this with a life of fitful effort, of failure marred by
the harvest of vice, of profligacy, of dying under the
consciousness that one might have been better, more
honoured, more regretted. Surely, here must be
the very bitterness of death.
-----The fortieth report of the United Kingdom Temper:mce and General Providential Institution is
before us, and exhibits trnly wonderful success.
'!'he Directors completecl 2198 policies, assuring the
sum of £587,061 sterling. The present cnpital of
the institution is £2,838,081, 5s. 10d. The portion
of the report of most interest to our readers is in the
comparison of the general section, composed of extremely temperate lives, with the temperate sedion
composed of abstaining lives. There were in the
general section 1485 expected claims involving a sum
of £311,326 ; but the actual claims were 1480, iuvolving £322,64-! sterlfng, leaving a very small
margin, indeed, between the expectn.tion and reality
as regards numbers, there being only a difference of
5 in the cln.ims, while the sum paid exceeded ex1 ecttation by £21,318. Iu the temperauce section the
claims expeded were in number 933, iu amount
£193,748; the n.ctna.l eh im J numbered 651, the
amount reached £126,122, showing a Yery great
diffe_ren~e i~ favour of the temyerauce supporter• of
the rnslltut1011 , the nuru ber berng 2 2 less tl1an the
actual claims, the amount £67,606 less than expectation. Nothing could, in our opinion, • how more
clearly the value of a total c~bstinence life than the
yearly reports of this institutiou. When we forther
inform our readers that the reversionary bonus in
the temperance section ra,nges from 41 to 135 per
cent., while on the general section it ranges from 26
to 83 per cent., we think we have said enough to
induce them to do two things- stand fast by n.bstinence; and insure in this admirable institution.
- ----It is curious to consider the appropriation of
names as " Trade Aark: " signboards by publicans.
'!'hey have desecmted the name of almost every man
of eminence, whether warrior, statesman, poet, or
other. It seems as if Ma.cbet.h ha.d them in view
when he said, "onr monuments are the maws of
kites." Sometimes there is a manifest incongruity
between some of these appropriatious, as, for instance, when the" Angel," or the "Good Intent," the
"Home of Friendship,'' or the "Jolly Boys," and so
on, is used, because the ideas which these set forth a.re
never found in the parlour of "mine host." Men
who have been the benefactors of their race, statesmen who have raised their country to a high pitch
of civilization : Earl Grey, Wilberforce; warriors
who have defended her: Wellington, Nelson, Rod-
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ney; poets who in immortal strains sang of national
worth and duty: Robert Burns, Walter Scott,
Shakespeare, rare Ben Jonson, h:we all been glaringly conspicuous over portals that lead to vice and
profligacy. Sometimes, however, there is a consistency shown in this respect., that, were the people
wise, would be a lesson to them for ever. Some
houses are called "the Dive," "the Gridiron," "the
Vaults," and" the Shades." What so truly suggestive of plunging into a sea of profligacy, of being
inflamed by public honse liquors, and pnblic house
hangers-on, of having all virtues buried up, and at
last of being doomed to dwell in the dread domain
of an accusing conscience where hope never comes
that comes to all. The ancients that have so
exhaustively fathomed the here and hereafter of our
lives, depict the abode of the departecl-na.med by
them the Shades-in colours that impress themselves
upon the mind iu all the characters of ceaseless despair.
Happy, ten thousand times happy, are they that see
behind all names in currency by publicans that the
way through the public house is the way to the
abodes of eternal despair; that leave its unl:5lest
pleasures for ever behind them ; that dash its vessels with their baneful contents to the thirsty en.rtb;
and that labour on, fervently hoping that the day is
dawning whose snn will shine upon our land for
ever freed from public houses that now tempt and
taint humanity.
-----I On the Hth ult. Scotland, in the I ·ouse of Commons, maintained the splendid vote given by her
I parliamentary repre·entatives on the 18th June on
u chalf of the Local Option resolutiou; but she might
lmve done more. Had the honouraUe memhers who
rnted favomably la t year been able to return from
I their Whitsuntide holidays in time to support ir
Wilfrid, he woul<l have had three-fourths of the
cotlish parliamentary repre entation voting in
I favour of that re olutiou. The vote stands to-clay
almost the same as last year, namely, forty-three
votes and pairs in favour, and only five votes against.
The difference, we believe, is that there is oue vote
le s and one pair more iu favour of the resolution
Thi is truly remarkal,le. Last year that number
supported Sir "\Vilfrid ou the principle that the
ratepayers should have a direct veto on the liquor
traffic, this year they have, by an equally large vote,
declared that it was expedient that that principle
should ue em bodied in Government legislatiou. On
principle and expediency the vote was almost identical. Ent had it been posNible to have got four
hon. members to pair against the resolution, the
number for Scotland would have been 47 for, and
only 5 against. \, e wish to know how much nearer
unanimity cotland requires to be before the Govemment of the dn.y will feel itself justified in
; grautiug her ratepayers and householders a direct
, veto on the issue or continnance of licenses for
trafficking iu alcoholic liquors. This we can say,
that on no other SeoUish question can anything like
I
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such a decided expression of opinion be shown ; and
no other part of the United Kingdom offers an area
better fitted for a trial of the Permissive Prohibitory
legislation we so ardently desire. v\Te rejoice to
think that the present vote of Scottish parliamentary
representatives is arresting the a.ttention of Scotch
members, and leading them to feel that it is not in
the interests of Scotland that a question which
receives such parliamentary support should continue
to be overshadowed by the other parts of the kingdom, far behind it in the maturity of their convictions
on the suppression of the traffic. Our friends have
only to maintain and increase their efforts to deepen
this feeling, growing in the minds of their representative?, and they may speedily expect to find tbemselves in the proud position of having constrained
the Government into granting them the power of
expelling the liquor traffic altogether from Scotland.

It is with sorrow we observe that, founding on
the passage of the Local Option resolution in 1880,
r1.nd on its re-affirmation in 1881, Mr. Caine, M.P.,
proposes a resolution asking the House of Commons
to entrust the administration of t he licensing laws
"to Boards specially elected by the ratepay ers."
No doubt, like all Englishman, Mr. Caine is diseatisfied with the present administration of these
laws by irresponsible Jnstices of the Peace, n.ud has
a laudable anxiety to change the system which at
present prevails in Engla.ud. He bas no doubt
evidence to show that English Justices have, neither
with dignity nor credit to themselves nor advautage
to those within their jurisdiction, administered these
laws. But can any bo<ly of men properly regulate
the liquor traffic? We say most distinctly no. For
the most part of a century now Scotland has had a
striugeot licensiug system, for the most part under
t.he control of magistrates elected by the ratepayers,
and we affirm, without fear of successfnl contradiction, that their administration bas increase<l rather
than ar peased the wi<lespread dissatisfaction with
the licensing system of Scotland. Many of these
licensing nrngistrates were returned to Town Councils expressly to maintain a most stringent control
ove1' the liquor tn\fnc. Many of them were abstainers. And yet it cannot be denied that they
l1a ve failed to "regulate " the licensing system. vVe
believe that no body of men are to be found capable,
while maintaining the licensing system, of so regulating it as to render it tolerable. To-day, because
of it., thousands are living in a conclition worse than
savagery; thousands are dying slowly but surely
beran se of its operation; thousands are, in consequence of it, oscillating between the street, the
prison, or the poor-house, and 120,000 miserable
beiu gs drop year by year into untimely graves. '\Ve
cannot, in the face of these painful facts, look to
licensing by men elected specially by the mtepayers
with any more hopeful anticipations. The liquor
tmffic cannot he controlled. No Lody of men
n.mongst us can be fonncl to regulate the action of

the liquor itself, they cannot prevent the drinker
from getting liquor to au odious excess, and they
cannot hinder the seller of it from selling as much
as he can within legal limits, nor from supplying
midnight traders with the vilest kinds of alcoholic
liquors. Mr. Caine's motion is another of the many
schemes brought forward to simply change tLe
licensing authority-but he has evidently no intention of snperseding it. Iu LiYerpool he found the
present system so unsatisfactory that he may well
believe that a board such as he aims at may improve
the drink traffic. We need not say that we agree
with him, but so regulated iL will still have baneful
and widespread results. He may seek to prevent
men having a large number of public-houses;
he may make every publican directly responsible for
the conduct of his premises; he may punish for
selling to intoxicated persons, and frame other provisions for the regulation of " the trade." His aim
is "to clearly define the principles and conditions
that are to regulate the trade," and to leave to the
ordinary tribunals of justice, as at present, the infliction of penalties incurred by the breaches of the
law. We have been careful to look narrowly into
all the licensing schemes laiJ before the country,
e pecially Licensing Board proposals, and suppression never is contemplated by any oue of themthey are all purely licensing schemes and utterly
alien to the objects of the Scottish prohibitory agitation-the Suppression of the Liquor Trnffic by the
Votes of the Ratepayers. Genuine Prohibitionists
do not want powers of administration, they want the
power of suppression, and they want that power
invested in the ratepayers or householders of the
country. They want to have nothing to do with
boards, nothing to do with regulation, nothing to do
with penalties for selling ; they seek the unconditional surrender and destruction of the drink traffic,
aud doing so and labouring for this <lesirable consummation they ean neither give cordial sympathy
nor wish God-speed to the resolution of Mr. Caine.
On the 14th ul t. the prohibitionists maue another
substantial advance in the House of Commons. Sir
Wilfrid Lawson brought forward his resolution
affirming the desirability of giving effect to the local
option resolution adopted Ly the House a year ago.
While Sir Wilfrid's speech was a most ,·aluable contribution to the discussion, there was an evident
disinclination to hear ruuch on the subject, either as
regards the evil or the remedy. Hon. mern hers
felt that all that was needful had been already said
ou the suLject, and that actio11, and not discussiou,
was now required. Considerable anxiety was manifest to hear wha.t the Government had to say, ~-nc.l
whom they would put up to say it. Many members
were out of sympathy with Sir Wilfrid Lawson for
bringing forward his motion, the discussion of which
at the present time would at least, they thought,
embarrass the Government. Others, again, awe<l
by the magnitude of the Land Bill, were of opinion
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that many wonld abstain from voting owing to
their utter disbelief in the introduction of any
Government measure this ses ion. But when the
division bell rang, and members flocked iuto the
respective lobbies, it was seen that 354 divided on
the resolution, 198 voters and tellers voting aye, and
only 154: voters and tellers voting no-giving a
majority of 42 votes for the hon. baronet's resolutiou. This is 16 more of a majority than last year,
and yet 82 fewer members voted. Nothing could be
more significant of the growth of the question in the
constitueucies than this increase in the face of the
perplexities in which both the Government and the
House are involved. It certainly augnrs a not distant settlemeut of the question. But it is sn.ddening
to find Mr. Gladstone in the opposition again. Last
year he had an ample excuse for his adverse vote ;
this year we have endeavoured in vain to find an
excuse for him. He may have acted quite conscientiously in giving his vote against the resolution, lJut
he cannot justify it. He is the only Liberal in
Scotla,nd voting against the measure, and, in his opposition he is deserted by the majority of the House,
the majority of the members of his Government, and
in his own Cabinet finds himself in a minority of
one ! We hope that he will be led by his position
on this question, one hal'dly creditable to him,
to give serious consideration to the question and
show himself, by the measure he devises for the
relief of hie country from the evils of the liquor
traffic, as worthy of sin ila~· admiration to that ;vhich
he has evoked for great services done to his country.
It is not an honourable po. ition in which he stands
at present-far from it. Little men and interested
members of the trade may find some excuse for
arraying themselves in opposition to the movement
for the overt.brow of the liquor traffic, but for the
Hon. W. E. Gladstone, the friend of Italian a.nd
Bulgarian freedom , the friend of Ireland, to befriend the traffic in alcoholic liquor is to stain a
bright fame and cloud a transcendent reputation.
To have his name hailed in pot houses hy noisy
revellers with three times three because he voted for
the pnblica.us iti enough to make angels weep and to
plunge all true lovers of their country into sorrow
and shame. The speech of Mr. Bright was one of
the saddest ever delivered on this question ou the
floor of the House of Commons. Personally, it was
iu such painful contrast to the speeches of the hon.
gentlernau before he assumed the responsibilities of
office. We did not al ways see our way to approve
of all that Mr. Bright said or did, but we often admired hi8 blunt outspokenness, his courage, and his
eloquence. Hi8 speech on this occasion Lrought
vividly, by painfnl contrast, to tho e who heard
him, these eloquent efforts of his eal'ly years, when
he was, like Sir Wilfrid, rousing his fellow countrymen to den.l with n."grea.t wrong. No one could see
in the abject apologist for a timid Government, the
fearless agitator of other times. In his speech he
condemned the Permissive Bill as pernicious, and

was at no pa.ins to hide the pleasure he felt at
getting t ir Wilfrid to substitute his resolution
for the Permissive Prohibitory Liquor Bill ; repudiated any moral obligation as resting on the
Government to embo<ly, in the immediate future,
the resolution of last year in a comprehensive
licensing measure ; afforded no hope of the present
Government dealing effectively with the liqllor
traffic, and relegate<l the duty of <lealing with that
traffic to some future administration. What a spectacle it must ha.ve been to his friends to have seen.
him balancing f€>ur measures to see which of them
was of most importance to the interests of his country. Comparing the liquor traffic with the assimilation of the burgh and county franchise, with the
land ln.ws (of the United Kingdom), with the redistribution of Parlin.mentary seats, and with the
municipal misgovernment of London ! Such a
speech is deplorable, and makes it only too manifest
that the Government will require to be educated
to clearer views on the drink traffic, and pressed
into more vigorous and speedy act.ion on this signally urgent question. In our observations 011
the vote of last year we earnestly warned onr
readers against reposing too great confidence
in the Government, and against leaving, with
easy credulity, the settlement of our question
in tlrnir hands. Events have since then given point
and force to that warning, and greatly diminished
the confidt:nce of the Prohiuitol'J party in the sincerity of the intEmtions of the Govtrnment c,f tbe
day to grapple effectually with the evils of the licensing system. The Government is the creature of
the people, and can ouly enjoy public confidence so
long as it is deserved. The duty of all interested in
this question is to constrain that Government to
grant power to the ratepayers aud householders to
protect themselves against the operations of the
drink traffic. Already it is virtually disobedient to
the wighes of the House ; the Land Bill will not
occupy its attention longer than the preseut session.
During the recess it bas time to fra,me a measure
calculn.ted to atisfy the reasonable aud just demauds
of Sir Wilfrid Lawson aud his followers. If it is
sincere we shall soon see the introduction of a wise
and statesmanlike scheme which all staunch Prohibitionists can approve ; if insincere, the best efforts
of its friends will be ineffectual for shielding it from
the ju Uy-incurred di npprobation of al earnest
Temperance Reformers.
LICE . SR AT THE BAR 01· Go D. - ''Yes," said the
Rev. John Pierrepont, "you have a license, and that
is your plea; I adjure you to keep it. Lock it up
among your choicest jewels-guard it as the apple of
your eye-and when you die and are In.id out in your
coffin be sure that the precious document is placed between your cold and clammy fingers, so that when you
are called upon to confront your victims before God
you may be ready to show your plea of justification,
and to boldly lay down your license at the bar of your
Judge. Yes, my friend, keep it; you will want your
license signed by the proper parties against that dread
day."
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INTELLIGENCE.
P ARLIAi\IENTARY SES ION.-\ I.
DR. CAMERON' FREE EDUCATION-Po "l' OFFICE SA VINGS BANK-MALT DRAWBACK-EARLY CLOSING OF
LIQUOR HOPS 1x IRELAND-FOREIGN BEER DaTY· DUTY OF THE POLICE AT PUBLIC 1·1EETINGS-LICE ,_
SI:NG OF RAILWAY CARRIAGE, '-POWERS OF IRISH
MAGISTRATES-LOCAL OPTION DEBATE AND DIVISION
-ANALYSIS OF THE VOTIJS"G-VVELSH SUNDAY CLOSING BILL.
May 18.-Dr. Cameron moved the second reading of
the Free Education (Scotland) Bill, which, he said, was
approved with practical unanimity in Scotland. Its
object was to enable parents who could not afford to
pay school fees to apply to School Boards, instead (If
the Parochial Boards, to pay the fee!:! on their behalf,
thus removing what the Lord-Advocate termed a blot
on the Scotch Erlucation Bill. After a lengthy discussion, Mr. Mundella counselled the withdrawal of the
bill, as the Government hoped to ·be able to carry
through their Educational Endowment Bill this session,
and the bill would in that case prove a serious obstruction to the progress of education iu Scotland. The
motion was therefore negatived without a division.
May 19.-Mr. Fawcett, replying to Mr. Buxton,
said the Government stocks Savings Bank scheme
came into operation on 22nd November, and on 14th
May, less than six months, the amount invested
through the Trustee Savings Bank was £68,400, and
through the Post Office Savings Bank £455,800.
£177,500 was transferred from the Depositor's Account, and £278,300 was specially deposited for investment. Notwithstanding the withdrawal, the amount
of savings had increased by £1,010,360, and the number of depositors by 331,795.
.-Mr. Gladstone, in answer to Col. Barne,
said that it was not the case that the malt drawback
was allowed to some London brewers on the quantity
as shown by their books, and not as gauged by the
revenue officers.
May 20. - )fr. Meldon moved that, in view of the
many and serious evils arising from drunkenness on
Saturday nights in Ireland, and having regard to the
evidence given before the , elect Committees of 1868
and 1877, and the recommendation of the Lords' Report
on Intemperance of 1878, this House is of opinion that
the hours during which intoxicating liquors may be
sold on aturdays in the large cities and towns ha,-ing
a popnlatiou exceeding 10,000, should be materi2-lly
and immediately shortened. Mr. Forster, )fr. Daly,
and Mr. iYI. Brooks opposed and )lr. A. l\L , 'ullin.n
and Mr. Ewart supported the resolution. The House
clivide1l, when there voted for the resolution 3:3 ;
against, 49 ; majority against, 16. The result was received with Home Rule cheers,
May 23. - On the House going into committee on the
Customs and Inland Revenue Bill, i\fr. Hicks moved,
on clause 3, that the duty on foreign beer should
remain at 8s. for the 3G gallons, instead of being
lowered to 6s. Gd. Mr. Gladstone pointed out that the
hon. gentleman's motion really involved an increase of
duty, and could not be entertained. Captain Aylmer
objected to the option given to test the quantity of
alcohol in spirits by means of Sykes' hydrometer, by
distillation, ot· otherwise, and mo,red the omission of
the words " or otherwise." Mr. Gladstone explained
that as the object of having these words was to prevent
the Excise from being precluded from using a better
method should s 1ch be discovered, he hoped that they
would be retained. The motion was withdrawn.
May 26. -Sir William Harcourt, in reply to :Mr.
Labouchere, said that he conceived, in the interests of
free discussion in this country, it was the duty of the
police to see that people calling a public meeting should
be supported in holding that meeting tranquilly(eheers)-and should not be interfered with by those
who might desire to commit disorder. At the meeting
referred to by his hon. friend, the police were ordered
to clear the platform, and, in doing so, used no greater

force than was necessary. They performed a difficult
duty with moderation and good temper.
May 26.-The proposed clauses as to the sale of
intoxicating liquors, &c., in railway carriages were
abandoned.
.
June 13. -The .Attorney-General, replying to Sir
,v. Lawson, said that the Irish magistrates had powers,
as English magistrates had, to order the closing of p_ub·
lie-houses when they had reason to apprehend a not.
These powers the Irish magistrates commonly used
when necessity called for their exercise.
LOCAL OPTIO.X RESOLUTIO.X.
June 14.-The House resumed at nine o'clock, when
Sir " ' ilfrid Lawson rose to move, "That in the opinion
of this House it is desirable to give legislative effect to
the resolution passed on the 18th day of June, 1880,
which affirms the justice of local communities being
intrusted with the power to protect themselves from
the operation of the liquor traffic." The hou. baronet
began by remarking that this was a most unfortunate
session.for anybody to bring forward almost any subject, because for the time the attention of the country
was directed almost exclusively to the important
Government measure relating to the tenure of land in
Ireland. Nevertheless, as the population ot these
islands was about 35,000,000 of people, it would not be
out of place to call attention to a question which interested all of them. He had altered the resolution which
had stood on the paper in his name for a long time.
He gave notice of it at the end of last session, and he
had hoped to deal with it if the Government did not
intend to deal this year with the liquor question; but
circumstances had changed since then, anc.l it , ould
now be folly to call upon the Government to bring in a
great legislative scheme in reference to the liquor
traffic, while they had the heavy Irish Land Bill on their
hands. After taking cotmsel with some friends, he
thought it would he better to move a resolution simply
stating that this matter ought to be dealt with at the
earliest possible opportunity. His resolution and the
subject which called them there that eveni ng dealt
wit.h a n ry great grievance. The grievance was that
there was a law in this country by ·which irresponsible
authorities were enabled to license places for the sale of
intoxicating drink whenever they pleased to do so, and
that having this power they exercised it to a very large
extent.
o doubt they exercised it with the very best
intentions, but the re ult was not satisfactory. It
would not be denied that the drinking habits of the
people were the main cause of the pauperism which
e ·isted in thil'I WP,althy country. He observed with
delight the efforts of the Postmaster-General to encourage saving habits among the people, but he often
thought that it ·was very hard upon his right hon.
friend that while he was doing all he coul<l to establish
savings-banks, all his attempts should be neutralised by
the State allowing 1.30, 000 men to take the money of
the poor people by selling them drink in their licensed
premises. .Another evil which arose from drinking was
the crime of the country. On this point he need not
quote many authorities, but he should like to show to
the House that this was not a new grievance which he
and his friends had cliscovered, but that it was more
than 200 years old. 'ir l\Iatthew Hale said, in 1670 :
"The places of judicature which I have held in this
kingdom have given me au opportunity to observe the
original cause of most of the enormities that have been
committed for the space of nearly 20 years; and, by
due observation, I have found that if the murders and
manslaughters, the burglaries and robberies, the riots
and tumults, the outrages and other enormities which
have happened in that time ,vere divided into five
parts- four of them have been the issue a.nd product of
excessive drinking, of tavern or ale-house drinking."
And ()bief Baron Kelly, a few years ago, said that
"two-thirds of the crimes that came before the courts
of law of this country are occasioned chiefly by intemperance." He thought he had proved that pauperism
and crime arose from drinking, and he might add that
lunacy was occasioned more by the drinking habits of
the people thau by any other cause. There was another
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evil which he might mention, A bill was now before
the House fo1· dealing with eleetoral corruption, of
whi ch, as everybody knew, there would he very little
if it were not for the drinking shops. (Hear.) The
' ommittee which sat in the years 1853-5-!, and which
was presided over by his right hon. friend the member
for ,volverhampton, said in its report- " Numerous
committees of your honourable House bear unvarying
testimony both to the general intemperance of criminals
ancl the increase and diminution of crime in direct
ratio with the increased and diminished consumption of
intoxicating drinks." Again, his right hon. friend the
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster once said that
the liquor dealers dealt in "articles which produced
crime, disorder, and even madness. " 'l'he right hon.
gentleman s colleague, the President of the .Board of
Trade, said a few years ago that if something were not
done, '' the very stones would cry out." And the
Home Secretary, speaking a few months ago, said :" The character of the evil is of th at sort which
increases rather than diminishes with the prosperity of
the people. . . . The whole industry of the country is
at the mercy of this unhappy vice. . . . He was most
deeply anxious to see if anything could be done to
remedy it. " Moreover, the Prime Minister himself
remarked :-" It has been said that greater calamities
are inflicted on mankind by intemperance than by the
three great historical scourges-war, pestilence, and
famine. That is true for us, and it is the measure of
our discredit and disgrace. " (Hear.) ·when a vice
produced all the accumulated evils of crime, disorder,
and madness, it was almost impossible to exaggerate
its magnitude or mischievousness. Moderate men
spoke on that subject sometimes in language that
astonishecl many people. The hon. member for Berkshire (Mr. "\¥alter), who, the House knew, was not a
fanatic or an enthusiast, once said that alcohol was
"the de,·il in solution." (Laughter.) He would not
cleny that drink was delicious stuff. (Hear.) The
hon, member who cheered agreed at least in that
re ark. (A lat!gh.) Knowiag how largely it was
consumed, and how many poor men gave up their
honour, fame, health , happiness, a.ncl all that ma<le life
worth ha,-ing, for the sake of consuming that drink, it
would be absurd to deny that it was fascinating. The
State knew that it was a very dangerous article, antl
endeavoured to minimise the danger. In a speech
made by the noble lunl, the Secretary of State for
India_ last year, the noble lord said they had given to a
certam body of traders, the licensed Yictuallers, a
monopoly of the sale of intoxicating liquors on the implied condition that the moderate consumption of those
articles should be pern ittecl, and that the immoderate
use of them should be restricted and forbidden ; but he
adued that the existing system was not one which
worked satisfactorily, and tha.t the implied. conditi n
on which that valuable monopoly was granted to them
was not observed by that body of traders. (Hear,
hear.) The tate had considered carefully the how,
the when, and the where that drink was to be sold.
It took the greatest pains to inquire into the character
of those who sold it, and if any one wanted to know
what the many virtues of the licensed victuallers were
he had only to go to one of their dinners, presided
over by the hon. member for Guildford . . (Laughter.)
He agreed with what had once been said by the right
hon. member for Birmingham-namely, that great
harm had been done by running down the character of
the licensed Yictuallers. His own conscience was clear
on that point. He had always sairl they were the
fiuest body of men in the world. (Laughter.) That
was his case. If anybody proved that they were disreputable, the answ er would be easy : Let fresh men
he put into the drinking-houses. But he said they
were good men ; that they h:id done their best, and
that it was not the men but the system which had
broken down. The President of the Board of Trade
knew that, and had said on one occasion that if he
thought that by putting on an apron and going behind
a counter he could carry ou that trade better than was
now clone, he would deem it to be a most religious and
patriotic act.. But the right hon. gentleman had never
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done that- (a laugh)- ancl why? Because the licensed
victuallers were as good men as he. The State took
great trouble as to the days and the hours at which
the drinking-houses should be opened and shut ; it
also carefully arranged what sort of places they should
be, and the magistrates were expected to look into the
requirements of the district. But with all those minute precautions as to how the trade was to ce carried
on, the whole thing, as the noble marquis said, had
been nothing more than a ghastly failure. (Hear,
hear.) The working men of this country said that the
licensing system did them a great deal of harm; and
on tbe other hand, they found that there were many
places where there were no drink-shops, and that they
derived great benefit from their absence. He would
take the case of Liverpool, which might be called the
head-quarters of alcohol. There, however, the working
men saw that there were large districts-one 0f which,
he believed, belonged to Lord Sefton-where the landlord prohibited the opening of any drink-shop. Those
districts might be called oases in the desert of drink in
Liverpool ; and the working men took houses in them
in order to be away from contamination. Again, in
London, there was the Shaftesbury-park estate, carried
on by a company, one of the cardinal rules of which
was that drink-shops should not be set up there.
There were also many parishes where the landlords
had prohibited drink-shops, and the result was that the
people there were happy and comfortable, and thanked
the beneficent landlords who had kept a great nuisance
out of the place. Mr. T. Hughes, formerly a member
of that House, had established a model colony in
America, formed of the best-educated persons he could
find. In his programme l\Jr. Hughes said that was a
free country, where everybody did as he liked, but nobody was to sell any drink. (Laughter.) Our magistrates took care not to allow any drinking-shops to be
opened next door to their own houses. "\Vhen an application was about to be made for a license next door
to him, the magistrate immediately wrote to his friends
1
on the bench, -:.uging them t o be in their places tc he;ir
the application; there ,vas a "whip" up, an l the
license was of couri;e refused. Why was the poor man
not to have the same means 0£ protecting himself as
the rich man enjoyed? He did not know whether the
Government had faith in the whole people of the country availing themselves of this privilege which he
sought to obtain for them ; but of this he ·was certain
- that a vast majority of the working people would
arnil themseh-es of it, and, as Dr. Guthrie had said,
would sweep away the drinking-shops from among
them. (Hear, hear.) He had more than once explained to the House of Commons the policy on this
question which he wi hed them to adopt, and more than
once had he been defeated ; but a change had since his
last defeat been effected in their views. The election
of 1880 was a remarkable one--he meant a remarkablv
good one. (A laugh.) ,vhen he looked at its result, h~e
sawthatthegt·eatpublicanbubblehad been burst. (Hear,
and a laugh.) The election decided that war should be
made against the spirit tra.ffic at home. (Hear, hear.)
He moved his present resolution with all the more con.
tidence that last year his resolution in favour of an
efficient local option was adopted. It meant that no
it-responsible body should be empowered to authorise
the opening of drink-shops in neighbourhoods unwilling
to have them, and that motion was founded on a re olution arrived at by Convocation itself. (Hear, hear.)
If hon. members analyzed the vote of the House, they
would see that while Ireland gaye him a very considerable majority- nearly two to one-Scotland gave him a
majority of eight to one in favour of local option, and
Wales gave him a majority of twelve. No fewer than
four members of Her Majesty's Government voted
with him- he would not say how many members of
the Government voted against him. (Laughter.) He
was bound in honesty to say that the Prime Minister
had voted against him, but the vote of the right hon.
gentleman was counterbalanced by his speech, in
which he said that he earnestly hoped the day was not
far distant when the licensing laws would be dealt
with "on the just pri11ciple to which his hon. friend
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had pointed ; " and that he regarded as worth twenty The hon. baronet spoke of the magistrates as an irresvotes in favour of his resolution. (Hear, hear.) "\Vell, ponsible body which had the power of forcing drinktwelve months had gone by, and the grievance had still shops on localities, but that was a wild flight of the
remained unredressed. And what had the country imagination considering the points on which magistrates
suffered in consequence? \Yhy, the newspapers had were bound to be satisfied, and the power of objecting
been filled with accounts of crimes and outrages corn- , inhabitants to appear before them. The existence of
mitted in all parts of the country, and he believed that licensed victuallers' associations was a safeguard against
in one week there were in the United Kingdom more an undue increase in the number of public-houses.
crimes and outrages committed through the influence The licensed victuallers possessed a monopoly, and it
of drink than were committed in six months in Ireland. was their interest to keep others outside the ring.
(Hear, hear, and No, no.) To show the evil which re- (Hear, hear.) If drink was to be sold, it was better
sulted from the present system, he might mention a for them it should be sold by 11 than by 12. In this
case which had occurred in times not yery remote. fact there was some protection against drink being
Tynecastle was a district largely occupied by working forced on localities and licenses being granted reckmen, and was situate just beyond the Edinburgh lessly. The amount of property involved was 30 or 40
municipal boundary. A license was songht for a cor- millions, and one-third of that granted a few years ago
ner house, and 80 per cent. of the adult inhabitants of to Ireland would have made that country a Uarden of
the district petitioned against it. Notwithstanding Eden. (Laughter.) It would be premature and unthis, the court granted the license, and when the qnes- wise in the House or the Government to hold out the
tion came before the Confirmation Court, the license shadow of a promise that the principle of the resolution
was confirmed, notwithstanding the fact that out of 71 should be embodied in a bill.
householders within 60 yards of the premises, 61 had
Captain AYLJ\fER said the resolution contemplated
signed a petition against the granting of the license. local communities taking the place of the magistrates
It might be said that he ought to proceed by means of of the land, but the hon, member had not shown what
a bill, but it was well known that in these times it was was to be the formation of the body that was to take
almost impossible for a private and independent mem- the place of the magistrates.
ber to get a bill of any kind through Parliament, and
Sir ,v. LA ,T ox explained that he only proposed a
therefore he had proceeded by means of a resolution, veto which would be exercised by not licensing, not by
and ventured to urge that the time had come when the licensing.
Ministry should take up the question and deal with it,
Captain AYLMER continued that it had not been
for he could not admit that even the question of Ire- shown how local communities were to exercise the veto
land was more important than that which dealt with -whether the power woul l be vested in all the resithe evils which the drink traffic was inflicting on the dents, whether the veto would. depend on manhood
people of this country. He could not, of course, expect suffrage, or whether the women would.~have a voice.
that the Government would in the present state of Anyhow, those who were most likely to haye the interpublic business bring in a bill to deal with this ques- ests of temperance at heart would be most likely to
tion, but he hoped there would be given to the House absent themselves from the poll ; they would not go to
an assurance that there was an intention to deal the poll to meet the rowdies and the roughs opposed to
with the matter or to support some members of the temperance.
(Laughter and cheers.) The decision
House who had an intention to do so in a legislative would not be arrived at independently, for the publicsense. In conclusion, the hon. baronet moved his house people would get at those who had votes, and
would nse every means to secme their votes fo1· the
resolution. (Hear, hear.)
:Mr. BoR'l', in seconding the resolution, testified to renewal of licenses. It was possible that in some little
the interest which was taken in the evils resulting gardens of Ellen a majority might decide to do withfrom the drinking customs of the country by the work- out drinking-shops. But it was not certain that other
ing classes and the public generally, and expresseu a places would not take the opposite course of increasing
hope that the Government would gi,·e some assurance their drinking-shops. He presumed that by local
that they were prepared to grapple with it in such a option those people would ha Ye the right to Yote for an
way as that the inhabitants of localities should have a increase as well as a decrease. ,vhat did the resoluvoice in the matter. (Hear, hear.)
tion mean? It seemed to him that it meant the Per:Mr. DALY, in opposing the motion, said before the missive Bill pure and simple. (Hear.) It was very
Hou e adopted this propos~l, the hon. baronet was certain that if the State fo1.1ud tlrnt the sale of spirituot!S
bound to show that the drunkenness they all deplored liquors was injurious to the 'tate, it would be the
resulted from the present licensing system. 'rhe hon. duty of the Government at once to suppress, not only
baronet had failed to prove that. .But further he was the sale, but the manufactltl'e of those liquors. (Hear.)
bound to prove that the system be proposed to substi- He did not think that it was the duty of the , 'tate to
tute for the present would decrease intemperance. To put down altogether the manufacture of spirits, beer,
neither of these questions had the hon. baronet and such like things because a few people used drink
directed attention. (Hear, hear.) If they were to be to excess. If, then, it was admitted that the manufacgoverned at all by majorities, it shoultl be by majorities ture of these things was to go on, on what g1·otmd
of persons who actually used public-houses. (A laugh.) could it be said that the sale of them was not to be
It was not fair to deprive a man of his liberties by the permitted. 1'o him it seemed to be utter nonsense to
votes of those who, in taking away those liberties, say that a man might manufacture an article but
themselves had nothing to lose. He objected to the must not sell it. He w'as as much in favour of temper::icheme as totally unworkable. It would require the ance as the hon. baronet was in favom· of doing away
whole intellect of the present Cabinet to bring the with the fearful effects of intemperance in this country,
resolution into a working scheme. A license was a but he was sure the hon. baronet was not going the
really good, substantial property. He had frequently right way. The right way wao; to educate the people
assisted in adjudicating on licensing questions, and he as to the vice of intemperance. By making publicknew that it was next to impossible to procure a new houses large, more would be done to promote temperlicense in or the transfer of au old license to a locality ance than could be done by means of the resolution.
where the actual requirements were already supplied. (B ea.r, and laughter.) He opposed the resolution he•
The hon. baronet had slurred over the question of cause it did not define the mode by which the hon.
compensation, but the principle that it must be given baronet proposed to do away with the vice of intemhad been affirmed OYer and over again, and notably in perance. The priuciple of local option was altogether
Dublin in 1877. The present Recorder refused to wrong, however applied. After all, it was nothing
grant the renewal of a license on the ground that there but tyranny-the tyrannizing of a majority over a
were already licenses enough in the locality. The de- minority. (Hear.)
cision was appealed against and reversed in the Court I :Mr. H. '1\~'.l EL 'ON had never voted for the l'ermisof Queen's Bench, Lord Chief Justice May stating that 1 ::;ive Bill, but he had long thought it was necessary to
existing vestecl interests should not be extinguished, stop what he believed to be a great evil. There was
oven v,ith a legitimate object, without compensation. not one word in the speech of the hon. baronet about
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the Permissi ,·e Bill. He understood that the hon. any offensive sense-to urge the Government to take
baronet had for the present altogether thrown aside this qnestio11, which, as he says, cannot be dealt with
the Permissive Bill, leaving it to the Government to by private, unofficial members, into their own hands,
decide what measures should be introduced. The onus and to bring it forward from this bench, which will be
of deciding the nature of the constituency that was to a great advance. That is quite true. I do believe the
have the power of limiting the number of publichouses conditions of the House have been such for many years
should be thrown upon the Government. He woulu past, that it bas bern almost impossible at the end of a
never support any measure which the Government Session to hope that anything could be done except bythe
might bring forward unless it provided for the compen- help or by the direct action of the Administration. As
sation of those whose interests would be affected by it, the Rouse·will recollect, the members of the Government
such compensation to come, not out of the funds of the voted some in one lobby and some in the other. It
country, but out of those of the particular locality. was not then, it is not now, in any sense a party ques(Hear, hear, and a laugh.) There was a strong and a tion, and I hope it will never become a party question.
growing feeling that some determined effort should be In a matter of this nature, in which the public are so
made by the Legislature to put a stop to the evil of much interested, in which the morals of the country
drunkenness. For the reasons he had given he should are so greatly interested, it would be a great misfortune
have great pleasure in supporting the resolution. that party spirit should enter into it, and mar the great
work which it may be possible for Parliament to ac(Hear.)
:Mr. Hrcxs remarked that it appeared that the hon. complish. I say the resolution of last year did not
baronet thought that after so many hours of the clay bind the Government at all; it was merely an expreshad been devoted to land, the evening should be appro- sion of opinion on the part of the House; and, although
priated to water. (Hear, and a laugh.) He was not my hon. friend has taken out of the resolution words to
there to deny the evils of drunkenness, but, while he which objection has been taken, I am sure that in askwas prepared to supvort any reasonable measure that ing the Bouse to re-affirm the resolution of last year,
would contribute to the sobriety of the country, he was he does not mean more than to bring a certain pressure
not prepared to sanction any bill that was founded to bear on the Government, and to induce them, perhaps at an earlier period than they otherwise would, to
upon the principle of total abstinence. (Hear, hear.)
fr. BRIGHT.-The question before the House is one, introduce some measure npon this difficult question.
Sir, of great importance, and is one in which both sides But carrying a resolution is a Yery small matter indeed
take a great interest, and can be discussed without compared with carrying a Bill through all its stages.
heat and without passion. VVe have nothing to gain 1Iy hon. friend shrinks from engaging in what we all
by making any mistake as to the question to be sub- know would be an almost if not an entirely impossible
mitted to the House. Hon. members who have spoken task. The session is already blocked up by a measure
on the other side of the House have, I think, not dealt of extraordinary urgency and importance. YVe have
fairly with the resolution of the bon. member for 'ar- as much to do this session as can be done, ancl if that
lisle. They have tried it as if it had contained the great measure be passed it may be that very little else
same grievous and almost poisoned elements which may be clone, and some efforts to pass other measures
some believe the Permissive Bill to have embodierl, and may end in total failure. Though nothing may be done
not the simple resolution which I think we all can by the Government or by the Honse this session, I may
understand. The hon. member for Cork hr.s drawn say for the consolation of the hon. baronet that the
rather a fearful picture of the consequence of :-.llo~Ying question continually grows, anrl this growth holrls 0nt
minorities to tyrannise over majorities. The hon. to him a promise of future result. There are two diffi.
member for 1aidstone has drawn a picture in rather cult1es m the way of a Government dealing with this
darker colours, an l the hon. member for t:ambridge. question. Any Government Bill would meet with conshire has said that he would not set his seal on any siderable obstacles. If it did not give power to sup]_.Jroject having total abstinence for its object. "' ell, I press the tra.ffic in liquor, but only g:n-e power within
would say that these observations have no real refer- 1 limits to control it, I am not quite sure that we should
ence to the resolution before tpe House. The resolu- have the earnest and cordial support of the hon. memtion does not go further than to ref er to the mode of ber for Carlisle. In the time that may elapse between
granting licences, and to say that that mode ought to be i now and the introduction of a Govermnent Bill I hope
in accordance with the wishes and wants of the people. he will in some degree, if not change, at least moderate
(Hear, hear.) It binds the House to nothing more l his views, so that the force behind him may support a
than that the present system of granting licen es is not Government honestly attempting to deal with this
the best system that can be adopted. I myself took question. The other difficulty is the question of comthat Yiew when the question was less discussed than it pensation for the suppression of a public-house in case
now is. I was always of opinion that the Permissive there had been no breach of the law. I gather almost
Bill was a main obstacle to licensing law reform-that from what the hon. baronet said, that he woul<l not
it contained a principle which the House of Commons hold it absolutely wrong if Parliament di<l provide some
was not likely in our time to adopt, and I did what I mode by which men now in lawful busines2 should not
could to secure that that Bill should be withdrawn. be deprived of it without some sort of compensation.
(Hear, hear.) The pr0posal now submitted to the (Cheers.) These are two points on_which I take it any
House is one which every hon. member should support Bill brought in by any Government would probably
who believes that anything can be done by the House of differ from that of my hon. friend; and I should regret
Commons to discourage intemperauce and get rid of that very much if he felt himself bound the moment a Bill
·which is a great disgrace to the nation. (Hear, hear.) founded on his resolution was brought in, to say it was
e have now arrived at this point. The Honse last a measure he would not by any means accept or supyear agreed that the present system was not a good one port. If we are to pa ·s this resolution, it will be an-at least, was not the best that might be adopted. other step in advance; we shall be gradually coming to
Public opinion, it was said, was in favour of some something more like unanimity, and possibly approachchange in reference to licensing for the sale of intoxicat- ing a state of opinion which may facilitate legislation
ing liquors. My experience in political agitation leads a.t no distant time. There are several grave questions
me to think that it is no great charity towards those that are blocking the way. Hon. members are acquainwho a.re leaders in a great political agitation to think ted with a metaphor attributed to me, but really borthat they are right in believing it to be necessary and rowed from my old friend, Colonel Perronet Thompson,
desirable to seize every legitimate opportunity to pro- who said you could not get six or twelve omnibuses
mote, by open discussion, the growth and development abreast through Temple Bar. We are just in that
of public opinion on the particular question they have position now with the great questions to which we a.re
in hand. (Hear, hear.) Therefore I do not object at urged to give our attention. There is the question of
all to the course taken by the hon. member in asking the land laws with which my hon. friend (Mr. vV.
us to re-affirm the proposition submitted to the House Fowler) dealt the other night. There is that other
last year. I am sure that his purpose is not to a!:lk us question on which the Liberal party, with scarcely any
to agree to anything like the Permissive Bill, but it is exception, are unite<l, and which · I believe will find
to compel the Governµient-I do not use the word in , snp!-:>0rt from many gentlemen opposite-the questio11
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of the extension of the county franchise. (Hear, hear.)
Then there is the question of the redistribution of
Parliamentary seats, which I hope will meet with
general support. There is also another question which
is pressing very much, and that is the question of the
municipal government of this great city of four millions
of people. (Hear, hear.) Ireland itself contains only
five millions of people; the metropolis in which we arc
sitting contains, I understand, four millions, and a
greater confusion of government probably never existed
in time of peace in any great city of the world. (Cheers
and laughter.) These are very great and pressing
questions, and some of them, at least, I think, are ripe
for the consideration of the House, and for being dealt
with by Parliament. ·well, if the Government is to
make a choice, what choice shall it make? It may be
that the question of the drink traffic is one so critical
and for which public opinion is so little ripe that it
would be injudicious to take it up before the other
questions I have mentioned. (Hear, hear.) I will not
argue against legislation on the general position of my
hon. friend; but I may argue that the passing the
resolution of last year and the re-affirming the resolution this year must not be understood as compelling
the Administration to take up the question and deal
with it. If that be the case and the conclusion to
which we come, my hon. friend has no reason to regret
or deHpair. My hon. friend may take comfort in this
-that although tbe Government are not prepared now
t-0 introduce or promote any Bill upon the question,
the asitation among the people, the discussion of the
quest10n going on hereafter, as it has gone on during
the last few years, will create a movement of opinion
which will not only compel some Government to deal
with the question, but is necessary to enable any
Government to deal with it in a manner which will be
effective and satisfactory. The policy pursued by the
Government on this bench last year is the policy it
pursues now. The resolution is not a resolution of the
Government; the policy of the resolution is not a
Government policy. It is a policy upon which every
member of the House has a right to form his own
opinion, and to act upon it. I hope that, whatever the
division may be, it will be a division not influenced by
party, but by a consideration of what is suitable to the
time, and that its result will be to advance the cause
which my hon. friend has at heart. (Cheers.)
Colonel MAKI~s said that there was one advantage
which the House had derived from the speech of the
right hon. gentleman, and that was, it had got a rough
draft of the Queen's Speech, not only for next session,
but for many sessions to come. But the hon. baronet,
the member for Carlisle, would not derive much consolation from the right hon. gentleman, fo1· what he
said came to this-that the Government could not help
him at all, and that he ought to go on agitating and
agitating so as to exercise pressure on some future
Administration. For his o vn part he felt as much the
necessity of doing something to put an end to the evils
of intemperance as even the eloquent apostle of local
option himself. But what he quarrelled with was the
hon. baronet' method of dealing with the evil. The
natural result of the division of last year was that the
bon. ~>a,ronet should have brought in a Bill embodyi~g
his views, and then the Government could have said
whether they approved it or not. Hon. members
might, therefore, go back to their constituents and say
that they had voted in favour of temperance, but they
must see the Bill on the subject before they could say
whether they should support it or not. As the House
appeared to be impatient for a division, he would only
add that, feeling as strongly as the hon. baronet the
evils of which he complained, he did not think the
remedy he proposed was likely to be effective, while it
would undoubtedly seriously interfere with the liberty
of the subject. (Hear, hear.)
The House then divided, when the numbers were:For the resolution,
196
Against,
154
:Majority,
The resolution was therefore carried.

42

Nothing coul<l better evidence the state of the
House of Commons at the present time than contrasting
it with its previous condition when discussions on the
Permissive Bill or Local Option resolution took place.
Like the lasses of Ettrick forest after Flodden field, hon.
members seem "lanely, dowie, aud wae." The cheery
sprightly feeling that used to auimate Her Majesty's
faithful Commons has giYen place to a feeling of apprehension which drives pleasure away. The Land Bill
like a huge vampire absorbs all vitality from the proceedings of the House. On bye-past sessions the lobby
·was crowded with strangers urging their various
interests on the attention of their representatives, aud
these were moving hither and thither paying courteous
attention to their constituents. This year the Tory
squires and aristocracy had not all returned from their
Whitsuntide holidays, and of those who had returned
the larger portion were at Ascot Races sunning themselves in the radiance of the Court. "Count-outs" are
becoming matters of habit. Hon. members are rather
1
sluggish in coming down merely to find the signal of the
1
assembled House on the clock tower of St. Stephen's
quenched, and Parliament " Biggared" for the night.
The word ran round that a count was one of the likeliest things to happen this evening at nine. But a
number of the sympathisers with Sir \Vilfrid resolved
to form and keep a House. When the Speaker took
the chair at nine, Sir Wilfrid immediately rose to face
a.n audience only fair in numbers. The Opposition
benches were at first totally deserted, and _n ever were
what could be deemed filled ; the ministerial side of
the House, and under the gangway, furnished the large
and appreciative audience which ou¼ champion addressed. Year by year Sir "'Wilfri<l grows more serious
in his parliamentary utterances ; his array of facts was
well set forth, and made a deep impression, even the
Speaker seeming greatly interested in all he had to say.
His witticisms were heartily enjoyed all the more that
they were, we think, in due proportion to the earnestness of his address. His speech was well received,
It appeared as if those in
only lasting 45 minutes.
favour of the motion had a common understanding to
be brief. Mr. Burt was unusually so, but was as usual
impressive. From below the gangway Mr. Samuelson,
who has written on drink, vigorously smote the fallncies
of preceding speakers, but, to our sorrow, showed as
great aversion to the Permissive Bill as itu opponents.
Mr. Bright rose along with several on both sides, but
in respectful deference to the wishes of the House all
these gave way. The right hon. gentleman should
leave diplomatic speeches to others. He does not shine
in halting statements. He was at much pains to sh'ow
that Government was not committed by the resolution,
and that comperisation must find a place in any
measure dealing with the liquor traffic.
He
showed that though the Prohibitionists had converted the House, they had not yet converted the
Cabinet ; but he believed if they went on they would
compel some future administration to pass a measure
to their liking. Of those who spoke against the motion
little need be said. Mr. Daly addressed himself to opposing what Sir vVilfrid did uot say, a convenient way
of evading the point of his opponent's speech, but
scarcely likely to further the cause he has to champion.
Capt. Aylmer made a stand in defence of the magistrates, as did also .Mr. Hicks ; Col. Makins trotted
out the old scarecrow of the liberty of the-subject, and
then came the division. Cheering began as soon as the
Clerk handed Sir Wilfrid the paper, and by midnight
all was over, another and greater victory adding addi•
tional lustre to the efforts of Sir vVilfrid Lawson to free
his bleeding country from the evils of the liquor traffic.
THE DIVI IOX LIST.

The division on the 18th June, 1880, showed that 40
Scotch members voted, and 3 paired in favour of the
Local Option resolution, while 5 only voted against it.
The members for Scotland affirmed the resolution by 40
votes to 5 or 8 votes to 1. On the 14th ult., Sir Wilfrid moved a resolution asking the GoYernment to deal
with the resolution of 1880 ; this resolution was finally
in the followin~ terms ;-" 'J'hat in the opinion of tliie
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House it is desirable to gfre legislative effect to the resolution passed by the House on the 18th day of June, 1880,
which affirms the justice of local communities being
eutrusted with the power to protect themselves from
the operation of thelliquor traffic." The House diYided.
when 354 members went into the lobby. Of these four
were tellers, viz., for the resolution, Sir'\VilfridLawson
and Mr. Burt; against it, Mr. Daly and Capt. Aylmer;
196 voteu in favour of the resolution, and 154 against
it, showing a substantial majority of 42 in its favour,
being 16 more of a majority than the Local Option
resolution had a year ago, and tbat in a House 82 fewer
in numbers. The following is the voting as regards
COUNTRY :-English votes and pairs-for, urn• against,
159; ,velshfor, 20; ar;ainst, 2; Irish/or, 28; ar;ainst,
22; cotchfor, 43; agaiwt, 5. Total/or, 230; ayainst,
188. As regards party it is as follows :-In favoiwEnglish Liberals, 136; Welsh Liberals, 20; Irish Liberals, 8; Scotch Liberals, 41; Home Rulers, 11; English
Conservatives, 3; '\Velsh do., none; Irish do., 9; Scotch
do., 2. Total/or 230. Against-English Liberals, 17;
\Y elsh do., 1 ; Irish do., 3 ; Scotch do., 1 ; English
Conservatives, 142; vVelsh do., l; Irish do., 4; Home
Rulers, 15; Scotch Conservatives, 4. Total against,
188. Majority, 42.
The pairs on the di vision number 32; this brings the
number in favour up to 230, only 15 behind last year,
which, when we consider that 82 fewer voted, speaks
eloquently in favour of the progress of the principle of
Local Option in Parliament. A very significant fact
was disclosed with regard to pairs, namely, that those
willing to pair for the resolution could not do so,
owing to the failure of the whips to get hon. members
to pair against the bill. But for this many more would
have paired for the resolution.
The voting on the part of members of the Government was most remarkable. Of thirty members having
seats in the House of Commons, 20 voted for the
resolution, and 5 only against it. This shows 4 to 1 in
its favour, a fact desel'vingrernembrance. Of the Cabinet
5 votetl on the resolution-4 for and only l against;
the four in favour were Right Hon. J olm Bright,
Right Hon. V. E. Forster, Right lion. G-. J. Dodson,
and Right Hon. J . Goschen. The one against was the
Prime Minister !
THE SCOTCH YO'l'E.

The cotch vote was virtually the same as last year,
-~9 Yoting and 4 pairing in favour of the resolution,
aud 5 against it. The vote is diminished by 1 and the
pairs increased by 1. .'cotlancl is again a magnificent
contributor to the majority, giving more than fourfold
that tendered by England, \Y ales, and Ireland. W e
annex the list of voters and pairs :CouNTIE, .-For-Ayr ( outh), olonel Alexander ;
Kincardine, Sir George Balfour, K..C.B.; Clackmannn.n and Kinross, J. B. Balfour (Solicitor-General) ;
Stirling, J. C. Bolton; Fife, Hon. R. Preston Bruce;
Argyll, Lord Colin Campbell; Renfrew, A. Crum;
Perth, D. Currie; Bute, . Dalrymple; Roxburgh,
Hou. A. R. D. Elliott; Aberdeen {West), Dr. R. Farquharson; Aberdeen (East), Sir A. A. H. Gordon,
K.C.B.; Lanark ( outh), J. G. C. Hamilton; Orkney
and Shetland, S. Laing; Linlithgow, P. M'Lagan;
Caithness, Sir J. G. T. 'inclair, Bart. ; Sutherland,
Marquess Stafford ; Peebles and Selkirk, C. Tennent,
18. Paired for-Elgin and Nairn, Sir George Macpherson Grant, Bart.; Kirkcndbright, Captain J. M.
Heron Maxwell, 2; votes and pn.irs, 20. A.gciiwtH~ddin~on, ~ord Elcho ; Dumbarton, A. 0. Ewing;
M1dlotluan, Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone: and Wig.
town, Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., 4; majority for the
counties, 16.
BURGH, .-Glasgow, G. Anderson, Dr. Cameron;
Kirkcaldy District, Sir G. Campbell, K. C. S. I. ; .Ayr
District, R. ] . F. Campbell; tirling District, H.
Cl:"m~bell-~annerman; Edinburgh, J. Cowan; Elgin
Distnct, Right. Hon. M. E. G. Duff; Leith District,
A. Grant; Dundee, F. Henderson; Inverness District,
C. F. M 'Intosh ; Edinburgh, Right Hon. J . M 'Laren
(_Lord Advocate); Dumfries District, E. Noel; Perth,
U. S. Parker; Kilmarnock District, J. Dick Peddie ;
r'~lkirk District1 J. Ramsay; Greenock, J. Stewart ;

Border Burghs, G. 0. Trevelyan; Aberdeen, John
Webster, LL.D.; Haddiugton District, Sir David
Wedderburn, Bart. ; and St. Andrews District, S.
'Williamson, 20. Puired for-Montrose District, Right
Hon. '\V. E. Baxter; '\'\ ick District, John Pender, 2;
votes and pairs, 22. A gain. t-'\Vigtown District,
Admiral Right Hon. 'ir John C. D. Hay, Bart., 1 ;
majority for the Burghs, 21. Universities.-Fu1·Edinburgh and ~.t. Andrews, Right Hon. Dr. Lyon
Playfair, 1. .Ayai111;t, none.
There are 56 party constituencies in Scotland, apportioned as follows :--32 counties with 32 members, 22
burghs and groups of burghs with 26 members, and 4
universities with 2 members-total, 56. On the division we analyse, 18 county members voted for, and 2
paired, while ouly four voted against the resolution,
and 8 absented themselves; then 20 burgh members
voted and 2 paired for, while 1 only voted against the
resolution, and 3 absented themselves. As regards the
universities, one hon. member voted and the other
absented himself. On no other question relating to
Scotland can such a decided expression of opiniou be
shown.
This is the eighth occasion out of thirteen
divisions on which cotland has emphatically declared
in favour of her ratepayers having a direct veto on the
liquor traffic.
Four Conservatives and one Liberal voted against
the resolution, and two Conservatives and 41 Liberals
supported it.
All the 5 members of the Government holding Scotch
seats voted and paired in favour of the resolution.
,Vhile the number of adherents of the principle embodied. in Local Option continues to increase on every
divison, 110 honourable member who once Yoted for it
has ever been found to vote against it. 'fhis cannot be
said of those ·who once supported the publican party.
To their credit they have given effect to their altered
convictions by recording their votes in favour of Sir
'\Vilfrid La.wson, Bart., M.P.
We append the names of the 12 Scotch absentees:Ayl· ( orth), R. W. Conhni.ne Partick; Banffshire, R.
\V. Duff; Berwickshire, E. Marjoribanks ; Dumfriesshire, . Jardine; Dundee, G. Armitstead ; Forfar, J.
V.l. Barclay; Glasg0w, R. T. Middleton; Glasgow and
Aberdeen Univer ities, Dr. J. A. 'ampbell; Invernessshire, Donald ameron; Lanark (North), ir T. E.
Colebrooke, Bart.; Paisley, '\V. Holms ; aucl Ross and
Cromady, A. Mathieson. It is due to Mr. Armitstead, Mr. Marjoribanks, Mr. Jardine, and Mr. Holms,
to state that they were anxious to pair for the resolution, but as adverse pairs could not be got, they coul<l
not be paired. Had they been paired, the number
taking part would have been 52=47 votes and pairs
for, and 5 votes against. One wonders how much
neirer unanimity the Government would desire Scotland to be on Local Option.
The following formed the deputation to London in
the interests of the resolution: - John Williams,
Esq., \Vishaw; D. Stenhouse, Esq., Cupar-Fife; J.
Winning, Esq., Paisley; John Nisbet, Esq., Edinburgh;
R. C. iurray, Esq., and 'l'. L Selkirk, Esq., Glasgow;
Mr. M'Donald Tynecastle; Mr. J. H. Waterston, and
R. Mackay. Their energetic efforts materially contributed to maintain the splendid Scotch vote.
WEL 'H SUNDAY

LOSING BILL,

June 15.-The order for going into committee on the
\Velsh Sunday Closing Bill was resisted, several hon.
members speaking strongly in favour of the exemption
of several towns from the operation of the Act. The
order was carried by 123 to 29-majority 94. On the
division in favour of the second reading the Scotch vote
was 27 in favour to none against. On tbis vote of going
into committee, the Scotch vote was 25 for-against.,
not one. 1.Ve are glad to see included in the twentyfive Mr . .A. 0. Ewing, Right Hon. Admiral Hay, Mr.
R. ,v. Cochrane-Patrick, meantime sturdy opponents
of Local Option. An attempt to mutilate the Bill by
exempting Cardiff from its operation, was defeated by
118 t o 27-majority 91. The Scotch vote was 19
against exemption and none for it.
Scotland has
given noble assistance to the Sunday Closing Bills for
Ireland and Wales,
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FH'TH GENERAL UNION FOR PRAYER FOR
THE ENTIRE AND SPEEDY REMOVAL OF
THE TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING LIQUORS
AND IN OPIUM.
THE Temperance Prayer Union Society have this year
decided that the union for prayer will take place on
the week, 4th to 11th December, 1881. They suggest
the following subjects for prayer in relation to the
DRI "K TRAFFIC.
SABBATH, 4th December.-Confession of the sin of
intemperance, by which God is so much dishonouredmultitudes of persons of all classes are still hastening
to ruin-with prayer that the causes of the evil m11y
soon disappear. Read Daniel ix. 1-10 ; Luke xviii.
1-17.
MONDAY, 5th December.-Renewed supplications
that the people may soon have the entire control of the
liquor traffic, and may rightly use the power when it
is obtained. Read Matthew v. 1-16; Psalm lxxviii. 1-8.
TUESDAY, 6th December.-That the fate of those
who have fallen victims to intemperance during the
p11st year may lead others who are walking in the
paths of the same destroyer to turn without delay
from their course of sin and danger. Read Ezekiel
xxxiii. 1-16; Psalm vii. 9-17.
·WEDNESDAY, 7th December.-That all Agencies and
means employed for promoting the temperance refor.
matiou may be greatly blessed, and be more and more
multiplied. Proverbs iv. ; Deuteronomy vi.
THURSDAY, 8th December.-That all who are abstainers, or who may become so, may be true followers
of the Saviour, and active workers for the promotion
of His glory. Isaiah lv. 6-13 ; Luke xiii. 23-30.
'l'UE OPIUM: TRAFFIC.
FRIDAY, 9th December.-Confession of the great
guilt in which the British nation is invnlved in continuing this fatal traffic with China and other nations.
Prayer that the eyes of all ranks may be opened to
perceive their sin in this matter. Ezra ix. 4-15 ;
Psalm, cxix, 33-40.
SATURDAY, 10th December.-Thanksgiving to God
thn.t the deplored opium traffic has again been the subject of discussion in the British Parliament, and that
petitions and remonstrances against the evil have been
transmitted from the representatives of various
churches and societies during the past year. Psalm
ciii. ; 2 Thessalonians i.
SABBATH, 11th December.-That the Chinese may
resist all inducements to the cultivation of the opium
plant in their own country, and may universally combine in abolishing the whole traffic. That thus the
destruction of human life, which is fearfully extensive,
may be arrestecl ; a powerful obstacle to the present
and future wellbeing of the people removed, and that
the Gospel in its conquering progress, under the
Divine Spirit, may more rapidly advance. Isaiah, lxi.;
Isaiah lxii.
All who read this, or receive a copy of the tract
itself, are requestecl to send to Lorimer & Gillies, 31
St. Andrew quare, Eclinburgh, for copies-8d. per
100, or 10d. per 100, post free, and diligently circulate
them. They are also requested to unite in one or more
of the meetings for prayer, and also to ma.ke the topics
suggested the subject of much private supplication.
KILLEARN.-A very gratifying ceremony took place
in this village ou Saturday, l l th ult., namely, the
introduction, by means of fourteen wells, of the Burn
of Barrachie water for the use of the villagers. This
boon was secured through the generous liberality of a
native, Mr. Alexander Buchanan, of Messrs Buchanan
Brothers, the eminent confectioners of Glasgow and
Manchester. The works cost £700. The water is
delicious, the supply equal to 50 gallons a day per
head of the population, the motive to aid the temperance cause, which Mr. Buchanan has ever at heart.
By this deed he has built himself a lasting name as a
benefactor of one of the most lovely villages in Strathendrick .

"If I hit yer," said one small boy to another, "yer'll
be usin' yerself for snuff ter morrer."
During the past year the casualties on the Railways
of the United Kingdom were 1135 persons killed and
3956 wounded; but there are more than 120,000 slain
by drink.
The London correspondent of the Dnndee Advertiser
understands that a number of the Edinburgh Liberals
are in communication with Mr. E. Jenkins with a view
to his standing for the city at the next general election.
DROVERS.-The drover's work must often make him
thirsty one would think, and yet, according to the
unimpeachable testimony of the :police, he is a sober
man. Colonel Henderson, speakmg last night at the
annual dinner of the Drovers' Benevolent Institution,
said he had asked one of his superintendents what was
the general character of the men, and his reply was
that he had never seen a drunken drover, and the
public-houses bnilt round the ca,ttle market were all
failures. -Globe.
CHRTSTMA · AND NEw YEAR CARD ExnrnITION.-A
novel exhibition of designs and pictures, suitable for
the Christmas and New Year seas Jn, is announced to
take place in the Gallery of the Society of British
Artists, London, in August ensuing. Messrs. Hildesheimer & Faulkner, publishers, 41 Jewin Street, London, E. C., offer for these designs and pictures prizes to
the amount of £3500, and expect, by their own additional purchases, to raise this sum to £5000.
The
judges are Messrs. Frith nnd Millais, the Royal
Academicians, with Mr. Stone, A.R.A, All designs
and pictures must be in the gallery by Tuesday, 26th
July, 1881. We hope that the first prizes will be
obtained by staunch teetotalers.
A circular, of which the following is a copy, was
forwarded to every Scottish representative, in view of
the debate and division : - "Intoxicating Liquo1·s
(LiceBses) Resolution-Sir Wilfrid Lawson's motion,
'Tues lay, 14th June, 1881.-Right Honourable and
Honourable Members are respectfully reminded that
on Tuesday next the following resolution will be moved
by Sir Wilfrid Lawson:-' That, in the opinion of this
House, the resolution passed by the House on the 18th
day of June, 1880, which affirms the justice of local
communities being entrusted with the power to protect
themselves from the operation of the liquor traffic,
ought, without delay, to be embodied by the Government in a bill giving effect to the said resolution." The
House of Commons divided twice in 1880 on Sir Wilfdd
Lawson's resolution. 'l'he Scotch vote on each occasion
was as follows :-On 5th March, voted and paired, for,
32; against, 7. On 18th June, voted and paired, for,
43 ; against, 5. On no public question of practical and
pressing importance is there a.t present such substantial
unanimity of opinion in Scotland as on this, and the
votes referred to are a significant and indisputable
proof of it. It seems, therefore, hardly necessary to
advance further argument in support of the principle
of Local Option, which the House of Commons, twelve
months ago, distinctly affirmed. At the same time it
is right to state that a widespread impatience has been
manifested throughout the country at the delay in
giving effect to the resolution. The state of public
business may doubtless be pleaded for inaction in reference to this question, on the part of the Government,
although numerous measures of minor importance and
less urgency have been introduced and discussed.
Right honourable and honourable members nre earnestly
requested to be in their places on Tuesday next, and to
support the resolution, in order to strengthen the
hands of the Government in giving effect, without delay, to the decision of the House. James Hamilton,
J.P., City Treasurer, Glasgow, President; James
Torrens, J.P., Glasgow, Chairman of E xecutive; Thos.
Dick, ex-Chief Ma~istrate, Kinnin~ Park, Vice-Chairman; James L . .::;elkirk, J.P., ulasgow, Hon01·ary
Secretary ; Robert M iJallum, Commissioner of Police,
Govan, Treasurer; Robert Mackay, Secretary.-Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association;
offices, 112 Bath Street, Glasgow, 10th June, 1881 ,"
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Ther is a wide difference l.ietwee:1 reg:1bti11g and
destroying freerlom of action. The formel' i'3 the
legitimate office of ('ovemment; the latter is only
( Bei,ig a Alpe,· ,·e:1d at a Jfee:1·,1g of the Du;,1_1i·iea right when t.he object is to prevent a speci fie offenrd
u.;i,l .ihcx1!•el1to1m Temperance Union .)
or crime."
J>owers and Dnti"t!.~ of l/ot"r>,·mnc;it. - As the 11101 e
BY \\', DICKIE.
com'enieut courRP, arnl al. o the cour::;e most consi::;, ·uope nf the I'rtpcr.-It would he impossible l t> tent with the rnles of logic, I ·hall de:11 first with
\liscuss ex.ltanstfrely the political n pect of the tem- the major propo ition here advanced, viz., That th1:
perance qnestiou within the limits of a paper such Go,·ernment ha.s no right to destroy freedom of
a8 I liHe undertaken to read. All that I can hope action, or to prohibit particular trades, unless with
to do is to tate cel'tain general principles and briefly the object of preYentiog a :c;pecific offtiuce or crime.
to present to yon some consiJerations in explanation I meet this with another general pr0position : and su1 poi-t of these principles. I therefore propo e
That it is the <lnty of a Government to iulopt
to pnss over in silence the present licensing 1,nn,. efficient rueasures to protect the lives and property
Iudeed, the time for criticism of them may be sa.icl of its subjects. In the discharge of ihi1:, duty it i~
to have passeJ. Pn.rlia.ment has already pronounced called npon not only to puni.·h crime, but to take
their doom, although it has not yet shapeLl t.he snb- precautions againsst its commision, to snppress vice,
&titute for them . .1.,..either will I ask your attention and to ·prevent the di~semiu[l.tion of disea,se; and
to any of the particular mea.snrcs ·which haYe heen for these pnrpoi:;es it may, in the exerciRe of its
propose,! a~ legai palliatives of an evil which, 1y its legitimate functions, impose restrniuts 011 iudivi<lual
lHiin:rnlity, has unh:1ppily too v:ell earne•l the ' freedom of ttdion, a rl prohibit, acts or tra•les no!
pit het of "Haliona,l,'' and the gigantic proportions nece"sarily cl'imi1ml in themselv B, but which are
11f which are forcing it npon the ntte11tio11 of tates- proved, by uniform experience, to be attenrled witl,
1 1 n, and of a.ll "vho take an intelligent interest in
1· ,imlts injurious to the community.
tlH' w lfarn of the people and the prosperity of the
It is not necel'!. ary to dwell, by wny of proof, on
onui1y. I heli,•Ye I, hall bests cure the ohject of the first part of thi;; proposition. \Ve ha re nbumlant.
t hi:c; paper by adLlres ing myself to the general tf ues- proof in tbe existence of onr extensive judicinl and
tion, "I the liquor tr:1tli.c a. prciper object of legisla- criminal e lablishmeuts, the object of which is the
tive prohibitiou I" If that question is answered in
prott>ction of life and property.
either will I eut 1·
th atlinnatirn, we will at the same time haYe
into a. discui:;siou of the :dJ~tract principles of ch·il
made out a ea e for a11_v mea ·nrei:; which, while st0p- liberty. Dnt I . ha.ll at once proceed to show by one
pi11g shCll't of total prohibition, yet proceed ou pt'o- 01· two illn;;trations that the principle which I have
hibitfre lines. A11d I Rubmit that it shoulJ be so laid down ha been admitted in Lbe legislation of thi.i
couutry, and is being i.laily acted upo11. Take, ffrst,
a11:c;w red.
l'iscount Slie1·brool·e'.~ .I ,·.r;u,nmt apai,,st P,·olu'bi- the case of gambling. There is uothing nece sari!y
tio;z. - In <li:cnssing auy qnestion, it is an a<lv:wtage criminal in two personR playing together a game of
to have the case against yon clearly and forcihly chance, such as card'. _ eit!t >r doe it become so if
stated. I therefore take aR the text of this paper a the parties sbonlcl agree that the losn i~ to pay to
, nccio<.:t ::;ta.tern nt by Viscount 'herbrooke of the the wiuner a sum of money. They wouln. lie pt>rarunlllent again. t prohibition. Before his elevation fectly entitled to plearl tlia.t they injnred 110 one,
to <"'the peerage, autl while sitting in the Hon. e of that they only n e.l their own rnouey in the mannE>r
C'ommo11 as the repre. entat.i,·e of London 1Jnfrer- which pleasetl them best. Tn the sn.me way they
:ity, . r r. Tiobel"t Lowe receiYetl a memorial from 269 could defencl the gambling-house which was esta•
o-r:vlnutes of that ni,·ersity, asking him to support 1 lilisheil for the convellience of those who desired 1o
the Permis i,·e 13ill. \.Yith chara.eteristic candour, engage in that form of a,muRement. They migl1t
he refnse<l. to clo so, ancl with characteristic coo·ency saj'·, \, ,ve need plen!llnre nn<l relaxation a.fter ont
he g;t,·c hi:c; reasons for that l'efn,:al in the following 1 day's work, and we fin Ll it m0 t to our taste in this
form ; therefore, the gamblino--house is as necessary
worda : " I hold, and am .·npported in my view by t lie to u • as the news-room is to others; noborly is
1
a.nthorily of Adam Smith, tha.t the trade of a retailer olJlio-ed to freqnent it who does not wish to tlo so;
of liquor i. a u eful a,n<l necessary trnrle, especially ' and uobocty else has a right to complaiu so long ns
for the poor, and tha the multitude of pu blic-howes we don t defraud anyone.'' The legi lature, howe,·er,
i. the effect rn.tliet· than th canse of the taste for I takes [I. ,·ery differeut view of the case. It repli s :
Yon may be all as honest as you profess to he ;
intoxicatiug liqnois. , nch a. trade require· regula1
tion aull in. pection, bnt is no -fit snhject for proscrip- 1 gambling in your case, aucl in the case of thons[l.1Hls
tion or extinction. Yon might as well proscribe the. of otlter:3, may be as i1rnoce11t as yon say it is; bnt
sale of arms beca,u;:;e they may he u ·e l for the pur- exp •rience has ·hown that it has a demora lizing
pose of mmder, or of usefnl medicines he a.nse their effect npon the communit)·, that it lends many pe1·u,:e in exce,:s may prove <langerous or e\'en fatal. sons to pln.y for what is not their own, and to commit
REFOTI.MATIO_r.
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thefts arnl forgeri es, Lhat they may obtn.in the mean · destroyed l >y the statutes a.gainst gambliug :uHl
of indulgi ng tlieir pnssion; therefore, in order to gambling-houses; but becan ·e it i necessary to proremo\'e from those uufortunate persons this tempta- tect others-iutellectnally aud morally w eak, we
tiou, you must give up this form of pleas ure; we may con icier them-from temptations to clishon ·Ly,
cannot follow you into your Ll welling-houses to see and Lhe public from 1he consequeuces of their diswhat takes place there, bnt we will prevent you honest acts, the whole system is prohibited. The
from pursuing it in auy public place. Accordingly, ohject here is to prevent the creation of a condition
<luring the reign of our present Queen, several laws of thing which there is reasonable ground for Lehave been enacted which prohibit the keeping of lieving will lead, in a. certain small proportio11 of
gambling-houses, and the playing uf cards and oth e r cases, to the commission of crime. The sa.uitary
gal.lles of hazard iu any public place, such as by a ln.ws and th e la.ws regarding the live stock trade lo
i-oa<lside; and several cases h:l\·e lately been reported which I have alluded, are enacted not because it is
in which penalties as high as £100 have been im- known that a specific offence or a specific injury to
posed for contraventions of these Acts. Thus, the society is prevented by the prohibition in any partrade of a gambling-house keeper, which was not in ticular case, but because there i ' astrongproha'Lility
itself criminal, and which the frequenters of such n. that the lives of our cattle will be endangered by
house might plead was necessary for their conveui- the introduction of di sease, it may be by a. single
ence, bas been prohibited because of its mischievous animal out of a hundred herds otherwise heal thy ,
aud that the li,Tes of our citizens will be endangered
results.
This is an illustration of the anxiety of the law by epidemics occnrrillg, most pro1Jably, only at
for the protection of our property, which it dispbys cliRtan t interval. .
by the removal of temptations to dishonesty. One
As still more direct eYidence of the exercise of tl1e
other example, and that a very homely one, I may right to "Jeslroy freedom of action," I shall take
cite from the departme n t of sanitary legislation to three other examples from recent, and I may . ay,
show that it is equally solicitous about the preserva- progressive legisl:ition. The firs t of these is the
tion of om lives, and that for this purpose it adopts iaw which requires that every child lm11 be vaccinsimilar preca utionary and repressive m easures. The ated. Many persons, as you know, object to su'Lmit
rearing of pigs is iu itself n. Yery innocent, and to th eir children to lhis operation, ancl entertain a very
many people, I believe, a very profitable form of strong opinion on the subject. Many have submitted
industry. But experience has taught our rnlers that to repealeLl fines rather tha.11 comply with the hw,
there is great danger that epidemics may be caused, and some ham suffered imprisonment. Yet., notor increased in virulence, by the existence of filthy witb, tanding Lhe tenderness for individual opinion
places such as pig-styes n ually are, in distric t8 which cli::itiugui8hes tl1c legislature of this country,
where there is n, den se population. Therefore, the it bere, as in all such cases, insists that these
law practically prohibits the trade or occupation of opiuions, however honestly and strongly held, shall
a pig-feeder froru being carried on in a populous n ot be acted upon in a way likely to be detrimental
place. It may be objected that this is not properly to the community. It has been scienlincally Llcmoua case in point, because the prohibition does not stratetl that vaccination affords a. pi-ote<:Lion from
extend to the whole country. I might reply that it the terril>le scourge of small-pox. Therefore the
is a case of prohiLition strictly annJogous to what law inexorably demands th;tL individual opinious
would occur under the }>ermissive Bill, when it was and personal freedom of action shall b e subordinated
adopted only in particular di tricts ; but what I am to the public good; n.nd it requires of all par211t
coucerned to show is only that the legi::ilature has that tht'Y shall have their children vacciuatecl for
exercised the power to JJrobibit this among other their own protection and the protection of othen, to
trades wherever it has been carried 011 under concli- whom they might be the rncaus of connnuni1:ati11g
tious inimical to the pulilic welfare.
Let it be small-pox.
shown that it can never be carried on except under
T:tke again the E<lncation Act. All parents are
such conditions, aucl the same reasons whict1 justified compelled by it to uegiu the edncation of their chila partial will the11 justify a total proliibit.iou.
dren when they are tive years old. But I may say :
P Two other irn;tances of a similar kind I may adduce,
I believe it is far better that a child shoulJ uot be
in which prohibition L:.s been resorted to for the pro- subjected to any regular co,irse of instrnction uutil
tection of the lives, not of the p eople, but of their cn.Ltle. it is eight or ten years olcl, that it should be allowed
The last Parliament, in order to guard n.gairnst the till tliat age to develop its phy::iical powers only; I
commnuicatiou of riuderpest to our herds, prohibited wish at least to make an iutere8ting experimeut
for a time the importation of live stock from foreign with my boy; and I assure you that wheu he has
countries, and conferred upon the Privy Council reached what I comiider a proper age, I will givo
power to renew that prohibition whenever circum- him an education that will satisfy all the requirestances of danger should arise ; and at the preseu t ments of the law. But the legislature will listen to
momeut the movement of live stock from England no such plefi. It says:
e are. ati::;fied that jgnoraud Wales into Scotland, is prohibited because mur- auce is not only a great disadv:.ntage to the pe rson
rain bas ma.de its appearance in certain Euglish irnmecliately concerned, but it is n. source of gr at
herds.
danger to society; anLl we are fnrther satisfied that
The several instances of legislation to which I have if children n.re not edncatecl beLween the ages of Jim
referred not only prove by accepted practice the and thirteen, the great bulk of them will ne,'er e
right of the State to restrict, and if u ece sa1·y to educatecl at all; therefore, althou_gh your opiuio1rn
prohibit, trades and occupations otherwise lawful ma.y he quite honestly h eld, ancl although you m:iy
when considerations of public health or pnblic µossess boLl1 the mea11s n.uJ the will to continue t.he
morality, or a due regard for the safety of ou r pro- education of your son after he has reached that r1ge,
pe1ty, dem:md it ; but they disprove iu the sn.me in order that we may L1 e able efficiently to cal'l'_v ou L
rna.nu cr the statement of :Mr. Lowe t.hat this can a system whi ch we are satisfied is fur the good of
only be clone, or, as he puts it, freedom of action can the community, you ruu t sacrific your 11ersonn l
only be destroyed, when the object is to preYent a opinions or wishes, and begin his education at tl,e
specific offouce or crime. There may be no rea on- age which the law direclt:1.
Tims, in n. matter
a'Lle probability that auy specific offence or crime certainly as important as that of trade, and no morn
would have been committed in the case of thousands but eve n le.·:J within the opeiation of th e law,
who find their freedom of action in this matter nam ely, the ma.nc1gem~nt of my family, my freeclom
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of action is seriously restricted, and in this particular
desLroyed.
A convincing proof of the soundness of the princ:iple for ;which I contend is to be found in the
matter which for a long period in the early part of
the present session monopolised the time of the
House of Commons, and in the numerous coercive
laws which at former times unfortunate circumstances have rendered it necessary to adopt in tlie
case of Ireland. While Parliament is properly very
reluctant to assume such a serious respon ibility, it
has repeatedly, ,,,hen crime was more than usually
common, asserted and exercised the right to withdraw from the inhabitants of the disturbed districts
some of the ordinary privileges of citizeus. It lias
even suspended in such c:i.ses oue of the main safeguards of our liberties, the right to demand before
punishment a fair and open trial, and where heinous
crime is charged, the verdict of our peers. The
history of "exceptional legislation" in Ireland would
also supply an answer to one of the chief points on
which Mr. Lo,ve rests his ea e. I am net aware
thn.t the sale of arms La been n.bsolutely prohibited
by any of the Acts to which I have referred, but a,
serious restrictiou bas at times been put upon that
sale, and it has occasionally been made illegal to
possess arms without a special license. It ha:;i thus
been conceded that if n. rea~onable probaLility is
proved to exist that n.ny considerable propo1 tion of
pPrsons posse-sing firearms will put them to misclticvous trnes, it is a legitimate exerci e of the functions of Government to for1iid their nse altogether.
)3nt the e, you Pay, are excertioual measL1res. Trne,
nnd excrptio1ial only because the circumstance!'! to
wliich tl1ey npply are happily exceptional. If it
can he shown thnt there m·e other evib which couM
he rerneclicd b,v anotht>r exe1ei.:-e of the sarue µrerogati ve1 the cn.-e is uo ·weakene<l hy the fact that
tho. e evils, in teacl of recurring once in a decade, are
continnally operating.

J,i''l1wr 1'raJfic Unzforml.lJ Injurious to tlie Com1,111,1ity. - -I think I may now claim to have establish eel
tl c proposition with whi 'h I set out., and to have
~hown that the Government may, and frequently
dOl'~, deRtroy freedom of action and prohibit trades
not in them. elves crimin< I, when a regard for the
pulJ!ic goocl requires that thi. Rhoukl be done. Let
rne prnceecl to a p)Jly that pri uci ple to the case nnuer
co11siderntion. .My second proposition is: That uniform experience has proved that the
pnl;lic. ale of inloxicati1,g liquors is ntten1led with
resnlt injurious lo the com111unity.

ROBERT BURliS A~D THE WINE

'UP.

men ha ,·e ofteu, pmbaLly none too
ofteu, pointed the moral of Robert Durns' lifo. Let
us see if there is not something to be learned fr,)m
his writings. He has been so loug a Leacon to warn,
let us ma.ke him for once a light to guide.
Burns wrote as au inscription for a goblet these
'l'El1PERANCE

liil (• ' : -

'- There is death in the cup, sae lieware !
_ ray, more-there is danger in touching;
But wha can avoi<l the fell snare?
The man and his wine's sae bewitching ! "
'lhat i - the sum of the whole drink qneslion,
"There is dea,tb iu the cup.': To that conclu.-ion are
we <l rin>n by all research and experieuce from the
poet's day t our:,,. "N~iy, more- there is da.uger i11
toncltiug." There is the philosophy of abstinence!
De:-tth is iu the pot; at just what peg none of us
may a' ured ly d eclare. Some who thought that it
coulu only be in the lees, have found it iu the top-

· i I.

most bubble. It is there we kuow, invisible, bnt
terribly real. There is danger iu touching; there
is positive safety only in abstinence.
But though we are practically agreed about that;
though it has been pressed home to young and old
till it seems the veriest cornmo11place, yet does drinking go ou, and drunkenness result to an extent that
is appalling, even as we dimly realize it.
Out·
brothe1·s and our boys, alas, sometimes our sisteni
an<l ou1· girls, do not---it would a lmost seem cannot
- " avoid the fell snare," such is the witchery of its
associ,itions. Here is the reason and necessity for
our tern perance c: propt1gauda ;, ( we thank thee, Dr.
Cro:;iby, for teaching ns that word).
This heart breaking fact, it is, that will not let us be happy i:1
our personal practice of abstinence, but impels us by
all sorts of suasion, moral and legal, to induce other:'!
to be altogether such as we are, bonds aud all ;
urges us to call on all good citizens to declar3 a complete nnd eternal divorce of the man from the wine,
of social enjoyment from its hitherto universal, but
unworthy and pernicious symbol, the intoxicatiug
CUJ); constrains us to use voice and vote to influence
our legi latures to withdraw Sta.te sanction from the
impoveri.-,hiug and debasing drink iu titution, and
give us Home Protection.
In his address' to the unco gnicl,'' lh1rn1' s. ys :" See social mirth and glee it down,
All joyous and unthinking,
Till, quite transmogrified, they're gro\, n
Debauchery and drinking ! "
\Vhut a graphic pic:lure uf the easy and unconscious
descent from innocent enjoymeut to folly and vice !
In tbis verse may be found the key to much of
B_urns' praise of trong drink. The goblet wng in
his day as m ours, the accepted syrubol of sociability
and goocl-fetlowship, and the poet who would sin;.
of these naturally chose their recognized em !em fn~
bi theme.
Analyse "Willie brewed a peck o'
mant," the heartiest drinking song extant, and see
how little of its praise is given to the drink as drink
-how much of it is bestowed on" social mirth and
glee," at once the moving cause and natur.11 ouicorna
of such meeting of congeuial souls: When Burns
extols the drink for its o .vn Rake, it is \Jsua.lly in :t
humorous aud half satiric vein.
Hi:;i oft-quoted
phrase, "Freedom and ·whisky gang theaithel' '' if
read understandingly with the context, is~'l pie~e of
the keenest irouy. ·w hen we read the verse quoted
above, let us not say that Burns wilfully favoured
debauchery nnd drinking. He sang of'' social ruirth
and glee," but let us uot accuse virtue of berrettinovice. Innocent ·oci,ibility never 1Jegat deba~chery.
Drink, it arbitrary ymbol, is r e pon ible for this
vile spa wu. Agaiust. the drink is our warfare, uot
against hnman happiness. ,ve would iucrease the
sum of social enjoyment, by gua1·ding it against the
foe who takes advantage of its unthinking aud uuarmed moments.
It is noticeable that Burns in his seriou mood
a,u~ in the moments of wo~thy aspiration, <lespise~
drrnk ancl all mere sensu1t1 rndulgence. "Gie fools
their silks, and kua.ves their wines, A man's a man
for a' that," is one of his stirring senteuce,:i. I 11
anothe1· poem he says : ,, Gie dreeping roasts to country lairds,
Till icicles hang frae their be::mls;
Uie fine braw cla.es to fine life-guards,
A.nd nnitls o' honour.
And yill antl whisky gie to c:i.irds,
Until they scuuner.
\Yhile ye are pleased to keep me hale,
I'll sit tlo,vn o'er my scanty meal,
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I;t;'t wntcr-hrozc or m1rnliu kail,

-Y\' i' checrfu' fac e,
As l ung's the muses dinna fail
To say ihe grace. "

It was the poet/~ prayer fol' lu·· couutrymeu, shall
we not echo it for ours- " Oh, may H eaven their simple liYes preYent
From ln xn ry·s contagion, weak n.ud Yile. ·,

A !as, that we cairnot point to th e bard's pm.cl ice
for Pnc:onn1~eme11t and example '. A Im:;, that lie wa s
~o Ii Lile nblt>, nml so little Ii ,]peel to ":i rnid the fpll
:-ium·e '. ., Bnt. while v, e lament t lie folly of Iii. w:, ys,
:a;hn ll we not by to h en.r t the wisd om of hi:'! word .,
wri lte11 :,s liis own epitaph" TTeacler, attend-whether thy soul
, 'oar .Fancy s flights beyond the pole,
Or clarkling grnbs this 11.rthly hol
In I w pnrsnitJ-'.:uow, prn<lent, cautions self-rontrul,
I · wis,lom ·s root. ·

D. :\I.
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mad . in Geneva many years ngo, in fact, I 11111 ·t
al:knowledge that I am far down the hill of life. :\Iy
utward case is less brilliant than it used to be, and
the ,rreath of forge t -me- not's engra\' en on my back Leeame Yi. ible only throu gh a magnifying glass long ago,
hut I still keep time to a minnte.
I have Been a great deal of life, a1Hl as I am of a.
peculiarly obser vant turn of mill(1, it wonld be an easy
task for me to fi ll a volume with my experience. But
during that long life I have met no hum an heing who
interested me as my first owner did, nor m1y li fe-history
which l eft such an indelible impressio u on m , mind.
J wi ll tell it to yon HOW brieHy ; for your sake I wish
what I have to t ell w re uot so sad.
(J nc ,·a is a very beautiful place, as tbo e who haYe
visited it know well. 1 fount! it a pleasant re idence
,luring the short tim e I spent tl1ere, o.nd I k eep a warm
l'Orn er in my heart for it yet. The first fow munths of
my existence were passed in a watchmak er' \\ indow in
the }Jl'incipal street of St. Gen·ais, from which I coulcl
11l>ta.in a good view of the Hhone and th e street· on the
opposite bank. It was the summ er time, ancl tourists
were plentiful. I used to b eguile the time by trying
to read their histories in their foe s ns th ey passecl,
only, to do this well, 011e must hase a very brilliant
ima.ginatio11, which is not a gift of mine.
): obody inquire(l my price, so w·hen the autumn
waned, a11d the ,reinl summits of the Alps were capped
hy another winter\; snow, I, along with a m11nber 0£
my companion , was shu t up in a. huge packing en. ·e,
in whi 'h we r emained till our spirits w ent clown to
7.t>ro .
c were conscious of being transferred from one
place to another, hut were entirely ignorant of our
d estination. Wh en we once more saw the light of day
we fo uncl onrsel v sin the establishment of a fashionable
_j eweller in Regent :--treet, London, a.ncl after Leing
rnr efn lly polishetl a.ud regulated, ,.,,e were placed in a
l'i\Se in the winclow. ~Iy amazement at seeing the
1iever-ending thrnng ptt sing aml repas ·ing th e window
cannot be expressed. Gene rn in the h eight of the
season was nothing to it. H owen r, I gradually grew
accustomed to it, and eYen to weary of the rno11oto11y .
I had lost my old habit of trying to read faces, and the
time passecl but drearily. I bega11 to long for a purchaser, aud_ my Yanity was severely hurt at being
allowed to h e . o lon g.
Ho\\'ever, one rlay, to my intense clelight, the . hoprr..a n pnt hi s hand into tha window a nd li fte(l me out,
ea. e ancl all. There ·w ere two cust omers at ihe counter,
n lady and gentlem:m, young, well-match ed, ancl harnlsome. The gentleman wished t0 buy a wa ~eh for his
WMi

,v

wi fe, and his bste seemetl to be fastidious . 'l'h e
con11ter was littcretl with gol<l watches of e,·ery . ize
an<l design, l,nt h e pick ecl me np, a11cl eyed me critically. l\ly h eart heat, especiall y when t h e lady took me
in her haml.
he looke l :it ru e for a minute with l:er
gentle eyes, and then said,
'' I should like this, Jack. The design is ex<]n i ite."
To my unspeakabl e delight a bargain was concludecl,
I was tran. £erred to the lady s possession, my price
paid, and the pair marchecl out of the shop. It was a
disagreeable night outsid e, and almost impenetrahle
fog hnng over the city, making queer yello"· circles
1
ronnd the gas lamps, and dimming the shop ,-..-indow~.
1
The gentl eman eemed to be Yery anx ious lest his wife
should take cold, and both were glad to reach h ome.
1
It was in a quiet street, wh ich bore the unmistakeable
sta.mp of gentility, the house being s ubstantial, and
eyen elegant, while on the opposite side was a nano,,·
strip of ganlcn g round, named the Park . They pauserl
at one of the doors and kn ocked. It was ans wered im metliately by the neate t and daintiest of maid serYa1~b=,
, cp1ite a sight t o see.
The lohby was prettily furnished, n.nd ha<l a n w
look ; so ha(l the clinin rr room they entered, bnt it wa:'!
the perfection of eomfort. The bic, table was pu h d
1 hack
and a small one drawn near the hlazing tire.
, 'upper was laid for bro. The lady left the room almost
I imm ediately, to r emove her walking (lress, I suppose,
while the gentleman proceetlecl to get his feet into the
I slippers ton.sting on the fender. ~ ow that I got n.
better l ook at l1im I did not like him. I could not tell
,d1y.
Before long the lady came back, Dml a.· she knelt
down b warm her hands, 1 saw how fair ,he was, and
oh, how very, very young. Too yonng, I th oug ht, to
be a wife.
"This is comfort, Jack,· ' sh e said wi th a bl'ight smile,
and then she lifted me from the table, aud admired me
a.new. Ry and by she placed me on the mantle, in
close proximity to the timepiece, in whom I w as delig hted to discover a di stan t relation 1 ha,1 often he:inl
of, l;ut never s en. \Vhile our owners were at . upper
my cousin :md I entered into a very frie:ntlly co rw er:::ation, in whi ch he told me that his mastel''s name wn .
Syh-e ter, that lie held a lucrative situation some,,·11 'r e
in the city, ancl that h e had married three month :1,,,11
one of the sweetest girls in all London . :She wu s ~It
orphan and a governess. Ah, my fri nds, you ,1on ' t
know what hitter life hi stori es lie hi(l beneath those
two words. [ hM·e seen-well- I must nut tell it, a.t
lea t not h ere.
I a ·ketl liim his opiu ion of }lr. f:;ylves ter, but to my
astoni hment, he only shook his head omin,m. ly, an<l
thereafter lledined to blk any rnore. Then I took 1\)
looking again at our owners. They had finishetl :::npper,
alHl ?.Ir1;. Sylvester wa about to ring the bell, \\'h en lier
husband cros eel to the sideboarrl, and openin g it took
from it a gla~s and a bottle labelled ' ' brandy .. , Sh e
left the bell and laid her hand upon his arm.
"Don't, ,Tack, d n t touch it, " s he saitl pleadin gly.
'' X ot to-night, when yon ha.Ye been so killfl to me.' '
H e . h ook off her hanrl and laughed li ght.ly.
"Don't he friglitened, ::\Iary, " he ·a.itl carel essly.
"The clamp has got into my throat ~omehow-P. crlasB
will make it a.11 right.·,
·
'Yon know yon cannot top at a gla:s , Jack,' ' . lw
said, and I could detect the quiver in h er YOice. "Gi, c
me the key, tlear, ancl let me lock it np. ·,
H e pushed aside her outstret ·heel hand more nnkiuclly
t.h:u1 h e need ha Ye <1011 , a11rl filled the glass to the brini .
She went from him then, and leaning her arm npon the
mantel, looke(l into the fire with gmye arnl s0nowfu l
eye::: .
'· I tlon't want to hurt you, :M ary," aillher hn ·band,
f'peaking in a stern, harsh voice.
'But you 'fllllNl not
dictate to m e in matters like this .. ,
"I llict:i.te to you! Oh, Jack, have I e\'er ,l on e it~·•
"You arc too goocl for me I kn ow, ::\Tary, '' he said ,
not h eeding her interruption, " yet yon were " ·illing t o
tnke me " ·ith n.11 my faults. "
" fn the hope that yon woul<l methl thPm, ·, saitl she
s:v lly. " Y on prom i.. ed me so much, Jack, and yet you
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11am Lrok.en faith with me more than 011 e alr auy. I
d 1m't want to lose trust in y ou, but how can I help it?"
He compressed his lips, alHl I saw how even a handso:nc face can Le disfigureLl by selti sh passion.

i3

t.o m:ik.e prospe rity mini::;ter to tlie worst, the h ope of
amendment Lccome:; clistaut. This is specially the
c~1sc when th ey arc made to giYc brilliaucy to tile
nee of drinkiug. \Yhile intoxicatiou weakeus will powe1·,. it di ·poses _to 1_nental ~rifli_ng and iui.;incerity;
I a.nd this state of mmd 1s as ertrncr itself so that its in fiu encB i felt in all directions. \Vherever we tum we
CORRESPONDENCE.
have to confront the demand for amusement. This
1 demand has gone all the length of public hou ·cs withThe l!:dit?r cannot undc1~take to return rejectetl ?n~ th e drink,aml in_thcseccntres of sobe1·ifying inHucuce
commumcat10ns, nor hold lumself responsible for the it 1s responded to with the means of gambling in comopinions expressed by bis correspondents.
fortable circumstances. Even this attempt to "ean
the mentally enfeeblc1l from drink mu t be baiterl with
' what is acceptaLle t o trifling insincerity. It ha':11
A ,rEEK IX EDI~BURGH.
already come to thi ·. To s:tYe those tainted witl11lriuk
To the 1!]dito1· of the ", 'ocial R Pfo nner. ·,
they mu t be amused on the lines of insincere selfo.h
_~m, --:---\.il touri~ts are attracted Ly ELlinbm-gh. Be- n1 ·.m tal excitement. They are becoming too weak to
s1tles Lomg the capital of our country, its situation and Lear th e strain of mental activity iu the pursuit of a
stu:roumlings gi ,·e clclighLfu l effect to its noble buildings. legitimate object, and too tritting to stall(l l>y a prim·i1 t 1s famous for this alone. But it history e:pceially, ple in sdf-denyin ~ persi tent effort to gin! it he,ulwa,· .
1':Yerybocly is craving of everybolly to be 011tertai11e;l.
r~n<l the extent to which it dip.; i11tothe national his tol'\'
are an attraction to all alike - to ~cotsmeu :tllll the i;1 '. ' [n this respect our aim is little higher than that of a
smart
·poiled chilcl. Uur lll'ink system, cultivated for
t~ll_igent ?f every nationality. )Iary, a· she is still seen,
sHlmg with h er subtle French relatiYes, in their at- ren.mn , substitutes the sensation of intoxication for
~empts to stcrcotyp ::i the past, aJlfl r es tore t o uutlimin- the joy of sober thought ; and we are Lecon1in~pt funu ,.
18he1l }J0\\'cr the disrupted ecdesiasti cism of the mi,l1llc people, without wit or sense, an ll a jolly lot, full ;f
age. , is. i~1 h er courage, b auty, di:plomati c capacity, deliriousne . . leatliug to clet;pair.
I have been iu all the la.rge centre· of population in
aml tlevot10n to the ol<l faith, a p er onality to ho,·er
ab?ut._ if not iu sympathy, in sadness All ·w ho beget the United Kingdo m, with my eyes open to tbe social
tli!s kH1tl _of s~tluess are fascinating, and 1fary i · fascin- indications present in their streets, but in the Hiirh
atmg. \ et, it seems, from the glimpses w e get of her, Street nncl Canouga.te of Bdinbnrgh there were ~n
that the stains with which she is b es meared from h er Satunlay night, the 11th of June, a greater tlisplay of
pas ' ions, might not haY c soilctl her so, if the gifts and drinking, a.ncl its effects, than I have c,·er seen au .
cnl_turc of ~er nature )1-i,l been able to resi t the t emp- where i11 the)am e space and time. Tho:se composing
tationary grou:ps who coul l not be reckoned clruuk,
tat1011s wluch ea.me rn upon her from the shock she
w ere evi<leutly on edge with the expectation of drink.
recei rnd in the lo. i11<Y hattle she hall to fiuht aaainst
0
t he new order of thing· which ,'cotland wasiu no small It was interesting to ohserve the younger grouµ of
clegree commis ·ionetl to diffuse throughout )for pc. this description. In their faces auinrnl spirits lookc,l
)_[.~ry, h er beauty, h er strength, arnl her failings, make out buoyant with the sense of relief from toil which
l!.tlrnburgh and Holyroo<l attraetin•, aR the scene..-; of sin ~atunlay brings. Thus relieved an<l at leisure, spiritnndsufforings, Ye ry ,tdlyhumanindeetl. AntlJohnKnox, e1lncss l eaped in the spring time of their bei ng, Lut
th · gr ·at_ pei-::;onality in the oppm,ing host she had to tl1ere wa · iu it the for111cnt of jolly-1lng-ism, p11tti11g 1t
grappl w1thancl be o,·ercome by, i as mnch inEdinburah on tip-toe to boullll o,·cr into drnnkcn exc 'S~, pice1l
"ith the in<lulgencu which the young agerly re,·el i11
IW\\' a· a man i. felt io be in the room from which he h~ts
,iust been removecl to l1i;:; "long home.· I never 1 ok when the boun1ls of innocence arc passccl.
These groups ·w ere on tit first form iu the :chool of
on hi· hon e at the head f the 'anongate wilh0ut n,
feeling something like this. ,Yhl'n h e wa. there he hacl publicanism, awl reLlnce1l from the natnrnl whok:-,omt'•
a right to remain that xu 1·uwE1 could i1waliuate · aucl nc:s of youth. Th ey ,n're being tran.;formetl to h:tY •
wh en he is gon~ i~ i sti_ll his through his undying in- pleasure in intoxicatiou, it. inanities, sen ualities, a11d
fluence.. ,John 1:; m Etlmhurgh. , 'cotlaml, antl Europ v brntalitie , rather than in the gnidauce of thought and
to-day m a gre:.i.ter all(l more real .;ense than h e i · in the feeling, with their truth autl j,,y, a.' they l 'ad life, in
Auld, the Free, all(l the , ~. P. J(irk ·. The logical ont- order, up lo <lenl<i1 meut.
:\Jr. Oladt;tone would make ernry raihrny tra.in a
·ome of his moyem nt is felt in the onflo\'I· of go,·crnrnent by tl.Je people, in critical invcstigittion, aud iu pul1li -hou e, to enlti\-ate thi (lepriwity and increas1•
t-he confe rred and pro pectiY benefit. from cien c aud i the r " vcnuc. _-\.utl that it may not he diminished with
mechanism. Th e e in no , mall measure are J ohu ·s , the pornrty that it gi,·es, he Yotes with the Tories aml
outcome. Bnt without cloul,t it is greater than h e cal- tl.ie publi can· a~ainst 1-iir \\'ilfritl aucl prohihition.
Then there were thc,.'e who composed the moYiug
eul~1ted on. " ~ith the aid of Pnrib,H :-::lcotland, hel1 011
nltunately by the English Puritau , he estaLlishe(l the groups. They wcl'e evidently intoxicateLl ; anu as
right of private judgment, and eYer since free inquiry they crashed through the crowtled streets there could
Le no Llo11bt that they were driven by a tlruukcn imhas gathered strength to OYercome oppo ition.
As I kept the "uoon o' the causeway,·• from Allair· · puhie to rea.lit;e the spree in swaggeriug gootl naturo
Dunedin Temperance Hotel in the High Street clown and maudlin fun or in an opportunity for moro unthrough the Canougate to Holyroo<l, and back to the li censed indulgence. They bad made great progre s
Castle, on Saturday night, the 11 th of J mie, my mind under the training of pnblicanism, fostered by the
was occupied with this a1Hl other events which ha.Ye liccnsi11g magistrates. They were eu lM·ed and driYen
made E1linburgh what it is felt to be. And, floodecl as by the (lrink craving to waste themselves aml their
my nnniuating was with th e screech of drunken voic es means in drunken indulgenc .
which came from the statio1rnry and moving group.
The Liberals boast of repc,iling the Corn Laws, and
through which I had to find my way, I was distressed of thereby releasing wages to purchase what the peoplo
with the consideration that the drinking ,,,hich occa- produce. But wh ere is the prosperity? The share of
sioned the commotion and noise was to our time, with it that has come to the people is absorbed in the drink
all its development, a greater obstacle to the progre s trade, and in tbe timu of free-trade, as in the time of
of the future than was the state of matters which :M ary protection, crime mul pauperism remain unsoh·e,l
failed to maintain against th e onslaught of ,John in problems. In fact, r e triction is perpetuated in puLtheir time. The present, with its culture and freedorn licanism as the means of revenue. The peoµle, tempte<l
and diffused ,realth, is the result of J ol.Jn's success in and trainecl to waste their wages in <lrink, are le$
lealliug the people to know, think, and act in aud for 1 prosperous than they would be if they were sober and
themseh-es. But freedom, culture, and wealth, when th1·ifty n,ntl eating their bread at Corn Law prices.
~heycultirnte vice are more to be deplored than tyrauuy, "-age expenuetl in <lrink are more effectually Llrained
1gnorance, nnd poverty, for they are then its slaYes. from tn1de than they ,Yere when expended on dear corn.
And wh~n tha b e t powers of our na:ure are cnthrall cU For while th 2 n1111ufa.cturc of drink gi ·e little employ-
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ment it takes corn for raw material a.nd destroys it. rooted ont. Drink shop .fun at temperance mectincrs
This loss, ac1decl to the local taxes occasi0ned by can only have the effect of scnr1ing th e people back to
pauperism and crime, cannot fall far short of the the drink shop for the fnn and the drink together. T o
revenue derirnc1. It must take as much in this waste- make out-door meetings a cultnring powet· to root out
fol manner to collect the drink tax as it amounts to. the clrinlc trade they should be h eld continuously in
And while the Liberals foster and maintain this state places favourable to the attraction of thoughtful
of matters they are not free -traders, but the maintain- people. In this way earnest men wonltl be brought
ers of a monopoly to demoralise and starve the people into contact to use. ,the t emperance movement, not as a
counter-attraction to publicauisrn, but for its destru cfor revenue.
Besides these groups, in the drink-expeetant mass, tion.
Ann to cultivate this contact with all that it is fitt eJ
there were isolated swagyerer.s, stoiterer , and lwnuerson to the perpendicular, by the strength th ey had in to bring about, the ablest and most earnest men of the
themselves, to keep erect, or by pressing close to a ,rnJl, movement should take to the CHAIR, a1JLl make out-Lloor
or to a person able to uphold them. These could no meetings, as they a.re fitted to become, the central,
longer keep the step and they had fallen out of the mental, morn!, and political poY,er in our movement.
Jou.- PAT N".
ranks. This army of Edinbnrgh rcrnllers, organised
and drilled by government licensing magistrates and
their officers the publicans, had its wounded and its
THE U~FER~lE~TED WINE YIGILAXCB
slain as other armies baYe in active service. These
C01IMITTEE.
last that I have described were thus out of the ranks .
There was still another section, but those who com6 Bond Uonrt, London, E.C., Jnly 3, 1881.
poseu it were obstructively active in no ordinary
'J'o tlte Edilot of "Soci'tl Rrformer."
degree. They stood up and battereJ. each other, or
holding each other down rolled about on the cause- DEAH., IR,-Some tim e ago you ga.ve a cordial notice
way, surrounded by crowds who pressed in to see the of the work undertaken by the Unfcrmented "\\.iue
brutal display with eager interest. It was evident that Yigilance Committee. l\fay I bring this same subject
the police (or ambulance corps to this army) officered once more before your readers? The Report by J.
by the publicans, with their commissions from the Carter Bell, Esq., F.C.S., on Sacramental Wines is of
Government, hac.l more to do than they could overtake so interesting and importaut a natnrc that it is most
in removing the wounded, for they merely looked on desirable that this document should be in the hands of
at much of the battering and rolling, as if, like the every minister, church officer, and temperance reformer
iswaggering and stoitering, they were not to be too nar- in Lhe Kingdom. The committee have issued it with
rowly looked into. Snch was Ellinbnrgh as I saw it this eml in view, and to secure this thorough circulaiu the I:ligh Street and the Cannongate on Saturday tion it is necessary to have a host of cordial co-operators.
I am pleased to be able to acknowledge most valued
crnning, the 11th of June.
[ had anived to speak on the following evening in aitl already rendered to my committee, but much
gronnd still remains to be covered, and those of your
the Queen's Park, and when the hour had come rouncl,
and the meeting had gathered and settled down, it was readers who have not already received a supply of
euch as a man with a thought to illustrate would desire these documents can render most important service by
to talk to. The people had come to listen as they had at once commnnicatiug with me, giving an estimato of
<lone in their places of worship clnriug the day. They r equired numL er for judicious distribution in the r ewere an audience; and an utterance without an audi- spective districts, when I shall have much pleasure in
(;llCe is a greater waste of mind and of time than an sending parcels of the papers, post free, to · all such
a.udicnce is without au utterance. People who are applicants. The postal a<lclresscs should be distinctly
something mentally in themselves are not any the worse given, as I have already several applications to which
I cannot attend in consequence of insnffieient addresses.
when they get little mentally presented to them.
But he who talks to a rabble who can neither take in If any of your readers ha,-e not received their parcelti
thought, nor stimulate thought in him while he docs in reply to this application I trust that they will kindly
talk, is greatly to be sympathised with by e,-ery intelli- repeat this request, regarding the above as the expln.uagent per on. This meeting in the Queen's Park did tion of my non-attention to their first request.
In conclusion I desire to solicit the help of your readers
both. The Daily R eci<'W estimated the number· present
in the compi lation of a list of churches where Unfernt 1000.
On each or the followiug 11ights, except one, I de- m.entecl \Vine is now ased. I s)rn.11 be glad to hr..ve :ill
livere\1 :uldrcsses in different quarters of ihe city until such churches r eported to me without delay, so that
8aturday, the 18th. The meetings in Kichol on Square our list may be as perfect as possible,- I remain, clear
and in the Temperance Hall, Nicholson , treet, which sir, yonr obellient servant.
were addressed in one night, are pleasant to think of.
Jo,·EPH T. F. Rr:-:nor, Ron. ec.
They were attentive and orderly. But those held in
Parliament Square and Lady Lawson Street were the
reverse.
It is a mistake to attract meetings in the
In the Pre ·hyterian General Assembly, the Rev. D.
open air where the need for sobriety greatly transcends J. Macdonnell mo,-ecl a resolution again t prohibition,
the capacity or desire to listen earnestly to the diseus- hut the report of the committee on temperance was
sion of any truth. This was the case at these m eetings, adopted by a vote of nearly two to one. This report
and interruptions and disturbances prevailed while they urges the church to more energetic action, affirms that
continued: I believe it ha.s grown customary at gather- '' total abstinence is correct in principle" ; directs
ings of th1S sort to sustain the audience, as it is called, Presbyteries and Sessions to hold conferences upon the
with chatf for chaff, and stale joke for stale joke as subject, \lcclares the Scott (Pennissi,-e) Act "correct
they arc thrown in npon the speaker in a stream of ii~ pri!wiple, and that any changes shou ld be in the
continuous interruption. The temperance movement direct10n of furth er restriction and more effective
is not to be sustained by such meetings and such advo- working of the act." There can be no doubt the
cacy. They have in many places chased a way the endorsement of this influential body will add momentum
tl.10ughtful, sincere, and morally reliable.
o movement to the movement towards prohibition-the only satisto retorm society c:i.n prosper in the absence of these. factory solution of the drink problem. Other relioious
The other lot are for fun and horse-play. These bodies ha,·e taken similar gronnd, and the senti~ent
are in earnest ; tho other lot live to be amu sed. ~n o?r fa.your is very _stro_ng. 13t!t we lack the organTheso manfully think and a.et to make the present a 1sat1on and cletenmnat10n which ·characterises the
blessing to the future. Abuses havo neve r been re- movement in the Old Land. It will be well for you to
moved by fun, nor progress facilitated byentertuinment. take. n_e~spa_per state~ents regarding the working of
To 1·emove the one and secure the other is now, as it proh1b1t10n m the Umted State with se,-cral lar ,,o
has e,•er been, the work of men impr~ssecl by the pre- grains of salt. Iu addition to the great inflnonce,..,a
vailing evil, and resolved in all carnestnes'l to remove wealthy pommunity like the distill ers and brewers
i.t. Drink is not to be coti:nte'r-':ttt ra?: t ed, i is to lie must wi e1d, th ~re is a sm:i-1idion tlHtt tl1 ~y lra·...-•~ actahlly
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~n1i<1 itliscd lhe associated press. At all events the
colouring of intelligence from K a nsas, Maine, Yermont,
&...: , iti unmi stakeable, an<l many of th0 statements put
fort h on some, to me unknown, but it is alleged, r eliable
;,nt horit y, has no found ation in fact. If yon want to
ituess a r eal failure, come and sec the Ontario licen e
law in opcrntion. It is giYing more and more satisfacti o:i t o the publicans, and I regret to my that some
of om t emperance men do not heartily condemn it ";·hile
th ei r political friend s arc in power. By the 1,yc, the
h on. Mr. M'Lelan, who lately joined the Dominion
C'a bin ct, seems to be a prohibitionist, at least I find
l iy th e 'enate debates that he spoke aucl Yotecl against
the am endment to the , 'cott Act proposed by enator
Almon. - Yonrs faithfully,
Orillia, 6th July, 18 l.
G. H. HALE.

Bailie Selkirk has adtlressed 2 meetings in Gla::,g0w
and Eclinbnrgh.
:;\fr. M. Eel wards has addressed 2 meetings in .A herdecn.
The following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follo\\·
their names:-llcvs. Jolrn Kirk, Edinburgh; .T.
l\f•Dougall, Glasgow; and J. E. Dobson, Aberdeen;
Ex -Bailie Lewis, Edinburgh; ~Iessrs. B. ~!'Callum,
Glasgow; Jame· "\Yinning, Edinburgh; John Buchanan,
Dumbarton; \V ..J. \ Vood, Glasgow; D. Brown, Hamilton; D. Hamsa.y, Edinburgh; G. Sands, Rdinlmrgh:
,John Butters, Euinhurgh; and D. :\foore, Gla ·gow:

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.

Offiees- 112 Bath St., Glasgow, July, 1881.
DE.-\R SIR,-·" c arc desired on behalf of the Executive to respectfully request a subscription from your
Society to the funds of the Scott ish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association .
The Executive do so for the following among other
reasons:I.-The funds at their disposal are not at all adequate to such a. vigorous prosecution of the moyement
as they desire, and a.s is necessary for the speedy realization of the object of the Association-the suppression
of the li<]_uor traffic by the will of the people.
II.-By its energetic efforts-which they a.re glad to
be able to state are uow shareil by all sections of the
movement in 'cotlaud-the Association has created a
wide-spread, growing, and enlightened public opinion
in favour of the abolition of all traffic in alcoholic
liquors.
Ill.-Through its efforts at parliamentary election
contests, and by its electoral canYass, the Scottish
Electoral Constituencies at last General Election re•
turned an o,erwhelmiug majority of representatives to
t1ic II ou e uf Commo11 , ple<lgetl to vole in favour of
placing the existence of the liquor tra.fli<' unre!':ervedly
in the power of the ratepayers affected by its operation .
l\~.- Twice since the General Election the Honse of
Commons have divi1letl on the Local Option Resolution
of, 'ir \YilfriJ. La,rnon. The ::icotch vote in 1880 stood
a.s follows :-4:3 \·otes a.n<l pairs for; only 5 Yotes
against. This is a majority of more than 8 to 1. Last
month, on the House dividing on the same question,
this splendid vote was maintained. Ou no other question of interest to , cotlancl can such a, d ecided expression of parliamentn,ry opinion he shown .
V.-\Vhile sedulously prosecuting its special objects
in the constituencies, it has ever offerecl assistance and
co-operation to kindre<l associations. On all platforms
its advocates and agencies may be found diligently
striving to diffuse the ble sings of temperance and prohibition among all classes of tl1e community.
To enable it to continue and increase its efforts,
which haye on them the tamp of unquestionable progress all(l success, we Yery confidently appeal to your
, 'ociety as one who, recognizing the faithful work it
bas don e, is prepared to encourage its labours by a
generous response to this request for financial assistance. "~aiting your kiurl and early reply to this
nppli cn,tion, addressed to the , ecretary,-\Ve are, very
faithfully yours, James Torrens, J.P. , Chairman of
Executive; H.. 1\1 'Callnm, Treasurer; J. L. Selkirk,
J . P., Honorary Secretary; Robert Mackay, Secretary.
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ScoTTTSU P1m:m . ·s1n: BILL AXn TE:"llPERAxc:i-;
AssocrATJO::-..

T1m following meetings have been adtlressed by the
"ach·ocates and agents of the Scottish Permissi,·e Bill
nnd Temperance Association, from lGth Uay to 14th
,July inclu sive. During that period, 164 meetings were
held, 79 being depntational, and 85 ordinary. At these
meetings, 238 addresses were given. The following is
n summary of each speaker's work:1I r. H. Steven on has visited Ayr, Dumbarton, Paisley, Go\·an, Glasgow, Pertl1, Kilmarnock, Dundee,
Arbroath, Forfar, Brechin, F erryclen, MontrPse, Greenock , Edinburgh, Partick, Po.llokshaws, "\Vhiteinch,
Irvine, antl Nairn, and addressed 49 meetmgs.
l\lr. \Vm. Blackwood has visited Stornoway, Invergonlon, Bcauly, Aberdeen, Macduff, Ranff, Portsoy,
'ullen, Dunrlee, Arbroath, Forfar, Brcchin, Fcrryden,
~fontrosc, Peterhead, Fra crburgb, Elgin, Lossiemonth,
Dufftown, ancl Nairn, and aclclre secl 35 meetings.
:\fr. John Paton has visited Ayr, Dumbarton, Paisley, Govan, Perth, Kilmamock, Glasgow, Ediuburgh,
n.ncl Grc0nock, and addressed 30 mecting::i.
• fr. H. Dransfield has visited Paisley, Glasgow,
<, reenock, l 'larksto11, Polloksbaws, Kirkintilloch, IrYinc, aml ParLick, and addresse<l 29 meetings.
)Jr. J. H. \\' aterston has visited Glasgo\\', Etliuhurgh, Freuchic, London, Kirkcalcly, Dysart, and
Pat hhcad, and addressed 23 meetings. Mr. J. H.
\Yaterston went to Ireland, in room of Rev. A. l\l'JZinley, and " ·hile there acldresscrl meetings in Lur6 an,
Hallin:ihinch, Belfast, Dromore, l\foyallen, Gillford,
Carrickfergus, Druminess, and Donagbadee.
The
mee tings addressed were 24 in number. \Ve append
a notice of them from the Ird1 newspaper pre ·s' Inrnn TE)IPERAXCE LR.\ Grr~.- 1-Ir. J. H. "\Yaterston,
of 1"!..clinburgh, has just concluded a lecturing tour in
t he north of Ireland, under the auspices of the Irish
Tempcr::m cc Leagne, which has giYengreat satisfaction.
~fo t of the meetings were held i11 the open air, and
as :\fr. "\\' aterston is a ready, racy, and agreeal.,le
1,peakcr, and brimful of anecdote, his addresses, as
may b e expected, were highly appreciated by his large
nncl enthusiastic audiences. ·- R r.: lfa st Weekly 'J'elrr;rcrph,
July lG, 1881.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Tackerty, Olasgow, Lonrl on . Grcenock, I'artick, Hamilton, \Vhiteinch, rirlciutillor.h, ancl lrYine, and acltlressecl 19 meeting!': .
Rev. A. :\l 'Kinlay has visited Edinburgh, Leith,
PeeLlcs, and ~elkirk, and addressed 11 meeting .
The He.-. Mr. M'Kinley met with a very gratifying
reception while in Scotland, and cherishes a pleasing
rem embrance of the kindness and attention of the
fri end concernetl in the arrangements for his meetings,
Ward Beecher says that the saddest faces he sees are
:tnd in the proYision for his comfort and accommoda• ' those of women who haYe passed middle life.
tion.
The Persians have a saying that "Ten meaimres of
Mr. "\Ym. Kesson has visited Glasgow, Bonhill, Partalk were allotted to mankind, and the \YOmen took
tick, and Alexandria, and addressed 11 meetings.
i . r. John Hipley has addressed 5 meetings in Eclin- nine.' '
ourg h.
o~ A BREAD PLATTER.-" Well, :Esther, can you read
:0-.tr. John Steel has addressed 4 meetings in Edin- that?" "No, mamma. ·• ""\Yell, it is rather difficult.
burg h and Leith.
These are Old English characters."
"Are they ~
Mr. J. P. Losso ck has adclrossecl 3 mcctingl'! in Then it is no wonder the ancient Britons could neither
Hawick and Selkirk.
r ead nor write ! "
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* * Jl eml1en,, friends, a11cl , oci<-ti · sub.~r·,-:ui11u tu
* tl1e Fund;; of the Scottish Permis ·irn -(Jill Cl(ul
'J'e11ipern11ce A.s ·ociation a re 1·especlj_ult-p 11~formecl that • '·ttbi;criplio11.; to th e A ·socwt1?11, if
not all'1wdy pnid, are now due, and mll &e
olaclly rrceh:ecl by the A gents and ut the Ujfir.:es,
112 Both, trect, Glasuou•. The clenuwds i1pon
the Association are increasing, cm£l il v.1oulcl
materiall!J assist th e E.cecutive in promptly meetin:; these, were sub ·criptions pnilt in the_ fonne; ·
rnt Ju,r than the latta part of the financ,al year,
·tcltich icill cluse on 20th Septembel', 1S81.

PocIAL

t erms for large!' quaut ilie:i. 011 receipt of b,·ch-e
stamp , a dozen copies will l,e ::;eut, po::;L free t o n11y
:ulJre s.
We cou ficlently rely on tl1e libernl rt ~i -ta nee l'f
our fri eULls in ,·ecuring a large cir<.;ulatioll for thi:;
ad 1uirable lecture.
?'he 'J'e111pP1·a11ce Rejonnation from a .Medical Pui11t
o( l' fr1 r.
By James .J•Currtty )l'CnllocL, )1.n .,
Dumfries. (:)cottish l'ermi ssirn Bill aucl Temper ance Association, 11~ Bath, ' treet, Glasgo,\ ). One
penny.
This is the r eprint of a ledure 1leliYeretl by requ est
to the students of Glasgow ~n i,·ersity by a pruYincial
physician of eminence. It is beyond question one ~,f
the most trencbant assaults upon akohol and tbe traffi ~,
which has ever appeared. The Association does well t
rcpuulish it, and to offer its 20 octavo 1~ages o! we~l priutecl matter at the woud~rfu,11 , low pn ce ?f :>IX _slullings per hu_ndrc1l. - Dr. /- . .f.. L t:es III t/, 1,; · ~\ cdttJnaT •
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GLASGOW, .Au:usT, l 81.
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TE>JPERAKCE AS, Ol'IA'l'IOX
ANNUAL

Onlers (terlll S c:a:-;h) respectfu lly reque;:;te1I.

IEETIN(.48.

, 'cottish Perrui ssiYe Bill and Temperance
Association, 112 Bath ,"treet, Gl :t;:;gow.

The twenty-tbinl anuual meetings of this Association will be hekl in Gla gow on Tue da. ·, 27th
September, 18 1.
The bnsines. meeting will take place in the Clil'i::1tian Institute, 70 Bothwell Street, at 11 1l.m.
Treasurer Hamilton, J.P., Presideut uf the Association, will occu py the chair. '.fl1 e arn1ual rq ort,, will
be sulm1itted, office-bea,rerB elected, aud Lnsiue s of
importance considered .
The social m eeting of m1>nil1er.· and tlieir fri ends
will be helu iu the Saloou of tl1 e City Hall, !aucl lerigr,8, at 4 p.w. preci. ely. John '\\~i lliam1-1, Esq.,
T he Ureen, '\\ i haw, will preside at. tl1i. meeting.
A1hlres cs Ly delegat es and 1·epre.· ntati,· •, of ki11dred associalious.
The public meeting will Le li eltl iu tli0 Cily Hall
in the eYening, at half-pa ·t seven o clock.
LORD Cou::-i C.,rnPBELL, M.P., i11 the chair.
Farther particular.· will appear iu the next is · uc
of the , 'ocicd R eformer. This early notiee i gfren
to allow tLe friend of the i\ssociatio11 ample time to
make arrangements for being present. The Executi ,·c
have a confident hope that th ey ·will Le gratified hy a
large and enthusiastic attendance at all the m eeti ngs.

B.

l\L\.CK.\ Y, ,

'ec!J,

THE TE~IPERAKCB REFOR1IA'l'lOS FROM
A MEDICAL POINT 0~' YIE,Y.
}3y

JAMES

l\fuRR.\.Y

1\l"CULLOCH,

i\l.D., &c.,

Dc;::-.1]:''RJK'.

We are g ln,d that n. ~econcl -'tlition of this truly
excellent lectme has been called for. It is Leyond
question the best argnmeut for prohibition t o whi ch
we can poiut, embodying the essence of all thnt has
l>een written on abstinence as the <luty of i.he indi,·idnal: and proh ibition by the will of tlte people as
the dnty of the ~late.
Copies are to lie ha<l from tl1e ollice of this nrngaziue,
J 12 Bath Street, Glasgow, at one penu; ead1, or ~ix
shill ings p'.: r bnwlrcd, exeln :,,i1 e c,f ca nillge. , ph·i id

lt is to u u perennial source of sm pri::;e ll1at uur
Legislature should be so Yery inconsistent in th eit·
dea liugR with admitted daugers. The people of
Seotland hav€., thro11 g l1 their parliamentary repre seutativ es, ofteu demanded power to suppress tlie
liquor traflic wLich affects l ltem. Y et Parliarnc11t
he it ales, mininii-e. the danger of the puhlic l10u ·e
ancl in Ye1 y co wnnlic:e as it were, 1·efrains from
affording pl'otection to the . oherly di ~posed ratt:1payer · m,ywhere, agttiu t tl1 eir ene mies the JriIJk cr
all<l the drink ell er. Y t, t.he ol li er <lay, when Jr.
umm ers, 1J. P., in lhe Hon se of l'omrnous, put it to
the Home , 'ecretary that there wa extreme dangtr
11H' n:tci11g the citizeu uf Li\-erpool from the great
quantities of gtrnJ owder store1l iu hulks on the
:Mersey, the contra t betw en their upineness n<;
regard . the liquor traffic, aml lhei r Yigi lan1.:e as
regard · gu npowder conlci not be more marked. The
floa.ti11g powder magazines ou the :i\-Ier::iey have iu
store 400 tons of gunpowder, the explosion of whi ch
would doubtless lay L iverpool in ruin.. Some tilll e
ngo a ship on the Mersey with n cargo of gnnpowcler
blew up, mid gase tLe glazier antl oth er trades ru e11
an uulimit d supply of work in r egbziug and reuewingthe wiudows that were shi\·ered by the explosion.
Mr. Trevelya11, M .P ., by who e depar tment, aud u ut
that of the Home Oflice, the que. tion ba<l to be answered, informed the intere ted Hon e that th ere
were special places on the rfrer where the~e floating
powder magaz in es were ruoored, that the Admiral ty
could onler th em auywhere, that an officrr was
specially appointed to look after them, and that a
r evenue crn iser ,,..as specially appointed to watd1
them, and that its lJoats contaiued a. row guard.
Even the e e\'ere precaution. did not seem to assure
the citizen' su0icieutly 1 aucl something more ~ il •
ap1mreutly detenuined npon, of which the quesliouer
was lo baYe tl1e earlie t iuforrnaliou. ~·ow, let our
rea ,i er . s:1m up R11 t he Llisa ~t'ers ·hi ch Jia,, e follu'\1, " 1
0
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mauufocttll·e and stornge uf gnnpowtler, arnl he tl1e imliviJnal c::1.ses are, it iR not pennis ibl e to sl1 ow
will lJe pleased to find that lJeca.nse of extreme iudnlgenee when ·uch vast au<l delicate nrncliine:; as
Yigilc1,nce these have been comparatiYely few ; iu the' ='lorthumberland with all her crew are dependfact, for many years, Liverpool l1as enjoyed an e11tire ent on the care aml judgment of a si1wle oflicer. '
immunity from uch explosioni". Yet tha.t cit.y has The case between society a.nd those und er responi:;inearly 2-:!0J pn blic hou ·es and beer shops with th eir bility with respect to it could not be better stated.
appalling re. ults. The murder·, wife beatingi", and Take any great concern-a shipload of people, a trai11
similar fearful crime-, the fruits of these µlaces, ha Ye :rnd its passengerfl, a work with its operatives, or
multiplied to such an extent tliat Liverpool has re- public institutions aud their curators- antl apply
cei\·ecl the name of" the dark .. pot on the l\forsey." the doctrine lo their ea, e n precisely as 1\fr. Treve"\Ve .cannot help thiuking that om Government, to lyau has done to the 'Northumberlaud,' and its
be consi::;teut anu eYen-lianded, should take proper engineer, and you establish a case in whic:h it is no
precautions to protect its subjects eqnnlly from tlie longer admissiule to tolerate drinking people in
m ils of inlox.icatiou, as from the danger of gnu- positio1J:; of tru:st. But to make a" hole ale holocau st
po,Hler, ju::;t as the manifold d:rnger:; to the phy ·ieal, of thi sort would Le little le.: than a calamity, and
moral, und mental nature, n.ri ing from the li1p10r 1 quite uuuece:,sary, \\·lieu the Letter alternatirn lie·
\Ye <.:an retain their n.tlnal.:le
trnftfr, lransceud iu qualitr aud amount the happily within our reach.
en-ices by the remontl, like a wise people, of that
rare daugers c,f rrnnpowder. A regan.ls gunpowder,
Uo,ernmcnt seeks to fortify the people agaiust what which exert if nnchec.:ked a disastrous iufl.uence on
i · 011 ly a po::;;:;il le stroke ; in the case of ah: liol, we 1 their fortunes. To con erve then that skill, tlmL
ai111 at gettillg power to n.vert th e nctunl dangers \ knowle<lg~, that power of organization, and those
arnl calamities which :1re in eparable from the traffic invaluable sen-ices that haYe tended so much to the
in alcoholic li11uon;. 'We cannot help monmiug over material ·upremacy of onr country, we do riglit to
their in consist ncy, but we certainly • hall not rest c.lemaucl the utter de:Structic,n of the facilities for the
coutenteJ nud er their timiJity or uegle<:t to do ns sale and con umption of alcoholic liquors which have
justice ; they will n ither lrnve peace nor re. t iill prond ·o often and so cutirely ubversive of the
justice be done to their suLject- througl1 the snppre,'- ahilily a1Hl steaLliness of really cn.pu.Lle men in all
sion uf the li11nor traffic lieiug entirely in the power 1 tl1e iuthu,t ries of Great Britain. On ,Yhat grounds
can , ·e tolerate amongst us a cla · whose opemuf the rulepayer~.
liou~ tend to tl1c Janger arnl injury of what is conDu1 i11g tl1e piesent :,Ummer the Scolli~h Perwi:.:- fided t0 thPir r:u-P, and to their own la. t.ing l0ss nf
si \·e l!ill :ud Tempcrauce ~\s ciation has "l•n.d f1Jci;d position / Rimply on tbe ground of onr ituor1 usiuei:;s 011 it:::. hand." The demands upo11 its open-air au c auc.1 our custom.. ,vhen the tirst is dispelled,
11ge11cie ha Ye been without a parallel in it.s hi~lo1 y. niHl the last i~ cha11ged, \\·hich will e tlie gloriu11:-;
Tl:c only re,rret i. that it has not been Letter L·qnip- and Le1iig11 dfort of tl1e pruhiLitiuu at whit:11 we aiw,
petl for meeting them. Jo far a,· it l1a bee11 al1J,,. allll "liid1 liy tl1c rnte::; of our fellow-citizens and
however, it has <rone heartily and dernteclly i11to tlie the l>le~l:ling uf 'od, we . liall at no di.foul di y
work, a,nd with Lhe cordial co-operation d f1 il'tHls secure.

t lie

alJ(.l committees, the truths of prohilJiti 11 au•l tl1e
rightful poiicy with regnnl to it ha Ye hee11 pre~C'n ted
1110 ·t effectively to the inhabitants of
V(: 1·y town 0f
iwportance in 'cotland .
HaYing a cnuvi<:tion iu
fa your of tl.ie ecluca.tional rnlue of open-air mee tiugs
that deepeus year by year, we 1ejoice at tl1e abullllaut labours in tl1is directiou on the I a.rt of the agents
and advoc:~tes of the Scotti h Perm is ·i ve Bill and
Tempemuce A.sociation, an,l belie\·e t!:n.t they
largely tenLl to speedily hasteu the eutire $; t111pression of the liriuor tmffic.
very important answer was give11 in ihe Hvu:;e
of Commons by Mr. Trevelyan, :\J.P., the oll1er day
to a question regardiug an engineer dismi .. secl from the
service for drunken,1.ess. It ap1 ears that at lhe -very
moment his senices were in request he ,-..-n.s found
utterly iucapa1le of renclel"ing them, and a., unfortunately for l1irn, this was nut liis first offence, he
was tricu and ·entenced to di:m1issal a.1Hl disgrace.
lt ifl, howeYer, lo Mr. Tre\·elyan's comrueut that we
·ish to Jirect the attention 0f our readers. He saiJ,
« Druukenn t ss is a fault to \, hid,, h o·we'\"er pain fol

l 1uler " Progr s of the ·w ork," our reader will
copy of a circular sent hy the Executi\·e of tlie
~cotlish ·Pnmif:'sive Bill and Temperance Association
to a number of societie.· iu the various districts of
the l:Otrntry. Tl1erein is dearly and snccioctly set
forth the claims of the As oeiatio11, not merely upon
the org:uiisation~ t o wl1id1 it more immediately
refer._, but upon all who belien~ tlte liquor traffic to
be the fertile source of many appalling 10ora.l aud
::;ocial eYilR, ::wJ ou thn.t accouut deserving of extin ctiou lJy th e Yoice and ,·ote of the ratepayers. It is
hn t l wo months ~ince we drew the attention of 01.1 r
readers to the urgent need by the Association of
fond::s adequate to the increasingly vigorous prosecution of the agitation, and we are glad to be able to
iuform them that our doi11g so has not been altogether in Ya.in. "\Ve can w ithout fear of challenge
point to tile untiriug e11ercry au<l aLsorbing devotion
e:-;hibite<l o markedly by the Execntire aucl it~
Yarious agencies ; ancl in doing this we caunot help
snying that if e\·er Yigorous agitation was desen-i11g
of encouragement, i t is d e to th Asso ciation and
fill(} n.
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its conductors to my that llieir efforts merit rccogni(..;ertain puLlicans sympa.thising with the Iris'.1
tion in the best of all ways-in ~upplyiug them liber- Land Ie:igue, or overawed by its memberE', h,1Te deI
ally with funds that they may increase arnl sustain cline<l to a~ ist the military and the police in th
their agenci s, and be able to avail themselves of all discharge of their duty. GoYernmeut has naturally
means and methods which promise to still farther resent e<l snch conduct, rmd in tructed the magistracy
augment their power and influence in the couutry to withhold the licenses of all pul licans taking ·u cl1
I
n.nd over the Legislatnre as well as constrain the a courne. T.t, is not to he supposed tha.t GoYenm:ellt
GoYernmeut of the day to enact a law which " ·ill , that throws the shield of its protection onr tLc
remit the liqnor traffic to be dealt with by the rale- pul>licau, is to continue to do so while he aids and
payers according- as they may see fit. To give spar- al>ets tliosc that are thwarting the rneasmes it i.
i11gly i · just to protract the struggle and indefinitely enfor ·ing for t11c prosperity nnd peace of Ireland.
delay the glorious cousnmmation of labours which Hence, if the Iri~h publican will not support the
though ns yet short of the alt:tinment of Lheir great British Government, that Gowmment has resoh-ed
object hn:rn conferrecl invaluable blessings on the corn- on, in effect, retortiDg, "Well, go on and sell withou t
mnuity. To girn libera.lly to the Association is to us." Of course that would be felony, so some unensure seeing ere one goes hence the operation of one happy publicans, through Lrying to rnn "·ith th
of the most beneficent laws that was ever a keel for by hare and huut with the hounds, ha,·e come to grief
Scot laud- a l:i.w that will sustain virtue, discourage on the matter. The Government takes up a, position
vice, and irnmea urcably. well the happineRs of her which is only tenaLle at the expen e of its own i11people.
consistency. The puLlicans everywhere injure ilil
______
suLjects, indeed they never tir wilhin their bar
,ve h,n-e again earnestly to call lhe atteution of all withont doing it. Why sl:ould the Government
friends of prohibition lo the electorn.l register. We simply punish the publicaus who interfere with the
do this with all the more pleasure that we believe that military occupation of Ireland, nncl let the thousands
the a.ttcnlion hitherto bestowed hy the friends of the of them go scot-free that are ravagiug hou;eholds
cause throughout ScoLlaud l1as Leen signally exhib- anrl rnining millions in the country I Is not a subited in her Parlinmentary contests. She wonld not ject as good as a policeman auy clay 1 It may l:e
stand as she does, pre-eminently in the van of urged thn.t the pnblicans iu gne Liou refused food
the agitation, had it not been thn.t the electors favour- and carriage to he(Maje ty's forces. ·well, admitting
ing temperance and prohibition were actuated by a, ! tha.t, what lhen? The pnblicans hy supplying their
cnstomers with liquors, po itively charge them till
la.udn.ble desire to see to the electoral register. If j
ever eternal vigilance was required it is in this they become dangerous to then1.'e1vcs :111cl all around
matter. "\Ve know not where or ·wl1en every vote j them, a nry rnnch graver crime than merely withholding food a.nd carriage. 'Ille whole relation of
may be aw,ujting to maintain our position or secure I
the traffic to the r::itate is au anomaly, and the be t
an acces ion to our strength in tlie House of Comway to deal wilh it is for all good citizens to commons.
oLhiug seems more uncertain lha.n the
bine
for its rcmoYal in the interests of ,di.
tenure of a parliamentary seat. .A parliamentary
I

1

counection of t,Yenty-four years' duration ,Yns last •

-----month severed by the choice of tl1e Queen, ;-ind a
The ancient burgh of Snnqulrnr has n. Town
contest fo1 th0 seat rncatecl on,y ,wertecl hy the lofty Council composed wholly of a.l>:staincrs-provost,
pn.trioti m of t11e Liberal candidate.. This will not bailies, aud conncillors, nll havillg a natural or
a.lways happen, howev r, so that in eYery (;a e the acqnirccl aver. iou to alcohol in all its forms. ·were
highest wisdom is sh')wn in b eiug thoronghly organ- topcrs to read our rnagaziue this statement would
ized and registered . ·we w0t11Ll earne. tly urge npon infli ct a, painful shock of surprise upon them. It
all to see that Lheir name is dnly on the register. It would do more, it would set them woudering how
may not be their fortune to ea t the vote that may the affair.:l of the burgh couhl be conducted at all
determine whether or not we are to have a, warm when they were wholly ju the bands of teetotal
supporter, n. Jnke-warm frie1Jd, or n. firm opponent., fanatics. Where, they would triumphautly ask, is
bnt it is al way:; in their po"·er to have a rnte to ghe I the loyalty of the burgh on a Queen's hirth-day,
to the right, n.nd thus swell the number of the when the municipal authorities should meet to drink
friends of the suppression of the liqnor trnffic. The the Queen's health? God s:we her. llow could they
roll ha' to be completed by the 15th day of Septem. ; innst an illu. trious stranger with the freedom of the
ber, aud to be afterwards submitted to the scrutiny i burgh when "cake and wine n is not ju all their
of the ratepayers. All who have paid their rates thou ghts I Ilow could they duly lay the foundation
previot1s to the 31st July are eligi1le for a place stone of some public building or other when they
upon it, an<l. it should be the special dnty of friends were unable to pour Lhe baneful wine of commerce
or committees to see tlrn,t all those willing to vote upon the stone? Why, Sanqnbar has never hn.d
for prohil,ition i:- houl<l he duly ancl accurately on the such a vi itation of prm·idence siuce the Sanquhar
rolls for their burgh or county. Lodgers require to tleclaratiou ngainst Charles II. was proclaimed within
be plac don the roll annually. Lwr ,\ LL ATTE:ND TO it; and they would be even fonnd going Lhe length
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of saying tha.t they rea.lly beliCYed that these abstainI
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heiDg reported ns amended, Mr. Thomasi;:on moved
tbat the first clause be so far amended as to provide
for the opening of public-houses on Sabbaths from
l 2.30 to 2.:30 p.m. for selling off th e premises. Mr.
H. Ricbar<l coulJ not accept this amendment. l\lr.
,varton moved the adjonrnmeut of the cleh:1.te on
account of the indecent haste with which thf' bill
was hurried through Committee. He did not, however, pre~s his motion. On a division, Mr. Thomnsson s amendment wFts rejected by 1 to :32, rnnjority
49. The third reading was fixed for Gth July.
June 23. - Lonl .Arthur Hill moYed, on subsection 5 of the Irish Land Bill, the following subectiou :-·" The tenant shall not on hi holding,
without the con ent of the laudlorcl, open auy house
for the sale of intoxicating liquors, or undertake auy
trade or husines of a dangerous or obnoxious character. ;
The Aitomey-Genernl objected to the
a,rneudment on the ground that the liquor traffic
was already under the control of the magi tratci-.
, ir \Vilfrid Lawsou desired the progress of the bill.
(La ughter and cheers.) Colonel Tottenham, remark ing upon the amount of drunkenness in the rural
part of Ireland, said he knew of a village in that
country where there were only twenty honsC's, ten
of which were pulilic-honses. (O h~)
i\Ir. A. M.
, ' nlliYan tl1on g ltt the gallant member must be
libelling the. Irish nrngistmcy.
•
}.fr. Callan said he happened to know the Yillage to
ARLTAMENT RY SESSION.-VII.
which the h un. member for Leitrim had referred. He
TEnnon1srnG TIJE GovERNMENT-Sm WrLFRID LAW- would make no ch:.n ge against the magistrates, but he
must tate 011 e fact-that the ten public-houses in the
' O.
ON TllE UOYERNJUENT AND
TIIE LIQUOR
Yillage referred to belonged to one landlord. Every
Tn ,\FFIC- \VELsir SUNDAY CLOSING BrLL- -T1rn
other house in the village belouged to other poorer
.EsTAl3LISHMENT OF PUBLIC-HOUSES FORBIDDEN
landlords, and the magistrates would not give licences
UY •rnE Lt.ND BILL-1\1R. CAL E's MoTION rn
to any house except to those belonging to a brother
}'AVO'GR OF LI E~Sl}.G .BOARDS - TnE
PIC1I
magistrate. (Hear, hear.) Mr. 11 'l'artney supported
TRAFnc IN Bu1u1IL\H &c.
the amemlrnent, obsen·ing that he was sorry to ee the
June lG.-The ·Earl of Dartmouth in ''tlte Lords" bon. member for Carlisle (, i1· \V. Law ou) throw temdilated on the Solihill ruun1er, where nn Iri::ihrnau in p1.rance :rn l colcl ,~·:.i.t<.r r..ltogcther aside in connectioa
an ul ter nllmlered a mau uamecl Gately in a pu1lic- with the bill before the Committee. (Laughter.) , ir
hom,e, on Suntlay, Gth December, 1 'c O, in tbe pre- ,f. M'Garel Hogg, as au Irish landlord, said he obj ctecl
to the erection of pnulic-houses on hi property without
~ence of a, I\ um lJer of persons, and yet got clear his leave. He shouhl, therefore, second the amenda" ay · and although a jury returned a Yerdict of ment. 1lr. Glad.tone sai(l, the1e being great force in
wilful murder, the miscreant, ha .:'till elucle1l jm,ti ·e. the arguments that the hill was fur the protection of
llis lo1d ship inferred that thi murder ,ms do11 e t o agricultural tenants in the pro. ecution of their agriculsti·ike l rror to the IrishnH'n in and around Birmiug- tural pmsuits-(hear, hear)-be was of opinion that it
b am, and was prompterl hy the tone of the lid- might be right to insert in the measure some ~uch pro•
1othian peeche , in whic:h th e Premier hinted tlmt vi ion a. was propo~ecl by the noble lonl. (Hear, hear.)
.-iolence was neces ·nr to force the GoYerument to The 1 0 -~rnment would uot accept the amendment in
take rnea snres for the.benefit of Ireland. The Earl its present shape. It might be be . t to bring up a subof Dalhou. ie effect1rnlly replied to what he termecl sect-ion at the tage of report. Lat r on the Premier
l1i!i lord ·hip's most ingeni us attack 011 the First agr ed t accept the amendment if it were to stop at
liquors. Hon. A. Hill consented to modify bis amendLord of the Treasury, aud the matter dropped.
.Tnue 17.--Sir \V. La.w. Oll, in reply to Mr. ew- ment. :\fr. Callan expressed his strong approval of the
course taken by the l'rime :Minister. (Hear, hear.)
degate, said his re olution adopted by the HonsP on ~Ir. 'l'. D. Hullivan "·i heJ to kno'1,· if the consent of
Tue day was simply affirmative of the resolution the landlord ,voulll en title the t enant to a license.
passed last year, and desigued to strengthen the (Loud crie. of "~ -o. ") 'ir \Yilfrid Law on moved to
lmnds of the G0Ye1 umeut in dealing with this ques- (.mit "with the consent of the landlonl " from the
tion at the earliest practicable moment. He had clause, and being ruled by the Chairman as too late,
foll confidence in the Go Yerument- (hear, hcm-)- gave notice that he ·wonld <lo so at a future st:igc.
which came i11to powe ·, as he uuderstoocl, mainly to
June 24-.-Mr. C'aine gaye notice that that day four
villtlicate the authority of Parliament, and he did weeks, on going into Committee of upply, he woultl
n ot think tbat it was at all likely they would io-uore move-'' That in the opinion of thi s Hou e the GoYernthe i11 tructions of the Honse of Commons, as it was ment measnre embodying the Local Option resolutions
clearly the manclate of the House. (Cheers.) If the passed by the House on 18th June, 1880, and 14th
Government dicl not act on the instructions of the Jun e, 1881, while clearly defining the principles and
House, of course he would haYe to consider the contlitions that are to r egulate the trade in exciseable
course he should take. (Laughter.) Iu that case lie liquors, shoul1l entrn t the admini tration of the law
~vould give his hon. friend due notice of anything he to Loanls i:,pecially elected for the purpose by the rat epayers, leavin g the jurisdiction affecting the breach s
rntended to propose. He would l1ope to have hi
of the law a· at present to the ordinary tribunals of
co-operation-(la11ghter)-a11cl tbn.t of the h ou. mem- justice."
ber for BriLlport Pfr. \Yarton), and the other
Juno 2i -Sir \riifricl Lawson asked the Secrehwy
leaders of the Conserrntfre party.
(Renewed of State for India whether tho measures rccomrncmlecl
laughter.)
by Mr. Aitcheson, Chief Comm.issioncr of British
J1.111e 20.-On the Wel:,h Su1Hhy Closing Bill B n-mah, for p ob ibiting th~ traffic in opium, the con-

i1 ig authorities ,vould be found prepared at :my
n:0mellt to frame a. similar dec-laration aga.iust the
t) r:u 1t aud u smper, strong driuk. "They rny, let
them my," the governing burglters of Sanq-:.1har
ha.- e no occasion for anxiety as to what such victims
of the Luug are pleasecl to my. They a.re the chosen
of their fellow-bmghers, a.ncl it is a high compliment
to the temperance movement that the prac.:tice of
abstiHeuce is rather a help than a hindrance to
mnni ipal h ono urs. 'Ibe day i. fo . t approaching
wh en all onr citizens, and all tbeir rulers, will be
called up to lrnni$h th e publican in the iuter st of
those they h old dear. When we see how, under the
drink dispensation, they .-alue those thn.t adhere to
a temperance life, we can be iu little donht as to the
co urse tl1ey then will foJ-low.
They will exdude
tbe publican from citizem;hip as entirely as the
burghers of, anquhar ha Ye, meantime, excludetl him
atHl his infatuated cu tomers from the municipal
dignities of S:rnquhar. May God hasten the day.
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sumption of whidt artiele lie <l dare<l to be "affecting was un the Excise. Th e llilfurence in the distributi011
the Yery life of this young and otherwise prosperous of th e ni.:1,lt lluty an<l th e beer duty o,·er the ac:uount.
province,. , h:vl b een carried out.
The Man-1uis of of tile year quite .1.ccouutctl for it. The Leer duty is
Hartington said the priucipal measures recommen<led receivable in very nearly equal proportions in the four
by Mr . .Aitcheson had been carried into effect. The quarters of the year, but the malt duty varies as mu t h
number of shops for the retail sale of opium had been in the four quarters as H per Gent. in one quarter and
reduced from 6 to '27, the r eduction to take effect from 40 p er cent. in another. The difficulty in the present
April 1 last. From the same elate also the rate at , case was this- that 30 per cent. of the malt duty was
" ·hich opium wa supplied to farmers, licensed vendors, ' in a normal year, in the three month s en cling 2nd June,
or medical practitioners, had been r aised from 24: t o 28 1 and only 2:1: p er ent. of the b eer dllty. ,Yhen I
I
and 32 rupees. Three other recommendations were mention that 1 per cent. of the beer duty m cau ·
made by ::\fr. Aitcheson in connection with this subject, £80,000 allll that 6 per cent. means only £31:2,000, it
but had n ot heen adopted - first, that opium shoulcl will be ob \·ious at once tllat that di I o ·es of the " 'hole
only be consnmed on the premises, and the posses ion of the apparent decrease.
of opium in any quantity, however sma.11, outside a
In reply to )lr. Sternnson, )fr. Gladstone said tln t
shop, except in certain cases, woul Ll b e illegal; that , he could holJ out no h ope whate,·e1· that the l::iurnlay
habitual opium smokers should be placed unde r closing bill wouhl be taken to-morrow.
restraint, and required t o find security for their good
.Tuly 7. --)Ir. Cliil<lers, in replying to )ir. Brallll rebehaviour: an<l, thirdly, that a Commissioner of Exeisc ganling the tleath of soldiers through the exGe ·siY'J
should be ap1 ointecl for Burmah. . 'ir \\' ilfod La\\·son heat, incitlcutally stated that a ration of ls. or 2s.
- - Can the nuble lord inform the Honse wheth er th e , according to clistauee was issne<l to th e Yoluntecrs
shops which are closed are to l'ccciYe compensation? apvearing in \Vinclsor Park, that am!Jle supplie of
(Laughter.)
water and large blocks of ice wuuld he in the rear of
July 4. - The nfarr1uis of Hartiugtun, r eplying to )lr. each division and at the railway station s, aud great
O'Donnell, said the steps taken in Burmah to check the attention has been paid to tL e medical arrangern cntd
consumption of opium would end in a s:i.crifice of both on the ground a nd at the stations.
r evenue arnounting to £50,000 a yea1·. The in crease in
J ul y 11. --On th e motion of ~fr. Nicholson, the retum
the consumption of ·pirits was du e t o the increased wa.s agreeLl to of ' · the number of new licell ·e.:; gra nted
pro p erity iu the pro\·ince and to the fact that w eak er I Ly the Justices in each of the several countie · of Eng liquors had been substituted for those previou sly u sed. laml ancl ,Yale· in the years 1878-79, 1879- U, 188U-8 l ,
There h ad been no increase of drunkenness in conse- 1 .with the total number in the whole of Englautl 1111J.
qnence of the adoption of the out-still system, which "'i\' ales in a ·h of the sa id y ears, " &c., &c.
provided for the wants of th e people in a legitimate
The Attorney-General for Ireland informed ~fr. Lalor
manner.
that the :Magistrates in Petty Sessions hacl the legal
.\fr. TreYcly:m, replying to Mr. Puleston, d efended power to " ·ithhold a certificate of license from pulJlicans
the condemnation autl di. mi ssal of Lieutenant Deacon who ob ·tructed the constabulary in the discharge of
for drunk enness. His messmat s all t estitied that he their legal tlnties.
Due notice was given to the
was drunk at dinner. His conduct all t hrough was publican.· in question that their licenses would Le
not "good.· He could not be employed again, as that opposed.
,voul<l be simply to k eep him as an :umuitant on the
July 12. - On the motion of Mr. 'tevcn sou, the order
1>ublic for life. (Cheers.)
for the second r eading of the English Sunday clm1ing
Replying to :Mr. Hu sey Yivian, , ir \ Y. Harcourt Bill was discharged and the Bill withdrawn.
Raid his attention had been ealled to the Gase stated by
Jnly 14.-?\lr. Chihler., replying to 3Ir. Tottcnha111,
bis learned friend, of a r esolution being passed at a said that ~1r. Brown (publican) of Newbridgc r cfu c1l
Licensed Yi ctuallers' ~ leetiu g, on tl,c :Wth Jun,, de- to supply li<1non1 to John 'ostello 11ot b ecause he was
uouncing ". purious clubs," and. asking that they :,;houhl drunk bnt Licea.use he had been employed hy the police,
Le put ~under pnblic- hon e •upervi •ion, but th e real I and h e did n ot intcntl to i11terfere with the deci ·iou of
difficulty lay in di tiuguishing b etw een "spnrious ."ir Thoma ·· Steele who had put that public-house u11t
cl ubs" arnl clubs which were uot spurious, arnl he had of bound •
not yet arri ved at any firm concl usion r cgar ling it.
July 18. - Mr.
I xamler Asher, introduced by the
Of counie any place called a clnb merely a a pretext Solicitor-General for Scc,tlancl and Mr. R. "'\\-. Duff,
for selling liqnors without a licens wonld he tlealt appeared at tlie table ancl took the oath and. hi · sent
"ith at once.
for tl1c Elgin district of burghs. ( Liberal cheers.)
In reply tu I\tr. :'IT Donald ami. )fr. ~I•Intosh, :.\fr.
TreYelyan stat ed that i\Ir. ~Iilne of the Danae was
sentenced on th e 29th December last to be Lli. missed
THE ELUIN BURGH, ' ELECTION.
the service and to be imprisoned for twcl rn month s.
_\
fter
a tenure of t\.Ycnty-four years, the Right Bon.
Since then his sentence has. been l!onfirmed by the
Lords of Atlmiralt.y an d hi s impri onment remitted. Grant Duff las t month r elinquished his seat as a mem His offence wa Leing in a state unfit to take charge of ber of Parliament for tli e Elgin District of Burghs. The
the engines at the very moment when it w as his duty right hon. gentleman has been appointell Governor of
t > take charge of th em . This was t estified hy the )Iadras in stwcession to the la.te Right Hon . ""\Y. J'.
)fr. Duff was at first
commander n.ncl the ch ief engineer of his ship. He Adam, who died in office.
was tried in 1879 for clrunkenlle ·s, pleadcLl guilty, lost very strongly opposed to the P ermissiv e 13ill, either in
his ship and two years seniority-drnnkenness is a fault principle or policy. On its first introduction by )1 r.
to which, however painful the individual cases are, it is Lawson in l 6-1 h e Yoted against it, and r epeated hi s
n ut permissable to sh ow indulgence wh en :,;uch vast and vote on 8ir Wilfrid Lawson, after fi,·e years· ab ·ence
delicate ma.chin ery as the Northumberland with all from Parliament, moving its second reading. In l 70
h er crew are d epenrl ent ou the care and judgment of a and 1871 h e was absent, but in 1873 h e voted against
si ngle officer . H e ( i\fr. Trevelyan) did not think medi- it, In 18H, when th e Tory Government divitled up on
cal evide11ce any better than that of any other man as it, we gladly observed that he had left the House prior
to saying whether or not a man was fit for duty of this to the llivisiou. In 1875, however, he ,-oted adrnr sely,
hut the next year he ,ms again absent. The next y ear
kind. ( Hear, h ear.)
On the motion of L ord R. Grovcnor, the peak r was Sir \Yilfri <l gave up his clay to the Irish unda.y closing
ordered to issue hi s warrant to the Clerk of the Crown party : in 1878 the ri ght hon. gentleman voted again
to make out a new writ for th e Elgin Burghs in room against the bill. In 1879 h e voted for the Local Option
of the right Hon. :M. K Grant Duff, who haJ been resolution, thus supporting the principle, as we think
h e preferred a scheme like that propouucled by 11r.
appointed GoYernor of j,f adras.
,July 5. -Mr. Gbdslone, in rc}Jly to ::\Ir. "'amucl Chamberlain-a modifiecl Gothcuberg scheme-to the
Permissive Bill. In the n ext year he Yotell both in
Laing, said t hat he thought he uould give his hon.
friend a satisfactory answer rcgarJing th e cou<lition of :\larch and June, and in June this year he was again
th e r e\'enue. Th e dccr .1asc on th e re ·enu e of £4-2 ,000 yofi.ng w ifh Sir , Yilfri d. H e a hnitt eJ, in the lobby of
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th , Hou;;e, ton. tl puta.tion from the :-,cottish .Perm:. s iH' Bill :u:(l Tempcr:mce A, sociatio11, that lie had
n· cci,·ecl f_ro:_n his. constituents more letters regarding
the Pcm 1ss1 ve Bill thn.n on n.11 other questions put
together. He has our best wishes for his success in the
important office to which he has been transferrecl, and
we earnestly hope tliat when he returns to his natiYe
Jn.ml, he may fill(l cotland exulting ornr the :rnccess of
h er direct lic1nor veto la,v.
X o i::ooner was there a pl'obability of the seat being
Yac:1nt than quite a number of candidates appeared
before the electors. .First there wn.s )fr. A. C:raigSellar, late secretary to Lord-Advocn.te Young, author
of the ::\Ianual of the . 'cottish E1lncation Act, ancl the
energetic colleague of the b.te Right Hon. "\V. P. Adam,
the Liberal "\Vhip previous and during the general election of last year; second, Alexander Asher, E. q.,
n.1lvocate, who, in the Liberal interest, un ucces fully
conte te1l the repl'e~entation of the Glasgow ancl Aberdeen rnirnrsities at the general election last year;
third, ~fr. Dougbs Ainslie, ,Yho otfercd himself in vain
to the electol's of :East Abenleenshire and of the , 't.
Andrews Burghs ; fourth, :.\fr. 'I'. U. Buchanan, who
wa.s rlefea.ted by Lorn Elcho last year in an attempt to
·n.rry lla.ddiugtonshire in the Liberal interest; liftb,
".\l 1· .• rean. , who announcerl him. elf as a Lanll Leaguer ;
,1,rnl sixth, Mr. :.\I'.Leau, who a.ppeared in the Uonservative inter st, notwith tantling his overwhelming llefea.t
in these burghs hy the Right Hon. Orant Dnff last
year. :Mr. Buchanan retired early, }fr. .1e:w·s mirnl
lost its balance, aml the la. t "e heard of him, poor
man, was his committal to th Iuverne::s Lunatic
Asylum. The Liberal representative of the BnrghsElgin, Peterhead, Bauff, Cullen, Iuvcrnric, and Kintore--with the exception of Cullen, attended at lnverurie, anrl decided on a "test ballot." This uallot was
taken on Saturday, 9th ult., when 11r. Asher secured
an absolute majority over Mr. , 'ellar and Mr. inslic,
and was declared the Liberal candirlate, th others
retiri 1g at ouce in his fas our. ~fr. ::VI 'Lean, the f'on·e1Tative, believing discretion the lJetter part of Yalonr,
w1th1 rew, so that on "\\'e<lnesilay .fr. .\.sher was the
only one nominate<l for the seat, a.nd ,rn thereupon
1le Jarell cluly el ctecl.
ln1mellia,tely on the announc me11t that :.\(r. Grant
Dnff was likely to retire, 1lr. D. Blaekwoo<l, the
n01·thern <listriet . up rintendeut nf the ~•eottiHh Perrnis;;ive Bill and T 'mperauce _\.s o iatiuu, appeared in
the bu!'gbl:! in the intere ts of the permis:iYe snppres ion
of the liquor traffic. )Jr. Craig-, 'cllar was first waitetl
upon, anll freely aJ11l eonlially told )fr. Hlackwoo1l that
he woulrl support I oeal Option resolutions as " 11 as
1 ny bill the Uovernment woultl bring forwarcl, and
expressed a hope that the bill would con:r the whole
~ehcme of Sir \\"ilfrid Ln.w on; then ::\Jr. Asher, \\'ho
:tat~cl quite rlistinctly that he was <]nite prepa.recl to
g1, as far as Mr. Selltir in tbe direction of Loca.l Option.
.\.lr. Jea.ns, when waited upon, stated that it wa.s the
lan.l laws and not the liquor traffic that were the eanse
of the evils abounding in the country. :.\Ir. Douglas
Ainslie, in his ;•peech at Banff on the 1st nlt., 8a.icl :-" There is only one other subject, gentlemen, with
which I shall trouble you a.t present, and tlut is a
much vexPd ancl important one-the drink quef-tion in
Scotland-(a.ppla,use)-which has heeu so long, an l
, hich, I fear, will be for so long, a most vexations and
1li;;trcssing suhject. T mu t, aentlemen, ,:ay for myself
that I totally disheli ,·e in anythin ~ re embling direct
nr forcible legislation on thi suiJje t I nm totally
against Sir "\Vilfrid La.wson's Ponui' ive Bill. 1 believe, on the other han<l, most strongly in what l may
rall the application, a. the medical men would say, of
c·mmter iITitation in the matter. (Hear, hear, arnl
laughter.) I believe most strongly in the formation of
clnhs a1Hl of reading-rooms, in the establi hment of
cheap and good coneerts, in eYerything which can levate the minds of the people in large towns arnl c-lscwhere. I would wish to see in every village in RcotlnnLl
some kind of club-bonse or coffee-house-call it -what
they will-where yonng men and others could meet iu
thP e,·cning, have games, arnuse thenrnel ves plea.f:antlv,
see their friends, be sheltcrell from the wet, nnd ha;·e
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an occupation. (Applau ·e.) Fur I am quite sure that
it ii:. loanng abo_ut the str~ets, having nothing in partieular to do, which leads mne-tenth. of the mc:n into iclle
aml drunken habits. (Hear, hear, and applause.) I
am sure there woul<.l be no greater benefactor to his
country than a millionaire who woulcl bequeath money
for uch a purpose. I would rlesire to see these institutions self-snpporting in the long run, but, of course,
they ,vould need assistance at the first. I am sure that
, in this way more will be clone to check drunke1me .. s
than by any flirect legislatiYc provisions that could be
imagined.
(Applause.) Those wh o hase no othe1·
place to go to will go to the public-house when they
are w~t ancl cold or bored. Give them some place to go
to wluch do s not come umler the denomination of a
public-house, bnt whi ch can be described as a. comfortable, pleasant, well-aired, well-lighted, warm room,
and I am l!mte snre they will not go to pnblic-hou ·es
and to public-houses alone as they are forced-and I
cannot blame them-to do at pre ent." (Applause.)
Subsequently at Inrnrurie he modified his Yiews hy
defining his position as the same as Mr. Fo. ter' , which
is to girn the people the power of reducing the number
of pnblic-honse to a certa.iu maximum ( !) bnt to hokl
out against giYing them the power actually to prohibit
pnhlic-hou es. At ).lacdnfI he YCntnred to reiterate
his obnoxious views. He s:ticl :- "l¾entlemen, there i:-i
a subject which is always of interest in ~cotlancl, ]
think, and that i. the subject of the traffic in <lrink.
1 I ca1111ot
ay that I am a supporter of the out-and-out
principle of Rir "\\'. Law ou's Permissive Bill, and I am
not, for this reason .. T think it is an interference with
thu liberty of the 8ll bject. (, 'light applan ' C'.) I do not
think that a. majority in nny town or village has a right
to ay to the minority-' We are of opiniun that you
are not to obtain a gla s of spirits at a pn hlic-house or
1 cb;ewherc.'
I think that the good gifts of Providence
I were 1 e towed upon us for judicious and moderate us .
(Len l hissC's and applause.) I am very sorry-(renewed
I his iug)-I am Yery sony iu<leed-(hisses)-to have
excite_d_ the meeting so much-to have _excite(l so much
bat what I mean to say 1s that I think if
I oppos1t10n,
the richer clas · es arc allowed to ta.ke their glass of
, wine, I do not think we ought abBolntely to forbid the
1
poorur clas es to lake iu sorne form or another, whetlH:r
diluted or othenril'le. some. ort of alcohol. (Hisses mul
applause. ) Uenilemen, all I mean to sny is this (iuterrnption) - it yon will alluw me to finish my argnm nt on the subj et, you will, I am f-nre, agree with
me more elu,;ely than you seem to do at p1'c, ent.
I
was goi1 g on to ·ay tbat although I llo not, appro,·e of
extr mist form of , 'ir \\'ilfritl Law. on's bill, I <lo app1·0,-e of the Local Option Resolution.
(A ppla.nse.)
That i to i::ay, I approrn of the local authorities havin r,
tlie power to keep within the narrowest limits tJt
number of public-houses in any giYcll area.
All I
obj et to is ausolnte prohibition. I highly approve of
keeping pnblic-houses, ,vhich a.re in so \'Cry many
ea ea a. mere temptation to drinking, within the oarrowe t pos ibl limits; hut, gentlemen, as 1 stated at
Hanft', l have Yery much greater confi11ence in something. el._ e as a reme~ly f_or the e,·ils of chinking, and
that 1s 111 the a.pphcat10n of_ counter attr:.ctions. 1
belieY0 most strongly in the fo1 mation of club::1 of
reading-r~oms, in th_e esta~lishrnent of cheap and goo1l
concel't ·, m e,·erytlung which can ele,·nte the minds of
, people. (. \ pp la.use·.)
::\fr. 13uebanan was prepar ·d, he ~aill at !JH·erurie to
Fmpport a suppreBsi,-e veto if conjoined with a rest{·ictive Yeto.
:.\.fr Asher, at Inn,rurie, in reply to a non-elector
said :- " Oentlemen, , ir "\Yilfrid Lawson ·s re.·.,lutio1;
was submitted to the Hou e of 'ommons clnriua th e
1 pre~ei~t session,
nnd it l!as bee1,1 carried Ly a Jargc:
maJonty. \Yhen the Liberal (,O\·ernrnent see their
way to introduce a measnrn for the pnrpose of c,i,·ina
effect to the vie~,·s embodiell in that resolntion, if yo~
send me to Parliament, I shall support that measnre.
(Loud appln.use.)
At ::\facdnff Mr._ , ella r saicl :-- " I propose now, gentlemen, to say a smgle word upon a iuestion which I
understand i · . pecially iu teresting to yon in this
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locality. I mca.n the que tion of tlte licen ing ln.ws.
The system of liccusing whieh gives the control of
licenses to the Justices of the Peace seems to me to be
indefensible. In sa.ying this, I 111,Lke no reflection on
the justices who have cliscbargccl their du ties, which are
not congenial, in an impartial way. ,vhat I say is
this, that the system of administering justice should
not be mixed up with the system of controlling licenses.
(Cheers.) Yon might as ,rell ask the judges of the
Court of Session to regulate the excise, or the minister
of the pa.rish to act as sanitary inspector, as to appoint
the Justices of the Peace to control the license . And
I have high authority for this statement, an authority
which I am sure every one here will r egard as of the
highest importance. I mean the late Lord Russell.
ln 1835 Lord Russell, or as he then was, Lord John
Russell, passed his :'.\Iuuicipal Corporations Reform
Bill. In this bill there were clauses which took the
control of li0enses for beer shops from the Justices, and
transf•. n-red them to the Town Councils, and on this
subject Lord John Russell, as he then was, made the
following ob ervations, which I commend to your
attention, ' \Yith respect to another part of this
measure,' he said, 'it refers to the powers of granting
ale-house licenses.
It is proposed that this power
should not be vested in the hancls of the magistracy.
e think it ought not to be mixed or confounded with
the duty of :ulministering justice, and that it should be
left to the council, or a committee of the council. The
council, being elected by the rntepayers, will always
act under popular control, aud be less likely to abuse
the power of granting licenses than mao-i trates, in
whose case the robe of justice i::1 sometimes employed
to coyer a great enormity of abuses.' These "or11s
were spoken forty-four yearn ago, and the struggle
has been going on ver since. I need not tell you that
I am in favour of the ratepayers and agaiust the justices, and would support any well-considered measure
which deals with the control of licenses in this sense.
(Cheers.) The bill passed the House of Commons, but
these ale-house clauses were thrown out by the House
of Lords. In other words, the Honse of Uo111mons of
1835 passed a measure taking the licensing authority
from the justices and transferring it to a p opularly
elected body. This is what Sir ,Yilfrid L'.1.w ·on has
heeu so earnestly strnggling to carry out. His Local
Option resolution has uow been carried twice in full
meetings of the Honse of 'ommons. In the face of
rmch an expression of popular opinion, the Government
mu ' t tn.ke the measure up, an<l deal with it in the
aen e of the resolution. If I ,vcrc rcturne l to P,1.rliament as representative for the Blgin B 11rghs, l: shonlrl
gladly sup1)ort the Uuvernmcnt in passing such a
measnl'e. (Cheers.)
It is believed that it is to the fo.ut that he is a native
of ~forayshire, an eloquent speaker, a highly successful
pleader at the bar, and that he will soon till the position of Lord-Advocate for Scotland, that 1[r. Asher
has so easily won the favour of the electors. He has
our best ·wishes.
~one can foresee but he may yet be
the Government official for Scotland, who may have
most to tlo with riclding her of her bane and stain-the
lir1 uor trailic.
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Twenty years ago there was only one public h ou e
in Xazarctb, now there are a Llozen or more . The
Greek and natirn Cln·istians supp o1·t these places. 'I'he
population is only h etween 8,000 a.ncl 10,000. Ho\v
the Mahomnrntlans must cling to their religion, and
how much they must contemn the religion of the
X:.1zarene !
H1cnLA:--:1J Ti<:!11PERA);CE LF:AGI TE. - ~fr. Arthur
Robcrtsou, Gaelic-speaking deputy of the Highlantl
'l'emperancc League, has had wonderful snccess in gospel
temp0rance work in the far north within the last few
week . He ca.n count his recruits in the <lisLricts of
Dume s and the n eighbourhood of Cape ,vrath by
hundreds. 11r. S. Finlayson, secretary of the League, '
:.fiS Argyle Street, Glasgow, writes that funds are
urgently needed for carrying on the temperance campaign in the Highlands.-Ross-sliire .Jo1mwl.

The Sons of Tempera.nee haYc a member.;;hip of
15,000, an increase of 750 on la t year. The funds now
amount to £4:4,000, an increase of £3,000.
There are in the United Kingdom 31,500,000 acres
of waste lands. One half could be made productive,
and so profitably diminish our grain imports.
T1rn BLUE RrnBox ARllfY.-It is reported that ele ven
thousand persons have taken the total abstinence plctlge
at Cardiff during the year, chiefly through th e instrnmentality of this section of the temperance movem ent.
The use of alcoholic liquors by nursing mothers
ea.uses convulsions (in the children). Beer :increases
the quantity but depraves the quality of milk. A larae
portion of infant disease and mortality comes fro~u
drink.
A Blackburn magi trate is sa,id tu own 140 publichouses and beer.;;hops. He presides on the bench an ,l
fines those who get drnnk. If they get <.hunk on week
day, 2s. Gd., on Sabbath, 7s. Gd ! but the ller.tl,l of
IJ ealth ha.· never heard of him fining beer-sellers or
publicans.
T1rn RECH.\Brr1,s. - This holly has now 35,000
memb ers enrolletl; these pay lcl. per week for every
2s. 6u. received during sickness and 5rl. per qua.rte1·
fol' each £3 to be received at death. It has 88 Districts
and Tents. The 34th, 40th, 44th, and 48th districts
are in ~cotla.nd.
An old toper, who had atte11llecl the Polytechuie
where a learned professor caused several explosions to
take place from the gases produced from water, said,
"Y :>u don't catch me putting water in my liqu or after
this. 1 had no i<lc:i. that water was so <langerou!'l,
th ough I never liked to take much of it. '
Out· re:lllcrs will be gla.d to h ear that Ir. Fredcri0k
.Sherlock, recently the secretary of the Irish 'J'empcrance League, still more recently associated with Rev.
Chas. Bullock on .lfmul a.iul Heart and the literature
connected with it, is now the .editor of the Clwrcli of
Enulallll Temperance Chronicle. Mr. herlock is, besides being a journalist, an author, and his inany contributions·to the literature of temperance arc eminently
fitted to give an imp_etus to the agitation.
T1rn IRREPRE,'. mu: RF.LTGIOU. Q.u1c ·Tro~.-At n
church in the north-west of London the two kinds of
wine (fermented an<l unfermented) are used. Tho o
who partake of the fermented sit in the area, those who
prefer the nnfermented sit nntler the galleries. Thero
is no discussion of the subject, but there is a steadily
and quietly increasing migration from the area to th
side seats-which foreshows that by ancl bye the aren,
will be required for the nbstainers.-Dail!/ R e1:iP1!'.
A~ Ui','APPf:.ECI.\TED HER.I'l'AGE.-Thc Dnke of Poet land is disposing of a large quantity of the wines whi ch
came into his possession on his succeeding to the titlo
and e ·tates, and yesteruay a portion of it was offered
inety dozen
for s:i.le in the riding school a.t \V elbeck.
of port, of vintage 1857, was okl at prices ranuina
from 60s. to 43s. per dozen, which is saiu to be n~JCh
below its value. Eighty dozen dry Malaga sold at '21s.
to 9s. per dozen, and a similar quantity of Arinto
fetched from 1ls. to 9::1. per dozen.
THE f;TUDEXT.
He was a. lover of all cut'ions lore,
Fa.r back through th e dim age ·he woul<l peer,
.A.nu gathered knowledge up from fat· and near,
Knowledge was all he asked, he would explore
Tlrn decpe t secrets of the earth, and bring
The trnth to light, and wealth .md rank he cleeme,l
Base things, unworthy; silver never teemed
,Yherc he was, knowledge ,vas the only thiuc,
0
H e cle<:metl worth seeking, lore of Grnece and Rome
He learned, and gainetl from a,ges of the past
A wondeous knowledge, deep, majestic, vast,
An~l in the distant he was most at home,
Awl deepee grew his wornler as he wrouoht
The weh of strange un fathomable thought.
A .. -Dl-:EW ~I, L.1.:\"c.
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BooK.', &c., fol' Rtz•iew, mul commu11icatiu11s for lfip,
l:}dilol', 8hould be /oni;m·1led, not lrttr-r thrw the 12th
q/ (' ((C/t month, Cl1lll (/.~ 111Ut'li f'CT. l'lic1· (tcl z;ossi'Jle, tu tlte
O.fficr8, 30 JJop e Sll'P1l.
llrnlth .lectures jo1' the P eople.

Edinburgh : :Mac& "' all acc. One penny eac.:h , or one shilling
bonncl. It is to Mrs. 'Irn.yner, the wife of ~heritf
Traynor, that the public owes the delivery antl subseftncnt publication of these health lectures. But one
in reading them has the same feeling as the minister
who prayecl that God would forgi,·e "·lrnt was ami s
and bless what was his own. In the second and the
ninth lectures there is Yery mu ch amiss. Dr. Huss ell
ofl'ers a great <leal of good advice on food, and does so
iu a most attractive way ; iu<leccl within the space of
his brief lecture his readers will often hM·e to pause
a111l admire his powers of clearness and comlensation .
'fhe tables he gives will greatly facilitate the reception
of his observations, deepen the impression ma le Ly his
lessons, arnl prove of easy reference at all times. It is
when DL'. Russell enters upon the subject of stimulants
that he becomes so untrustworthy a guide and so unsafe
an adviser. \Ye cannot do better than put two or three
of his sentences into juxtaposition, when our readers
will easily infct· the proper rnlc on which to act for
themselnis . "Alcoholic stimulants are the worst we
can select, speaking geuerally, for the effects pass off
with great rapidity an(l leave the depression worse thau
b efore. There is no doubt that alcoholic liquors should
he abjure(l by growing people, except under medical
ad vice, and for grown up people the only time that they
cn.nnot he provetl to (lo harm is when taken largely
diluted along with food aft1r the day's wo1 k is done."
"J believe a good deal in the poisonous effects of alcohol." ", trong anll healthy people likcl v to live long,
are more apt to become te totalers than those in weakcl'
hc.ilth. 'l'he fotme1 fed that tlll.:y ha.vu no n •ctl of
stimulants arnl that it is no sacrifice to take the 1,Icdgc ;
the latter feel the nc cl of them and decline, :irnl so l>y
a process of self-selection the strong man goes to the one
.·icle aml the ,ye•iker man to the other.,. ' ~pirits cannot
be used if work has still to be llone, or cold endurc,l, as
they merely give a temporary.spurt, and the fatigue and
tlepres ion a.re then worse than before." Now if we
di1l not receive the same ach·ice from metlical men in
Euglaml, Ireland, all(l America, we shouhl just ]_Jerhaps
think that Dr. Russell s l'cfercnces to n1eoh 1were clrn1·n.0terisecl by the caution peculiar to the i:kotch mind.
1~0 one with ::my sense of self-pr scrvation can imbibe
liquors about which a lllcdical gentleman like Dr.
Dus ell speaks with snch batcll hreath. Liqnors which
arc not for the young, an1l only when largely diluted
are for th e grown up ·w hen exhau ted with bbour, are
not for tho 'e immediately engaged in labour, nor for
those en,luring cold, an<l abo,·e :ill poisonous, 111:i.y \'Cry
well be dispensed with altogether, It " ·oulll in om
opinion have been much better for Dr. Russell to haYc
put his Yeto on their use, and thus have helped th sc
m embers of the medical profession who n.re ceking
their utire e.·clusion from indulgence by healthy
p eople. Jn the Social Rejorme1· for ~fay last year we
review d a lecture by Professor Fraser almost ideuLi c[l.l
with L ect ure No. 9 of these Health Lcctmes, aml looking to the wider circulation it will receive iu its 11ew
form we, with still more forcible emphasis, contlemn
his observations on and his ad vices regarding strong
tlrink.

11i ven

1'c;11perance Pro prrts and 'l'empe1·,rnce ..Jctio11. An11ual , ermon of the Irish Temperance L eague.
April, 1881. By the ltcY. H. J. Lynd, TI.A. Publi hetl by request. Belfast: Irish Temperance League;
Ula gow : Scottish Permis ·ive Bill antl Temperance
Association, 112 Bath ,.'tl'eet. One p enny eacl1, or 6s.
per hunclreJ. This is a powerful sermon in 1rn1.tter and
in style. The matter shows the preacher to ham a
clecidcd opinion that Christians should be at the I olling
Lo tl1, and while there vote, not merely themselY es,
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but by their example induce their friemls and neigh bours also to vote clown the odious traffic in strong
drink. The way in which he shows this constitutes
the eloquent charm of th e discourse. Our r ea cbrs
shoultl aid in circulating this trnly appropriate ·cn r o 1.
It is on sale at the 'ol'ird R efu rmel' offices.
'l'l,e Omcanl R1,cilr, r, No . ll7, llS, June ancl ,July,
l08l. Lorn.Ion: . . \Y. P,trtriclge & Co., 0 Paternoster
Row. Oue penny each . These numbers amply fulfil
the anticipations which are begot by the thoughts oE
every coming Humbe1· of the. Onwanl R ecile1· now. It
has Lnwelv stood the test of time, and now is ackno,Yledgccl to Ge the "only best" reciter in the market for
Bands of Hope and other jnveuile temperanc.:e societi s.
'l'e111perwu:e Jrorkc:1·, Tos. 97 to 101, Janun.ry to
June, 1881. London: _Tatioual Temperauce Publication Depot, 337 Htran<l. One penny each. The more
we examine this little work the better "·e l ike it.
Even a cursory glance at these numbers must co1wince
ally one of their importance and value to temperance
advocates and agents. To l3ancl of Hope teachers ancl
local speakers we bclie,·e them inclispensahle. 'l'hcl'l:i
is no temperance serial we more heartily welcome.
Jo8 !'JJ!i Lii:e.'1,y: A Life t,tory. By Frederick Sh rlock, author of '' Illustrious Abstainers," ctc ., etc.
Lomlon: llom P 1Vo1'd,; Publi8hiug Office, Paternoster
lluilLlings. This i n. reprint from 'l'he Fireside, but it
is worthy to rauk with the "English men of letter . ·'
Mr. ::,hedock, although ha,·ing little uew to tell, has
set what is known in such a clear n.nd graphic liglit
that enm those who knew or thought they knew :i.ll
ahont the patriarch of temperance must have a rnre
plr.:i.sure in going o,·er this life story and its le~ ·o u!'<,
\Ve have not been slow to express our high admiratiou
of the Yeteran temperance reformer, nor our tleep, rnd
sorrow tlrnt he is so greatly against the purmis. i ve prohibiti vc interference of the legislature with the lilonted
liquor traffic. Yet ,re very heartily commen 1 thi ·
sketch to onr readers as viYillly setting furth in a
succinct ancl happy style those characteristics which sn
higl1ly disti11guish auLl enuohle Jusc1Jl1 Lin ·ey, of
Preston. A most excell -nt likencs. of the venerable
r,,f Jrrner adorns the hool·.
'l'h e Eiylith An11ual R epo rt of tli London 1'e111pern11c,,
J/o s11ital. May, l 81. The London Tclllperance Hospital, Ifampsten.tl Hoad, T. \\'. This is au i1walual>I
L'eport. It is not merely the history of a year, Lut
from it the syrnpn.thi!>ing friernl of the institution can
refresh his memory r egal'lling all the prominent events
thn.t has occurred in the history of the hospital. From
it "·e with plea ·ure learn thn.t the ho pital was opcnc,l
in ~farch la. t free of debt. A., howeYCl', £4000 will bu
requirecl for the maiutenance of the ho::;pital, there is
room and Y ,r •e enough for the liberality of all towitl'Cls
this truly Yalna.hle temperance agency. In the old
place, l 12 Gower Street, <luring seven years four
months 952 cases w crn treated. Of these 533 were
·urcLl, 378 rclievCll, ancl only 41 <lieu. During the
pa.st year the patients number: - Out, 1125; in, 1·!:3total, l2GS. Of these there were 10G2 from the metropolitan di strict and '3 from the country as out-patients;
H9 from the metropolis and •14 from the country were
' in-patients = 143.
Of whom 77 were cured, ;:n r elieved, 5 died, and 2-1 remaiu under trea.tment. There
were !) males and G females life ab ·tainers ; 37 male
and 2-1 females abstainers = 76.
Of non-abstainel'
there were 3-1 males aud :3:3 females--total, 143. Of
the J, 125 out pa.tienL, there were 77 male and f10
fema.le life ab.:;tainers ; :26! males, :2,30 females ab ta.iuers = 701 : of non-abstainers 184 males, 240 female -424--tota.l, J 125. The r ecei pts for the year on accounts
of pa.tients was £1579 5 . 7~d., the discharge £143517s.
5~d; the balance to carry forwarLl being £143 ' s. 2d. We
leave the rest of the report for ,rant of sp:ice, came. tly
recommending this highly important institution to tho
lib eral consideration of our rcn.clers. It hns fairly exploded the idea that alcoholic liquors arc esscnti~l for
the preparation of medicine or for the cure or rcl id of
tlisease, and to make this evident over a series of years
all friends shoul1l subscribe as l iberall y to its fn11<ls n.il
thei1· circnm ·tancc::; nwy permit.
0

TJIE ,'OCL\L l.EHHL\rEP..
Tiu ,,;,,/,l,1/tl,. ·<'1,,,,,/ Jj11! 11r.i,1,· : is,11, ,111v tlie :-::iblw.th
, 'd1ool L'nion. (;l.t, go\,. : ,Jol,11 .\I •l'all11i11 & ',i., l
·nu c:ha1rn11 ~treet. ( >11 e penuy. This mvntbly i conrlucte,l with great ability, ancl ontains nn ::u uount or
ma,tter e,·cellent in rp1:1lity and arlmirauly calcnla,ted to
be of gr eat u se to all "·ho aim to be 1n-ai,;eworthy Sabl>ath school teachers.
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111 :i,,un·,l hy the lJHll et ,·Xl'.t-l· ds tl, e liu,its of tl 1l' priP cipnlity ! lt is intolerahle to ibillk of permitting sn<' !t
a. paltry tenitciry to continue to clegrncle :rnn cl •base
people by affonling faciliti s for the a ·tion of the worst
of human pa sions. 11 r. l'ol on clese n ·es credit for o
courageously exposing the terrible e \·ils of .\-lonte
Carlo; aml apart from l1i::; aim his pamphlet read s liko
:i, r oman ce.

SJ!ecial JJ0111.1er8 t,J H ealth i11 Larue 1'011·11.~.-Hy .John 1
Tatham, M.D., :M edical ()flicer to the ]3urrrh of ,'alford.
1Iancheste r : .J olm Hey,vood.
On~ penny.
This is an impressive lecture. Dr. Tatham becrins with 1
the startlill'•' comparison of Glendale with ~:Hord as
shown hy the mortality reaisters. At all aues the rate
Tm-: L.\TE ~IR. ,ToH .- l\l'GAYD:, Gusc:ow. - \\'c
of morta:lity in th e forme/is 15 per 1000, i~ , alforcl it
i · 27 ! In (Henc1ale infant.;; <li under one year at the cleeply regret to haYe to record tbe suclclen clecea e of
this
amiable and large-hearted citizen at Kilwinning
r:ite of i!l pC'r 1000 ; in ~a!ford the rnte i · 185. ·while
30 nncl e r th·e years of age Llie in Glernlale, 9:l die in on Tn scla,y, l~th ult., in the 6:~rd year of his age.
~[r. 11 <:a,·in was no ord inary man. He hacl the rart1
~alford.
The 111ortalit.v of , alforcl and large tom.1
1
generally far exceeds that of country places. ,vhy '? faculty of winning hosts of friend in eYery walk ,1f
life h tr•tl.
In hnsiuc , in culture, in philanthropy,
Dr. Tatham answers that ''the causes which coustitnte
the chief clanger. to health in large towns" are two. h e re:i.pecl almnclant success. He tu<liously esc hewccl
l , O\·ercrnwding and insufficient ventilation; and 2, the (li. tra ction of muni cipal :i.ncl Parliamentary Jiff'~
The employment in factories of female labour. '\Ye 1 a111l in railway management, in the promotion of th e
refer ou·r readers to the lecture itself for a very able fiu arts, and in works of benevolence, he found amp!
room autl \·ergc enough for business and for the lcisn l't
!1.-11~ lu cill tr atment of these two points, along with
w~11ch, as our reaLlers will readily helieYe, alcoholic he coultl ·ommand. He was attachecl to the temperance movement for many years, being chairman of t}ie
·timnlants are powerful sub-causes.
Buarcl of Directors of the 'cottish Temperance League,
'i'h P Fu od Hr-:fu1· 111 Jfaga,:i11e w11l Jow·11i1l r!f t!te Lon- alway exhibiti ng a, sustained and g nerous inter st in
t/f)n Foor! I'.r/orm · 'or·i, ff/. Ko. 1. For ,J nly, 1881. operations ba. eel on the educational phase of the mo,·eLoudon: K "~- Partridge, 9 meut. 'l'o that in ·titution h e has l eft the princely
1_,ublishecl qnarterly.
Paterno ter Ro\v. Price threepence. This is the first l egacy of one thousand pounds. He will be greatly
muuber of a footl reform journal, and the preface has a missed, and long remembered as a man of unbending
manly ring nhout it which we heartily :ippland. )lrs. integrity antl high ' hristian principle.
lk Kingsford has not y t learneLl to plead h er case
At the orclinary meeting of the Exel.!ntive of the
successfully. , he will only excite stubborn M·ersion Scottish Permi siYe Bill ancl Temperance As ociation,
an~ p1:~jucli_ce
designating _flesh eating '.' corpse ex-Bailie •rorren, ·, J .P., in the L"hair, the followin g
catmg.
'\\ e like her speech 111 the M monal El all resolution, mov d hy Bailie Selkirk, secondNl hy
mu ch better. The other articles are dreamy, preten- ex-ProYo t Dick, was unanimously adopted:tious, and aimless. 1Iuch i to l>e learned from the
That this Execntfrc de. ires to record tlrn cxpre. sion
~pceches.at the 1Iemorial Hall meeting. Anthropophagy of its ilecp regt· tat the great loss which the 'l'emperance
1s an article that shou ld afford to us suffieient ground<; moYemc>nt in Scotland has sustain ed by the death of :'111·.
for the immediate dismissal of the crlito1·. Only think Joh n ]\.['Gavin, <:Ha:,gow, whos long, camest, aml generous
of people, eYen in satire ( !), speaking of "the flaYom· devotion to the cau e ha contribn ted gr atly to it
of a ni(:e chop off a British yomig woman,· or "the ]eO' progreis, and the iufluence of who ·c example will donbt ef a fo.t chilcl," as dainty viandj ! \'Ve believe heartily less be felt for many years to corn .
in food reform, support the mo,·ement with all our
That an excerpt of this minute be sent to th
heart, but we c rtainly would n rnr deri;-e sympathy hereav d sisters of the lleceased.
R. JL-1.C'~i:AY, Secy.
for its beneficent aims from such a worthl e:;s ii-sn a!'!,
Tim L.\.TE REY , D. ~I'llAJ:. - A very Llccp anrl witlenpart from the preface and the meeting, this Jirst 1111111- spread feeling of regret will be c,·nked b,v the death of
her pr·esents.
this trnly goo:l man on the 19th ult., at the ,·enerable
1
Jlonaco ruul its G,1111i11r; 7'au/e~.- Hy John J>olson. age of G. ~It. ::\I ·Hae was heltl fo affectionate est em
, 'c-:oncl edition. Lo11don: Elliot, 'tock. G:2 p,lteruo,,ter , by his flock, t 0 whom he had minist r din holy things
How. Rixpence. l\lr. Polson intends to create a pubo long. He ha.tl for ,'5G year a1forn etl the doctrine lie
lie opinion that will in the encl o\·ertlirow the :\Jonte prea bed by a consistent life of ,·ital go<llineHs. Many
'arlo gaming tables at 1Ionaco. ~lonte Carlo might be a time he rendered effecti ve service to th e temperance
r.n earthly paradise; it is at pr sent :;;imply a field of moYemcnt, ancl hi. references to the Yalue of t tal
action for one of the worst pa sions of the human race. ab ·tinence while he was bnilding up the (-lorbals l. P.
lrn lease a a "ga,ming hell' d oe' not expire nntil Church testified louclly to the importance of an alisbinHllG ! Its mistre 's (for it is helcl hy a woman) reaps ing mini, try. His son, the Ucv. Davitl )facrae, A.1J.,
fabulous sums, and the Prince of 1lonaco shares the of Dundee, is, iu this respect, the worthy son of a
m1enviaule gains-getting in ea. h £2,0 3 yearly as worthy sire.
r ent, besides having his standin()' army and his public
TnE LA.TE ~lm-1• •T.-1..._. ::\IrrcHELT.. - On the ~0th Apl'il
oOicia.ls paid, and having the place maintained in a la. t, at '\Ye,::t Plain·, lnv erca.rgill, i:Tew 7,ealancl, this
condition of the most elegant gran ,l eur. ']'he Church worthy wom ::m entered into l1er re t at the ripe ol1l
also derives immensely from the infamCJus Yice. The age of 84. f.:hortly after the deceas e of h er husband,
hte proprietor gaye £1'25,000 to the Prince to maint::tin , ~Jr. ,fames ~Jitchcll, Rcotti,,h Superintenrlrnt of tho
the Holy Church; but as only a little portion ernr I l,"nitecl King(l.im A1li:i.nce, and , 'c(: rctary of the 8cotti , h
reached it, ,Yidow ]3lanc has devoted an eciual snm, Permi~Si\·c Bill Association, she joined her family in
but administers it herself! There arc seYE>n ehnrches, New 7.ealanLl. ~he has snn·i,·etl him nin teen years,
which are almost all supported by the unholy gains of three montl1s, ancl hrnlYe clays. \Vhcn he undertook
~1~n~c Carlo. There are 300 or 400 regular clergy in the w ork ot org:ini ing the Ola gow T emperan 'e
~ehg10us hou es, who mostly subsi t upon it. ::\lonaco ~fo;sion, )lri! . .\Titchell supported him liy efforts
1s the only place known at present where the Church of "·hi(:h might titly be termed il1llomitable, antl on all
Home holds sole and absolute sway ancl there hell holds occasions th e h elp sh gaye to the movement was
consbnt carniYal. The most selti h of the human r ace ' entitled to admiration. , 'he ha. hacl the prom] s:i.ti~:here engage in a constant war on each other's me;in,;.
faction to tind that the work <lone by hf>r h nsbu.11cl
Yearly nearly two hnndrccl suicides take p!n.ce, and formecl in 110 ordinary degre the foundation of the
thousands receiYe irrepamble injury to their mea s n.nd ahuwlant progre. s whieh is daily c,·itlent to all. Her
min(ls. The principality can be at any time mcas111·e,l frienrl:;;, and many who 1·emcmh er her with 1;leasure,
by taking a good rifle and shooting from east to ·w est will feel sorrow at her <'lee-ease, anrl join in paying a
anJ from north to south.
In both cases the f-'pnec tribn tc of praise and r gret to her 111cmol'y.
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POLITICAL ASPECT OF'fHE TEMPERANCE
REFORMATION.
(Bein,q a Paper read at a 1lf eeting of tlze Dumfries
and Jfaxwellto wn T emperance Union.)
BY W. DICKIE.

II.
THE responsibiliLy laid upon the aclvoca.tes of prohibition is, I admit, a very serious one. They are
called upou to prove, not simply that great evils exist
alongside of the liquor traffic, but that those evils
are to be traced to it as the cause ; not simply that
tho e evils lrn.ve occasionally, and it may be accidentally, resulted from it, but that wherever the canse
is preseut we have also the effect; ancl that the evils
are so enormous as to justify a departure from what,
notwithstanding exceptions such as those to which
I have alluded, is the common rule of freedom of
trade. But serious as this task is, it is not one from
which they need to shrink from any fear of the
weakness of their case. We assert that in temperance
is the direct cause of more crime tbau any other
.,ingle agency of which we have any knowledge: it
has been frequently said, and it is I think univerally admitted to Le little if at all beyond the truth,
that it is the cause of nine-tenths of the crime committed in this country: further that it ia the immediate cause of death in a very large proportion of the
cases which annually swell our death-rate, and of
nearly all the pauperism which aftiicts a great portion
of the community and burdens the remainder for
their support; and that wherever facilities exist for
the purchase of intoxicating drink, there is intemperance as an invariable result.
The object of our preseut inquiry is not so much
to ascertain the truth of the indictment which
abstainers bring against the liquor traffic as to
determine whether the charges, if proved, would
warrant the Governmeut iu adopting their conclusion and prohibiting the liquor traffic. I am therefore spared the necessity of going through the long
catalogue of evils which we lay to its charge and
adducing evidence regarding them. It is well,
however, to refresh our memories at times, so that
we ma.y be kept alive to the vast importance of the
qu estion n.t issue, of which familiarity is apt to make
us think lightly. I shall therefore mention one or
two facts tending to show that the question of intemperance is oue of momentous and vital importance,
that it is a fact too terribly real and not merely a
hiJeous nightmare which disturbs the rest of some
heated enthusiasts. The Westminste1· Review declared
many years ago that "drunkenness is the curse of
Englaud-a curse so great that it eclipses every
other calamity under which we suffer. It i's impossible to exaggerate t/ze evils of drunl·enness." The
last of these senteuces was adopted in so many
words by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir
Stafford Northcote, in one of his public speeches;
and the truth of the statement here made has been

admitted by all our leading statesmen and by all
authorities on social questions. We get some idea
of the extent to which drinking customs prevail if
we consider the amount annually spent on intoxicating liquors. In the year 1879 the amount so
spent in the United Kingdom was, I am glad
to say, £14,000,000 less than the sum expended on
them in the prececliug year. That of itself was a
vast sum, but it ouly represented the eleventh part
of the sum still actually spent upon these drinks.
That amounted to £128,000,000; and unfortunately,
with the first faint signs of returning commercial
prosperity our expenditure on intoxicants begun to
increase. I am not in possession of the figures for
last year, but they will, I believe, be considerably
larger than those for 1879.
peaking of our national
drink-bill for 18i8, Earl Cairn , the late Lord Chancellor, said : "The interest of the national debt, the
cost of our army, navy, judicia establishments, civil
service, and education amount to between seventy
million and eighty million per year. But mark that
we spend in drink donble the .vhole 1·eve11ue which
pays the whole expenses of this co mt ·y. If people
would drink half, they would save the whole of the
reveuue which is raised by taxation in this country."
If they would drink ncrne the saving would go a
long way townrds extinguishing the local rates too.
So you see, even from a financial point of view, it is
a national que tion of the greatest importance.
In speaking of the specific evils of intemperance
I shall confine myself to one branch of them, viz.,
its effects upon human life. It has been computed
by eminent medical authorities that no less than
42,000 persons die annually in the United Kingdom
of disease brought on by their own intemperate
habits, an<l that if we take into account the deaths
indirectly caused, through accident or otherwise, by
the intempenmce of the persons themselves or of
others ; the number would not be less thau 120,000.
Let us try to realise if we can what this means in
such a way as this.
If to-night the angel of death were to visit every
home in Dumfries and strike down, not only the
first-born, but every member of every household,
:u;ian, woman, and child, and to-morrow the town
were without a living inhabitant, tbe victims of even
such an appalling calamity as that would fall far,
far short of the number who are annually laid in the
grave by the hand of drink. If the desolate town
werP. repeopled, and on the following night every
soul again fell under the destroyer's power, it would
yet fail to furnish us with a parallel. The terrible
sacrifice wonl<l ueed to be repeated yet a third time
before the loss of life would equal that which annually results from this one preventible cause. Aud if
we are to reckon the number of indirect victims, we
find that they are more in number than the combined population of the two countries of Dumfries
and Kirkcudbright.
Let us look at the sad picture in yet a1wthe1')ight.
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TLe loss of life in the United Kingdom from two of
the most fatal and wide-spread epidemics which
have visited this country in recent times, the cholera
of 1848 and 1854, did not amount to more, taking
both epidemics together, than 80,000. That is certainly a fearful bill of mortality; bnt it does not
equal the numbers which in the same years would
be carried off by drink ; and if we take into account
the larger figures, representing the indirect results
as weli, we find that the fatal cases from two distinct
visitations of cholera form only a third part of those
which in two years are caused by intemperance.
And if the Government felt called upon to adopt
sanitary laws of a repressive and prohibitory nature,
in order to prevent the death of large nnmbers of its
citizens by pestilence at rarely recurring intervals,
surely we may with perfect justice call upon it to
adopt measures of a similar character to stay the
ravages of another pestilence, not intermittent but
constant in its character, whic:h carries off not once
in a generation but every year a hecatomb of victims equal in number to those who have fallen
before the most fearful visitations of disease.
Another aspect in which we may view the effectof intemperance upon human life is this. According
to tables which have Leen formed upon an extensive ·
series of statistic!1, and which are m~ed by insurance
and benefit societies to calculate thefr risks and fix
the amouut of premiums to be charged, the average
durntion of life after a person has attained the age
of twenty is forty-four y ears; but by well ascertained data it has been established that the n.verage
dura.tion of life after the age of twenty, in the case
of persons of iutemperate habits, is ouly 15 years. In
other words, the young man who at tweuty becomes
addicted to intempern.nce diminishes his expectation
of life, humanly speaking, by twenty -uine yen.rs.
True, this only applies to the intemperate, not to all
who drink ; but Jet it be remembered that the
inexorable logic of statistics proves to demoustration that more than 40,000 persous annually pass
over the boundary line uf moderation to supply the
place of those whom driuk has laid in au early
gra.ve. Anrl let all who feel coufident iu their own
strength reflect what security they ha,ve that they
or their loved ones will nut help to swell that number.
_'!his, however, is a, slight digression from the proper purpose of this paper. I have now to seek to
conuect the liquor traffic with the evils of whil:h I
have spoken. That intempenrn ce accompauies the
general sale and consumption of strong drink as
regularly as effect follows cause is proved by the
past history of this country. I need not go fnrther
back than the early part of last century. Drnnke11ness was then so alarmingly prevaleut that Government imposed whatalmostamou11ted to a prohibitive
dn ty on whisky, with the object of Iesseuing its
consumption. In this they were unsuccessful, not
because they acted ou a wrong principle, but because of the i ne fficiency of the execntive, which
failed to put down the numerous band of smugglers
to which the new state of things gave rise, and who,
by evading the duty altogether, were able to supply
the people with spirits as cheap or more cheaply
than before. The vice has gone on increasing since
that time, or at least it has not decreased in a proportion at all commeusurate with the efforts, political,
moral, and social, which luwe been made to repress
it. We have thus strong evidence from the geueral
tendency of history that intemperance stands to the
public sale of drink in the relation of effect to cause.
We have further positive evidence of the fact in the
disappearance of the effect in those restricted areas
where the alleged cause has been removed . I will
only refer to one ca.se, that of the little Iris_h town of
Bessbrook, Co. Armagh. That is a place of some

four thousand inhabitants, whic:h is in the happy
position of having within its borders neither a public-house nor licensed premises of any kiud ; and
from the fa.et that it also has neither a policern:tu nor
a pawnbroker, you may gather that its coudition, if
not quite Arcadiat1, is iu striking contrast to that of
a great portion_ of the Emerald ls'e. Without disparaging other remedial measures which may be
necessary, I may observe !Lat we have here two important factors in the solution of the Irish problem,
in the absence of whisky and the presence of industry, with opportunities for the exercise of that
industry. I might further refer to the experience
of Maine :md other prohibitory St-ates in America
to show at once that prohibition is possible, anu
that it is nttendecl with the good results which we
claim for it. I know that donbts are attempted to
be i-aised regarding the results of the Maine Law,
as doubts are raitied about every fact within the
r a nge of human knowledge; bnt it is a suificieut
answer to these doubts to point out that other
States of the Union, and onr own colony of Can1:1.da.,
are so thoroughly convinced of the beneficial resnlts
of prohibition in Maine tl1at they are followillg her
example. The Canadian Parliament in 1878 passed
a Permissive Bill, which has been adopted in many
of the provinces. Withiu the last few months, the
State of Kansas has, by a popula.r vote, deeided for
a. prohibitory la.w. I may al'o notice iu passiug
that a Permi ssive Bill has r ecently been passed in
South .Australia. I t hiuk I Lave iu<licated s ufficie11t
reasons fot· attributing the evils resultiug from
intempera nce to the public sale of driuk. And we
may at once settle the logi c of the matter by this
self-evide1Jt proposition, that if the drink caunCJt be
bad, and couseqnently cannot be <lrnuk, the evils
which result from its exceRsive use wi:l be effectually
prevented.
.Not a i.\'ecessai·y J'rade.-Returniug to Mr. Lowe's
statemeut, with which I set out, I aw compe lled to
admit that if the trad e of a retailer of liq nor i a,
necessary trade, then even the powerful i11dictment
wliich we lay :1gaiust it would 1,ot justify the LPgislature in suppressi11g it. I :m1 reruiu.deu that he1·e l
lia.ve agaillst me the weighty authority of Adam
Smith, the father of political ecouomy. But Adam
Smith lived a hundred years ago,an<l he had uot the
benefit of the medical teslilllony which we uow possess as to the real nature of intoxicating clriuks, 01·
that might possibly have modified l1is upiuiou. Aud
iu ve11turiug to d1tfer from liim 011 this poiut, I am
encournged by the reflection that while the greatest
deference is still entei-taiuet.l for his opi11io11s i-egai-ding the science of which lie was tlte founder, liis
opiniu11s l1ave 11ot beeu ou all µui11ts slavishly fullowecl.
Adam Sn1ith defeu<led the Navigation
Laws, whic:h prohil,ited tl1e carriage of foreigu goods
to t his country in auy but British ships; hut the
Navigation L a ws have been r epealed as the necessary sequence of free trade. H e also gave at l east a
qualified sanction to the comm ercial doctrine of
re ciprncity, wbich bas ueeu repudiated within the
last two years by both political parties in the Briti8h
P:irliament. To differ from Adam Smith is, therefore, not tmch an astounding thing as it might at first
appear. Further, when I exa.rnine the passage in
his book," The Weaith of Nations,:' in which Mr.
Lowe finds the opinion which he quotes, I find a
theory there advanced which does not seem to me
to be quite sound. The writer contends that if
wines are only made so cheap ns Dot to be an ohject
of desire from the diftict1lty of obtaiuiug them,
people will cease drinkiug them to excess. To push
this theory to its logical resnlt, the best way would
be to give the driuk away for 1rnthing. By establishing pumps in ever1 town from which people
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oul.J get as much whisky, winE>, or beer as they
fJlea!led without payment, you wiil etfet.:tua\l_y preJent them froru gettiug drullk ; and the w,t_y iu
.vhich temperance reformers c,Hlltl most proti 1 ,tbl_y
<l irect their effort~ won Id be to form therusel ves
i 11 to a-;snc iatious for the free distribntion of iutoxicati11~ liquors.
To proceed, then, to show-t.l1e authority of A rlnm
t-imi 1h notwithstandiug-that the tra <le of a rPtailet·
of iutoxica.t.iug lirp10rs is uot a 11ecessa1·_y trarlE', I
n.pprehend I ouly ueed to sltow that iutoxicating
liq11ors are not a nE>cessary a.rtit:le (If food. Ou that
oi11t r ece11t medical testimony mn,-t be regarded as
cot1clu~ive. Some rloc ·ors of hivh a11tltori 1y-not ill
a.11y way iden 1ifiE><l with the ternpern11ce niove111e11t
-gn the lenrrth of i:.11yi 11g that al1.:ol1ol is a dele terious
})llison, as Sir William Gull, pl1y ician to the Q 11ee11,
dtrl in hi:'! evid euce before the Cotumittee of the
Ho113e of Lords. Sir William adds that niauy
people are dying da..y by day, poi,;oued by alcohol,
who do 11ot know it, and thitt even when 113ed iu
wh:tt is rPg:mle<l a.s moderntiou, it is "the most
des tructive agent we nre aware of iu this country. ·'
l do 11ot <!Ousiuer it uecessary, however, for my prese11c pnrpose, to prove that iutoxicati11g liquors are
poiso11ous. All that I fe :!l called upon to a8sert is
t hat they are n ot fL necessa1·.v food ; n.ud iu this I
think I am supported by a.11 the eruiue11t medical
authorities wbo ha,ve p11blidy expre1- ed theil'
opi11ion. I sliall adduce otily the evitleuce of three
wit11el:lses, a.ud these a.mou.!! the least favourable
I kuow. Sir J;unes Pagtit, in a11 article contributed
to the Contempora1'y Review, iu OJJIJOSitiou tu the
plens of total abstai11ers, was ouly able to assert iu
uefcnce of the custom of taking nlcoholic liquor~,
th:tt it was" certainly pleasant, and possibly useful."
Dr. Kidd, who wrote in the same journal, also
unfavourably to the temperance movement, was
corupell d, by his setise ,,f i1ont>.aty, to make Lhi1:1 veq
ma.te1·ia.l n.ct mission :-" To a person of perfectly
sound constitution, in ordinnry g ood health, undoubtedly the rule of life should be uot to take
alcoholic fluids habitually, to reserve their use, li ke
medici11es,-for actnnl states of di sease." The other
witness to whom I shall refer is Dr. Fraser, one of
the medi cal professors iu the Uni versity of EJinLurg h. He delivered a lec ture in that city last
wiuter, in which he sought to prove that alcohol
was valuable as a food ; but he also was obliged to
admit that" people could work as well without it :is
with it, and that th e addition of alcohol to the diet
might even dimini sh tlie capacity for physical exertion." The gist of medical tesLimooy, so far as I
have been able to gather it-even on the most unfavourable construction-is that while intoxicating
drinks, when taken in small quantities may be a
convenient food for some people, they are certainly
not necessary, and to many their use, even in the
scrwllest quantity, is positi\.·ely dangerous. I am
eutitle<l to submit., on tliis evidence, that the trade
of supplying what is not necessary is uot a necessary trade.
Ouglit to be suppressed.--In conclusion, I have
only now to apply the propositions I have attempted
to establish. If I have succeeded in the proof-or
if those propositions a.re capable of being proved,
whether I have proved them or rn,t-it follows that
it is not only the right but the duty of the Government to prohibit the liquor traffic. If it be once
admitted that that tr:1fiic i8 productive of great
evils, which would be pn:ven:ed by its . nppression,
it becomes a simple question of calculation whether
there are a.ny compensating benefits derived from it
to connter·balance those evils. In face of the admittedly enormous evils, I submit the only admissible
Vlea. would be that it is necessary to supply an
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article of foo1l ; anrl tlrnt ple:i. rnnst certaiuly fail
wh e11 brought to the test of competen t evidence.
Prohibiti ou is cl emnn:led in ord et· to prntt>ct the
lives of lllultiturleti of citize ns who a.1m1rn.lly fall vict,im:3 to a\Jonuding temptations; i t is derna.uded for
the protection of theit· ft:l low-citize 11!l, who are exposed to serions clauger from the cri111es of the
i; :ternrernte ; it is deruanrlerl as a measure for tlie
preve11tiou of crime n,1 1u the suppre.;;giou of vice, a11d
also as :L 111easnre which wonld greaLly lighteu the
lmrdeu of taxa •ion. We can appeal to the Governn1ent t.o grant out' pr,tyer by every re:isrJu which
there is for it:3 own exi,ltence. A11rl al1h o11g h I do
uot expect to see th sn\Jject deidt wi 1h in this
tliornttgii mauun by the prese11t Parlia.me11t, I have
11n duubt that i t will e,re11t11ally be su dealt with.
Wheu once the public conscie11ee i:; tlioriml.(h ly
roused to the enol'm ily of the evil:-; to which, from
1011g familiarity, it has become ea.lions, it will derna.ud, in a voice wbieh wiil not Lrook refusal, that
the rernedy shall be applied.

THE ACTION OF ALCOHOL UPO~ HEALTH.*
a small tract like this reaches a. circulation of
twenty thousand within a month, it is a proof that it
has some extraordin ary claim npon the reading community to whom it appeals. This has more tha.u one.
The author is one of the first physicians in London, who
has as yet takeu up l)O strong position in the temperance
reformation, and is therefore free, in the opinion of
society, from the suspi\!ion or the taint of fanaticism,
or partizanship, or bi,is. Then, the contents of tho
book are marked by the hi~hest excellence, whether of
style or matter. Standing between thP great competing
parties for national sway, the publicans and prohibitionists, Dr. Clark is, as it were, asked to decide upon
their resoective merits, and inform the nation which of
them is most worthy of national regard. The judgment
so caimly given is decisive. Alcohol i11 the great enemy
of the human race, and, according to him, deserves a
short shrift and a. sme cord. The lines upon which the
address is framed are exceedingly simple-the nature
and influence of alcoholic liquors on sound or indifferent
health, in work, in disease, and in its influence on the
unborn. Dr. Clark, after setting forth the paramount
impurtance of a knowledge of alcohol to the individual,
enters with a solemn sense of his responsibility in treating of alcohol and its effects into his subject. We just
give one of his striking remarks under each head without comment, assured that nothing that may ha said by
anyone can add to the impressiveness of his word11 :" Alcohol is a poison, so is strychnine, so is arsenic, so is
opium. Itrankswith the11e, anJ, like it, can be hal;itually
taken without any obviou.s prejudicial effect upon health,
but only in exceedingly minute doses." "Health ia
the state of body in which all the functions of it go on
without notice or observation, and in which existence
is felt to be pleasure, in which it is a kind of joy to see,
to hear, to touch, to live. That is health. Now,
this is a state that cannot be benefited by alcohol in
any degree; nay, it is a state which in nine cases out
of ten is iujured by alcohol. It is a state which often
bears alcohol without sensible injury, and it is not one
which can in any way be benefited by ulcohol. Thia
is a state in which, sooner or later, the music goes out
of tune under the continuous influence of alcohol. '
There is a secondary sort of health which is the health
of most of us, and the question is, what of it? What
does alcohol do to it? Such health bears better with
alcohol than any other, and even seems for a time to be
benefited by it.
There are some nervous people,
people who are born into the world to be alwa.ys ailing,
and yet never ill. Health of this sort is a heavy burden
to bear in life. It is always oppressive. I will next
ask your attention to the question of work. One way
·wHE~

* An Address by Andrew Clark, M.D., Senior Physician to tht
London Hospital. London : Church of England Temperance
Society, Palace Chambers 1 Bridge Street, Weatmiu.ter. 0.11.v
penny, or six shillings per nundred.
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of determining this matter is by appealing to personal
experience ; another, and perhaps the better way, is by
appealing to a carefully conducted experiment with
bodies of men.
o"'', I will try both questions. I
have no hesitation in saying that if a man has the courage to cast aside the imaginative difficulties which
surround an experiment of this kind, and say, 'None
of your nonsense, I mean to try this experiment ; I'm
not a coward, and I will try it honeEtly,' he will succeed. People always look a little paler or thinner
under such an experiment, but bulk is not the measure
of power, nor colour the measure of health." "If there
is any honest man who really wants to get at truth, I
would tell him fearlessly, and I would risk all that I
possess upon the back of the statement, that as certainly
as he does try the experiment for a month or six weeks
so certainly will he come to the conclusion that, however
pleasant alcohol is for the moment, it is not a helper of
work. lt is not only not a helper of work, it is a hinderer
of work, and every man who comes to the front of a
profession in London is marked by this one characteris tic: that the rnore busy lte gets, the less in the shape of
alcohol he takes, and his excuse is-' I am very sorry,
but I cannot take it and do my work.' . . ow for the
experiment, Dr. Parkes got a number of soldiers of the
same age, of the same type of constitution, living under
the same circumstances, eating the same food, breathing
the same atmosphere, and he cliLl this that the experiment might be fair, and he divided the soldiers into tw_o
gangs, an alcoholic gaLg, and a non-alcoholic gang, and
he engaged these two gangs in certain works for which
they were to be paid extra. He watched these gangs
and took the result of thei1· work, and it turned out
that the alcoholic gang went far ahead at first. 'They
had buckets of beer at tbei1· side and as they got a little
tired they took beer, and the non-alcoholic gang were
in an hour or two left nowhere; but he waited and
watched, as I toll you, and as the experiment went on
the energies of the beer-drinkers began to speedily tlag,
and do what they would, before the end of the day the
non-alcoholic gaug had left them far behind. \Vhen
this had gone on for some clays the alcoholic gang begged
that they might get into the non-alcoholic gang that
.they might earn a little more money ; but Dr. Parkes,
in order to make the experiment clinching and conclusive, transposed the gangs. He made the alcoholic
gang the non-alcoholic gang, and v ice versa-the men
being very willing to lend themselves to the experiment
-and the results were exactly the same. The alcoholic
gang beat the non-alcoholic gang at the starting, and
fail ed utterly towards the end of the day. This is the
most conclusive, and, I think, by far the most crucial
experiment thai, I know of t1po11 tLe quesbo11 of the
rebticm of alcohol to work. ·with that I will set aside
this question by saying from personal experience, and
from experiments mast carefuily conducted over large
bodies of men, it is capable of proof beyond all possibility of question, that alcolwl in ord£nary cii'cwrnstcrnces
not only does not help wo1·k, but it i.~ ci serious hindrance
ol work. Now, as to the effect of alcoholic drinks upon
disease. I went to my hospital to-day thinking of my
lecture, and 1 asked myself this question, How many
of these cases are due to natural and unavoidable
causes, and how many are due to alcohol ? I do not
desire to make out a strong case, I desire to make out
a true case. I am speaking solemnly and carefully in
the presence of truth, and I tell you I am considerably
within the mark when I say to you that in going the
rounds of my hospital to-day seven out of every ten
there owed their ill-health to alcohol. I do not know
that one of them was what you call a drnnkard. It is
not the drunkards that suffer so much from alcohol.
There are a number of men that we know to be drunkards. They get drunk, and they get sober, and they
are so much ashamed of themselves that they won't
touch the accursed thing for months to come, until
somebody tempts them. These are not the men to
suffer most from alcohol. No ; the men that suffer
truly and really from alcohol are those who are habitually taking a little too much. They are very good
fellows, do their work well, but they are always drinking just a little more tha,,n the physiological quantity I

mentioned at the outset; they are being sapped and
undermined by this process. Day by day-just as the
grass grows, and you cannot see it-day by day this
little excess-often a little one-is doing its work. It
upsets the stomach, the stomach upsets the other organs,
and bit by bit under this fair, and genial, and jovial
outside the constitution is being sapped, and suddenly,
some fine day, this hale hearty man whose steps seem
to make the earth resound again tumbles down in a fit.
That is the way in which alcohol saps the constitution.
Surely, surely, you will agree with me that a terrible
responsibility lies upon those who, forgetful of these
plain teachings which the commonest experience can
yield, will stimulate people to keep themselves up with
glasses of wine and glasses of beer. It is not they alone
who suffer, but so soon as a man begins to take o~e
drop more than what I have called the physiological
quantity, the desire of it is not only begotten in him,
but the desire of it becomes a part of his very nature,
and that nature, so formed by his acts, is calculated to
inflict curses inexpressible upon the earth when handed
down to the generations that are to follow after him,
What an awful
as part and parcel of their being.
thought is this ? Can I say to you any words stronger
than these of the terrible effects of the use of alcohol ?
It is when I myself think of all this that I am disposed,
as I have said elsewhere, to rush to the opposite extreme,
to give up my profession, to give up everything, and to
go forth upon a holy crusade, preaching to all menBeware of this enemy of the race."

OUR SKETCH BOOK.
THE W ATCH'S FIRST OWNER.
Continued from, pa,qe 73.
"Don't preach," he said rudely. The wife looked at
him with startled eyes, and then left the room. He
filled and drained a couple of glasses and flung himself
on the sofa.
Before I bad been a week in my ne,v mistress's possession I grew to love her very dearly. Her husband
was not so kind to her as he might have been, considering she had neither kith nor kin in the world. I believe
he loved her, but he was wrapped up in the idol self.
She did not complain; I never heard a reproachful
word fall from her lips; she was always gentle to him,
always. H er utter forgetfulness of self was the most
wonderful thing I have ever seen.
he was left very
much alone; in the long evenings it was often midnight
before he came ; and then his step was often unsteady,
anu. his eyes burning with the fire drink had kindlecl
within. She would slip away from him at such times,
trying, poor thing, to hide the loathing and disgust she
felt. I have heard many a broken prayer ascend from
her chamber, but on such things I have not the heart
to dwell. She grew paler and thinner, more weary and
listless every day ; but he did not see it. No, the
man's feelings were being blunted, and wonld soon be
dead. I remember, and shall remember as long as I
live, what happened one wild Febnrnry night. Early in
the afternoon Mary Sylvester was sitting at the window
with her hands idly clasped on her lap, and her eyes
fixed on the leaden sky. A cold northerly wind was
moaning among the leafless boughs in the Park and
driving the sleet against the window panes. About
four o'clock the door opened, and her husband came in.
She uttered an exclamation of surprise, and ran to him
anxiously.
"Jack! Home already! ·what has happened?
Are you ill ? "
'' Don't bother," was the surly reply, and he strode
past her, and flung himself on the sofa. "Nothing's
wrong. I've got the sack, that's all."
"The what?" enquired the wife timidly, not understanding his slang.
"I'm paid off; my services are no longer required.
Can you understand that ? Nice prospect for us, isn't
it?"
She grew pale.
"Paid off! \Vhy, Jack1 what have you doµe?"
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" The upright governors are not satisfied with my
behaviour, that's all. Don't ask me any more questions.
Get me sorue dinner, I'm going out."
She bit her lips to still their quivering, and proceeded
to obey him without a word.
No further conversation passed between them till
dinner was past and he took up his hat again.
"Don't go out to-night, Jack," his wife said. "Stay
with me this one night, I have something to tell you
which has been on my lips for days."
He looked at her curiously. " It'll keep another clay
then," he said, passing out into the lobby. '' Don't sit
up for me."
She stood still until tha outer door closed upon him,
then dropping on her knees she gave way to a burst of
weeping, most pitiful to hear. It appeared to relieve
her overcharged heart, for she rose cornposed and took
up some sewing. The storm was rising outside. The
wind soughed louder through the leafless boughs, the
sleet battered fiercely against the panes. The hours
sped, and when ten rang frs. Sylvester folded up her
work neatly, and laid it past, aye, for the last time.
Then she removed her slippers and put on her boots.
She lowered the gas in the dining-room, and taking a
hat and shawl from the lobby, slipperl. out into the
street locking the door behind her. Heedless of the
rain, Mary Sylvester hurried on her way, only pausing
now and again to regain the strength which fai led her
at every step. It was evident she was bent upon a 1mrpose, for she threaded the labyTin th of streets with
methodical speed, and at length turned into one quiet
and unfrequented, and going swiftly along, paused in
front of a plain, unpretending-looking shop, with halflighted winrl.ows and shaded door. She stood a moment on the threshold and then entered. The interior
was a perfect blaze of light, it was veritably a ginThe smooth paved floor, marble topped
palace.
counters, glittering chandeliers, sparkling glasses,
flashing fountain, everything calculated to dazzle the
eyes, and please the senses. One would look in vain
here for the tattcre l and hungry-eyed drunkard, the
loungers, so far as outward appearance goes, were
gentlemen. It was one of your aristocratic resorts.
Many eyes turned to look in amazement at the slim,
lady-like figure, as it crossed the floor, looking neither
to the right nor to the left, until she paused before a
man who was evidently the principal.
·' Mr. Sylvester is here, sir,'' she said in firm, clear
tones. ",vm you be good enough to take me ·where
he is." The man bowed slightly confused, and requested
her to follow him. He led the way to a back room,
comfortably furnished, in which a company of gentlemen sat round a table pbying cards for heavy stakes.
The place reeked with the odour of brandy and tobacco.
Mary Sylvester went round the circle to the chair
where her husband sat, and laid her hand upon his
shoulder.
His companions stared, some of them
laughed.
'' Come home with me, Jack," she said, in a low
voice. "I am very ill, and I have come all this way to
bring you. "
He paused irresolute, but a titter ran round the t able
and that decided bim. He shook off the gentle hand.
'' You have gone mad, I believe," he saicl roughly.
"Go home and stay there, I'll come when I'm ready."
'' Come with me now, Jack," she repeated. '' I am
so weak, I am afraid I shall not be able to reach home
alone. You cannot send me away. " He turned impatiently from her, anrl. shuffled the cards in his hands.
Mary Sylvester raised her sad eyes to the company.
'' Gentlemen, you are his friends. Try and persuade
him to come. You cannot have the heart to see a poor
weak woman go home alone. "
"You had better go ylvester," said one, but again
the titter ran round the table, and Jack Sylvester
raised his eyes to his wife's face full of a meaning she
well understood.
"Go home, I shall not tell you again."
''Yes, I am goiug," she answered huskily. ''But
let me tell you here what I meant to tell you to-night,
I am dying Jack, and yon know it. It is my earnest
prayer that the remembrance of this night may not
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haunt you in days to come, with the bitterest remorse
a human soul can feel."
Like a spirit she had come, like a spirit she glided
from their midst. The wind had fallen when she
reached the street, and the sky was breaking overhead.
Among the flying clouds the new moon was struggling
for a place, and the evening star shone out like a
messenger of peace from God. It was close on eleven
o'clock when Mar)? Sylvester reachetl her home; the
fire was low in the grate, and ~o was wet through,
but that she did not heed. She fltmg herself into a
chair, and .for a long time sat very still. It neared
midnight, and still he did not come. She arose at last
and crossed the room. The piano was opei:, and a
piece of music lay upon the key-board. It was a hymn,
one of the sweetest ev0r penned. Forgetful of the
lateness of the hour, she sat down and played over
the prelude; a moment more an<l her voice rang through
the quiet house in clear and mournful sweetness,
'' Earth hath no sorrows
That Heaven cannot heal.
At these words she broke down, and buried her face
on the keys. Just then a familiar step was heard at
the door, the key was fitted to the lock, and her hu'sband entered.
'he did 11ot lift her head, nor show
that she was aware of his presence. " ,vhat did you
mean by making a fool of me before my friends," he
asked fiercely. "I'll teach you not to try it again."
Give him his clue, if he bad been sober he would uot
have clone it; but, his hand fell h eavily upon her
woman's breast, not once, but twice. She uttered no
cry, but went silently from the room, and tottered upstairs to l1 er own.
ho was ill for man:')', days, and he
dared not go to her. But when they told him at last
that the end was at hand, he w_e nt up and entered her
chamber. The nurse went out closing the door be,hind
her; none were present during that hour. Such pages
in human lives are best unturned, so I will hasten to a
close.
he died that night with her head on bis breast
and bis name the last en h er lips - clie1l of a urokcn
heart. And, friends, hers was only one of the man,y, of
which our God keeps a record against the day of judgment.
A. S. S.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE MOYEMENT l.l: THE NOTITH.

'Po the Editor of the '' Social Rejormer."
DEAR Srn,-Your readers had laid before them last
month a clear and full account of the Elgiu Burghs'
election so far as that election bore upon the permis ivo
suppression of the liquor traftic. In thus again referring to it, I wish to state some of the impressions rnalle
on my mind. <luring my stay in the Burghs. For
many years I have had the conviction that the matter
of prohibition has been in the hands of the sooial and
moral reformers of the country if they had only realised
how to wield their power. This opinion war strengthened by the recent election in the Elgin Burghs. It
was quite apparent that the prohibitionists in the
Burghs could get ,~t least three of the advanced men
who had a desire to represent the consti tuency in
Parliament to go for a complete suppressive veto over
the issue of licenses to be put into tht: llilnds of the
ratepayers.
Another thing was perfectly clear, and
that was that only those who had ideas in harmony
with the Permissive Bill took a special interest in the
position of the candidates towards the liquor traffic.
There are many theorists abroad in the country, who
differ from us, but you never find them advocating
their opinions earnestly, in a public way, or pressing
them upon the attention of members of Parliament.
They are theorists and theorists only. Then, I find a.
class of people who are constantly urging that we are
not ready for prohibitio11. Those who teach this doctrine don 't know the mischief they are doiug. They
are the enemies of prohiuition. Many places in Scotlanrl.
a.re ready to adopt a pennissiYe law, aucl surely there
is nothing that would so much tend to ripen prohibitory
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"entiment as the knowledge that there was a la~ of
this description upon the :Statute Book. Law is a
mighty cduca.tor either for good or for evil, and I was
glad to see that the prohibitionists of the Elgiu Burghs
fully realised this fact, and the gentleman whom they
have helved to send to Parliament will register their
convictions in the House of Commons when the time
comes round for him to do so.
'l'cmperauce reformers are not so much hampered by
tho politicians as by their own weakness of faith and
want of action. The politicians will faithfully follow
if we loyally lead. They will never go before us, but
will aid us just as we are in earnest. Let our claims,
therefore, be stated with definiteness. Let us never
complicate our position but simply ask for justice, and
we can only get that by having a full veto to suppress
the drink trade within the licensing areas.
On the 14th of July Mr. R. Stevenson met me at
Nairn, where we had an excellent meeting on the Links.
Mr. U. Masson, of the East Coast Mission, took the
chair, and a number of public-spirited young men rnng
a. few hymns, and we soon had an intelligent company
of fully 2CO persons. These sat <lown on a green bauk,
and we addressed them from the level ground below.
Those who have walked over Nairn Links will have
some idea of the beauty of the surroundings. The
earnestness of those present was all that could be
desired.
\Ve then went to Forres where we had three openair meetings, anJ Mr. Stevenson preached twice on
Sabbath in the Evangelical Union Church. \Ve fount!
the friends in Forres in good heart, and our visit was
rendered very agreeable. The people listened to onr
argumeut11 for prohibition with seriousness, and evidently appreciated the meetings.
\Ve then went to
Elgin. There are a number of warm friends of the
temperance movement in this burgh.
We had two
meetings here, and were well supported by the tempera.nee men at the meetings which contributed greatly to
our success. ·w hile Elgm can boast of a goodly number
of earnest and intelligent reformers, it must also be
stated that they h,we a heavy task before them. The
Burgh is sadly burdened with drink shops, there being
one to every 13 electors. That is au enormous burden
for 13 electors to carry. These places are all licensPd
for profit and re11t. Moral considerations don't go for
much with those who l1ave an eye to big rents and
large profits through the manufacture and common sale
of alcohol. You must attack the liquor laws, and suppress the system of license, if you want to do anything
wort hy of the temperance movement.
From Elgin we went to Inveruess. I have frecp1ently
visited the Highland capital sincEJ I carua to the North,
and have always been gratified by the kindly reception
giYen to me. This time was no exception to the rule.
A number of the friends increased their contributions
to our funds, and our meetings were large, and an intelligent interest was manifested.
We sold seven
dozen of Social .Rejormers at the meetings. I hope to
be back again to Inverness in September. Mr. Stevenson was well pleased with our t our, and we were both
confirmed in the opinion that the permissive suppression of the liquor traffic should be h eld up more
persistently than ever it bas been done. The traffic is
still sweeping multitudes of our young men into the
vortex of ruin, and the fair fame of our country is even
being more tarnished by the injury done to our \l'0men.
History shows us that nothing but the legal suppression
of the traffic will meet our case ; all other efforts are
11

"\Veak as a feather 'gainst a giant's shield,
Light as a gossamer floating on the wind. "

Aberdeen.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD.

jails and workhouses, and houses of correction and the
State Prison; when I try to compute the loss and
charges upon all our industries Ly reason of imperfect
labour, and the taxes for the support of these institutions for reformation and punishment, my judgment
unqualifiedly condemns, and my heart and my manhood
rebel tigainst a system that would permit the great
source of all this wrong, and misery, and crime to exist
by the authority of this commonwealth. My convictions
against the policy of such a system are too strong ; my
desire for the welfare and progress of the people is too
ardent, and my official responsibilities are too solemn
and resistless for me to hesitate in doing the duty laid
upon me. I therefvre return the bill entitled, 'An Act
regulating the sale of spirituous and intoxicating liquor,'
to the House of Representatives form which it originated, without execu~ive sanction."
THREE REQ:JISITES FOR SuccEssiruL LEGISLATION.Mr. Caine, in a letter to the 'l'ime · recently, writes:" There are three requisites for successful legislation.
1st, The repeal of every Act on the statute-book
relating to the licensing of public-houses. 2nd, Ona
comprehensive Act in their place. 3rd, To entrust the
administration of that Act to a licensing board elected
by the ratepayers every three years by ballot, and the
cumulative vote, following in every respect the precedent of the Education Act." To this every truo
reformer adds a fourth requisite-An absolute veto
power pfacell unreservedly in the hands of the people
themselves.
IT DOESN 'T PAY.-lt doesn't pay to hang one citizen
because another citizen sells him liquor. It doesn't
pay to have one citizen in the lunatic asylum, because
another citizen i:;old him li1uor. It doesn't pay to have
one citizen in the county gaol, because another sells
him liquor. It doesn't pay to have fifty working men
ragged, to have one drinkshop -keeper dressed iu broad
cloth and flush of money. lt doesn't pay to have ten
smart, active, intelligent boys transformed into thieves,
to enable one man to lead an easy life by selling them
liquor. It doesn't pay to have fifty workino- men ancl
their families live on bone soup a.utl half ;ations, in
order that one shopkeeper may flourish on roast turkey
a11Ll champagne. It doesn't pay to have one thou sa nd
homes blasted, ruined, defiled, and turned into hells of
discord and misery, in order that one wholesale liquor
dealer may amass a large fortune.
AN ANCIE.t-.T TEMPERAKCE PLEDGE. -The appendix
to the fifth report on Historical MSS., Part I., report
on the M S. of A. J. K. Erskine, Esq., of Dun, in the
county of Forfar, contains :-Temperance Bond, Dun•
dee, J~tly 5th, 1627.-Tbe pnrtics to this co::itract,
which is attested by four witnesses, are Alexander
Erskine, of Dun, and Sir Jhone Blair, of Bai_,;illo.
They bound themselves to drink nothing, except in
their own dwellings, till May 1st, 1628, 11nder a penalty
of 500 merks Scots, for the first "failzie and bra.ck,"
and of 100 merks for every succeeding one, and for
security agreed to register the contract. The reason
alleged for this agreement is that the "access (i.e.,
excess), of drinking is prohibit bothe be the law of God
and m_an, and t~at they .were willing to give guicl
examp1ll to vthens be then- lyff and conversacioun to
abstain from the like abuse." -ill ontrose Standard.
JEAXNIE DEAKs.-When the carriage [that was to
take her to Scotland] was gettiug ready, she was informed that the Duke of Argyll wished to speak with
her, ~nd being ushered into a splendid saloon, she was
surprised to find that he wished to present her to his
lady and daughters. "I bring you my little countrywoman, Duchess "-these were the words of the intr0 •
duction-" with al! army of good fellows as gallant and
steady as
is, and a good ea.use, I would not fear
two to one.
. . . The Duchess advanced and in
a fe,v words, in which there was as much kindness as
civility, assured J eaunie of the respect which she had
for a. character so affectionate and yet so firm and
added, '' " hen you get home you will hear from' me."
"~nd from me," "Aud from me, " ".And from me,"
a.daed the_young ladies, one after the other, " for you
are a credit to the fa.nu we love so~well." • . • ,
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PUBLIC PRESS.
GovimNoR TALBOT'S MESSAGE VETor~o A LICEN SE

L...w.-" When I think of the victims to the use of intoxicating liquors in every village of the commonwealth•
when I study the great field over which our Board of
State Oharities has supervision; when I consider our
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"Jeannie," said the Duke, "you mnst have doch an'
d01:roch, or you will be unable to travel." There was
a salver with cake and wine on the table. He took up
a glass, drank '' to all true hearts that loved Scotland,"
and offered a gln.ss to his guest. Jeannie, however,
declined it, saying, "she ha<l never tasted wine in her
liie. '' '' How comes that, J eanuie?" said the Duke" Wine maketh glad, you know." "Ay, sir, but my
father is like Jonadab, the son of Rechab, who charged
his children that they should drink no wine." ' ' I
thought your father ·would have had more sense," said
the Duke, "unless, indeed, he preferi:; brandy. But,
howe,·er, Je;i.nnie, if you will not drink you mnst eat,
to save the character of my house. "-1'/ie fleart of
.Midlothian.
COMMUNION WINE QUESTIO~. - "I will give the
reasons for r efusing to acknowledge sacramental iutoxicating liquor as a legitimate article of commerce-lst,
Because 'wine' is nowhere mentioned as in any way
connected with the observance of t.he ordinance of the
Lord's Supper ; 2ucl, because tlrn fruit of the vine in a
liquid state is the only thing specified as a beverage
employed on this sacrecl and solemn occasion ; 3rtl, because the 'pure Mood of the grape,' in its virgin and
uncorrupted state. is like the aviour-' holy, harmless,
a.nd undefiled;' 4th, because there is no warrant in the
Word of Goel for substituting intoxicating liquor insteacl
of the 'fruit of the vine;' 5th, because intoxicating
liquor is the Scriptural symbol of God's wrath and
curse from Genesi to Revelation, and is the appropriate symbol of everything that is wicked, sinful, corrupt,
polluted, abominable, and destructive, anrl is therefore
utterly unfit to represent the perfect benignity and
holiness of the life and character of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Chri t; 6th, because in neglect of the
dyirig injunction of the great head of the Church, and
by unwarrantably substituting intoxicating liquor instead of the 'fruit. of the vine' in a binding ordinance
of the Christian faith, the Church has incurred the great
guilt of sanctioning n,nd enforcing the dietetic misuse of
narcotic and intoxicating poisons in almost every age
and country; 7th, because this deplorable and unwart·antable chanRe is part and parcel of the great aposbcy
which ea.me in after the working of , 'atan, and is the
true cause of the failnre of the Church to eradicate
those gig,mtic moral and physical evils springing from
drunkenness, which still continue to afflict and disgrace
almost every country and nation professing the ,hristian
faith; 8th, because alcohol, the clistinctiYe principle of
all excisable and intoxicating liquors, is the product of
corruption, and is no part of the ' fruit of the vine' as
it comes from the hand of God ; 9th, because it is the
duty of the Church to bani h intoxicating liquor from
the table of the Lord, and to restore the practice of
using the 'fruit of the vine' according to Divine appointment, and by so doing raise an effective testimony
against the bacchanalian practices of the world, delivering the Church from the guilt of complicity, and thus
giving the glory of a coming temperance reformation
exclusively to the Holy One of Israel; 10th, because
the whole teaching of the Word of God is in strict
harmony with this view of the question." (Applause.)
-Jct-mes :Al' Nair's speech at annual meeting Scottisli
7'empera11ce Lecigue.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
THE following meetings have been addressed by the
advocates ancl agents of the Scotti ·h Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, from 15th July to 13th
August inclusive. During that period 85 meetings
were held, 38 being clepntational, and 47 ordinary. At
these meetings, 126 addresses were given. The following is a. summary of each speaker's work:Mr. J. R. vVaterston has visited Bo'ness, Leith,
Edinhurgh, Linlithgow, Glasgow, Kilsyth, Grange.
mouth, Hamilton, Freuchie, Kirkcalcly, Pathhead, and
Cnpar, and addressed 3~fmeetings.
Mr. R Stevenson has visited Forres, Elgin, Inver•
uess, Edinburgh, Le.rkha.11, Greenock, Glaegow, Pollok-

shaws, Hamilton, Lanark, Biggar, Lockerbie, Moffat,
Coatbrid ge, and \Vhiffiet, and addressed 29 meetings.
Mr. vVm. Blackwood has visited Forres, Elgin,
Inverness, and Aberdeen, and ad<lressed 17 meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited In·ine, Glasgow, Kilbarchan, Greenock, Bonhill, Hamilton, Biggar, Lockerbie, Moffat, and Port-Glasgow, and addressed 14
meetings.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Kilbarcha.n, Glasgow,
La.nark, Coa.tbriclge, and Whiffiet, and addressed 8
meetings.
Mr. w·. Kesson has addressed 4 meetings in
Greenock, Glasgow, and Port-Glasgow.
Mr. J . M'Donald has addressed 3 meetings in Kirkcaldy and Pa.thhead .
Mr. John Steel has addressed 3 meetings in Leith.
Mr. M. Ed wards has addressed 2 meetinge in Aberdeen.
Mr. A. Bennet has addressed 2 meetings in Pathhead.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has addressed 2 meetings in Cu par.
The following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follow
their names :-Revs. T. Pa.rr, Leith; and M. Bell,
Hamilton ; Ex-Bailie Lewis, Hamilton ; Councillor
Cross, Hamilton; Messrs. John Hipley, Edinburgh; J.
M. Skinner, Glasgow ; ,T. Hamilton, Hamilton ; A. S.
Munro, Abenleen ; D. Ramsay, Edinburgh; J. Bone,
Edinburgh ; aud C. Mason, Ab~rdeen.

POETRY.
THE HAWTHORN SPRAY.
I mark'd the beauteous hawthorn
Bloom sweetly in the shade :
The fairest thing by far that liv'd;
Within the sunlit glade;
Not merely fair to gaze upon j
But every passing galo
Rece1v'ct ~weet odour trom its breath
In wandering clown the vale.
It sinful seem'd to covet thus,
Yet I con ld 110t pass it by ;
And, even while I pluck'd the flower,
I gra p'd it with a sigh.
How fondly I caress'd it,
As slow I moved along,
Through the dimly shaded forest,
Cheered by tbo bird's sweet song.
An hour had gone beyond me,
And, from my window high,
I watched the sun's last shadows
Sink in the glowing sky.
And through the gentle twilight,
And 'mid the foreat's gloom,
I could see the hawthorn shining
In all its pride and bloom.
While lonely, blighted, at my feet,
My lately cherish'd spray,
All crush'd, and pale, and slighted,
In faded beauty lay.
As I gaz'd upon its sisters
In all their bloom and pricle,
I wept that I could not restore
Their darling to their side.
Thus is it with the wanton,
Who, wandering in the glade,
Beholds a cottage maiden
Bloom sweetly in the shade.
Charmed by her quiet beauty,
He steals the flower away,
Leaving loving hearts to mourn the loss,
And curse her natal day.
And when her fragrance dieth,
Sim is coldly cast away,
To fade and die neglected ;
Like my blighted hawthorn epray.
MARY GRANT,
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* ** .Members, friends, and Societies subscribing to
the Funds of the Scottish P ermissive Bill and
Tempe1·ance Association are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, ancl will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the V.ffices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands tlpon
the Association are increasing, and it wou,lcl
materially assist the Executive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions paid in the former
1·ather than the lcitter part of the .financial year,
which will close on 20th S eptember, 1881.
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*** We have been most reluctantly obliged to
leave over "The late Mr. John M'Donald," "Band
of Hope Lesson," a letter from Mr. John Paton,
and other important items,
*** Tlie Social Re/Qrmei- for October will contain
a foll report of the proceedings of the Annual
Meetings of the As'ociation, and we will issue a
~L1pplement in order to do that report every justice.
50 Copies 3s, 100, 6s, 200, lls, exclusive of carriage.
All orders should reach offices by 27th cuncnt.

red associations. Tickets one shilling each, early
application only will secure seats and prevent disappointment. To be had at 112 Bath Street, or
sent to any address.
The Public Meeting will be held in the City Hall
in the evening, at half-past seven o'clock.
LORD COLIN CAMPBELL, M.P., in the chair.
The Executive have pleasure in intimating that
the following gentlemen have signified their intention to be presentSm WILFRID LAWSON, Bart., M.P. (United
Kingdom Alliance).
DR. CAMERON, M.P.
BENJAMIN WHITWORTH, Esq., M.P.
REV. R. J. LYNDE, B.A., Belfast (Irish Temperance League).
REV. DR. NICOLSON, A.M.
Other speakers will be duly announced.
Societies subscribing to the Association the legal
sum will please communicate the name of their
delegates (one for every 10s. subscribed) to the
secretary by early post.
Having regard to the importance of the business
to pass under deliberation, and to the eminence
of the chairman and peakers to be present at the
evening meeting, the Execntive have a confident
expectation that they will be gratified by a large
and enthusiastic attendance at all the meetings.
R. MACKAY, Secy.

MR. JOHN PATO .
\Ve have the pleasure of intimating that this
gentleman i to be at the disposal of the Executive
of the Scottish Perm i si vc Bill and Temperance
Association from 19th September to middle of
December.
Early ,Lpplication for his services is necm~sai-y, and
those who ask him to deliver a course of two or more
lectures will, all things considered, have preference.
Application for his services, syllabuses of his
lectures, terms, &c., should be made direct to the
Secretary, R. Mackay, 112 Bath Street, Glasgow,
by whom they will be duly attended to.
SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.
ANNUAL MEETINGS.
The twenty-third annual meetings of this Association will be held in Glasgow on Tuesday, 27th
September, 1881.
The Business Meeting will take place in the Christian Institute, 70 Bothwell treet, at 11 a.m.
Treasurer Hamilton, J.P., President of the Association will occupy the chair. The annual rnports will
be submitted, office-bearers elected, and business of
importance considered.
The Social Meeting of members and their friends
will be held in the Saloon of the City Hall, Candleriggs, at 4 p.m. precisely. John Williams, Esq.,
The Green, Wishaw, will preside at this meeting.
Addresses by delegates ancl representatives of kind-

THE TEMPERANCE REFORMATION FROM
A MEDICAL POI T OF VIEW.
.BY JAMES MURRAY M'CuLLOCH, M.D., &c.,
DUMFRIES.
We are glnd tbat a second edition of this truly
excellent lecture has been called for. It is beyond
question the best argument for prohibition to which
we can point, embodying the essence of all that bas
been written on abstinence as the duty of the individual, and prohibition by the wil.l of the people as
the duty of the state.
Copies are to be had from the office of this magazine,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow, at one penny each, or six
shillings per hundred, exclusive of carriage. Special
terms for larger quantities. On receipt of twelve
stamps, a dozen copies will be sent post free to any
address.
We coufidently rely on the liberal assistance of
our friends iu securing a large circulation for this
admirable lecture.
·we have pleasure in presenting the following
press notice in addition to those tha.t have already
appeared:" The Temperance Reformation from a Medical
Point of View.''-By James Murray M'Cullocb,
M.D., &c., Dumfries. (Manchester: United Kingdom Alliance. )
The substance of this lectute was delivered to the
students of Glasgow University twenty-one years
ago, and "bas uow been re-written, corrected, extended, aud re-published at the repeated solicitation
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of various parties at home and abroad." It is a
thoroughly able and rigidly logical exposition of the
subject with which it deals, and is worthy of a wide
circulation. The general conclusions arrived at hy
Dr. M'Cullocb are, "that total abstinence from
alcohol and all other grain poisons as n.rticles of
diet and refreshment is an imperative personal duty,
and that the total and immediate prohibition of
their manufacture and sale for such purposes is the
duty of the state."--Tempernnce Record.
Wilfrid Lawson, Cbattoe, Stafford, writes to the
United Kingdom Alliance:-" Kiudly forward me
twelve copies of Dr. ~'Culloch's pam_phlet, .'· The
T~mperance .Reformation from a ~edical pomt of
view." That pamphlet, soon after 1t appeared, was
read by my father and resulted in a healthy teetotal
family, of which I am the oldest of nine, and I want
to spread such useful information.
Dr. Cameron, M.P., in his place in Parliament,
felt constrained last month in view of the chaotic
·condition of the Local Government Board in London
with regard to small-pox, to direct attention to the
frightful mortality arising from that loathsome
disease in the metropolis. It seems that in the face
of the epidemic the authorities are powerless, and
that nearly 12,000 persons had died who under proper sanitary arrangements, as regards small-pox,
might have beell alive. To illustrate his position and
to show that his allegation was well founded, he
pointed out that while 1590 per million persons <lied
of small pox in Glasgow, the mortality in London
was as much as 4580 per million. This result he
attributed to the wn.ut of a responsible office or
department the same as existed in Glasgow, and he
asserted that the people themselves were entirely n.t
n. loss, not knowing what to do or where to turn.
That is just their position in relation to a greater
epidemic. The Government does a little to re, train
the liquor traffic, but not near enough, and many
valuable lives are iu consequence literall y thrown
away. Were there power conferred on the ratepayers for the efficient isolation of the drunk, whose
virus infects so many, we should very soon see its
evils disappear. The people properly inoculated
with the lymph of agitation, the result would be a
pustule in the shape of a vote for ever guarding
against a recurrence of the disease. Those responsible for peace and good order would see that the
isolation of the drink from the stomachs of their
subjects was strictly enforced, and one most wasteful epidemic, worse than even the black plague,
would, like it, Ii ve only on the page of history.
The other day, in the House of Lords, Lord
Waveuey brought forward his Cottiers' Bill, the
principle of which was the sanitary improvement of
the cabins of Ireland and Scotland. In course of
the debate his Grace of Argyll endeavoured to show
that if the bill became law every landlord would be
compelled to reconstruct the cottages on his estate,
and so a noble lord who had 4000 cottier tenants
would have to disburse £56,000 for the purpose.
The cottage which would give all the Irish ideas of
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life would at least cost £14. We waive consideration of the state of a country which can furnish such
fearful statistical proofs of its sanitary condition.
Our interest is based on the means of finding for
every cottier a new cottage, when one ca.n be built
I for £14. Ireland, "first flower of the field, and first
gem of the sea," spends nearly £14,000,000 011 drink

I

which ruins the comfort of her homes, and renders
her people more disaffected than industrious. Could
I the cottier inhabitants not leave the budlord of the
I public-house, and become fired with the noble inI spiration of settin(J' up as their own landlords 1
;'
Such a transformation would not occur for the first
time in her history. When early in the century her
distilleries were stopped because of the ravages of
famine, she was more prosperous than in the years
when she had plenty and ln.rgely in<lulged in drinking. She was equally prosperous when now nearly
fifty years. ago Father Matthew administered the
pledge to so many of her people. Were she to give
np drinking and set industriously to work, in a few
year(we should see on every cottier's ground the
substantial cottage superseding the filthy dilapidated
cabin, and her people rising so rapidly in the scale
of being as to be distinguished as much for their
manifestation of the "hardy" virtues as unfortunately they are to-day held up to opprobrium as
lazy, drunken, improvident, and seditious.
One of the most gratifyiug incidents of the Royal
Review la t month to all temperance reformers was
that of ex-Lord Provost Collins, in the ancient
Palace of Holyrood, receiving the honour of Knighthood at the hands of her most gracious Majesty the
Queen. The gentleman whom all of us to-day hail
n.s Sit· "\Villiam Collins must have been born at an
auspicious hour. The son of a man whose exertions
in behalf of temperance in the infancy of the temperance reformation were as indomitable as they are
lasting, Sir William has through life trod worthily
in his father's footsteps, and, throughout a career
marked by uninterrupted commercial success, has
ever been found one of the most trusted leaders of
the cottish temperance movement. His adherence
to it has in no way impeded his progress towards
honour and distinction. He ha ri en to be one of
the magistrates of his native city, to hold the Commission of the Peace and the Deputy-Lieutenantship
of Lanarkshire, to be the Hon. the Lord Provost of
Glasgow, and now to be the recipient of a most
signal mark of his Sovereigu's fo.vonr. As an
abstainer, it may be saiJ. with truth that his career
is as singular as it has been brilliant. He has the
hearty congratulation, uttered or unexpressed, of the
Scottish temperance movement generally, and all
will join with us, we believe, in wishing the new
knight long life to wear his well-earned honours.
He has been told by his Queen to be faithful, brave,
n.ncl fortunate. He has been so, and no doubt will
be still more so. But it has always li>een the duty
of knights to devote themselves to the deliverance of
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the oppressed, and to go forth in seareh of adventures to show their stainless courage. Our new
knight will, we hope, select the floor of the Honse of
Commons for the scene of his doughty deeds, and
there bear himself with knightly courage by the
side of our own true knight, Sir Wilfriu Lawson,
until the liqnor traffic be wrenched from its legal
hold upon this couutry and be utterly routed, defeated, and destroyed. As he couches bis lance iu
this great encounter, may God defend the right.

A change has takeu place in the representation of
Edinburgh. Notwithstanding that there were persistent rumours that the Lord-Ach·ocate would have
to leave his position for the Bench or the Bar, yet it
was felt that as he had given fair promise of being
au honour to the office be held and that until he had
bad time and opportnnity afforded him for vindicn.ting bis aspiration to his high position, be• should not
either resign or be compelled to give way to others.
But this feeling has received a rude shock through
the sudden announcement of his leaving the Horne
Office for the Bench of the Court of Session. It is
not our duty to enter upon the reasons ostensible and
concealed that induced him to retire. To our movement he was friendly, and although he has been
unable to give Sir Wilfrid a vote yet, we always
cherished the expectation he would support the
principle and the policy to which we adhere whenever opportnnity allowed. Onr best wishes go wilh
him to the dignified position he has accepted. There
was quite a plethora of candidates for the vacancy
in the representa.tion of Edin bmgh caused by his
demission of office. Among these was ex-Bailie
Lewis, and we have to freely express our regret,
which is shared by a large number of Temperance
Reformers in Scotland, that he was unable to see
his way to become a candidate for the seat. He
would have been an invaluable ally of Sir Wilfrid
Lawson;s in Parliament. .A.fter much speculation
and some turbulent feeling the Liberal Association
selected Mr. T. R. Buchanan as their only candidate.
This decision was loyally acquiesced in by the other
two Liberal Candidates, and .Mr. Buchanan is now
M.P. for Edinburgh. We are gla<l to be ab le to
inform our readers that Mr. Buchanan is to be a
firm supporter of the suppressive Local Option, aud
who knows but that it may be his high privilege to
lea<l on the prohiuitionists of Scotland in their
demand for power to relieve themselves of the
Liquor Traffic. Mr. Asher, M.P. for the Elgiu
burghs, has been raised to the dignity of SolicitorGeneral for Scotland, Mr. Balfour, M.P. for ClackmannanandKinross-sbires, being now Lord Advocate
for Scotland. Mr. .Asher has bad to seek re-election,
and as no opposition is offered he will soon be
returned. A rumour that Mr. Henry Campbeli13annerman, M.P. for the Stirling burghs, was to
be elevated to the Peerage, fluttered the Temperance
electors there, and only for a prompt denial of the
aoouracy of the statement we should have soon seen

them mustering together to maintain these burghs
loyal supporters of tbe movement for the abolition
of the Liquor Traffic. The motto of our friends
should always be" Ready, aye Ready."
as

Our readers will, we hope, from the annual meeting announcements in another column, which are
barely more than preliminary, be able, iu some
degree at least, to realize that these meetings promise to be by far the most influential which hn.ve
yet taken place. Speaking of the public meeting,
the chair will be occupied by the hononrable the
member for Argyllshire, Lord Colin Campbell,
M.P. In him we have the descendant of an illustrious race, famous for the services it has rendered
to the cause of fre~<lom, whose ancestors had died
on the scaffold martyrs to the liberties of Scotland.
Linked througli him to the present head of his noble
family, the Duke of .Argyll, we have a uoble1uan
famou s for l1is contributions to the momentous
metaphysical problems of bis time. With n. brother
Governor-General of Ca.nada and the husband of
one of the Princesses of the Royal family, surely if
ever there can be cause for the liveliest satisfaction,
it must be at the fact that the undience in the City
Hall on the twenty-seventh of this month will muster under so noble a name. Then we are to have
Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., again with ns. Our
champiou will share our gratification at meeting
under such illustrious auspices, for when he came
amongst us first, he founJ us but a hardy few,
although undaunted and undismayed. Time after
time as he honoured our meetings by hi~ presence,
he found us rising in the estimation of our countrymen an<l women, whose numbers swelled our ranks,
and whose political strength has been sufficient to
eecure for us dnring the past two years so triumphant a vote on Sir Wilfri1l Lawson's Local Option
Resolution. We shall welcome our champion once
more with all the fervour we ca.n exhibit or his
courageous and revered leadership deserve. Dr.
Cameron, whose stedfast adherence to our movement
we cannot sufficiently admire, will receive a right
cordial welcome, such as shall in some degree attest
how highly we value his unwearied service to the
temperance cause. Mr. Benjamin Whitworth, M.P.,
is the Chairman of the Executive of the United
Kingdom Alliance, and will see for himself how we
in Scotland feel towards those principles and policy
which his Association have propagated with so much
undaunted vigour. The Rev. R. J. Lynde, of Belfast, com es amongst us for the first time with a reputation for eloquence which begets the highest, we
believe justifiable, expectation s of his oratorical
ability. The Rev. Dr. Nicolson, of Lirilithgow,
appears amougst us in full sympathy with our aims,
and will doubtless set forth right worthily bis
views on our questions. Such is an outline of what
we may confidently expect at our annual public
gathering. When the arrangements as to speakers
are completed, it will be found that at no annual
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meeting has there ever been a platform of such
influence or excellences, nor one which will give a
more powerful impetus to our agitation.

Then, as regards thP Business Meeting, we cannot say so mnch, simply because that does not
altogether depend npon the Executive. So far as
the Executive is concerned, they may well have a
proud satisfaction in once more meeting with their
constitnents to render an account of their stewardship. On our friends and members it will depend
to make this meeting worthy of the stage at which
the movement has arrived. There can be no dispute
npon 011e point and that is, thn.t the agitation must
be far more vigorous and effective in the country
and in Parliament before we can hope to constrain
the attention of the Government to our contention.
The Association, with the means at its disposal,
cannot do much ruore tba.n it is doing, :mu a glance
at what other organizations expend on the agitalion
compared with the expenditure and the work of the
ScotLish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association will be immeusely in its favour. The weak
point of the Association lies solely here. It is
unable to command powP.r and talent nor to enter
upon the agitation as fully furnished and equipped
as the importance of the object in iew demands.
The Executive have over aud over again laboured
with strenuous emirgy to _carry out the instructions
of tbeir constituents, trnsting that the funds would
be forthcomiug to not only maiutaiu but to vig0rously increase the agitation. It will be for the
Annual Meetiug to say if their trust has been over
sanguine or well founded. Any one will be able to
see for himself or herself by the attention and
deliberation given to the question of finance what
will be the immediate prospects of the n.gitation.
For ourselves, we will cling to the belief that the
Executive will be encouraged by lhe geuerous
liberality of their constituents to set themsel es
boldly, if such is the will of the meeting, to the
task of framing a measure for the abolition of the
liquor traffic by the people, and of submitting it to
the country during the recess.

The friends of education must have felt elated at
the progress of education so conclusively shown by
Mr. Mundella's speech on the education estimates.
But their elation is open to question if they rely
upon education as the powerful factor of morality
and temperance. There are now more than four
million children at school, and it is cheering to find
that the progress they are making is most substantial. The Board and voluntary schools are being
recruited to a great extent from the children of the
working classes, so that it is not too much to expect
that in a few years we will have a popul_ation immeasurably educ..'-\.ted above their grandfathers. This
is done at some cost, but we have no doubt as to
ample returns from the investment. The education
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given costs, in Board Schools, per scholar, £2 ls
ll}d., while the grant earned is, per scholar, 15s,
i!d, Ju voluntary schools the cost is £1 14s. 7¾d.,
and the grn.nt earned by the scholars is equal to 15s.
5d. per head. The whole expense for the year is
thus set forth :-Endowments, £143,000; voluntary
subscriptions, £731,000; rates, £756,000; public
grants, £1,431,000; school pence, £1,902,000; oth~r
sources, £65,000-total, over £5,000,000.
It 18
pleasing to find that so dangerous a foe to society as
ignorance is thus being so effectively grappled with,
and the pleasure of anticipating that in a few years
our nation will be largely freed from its trammels
must also be great. Those friends who stand by
education a.s Lhe means of ma.king all classes sober
will not, we hope, forget that their favourite remedy
is on its trial, and that in a few years at most its
failure or success will be proved. Meantime we,
knowing the tyranny of law, habit, and custom,
cannot help being apprehensive of the future of
these children now at our schools. The precepts of
their teachers on temperance is one tbiug, but what
if they do not run on all fours with their practice.
At school they may learn the knowledge of :ilcohol
and may be implored to avoid " the fell suare," but
what if their first duty at home is to run for the
dinner beer l The parent may, by sad experience
recognise the 1mperior virtue of temperance over the
vice of intemperance, and confess his impossibility
to compass it, but he can hardly be successful in
dissuading his son from beer or tobacco since he
himself 18 addicted to mdulgence in them. The
State is blind on this matter. It dispels ignorance
by establisbiug Lhe conditions of knowledge ; at the
sn.me time it tolerates institutions having for their
direct-their only end-the weakening of men's
moral restraints and the exciting of their vicious
propensities. The consequence is manifest. We
have in the community a vast multitude educated
but intemperate. Many a poor wretch overcome of
drink and rendered by it dangerous and pestiferous,
had the privilege of Sabbath school instruction, ancl
of many of our criminals the same has to he said.
So that when we rejoice at the progress of education
we rejoice with trembliug, becanse of the fate that,
despite their education, will inevitably attend many
of the bri(Yht scholars to whom Mr. Mundella referred. \Vere the State to give a grant equal in
amount to what it gives for education-namely
£1,431,000-for the purpose of educating the c~untry into a knowledge of temperance, and were 1t at
the same time to leave it to these same educated
subjects to deliver themselves by a vote from the
tyranny of the liquor trade, we dare venture to
affirm that there would be such a substantial decrease in the crime, misery, and public burdens due
to it as would largely decrease the anxieties of
futu/e Chancellors of the Exchequer and City
Treasurers besides immeasurably increasing the
morality a~d spirituality of all classes in the community.
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doing their best to cure disease. They do much
good. They are indispensable in the meantime, but
AMONGST those who are equally wise aud good we , nevertheless, at same time, disease a,nd premature
see diversity in the cl1oice of objects to which they <leath are prevailing to a sad extent in all places,
devote their leading thoughts and efforts. Some are and among::,t all classes. In order that om· country
specially interested iu the promotion of temperance; may Le brought into anything like a satisfactory
others do more for the advancement of education, state there is an immense deal to be done that our
legislation, science, &c. Much, no doubt, depends present medical resources fail to accomplish ; and,
upon diversities of natural disposition, but more upon so far as we can see, are likely to fail to accomplish
environments that press upon the attention of one in the future. The reason is obvious. We never
the necessity of efforts in a given direction, and upon can have a healthy country on the principle of cure.
others the urgent need for efforts in other directions. We might as soon expect to be free from the scourge
To whatever special evil attention is most directed, of war on the principle of taking up and caring for
that evil is likely, in proportion, to bulk largely in the wounded, while conflict was still allowed to
the view of those who contemplate it. Wheu its rage. Temperance reformers are fully alive to this
magnitude has to be spoken to, those concerned are as regards securing universal sobriety. It must
apt to speak of it as of more immediate importance come to the same as regards health . We are not
than anything else. In this we have an exemplifi- indifferent to what is accomplishecl by our sn.nitary
cation of the truth of the memorable expression authorities- the improvements in regard to locatiou
"Mine eye affecteth my heart." And hence the and construction of houses, drainage, &c.; but all
importance of efforts made to fix the attention of these are doing but comparatively little. The broad
the benevolent public upon prevailing evils, and deplorable fact is that disease and prematnre death,
needed reforms. Persistent efforts are, also, neces- with nil the consequent grief and loss to mourn, still
sary because of the multiplicity of objects that may "hold carnival." If they prevailed only amongst
be said to be constantly competing for a share of the debased the case would be very different ; but
public recognition. As a general rule evils have every one knows that large numbers of the loveliest,
had to come to a certain height before the public the best, the most useful, and those most full of promind could be aroused to <lea.I with them effectively. mise, are amongst the yearly victims. The ma.in
When they had attained to this height they, in a reason is-people are so ignorant of one or other of
measure, compelled attention to themselves, or, at the b .ws of health, and they remain ignorant because
any rate, it became much more easy for those who the public mind has not yet been anything like
were already interested to secure the attention of thoroughly awakened to our duty and interest in
r eference to this matter. The London Ladies' Saniothers.
But an improv.ed state of the public mind gene- tary Society, and other kindred associations, have
rally bas much to do in determining specific action. been doing excellent work for years past; but when,
The state, for example, of the criminal law that our notwithstanding the houourable array of nam es of
forefathers were, as a nation, contented with woulcl officials and supporters, we look at the meagre funds
not be tolerated now. The history of the Temper- with which the committee is furnished, we are rea.nee Reformation furnishes clear illustrations of minded of the lad with five barley loaves and two
these principles, especially of the latter. Between fishes. After all the ladi es have been aLle to do, the
the strenuous efforts made to arouse the public refrain still returns- " Di ease and premature death
mind to a sustained consideration of the magnitude prevail everywhere." N othiog short of sustain~d
of the evil, and the improved state of public morals, efforts to teach all, e,·erywhere, all the es ential
results promise to be soon secured that the majority laws of bealtb, will meet the requirements of the
of people would, not long ago, have deemed alto- case. Pastors of churches must everywhere inculcretber unattainable. An important question is, cate upon those who sit under them the duty to
What can be said for Health Reform, in the light themselves, to their families, and to their God, of
of these principles, and in view of the history of the having an Pnd put to disease aud premature death,
temperance and other reforms 1 Is the public mind all of which come from ignorance of$ and conse- are our churches, n.nd most other organizations- - quent transgres ion of, the laws of health which
comparatively asleep in reference to what may be are all divinely established, aud divin flly vindicated
called the universal prevalence of disease aud pre- laws. In addition to this we must have orga.niza.mature death ? When war is raging thousands find tions, n,nd agents to take up health reform, just as
premature g~aves. Widows ~nd orphans are multi- we have taken up the temperance reform. It is
plied and gnef and lamentat10n because of bereave- evident that this reform would contribute to the
ment' are the inheritance of many a lately ha ppy advancement of every other. How much do our
circle. Wide spread public attention is wide a wake; churches, our leagues, &c., lose every year, by ungeneral sympathy is felt, and the determination of timely invaliding and deaths amongst their supporall who are riCYht hearted is firm that an end must ters 1 Speaking of the health of the city arabs, the
be put to the°war as early a possible consistent!y 'Pim,es once remarked that the vagabonds must live
with national safety and honour. When by a rail- in order to be reformed. In like manner the best
way or coal-pit accident, or the wide rrevaleuce of of people must live in order to do good to the world.
A.M.
a disastrous sea storm, hundreds of lives are suddenly lost, the heart of the nation is instantl1 .stirred,
and much is done in order that su ch caJamit~es may I
INTELLICENCE.
be, iu future, prevented. In_ harmony with the
views before us, we have now, m every corner of the I
PARLIAMENTARY SES ION.-.\III.
land, and amo~gst a!l ranks in society, great a nd
growing attention given to the prevalence. ~nd I IRISH PUBLICAX CERTIFICATES - IRISH COTTER
i·emedy of intemperance. We have our societies, j RE'f URXS OF NUMBER OF BREWERS, DISTILLERS our leao-ues, our lodges, our annual assemblies, our
THE ADMI~ISTRATIOX OF J USTICE-RETURNS OX
P IRITS, & c.: .-RATION
IN THE NAYY - P UDLI AN
confore~ces and contriLutions, reckoned in the I
REGI STRARS.
a<rnrecrate by many thousands.
But we have
n~thi~CY to compare with this in reference to Health
July 21.-The Irish Attorney-Genera.I, in answer to
Reforn~. We have rather an excess than a deficiency Mr. Healy, stated that the magistrate's certificate
of trained n1edical practitioners all over the country 1 required _by a publican on the annual renewal of his
ABOUT HEALTH.
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license, was certificate to his good character, and to the
peaceable and orderly manner in which his house has
been conducte<l. The Magistrates did grant certificates unless they were satisfied by evidence on oath
that th e publican was uot of good character, or that his
house was uot conducted in a decent and orderly manner. There was no statutory definition of the character
of a publican. There was no law compelling the publican to provide cars for public hire or to the constabulary, but if it appeared that their refusal to do so was
part of a certain system for the purpose of obstructing
the law, the Magistrates might consider whether the
support of such a system was consistent or inconsistent
with their good character. In all such cases the constabulary had received orders to oppose the publicans.
Keepers of cars were not unnaturally connected with
publicans who kept the cars for the accommodation of
bona .fide travellers and others. Mr. Parnell-,vm the
right hon. gentleman explain what connection there is
between selling porter and whisky over the counter and
driving policemen? The Attorney-General said a man
could be but one kind of character, and if a man was
of a bad character it made no difference.
July 21.-Lord ,vaveney (in the House of Lords)
brought in a bill to enforce such sanitary supervision
and improvement in the cotters' dwellings iu Ireland
and Scotland as would bring them abreast of the hi gh
civilization of the present day, on the ground that
besides being dangerous to the inmates themselves, they
are a clanger to the community as centres of disaffection
and infection. The bill was read a first time.
July 25.-A return wai'I ordered, on the motion of
Mr. w ·akely, of the number of persons in each of the
several collections of the United Kingdom licensed as
brewers for sale, victuallers to sell beer to be drunk on
tht-l premises, and to sell beer not to be drunk on the
premises; stating also quantity of malt, and corn, nnd
sugar, including the equivalent of syrups consumed
by them, farticularising each class in each collection,
from the first day of October, 18 0, to the 30th day of
.' eptember, 1881, of the number of barrels of beer ex•
ported from the United Kingdom, and the declared
value thereof, and where exported to, from October l,
1880, so distinguishing England, Scotland, and Irelancl,
of the a.mount of license and beer duly charged in the
same period, &c.
August 5. - Mr. M 'Fatlane moved "that the administration of the law in cases of outrage upon the person
has long been a reproach to our criminal courts; that
outrages and assaults of the most brutal character,
especially upon married women, even when they cause
a cruel death, are commonly punished less severely than
small offences against property; and that the admission
of the crime of drunkenness as an extenuation of other
crimes is immoral and acts as an incentive to persons
about to commit outrages to wilfully deprive themselves
of the guidance of reason." Sir William Harcourt, who
saw the weak point of this injudicious motion, replied,
showing that it meant to censure all who held the commission of the peace ; that only inaccurate reports of
what was done at assizes reached the public; that as
magistrates had a maximum and minimum within
which to work, sentences varied accordingly; and it
was very difficult to know whether the prisoner was a
confirmed criminal or merely in for the first time.
Mere offences against property were committed generally by hardened criminals, but the same could not be
said of those who committed assaults. Mr. M'Farlane
offered to withdraw his motion, but it was negatived
without a division.
August 11.-On the motion of Mr. Charles M'Laren,
a return was agreed to respecting the duties on spirits,
wine, malt, beer, &c., together with the duty on tobacco,
and the excise license duties, in order to show as far as
can be ascertained the proportions of the several items
of revenue derived from England, Scotland, a11d Ireland
respectively, the population of each kingdom separately, &c.
August 13.-On the motion for going into Committee
of Supply on the Navy Estimates, Mr. Caine moved,
"That in the opinion of this House it will promote
sood conduct and sobriety among the men and boys of
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the Royal Navy if the spirit ration were henceforth
disoontiuued, and some equivalent given equal to the
value of the 1:,pirit ration in the form of improved dietary
or increased wages." The hon. member said the navy
cooks were frequently clrunk from spirit rations ; the
rations were allowed to accumulate for birthdays, and
hence disorder and dissipation ensued; then teetotalers
sold their rations to the drinkers, and authority and
discipline were with difficulty maintained; then petty
officers were bribed with rations to overlook offences,
After all rum was not food, but a drug injurious to
health, and should be discontinued. Medical evidence
was adduced to show that neither in arctic or tropical
regions did it serve the end intended, for temperance
men in all cases distinguished themselves above their
fellows. The spirit ration had been discontinued in
the American navy for 18 years, and the best private
shipowners in the country ran their ships on teetotal principles. He hoped before long they would
see this very stupid regulation abolished to the advantage of the government and the improvement of the
naval service. (Cheers.) Mr. v\ illiamson seconded,
saying that he sincerely believed that the existing
arrangements were really a temptation to men and
boys, impairing their efficiency; they were an obstacle
to the spread of temperance among the crews ; his
experience as a large shipowner was that although grog
had been at one time served out in his fleet, yet it had
not been for more than 20 years. The change had done
the men good, and had been promotive of efficiency
and good con<luct. (Cheers.) t,ir John Hay held that
the navy was not ripe for the proposal. A great deal
had been done in the direction indicated in the motion,
but there were a number of considerations CJf climate,
&c., which weighed against the ration being done away
with. Then the water on boar l was often of a qu estionable character, and the mellical officers were in
favour of th e ration. For the last 20 years the ration
had b een withheld from all under 18 years of age, and
a great number were members of temperance associations. H e th ought the great n1ajo1 ity who us cl iL should
be allowed still to do so. The Arlmiralty should by all
means go on and endeavour to induce the habit of tern•
perauce among our seamen and marines which had been
making so much advance of late years. (Cheers.)
Mr. Trevelyan congratulatecl the House on the inter•
esting discussion, and especially thanked the hon:
member who moved the motion at the very time when
the Admiralty for the first time in 20 years were going
to do somethiug effectual. (Cheers.) An order had
passed the Admiralty to fleets serving abroad, the
effect of which would be to abolish fl ogging in the
navy as long as that order was in force, and it was
necessary to do something seriously to reduce the
crimes for which flogging was inflicted. About tho
cause of these crimes there was no doubt whatever.
·In 1850 a committee of admirals and post captains
reported that they had come to the conclusion that the
evening grog was the source of all those evils which
render ed discipline irksome and gave the navy a charaeter for harshness which did not exist. (Cheers.}
That r eport reduced the ration of grog one-half- from
a quarter to au eighth of a pint per diem, and very
considerable additions were made to the diet of our
seamen. The present scale of diet was this: - breakfast, on cocoa, at 7 A . M.; dinner at noon, at which he
had rum; supper at 4.30 P.M. , and nothing till breakfast again. One feature was the cheapness of the
allowance. The Admiralty purchased the spirit in
bond with duty; the ration would be worth 2½d., but
it only cost the country one-third of a penny. Last
year these rations cost £14,500, but this year, in consequence of a rise in their price, they would cost
£18,000, If a man chose to forego his ration, he got
double its worth in savings; but if he chose to forego
his provisions, he savecl less than they cost. Then
no one could draw his ration under 18 years of age.
The danger to a youth was this,-there was always such
a lot of liquor going a-begging in the lower deck, that he
was tempted to take more than was good for him. Of
the 38,000 6,333 were teetotalers, yet only 3,000 took
money, or tea, or su$ar in lieu of liquor, It W(l,,S a b(l,,q
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thing for youths to take liquor, yet it was bad for them
to get nothing to sustain them from 4 P.M. to 7 A.M.
The following changes were to be made :-No lad was
to get any spirit ration till he was 20 years of age, but
in its stead he, and any other that liked, would get
soluble cocoa and sugar. Chocolate was preferred by
many to cocoa, and it was much more suitable than
cocoa to the few weak stomn.chs in the navy. {Laughter.) Commanders were asked to see that the sailors
should take this cocoa in a hot meal during the night
watch, or instead of taking any cocoa, sailors could get
augar-the most popt1ln.r ration on board ship. The
present allowance of !¼lbs. of biscuit would be changed
to 1 lb. of biscuit and ¼lb. of flour, out of which the
sailors could make their great favourite " duff."
(Laughter.) The belief of the Admiralty was, that
when the young sailor got a bot meal during the night,
besi1les additional flom· and sugar, he would not care to
draw his grog ration, but prefer the healthy substitute
for it. In the case of officers, the ration woul<l be entirely stopped-{cheers)-aud its cost incorporated in
the mess fund. Then the exhaustive labonr in the
stokehole in tropical climates had excited the pity of
the Admiralj;y, and captains had been permitted to
serve out extra grog to the stokers ::md claret to the
officers. In the case of stokers the permission had
been used to its fullest extent. In tropical climates
the allowance to officers and men was doubled, as it
was thought alcohol woul<l count~ract the effects of the
heat. Several courts-martial had shown the peril of
this course, and to the tropical grog several poor fellows
owed the fact that they were not now in her Majesty's
service. The present Board abolished these allowances,
gi\·ing uulimited issues of oatmeal, and sugar, and
water, and they were found to be, though not exhilarating, very cheering in their effects. {Laughter and
cheers.) The present cost of rations was £18,000, but
the proposed changes, if adopted by the whole navy,
would cost £36,600. The operation, however, would
be optional and gradual. The proposal of Mr. Holmes
tu put a value on the ration, so as to induce the teetota.ler to sell to the navy rather than to his fellows,
would entail a burden of £96,000, ancl add £80,000 to
the navy estimates. The Government looked forward
with confidence to the good which such changes would
bring about. {Cheers.) Mr. W. H. Rmith approved
of the action of the Admiralty. Mr. E. Clarke spoke
against the motion. Mr. Caine expressed his pleasure
at the course taken by the Admiralty Board, and his
motion was negatived without a division.
Aug. 15.-Mr. Forster, in answer to a list of 14
queries by Mr. Brown, stated that Robert Humphreys
bad held the office of Deputy Assistant Registrar of
Births, Deaths, and Marriages in two electoral districts
in Belfast. In 1875 he married a widow who held,
and still holds, a spirit license. Such license, even if
held by himself, would not constitute a legal disability
to act as registrar, but it would be contrary to the
regulations.
EDINBURGH ELECTION.
Owing to the promotion of Lord Advocate M'Laren
to the bench a vacancy last week occurred in Edinburgh. 'l'he following Candidates were immediately
named:-T. R. Buchanan, Esq., Ex-Bailie Wilson,
Ex-Bailie Lewis, and Treasurer Harrison, Edinburgh,
and A. Dunn, Esq., London.
Strong efforts were made to persuade Ex-Bailie Lewis
and A. Dunn, Esq. to stand, but after consultation
with the parties favourable to each, these two gentlemen were withdrawn. The others issued addresses
which, so far as our question was concerned, were as
follows:Mr. Buchanan-" Deeply sensible of the terrible
effects of intemperance, and considering that the great•
ness of the evil is such as to demand every effort at
Legislative remedy, I will gladly vote for Sir W.
Lawson's Local Option resolution. "
Ex-Bailie Wilson-" It is generally acknowledged
that the existing method of granting Licences for the
Sale of E~cisable Liquors req,uires 1·econsideration.

The principle of 'Local Option' has been approved of
by the House of Commons, and on the last occasion
that it was discussed it was voted for by a large
majority of Scotch members. It now remains for consideration how the principle is to be applied, and in
doing so I shall give a ready support to such a scheme
as may best tend to lessen the evils of intemperance."
Treasurer Harrison-" If the citizens of :Edinburgh
do me the honour to return me to Parliament, I shall
consistently support the Government of Mr. Gladstone
in all liberal legislation-in placing the Licensing Laws
on a popular and workable basis."
The friends immediately took action, and it was
resolved that Mr. J. H. ·waterston arrange an interview with each, and that the two following questions
be submitted to them :1. '' Are you prepared, in your view of Local Option,
to give the ratepayers the entire control of the liquor
traffic in their respective localities."
2. "In the event of a Bill being introduced into
Parliament em bodying these views are you prepared
to give it your strenuous support."
Messrs. Buchanan and vVilson were waited on and
gave an answer to both questions in the affirmative.
Treasurer Harrison could not see the deputation, but
his friends intimated that if the questions were sent
he would reply to them. Accordingly, this was done,
and on Saturday evening at a public meeting he made
the following statement :-" The Local Option question is something like the Permissive Bill, and, if I
understand aright, what is meant by the Permissive
Bill, is something which I don 't believe any free people
would submit to for any length of time. (Hisses. )
It proposes, as I understand it, to give to a majority
of three-fourths of the inhabitants the power of dictating what we shall drink. ('No, no.') That is the
power. (Cheers. ) If it does not give that power then
I am quite prepared to consider any measure which
will tend to diminish intemperance, and to give it my
most careful consideration and adopt it if it be practicable. (Cheers.) I will never consent to give any
majority-(a Voice-' Free trade in all things')absolute power over the minority." (Cheers.)
Our friends now saw that Mr. Harrison must be
defeated at all hazards and either Mr . .Buchanan or
Mr. vVilson returned. Great interest was taken in
the action of the Liberal committee who met on Monday evening, when there was a large turn out. On the
first vote Mr. Harrison was thrown out with a sweep.
ing majority, and the final vote was taken between
Mr. Buchanan and Mr. \Vilson: the former receiving
100 Yotes and the latter 95-thus Mr. Buchanan was
afterwards unanimously elected, and to-day he has
been returned unopposed.
The temperance vote was pretty equally divided
between Messrs. Buchanan and ·Wilson, parties being
left to do as they considered best under local circumstances. Edinburgh maintains the proud position of
having still two members who support Sir Wilfrid
Lawson in his noble efforts to free his deeply suffering
country.
IRVI~E.-TEMPERANCE CRUSADE.-" Do good unto
all men" is a proverb that seems to be acted upon by
the mem hers of the Rock of Safety .Lodge of Good
Templars in Irvine. Some few years ago the Royal
Renfrew Militia encamped on the Irvine Moor, under
the command of Sir Archibald Campbell, and no sooner
were they settled than the Good Templars at once set
about work to drMv the men from the canteen and
public houses. Year by year this has been going on,
and each year sees efforts more strenuous than the
previous one put forth. Last year, weekly entertainments, distribution of temperance tracts, and other
works were carried on, and the conduding entertainment
was a most enthusiastic gathering at a soiree given by
the Lodge aud friends to close upon 350 of the militia.
The results have heen most gratifying. This year the
Lodge determined to c:irry on a still greater effort by
having a Temperance Crusade extending over three
weeks. To enable them to do so successfull;- they applieq
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to the Scottish Permissive Bill Association, the Scottish
Tempera.net: League, and the Executive of theI.O.G.T.
for lecturers, but only by the Scottish Permissive Bill
Association was the request granted. The action of
this Association was received with gratitude by the
lodge, but the refusal of the others so damped the
ardour of the members thc1,t it was resolved to abandon
th e cmsade, aud adhere to the entertainments only.
When this was made known Mr. R. Mackay strongly
urged the lodge to proceed with a week's crusade.
Having resolved to do so, arrangements to begin on the
evening of Friday, 8th July, were made, Mr. Robert
Stevenson opening the proceedings. The attendance
was reckoned very gootl for a beginning, and Mr.
Stevenson delivered a very telling address reaching the
hearts of his audience, and showing forth the benefits
to be derived from total abstinence. Mr. Stevenson
also addressed a meeting on Saturday evening, and
gave great encouragement to all. Mr. Dranstield lectured on Monday eveniug, and was followeu on Tuesday
evening by Mr. R. Mackay who took advantage of the
fine evening to have an out-door meeting. Taking his
stand at the Bridgegatehead he hel<l forth for about an
hour and a half to an audience of about 300, and at the
close announced next night's meeting in the Good
Templar's Hall. At eight o'clock on Wednesday night
the hall was well filled with an audience of upwards of
400, about one-half being from the camp. Mr. Mackay,
on this occasion, gave a very telling adJress, the hometruths of temperance being listened to with marked
n.ttention. Following ~1r. fackay on Thursday evening
came Mr. R. Drarisfield, who also closed the course of
lectures on Friday evening. Mr. Dransficl<l at once
secured the ear of the house, more especially of the
militia, by the recital of part of his own life, and as he
proceeded and waxed eloquent in his denunciation of
driuk, his audience rewardt:d him with hearty plaudits.
Ou both nights the audiences were good. 'The succes~
that has attended these lectures warranted the lo<lge
in making t.hc proposal they tirst did, viz., of having a
thrco we1::k'& campaign, for wl en brought to .1. close tha
audiences were not only large but enthusiastic, and not
only would greater good results have been accomplished
wit.h the militia, but with the public as well. On
Tuesday, 2tith, the members of the lodge brought their
efforts on behalf of the militia to a close with a soirne,
to which tho soldiers from the camp to the number of
three hundred a.ml fifty were invited, and eagerly
accepted their invitation. The soiree was held in tho
T<.1111pla.r's Hall, and was under the presi<lency of Mr.
S. B. Yuille who was ably supported on either hand by
mimsters of the town, sergeants of militia, prominent
temperance reformer3, etc. After a most substantial
tea, serve:l with precision and despatch, had been enjoyed, the chairman, who was warmly cheered on rising,
referred to the work which ha.cl been done by the lodge
in behalf of thei_r military friends during their past and
present sojourns on the moor. They hoped that their
aim to be11efit their friends in camp would have the
result they earnestly and prayerfully desired. Their
intercourse with the soldiers had been of the most
pleasant kind, and they parted with them with the
heartiest gooc.l wishes, trusting that they would
staunchly adhere to a sound temperance practice.
(Applause.) Mr. R. Dransfield of the Scottish Permis.
sive Bill and Temperance Association next addressed
the meeting, and spoke of the personal ad vantages he
had derived from total abstinence. He had ~ried both
sides of the question, had experienced all the miseries
that flowed from drink, and so was in a position to
advise. His advice was to h_ave nothing to do with the
liquor traffic, as it brought only misery in its train not
only on th& individual himself but on all related to him.
'The illustrations given by Mr. Dransfield very forcibly
illustrated the evils attending the use of intoxicating
drink.
The Rev. Messrs. Somerville, Rev. Mr.
Macauley, and other friends atldressed the meetin~,
paying a high tribute to the soldiers and to the Rock
of :::,afoty Lodge. '£ 0 the one for their behaviour, and
to the other for their enterprise and philanthropy.
Songs, recitations, readings, and instrumental music
impat·ted the liveli~st enjoyment during the evening.
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The usual votes of tbanks''to militia, members of the
lodge, singers, speakers, readers, etc. I were cordially
awarded, and an effort which is so highly creditable to
the Irvine I.O.G. T. Lodge, and fitted to do so much
good, came to a close for the present.
EnrnBUROH.-TEMPERANCE OPEN-Am MEETING.The last of the open-ail- meetings for the season, under
the auspices of the Edinburgh Total Abstinence Society,
was held last night in Jeffrey Street. Mr. R. M'Laren
presided. Mr. Robet·t Stevenson from the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association delivered
an earnest and thoughtful address to a large audience,
During the past week Mr. Stevenso11 addressed a number of meetings in different parts of the city. He was
well received, always securing for himself a patient
and. attentive hearing. The meetings carried on for the
past two months, it may be stated, have proved great
successes. The attention exhibited throughout shows
that the masses are taking an interest in the movement,
anu are beginning to be convinced that "drunkenness
debaseth, and sobriety exalteth a. nation," and that
some strenuous means must be used to curb this sad
social evil.-Daily Review.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
/01· Review, and communications for the
l!.,'clito,·, should be forwa1·ded, not. later than the 12th
of f'ach month, and a.~ much earlier as possible, to the
Offices, 112 Bath Street.

Boo KS, &c.,

'Phe ''Eclipse,, 'Tf'.mperance Elocutionist. London :
John Kempster & Co. (Ld.), 9 anrl 10 Bride's Avenue,
We heartily welcome the second edition of this excellent
volume, and congratulate the publishers on their success.
A new edition affords a gratifying and substantial
proof of the estimation in which their Elocutionist is
held. M:iy anotl er edition soon be required.
'J'he Sta1·light SPrie,q of T emptra11ce 'l'mr.ts~ compiled
Sixpence
by the Editor of the British Workman.
packet, containing 1 to 40. London: S. W. Partridge
& Co, .Paternoster Row. vV e believe that the purchaser
of this packet of Tracts will find in it a selection of all
those telling stories and anecdotes which have made
the temperance platform so impressively effective. The
tracts are printt:d on fin e paper, slightly toned, :md a.re
illustrated in the superior style which characterises all
the publications of the renowned publishers.
'J'we11tieth Amwal Report of the Bonhill 11otal Abstinence Society. June, 1881. George L. Melville, secretary,
adtlress, Bonhill. \Ve have always a pleasure in re•
cei ving this ociety's report. There is a genuine ring
a.bout its temperance ; a. most hopeful outlook on the
part of the committee visible on every page ; a. busy
activity quite apparent even on its surface ; and it
always can command financial support from wealthy
neighbours in the Vale. This year is no exception to
the persistent progress which hns distinguished it,
nor to the prosperity its report unfolds. Income,
£17 14s. 0½d. , with balance from last year, £20 15s. lld.
and it commences the twenty-first year of its activity
wit.h the respectable balance of £3 5s. 8½d, It seems
proud at being associated with the Scottish Permissive
Hill and Temperance Association, and we know of no
Society that more closely co-operates with that
institution.
A W o1·dfor the Pledge, aml a Word to the Pledged.
-By the Rev. Charles Courtenay, Curate of St. Paul's,
Onslow Square. London : Church of England Temperance Society, London Palace Chambers, Brid$a
Street,
estminster, S. W. One penny each, or s1.x
shillings per hundred. Theso little books will easily go
into a v1::st pocket. Yet, the first is thoroughly exhaustive of the subject of which it treats. In the 30
pages we find set forth the nature of the pledge-the
prejudices against it-the form of it-exceptions-oh•
jections, and, lastly, an exposition of it. The Rev.
Mr. Courtenay deserves credit for putting in a. word
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for the pledge, but we have no sympathy with his
interpretation of it, It is too lax for us. The companion volume is a word to the pledged, and is treated
in the same incisive manner. \Ve have the fate that
overtakes him who takes the pledge-the being laughed
at and avoided-the nature of teetota.lism--temptations
-wamings-liviug faith in abstinence-temperance
work--the dangers of teetotalism. Here we have an
earnest, kindly monitor, and even the staunchest of us
will derive profit from the homely truths so pithily put
before us.
Health: How to Obtain and How to Preserve it.-By
Philip Foster, M. D. London: J. H. Roberts & Co.,
Essex: Street, Strand. The edition for the million,
One penny. This is a really excellent little guide to
health, although so brief. It is crammed with sensible
information on all the conditions and practices of
health. If some of our Bible readers and missionaries
were to distribute this, and urge on those to whom
they gift it a strict compliance with its teachings, the
lives of thousands would be saved and that of millions
improved. Dr. Foster's remarks on liquor, although
not so strong as the case demands, certainly offers no
sanction for the use in health of intoxicating liquors.
Consumption a,ul other Chest Diseases.-By George
Thomas Congreve. London: Elliot Stock, 62 l'aternoster Row. One shilling. This is not simply an
nd vertisement of the nostrum of a medical professor,
but it is a most excellent treatise on the subject matter
of which it treats. Consumption as exhibited in its
preliminary, ad n1ncecl, and closing stages, is set forth
so clearly as to be readily recognised by the patient,
and prescribed for by Dr. Congreve in a way that inspires confidence in his experience and skill. He has a
medicine-the Balsamic Elixir, and also Camphor and
Quinine Pills-which are said by patients to be invincible and infallible. He lays down a course of diet and
hygeine which, if persevered in, must largely contribute
to the restoration of those suffering from the dread
disease of consumption. Observations on coughs, colds,
asthma, and chronic bronchitis, add much to the value
of the volume. '\Ve know cases that but for the beneficent intervention of Dr. Congreve must have proved
fatal, ::i.nd we h artily urge those who believe themselves
to be in the fangs of this fearful scourge to read the
book and judge for themselves.
'l'lu Lay Preache1': a Magazine for all Christian
workers, etc. Edited by Rev. F. Wagstaff, F .R.H. S.
London : F. E. Longley, 39 '\Varwick Lane, E. C.
Twopence monthly. Vol. VI., third series. Nos. 61
to 67. '\Ve have perused these numbers with intense
interest, and gained abundant profit and pleasure from
the examination. It is hardly possible to exaggerate
by praising the work. To fay preachers, evangelists,
and Sabbath school teachers its worth is simply invaluable. Passing over the interesting "leading" articles,
we can safely affirm that the outlines for the pulpit
on Corinthians and Mark can hardly be surpassed for
lucidity of exposition and fulness of illustration.
"'\Vork among the young" is excellently attended to,
and the "Illustrative quotations and anecdotes" are
exceedingly appropriate and incisive.
The Lay
Preciche1' needs only to be seen to be appreciated, and
if some of our rich and benevolent Christians were to
send a number to missionaries in whose work they
were interested, they would find that they had taken
a pleasant and effective means of stimulating thought
and encouraging careful preparation on the part of
those to whom they had shown this kindness . Bev.
Mr. \Vagstaff has our best wishes for his success in this
truly needed and praiseworthy work.
William, 1.l lorley Punshon, Preacher ancl 01·ator.
1824-81. London: F. E. Longley, 39 Warwick Lane.
One shilling. This does not pretend to being more
than~ sketch of this famous man, but it is quite vivid
enough to place before us the great excellencies that
adorned Dr. Punshon's too brief existence and career.
A burning earnestness was the life characteristic of
this eloquent preacher. When he was being ordained,
he is reported to have said-" Methodism was my
birthplace, and by the grace of God shall be my

lt.
home. I knuw not where there art greener past11r0s
and stiller waters.
It shall be my one purpose to
devote my life to the service of GoLl, and befo re this
assembly-before my fathers and brethren in the ministry-and before the spirits of the just made perfectI offer myself 'upon the altar which sanctifieth the gift
to live and labour, serve and suffer, toil and triumphto do and to die for Goel.'" This is the grand key-note
of his life. How he moved on from service to servicehow he sounded the praises of Methodism-how he
lengthened its cords, strengthened its stakes, enlarged
its borders, we are well reminded here, and the press
has happily preserved some of the masterly addresses
that have deservedly swelled the triumph of his oratorical reputation. Seven of these great orations are to
be found in this book, which should be in the possession of every thoughtful reader. Its worth far exceeds
its price.
Received-Hecdlh Papers /01· the People, 1880-1881,
1 to 7; .Medical 'l'ernperance Journal; G1·ahcim's
Science of Human Life, &c., &c.

AMBITION.
To yonder peak the youth inclined his eyes,
High was the hill and dangerous the way,
But conning to himself a poet's lay
He sought the peak that towered near the skies.
He climbed and climbed, dark storms came on, and shrill
The tempest blew, but still with eager foot
Unbaffied still he urged his mad pursuit,
Through clangers sought the pinnacle of the hill.
But midway when his heart did still beat high
To reach the summit, o'er a crag he fell
On the wild mountain, and the shepherds tell
How a fair youth, most beautiful, did lie
Dead, midway up the hill, his lovely form
All beat upou by the wild mountain storm.
A::-.DREW M. LA~O.

VARIETIES.
Somebody has discoYered in this country a tombstone to a. good stepmother ! It was erected a hundred
years ago.
\Vhen a man married a large homely woman, his
friends said that he took her in bulk, and didn't care
for the workmanship.
Fashionable young lady, detaching her hair before
retiring-" ,vhat dreams may come when we have
shuffled off this mortal coil. "
There is a charitable man in Cincinatti who keeps
two ferocious dogs at his d0or, so that tramps desirous
of 1getting a ''bite" can have one without going indoors. He is not a rare fellow in these days.
A beer-seller wrote over his door, '' Bear sold here."
An old toper declared it was spelt right enough, for the
fellow's beer was of his own "bruin'."
'' This milk is rather warm, boy, for such a cold
morning," said a customer to a milk boy. "Yes ;
father put hot instead of cold water into it to keep it
from freezjng," was the simple and truthful reply.
The other day one of our distinguished pickpockets,
who has a pew in one of the fashionable churches of
the city, and cannot be induced to steal on Sundays,
transferred a well-filled wallet from the pocket of an
infamous stockbroker to his own. The next morning
the stockbroker received his wallet and a note by
messenger Loy. The note read:-" From the contents
of this wallet, I perceive that you are engaged. in th6
unholy traffic of stock gambling. Therefore I return
your wallet, for my conscience will not permit me
to retain anything arising from that iniquitous business. I would return your money also had I not
unfortunately spent it before discovering your real
character,"
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AND

TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.
TnE twenty-third annual business meeting of the members of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association was held on Tuesday, the twenty-seventh
September, 1881, in the Christian Institute Glasgow.
There was a large attendance. Treasurer Hamilton
presided, and was supported on the platform, by
Bailie Selkit·k, Ex-Bailie Lamberton, Bailie Torrens,
Dr. M:'Culloch, Dumfries, Mr. John Wilson, Glasgow,
Mr. John ,villiams, vVishaw, and Mr. ,vm. Noble,
London. Present during the day were the following
ladies and gentlemen:vVm. Paterson, Partick ; Thomas Kennedy, Moffat ;
John Lightbody, Lanark; John Harrigan, Kirkintilloch; R. Dransfield, Glasgow; Wm. Blackwood, Aberdeen; James Bryce, Galston; James Murray, Gla gow;
James Malcolm, do. ; Rev. Samuel Harding, Paisley ;
M. G. Forrester, Glasgow ; Agnes Forrester, clo. ;
Peter Hastie, Grangemouth ; 'l'homas Lindsay, do. ;
James Rae, Falkirk; Thomas Archibald, Brechin;
John A. HarYie, Glasgow; David Black, Cellardyke,
Fife ; Mrs. James Rae, Palk.irk ; Thomas Dick, Glaagow; Thomas Robinson , Hurlet; R. M'Callum, Glasgow; John . M 'Alister, do. ; Alexander Dewar, do.;
.T ohn Armstrong, Edin Lurgh; John Paterson, Glasgow;
Treasurer Hamilton, do. ; John tewart, do. ; H. W.
Reid, Coatbridge ; J. R. Cleghorn, Port Glasgow ;
J ohu Miller, Edinburgh ; George L. Melville, Bonhill ;
Edward MacKay, Edinburgh; D. M. Duncan, Glasgow:
Wm. Hogg, Arbroath; Peter Ferguson, Glasgow;
James Dymock, Boness; Thos. T. Pendrich, Edinburgh; Andrew Picken, Glasgow; Robert Darroch,
do.; James Jamieson, Ayr; J.M. Crow, Waynerburg,
P.A., U.S., America; A. F. Shanks, Barrhead; Ja.mes
"Patrick, N eilston ; Duncan Ferguson, Barrhead ; John
l\l 'Darmid, Dollar; N. B . Oameron, Kilmarnock;
John Conchar, Glasgow; Andrew D. Fulton, do. ;
John Fulton. do. ; Robert Patrick, Barrhead; ,vm.
R Gibson, Kilsyth; Atlam Black, Leith; Rev. Wm.
Adamson, D.D., Edinburgh; Rev. R. w·anace, Glasgow; Wm. Hart, Kilsyth; Wm. Shaw, do.; R.
Macaulay, Glasgow; ,vm. Noble, London; Daniel
M'Farlane, Ban-head; Thomas Gray, Coatbridge;
Rev. A. Davidson, Grecuock ; \Vm. Hart, Coatbridge;
'olin Nl'Rab, Greenock; Archd. Jardine, Bonhill;
James Drysdale, Bridge of Allan; George Hunter,
Gourock; James Hunter, Partick; George Richmond,
Darv~l; A. D. MacKenzie, Edinburgh; Stewart
M 'Millan, Glasgow ; John Hill, Edinburgh ; Isabella K. Hill, do.; Hev. George Bell, M.A., Hamilton;
Rev. Robert Brown, Lai-khall; Robert Clark, Falkirk;
Wm. Smith , Glasgow; Henry Doyle, Galashiels;
J 11.mes Osborn, Mearns; A. Hill, Paisley; Neil Buie,
Greenock ; J. D. Brown, do. ; Robert Millar, do. ;
Isaac Lynas, Glasgow; James M. M'Culloch, M.D.,
Dumfries; Jno. ,Villiam3, \Yishaw; Robert M'Laren,
Edinburgh; \Vm. M. C rant, do. ; M. ,vilson, do. ;
John Munro, do. ; Daniel MacKay, do. ; John Steel,
do. ; John ,vingate, Parkhead; ,vm. Crombie, Avonbridge; David Thomson, Glasgow; Wm. H. Gilbert,
do. ; T. D. Weir (District No. 1), <lo. ; A. Gardner,

do., do. ; D. Brotchie, Greenock; George Rutherford,
Kilsyth ; Joseph Morris, Brox.burn ; Robert Semple,
Paisley; John cott, Lesmahagow; Walter Linton,
Glasgow; The Misses Hill, Edinburgh; James Johnstone, Falkirk; Robert Rodger; Anorew Brown, Falkirk; Mrs. Williams; C. J. Williams; Andrew Crawford; Susanna T. C. Robertson, Paisley; ,J. P. and
Mrs. Lossock, Peebles; James Miller, Monktou;
Henry ,vyatt, Glasgow; R. \V. Bridgeford, do. ;
James Selkirk, do. ; George Andrew, do.; A. Cross,
Ardrossan; Archd. Steel, do. ; John Aitken, Kirkintilloch; Wm. Jno. Wood, Glasgow; Alexander Blyth,
Newcastle-on-Tyne; John Paton, Barrhead; Jessie
Macadam, Edinburgh ; Thomas M'Queen, Paisley;
Miss Smith, Bothwell; Miss Goodson, Manchester;
James Winning, Paisley; C. C. Maxwell, Dundee;
Hugh Lamberton, Glasgow; John Lamont, do.; James
Gilchrist, Lesmahagow; Andrew Drysdale, Edinburgh;
J. H. Waterson, do. ; John Lindsay, Glasgow; John
Curle, Jedburgh; W. Stewart, Glasgow; Andrew
Husband, do. ; M. Edwards, Aberdeen; James Torrens, Glasgow; John Howieson, Uddingston; Robert
tevenson, Glasgow; Robert MacKay, secy., do. ;
Thomas Russell, Perth; James Darling, Edinburu;h;
John "Wilson, Glasgow; Mrs. "mith, Bothwell; Mr<>,
tcel, Edinburgh; Mrs. M'Adam, do. ; Bailie Selkirk,
Glasgow; Alexander Black, do. ; James Fullel'ton,
Saltcoats ; James Beckett, Crosshill.
The meeting haviug been constituted by prayer,
offered by Capt. Brotchie, Mr. Mackay intimated, that
he had received regretful letters of apology from the
following : - Right Hon. The Earl of Aberdeen; Right
Hon. The Earl of Zetland ; Right Hon. The Earl of
Dalhousie; The Most Noble The Marquis of Tweed dale;
The Countess Dowager of Aberdeen; Ex-Lord Advocate M'Laren, M.P.; Peter. M'Lagan, Esq., M.P.;
James Cowan, Esq., M. P.; ir George Balfour, M.P. ;
R. F. F. Campbell, E q., M. P. ; John J. C. Hamilton,
Esq., 1\1.P. ; Mr. R. Farquharson, M.P.; Admiral
Sir John C. Dalrymple Hay, Bt., M.P.; R. W. Cochran
"Patrick, Esq., M.P. ; Dr. Webst~r, M. P. ; Col. Alexander, M.P.; J. Maxwell Heron, Esq., M.P.; J. Dick
Peddie, Esq., M.P.; C. Fraser M'Intosh, Esq., M.P.;
Henry Broadhurst, Esq., M.P.; Frank K. Hender on,
Esq.,M.P.;, .\Villiamson,Esq., M.P.; Dr . . Came ron,
Esq., M. P.; Ben. " Thitworth, Esq., M.P.; W. Crabam,
Esq., Ex-M.P.; J. Miller, Esq., Ex-M . .P.; Sir Archibald Campbell of Blythswood; Lieut. Colonel Purvis;
Major Thomas G. Coats; Hon. Lord Provost Ure;
Prov. Hamilton; Prov. Binnie; James Guthrie, J.P;
Mr. l\'l'Micking, J.P.; Hugh Mossman, J.P. ; Bailie
R. Tindall; Ex-Bailie A. Heron; Ex-Bailie J. B. Sime;
Ex-Bailie Walls; Ex-Bailie A. H. M'Culloch; Profr.
G o.C. M. Douglas; Profr. W. G. Blaikie; Revd.
Thomas Kirkwood ; Revd. David Macrae; Revd. vVm.
Logan; Revd. Alexander Oliver; Re\·d. ,vm. Clark;
Revd. John Renfrew; Revd. Hector Hall; &c., &c. ;
Messrs. Daniel Bates, James :Miller, James Richmond,
Peter Campbell, John R. ~filler, D. Stenhouse, ,'tewart
Clark, Robert D. 11'Ewan, James ,vood, John Polson,
Wm. Howat. John Logan, R. Monteith of Carstairs,
Alexande1· Allan, James Craig, Edward Howat, John
Davie, Alexander M'Clymont, T. Fairgrieve, David
Rowan, John Tait, R. P. Blair, &c . . &c., &c.
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The CnATRMAN then delivered his address, and re
marked that one could not help asking why they were
meeting to day? The answer, he thought, was a simple
one- their work had not been accomplished, and he
considered his first duty was to congratulate them on
being present at the annual meeting. It was very delightful to see old faces coming forward year after year,
and it was still more grateful to know that they were
making progress. (Applause.) He thought that was
a great satisfaction they had got. Perhaps their movement in the past might be described as being faint yet
pursuing, but now he held they were seeing very many
signs of improvement to induce them to go forward
with greater determination to gain their point than
ever. (Applause.) It was interesting to notice a few
of the signs of the times. Of course, in looking back to
the great events that had taken place in the movement
they must cast their eyes on the Forbes Mackenzie Act,
an Act which had done an amount of good for Scotland
and had been the precursor of other reforms and the
pattern that other nations had taken to carry out their
object. Since those days they had had the Irish Sunday Closing Bill, which had been another great step in
the direction they were marching-(applause)-and it
was an astonishing fact, and he had it on the authority
of a .Bishop, that there had been a million and half less
money spent on drink in Ireland during the first year's
operation of the Act than formerly, while apprehensions and convictious for drunkenne s had been about
60 per cent. less than formerly. These faets regarding
Ireland must tell upon the country, and whatever some
indiYiduals might say, these facts stood out, and people
would ultimately be obliged to yield to faets.
Then
they had during the year the Local Option of f"ir ,Vilfred Lawson.
(Apphtuse.) Although the resolution
was gooll, yet the way in which it was received, and
the speeches supporting it were b etter-even Mr.
Hright's on the subject poiutecl very much in the direction of the suppression of the traffic. There was one
point ho wonl<l notice-the only thing that rather
alarmed him - the question ofJ compensation to the
trade. That seemed an idea tlrnt many people had
got-that the men in the traffic should be compens,1,ted.
.Mr. Olaclstune had the idea himself, an<l if they were
to be compensated on the principle of some five houses
put up for sale in England which were ntlued at between £330,000 and £340,000, it was indeed to be a
,erious matter.
Another point in the march of improvement was the passing of the , 'unday Closing Bill
for \ Vales, and although there seemed to be some ambiguity as to its effect at present, the question would
soon be cleared up, and they would, no doubt, find it
proclucing results similar to the Irish , nnday Closi ng
Bill. Tiley would doubtless have noticed that at the
recent meeting of the British Association 1fr. Hoyle
read a very interesting paper on the cost of drink. He
was opposeLl by Mr. "\Vheelhouse, who, however, unfortunately, seemed to be in want of education. Some
people complained about the introducing of teetQtal
lectures at the meetiugs of the Association, but he (the
chairman) really thought they would he the better of
some of these lectnres-(applau e)-for he fonnd that
some of the iudivicluals who appeared to despise these
lectures seemed to have profited by them, and to admit
that alcohol was not required by a per on in health.
(Applause.)
The Social Science Con crress was to
be held in Dublin next month, and he liad no doubt
there would be some Armstrong guns loaded and discharged against the traffic.
All these things showed
that they were going on swimmingly, an i those who
v:ere backing up the subject ,•.: ere advancing it yery
mnch. (Ap )la.use.)
He then called upon ~Ir. l\Iackay, Secretary, to
read the report, which was as follows:TWEN'TY-THIRD A.,~UAL REPORT OF THE
SCOTTISH PEH~ll SIVE BILL AND TE)iPERANCE .AS 'OCIATION.

Submitted to tlrn Annual Bi•i;iness Meeting, hr-lcl
Tuesrlay, 27th Septem 1;er, 18 1.
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. Yonr Executi,·e. h~ve once more the pleasing duty to
d1s~harge of subm1Umg t o you a brief and rapid smvey

1

of the past twelve month's work. The Great Temperance Reformation is gaining for itself the sympathy of
all classes. The pulpit, the press, and. the ]Jlatfonn
with deepening earnestness are spreading its trutl1s
throughout the country, which is being rapidly prepared to join in a united demancl for l egal powers to
deal effectively with the liquor traffi c.
Parliament
has by a su bstautial majority again affirmed its desire
that the Government should without delay and without
demur frame a measure on the lines of local option, and
it only remains for the people to exhibit such an unquenchable determination to have it placed unreservedly in their hands for the agitation to culminate
in a decisive triumph. During the year your ExecutiYe
have, in prosecuting the Scottish agitation with courageous vigour, humbly, they b elieve, done what they
could to bring about a triumphant issue for th e p ermissive prohibitory movement there.
They now proceed to lay before you a short summary
of the efforts of the year.
AGENCY.

In this department there has been no change.

'I'he
Agents have been carrying out the iustruotions of last
Annual Meeting, under your Executive's supervision,
with unwearied energy, and, on the whole, to your
Execnti ve's satisfaction. Messrs. Black, Blackwood,
Dransfield, Kesson, Lossock, Stevenson, and ,Vatcrston, are at present on the staff. .Mr. Black has devoted himself entirely, with signal success, to the
collection of funds, and his labours ca1mot be too highly
praised. Mr. .Blackwood continues to labour in the
North, which he so worthily superintends. Messrs.
Dransfield and Kesson are vartially eugaged, and cooperate principally and effectually with Mr. TI.
'tevenson, antl meet with much appreciation. Mr.
Lossock's services in the South-East continue to bear
abunclant frnit. Mr. 'tevenson bas a large district
under his care, in the superintendence of which his
well known ability is most manifest. l\Jr. "Waterston
labours in Edinburgh and neighbourhood. The district is a. most important one, and he has shown himself
admirably quali fietl to '1 ork it well. Your , 'ecr tary
assists these gentlemen as often as his own duties will
permit.
It may be interesting to you to know the platform
labours of your agents as chronicled in Social li'~fvnner,
it is as follows:- fr. \Vatcrston 247 lectur s and
addresses : )fr. tevenson 244, )fr. Black wootl 198,
Mr. Drnnsfield 103, and Mr. Kc son 36. Mr. John Paton
has delivered 69 addresses, and your ecretary 82
during the year.
Laudable as the efforts of your agents have been, still
your Association is <lecideclly undermann ed. \Vere
you to-day to recommend the ExecutiYe to engage an
additional agent, at least, they would be able to enter
upon n long contemplated scheme of readjustment of
their Agencies, which they feel would increase its efficiency, and of which they could, by even next year,
present a most gratifying report. ,y ere a new agent to
be appointed your district s uperinteucle11ts would be in
the proportion of one agent to fifteen members of Parliament. They coulll not urge a sti-u11gc1· reason in
favour of such an in crease than such a statement, and
with it they leave the matter to your best consideration.
7

THE MEETIX(!l:! OF 'l'HE YEAR.

Your Executive are gratifietl to have to report that
the meetings of the year have b Jen u11ifonnly successful. They have been largely attemloJ, and have excited
considerable attention in the localities in which they
have been held. They number, 956, of which 30:1: are
clepubtional, and 602 are orJinary. At these meetings
1311 addresses and lectul'es were deliverccl.
They
have Leen h eld nncler all auspices, all sections heartily
co-operating with your Executive in making them effective. In no other wn.y can the misconception , misrepresentions, and tbe i"uurance on your question be
more effectua.lly dispelled, and that enlightened public
opinion formed, which will one day by its i1wincible
p ower crown your agitation with success.
Your Exenutive acknowledge with deep gratitllll P.
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the ki.ndness of those gentlemen who have taken part James \Vinning, Mr. Robert Stevenson, and Mr. Wm.
in these as well as other meetings for the consideration Blackwood, and at all of them he received most efficient
and dissemination of your principles l\nd policy :- ir local support. At Greenock he preached a sermon.
William. Collins; W. S. Allan, Esq., M. P.; W. S. He succumbed to the excessive cold. His place was
Caine, Esq., M.P.; Jas. tewart, Esq., M.P.; Hon. taken at short notice at Linlithgow by Bailie Selkirk,
A. Vidal, Canada; Ex-Bailie Lewis, J.P. ; Sheriff who along with Rev. J. Paterson, Dumbarton, and Mr.
Dougal ; Provost Campbell; ex-Provost Dick; ex- Waterston, met with a most cordial reception. The
Provost Rogerson ; ex-Bailie Moncur ; ex-Bailie Lam- local friends rendered substantial aid and the meeting
berton; ex-Bailie Maxwell; ex-Bailie Torrens; Bailie as might be expected was highly successful. At Cupar
Kerr ; Bailie elkirk ; Bailie Lyall; Treasurer Ham- his place was taken by Rev. E. J. Boon, Mr. D. Fyffe,
ilton ; ex - Councillor Rutherford ; Rev. Professor and Mr. J. H. Waterston, and a most satisfactory
Blaikie; Rev. Professor Hunter; Rev. Dr. Adamson; meeting testified to the ability of the improvised depuRev. Dr. Ritchie; Rev. Dr. Joseph Brown; Rev. Dr. tation. Although not so brilliant as the Alliance
Nicolson; Revs. D. Macrae; T. Evans; J. Kay; John meetings in Scotland usually are, these did much
Kirk, Jun.; W. _rl'ooley; Thos. _Dickson; E. J. Boon; to attract the public in the places visited, and greatly
\V. Armstrong; T. L. Armitage; J. Strachan; \V. commended permissiYe prohibition to the listening
Arnot; J. Paterson; S. Harding; R. "Wallace; R. audiences.
Paterson, and Capt. Brotchie; Messrs. Jas. H. Raper,
At the annual meeting of last year it was a special
J. ·Wilson, J.P.; J. Horn, D. Fyffe, James Paterson, A. irn.1truction to the Executive to have a number of district
S. Munro, H. Butters, W. Briggs, "\V. Scrymgeonr, .T. conferences to assist the parliamentary efforts of the
Scrymgeour, \V. J. \Vood, D. Moore, l\I. Edwards, A. Association. These conferences have largely contributed
Bennet, John Nisbet, John Steel, J. Ripley, J. M. to the satisfactory prosecution Gf the agitation during
Skinner, J. Bone, J. M'Donald, J. \V. Mackay, etc., the year. Chief among them may be mentioned that
etc., etc.
at Edinburgh where a signally successful conference
During the year several important meetings have took place in the New \Vaverley Hall, ex-Bailie Torrene,
faken place. Among those specially worthy of mention J.P., presided and the speakers included such well
the following may be named-at Greenock that most known friends as Professor Blaikie, Rev. Dr. Adamson,
excellent meeting in The Temperance Institute, over Revs. John Kay, and J. C. Cunningham, ex-Provo t
"\Vhich Provost Campbell presided, and at which the Dick, Bailie Selkirk, i\Iessrs J. Winning, G. 'l'ait, J.
member for the Burgh, James , tewart, Esq., ~I.P., Coutts, and J. H. \Vaterston. The whole proceedings
and ex-Provost Morton took part, and where Bailies were such as to encourage an early visit to the Scottish
Torrens and .-•elkirk, and your secretary repreeented
apital. A very successful conference was helcl in the
the Association; at Pollokshaws with ex - Provost Young Men's
h1·istian Association, Dundee, over
Cameron in the chair, where Mr. James Winning which Bailie Selkirk presided, in the absence of exand Messrs. Stevenson and Dransfield addressed a Bailie rrorrens. This was a most gratifying meeting, the
very excellent attendance ; at Peebles with Dr. Con- seYeral speakers exhibiting such a grasp of the object
nell in the chair, the dc1rnlation being Mr. Steel aimed at as to make all they said interesting. Exand .dr. "\Vaterston, ancl in which a number of Bailies Moncur and Maxwell, ex- ouncillor Rutherford,
wa.nn local friends joined; at Pollokshields where Rev. David Macrae, A. Inglis, and T. Dickson, Messrs
Provost Hamilton presided, auu where your depu- . Briggs, W. 'crymgeour, and J. \Vinning took a prot1.bo11 iududeLl ex-Bailie Torrens and Bailie , 'eikirk; at minent part in the proceedings.
Conferences were
Bo'ness . . Ir. .T. Hyslop yn•eqi<letl, and where your deputa- hel at Dunse, Dunbar, Pecblca, ~t hich Mr. John
tion comprised Rev., . Rleath, Rev. J. H. Pat.erson,!Mr.J. , teel n.nd Mr. Waterston represented the Association.
H. \Vaterstou, an<l Mr. 1'. Hope, J.P., A. Brown, E q.,
t Grangemouth an excell nt one took place, on which
.Mr. Dyrnock also largely contributed to the success of occasion Provost :Macpherson took the chair. Conthis meeting; a.t Rutherglen where, under the chainn1.n- ferences were held at Edinburgh, Broxburn, Loanhead,
ship of Rev. "\Vm.
rmstrong, ex-Bailie Torrens, Falkland, \Vest Calder, Irvine, Govan, Aberdeen,
Bailie Selkirk, and R. _I'Callum represented this and many other places, and were very pleasant to
Association; at Gra.ngemouth where Provost :Macpher- those joining them, and largely beneficial to the agison occupiecl the chair, while Rev. J. H. Paterson, fation.
Bailie elkirk and Mr. \Vaterston assistd by many
Previous to the <lebate and division in Parliament
warm frien ls in the town formed your leputation ; at it was resolved to follow up the Electorial work by M,.
Hamilton where your Association ha<l the able as istance John Paton in North Ayrshire by as many deputational
of c.·-Bailie Lewis who was accompanied by Mr. \Vater- and conference meetings as pos ible. The dreadful
ston. l\Ieetings have been held in many of these places: inclemency of the weather mai-recl in some degree the
at Dumfries, where, joined by Councillor Johnstone, attendance, but the spirit of these meetings was most
Rev.
Tooley, Rev. James Strachan, and Dr.1'1'Cul- commendable, the resolution to act in view of the comloch, Mr. tevcnson, and your secretary had two ex- ing division being enthusiastically adopted.
Bailie
cellent meeting .
• elkirk and your secretary were present at Ardross::m,
Your Executive cordially invited l\Ir..J. \V. Manning and Mr. James \Yinning was present with your 8ccreof Canada, to Scotland for a week. Mr. Manninv tary at those of Dalry, Beith and Kilbirnie. One of
accordingly visited Kilmarnock, Dum harton, Kirkcaldy the most agreeable was at Kilbirnie ·w here an enjoyable
and Gala ·hiels. His meetings were, as might be expected conference followed the meeting. \V arm heartQd lo0al
from his high reputation and well known ability; most friends n.ssistell your deputation in all the places. Local
successful. Mr. James "\Vinning, Ilev. Dr. Adamson
deputations with memorials from various towns in the
ReY. Samuel Harding, Mr. James H. \Vaterston' country waited upon Mr. Cochran Partick, M.P., and
and your secretary accompanied him. Very warn~ it is gratifying to note that he dicl not vote against the
assistance was rendered by local friends so that these Resolution.
meetings were among the most gratifying of the meetOPEN-AIR MEETI~CS.
ings of the year. l\Ir. Manning met the Executive in
It afforcls your Executive much satisfaction to state
friendly conference in Glasgow, where a most interest- that the open-air advocacy this year has in success
ing conversation took place on prohibition in Canada distanced its predece sors. In Eclinburgh Mr. John
and "the States," by which your Executive's favour- Paton addressed meetings from the 11 th to 1,th June•
able impressions of the prohibitory movement in the Ree •. M'Kinley, 28th June to 1st July; )fr. J.
Far \\Test were deepened and extended.
"\Vaterston, 10th to 15th July; and Mr. R. Btevenson,
The usual deputation from the United Kin<,dom from 24th to 20th July. All of them concur in stating
Alliance visited ~cotlancl,~uufortunately at a time ~vhcn that these meetings were largely attended, and perthe ~veather was extremely inclement. Hev. H. H. vaded by the most evident enthusiasm.
A week's
Pereira was the sole English member of the clepntation. meetings were arranged in Greenock, which were adHe began at Dumfries and visited successively Irvine, tressed by Messrs. Paton and St!jvenson and your
~fontrose, A.herd en and Greenock. To these places Secretary, in addition to the usual summer supplies
11P,
vv
ccompnuied
H arrH lR Mr.
o both Greenor.k nd 'artsd ke Rocietie , A.. r.n 1ber

".T·

H:
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of meetings were held in Glasgow, Dumbarton, Partick,
Perth, Ayr, Govan, Aberdeen, Paisley, Dundee, and one
or more in almost every town in Scotland, so that by
this means multitudes who rarely or ever attend indoor
meetings have been reached. These audiences eviclently took a deep interest in what they heard, and
it is most gratifying to observe that they appreciate
the value of the facts and arguments which the various
speakers lay before them. Your grateful thanks are
due to those friends who, believing thoroughly in the
pervading power of this apparently unconventional
advocacy, go boldly with your agents to the streets,
there to sow the seeds of temperance and prohibitory
truth in the minds of the common people.
Your Sabbath meeting on Glasgow Green has this
year been vigorously carried on under the able and
genial superintendence of Mr. R. Dransfield. At no
season of these meetings has there been such an able
and varied advocacy taking part in its proceedings.
Rev. vV. M'Dougal, Stonefield; Mr. Jas. Horn,
La.nark; Mr. vV. Stockbridge, London; Mr. J. M.
Skinner, Oxford; Mr. John Steel, Edinburgh; Messrs.
John Paton, J. H. Waterston, W. Blackwood, R.
Stevenson, Wm. Kesson, R. Mackay, and the talented chairman. The audiences have been enormous.
So highly are these meetings appreciated that a very
pressing desire for their continuance during the
winter months indoor has been brought to the notice
.
of your Executive.
Ex-Bailie Torrens and Mr. Ja.mes Winning were
your representatives to the annual meeting of the Irish
Tem'l)erance League at Belfast this year. The friends
• enjoyed the addresses of both gentlemen, and as usual
the eloquence of ex-Bailie Torrens roused the warm
enthusiasm of the Belfast people, who keenly appreciate
his visits. The Rev. R. J. Lynde, B.A., represents
the League at your meetings to-day.
Ex-Bailie Torrens and your Secretary represented
your Association at the Alliance anniversary meetings
in October. These were as usual imposing and impressive. 'l'he vast crowds that thronged the council
room and the public meeting strongly testify to the
growing interest in this question which actuates
the English people. Your deputation were appointed
to take part in the overflow meeting, over which the
worthy Bailie presided, setting the meeting aglow by
his address from the chair. Sir Wilfrid Lawsou,
Bart., and Benjamin vVhitworth, Esq., ar,e depnted
to represent that Association here to-day.
Bailie Selkirk was deputed to represent the Association at the annual sessions of the 1.0.G. T. The most
cordial relations continue to exist between this order
g,nd your Ass0ciation. ThB Rev. R. W2-llace attends
on behalf of that order to-day.
Messrs. J. ·winning and R. M'Callum were deputed
to attend the breakfast party of the Scottish Temperance League. Your Executive are on the best terms
with the National Temperance Association, and the
Rev. Ja.mes A. Johnston and ex-Bailie Burt represent
it at your social meeting to-day.
The Rev. David Tatum, one of the Temperance
Reformers of Ohio, paid a hurried visit to this country.
Coming to Scotland as he did duriug the new year
holidays, your Executive could not extend fraternal
co-operation to him.
He had, however, several
meetings in Edinburgh, and had the co-operation of
your district superintendent, Mr. ·w aterstou.
At the desire of the Irish Temperance League your
Executive heartily consented that Mr. \Vaterston
should go to Ireland on a lecturing tour, while Rev.
A. M'Kinley was to come to Scotland to address an
equal number of meetings in his absence from his
his district. The interchange was a great success.
The U. K. Alliance has requested Mr. Waterston for
a fortnight to Newcastle district, Mr. Paton holding
an equal number of meetings in Mr. Waterston's
Your Executive highly approve of such
district.
r eciprocity on the part of associations, and their agents,
\Jelieving that those concnned-speakers and districts-w 11 be mutually benefited.
Mr. John Paton by the kindness of the United
Kingdo mAlliance has been lecturing in Scotland. His

first visit extended from the 2nd November to the
22nd December, his second visit lasted from the 16th
May to 25th June, and his third will extend from 19th
September to the end of the year.
A very interesting, and somewhat novel series of
meetings in connection with the camping-out of the
Renfrewshire Militia, took place at Irvine. The Good
Teruplars there have been in the habit of holding meetings, concerts, and a soiree, with the special view of
benefiting the militia while away from their homes.
This year your Association was asked for speakers, and
gladly complied with the request. Messrs. Stevenson,
Dransfield, and Mackay respectively, addressed large
audiences, and met with· a very cordial appreciation
from the audience, and with warm thanks from the
committee at Irvine, for their stirring appeals to the
soldiers and townspeople who thronged these truly excellent meetings, the arrangements for which reflect
great credit on those who organised and carried them
through,
Your Executive rejoice to be able to a<l.d, that the
various organizations in Scotland devote a very large
portion of the time of their lecturers and advocates to
the promulgation of the principles of Permissive prohibition. The addresses that are most heartily applauded
are those that advocate the right of the ratepayers to
be in vested with a direct veto over the liquor traffic.
Highly as the people appreciate the truths of total
abstinence, they yet more highly extol the principles
and policy of your Association, believing that the great
stumblingblock in the path of a universal fidelity to
the practice of total abstinence is to be found. in the
legalised temptation of the drink traffic, and they hail
all efforts that go to secure the abolition of that traffic,
whose destruction will make it easy for the community
to adopt and follow personal abstinence.
To all, whether organisations or individuals, who
have with such readiness co-operated in sowing the
seeds of an enlightened public opinion through these
meetings, your Executive ask you to tender your most
cordial thanks.
THE CHURCHES.

One of the most encouraging features of the agitation
is the growing earnestness of the various churches on
the subject of temperance and prohibition. Many
of the leaders of the Church have been painfully convinced by the late prosperity and present adversity
of the country, of the power of the liquor traffic to
diminish the wealth gained in prosperous times, and to
intensify the sufferings which adversity brings. Although far from a unanimity on the cardinal principles
of the temperance reformation, yet it is gratifying to
observe that th3y fully recognise the vital urgen()y of
legislative interference with the liquor traffic, as well
as the necessity laid upon the Church to establish, in
connection with every congregation and every mission
station, some temperance organisation, to train the
young in the principles of abstience, and to restrain
those of maturer years from the destructive vice and
sin of intemperance.
The United Presbyterian Synod met in Edinburgh.
During the sittings, the convener of the Temperance
Committee, in presenting their report, while rejoicing
at the marked advance made by the moYement with
regard to ordination and induction dinnel'S and funerals, still had to deplore the ravages of intemperance
and the drinking usages. He suggested the following
as the deliverance of the Synod :-lst, That the Synod
express its hope that the Church would discourage
drinking usages on all public occasions. 2nd, That it
recommend the preaching of a warning sermon in Dec-ember against the dangers con nected with these usages,
and urging the adoption of practical measures for the suppression of the evils of intemperance. 3rd, The securing of an earlier hour of closing than eleven o'clock, of
power to the ratepayers to control licenses, and libe rty
to the temperance committee to petition in favour of
any hill brought into Parliament having these objects
in view. 4th, That sessions be recommended to specially look after the young under their care, in connection with the evils of intemperance, and the formation
of Bands of Hope auxiliary to all the congregations.
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This suggestion became the deliverance of the Synod,
and thanks were heartily awarded to the committee on
temperance and its convener the Rev. Mr. Rankine.
The committee petitioned in favour of the Local Option
Resolution.
The usual annual breakfast party under the auspices
of the U. P. Temperance Society, was held during the
Synod Sittings. Rev. Dr. Adamson and Mr. J. H.
Waterston represented your Society. They express
their high appreciation of their own reception and of
the interesting proceedings.
The Free Church this year brought in its report on
Public Moral.a disjoined from its report on Temperance.
The convener, Rev. Mr. M'Kenzie, in submitting the
first named report, referred to the nu!'llerous instances
of revival which had taken place; the larger portion
of those impressed being church members of some
standing. The report deplored the prevalence of
illegitimacy, and urged the Church to rouse itself
against this fearful sin and great national evil: the
widespread evil of profanity which was greatly affecting the young : the too rapid independence of the
young through earning wages early; and the prevalent
scepticism which was apparent all over the churches.
The report called for strenuous efforts to check and
remove these fearful evils, and urged that ministers
should deal more firmly with their flocks. There was
no reference to the temperance question in the report.
In an interesting discussion on the Sabbath question,
Dr. Thomson of Paisley made excellent use of the
principle of Permissive Prohibition, as shown in the
course taken by Government in regard to the Scotch,
Irish and \Velsh Sunday closing questions. He asked
that no legal desecration of Sabbath should take place
if the people signified that they were opposed to it.
The report on temperance was, as usual, most elaborate in dealing with the various aspects of the temper-·
ance question. The deliverance moved by Mr. U. J.
Guthrie recommended the preaching of the usual
sermon in December, and through interchange of pulpits, as far as that was possible; rejoiced to observe
the growtli c,f t umi,era,1ce in Lhe Churcl1, exhorted all
ministers, &c., to diligence in advancing temperance
among the young and others agreeably to repeated
cleliYerances of this house; resolve on the issue of a
short pastoral address on the subject to be referred to
or read from the pulpit about the new year; express
their cordial satisfaction with the passage of the Local
Option Resolution in support of which they petitioned
Parliament last year. They are convinced that public
opinion is more ripe in this country than in England
for the embodiment of this resolution in practical legis lation. Having regard to the general and concurrent
expression of opinion by presbyteries upon the subject,
the Assembly resolve to petition Parliament to the
following effect:-" That a 'Local Option' measure
for Scotland should he introduced into Parliament as
soon as possible; {2) That, while maintaining all existing restrictions on the drink traffic, Parliament
should intrust the working of such a measure to local
boards, to be elected for this purpose by the ratepayers
on the same principle as school boards ; and {3) that
within the limits of existing restrictions, such boards
should have power to determine all questions regarding
the number of licensed houses, hours of sale, &c."
The Assembly instruct the committee to prepare petition to Parliament in accordance with the above
resolution, to be signed by the Moderator in name
of the Assembly.
The members of the Temperance Society in connection with the Church met at breakfast, ancl Mr. James
Winning and Mr. \Vaterstone attencled as a deputation
from your Association. The proceedings were full of
encouragement, and great earnestness and enthusiasm
pervaded the meeting.
The Assembly petitioned in favour of the Local
Option Resolution.
The Established Church Committee's report on Temperance spoke on Temperance legislation with bated
breath. The report stated that according to the instructions of last venerable Assembly, they had
'' watched over the interests of Temperance within the

Church" while co-operating in outside movements.
The Committee thought that it was pre-eminently a
Church question with which the Church was bound to
deal. The work could not be done effectively by a.
Committee; every minister should take it up and
make a practical effort. The number of ministers and
laymen interested in this matter was yearly increasing.
There had been an increase in parochial Temperance
Associations, and much attention had been devoted to
the young. ·w hatever might be thought of legislation
on the subject, the committee were of opinion that
the number of public houses might be decreased, and
thus temptation to over-indulgence removed out of the
way. The committee asked to be allowed to continue
their work. Mr. Marjoribanks moved the adoption of
the report, the reappointment of the committee, with
power to add to their number, with instructions to
promote temperance principles throughout the Church,
especially among the young. He frowned on temperance tracts, and urged the Church to have a. temperance printing press of her own (applause). Mr.
M 'Laren seconded the adoption of the report, and Mr.
Webster said that if half the efforts devoted to heresy
hunting had been put forth in behalf of temperance, it
would be well for their Church, well for their country,
and, in the case of thousands, lUe would then become
better worth living. The report was then adopted.
The annual meeting of the Church of Scotland TemperancE>.. Association took place during the sittings.
Rev. Dr. Dodds presided. The annual report was
read by Rev. Mr Jamieson, Portobello. The chairman
was sure the meeting could not but feel that intemperance was doing great harm iu the country. There were
many agencies at work to counternct its effects, but
while the Assembly sympathised with their objects,
they could not be at one as to the means. Some of
them vrere associated with political objects, but the
association felt they could not thoroughly associate
themselves with such. Their organisation was rather
in harmony with gospel views. Other addresses,
equally out of harmony with your line of action, were
rleli vered.
'The Established Church Temperance Breakfast was
held as usual. Your district agent, Mr. ·waterston,
was present.
The Congregational Union met at Aberdeen, and
bestowed much consideration on the t emperance question. This Union has not a publican within its pale,
nor more than half a dozen wine merchants. About 70
por cent. of the pastors, and a large percentage of the
members of the church are abstainers.
The other denominations-Evangelical Union, Baptist, and others-use means for bringing the tempera.nee question before their members, with gratifying
and growing results.
LITERATURE.

Your Executive are profoundly sensible of the power
which the Press can wield in favour of your agitation,
and often regret that they have never felt themselves warranted in diminishing the resources at their
disposal, to the extent of putting this department into
a state of efficiency. That, in their opinion, can only
be done by the friends making a resolute effort for that
special purpose. Your Executive have gradually augmented their stock of literature, until they can safely
sa.y that at no time was it more varied and extensive.
All the most important volumes, and the newest
pamphlets on the t emperance and prohibition question
are in stock. During the year they printed for Dr.
M 'Oulloch, Dumfries, a new anu thoroughly revised
edition of his famous lecture, and with his permission,
and jointly with the United Kingdom Alliance, a second edition, which is already nearly sold out. They
have also thrown off a large edition of the paper read
by Bailie Selkirk at one of the winter conversaziones of
the Scottish Temperance League. It is entitled "The
Duty of Temperance Electors at Parliamentary Elections." The New Year's Tract of Rev. Dr. Bonar of
Edinburgh met with a most gratifying sn.le, indeecl
better than this series of tracts has met with for years.
Your Executive are glad to be able to state that the
New Year's Tract for 188'2 will be v.Titten hy the Rev.
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Professor Kirk, and earnestly bespeak the efforts of
the friends for its extended circulation.
'l'he Social Re.fo;-mer, the Organ of the Association,
continues to fulfil its mission as the fearless exponent
and upholder of the principles and policy of the
Associa.tion. Its merits continue to receive the flattering r ecognition of the contemporary press. Your
Executive would earnestly ask you to recommend 1t
to the notice of your own friends and neighbours, and
in this way enlarge its sphere of usefulness. To its
contributors and Editor your grateful thanks are due,
and the assistance of friends willing to contribute to
its pages is earnestly invited, while suggestions for its
improvement and for its increased circulation will
always b e gladly received.
The temperance press is assum ing enormous dimensions. The skill of the Journalist, the art of the
graver, combine with the printer in the production
of literature which can appeal to the most critical
mind, while the stores which offer themselves in all
the departments of human knowledge, furnish the
temperance movement with invincible weapons for
aggression and defence. The literary son-ices of Dr.
Kerr, Dr. Richardson, and Dr. A. Clarke, Mr. , v m.
Hoyle, and others less conspicuous, but not less ardent
upholders of temperance doctrine, powerfully recommend the literature of the agitation to all classes of
the community.
I r. Hoyle's annual letter to the
" Times, " and his paper read before the British Association are signally prominent even in a year which has
witnessed numerous triumphs of literary skill in behalf
of the temperance reformation.
The general press has during the year been affording
ample space to the consideration of the questions
aflecting the movement, and its treatment, save in
very exceptional circumstances, has been most respectful and sympathetic, and in numemus instances
laudatory. The more intelligent and influential journals
although not prepared yet to accept all the conclusions
of the agitation, are with increasing frankness admitting that the days of publican tyranny are virtually
over, and that the sooner the "trade" sues for t erms
the better. The cottish agaitation is deeply indebted
to Th e North Brili h D ciily .Mail, The Daily R eview,
The Chri,.·ticm A"P;ws, 'l'!te League Journctl, 'l'he Ul' ef' nock
'Telegraph, The Abe,-deen Daily p,.('e 1 res8, 'l'he Alloa
Advel'tisel', 1'he Dwnfrie. cind Galloivay lrindarcl, The
Irvine lt,'.-cp1·ess, and other uewspay,er!-, for space for
reports, correspondence, as well as for the. editorial
comments which have from time to time appeared.
'J'lie Alliance News deserves special mention.
The
Weekly Record, 'l 'he lJf eclical 'J'emperance J ou1·nal, antl
1
'1 /te C!inl'ch of England Temperance Chronicle arc
unsurpassed for the admirable manner in which the
special aspects of the question with which each has to
deal is issue by issue treated. Bearing in mind that
before the Maine Law was established in Maine, that
state had to be sown knee-deep with temperance
liternt ure, your Executive trust that this important
means of enlightenment will receive your increased
favour and attention .
TIIE PARLIAME~TARY 8ESR10~.

The Parliament opened this year on the 6th Janun-ry,
and was prorogued on August 27th. Notwithstanding
the truly exceptional nature of its proceedings, aml the
exacting nature of the Irish questions it had to deal
with, precluding the treatment of any but Irish grievances, th e Temperance has been signally successful.
The gratifying position attained last yea.r by the Local
Option Resolution has been improved, and as a concession to the vigour of t hat agitation, the ·v,; elsh
Sunday losing Bill h as t o be numbered among the
Parliamentary victories oi 'the movement.
The Queen's speech did not, as was hoped, allude to
the Liquor Traffic, 1:>nt on the afternoou of the opening
day a number of Bills were noticed, among these vrnre
a notice by Sir Henry .James regarding Uorrnpt
Practices at Elections ; of the Welsh , nnday losing
Bill, by Mr. John Roberts; the English Sunday
Blll, by M r. Stevenson ; of a Bill Closing PuLlic
Houses d uring Parliamentary Election f:', by Mr. Carburt. Sir \Vilfricl Lawson gave notice of a question on

the 10th, "\Vhether the Government intended to introduce any measure during the present 'ession of Parliament for carrying out the r esolution of the House with
respect to the licensing system and local option .' The
Primier on the 10th answered this question in the negative, ancl on the 11 th Sir W ilfrid gave notice that on
the earliest possible day he would move "that in the
opinion of this House, the resolution passed by the
Honse on the 18th June, 1880, which affirms the
justice of local communities being entrusted with the
power to protect themselves from the operation of the
liquor traffic, ought without delay to be embodied by
the Government in a bill giving effect to such resolution." On the 17th fay he gave notice that his
resolution would be moved on Tuesllay, 14th June.
So soon as the date was fixed your ExeeutiYe communicated with the Scottish Temperance League, all
the orders of Templars, Rechabites, nited TemJJerance
Associates, &c., for support. A strong appeal was
made to all friends and subscribing societies, and such
other steps taken as were necessary to bring the full
pressure of the electors to bear on their representatives.
A hearty response to this appeal was received, and the
kindred associations appealed to r endered invaluable
co-operation. The Executive appointed a deputation
to go to London to support the interests of the resolution, among the rcpresentati ves from Scotland :-11 essrs.
J. Nisbet, R. C. Murray, T . L . Selkirk, J. Winning,
J. H. \Vaterston, and R. Mackay; John Williams,
Esq., D. tenhouse, Esq., and fr. M'Dnnalcl joined
the deputation.
The energetic efforts of the united
deputation materially contributed to the magnitude of
the vote.
\Vhen the House resumed on the 14th June, Sir
,vilfrid Lawson, Bart., M.P., rose to move his resolution. He clicl so in a most impressive speech of 45
minutes duration, Hon. members trooping in and filling th e benches as they returned from dinner. Mr.
Burt, Sir \Yilfrid's stauuch supporter, seconded briefly
in an excellent speech.
He was foJlowed by Mr.
Samuelson, and then Mr. Bright spoke for the Government. H e showed all the old feeling he ha.d against
the Permissive Bill in his speech on the resolntion,
counselled patience and more work in the community,
and e pressed a hope that ~ome future administration
would concede permissive prohibition.
Mr. Daly,
Mr. Hicks, 'ol. Iakins, and Capt. Aylmer spoke
a"'ainst the resolution in imilar terms to those used by
it~ opponents all along, and then the division was taken.
The division shows that 196 voted for the resolution
and 154 against it, majority 42; including the 4 tell rs
and 33 pairs the numbers are 231 for, and 189 against;
majority :is before 4.2, or a.n increase over the second
division of last year of 16 votes. The voting on the
part of Scotland was virtually the same, 39 Yoting for,
and 4 pairing for; total 43, against 5, or a majority of
38. Both counties and burghs show nrn.jorities. The
majority for counties being 16 (20 for and 4 against) ;
that of the burghs 21 (22 to 1), only one burgh vote
being cast against it. The universities gave one vote,
showing a majority as before of 38. The majority over
England, , vales, Ireland, and 'cotland was 42; to that
majority Scotland contributes 34, a truly magnificent
aidance.
On no other question regarding Scotland
can anything like the same unanimity of voting by
Ncotch members be shown, and this is the eighth time
that her Parliamentary representatives have <leclarccl
in favour of her people having power to directly v to
the liquor traffic of their respective localities. It is
due to 11r. Armitstead, Mr. Jardine, Mr. Majoribanks
anrl Mr. Holms to state that they woukl have been
p~irecl in favour of the resolution could adverse pairs
have been to be had, but the puhlic:m party could n ot
muster more. These pairs would h:we brought up the
number to 47 for, as agai nst 5 opposed ; and it is
matter for wond er how much nearer unanimity the
Parliamentary representation of Scotlantl would require to be to induce the Government to grn.nt its
people a direct veto over the liquor traffic. All the
members of the Government holding Scotch sea.ts,
with one exception, voted and paired in favour of the
resolution. The voting (and pairing) was as follows:-
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Oou:xTrns.-Por-Ayr (South), Colonel Alexa.nJer;
Kincardine, Sir George Balfour, K. C. B.; Clackmannan and Kinross, J. B. Balfour ( olicitor-General);
Stirling, J. C. Bolton; Fife, Hon. R. Preston Bruce;
Argyll, Lord Colin Campbell; Renfrew, A. rum;
l'erth, D. Currie; Bute, C. Dalrymple; Roxburgh,
Hon. A. R. D . Elliott; Aberdeen (West), Dr. R. Farquharson; Aberdeen (East), Sir A. A. H. Gordon,
K. 0. B.; Lanark ( outh), J. G. C. Hamilt'.:>n; Orkney
and Shetland, S. Laing; Linlithgow, P. M'Lagan;
Caithness, Sir J. G. T. , inclair, Bart.; Sutherland,
:Marquess Stafford; Peebles and Selkirk, C. Tennent,
18. Pai1·ect fo1·--Elgin and Nairn, Sir George Macpherson Grant, Bart.; Kirk cudbrigb t, Captain J. 11.
Heron laxwell, 2 ; votes and pait·s, 20. Auai11stHaddington, Lord Elcho; Dumbarton, A. 0. Ewing;
:t:idlothian, Right Hon. W. E . Gladstone; and Wigtown, 'ir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., 4; majority for the
counties, 16.
B RGIIS.-Glasgow, G. Anderson, Dr. Cameron:
Kirkcaldy District, Sit· G. Campbell, K..C.S. L; Ayr
District, R. F . F. Campbell; Stirling District, H.
Uampbell-Bannerman; Edinburgh, J. Cowan; Elgin
District, Right Hon. M. E. G. Duff; Leith District,
A. Grant; Dundee, F. Henderson; Inverness District,
U. F. M'Intosh; Edinburgh, Right Hon. J. M'Laren
(Lord Advocate); Dumfries District, E. Toel; Perth,
U. S. Parker; Kilmarnock District, J. Dick P etltlie;
Falkirk District, J. Ramsay; Greenock, J. tewart;
Border Burghs, G. 0. Trevelyan; Aberdeen, John
ebster, LL.D.; Haddington District, ~ir Da,·id
,v edderburn, B:irt.; and St. Andrew's District, S.
·wmiamson, 20. Paii·erlfor-Montrose District, Right
Hon. W. E. Baxter; ,Vick District, John Pender, 2;
votes and pairs, 22.
Ayainst-\.Vigtown District,
Admiral Right Hon. Sir John C. D. Hay, Bart., 1;
majority for the Burghs, 21. Universities-Ji'orEtlinburgh and St. Andrews, Hight Hon. Dr. Lyon
Play fair, 1. .A gcti/l.st, none.
Tl1e mo.-t imporhl.nt tempnra11ce me:isnre of the session was the
elsh .'unday Closing Rill. Notice wa
g1Ven of its introJ.uction on the rirst day ot the session .
The seeoncl rc1.cling was taken on the 4th ~by. )Jr.
J'oberts presented a splendid ea e in ill, fayonr - the
almost entire unanimity both of the "elslt people,
and their parli:1.mentary representaLives (the princi1nlity has 30 members, and 29 of these voted for the
Bill). The canYa s wa a marvel of exhaustive anJ. disiuteresteJ. work.
The opposition the Bill recefred
came, as might be expected, from ontsillers. 'l'he
Premier, himself a ,Yelsh lancllord. supported the Bill
in n. powerful speech, and the di vision sho'1,ecl 163 in
favour and 17 against, showing a majority of 146. 27
Scotch members ,vere in the majority, and not one
against it. On June 15, the order for going into committee was opposed, but, after some lively debating,
,vas carried by 123 to 29-a majority of 94. Again 27
Scotch representativeH voted with the majority, and
not one against it. Afterwards an attempt to exempt
'anliff from its operation was defeated by 118 to 27a majority of 91. On the 20th June, Mr. Thom::ts on
was defeated in an attempt to allow the publicundays off the premises from
houses to sell on
12.30 to 2.30 P.::IL by 81 to 32- majority 49. On the
19th Augnst Mr. Richard movcll the tl1ir 1 reading, and
after a feeble protest from its opponent , it wa carried
without a division, amid. great cheering. Ou the 23rd,
in the House of Lords, Lortl Aberdare morntl the second reading in a most significant speech, being on local
option lines. On the 24th Lord Denman objected, because liquors were to be sold at railway stations . Objection was over-ruled, and the bill passetl through
committee without amendment. Ou tho 25th it passed
the House of Lords, ancl on the 27th received the Royal
assent, and is now law. It is not fully in operation,
because it is not definite as to the time of its becoming
operative.
The English Sunday Closing Bill met with a hapless
On tho 6th January Mr. ~tevenson gave notice
fate.
of his bill, but on the 8th January Mr. Callan '' blocked"
it, and on the 12th July Mr. Stevenson moved the
order for its discharge, and it was by lea.ve withdra,vn .
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Mr. Carbut's bill for the closing of public-houses
during polling at parliamentary elections was read
for the tirst time on the 12th January. On the 30th
1arch he moved the second reading. The whole draft
of the interesting debate was in favour of the bill, and
in view of the Government dealing with the evil against
which the bill was aimed, Mr. Carbut withdrew the
bill.
Then Mr. Meldou on the 20th May moved. the second
reatling of his bill that in all Trish towns of 10,000
inhabitants the hours of publicans selling liquors should
be materially shortened. After a spirited debate the
bill was rejected by 49 to 33-a majority of 16.
During the discussion on the L'.m<l Bill Lord Arthur
Hill, on the 23rd June, moved as an amendment, that
'' a tenant shall · not, without consent of the landlord,
open any house for the sale of intoxicating liquors.',
The debate was well-sustained, and the amemlment
was ultimately accepted by the Government.
The next matter of importance was the Budget
introduced by l\Ir. Gladstone in a speech which quite
disappointed expectation, a brilliant one being anticipated . His proposals were simply re-adjustments of
the liquor duties, and his faith in the substitution of
a beer duty for the malt tax was deep, for he took off
the penny of income tax which he required to impose
to enable him to entirely abolish that tax.
On the 14th l\fa.y the 'ommittce on \Vays anrl
Means adopted the following resolution, "That there
shall be charged and paid npon every license for the
sale of intoxicating liquors and tobacco in any carriage
used for the conveyance of passengers on any railway
au excise duty of £5." Mr. Gladstone undertook to
bring this matter forward. Mr. . ,v. Fowler on the
instant gave notice, that in going into Committee on
the Customs Bill, h e would move "That any system
of grant of license for tho sale of intoxicating liquors
in railway carriages \Yill be injurious to the public."
One of the most remarkable national manifestations of
sentiment took place. Foremost in the oppositinn ,vere
a number of honourable members who declared a
strenuous opposition to the proposal; then the vanous
temperance and prohibitory associations rose en mass!'
against it, and the general pnblic lookctl upon it
with stroug aversion.
mler these circumstances
Mr. Glad.stone ou the 23rd May frankly disclaimed
anything like a revolutionary character in the proposal,
antl admitted that it was effectually kille<l by the
menace to which it had b een exposetl. On ~lay the
26th the proposal was finally ahandone,l. ~uch was
the result of a national risiug against any rcnctionary
legislation on the drink traffic, another signal instance
of the power of public opinion in fa,·o nr of Tempol'ance, and of the rapidity with which it can act on the
Legislature.
Your Exccuti ve lost 11ot 11, moment in co-oper:i.ting
with the various Scottish organisations who with all
promplitutlc met this proposal with an uncompromising
resistance. A memorial from your Association was
forwarded to Rt. Hon. \Y. E. Gladstone, and a copy
of it to the Home Secretary and to every member of
parliament for Scotland. The horrors and dangers
averted by the action so universally taken against this
proposal are incalculable ; it is matter for joy that it
was so signally successful.
Mr. Caine brought forward two very important
motion s during the session, one on the 31st March in
Committee on the Army Discipline Rill. He moved
the abolition of all sale of alcoholic liquors either in
canteen or on the march in a most exhaustive speech.
Although defeated-156 to 34-he was able to secure
a. promise from fr. Childers that greater stringency
woulcl be exercised in this matter in the army commis. a.riat in future. On the 13th August in Committee
on the Navy Estimates, he move<l in fovonr of the
discontinuance of the spirit ration, an<l in favour of
giving increased dietary aml wages in its stead. Here
anoth er most interesting debn.tc took place, ancl a
strong ea, e matle ont for the naval authorities. Action
by )lr. Trevelyan in the direction urged by Mr. Caine,
who withdrew his motion after expressing his deep
satisfaction with ).fr. Trevelyan's explanation.
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In the beginning of March what was stated to be a
first draft of the Government licensing bill appeared in
the Standard.
Questioned on the subject Sir ,v.
Harcourt stated with confidence that "no printed draft
of a Government measure fot· regulating the trade of
licensed victuallers has got abroad, and for this reason
that there never has been ~uch a draft." This is conclusive as to the Government intention at the time,
and it will rest with the temperance electors of the
various constituencies if the same will have to be saicl
by the Horne Secretary on a similat· day of March,
1882.
The slightest reflection on the progress of temperance and prohibition in the Parliament of last session
must be of an exceedingly gratifying character to all
staunch friends of the agitation. We see that year by
year the Government is making larger concessions to
the growing public opinion on the liquor traffic, and
that it is in making these basing its reasons on the
amount of local sentiment prevalent on the question at
issue, and vindicating its concession by a reference to
the right of the people to protection from institutions
affecting themselves and their families to an injurious
degree. So soon, as was the case in ,Vales, as the
people give sufficient evidence of their sentiments, the
Government will feel contrained to grant their demand.
This is most encouraging to all true friends of prohibition, and is well calculated to induce us to increase
our efforts for the creation and direction of an enlightened public opinion on the evils ef the liquor
traffic and on the abundant necessity for immediate
legislation for its suppression by the injured and
burdened ratepayers.
BYE-ELECTIONS.

A number of bye-elections have taken place during
the year, and your Executive rejoice to intimate that all
have gone in favour of the princi,Ples of local option. The
elevation of Mr. Adam to the high position of Governor
of Madras created a vacancy in the united Shires of
Clackmannan and Kinross in the month of November
of last year. Mr. J. B. Balfour, who unsuccessfully
contested North-Ayr, offered himself to the constituency, and was returned unopposed. His election is
a decided gain to the movement, as, for the first time
during the agitation, this constituency supports Sir
Wilfrid Lawson's policy.
His elevation to the distii:tguished position of Lord-Advocate is full of significance for the future of the cause. The death of Col.
Muir, a staunch Parliamentary friend, created a.
vacancy in Renfrewshire. Mr. Alex. Crum was unanimously chosen to suceeed him, and was returned
unopposed on the 29th N ovembar.
He, like the
gallant Col. supports Sir Wilfrid Lawson. The retiral
of Mr. Duncan M'Laren, the senior member for Edinburgh, and one of the best friends in Parliament of the
movement, led to a contest there between Lord-Advocate
M'Laren and Mr. Edward Jenkins. Both gentlemen
favoured your principles, and our friends in the constituency appeared to be divided in their preference.
The poll was in favour of the Lord Advocate, the numbers being :-for his Lordship, 11,390; for Mr. Jenkins, 3,940-majority, 7,650. The Right Hon. Grant
Duff in July accepted the post of Governor of Madras,
which had only been held by the late Right Hon. W. P.
Adams for a few months, and thus severed the political
connection between himself and the Elgin district of
burghs, which had lasted twenty-four years. Quite a
number of candidates offered themselves,-Mr. Craig
Seller, Mr. A. Asher, Mr. T. D. Buchanan, Mr. Douglas Ainslie, Mr. J. Jeans, and Mr. M'Lean. The three
first and the last named had more or less sympathy
with the aims of your Association, the others were not
even intelligent upon them. The electors by a test
ballot accepted Mr. A. Asher as their candidate, and
he was returned unopposed on the 13th July. On his
appointment as Solicitor -General for . ·cotland, Mr.
Asher sought re-election, and on the 25th August was
again returned without opposition. 'l'he Right Hon.
Lord Advocate having intimated his resignation, and
his acceptance of a judgeship in the Court of Session, a
vacancy occurred in the repreeentatien of Edinburgh.
For the seat several candidates appeared-Mr. G. Har-

rison, Mr. John ,Vils:m, and ~fr. T. D. Buchanan . The
Liberal Association having by a majority chosen Mr.
Buchanan as its candidate, the others withdrew, and
that gentleman was, on the 23rd August, returned unopposed. Mr. Buchanan will take the place of the
Lord Advocate in supporting Sir ,vilfrid Lawson.
There has thus been six bye-elections in Scotland during the year, and the gain has been with your agitation,
the vacancies being filled with men pledged to v?te
against the liquor traffic, and Clackmannan and Kmross giving their support to your principles for the first
time.
DEPARTED FRIENDS.

As year after year the members of the Association
assemble to review the past and to resolve for the
future, they have to regret the loss of some well ~nown
friend whose warfare is forever at an end. This year
we edter on the same !ad experience, for during its
onward march many worthy friends h~ve been cal~ed
away. Councillor Johnston, of Dumfnes, a well tned
friend, died in a foreign land ; Mr. John M 'Gavin's
decease was a serious loss to the temperance movement generally, to your Association he gav~ liber~lly,
and his sympathy with your object was rncreasmg ;
Mr. John M'Donald, Aberdeen, has not left behind him
in the North one that could surpass him in loyalt,Y _to
the principles you up~old, ?r one who ?an. exh1b1t.
greater sympathy or hberahty to the ag1tat1on; 1,,~r.
D. Carswell, Paisley, heartily befriended the assoCiation; Dr. Morrison, Beith, did much to advance your
question; the Rev. D. Macrae,_ Glasgow; young Mr.
Nicol, Rattray; Mr. T. Biggart, Dalry; Rev.
,vm. Jaffray, Irvine; Rev. G. Charles, Stranraer; Rev.
A. Thomson, l'eebles; Mr. James M'Illroy, Dunning;
Mr. Wm. Gibb, Glasgow; Mr. A. Lamberton, Kilbirnie; Mr. James Fimister, Kirriemuir; _Mr. Jas.
Grant West Calder; Mr. J. Slater, Lerwick; Mr.
Wm. 'Shanks, Ilridge-0£-,Veir; Mr. \V. Jamieson,
Stow; Mr. John Shaw, Kilsyth, all deserve the sorrowful recognition of their services to the good cause.
Mrs. Mitchell, the widow of the former Secretary of
this Association, herself an ardent adherent of the
movement, and a true yoke fellow to her gifted husband, departed this life at lnvercargill, New Zealand,
on the 30th April, last.
GENERAL PROGRESS.

As an instance of the great advance of _temp~rall:ce
and prohibitory sentiment in the community, wit~ its
inevitable result, greater discernment of th_e relations
of the liquor traffic to society, your Executive have !o
record a. resolution by the School Board of Gla!gow m
the following terms:-" That the clerk be requested to
report to the Board. in committee, previous t_o each
licensing term, all applications mad_e for n~w licenses
for spirit shops or for transferred license~, 1f the premises are situated within 200 yards of either a Board
School or the High School, with the vi~w ?f the ~oard
taking such action as they may determmc m the mterest of the young attending such schools."
The London Temperance Hospital is now: rem?ved
to its new premises in Hampstead Road, and 1s entirely
free from debt. The successful establishment of this
institution and the signal evidence which it has afforded
through the seven years of its ~xiste~ce, that alcoh~lic
liquors are quite unnecessary either m the prep~ration
of drugs or as drugs themsel:'es, has vastly ~ontnbutcd
to expel the idea from the mmds of th~ medical f_aculty
and their patients that these baneful liquors are m any
way useful in morbid conditions of the huma~ _framE'.
It will, though indirectly, be _a P?Werful auxiliary to
the prohibitory phase of the agitation.
THE FU)l'DS.

The state of the funds must always be a matter of
anxiety to your Executive, which every true and earnest friend of the Association will share. The present
commercial depression, whose pressure is scarcely if at
all relaxed, has been a period of grave c~mce_rn to y~ur
Executive, whose difficulty was ~o mamtam ~nd mcrease the efficiency of the agitatwn. The difficulty
was increased by the loss through death of ma~y generous friends. Many friends howeyer have tlus year
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kindly augmented their subscriptions, while a num- is to be withheld. The people have on every occasion
ber have subscribed for the first time, so that it is declared in favour of the principles and policy upheld
pleasing to record that the funds are in a healthy and maintained by this Association. They will sustain
condition, having sufficed for the vigorous efforts of the its effortR and strengthen your hands in the good work
fortified by their confidence, cheered by their sympathy,
past year.
The amount received during the year, exclusive of be it yours with indomitable firmness to press your debalance, is £2071 15s ld, which shows the satisfactory mand upon the attention of the Government. SVhatincrease of £55 2s 8d over the income of last year. ever has been gained all through the agitation has
Under the head of "Subscriptions and Donations" been achieved by the most determined action on the
there is the very satisfactory increase of £67 8s 7d. part of the loyal friends of the movement. Let us
This latter increase testifies to the continued gener- bear ourselves like them, let us emulate their indomous liberality of friends to the funds of the Association. itable energy, their uncompromising firmness, their
The amount expended on the operations of the year is glowing faith, and through this course unwaveringly
£2065 19s ll½d, leaving in hand a balance of a similar and faithfully pursued we shall in the near future
reap the reward of our efforts in the enactment of a
amount to that of the last two years.
With a view to enable the Executive to ascertain la.w by which the ratepayers of Scotland will effectuwhat amount of support they might expect to receiYe ally uproot and destroy the liquor traffic.
during the year, they asked the friends of the AssociaMr. M 'CALLUM then read the treasurer's statement.
tion to indicate the extent to which they were disposed
to contribute during the coming year in aid of the agitation. A large number of friends have made a gener- ABSTRACT OF TREASURER'S ACCOUNT FOR YEAR E::{DT ' O
24TH SEPTEMBRR, 1881.
ous response, and many, recognising t~e ~ncouragement
which the early payment of subscript10ns affords to 1
Income.
your Executive, have in the kindest manner sent their
~a.lane~ fr_om last year, £59 2 0~
cheque along with their promise forms. ,vith the To
, , Subscriptions,
.
.
1854 G 0
balance in hand, and with the amount realized al t·eacly I1
Publications and Advertising,
136 12 H
from the promises of friends, your Executive are enaCollections at Public Meetings,
80 16
bled to begin the year'i:! operations with larger resources
than has for some years been the case. They earnest!y
£2130 l'i 1!
trust howeYer that you will not separate to-day without giving your best consideration to this urgent
E.,penditure.
matter, so that the agitation may be prosecuted with
greater vigour and increased agencies.
By 'alaries and Expenses, .
£877 11 3
Your Executive are convinced that a generous and
Publications, 114 O O½
spirited policy, on the part of their friends, with
,, D putational Tours, &c.,
197 16 7½
respect to the movement at all times, will do
, , Office Expense , Clerks' , alaries,
much to inspire the public mind with the earnestness
Stationery, Rent, Taxes, &c.,
272 10 3
and determination which actuates them in this
,, Printing and Advertising,
4-46 1 1
vitally important agitation, and infuse still ~reater
Postages, Tel grams. 'arriages. &c.,
158 0 8~
courage and devotion i~to the heart of the leaders of
,. Balance on hand,
64 17 2
the movemeut, auJ. !ts sui,porters throt~gh ut the
country.
£2130 17 l½

u5

THE OF'FWE, OF TlIE A

'OCIA'l'IOX.

Your Executive have removed the Offices from 30
Hope Street to 112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The change
has been most advantageous to the Association. There
is increased and better accommodation at a rent much
less than was paid for the premises lately occupied.

ASSETS,

To
,.
,.
,.

£34
55
115
64

Accounts due Association,
Office Furniture,
Publications and Stationery, Cash on hand,
.

CONCLU lON.

In bringing their Report of the operations of the
Association during the bygone year to a close, Y?nt'
Executive have to congratulate you upon the position
and prospects of the agitation. The advance that was
ma.de la.at year and ·whic~1 has been fu~ly ma.intainecl
this year is proof of the solid progress of t~e_movcmeut.
All sections of the Temperance and Prohibitory movement are looking earnestly forward to the time w heu
the Government will grant some means of relief from
the terrible national infliction of the liquor traffic, the
application of which they will gladly leave to tl~e rii:tepayers. Social Reformers everywh~re are ma~ufestmg
a growing amount of sympathy with the obJe?t you
have in view: the churches have accepted the prmc1ple
of a local interference with the liquor traffic, and at no
distant day will show th~mselves the most powerful
and influential of your allies. Great as has been the
progress of the agitation, _yo_ur Executive are islad to
observe that it seems as 1f 1t were but whettrng the
resolution and the determination of the Scottish
Permissive Prohibitory party for a more decided advance and the time seems to smile npon the effort.
The people have again and ag~in affir1~1ed tl~rough
their parliamentary representatives their desire to
have the ratepayers of cotland iuveste~ with a direct
veto over the liqnor traffic, and a.re becommg pro.foundly
convinced that only through the demand w~10h you
continue to so earnestly press upon the attentLOn of the
Legislature can they hop~ to secure the final settle1:1en+,
of a question the most vital to the welf~re ~f society.
The justice of this demand cannot be gamsatd. It r~.ma.in~ with the <;ommu~ty to say bow much longer 1t

10
6
17
17

0
0
0
2

£270 10 2
LIADILITIE;-,.

By Accounts due Association,
,. Balance in favour of Association,

.

£30
240

7 3
2 11

£270 10 2

Glasgow, 26tl,. Septembfir, 1881.-I have examined tho
books of the cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association for year endiug 24th September, 1881, aml
compared them with the vouchers produced, and I certi_fy the whole correct-the balance on hand being
Sixty-four pounds seventeen shillings and two pence
JNo. GOURLAY, O.A.
sterling.
(Signed)
Aiulitor.
-----Mr. l\f 'CALLUM said the ExecutiYe had to return
their warme_st thanks to the friends for their support.
The Executive could go on cheerfully with their work
when they got the sinews of war. This was the most
I satisfactory state they had been in for six or seven
years back. The Executive were somewhat anxious
I as to how they were to get on in consequence of the
depression in trade. Then there was another matter
they ba.d to contend with. Many people did not know
whether Local Option was the Permissive Bill. 'l'he
1
Permissive Bill was Local Option, and Local Option
1
was the Per miss ve Bill. (Applause. ) Well there had
been £5G more in subscriptions than la.st year. That
was a gratifying fact. (Applause.) He then thought
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there was no society in Glasgow stood upon a
firmer footing than theirs, and be expressed the hope
that the friends of the Association would continue to
give it their support. (Applause.) A few members had
been doubling their subscriptions and promises had
been received from many others; they would soon with
a full treasury gain the end they all had in view.
(Applause.)
Mr. LINDSAY, in moving "that the repot·ts now read
be adopted, printed and circulated," said he had much
pleasure in doing so, though he was sorry the report had
not been read in its fulness. The chairman remarked
that they had not yet come to the end of their work.
He (the speaker) did not think that was to be lamented.
The people had to be educated, and he thought every
year which passed they must have observed there was
a greater desire prevailed in the breasts of the people,
either for legislation, or for some effort being put forth
to lessen the intemperance of the land. (Applause.)
The work of the Scottish Permissive Bill Association
was thorough, and no make-believe. He closed by asking
the meeting to agree unanimously to his resolution.
(Applause.)
Mr. JAMIESON of Ayr, in seconding the resolution,
said some people were very apt to find fault, but they
could have no occasion that day to speak disparagingly
of the labours of those engaged in the working of the
Scottish J:>ermissive Bill Association. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN,-The first resolution has been moved
and seconded. Is it your ~wish that it be carried?
(Applause.)
Mr. MATTHEW EDWARDS of Aber<.leen mo ed "That
the following gentlemen be the office-bearers of this
Association for the ensuing year." (The list is held over.)
Mr. Edwards said it was very important that men of
sound wisdom and common sense, and thorougb.ly understanding the objects of the Association should be at
the head of its affairs; therefore, he had much pleasure
in proposing those gentlemen named.
Bailie KENNEDY of Moffat, in seconding the motion,
trusted all the gentlemen named would be thoroughgoing and eamest social reformers.
The motion was adopted.
Mr. JOHN WILSON, J.P., said-Before speaking to
the resolution put into my hands, I would throw out a
hint to our excellent Secretary, Mr. Mackay, that the
next time he advertises the business meeting of the
Association, he should put in a separate para.graph
"ladies cordially invited to attend." (Hear, hear.)
We all know how much we are indebted to the ladies
in this movement, and I am certain had an opportunity
been given them, they would have been present at this
meeting. (Hear, hear.) I shall now read the resolution which has been put into my hands. It is, I think,
the most important which will come before this meeting
to-day:" That this meeting regards the progress of the agitation
during the year as highly satisfactory; 1·ejoices at the very
decided parliamentary vote of this year in fa vom· of Local
Option, heartily approves of the energetic manner in which
the conference resolution of last year has been can-ied out,
recommends the Executive to continue these conference
meetings, and to otherwise prosecute the agitation with
unabated energy, so that a thorough-going measure for
Scotland may be introduced into Parliament at the earliest
possible moment." (Applause.)
From what we have heard stated by the preceding
speakers, and from the exhaustive reports which the
Secretary read to us, I feel that you will be fully convinced that the agitation during the past year and the
work of the Society have heen highly satisfactory.
(Applause.) We all rejoice at the results which ha,7 e
been arrived at in the House of Commons ·w ith reference to the resolution proposed by ir Wilfrid Lawson
on Local Option. (Applause.) J:>arliament by a large,
ay, exceedingly large majority, so far as Scotland is
concemed, has approved of that measure twice over.
(Applause.) I feel proud of my country that we stand
in such au enviable position before other nations as
temperance people. Notwithstanding all that has been
said about the drunkenness of the country, we can, as
temperance reformers, bring such an i.nilnellce tQ bear

upon our Members of Parliament that they shall be
constrained, some of them against their mind, to go in
with us in the views we hold. At the last annual
meeting a special resolution was adopted that conferences should take place during the year in different
parts of the country in order to educate the peo~le up
to that standpoint in which we ourselves are. rhese
meetings did great good. N otwithstauding the very
unfavourable weather, our agents have been most indefatigable in their efforts to spread temperance knowledge over the country, and the results of their labours
are manifesting themselves, because there is now a
healthy sentiment in society with reference to our
work and temperance principles generally. (Applause.)
I trust that the Executive will continue to carry out
the programme which they have entered upon, and
hold conferences, conversaziones, and other meetings,
and also get up electoral memorials and deputations to
press the important points which we hold upon the
minds of Members of Parliament. (Applause.) I think
we in this country have arrived at the stage that we
are ripe for a prohibitory measure for Scotland-(applause)-a measure that will give us a power-the principle which the British House of Commons has now
twice over accepted. (Applause.) • cotchmen were
the first, as our chairman stated, to teach the sister
countries the blessings of the Sunday Prohibitory Act,
which for many years has worked so well that Ireland
. has entered upon the same lines. (Applause.) Last
session saw the crowning tt-inmph of Vv ales, which had
voted so persistently to come under the beneficent influence of this measure. We shall probably see England moving in the right direction, for Cardinal
Manning, at a meeting held in Liverpool last week,
stated "that, as sure as summer comes next year, we
shall have this measure for England." (Applause.)
All these things are certain indications of progress, and
I would ask you to do all in your power to aid the
Executive of this Association in their endeavours
to keep this important subject prominently before the
public mind, so that when the hour arrives for carrying
a thorough-going measure, we may be ready to use all
the power we possess in gaining a great triumph.
(Applause.)
Mr. A. SHANKS, Barrhead-The speech by our
worthy friend Mr. Wilson saves me from making many
remarks in seconding the motion
The resolution
states, " That this meeting regards the progress of the
agit~tion during the year_ as highlr satisfactory, ~d
rejoices at the very decided parliamentary vote m
favour of Local Option." Now, our progress has been
very great. In fact, if we had received nothing else
but that which Wales got, we would have reason to be
thankful, and to take courage. This has been a great
step in the right direction of temperance legislation.
I believe that although the United Kingdom Alliance,
and the Scottish Permissive Bill Association, have not
been specially working for Sabbath prohibition in
Wales and in Ireland, yet, I say, it has been through
the influence of these associations that the measures
were passed. (Applause.) With regard to Sir Wilfrid
Lawson's measure, though I believe his putting before
Parliament his Local Option Resolution was a wise one,
still his idea of Local Option, and the ideas of many
who voted for it, are very different things indeed. But
I approve of it as a temperance move, because it sets
to the test the principle of putting this matter in the
hands of the people in one form or another. What we
want is something more substantial. What I li~e
about the Permissive Bill is that people know wliat 1t
means · that it is power for the people to put down the
liquor traffic if they so choose. This is the_ policy of
our Association, and I would not like to see 1t degenerate into anything else. (Hear, hear.) I think it
would be a good idea if we had in several parts of the
country little local Permissive Bill associations, be.cause
I know they are required. I can speak from experience.
In Barrhead, when the Good Templars came to the
front, the old reformers dropped their fl.a~, and left their
work to be done by the new society of Good Templars.
I do not wish to say anything against that body, but the
partiQular work we pursiwd hil.S UQt been taken u~
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by them, so there is room for the reconstruction of the
old teetotal societies, which could aid us in pushing
forward this Permissive Bill. (Applause.) I am puzzled that we have fortv Scotch members on our siJ.e
and not one of them is ·prepared to take up our measur~
and make it his own. (Hear, hear.) Scotland ha s the
reputation of being a nation of heroes, and it has a
history of heroism both in political and ecclesiastical
affairs; therefore I am astonished as years roll on, that
no one has been brave enough to take up the measure.
There is our friend Mr. Wilson. He has made enough
of money-(a laugh)- could he not be persuaded to
make the Permissive Bill for Scotland his life work?
(Laughter and applause.) I have much pleasure in
seconding this resolution. (Applause.)
. Ex:-B_ailie :MAXWELL, Dundee, in supporting the motion, said he was glad to see the temperance question had
been brought up at the recent meeting of the British
Association. He hoped that it would not only come
up there, but come up at meetings of all kinds of
institutions, for he held there was no kind of meeting
where it could not be discussed. He would welcome
any measure in the right direction, even one where
the grocer's license was separated from the beer
license. When speaking of licensing boards which
would he an improvement, he was met by a cry of no,
no. To which his response was that he was there to
give his opinion. (Applause.)
Dr. M 'CULLOCH said they woulcl neyer raise the
enthusiasm of the people with an indefinite measure.
They, in fact, did not understand Local Option.
Everyone understood the Permissive Bill. (Hear,
hear.) His opinion was they con ld not improve the
liquor traffic, the only improvement that would be
effectual, would be to improve it off the face of the
earth. (Applause and laughter. )
Mr. T. RoBL~SON, Hurlet, said that although they
had so many Scotch members of parliament, they had
no one am ongst them who was willing to be th e
lea~er. There must be something wrong when no man
cou1<;l be got to fill that position. J::Ie thought tbere
was a fear of dividing the Liberal party in getting at
what th ey aimed. 'fhat was their weakness. But
why need they wait, could they not get one of their
own men there to-day to be the leader; ay, there was
the mover of the resolution sitting there. (Applause.)
Mr. .lE E AS MA KAY, of Edinburgh, asked ,vbat he
was to understand by the latter part of the motion,
was it Local Option or Permissive Bill?
Bailie TORRE~· interposed ancl said, he thought the
answer was easily given. The r esolution carried this
in its face, they were willing to accept any legislation
which came in their di"rection; but their demand was
nothing less than the Permissive Bill. (Applause.)
.Mr. REID, of Coatbridge, asked if there was nothin cr
less than Permissive Bill, why was it not stated in th~
resolution?
ere they ashamed of the organisation
of their Association? He said as a member they ought
not to be ashamed of their name, they ought to go on
at once, and not say "a thorough going measure," but
'' a Permissive Bill for Scotland. " (Applause.)
Bailie ToRREXS said they were not ashamed of their
position. He asked that the expression be withdrawn.
Mr. REID in doing so proposed as an amendment,
that we introduce "Permissive Bill for Scotland
~nstead of thorough-going measure. " (Applause.)
Mr. .-E!EAS MACKAY was glad to hear that it was
not a Local Option measure that they were going in
for. This resolution had been put before them year
after year, and he asked what really were the E xecutive doing? If they would pay attention to the
few , cotch members of parliament who were wavering
they would find that their cause was much advanced.
Mr. R MACKAY, the Secretary, said it was evident
that some of the members were beginning to twit
them just like the outsiders, but some morning the
Executive might be able to meet them to congratulate
them on the success of their efforts. Their great
clifficulty was this, they could not get a man with
backbone enough to stand along with Sir ,vilfrid
Lawson.
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Re,·. Dr. AD.a.MSON, Edinburgh, considered that to
make the change suggested would be going back
instead of making progress. (Applause.) A Local
Option measure was in effect a Permissive Bill, and
vice versa. It was, he thought, insulting to his
intellect for anyone to come and ask what wns meant
by a thorough-going measure.
Mr. M 'LAREN considered this resolution as the most
important, and it was their duty to discuss it fairly
and fully before letting it go past. It ought to have
been made a little more defiuite, and in order to make
it ~o, ~e did not se_e why that meeting could have any
obJ ect10ns to word.m g the latter part of the resolution
1
in this way; "to prepare a thorough-going measure for
, cotland to be introduced into Parliament during the
ensuing session. " He did not see why the motion
should not pass with that alteration. They could have
nothing tangible before them till they got a bill. To
talk about Local Option and nothing definite, they
would never make any progress. (Applause.)
Ex-Provost DICK said they could get plenty tu
adopt a measure on certain grounds, but what they
wanted was a thorough-going measure, as stated in tho
resolution : These words, "thorough-going measure, "
were nothing leBs than " a thorough-going PermissiYe
' Bill." (Applause.)
I
Mr. A!;:.EAS MA KAY said that it was wasting time
to move resolutions year after year. The Executive had
neYer yet made a draft of a bill, and he thought that
until they did that they could not shew what they
wa,ntcd. He would ask Mr. Mackay why a bill was
never framed.
Mr. MACKAY said that being the se1·,,ant of the 1110Yc•
ment he had never taken an active part in the business
meeting, preferring to listen. But being directly ap•
pealed to, he could easily answer the question. The
Executive in 1870 drafted a bill and laid it before
the friends in the most important districts. It was
far too advanced. In l 76 a second bill was drafted
and laid before Honoural,le members in the Conference
Room of the Hou1,e of Comrnon , but its penal clauses
were considered much too severe. These were in the
IX. clause. H e would read it. It was to the effect
t!1at neither sale, barter, or othenvise disposing of
h quor was to be allowed. The penalty for doing so
was imprisonment for a first offence of three month ,
&c., and with the confiscation of the liquor and uten•
sils. But they were quite hopeful on the subject and
clid not give way to despair. (Applause.) The Executive would b a Yery glad to send to the country a draft of the bill. It could be read at confer•
ences, and then sent back with a resolution stating the
decision the conferences had arrived at regarding the
proposed bill .
Mr. M'D1rnMID of Dollar said the Executive should
hold a conference in Ulackmaunan. He did not think ·
they ever h '31cl a conference there. Clackmam1anshire
was one of the most important counties at the present
time. If t he electors under whose auspices he was met
that clay, knew the principles of tke Association
they would make the Lord-Advocate know them, and
knowing them he would ha.Ye an influenne in the
Cabinet, and also would be backed up by the members
I for Scotland. (Applause.)
After s?me further discussion Mr. Mackay, Edin•
burgh, said he was thoroughly satisfied with Bailie
Torrens' answer, and the chairman pu~-ting the resoluI tion to the meeting, declared it carrieu.
j
Mr. lENEAS MACKAY, Edinburgh, moved the fourth
resolution, which read as follows:I "That this meeting records its warm approval of the
Social R ej0?'1ner; tenders its grateful thanks to editor and
I contributors ; approves of the issue of literature which has
taken place during the year; heartily recommends this
important department to the co-operation and support of
members and friends throughout the country, in order that
I the Executive may be enabled to devote increased attention
j to th<> issue of solid, educative, and appropriate literature.''
He said public meetings did a great deal of good, but
\ liternture ~id _more, because it went into the homes,
and was d1stnbuted to, and read by, persons who
l woulJ. not otherwise learn of the great work the AssoI
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ciation was doing. He highly approved of the Social thorongh-going temperance sentiment being among the
RPjonne1· which was a working representative of the Executive, and those in the meeting.
Association. (Applause.)
Mr. EDWARDS seconded the motion, which was
. Coun?illor Ru~SELL of Perth in seconding the resolu- adopted.
t10n, sa1cl he derived the greatest amount of blessingMr. JOHN ScoTT, Lesmahagow, moved a vote of
and he had no doubt it was the experience of many thanks to Treasurer Hamilton for presiding, and Mr.
throughout the c~untry-i~ perusing the 8ocial Refor- John Concher, Glasgow, proposed a similar compliment
rner and other hterature issued by the Association. to the Executive. On the motion of the Hev. S.
(Applause.)
Harding the Secretary was thanked for his services.
Captain BRoTCHIE rose to support the resolution, All the_se motions were cordially adopted, and the
because the literature issued, including the Sor.ial Re- proceedmgs concluded by Rev. Mr. Hamilton proformer, had done an immense good throughout the nouncing the benediction.
country. (Applause.)
Mr. SEMPLE said it was a pity the circulation of the
Rej01-mer _shol~ld be so limit~d. He thought the agents
THE ANNUAL TEA MEETING.
should bnng 1t more prommently before the constituThis
meeting
took place in the saloon of the City
ents. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. MALCOLM said the organ of the Association was Hall, which was crowded by an audience largely coma. ca~ital one. He took eighty copies per month, and posed of ladies. The chair was occupied by John
d1stnbnted them to many persons who were not tem- ·w illiams, Esq., \Vishaw, who was supported by R.
M'Callum, Esq., ex-Bailie Burt, Rev. .R.. J. Lynde,
perance reformers. (Applause.)
Rev. Mr. HARDING thought it would be well to get and Mrs. Lynde, Rev. Dr. Grundy, Mrs. Professor
Kirk, Miss White, R. C. Iurray, Esq., Bailie Selthe boys upon the streets to sell the Social .Hr>jormff.
. The CH~IRMA:-l" put the motion to the meeting, and kirk, Mr. James Winning, Rev. J. A. Johnstone, and
fr. R. Mackay.
1t was carried.
After the company had partaken of a sumptuous
Mr. JOHN WILLIAMS, of Wishaw, moved the fifth
tea, and accompaniments serYed in a superior style by
resolution, as follows :Mr. Jenkins, Great \V estern Cooking Depot, thanks
" Th~t this ~eeting,_ having in view ~he pressing necessity were returned by the singing of the hundredth psalm,
that exists for mcreasmg and extendmg the operntioru of Mr. R. emple of Paisley leading the melody.
the Association, earnestly and respectfully urges members
The chairman then gave a most excellent address,
and friends to take the financial requirements of the movement into their immediate and generous consideration ~o based upon what he held to be the cardinal principle of
that _the Exe?utive, du~·ing the coming year, may be am'ply the te~nperance reformation, the most important truth
furmshed with financial resources for a vigorous and ever discovered-that man had no need of intoxicating
sustained agitation."
liquors. (great applause). Addresses were then deHe said, in moving that resolution he was not begging livered by fr. Matthew Edwards, Aberdeen T. A.
for money for orphans and widows, but for funds to Society; Mr. Campbell, Independent Order of Rechaprevent children becoming orphans anrl women widows. bites; Mr. Matthew Hilson, Edinburgh T. A. Society;
He hoped that this matter would be generously consi- 1Ir. John Stewart, I. 0. G. T.; ex-Bailie Burt, Scottish
Temperance League; Mr. Neil Buie, Greeuock T. A.
dered. (Applause.)
·ociety; Mrs. Helen Kirk, Scottish Christian Union
~r. JA~E.' ,v!:-.NI!"G, of Paisley, in seconding the
motion, said thell' friend from lackmannanshire ha<l British Women's Temperance Association; Mr. John
oble,
been complaining of their having no conference. The Paton, United Kingdom Alliance; Mr. Wm.
fact of the matter was this- the Executive had to cease Blue Ribbon Army; :Mr. James Malcolm, St. Rollox
meantime having such conferences because they hall 1'emperance Society; Mr. Andrew Brown, Kerse, &c.,
not the means at their command. He was lookin cr at &c. The thanks of the meeting to the chairman were
L!s friend, Bailie T?rrens. _That gentleman tho1~ht heartily awarded on the motion of ex-Provost Dick,
l11m one of the most irrepressible of men. The Bailie, and thi:, most enjoyable meeting was dismissed by
if he (the speaker) recommended any scheme, Rev. ,Tames A. Johnstone, who represented the Scot.
would remark they were going into b~nkruptcy. tish Temperance League, pronouncing the benediction.
(Laughter.) The resources required to be developed,
and no agitation could be canied on to success unless
the members and friends gave funds to sustain that
MEETING JN THE CITY HALL.
agitation. (Applause.)
Bailie TORRE ·s said it was rather amusing to come
to that meeting and hear how the Executive were to PROPOSED LOCAL OPTION RILL FOR SCOTLA~D.
work, and also tind money besides-(laughter)-ancl to '1'11E twenty-third annual public meeting of this Associalisten to the complaints as to what they were doing. tion was held in the evening in the City Hall. There
Could any of the gentlemen calculate the valuable tfrne he was a large gathering. The proceedings were annonn cecl
and many of his colleagues had spent in prosecuting the to begin at half-pa t seyen o'clock, but long before that
work of the Association. He had been the previous hour the large hall was quite crowded in all parts, and
night at Kirkintilloch, and the other night at Kilsyth
advocating the cause, a11Ll his travelling expenses were later comers were seut iuto the Lesser Hall where an
not paid, and in fact he had to pay for his ticket that oYerflow meeting was held. In the large hall the chair
evening to the City Hall. (A laugh.) Mr. Winning was taken by Lord Colin Campbell, M.P., who was snphad to make too mnch begging. He should not have portecl on the platform by the peakers, and amongst
stooped to beg. It was the dnty of every one to.give others, by Treasurer Hamilton, Bailie Farquhar, Bailie
as the Lord ha<l. prospered him t o this, the greatest Selkirk; Councillors Torrens, Osborne, Lamberton, Ure,
cause that was ever agitated in the laud. (Applause.)
and Filshill ; ex-Bailie Burt, ancl Bailie Maxwell, DunThe resolution being put to the meeting, was heartily dee; Dr. M'Millan, Dr. M'Cnlloch, Dumfries; Rev.
carried.
I R. Mitchell, Manchester, Rev. George Gladstone, Rev.
Mr. Du~•C,\ X FERGCSO~ of Barrhead moved the sixth I John Edgar, Rev. Robert Finlay, Perth, Rev. Wm.
resolutionJackson, Eyemonth ; Rev. Dr. Morison, Rev. Dr.
" Fully and gratefully recognising the valuable services Nicholson, of Linlithgow; Rev. Dr. Adamson, of Edinrendered to the Association and the movement by friends burgh; Rev. Samuel Harding, Messrs. ,vm. Robertson,
and supporters, this meeting tenders i ts most cordial thanks and Jas. Winning, of Pai ley; ex-Councillor Fulton;
to advocates, to agents of the Association, and to all who
have in n.ny way striven to advance the interests of the ex-Provost Cameron, of Pollokshaws; Messrs. John
"il:on , J.P., Anclw Wallace, ThomasJackson,John Turnagitation.''
He thought the resolution deserved the cordial ap- bull, James Finlayson, Wm. Johnstone, Jam es Jamieson
oble (London), R. E.
proval of the meeting. He was satisfied from the dis- (Ayr), "illiam Carney, Wm.
cussions which took place tha.t clay there was a healthy, Aitken, A, H, M'Lean, Thomas Jenkins, James Miller
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8haw, Peter Ritchie) Kilmamock), A. Ritchie, Daniel
Mackny, James Watson, W. vV. Grant, J . 1\-fiddlemass,
T. Pendreigb, J. Armstrong, J. Miller, J. Darling, J.
Steel, J. H. \Vaterstone, A. Drysdale, Edinburgh; Wm.
Fyfe, R. Moyes, Wm. Coghill, R. M'Cnllum, R Dransfield, J. N. :M:'Allister, P. Ferguson, R. Mackay,
Glasgow; '!'hos. Clark, Largs; A. Bro"-n, Kerse: J.
Morris, Rroxburn; P. Turner, and G. Wilson, Leith;
Councillor Russeil, Perth ; ,T. P. Lossock, Peebles; J.
Lightbody, Lanark; Bailie Kennedy, Moffat; J. Howison, Uddingstoue; Jas. Dymock, Boness; J. Osborne,
Mearns; W. Crombie, Avonbridge; Matthew Edwards,
Aberdeen; W. Blackwood, Aberdeen; J. Fullarton,
Saltcoats, &c., &c. Mr. harles Tennant, M. P., of
The Glen, sat in the side gallery, with Lady Campbell,
wife of Lord Colin Campbell.
Lonn Co LIN CAMPDELT,, M. P., who was received with
loud cheers, said-Ladies and Gentlemen-I have been
several times on several occasions in this hall, but I do
not remember on any one of them to have experienced
a more cordial and kindly welcome than I have got this
night. (Cheers.) I can assure you that I am not so
vain as to take this entirely to myself--! take it to be
your way of congratulating me upon the fact that I
come here surrounded by those who have really earned
some such welcome, accompanied by the hon. member
for Carlisle- (cheers)-- who we all know is the best
company in the world-(lau(l'hter and cheers)-and
nccompanied by many others who have put their hand
to the plough and endeavoured to work out a great
social reform. (Hear, hear.) Well, I can assure you
that I am very glad to come here, glad to show my
respect not only to that large and increasing bouy of
electors which I learned to respect at the last election(laughter and cheers)-that large and increasing body of
electors which has adopted and acted upon the programme of this A sociation, but also to Ahow my re ·pect
to the hou. member for Carlise, your len:1er, our leader
--(cheers)-in and out of l"arliament, who b • his indefatigable cxel'tion ·, by his courage in the face of
obstaclf:s which would have disheartened ma11y a le:s
earnest and conscientious man, has gone on until be has
placed you in a 11osition from which, if you cannot now
look ou complete and absolute victory, yet a position
from which the steps towards final and complete victory
a.nd triumph are comparatively few and easy. (Cheers.)
When I remember that this movement originated, as far
as Parliamentary history is conccrneJ, iu 1864, that in
the course of seveuteen years, if I am right, he has
thirteeu times challenged the opinion of Parliament
upon this r1uestion in four successive Parliam nts, and
that in spite of many discouragement., in spite of
adverse decisions and of gr at majorities against him,
aye, and in spite of the unfavourable attitude of many
who are now the leaders even of his own party, he has
11ersevered until h e has influenced the election of a Parliameut which is prepared to carry out this great work
of reform. (Cheers. ) lt in fact has Jeclared itself twice,
on two successive occasions, in favour of such reform.
I think that you will search in vain in the history of
our Legislature for an instance of more splendid tenacity
and fixity of purpose. Well, I m.ust say that I think
you have nearly reached th, goal. You have overcome
what I will term the inertiurn of the Parliament, and I
must express the hope, and even the confident hope,
that another session of Parliament
not pass awny
without there being added to the Statute Book a mea ·urc which will grant to the people that degree of
freedom which you have been educated up to, a measure
which,':while granting this degree of freedom, will alsoI fear that I am about to trespass on somewhat contested
and debateable ground-will also grant a recognition of
those rights which we are apt to term vested rights rights which have unhappily grown up - •been suffered
to grow up-by the lethargy and the apathy of the
Legislature..
ell, now, I remember that on the last
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election, and I had that experience, you were told-·I
am not quite sure that I was not amongst the number
who told you-tha.t you might lay aside all crotchets,
that for the sake of the party it was necessary to lay
aside all crotchets. Well I have to congratulate you
that I am convinced that you took the right course.
(Hear, hear.) 'I have to congratulate you that you did
not allow this question to be put into the category of
crotchets, that you have lifted it ont of this category,
and though I do not, though I cannot, go as far as many
of you, though I am not in favour of absolute restriction
of the liquor traffic-(a voice, "Prohibition ")-the prohibition of the liquor traffic-well so be it; but I know
there are many of you who believe that absolute restriction of the liquor trn.ffic is possible. I don't believe
that it is possible, and if it were possible, I am not very
sure, indeell I am persuaded I may say, that it would
not be entirely just. (Cheers.) But I go far enough. I
think you will say I go far enough, in accepting the
great principle that the ratepayer should have a voice in
the determination of the number of public-houses or
pest-houses, which you choose to call them-(cheers)
--determine the number of such houses which a locality
is to have. In accepting this rloctrine I think you are
urging reform which is most vital to the interest of the
community.
I think you are urging reform which exceeds in its importance, which is more clamant, more
urgent, than any party cry-(cheers)-than any qucstiou which is now before the Legislature; ay, than the
question of the agrarian state of Ireland--(cheers)-aud
I sincerely trust that you will not allow another session
of Parliament, at least as far as the question concerns
Scotland, to pass without puttii1g some pressure on the
Ministry to bring forward a measure which shall give you
those rights for which you have b en agitating. (Cheers.)
Well, ladies and ~entlemen, I do not know, 1 cannot see
why this question shonhl be postponed.
I cannot ee
why you <;]ioulJ not force i , with all the power of this
great organiu,tion, upon the attention of Parlinrnent
and upon the consideration of the Ministry. I t 11 yot1
that there is nothing more important.
I <lo not know
that those questions upon which Parliament bas pro•
ceeded and debated during the la -t session arc more
important. I am not sure that it is wise to allow the
people of this country to think that the Land League of
Ireland is to be the only league using weapons "·hich the
people of thi country will never use (hear, hear, and
cheers)-the only league which shall exto1t from the
Ministers the principle which is fonude<l upon the abiding principles of justice; and I must say I think that
the difficulties which encompass us in considering the
reform of the licensini;( laws are insignificant in cornparison with that great work which 1r. Gladstone under .
to0k. (Cheers.) And I think also that the evils arising
fro111 leaving it alone are likely to be much greater than
th e evils which we might conceive possible to arise from
allowing the peasants of Ireland to remain at the mercy
of the landlorJs and the feudal laws. The Liberal
party at the })resent moment are thinking of extending the franchise. (Cheers.) It would be a strange
anomaly if the Liberal Government were to pass such a
measure dealing with the franchise before it had conceded to the people--b~fore it had granted to the ratepayers a certain control-that control which you wish
for your own internal affairs. We think to codify the
c1imiual law. It is certainly a question of great importance. But why not go fir t to the fountain-head(hear, hear)- to the main cause of all the crime in this
country. (Loud cheers.) We shall be told next session
that there are great fiscal difficulties-great difficulties of
a social and economic kind.
Ladies aud gentlen1en,
there were great difficulties 50 years ago, when Parliament, prompted by the philanthropy, and aided by the
devout labours of Wm. \Vilberforce, carried that great
Act of Emancipation which cost this country twenty
millions of money, which freed something like 800,000
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negroes, and which abolished, root and branch, the
most detestable and most obnoxious trade which has
ever disgraced the commerce of mankind. (Cheers.)
Now, there is one aspect of the case which, I think, at
this time we cannot overlook. It is the expression of
opinion which has come from Scotland. (Cheers.) I
need only remind you of the vote of 1880, of the vote
of the 18th June, that forty Scotch members voted for
the resolution of the hon. member for Carlisle-(cheers)
-while only five voted against that resolution.
(Cheers.) And if you will go to the trouble of analysing the number of that vote, I think you will find
that represents the vote of a majority of 310,000 electors, as compared with a vote of less than 13,000.
(Cheers.) Now, I am afraid to go too deep into figures,
but I don't think it would be unreasonable to take the
minority in each case at a fourth; and if you will work
out the figures of that vote, you will find that you get
something like a net majority of 148,000 votes in
favour of that measure which is advocated by the hon.
member for Carlisle. (Cheers.) Now, I cannot see
that if the people of England are not ready to give
their assent to some such measure that the people of
Scotland should be held back. (Loud cheers.) And I
say this, if the Government do not introduce a measure
for the United Kingdom, they are at least bound by
these figures to introduce a separate bill for Scotland.
(Cheers.) I am in great hopes that there will be no
great occasion for such separate action. \Ye have the
satisfaction of knowing that many members of the
Government have passed into the lobby with the hon.
baronet. We have the satisfaction of kno ;ving that
some three or four members of the Cabinet have declared their adhesion to the principles embodied in the
resolution. (Cheers.) And, above all, we have the
declaration of Mr. Gladstone. (Cheers.) We have the
earnest declaration that the Licensing Laws were urgently in need of reform.
e have his declaration
that as soon as the pressure of public business-and
mind you, if I may say it with respect, - it is for you
to increase the pressure-(laughter)-will permit this
question shall engage the attention of the Administration. (Cheers.) Not only that, it shall be based upon
this resolution which has twice been affirmed by the
House of Conmons. I trust we may not see Parliament
placed in the false position of twice declaring itself by
two resolutions passed in two successive years, in
favour of this measure. I am sure that would be a
false position. I know that an abstract resolution is
very awful, and most disagreeable to a Ministry. It is
a most disagreeable pill to take, especially when the
Government kno,1 they mast be prepared with a
draught to swallow afterwards. I say that it is the
duty-the urgent and solemn duty-of the Executive
to ~ive effect to the resolutions of the House. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, I thank you most cordially for
the kind-hearted and patient attention you have given
to me. (Loud cheers.)
Rev. Dr. NICHOLSON moved the first resolution, as
follows:-" That this meeting regards with profound
concern the abounding social and moral evils which
originate in and are fostered by the liquor traffic, together with its enormous waste of the national resources, and calls earnestly for such an united effort on the
part of the electors of Scotland as will secure to the
people the legal power to remove these gigantic
national evils." He said that there was no call why
he should enlarge upon these abounding moral and
social eYils, because they were seen all around. The
Yictims of strong drink thronged into the corner shops,
for the publicans knew well how to secure the best
sites. They could always afford to giYe the best prices
for the best sites. The time was when there was a
great deal of wordy commiseration upon this subject.
The time had now come for action. They were going
to the Legislature-the most intelligent for many years
-and ask them to give justice. Considering that
restriction was applied to the sale of drugs and dynamite, the objection to the restriction of the liquor
traffic was utterly baseless and illusory. The drunkenness of the country was in proportion to the number
of public-houses. Depend upon it, the more you mul-
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tiplied the public-houses, the more you increased the
dnmkenness of the country. It was said that the
liquor trade should be thrown open to all. But this
was tried in Liverpool, and the result was they had to
revert to the other plan-to a certain extent to restrict
the number of licenses. Then as to compensation,
when that was broached, the idea was received with a
smile of incredulity by those interested in the traffic.
But when it was brought forward by others, and
notably by the head of the present Government, it
demanded attention, and ought to be faced. But
really the certificate to sell liquor never conveyed the
right to compensation. It only stated that the right
was to be exercised for a year. It was no very great
inducement to go into an ordinary business to be told
that the license to sell a commodity was for only one
year, and no longer. (A voice-''lt is long enough,"
laughter and cheers.) He was glad to see their friend
agreed with him. (Cheers.) Some would say it was
too long. Dr. Nicholson then pointed out how on the
one hand public-houses increased the value of the property in which they were situated, and how on the
other they depreciated the Yalue of adjoining property,
the owners of which obtained no compensation.
Mr. JOHN WILSOX, J.P., Glasgow, said-My Lord,
ladies and gentlemen,-! rise with much pleasure to
second the resolution so well and ably put by Dr.
Nicholson, with every word of which I cordially con•
cur. It appears to me that while this great movement
is one that ought deeply to interest us all, yet in a
special manner it is a movement of supreme importance
to working men. Their more favoured and well-to-do
fellow-citizens in the social scale of life can and do
protect themselves from the evil effects of having public-houses planted in their in1mediate neighbourhood,
and in most cases you have to go a good way before
you can get one of those institutions which are ostensibly planted with such extravagant consideration for
the benefit of the working classes. (Cheers.) In fact,
my lord, it is most difficult to suppose that a working
man is able to live and rear a family surrounded with
such incentives to all that appeals to the lower instinct
of human nature without being contaminated with the
vice of intemperance. (Cheers.) As for the waste of
the national resources, when we think of the sum
annually spent on strong drink one stands appalled at
the nation's wickedness, I use strong language, but
nothing stronger than the circumstances of the case
demand. ,vithin the last three years it has been my
misfortune to look over accounts involving millions of
money ; but t confess that when I look at what is
stated as the sum of this nation's drinking bill, I feel
persuaded that it is impossible to comprehend intelli.
gently its vastness, prodigality, and waste. Indeed,
language is too feeble to convey to the mind what 150
millions of money means. (Cheers.) Nor is this all,
if you add to it the ouicome of this misguided power,
in the idleness and indolence, the crime a.nd poverty
which it generates-the requirements of benevolence
that is needed to counteract and minimise the misery
entailed on society-the criminal jurisprudence that is
required to keep it in check-the sorrow and affliction
that has to be endured, on which no figures in money
value can be placed ; the whole making such a total
that I feel convinced, were the Christian intelligence
of the country calmly to weigh the whole subject, this
resolution would meet with the unanimous approval of
every right-minded ratepn.yer, not only of Scotland,
but also of the whole British empire. (Cheers.) It
had been said by a great statesman that the object of
all government ought to be to make it easy to do right,
and difficult to do wrong. I trust that the worthy
statesman who is reported to have said this will yet
see his way to bend those wonderful Goel-given powers
of his to the consideration of this great question, and
may light be given him to see his way to devise and
carry through a measure that will emancipate this
grand old country of ours from this great evil.
{Cheers.) I cordially beg to second the resolution.
Lord COLIN CAMPBELL-I should like to read a telegram I haYe just received from the annual conference
of the North of England Temperance League, Sunder-
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land :-"This annual conference sends hearty greetings
to you and Sir Wilfrid Lawson, and sincerely wishes
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association anniversary all success." (Cheers.) I shall now
call upon Sir Wilfrid Lawson. (Cheer.s. j
Mr. JOHN WrLsox-The organist was not at his post
to play " See the conquering hero comes;" but here he
is. (Cheers.)
Sir w·ILFRID LAWSON, M.P., who was most enthusiastically received, the audience rising to their feet,
waving hats anctkerchefs, and cheering heartily, saitlLadies and gentlemen, I have always heard, and, indeed, I know, that the Scottish people are people of
great intelligence-(laughter, and hear, hear)-but I
am inclined to think that among that intelligent race
about the most intelligent and the shrewdest specimens
who can be found are to be found in the ExecutiYe of
this Association. (Laughter.) I will tell you what
they did, pretty nearly accurately, perhaps not quite
accurately, but they did something of this kind. 'l'hey
wrote to Lord Colin Campbell before writing to me,
before having any promise from me, and they said,
'' My lord, will you come and preside at the annual
meeting to meet Sir Wilfrid Lawson? "-(laughter)and then they wrote to me, I think by the same post,
and they said, '' Sir Wilfrid, you really must come to
do honour to Lord Colin Campbell "-(laughter)- and
that is the history of our both being here. (Laughter.)
But I say, in all sober earnestness, that you are intelligent-(laughter)-and you proved it on the 18th of last
June, when yon gave me that tremendous and overwhelming majority of the Scotch vote on the Local
Option resolution. (Cheers.) Ah! I think it was a
good vote; I thing it was a good policy. To-night we
are here to advocate fair trade, the policy of Protection.
{Laughter.) Oh, yes ; not the protection which is in
vogue in some quarters, not the protection which is to
prevent us eating too much, but it is the protection to
prevent us drinking too much.
(Hear, h ar, and
laughter.) We are not fighting to protect ourselves
from imports, to drive a.way people who visli to sell us
goods. No; we are trying to protect ourselves from a
foe that is entrenched in our midst, and that foe is the
liquor traffic, which John Bright-(cheers)-several
years ago said was a traffic producing i.n this country
crime, disorder, ancl madness. I ha •e said that you
showed your intelligence by sending members to Parliament who agreed with me. (Laughter.) That always
is the real test by which we try any man's intelligence.
(Laughter.) And in agreeing with me they voted for
what is ea.lled Local Option, and to-night I am here
advocating Local Option. But I will be bound to say
there are a good many people in this meeting-(At this
stage a person at the back of the hall shouted at the
pitch of his voice and apparently in an excited manner,
"Sir \Vilfrid Lawson ")-probably the gentleman who
shouts is one of them- (laughter)-who do not exactly
know what Local Option means in regard to the liquor
traffic. It does not mean gi ·ing you any judicial
power, any of those powers which now belong to the
magistrates as regards licenses; it does not mean giYing to the people of this country any power to regulate
the liquor traffic, and arrange how it should be carried
on. It simply means giving you the power of the veto
on the issue of licenses by whomsoever those licenses
may be issued-(cheers)-simply giving you the
choice, the option of saying whether you will haYe
licenses among you or whether you will not. That is
the whole of Local Option, and it is very natural that
our friends the publicans do not like it. There is a
peculiarity about every institution and eYery vested
interest that they have-that they think the world was
made for it, and not it for the world. It is the same
with all sorts of institutions. My lord, you and I have
sat in the House of Commons. Is not night made
hideous by every colonel in the British army crying
out that everything is to be done for them, that the
country exists for them, and not they for the country?
So it is with the officers of the law. Propose law reform, and the lawyers are down upon you directly.
They want to live by the law, to live on you, and not
rou ti;> liv~ QJJ. · them! (Lau~hter.) If you tr~• to take
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away any privileges from the Irish landlords, it takes
a whole session for us to do it; because they think the
earth is not the Lord's, but the landlord's. (Great
laughter and cheers.) Very naturally our friends the
publicans say-Y,re are a great institution, and the
country is bound to maintain us, and we ought to be
allowed to carry on our trade wherever we like; whereever we and a bench of three or four magistrates choose
to say that our trade should be carried on, there it ought
to be carried on; and the people for whom one would
imagine it was carried on have no right to say anything
at all in the matter. Now that, I think, is a grievance.
I think that the privilege which is granted to the drink
sellers, whenever they can get the magistrates to agree
with them, of setting these down wherever they please,
is a very serious evil to the people of this country.
And why? The trade is not like any other trade, as
my rev. friend, I think, explained to you. If a butcher's shop be set up, or a baker's shop, the people deal
with it. It does not increase the rates. That man
does a fair business, and lives by legitimate profit.
But the publican, when he sets up a shop, immediately
increases your rates and taxes for the crime, and the
pauperism, and the riots that are produced. You see
that they have some disturbances in Ireland now and
then-it is not so peaceful as Glasgow. (Laughter.)
And in Belfast, I think, they have religious fights now
and then; but I do not believe they would fight, even
about religion, there if it was not for the drink, because
I have ob erved over and over again, after they have
been at war in Belfast for a day or two, you see a telegram in the Times, "About fiye o'clock in the afternoon, the Magistrates decided that all the drink shops
should be shut up; since then the town has been perfectly quiet." (Laughter and cheers.) Ah, now mankind are the same all the world over- Ireland, cotland,
ancl England-in this respect. One more case though
for Ireland-I got it only the other day, and it is
rather goo<l. It is co1rnected with the Limerick ra<!es.
Now I should think that if there was a hot-bed of riot
anywhei·e, it would most likely be Limeric races. But
th Magistrates took a sensible course this year, and
they shut up the drink shops. They said there
should be sold no drink on the racecourse of Limerick, nnd the sporting correspondent of the Freeman's Journal, writing from Limerick on the 13th
September, says - "All was peace and harmony
at Ballinacurra to-day, and not even a, passing thumping match- called for the intervention of the police.
I have never been on a racecourse where I saw less
rowdyism or intemperance. Peace, absolute an<l utter,
characterised the opening day of the Limerick meeting. "
Now, I say if the prohibition of the liquor traffic can
produce peace at the Limerick races, there is no spot
in the wide world which it won't help to pacify.
(Hear, hear.) One more quotation to show how this
drink is the curse, as the poet says, of every age anll
every clime. Ve are all thinking a deal of America
to-day, and our heart~ are sad as we think of the grief
that has befallen that country-the home of fre edom and the home of progress ; and we hope that,
surmounting that trial, they will go on and prosper.
(Che rs.) But what is the danger in America? There
is no danger from Demoeracy in itself. This is the
danger, as \Vendell Phillips, their greatest speaker, said
only the other day-" If universal suffrage ever fails
here for a time-permanently it canno11-fail- it will not
be incapable civil service, nor ambitious soldiers, nor
Southern vandals, nor venal legislatures, nor greed of
wealth, nor boy statesmen, rotten before they are ripe,
that will put universal suffrage into eclipse-it will be
rum entrenched in great cities and commanding every
vantage ground. ' That is a strong indictment against
the drink traffic, and a strong fact is that where we
find that drink boycotted, put a stop to just as at
Limerick races, there you have peace, order, and increasing prosperity. (Cheers.) Now I do not propose,
I never have proposed in the House of Commons, that
you should have a law shutting up all the public houses.
Vif e do not want to shut up a single public house, we
only want to prevent them selling drink. I never
propQsed to sto.r the sale Qf q.rink: I wquld do it -~n {\
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minute if I thoughtl I .bad a chance of carrying it. wrong that places for the sale of liquor should be thrown
(Laughter.) What I have said is, "Let local com- upon communities who did not wish to have them.
munities have their option in this matter-(cheers)- (Cheers.) That was the whole meaning of the resoluleaving all the machinery, licensing magistrates to tion. But we did nothing that session. We were very
license the houses, jail ors to take care of the manufactured busy last session. A number of important things had
article, policemen tolook after them-leaving everything to be attended to. In England, you know, we are not
exactly as it is-only, I say, put a key into the hands of so much civilised as you are, and up to last year wo
the people by which they can turn off the steam and could not bury Dissenters decently. We had to put
prevent the machinery going to work if they wish to do all that right, and Mr. Gladstone was hu!!y repea.lina
so. Now, I am not going into the compensation ques- the Malt Tax-which appears to me to have puzzled
tion. You have heard a good deal about that already everybody and satisfied nobody-and looking after the
very ably put. All I say is that if the publicans have affairs of Montenegro. We are always very anxious to
any right to compensation, I sincerely, earnestly, and see justice done to foreign countries, whatever is done
cordially hope that they will get it. (Laughter.) I am at home. And my friend, Sir ·William Harcourt, was
waiting anx10usly every day to see their case. Nobody very busy combating the ravages of hares and rabbits.
pays a bill until it is sent in, but when we get our So we could not attend to the drunkenness of the
Local Option Bill-which I hope, as the chairman says, English people when we had all these things on hand.
the Government soon will bring in-when we get that Then came the session of 1881, and I moved my
bill into committee, then the publicans, no doubt, will resolution again-only, mark you, it was stronger.
state their case ; and you may be quite sure they will We increased the dose this time. Instead of affirmin D'
have a very favourable jury, for the House of Commons merely the injustice, we affirmed that the House had
has an affection for all sorts of scoundrels-(laughter)- already affirmed the injustice, and that we ought now
and I have not the slightest doubt that the publicans speedily to legislate on the matter, and have a law
will get what they deserve, and perhaps rather more. carrying out the principles of the resolution already
(Laughter.) Now, I think it is two years since I had passed. The dose was stronger, hut the majority was
the pleasure of addressing your great annual meeting, bigger. That was very encouraging. Instead of 26 we
and, to use a. classical expression, a great many things had a majority of 42, and although I have said we are
have happened since then. (Laughter.) One thing not Liberals or Conservatives here- we are neutralswas the Midlothian campai~n. (Cheers.) I am glad yet we may be very glad-there is no harm in thatthat the campaign ma.de an impression on your minds ; we may be very glad that there were so many Liberals
it made an impression on a great many people's minds. in the majority, because the Liberal party being in
(Laughter.) I think that Mr. Ashmead Barttlet, power it is the party to whom we must look to doing
in the House of Commons, has more than once us any good. And what were the numbers? Why,
explained that from the Midlothian campaign 245 Liberals voted for me and 22 against me. (Cheers .)
arose all the subsequent evils in Europe, Asia, No pa1-ty question! Oh no, the Conservatives di<l
Africa, and America- (laughter)-Turkey, India, and better this time ; in fact they did in England three
the Fiji Islands. (Laughter.) I do not think it did times as well as they did before, because in 1880 I only
so much harm as that. I think it dirl an immense deal got one, this year I got three. (Great laughter.) As
of good. (Cheers.) What was the great lesson that the noble chairman has told you, the vote of the Scotch
the greatest orator of his day-(cheers)- when he came Liberals was one of the most remarkable votes in the
to Scotland, taught to the people in the Midlothian annals of our Parliamentary history. Forty-one to one
campaign ? \Vhy, it was the wickedness of our selfish of the Liberal members in Scotland voted in favour of
aggressions upon foreign n ations and selfishly t aking this great right being granted to the people of England,
from them what was not ours in pursuit of what we Scotland, and Wales. And we ha.cl two or three Concalled our own interests; and I agree with that great servati vea from Scotland-I think two-and if you take
statesman. But surely if war and outrage are wrong Scotch Liberals and Conservatives together you have a
when perpetrated against foreigners, they are equally majority of eight to one of the Scotch members in
wrong when perpetrated against the people of our own favour of my motion. Now, of the 22 Libera.ls who
country. (Cheers.) .And what does this drunkenness, voted against me, personally they were excellent good
do, this drunkenness which is the outcome of the liquor men. I have not a word to say against them, but I
traffic? Why, in the words of Mr. Gladstone himself, think if anybody was to go through them man by man,
it produces in thie country the cumulative evils of war, he would find that a. more unreliable, shaky, weakpestilence, and famine. (Cheers.) So I say we may kneed lot of Liberals never assembled together in any
take courage from the Midlothian campaign. But place before. (Laughter and cheers.) I wonder how
something else has happened since I have been h ere Mr. Gladstone felt when he found himself in such comtwo year3 ago. You have had a general election. Un- pany. \Ve all have the greatest regard for Mr. Gladfortunately it put out the Tories. (Laughter . ) This stone, and we all mm?t be sorry to see him getting into
is not a political meeting, and so I may shed a t ear bad company. \Vhy, there were three "Basses " with
over this unhappy event. But what I have to explain him in the lobby. You know we have brewers iu the
to you to-night is that it put out somebody else beside House of Commons. By whole families they come in
the Tories. \Yhat became of the great drink traffickers? - fathers anu sons, and I daresay the grandsons by and
vVhy, it was like a flood . There were two or three by. There were the three Basses-the great ale-kings
dozen brewers struggling in the water all at once. of England-marching around Mr. Gladstone into the
Morning after morning, when we got our papers, we lobby. I wonder if h e thought of the old song about
read how another batch of brewers had gone to the the "Three Allsopps " then when he was there with
bottom. (Laughter.) Don't you remember what Mr. Bass's entire around him. (Laughter.) I think h e
Gladstone made of the three jolly Allsopps who went must have felt lonesome, and would have liked to have
out to dine, or something of that kind, and never came been with the l'E:spectable people-with the noble lord
back again. Why, it was the greatest overthrow im- and me. (Laughter.) But it is no use to be too much
aginable. As the late Lord Beaconsfield said himself, vexed about anything. Don't be too much vexed a.bou t
concerning the overthrow of the Tories on that occasion, Mr. Gladstone not going with us on that occasion. I
it was the greatest smash that had ever been seen sine~ say that we had a great triumph in regard to Mr. Gladthe days of Overend and Gurney. (Laughter.) And stone himself-a most remarkable triumph, because
what was the result of that great election as regards Mr. Gladstone, although he went into the lobby voting
onr point? Well, the chairman has t old you what the in the division in whi ch ten to one of the party of
result was. No sooner did we get a Parliament more whi ch he is leader were on the other side, he did not
truly representing the public opinion than any P arli a- speak , and when Mr. Gladstone does not speak you
ment of our day, no sooner did we get that Parliament may be quite sure there is nothing to be said. (Great
installed at St. Stephen's than ,vithin a very few months laughter and cheers. ) Now, you know I am here tothey passed a resolution declaring and affirming the night defending Mr. Gladstone, that is my businesspolicy which I am advocating to-night, declaring in a (laughter)-because I know some of you would feel
t~ll h9use, by a majority of 26 1 that it was unjust and rathar sorry at that vot~; and if then: are any Mic;l-
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lothian electors here-I think I can see some of them.
hanging their heads for shame-I want to encourage
them, give them hope, and give them more confidence
in Mr. Gln.tlstone, because he really is with us in
pite of himself. ·w hy, my friend here quoted
his memorable words in which he said it was
the duty of the Government to make it easy for
men to do right, and difficult for them to do wrong;
n.ncl if he thinks for a moment he must know that
scattering public houses about the country is the way
to make it easy for men to do wrong and difficult for
them to do right. (Laughter and cheers.) And more
than that, you have heard of the Irish Sunday Closing
Bill which we had such fights over some sessions ago.
,veil, Mr. Gladstone used to help ns warmly in that
matter. And why did he support the Sunday Closing
Bill in Ireland? For this reason-he said that the
members in Ireland were-here are his words, he said
this-that we had the highest and most reliable of all
manifestations, the most regular and constitutional,
namely, the Yotes of the large majority of the representatives of Ireland. But in that case-I looked it out
the other day-the majority was only five to one ; but
here in Scotland the demand for local option is backed
up by the representatives of Scotlancl by a majority of
eight to one. (Cheers.) They have as much right to
this benefit as our Irish fellow-countrymen had to their
Sunday closing, and surely Mr. Glaclstone could not
long resist all this overwhelming evidence in favour of
there being a strong popular opinion on this matter.
ay, I hope, as the noble chairman hopes, that before
long we shall see him leading the van in the attack
upon this grinding and crushing monopoly. (Cheers.)
My lord, you are quite right. I don't think Ireland
ought to block the way for ever. I say the thirty
million of people in England, Scotland, and Wales have
as much claim to be attended to as the four or five
millions in Ireland. (Cheers.) We do not really ask
the GoYernmcnt to take up any great amount of its
time in this matter. ..\Ve have told you we want no
gr::md bills for licensing boards ::.ncl fresh reg-ulation~
nnd fresh choices as to the character of publicans, and
all sorts of regulations of that kind. Nothing of the
sort. Let the Government bring this in if they sec
their way to do it. But we do not ask them to do that.
VY e say, '' You license regulators have ha.cl a fair chance.
You have done your best, and now it is time that the
people who believe in permissive prohibition should
have their chance also." (Chcers.j Why, the Tories
tried licensing reform. Mr. Cross brought in a bill.
fr. Gladstone's first Government brought in a bill.
fr. 'ross made the thing a little worse, and Mr. Bruce
made it a little better. But we find that all these
licensing schemes arc failures. Sometimes the licenses
have been granted by the Excise, sometimes by elected
magistrates, for you have elected magistrates in Glasgow, who grant the licenses; but we always find the
same thing, whether administered through a Board, or
bench of magistrates, or the Excise ; and whether you
administer to the people in the shape of whisky, beer,
or wine, it still works evil and woe to the country. It
is no use people saying that the evil is not very great.
,ve know it is. I heard a bishop the other day saying
we were the drunkenest nation in Europe ; and what
dicl Mr. Samuel Morley say ? Quoting the opinion that
the world has of us-I am quoting this to show that
the thing is no light evil-Mr. Morley said when he
went to Switzerland, the people had a song which,
translated into English, was this:
A Swiss will drink whenever he can,
Till he gets as drunk as au Englishman.
(Laughter.) Now, I say the time has come to wipe out
this reproach on our national character. \Vho can do
it'{ The present Government can do it. (Cheers.)
,vho can make them do it? The Parliament of this
country can make them do it. .And who can make
Parliament act? Why, you, the electors of the kingdom, and nobo ly else. (Cheers.) The Government is
in earnest when Parliament is in earnest, and Parliament is in earnest when the electors are in earnest, and
at no other time. Here then, let me sum up the case
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before I sit down.
Parliament has twice admitted a
grievance and a crying wrong-the thrusting of drinking shops on places where th y are not wanted. No
private member could carry a bill through dealing with
that evil. The present GoYernment came into power
declaring especially that its mission was to restore the
authority of Parliament. And I say it is not credible
-at least I will not believe-that the present Government will be so false to all their promises and their
principles as to ignore the mandate of the country and
the decision of the House of Commons. Our course is
clear-we must give them no rest until they hearken to
the voice of the nation. Lord Colin Campbell told us
with ingenuous frankness that he had learned to respect
the Permissive Bill electors in his constituency, and
that is what we want. We want the House of Commons to respect us, and the Govemment to learn to
respect the decision of the House of Commons ; and I
say, my lord, that surely what we are fighting for is
worthy something more than a mere party struggle, the
mere putting out the one Government and putting in
another, dethroning one Prime Minister and replacing
him by his successor.
Ours is no dark intrigue for place,
No jostling in a party race ;
Beneath our banner proud to sfand,
Look up the noblest in the land.
And what is inscribed on our motto? ·why, the grand
old words, that what is morally wrong can ne,·er be
politically right. Under that motto, if we be true to
ourselves, beyond the shadow of a doubt, we shall ere
long march to a great and glorious triumph. (Loud
cheers.)
The CuAIRl\IAN, after putting the resolution to the
meeting, declared that it had been carried unanimously.
Lord COLIN then asked if the meeting would return
as answer to the telegram from the North of England
Temperance Society the following: "That you recipro~ate th good wishes ancl congratulations of the North
of England Temperance League." (Loud cheers.) Before calling on the next speaker, his lordship said he
would read a second telegram which had come in from
J. M. Skinner, 0 ford, who telegraph cl-"Our magistrates have to-day refused the licenses of six of the
twelve publicans who were scheduled for corrnpt pnicticcr,; at the late election." (Cheers.)
REV. R. J. LYNDE moved" That this meeting declares its profound conviction that
no legislation on the liquor traffic will be satisfactory to
the people of Scotland which does not confer full powers
on ratepayers or householders to veto all traffic in alcoholic
liquors when they shall !iO determine."
He came among them, he said, as a representative of
the Irish Temperance League-(cheers)-to convey to
the Glasgow brethren their warmest sympathy with
the present movement, and to catch and carry back if
he could some of that sacred enthusiasm which animated their breasts in connection with one of the
noblest national causes which ever banded a people
together. {Cheers. ) The presence of Irishmen even
in the highest councils of the realm was not always
conducive to harmony-(laughter)-and he feared they
were credited with an amount of pugnacity which if
it could not find an adequate field abroad must seek
an outlet in intermittent eruptions at home. (Laughter.) ,vhatever truth there might be in that, he
thought he might safely say that on no public question
within the memory of living man had there been such
a consensus of opinion as that which existed at the
present moment in favour of Local Option. One of
the best omens for the future of Ireland was that the
cause which they were met to promote had overleaped
all separating walls of ecclesiastical creed and political
party. Roman Catholic, Episcopalian, and Presbyterian-Liberal, Conservative, and Home Ruler-were
found standing shoulder to shoulder, and, by a large
majority of their Parliamentary representatives, following the leadership of Sir Wilfrid Lawson. Out of
56 Irish members who voted or paired 36 supported
him, the minority only numbering 20. In Ulster 21
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members voted, ancl of them 17 determined for the
Local Option resolution, and only 4 against. (Cheers.)
He was in a position to tell them that the drink bill of
Treland had decreased since their umlay losing Act
by £2,000,000- (cheers)-whilst both England and
Scotland had increased their drink bill during the
same period. He humbly submitted that with all her
faults, and with them all he loved her still and strongly, Ireland had not been a source of weakness but of
strength to the temperance cause. It obstructives to
hostile or inefficient legislation were wanted she could
furnish apt and experienced agents in that department.
(Laughter.) If the principles of combination were in
their infancy among them, she coulcl teach them how
to form a league whose edicts would carry the force
almost of law. If they wished to be indoctriuatecl
in the wholesome principles of boycotting breweries,
distilleries, and public houses, he did not know wh ere
they· could fincl m ore efficient teachers than in some
parts of Ireland. (Rene wetl laughter. ) If the zeal of
the boycotters outran their discretion, Ireland could
supply them with Emergency men who woulJ preserve a salutary equilibrium in agitated society ; or
if they wi heel for brge-hearted, self-denying, and
devoted combatant in the cause--(ebeers)-the land
which gave them Edgar from the Torth, the father
of the temperance reformation, and F~ther :Mathew from
the 'outh would not be la.eking in a supply of
men of kindred spirit who h eld that the serfdom
of drink was the mo~t galling bondage, and that the
truest patriotism consisted in hewing through the devil's
chain which manacled the kingdoms. (Loud cheers.)
There are three questions to the motion I was called
on to moYe- lst, Is it practicable; 2nd, Js it right;
and 3rd, Is it necessary? As r egards the first we have
no intention of creating an Utopia, or constituency, or
community which should be fortified against the inroans of evil, but we hope and fully expect the Government of these lands to pass a measure which shall
abolish the prime taproot of crime, disease, waste, and
death, from which the nation. acknowledgedly suffers.
(Cheers .) How is this to be accomplished? Our Parliament makes the laws, but our people make the Parliament. The House of Commons has tleclarocl that the
time is ripe '.fo l' legislation on the subject, antl the
groate t living statesman, though non-ploclgod to the
special proposal of ir ·w ilfrid Lawson, has again and
again e -pressed his conviction that some drastic remedy
is needed for the r egnant eYil of the clay. But what
proves the practicability of the present proposal is that
in America it has in several tates become an accomplished fact.
The thing has been already clone.
(Cheers.) In States larger than Scotland, publichouses have ceased to exist. The sale of intoxicants,
SM'e for medical purposes, is a crime punishable by
law, and distilleries, breweries, aucl whisky stores have
been swept into the dust-hole of things that were, ancl
are remembered as we remember the dwellings to which
the memory of a great crime clings like a shadow,
tenantless tenements which we cannot pass without a
shudder. (Cheers.) In my own province we can point
to Bessbrook, where some thousands of workers subsist
without a public-house, and are all the better for it.
The thing is practicable. (Cheers.) The abolition of
slavery seemed imr racticable, but it was accomplished.
Reform seemed. impracticable, but it was effected.
Catholic emancipation seemed impra.cticable, but it
,ms attained. Free trade seemed impracticable, but it
has irresistably been established. (Great cheering.)
Disestablishment seemed impracticable, but there are
no Dissenters in Ireland now. The Land Act seemed
impracticable, but now every tenant in my island may
cultivate his farm, none daring to make h·m afraid.
(Cheers.) The interest in the traffic is immense, but I
believe in a liYing God and in going against any form
of evil in His name, and thongh it ha.cl the thews,
~Lllll the helmet, and the spear, and tho boasting defiance
of Goliath of Gath, I believe the stripling of Temperance can uring it to the dust, and strike off its head
amid the songs of au emancipated nation.
(Groat
cheering.) My answer to the second question, Is it
right? It is certainly, for no harm has been pro,·ed to

have followed to any community who has carried and
enforced a law suppressing the sale of these baneful
lir1uor::i. (Applause.) Indeed, great good would be
effected all round. It would set ten thou sand thralls
who arc now sunk in the most degrading bondage.
It would be a blessed evangel to multitudes who cannot call up strength to combat with the strongest
temptation of their nation.
It would rem.ove the
curse from a million homos which now sit in the shadow
of death. A Christian nation should have learned
long since to rise above the level of the first murderer's
question, "Am I my brother's keeper? "-cbeersinto the pure gospel light of their self denial, '' I will
eat no flesh while the world stancleth if it make my
brother to offend." (Loud cheers.) Of one thing wo
may rest assuretl, that no more righteous cause has
ever fired a people s zeal or roused a people's efforts
than that to which we haYe put our hand. (Applause.)
Jn other causes we may sympathisG with the vanquishetl, fot· many noble traits may have characterised
a system which stern necessity commands us to abolish, 1 ut when the liquor traffic has been abolished uo
ri g hteous man will shed a tear over its fall, no lover of
his kind. will bewail its disappearance, no hater of vice,
immorality and crime but will rejoice when its doom is
struck, for its history down the whole long line of its
existence has been the fearful recortl of lamentation,
mourning and woe, such as no other system ever
called forth. (Cheers.) Lastly, is it necessary this
power of absolute veto? It is too late in the day t
prove its necessity for the evils to which the drink
traffic leads. "\Ve have all supped full of its horrors.
It has been no temporary plague cutting off its thousands ancl then passing away. It has not been like
the stern arbitrament of war which, after a few soaked
battlefields, will give place to a permanent peace. It
is not like a year of famine which scourges a kingdom
till a fresh harvest is ripened, but it has all the concentrated evils of permanent war, permanent famine,
and continuous pestilence combined. All other means
of lessening its ravages but the Yeto power have been
tried and failed. Education has failetl, the teaching of
the pulpit has failed, the power of example has fail ed,
the dread proclamation of the horrors of drink has
failed to warn men away from it, and why? Have we
any right to expect that these weapons will succeed
when we refuse to employ the most effective weapon
of all? I am a Christian, but I am a member of a
Christian community, and until I have used the political power which God has given me with which to
war against this traffic, and have done my best to
drive it from its legal entrenchment, I hi:we no right
to e. peet that the God of battles will give us the
victory. (Cheers.) The Christian religion is not to be
severed from politics but to leaven them; and every
Christian voter is bound, if he takes our view of the
evil of intemperance, to give his vote in favour of the
representatives who are pledged to put down the drink
traffic, or at least to allow the p eople to do so if they
will. (Cheers.) Each is responsible for his political
influence. The State can give us this power, can most
effectively prohibit, and it is the solemn duty of all
voters to see to it that those who represent them in
Parliament should no longer trifle with the national
neefl, bnt grant a boon, the greatest which Government eyer gave a people. I have great pleasure in
moving the resolution. (Loud and. protracted cheering.)
.Mr. "\VILLU!ll NOBLE, in seconding the resolution,
aslrntl what right had any one to place legalised
temptations in the way of others. Dr. 1foffat, at a
meeting at Cardiff, told an incident of a mother sitting
,vith her child when a lion appeared. The mother
rose, and facing the lion, called out she would be torn
in pieces ere she would allow the lion to go near her
ehild. 'rhe lion gazed upon her, and after a while,
seeing her dotennined attitude, went away into the
jungle. (Cheers.) Mr. Noble asked whether the
moth ers of Great Britain would he hraYe enough to
stand up for their children, and oppose the great lion
of strong drink, which was threatening their liYes? I
the mothers manifested courage like that of the poor
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Africn.n woman, we would soon hear of a great diminution of intemperance. (Applause.) Glasgow had the
same evil to contend with as London. At the present
moment there were men connected with the churches,
who ,vere taking money from poor people in exchange
for that which sent them to perdition. The Christian
public were responsible for this state of things.
(Cheers. ) Again, alcohol was no respecter of persons.
It would knock down a bishop as fast as a chimneyswecp. (Laughter and cheers.) He had yet to learn
whether alcohol entered the system of the refined man;
aml then said, '· I beg your pardon, I haYe made a
mistake." ,vhen a poor man was found drunk in the
gutter, some of our refine l men would say, "Poor
fellow, let us open the museums on Sunday." We
would neYcr make a man moral by first making him
break Gou s law. ( 'heers.) Other m n said, let us
giYe the poor man some light wine. But the so-called
light wine made him drunk. There was a :Frenchman
i11Yitcd to a college supper, who partook of a liquor
which gave him a fearful hca.dache. On the follov;ing
morning, he ·aid it ·was a liquor full of contradictions.
It contained brandy to make it strong; sugar to make
it sweet; water to make it weak; and a lemon to
make it sour. (Laughter.) He asked "·hat was its
name, and was told it was called Punch. He said it
was a Yery good name, for it had punched him very
much about the heal. (Laughter.) Mr. Noble affirmed that 60 per cent. of the reforme l drunkards
relapsed . A poor fellow told him, in ,James Morrison
treet Hall, that he was a "waster." Mr. Noble had
never hearrl the ·word before-(langhter)-a.ncl asked
the man to explain. The man told him it meant that
he was a wreck. For that class, prohibition, as the
only afety. (Applause.) Finally, l\Ir. Noble said,
there was , cripture authority for their warfare, and
their watchword should be '' If we conquer in the fight,
thine shall the glory be." (Cheers.)
ProYost lACPITRRSO~ moved the third resolution as
follows:-" That this meeting hail with the li·rnliest
MLtisfactioH the nmuerous 0\'itlenees uf ~he progre~s of
tlw 1110Ye.ment, in partieuln,1· the dec·ided Yoto on Sir
Wilfrid Lawson's Option Resolution, especially the
cotl'h Yote (and pair ) of 43 for and only 5 against;
mgcs on the friends in the con titn ncies the vital importance of contwuiug and increasing the agitation in
and out of Parliament for securing a clirect v ·to on the
lir1uor traffic, and pledges itself to support the, cottish
Permis. ive Bill aml Temperance Association by vigorous co-operation aml liberal support." Ile saitl-..\ly
Lord, ladies and gentlemcn,-T think one of the be-t
eYi<lcnces of the progress of the moYemcnt is to be
found in the large and enthusiastic gathering in this
hall to-night. In the early days of the temperance
reformation, and that not so long ago, it was ycry
difficult to get a place in which to holJ a temperance
meeting, and even more so to get anything like an
audienc .
Jinisters, doctors, and the great hotly of
the p ople were against th moYernent-an<l m·en Sir
,Vilfrid experienced this in the Hou:::e of Common., in
having to l ad, year after y ar, many a forlorn hope
against tremendous odds. It is said we must not
legislate in aclYanco of public opinion. Uut I am gla<l
to say that now public opinion seems in ad,·,1,nce of
legislation, and one of the mo. t deeitled marks of progress is the recent votes in the Brik h Parliament,
when the Local Option resolution was carried, and
aJterward reaffirmetl, ,vith this significant additionthat it ought to he giYen effect to by the Legislature.
\Y c trust, then·fore, that before long Her ~lajesty's
Go,,ernment, as they are in duty bound to do, will
pass a measure embodying the prindple, thanks to
Sir "Tilfrid for his persuasiYe eloquence and able
leadership, and specially to the , cotch contingent, the
gallant 43, who supported and accompanied ir \\' ilfrid
into the lobby of the House of Commons. (Applan e.)
A great deal is made by thos who oppose the movement of majorities ruling minorities. But is not the
whole line of the legislation of the country based on
this Yery principle-the vote of the people? When a
Liberal Government is in power, the Tories say they
ar ' not represented, or rath r they ar miE,repr s nted,
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and that the whole country is going to the dogs.
(Laughter. ) "'hen a Consen·ative GoYernment is in
power, then the Liberals turn round and say the same
thing. In asking, therefore, for Local Option, or the
powet· to a community or a district to :ay ,vhcther or
not they wish public-houses in their midst, we only ask
what is recognised as just and right in Parliamentary
and Municipal GoYernment. Another evidence of progress is that the sympathies of the churche are being
increasingly arrayed on our side. :Ministers are beginning to see it to be their duty, hoth by precept and
example, to throw in their influence with the 1110,ement. One of the most eloquent and earnest ministers
in your city had the moral courage, in this hall, and
from this very platform, to tell his fellow-citizens that
in consequence of the terrible evils con:t;i. cted with the
use of intoxicating drink he had r soh·ed to become a total
abstainer-and this, too, against the expressed wish of
his medical adviser. (Applause. ) A further evidence of
progress is the almo t unanimous testimony of the
highest medical authorities against the use of alcohol.
What did Dr. Andrew Clark, one of Her Majesty's
physicians, and medical adviser to :U:Ir. Gladstone, say
the other day ? That for twenty-five years he had
been physician to one of the largest hospitals in this
country-that it had been a part of his daily business
to ascertain the infiuence which alcoholic <lrinks exert
upon health.- After such a long exp ri nee what is
Dr. Clarke's testimony? That upwards of 70 per cent. of
the patients in the London hospital owe their ill health
to the excessiYe use of alcohol. He further says that alcohol is a poison, and ranks with strychnine, arsenic, and
opium. That a healthy person cannot he benefited by it;
aud although the system can bear it sometimes without
obvious injury, yeti benefited by it neYer. (Applause. )
"\V or king men, and I am glad to see such a large number
of working men present, this is a matter which is closely
connected with your interests and that of your families.
Th se places generally are planted thickly around your
homes, and are temptations not only to yourself but
to your wife ::ind children, whilst your more wealthy
fellow-citizens live away from them, and will on no
account allow even one to come near their dwellings.
Vorking men I have yet to leam that your children
are not just aft dear t.o you as the sons and daughters
of those who li, c in the squares, terraces, a11d parks
in the w .st end. Then rn.Uy eYery one of you round
Sir \Yilfrid, whose Local Option ,..,.ill put you on
equa.l footing, and give you the power to say whether
you wish them or not. (Applause. ) Only yesterday
a largo landed proprietor informed me that in a disLriet
of the county in which he is interested, four-fifths oi
the inhabitants protested again:;t a licen e being forced
upon them, yet even in the face of this remomtrance
the Justices granted it. He said also that he sometimes thought of sending to Sir Wilfrid the particulars
as they might be interesting and useful in the crusade
in which he was engaged. The last part of the
re olution "urges upon all friends of the movement
the great importance of increased agitation and cooperation by personal efforts anrl liberal support."
·we find that large contributions and 1 gacies are gfreu
to our churches, hospitals, and asylums. So far good.
But very small sums comparatively a1e given to temperance organisations. lf, however, it is, as Dr.
Clarke says, that upwards of 70 per cent. are in
hospitals in consequence of the effects of alcohol, and.
a still larger percentage is to be found in our prisons
and poor-houses from the same cause, does it not
occur to you that it would be better to give larger
contributions to our Alliance ancl Permissive Bill and
Temperance Associations, whose a.gencies woulJ sM·e
many from eYer reaching the hospital, the prison, or
the poor-house. (Applause.) Your l::i.te tov.-i1srnan,
John 11' 'avin-(cheers)-loYe<l and esteeme<l by all
who knew him, seemed to act on this principle, for
many years he gave annually £100 to the Scottish
Temperance League, and left a legacy of £1,000 to the
same cause. I t remble for the future of our cou11try
an,l the rising generation, and yet, forsooth, in seeking
to remove the temptations out of the paths of our
brothers anrl sisters we are told that we are inter£ -ring
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with the liberty of the subject. Call this liberty, I
call it bondage, slavery, thousands upon thousands of
our fellow-creatures bound by the enslaving chains of
strong drink, and to-night are sighing and groaning
for deliverance, and that the temptations by which
they are surrounded may be swept away, and swept
away for ever. Is there not a ,¥ilberforce who, for
the sake of his country, will step out as its liberator,
break the fetters and let the oppressed go free ?
(Cheers.) Did you ever hear foreigners say, as I
have heard them, "De Scotch is a drunken people,
de Scotch is a drunken nation," how humiliating to
listen to this and know that it is only too true.
Scotchmen, descendants of Wallace and Bruce, who
fought for our freedom and independence ; Scotchmen,
sons of your noble covenanting forefathers, who, that
they might transmit to us the legacy of civil and
religious freedom, stained the heather with their life
blood, will we, their children, not unite together as
citizens and patriots in doing everything that lies in
our power to wipe away our nations greatest curse and
reproach? (Applause.) Would not our noble chairman, in whose veins there flows the blood of M'Oallummore, lead on the van. (Cheers.) His illustrious
ancestor, the first Marquis of Argyle, signed the
National Covenant and sealed it with his blood. Not
less illustrious in the history of our country would
our chairman be, if, in the House of Commons, he
would move and carry a Local Option Bill for 'cotland,
and thereby effect our country's deliverance from a
curse, the evil of which Mr. Gladstone, the Prime
Minister, says is greater than the accumulated evils
of war, pestilence, and famine. (Loud cheers.)
The Rev. ROBERT vV ALLACE said-I came here as a
representative of the Good Templars-(cheers)-in order
to show our sympathy with the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association. I trust it will neYer
relax its efforts until the drink trade is hanished from
our midst and our country set free. I second the
resolution. (Applause.)
The resolution was unanimously agreed to.
Ex-Bailie TORRENS said he had very little to do on
the present occasion. He was one of those who worked
in other halls and kept himself in the back-ground at
such large gatherings. He had a pleasant duty to
perform, namely, to propose a vote of thanks to the
various speakers who had advocated the great cause.
(Cheers.) It was a pleasure that amongst these
speakers Scotland, Ireland, and England were well
r epresented. If it were proved satisfactorily that this
great evil existed amongst us, then it was right to seek
its removal. (Appla.use.) He had heard it said that
the machinery of the licensing bw was to be kept as it
was, only the people were to have the veto, and some
person mentioned licensing boards. He had no objection to that change, although he thought we had
already as good a licensing board as it was possible to
obtain. He believed that the magistrates were honest
men, and sought to discharge a very disagreeable duty
in the licensing court. A licensing board could do
nothing more. (Applause.) The magistrates had this
advantage, that they knew the cause of the evil, seeing
the results so frequently in the courts. They would
be strange Bailies, indeed, who sought to vindicate the
extension and perpetuation of the liquor traffic. (Applause.) P ersonally, he had witne.:;sed scenes which
had brought the t ears to his eyes, and he was not
ashamed to own it. Indeed, his heart burned with
shame at the rlegradation of poor humanity. This was
especially the case when, in a cell, he saw a young
mother lying drunk with a babe a few weeks old beside
her. Looking upon this spectacle, he vowed that
though he had wrought years and years in the temper:mce cause and in the effort to get others to follow his
example he would continue to labour and to proclaim
the necec,sity of removing this thing which was destroying the vital energies of the men and women of our
land. (Cheers.) They had got Lord Colin to vote for
the Permissive Bill, and now they had got him in the
chair. (Cheers.) They wanted the Members of Parliament to study the question as Christian politicians and
philanthropists, and consider,whether it was right that

anything should go into the national exchequer which
perpetuated the immorality of the people. They were
honoured with the presence of the member for Peeblesshire. (Great cheering.) If that gentleman and the
other members from Scotland saw their way to bring in
a bill for this part of the empire, Government would
not long stand in the way. He moved a vote of thanks
to those gentlemen who had so worthily addressed the
meeting that evening. (Loud applause.)
Sir ,VILFRID LAwso said-On behalf of the other
speakers and myself, I thank you very cordially. But
I have something even more pleasing to do than to
thank you. I have to move a vote of thanks to the
noble lord who has so ably filled the chair to-night.
(Cheers.) There is one circumstance which I do not
think any one has mentioned to-night. I believe his
father bas carried out the principle of Local Option in a
portion of his own property-(cheers)-and that very
good effects have arisen from the prohibition of places
for the sale of drink, which we always do find arises in
such cases. I am delighted to find his son here to-night
prepared to give to the working men and the poor men
of this country the same power to do good which the
rich men already possess. (Cheers.) Now, it is needless
for me to talk about his lordship, because the way in
which you have received this proposition proves to me
the opinion you have of him. On my own part and yours
I thank him for the straightforward manner in which
he has advocated our policy. Something has been said
a bout a bill giving the power of the veto to Scotland
alone. Well, I never saw my way individually to
bring in such a bill, because 1 think it better to go on
the broad principle that I should endeavour to get justice done for the whole of my fellow-citizens throughout
the united kingdom. But there is no reason whatever,
after the vote which your Scottish representatives gave
last June, and after the vV elsh and Irish Bills, and the
Scotch Sunday Closing Bill, why some Scotch member
should not bring forward a Local Option Bill for Scotland. (Applause.) I do not know what his lordship
will think of that suggestion-(laughter)-but I do
know, after having heard him to-night, that if he
shoul i think well of it, there is no l::lcotch member
more able to do justice to the question and to his fellowcountrymen than the noble lord in the chair. (Cheers.)
w·eu, whether he will think it right to come forward
and do that great service for his fellow-countrymen I
have no means of knowing? One thing I do know and
feel convinced of, and that is, whatever his future
career in Parliament, it will be one in which he will be
true to his principles and to his supporters. (Applause.)
I now ask all who are in favour of the motion to hold
up their hands. (Cheers, and all hands held up.) All
those who are contrary. (Laughter.) None. The
motion is carried unanimously, my lord. (Cheers.)
Lord Cou~ CAMPBELL--! have to express my acknowledgment of the more than kind terms in which
the honomable baronet has moved this vote of thanks.
I confess that if I had foreseen all the consequences of
my speech I might have thought better of it, or at
least I might have been l}'.lOre prudent in what I said.
But as the challenge has been thrown down to me, I
cannot refrain from saying this, that if after consultation with other members of Parliament it may seem
wise and expedient-after consultation with the honourable member in the gallery there (Mr. Tennant, M.P.)
-(cheers)-it may seem wise to take a separate line of
action for Scotland, I shall be most glad indeed, and I
shall esteem it a great honour, to put my name on the
back of a bill which shall give to the people of 'cotlaud
that for which the people of Scotland have pronounced
in the most unmistakable te1·ms. (Applause.) Well,
it occurred before I came here to one or two of my
friends on hearing I was to take the chair to-night to
say-" Is it true you are going to take the pledge?"
(Laughter.) I am very glad to come here under the
wing of Bailie Torrens and learn a great deal of the
temperance movement. But I confess 1 have not come
to that. I think I have given sufficient promises for
one night. (Cheers and laughter.) Ladies and gentlemen, I do thank you from my heart for the most cordial
reception you have given me. I have met with recep-
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tions which, I will say, could only have been made
and found among the warm-hearted people of Glasgow.
(Loud cheers.)
The Rev. Mr. HARDING then pronounced the benediction, and the proceedings concluded.
When Lord and Lady Colin, Sir Wilfred Lawson,
an<l Mr. Tennant left the hall they were cheered most
enthusiastically by the large multitude who had been in
the hall. Lady Campbell and the gentlemen bowed their
acknowledgements, and drove off amid continued
cheering.
OVERFLOW MEETING.
HmrnREDS desirous of being present in the large hall
reluctantly turned away unable to secure admission.
About 500 went to the lesser hall. There ex-Provost
Dick took the chair. During the evening, the resolutions prepared for the large meeting were submitted,
and carried by acclamation. The first resolution
was moved, seconded, and supported by Rev. Dr.
Grnndy, Mr. Wm. Blackwood, and Provost Macpherson
respectively; the second one, by Mr. J. H. Waterston,
ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., anll Mr. John Paton; the third,
by J. ·Wilson , Esq., J.P., Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart.,
M. P., and Rev. R. J. Lynde. A vote of thanks was,
on the motion of Mr. R. Simpson, most cordially paid
to the chairman; and the meeting, highly pleased,
dispersed.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
THE LATE MR. JOHN M'DONALD, ABERDEEN.On the 5th ult., in the 76th year of his age, there
departed this life one of the most estimable and disinterested friends of the Temperance Reformation in
the North of Scotland in the person of Mr. John
M'Donald. He was truly a remarkable man. · one
could be in bis presence for any time without coming
naturally to that conclusion. On the Temperance
q uesiion in its length and breadth, its depth and
height. he was an authority. He bad brought the
exercise of a singularly acute and searching reason to
bear with such effect upon this question that no one
surpa.ssed him in the knowledge of it in all its bearings. His views were those of the most advanced
thinkers on the question, and these he upheld even in
the face of formidable opposition and at the risk of
rupturing private friendship. Far-reaching in the
sweep of his intellect, eminently sagacious as regarded
the future, singularly trustful in the progress of truth
and right, he inspired all in contact with him with a
fervid sense of duty towards the movement that had
such a hold upon his affections; and also with an
unfaltering expectation in its ultimate and triumphant
success. None who knew him well but felt that his
convictions were pervaded by that love of truth which
is the sovereign good of human nature, that honesty
and sincerity, that intelligence and wisdom which distinguish the highest order of minds. His capacity of
thought so largely transcended his powers of expression that in public he was never able to sufficiently
exhibit the exuberance of wisdom he had so carefully
treasured up on this matter, so it was the privilege
only of the more intimate of his friends to enjoy that
communion of mind with mind which constituted the
supreme pleasure derivable from his friendship.
Singularly free from dogmatism, he was eager to give
all who differed from him the same credit for truthseeking as he inflexibly cfaimed for himself-hence the
respect entertained for him even by those that were
unable to agree with him, and that was never diminished or withdrawn. He held no parley with insincerity nor faithle ssness, nor hesitated to bestow on
such vices his withering rebuke. Like other noble
souls, although he had a presentiment that he might
not participate in the final triumph here below of the
cause he held so dear, yet he laboured none the less
ardently and hopefully in its behalf. During his long
life he had been assiduous to his personal duties and
enjoyed almost uninterrupted health. Latterly, however, he was sensible of the failure of his eyesight, and
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had become blind in one of his eyes. The exhaustion
caused by nursing his partner, to whom he was most
devotedly attached, had not passed away, when, in
July last, she suddenly died by his side. The shock,
togethe~ with jaundice acting on a frame which had
long survived the allotted span of human existence,
overwhelmed his weakened powers of resistance, and
cut off a life as pure in its aspirations, as loyal to its
obligation, as clear in its moral vision, and as resolute
in the pursuits of true happiness, as exists. No more
leal adherent to the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association lived than John M'Donald, who
has been one of its vice-presidents for nearly a score
of years, and one of its most liberal supporters in the
north. The Executive have recorded in their minutes
their deep sense of the loss sustained by the cause
through his decease, and their high appreciation of his
worth as a man and a social moral reformer.
THE LATE JonN MACDONALD.-Our obituary of the
6th inst. contained the name of this quiet, unostentatious but worthy citizen, a man little kno-wn beyond
the precincts of the well-conducted coffee room on the
New Market stairs, where, since the opening of that
important public institution in 1842, now a period of
thirty-nine years, he successfully carried on a quiet,
useful business, respected by his customers alike for his
uniform eourtesy and the superior quality of the viands
he supplied. During so long a business career as that
indicated,Mr. Macdonald could not fail to have made the
acquaintance of many of his fellow-men; but few of them,
probably, were likely to have imagined that their quiet,
unostentatious host was none else than the last male
representative of the famous Macdonalds of Glencoe.
Speaking from a thirty-six years' intimate acquaintance
with him, and an even more intimate acquaintance
with his bosom friend, the late Dr. Linton, R.N., we
can say that John Macdonald had higher life aims than
t emporary distinctions and mere material interests.
He believed in God as a reality, not as a figure of
speech. His faith in the ultimate triumph of righteousness by Jesus Chriet ·was immovable. He kn~w his
Bible much better than many professional divines; and
what was of far more practical value, he reduced its
golden letters to practice in his life. His theological
opinions might not have squared with some creeds, hut
his life was all right. His reading was select. He
knew what and how to read. He was a thinker of no
mean order; and the select circle of his intimate acquaintances do not need to be told of the clearness with
which be could lay down a propositioM,:and the cogency
with which he could enforce it. Nothing gave him
greater delight than to make the acquaintance of a
thoughtful young man, nor could anything exceed his
pa.tience with the · early prejudices which his keen eye
never failed to detect as obstructions in the path of an
ardent inquirer. His method was to shed a ray of light
in upon the mind and heart, thus silently but surely
displacing prejudice from the mind, as the fresh and
budding life of spring displaces the withered leaves of
a former growth. His adherence to the tempera.nee
cause was whole-hearted and progressive. His knowledge of the nature and effects of alcohol upon the
human system was extensive and thorough. The prohibition of the traffic in all intoxicants for beverage
purposes, by the will of the people, he was one of the
earliest of temperance reformers to apprehend and fully
appreciate Iu all questions affecting the g0od of mankind, John Macdonald took a deep and lively interest,
and was ever ready to aid every good cause, both by
counsel and menns. He was an indulgent and attached
husband and a loving father; but lea,·es neither wife
nor family behind him.-Abercleen Daily Free Press.
Upon being promised a penny by his mother if he
would take a dose of castor oil, a bad little boy obtained the money and then told his parent that she
might '' cast her oil" into the street.
I clasped her tiny hand in mine ; I vowed to shield
h er from the wind and from the world's cold storms.
She set her beauteous eyes on me, and with her little
lips said she, "An umbrella will do as well."
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THE FUNDS.

* * * ]Jfernbers, friends, and Societies subscribing to
tlie Fw1 1 ls of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
'l'enivercmce Associntion a1·e respectfully infonnerl that Subscription · to the Association, if
not already paid, are now du e, and will be
glcull11 received by the Agents and at the CJ.tfices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow.
The demands upon
the Association are increa.~iny, a11cl it woulcl
materially et sist the Executive in vrom,ptly meeting these, were 1;ubscriptions 7Jnid in the jorme1·
1·ather th an the latter pm·t of the financial year,
which will close on '20th SeJJt~mber, 1882.

THE pocIAL

'R EfORMER

OCTOBER, 1881.
***The almost entire absorption of thespn cc :1.t
onr command by the Annnal Meetings procee<lings
haR forced us to crush out evPrytliing not already in
type, pven although we gfre an eight page supplement. Our contribulors may depend on us doing
our best to overtake nll possible arrears in next
issue. May we hope that this unmber will luwe its
circula.tion helped by out· friend this month?
-x-** We fell into an unaccountable error last
month when we said, in our leacling columns, that
Ex-Lord A<l vocn.te M'Laren hacl uot yet Yoted for
the Local Option Resolutiou of the House of Corun10n . . lie di<l so in Jnue Inst. Snch of our reader:,
as file our magazine will we hope correct the error
with a pen.
Month by month for the pttst nine months all that
had a bearing on our questi on in the Imperial Parliament has fouud a place in our colnrrnrn. \Ve ha \'C
not anywhe1·e seen n. similar attempt. Ouly the
more important matters ha\·e Leeu thought worthy
of record. In om opinion ,~ liistory uot omitting
anything will more vividly . how Urn relation of the
Liquor Traffic to the tate, how much that system
interferes with the bnsiness of Parliament, how invariably it requires, late inte1-fere11ce, and how were
it not for the constaut exercise of pu Llic opiniou little
even of legislative palliatives wonlJ be secured. As a
mirror, too, of the steady flow and force of the tide
of public opinion, such a. history cannot fail to Le
interesting.
e have rnaJe the al tempt fur one
session, a.nd th at a most rema.rkn1.Jle one. None but
those who have eutere<l npou such attenipt ca n
judge of Lhe patience aud the re8eard1 requirell, hut
if it prove half as intere. ting ..rncl lin.lf as useful to
our reaclers as it lias b een i1,structi va to onr.,;el ves
we shall rejoice.

,v

OUR A~ UAL :-.IEETI:N"G:-'.

·wE

hn.ve to congratulate the ._;cottish Pern1is~ive
Bill and Temperance A~ ociatinn unit annual meetings, which were n. brilliant sn cn,is. Nolhing like
them has taken place. The friends are feeling the
prog re. s being made; they sec th:1.t in Padiament,

as well as in the conntry, the cause is a power.
They find that at every bye-election the active friends
of the movement exert themselves, and there will at
no clistant date be no can•lidate returned who does
not sympathise with their efforts. They believe the
time is ripe for ah advance, and last Tuesday they
gathered them. elves t gether to rejoice over the past
aud to determine what a ction should mark the
coming year.
The attendance at the bnsine.ss meeting largely
exceeded the attendance of past year ; and, to our
liking, a deep earnestness pervaJed the proceediugs. Men a sembled to treugtben the Executive
in their unfaltering purpos , and once more to
declare that their concepLion of Local Option was
idcnLical with the Permissive Bill. It was plen.•
sant to find that the presence of more of the
fair sex than we have seen only whetted the
desire that there should be many more.
e
see no reason why women should not crowd our
busi11 ess meeting.
There is no barrier iu the way.
We have seen a lady and her daughter there, wit.h
scarcely an exception, for twenty years, and we feel
sure that the presence of other women as loyal to the
movement as they have ever proved will be in harmony with the feelings of the executive. The chairman's speech was as usual a resume of the progre s
of the movement in all its aspects. It deserved the
a.pplause bestowe<l upon it. The Report was too
lengthy a. document to be read, bnt we think that a.
mistake was made in compressing its special poiuts
into ten minutes. The Treasurer's report was most
creditable to the liberality of the members ; the
funds, if not flourishing, a.re in :i healthy condition.
The resolutions were fe,Yer iu nnrulJer, to allow of
fuller cli cussiou on tht:: poli cy of Lbe movement.
The Report was warmly prn.isecl au<l U1Janiruou. ly
adopted, the Office-bearers cordially elected, the
Bocictl Reformer unstintedly praised, and the literature of the yem· heartily approved ; the friends
co-operating with the Execntive and tli e A gents recei vecl the warm thanks of all; theExE>cnti ve's se rvices
graLefnlly ackuowledged, and the Secretary received
The real resolution
a ruee<l of approbatiou.
of the meeting was the third . It meant approval of the p:1.st work, and the continuance
of conference work, and that preparatiou of
the conntry for a determined Parliamentary
struggle to ge t n, Local Option Bill for Scotland .
The n,ost s nperficinl present must have seen from
the tone of the meeting the unquenchable spil'it that
had brought the movemeut to its present stage
glowing brightly in the resolution, a.ml we anticipate t ha t our pages will be crow<lerl hy the recor<ls
of the stn1ggle resolved upon.

,v

The tea meeting was qnite n. jubilant nffair-011e
of the sunuiest we have seen. There \Vas n. la.rge1·
num1 er of the fair sex, :tnd their preseuce leut a
gay appearance to the saloon . The provision for
their eujoymeut was superior and most admirably
serverl. The chairman wa:3 truly D, mol3t g ni~ l
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governor of the feast. His position was acknowledged, but his power was never felt, so great was
the sympathy between him and his guests. A most
significant fact was reflected from the programme,
that was tbe unification of the Scottish Temperance
Movement on permissive prohibition. There were
pre,eut the representatives of the United Kingdom
Alliance, Scottish Temperance Leagne, the Iudepeudeut Order of Goocl Ternplnrs, the Rechabites,
the Scottish Christian Union British Women's
Ternpemuce Association, aud delegates from many
temperance societies. Snch a representation is truly
significant of the position of the hopeful prospects
of the agit::i.tion.
As a citizen association in the
parliamentary interests of the great temperance reformatiou, it is rallying m·ou1Hl it all sections of the
111 ovement who see in its succe s their own decisive
trinmph. Then we bad the representative of the
Irish Temperance League, aucl the founder of the
British Dlue I ibbou Army. No wonder, the 11, that
t hi:s llleeting was sncces. ful and so enjoyaLle. It
coulJ hmlly be otherwi e, for on its platform and
throu glic, ut its proceedings there was that feeling of
unity au<l id.entity of aim which, iu a warfare like
ours) i, so indispeus:il>le to power aud success.
The evening meeting was a. Lrilliant succe •, . The
appearance of the meeLing was maguifii.;eut. The
CiLy Ifall was so <leusely crowded, and tl.ie passages
so thronged, that if it we1:e not for the goou. humour
an l forbearance of the vast assembly "it might ha.ve
been tmmanage,lble. TortJlieve ll1e tedium of the long
intervnl L1 eV, 1 eeu the opcniug of the oors nn<l the
c mrnencement of the proceedings, the city organists
service· were engaged, but Le never appeared.
The Les er City Hall was nlso den ely packed.
La<ly Campbell accompn.nied by Mr. Tennant, 1.P.,
o 'Cu pied a eat in the gnllery to the 1·ight of the
chair, an l on their appearance both were ,,armly
gr elc• I. A' soon as the noLle chairman appeared
the anclienco re ceived him wiLh cheer' a.gain aud
ag,tiu 1·eneweu; the same reception awaited Sir
Wilfrid Lawsou, autl the oth r ,peakers and prominent friends as tl1ey appeared came in fur their
slinre. The chairmau' speech was excelleut of its
kind, 11ot so thorough as some lool e(l for, out foll
of sympathy with the principle and in hearty accord
with lhe tacti c of the Associatiou. The Hev. Dr.
N it:l10lson was unrLLle Lo iugra.tiate ltimself sufficiently with his audience.
Mr. John Wilson's
speecl1 was as eloquent and forcible as it was
judiciously brief, aud he '':,Cored' a great success.
Sir v-Vilfrid's speech war-~, aR bis always are, brimmiug "ilh the gayest of wi:;<lom, hopeful a.nd
nud auuled in tone, emiuently clear and simple ; it
carried the mimls and lteR.rts of his listeuers. His
r ecepLion was one to Le rcrnemLere<l. Hats were
waved, kerchiefs streameLl welco~e anu. cheers, aud
the Hall ed1oing with cheer;; agafo an<l again renewed.
Sn h an outburst of gratitude as this
dis els the sense of wea,riness a,nd clisconragement,
enlarges the hopes mid strengthens the energies of

a leader. The Rev. R. J. Lynde, Belfast, made
a most brilliant appearance, his speech was
a clarion cry, aucl at times rose to a ihuuder
peal of eloquence. He has had few equals and
no superior on the City Hall platform. Mr. 'Wm.
Noble, of London, gave a most characteristic address, aud all int erested in the Hoxton Hall Llue
ribbou agitation can easily apprehencl l.iow, uuder
such an a<l vocate, it has risen to fame. The Provo t of Grangemou th 's speech was powerful and
appropriate, anJ met with deserved approbn.tion.
T~e R ev. R. V{allace, iu a few burning words addressed the anJieuce, and then ex-Bailie Torrens
moved a vote of thanks to the peakers. Nothing
could indicate the effect of the variou~ addresses
more clearly than the fact that, carrie(l a.,vay by
them,tlie worthy ex-magistrate gave one of his iuimiLable addresses, for which lie had the gtrained attention ancl the unstiuted apprnbaliou of liis audience.
Sir Wilfri<l, in replying, moved a hearty YOte of
t!iauks to the uoble cha.irnian, and put it to the
meeting, and when it was eudon,eJ by vociferous
plaudits, convt->yecl it to his Lonlship. Then his
Lon] ·hip promised much more thau was ever expected, that if ho coulJ at all he would put his name on
the hack of a Local Option Bill. The proceedings
then closed, but the meeting's iufluence did not end.
It will roll on. If we dare<l to speculate we might
trace great is ues from what then took place. 1Ve
forbe,tr. To the peu of the hi:storian we leave this,
:i.s ·we have left the nthr>r ))leetinrrs, lint thiR 111::iy lJe
, ai(l of it, ns of all, that it was worthy of the agitation, autl was in every sense a resplendent demoustrntiou, The overflow meetiug ,ms, though uot so
imposing, no le.?' worlhy, and on a par with the
great demou tration of whicl1 it was the 'overflow.'

INTELLICE CE.
PARLl urn JTARY SES, '[O .... -IX.
TI-IF. Co:,1-r OF Im.-H Wern AND BEER LICEN, 'Es-T1rn
\VELsn Srr, DAY CLo,mw BILL-ARRE8T~ von. Dn xKE~ Eds-Tim \YEL ·u, 'U);IJ,\Y C1,o:-;1'>'G BLLL r~ THE
LoRD:-:! -1'1:R. \\'.u:.·roN ON CL ns-THE N1.;w :YIEMnim FOR Eu1- BURGII---Tiu: RoY .\L A:sEX'l' ·ro 'l'TIE

\VAL"E.' Su!-<DAY CLos,~a B1LL-l:xo OF -rm.; f::EsSio--.

Augn t 18.-Loru F. Cavendish, in reply to :\Ir,
Biggar, said he was not aware that £3 licenseg for the
retail of wine ::mcl beer for consumption off the premises
had been r efused by ma.gistrates sitting in petty scs!>ions, to any Irish trader who was entitled to obtain
them, or that the collectors of revenue in Ireland compelled traders to take out two separate licenses-one
for beer, at a duty of £4, lls. ld., and the other for
wine, at £2, 10s., making a total duty of £7, 10s.
At gust 19.-Mr. Ilichard moved that the Sale of Intoxicating Liquor ( ·untlay) Wales Bill be read a. third
time. Mr. \Varton, seconded by Sir H. Giffard,
moved that Cn.rdiff be exempted from the operation of
the bill, and that it be recoul'nitted on clause 1. 1Ir.
Gladstone opposed the amendment in the first place,
the hou. gentleman has alre:uly had full opportunityand a more favonrable opportunity than the present
one, Leen.use it was a fuller house-of stating the
whole of tbe argument:3 which he thinks ought to show
tb :\t Ca.rdiff sliouhl be e. clittled from this bill. The
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House has decided this matter when three times the
number of persons were present than now. On the
15th ~u?-~ a motion was made, and there was a debate
and d_1Tision. The ayes were 27, the noes ll8; and he
submitted that we ought not, in the reduced numbers
and_ ~xhaus~ed _condition of the House, to overturn a
decis1~m which is?£ so much greater weight than any
we might now arrive at. But we had some experience
upon this subject in the case of Ireland. In the
case of Ireland it wa_s gra.nted for the sake of securing
the ~as~a.ge of the bill? rather than on account of any
conviction of the parties who made the concession that
c~rtain large ~owns should be excluded from the operation of the Irish ~unday Closing Act. But he understo?d that, speaking generally, the same Irish opinion
which pronounced so emphatically in favour of that
bill, is eminently unfavourable to the countenance of
that exclusion; and that as soon as the temporary
m~asure comes to be renewed, undoubtedly Parliament
will be asked to put an end to that exclusion and to
allow the bill to pass for the whole of Ireland. The
hon. gentleman has frankly owned that there is a
ge~er~l and wide-spre_ad disposition for the passing of
tlus bill. The exclusion from the bill of a large towo
of this kind would be a_ gross anomaly-an anomaly of
the most unfortunate_kmd-and we ought not to introduce sue~ an_ excepti_on. (Hear, hear.} The bill was
r~ad a third time, amid great cheering, without a division, although one was called for.
August 22.-0n the motion of Mr. Onslow, a return
was ordered of arrests from drunkenness on Sunday.
August 23.-Lord Aberdare, in the House of Lords
m_oved the second_ reading ?f the Welsh Sunday Closing
B_1ll. He conclusively replied to the objection that the
bill was very late for the consideration of their Lordships. The Irish people had wished for a similar measure, and he contended that the same measure of justice
~houl~ now be extended to the ·welsh people. The
mhabitants of \Vales were anxious for the measure now
proposed, which was similar to that in existence in
~cotl~nd_ and_in Ireland-namely, that the vending of
mtoxicatmg_ liquor~ ~hould be prohibited on Sundays.
When he said prohibited, he meant with the same exceptions-the bonafide traveller, the lodger, and the
railway travelle1·. What he desired to show their
Lordships was that there was a genuine desire on the
part of the Welsh people-an almost universal desire
he might sa_y ,-that the proposed change should b~
effected. With respect to "\Vales, nothing was more
clear than that the opinion was in favour of an alteration of the law. In the parish of Aberda.re, he found
that the numb~r of ~ouse_hol~ers whose opinion was
taken, resulted m 4, 6n9 bemg m favour of the closing
movem,mt, ai:cl only 210 against it. The i:;opulation
there was mamly composed of colliers, and it was therefo~e obvio~s that the f~eling of the labouring class on
this question as to drmk, was decidedly in favour of
Sunday closi1;1g. S_uch_ being the case, he thought there
was a sufficie11;t Just1fi~ation for the passage of the
measure by t~e1r Lord~hips, The only question which,
however, their Lordships had to consider was whether
the principality of Wales was sufficiently distinct from
Engla~d,_as to en.title_ it to lay claim to having separate
and chstmct legisb.t10n. Scotland and Ireland had
~een b~n~fite~ by Sunday closing to the extent of havmg a d1t~mut1011 of fifteen per cent. of their drinking.
Wales might th_er~fore be. con~idered to have a right to
sep:uate and d1stmct legislation. He was not urging
forwarJ. the measure on the ground of more drunkenness on Sundays, as compared with other days. There
was, however, the amplest evidence that on S:1turdays
there was a far greater ::i.monnt of drunkenness than on
other days of the week . 'Ihe next most drunken clay
was :Monday, and there could be no doubt that continual drinking did go on froni Saturday throuoh Sunday, and so _on till and throughout Modday. Now, a
measnre which broke throuo-h this habit was of itself a
me:-1-s_ure of great importau~e. Quite apart from the
religious aspect of the qu~stion, it was_ of great impor·
t~nce that the day on which the workmg man received
~1s wage_s should be separated from the Monday by the
mtervemng Sabbath, and thereby interrupt a course of

continued intoxication. (Hear, hear.) The bill was
read a second time.
August 23.-In reply to Mr. '\Yarton Sir Wm V
Harconrt wns afraid that he could not p;omise to giv~
a return of the number of clubs in the United Kingdom
th~ number of members, the places where such club~
existed, the amount of subscription annual or otherwise
whether pr~prietory club or bonafal,e working-m en'~
clubs, _o~ registered under the Friendly Societies' Acts;
3:nd g1vmg_ the annual sale therein of all excisable
liquors durmg the last three years, or as long as they
were _established, if established less than thi-ee years.
He did not know of any means by which he could obt~in such a retur!l· If the police made such an inquisit10n, h~ was afraid that there might be just cause for
complamt.
August 24.-In the order for the Lords going into
committee ?n the Welsh Sunday Closing nill, Lord
Deruna~1 obJected to that part _of it which proposed to
allow liquors to be sold at railway stations. The objection was overruled. The bill then passed tln ou ,lJ
committee without amendment.
..;,
August 24.-Mr. T. R. Buchanan, introduced by the
Lord Advocate ancI Mr. Campbell-Bannerman took the
oath and his seat for the city of Edinburgh ~mid cordial cheers.
'
August 25.-The Welsh Sunday Closing Bill passed
the House of Lords.
August 27.-The Royal assent was given to this bill
which is therefore law.
'
Parliament to-day was prorogued to the 12th day of
November next.
•
PARISHES WITHOU'r PuBLIC-HousEs.-There are no
fewer than 1325 parishes, townships, and hamlets in
the Province of Canterbury alone, without either
public-house or beershop. The absence of crime in
these parishes is remarkable, or may seem so to those
who do not know the intimate connection between
drink and crime. The Northern Province has not yet
made a report, so the above numbers l'epresent but the
half of England. There are no public-houses on the
Shaftesbury estate, Battersea, nor the Queen's Park
estate, Harrow Road. Similar estates are being formed
in Li,·erpool and Birmingham. The town of Bessbrook,
near Newry, is the property of Mr. J. G. Bicharclson,
the proprietor of the Bessbrook Spinning Mills. This
large linen factory employs about 2500 hands, and they
reside in the town adjoining the mills, all of which
have been erected during Mr. Richardson's lifetime.
He lets the houses to the workers at a fair rent, and
hns neither public-house, police, poor-law, i10r dispensary in the town. The shops are co-operative stores
belonging to the mill-workers. The town of Saltaire,
erected under very similar circumstances by the late
Sir Titus Salt, has the same immunity, but speculators
have built public-houses close to the boumlaries of the
estate, and found magistrates to license them. The
village of Elvetham, Hants, the sole property of Lord
Calthorp, has not a house or plac~ for the sale of intoxicating drinks. The village of Scorton, near Lancaster,
has no public-house. A little village in "\Vales, the
inhabitants of which are almost exclusively employed
in a slate quarry in the neighbourhood, is a paradise as
regards the dwellings of the operative classes. Every
man is possessed of a small freehold, purchased by his
own exertions; many have one or two cows, and some
of them have saved as much as £400, £500, and £600
out of their wages. So striking is the happiness and
prosperity of this little district that it has attracted
the notice of many statesmen, amongst the rest Mr.
Shaw-Lefevre, who visited it, and expressed a desire
to know the secret of this prosperity and happiness.
It was explained that there never bas been let in that
locality a plot of land on which a pub1ic-house cn.n be
built. The result is that there is not a public-house
within seven miles of that little village.

A tyro wants to know why the mouths of riYers are
so much larger than their heads?

THE
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do not speak the trnth, and if you do not speak the
truth to it how can you expect it to speak the truth
OF all that God has committed to our care, children to you 1 If you want truth to come from the lips of
are the most important. They are not things, bnt your child, then let truth go from your own lips
beings. They have souls as well as bodies. They into its open ear. Make no promises to induce
are endued with power, capable of indefinite im- obedience that you don't mean to fulfil. Employ
provement. They are precious vessels intended to no threat you do not intend to. execute. Do not
be filled with 'the pure and the rgood. They are awaken in your child groundless ' fears about that
plants given us by the wise Husbandman, that they which has no real existence. Do not put before its
may be cultivated for the great future of time and imagination stories about persons or things which
eternity. ·with what care and concern therefore have never occurred or never will. You may please
should we deal with the soul of the child, and yet the child for the time. You may quieten the creature
with what carelessness parents and guardians act that it ceases to cry, but you are doing the child an
towards the children. Though a child is a child it evil which may prove an affliction to its nature for
should be dealt with as having in its 1iature the life. I have at the age of more than half a century
germs of future nobleness. We watch and tend a vivid recollectiou of things that were told me
with care the young plant in our garden, and pro- when I was a child, that even haunt my thoughts
tect it from the frost of night, and from the scorch- to this clay. Not that I believe them now, but the
ing heat of the sun, and water its roots and support circumstances when they were spoken are fixed in
its stem that it may gradually become strong and my memory and imagination (and likely will be
hardy. We don't deceive it by pouring salt water there till I die. These stories were told me doubtoYer it instead of fresh. We don't expose it to the less without any bad intention on the part of my
gaslight instead of the sunlight. We deal faithfully seniors: but it was not only foolish but sinful on
and honestly with the plant, we don't mock it. And their part to put such things into my mind. It is
if we th us act. in relation to the plant of a day, how almost an impossibility to efface from memory the
much more so should we act in relation to the human evil effects connected with untruths planted there in
intelligence that has been committed to our trust, tbe early years of life. They start up unbidden
to be trained for time and eternity. I make these every now and then, not as pleasant pictures but
remarks in order to :m observation or two on the often n.s dark spectres on the walls of memory.
hanufulness of 1_Jlaying with the feelings of a child, George Com be in his autobiography tells us wheu
and mocking it by setting before it a dangerot1s he was a boy in Edinburgh, he was out one day
example. The child is simple and trustful, guile with one of the men employed by his uncle. On
has uot yet polluted its mouth, it takes upon trust the road they met with a sergeant of the Black .
all that you say, and therefore on no account onght W ntch or 42nd Highland regiment, a tall important
the chilci to be deceived. No advantage sLonld be looking man, dressed in the highland costume, having
taken of its spirit of trust. The open receptive a huge cap surmounted by clu;ters of blnck feathers,
heart should get only what is lovely, pure, aud. true. with a sword hanging at his side. After the two
The child opens its mouth for brearl, and woe be to had exchanged greetings, the sergeant., looking at
that one who gives it a stone instead of bread. A the boy Combe, said to the man," Is this your son 7"
stone will not digest, it will not give strength, Ee replied," No; he is my employer's nephew." The
neither will the false and the untrue nourish or sergeant said, "I hope be is a good boy." "0 yes, he
strengthen the soul. You don't take bad money to behaves very well." "I am glad of that, for (laying
the bank to be put to your acco\mt. You don't his band on his sword) it is my duty to cut off the
send to your tailor or dressmaker rotten cloth to be heads of all naughty children. The king, you see,
made up into garments for wen.r. Yon don't mix pays me and gives me this sword and sends me out
sn.nd among the flour you use in t he kitchen. You in his service, and I must do something for his
don't want an adulterated article when you go to money." The boy naturally believed every wor<l
your grocer, yon want the genuine article. And that the sergeant said to him, and from that time he
shall we act contrary to all this wheu we are dealin()' felt a terror lest he should at any time meet with
with the dear child, shall we adulterate the mouth one wearing the dress of a soldier. Combe remarks,
with error when we feed the young mind, or shall "This way of playing with the feeling of chil<lreu
we do even worse, give that which is altogether is highly injurious; not only was I frightened, but
nntrue. There is nothing more common than to my moral perceptions were again perplexed and
hear parents and others telling the dear child the outraged, for no act of misbehaviour which I had
mo t unlikely things that had never happened, nor committed or seen other children commit appeared
ever will happen, and using threats that they never to me to justify cutting off their heads, and hencemean to carry into execution, and making promises forward I regarded a Highland sergeant 11s a
that they have not the slightest intention of ever sanguinary monster, like the ogre of fairy tales.':
performing. Is this the way to deal with your child ·? The Rev. Wm. Arnot tells us of a somewhat similar
Do rou want to train your child to believe that you occurrence that took place with hi~ when he a!s?

A PLEA FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
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was a boy. A pen;on iu a mil~t3:ry d_ress t?ok him
fondly in his arms, slipped a slnlhng mto h1s h~ud.
When this same person happened to pass at any tune,
grown-up people told him seriously that he ;"as
enlisted and when he was old enough the officer
would 1~etum antl take him to the wars. "This
intimation," writes Wm. Arnot, " ·unk iuto ruy
soul, and lay at my heart lik~ lead all the pe:·iod of
ruy childhood. I was afr:ud to speak of i t, and_
suffered iu silence. The terror was never taken otl
by a serious explanation, for no one knew how gr~at
it was. I obtained no relief until my understandrng
gradually outgrew it That h~ wro_ught wievous
11arm to me. Besides overclouchng life at its rosy
dawn, it left within me when it departed a ~eneral
n-rudge aaainst
mankind for wan tonly wound mg the
0
helpless. When the boy was big enough to shake
off the phantom he was full of iudignc~tion ag,~ins~
the world, for amu iug itself by _to_rtunng a ?b1ld.
But there are other ways of dece1v111g the clnldren.
How mauy thousands of children _are ?eceived by
their parents in regard to alcoholic drinks. They
a.re familiar with the decanter and the glass at the
table, anJ they see those drinks in daily nse ju t as
they see the bread pu~ down on the table. Wha.t
impressions are they likely to form of the nature of
these drinks? They cn.11n0t suppo e them to be
dangerous to take, when they see their parents and
friends daily using them, and not ouly do they see
others take them but in many cases they are taught
to partake the1~.-elves. Thi~ is a, S[td deception
which is practised upon the ch1ldre11. ~honsands ~f
children o·et their first love for the e drrnks at their
parents' table. If they are trained to look upon
these di-inks as harmless beverages, whn.t can be
expected from them after_ they lea,ve th~ir h ome to
cro out into the world ; will they uot be rn danger of
forming a habit the germ of which has beeu planted
in early life by the example that has beeu set before
them by their parents? The Book says "T~·ain up
a child in the way h&.should go, and when he 1s old b e
will not depart from it." We ask, I this one of the
ways to train up a child, to teach it to suck a poisou
out of the glass, or to frequeut the publi?-hou~e in
order to obtn.in a beverage to quench its th1rst?
Many parents don't seem to realise at all the awful
danger of setting such an example before their little
ones. And these same parents send them to the
Sabbath school, and to the church, that they may
be taught to "abstain from all appenrance of evil,"
nod at home they counteract this divine teaching.
Oh, if parents would only t~ink _as they look into the
sweet innocent faces of then· children, of the awful
possibility of any of them becoming drunkards,
reeling along the streets a curse to themselves and a
curse to all connected with them. Methinks they
would make sure that their own practice would not
tend to lead them in that direction. vVe would
therefore make this loving appeal to parents, that
if you value the present and future happiness of
your children, that yon purge your horn~ of these
poisonous drinks, and show to your family a more
excellent way,-the way of total abstinence from all
which can iutoxi~ate. Let your exaruple in all
things be such that it will be safe for your children
to follow in your footsteps.
W. S.
IS ALCOHOL FOOD 7
[Specimen Lesson giveu, in illustration of "llow to Con duct a Bmul of ]lope." See '' Social Refornvr "for
Mciy anrl July.]
l ntroduction.---You will remember, children, that
at fast meeting I explained to you what Alcohol
was. I said(a) That it wn,s the poisonous spirit, fonlll1 more
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or less in all strong liquors that make people drunk.
I noted on the black board that
Rum contained 15 ounces of it in every pint-.
Brandy
10
,,
,,
Wine
,,
4
,,
,,
Pale Ale, ,,
2}
,,
(b) That it got its name from an Arabic word,
"Al-Kool/ i.e., "devil/ because it stirs up to all
manner of evil.
To -night I am to tell you other two things
about it(c) That it acts O? t~e br_ain, producing a pleasur·tble exciteme11t ,vh1ch is mistaken for strength.
' (d) Those who sell ~t call ~hem~elv_es Yictu~llere,
because, say they, "it is food m a hqmd form. .
Food, you know, is all t?ose_su~Htances taken rn~o
the body to give [tnd marntam its strength, aud m
doing so it
I. Gives warmth j II, Makes flesh ; III. J\fakes
bone.
[Write these 011 black board, and get the class to
repeat them simultaneously.]
Get examples of food uud er each bead, thusI. Warmth gi ving-- e.g. , , ugar, fats, potatoes,
flour, &c.
II. Flesh forming-e.g., meat, fish, game, clieesr,
&r.
III. Bone making-e.g., water, frt'sh vegetahlet'I,
.. alt, &c.
Obsei·ve (a) that the b?dy does not n_eed tl;~sc
lhe
dilfereut kiuds of fooll rn qua! quant1t.y.
number 8 would represeut tlie amount of warmlhgi viug food required, 4 the fie b forming, and 1 the
bone making.
.
.
(b) There i~ ouly ?ne fo_od :vl~1cb, by itself, does
these three Lhrngs-v1z., Milk, i t is therefore pattern
food.
Let us inquire now if Alcohol
I. G1vEs W ARM'.rn.- When taken a buruiug sensatiou is felt, in the ruouth, all<l all the way do n
inLo the st,omacb, ju t a you would f~el a burniu_g
b at if very hot water touched your skrn. But tins
kind of heat, you know, does not ~'arm you. S_o
with alcohol, it burns but does not give heat. Tlns
is proved
(a) By applying the thermometer lo the body
after taking spirits-its heat is lowered:
.
(b) By the inlrnbitants of colcl countr1e showmg [l,
prefereuce: fo1· oils, fats, &c.
.
(c) By examining (post mo1'tem~ the mternal coating of the alimentary canal (explarn) and stomach of
drinkers.
Observation.-One is very npt to suppose that
because alcohol is distilled from wheat, which contains 60 parts of stm·ch (a warmiug food) iu every
100 j or from oats, which contnins 40 iu every 100,
that therefore it must be a warmer. But the many
processes through which the graiu has go~e-ma hinrr boilina, cooling, ferruenting, cleansmg: &c.ha~e ·so cllfnged it that every nourfrhing property
has been completely destroyed.
U-od has sent the 11ourishing grain-" His good
creature "-but the Devil bas taught man to cook it,
so as to work his destruction.
It is tlter~fore no warmer.
II. FoR:-.rs FLESH.-The nnwe given b,r learned
men to those foods that form flesh is n2tro.<7enous
food, because they are lar~ely made up of a substa1?ce
called uitrogen. An ordmary man needs 250 grams
of this substance daily in his food else his body will
soon fall iuto clecay. When the chemist, i.e., a man
who tries to find out what substauce all bodies are
made of, examines alcohol he_ finds various things in
it, hut not a single trace of mtrogen.
Be farther tell us thnt alcohol enters nnd le:l\'es
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are poured out to them by thousands of householders,
morni1Jg, noon, and night. No matter that sto1:ms
and tempests linger over us for mouths, cleepemng
distress in the midst of plenty. Abundanc3 of food
in our storehouses, plenty of garments in our groaning warehouses, but no moueywith which to purchase,
for labonr cannot be ltaJ. But the old proverb holds
good, "The d1·unken rna.n gets aye the drunken
penny," an<l the dram ic. 11op is frequented as of olJ,
aud our intoxicating drink bill runs up, with its
thousand and one concomitant evils-poverty, an(l
crime, antl wretchedne, ; which when looked into
It is tlietefore no jlesli formal'.
reven.l a. sad and clepres-,ing state of matters, inIII. MAKES BoNE.-Bone is made chiefly out of Ji vidual, domestic, social, moral, a,nd religion.;;,
the salts-e.g., phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine, potash, I enono-h to make us blush for shame, and recorcle(l
soda, lime, common salt, &c., taken into the body of any other country under hen.veu, would stamp it::-1
from water, veuetables, fish, seasonings, i]·c., of which iuhabitauts as liLtle better tha.n ba.rbarians. Bnt so
the body need~ half an ounce daily. 'rhe cliemi t it is in so-callecl Christian Britain. How rnnclt
cannot discover any of these substances in alcohol, longer sba.11 tbi:s state of matters last and endure I
~mu
"\Vere we in the midst of a series of swamps whose
It is tlw,·efure no bone iwtl.:er.
pestiferons exba,lations every now and then thin11e1l
Observation.-The grand error ma.de by the clrnm- our popula,tiou by fell disease, traceable to preventi
pions of alcohol is, mistaking its stimulating qualities causes, wha,t should we do? Dra.in off the swamps,
for strcno-th. Food prounces fresh stre11gth, but a.ml no mistake ! The~e swa.mp , uear as childhood·-;;
alcohol i; merely a whip to call out whatever force j oys from en.dy associatioui::, antl streLchiug lmck
the frame contains, and is ::i.lways follo,ved by froru time immemorial, may be looked upon by om0,
depres ion.
it may be by many, as next to a sacrifice to touch, for
Goncfosion.-(a) Food satisfies; n.lcohol does not. le s to remove, these swamps, but wall· they must.
(b) Food makes men work better; alcohol does The comlllon-weal demands their remond. The urave
not.
few who would venture to moot such n. thing
(c) Food never robs a ma.n of health, character, are sure to be desc1·ibed as "fools" or matlmeu.
an<l happiness; alcohol does.
' Take away the swamps fringed with trees, shrub ,
(cl) ]food does not pauperise, nor sweep 60,000 an<l wild flowers,yiekling water-cresses,and warming
annually into untimely graves ; alcohol does.
with water-fowl . The whole dislrict would become
Alcohol, therefore, i not food ; ua.y, more, science a desolation!" Tradition ::i.ncl as ociation and fancy
has proved it to be a poison-" toxicnm 1' of the may cling for a. time to pre'erve things as they are ;
same class as chloroform, laudanum, strychnine, &c. bnt what with the spread of knowledge n.nd the ever
Repeat ::i.ltogetber this text-" Wherefore do ye recurriug diseases striking down some youthful
speU(l money for that which is not bread ?" Is:1.iah me111ber of ::i. hou::.ehold, cou 'igui:.ig the victim nftPr
lv. 2.
;1 linurrino· illness to a.n untimely gra,·e, leaving
With senior boys and girls I would advance a.ncl the s~ll'viv~rs draped in mourning, public opinion
tell thr~t when lovers of alcohol a.re driven from this gets Rtirr d up, reaehe' a point "·hen something
position they say, '·Well, if it is not food it econo- must be done. This is hopefnl, aud feeling becomes
mi e food," and they instance cases where pe ple inteusifiec.l, t.ill action is taken, and one aftc1· m~ot~er
were deprived. of beer and the consulllpt of l>t~atl the swamps are drained off, a.nd the whole d1st11ct
was strikingly incren,sed. They nmke no rueutwn speedily a.ssnmes a. changed < pect for comfort,
of the cost of beer i,ers1ts brea.,l, nor of the decrease health, au<l plenty ; a.nd people begin to wonder
of work a.ncl probable increa. e of doctors' bills under why the wamps were allowed to remain o long ;
the one as compared with the other.
and precisely so will it ue with the remov:.i,l ::i.ncl
Laucrhed out of thi , they maintain now tLat the fruits of clearing a\.vay our drunkeuuess-bealcohol n.rrests waste iu the tissues of the body. But gettino- centres-the licensed groceries anu c.lramthis is the dearest ecouomy of all, for our bodies arc shops.0 Every conceivable means lrn.R been tried,
kept hea.ltby by natural changeR, for I a~n tolil by shorter hours, closer in 'pectiou, a, closel' scrntiny of
scientific men that every part of my b0dy 1s renewed the character of the vendors ; but the strea.m of
in seven years. The most unu.nswera.ule argument drunkenness rolls on, mllch the s:une as before ;
on behalf of total ab tineuce is to be fournl in the and will continue to roll on till by local option the
tables of the United Kiugdom Tempera.nee nnd ::1ources are d1-ied up; and to ma.ke such an attempt
Gene1·al Provident Institution, where aui:1tainers and . public opinion is rapidly ripening.. Slo,, l,r uut
non-abstainers are insured nuder separate schemes. surely iL is nearing the point fo~· action; and tl_ie
Ou black board quote examples iu proof.
poilnting centres once drain ed oft, c::i.n neve1· agarn
lJe allowed to seltle clown, will no more ue tolera.ted.
Rosemount.
Vt. C.
YET ANOTHE Lt WARNING.
IN 1 79, we ha.d n. cloudy and dull summer, an<l
C'01nIO:N SENSE, C01LIO... FACT:4 A TD
a hopelessly late harvest, followed, b.oweYer, by an
COM;,,10:N HO ... ~E, 'TY.
open winter, , hich was succeeded by a sunny,
gl rious enmmer, and untold abuudance both 1y sea PmLOSOPllY without common sense is a matter for
a,u l land. The Heavenly Father smiled plenty study rather than to be clearly understood and made
practical ; and scienco unsupported by common facts
upon us. But we heeded not, but went on our way may be a very learned affair, but not a. reliable guide.
transgressing his commandments, setting a.t nought Sound philosophy and real science start from common
hi will, defying his will, perverting his author- sen e and common facts. They are to the development
ity, a,od transformiug his bounties from solid whole- of w·isdom and truth, as the sight', sounds an1l forms
some grain into a poisonous liquid. "As our fatbers of :r ature are to poetry, music and art. ~\ man with
did, so also do we." Niammon and Bacchus are the poetry in himself sees it, realizably, ~n th_c c~mbinations
twin deities we ,: free - born Britons" delight to which evolve beauty out of the tletails of ature. He
wc,rship. Altars are reared to these and liba.tio11 s is attracted by these, for in it ri ght himself he is in
t he body the same, having undergone no change,
that i nstead of dissolving food as water clues it
hardens it, so that it cannot iu auy way nourish the
body, and that wha.t is sold as ' highly nourishing
beer n contains exactly one part of nutritive matter
in 1666 parts.
You will remember in connection with this tlrn.t
Da,niel and hi: compauions, on pt1lse and 2cater, were
fairer and fatter in flesh at the cn1l of Lhe ten da,ys
than all the children which did ea.t of the Kinis
me:-i.t and drank his wine.
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sympathy with them. The feeling, pensive heart, responsive to the charllls, the shows and forms of Nature,
does not pass her by to burrow in books in the search
for poetry ; nor does the observant intellect overlook
what is commonly known in the search for a foun<lation of facts strong enough and broad enough for truth
to rest on and to be displayed from. All that is commonly known is rather more clearly seen than overlooked by the intellect endowed and trained to overtake
minute and extensive observation. Degrading h abits,
extensively practised, may be despised as vulgar, but,
he is even less than vulgar who despises the knowledge
held in common before he begins to know for himself.
Truth is not confined to what is known by the multitude, but its development takes place from their
knowledge. This is felt by the wise as they develope
knowledge into wisdom and happiness. The sense, common to all as to what it is well and wise to do, is to the
true philosopher the first step in his ascent to the higher
regions of wisdom and goodness in labouring for the
people's well-being. In the development of knowledge
and for its reasonable application, to succeed, we must
feel at one with the people in all that they really know,
and also in the capacity they have to make it beneficent
nncl practical. In these respects the common people
are not to be despised except at the risk of being
ignorant in the name of knowledge and foolish in the
name of wisdom. But religion must also receive
vitality from common honesty to make it practical.
He is the best philosopher who has the most common
sense ; and he is most scientific who is most intimately
and most extensively acquainted with the common facts.
This is true, but it is also especially trne, that he who
does not say yes when he should say yes, and who
says no when he should say yes, is in the way of removing himself from the obligations he is under to God
and man: and these, well fulfilled, constitute religion.
Common sense, common facts, and common honesty
are common to all; for, without what is called learning,
all are necessitated to keep their eyes open to what
transpires about them, and to keep on reasonably
good terms with their fellows. And social order,
after all, is to be attributed more to this attitude than
to the enforcing of the laws, for they do not enforce
themselves, but operate through public opinion. The
multitude have therefore from the exercise of their
natural faculties, the sense, the facts and the honesty which make them wise enough, kno·wing enough,
and good enough to make life, property and freedom,
tolerably secure. In the light of this acknowledged
outcome, look at the common facts which enforce the
practice of abstinence from alcoholic drinks. They
intoxicate. This is a fact observed by everybody, and
intoxication is insanity. Even children are impressed
by thi~ fa..::t. Afraid of intoxicated people, they run from
them in greater alarm than they do from those who are
out of their minds from other causes. Impressions
begotten in children's minds by the personalities and
manifestations of those they come in contact with are
suggestive. But intoxicating drinks also beget physical
derangement. A man who is drunk reels and falls to
the ground in a state of feebleuess which unfits him for
doing work. This fact is so commonly known that a·
man, even partially intoxicated, is recommended, when
he presents himself to do work, to go home and sleep
himself sober, so that when he does it he may be in a
state not to spoil it. It is a matter of common knowledge that intoxicants produce mental and bodily
derangement, and that under their influence men are
unfitted for the duties of life. This is the science of
common facts, but the science of other facts which are
so impalpable that the learned dispute about th em,
affirms that intoxicants are food. It is a common fact
th3.t porridge maintains the mental and physical vigour
to give endurance and efficiency in doing all the work
that devolves on us. It has never been known that a man
reeled and fell to the ground from taking porridge and was
sent home to sleep it off and get into the state in which
he eould do his work and not spoil it. It is therefore
cle:\t' to common sense that the impalpable and uncommon facts which magnify the nutritive qualities of intoxicants may be of service as the occasion . of cli!lputes

between the learnecl; but to thP. common people, who
must have sonn<l mimls in souncl bodies, they are not
to be substitute<l for the common facts as guides to
health an tl strcugth. It is eviJeut that the mental and
bodily clerangc ment which comes of intoxicants should
beget suspicion. Results so unlike the wholesome
manifestations from well attested food should set asitle
the assumed facts which would establish their dietetic
use.
nch facts have no 'claim to be reli ed on as dietetic data. The common facts are sufficient, and it is
both scientific and philosophic to be guided by them.
\Vhile physical and mental derangement result from
taking intoxicants he must be a philosopher without
common sense who attributes the effects merely to the
quantity taken ; and such common-senseless philosophers, while drunkenness increases from their advice,
secure its continuance by encouragiug the drinkers to
cultivate sobriety by persisting to drink as little as
If the intoxicating quality was not in the
possible.
drink the quantity in which the drink might be taken
would not produce drunkenness. It is the quality that
is to be avoided. If a large quantity produces mnch
drunkenness, a small quantity can only produce less to
increase the craving for more. If much drunkenness is
therefore to be avoided the commencement must t?ke
place in austaining from the least quantity of intoxi..::ating drink. Little drunkenness from a small quantity
of intoxicating drink is just less mental and physical
derangement than results from a large quantity. Common sense can give no choice between little evil and
much evil. Little evil leads to much, and in this case
emphatically so. The science and philosophy which
recommend little drinking in order to avoicl much
drunkenness are antagonistic to the common facts and
to common sense, and foster the evil they affect to
cure. Bnt if science opposed by the common facts and
philosophy opposed by common sense, lead to drunkenness, in this attempt to lead their victims to sobriety,
to what an extent must the mistake be accelerated when
they are helped by religion di,·csted of cummou honesty.
To common honesty the Holy Spirit is revealed as the
culturing power of our nature. It is guaranteed by the
...:aviom to every one who may ask it. It is our birthright, to rise by to the height of manhood. But that
our personality, body and soul, may be its own to dwell
in, there must not be enshrined in us a defiling lust, nor
a principle of action the outcome of which is to subvert
justice and kindness between men. To enshrine these,
and pretend to be religious, is to sa.y yes for no, and no
for yes. The Holy Spirit claims the mind and body in
a state free from the diseases which result from moral
perversity, and little intoxication is a, degree of insanity
which, when enjoyed and justified as mental pleasure,
must be felt to be the outcome of moral perversity. A
l'eligious man ca1mot respond honestly to his intelligence who at the same time claims the pleasure of
alcoholic delirium and the guidance of God's Spirit. It
is a matter of common knowledge that they are incompatible. The Divine Being waits in the fatherly attitude to aid the faculties with which He has endowed
us, that they may operate in harmony and conform to
His will. It is thus that He makes us co-workers with
Himself to realise his purpose of infinite goodness. \Ye
arc in union with God when we allow ourselves to be
guided by His spirit, Lut out of union with Him and
among ourselves when we are driven by the spirit of
alcohol. The state of mind resulting from the DiYine
influence compared with the delirium, violence, and
impurity produced by alcohol is as light to clarkness,
goodness to badness, and wisdom to foolishness. But
still the use of alcohol is justified on religious grounds.
It is called "a good creature of God to be used with
thankfulness." If experience did not endorse the utterance that "a drunkard cannot inherit the kingdom of
Goel," those who talk thus might be excused, but everybody have it recorded in their experience that intoxication more than most other sins does flagrantly overturn
the rule of God in the soul. And those who thus talk
are seduced by this deceiving spirit of alcohol from responding to experience with the common honesty which
begets confidence in the ordinary affairs of life. In fact
their yes in experience is made 110 in this utterance to the
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truth that intoxicants are as subversive of the state of
mind f aTourable to Godliness as they are to bodily health
and to the state of mind needful to investigation and
busine.ss success. The scientific are bound to respect
the common facPs and start from them in prosecuting
their in quiries after all that is to be known of the action
of alcohol on the mind and on the body ; these are the
true in.dicators, and in observing from them scientists
must be directed to the true issue. This is now the
attitu e taken by scientists who have the most accurate
powers of observation, and their inquiries are illustrat.
ing the common facts and vindicating them from ignor·
ant an unmerited contempt.
And as this state of matters grows into the order of
the day, philosophers and religionists, not to be relegated ut of place and influence, will no doubt take up
with common sense and common honesty for the inspiration and guidance which can alone relate them to
truth nd goodness. The immediate future of our
t emperance movement is therefore much brighter than
some of the overtaken periods that I can think of.
JOHN PATON.

PARTNERSHIP IN INIQUITY.
BY THE REV. S. HARDING, PAISLEY.

Tms i an age of innovations. Among the many that
might be mentioned, there is the modern style of conducting business. The old-fashioned way has been
superseded by co-operative societies, limited liability
companies, and partnership in business. There may
be advantages arising from this altered state of things,
but we confess our sympathies are with the oldfashioned way of every man being held personally
responsible for the conduct and results of bis own
busine s. As matters now are, society is in the dark
concerning the parties embraced in the word company.
If the business be a legitimate one, the public have little
concern about it; but if it be questionable, and its
results injurious to the community, th en the penplPhave a right to know who are the parties hiding themselves oehind the sceues. H is only when a financial
crisis c mes, or a serioua defalcation takes place, that
the rea.l parties are known, and made to bear their
share of blame and responsibility.
The liquor traffic is one vast system of partnership.
In its list of shareholders are to be found the rich arnl
the poor, the learned and the ignorant, the r efined and
the debased, the theologian, the atheist, and the
sinner. A.11 of these are more or less interested in the
prosperity and perpetuity of the traffic. Iu consequence of the secrecy observed by many connected
with the traffic, it would be difficult to obtain a complete register. But the eye of the Omniscient One is
upon every one, and their names are registered on
h1t1, and when the "Great Assize" shall be held,
every one will be judged, not according to their ~tatus
in society, or the creed they held, or the profession of
religion they made, but "according to their works. "
We are not referring to those engaged in the manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors. Their position is
clearly defined, and their guilt and responsibility is
trem endous. But every man who, in any degree, profits by this traffic, is a partake~· in that_ i;11iquit):', just
as the receiver of stolen goods 1a a participator m the
occupation of the thief. "\Vhoever allows himself to
profit by wrong doing is guilty of that _wrong. The
same principle holds good even to nat1om:. Let us
particularize.
The Government of this country are large shareholders in this iniquity. It has been, and still is, to
their interest to give every facility for the consumption
of intoxicating liquors, say what they will to the contrary. They hold fellowship with the throne of iniquity, and frame mischief by a law.
If we accept the definition of a Government, as given
by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone in bis speech at
the Mansion House, London, on the 13th October,
"A Government is a portion of the community, selected
by that community, for th~ purpose o~ discharging
duties, but dependent for their efficient discharge upon
the support which the government receives from the
community itself, " then e,·ery person who gives his

vote for a member of Parliament who upholds the
liquor interest, is a shareholder in this iniquity, and
must bear his share of the responsibility of the guiit
occasioned by the traffic.
Magistrates who grant licenses for the sale of the.se
liquors must not be alarmed a.t finding their names in
the list of contributors to the vices of the people. In
God's Statute Book there is no permission, or liceme
granted to evil doers. Thou 11halt not steal; thou sbalt
not kill; thou shalt not bear false witness, &c. To
license an immorality is to ignore God's prohibition of
evil, and whoever does so takes upon himself the responsibility of such an act.
House proprietors are in the shareholders list who
enrich themse!Yes by the rent of houses devoted to the
sale of intoxicating liquors. They may never frequent
such places themselves, and would scorn to be found
in the company of the lewd and drunken. But they
are partakers of the sins of these unholy and ungodly
persons while they receive their share of the wages
of iniquity in the shape of rent for their houses.
The Church is in partnership with this iniquity. It
has taken the liquor traffic under its special protection
and grants indulgenceS' to its supporters. This is a
fearful accusation to bring against the Church. Our
proof is,-That there are to be found in the majority
of the churches in Scotland those who are engaged as
distillers, maltsters, brewers, or publicans, many of
these holding offices as elders, and contributing largely
of the proceeds of the traffic towards the support of
the Church and ministry. A further proof is,-That,
in the majority of churches at the Holy Communion,
they place the alcoholic wine upon the Lord's Table to
represent the blood of him who was holy, harmless,
undefiled, and separate from sinners. Thus throwing
the wing of the Church around the "mocker."
What would be said of that church which allowed
gamblers, keepers of immoral houses, and receivers of
fltO]P.n property to be members and office-bearers
therein, and periodically receive its share of the plun•
der and ill-gotten gains ?
Society would cry Shame, and in the name of common
decency demand the expulsion of such persons therefrom. And yet many of the churches allow within
their pale, and even honour with office, those who are
engaged in the liquor traffic, which is the great contributory to vice, immorality, and prostitution, and
r eceiYes a share of the proceeds of the tra ffic. But
society cloes not cry Shame upon such conduct, or demand the expulsion of such persons from these churches.
Strange anomaly !
onderful inconsi11tency ! ! ·where
are Zion's watchmen? Are they asleep, or quietly ac~
quiescing, so as not to disturb the peace of the Church?
Fearful perversion of the ~ew Testament order, '' First
pure, then peaceable." Paul's injunction to Timothy
in matters of this kind was, "Neither be thou par•
taker of other men's sins, keep thyself pure."
Lookers on are found among the partners in this
iniquity. Meroz was cursed by the angel of the Lord,
not because it opposed Israel, or rendered assistance to
its enemies, but because it remained neutral. "Jt
came not to the help of the Lord against the mighty. '
The conduct of the priest and Levite was reprobated,
not because they inflicted additional wounds upon the
already half dead traveller by the road side, but because they simply '' Looked on him, and passed by on
the other side."
The servant who received the one talent was not
condemned because he had squandered it, but because
he had not used it like the rest of his fellow servants.
" If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto
death, and those that are ready t,o be slain. If thou
sayest, Behold we knew it not, doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it ? and he that keepeth thy
soul, doth he not know it? and shall he not render to
every man according to his works ? "
Matters haYe come to a crisis. Sides must be taken.
There is no neutral ground between right and wrong.
There must be loyalty to conscience. Com·ictions of
duty will make obligations plain. The course is definite and discernable, "le cannot sen·e God and
marumon.· 1
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CIIAPTER

I.

'' EVEc<rN 1 XEWS. :,

"EYE::s1:,;' NEWS, ma'am; murder in Edinburgh;
Evenin' News, ma'am,' cried a shrill little voice at the
elbow of tt young lady, as she turned from Princes
, treet into St. Andrew's Square in company with a
ta.11 dark gentleman, on whose arm her daintily-gloved
hand lay affectionately and trustingly. They were
brother and sister, tenderly attached to each other and
to their widowed mother, the light of whose lonely life
they were. The mite of a girl who addressed them
hrnshed close to the young lady's rich skirts, an<l she
drew back in disgust. "Go away, child ; I don't
want any. There's a penny for you," she said crossly.
But her brother's hand closed over hers,ancl removed the
copper from it to his own.
"Give me a paper, child," he said; and the shivering chiltl gratefully complied.
" It is not right, Alice," he said as they passed on,
"to give these newspaper children money without
taking wares in return. It encourages a new system
of begging, which, Heaven knows, we have no need
of in the city. l'oor little mortals ! They have a hard
time of it."
Alice Taylor shrnggE>d her shoulders. "They arc
hideous-looking children, au<l so filthy I shudder to
have them near me. '\Vhy cant workhouse and ragged
school authorities remove these nuisances from the
streets? I declare one can't walk in peace of an evening ; it is a disgrace."
"The authorities you speak of, Alice, have their
hands full already," returned James Taylor gravely.
" But among t}1at regiment of newspaper children
there is wide scope for the exercise of individual
charity."
" Is that a hint to me, James ? ' asked his sister half
pettishly.
" I think if you were to take some of them in hand,
I would not hear so many complaints of ennui from
you, dear."
" You are abstu·ll," was bis sister's sharp reply.
"'\Yhy, I teach in the ah bath school, distribute tracts,
sing at the free breakfasts, atten,1 the soup kitchen,
and I don't know all what. "\Vhat more would you
have? Are my hands not full enou.;h of these
things? '
"Ye , if you feel it so," was the enigmatical auswer
given, with a peculiar twist of the firm lips, which was
very distasteful to Alice Taylor. She withdrew her
hand impatiently from his arm.
" If you had some girls for your sister, James, you
might have reason to complain. Look at the "\Viisons,
the Templctons, and Georgie Hume; they think of
nothing but dressing, aucl going to parties and such
things. You are too fastidious. I try to please you,
but it seems I am as far off as ever. I have gfren up a
great deal for you, James. I have left off going to the
theatre, and refused wine always at people's houses,
besides persuading mother not to offer it at ours. If
you knew how much ridicule I have borne in silence
for your sake, you would not be so bard upon me."
And Alice Taylor finished her long speech by brushing
away a few rebellious tears .
Her brother drew her hand within his arm again,
and looked down into her face with his grave, earnest
eyes.
"My darling, I am not hard upon you, and I did
not mean to vex you. Do you think I am not proud
and grateful for what you have done for my sake? I
was only hurt to hear you speak so sharply and tmkincUy to that poor little child who surely deserves our
pity if not our help."
But Alice was offended, and would not be conciliated.
There was an uncomfortable silence, and both were
glad when they reached the loor of their own home in
i-;t, ..-\rnlrcw's Nr111arc.

It was a grateful change from the chill, damp farch
air to the warmth and comfort and elegance of the cosy
clrawing-room which some of the Taylors' friends declared was the pleasantest room in all Edinburgh . l t
was handsemely and tast efu lly furnislH•d, everything
in keeping, and the lonely old lady in the easy chair
on the hearth looked as if she foucd it so, especially
when her children came in that night.
"You are late, my dears," she said. The lines and
wrinkles on her face softened wonderfully by the loving smile with which she greeted them.
'' Late ; yes, I think we are," said her daughter, h er
face clearing a little now. '' I st ayed two hours wit h
l\Iinnie Templeton, and hurried to J ames's office,
dreading his patience would be gone. But h e was
busy with a client, and kept me waiting nearly another
hour on him."
'' She did not find it long, I assure you, mother,"
said James Taylor teasingly. " '\Vilson happened to be
in, and I heard their tongues go like bells."
" onsense, James," said Alice, reddening slightly.
" ~fay we have tea up, rnamma? "
"Certainly, dear; whenever you like."
Miss Taylor touched the bell, and the servant
brought in the tray. Tea was only a nominal meal
with them, as they dined late to suit James.
"How did you find the Templetons, Alice?., asked
l\Irs. Ta. lor, as she handed Alice her tea.
"'\Vell, but in trouble as usual with Fred," was the
reply. '' He has been dismissed again, it seems, and
came home from fanchester yesterday. Mrs. Templeton had a letter from the firm saying he had scarcely
been sober for the last two months. '
Mrs. Taylor shook her head. "It is very sad; his
poor mother will be heart-broken."
"She is, poor creature ; she was crying very bitterly
t::> me. I wish ·you saw Fred ; the change would
frighten you. He is not the same man he used to b .
You would sc:arcely know him. He was a nice-looking
fellow once, but now"--. Alice shuddered.
'' He "-ants backbone-mental backbone, I mean,"
said James Taylor; "and his up-bringing was against
him from the first."
"There was always plenty of drink going at their
house anyway,' said his sister. "And to-night Mr.
Templeton was denouncing Fred in strong t erms t o me,
and sipping his wine at the same time. I nearly toh~
him of his inconsistency."
"He was taught to drink at bis fathers table, I do
not doubt," s~iid James Taylor gravely, "and that
young
alter will follow him, or I am much mistaken."
"Drink is a tlreadful thing," said l\Irs. Taylor.
" X obody had ever a better chance in life than Fred
Templeton. Three hundred a year and a prospect of a
share in a first-class business is not to be had eYery
day."
"It i. a dreadful thing," said Alice Taylor with a
sigh. " It made my heart ache to-clay in that beautiful home, where such a shadow dwells always. It i
the same in poorer homes too. '\Vhen Minnie and
were coming to the car we met a drunk man being le
along by his wife, who was crying like to break he
heart."
"Let us be thankful, my children," said the mother
with streaming eyes ; '' Let us be thankful al ways tha
we are spared that kind of grief."
" Ay, aud. do what we can to lift the curse fro
other homes," ·said her son with impassioned earnest
ness. ")!other, I think God demands it of us."

,v

CHAPTER II.
O:S-LY ONE.

:\Ieanwhilcthelittleelf-like figure who haclsodisguste
Alice Taylor's sensibilities was wending her way wi t
weak and weary feet up the North Bridge, to her hom
in the High Street. She had a dozen or more pape
beneath her arm yet, and only a very few halfpence ·
her pocket. She was a pitiful-looking little creatur
but only one of many in the city, and therefore n
likely to meet with either notice or pity. She mig
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be nine or ten, not more, but meagre and stunted,
as children must be, reared as she had been. Her face
was small and pinched, and sore lined and seemed like
an old woman's. Her eyes were very beautiful, large,
Oh, she ,vas a jewel of a wife ; she al \Tays struck me
dark, and lustrous, but dim and worn to-night ; for poor
little Jennie Gibson was ill enough to be in bed instead with the soft end of the mop.
'' To be continued in our necks, " said the toper, as
of wandering on the streets of the city on one of the
bitterest nights of a very bitter spring. She had been he listened to the liquor gurgle from the bottle.
jostled and pushed and kept in the background by the
Why is a drunkard like a bad politician ? Because
other newspaper children, and she was wending her · he is• always putting his nose into measures to the
way home in fear and trembling, knowing what injury of the constitution.
awaited her there. As she turned into the High
"How seldom it is," said a philosophical old lady,
, treet, the bell of the Tron rang ten. All shops save
the public-houses were closed an hour ago, but the "that the 'flower of the family' does anything towards
latter were hu y enough, as they ever are, selling the providing the family bread ."
stuff which brings ruin and desolation to so many hearts
A doGtor and a military officer became enamoured to
and homes. She walked more slowly, still dreading the same young lady. , 'he said it was hard to choose
the reception she would get fr(l)m a mother whose between them, as they ,vere both such killing f ellmv .
feelings had long since been blunted by drink and
An old bachelor explained the bravery of the Turks
vice.
At the mouth of one of the closes a group of ragged, iu the last Russo-Turkish war by saying that ~ man
dirty women were standing, arms akimbo, talking having more than one wife was willing to face death at
in loud rough voices, and among them a red-faced, any moment.
""\Vhy," sai<l a physician to his intemperate neighblear-eyed woman, whom Jennie called "Mother."
She was watching and waiting impatiently for the bo1.u·, •' don't you take a regular quantity every day ?
child's return, an<l darted towards her, holding out an Set a regular stake that you will go so far and no fareager hancl for the hard-won coppers. A dark scowl ther." " I do," replied the other, "but I set it down
spread over her face when she saw how few they were, so far off that I get drunk before I reach it."
and how many papers yet remained unsold.
A Cincinnati girl spent all her leisure time for three
"Ye lazy little brat, what hae ye been daein' a
nicht, staunin' aboot. I'se warrant, claverin' wi' some years learning to box, aucl then when she got married
o' thae limmers o' bairns." She took the child by the and wanted to fight her husband, she went at him and
pulled hair and scratched the same as any other .woman
arm, and swung her round like a leaf in a storm.
"Dinna, mother. I'm no wee!. I wasna able to would. You can't make oYer human nature.
f echt afore the rest," she moaned, her great eyes full of
A drunken man at a Yankee temperance meeting,
pleading. "I couldna' help it. Dinna strike me. 0 interrupted the speaker by exclaiming-" I say, mister,
mother, dinna."
do you think docs a gin sling do a fellow any harm?"
If there had been one spark of motherly or womanly ".,_'ot if a man slings the gin far enough, but when the
feeling left in Jean Gibson's heart, that cry, those gin liugs him ever so little, then it does harm .. ,
pleading eyes, might have tou('hed it ; but there wa
Have you heard this before ? A child asked :
none. Her clenched hand fell heavily on the shrinking " .Muther, whaL is an angel?'' " An augel? "'\Yell, an
child, who cried out with pain, and then she flung her angel is a child that tlies. ' '' But, motbe,·, why clo"'s
from he1· iuto the gLttter, and, grns}Jiug the precious papa always call my governess an angel ? ' " \Veil,"
coppers in her hand, stalked into the nearest publicexplained th_e mot~er, after a moment's pause, "she is
house.
gomg to fly immediately."
Slowly Jennie picked herself up from the mud, autl
The Corporation of Preston having come into possescrept do,vn the clo e, and feebly up the broken
stairway to the garret which was her home. \Vhat a sion of the licences of three public-house , by the
burden of pain and misery rested on that child I tlo not removal of property to make room for the new free
suppose any who may read this can even faintly guess. library, has wisely determined to sacrifice the £900
Her one longing was to be able to fall asleep never to which could have been secured by their sale in order
wake acrain, never to open her eyes on the world, beau- to diminish by three the enormously excessive number
tiful and dear to some, but bla.ck and cold and cruel, of public-hou es in the borough. There are far too
many drinking places in London; but in Preston the
cruel to her.
Into that little low room the moon and stars were number is proportionately twice as great, for there is
shining, but Jennie did not know the kind Hand that one public-house to every 173 inhabitants, or, allowing
made them shine, nor the infinite heart of love dwelling five persons to each house, one house in every thirtyabove them. God's name had neYer fallen on her ears, seven is licensed for the sale of intoxicants. The result
save in dreadful oaths and cur. cs; but though no is that "proud Preston" has become drunken Preston,
human eyes saw the tears of agony she wept that even the policemen being continually intoxicated. -night, U-od saw and treasured them up, ay cYcry one. Pall Mcllt Gcizelle.
By and bye, growing calmed, the child's thoughts flew
back to happier days she could but dimly remember,
when father and mother had been kinder to her, and
when they had bad a comfortable home in a far better
place than this. Father was gone away now-dead
BOOK.
the neighbours said. Drank himself to death, they
I
sit
within
my
chamber,
and the gootl
said too, when she asked sometimes. She had not seen
And great who lived in the grand olden time
. im for a long time, and did not expect ever to see
Are here beside me ; here are bards sublime
him. She did not feel sorry, for he had beat n her
That minister to me in pensive mood,
dreadfully when he was drunk, more than mother
And here are sage philosophers that peer
even, and she was bad enough. Must I tell you ? The
Into the mysteries of life and bring
one passionate longing in J ennie's heart that night was
The meaning clear of many a hidden thing,
that her mother might die soon and leave her in peace.
And wise and deep historians are here.
She was not afraid of being le£ t alone in the world
All stand assembled here in order due,
·or who could be more utterly alone than she at thi~
And at my bidding wait-they are my friends
moment?
And neither time nor ill that friendship ends. '
Poor Jennie ! Poor little riven, ignorant heart !
Few human friends have I, Oh! nry few.
There is One above-a great Friend with a heart
But books in choicest language speak to me,
leeding for the woes of such as you ! And the day is
GiYe knowledge, mirth, and silent ecstacy.
coming when you will know and loYe him, and by and
ye go with him to his hom'° auove.
A'-Dl{EW )I. L\:'.','(:'
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THE .FUNDS.

* * Members, friends, and Societies subscribing to
* the Funds of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
'l'em pe1·ance A S$Ociation are 1·espectjully in•
fo1·med that Subscriptions to the Association, if
11ot already paid, are now due, and will be
{l1aclly received by the Agents and at the Vffices,
112 Bath St?-eet, Glasgow. 'Phe demands upon
the Association are increasing, and it wou.ld
materially assist the Executive in promptly meeting thesr, were subscriptions paid in the former
1·athl',r ihan the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1882.
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MR. JOHN PA TON.
We are glad to state that Mr. John Paton has
been in the north-Inverness, Elgin, &c.-and been
received with great satisfaction. He has been also
in the south-east-Kirkcaldy, Dysart, Edinburgh,
nnd neighbourhood-where hi1:1 labours haYe been
highly appreciated. During this month we observe
that he is to labour in Glasgow to the 4th Nov.;
Stirling 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th ; Greenock 14th and
15th ; Parkhead 17th ; Dalry 18th ; Dumbarton 21,
22, and 23 ; Pfo.ntation, 28th; Glasgow, 29th. Hi1:1
eng11gements, it will be seen, are rapidly filliug up,
so that friends desirous of a visit should at once
communicate with Mr. R. Mackay, 112 Bath Street.
THE SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION'S NEW
YEAR'S TRACT.
This tract is from the pen of Rev. Professor Kirk
of Edinburgh, and bears the significant title of
" N n.tioual Poverty." It is unnecessary to say one
word in recommeudation of n.nything on the liquor
traffic from the pen of this able writer. The tract is
illustrated by the same artist who has so skilfully
illustrated those of previous years. The tract may
be hn.cl at 10s. per 1000, or ls. per 100-carriage NOT
paid. Societies ruay have their name and the uight
and hour of their meeting printed upon it at' an
extra charge of l&. 6d. on orders of not less than 500.
On orders of 2000 and upward there will be no
chn.rge for heading if more than 40 words are required, by special agreement. The price post free is
ls. 5d. per 100. Orders should be sent in without
delay as the tract is certain to be in great demand.
'l'he other day we railed from the coast to Glasgow,
an<l were oue of a party of eight in a compartment of
a most comfortable carriage, but, n.las, at a side
station, two of the company left, n.n<l their places
were supplied by a drunken workman and his churn
"uot so far gone." For the rest of the journey we
had a vivid illustration of what railway drinking
carriages would have been had our Chancellor of the
Exchequer's scheme of railway caniage licensing

been adopted. The contents of the cauldron of
Shakespeare's witches seems horrible enough to read
of, but it was as the nectar of the gods compared to
what we heard during tLat short run. The "mair
o' horrible and awfn'," that Burns suppressed in
Tam o' Shanter, must have been the profanity
belched forth by our fellow traveller. The incoherent jumble of sense aud nonsense might have well
provoked the risibility of all otus, but that nonsense
was continually pervaded by a running fire of oaths,
not minced oaths, but downright, aimless, unmanly,
blasphemous oaths, discharged in such intermittent
volleys that we sat amazed and ashamed. And
looking back on the whole matter, the sense of relief
is deadened by the reflection that we should all have
remained silent when our fellow worm was so openly
and daringly impious. Burke tells us that the time
was when ten thousand swords would have leaped
from their scabbards to avenge the look even that
would have threatened Marie Antoinette with insult,
a11cl here half-a-dozen of men had never a voice to
lift in honour of their Maker who was being defiautly offeutled in their presence.
ell, we for ourselves plead guilty, and hope that our sufferings will
be onr pennuce. We shall certainly nevel" cease to
associate t.he scheme of licensing railway trains with
the druuken working man who exhibited such a
horrible ingenuity in profane expression as to silence
and confound, as well as to inflict upon us the
seYerest mortification we have beeu called upon to
endure.
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But we are by no means alone in our travelling
experience. A voyager to New Zealand in one of
the splendid sailing fleet of the Orient Line had an
experience to which ours was as the small dust in
the balance. A passenger to Nelson, New Zea.la.nd,
he had to endure the horrors of the "bar" of the
ship all the way. There wa.s a frae and unfettel'f,J
"bar," and some half-a-dozen of his fellow passengers
went to the most frightful excesses during the
voyage in drinking, profanity, and strife. There
was no cessation, cooped up in that splenrlid vessel
tha sober and well disposed bad their feelings outraged by night as well as by day, and tirniu women
saw and bear<l enough of mankind during that time
as must have driven them pale with affright, not to
speak of utterly destroying all idea of trustfulness,
generosity, and chivalry ever entertained by them of
man. This may appear strong language, but it does
by no means measure the horrors of tha,t by no
means exceptional voyage. There is no public place
free of thi1:1 abomination that maketh miserable; and
on a peculiarly sensitive aud pure mind the effects
must be in a high degree deplorable. The progress
of culture, education, and social and moral n.d van cement may do much, but it is idle to hope that on
such debased natures as those who made the emigrant vessel a floating hell, these virtuous agencies
can make a permanent impression. Let Britain be
wise, and first cast out the devil that is teariug ancl
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wouuding her sons and daughters, leaving them more
than half dead, and then to these factors of a life in
sympathy with all goodness may be safely left the
process of shaping the life of man, no longer drinkenthralled, in accor<lauce with his destiny and the
good purpose of Goel coucerniug him.
We were gratifie<l to learn that the promises to
the foods of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance As.socia.tion reach a gratifying amount, and
that many of the friends have generously resolved
to increase the sum they have been in the habit of
subscribing to the Association. Every one who
yearns for its progress aud success will rejoice at
this. We hope that all who have not yet intimated
what they intend to do duriug the current year will
do so at . the earliest convenient moment to them.
We can fancy with what pleasure the Executive
can deliberate upon any desirable course when a list
of promises rises before their minds' eye for their
e?couragement awl incentive ; and the larger tha.t
list the greater their enterprise. The Constitution
forbids them contracting debt. Is it. not just to infer that when this restraint was imposed upon them
the members thereby meant to affirm that they
~o~ld give them resources in abundance 1 Surely
1t did, and so vividly haR that idea presented itself
to the minds of many generous friends that they
have, with uufailing kindness, supplied the sinews
of war. Last ye&.r the income anu discliarue uiio-ht
b
b
b e sm'd to hr.,e met each other, but that
chiefly
arose from the determination of the Executive that
their efforts would be strictly measured by their income. That is not the position in which the movement shonld stand, and this would not be the
position of the a.gitation for one moment were our
friends to carefully take the matter of funds into
their generous considemtion. Were they to scrutinise their respective subscription lists in the light
of the principle that prevention is better than cure
we believe that next to the gospel and its claims:
there is uo movement that would receive such
munificent support as the Scottish Permissive Bill
~ncl Temperan_ce Association duriug the short period
1t would reqmre to labour to secure a triumphant
issue to ib; efforts. Were our friends on the first
day of the new year, now so fast approaching, to devote but a small portion of the sum usually expended
on the gratifications common to that festive season
they would not be less happy, while their aecumu~
lated offerings would swell the treasury of the
Association, invigora.te all its agencies, and vastly .
encourage the heart of the Executive. We shall
cherish the hope that this suggestion, so easy of
adoption, will bear fruit in the shape of a new year's
offering on the part of many of our readers.

The Scotsnian when on the rampage always makes
us turn and look for the red rag that puts his bovineship so greatly on his mettle. He has been on the
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rampage since we met our readers, aud this time the
proceedings of the annual meetings of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperauce .Association are the
existing causes of his fury. Sir Wilfrid Lawson, that
used to escape)he fury of his rushes, is the object of
his rage, and had the hon. baronet not already passed
thegauntletof hosts of such infuriated critics wh0, fortunately, in their madness miss their aims, it would
have been all over with him. The statements at the
meeting, which the Scotsman thinks would be a
waste of time to examine, were not marked by any
desire to convince the pnblic, but only by a resolution to coerce them, were based upon serious exaggeration, total misrepresentatio_n, and intended to
be the foundation for gross intolerance.'' Could our
readers undertake to lay before the public as the result of careful 1·esearch an equal number of words
marked by equal hardihood of assertion 1 We
think not. Ju the tempest of his wrath he has fairly
missed the point of all the agitation carried on by
the Association. It is cause, however, for honest
satisfaction that the public, with fuller vision and
better reason, does not look upon the agitation with
similar feelings to this venomous writer. We are
more desirous of the good words of the electors than
afraid of the random thrusts of the publican's ally,
the Scotsman. The writer is of the opinion that
"success has demoralized Sir Wilfrid, who speaks in
the tone of a man who is master of the situation."
In what other tone would ,he Scotsrnan have Sir
Wilfrid speak 1 Surely not in the tone of despair
when he himself gathers from the tone of the boo.
baronet his anticipation of corning victory. He falls
foul of Sir Wilfrid's liberal opinions. Now, we have
always understood, and its enemies h{we always declared, that liberalism means redress of grievance
even though to secure redress interests had to be
abolished. If Sir Wilfrid is such a liberal, what
ground can the Scotsman have for cavil? How any
one professing a liberalism of this kind can cut and
thru t at Sir Wilfrid because he cannot tolerate
the liquor traffic-a mighty grievance-is to us i~
mystery, and a mystery with which we wish to have
nothing in common. .As regards this party matter,
however, we have no desire to defend Sir Wilfrid
from the Scotsman's blind fury, especially as he is so
inceused that the object of his attack is beyond
dauger. This we will say, that liberalism knew its
best supportera were of the temperance party, and
by enlisting their sympathy it is now, to-day, in
office aud in power.
He clearly perceives the
favourable issue of the a~itation on the part of Sir
Wilfrid and his followers, and yet he tilts against
Lord Colin Campbell for presidiug over the late
annual meetings of the Association. He points out
that his Lord hip is not yet so advanced in his
opinions as Sir Wilfrid. Well, though he does not
as yet see so far he does not sin against kuowledrre
as the Scotsman does, but shows a kindly sy mpatl~y
and offers a. helpiug hand. When his Lordship endeavours to define how much power the mlepayers
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should have, and is willing to grant them a larger
share of power over the traffic than they have now,
he will fail as certainly as now to satisfy the Scotsman.
None who offers to assert in getting power for the
people to defend themselves and those near and dear
to them from thn,t avil, will ever enjoy the, 'cotsm,an's
good wishes-if he has any. Loni Campbell can
afford to choose his own course whether the Scotsman
be pleased or angry. His lordship no doubt sees
that, notwithstanding all the incorrigible opposition
of that doughty champion of the d1ink traffic~ that
the agitation hns grown into a movement of commanding national importance. Like Giaut Pope in
the Pilgrim's Progress, the Scotsman gnashes bis
teeth in impotent rage and mumbles the opposition
to the movement which he is too impotent to enforce.
Lord Colin Campbell is not the first reformer who,
while couching his lance against a foe, believed that
he might satisfy honour by slightly wounding him;
but found his enemy so worthy of death that he did
not hesitate to inflict it. The great majority of
prohibitionists entered upon their warfare against
the colossal wrong of the drink system, in the belief
that it could be controlled. Stern ex1 eriencc of its
operations undeceived them, nnd they :.re now earnestly striving for its overthrow. ::,tern history
points her finger at 480 Acts of Parliament which
were <lesigned to regulate the opera.tiou :tnll restrict
the area of the traffic mischief, but all these are
brandej with failure. The Act we strive for, puts
it into the power of the ratepayers affect.ed l>y the
liquor traffic to suppress that traffic, and when onr
work is doue aud the Act finds a place on the Statute hook, the work of the rate1 ayers will begin.
They, and they alone, apply the suppres iou, aud the
que tiou may well be asked, where then can be the
coercion. Oh, says the advocate, the Scotsman, yon
coerce the minority. To that we have the conclusive
reply, The minority seems under om constitution to
be on.ly when ia the wrong, coerced.
were the
minority once, and we were coerced. "\Ve had to pa,y
rates, to endure annoyance, to see our sons and
daughters a11d our bosom friends betrayed and
ruined. We appealed to the people for justice, for
redress, and all the wicked sophistry of the Scotsman,
notwithsta.ndiug our appeal, appears to be so just, so
fair, that a scion of the noble family of A1·gyll sympathises so far with us as to preside over our annual
meeting, ancl 42 of his Parliamentary col leagues vote
against the drink system, and its great aider and
abettor, the , 'cotsman. Let him continue to wallow
in his venom, we will continue to move proudly onward with the growing multitude that will soon be
armed with sufficient legal power to lay the great
national wrong against which, with so many good
citizens we stand arrayed, for ever in the dust.

·w0

"\Ve are gla<l to learn tha,t the Executive of the
ScoLtish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association are making their arrangements for cn,rrying out
with vigour the instructions of the rece11t Annual

Business Meeting. They are to b:.ve conferences
with the friends in as many places as they can reach.
We drop the hint that friends might cordially invite>
them to hold a conference in their town or city.
There is Dumfries, Kilmarnock, Ayr, Perth, Stirling,
Forfar, Cupar, Falkirk, and Hamilton, where a. conference would be of mutual benefit to Executive and
friends. When we also have to state that a bill,
"with all the latest improvements," is under adjustment :.nd consideration, we have done enough to
timulate the desire of our friends for n visit. The
Executive are about to pay a visit to Lord Roseberry, the Under ~ecretary of State for Scotland,
and what will gratify all our friends, Sir Wilfri ,l
Lawson, Bart., is to visit Edinburgh early iu December. A little flattering attention to one deep in the
secrets of the Execntive has enabled us to place this
information before our readers. We could really
have gained much more from tlie same obliging
scource, but we think that what we have given
will convince our readers that, quietly but vigorously, like some irresistible stream, the Executive
is prosecuting the agitation, and all will be abundantly satisfied if we have placed before them what
will stimulate them to a closer and more energetic
co-operation with the Executive <luring the Parliamentary recess.

INTELLICENCE.
THE U.1.TITED KINGDO)I ALLIAKCE.
anniversary meetings of this grand political organ•
isation took place last month at Manchester, and we,e
a great success. The ilr t meeting was the breakfa'5 t
one in the area of the Free Trade Hall, and so many
assembled that breakfast was taken in relays, a number
being served giving way to others. It was a sight as
striking as it is rare to see such an immense party so
early in the morning assembling to fortify themselves
for the deliberations and demonstrations of the day.
Mr. John isbet, of Edinburgh, was chosen the Scotch
representative on the Business Meeting Committee, on
the ground that he was ::1, constituent of the Right Hon.
"\V. E. Gladstone, M. P.
The Council meeting assembletl at ten o'clock in the
Friends' Meeting House. Long before that time more
than a thousand persons thronged the building.
Friends met with friends. Eager were the enquiries
about the working of each other's district, and hearty
the congratulations showered in return for good nc-ws
of progress made. Cheer after cheer resounded as somt:
prominent leader of the movement appeared. "\Vben
llfr. Barker, the indefatigable secretary, entered, followed by Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson, Bart., Mr. B. Whitworth, 11.P., Mr. T. Burt, M.P., and other friends, the
audience cheel'ed, waved their hats, handkerchiefs, and
sticks, and shouted their welcome till the welkin rang.
After the excitement was over the President gave a
most able and vivid statement of the objects and aims
of the agitation. Mr. Samuel Pope, Q. C., read a portion of the annual report. As usual, this is quite a
formidable document, the most Yaluablc t>£ all issued by
the Alliance year by year. There are many appreciative references to Scotland in its pages, notably on
Sunday closing, bye-elections, the voting in favour of
the Local Option Resolution, and specially the follow·.
ing :-" The movement in Scotland continues to advance in the most marked and satisfactory manner.
The overwhelming Scotch vote in 1880 and again in
1881 in favour of bir Wilfrid Linvson's resolution has
TUE
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demonstrated the strength of public opm10n on the years past us we will have educated him up to the
question of Local Option, and has given urgency to the mark. (Cheers.) I had something to do in calling the
demand for a separate measure for Scotland, which has first, ay, ancl the second, expression of opinion which
always led the van in temperance legislation. At the he gave by repeated communication with him, and very
recent annual meetings of the Scottish PermissiYe Bill much satisfied we were with these declarations. \Ve
and Temperance Association, which were the largest bad some little reason to be dissatisfied with the action
and most enthusiastic e,er held in connection with the that succeeded, but I have hope of the great statesman
moYement in Scotland, ir \Vilfricl Lawson, "•'ho was and that his heart is right, and before long he ,\--ill ta:ke
present, reiterated his willingness to see a Scotch bill the same position on our question as he bas taken with
introduced, and suggested the chairman, Lord Colin the \Velsh unday closing. What gives us hope is this,
Campbell, M.P. for Argyllshire, as an eligible member that if Mr. Gladstone has enunciated one principle more
to introduce it. The noble lord promptly replied that than another it is this, that whatever great movement
if after consultation with some other Scotch members likely to benefit the people was afoot, all that was
the way appeared to be clear, he would have great necessary was that the Government of the day should
pleasure in responding to the appeal, and in introducing be convinced that the people wanted it, and no Governa measure. The announcement was received with un- ment could withstand the voice of the people, but in
bounded satisfaction, and it only remains for the time would have to give way. I call upon the friends
friends in • cotland vigorously to follow up the success upon this side of the border to imitate the example we
they have achieved so that a Scotch Local Option Bill are setting them. Put your shoulders to the wheel and
may be brought forward next session of Parliament." give us a majority in England, and I am s:i:tisfied ~hat
The report showed that the aggregate from all sources, you will not find cotlaucl and " 7 ales laggmg behmd.
inclusive of last year's balance, was £18,907, leaving a \Ve have ten members to get from yon if a redistribubalance to carry forward of £1,702, almost the same tion of seats comes, and if we get that there will be ten
balance as last year. A series of ten resolutions was more of our men. (Hear, hear.) I have every hope
submitted to the council by fria1ds from Yarious parts that Mr. Gladstone, when he knows the great heart of
of the kingdom, in speeches displaying a wide range of the nation throbbing with impatience to read of his
speaking ability, the audience marking with their course, will respond to the righteous call of the people
yociferous approval all the thorough-going utterances, and of God. (Applause.)
while what was up to the high level of the prohibitory
The annual public meeting took place in the Free
platform received the stamp of their signal approbati011, Trade Hall in the evening. The hour was fixed at
references to restriction and regulation scarcely awak- seven ; by half-past five, however, the platform was
ened even the echo of a response. The proceedings did filling fast, and the portion at the back of the area.
not strike us as so stirring and striking as usual, and under the gallery free to the public, was already full.
our impression is that the Alliance should at once regain 'l'o all the other portions, area and gallerie£, admission
the position she held with the Permissive Bill. Far was by paid ticket. The overflow meeting took place
distant as it seemed, and slow as was the progress in the Young Men's Christian Association Hall adjoinmade, yet the warmth, the fire, the eager glow of. t~ie ing, which was crowded. The speakers included eight
proceedings, made an atmosphere for the ardent spu-its members of Parliament, all abstainers-Sir \Vilfrid
that sent them to work with an energy and fire amidst Lawson, Bart., M.P.; Messrs. H. Mason, M.P; \V.
which the foundations of the agitation were laitl S. Cain, M.P. ; T. Burt, M.P. ; \Y. . Allen, I.P. ;
with an atlamantine stability, and work do11e which J . .c . Richardson, M.P. ; B. Whitworth, M.P., arnl
req 11in,s no undoing.
the 1..,hail'mru1, Mr. E . . 'tafford Howi>rd, M. P., togethf'r
·we reproduce the substance of Mr. Nisbet's speech, with ir William ollins, Knt., and other gentlemen.
in submitting the fifth resolution calling upon the Gov- All spoke most fervently if not always thoroughly on
erument to redeem its promise to deal with the liquor the resolutions which they had in charge. The speech
traffic. He said :-I wish to call yonr attention to the of ir \Vilfrid was quite a model speech and om advofact of our condition in cotland. · \Ve have three great cates should ma.ke it; the framework of their winter
agitations at the present moment before our population. acldres es.
I don't wish to say a word on any of the first two, the I There was quite manifest at these meetings nn
Land Question and the .Disestablishment of the hurch, amount of enlightened public opinion at which all trnc
for I am not here to deal with them, but I want to t ell friends of the movement must heartily and prayerfully
you how differently these two respective questio1~s rejoice ; but it is waiting, it is in re erve, it i not yet
stand as compared with our own question. The meet- concentrated, and until there is a Bill either by :::iir
ings which are held all over the country in c,mnection ,Vilfrid Lawson, Bart., or by the Government, the
with these meetings are nothing compared with the grand Alliance ~rill not show that great ebullition of pu Lmeetings which we have with us in this great i sue. lic sentiment so signally as we would like to see. ·when
\Ve never hear of special trains being required to bring one thinks of all that it has done-how it has exposed
hearers to any of the meetings for these specific pur- the big traffic, expounded the principles of prohibition,
poses, but when the great exponent of our question, ir and built on them an irresistible demand for a law en'\Vilfrid Lawson, comes down to Scotland, it is not un- abling the people to be their own protectors against the
common for it to be necessary to run special trains that odious inroads of the liquor traffic, one has the most
the friends of the mo\'ement may hear his voice and cogent reason for wishing from the bottom of his heart
listen to the inspiration which he gives them. It will prosperity and speedy success to the national and patbe proof sufficient of what 1 have said to remind you riotic aims of the " grand ' Alliance.
that in Scotland, out of the gross vote given upon our
question when the resolution was moved upon the last
occasion by ir Wilfrid Lawson, there were 43 to 5, or
The Burton brewers haYe been forced by the pressure
8 to 1, of the Scotch members in favour of Local Option.
(Applause.) This is a very flattering condition of of competition to supply private parties with beer at
things in Scotland, and it has instigated us to do as wholesale prices. "\Ve trust that ere long, by the presmuch as we can to make the others either to come sure of public opinion backed by law, they will be
round to our way of thinking, or we will have to try if compelled to cease supplying either private people or
we can't put somebody in their places who will think public traders with their baneful wares.
BER\YICK ELECTIO~.-)fr. Jerningham, the Liberal,
otherwise. Before I sit down I would like to refer to
the last portion of the resolution. It refers to the said at a meeting of the electors that hi Yiews on tempromise which was made by the Prime Iinister, that at perance ha.cl known no change. He gave unday
the earliest possible date a measure would be intro- closing his firmest adhesion, believing that most licensed
duced dealing with the lieensing laws, and embodying victlrnllers desired it themselves, and that the measure
the principle for which the hon. gentleman in the chair will do good without prejudicing any interest whathas contended. I am afraid that some of my friends ever. Local option was coming to the fore. He would
here may say that we have not educated fr. Gladstone support any Government which would embody that
up to the mark, hnt I hope that after we have five principle. (Cheers.)
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Messrs. Waterton & Sons (Limited), have prohibited
the introduction of an/kind of intoxicating liquora into
their establishment, but have arranged for non-intoxicants being obtained for those of their staff who desire
to purchase them.

which came within his own personal experience, showing the vast improvement in the material well-being of
the nation during that period. He took such a wide
circuit and drew such a masterly survey, that it did
not look like a temperance lecture at all, but rather
one by a great political economist, so replete was it
THE TEMPERANCE QUESTION-INTERVIEW WITH MR.
FRASER-MACKINTOSH, M.P.-Mr. ,vmiarn Blackwood with reference to Adam Smith's " Wealth of J ations "
of the Permissive Rill Association, and Mr. John Paton and other authorities. The point of the argument
of the United Kingdom Alliance, with leading men of came at last, however, with tenfold force. He showed
the temperance movement in Inverness, were intro- that with Adam Smith's principles and James ·w att's
duced on Saturday by Councillor Elliot to Mr. Fraser- power the nation had worked up nature for the proMackintosh, M.P. for the burghs. Mr. Fraser-Mac- duction of wealth, but that the nation, by its own act,
intosh votes with Sir vVilfrid Lawson for Per- was depriving itself of the enjoyment of its resources.
missive prohibition, and it was to thank him that The often-used phrase "over-production" came in for
the deputation was introduced. Mr. Fraser-Mac- a most merciless scathing. He would substitute for it
kintosh expressed his pleasure at being approached by ''under-consumption," and showed that no fewer than
the representatives of his temperance constituents, seven millions of the population were living under the
and stated that his support of Sir Wilfrid and the mark and sliding towards pauperism-one million
Permissive Bill Association would be continued. It is actually in it-who, if sober and wise, would make a
encouraging to know that our Scottish Parliamentary large home trade in the necessaries of civilized life,
representatives are at one in this important matter.- and make us more independent of a precarious and
capricious foreign demand.
If appointed editor of
I nverne.~s Advertiser.
Pwich for one week-no more-he would represent
We have pleasure in givin~ insertion to the follow- J oho Bull misappfying his means as he has long been
ing :-Edinburgh Total Abstmence Society. Instituted doing, and take his motto from Burns-" 0 wad some
1836. President-Bailie Cranston. To the Citizen Power the giftie gi'e us," &c. The lecture lasted one
Electors of Edinburgh. The time has again come round hour and twenty minutes, and was sparkling with
for the discharge of a grave and responsible duty-the humour all through. Though a master of good Engexercise of the municipal franchise. It is incumbent on lish, Mr. Paton in a great measure prefers the broad
us as a professedly Christian people that we :promote to Doric, and it has a most telling effect. Bailie Orr
civic appointments those only who entertam healthy corroborated much of what had been said, and proviews on the social problems of the day-the most im- posed a vote of thanks to the lecturer, which was rapportant of all such problems pressing for solution being turously accorded. Mr. Blackwood moved a vote of
that of the <hink traffic. That the citizens may form thanks to Bailie Orr for his admirable conduct in the
an intelligent opinion on what so greatly affects alike chair, Mr. Swan pronounced the benediction, and the
the material prosperity and the morality of our people, meeting separated.-E/gin Oourant.
the following statement of facts is supplied on data
which cannot be gainsaid :-Population of Edinburgh
-say 230,000; deduct two-fifths as under 16 years,
PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
92 000, also one-tenth as abstainers, 13,000-total,
105 800 : leaving a non-abstaining population, 'liable
to be tempted to drink,' of-say 124,000. The _police THE following meetings have been addressed by the
convictions for 1879 are as follows :-Drunk and mcap- advocates antl agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill
able 2,758; allow to cover repetitions, 1,379-total, and Temperance Association, from 14th August to 15th
1,379, that is 1 in 90 of non-abstaining population. October inclusive. During that period 137 meetings
Drunk when apprehended for breaches of the peace, were held, 55 being deputational, and 82 ordinary. At
&c., 4,556; allow to co er repetitio:n~, 2,778-t~tal, these meetings 215 addresses were given. The followl 778 that is 1 in 54½ of non-abstammg populat10n. ing is a summary of each speaker's work : Unit; the two sections of police-convicted drunkards,
Mr. R Stevenson has vil5ited Glal:!gow, Campbel town,
and we have 7,315; allow to cover repetitions 3,657- Paisley, Port Glasgow, Greenock, Rutherglen, Pa.rtick,
total 3,658, that is 1 in 34 of non-abstaining population. Broxlmrn, and Parkhead, and addressed 41 meetings.
Adult paupers 3,198 ; less as the sober poor 1,066·Mr. ,vm. Blackwood has visited tonehaven, Abertotal, 2,132, that is 1 in 5S of non-abstaining populativn. deen, Glasgow, Paisley, Perth, Keith, Duffto~n,
Uniting the police convictions an_d the bibulous paup~rs Grantown, Inscb, Portsoy, Invernrie, La.urencek1rk,
gives a tota~ of 5,789, equal to 1 m :21! of non-abstam- Inverness, Nairn, and Forres, and addressed 41 meeting population. The am,mnt of misery-personal and ings.
relative-involved in these figures cannot be reckoned.
Mr. J. H. \Vaterston has visited Ceres, Nenthorn,
They do not exhaust the evil. It consists with the Campbeltown, Edinburgh, Ayton, Galasbiels, Eyeknowledg~,of every elector th~t there are 1~umerous mouth, Chirnside, Addiewell, West Calder, Loa.nhead,
cases of evil fruit from the drmk traffic wl11ch never Path head, Musselburgb, Fisherrow, Peebles, Kirkcaldy,
find a record in police books or their full fruition in a Blantyre, and Glasgow, and addressed 34 meetings.
poorhouse. The accumulated evils are incalculable.
Mr. John Pa.ton has visited Partick, Kilsyth, Govan,
Note that-as showing how accidents occur, having Glasgow, Ardrossan, Inverness, Nairn, Forr~s, Elgin,
their source in drink-of the police convictions, 117 Keith, and Dufftown, and addressed 20 meetmgs.
were of lorrymen, cabdrivers, &c., incapable of ~aking
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Bonhill, Glasgow, Kilsyth,
charge of their)1orses ; and 82 were of mothers. m~ap- and Coatbridge, and addressed 12 meetings.
.
.
able of taking care of infants ! The electors are mv1ted
Mr. R. Dram1field has addressed 11 meeimgs m
to ponder earne.s tly thi~ st_ate_ o~ mattel's, a~d then _let Glasgow.
conscience say what 1s md1v1dual duty m relation
Mr. M. Edwards has addressed 5 meetings in Aberthereto.
deen.
ELGIN-MR. PATON's LECTURE.-On ,vednesday
Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P., has addressed 3 meetings in
evening 12th ult., this veteran advocate of the tem- Kilsyth and Glasgow.
John Wilson, Esq., J.P,, has addressed 3 meetings in
pera.nee' cause addressed a meeti_ng i1;1 the ~ongre~ational Chapel, South Street, Elgm, his subJect bemg Glasgow.
" \\ ealth and ,vaste, or a Picture for Punch." Bailie
Mr. \Vm. Kesson has addressed 3 meetings in GreenOrr occupied the chair, and, after calling upon the ock, Glasgow, and Port-Glasgow.
Sir VVilfrid Lawson, Bart., M.P., has addressed 2
Rev. Mr. Swan to engage in prayer, he introduced the
lecturer as a very old friend of his, who had borne the meetings in Glasgow.
Rev. R. J. Lynd, B.A., has addrel5sed 2 meetings in
brunt of the temperance battle from almost the very
first. He pro!nised the audience a rare treat. Mr. Glasgow.
Paton then rose and commenced a concise review of
Toble has addrel5eed 2 meetings iu Glae•
Mr.
our country's history, especially of the last fifty years, gow.
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Mr. John Steel bas addressed 2 meetings in Glasgow
and Leith.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has addressed 2 meetings in Edinburgh and Leith.
Mrs. Professor Kirk has addressed a meeting in
Glasgow,
The following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places -which follow their
names :-Peter M'Lagan, Esq., M.P., Broxburn; Rev.
Drs. Adamson, Gbsgow, and Nicholson, Glasgow ;
Rern. S. Harding, Glasgow; and R. 'Wallace, Glasgow;
Provost M 'Pherson, Glasgow ; Ex-Provost Dick, Glasgow; Bailie Kennedy, Glasgow; Ex-Bailies Lewis,
Carluke; Maxwell, Glasgow; and Burt, Glasgow;
Councillor Russell, Glasgow ; Captain Brotchie, Glasgow; Dr. M'Culloch, Glasgow; Messrs. J. Bone, Linlithgow; \V. Stockbridge, Glasgow; A. Jamieson,
Blantyre; H. M'Callum, Glasgow; J. Lindsay, Glas·
gow; J. Jamieson, Glasgow, J. \Villiams, Glasgow;
J. ·w inning, Glasgow; A. Shanks, Glasgow; '1'. Robinson, Glasgow; Eneas Mackay, Glasgow; D. Ferguson, Glasgow; J. cott, Glasgow; Campbell, Glasgow;
M. Hilson, Glasgow; John Stewart, Glasgow; and N.
Buie, Glasgow.

PUBLIC PRESS.
"One morning recently, when on duty at the Postoffice, Gravesend, a coal carter came with a load of
coals. After he had delivered them in the usual way
the coal-ticket was handed in for signature. It being
very early, I told him I had no cash then out of which
to give him the accustomed gratuity. I asked him to
please call again, and at the same time I offered him
his choi?e of either doing so or accepting a. few postage
stamps mstead of money. ' The stamps are no good to
me,' he rejoined, 'they won't buy me any beer, master.'
'But, my good friend, why should you not have a sav·
ings bank account with her Majesty?' I replied, handing him at the s.:une time !l. bll\nk Post-office :wings
bank form. It was a new thought, and a happy one to
the man ; and with a glad look he took the stamps and
form from me. I am pleased to inform you that this
coal-carter has now an account opened in his name, and
every night for tho past sixteen weeks after work is
done, he might be seen coming to the Post-office to
purchase stamps out of his so-called ' beer-money,' and
steadily adding to the sum standing to his .credit in the
bank. I think this would be a profitable plan for
others to adopt, as, no doubt, a great sum is daily
wasted in this way as 'beer-money,' instead of being
turned into capital by being regularly invested ln the
Post-office Savings-bank."
J. II. n.
A man of the name of Buck]ey went to the European
Hotel in Sydney ; he had with him a considerable sum
of money, and in about three weeks he died of alcoholic
poisoning. At the magisterial inquiry, the publican
~ckno~ledged that he had supplied Buckley with the
incredible number of 2,080 drinks, or nearly three
drinks every hour, night and day, for three weeks.
Now, sir, that poor man is dead, and there is not the
least doubt that he has been murdered. The Government of the day support by their action the wholesale
slaughter of her Majesty's loyal and dutiful subjects;
therefore I hold that the time has arrived when an enlig~tene~ and intelligent public should raise their
voices high towards the utter destruction of the Publicans' Licensing Act. And in seeking to create public
opinion that will render trading in intoxicating liquors
~ cri1:1e, ~e are endeavouring to introduce no novelty
m legislation. From the very first this traffic has been
a vagaLond always in the hands of the police. From
the very first our legislators have aimed at protecting
the community from its effects. Scarcely an Act of
Parliament has been passed which had reference to the
sale of liquor without setting forth in the preamble the
dangers to which strong drink exposes us. The ticketof-leave system, then, as applied to the trade, has
proved a downright failure-forbearance being exh.~uste<l nnq. reformation hopeless-a11-d we now deyµand
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not merely the total abolition of the licensing laws, nor
limitation and restriction merely, but that the traffic in
liquor as a beverage be entirely prohibited.-.Mr, J.
Deans in (Jueenslancl (A11stralian) 1'ime.~.
NORTH-WEST OANADA.-On the farther side of a
beautiful bay lay the white barracks of the mounted
police ; on its nearer shore we encountered a small
hamlet, embracing a carpenter's shop and a couple of
hotels. One of the latter claimed to be the " Temperance House," but it was hard to see that any credit
could be aocorded on that score in a country where
alcoholic liquor is tabooed, and not even the passing
traveller allowed to carry the means of rectifying stagnant prairie water, without having previously armed
himself with a permit. The restriction in qu~stion,
originally enacted by the Hudson Ray Company in the
interest of the Indians of the north-west, has been continued under the Government regime, and seems to be
very strictly enforced by the mounted police, who have
apparently got the country into such good order that
nry little else is left for them to do. ·we bad not been
long at Choral Lake when a keen-scented officer smelt
out a case of brandy which had been quietly jogging
along in the mail waggon for the comfort of some
thirsty soul farther west. The relative permit was
demanded, and none being forthcoming, the officer
forthwith stove in the case, and having duly tested the
character of the liquor remorsefessly consigned it to the
lake. I was told that a member of the Dominion
legislature, out here on an excursion, was pounced
upon at the same spot and ruthlessly reduced to a condition of compulsory abstinence. Some people take the
trouble to obtain permits and so continue to enjoy with
official sanction what others no doubt feel it rather
hard to be deprived of, but do not care to have it upon
such terms. As the genera.I result of the system liq nor
is unquestionably excluded from the north-west to an
extent which must be highly gratifying to prohibitionists, though it must not be supposed that over-indulggence in the forbidden luxury is altogether unknown.
Nothing stronger than tea is to be had at any hotel or
roadside stopping-place, and the beverage appears as an
iudispen~ablc r,art of cv6ry mei.l. In the aLseni:0 uf
beer and spirits many people who were accustomed to
the moderate use of these articles would really seem to
have left off wishing or thinking of them, and I have
been repeatedly told by men who did not profess to be
abstainers, that, owing to the pure ancl exhilarating
quality of the Canadian air, they never felt out here the
same necessity for stimulants as they did in the old
country. On the other hand, the conditions described
are clearly favourable to the unfortunate class who cannot be within reach of liquors without indulging to
excess. A good many such persons are said to coma
here in order to escape their besetting vice, and to have
found it an easy matter as compared to what it might
have proved elsewhere to fall into habits of confirmed
sobriety.-The Scotsrnan, 21st Sept.
How TO ScccEED.-The Hon. H. G. Eastman, of
Poughkeepsie, gave this terse advice to the students of
Eastman's Business College:-" My students, you are
the architects of your own fortunes. Rely on your
own strength of body and soul. Select some speciality
for your life's work, and adhere to Paul's precept :
'This one thing I do.' Let your star be industry, selfreliance, faith, a.nd honesty, and inscribe on your banner, 'Lnck is a fool, Pluck is a hero.' Earnest effort
in one direction is the surest road to wealth antl high
position. Don't take too much advice. Keep at the
helm, steer your own ship, and remember that the
great art of commanding is to take upon yourself the
largest share of the work. Don't practise too much
humility. Think well of yourself. Strike out. Assume your position. It is the jostlings and joltings of
life that bring great men to the surface. Put potatoes
in a cart over a rough road, and the small potatoes go
to the bottom. Turn a raft of logs down a mill-race,
and the large logs come on top. Rise above the envious
and jealous. Fire above the mark you intend to hit.
Energy, invincible determination, with a right motive,
a.re the levers ihat move ~he world. Don't drink, Doti't
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l\f. M'Cullocb, Dumfries; Major Malcolm, Burnfoot;
R. Patrick, Esq, Barrhead; ,vm. Robertson, Esq.,
Paisley; Robert Hay, Esq., Perth; P. Campbell, Esq.,
Perth; Bailie Sime, Perth; Duncan , mith, Esq ,
Glasgow; Ex-Bailie Kennedy, Dumbarton; Robt. Roy,
Esq., Dumbarton; James ·wood, Esq., Galashiels;
Andrew Jack, Esq., Kilmarnock; A. D. Stewart, Esq.,
Kilmarnock; James Miller, Esq., Shaw, Monkton;
·walter Scott, Esq., Langbolm; J. Y. impson, Esq.,
Largs; D. Stenhouse, Esq., Uupar-Fifc; John Hogarth,
Esq., Kirkcalcly; Robert Bird, Esq., Paisley; Lockhart Dobie, Esg., Rothesay ; George Lewis, Esq.,
Selkirk ; J. Shanks, Esq., Bridge-of-Weir; Bailie
Tindall, :Fraserburgh; \V. :Menzies, Esq., 1.D., EdinTHE SCOTTISH PERm, SIVE BILL Ass0CIATION- DEPC- burgh; James Jamieson, Esq., Ayr; Provost Hay, Esq.,
TATION TO LORD RosEBERRY.-On 28th ult. a deputation Inverkeithing; John Wilson, Esq., J.P., Hillhead; A. ::5.
from the Executive of the Scottish Permissive Dill Asso- Cook, Esq., Aberdeen; \Villiam Craig, Esq., Barrheacl;
ciation, comprising gentlemen from Glasgow, Edinbm-gh, J. P. Smith, Esq., Dundee; Councillor Anderson,
and the leading towns in Scotland, had an interview with Elgin; \Yilliam Fraser, Esq ., Forres; Alex. Munro,
Lord Roseberry, in the Lord .Advocate's Chambers, Parlia- Esq., M.D., Forres; J. Borthwick, Esq., Hawick;
Provost Young, J edburgh; Provost M 'Pherson, Grangement Square. There was a large and influential meeting. month; G. Bruce, Esq., Dunse; John Adair, Esc1.,
1\Ir. John Wilson, Hillheau House, introduced the bu iness Edinburgh; John Telfor, Esq., Portobello ; Ex-Bailie
of the deputation, and he was supported in urging the pl'in- Hoss, Inverkeithing; \Ym. Davidson, Esq., Aberdeen;
ciples of the Association upon the attention of the Govern- \Vm. Brigg, Esq., Arbroath; ,villiam Howat, Esq.,
ment by Rev. Dr. Adamson, Bailie Torrens, Glasgow, and Stirling; James Paton, Esq., Tillicoultry; James Drysex-Provost Dick, Kinning Park. It was forcibly pointed dale, Esq., "Bridge-of-Allan; ,vm. Rutherford, Esq.,
Forfar; Thomas Hope, Esq., J.P., Bo'ness; James Lawout to his lordship that nothing woultl sati fy the claims of son, Esq., J.P., Huntly; Bailie Kennedy, Moffat; he,·.
t emperance and social reformers in , cotland but the conferring of power upon the mtepayers to entirely veto the Alex. Stewart, D.D., Heathcote; Rev. Thomas Dickliquor tmffic in their re pective loc.llities. '.i'hc peaker· son, Dundee; Wm.\Yhitclaw, Esq., M.D.,F.F.P.S.G.
lfonoran; Directors-"'J.vir. James ~Iurray, Glasgo,v;
gave his lordship stati. tic as to the temperance electoral
power of the country, ancl expre secl the hope that the Mr. James Russel, Douglas; ~1r. G. Arthur, Forfar;
Government would take early steps to legislate in the direc- Mr. ,J, R. M'Ausland, Bonhill; Mr. John Ourle, Jedtion indicated by the deputation. His lorclship expressed burgh; Mr. A. r. Brown, Kilmarnock; Mr. \Y.
satisfaction with the manner in which the deputation had M'Ewen, Kirkcudbright; )fr. A. K. ,villiamson,
stated their case, and intimated that he would fo voumbly Edinburgh; Ex-Bailie W. Dougal,Linlithgow; Ex-Bailie
represent their views to the Government. - Daily Rei·iew.
Heron, Annan; l\Ir. S. Cavan, Kirkcuclbright; Mr. A.
Jardine, Bonhill; Mr. A. M'.Millan, Milngavie; Mr.
D. G. ~impson, Kil winning; Mr. John Cook, Crieff;
SCOTTISH PERMIS> IVE BILL Mr. J. R Russell, Haystone, Peebles ; Mr. A.
Macdougall, Glasgow; Mr. It. Adams, Aberdeen; Mr.
AND
A. Byers, Langholm; Ex-Councillor Paul, Falkirk;
Mr. W. Crombie, Avonbriclge; Mr. T. Fairgrieve,
TEMPERA CE ASSOCIATION.
Galashiels; Mr. ·walter Mercer,
tow;
fr. D.
Mathewson, Crail; Mr. Gilbert Archer, Leith; Mr.
OFFICE-BEARERS ]'OR !881-82.
Chas. Newall, Locharbriggs; Mr. Alex. Glen, Eyemouth; Mr. \\"m. 1Iilne, Edinburgh; l\lr.
eorge
President-TREASURER HAMILTO~, J.P., Glasgow.
Mitchell, Campbeltown; Mr. Peter Esson, DnnfermVice-Presiclents-Sir ,vilfrid Lawson, Bart, M.P ., line; l\lr. John :Macfarlane, Stirling; )fr. ·William
Brayton; James Stewart, Esq., M.P., Garvocks; Gbss, Grantown; Councillor Elliot, Inverness; )fr.
Councillor Hope, Edinburgh; John Davie, Esq., Dun- 1 John Macdonald, Inverness; Mr. J. C. Thomson,
fermline; J. 11'Kenzie, Esq., M.D., Inverness; Ex- Stouehaven; Mr. \Villiam Smith, Balzeordie; Mr.
Provost Fergu$on, Pc1.rtid-:; Provost Rae, ,Vick; E-<:- I Alex. Ogilvie, Dingwall; ~fr. Joseph Mo!-ris, Br0xburn;
Provost Taylor, Forres; J. D. Bryce, Esq., J.P. 1 Mr. D. Christie, Laclybank; lr. William Scott, LcsGlasgow; J. Morton, Esq., J.P., Greeuock; J. Rob. . mahagow; Rev. E. J. Boon, Kirkcaldy.
erton, Esq., J.P., Lanchope; Dr. Robertson, J.P.
That }lr. 'Wallace Allan, Ayr, be an Honorary DirecRenfrew; J. Miller, Esq., J.P., H.othesay; J. Cowan' tor of the Association.
Esq., J.P, Beeslack; J. Smith, Esq., J.P., Peterhead:
D. M. Home, Esq, J P., Paxton Hou e; Jas. Guthrie'
EXECUTIVE CoMMITTEb~ -City j).fember, :~Thomas
Esq., J.P., Brechin; Councillor Moncur, Dundee'. Dick, J. N. l\l'Allistcr, J. Colquhoun, George Gray,
John Jamieson, Esq., Perth; Uev. Prof. w.
Wm. Stewart, R. M'Callum, T. L. Selkirk, R. C. MurBlaikie, D.D., Edinburgh; Rev. Prof. Kirk, Edin. ray, and James Torrens; Peter :Ferguson, A. Husband,
burgh; Rev. Prof. Hunter, Leith; Rev. Dr. Longmuir, J. L . ~elkirk, J. Forrester, vVm. Smith, and Hugh
Aberdeen; Rev, A. A. Bonar, D.D., Glasgow; Rev, Chalmers. Country Jllembers :-\Vm. Hart, Kllsyth;
R. M'Corkle, St. Ninians; Rev. W. Ross, Rothesay• J. Nisbet, Edinburgh; John Steel, Edinburgh; J.
Rev. A. Davidson, Greenock; Rev. D. Brotchie' \Vinning, Paisley; John Lang, Greenock; J. Howeson,
Greenock; Rev. A. Inglis, Dundee; Rev. Hector Hall' U ldingstone; Rev. Dr. Adamson, Edinburgh; Joh11
Glasgow; Rev. J. Thomson, Hawick; Itev. ,vm'. ,Yilliams, '\Yishaw; and James Osborne, Mearns.
Rev, Clwinnan of Execult1:e, . . Ex-BAILIE TORRE · ;:;, J.P.
Clark' Barl·head,· Uev. J. Stewar·t, Peterhea(l,·
·
James Ronald, Annan; Rev. John Tait, Newport;
Rev. James Mather, Langbank; IleY. A. Affleck,
Vice-C'lwinnan of E,""(;ecutive, Ex-PROYO:--T DICK .
Auchtermuchty; Rev. R. I. Gray, Galston; Rev, 'l'reasurer, .
" 'ILLL-n r SMITH.
\V. Halliday, Glasgow; Rev. J. C. Russell, Campbel. Jfonorary Secretar!J, .
. BAILIE SELKIRK, J.P.
town; Rev. John Coh-in, Creetown; Wm. Govan
Esq., Glasgow; Bailie Lamberton, (~lasgow; G. Tait' Secretary,
. ROBERT MACKAY.
Esq., Edinburgh; James Horn, Esq., Lanark; Joh~
Banl.·i:1·8, .
. DxroN B.-\.XK OF 'coTLAXD.
Buchanan, Esq., Glasgow; J. Neilson, Esq, Glasgow•
Organ of the Association-'l1/ie Socictl Reformer,
Adam Dryden, Esq., Edinburgh; Dr. Bowie, Edin:
burgh; E. Howat, Esq., Dundee; \V. Scrymgeour,
Monthly, One Penny.
Esq., Dundee; ,vm. Clark, Esq., Aberdeen; Councillor
Hodger, Dumfries · Dr . .J. Gilchrist, Dumfries; DL', J·.
Offices of the Association-112 B..\TH BT., GLAsco"··
chew. Don t smoke. Don't swear. Don't deceive.
Don't read novels. Be in earnest. Be self-reliant. Be
generous. There are two sides to every balance, and
favours thrown in one side of the scales are sure to be
reciprocated in the other. Be civil. Be a gentleman.
It is a foolish man who does not understand that molasses will catch more flieH than vinegar. Read the
papers; they are the great educators of the people.
Advertise your business. Keep your own counsels, and
superintend your own business. J\fake money and do
good with it. Love Goel and your fellowmen. LoYe
truth 'a,nd virtue. Love your country and obey its
la\Vs/'
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OUR BOOK SHELF.
Boo KS, &c., /or Review, all(l communication& fo1' the
Edito1·, shoulcl be fonua?'(le cl, not late,· than the 12th
of each month, and as rnuch earlier as possible, to t!te
Offices, 112 Bath Street.

I

The Food Reform l,fagazine and Journal of the
London Food Reform Society, published quarterly.
October, 1881. Threepence. This _is an ~xcellent
number the contents varied and mstructivc, the
"hints' to beginners" and "what it costs" heing
specially worthy of pernsal._ The whole _contents are
eminently worthy of the society, and specially fitted to
advance a purer and more economical mode of living.
Le Voyage clu Chretien, d:c. Par J. Bunyan. I~1prime pour Benjamin YV est. Se trouve chez Elliot
Stock 62 Paternoster Row, London. This is a che::ip
t ransl~tion into French of the Bedford tinker's immortal allegory. It is well printed and profusely illustrated. "\Ve have only the first part, but the excellencies of the dream are remarkably well produced, and a,
a French text-book for students essaying the mysteries
of the language of ." La Belle France," we can confidently recommend it.
Tlrn Pnblic School Series Drmriny Books, first grade,
freehand, No. XI. London, Daldy, I bister & l'o.,
56 Ludgate Hill. Fourpence. These l>ook are dee can well beliern
signed by a practical art teacher.
it. The copies arc admirably set. By dotted lin e::;
the self-educator may, with needful care, <lo them all.
The choice of studies is excellent and the paper of a
quality to stimulate the art studen_ts to do t_hem j_ustice. These books deserve, and will, we believe, timl
a place in our best educational institutions.
Le N ouveati Testament de Notre Seigneur J e. us Chri8f.
Tracluction nouvelle d'aprcs le texte grec par Louis
Seaoncl, Docteur en Theologie. Im prime pour Benjamin
\V~st. Se trou ve chcz Elliot , tock, London, KC.
\Yithin th6 compass of l'.::G i,a.g s, douLlc coluh m, n npareil type, we have the New Testament jn French.
Thirteen spirited illu~trations adorn the httle hook.
The text is not disfigured by verses but is in paragraphs. Such an arrn.ngement is seen in all its excellence when the reader gets to the Epistles. Although
in paper covers, this testament will supply a want in
the library of students and self-educating youths ancl
maidens.
BooKS RECEIVED.-" Testimonies of Medical Men on
Vaccination ." "Aro we a Sober People?" "Onward
Reciter." "Temperance \Yorker." "The Lay Preacher."
"The Rechabite Magazine." "The Border Couuties
Maoazine." "Sylvester Graham's Lectures ou the
Sci~nce of Human Life." " Journal of Proceedings of
the I. 0. G. T. Grand Lodge of Scotland." ",vestern
Temperance Heralcl." '' Value of Alcohol in Health
and Disease." "Monaco." "Thirty-sixth Report of
the Al>erdeen Temperance Society." '' Good Cookery."
''Mrs. L. D. Brown." ''Vaccination." ''The Drink
Catechism, by J. C. M'Kenzie." "Danger Signals," l>y
E. N. Holmes, &c., &c.,
Tbe Abbot iford Copybooks: for the Six Standards.
London: William Isbister & Co. (Limited), 56 LuJgate
Hill, E., and 13 Fre<lerick treet, Edinburgh. Twopence each. These are unquestionably the best writing copybooks we hav~ scE:n. The specimen b~f_ore us
focuses the excellenc1el:I of them all. Repetit10n of
elemental form is duly attended to, and the whole
series is constructed to form the style of the pupil like
that which Lord Palmerston so highly valued. There
are several special features; first, the figures arc remarkably good. The capitals are formed for formal
or for business hands, a most excellent itlea, and to
test the pupil's progress long sentences are introduced
to be written by him without a slavish following of a
copy. These features must certainly commend the
book to all who value the combination of beauty of
form with practical utility, and rapid and s·Ltisfactol'y
progress.
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T!te Passion of the Drunkard for Stronl~ Drink. By
Thos. P. M'Nanght, Detective Officer, Glasgow Police.
Twopence. Not since the issue of Cruickshanks'
"Bottle," or the " emesis of Drink " by Dean Close,
have we seen a more forcible exposure of the horrors
att endant on drinking. Mr. M'Naught from his vocation must have ample opportunities of viewing the
darker phase of humanity, and being possessed of a
keen observation, he here presents the drunkard as he
drifts down the rapids of intoxication to dash upon the
rocks of intemperance. One's flesh creeps, and one's
heart throbs with indignation when they think that in
a Christian land such systemic debasement as is here
so graphically described, should be legally carried on.
Young men should turn to these pages and as they
trace a fellow-youth's career from the elegant bar with
its champagne and cigars to the narrow coffin with its
loathsome ancl dishonoure<l tenant, ask themseh-es
with a shudder if they are prepared to enter upon a
similar career. \Ye heartily recommend this tract, and
hope that, as the contribution of a detective officer, it
will be welcomed by a host of sympathetic readers.
'J.1he National 'Pemperance League's Annual fo1· 1881.
E<lited by Robert Rtiy, secretary. One 'hilling, or
One shilling and sixpence cloth. London, National
Temperance Public Depot, 337 Strand, W.C. This is
a most Yaluaule work of reference, one that will very
fitly take the place of '' Tweedie s ' Year Book. The
biography and the thirty-two articles which make up
the book deserve a very large meed of praise. To our
liking the articles by Hev. D. Burns and )lr. W.
Hoyle and the other statistical portions of the book
are the most useful. The article by Mr. \V, R. . elway, 11.B. \V., would have been perfect if he had not
been, as regards 1 gi lation on the drink qnestion, so
"ready to halt. " Ile pleads the har~lship of having
to pay for the consequences of intemperance and not
sharing in its profits, but ·w hy should there be consequences at all? \Yhy not veto the traffic altogether·?
'l'empcrance men should not suggest compromises. but
shoul<l always insist that no liquors should be sold on
a11y }.lretence, and ih~ peopl elluc,LteJ to foel with
them woul<l soon render the issue of licenses impossible. These deductions from its value, uot·withstan<l.ing the book, is one of the handy means of reference
which should not be absent from the desk of the tempei·ance advocate.
A uetter " coach " we do not
know.
'J'he Srnoke1·'s Guill", Philosopha, mul P,·iend. Hardwicke & Bogue. London : 92 Piccadilly. One Shilling.
Professes to tell the reader '' what to smoke, what to
smoke with, and the whole •·what's what' of tobacco,
historical, botanical, manufactnral, anecdotal, social,
medical, &c." The design of the book is, as has been
remarked by a reviewer, "not to set before youth an
estimate of the advantages and disadvantages of usingtobacco. It is rather an attempt to carry by storm the
position that tobacco is one of the prime bles ings bestowed on the human race." The literary merits of the
book are certainly small, an<l the language is often unwarrantably strong, at times even profane. The arguments used, moreover, are in many cases weak and
illogical, and some of the statements made are, to say
the least, open to question. A. few extracts will suffice
to show what nonsense this book contains, and how
little likely its author is to prove a true guide to the
many smokers who are possibly only less blinded by
prejudice antl the fascinating power of the weed than
himself ; - '"rh e inventio1J. 0£ smoking is one of the
most remarkable events in the history of mankind. It
seems to be more or less connected with man's religious
instinctt-:. Smoke, fume, or perfume of some sort, from
the earliest times was an emblem of diYine satisfaction."
The author considers the man blessed "who first discovered in this providential herb the means of sleeping
with our eyes open," and calls it a " sacred herb," and
'' '.l'he daintiest dish of a delicious feast,
.By taking which man cl(d'ersfrom a beast."
" Just as he does by getting drunk!" he might ha.Ye
itdcled. The "special function of tobacco il:I c1el'l~rihet1
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as '' the intellectual alleviation of the excited and
the weary." The chapter on tobacco in the religious
point of view contains some absurd sentences, e.g., "If
he who smokes dines, it is also certain that he who
smokes thinks, and equally certain that who thinks
must become a good Christian sooner or later!" How
could any sensible, unprejudiced person be expected to
trust themselves to the guidance 0f one who holds that
'' tobacco came upon civilised man as a 'conquering
hero ; '" that it conquers pestilence, kills time, is the
"sol!l.ce of the poor insane in their dismal affliction,"
"is good for the wits and makes us moralise;'' is "a
moral, material, and governmental or financial benefactress," '' a spiritual power," '' a completion, as it
were, of our corporal and mental state." The concluding remarks are addressed to the young; and, as coming
from a warm advocate of smoking, are, to say the least,
suggestive:-" To us few sights are more painful than
mere boys indulging in the pipe or cigar. How these
wretched litttle miscreants must poison themselves to
acquire the 'manly' habit, is sufficiently obvious; but
they should know that they are playing with dangerous
edged tools. " "Tobacco is not required by the young,
whose brain will develop itself by its own natura.l force
in dne time, and in a normal manner." '' A great many
boys, however, take to the practice through human
apeishness-that i!', in order to ape their elders and
appear ' manly;' indeed, there is no telling how many
of out· 'young rascals' are n6t already masters of the
art." "The Smoker's Guide" entitles himself also his
"Friend;'' bnt the above extracts show that he has
befriended him truly in a way which he little intended,
by strengthening the hands of those-his real wellwi'sh'3rs-who seek to induce him to give up a practice
which injures body, mind, and soul.
J. F. M.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

o~ the day preceding the

Recent Royal review of Volarriston
unteers, the '' place of tombs " called
Cemetery, Edinburgh, received the mortal part of Mr.
John Slater, stonecutter, Lerwick. His health having
failed some months ago, he went south in the hope of
recovering it; and was several weeks at Dr. Kirk's
'e1mill Sanatorium, ,vest Kilbride, where, to all appcara.nce, he considerably improved. .After leaving it
he sfoyed at his son's house, 30 Maryfield Place, Edinburgh, and latterly seemed gradually to be gaining
strength, so that he and his friends anticipated his
ea.rly return home to Lerwick. On Monday, 22nd
August, he took a trip to Portobello without any
apparently ba.d effect ; he seemed more than usual
cheerful and lively, but during the night a bloodvessel gave way and he quickly passed from the lower
to the higher sphere without pain, at the age of 62.
He has left a widow with five sons and five daugh ters, from the age of 12 years and up to man's estate,
who deeply feel their loss; but, as they all apparently
i11herit their father's gentle, active, earnest, and intelli6ent disposition, and withal his antipathy to the
li <1uor traffic, there is little fear of them doing ill for
t l:emselves. After learning his trade, and while a
y . > ung man, Mr. Slater went south, and wrought in
.1.!;<linbnrgh, Glasgow, Ayr, Falkirk, &c., and havillg
been brought to the knowledge of saving truth by the
Rev. John Kirk, Edinburgh, he very soon became au
admirer of the professor, not only as to his religious
opinions, but also as to his views of the temperance
reformation, hence he became an ardent prohibitionist.
Mr. Slater's temperance efforts resulted in the formamation of a. temperance society in Shapinshay. He
faithfully worshipped in the Congregational Church,
Lerwick, but never joined until the introduction of
unfermented wine at the Communion. Always active,
self-denying, and unassuming, he was most esteemecl
by those who knew him best, would there were more
of his character and disposition to oppose the social
evils which he so earnestly fought against. He was a
sound prohibitionist, and a wann supporter of the
~cottish fennissive Bill and Temperance Association.
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THE LATE MR. EDWARD HowAT, NEWPORT.-It is
with deep sorrow that we record the decease of this
gentleman on the 5th curt., of heart disease, at his
residence, Albany Villa, iNewport, Dundee, in the 65th
year of his age. As a citizen he was intensely patriotic,
as a merchant a man of the highest integrity. His
patriotism took the li nes of temperance reform, and
few men were to be compared with him for the stability
of his te!Dperance principles, or for the constancy of his
adherence to them. ·with him, in the present circumstances of the country, temperance was the primary
essential to usefulness in society, and the vice most to
be shunned by all who wished to have thei.r conversation in heaven. In evangelistic matters Mr. Howat
was fervent and devout, ardently desirous of the sal vation of souls. As regards the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, :Mr. Howat was one of
its most devoted friends, and at one time was a member of Executive. On his removal to Dund ee he accepted a vice-presidency; and at a time when vigorous
means were needful to secure a footing there, Mr.
Howat ably assisted both by counsel and effort. He
was one who admirably united the temperance reformer and the Christian. His Christianity was maclo
practical by his temperance efforts, and these were
inspired by his love of Christ, who was his chief joy.
Tim LATE MRS. BADGER, HADDTNGTON.-After a
lingering illness this very warm friend of the movement
passed away on the 18th ulto. Mr. Badger who is one
of the truest and staunchest friends of the Scottis!i
Permissive ·Prohibitory movement, took the deepest interest iu the fortunes of the agitation, and his lamented
spouse evinced equal sympathy with its objects.
At
the general election none could have been more
actuated by an eager desire to render all the service in
their power than both were, and their house and their
hospitality were at the service of the friends of the
cause. Mrs. Badger does not leave behind her her
equal in this respect in the south-ea!lt of Scotland. "\Ve
regret to state, that she has been called away from a
loving husband and a large family, who are left to
mourn a true helpmate and an affectionate mother.
Her remains were followed on Saturday the 22nd ulto.
to their last resting place by a very large attendance of
mourning friends.
Tim MITCHELL ME:\fORTAL.-On the west side of this
beautiful monumental tribute erected in the Southern
Necropolis, Glasgow, in memory of the late Mr. James
Mitchell, the eminent advocate of th e • cottish Permissive Prohibitory movement, who died in 1862, the
following inscription has been placed :Also,
In Memory of
ELIZA BETH W ALKETI,
Spouse of
JAMES MITCHELL,
who died at
Invercargill, New Zealand,
30th April, 1881,
Aged 84 years .
A small sum was left over after paying for the monument, and out of this sum lodged in bank and bearing
interest, the cost of the above inscription has been defrayed. The monumental stone, which is a good one,
is beginning to waste, having been up for so many
years, and the waste will go on rapidly if not checked.
For its preservation it would require to be well polished
down and receive a coat or two of raw oil. If a few of
the ol<l friends of Mr. Mitchell wish to assist the fund
in meeting this expense they can kindly communicate
early with the treasurer , R. Mackay, 112 Bath Street,
Glasgow, who will sec all that is needful done, and will
duly acknowledge their kindness.
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TIIE BREWER'S TROUBLES.

Two gentlemen were standing talking together on the
kerb-stone at the corner of Castle Street, the one old and
whitehaired, the other tall, and lithe, and strong, with
a pleasant face and grave earnest eyes. They were
Mr. Templeton, the great brewer, and James Taylor,
the young lawyer.
'' I don't know how it is," said the old gentleman in
a tone of grieved annoyance; "I don't see what I have
done that I should be so afflicted. Fred was bad
enough, but it cuts to the quick to see "\Valter following
in his footsteps-only two sons, and both of them going
to the dogs as fast as possible. Can you account for it,
Taylor? "
Yes; T:tylor could account for it very well, but at
that moment held his peace.
'' I wish I had a son like you, Taylor," said the old
gentleman, after a moment's pause.
" You are ma.king your mark-so are mine in their
own way," he a,dded, wi~h gri11 humour. "It fo a
pleasant thing, isn't it, for my girls to be afraid to go
out with their brothers for fear they get drunk on the
way. " James Taylor looked as if he felt full of pity
for the girls, and for the old man with his white hair
and anxious face. '' It isn't as if they had never t.isted
liquor of any kind or had been taught to think it a
forbidden pleasure, to which they might rush whenever
they were free from my control. It has never been
forbidden them; one would think they would grow up
careless about it, as they get of other luxuries."
"Is it wisl', Mr. 'fernpleton," said James Taylor, ' Is
it 1l'ise to bring up one's children in the midst of such
temptation? There are very few who could withstand it."
He feared his plain words might offend, but they did
not. "Fred turned upon me the other night when I
was rating him, and asked me who taught him to
drink if I ditln't. Hot that from one's own flesh and
blood, eh, Taylor?"
He spoke half jestingly, but with painful bitterness.
"It was hard enough, I grant you, but there was
truth in it. I am a young man, Mr. Templeton, forgive my seeming presumption if I ask, tlo you not
feel it a duty now at least to banish drink from your
honse and table? "
'' No, I don't," was the sharp retort ; '' Maria and I
can't do wiLhout our wine in our old age. \ hy should
we, but the girls, Minnie especially, are cleacl against
it."
James Taylor remained silent, thinking of Minnie, of
the cross weighing on her young shoulders, of her
brave stand, her earnest endeavour to do what good
she might in her own home.
"'\,Vell, I must be off, " said the old gentleman; "you,
a tempera.nee reformer might speak a word in season to
my lads. They need it, I assure you, as much as any
of your buntlles of rags at the free breakfast. Look up
soon and bring Alice with you. My regards to your

mother, good day;" and without ,rniting an answer he
nodded and was off.
James Taylor touched his hat and walked off slowly
towa~·ds St. Andrew's Square. Five was pealing from
the city bells; he had half an hour yet to be home in
time for dinner. It was a raw afternoon, ancl bitterly
cold, t he gray lowering sky giving promise of a comincr
storm. The fashionable promenaders had long sine~
quitted Princes Street, and were replaced by clerks
and business men hurrying home to dinner or tea. As
usual, the newspaper regiment were plying their trade
briskly , but their repeated offers of '.Evenin' News,
sir," fell unheeded on James Taylor's ears. He was
absorbed in thought, revolving a thousand plans and
schemes for the lessening of the great evil which
seemed to meet him on every hand. At the corner of
the quare as usual, little Jennie Gibson stood shivering
with her papers under her arm. She held out one
timidly to J a.mes Taylor, recognizing him, and remembering that he had glanced kindly at her before. She
was a shy shrinking creature, unable to cope with the
bold impudence of her companions, and so was often
pushed into the background. ,Jan es Taylor's eye was
arrested by her blue, pinched face, and he paused in
front of her.
'' \Vhat's your name, chilu ? " he asked.
".Te11nie Gihson, sir."
"Are you well enough? you look very ill, not tit to
be out."
" o, sir, I 'm no weel," she answered simply, her
eyes running with tears. "Bnt I hae to come, or-"
"Or what."
"Mither'll lick me, sir," was the low reply.
"Are you telling the truth."
"Ay, sir."
" You are hungry ancl cold, I suppose ; at least, you
look it."
'' I'm near deid, sir; after a Lit I get that J dinna
feel. Ha'e a paper, sir? "
"Not to-night, come along with me.·,
'I'he child drew back.
'' I daurna, I maun sell them every yin the nicht, or
she'll kill me, and see I've only sclt twa."
"Never mind," said James Taylor, authoritatively,
'' I'll pay you for them, come along."
The child, trusting him implicitly, as <lid every one
who came in contact with him, followed him obediently
up the square to his own house. His l'ing was answered by the housemaid, a damsel the perfection of
dainty neatness, who looked with extreme surprise and
disgust at the master's strange companion.
'' Take the child down to the kitchen, Mary," he
said, half smiling at the expression on the girl's face.
"Let her warm herself at the fire, and give her some
tea. I'll be down by and by."
~ary gingerly o~eyed, and Ja~es 'I'aylor went upstairs to the drawmg-room . Alice was there looking
fair and sweet in her sweeping black velYet robe, and
turned with a smile to greet her brother.
"\\ here's mother?" he asked.
"In her room, I think. Do you want her particularly?"
''After dinner '.Vill do," he answered, nnd Alice
wondered what was the meaning of that ocld smile
lurking about the corners of his mouth.
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CHAPTER

IV.

THE IIOMES OF THE VERY POOR.

Meanwhile Jennie Gibson was being attended to in
the kitchen. Mary gave her in charge to the kitchenmaid, and retired not caring to be in company of a.
"dirty street brat," as she termed her, and adcleu that
"goodness only kn ew what the master woultl fetch
into the house next." The kitchen-maid, though not
so pretty and smart as Mary, was much kinder of
heart, and did ht:ir best to make the child comfortable;
she was perched on a chair on the spotless hearth, her
bare feet stuck out to the blaze, and the graceful
warmth pervading her chilled frame. Tea was placed
before her, but she ate meagrely; she was ill, you see.
Thus, the three from the dining-room found her when
they came down about an hour later.
'' Is that what you brought us to see?" cried Alice
Taylor, blankly. "\iYhy, James, what will you do
next?"
'' You poor forlorn little waif," said her mother,
moving closer to the child. "Have yqu had any tea,
my dear?"
"Yes'm," answered Jennie fearfully; these ladies were
more formidable by far than the gentleman.
"'Deed, mem, it's a precious wee morsel she's eatin',
puir thing. It's waefu tae see her," said the kitchenmaid.
"Is your mother living?" asked Mrs. Taylor, in her
kind voice.
" Yes, mem."
"And why does she let you out when you are so ill
as you look ? "
"I hev tae sell the News, ye ken," said Jennie, with
that odd simplicity which always eharacterized her.
"If they're no a' selt she'll kill m6 the nicht, she said
she wad."
"Your mother said that?" enquired Mrs. Taylor,
much shocked.
"Ay."
'' Is she your own mother ? "
"Ay."
'' I can scarcely believe such a. thing possible, James,"
said the old lady looking at her son.
"\Vhen she's drunk mem, oh she's awfu', I'm feared,
an' creep awa doon the close an' sleep on a stair, or ony
gate till mornin'," said Jennie, quite calmly; "she
had me by the hair o' the heid last nicht, gaun to fling
me ower the windy, but I yelled out, an' Mrs. Tavish
c~me in an' stopped her "-the child broke <lown now,
weeping piteously.
"Wull ye gi e me the money for the papers, sir:? for
as shure as deith she'll kill me if I dinna sell them a'.
I'll hae tae gang hame noo."
Alice Taylor turned her head swiftly away, her grey
eyes brimming with tears, but her brother saw them.
He took out his purse, counted the papers, and gave
h er money for them.
'' Tell me your address," he said, '' and I'll come
to-morrow and see if all you have been telling me is
true."
"Very weel, sir, it's just Jennie Gibson, Blair's Close,
High Street. I'll wait at the mooth o't till I ha'e tae
gang for the papers-about three o'clock."
"Wait a moment," said Alice, and flew up stairs to
her own room, returning in a minute with one of her
own wraps, a soft grey woolJen shawl, which with her
own hands she rolled round Jennie, her brother looking
on with glistening eyes. Bewildered with the warmth
and the comfort and the kindness, Jennie trieii to
stammer out her thanks, and gathering up her money
curtsied to them a11, and was shewn out by the maid .
"If I come up at 011e to-morrow, Alice," said James
Taylor to his sister, "will you be ready to go with me
on a visit of enquiry to the child's home?"
"Yes, I shall be ready," was the reply quietly
spoken, for the girl's heart was very full.
But it h?ppened next day that James was unusually
busy in his office, and at one o'clock the boy came with
a note for Alice saying the visit would need to be postponed till after dinner. The day was clear and beautiful thou gh frostily cold, and the night was one of rare

beauty and enjoyment for pedestrians, whose warm
winter garments bid defiance to the icy touch of the
north wind. In her heavy serge dress and rich furs,
Alice Taylor looked as if she felt delightfully comfortable, and said to her brother there bad not been such a
beautiful night for long. There were many not a
stone's throw from -her who could not have re-echoed
her words. They did not see J cnnie at her accustomed
corner, nor did they encounter her on her way up the
North Bridge; both feared that the chilu would be too
ill for her ordinary work The clock was ringing seven
as the brother and sister made their way up the High
Street, the latter shocked a nd saddened at sight of so
many miserable human beings whose life in such a
place and in such circumstances was a mystery to her.
James Taylor had no n eed to ask where Blair's Close
was, his labours among the poor took him to this district many times, and be knew every lane and court
and by-way in the High Street. At the mouth of the
close the usual groups of men and women were loung ing. Keeping his sister's hand on his arm, he stepped
up and asked to be point~d t o Jennie Gibson's house.
"An' what d'ye want wi' her, micht I speir?" enquired her mother, who was one of the group.
'' Are you her mother? " asked James Taylor.
"I'll no say but what I am," she said with a_leer.
" What d'ye want wi' the bairn?"
'' I s she in the house ? "
'' Maybe ay an' maybe no," returned Jean Gibson, at
which th e rest laughed, and the sound made Alice
shudder.
Then the pair passed through the group, down into
the close, meeting a ragged urchin there. James asked
him to shew them to Gibson's house. The lad stared .
"That's Jean Gibson staunin' there, but if it's Jennie
ye want she's in the hoose, up there; see, the very tap
garret," and pointing to a. low dark doorway the urchin
darted off.
'' Are yon afraid, Alice, you are very pale ? " said her
brother anxiously. She held his arm the closer, and
answered bravely.
" ot when you are with me. Let us go up and see
the poor child; she must be ill, surely."
Then without further pause they venturecl in at the
entry, and clambered as best they might up the broken
stair. James struck several matches, which guided
them to the top. There were half a dozon <1oors on the
landing, and knocking at one was answered by a little
thin scraggy woman, with an anxious, sincere face and
dim weary eyes.
"Does Jennie Gibson live here ? "
"No sir" was the civil answer· "in there," pointing to ~ do~r at the further encl. '
"Is she ill, do you know ? " asked Alice, encouraged
by the woman's appearance and manner.
" o, mem; at least, no that I ken o'; but I heard her
greetin' sair last nicht late, aboot twel' or there aboot.
Her mither was drunk, my Geordie said, an' wad be
threshing' her likely; she's an awfu' deil o' a wummin
Jean Gibson, especially when she's fou. Jennie's no
been oot wi' the papers the day; she's no able, I believe,
puir cratur."
"Thank you," said Alice; "she was speaking _the
truth, you see, James.
e will just go in."
The door the woman had indicated was shut, but the
handle turned easily, and they heard a noise inside like
some one rising aud coming feebly across the floor.
They flung open the door, and saw a bare wretched
place whose gloom ,yas only made visible by the rush
light burning in a broken bottle on the window ledge.
There was a straw mattress in the corner, a broken
table propped up on a brick, one chair, and a chilu
standing wan and shrinking in the middle of the place'.
Seeing and recognizing the visitors she burst into tears
saying brokenly,
'
"I thocht it was my mither? She said she'd fling
me doon the stair if 1 wasna up gin she cam' back."
"Are you ill, Jennie?" asked Alice pitifully.
"I canna m ov e-see that an' that," she showed her
arms and her shoulders black and blue and bruised;
the result of her mother's beating the previous night.
Before they could speak there was a shuffling on the
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landing outside, and Jean Gibson bounced into the
room, red and angry, and smelling vilely of whisky.
"What ye daein' here, I'd like tae ken, walkin' in
ta.e a decent wummin's hoose, athoot saying by your
leave?"
James Taylor's face grew dark and stern, and he
pointed to the shrinking child.
" You will be punished for your cruelty and neglect
of this child ; it's time some one interfered."
Jean Gibson's manner changed. "I'm a puir weedy
wummin, sir and mem," she whined, "anxious tae dae
weel, if it wasna for the drink; my man learned me tae
drink, sir an' mem, an' God kens I've tried sair to gie't
ower. But naebody gies me a kind word o' help, an'
sae I just drink on an' on, an' I never meddle wi'
Jennie, sir an' mem, except when I'm drunk. Dear
lamb, I loe' her ower weel."
"Will you give the child to me?" queried James
Taylor, taking no notice of the long speech. "Let me
take her away to-night, I can promise you she will be
properly cared for, and you can see her sometimes if
you wish."
Jennie's face brightened momentarily, but fell again
when her mother spoke.
" 'Deed, I'll clae nae sic thing-bonnie Christians ye
maun be tae tak' an' only bairn frae a puir weedy
wummin. Nana, if that's a' ye want ye'll better tak'
the road, sir an' mem, unless ye can gie' me a bit o'
siller tae buy a bite for her an' me."
I'll send up some things, the money would go straight
to the public house, Alice," said James Taylor to his
sister ; " And mind, I'll keep a sharp eye on you," he
added to Jean Gibson, "And if I hear of yon ill treating
Jennie again I shall report the case and have you
pl!nished for it."
"Very well, sir," said Jean Gibson humbly; " It's
jist the drink ; ask the neebors, they'll tell ye."
"Good bye, Jennie," whispered Alice, bending over
the child ; '' Whenever you are able come to our house,
I want to see ye."
"I thank yon ma'am," answered the child, her eyes
brimming with grateful tears.
Th1.,n the pa.ii went ... way. A ~rocer
t!1~ corr.er cf
the close was found willing to send up a basket of things
to that wretched home, and was willing, too, to procure
some coals, for which the gentleman paid him most
liberally. The shopkeeper added his testimony to the
worthlessness of Jean Gibson's character, and her constant ill-treatment of her child.
",ve must talk the matter over with mother," said
James Taylor, when they were walking quickly home.
'' She will be able to suggest some way of getting poor
Jennie a.way from. her mother. It's a pity she isn't old
enough to take into the kitchen. Hannah would learn
her to be of use."
Alice remained silent, ancl guessing something of
what was passing in her mind, he said no more. \Vhen
they reached the quiet street where their own home
was, he felt her hand tremble on his arm, and she
uplifted shining wet eyes to his face.
"I have been a wicked selfish ungrateful girl all my
life, James, caring for nothing but my own ease and
pleasure, forgetting how many of my fellow creatures
are in abject want both for body and soul. I will not
be so any longer, Ja.mes, and God will help me if I ask
Him, to be a better girl than I have been."
"He will help us all, my darling, if we but ask Him
earne tly, and will bless, too, our feeblest striving'.!
after good, our weakest effortiu His cause. Ay, indeed,
the vineyard is larga and the labourers few."
Dear friends, is it not so, and is it not time we
bestirred ourselves in the Master's work ?
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PUBLIC PRESS.
MR. BURTON ON THE PERMISSIVE BILL.

[IN his political manual, lately published in an abridged
form, Mr. Sydney Burton has done all parties in the
State great service by presenting both sides of all the
burning questions now before the country. \Ve hope
all our readers will possess themselves of this manual,
and to induce them we give the Permissive Bill
portion, leaving to them to get the manual itself for
" Local Option," " Restriction," etc.]
Others would go further [than merely restricting the
traffic], and would allow a majority of the ratepayers in
any district to prohibit altogether the sale of any intoxicating liquor in that district.
The vote of the majority (two-thirds is the number
proposed in the Bill) whether it sanctioned or prohibited
the sale of intoxicating liquors in the district, would be
binding for a definite number of years (three years is
the term proposed) ; at the end of that time the policy
adopted would, by another vote, be either reversed or
confirmed for a further per..iod.
The principle of the '' Permissive Prohibitory Liquor
Bill" is upheld on the grounds :1. That "whereas the common sale of intoxicating
liquors is a fruitful source of crime, immorality, pauperi m, disease, insanity, and premature death, whereby
not only the individuals who give way to drinking
habits are plunged in misery, but grievous wrong is
done to the persons and property of her Majesty's subjects at large, antl the public rates and ta.xes aregt·eatly
augmented," the prohibition of sale would be an
unmixed good to the pockets, bodies, and souls of the
people.
2. That as the common sa.le does unmixed harm, no
consideration of public revenue, or regard for vested
interests, can justly be urged in opposition to its
suppression.
3. That the public income would not suffer from the
extinction of the liquor trade ; the people, relieved
from its thraldom, w uld b~ b 0 t.ter a.hie to ~ontribnte
to the revenue.
4. (n) That it is impossible satisfactorily to regulate
the sale of alcoholic beverages ; and that unless extinguished, its evils will continue unabated. State
interference (though it may have slightly improved
public order) has so far been powerless to diminish
intemperance. (b) That any attempt on the part of the
State to regulate the trade gives it legal protection and
sanction ; raises up farther vested interests ; and clepr:wes the popular standard of morals.
5. That the present licensing system has proved
itself to be a complete failure, and gives rise to much
abuse.
6. That suppression is quite compatible with legitimate free trade and rational freedom.
7. (rt) That as drinking and drunkenness greatly injure the inhabitants of a district (in rates as well a~
otherwise), it is right and expedient to confer upon the
ratepayers of cities, boroughs, parishes, and townships,
the power to prohibit the c~mmon sale of int?xicating
liriuors. (b) That as a publican, when applymg for a
license, is obliged to give local public notice of his intention, it is e..-ident that the principle of consulting
local opinion in the matter of licensing has been already
conceded. (c) That localities ha,·e at present large
powers of dealing with local ~atters, aJ?-d there would
be nothinO' novel or dangerous m concedrng to them one
further p;wer. (cl) That in the case of a harmful trade
like that of intoxicating liquors, the wishes of the many
should outweigh those of the few.
8. That the drunkard himself will hail, and may
"What is the worst side of naval warfare?" askecl a fairly claim, aid in his efforts ~o avoid t~mptation. .
school teacher. "The broadside," replied a boy in the
9. That this is one of the pomts on which the relation
back seat. He went up to the head.
of the tate to its people should be that of a father to
Two men were conversing about the ill-humour of his children, not merely guarding their rights, but also
their wives. "Ah!" said one, with a sorrowful ex- keeping temptation out of their way.
10. That the State should have a sense of moral
pression, " mine is a Tartar ! " "\Vell," replied the
other, "mine is worse than that-mine is the Gream of right, altogether apart from th~ d_uty of guardin_g its
subjects from being wronged ; 1t 1s therefore neither
Tartar I"

,.t
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right nor politic of the State to give legal protection
and sanetiou to a dem0ralising trade.
11. That in other countries-notably in the State of
Maine, U.S. A.-the absolute prohibition of the sale
or possession of intoxicating liquors has worked beneficially.
The principle of the Permissive Bill is opposed on
the grounds :1. (a) That it is in no case the province of the State
to withhold men from follies, but only to guard their
rights and protect their persons. .And that as long as
the State takes care to punish A., if by his excesses he
injures B ., it is doiug its full duty, and should leave
A. alone to ruin himself if he chooses. (b) That the
State would not be really omitting to guard, but would
be itself trespassing on the rights of the people, in
taking a harmless indulgence from Z. because A. fin<ls
it hurtful. (c) That it saps the force and self-reliance
of the people for their rulers to do for them that which,
by right, they ought to do for themselves. (d) That
such attempts of the State to outstep its true field of
work always miss their mark and do unlooked for
mischief. (e) That though liberty which leads to abuse
may fairly be restraine<l, the abrogation of all liberty
in the matter of drink would be followed by a sweeping
reaction, and more harm in the end be done. (/) That
it would be neither · just nor expedient that the purchase and moderate use of liquor by the majority of
persons should be prevented, because there are some
who abuse it to their own hurt, or that of others. (g)
That the adoption of the Act would be a gross infringement of the liberty of all for the sake of a few ; "it is
better for the people to be free than sober."
2. (a.) That as the Bill would prohibit the sale only,
and not the manufacture, importation, or possession of
intoxicating liquors, it is unsound in principle, and
likely to prove mischievous or inoperative in practice.
For it is not consistent in the State to prohibit the sale
of an article, while it doei. not prohibit its manufacture,
importation, or possession ; either the article is so
dangerous to the people that all dealings in it should
be prohibited, or it is not sufficiently dangerous for the
sale to be prohibited. (v) That the Bill, while professing only to be directe<l. against the common sale of
liquor, would indirectly affect the common use of all
alcoholic beverages, an<l. so affect the manufacture, importation, and possession of them, and the Legislature,
while avowedly injuring one trade, would also injuriously affect another, and an entirely different one.
3. That it would be illogical for the~ tate to allow a
trade to be tolerated in a particular di trict and te be
prohibited in another ; the trade is equally harmful or
beneficial in both. If it be pernicious, the tate should
probbit it altogether; prohibition or t0leration should
not be left to the chance vote of the ratepayet·s.
4. That it would be an improper delegation of the
notions of Parliament to give to local bodies the absolute power of toleration or prohibition in this matter.
5. That if the principle is conceded that the ratepayers in a given district have a right to forbid a trade
or calling of which they disapprove (though the trade
may be perfectly lawful elsewhere), logically they
could claim a right to forbid unpopular places of religious or political resort to be opened-and this could
never be conceded.
6. That the bill contains no real element of representation ; the popular will would only be aLle to act by a
mass vote.
7. That the districts in which restrictions are most
needed, woul<l. be those least likely to adopt them.
8. (a) That where one district in which the sale of
alcoholic drinks had been prohibited adjoined another
where the sale was tolerated, the act would prove
inoperative; there would be no difficulty in obtaining
liquor. (b) That where such escape from the letter of
the Act was <litficnlt or impossible, prohibition would
lead to the illicit and secret sale and consumption of
liquor.
9. That ceaseless agitation and strife would usually
result from the (absolutely indispensable) provision
that the adoption of the law should be from time to
time subject to revision by the votes of the ratepayers.

10. That the bill, by making tenure less secure,
would unsettle the trade and give it more speculative
charaeter, and thus would deter respectable, and attract
disreputable men to the business.
11. (a ) That all vested interests whieh have been
allowed to grow up in a trade must be protected, and
if injured by the action of the State, must receive
proper compensation . (b) And that the amount of
capital which has been embarked in the liquor trade is
so enormous that it would be imprudent and impracticable for the State to reimburse it.
12. That after public houses had been suppresse<l ,
aucl compensation paid, a change in the wishes of the
ratepayers might reopen fresh houses, and raise up
fresh vested interests, again to be compensated if suppressed.
13. That drunkenness is gradually confining itself to
the lowest classes, and will ultimately almost completely disappear ; there is therefore no need for drastic
measures, from which unforeseen evils may arise.
14. That the restrictions proposed would be unfair
on the working man, inasmuch as the public house is
his club, and he is unable, like the wealthier classes,
to lay in any store of intoxicating liquor.
15. That though in certain points the present licensing system may be with advantage reformed, it works
in a satisfactory manner, and deals fairly and thoroughly
with the issue of licenses, while it is sufficiently subject to popular opinion and public criticism.

ON THE WING .
The Presbyterian Church of England ha. comruissioned its Committee on Temperance to form a Church
Temperance Society. There are such societies in conn ection with one-third of the congregations. Alas, the
Commission are to form societies either wholly or partia.lly abstinent. If the Commission will profit by experience, we shall soon hear that all the societies it has
organizell are of the genuine character, for nothing else
will succeed in the longrun.
Mr. B. F. Dunn, a prominent citizen of Edinburgh,
urges meetings of certain wards in Edinburgh for the
purpose, among other business, of "taking immediate
steps to frown down that growing impertinently audacious interference with electoral freedom in our municipal contests by the rowdy section of the publican
class in our midst." If he thinks to repress the publican, he may just save himself any ta.king of steps
whatever. The thing can't be done. The only means
of frowning down the publican is to suppress him.
That was a true remark of Lord Aberdare's when he said
Sunday closing would break up the dreadful habit of
drinking which, beginning on pay-day, ran over SunJay
and as far into the week as the victim's earnings were able
to hold out. Still, it leaYcs the great question of total
suppression untouched, and it leads men to believe that
drink is bad because the drinker violates the fourth
commandment. Limited as drinking is ou Sunday
in Scotland, Ireland and Wales, the liquor traffic is
nearly as far as ever from being tolerable to all rightthinking men, and this idea, that Sunday closing will
do no more than palliate the evil, should be kept
clearly in view.
It is pleasant in one's reading to meet with a news paper that can estimate the worth of the temperance
agitator. The Norther·n B'clw does so in the following
manly terms:-" Those who arlvocate what they deem
a desirable reform are thoroughly in earnest, and the
earnestness of the agitation goes a long way towards
attaining the end in view. The temperance agitator is
worthy of all respect. He cannot be accused of seeking
any personal benefit. He does not plead for himself,
or for any one class, but for the nation. He is convinced that restriction upon the sale of intoxicating
drinks would save many persons from poverty, disgrace,
and crime, and he bases his arguments u pon facts
which are indisputable.'' The cruel manner in wLich
t emperance advocates are treated by those whl')
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never did a tithe of what they do to benefit humanity
does not say much for the Briton's love of fair play.
The minister of Prestonpans has been in the Court
of Teinds, asking an addition of four chalders to his
stipend. The learned counsel, in presenting the case of
his reverence, dwelt upon the extent of the p::1.rish, the
labour of preaching twice on Sunday, the number of
summer visitors, and the fact of there being a large
population, chiefly colliers, fishermen, and "those employed at public works." This last class awakened the
curiosity of Lord Deas, and his desire to know what
public works there were in Prestonpans. " ,vhat kind
of public works?" was his question. "Breweries, my
lord," was the instant reply of the learned couusel.
It appeared, too, that the number of the poor was so
great as to necessitate a missionary, who was partly a
burden on the minister. Now, if woe was to be the
portion of those who wrested the Scriptures to their
own destruction, little less, we think, than moral reprobation should be his port10n who wrests a good
phrase like "public ,vorks " from its real utilitarian
meaning, and uses it to signify a number of breweries,
of which "works of darkness" would be the most fitting
appellation. ,v e are not surprised to hear of there
being a large and poor population in Prestonpaus. A
brewery has little employment to offer, and the wages
of those employed near it are sadly diminished by the
powerful temptation to mis-expenditurc it continually
presents. A brewery is a work of darkness, but thank
hod, the day is drawing near when it will be a vessel
<.loomed to social perdition by the veto Prohibitionists
aim to secure.
,,,

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.

'l'o the l!Jclito>· of "The Irish 'Pempercmce League
Journal."
Srn,-,Vhon your committee did me the honour of
asking me to represent the Irish Temperance League
at the meeting of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association, in Glasgow, I acceded to their
request with some fear and a little hesitation. Shortly
after I reached 1he other side, however, I discovered
that what I had contemplated as a task had been converted into a pleasure, and what iu the distance I had
considerecl a burden beyond my strengbh, was speedily
resolved intu a labour of love. The indefatigable secretary of the Association, Mr. Mackay, made me feel at
once at home among the leading supporters of the cause
to whom I was introduced, and who gaTe me a cordial
greeting. This, I need not say, was not on my own
account, for of me personally they knew nothing, but
simply and solely as your representative. I went first
to the social meeting, which was mainly composed of
active members of the temperance cause ; and the
practical wisdom, intense earnestness, and subdued
enthusiasm of the several speakers, elicited my warmest
admiration. The spirit of union which was exemplified
in that meeting was quite refreshing. There wero
represented the Independent Order of Rechabites, the
EJinburgh Temperance Society, the Independent Order
of Good Templars, the Scottish Temperance League,
the Ladies' Temperance Association, the United Kingdom Alliance, the Greenock Association, the Blue
Ribbon Army, and the Scottish Permissive Bill Associat ion, with other societies, I think, whose names I cannot recall ; but all were as much of one spirit as if they
had belonged to the same society and were banded
together under one designation. '£he speaking was all
good. Mr. Paton, of the United Kingdom Alliance,
struck me in the few sentences he uttered as being one
of the most efiective speakers I have listened to. His
sentences were terae and to the point. His matter was
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more than ordinarily thoughtful, and his manner full of
fire and nervous energy. A young gentleman who, I
was told, is factor to the Earl of Zetland, spoke exceedingly well, as did a!s0 Mrs. Kirk, who is doing a great
work among the Christian ladies of Scotland. The
highly Christian tone of all the speeches was most
striking ; all seemed to feel that they were engaged in
a great Uhristian work, and that without Christ it
could not succeed, and with His spirit inspiring their
efforts they seemed to dread no failure. On the whole
it was a meeting to brace and draw tense the heartstrings of men lax in the temperance cause. The evening meeting in the City Hall was a sight not to be
forgotten. Fully an hour before the time every seat
was occupied, and standing-room ceased to be available.
Another hall was filled to overflowing, and many were
turned away who could gain access to neither. ,vhen
the noble chairman entered, the audience rose; and
rounds of applause with the waving of handkerchiefs
and hats all over the hall on gallery and groundfloor,
which greeted him, were repeated with still greater
enthusiasm when Sir \Yilfrid Lawson made hiii appear ance. I need not attempt to characterise the several
speeches.
The whole nation is familiar with Sir
,vilfrid Lawson's style. ,vith a quiet aud undemonstrative manner, and a voice of small compass, he rivets
the attention by the strong common sense of his
remarks, and by that irrepressible humour which ever
and anon comes bubbling to the top, and for which the
audience is constantly on the watch. Again and again
they were intensely tickled, and the gravest cotchmen
among them had to relax, as something nnusually good
slipped, one would have thought unconsciously, from
the speaker's lips. It would be a great mistake, however, to suppose that Sir Wilfrid is merely an amusing
speaker. He has a thorough grasp of his subject, and
di scussess it most earnestly and effeetively all the
while that the light of his humour plays upon its surface. The meeting w·as prolonged till a late hour, but
the i:inthusiasm never waned till the close. It struck
me that _among onr friends in cotlancl a far hirger
proportion of the magistrates and men of so01al position
and influence are identifying themselves with Sir Wilfritl Lawson's movement than is the case with us.
That moTCment, if I might judge from what I saw arnl
heard, has taken fast hold on the mind of 0 coiland.
Men who make no pretensions to be abstainers admit
that the proposed legislation is required and perfectly
right and practicable. 1 should be delighted to see the
wealthy classes as well represented on the temperance
platform at home as they are in Glasgow. There I saw
several aged patriarchs-men venerable for their years,
revered because of their lives, and respected because of
their position in society-just tottering on the brink of
the grave, coming forward to testify, before they died,
against the crreat evil of the day. It is very probable
that Scotland will secure a Permissive Bill next session.
Only five of her members voted against Sir Wilfrid
Law on's resolutions, and Lord CGlin Campbell at the
close of the meeting expressed his readiness to put his
name on the back of a Bill for Scotland alone, if that
should be thought the most advisable course. Several
of the speakers, myself among the number, had to
speak to the meeting in the smaller hall as well as the
monster meeting. As to the reception I met with in
the City H all I leave others to speak; suffice it to say,
it was all that even you could wish your representative
to enjoy. I may add that my wife and myself enjoyed
generous hospitality as the guests of the Scottish P ermissive Bill Association, and that previous respect and
r egard for cotland n.nd the Scotch have been deepened
by our recent visit.-Believe me, yours sincerely.

R. J.

LYND.

Altoona, Windsor A venue,
20th October, 1881.
THE TK\fPERANCE RIBBON"

:m s

ION.

Sm,-I beg, with your permission, to draw the atten·
tion of your readers to the missions by Mr. Murphy
and Mr. Booth, who a1'e eagerly tryina to get up mis•
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sions in this country on the blue ribbon principle. I
exclude Mr. Noble of the London Hoxton Hall Blue
Ribbon Mission from present consideration, because,
like a true temperance reformer, he has organised his
mission, and by efforts which are fully entitled to be
called laborious, is trying with considerable success to
build up his converts into unewerving abstainers. I,
however, confess surprise at the rapture with which
the ribbon mission of Messrs. Murphy and Booth are
hailed on this side of th~ Atlantic. People in some
places seem to be losing their heads about them. I
cannot get into ecstacies on their work, because my
experience of moral suasion efforts guides me better.
These gentlemen simply "go in" for bringing people
into a white heat for signing the pledge. But that is
neither new nor effective. Temperance societies anyway energetic, can get hundreds a week to do this, and
the roll books of such societies testify to the eagerness
with which ensnared victims of the drink system ''join"
again and again. But what is wanted is not simply
registration, but unflinching adhesion. To sign a
pledge is one thing, to stand to it " like a man " quite
another thing.
nless adhesion follows registration,
the practice of abstinence follows the pledge, what can
be expected but hopeless collapse and failure. To sum
up the signatories by thousands, overlooking means for
securing their adhesion, cannot be justified by wisdom
or common sense; and to ask individuals who staunchly
abstain, to sign their names and swell results, is a
scandal to a moral movement. I am quite at a loss on
grounds that are in harmony with Christianity to
account for such action on the part of Christian men.
The pledge to me means the visible sign of my inward
conviction that total abstinence is to me at once a
benefit and an obligation; by my after-life formed in
harmony with the principle that underlies it. I set my
seal to it that it is true. Now, of what use is it to me
to sign that pledge whenever asked? It cannot increase
the potent influence in behalf of temperance which my
life sheds on those around me. Nay, it is wrong, for
the poor fellow who signs, seeing how easily I sign,
may get into the belief that it may be signed as often
as he likes, and the solemn sacredness of the act disappears. Evidently the people at Leicester are appreciating the "totting up" proceus at its true value, for
they are advertising for a missionary to look after those
who have signed the pledge during the recent mission.
The money expended on this" troubling of the waters"
would do more than pay a missionary £80 a year for
such a duty. The signatories have not come into the
fold, and he is asked to go down and bring them up,
ancl bring them in and harden them into staunch
abstainers. Yet many of them may have signed the
pledge half a dozen times during the visit of these
cleYer American brethren. \Ve hope that the missionary may reap a rich reward from his labours and we
will eagerly look for his report, but our reason forbids
our cherishing great expectations. ·when the Hoxton
Hall Blue Ribbon Army, and the TemJJl2.rs of all
sections, with special machinery, find lit difficult to
retain their members, it is too much to hope that merely
asking men and women struggling in the meshes of the
drinking habit, and who are got to pledge in the heat
and excitement of a meeting, is all that is needful to
make them stand firm. After the registration comes
the terrible fight with the habit, and too often the surrender, if left alone, of the poor inebriate to his vice.
The fight is fought at the bench or the desk, in the
comfortless home of the drunkard, and as the mission
has nothing but the exciting public meeting to meet
this condition of the would-be abstainer, I see little in
it to commend it to those who are toiling manfully in
our temperance hall, to bring home the blessings of
abstinence to the business and bosoms of the people.
Moral suasion can only make progress through a special
education on the temperance question, and by a mutual
aesociation in order to confirm and sustain the weak
and develop a permanent abstinence from strong drink
in the adherent. This twofold work in the absence of
a prohibitory law does often largely tend to increase the
number of abstainers. But to crowd a register with
names of inebriates, ancl absta,iners who have displayed

a conspicuous fidelity to their principles, and submit
such a register as a record of permanent results, is an
insult to common sense and calculated to bring discredit on the great temperance reformation .
Yours truly,
ROBIN GOODFELLOW.

To tlte Editor of the "Social Reforrner."
'rn,-All who are persuaded that sobriety is not to
be attained while drink-shops are licensed to facilitate
clrinking, must congratulate the Scottish Permissive
Bill Association in the attitude it has taken to the
Government, through its deputation to Lord Rosebery.
The Association, as seen in this deputation, stands
clearly by prohibition untainted by the least leaven of
license. The deputation, in talking to his lordship, put
prohibition plainly as the remedy for drunkenness.
They neither confused his lordship nor the public by
propounding the notion that a mere majority of the ratepayers should be empowered to retain or reduce the
number of drink-shops, until they can produce the
large majority of three to two to prohibit the whole
number. This mixture of license, with prohibition to
neutralise it, was entirely discarded by them.
The Scottish temperance public are under a debt of
gratitude to the Association for thus taking, at this
critical time of prospective temperance legislation, the
clear, well-defined position which it occupies; for, if it
had encouraged his lordship to legislate on the principle
that a mere majority should have power to perpetuate
the drink trade, while a third of the ratepayers should
have power to prevent a majority from establishing the
conditions of sobriety in entire prohibition, a licensing
law might have been expected, with a temperance sanction, which would have given an interested, corrupt
minority power to overrule the majority, and flood
society with drunkenness from a source difficult to
dry up.
If this notion is ever produced in legislation it will
be easy to continue the drink trade and clifficul.t to put
it down, for all who are interested in maintaining the
trade will be legally helped to make up the reg_uired
third out of the morally debased voters. The mtcrested and the worthless, because they are less in numbers than the disinterested and patriotic, are by this
notion to receive the power of law to enable them to
inflict drinking and drunkenness on the majority. No
licensing law has been the outcome of a notion so
reckless of moral and social order as this. But
it is, certainly, not entertained by the Scottish Permissive Bill Association. It exists to destroy the
drink trade totally and immediately, by the will of
the people, and it cannot consent to subject 11;ociety
to a minority who have a money interest in its
drunkenness; hence its representatives assured Lord
Rosebery, that nothing less than power in the people
directly to veto all licenses would satisfy Scotland.
Scotland, they told Lord Rosebery, was prepared. for
this, and the evidence, they affirmed, was in the fact,
that nearly the whole of our representatives voted with
Sir Wilfrid Lawson, for this, his avowed object. And
well they could afford to say so; for the representatives
had been helped to vote with Sir Wilfrid Lawson by
the organised Yoting power of the temperance movement. A power the Association was fully cognisant of,
for it fostered it, and knows that its extent is sufficient
for its object. Let the Association continue to occupy
this attitude, and every attempt to reduce it from being
the rallying point of the Scottish temperance mo~rement
must fail. Temperance reformers could not, 1£ they
would, remain satisfied with a notion in the name of
temperance, which hoycotes prohibition and puts a
premium on licen.se. - I am, Sir, yours, &c.,
No LICENSE.
THE REPRESENTATION OF SCOTLAND FROM
A LOCAL OPTION POINT OF VIEW.
OuR readers will, we believe, be glad to possess another
of our statistical tables. The one we present shows the
representation of Scotland, the number of electors for
1880, the area in s<]_uare miles, and the amount of
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wealth represented. A glance is sufficient to show
how very insignificant a portion of Scotland returns
Parliamentary representatives opposed or indifferent to
the permissive prohibitory movement. The most
striking language in which we could clothe these facts
could not represent them nearly so eloquently as the
figures in which we tabulate them ; and, hopeful of the
deep impression they will make on our readers' hearts,
we leave them to their serious consideration :~ 0
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17,915 14,446,219

'£hey went fishing. She looked languidly at him and
said, '' I wish the fish would bite your hook. If I was
a. fish I would."
A young woman in Rochester recently sued a mart
who kissed her for damages. A. young mau who can'il
kiss a woman without damaging her, should take means
to get rid of his awkwardness.
A man who had been quaffing beer until he was completely arunk, hiccoughed out that beer was both meat
and drink. Soon after, going home, he tumbled into a
ditch, on which a companion observed that it was not
only meat a.ncl drink, but washing and lodging too.
'' \V illiam," observed a Milwa.ukie woman to her
husband, "Mrs, Halcomb feels pretty badly now, sinco
the loss of her child, and I wish you would drop over
there and see her. You might s y that all flesh is grass;
that we've all got to go the same way; and see if she is
going to use her dripping-pan this afternoon."
"Whisky is good in its place. There is nothing
like whisky in this world for preserving a man when
1,G87,333 194,383 103,894 28,615,475 he is dead. But it is one of the worst things in the
world for preserving a man when he is living. If you
want to keep a dead man put him in whisky ; if you
Total Favorable
want to kill a living man put whisky in him."-Dr.
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And icicles hang from the forest trees?
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Wigtown D . _ .. .. 10, 139
Beside the fire we'll sit, and at our ease
List to the wind that blows o'er wood ancl hill.
551,517 11,098 1,412·392 3,157,991 " ith books and music and with gentle friends,
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The winter night will calmly wear away.
and Burgh Opposed
'Tis bleak December, and how short the day,
THE UNIVERSI'I'IES,
The night how long. But he who with life blends
Electors Electors
Fair art and song can still with joy make bxight
1880.
1868.
December's murkiest day and darkest night.
•a ·orable.
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THE FUNDS.

* .,.·* .!Jfemhers, friends, and Societies subscribing to
the Fiinds of the Scottish Perinissive Bill and
Temperance Association are respectfully inf armed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. 'Phe demands itpon
the As ociation are increasing, and it woulcl
materially assist the Executive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions paid in the forme1·
rather than the latter 7;a1·t of the financial year,
which will close on 20th S eptember, 1882.

THE pocIAL 'F\_EfORMER
DECEMBER, 1881.

OUR NEW YEAR TRACT.

'\VE beg to draw the attention of our readers to the
New Year Tract of the Scottish Permi sive Bill and
Temperance Association, and to solicit their early
orders for a liberal supply. The tract i · written by
that experienced writer, Professor Kirk, and is well
got up in illustration, type, paper, &c. The price is
10s. per 1000, exclusive of carriage; ls. per JOO, or
ls. 5d. post free. Societies ordering not less than
500 can have their name, night, hour, and place of
meeting printed on their 0rder for ls. 6d. additional,
if not more than 40 words. On all orders of 2000
there is no charge. Orders sent in before the l0lh
December can be headed and forwarded in time for
an early new year distribution.
During the past month Mr. Paton bas had, with
scarcely au exception, an excellent series of meelings.
He had a week's meetings in Bridgeton, Glasgow,
which somewhat disappointed expectations. He
was four nights in Stirling, two in Greenock, three
in Dumbarton; he bas also vi ited the following
places-Park head, Dalry, Skelmorlie, N ewmains, Rnd
Stonehouse, besides addressing several meetings in
Gla. gow. He has been highly gratified with his
reception and reports very favourably of not a few
of his meetings. During the month of December he
is fixed for Rothesay (two nights), Paisley, Kilbarchan, Kilmalcolm, Pollokshaws, Miluga vie, Troon,
Lesmahagow, and Cross Hall, Glasgow. He will
also be in the south-east for nearly a, week. His
time with the Association is fully ta.ken up and he
will leave, we believe, for Ireland, early in the year.
Our readers wiil be glad to learn that Sir W ilfrid
Lawson, Bart., M.P., has kindly consented to address
n. meeting in. Edinburgh on Monday, 12th curt.
Besides the Honourable Baronet there will be
present T. R. Bnchanau, Esq., M.P. for Edinburgh
(in the chair), James Cowan, Esq., M.P. for Edinburgh; A. Grant, Esq., M.P. for Leith district of
Burghs ; J. Dick PeJJie, Esq., M.P. for the Kilmarnock District of Bnrglis ; the Rev. TI. .T. Lyuc.l, of
Belfast, who so eloquently represented lhe Irish

Temperance League at the late annual meeting of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Tempera.nee Association; John Wilson, Esq., J.P., Hillhead, who so
ably addressed the same meeting ; Ex-Bailie Torrens,
Sheriff Guthrie Smith, Rev. Professor Blaikie, Rev.
Professor Johnston, Bailie Cranston, Rev. Dr.
Adamson, Rev. J . Kay, Rev. W. H. Gray, Rev. J.
Young, Dr. D. Brodie, Libertoo, and many others
will also take part in the proceedings. The meeting
will take place in the United Presbyterian Church
Hall, and promises to exceed in importance any
similar demonstration on the Scottish Permissive
Prohibitory question ever held in Edinburgh.
We have been creditably informed by a Parisian
co-temporary that there are 35,000 medical men in
Great Britain and her Colonies. W c will accept
this estimate and assume that each of these professional gentlemen have only during the year six
patients, whose deaths are distinctly traceable to
their intemperate habits. Yet it would show that
210,000 persons died by alcoholic poisoning every
year in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia,
India, &c. No medical man will, we think, assert
that there is any exaggeration in this dread esti
mate. It was not wonderful that the Premier
should characterize the drink traffic as productive
of greater evils than war, pestilence or famine. It
would take a great war every year with its costly
loss of 210,000 men to equal the number on this low
estimate slaiu every year by drink. If war in our
day could point to such n. multitude of victims, the
moral sense of the civilized world W01!lld, we believe,
be found arrc1.yed against it. But death on the
battle-field is still held to be glorious, and death by
intemperance to be disgraceful. Hence there is every
incentive on the part of relatives and friends to hush
up the murder by intoxicating liquors, and the poor
victim passes on to the bar of judgment to meet the
living God, while there is noile 0f all bis kindred
bold enough to cry even for vengeance on the system
that has murdered him. We learn that 50 per cent.
of the estimated number of medical men practise in
the nited Kingdom. Here within the four seas
then we have no Jess than 105,000 persons sent into
eternity yearly by the drinking system. This is
more than one in every six deaths which take place
in the country. Were it an injunction that the
causes as well as the symptoms of disease were published in the quarterly reports of the RegistrarGeneral the indignation of the country would be so
aroused that in the outburst the drink system with
all its evils would be utterly and deservedly con•
sumecl.
The poor old Bcott1·8h Standard, the organ of the
beer, wine, and spirit trade of Scotland, is defunct,
killed by the traffic it served, through sheer starvatiou. With a callousness which does not surprise
though it certainly does chill, the publicans allowed
their " flag " to perish. Another has, however,
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stepped into the gap left by the Standard. What's
in a name, says Juliet. Looking to the name of the
new "barrel" organ of the " vittlers," we say, much,
my lady, especially when it is pretentious. Iago says,
"' he who steals my purse steals trash, but hew ho steals
from me my good name, steals that which not enriches him :md leaves me poor indeed." The honest
word trade is filched by the new publican's defender,
and made the sign of the most nefarious, no matter
who is licensed to carry it on, of all traffics yet toler.ated in civilized society. Th e National " Trade,,
Guard?°an, the 1·epresentative of tlie Licensed Trade of
Scotland, was lately ushered into being, and heralds
its existence by a boisterous, if not a pointed, attack
on the enemy. We will merely content ourselves
1neantime with sampling some of the literary wares
f this new guardian of the publican traffic : "Temperance philosophically considered is an incontrovertible law of human existence, and it is a grossly
6 ratuitous imputation on the honour and reputation
f the large and important class of the community
engaged in what is geuerally designated the liquor
raffic, that its existence as a legitimate means for
be proper use of alcoholic bever:iges is inimical to
he welfare of society." That is, the publican issue
nd our friends should make themselves clear upon
it.. The writer's next sentence is a pregnant one,
'' The hackneyed proposition of the United Kingdom
Alliance that it is neither right nor politic for the
State to afford legal protection and sanction to any
raffic @r system that tends to increase crime, to
aste Lhe natioun.l resources, to corrnpt the social
habits, and to destroy the hen.Ith and lives of the
people has been conclusively answered.'' These
sentences pln.ce the great issue between the publican
, ud the Permissive billite fairly before our readers,
, nd, besides, show how the one mystifies aud deludes
itself with a cloud of words while the other appeals
o those principles of justice and constitutional
1·ight and obligation that must in the end prernil.
"\Ve had only time to transfer a paragraph from
the Daily Review on the deputation to Rosebery to
our columns last month, but no time to comment on
the event. The gentlemen forming the deputation
were received in the courteous manner for which his
lordship is distinguished ; and he heard the statemeut read with the closest attention, evidencing
deepest interest in its contents. The facts stated
and the reasons given in the statement converged to
one point, that there was in Scotland a solid n.nd
matured opinion upon the necessity of special legi lation on her liqu.or traffic. His lordship received the
statement with more than official courtesy indeed
we bnt do him justice when we ay that it ~as with
evident sympa.thy that he promised to la.y the matter
brought before him fully before the Home Office.
The Executive feel, like their constituents, strongly
in favour of a Bill for Scotland, and their grounds
for this feeling were so clearly and forcibly put, that
his lordship paid them a, high compliment on the
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way they put their case. Some time ago, in London,
they met Sir William Harcourt, the Horne Secretary,
on the subject, and found him impressed by the
strength and growth of the sentiment they represented. Th ey have now seen Lord Rosebery ; the
present Lord-Advocate supports by his vote the
priuciple for which they contend, and the SolicitorGeneral's vote may be expected the first opportunity
that presents itself. It will be seen that all the Par
liatnentary officials having to do special with Scotch
business, have been at one time or other put into
possession of a clear, full, and urgent statement of
the case for the suppression of the liquor traffic in
Scotland. But it cannot be denied that there are
abounding difficulties in the way of getting the
question introduced in Parliament. The difficulties
need neither daunt nor dishearten. As the event
has justified the Executive in their creation of tl e
enlightened conviction that the liquor traffic shoul<l
cease, so we believe that they will emerge from the
difficulties that beset the Parliamentary stage at
which the movement has arrived. While our friends
all heartily sympathise with them, they can do more,
they can assist them. They can communicate with
their representatives, showing them that they fully
share the feeling that Scotland should, either by a
special Act, have suppressive powers conferred on
her ratepayers, or that such powers should be expressly provided for in the forthcoming meastu-e of
the Government. If they press home these views
on their representatives they will lighten and speed
the labours of the Executive, and do mnch to en~
courage an hon. member to step forth and leaJ the
nation iu its <lemn.nds for such n. reasonable measure
of justice for Scotland.
For a long time a most anomalous state of liceusiug
has obtained in Campbeltown. There are so many
distillers there ! Hitherto distillers, from their
wealth, have been looked upon as pec11liarly eligible
for a seat in the Town 1ouncil, that till lately they
have almost monopolised its seats, and fillecl all
its offices. The awakening of the public mind on
the drink system seerne1l to threaten the extinctiou
of this arrangement. The licensing laws very pr0perly exclude all interestecl iu the traffic from a seat
on the licensing beuch, aucl as there is bnt one
13ailie who has no intere3t; in the liquor trafl-ic it
seemed as if no sessions for granting or renewing
licenses could be held, with the result that all
licenses would speedily terminate of themselves.
The Justices have steppel in on s~ver,il ~ca::3ions to
avert this consequence, taking the report of the only
Bailie out of the traffic on the suitability of the premises a.s sufficient grounds for their action. This
year that m:1gistrate refns vd to cartify, bnt, nothing
dannted, the Justices have assumed the whole duty
of licensing for the town, thus practically a.bolishing
the Burgh Licensing Court. The licensing of Campbel town public-houses is now on a level with the,
English licensing system. It is in the h ands of n.u
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irresponsible body of J nstices, and the people of
Campbeltown have virtually lost all control over the
liquor traffic that affects them. The Justices say
that it is not contemplated by the law that because
of the failure of one magistrate to report on the
suitability of premises the whole of the licensing
applications are to fall to the ground ; but it was
certainly not contemplated by the law that distillers
-men expressly disqualified by their trade from
licensing-should monopolise the magistracy. Matters cannot rest iu this wise. The Home Office
should be communicated with. It is evident that
the disqualification of the distiller sllould be operative at an earlier stage, and as he is of no use in the
magistracy, his services should not be accepted for
the Council. We will be interested to know what
will be done with the Confirmation Court. There
is only one magistr.1.te qualified to represent the
burgh on the Confirmation Committee, but three are
required. Will the J usticea assume the whole functions of that court also? Surely not. Our friends
in Campbeltown will, we trust, make some effort to
avert the loss of their powers to check in some degree
the liquor traffic. What a blessing to them would
be the existence of a Veto Act. Ere many weeks
had pac;sed, we doubt not, that they would have had
a poll as to whether or not the liquor traffic should
exist or terminate in Campbeltown. In the present
state of feeling there on the subject, the Act would
most likely be adopted, and the greatest source
of social corruption in the burgh ended for ever.
Our excellent contemporary the Cliui·ch Standard
p0ints us to the sad condition of Switzerland through
its intemperance. Round this country there cluster
so many heroie achievements in behalf of liberty,
and her annals are adorned with such deathless
names as Tell, Winkelried of U nterwald, and Ulric
Zwingle, that one cannot but feel sad when he hears
that the Swiss nation is becoming, thrcmgh drinking,
the degenerate descendants of snch a, noble ancestry
as once were the bulwarks of its freedom. Lately
the Swiss Society of Public Utility held its annual
meeting, and vigorously discussed the national intemperance. It appears that the imports of wine
were in 1880 as much as 100 per cent. more than
they were in 1861, and yet in the same nineteen
years the increa e of population was only 15 per
cent. A.t the sarne time all the wine grown in this
Alpine region is consumed in the country. Then,
taking the canton of Zurich there are 4121 public
houses iu it, or one to 115 of the population. Such
is the potency of these temptations that i.t is said
10s. a week is spent by the people, or about one-fifth
of their average earnings, on liquor. This state of
matters is condemned as " conducing to a multiplicity of evils, and constituting a serious national
danger." It will be seen that other countries are
like our own under the fell curse of intemperance
and its most prolific nnrse, the traffic in strong
drink. It is worth glancing at the remedies pro-

posed for this at.ate of things. They are fourfol<llst, a heavy tax on the liquor sellers, which simply
means increased robbery of those dependent on the
drinker and augmEmted plunder to the State; 2ncl,
Regulated licensing for a kind of free trade. We
hail this remedy. Regulation is partial prohibition,
and may lead to total. 3t·d, The punishment of
offending publicans. This proposal is an. evidence of
the ignorance on the question which pervades the
society. Hofer goes into A's, drinks ; steps on to
B, drinks; drops in upon C, drinks. He is now
visibly drunk ; C is flogged: fined, or con:fineEl, but
A and B escape. The putting this remedy into
practice will soon end in its being cancelled on the
statute book. 4th, The impr isonment of any drinker
seen three times drunk in public. Worse and worse.
The poor fellow is punished enough hy being pois~
oned without being deprived of bis liberty. He is
allowed to form a habit till it becomes uncontrollable ; then he is imprisoned, and his wife, family,
and business all allowed to suffer along with him.
Yet the cause of this appetite, this public disgrace,
doesn't lie so much in his want of control as in the
liquor traffic. If this society had had the sagacity
to discern the true relation between the drink and
the man, they would have found a truer solution of
the difficulty to lie in the prohibition of aU liquor
traffic, rendering it practically impossible in future
for any t') "put an enemy into their mouths to steal
away thc(e brains."
The Bm;;h of Grangemouth seems destined to be
one of tll e "'rent battlefiel<l s of the Scottish Perrnissi ve prohibitol'y movement. The echoes of the great
struggle he lween the publican feu-holders and the
Earl of Zetland, the superior of the town, have
hardly yet died away. During that memorable
struggle, not, however, closed, the inhabitants
showed by an overwhelming number of signatures
how much they were in sympathy with the Earl's
course of actiou. Another struggle much more
decisive has just taken place. At the last licensing
sessions, application was made for a license to
premises in Dundas Street, New Town. The residents
viewing this aggression on their amenity with strong
aversion, met in pnblie meeting and unanimously
protested against the granting of the license sought.
Not satisfied with a protest, they memorialized the
justices to refu e the application. We cannot help
characterising the action of the justices in view of
this resolution, and that of the memorial, as of the
most high-handed sort. There were 350 rate-payers
around, 32 were absent or at sea; 48 declared themselves undeci<le<l ; 253 heartily signed the mem,rial,
leaving only 17 who might be set down as in favom
of the license ! Against this overwhelming expression of opinion on the part of the ratepayers in the
immediate neighbourhood of Dundas Street a
counter petition was presented in favour of the
license by 170 pers't!ns-commissioner::i, ratepayers,
and inhabitants of the burgh ! Y ery few of these
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bad any interest in the new town for which the
license was sought, and this petition was the fruit
of the applicant's own cn.nvassing efforts, which was
sufficient to condemn it. The justices, however,
took their own way, and grn.nted the license by a
considerable majority. This adds another to the
numerous instances of Justices' tyrannical Quarter
Session decisions, and will tend to deepen the conviction that laws so administ,ered can never operate
for the good of the district they sway ; besides, a
better argument for vesting the ratepayers with a
direct veto over the licensing system affecting them
could not be given. It is high time that a system
which professes to legislate for the good of a neighbourhood, and yet thrusts upon that neighbourhood
a public-house which is, judging by their action,
bitterly repugnant to the gren.t body of the inhabitants, should be abolished.
This is the view,
evidently, of a large number of the people whose
wishes were so entirely set aside. They could not
show their sense of the mischievous action of the
Justices, to them; the great majority of them being
irresponsible to the inhabitants. Mr. He~ry Burrnll, J.P., is also a Commissioner of the Bmgb, and
he had to ask re-election last month. So also hn.d
Provost Macpherson. These gentlemen had their respective colleagues, and from the diverse sentiments
upheld by each there were two camps-the publican
and the temperance camp. The issue could not be
more clear, nor was it doubtful. The temperance
party triumphed, Provost Macpherson being at the
head of the poll, while Mr. Burrell was ruthlessly
rejected. The people have shown him what they
think of his conduct. Set over them by their own
vot she goes to the licensing court, where, instend
of aYerting from his constituents, as far as in bis
power, the calamity of a public-house, he joias the
Justices in their outrage upon the social amenity of
those he represented. Everyone must feel that he
suffers justly in being ignominiously rejected. It
m:iy not bring him to a better minJ, but it will show
to the country that Graugemouth is clear in her
sympa.thies for the prohibition of the liquor traffic,
and that she will not permit those that favour that
traffic to bear rule over those weighty interests
which she requires to conserve.

It is marvellous how often the Church is found
deploring the meagre inflow of the offerings of her
children into her treasury. Ever seemingly on the
verge of privation she just escapes poverty by the
~unificcnt bequests of the faithful. It would seem,
however, as if there were a marked indifference to
her financial condition among the great majority of
her flock. When times of abundance occur she is
enabled to rejoice through the large increase of tribute from her loyal subjects, but when times of
leanness lower over the land her coffers are almost
amongst the first to be overlooked and forgotten.
It is as if her people looked upon her as the Chinese
are said to look on their idols, but with, of course, a
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difference. The celestials are, when in prosperity,
generous with their votive offerings and frequent in
their devout attentions. But when misfortunes
overtake them their wrath kindles aga.inst their
deities and the chastisement they infallibly inflict
upon their gods fills their joss houses with sounds
The difference lies in this that we do not punish our
ministers with blows we visit them with leanness of
teeth. There does not exist any who more heartily
prnys for the prosperity of Jerusalem, who wishes
that peace may abide within her walL3, or who seeks
her permanent good more earnestly than we do, and
hence we venture to suggest a more excellent way
than she takes to replenish her stores. She labours
to establish sustentation funds, mission schemes, and
other ways and means with but indifferent succeF-s,
especially among the working portion of the community. The wealthy pour into her coffers of their
abundance as in the days of old, but the working
people sadly lack the needful generosity at the door
of the sanctuary ; yet were the great body of the
people interested and trained to be givers of the devoted shekel as in those days when Israel wandered
in the desert, the worshippers in our churches would
soon have to be asked to cease their liberality
because the sacred vessels were full to overflowing.
The Church sees with too little of earnest protest the
profusion of offerings to Bacchus and the stinted
support to the Church, and blind, apparently, to its
cause it sits by the wayside begging. We are led
into this line of remark by a writer in Life and
W01·k, the parochial organ of the Established Church.
He waxes woeful on the condition of its foreign
m1ss10ns.
Congregations will not give, and the
mission threatens to wither for want of support.
The State Church is not, however, alone. The Rev.
Dr. Joseph Brown said not long since that were
those of the U. P. communion who partook of stl'ong
drink to diminish the amount of their drinking by
merely fivepence per week that church woul~ not
only have a substantial income, but her schemes
would flourish ai. they had never done before. The
Free Church too complains. She boa ts, and pro•
perly too, of collecting in the :first twenty-seven years
of her history eight and three quarter millions ster~
ling, yet Scotland spends on her liquors a sum equal
to that every six months. The three great Scottish
ecclesiastical bodies have at least no advantage over
each other with regard to this matter, for they are
equally in a condition of impecuniosity. The writer
in L~fe and Work puts his case well. The demands
of the foreign missions for which he 1,leads would be
met, he says, by a,,sum of fourpence half-penny a
head :-three half-pence to the J" ndian mission,
three half-pence to the Chinese mission, and three
half-pence to that in Africa. Asking the members
of a church to give fourpence half-penn} a year, and
thousands of them having a yearly drink bill of
several pounds sterling to discharge ! The Rev. Mr.
Gray, one of a deputation to the churches, put his
case at Dumbarton with considerable point when he
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stated that one farthing a week from each member
in the Established. communion would produce
twenty-five thousand pounds yearly. This should
open the way of the Church to a better solution of
the question of means.
The_ waste upon strong
drink in Scotland is enormous, the fruits of that
waste is incalculable, and the Church has also to
maiutaiu costly agencies to deal with the evil and its
fruits. Nay more, how many does she lose a year
through backsliding through intemperance 7 Let
her stop the leak Let her rouse herself against the
liquor traffic in tb~ might and grace of her supreme
Head. When she overthrows this iniquity, and who
dare believe she would fail if she was sincere, what
would result 1 Peace and plenty would cover tha
land as the grass and flowers cover a field which the
Lord God hath blessed. The foul brood of evils
that rise in the wake of the liquor traffic would have
di..,appearecl, and with these those agencies that had
to be maintained to keep them in check. The vot.ive
offerings of those delivered from the bondage of intemperance, and of those relieved from assailing
the evil would pour in augmented flow into the
Lord's house.
With these the Church could deal
effectively with those evils that would remain. The
Christian graces would flourish as the palm tree
in the courts of God, and the saints would truly
inherit the earth. Instead of the Churches of the
land begging for a dole, let them arise determined to
purge tbe land of our present-day idolatry, and
they would soon find the wealth, the power, and the
influence of all classes at their command.

INTELLIGENCE.
LORD RO EBERY AND LOCAL OPTION.
OxE of the advantages of such gatherings as that held
in this town last week under the auspices of the Liberal
Association is the bringing members of the Government
iILto ,norc cErccb contac::t with the popular sentiment on
the great questions of the day. Lord Rosebery could
not fail to be struck with the fact that no -words uttered
in our Town Hall elicited a warmer response than the
allusion made by the Member for Perth to the snbject
of Local Option. The Srotsman was pleased next
rnoruing to pronounce a glowing eulogium on Greenock
as the posses::ior of political traditions that place it in
the first rank as a stronghold of genuine and robust
Liberalism.
No burgh in Scotland can present a
nobler record in this respect than our own, and the
fact was frankly acknowledged by our Eastern cont emporary. But that journal, as well as the new
Under Secretary at the Home Office, will do well to
make a note also of the fact that this seat of Liberal
sentiment has no stronger wish at the present hour
than to see the subject of Loca.l Option taken up in
earnest and satisfactorily disposed of by the Government. The existence of this desir~ may not be a fact
acceptable to the Edinburgh journal we have named;
and, if we may trust the impression that appears to
have been made upon the minds of a recent deputation
to Lord Rosebery, it may to some extent be distasteful
also to his lordship. vVe have not the slightest doubt
of the noble Earl's strong attachment to Liberal principles ; and we can quite understand how these principles
may be so understood by his lordship as to make him
douhtful of the policy that is a<lvocn.te<l by that section
of the Temperance Reformers who plead for further
legislatiYe interference with the liquor traffic. It is

only of late that Mr. Bright has seen his way to the
acceptance of the resolution that is identified with the
name of Sir vVilfrid La,vson; and the member for
Birm ingham is but a type of many in the Liberal
ranks who, while animated by the very strongest desire
to see the stain of intemperance removed from Britain,
have yet been slow to concur in the application of Sir
,vilfrid's specific for the cure of the gigantic evil. The
new Under Secretary at the Home Office would see,
however, that the Liberals of Greenock, upon whom
he bestowed a eulogium that was probably as wellmerited as it was gracefully expressed, have made up
their minds on the subject, and that there is no part of
the work lying before Parliament in which they feel a
deeper interest. In view of the votes of the Scottish
members, it will be unfair to delay the matter much
longer ; and the sooner Lord Rosebery faces the problem the more likely is he to retain and strengthen the
popularity which he at present enjoys. Mr. Parker
mentioned three great subjects in relation to which
Scotland is ready to lead the way ; but there is not one
of these about which the national sentiment north of
the Tweed is so manifestly ripe as that of Local
Option. In a material as well as a moral point of
view, it is one of transcendent importance; and we
hope thn.t Lord Rosebery's communion with the staunch
and well-tried Liberalism of this town will hasten a.
decision on his part concluci\'e to the solution of a.
problem that cannot be trifled with by those who ha.Ye
1
the welfare of the country at heart. -Greenock 1'eleg1·aph.
Niue-tenths of the Primitive Methodist ministers are
abstainers.
The Newport Town Council condemn the pernicious
cu stom of paying wages in public-houses. It is time
that custom was condemned in Scotch ports.
Mr. 11. T. Booth's temperance mission in Leicester
is said to have resulted in 10,906 total abstinence
pledges, and in the distribution of 19,630 blue ribbons.
It is stated that nearly 4000 dram shors in the city
of New York are kept by women. There is only one
American-born woman among them. They are mostly
Irish.
At last Dr. F. R. Lee's "\Yorks, in 10 half crown
volumes, arc announced. Orders are being received
at the National Incl('pendent Office, Guildford Street.,
Leeds.
" re were very sorry to learn that the ecreta1~0
the Admiralty, Mr. G. 0. Trevelyan, has been prostrated
with fever. It is satisfactory to know, however, t,hat
he is soon likely to recover.
The prosperous among us have an average duration
of life of 50 years, the children of toil one of 32 years.
That last need not be so low were these children to
abstain from liquor and tobacco.
The San Francisco R e.scue calls Mr. w·m. Hoyle Sir
William Hoyle. Perhaps one day our sovereign lady's
sword may be laid on his shoulder. There are few who
are more deserving of the honour.
The ons of Temperance have at length re olved to
issue a monthly for the advocacy of the principles and
objects of the Order. The first number appeared last
month. It has our hearty wishes for its success.
Dundee can rejoice over a Provost who is an abstainer
-ex-Bailie Moncur being now its chief ruler. \Ve,
too, rejoice at his elevation, and offer our heartiest
wishes for a distinguished and successful tenure of
office.
Kansas bas au area of 50,000,000. Kansas is under
liquor prohibition. Numerous immigrants are pouring
in. It is believed that the constitutional prohibition
of the liquor traffic will largely increase the material
prosperity of the tate. When the question of prohibition was submitted to the whole voto of the people,
a large number of habitual drunkards were forernost
in voting for it, saying any legislation that would
break the habits in whose fell gripe they were was
worth the voting for. Kansas for eYer !
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It is cheering to learn that when Mr. Gladstone was
entertained the other day by the Leeds Liberal Club,
Sir Edward Baines, who presided, and who proposed
the Premier's health, not only drank the toast as a
teetotaler ~bould, but boldly announced that his glass
was filled with " Nature's noblest liquor - pure
water."
Along the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, 14,000
miles long, the sale of intoxicating liquors has been
abolished in the station restaurants, and 2000 railway
servants are pledged abstainers. The fact has been
proved that "a railway, especially a very long single
track like the Grand Trunk, can be worked more
safely and efficiently on total abstinence principles than
in any other way."
L OCAL OPTION.-The highly popular League conversazioncs began this year with a discussion on "Legislation far Scotland," led by the Rev. J. A. Johnston. On
the motion of Mr. D. Fortune the discussion was
adjourned till Monday 21st, when in Niven's Central
Dining Rooms a paper of great excellence was r ead by
Mr. Fortune on Local Option legislation for Scotland.
So far as it went the paper was unanswerable. The
discussion was continued, but sayc for the r emarks of
ex-Provost Dick, John ,vilson, Esq., J.P., and Mr.
Galloway, was devoid of interest. Rev. M r. Johnston
having replied the proceeedings terminated with the
usual vote of thanks to the chairman, Sir ,Villiam
Collins.
PRESENTATIONS TO Sn:. ,vrLUAM A D LADY COLLINS.
-On the 27th October Sir ·William Collins ,vas entertained by the Corporation of the City of Glasgow at a
conversazione in the Corporation Galleries. There was
a large assemblage of ladies and gentlemen. The Lord
Provost in an appropriate speech presented ir \Yilliam
with a portrait of himself from the study of Patalano.
Bailie Dunlop presented Sir William with a portrait of
Lady Collins also by the same painter. Sir William
made an appropriate reply. He is in court dress and
her ladyship in evening dress. On the 2!1th in the
presence of 50,000 spectators Mr. A. H. M'Lean uneiled a l1anJ.soine iouutaiu erected Lo mark the Provostship of ir William. The fountain was accepted
on the part of tb.e Corporation by the Honourable the
Lord Provost of the city. Sir V,'illiam Collins returned
thanks ; addresses by several prominent citizens were
hailed by the vast multitude with applause; cheers
were given at the close for ir William and Lady
Collins. There was a procession of all sections of the
temperance mo\·ement numbering 8000.
AccIDEN'l' IN URA"N"CE AND TEMPERANCE.---A striking
illustration of the value of total abstinence and the advance of public opinion on our question, is to be found
in the prospectus of "The Lancashire and Yorkshire
Accident Insurance Company." The directors of that
company have wisely recognised the fact that abstainers
run infinitely less risk, than those who do not abstain,
in meeting with serious accidents, therefore they have
resolved, with commendable enterprise, to offer a
bonus of 10 per cent. abatement of premium to all
their customers who have renounced the use of intoxicating drinks for the previous twelve months. There
is not the slightest doubt that a very l.1.rge proportion
of the saddest cat astrophes occur, by road and rail,
by land and sea, through indulgence in alcoholic
liquors, consequently this company is acting with
prai eworthy prudence in holding out strong inducements to its numerous supporters to shun this active
cause of eminent danger, and so avert calamities to the
assured, and heavy claims on their own funds. Such a
company deserves the very best encouragement from
our friends for the bold step they have taken. A promi e is held ont that, if sufficiently supported, the
directors will make the bonus even greater in the
future. We trust they will be rewarded with the success they merit. Our good friends, Thomas Dick &
Son, of 12 Stanley Street, Paisley Road, \Vest, Glasgow, who are agents for the company, will no doubt be
happy to afford all needful information to any one who
may feel interested in this matter, and to them we
eartily recommend our readers to apply direct,
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WINES SCRIPTURAL A, D EccLESIASTICAL.-On the
18th ult. Dr. N. S. Kerr, of London, delivered a lecture on the above subj ect in the Chapter-house adjoining d. Paul 's Cathedral.
Dr. W. B. Richardson
presided. Dr. Kerr had been driven to the study of
this subject by the objection urged by infidel patients,
who asserted that the Bible commended and that
Christ made poisonous drinks. He was quite satisfied
that the God of nature was the God of revelation, and
that there could be no contradiction between His work
and His word. To meet this objection thoroughly he
determined to study the question. The true solution
of the Bible wine problem was to be seen in the recognition of two essentially different kinds of scriptnre
wine-one unintoxicating and innocent, the other intoxicating and dangerous.
This interpretation of
biblical references to wine was so simple and natural,
aud so reconciled the teaching of the scriptures with
that of science and experience, that it had been persistently disputed by sceptics. The only inference Dr.
Kerr could draw from his study of the teaching and
life of Christ, was that He could not have made a
poisonous beverage for such as had freely drunk of
poison already.
This interpretation invested the
miracle of Cana with peculiar beauty and force, inasmuch as it represents Christ accomplishing in a moment
that which every year takes several months-the conversion of the watery sap of the vine into wine in the
grape. He felt bound to test the objection that unfermented wine did not exist, and spent nearly a year in
an extended and crucial series of experiments with
grapes and grape juice. The result was conclusive.
He had proved that unfermented wine could be kept
from fermenting for days, and ascertained that the
ancient methods were most effective. He showed a.
large variety of specimens in solid and liquid form.
The only unfermented wine in the English market
which he could recommend was that of Frank \Vright
68 High Street, Kensington, London.
A host of
authorities, inclu~ing the Archbishop of Canterbury,
1737 ; the Archbishop of Armn.gh, l 7G6 ; thu Bishop
of Jorwich, 1660; Hochester, 1702; and London,
1778, were quoted to attest that unfermented wine had
been in use from the earliest times to the present day.
Such unfermented and unintoxicatiug beverages had
all along, by travellers, scholars, poets, and other
writers, been called wine; both unfermcnted and fermented palm juice had been known as palm wine; the
chief use of grapes in the East was not to make fermented wine ; grapes could be kept fresh i,Jl the year
round, so that unfermented wine could be newly prepared at any time. Yayfo, in the Old Testament and
oinos, in the .1. ew Testament, were general teri~s for
both unfermcnted and fermented wine. 1'iro8h was
unfermented, and probably the solid fruit. Distillation
being then unknown, sliakm·, condemned in the Bible
would be what is called a "naturally fermented" wine:
and_ therefore not more than half the strength of our
ordmary port or sherry. Other words in the original and
several scripture t exts were commented on, and a warm
tribute pai~ to the Bible Te~peranc~ Commentary.
Dr. Kerr said that he was now m trea.tma on ecclesiastical wine on sure ground, for he was° on his own
domain of medicine. As a physician with some experience in th_e treatment of habitual drunkenne s, ho
kn ew that it was not safe for the dipsomaniac to taste
intoxicating drink in any circumstances, while in a
state of consciousness ; and, therefore, he (the lecturer)
Churchman though he was, even when a drinker himself, never allowed a, reformed drunkard under his care
to go near a communion table when intoxica.tina drink
was presented.
He was supported in this Ji11e of
treatment by lDr. A. Fergus, of the General Medical
Coun?i!, and recently Presi~ent of the Faculty of
Phys1c1ans and Surgeons, by urgeon-General Francis
and by other experts in the higher ranks of the mecli~
cal profession. There need be no difficulty about the
legal matter. At all periods in the history of the
Christian Church, unfermented juice of the arape had
been hekl to be wine fur the pm7wse of the 1:?acmment.
·witnesses were cited _in the o~iginal from the second,
fourth, seventh, nmth, thirteenth, seYcnteenth 1
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eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. Unfermented,
unintoxicating wine was, at the present day, recog11ised as a lawful element of Communion by the Methodist, Episcopal, and other bodies in America, by the
Established Church of Scotland, by a large number of
Nonconforming congregations tbroughou t the kingdom,
by a considerable array of Established Churches and
mission charges in England, and by the annual Mildmay Conference. One bishop had sanctioned its use,
while several bishops had communicated in it and had
macle 110 sign. The tent that so many churches used
was nc,t fermented wine at all, but, even at its best,
unfermented wine with spirit added to it to preYent
fermentation. As to the legality of the sacramental
use of unfermented wine, the opinion of the well known
ecclesiastical lawyer, Dr. A. J. Stephens, Q. C., seemed
conclusive. Dr. Stephens says there is no evidence to
show whether the fruit of the vine our Saviour administered at the Last Supper was unfermented or
fermented ; that in ancient times both freshly expressed
and preserved unfermented grape juice was drank ;
that such wine could not intoxicate ; that in early
times communion might be had by pressing vine
clusters into the cup ; that there are authorities for
calling unfermented grape juice wine; that both fermented and unfermented liquors were in use in ancient
times ; that '' mustum " meant '' unfermented ; " and
that as a matter of principle it was indifferent whether
fermented or unfermented wine were used, no question
of doctrine b eing involved. The lecturer stated that
he himself, as an individual, cared nothing about what
kind of wine was employed at the sacrament. He had
always communicated in fermented wine, and perhaps
might always do so; but, in his capacity as a physician,
he would. be disloyal to truth if he did not honestly
testify to the serious risk of communion in an intoxicant to the reformed inebriate, and to the yet unfallen
subject of the hereditary drink crave.
At present
what was the fact? Some reformed drunkards had
been r epelled from the church altogether, some had
d eprived themselves of the privilege of communion,
and some, while worshipping regularly at an Established Church, communicated at some Non conformist
place of worship where unfermented wine was used.
He implored the clergy, as a mere ma,tter of ju tice and
of right, to render the most sacred rite of their venerable church safe for the weakest of the victims snatched
from the fatal embrace of drink. The whole question
was surrounded with difficulties, but he had perfect
confidence in the candour and judgment of the bishops
and clergy, to whose devoted labours for Christ he
bore willing witness.
Hitherto the truth on this
delicate and important subject had not been laid before
the Church. His confidence in the future action of the
hierarchy and priesthood of the ational Church on
this question arose from his knowledge of tbeit· honesty
and earnestness. \Yell he knew that no body of men
were more open to receive the truth, and to carry their
intelligent convictions into practice. (Applause.) A
most interesting discussion followed. The Rev. \V,
Allan, St. James, Bermondsey, had u~ecl Frank
Wright's wine for 6 years. It had given entire satisfaction. The only objector was a brewer's daughter,
but she become convinced and partakes still. Rev. G.
F, Bott preferred to preserve the wine by immersion in
hot water, and thought that done in this way no waste
could result through not keeping. Surgeon-General
Francis instanced the case of a lady who fell into
drinking habits, but on his advice drank \Vright's unfermented wine.
She went to a church where the
communion was dispensed in fermented wine, and she
came to him to tell him that the old feeling was returning upon her. It was a dangerous precipice on
which such communicants had to tread. The Chairman, Dr. \V. B. Richardson, said that if you wanted. a
fermented article you ought to have it pure, but as regarded fermented wine that was quite out of the question. If you wanted a pure fermented article it was
now easily procured, and it answerecl all the demands
of the holy ordinance. ·with bread it is the same.
You must have the best bl'ead, but there is a kind of
rye bre:1cl which, when taken, produces in some per•

sons a singular condition of a disease of a cerebral
spinal nature, that ends in mortification of the
extremities of the body. Presuming it became a fashion
in the churches to use bread of that kind, and it was
found that it produced a certain amount of disease in
the community who partook of it-and certainly it
would never produce anything like the amount of disease that might be produced by wine-yet if that were
suggested, that kind of bread would be put by entirely.
The general term bread would be used to give the best
and simplest, ancl purest bread, and that would be
taken and used which was perfectly harmless. He
thought that same argument might apply very well to
wine-to take the wine that was perfectly harmless,
and that would be unfermented wine. On th e grounds
of the heredity involved in the question, be earnestly
urged a reform in thi1,1 matter. The danger in using
the present wine at the sacrament was very great.
Hardly a month passed but patients were speaking to
him on this subject. He invariably and strongly advised
all in danger of relapse never to run the risk of going
forward to the sacrament. He then moved the thanks
of the meeting to Dr. N. S. Kerr. Dr. Kerr briefly
acknowledged. There was a large exhibition of unfermented wines on the table, amongst which were
those of Mr. Frank Wright, who remained in attendance and explained to an interested audience the system by which he produces his beverage.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
THE following meetings have been addressed by the
advocates and agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, from 16th October to
15th November inclusive. During that period 75 meetings were held-17 being deputational, and 58 ordinary.
At these meetings 84 addresses were given. The following is a summary of each speaker's work:Mr. John Paton has visited Edinburgh, Dysart,
Pathhead, Dunfermline, Kirkealdy, Penicuick, Bo'ness,
Linlithgow, Addiewell, Glasgow, Stirling and Greenock,
and addressed 22 meetings.
Mr. J. H . \Vaterston has visited Braehcad, Forth,
Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Addiewell, \Vest Liutou,
Leith, Clarkston, Portobello, Dalkeith, and Kilsyth,
and addressed 17 meetings.
Mr. R. Stevenson has visited G1·eenock, Glasgow,
Aitkenhead, and Uddingston, and addressed 16 meet.
ings.
Mr. Wm. Blackwood has visited Marykirk, Aberdeen, Lonmay, St. Combs, Inveralloch and Rosehearty,
and adchessed 12 meeting3.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Tylclesley, Glasgow,
Dalry and Strathbungo, and. addressed 7 meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfielcl has addressed 4 meetings in Glasgow.
Ex-Provost Dick has ad.dressed 2 meetings in Harpurhey and Mr~nchester.
Rev. S. Harding has addressed a meeting in Glasgow.
Bailie Selkirk has addressed a meeting in Shcttleston.
Mr. \Vm. Kesson bas addressed a meeting in Glasgow; and
:Mr. W. Chalmers hai:1 addressed a meeting in Dalry.
If I poison my grocer, the very lightest sentence is
penal servitude; but if my grocer poisons me-ah, that
is a different thing-he is fined ten francs.-Alphonse
Karr. [This fits the liquor traffic better than any
business we know.]
A gentleman called last week at a large stationer's to
order some note-paper with a heading. On being shown
various designs, monogr:i.ms, &c., " No," h e said, " I
want something simp ler-just a flower, such as a forget me-not." "But, sir, that would surely be more suitable
for a young lady? " '' I know what I want," was the
prompt reply ; I am a tailor, and-the paper is for my
customers."
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OUR BOOK SHELF.
BooKs, &c., f 01· Review, and communications for the
Editor, should be forwarded, not later than the 12th
of each month, and as much earlier as possible, to the
Offices, 112 Bath Street.
We rejoice to observe that the Church of England
Temperance Chronicle is, under the energetic editor,
Mr. F. Sherlock, rising so rapidly in its circulation that
many times lately the manager has reported that the
supply has proved unequal to the demand. The
Chronicle ~"r'thily deserves its success, only we wish it
would, with a larger circulation, take higher ground on
the prohibition of the traffic.
A Detective's Experience of the Pas8ion for Drink. We are glad to learn that this pamphlet, reviewed in
our columns last month, has now reached its fourth
thousand. The publican organ-The National 'l'rade
Guardian-is dreadfully annoyed b y it, and even goes
so far as to express the hope that Captain M'Call may
have his attention drawn to Mr. M'Naught's publication. Yv e may fairly conclude that this little admirable
experience turns out to be a well-aimed blow at the
traffic. Every temperance society and Templar Lodge
should get a supply on sale at its meetings. Keep the
temperance press agoing.
Danger Signals. A volume of temperance tales. By
l!,. M. Holmes. ,vith thirteen illustrations. London :
F. E. Longley, 39 \Varwick Lane, E. 0. Price Two
Shillings. Mr. Holmes is au industrious writer, and
his ability in story telling is manifest in the volume
now before us. Working out his idea of danger signals
he offers an abundance of warning in this volume. The
instances given are so varied, however, the characters
so numerous and yet so different, that one insensibly
feels the impression gaining on him that the drinking
customs are one great whirlpool in which of all that fall
in only few are rescued, and of these, but few are really
restore,l. There arc thirte:m tale:;, and ~hough all a.re
not of equal merit, we believe the wide circle of readers
in which it will circulate, will have but one opinion,
that it is most pleasant because profitable reading.
e incidentally observe that the author holds advanced
views on the temperance question, au additional good
featuro in our eyoo.
Goocl Cookery. A culinary catechism for the use of
schools and young persons. By Mr. D . L . Brown.
London: F. E. Longley, 39 Warwick Lane, E. C. Price
Ninepence. This is a most excellent conception, very
successfully earrieJ out. In the compass of about 170
pages we have an amount of knowledge conveyed by
question and answer of which the ordinary reader has
scarcely any notion.
\Ve believe that, were the
mothers of children who at school are going through
lessons on domestic economy, would find it invaluable
in questioniIJ.g tl1ese on their progress in cookery, besiJes largely adding to their own knowledge and cor•
recting by its means the defects in their own youthful
education, when such an admirable little manual was
never dreamed of. Many a cook could bring up "the
scullery maid" wisely and well by the questions and
answers so clearly set down here.
e cordially recommend it.
:J'he 'l'hirty-sixth R eport of Aberdeen rrempP.rance
Society. Aberdeen: Mw. Eu. wards, secretary, 2 Correction \Vyncl.
The committee modestly term tl,eir
report a brief outline, but we should rather call it an
abstract of a brilliant year's work. True, the society
is rich beyond ::my society in Scotland, but its merit
lies in its using the wealth it has inherited for the
vigorous prosecution of the work it was instituted to
dcJ. The summary of its work is as follows:-" 206
members enrolled, 86 meetings held by the society, 150
addressed by its secretary, who has made 3,000 visits
and collected £98. It has distributed 15,000 temperance periodicals, 400 circulars, 1,350 post cards, i(has
presented 6 petitions, organised 5 Bands of Hope and 1
temperance class, held 27 committee meetings, printed
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6,400 bills and 4, 000 t ickets and 1,5000 programmes,
and sold 500 Band of Hope cards and 700 hymn-books,
and 26,000 persons have through its efforts been
brought into contact with temperance t ruth ." There
is a record of which any society may be proud, and
one t hat reflects the greatest credit on all connected
with the Aberdeen T emperance Society. "\Ve are sorry
to learn that Mr. A . S. Cook, who has been in close
connection with it for thirty years, nearly all that time
as either hon . secretary or president, feels obliged to
resign his office t hrough overwork. A more faithful
office-bearer than Mr. Cook, never held office in the
society. The income, including balance from last year,
is £393, lls. nd., and there is a balance of £5, 6s. 5~d.
to carry forward. By the stock account abstract we
learn that the amount at the credit of the society is
now £ 1,357, 6s. 5½d, The society has reached tho
golden age.
The Economic Influence of the Drinking Customs of
Society upon the Nation's well-being. By Wm. Hoyle,
Esq., Bury. Manchester : The United Kingdom Alliance,
44 John Dalton Street. London : National Temperance
Publication Depot, 337 Strand. Price One penny.
The desire to do justice to the proceedings of the
ann ual meetings of the Scottish Permissive Ilill and
Temperance Association constrained us to omit any
report of Mr. Hoyle's paper read at the September
Meeting of the British Association at York.
We
gladly seize the opportunity, which its republication in
pamphlet form presents, of noting some of its valuable
features. The first paragraph is a model of what an
introduction should be. Economic Science is tho
science of the production, dist ribution, and consumption
of wealth. Its aim is to indicate the course of conduct
to be pursued, to gain from our actions the greatest
material good, and the object of the paper is to show
that the drinking customs operate to the great detriment of its material well-being. Mr. Hoyle shows
that the nation, in the ten years ending 1880, spent
£1,3G3,330, 711 on drink, or £136,000,000 yearly. In
183U the consumption per head of liquor was £2 13s.,
i!l 18 0 it h:icl reachc £.f 3s. per h:!ad, an in~re"'se 0£
56 per cent. upon the former year. Now our intemperance in 1830 was deplorable, how much more must it
have been in 1880 when the increase in consumption was
so great. But we consume tea so largely that it has in
a great measure superseded \Jeer for di etetic purposes,
and then there are a very great number who never take
liquors at all now; in 18:30 there were very few, so
that there is an immenaely increased consumption of
strong u.rink is most obvious. 'l'he direct cost being
£136,000 000 yearly, there is the indirect cost. Now
estimating loss of time, £50,000,000; destruction and
a.bstractiou of property, £5,000,000; priYate and public
charges for crime and, pauperism, destitution, sickness,
madness, and early death, £20,000,000; loss of wealth
through iJleness, &c., £28,000,000; loss on non-productiveness of capital spent, and of capital employed,
£20,000,000; loss of wealth through cost of justice,
police, &c., £5,000,000; loss of wealth spent on reinforcing the religious and moral agencies to cope with
the evil,£10,000,000. Total, £138,000,000. Add to
this the direct cost and you have a graud total of
£274,000,000, from which, however, deduct £54,000,000
for revenue, and for what some would contend was
lawful use, and there is £220,000,000 as the annual
economic loss to the nation . This direct expenditure
of £136,330,799 is slightly less than our expenditure on
wheat, barley, and oats £80,787,500, milk £26,000,000,
on cheese and butter £13,500,000, and on potatoes
£16,650,000. Total, £136,937,500.
We have complained of bad harvests the past six years, yet we have
spent yearly not le ·s than the value of our wheat, oats,
and barley, our milk, butter, and cheese and potatoes.
Why, though we had lost all these and been abstainers
we should from what we could have saved from drinking been able to replace them. It is no wonder then
that we have among us a large number of paupers and
of persons trembling on the verge of destitution. Of
the first we have 1,011,389 on the books, but three
and a half times this num her apply for relief in the
course of the year, or 3,539,861 applying for help in
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the course of the year. An equal number to this is
continually bordering on destitution, so that we have
7,000,000 or one in every five of the population either
a pauper or next to it. The amount of poor and
police rates last year amounted to £16,165,220, the
largest amount ever paid in one year ! Nothing more
clearly shows how, by drinking alcohol, the individual
and the nation violates the laws of wealth, and so
diminishes and often destroys their chances of realizing
material well-being. We have, we hope, so indicated
the excellencies of this pamphlet as to induce our
friends to master it themselves and aid its wide circulation around them. In this way they can best show
their appreciation of Mr. Boyle's eminent services to
the cause of Temperance and Prohibition.
The Drink Problem and its Solutio11. By David
Lewis, J.P., ex-Magistrate of the city of E<lillburgb,
author of "Britain's Social State," &c. London: National Temperance Publication Depot, 337 Strand, ,v. C.
Price Four Shillings and Sixpence. Mr. Lewis stands
in the foremost rank of Scottish temperance reformers,
and few men have studied the drink problem more
thoroughly than he has done. As might be expected
his utterances on the question, whether expressed by
the living voice or the pen, are always clear and vigorous. The volume before us is not a whit behind any
of his previous efforts, and is a worthy contribution
to a pressing social reform. The chapter on "Labour
and Commerce" <leserves very serious consideration
at the hands alike of employer and employed, and is to
our thinking quite unanswerable. His exposure of the
inherent weakness of all remedial measures in chapters
7 and 8 is as complete as it is logical, and when in
chapters 9 and 10 he treats of permissive and imperial
legislation he urges his well known pronounced views
with all his accustomed point and power. We hail the
volume as a valuable addition to the sound and thoroughgoing teaching on this momentous question which is
much needed at the present hour, especially by that
large class of ''sympathizers" with the temperance
reform who are always ready to council moderation in
the efforts to suppress this giant evil. Perhaps, however, Mr. Lewis will permit us to s:iy that in some
respects he has not done himself, his argument, and
many of his temperance friends sufficient ju tice. The
force of many of his best passages is marred by the use
of language, especially when applied to the Government,
that implies a strong moral culpaltility arising from a
conscious participation in wrong doing. Now, no one
knows better than lr. Lewis that the Government is
but the creature or executive of the nation, and that
without the direct and unmistakeable instructions of
those who placed i.t in power, it is absol.utely helpless in
the matter of drawing revenue from the liquor traffic.
The real responsibility rests with the people, and this
Mr. Lewi has failed to give due prominence to, and to
that extent has, in our view, weakened the force of his
otherwise strong argument. Again, it is hardly fair to
say, as he does on page 36, that the labour expended
on the grain by the brewer and distiller '' is all intended
to make the grain unfit foi- the purpose for which it
was given by a beneficent Creator in order to produce
those fiery liquors which are the bane of our country."
Mr. Lewis is too old a controversialist in the temperance ranks not to know that an imputation of motive
to au opponent is almost equivalent to a confession
of weakness in argument, and always serves as a
h:mdle for a sneer at what our opponents are pleased
to call the intemperance of temperance advocates.
Mr. Lewis will permit us to say further, that he
does not suftlciently recognise the efforts of those
organisations in Scotland that have contributed so
materially to the education of the people on this question, which in its turn has led to the Scotch vote on
local option with which he is so pleased. A frarker
acknowledgment of these efforts would have been
graceful as well as gratifying, especially as Mr. Lewis
knows full well what these have been. .But we have no
wish to find fault . "re feel rather di sposed, in view of
Mr. Lewis's fervid appeal on page 259 to "the leaders
in the cause of t emperance and social reform" to "rise
to the occasion and resolutely demand a full settlement

of their country's claims," and in view of his suggestions as to the steps necessary to that end, to frankly
and heartily invite Mr. Lewis's cordial co-operation in
the line of conduct so well pointed out. No one is
better able to state the case and to enforce its paramount claims, and no one has done more, in an independent wa.y, in this respect than he. Indeed, one of
the most pressing wants of the movement is the want
of '' public-spirited and acceptable speakers," other
than the well-accredited agents and leeturers. If Mr.
Lewis will, in conjunction with, say half-a-dozen of the
ablest lay speakers on the prohibitory aspect of the
temperance question in connection with the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, volunteer
his services for a limited period during the coming
winter in joining deputations to "the various centres
of population, so that the opinion of the people may be
brought to bear on the Legislature, " he will lay the
movement under lasting obligations, and contribute in
no small degree to hasten the accomplishment of the
supreme object upon ,vhich he, as well as we have all
resolutely set our minds.

ODDS AND ENDS.
More shoemakers go on "tramp " than any other
tradesmen.
·when is a la<ly like a publican? When she is doing
crewel work.
Whisky never misses fire, nor Beer fail as a good
kindling wood.
'' The only way to look at a lady's faults," said a
gallant, "was to close your eyes."
\Vhy is electricity like the police when they are
wanted? Because it is the invisible force.
"\Vhat would you do, madam, if you were a gentleman? " "Sir, what would you do if you were one?"
IMPOSSIBLE IN THE EvENI~G.-Theodore Hook, about
to be proposed a member of the Phcenix Club, inquired
when they met. "Every aturday evening during the
winter," was the answer. '' Evening ! Oh, then," said
he, "I shall never make a phcenix,/or I can't risefrvm
the fire."
'' Dear bredren," said a coloured preacher, '' ef I had
been ea.tin' dried apples for a week, and den took to
drinking for a mout, I couldn't feel more swelled up
den I am dis mennit with pride and vanity at seein'
de full tendance har."
A Scotsman, being asked by his minister, "\Vha.t
kind of a man was Adam?" raplietl, '' Oh, just like
ither folk." The minister insisted on having a more
special description. '' W eel, naebody got onything by
him, and mony ane lost."
A clergyman was once forced to say to his congregation, "Brethren who will persist in putting buttons into
the collection boxes will please not hammer down their
eyes, for while the process does not increase their value
as coins, it does impair their usefulness as buttons."
The ad'.11onition was effective.
An inebriate got into an omnibus and became very
troublesome and annoying to the other passengers-so
much so that it was proposed to eject him. But a
genial and kind-hearted reverend doctor, who was also
a passenger, interposed for him, and soothed him into
good behaviour for the remainder of the journey. Before
leaving, however, he scowled upon the occupants of the
'bus, and muttered some words of contempt; but he
shook hands warmly with the doctor, and said : "~ocl
day, my friend! I see you know what it is to be
drunk."
EMPERANCE AGENT WA TED for the PAISLEY TOTAL ABSTI~ENCE SOCIETY. Salary, £100.
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ing to modify the evil. The trade beiag a.n exceptional one, demanded exceptionn.l measures; exceprThe la.tc Mr. A. l?: tewart, of Ascog Hall, offered tional measures have bf'en passed, but still the evil
£10, in three prizes, for the three beat e. says on '' The remains. "Who cn.n bring a clean thing out of an
PermissiYe Bill : Arguments for ancl Again, t. '' The unclean ? Not one." If it is the nature of the
juclges- Re-v. Dr. ,Villiam on, and ReY. .des. rs. Mac- drink to produce interupemnce, so long, then, as the
farlane and Thomson-awarded the first prize of £10 drink is upheld by the State, so long will it produce
to ~fr. Hugh Thomson, letter-carrier, Rothesay. ,ve
ha.ve pleasure, by ~Jr. Thomson s pennission, in pre- its effects upon the people. If these effects are
enting that e say to our readers. It is in contempla- good, let the drink traffic be untrammelled-why
place it under restraint 1 If these effects are bad,
tion to give the 0thers.-En. S. R.]
take away the canse, and its effects must cease. If
TrrAT the di-inking customs of onr country are the Perrnis ive Bill were passed, the power would
fraught with evils i~ a statement requiring no then be placed in the hands of the people to deter1woof; we Jrn.,·e but to look around, and the state of mine wheLher or not intoxicating liquors should be
i.ociety Rnpplies u with abundn.nt evi<lence of their sold in their midst ; and smcly they are best able to
banefnl effects. Indeed, the evils flowing from them jndge of thefr own wants. At present the people
are so great that it has taxed the wisdom of our have not the power to prevent public-houses being
:tatesmen to devise laws for the proper condncting planted iu their midst. If a man get his license,
of the liquor traffic. :Many schemes have been th-, community is not consulted on the matter ;
tried, nnd to-dn,y we have still to deplore that he opens his place of business, aud strives to do as
d1·nnkenness abounds in oul' midst-dragging many much trade as he possibly can. The people who fall
of onr conntrymeu deep down in the gocial scale, I victims to his trade are punished by the law for
:mcl r\.nsing mise y heyond the tongue of m~n t.o I being dnrnk n.nd incapable, while he is licensed to
describe. ·who can tell how much is implied in sell that very thing which, to the extent of his suethese two word., '' Drnnkard's Home I n liere we c ss in business, means an incren.se m the mtempe1·need snmm.o n no imaginary heart-rending scene to I ate habits of the people within his influence.
nrnke the picture more gloomy than it really is.
According to the .Permis ive Bill, if two-thirds of
Fact nre more strange than fiction, and sometimes the ratepayers in any place object to the sale of
far more appalling j nn<l certn.inly were it possible intoxicating liquors, their objection will be carried
to pietm·e out all the evil resulting from the drink- into effect.
· ow, two-thirds is not a bad majority.
ing customs of our country, it would be something We all admit that the majority ought to have the
n,wful to contemplate. Ca.n nothing be done to stop ruling power. "Yes," says an objector, " bnt in a
intemperance, which has justly been termed our matter which concerns personal liberty it alters the
national sin ? All good men deplore it, however / case altogether. What right bas any majority to
much they may differ as to the means that ought to dictate to me what I shn.11 eat or drink or what I
be used to put an eud to its onwal'd course. Many I shall clothe myself in 1 Have I not a right to eat
who advocate moral suasion are not so sure of the and drink and clothe myself according to my own
Permissive Bill. They look upon it as if iL were a pleasure?" My answer is-" You have a perfect
something not in keeping with the British constitu- right to do all theRe things according to yonr own
tion-an uudue interference with personal liberty, a mind so long as you do not injure others ; but if in
making of people sober by Act of Parliament, which the gratifying of your own desires, you do an injury
they seem to thiuk uot n.t all practicable.
ow, I to the community, I say you have no right."
admit that we cannot be too careful in framing our I I would go further n.ud say no one has a right to
laws i,o that there may be the utmo~t freedom corn- injure himself or herself, far le s others. The mapatible with good government. I am of opinion the jority have no right to suffer from the doings of the
less the Legislature has to do ~ ith the pri ate miuority, and, if they can remedy the evil, they n.re
·wtions of the individual-albeit these actions do not jt, tified in doing so. Now, the Permi sive Bill
hnrt or infringe on the liberties of others-the bet- give them n.n opportunity of doing so; it puts the
ter; but we cannot h ve good government unless to power where it ought to be-that is, into the hands
some extent au investment of what might be termed of the people.
our rights is phced in the hands of Government to
That the drink traffic is at the root of a great
be used for the commou good. The great aim of I de~d of the crime done in the country must 1e well
Government onght to be the welfare of all, not n.ny known to all who read what is to be found in the
particu Jar section of the people ; and whenever I daily prints. Ma.ny eminent judges have given th eir
anything is found that has a tendency to cast a testimony as to driuk beiug the frnitfnl source of
blight upon the nation, it then becomes n. matter for crime. Our prisons are a stauding proof containing
the State to consider.
many witnesses that would not require to ntter one
The drink traffic has been already under consi<ler- sinale word; of them it might be truly said-but in
at.ion, and has been found a most difficult; subject to a sad, sa.d sense-" They are liviug epistles known
legislate upon. Our statesmen have been endeavour- and rea<l of all men.'' Now I sa.y whatever leads to
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crime, directly or indirectly, is a matter for the State :
to deal with. Our laws should be of such a nature 1
that they prevent stumbling-blocks being placed in
the path of virtue. Good government ought to ha Ye
:10 elevating effect, and whatever causes an opposite
ought to be swept away. It is ihe duty of the State
to see that no obstacle is placed in the way of i-ighteous living. Not that l believe we can make people
virtuous by Act of Parliament; but if that cannot
be done, this at least can be accomplished-and
ought to be accomplished-by the State : to see to
the removal of all hindrances. Surely no one will
deny that the drink traffic is a hindrance to the
sobriety of the people. Now, soberness is a virtue,
and, as society is constituted at preseat, one that is
sorely tried. Thousands have fallen under the
temptation, n.ncl thousands will continue to fall.
That being the case, who needs to be told that one
vice leads to another. Why, whoever falls a victim
to intemperance generally goes from bad to worse.
It is quite unnecessary to enumerate the black list.
Alas ! society is made painfully aware of their presence. Not only are our prisons filled with the victims of intemperance, but our lunatic asylums
receive their full share of the wrecks caused directly
or indirectly by the drink traffic. What of our
poor-houses ? Wh<> can shut their eyes to the fact
that a great deal of the extreme poverty in our
midst is due entirely to the drinking customs. I
dare not say that in all cases poverty is to be traced
to this source, but this I will say that it is one of
the most powerful currents in our midst, driving
men and women the straightest and surest way to
the poor-house. There they are lost sight of, and
soon fill a pauper's grave ; while many more are
out in the busy world pursuing the same course
-:fittiug themselves to occupy the same position.
I say fitting, because it requires some preparation
before the mind is in a suitable frame to submit to
nll the circumstances that surround a pauper's
lot ; for intemperance has a tendency to blunt all
the finer feelings of our nature.
Now, these are grave charges agninst the drink
traffic, but they are, alas ! too true. Every day we
live is adding fresh testimony to their truthfulness.
· 8urely a traffic producing such fruits ought to be
dealt with by the State accordingly. Humanity
tlemands it- the prosper.ity of our country demands
it. Some may ask, Whn.t of the revenue ? I frankly
ad mit that a large revem10 goes to Gover!lment from
the drink, but if the revenue cannot be supplied unless at the expense of our national degradation, then
I say there must be something very far deficient in
our economy. Let the revenue be placed on one
hand, and the expenses that the country is involved
in through crime and all the other evils accompanyina
the drinking customs of our country on the other
0
ha nd. Let it also be 1·emembered how much grain
is annually destroyed in ihe making of the drink,
and then let the balance be struck and see whether
we are not; as a nation, losers through this traffic.
Therefore, apart from moral considerations altogether-looking at it as a matter of profit and loss
-ihe sooner this traffic is a thing of the past the
better will it be for our Bational prosperity. Why,
it has been estimated that in the year 1875 about
90,000,000 bushels of grain were destroyetl in the
making of intoxicating drinks. The food destroyed
in our own country in the year 1875 has been pnt
,lown at 70,000,000 bushels of grain, or within about
8,000,000 bushels of the quantity of wheat produced
in Great Britain ; antl to make up for this great waste
we must purchase all the more of bur food from
foreign couutries--thus wasting our own means
while enriching other lands. So that, looking at
this question in the light of pounds, shillings, and

pence, the sooner we rid our elves of this traffic the
better. I suppose the grain destroyed in 1875
would give us a fair idea of what was destroyed in
1879. Whatever has been the exact quantity I
cannot say, but this I am sure of that it must have
been enormous. Now, apart from the effects of the
traffic upon the morals of the people, true economy
makes it imperative that something be done, and
that speedily, to put an end to the ravn.ges cansed
by intemperance. At any rate there can be nothing
more fair than to allow the ratepayers to have their
mind on the matter, as tbey are the most interested
in it ; and as this is the main object of the Permissive Bill-to place the power into the hands of the
ratepayers-I think the principle is quite in keeping
with the British Coustitution. But, however much
the passing of such a bill might benefit the nation in
material wealth, there a1·e still higher con idern.tions to be taken into acconnt. The poet was right
when he sung" Learn this, enough for man to know,
Virtue alone is happiness below."
And what is good for an individual man must be
good for a. nation of men. The law of rjght is not
lost in ihe multitude ; our national sins bring national calamities. It is false policy that ignores the
moral bearings of anything. Whatever is purchased
at the expense of morality is bought at too dear a
price ; so that if the drink traffic enriched our
coffers-which I believe it does not-yet if it be
found an enemy to mora.lity, it ought to be looked
upon n.s an enemy to the State. We may boast of
our material resources-and no nation should undervalue wealth-but the stability of the nation has a
cleeper foundation in human nature. It is the spirit
of a man that alone can sustain him in the battle of
life, and it is the spirit of a nation that must form
its surest bulwark. If we degenerate in mor.'tlity, it
is the surest sign of our decay; whatever strikes at
the morality of the nation strikes at the vitality of
the nation. Our own poet, Robert Burns, breathed
a trne patriot's prayer when he penned these noble
lines:'' 0 Scotia, my dear, my native soil,
For whom my warmest wish to Heaven is sent,
Long may thy hardy sons of rustic toil
Be blessed with health and peace and sweet
content.
And, oh, may Heaven their simple live~ prevent
From luxury's contagion weak aud , 1le ;
Then, howe'er crowns and coronets be rent,
A virtuous populace may rise the w bile,
And stand a wall of fire around their mnch-lov'tl
isle! "
Yes it is the virtuous populace that makes the nation' secure; and, as the Permissive Bill would give
the people power to some extent in removing temptation so that their lives may be preserved from
"luxt;ry's contagion weak and vile "-antl, as the
result, live nobler and purer lives-smely such a bill
onaht to receive the hearty snpport of all who iove
th;il' country's weal. I know it ma.y be said thn.t
such a bill would give rise to illicit traffic in drink ;
but no law is condemned simply because some would
try to elu<le it. Let the penalty of the law be
enforced 011 all offenders, and I have uo doubt that
the stigma that would follow the carrying out of the
law would have a. salnta.ry effect. No one likes to
be thou abt lawless ; self-rt.' pect has a great power
in prese~vino· order in society, and there its influence
would be felt. Let the law set its seal against the
drink traffic and it will receive such a shock that it
will soon sidken and die. And because I believe the
deat h of the liquor traffic would Le the mor:11 life
and prosperity of society, I advocate the passmg of
the Permissive Bill.
Vox PoPULI, Vox DEr.
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CHAPTER

V.

A SIIADOWED HOME,

0:N" the Saturday evening James Taylor went out to tha
Gr~nge, taking A~ice with him, as Mr. Templeton had
desired. The residence of the brewer was a substantial
mansion, standing in its own grounds, about three miles
out of town. It was long since they had been together
at !e~1ple Ho1;1se, an~ there was a sore change on some
of its mmates m the mterval. They were ushered into
the drawing room, which was occupied by Minnie
alone. She was a slight, graceful girl, in the first blush
of womanhood, with a sweet face, somewhat paler than
it ought to be, and dark tender eyes, which expressed
every thought and feeling of her loving heart. She
greeted her friend Alice warmly, and extended her
hand with shy courtesy to the brother. His eyes
dwelt longer on her face than they need ha.Ye done·
perhaps he found it a pleasant study.
'
"Papa, and mamma, and Kate are in town to-nioht
"
0
she said, when the greetings were over.
'
"li're<l wi!l be in his own room, I fancy," ancl her face
reddened slightly. "Just touch the bell, will you
:Mr. Taylor, and I'll ask for ·walter."
'
The servant who answered the ring said he had just
gone ~ut, but had not intended to go far, as he went
out with a smoking cap ou.
"He will be in directly, then," said Minnie Templeton. "Re often takes a stroll in the gardens. He is
an idle fellow, I can tell yon ; eighteen past, and can't
m~lrn up _h is mind t? wha he means to do or be. Papa
wishes lum to go rnto the business, but, but"-she
paused, and turned her face away.
"Is your mamma well, Alice ? " The abrupt turn
to the conyersation brought up other topics, and they
were ta1kmg merrily when the door opened, and a
youn~ man came in, attired in dressing gown nn<l
&mokmg cap. It was Frc 1; antl aE. Ja,nes Taylo1 rose
to greet him he remembered Alice's words, and saw
how true they were. lie had been a handsome fellow
once, he was a wreck now·. His face was haggard and
worn, his eyes dim and blood-shot; for since his homecoming he had taken drink daily, more than was good
or even safe for him in his present state of health.
There was plenty in the house, yon see, and he was
beyond the time when a , imple remonstrance could
deter him. Minnie blushed painfully, and half rose
from her seat.
"Oh, Alice, is it you?" said Fred, languidly, and
offered her a couple of fingers. " h, Taylor too, how
do? It's a deuced long time since I saw you. Pretty
as eYer, Alice, I see, eh '! "
" Fred, Fred, do go upstairs," said )finnie, in a low
voice, full of shame an<l pain. " You are not fit to
come to the drawing-room just now." Fred smiled
that meaningless smile you see on the face of a man
slightly intoxicated.
"Nice way for a fellow's sister to speak to him eh
Taylor; you used to be sweet on Minnie once-wori; off'·
eh, well, I don't believe in tying one's self down to on~
girl myself."
"Alice, will yon ~umc to the parlour ?" said Minnie,
desperately; and Alice gladly rising, both girls quitted
the room.
"Oh, Alice, I think 1 shall die," said she, breaking
down, and leaning on her friend's shoulder. "Scenes
like that are daily occurrences in our house now. Goel
only knows what will be the end of it· and Walter
too. _qh Alice, darling, thank God ~very day of
your hte for your brother." Alice Taylor could only
offer her loving sympathy, fo r what comfort could she
give in a sorrow like this. Truly none.
Freel ha~ follow_ed the girls from the room, but had
gone _upstairs to his own, leaving the guest alone in the
drawrng-room. But ere 10 110' "Walter returned to the
house, and. being told who had come, ran upstairs at
once, to find James Taylor alone, looking over a
book.
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"Have they left yon alone, my boy?" he asked
in his gay, boyish voice. "Too bad; where's th~
girls?"
" Freel came down, and they left the room," returned
James quietly, and Walter understood.
There was a moment's silence. Then James Taylor
rose, and laying his firm hand on the lad's shoulder
'
looked into his face with his grave earnest eyes.
"I am older than you, Walter, and I haYe known
you all your life. When I saw you come in at the
door just now, I wondered how long it would be before
you looked as Fred did when he came in not Iona
0
ago."
"Oh hang it, Taylor,"said Walter ashamed. "Don't
suggest anything so awful. I'm not going to turn like
that, you know."
"Small beginnings lead to great things, Walter· and
you must know how insidiously this fearful habit
grows. Was Fred always like what he is now?"
The lad was silent, and moved away from the range
of these penetrating eyes.
"Do you care for your mother and sisters, Walter?"
"Don't be a fool," was the quick retort shewino
0
how the question had gone home.
'
"If you had seen your sister's face to-night when
Fred came in, you would think seriously about the
matter."
"I've seen it scores of times ; you needn't tell me.
Do you suppose it hasn't cut me like a knife before
to-day?"
"You might one day cause her to look like that.
Re a man, Walter, and make your sisters proud of you
instead of ashamed."
Th_ere 'Yas silence again, broken only by the tick of
the timepiece on the mantel. How fraught with issues
for weal or '"'.oe these moments were to Walter Templeton, only lmnself now. James Taylor waited and
prayed, and drew a long breath of relief when \Valter
turned his face to him, his curls pushed back from his
broad brow, his blue eyes shining with a steadfast
purpose.
"From this moment: Taylor, J am a. total ab. tainer.
I will be a man, and free myself from this hateful
habit. It is growing on me; but I am done with it for
ever, so help me God."
"He will, Walter,"sai<l James Taylor, in deep heartfelt tones, and their hands met in a long clasp, the seal
of the new bond between them. Much more was said
which I have not the space to tell; and by-and-bye a
servant appeared to say, Miss Taylor waited downstairs for her brother. Then both went to the parlour.
" How are yon, Alice?" said \Va.lter; and his sister
looking at him, wondered what was different about
him. "Minnie, put on a shawl, and let us go down the
avenu e. It's a fine night." She very willingly obeyed.
'\Valter walked on first with Alice, and the other t,vo
came behind. Minnie was quiet and sad, but James
Taylor made an effort to speak.
"Miss Templeton, do you know what '\Valter .did
upstairs to-night?" he asked.
he started, and shook her head in the full light of
the moon ; he saw how pale the sweet face grew.
he
seemed to live in a constant dread .
. "He made a firm resolutior_i, took a sole~n vow upon
lum to become a total abstamer from this night and
with God's help he will keep it, I know."
'
S~e.lifted her face to his i!l sheer amazement, scarcely
cred1tmg what she heard. But there was truth in that
grave honest face, and she put her hands before her
face, sobbing in very joy.
" Oh, Mr. Taylor, you have done this-God bless and
reward you; my poor thanks are nothing, but you have
them from the very depths of a truly grateful heart."
"Nay,_I have done nothing; ~3:lter owes it to you,
an<l he will t~ll you so ; but, Mmme, that will not prevent me askmg a reward some day. \Vill you listen
when I do?"
He bent from his tall height, and looked into the
sweet face, but it was hidden still, and her eyes drooping beneath his gaze. But he guessed that when he
asked his reward would not be denied him.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE

OLD OLD STORY.

ALICE TAYLOR was alone in the house, sitting at the
drawing-room fire, her bands idly clasped in her lap,
her grey eyes fixed dreamily on the fire. There was a
change in her these past few days; she seemed to have
grown gentler and kinder, and the sharp irritable
temper the servants had been wont to fear, seemed to
have been laid aside ; they spoke of it among themselves wonderingly, not guessing their young mistress
was learning the "beauty of holiness," and trying with
all her might to imitate .the Master she loved, and had
vowed to serve. But HO it was. The shadows of the
early winter twilight were changing to darkness in the
room, when a knock came to the door and :Mary
entered, her pretty face wearing a slight frown.
"Please, ma'am, here's that little ragged child come
again. That's the worst of taking any notice of them,
they'd never be done botherin'."
"Bring her up here, Mary, if you please," said Alice
gently.
"La, ma'am, you don't mean it," exclaimed the girl
in extreme surprise.
"A pretty object she'd be in a drawing-room,
Miss Alice; why, she's just a mess of rags. The
kitchen's good enough, I should say, if she must
come in."
Mary was a good servant, and considered herself
privileged to make suggestions when she pleased. But
her mistress turned her head, and repeated quietly.
"Bring her up here to me, Mary, if you please."
Then Mary tossed her head and went to obey; but
she did not forget to administer a few sharp words to
the shrinking child as she ushered her upstairs.
he
:pushed her into the room, and shutting the door, proceeded in great indignation to the kitchen. Alice rose,
and came forward, smiling reassuringly at Jennie, who
stood at the door in a maze of wonder and awe. , he had
never seen a place like this even in her dreams.
"I thought you had forgotten to come, Jennie,"
said the young lady. '' What has kept yon so long?"
" Please, mem, my mither wadna le+; me," said
Jennie, finding her voice. "But she was that drunk
the day that she could dae naething but sleep, so I ran
oot."
Alice shivered. It was an awful thing to hear this
young child speak in such a matter-of-fact manner
about her mother's degradation; but what else could
be expected of her. The thing was a daily occurrence.
Poor Jennie lived in the very midst of the black work
drink makes; it was according to nature's law that she
should grow accustomed to it and regard it lightly.
But it seemed none the less horrible to Alice Taylor on
that account. .::she drew a stool close to the fire, and
bidding the child sit down, resumed her own seat. She
saw then, that Jennie had done her best to make herself neat and clean to pay her visit, and though the
result was not very great, she honoured her for it.
She was a fair, pretty child, but delicate looking ; nay,
more, it was evident she was wasting away. Her eyes
looked out from great hollows, and her cheeks were
wan and shrunken.
he would cough sometimes too,
and hold her hand to her side as if she felt pain. Alice
Taylor's heart bled for her.
"Do you feel ·well, Jennie? " she felt impelled to
ask.
"V{hiles," answered the child. "The noo I'm fine,
but oot wi' the papers i' the cauld I feel like to dee.
"What's deein ', ma'am? I ken they bury ye i' the kirk.yard, but is that a'?"
"No, Jennie, my child, that's not all." Jennie lifted
her eyes to Alice's face, mutely asking what else there
·was.
'' Did you never hear of heaven, Jennie?"
Jennie nodded.
"I a.ince went tae the mission schule wi' Katie
Brown, r.n' there was a gentleman tellin' aboot a braw
!Jlace abune th e sky, whaur fock gaed if they were
guid. I dinna mind muckle o't, but I aye mind that
he said there was na sorrow, nor cauld, nor hunger, nor
ony o' tbae things. That's whaur I'd like to gang.

1
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But, ye see, I tli-pna ken boo tae get; mel>be ye can
tell me."
A prayer rose up from Alice Taylor's heart, that she
might be able to tell the old story simply, and make
the way to heaven plain and easy for this poor little
seeking waif.
"Listen, Jennie,'' she said, low and earnestly.
"Long, long ago, hundreds of years before you or I
were born, the world was so wicked that God wanted
to destroy it altogether. Then His Son, Jesus Christ,
living up there in happy heaven, said he would come
to the world and give himself for the wicked people in it
that they might be saved from God's anger. So he
came, Jennie, and weut about healing the sick, and
comforting all sorrowful people, till wicked men took
him and nailed him to a cross, where he died so that
God might forgive all people's sins." She paused a
moment, her own eyes full, for Jennie's were running
with tears.
"What mair, mem," she asked, breathlessly.
"Then Jesus went up to heaven again, where he
lives now; and because he once died for us, every one
of us may go to that beautiful heaven if we will only
believe he died for our sins, and if we will only love
him with all our hearts-that is all he asks."
"Did he dee for me, ma'am?" fell with intense eagerness from J ennie's parteJ. lips.
'' Yes, for you, Jennie," and Alice laid her ha~ds on
the child's shoulder to enforce her words ; '' and 1£ yon
believe and Joye him he will take you to heaYen when
you die, to live happy with the. angels for ever, and
feel no cold, nor hunger, nor wearmess any more ; there
are none of these things there, Jennie."
"But boo am I to ken him an' lo'e him, ma'am ; I
canna. see him ; au' boo am I tae believe he'll dae a'
that?"
'' ·w hen I told you to come here, Jennie, that I
woulcl be waiting to see you, did you not believe it ?
and though you have not seen me since then, did you
not feel quite sure I would be here, and would be glad
to see you when you came?"
'' Yes, ma'am. "
"It is just so with Jesus, Jennie. He tells us in
the Bible he is waiting for us, and is longing for us to
love him. Can't you love this great friend, ,Jennie,
although you cannot see him. "
"Oh yes, I could, ma' am, but-but I'm sic a puir
ragged lassie he'll no see me among a.' the rest."
'' He sees every one, Jennie, no matter how small,
or poor, or miserable. In his own book he says '~uffer
little children to come unto me, for of such 1s the
kingd •m of heaven. ' Yon will be glad to go by-antlbye, J cnnie."
"If I was sure he wad let me in, mem, I'd ask him
tae tak" me noo; it maun be a better place than Blair's
Close ; an' I'm that miserable whiles, mem, I could
greet ma een oot. Ye see, mither drinks."
Looking at the child's face, looking old, and pale,
and worn in the fading light, Alice Taylor thought
pitifully that it would not be long before she was
called away to a better home than the one she knew
now.
"Just k11eel down, Jennie, " she saill, "and we ,vill
ask the kind Jesus to bless you, and make you one of
his own by-and-bye."
The child knelt down wonderingly, and Alice uttered
a few simple words of prayer, which Jennie understood
and felt with all her heart. Neither knew that the
door had opened very softly, nor that James Taylor
had turned away swiftly, noiselessly closing it again,
nor that bis eyes had grown dim as he looked.
' ' If your mother will give you to me, Jennie, and I
think she will, " saicl Alice, by-and-bye, "will you
come, my dear, and when the sunny days come I shall
take you away to the seaside, where you will grow
strong and well again ? "
"If she will, ma'am," said the child, a look of
strange deep delight on her face. '' I'll gang ony gate,
dae anything ye want."
"We will see about it immediately, " said Alice
cheerily. "Now, come downstairs and l shall get you
some tea, I have been making a new dress for yon,
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rowing, racing, or loug walks, firing, &c., discoYer the
advantage they get if they altogether abstain from the
use of tbis degrading and debasing physical agent.
The sixth point. I remember the time when it was
considered necessary t 0 write at night that a man must
prime himself with a glass of wine or spirit. Now we
are able to show that nothing is so injurious to mental
work and capacity as for anyone to lace himself up
with strong clriuk, under the idea that he is assisting
himself.
'l'he seventh point. It was once believed that to
meet the vicissitudes of cold and of heat, it was necessary that a certain amount of alcohol should be taken.
Our :ships went out to the Arctic regions charged with
liquor· to assist the men, and our soldiers went out to
India with spirit rations. Look at the extreme absurdity of this practice. If the men who went due north
had this alcohol to warm them, the men who went to
tropical climes coulrl not want it for this.
e now
know that those men who haYe been total abstainers
have lived best, worked hardest, suffered least, and
come home soundest. In the tropics those who have
taken least have fought the hardest battles and made
the best marches, and that those who have taken 11one
at all have been better off still.
The eighth point. 'fwenty-onc years ago it was supposed that persons could live for a certain length of
time upon alcohol, and one of the ha1·dest nuts we
had to crack was this one. It was very common
to give to people, weak and feeble, wine and strong
drink, and they lived upon it, it was thought, though it
DR RICHARDSON'S HISTORIC LANDnIAilKS.
was not the alcohol but the water that sustained them.
Ix a recent lecture this gentleman points to twenty-one The person who takes a rusk with wine or champagne,
laud.marks, salient points, in which great advance has does not live on the alcohol, but on the rusk and water,
1 ecn made in relation to the education of all classes on and he could live on himself for many days if you were
to supply him with water only. 'fake the ,v elsh miners.
temperance.
The first point is the belief of people that when they. They lived away from nourishment, light, and alcohol,
merely
living on water flowing near them. If they had
bought liquor it was quite apa.rt from water. The
gentleman ",-ould tell '' it was champagne at £7 per had an ounce of alcohol. all those oppose,l to us woul<l.
dozen," the poor say "this is uot water but good malt have cned "behold what a small quantity of alcohol has
and hops"-" the hott.er the liquo!· th farthest r,:: - lon . " But these llien :,m•viYcJ man days on water,
movecl from water." They all seemed to forget that in and came out of their imprisonment almost un cathed.
11 who are sail to ha Ye liYed on alcohol have li \-ell OH
theit' beer there was 90 to 9.3 per cent. of water, in
their wine from 12 to 42 per cent, in their spirit;; 30 1 the wa er in spite of the alcohol.
The ninth point. Then alcohol was the grand pn.nper cent. of water, while the fact that the p ople arc
heginning to realise is that they are unwittingly anrl acca in all di eases. . . Tow you will find where vet' you
in a very unfortunate way, water bnyers a.ntl ·w ater go that the treatment of disease by drink ha passed
drin,kcrs.
into oblivion.
The tenth point. Then we attributed to alcohol uut
The second point is the nature of alcohol. Lt wa helie,,ed once that alcohol was the only thing of it· kind, little as a cause of disease. There was gin-drinkel"s
hut now we are learning that there is a large family of liver, delirium tremens, manipotu or dipsomania.
alcohols; some the offspring of wood, wheat, potato, No, you find that Alcohol is an adjective in disease as
&c., and alcohol, instead of coming from mola. sc~, malt, alcoholic consumption. \Ve did not know then th:i.t it
wa, from the influence of thi one particular agent thnt
&c., might have come from <-1nite another source.
The third point is that ,vc are as a nation beginning all this va. t ma s of di ease was . pringing. A profesto donlJt that alcohol is a food. Foocls arc water which sional brother has even said, that in walking his hospital
make up 75 per cent. of the mass of the body-sub- he has been led to the conclusion that sixty to seventy
stances like albumen, egg, cheese, meats, &c., sub- of the cases of disease which came there, were cases of
s tan s that burn in the body like fat, oil, starch, and disoase brought about either directly or indirectly by
sugar. Now alcohol has been proved not to belong this one agent.
to water, not to nourish like albuminous substances,
The eleventh point. \V c have known always that
and instead of heating it lowers temperatnre a1ld when a man or woman sat clown to table and began to
prevents the creation of the substances which come take wine too freely, there is a stage of excitement,
from the burning of the body. Indeed, it is no more auother stage of more excitement, another stage of
food than chloroform or ether.
wasted excitement, and coldness and pallor, or darkThe fourth point. ,ve have imbued many in the com- ness of the face, and a final stage when the body lies
munity with the idea that there must be a limit to helples ·, or, as we should call it, dead-drunk. That
drink. Formerly men never thought of a limit, now was known as the first effects of alcohol. \Vhat do we
you hear them, when pleading for moderation, saying, now learn'? "-e know that the slow insidious effect
") ou may take a. little if you do not exceed the physio- of alcohol upon persons taking it day by day, year by
logical quantity." A gentleman declared when he went year, at last gives us great populations who, not being
out hunting or to parties, he only took a spoonful of intoxicated in this special or acute form, are still its
pirit. There are many such waiting till the cause Yictims in the same way. These can take the physiogains strength and power, when they will declare thcm- logical quantity which brings them to the first stage,
seh-es on our side.
anu then numbers begin rather early in the day, and go
1'he fifth point is this. People twenty-one year ago from bar to bar and place to place, ,111d are perpetually
helieYccl that they could with drink do more work than in the second stage; and others, who go on day by day
without it. , cience showed that it was perfectly iru- and nenr go to bed thoroughly sober, are in the third
lJ08sible that that ,d1ich <lid not build up the tissues of stage; and when we go into our asylums and hospitals
the body, did not snp1 ly water, warmth, ot· Yita.lity to we find the victims of general paralysis, who are unable
the body, could in1part strength to it. Kow what are to help themselveM, who are prac~ally speechless and
the facts. All men who are gomg into trainmg for ~ practically dead-drunk from the permanent use of this,

Jennie, but it is not quite done; you will get it next
time you come.
"Yes, ma'am, " answered Jennie, her eyes speaking
the gratitude her lips could not utter.
About an hour later, after being warmly fed and
cheered, Jennie went away. Alice herself shewed her
the way out, and, impelled by the strange v,istfulness
iu the child's uplifted eyes, bent her head and kissed
her on the brow.
"Good night, Jennie; next Monday aft~rnoou at
three your dress will be done, come for it; but before
that 1 shall come and see your mother about giving you
to me."
Then she went in and shut the door. Nobody saw
Jennie press her lips to the handle which Alice's fingers
had t ouched the moment before, nor heard the sob
which broke from her as she ran quickly down the
Bteps and away home.
" he is a dear chilu that, James," said Alice to her
brother that night. "I am going up to that mother of
hers, and offer her some money if she will give her to
me.
'he is very ill, James, I don't think she will see
the winter out, and I should like to make her last days
easier than her life ha:i been."
" Goel will bless you for it, Alice," was the earnest
answer. '' These neglected little ones are precious in
his sight, and will be recompensed, I doubt not, byand-bye, for the h eayy cross they have borne on earth.''

,v
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because they haYe advanced into the fourth stage, in craving bas been known to speak the truth, that we
never can believe a word they say, and many of us arc
which they are ready and ripe to drop into the grave.
The twelfth point. Twenty-one years ago our insur- of opinion that the tendency to untruthfulness descelllls
ance companies were blind to the fact of short lives to the offspring of those people. Sec how sole~nly
through drink, but now so keen are they on this ques- strange it is that a physical agent should be taken rnto
tion of the effect of drink upon those that seek insur- . the body which should, after a time, so ~e_s~roy all
ance, that on those that drink they put an extra tariff, moral sense of right and wrong of respons1b1lity that
and the question asked by them is the question of the very foundation of morality is actually so changc~l
sobriety, for they know that there is nothing so fatal that the person becomes as it were naturally and hal.nin a general way, or so likely to lead, not simply to tually the child and representative of falsehood. These
disease from the agent itself, but springing up and in- are facts which were not known twenty years ago, and
tensifying by its employment other diseases, as the free which must in the end tell largely, as they are made
known, in the promotion of our cause.
use of this particular destructive national enemy.
Thirteenth point. Twenty-one years ago we never
Seventeenth point. ,Ve have declared that alcohol
conceived it possible that the mortality from the use of prepared and taken on a large S?~le is a s_o1:rce of starthis agent should be so great. Dr. Farr estimates that vation- that to take large quantities of tlus is to starv~.
forty to fifty thousand a year die from what he calls All who have depicted drunkenness have connected it
" tippling." His returns showed this startling fact, with want and penury. ,Ve get beyond that. ""\Ye_ see
that there were variations from 70 to 130, 100 being the the nations that·are going to suffer severely arc nation s
standard. If the whole of tlHl occupations examined that destroy the produce which is given to them for the
had a mean mortality of 100, then the most favourable supply of the natural wants, by appropriating it to unlives went up to 70, and the least favourable came down natural productions. For instance look at Ireland. One
to something considerably over 100. ·w e find that of my friends has brought me a book on the culture of
when we get to one occupation we ge~ to the lowest land in Ireland, and has shown that 75 per cent. of !lrn
but one. Among those engaged in the sale of spirits cereal produce of the cou~try goes _for_ the production
we find 138 deaths to the hundred to the mean of the of one grain-barley, wh1?h go~s m its_tum for the
population. The grocers, who, before they had the production of one clestructwc drmk-wh1sk_y. Let _us
license to sell spirits, were standing in a most favour- take that to our minds, and that is only one illustrat10n
able place in the scale, 86 to 100, since they have began of which many more could. be given; but we 1:iave here
to sell drink, have begun to go down and show a higher this broad fact before us, that directly we begm to take
mortality. Then you see what an important point we foo cl for a false purpose we take from ou~·sclYcs_ that
have scored-that just in proportion as this agent is which nature wishes us to have, and starvation, nusery,
approached by the multitude who deal with it, just in and penury a.re the natural resnlts.
.
proportion does the vast multitude begin to die with
Elghteenth point. Twenty-one years ago ~t ~vas
the rest of its fellows.
common to say, "1Vhatthetotalabstainerssay1s nght
Fourteenth point. Then as regards insanity. Exactly enough, but we are accustomed to the u~e _of strong
in the same way as the body ceases to exert its proper drinks and are unable to lea Ye them off; it is dangerpower under this agent, so the mind begins to go. ous to 'leave them off. You may not break lightly a
Twenty years ago this phase of the question was uot habit, you must be moderate." On that point_ we hav e
under discussion. It is generally admitted that there a grand. experiment going on in our model prisons, we
is a very great amount of insanity produced by drink know that those unfortunates who are locked up '.1rc
indirectly and directly. Dr. Edgar Shephard declares locked up entirely from this agent. \Vhen my mmd
that 40 per cent. of the persons who come to Colney became turned towards the action of alcohol upon ~he
Hatch Asylum arc brought there by the direct and in- body, I said, '' Here is a crucial test about the leavrng
direct effects of the drink. The Royal Commissioners off." I inquired of all the prisons, '' Do you let t~1e,s~
s::.y that the direct effects are represented by 14 per people down drop by drop, and gradually red_uce it •
cent. Dr. Masson would put the results of insanity "No," I found was the response. As the pnson door
from drink far higher than Dr. Shephard, and would closes, the tap closes, so far as _they are con~,er~ccl.
say that all ranks a.ucl classes are its victims.
Then I asked, " Do they suffer m any way?. ~he
Fifteenth point. Twenty-one years ago we had no answer was "Never." So wherever I made mqmr
notion of he1·eclit,1; in cl?·inl.:. ,ye know that the inebriety into prison discipline of life, I have never once found
uE parents sh0uld be rega.rdecl as or1e predispoaing ca,1se an instance where it could be sho,vn tha.t, the sudden
?f th~ insanity in children. The principle cause is the leaving off of theit· drink by these people was a cause
mebnety of the parcnts-92 of 116 cases in our asylnms of any disease or any kind of defect whats?ever. In
have such a parentage. Think of the important solemn America antl Canada we have had some experience. Dr.
truth, that you unwittingly, by indulging in this one Buck has recently published some experiments be has
particular agent, may be the progenitor oE abuse in conducted. In ix hundred cases he has removetl sudanother generation, which should be affected in a denly strong drink, and he says his asylum was never
similar manner, and that that may go on for age upon in better condition, and that he has neve~ ~ad the lel:1'st
age, always with the still continued increase of the occasion to suppose that the slig~test rnJ?-l'Y was_ msame form of disease, intensified, perchance, and multi- flictecl. For the cause of the moral side of this quest10~1,
plied perhaps a thousand and a millionfold. Here, like this is a fact of supreme moment for you to hear m
as a forest may begin from the implantatio~1 of a single mind.
. • t
Nineteenth point. Historians now are begmnm~ o
plant,. so ~rom the beginning of the taking of this agent
the nnschief may progress from generation to generation look up and say "There were great wars at vanous
un_til at last,. if st~ch efforts as ours are not pnt forth, times-how did they spring up? \Vho were the men
this world imght mdeed-I am using the ,vords of truth that led them?" They look at those great wars that
led to the American Revolution. ,Vho were the statesand_ soberness--:become one gigantic inebriate asylum.
Sixteenth pomt. ""\Ve have now brought ont in a men? Why they were the statesmen who were always
manner neve~ before attempted, the relationship of in wine. Look at the great riots and troubles that ha,·e
alcohol to cnme. Our judges are now alive to this arisen. What was their origin? ·wine and strong
subject, and this very day Justice Kay says judieially, drink. Even Alexander the Great is spoken of as
"! know by m_y experien~e that 50 per cent. of the "Alexander the drunkard," and it is known that. he
crime of the krngdom sprmgs from this c:tuse." In died intoxicated. Historians will soon be able to pick
the Iedical Temperance Association, over which I from the history of the past that which was so~er and
preside, we were discussing the question of the treat- that which was drunken in the history of mankmd and
m ent of dipsomania. We were all of this mind, nations.
·
• · 1 ·
Twentieth point. ,Ye have scored a pomt m eg1sthat one of the most diagnostic marks of drink craving, that which distinguishes it as a mental charac- la.tion. Twenty-one years ago no statesman wouk~ bl:1've
teristic . from all other thiu~s, is, that the drink dared to haYc thought of legislation as to abolislnng
craver 1s always a fal sehood-teller, that there is the English Juggernant. On the contrar)'.", he would
no actual case where a p erson affected with the drink- let our people roll under its wheels ancl be killed whole-
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sale, and think nothing about it; but now it is the
a.mbition of statesmen to lead the van, and by-and-bye
Sir Wilfrid Lawson will have more compeers, perhaps,
were it not that :h.is heart was as sound as his head.
Twenty-first point. Lastly, we have given up the
notion pretty generally-those who are men of science
and thought-of alcohol as a necessity. That general
expression of alcohol as a necessity_has passed from our
minds by the accumulated evidence derived from so
many sources. "\Ve speak now of this as a plague, and
we say it produces fever, and it kills. "\Ve speak of
this as a pestilence, for we say that it infects and
spreads and devastates. Twenty-one years ago we
used to hear in our churches the ministers saying,
"From plagne, pestilence, and famine, from battle and
murder, and from sudden death," and we used to hear
the congregation give the response, "Good Lord deliver
us." Now, by the knowledge we have, we say yes,
and plague, and pestilence, and famine, battle, murder
and sudden death arc all more or less linked up with
this one agent; and we declare that if we could say,
and not only say, but ensure ourselves that we were
delivered from this one agent, then the rest of our
deliverance were indeed at hand.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.
THE GREAT :MEETING IN EDINBURU-H.
( To tlie Edito1· of the '' Social Reform,er. ")
Sir,-Permit me through your columns to thank the
many willing workers in the temperance societies aucl
Good Temphr lotl 0 cs in Edinburgh, Leith, ancl Midlothian, who so nobly aided in the arrangementiil for
the aborn meeting in U. P. Hall, Edinburgh, on 1'foncl.1.y, 1-Lh Ccll"t. Tl e Ot'tle1 ancl cumfurt uf all coucerned,
as ~ell as the ~eneral arrangements, were admirably
earned out, wlnch coul<l. not have been accomplished
but for the kindness and energetic assistance of those
namel.
As to the meeting itself, the Scottish Permissive
llill and 'remperauce Association bi.we never had such
an influential platform, and as for the speaking there
,\as the right ring all through; no faltering in the clemanll; no trimming with the enemy, but a demand for
the entire overthrow of the traffic by the will of the
people. The audience numbered over 3500, and a
glance showed that it was composed of the very best
and most influential classes in Edinburgh.
Judaes,
Sheriffs, Magistrates, Town Councillors, lawyers, ~inii,tcrs of all religious denominations, Professors from
the Universities and deuominatio11al Colleges, leading
merchants, and a large proportion of our noble working
classes, and yet hundreds hacl to be turned away from
the doors. The feeling and enthusiasm that pervaded
the meeting was most affecting- all apparently in
downright earnest, and this, next to the proaress antl
success of the Association, I attribute largely to the
glorious work being carried on in Ecliuburgh at present
Ly these godly men Iessrs. )foody anu. Sankey. The
audiences they are getting at all hours of the tl;i,y, and
in the evening, surpasses anything ever witnessc<l in
R<li11 burgh, a11:cl great and mi~hty good is being done.
They never miss an opportumty of showing that drink
is the greatest obstacle to conversion of the soul to
God, an(l to t1rn adoption of a Christian life ; and not
only do they urge the salvation of the dnmkard, but it
is not unfr qnently that we hear from their lips as well
as from many others in prayer and in the addresses,
'' God have ine,·cy on the moderate drinker, the drinl.;
maker crncl sr;ller; and Goocl Lo1'Cl, remove t!tis tt rl'ible
curse, this anful temptationfroni the land."
~ haYc felt it my duty to throw_ in my energies with
Lh1s gl'cat work,. so far as my time will allow, anu 1
can honestly say it has not only been refreshing to me
personally, but it has inspired many to more earnest
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work who are deeply · interested in the object of our
Association, I mean " :l'fte supp,·ession of the liquor
frajfic." One thing all should feel deeply grateful for
in connection wiLh our great meeting, is this, that
1r. i\Ioocly wai vetl his public meeting on nlonclay, the
12th, and only heltl a private meeting for the anxious
enquirers, while l\fr. 'ankey and a host of the Chl'istiau workers attcntlecl our meeting. This act of kindness will long be gratefully remembered, for to it I am
co1n-incecl much of the success which attentled the
Edinburgh meeting was due, all admitting that it was
the most thorough, earnest, and powerful meeting ever
held here. The singing of the Fountainbridge E. U.
Church choir, admirably led by Mr. ~ teel, was also
most refreshing, and on the whole it was the most
memorable, soul stirring prohibitory gathering ever
seen in Edinburgh . May the work now going on here
by Messrs.Moodyand 8ankey,and the grand appearance
made by Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson, Bart., M .P., and others
at the recent meeting, inspire all true hearts in the
south-eastern district of cotland with new hope, new
energy, and increased determination to labour for the
emancipation of our dear country as the chief end of
our e istence.-1 am, &c.,
J. H. \VATBRSTOX.
Edinburgh, 17th Dec., 1881.

CANADIAN NEWS.
Sm,-Y ou will be pleased to read of the action taken
by the Church of England Synod of the diocese of
Toronto, during its recent session, for the formation of
a diocesan Temperance S0ciety on the same basis as
the Church of England Temperance Society in the
mother country. After a discussion in which some
Churchmen excused past inaction by accusing us poor
abstainers of various sins, errors, and misdemeanours,
the resolution was unanimously adopted, and a committee appointed with instructions to proceed with the
work of organisation at once. It may be noted that the
assistance of the total abstainers is not refused, nor
even discouraged, notwithstanding their former "evil
courses." Indeed, they are still in the fore-front of
the battle, and it is the non-abstainers who are offering
aid in carrying on the work which the "zealous"
section has hitherto been left to do alone. \Ve will
not be inclined to cast any reflections upon the past
apathy of our new allies, but entleavour to bring them
altogether into the safe path of "look not upon strong
drink."
apanee, Ontario.
G. II. lIALE.
[\"\ e are pleased to see the Church moving, however
slowly, hut we should have liked better that she had
planted her standard on the rock of abstinence than on
the iron and clay of abstinence with "moderation."Eo. S. R.]
The six governors of New England arc all total
abstai11ers, and yet some persons believe that the ?llaine
Law is a failure.
"\Ve understanLl that ex-Bailie Lewis' new book "The
Drink Prol>le111, " is meeting with a favourable sale.
The hon. member for Ellinburgh, T. R. Buchanvn,
Esq., M.P., at the great clemoustration of the 12th nlt.
referred to it as a remarkable book, and the audience
cheered the reference.
BARRHEAD-BAZAAR.-A grand bazaar in aid of
fnnds for the el'ection of a Good 1'emplar hall was held
in the Public Hall on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd ult. The
bazaar was opened on the 1st by, ir William Collins
and Rev. W. Clark, on the 2nd by Rev. J. A. Johnston
aucl Rev. "William Young, and on tlie 3rd by ex-Bailie
Torrens, J .P., Rev. Thomas Buchanan, and ex-Provost
Dick. The total receipts for the three days was '£ 128.
Those engaged are gratified with their success. 'There
is about £30 worth of goods left over for ;1, supplementary bazaar. The committee were greatly indebted to
the laclies, to the choir, and its leader, Mr. \Y. Patrick,
and also :Messrs. Uochran, Bro,vn & Cox, fo,· tlwir s er,,ice~ . It is the intention of the committee t o commence
the erection of the proposed hall immediately.
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./Jiembe,-,~, friend.~, a11cl Societies subsaibi,1y lo
the Funds of the Scotti.;h Pennis.'ive Bill and
'l.'empera.11ce A . .sociation are 1·espectfnlly informell that , '11b8criplio11s to the A sociation, if
not alreacl!J paid, are now clue, anll will &e
gladly r eceived by the Agents and at the O.-[fice',
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. 'l'he demcinds '1.tpo11
the As ociation are increasing, ancl it would
nutterially as ·ii,t the l!Jxec11tive in promptly m eet•
inJ these, were snbscriptions paicl in the former
1·ather than the latter J)art of th e .financial year,
which will close on '20th S eptember, 1882.
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ALLIANCE DEP TATION.
MA~Y of om rea<lers will be glad to learn that the
Rev. William :Barker, Queen's Ohapln.in, Isle of
Wight, will nrnke a short tour in Scotland on behalf
of the United Kingdom Alliance. The dates will
be Tuesday,
ednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
17th, 1 tb, 19th, and 20th Janual'y. w·e learn that
it is likely that he may visit Ayr, Port-Gla:-;go,'",
Perth, aud Portobello, bnt nothiog certain i;:., knowll.
Mauy of our friencls will share our regret that hi.'
stay should be so brief.

,v

*

** We have beeu obliged to leave over several
interesting papers, reports, &c., although we give
two supplements this mouth.
·with our present number we present eYery reader
of the Social Reformer as a New-Year s upplemen t a
copy of our Kew-Year tract for 1 :2,wriLteu hy
ReY. Profe sor Kirk, Edinburgh. We will he glad
of furth er order:, for quantitie of lhi · bigbl · appret:iate<l tract. Pri'.:!e 10s. per thou~an•I, excln ·fr e of
carriage, or 1:-:. per hundred, l s. 3d. post fre e.
A Happy New-Year to all Ottl' reader., aml ma11y
nf them '. At so hallowed and grnciouR a time we
rejoic:e to think we lrn.ve the opportnnit,y of mingling
our goo<l wishes with theirs for all ,Yho co-operate
fol' the deliverance of our country fr0m an avowed
aud tel'rible inju tice . Standing, as we do, like
Janus on the confines of two worlds, the world of
the past and that of the future, wE: cau heartily
rejoice at the fruits of patient toil harvested in the
field of prohibition in the one, and look forwa.rtl
hopefully anrl confidently to thQ fruition which will
await the trne-hearted toilers in the other. Truly
the little has become a thous:md. Time was when
the l ermi. ive prohiLitionists were met with the
Cl')' thRt they were wrong.
Bnt this cry came from
the ignorant who had never really enquired either
into their grievauce or their remedy ; from those
who sympathi1:e too little with the common people
€ ,er to \\ i:,h lo broaden their liberties j fiom thu..;e
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that shrink from the "active service,. euj_oined ou
all true reformers, and from the prophets who declared tha,t they woukl uever gain the end they had
in view while those they laboured to have entrusted
with power of self-protection were themselves coutente<l with their slavery. But these reformel's
feeling themselves in the right, supported by th e
evidences which history, science, and experience
supplied, and commending themselves to the Almighty Being who strengthens and supports those
that enter upon the mission of defeating the oppressor and freeing the oppressed, weut forth to
wage a war of extermination against the colossal
,-,,-rong of the liquor traftic. They went forth undauntedly, a lthongh the sympathies, habits, and
interests of those they ought to benefit were seemingly arrayed against them, and at such a. seasou,
when wise men take a retrospective view, the question may be asked, how have they sped ? By patieut
continuance in well-doing they have gained the
yrnpathies of tlrn good, a.ud enlisted so many iuterests already in their favour, thn.t their natural
enemies, the publicans, begi1J to seriously realize
their danger, and apprehend the en<l of the legal
proLectiou which lrn enal led th m to reap enormous wealll1 from the demornlizatiou aud misery of
Lhe commuuity. Although I l has pa :sed without
witne::;,,iug th" clt titruction of the drink interest, yet
it will be wernorable from the rapid advance made
by the Scottish prohibitory agitatioll, and it ha.seen the people more determined thau ever to have
a potent say in what concerns the existence of the
lit1uor trailic, and theil' Parliamentary represent, tives mustering an overwhel.ruing mn,jority in favour
of the sr eedy intrncluction hy the Government of
effective measures directed ngain::;L the existence of
Urn!, system : measures not on the olu imperial lines,
::;o inadequate aud unsati ·factory, hut, n1easures
1
framed to len.Ye the re ponsihility of iL future entirely
lo lhe ratepayers. There is at this moment a seriouR
1
dauger looming ahead-the danger of accepting the
indirect power of a Boar1l to the Llirec.:t power of a
veto- wheth er that Board is called locn.l, county, or
liceusi11 g. This is the step ov r which they will
fall, oi· which they mn t over! ap, for it lies directly
in l heir way. They will stnm lJle if they are satisfied
wiLh auy other kind of power than a. direct suppressive veto at the ballot box> a.nd they will stumble
heav ily if they do not make a determined resistal!ce
against any kind of Licensing Board for Scotlauc1•
Let them nrn.ke the yea1· that has tlawne<l upon them
m emornble 1,y the persistency and nnity of their
efforts to oustrain the Government to do them
justice, along with the sister kinglloms, Ly the
settlement of tl1is question on local opt,ion lines, or
by nrnking Scotland n. prohibitive area, aud so test
the ,-irtues ()f genuine local option. As it appears
more and more evident that this is their attitude,
aml that they are resolved to rnaiui ai n it, Lhey will
in<luce some member of Parliament for Scotland to
place bim:,,elf at their h ea<l to enable th:m to c:irry
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their demand in the House of Commons itself. Let
him be satisfied of their determination to decline
all compromises, as the country has been satisfied
with their energy and sagacity, and he will not
hesitate to place himself in the van of the Scottish
prohibitory army. Such a leader, warmly supported
by growing numbers and qualified by wisdom and
statesmanship, will draw around him those who see
in the removal of the liqu or traffic the indispensable
condition of the progress and elevation of the Scottish people. Let us be ripe for action at any
moment, and in this way we will best secure the
fulfilment of the wish that meets us on the threshold
of the new year, "A Happy ew-Year and many
re tu rns/'
Since we last noticed Mr. John Pa ton's operations, he bas addressed three meetings in Glasgow,
two meetings in Rothesa.y, two meetings in Grangemouth, and one meeting in Stonehouse, New Mains,
Kilbarchan, Paisley, Kilmalcolm, Milngavie, Polloksbaws, Troon, and Leith. The attendance bas
been m ost encouraging, and his lectnres fully appreciated. When about leaving Troon , he bad a serions
attac1 of inflammation, which, we are glad to learn,
yielded t0 prompt and vigorous measures, so that we
are glad to be able to state that he is now quite well.
After a brief holiday, he leaves for the North of
England, and then goes across to Ireland for some
time.
By th<> time th?. this un be1' of th,, Social R efo;·is in the hand of our readers, the Annun.l
Report of the Scottish Permissive Bill n.ntl Temperance Association will most likely be in the hanc;ls
of the subscribers to that A sociation. vVe always
hail its appearance with satisfaction, and after we
pause to first en joy the same pleasure of seeiug ourselves clown in its subscription list, as those have
who see themselves in p1·int, we turn over its pages.
The Office-bearers having been first scanned, the
Report itself carefully perused, the Treasurer's Abbtract pondered over, the several pages of valuable
iuformation duly laitl to heart, ,.-ve come upon the
Bubscription List. :From it we gather a number of,
shall we say striking facts? The Association was
supported by - 1st, the usual subsidy from the
Gnited Kingdom .Alliance; 2nd, by 5,695 subs~-ribers ; 3rd, by 135 societies. The income from
nbscriptions alone is £1,854 6s, which is £154 10s.
GJ, per calendar month, or £5 ls. 7d. per dn.y. W e
find tl1at in 1879-SC the Association had a monthly
income of £148 18s. Id. ; in 1880-81 it was £154:
10s. 6d . ; then the daily income was £4 18s. Id., in
1 0-81 it is £5 ls. 7d. In the former year there
was a special <lonation of £100, so that the ordinary
funds of the .Association have made most encouraging progress, although the increase per month be
only £5 12s. 5cl., :md 3s. 6d. per day. Now that
prosperous times are in the ascendant, may not all
trne friends of prohibition not only earnestly desire
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a large increase of subscriptions to the funds, but
cordially co-operate with the Executive in bringing
that increase to pass.
Continuing our investigations further, we find
that two friends subscribed £20 and upwards, 8
from £10 to £20, 23 from £5 to £10, 60 from £2 to
£5, 229 from £1 to £2, 251 from 10s. to £1, 701
from 5s. to 10s, 1,942 from 2s. 6d. to 5s, and 2,469
from ls. to 2s. 6d. 678 paid 5s., 1,816 paid 2s. 6d.,
and 1,616 paid ls. Under all the headings but the
first and the last there is an encouraging increase.
We see also that 135 societies subscribed to the
Association the sum of £83 19s. 9d ., or on the
average 12s. 5d. each. Then, when we take up the
subscribers, we find that the average sum they give
is within a fraction of 5s. each. Last year, in ruialyzing the report, we expressed n. hope that many
friends, in looking oYer our figures, would make an
effort to rise from the lower class of subscription to
a higher. ,Ve have reason to know that many have
kindly taken our hint and done so. \Ve hope that
many m0re will graduate, and from being subscribers of to them a merely nominal sum, will show
a more generous liberality to the Association. The
real strength of the Association does IJ.Ot lie iu its
advocates or officials, however worthy these are, and
we cannot here sufticiently express our high estimate
of their worth, but in the amount of resources at its
di po al. It may be surrounded by the best of
talent, but v,,ithout the means to bear expenses of
mePtings, derutations, memorials, ~c., these arc of
little avail. The fond are the steam, and we believe that. the Association ha never yet been driven
at "full speed." We are among those that gratefully appreciate its energy, autl h, Ye reason to laud
it s vigorous and so far success£ul e:ff rts, but we entertain a firm belief that if the income were but
doubled, that its efficiency, and its efforts, and the
range of its operati,m would be far more than doubly
manifest. Within the means allowed, it has every
reason to be satisfied with the past. The only reason for regret we have is that the Executive of an
institution with such a very satisfactory report
shonld ever have any financial anxieties at all.
During the past month the Scottish Perrnissi ve
Bill and Temperance Association has been pushing
its operations with great vigour and success. There
were conferences in Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Irvine,
Renfrew, and Hamilton. These conferences have
been highly encouraging, much practical suggestion
being under discussion which has gone to sustain
the course being pursued by the Executi ve. The e
conferences were followed, with one exception, by
public meetings. The most successfol was the
magnificent demonstration in Edinburgh. It was
one certainly worthy of any cause but especially one
the object of which is to exterminate the liquor
traffic. \Ve refer our readers to the very ample
report we give of the proceedings and to the letter
~~
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of the district superintendent of the Association,
Mr. Waterston. The other meetings were of a
highly encouraging na.ture, and as from them the
resolutions adopted go to the members of the Government most nearly concerned with the liquor
traffic, it is hardly possible to estimate the good
that will follow these gatherings. The ordinary
agitation has been steadily maintained. It being
the custom at this season .for ministers to deliver a
sermon on temperance in view of the Christmas and'
New Year's festivities, the Executive were fortunate
in securing the services of Rev. R. J. Lynd of Belfast to deliver a sermon in Glasgow, which was very
largely attend ed. The arrangements for the New
Year contemplate equally vigorous operations, a.nd
we shall have pleasure in reporting on these as they
occur. The Association is at present doing most
effective work otherwise. Indeed, all have long
been of opinion that the efforts on which silence
sets her inflexible seal are those that, in the long
run, are among the mightiest for the pulling down
of the stronghold of the liquor traffic.
From that indiscrimination of distribution which
is so marked a feature of the commercial system .we
have received a copy of a little trn.ctate on "How
Scotch whisky is made; " of comse it was not intended for us. It is well written ; indeed in its
crisp epigraruatic style will be found its danger.
The writer sings the praises of whi ky to the disparagement of all other members of the alcoholie
·family, he roams through the literature of all lands
to dress out his favourite bever.1ge, and even Samuel
Johnston is brought in to show its power in softening rugged human nature ; the butcher Cumberland
is held up as quaffing it after Culloden, we are left
t o suppose tha.t it was to drown bis remorse, and the
muse of Professor Blackie is said to need a lift in its
flights from Oban whisky. All this seems strange
until we glance at the writer's name Strephon, when
n.11 is clear. Strephon is the name of some Romeo
of Arcadia, and the modern incumbent of the title
lms a.11 the vices of his Arcadian prototype. He
rnves as wildly about the object of his devotion as
stock lovers do, and sorue of his phrases induce us to
believe that he has pilfered them from rings. When
the tinsel is torn from bis idol how ghastly its
nature, how fearful its operations, how terrible its
history ! Notwithstanding the praises bestowed
upon whisky, we manage to get glimpses of truth.
Here we learn that " the age of port ha.s passed. It
h,ts been succeeded by the age of whisky. We have
g rown suspicious of wines because they are brandied,
while the highest authorities unite in opinion that
beer is a beverage that should be seldom drunk
after a man is over forty. Scotch whisky is the
tipple most recommended by the medical profession.
There is whisky-and whisky." And the public
analyist of the City of Glasgow is pressed in to
testify to the supreme excellence of the Oban produce. At the Ohan distillery, "too small to live in

and too large to hang on a watch chain,'' the mountain dew comes in at one door straight from the
hills and goes out at the other door whisky. "The
water comes down from moss and mountain vitalized
with the zone of the hills fragrant with heather,
sweet with wild thyme, and laden with the arom a
of a thousand wild flowers, whose bouquet is preserved in the:spirit." With this delightful water th e
beverage of heaven, we would cordially pledge the
friends dearest to our hea.rts, but when it passe.'
through the whisky still, contaminated with th e
impalpable and tricksy alcohol, it is the devil in
solution, and renders him who takes it liable to b e
presently a fool , by-aud-bye a beast. "'\"'\ ere we, lik e
Strephon, to appeal to poetry ·we should o'e1fop his
wildest ecstacies by the emphatic testimonies of th e
great thoughtsmen of the past. He sees in tlJ
Oban stores "whisky enough to make the apostle of
the pump moralizingly speculate in pathetic conjecture as to how many drunks and incapables: how
many splitting headachea, how many beaten wives
and wretched homes this potentiality of puncheons,
this arsenal of alcohol contains when it goes out into
the world." Ea,]Jei·ientia docet. He may pooh pooh
our advocacy, but what about our facts; they stand.
out horrible and grim after all the tricks of style
and gorgeousness of language in which he can trim
his theme. Of course he says "the intemperate
teetotaler fails to conjure up the refreshing power
of this imprisoned spirit- when it is liberateJ to the London sportsman in a Scotch mist on a
grouse moor, the gaiety it infuses into intellectual
converse, its medical value in sick chambers, its
destiny in cementing friendships, its worth as a
stimulant to reasonable people who use and not
a.buse its privileges." Where, tell us where, is such
a spirit to be found. Ah, shade of Owen Glendowe1·,
we can call such a spirit from Strephon's brain, but
will the real one come when we do call ? N ay, na.y,
the spirit he apostrophises is as different from t he
s pirit that stalks abroad as Ariel is from Caliban,
and the people are beginuing to know that: and their
indignation will kindle with the growth of thei r
knowledge. In his last paragraph he has a "lament "
over the strict supervision of this "sma.' still," but
we do not share his sorrow, na.y, we rejoice in t he
hope that the Government will be compelled to take
a sterner oversight of all such seed-plots of crim e
and misery, and it will be found tha t although
Government interference now may be likene<l to
whips, the legal interference of the ratepayers wi ll
be as fell as the successful assaults of scorpions.
_Few burghs in Scotland seem so fully alive to th e
present necessities of the agitation a.s Greenock.
The friends there tried to induce Lord Rosebery to
grant them an interview when he lately paid a visit
to that town. To his lordship's regret this was not
possible. But fertile in resource, the committee of
the Greened: Tota.I Abstinence Society asked bis
lordship to receive a statement of their reasons why
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Greenock should have power to suppress the public
houses therein whenever, in the opinion of the rn.tepayers, their suppression was necessary to the interests of peace, good order, and lessened taxation.
His lordship having expressed the pleasure he would
feel at receiving such a statement, the committee
prepared a lengthy and exhaustive document. Mr.
R. Stevenson, district superintendent, Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, was invited
to get this document signed. Mr. Stevenson, in
the course of a very few days, got it signed l>y
Provost Campbell and ex-provosts Morton and Lyle,
a number Qf magistrates, town councillors, and commissioners of police, by nearly all the ministers of
the gospel in town, by many leading gentlemen,
and by the president, vice-president, and~ the committee of the Total Abstinence Society, also by
members of the Cartsdyke Total Abstinence Society.
Such an effort reflects the highest credit on all concerned.
They feel that the Government will
grapple with the liquor traffic when it is convinced
that the people are determined that they sha.ll do
so. We commend the example of Greenock to
every constituency in Scotland, and as far as is in
the power of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Tempera.nee Association, we believe they will heartily
co-operate with any constituency who follows an
example so laudable.
A paragraph from the .Alliance News is going the
round of the papers, showing that the liquor traffic
h:ts durin 6 the last ei~ht ye::i.rs codributed to the
revenue the sum of £256,770,497 stg. This sum is
ghastly enough, bnt it is nothing compared to a
fuller statement of the subject. ln these eight
years, then, the people that drink have contributed
to the exchequer two hundred and fifty-six an l ay
three-quarters millions as a drink tax, or the sum
of £7 5s. 8d. per head of the population, 01· 18s. 2~d.
per head of the population I er year. Now this stun
would be very much increased if we could say per
head of those who drink, as we would subtract a
large number of infants, of women, of men who hn.ve
<!eased or have not begun to drink. Bnt the figures
n.re as bad as bad need be ; only worse rema.ius behind. To enable the publicans to contribute that
sum, the people of this country spend on d1·ink on an
average £136,937,500 yearly, or during the same
period of eight years per head £28 6s. 2d., or each
year per head £3 10s. 9!d. It will be difficult to
find a folly which can surpass this. The drinking
of £28 6s. gd. that the publicans mn.y be able to hand
to the Government that protects it the paltry sum
of £7 5s. 8d. is one of the most absurd of acts. The
British toper spends a shilling for the good of the
revenue, as he thinks, and the publican pays over a
quarter of the amount l Ca.n this be the intelligent
-era to which the working men of fifty years ago
looked forward as the threshold of the millennial age ?
But there is a lower depth. The drinker not merely
.spends, but in spending he becomes idle through his
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intemperance, diseased through it, mad and criminal
through it; he becomes demoralised and pauperised
through it, and indirectly loses at least as much as
he spends. Hence it comes to this, that to support
the revenue by bis drinking he spends a shilling and
loses a shilling, and after all only gives the revenue
threepence; or to contribute £i 5s. 8d. he spends
£28 6s. 2d. and loses £28 6s. 2d., or £56 12s. 4d !
There is a dread on the part of some C~nservative
working men that the Government may become
atheistic. It is practically atheistic already. The
Government may ne,7 er go to business until the
chaplain bas "read " prayers, but it as practically
denies God's existence and defies his retlibution by
maintaining this drink system as if it had, like the
fool, said in its heart, "There is no God; " and it
would not surprise a Christian to witness its destruction for its crime.
The Charity Organization of Relief Society of
Glasgow has been holding its annual meeting. It
too casts a lurid light on the national bn.ne. In its
report it states- " then as to indiscriminate charity
the council's expe1·ience showed that as a rule the
most plausible story tellers were the most unworthy,
while the most modest n.nd retiring were the most
deserving. There wn.s nothing which added so much
to the drunkenness, indolence, and crime, and therefore nothing so disastrous in its results as the giving
money without first making sure that the applicant
was woi-thy ." Dr. Richardson confirms the experieuce of the society when i1e sl1ows that the ex11erien1.:e
of the Medical Temperance Association is that the
drnnkards are like the Cretans, liars, and lie like
trntb. The society might recommencl to the charitable public the withholding of money from all that
are likely to be demol'alise l through" tip ·," (cabrneu,
charwomen, porters, and others) giving them instead
orders upon some one or other of the restaurants,
British Workman Public Houses, &c., or giving them
the sum in stamps if they have the Post Office deposit
form. At one time we thought it cruel to supersede
the friendly" tip" by the cold and hn.rren "thank
you,'' but we felt constrained to acknowledge that
"tips" were our indirect contribution to the traffic.
The giving an order to these poor folks, procuring
them a. cup of bot coffee and a bun, or swelling their
savings bank account, di chargeth you of an obligation in a graceful wa.y, while conferring a substantial
pleasure upon those whom you seek to recompense.
In our last we referred to the anomalous state of
Ca.mpbeltown in relation to the liquor traffic. We
stated that owing to there being only one magistrate
unconnected with the traffic, the justices assumed
the power to license, and now any control that the
burghers of Campbeltown have over the liquor
traffic is practically gone. The distiller may boast
that he gives the world good liquor, but it is more
certain that he has practically abridged the liberties
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of his fellow~townsman in a directiou the most
perilous to their amenity. It did not perhaps occur
to those concerned in voting in distillers to their
Town Council that they were fak ing a course which
would shortly result in their own disfranchisement
so far as their liquor traffic was concerneu, if it had
perhaps they would have paused ere giving honour
to distillers, they were losing the small control over
the public houses affecting them which they possessed.
The matter has advanced a stage. The jllstices
licensed but they could not do so absolutely, and
here the virtue of the " Cameron" Act is clearly
seen. The licenses they granted must be confirmed,
and by a court whose status and extent is expressly
defined . That court met, but being unable to
muster a quorum could not give effect to the decision
of the justices. It is not likely that any privation
will be felt by the town at the inability of the confirming court to give sanction to the licenses granted
by the justices, but the matter cannot rest, and it
may be that the Home Office may be taught by the
present crisis at Campbe]town that the best court of
appeal is the people themselves. There is always a
quorum of them, and they are interested not merely
iu this or that institution, but in the welfare of the
wi ve_s, their children, aml their neighbours, and that
in protecting their own and these other iuternsts
they are acting not on the lines of interest or caprice,
but in accordance with the highest dictates of justice
and righteousness.

they have patronised the "losings" banks - -our
a.bounding public houses-we would not dare to set a
limit to their health, their prosperous condition: their
real happiness, or tb eir ability to secure means to crown
a yonth of lacour with an age of ease. This paradise
of the future will never be reached by a path leading
through the public house, but if all their orde1
were heartily to combine to abolish the drink traffic>
this highest earthly cond ition of their class is assured.

INTELLIGENCE.

GREAT TEMPERANCE DEMO :rsTRATION
IN EDINBURGH.
ON Monday, 12th ult., a most successful temperance
demonstration was held in the Synod Hall of the United
Presbyterian Church under the auspices of the United
Kingdom Alliance and Scottish Perinissive Bill and
Temperance Association. The great hall was crowded
to excess long · before the hour announced for the corn~
mencement of the proceedings, and hundreds had to be
denied admittance. ·while the audience was assembling
the choir of Fountainbridge Evangelical Union Church,
under the leadership of Mr. teele, discoursed an excellent programme of music. The chair was taken at
half-past seven o'clock by Mr. T. R. Buchanan, M. P.
for the city of Edinburgh. He was accompanied to the
platform by Lord M'Laren, Sir ,Vilfricl Lawson, M.P.
(who was received with great cheering); Mr. James.
Cowan, M.P.; Mr. J . Dick Pecldie, 'L P.; Mr. Duncan
M'Laren ; Sheriff Campbell; Dra. ,v. Menzies, D.
ienzies, and Bowie; J. (.;owan, J.l'.; Ex-Bailie Torrens,
J.P.; Ex-Bailie Lewis, J .P.; Messrs. D. ,iV. Paterson,
S.. C. ; James Coutts, .S.C.; Revs. Principal Cairns
Professors Calderwood, and Kirk; Rev. Drs. ,v. C.
rnith and C. R. Teape; John Sutherland, G. W . 0. T.;
Among the best things in the I apers at the pre- and a great number of representative men from the
and neighbourhood.
sent time is the cheering anu accumulating indi- city
Prayer having been offered by the Rev. Dr. Gray,
cations of prosperous times. Laboul' spcakiu g on the Liberton,
Mr. J . H. W TEB, '!'OS intimated the receipt of a
" , tate of trade and the comforts of the people," says
large number of apologies, among them being one from
"the mass of the I eople are much better off than Right Hon. W. E. ladstone, M. P.
they were twelve months back, for they are much
The 'IIAIRMAX, who was received with loud cheers.
better able to buy the necessities antl the comforts ga,·e a lengthened address, claiming for himself and
those holding views favourable to a moderate use of
of life than they were at the earlier date. They liquor as great a hatred to drnnkcnness, , the most
haYe brvl more work, t,bat, work has heen more :.idvancecl [',bstainer entertain.ed, rejoiced that :rnch. conlcl
evenly distributed, and in many cases tlie increased meet with th e suppressionists on the common ground of
local option, and appealed to them not to refuse the
work has been remunerated by a higher sc:ile of help they were \Villing to giYe them in their efforts
wages. The labour b.~rometer applicable to au against drunkenne~s. He thought that one thing was
industry which is increasiug in importance, fur- imperative, that the people should have a direct control
over the liquor traffic of the district. (Cheers.) He
nished in the monthly reports of the Amalgamated proceeded to advocate the getting of palliative legisAs ociation of Engineers, shows how steadily pre- lation, and was met with cries of "oh, oh," and pruviously unemployed labour of that class is beiug dently declined to proceed further in that direction.
He said, in conclusion, that he esteemed it a Yery high
absorbed. At the present time i11 the great Man- honour to preside on the ooca ion over so large and so
chester district the proportion of unemployed to the enthusiastic a meeting of the citizens of Edinburgh for
whole membership is only about 3 per cent. There an object which is so good, and the attainment of which
will be the ad vancernent of righteousness and temperis hardly au engineeriug establishment of nole any- ance. (Cheers.)
The Rev. Dr. ADAMSON moved the first resolution,
where in the kingdom at which there have not
lately been w01·ks extensions to meet present and as follows:-" That, considering the vice, misery, crime,
waste of fooL1, increased taxation, and stagnation of
prospective demands. Wholly apart from the heavier trade caused by the traffic in intoxicating liquors, this
mill and tool concerns are those of Lincoln and meeting declares that no legislation will be sati factory
Ipswich say, and establishments might be cited in that does not confer the power of a popular veto on the
liquor traffic." (Applause.) No civilised Government
those towns in whicb,if thecapabilitieshad permitted, could keep its band off this peculiar traffic, which is not
oue hundreu more agricultural and road locomotives a legitimate trade. It ought ~o ~e cut down as a _cummight ha e been turned out than was last year pos- berer of the ground. And tlus 1s to be acco·mphshecl
by the will of the people. Those ·who suffer from the
sible." Now if the workiug classes were wise and traffic, and who pay for its evils, shoul<l have the power
would patl'Ouise the "sa viugs banks'' as folly as to deal with it. And we wish to tell Mr. CHadstone,
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, 'ir \Villiam Harcourt, the Earl of Rosebery, a11Ll the
Lord Advocate that no bill they can introuuce to Parlia1neut to deal with this subjeet will be satisfactory that
does not give the power to suppress the liquor traffic in
their localities. Such a powet· might be placed in the
hands of the ratepayers with the fullest confidence that
it would be used justly and wisely.
Mr. JoB · w·1LSON, J.P., Glasgow, in seconding the
resolution, said-\Ve respectfully ask the Government
to hearken to the voice of the people, as given expression to twice over in the House of Commons, and award
them their inalienable right to protect themselves from
the evils which result from the present licensing laws
of the land. It lies with ourselves to determine this
matter. Governments and Parliaments are very much
what the people make them, and did there go forth
from the people a persi tent and united cry upon this
question, it would be as of old when .the embattled
walls of ancient Jericho fell by an unseen hand before
the astonished gaze of an armed host. (Cheers.) In
,·iew of what is looming in the near future, I tremble
for the morality of my country · knowing well what
the effect was on our working population when the last
briskness of trade was upon us. I do trust when the
tide of prosperity does agaiu come to our shores, that
the people will be privileged to possess that which a
free and enlightened nation now demands, the right of
self-protection from a traffic that is hurtful to the best
interests of the commonwealth. (Cheers.) The Dominion of Canada has now the '' Scott Temperance
Act in full operation, with the most encouraging results.
:Many towns and counties in Tew Brunswick and Nova
:::icotia, and also two counties in Manitoba, and two
counties in Ontario, ha,·e adopted the Act. (Applause.)
lt nee ls no prophet to foretell, once a similar 01 portunity is givt:n to this small island home of ours to wipe
out tl.tis national di ·grace, that we will not be slow to
ad visc antl etlucate our neighbours to go and do like" ·i::;e. I ha.Ye much pleasure in seconding this resolntiou. (Applause.)
, 'rn \V1LJ.'.tUD LAWKO ' , whv was 1· cei,·eu wiLh louJ
anrl contiuued cheerinf; said-)lf r. 'hairman, ladies
aml geutlemeu,-I feel a little nervous-(laughter)before tliis great audi nc , not only because I well
know the intelligence of a, 'cotcli a.udieuce, but because
I have been ,nm1etl a little by the speeches of the
·hairman and the g ntlcman who ecomleLl this re::;olution. ln the fi.rst place, the chairman warns me that I
must J e moderate. I shall take his ad vice, :i,ud I hope
that before l conclude I may Le able to s:i,y that my
moLlcratio u i kno-wn uuto all meu. (Renewed laught r.) Then rny friend on the right has also been a
,varniug to me. For once he seemetl to me (Ill the
rnrgc of deviating intv party politics, and I shall take
care that when I sit down nobody shall know from any·
thing I have said whether I am a sound and respectable
'l'ory or a reprobate Radical. (Cheers .) Our question
i::; far alJove party politics, and I must say that I a.m
glad it excites so much int rest i11 the famous city of
falinburgh. ] haYe been payin<Y visits to a good mau
influential people latel , and to the constituenei s of
Cabinet }linisters. On Tuesday) addressed a large
meeting of the constituents of 1lr. Forster, on v.~ednesd ..iy I addressed the constituents of Lord Hartington.
l found them, as far a I could ju<lge, unanimous and
enthusia stic in demanding that the power should be
giYeu to the people to prot et the1m;elves from the
liquor traffic, which we are aski11g for now. And today I am addressing many of whom, I have no doubt,
are the constituents of one who is greater in public
estimation tha.n. even Lord Hartington or Mr. Forster,
and that is, I am addressing th e constituents of Mr.
<~lads ton . ( Prolonge<l. cheering aml slight hisses.)
_Ir. Chairman, observe that I am adhering scrupulously
to my rule. (Laughter. ) I do uot sa,y that h e is greater
than anybody else intellectuall y, morally, or politically,
but because, simply as a matter of fact, he is the greatest mau in the eountry-he is the Prime 1fin.ister.
(Ch eers.) Well, as far as 1 can judge from the tone
and aspect of this immense meeting, you are as enthusia ~tic iu fayo u· of this po Yer of protection being
gi .,-en to the reople as" ell as tho:,e other constituencies
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to which I have allucleu; and I thank you for the
feeling which you show, and I thank you as being in
one sense a representative meeting-representing other
constituencies in 'cutland. I thank you for the support which you gave my resolution in the House of
Commons from Scotland, when Scotch members of
Parliament voted for my resolution in no less a proportion of eight to one of those who took part iu the
division. (Cheers.) They were in favour of protection;
protection not against free tracle-(laughter) - not
against fair trade, but protection against the worst
trade wl1ich ever affiictcLl the country. But although
I am glad to see you here to-night, I do not know I
was Yery keen of coming, because when I am asked to
go and address meetings on this matter in which I take
so deep an interest, I always say to those who are
arranging those meetings, what is the use of going to
people who are converted. I am a missionary, seuu me
among the heathen . (Laughter.) Some places in the
south of England where they talk beer, think beer, an<l
believe in beer- (laughter)- I would do much more
good there, because here in Scotland you are logical,
intelligent, enlightened, and yon haYe got rid of the old
fallacies, which I used to encounter in the beginning of
these agitations, and light against. First of all we were
told that we were trying to put a stop to public-house!S
and whisky shops, that it was very wrong to rob a poor
man of his beer.
f y answer to that was that the
Government at present robs a man through his beer(laughter)- makes him pay taxation, and pay a large
sum for that which injures him. \Yell, we used to hear
the old talk about liberty of the subject. \Vould you
interfere with the liberty of the subject? ertainly not.
I am going to interfere ·with the licenses of the publicans, which is quite a different thing to liberty of the
subject-the license of a man to do harm to his fellowsubjects. That is all I want to interfere with ; auu 1
think one has a right to interfere with a man who i ·
injuring the public. I ,lo not say on my authority that
the drink-seller is injuring the public; I say it on the
authority of the Edihburgh R ei;;eu•, which must be an
authority to an Edinburgh audience. lt said long since
that the liquor traffic was a nnisance socially, morally,
and politically. (Cheers.) That is a sort of thing
1
which the law ought to interfere with. 'l'hen ,ve used
1
to haYe an argument tlmt we were introducing the
tyra11uy of a majority if we let the bulk of the population intei fere with the pr ·ion drinking right · of the
minority. But that i · the case now. The magistrates
are a very small minority of the people, and it is merel
a majority of the miuority of the magistrates who have
the pov,er to license all the e places among us. Therefore, we are doing away with the tyranny of the
, minority.
\Vell, I have said, 1 think, that most
'cotchmen pretty well agree with me that the time has
come when th e people ought to have somehow or other
, some po,Yer to protect themselves from t hi s drink traffic.
But there are two qnestious which 1 shall discuss to1
ni gh t, and which still remain. On e question is-In
what manner, in what mo<le, is this power to be
1 entrust ed to them? and the other question is-How n.rc
we to get it at all from the Parliament a,nd from the
Government? "\Vell, now, the House of Commons ha::;
already laid <lown the lines on which our policy in this
matter is to be moulded, and I think I bad better quote
the resolution which the House of Commons ha· passed,
and which it has again reaffirmed, as it cliLl during the
last session of Parliament, Lecause there is a good deal
of misunderstanding about t hat resolution.
It is.' our co mmittee, in conclusion, are of opinion that as
the ancient and avowed object of the licensiug and sale
of intoxicating drink is to supply a supposed public
want without, detriment to the public welfare, the local
power of restraining, issuing, or renewal of licenses
should be placed in the hands of the persons most
deeply interested, viz., the inhabitants-those who are
entitled to protection from the injurious influences of
the present system." Now, that was the resolution
that I moved iu the House of Commons, and now I
want yon to pay particular attention to the sentence in
the report which succeeds that resolution, because that
will make t he resolution e·ven clearer than as it stands.
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It says-'' Snch a power would, in fact, secure to the
districts willing to exercise it the advantages now enjoyed by the numerous parishes where, according to
the reports furnished to your committee, owing to the
influence of landowners, no sale of intoxicating liquors is
allowed," Now, I think that is as clear as anything well
could be. The geeat landlords of extensi ,,e property at
present have a veto on the issue of licenses in their districts. 'l'hen my resolution says, "Let us, instead of a
private veto, give a public veto to the people." (Cheers.)
Let us put the people exactly in the same position in
which the great landowners are now, and allow them,
if they please to do so, to veto-that is, prohibit-the
issue of licenses among them. Now, I think there never
·was a simpler resolution proposed to the House of Commons. You said something about teetotalers and people
who believed that to drink was wrong and so forth.
·well, they would be entitled to vote in the law embodying this resolution, which allows everybody-the
moderate drinkers, the immoderate drunkards, habitual
drunkards-everybody to have the chance of saying
whether they would have these public-houses among
them. I am quite sure the hatred and detestation of
these moral evils, these nuisances described in the
Edinburgh Review, are not confined to teetotalers, but
would be found to exist among many, many good
citizens besides. (Cheers.) ,vhen that resolution came
on, I was astonished to find in the speeches on it that
the resolution meant all sorts of things. But all I mean
is that the people of this country ought to be entrusted
with a public veto on these your licenses. (Cheers.)
Some people say that that ought to be carried out by
boards. \ Vell, boards are all very good things, only we
have so many of them that we are almost "bored" to
death, I sometimes think. (Laughter.) Boards are very
good things, and if the licensing party wish the license
through boards I do not exactly know why they should
not, only you must understand we prohibitionists do
not go in ourselves for promoting anything of that sort.
\Ve do not believe that the quality of drink is altered
according to the person who sells it, or according to the
authority by which he is entitled to sell it. I knov,·
that in some religious persuasions people will not listen
to those who have not been ordained iu a proper manner; but, in my opinion, truth is the same whoeYer
speaks it, whether he has been ordained or not. (Cheers.)
And my notion of drink is that intoxicating drink has
a tendency of intoxicating those who take it, whether
it is sold by the saint or the sinner-(laughter)-and
whether that saint or sinner has been licensed by an
elected board, or by one of those great and good men,
the magistrates of the country. (Cheers.) You sec we
do not bother about boards. What we want is a veto
pure and simple, and if you are to veto through a board,
that is doing the work twice over. Besides, boards are
things well known to you in cotland. \Vby, you have
the system here ah·eady. Your municipal authorities
are elected by the people, and these municipal authorities virtually, as I understand it, appoint a small council for licensing purposes among other things, that is
those eminent men the bailies. The bailies, as I understand it, reaUy are an elected board in Scotland,
and are doing their best to promote sobriety, as
all licensing authorities are. (Laughter.) Bnt what
is the result of these good men doing their best?
Sir \Vilfrid here referred to the great clrnnkenness in
Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Greenock, where licensing
boards already existed, and to the deplorable fact that
publicans were rarely or ever punished for their work.
He continued that now the festive season was approaching, when the licensing system came into fuller play
than ever, that in about a fortnight's time all the hospitals and infirmaries would be clearing decks for
action, as it were making ready the cockpit of a manof-war before she went into action, to receive the poor
drunken wretches, lame and wounded, whom this
glorious licensing system will carry there. (Cheers.)
Now, you see that I do not think the licensing
Nobody can bring
reformers can do much more.
accusations against the police. The I olice do their
best ; ancl nobody can bring accusations a~ainst the
publican , because they are doing their dnty- only four

in one I lace and five in another are found out transgressing the laws. Therefore, I say when you have
this horrible state of things in this town of yours, like
the evils of battle-this indescribable degradation and
misery-I say it is not the men who carry ont the
system who a.re to blame, but it is the system, and you
who keep that system up. (Cheers.) And the Scotch
members of Parliament know that. I am happy to
say they see this miserable failure, and this is the
reason why they vote a majority of 8 to I when the reform we advocate is brought before the House. They
voted for the giving of this veto power to get ricl of all
this evil or get rid of the most objectionable. And
what do our opponents do? They cannot be satisfied,
I think, with such facts as I have quoted ; they must
admit there is something wrong somewhere, but they
say they must wait for the improved education of the
people. After showing that, in spite of all the education operative in the country, that drinking and
drunkenness abounded, he went on to say-But do not
run away with the idea that I am a disbeliever in
education. Nobody believes in it more firmly than I
do. I believe in it fanatically, and that is the reason
why I am here to-night.
It is because I believe that
the 150,000 licensed sellers of drink educate the people
to drunkenness that I am here to-night to attack the
system. And these 150,000 licensed drink sellers are
paid by results-(laughter)-they are paid a premium
on every glass of drink that they can persuade their
fellow-subjects to consume, and that is why they are
so earnest and diligent in business ; and my opinion is
that these 150,000 licensed publicans are beating the
schoolmasters and ministers out of the field. Mr.
Bright talks in his speech about "prisons and jails
darkening the land.,, So they do; but why are they
there? The prisons and the jails are nothing more
than monuments of the energy of the publicans(cheers)-and they are monuments of your disgrace,
becaurn you have hitherto maintained or allowed the
laws l•y which they are licensed to do this great evil.
You m:iy say that I am undervaluing the work of the
ministry. That is not the case at all. I believe in the
power of tr uth-hut I m'u st use the. proper means for
bringiu g the truth before the minds of the people.
'l'here i 110 paral;le in the Bible more instructive tl1an
the parable of the sower. He sowed good seed, but
when that seed fell where there were thorns, the thorn s
sprung np and choked it, and there was no crop ; and
you may depend upon it the most pious and most eloquent minister may preach for a long time in a district
infested ,rith whisky shops and public-houses before he
ha · a11ytl1ing like the crop which he ought to have by
~owing th e truth, (Cheers.) \Yell, then, hut other
people say-" Oh, we need not do this thing now ; let
us wait till f;OOd trade comes again." I don't think
that will do much, because good trade hitherto bas
meant a good tra,de for the publican; and that means
what Lord Hosebery described when he said the enormous consumption of spirits which comes with good
trade means an enormous amount of crime and
pauperism. 1 think that there is something pathetic
in the position in which we are stanclu1g now. There
seems to be a turn of the tide. There seems to be a
hope that good trade is coming again, and manufacturers and merchants are looking forward to the improvement of business. There are other thoughts
arising when we arc looking forward to that business.
I saw an article in the Newcastle Ohrnnicle two or thre e
clays ago, in which it said-" Trade is reviving. \Ve
are looking forward to better business, but with that
improved trade there will come an increase of drinking
an<l misery," and, it a<1tbd, "the beat of the wings of
this destroying angel is drink ; the beat of the wings
of this destroying angel is in the air, and, as in Egypt
of old, we may have the result that there is not a house
in whi0h there is not one dead through this vice." I
think there can be nothing more awful than in good
trade, good wages, increased comforts to the working
people, they should Ii vein this miserable state of things,
and that the larger proportion of their earnings should
go io the publicans. But other people say a good
h use for the working people will stop drnnkennes
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if a man has a good house he will not drink. I think
a man makes a house quite as much as the house the
man, and it is because the people drink and have no
money that they live in these wretched houses. My
friend General Neal Dow explains it in this way. He
said if a pig were put into a parlour what would be the
r es ult? Do you think the parlour would reform the
pig or the pig demoralise the parlour ? I think the
latter would be the case, as far as I could judge the
pig. (Laughter and hear.) I go to the representatives
chosen by the people-to your own old representative,
~fr. Duncan M'Laren. (Loud cheers.) I go to your
present representatives, Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Cowan,
and I go to the whole body of Scotch members, and I
say here-and you know I speak the truth-that there
is not one of them, be he Liberal or be he Conservative,
who dare go before a Scotch constituency and say, "I
am in favour of the repeal of the Forbes Mackenzie
Act," who would have the shadow or the shade of a
chance to ever appear again in Parliament. (Loud
cheers.) That one fact is worth all the newspaper
articles that ever were written. It shows how the
people really view the prohibition of the liquor traffic
for one day in seven. It is a grand step in the right
direction, but it is not enough. Now, I say the veto
-the veto for stopping a trade. That is what we
want. But you may ask, What is to become of the
Uovernment? The Government gets 30 millions a year
from this trrule, and want it Yery badly. In round
numbers, our army and nayy costs us about 30 millions,
and in round numbers we get that sum from the drink
traffic in England. " re raise 30 millions by killing our
own people, with alcohol, and expend the same money
in gunpowder to kill people abroad. (Great laughter.)
These sums balance very nicely. That is the beauty of
this system. (Renewed laughter.) Bnt why arc we
to be so tender about the Government? We talk
about the Government doing this, Government stopping
trade, Government preventing the opium business, and
sn fo1·th, but when I ·ay Government I mean you. It
is a free country, you are the sovereign people, and yon
make the GovernmenL. As.~ s]_Jea1..cr befvre ille ;,aid,
the Government is just as you make it, and you are all
alike iu this matter. ·what did the J.lorniny Advl'rti,e,·,
the leading organ of tho publicans, say about the
traffic ? The Government and the Treasury were
sleeping partners, and that three-fourths of the profit
tlerived from (lrink, viz., of e,·cry 20s. profit from
drink the Treasury got 15s. Thu· you are a sleeping
partner with the publicans, and I am here to-night to
tlo what little I can to rouse you out of this ignoble n.nd
selfish sleep. This is a great audience, representing, I
am sure, members of all the different classes of society,
but I think that this question appeals more to the
workmen than to any other class of the community.
You, the working men, have a deal of power now. I
do not know what it is in Edinburgh, but there has
been a recent decision in England in registration matters which virtually gives us manhood-suffrage in the
burghs of England, and the working men now arc a
great and growing power, ancl they must work out their
own salvation in this matter. You cannot expect the
upper classes to be so keen about it as you are. The
upper classes believe in drink. Of course, they drink
mollerately. The Saturday Review had an article not
long since, in which the writer said if he had to lose the
cella1· key upon a , 'unday, 'unday would be no 'unclay
to him-(laughtcr)-and being thus levoted to drinkmoderate drinking, of course-they think that your
happiness depends upon it also. I say they believe in
this drink, eyeu the best of them. Take our friend,
. fr. Fawcett, the Postmaster-General-( cheers)-agreat
friend of mine, aucl not a better mau to be found anywhere, doing as much good by his Post-Office reforms
in getting people to save money and so forth, as any
member of the Government. He has a craze about this
drink, too. I saw the other clay, in a window of the
post-office near which I live, a placard saying, "If anybody will inquire inside, the postmaster will give a little
pamphlet stating the a<lrnntages of going into the
al'my;" and so I went in and got it. l got a papernot that I was going t o enlist myself--(laughter)- I am
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past the age-but I wanted to see what the inducements were, and l found that they got 15s. a week, all
told, at the outset ; and Mr. Fawcett said also that
they would get cheap beer and tobacco. (Laughter.)
That seemed to me rather extraordinary. I thought
that glory would have been enough. I thought that
the chance of having the honour of being shot yourself,
or having the pleasure of shooting somebody else, which,
I suppose, is glory, would have been quite sufiicicnt inducement to men to enter the army; but I find my
good friend, Mr. Fawcett, was obliged to have recourse
to the stimulus of drink to increase the stimulus of
glory. {Laughter.) Yon see, then, there is "Mr. Fawcett
-one of the best of men-he is trying to promote cheap
drinking. ·what does cheap drinking mean? It means
more consumption of drink. He thinks there is not
enough drinking by the working pecple, and he absolutely sticks it in post-office windows-a placard to induce them to drink more. And then, of course, yon
know the trade is very powerful and Yery rich-I
suppose it is the richest trade anywhere. If you look
into a small town you generally find it is the brewer
who gets richer than anybody else, and the distiller in
Scotland gets richer than anybody else. Two or three
years ago, when trade was bad, the licensed victuallers
had a grand festival at Burton, the headquarters of the
· brewing interest, and they said, '' Burton is the green
spot of England; whatever trade suffers, this trade
goes on, drinking goes on steadily, the brewer and the
distiller thrive on apace." There arc, however, a few
good men- they build churches and chapels; and I
honour them for that. I see now they are getting on
a still more-Mr. Disraeli took one step in that direction, and Mr. Hadstone has taken another step, and
two of them have been made peers, they have been
raised from the "beorage to the peerage." (Laughter.)
"\Ye see what tremendous powers we have to fight
against. Notwithstanding all that, the great fact
remains that the Parliament of the United Kingdom
votinO' on my resolution, and supported by twenty-ffre
members of the present Administration, have <l.eclared
that y ou, the pcopb of tl:.'s ::!ou!ltry, h·we th" r;,,.bt
when you t:hoose to put a stop to that trade. That is
the position in which we stancl at present.
Yhat we
have to get now is to ma,ke the UoYernment act on that
resolution which has been passed, and make them carry
it out in what is called practical legi.~la.tion. Kow,
how shall we get this power'? In the last Parliament,
as we know, Ireland blocked the way-Ir land always
docs block the way, as far as I can sec; but it woul<l
be intolerable, as I think, to spend another se~sion over
the wrongs of Ireland and neglect the wrougs of Rcotland and England. It must not be done ; how are ,, e
to prevent it? ~fr. Herbert Gladstone, the sou of the
l'rime :.Minster, wrote a letter the other day giving us
advice; and he said- " Temperance men must make
their views heard above those who are heard agitating
. for other reforms." (Cheers.) \Ve must do tha.t. '\Ye
I must let the Government see that we are in earuest.
Our cause is
1 Now, Mr. Chairman, what I say is this.
a strong one, and let me sum it up. The House of
1
Commons has twice declare<l. that the people are enI titled to the right of possessing this veto power. You
have in office the strongest and most able Prime Minister that the country has seen-(cheers)-you have the
House of Commons-and my fellow membel's on this
platform will bear me out in what I say-you have tlte
House of Commons, more imbued with a rcformiug
spirit than any Parliament in our generation; and you
have an overwhelming public opinic-11 out of doors to
back them on in the course of the agitatio11. N'ow is
the time for ns to speak in a manner which cannot be
misunderstood, and to declare what ,, e will have done.
If we have whispered tmth,
·whisper no longer ;
Speak as the thumlcr speaks,
j
Sterner and stronger.
(Cheers.) Do that, and the day is not far distant when
I the power will be placecl in the hands of the people to
sweep away the most deadly ohstaclc which yet bars
the progress of a great arnl noble nation iu all the paths
of pe,:i,ce, pro~ perity, and virtue. ( Loud cheers.)
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A show of hands was called for the resolutioD, which
was declared unanimously carried.
The TieY. Mr. KAY, Argyle Plaee United Presbyterian Uhurch, Edinburgh, moved the second resolution
- " That, considering the advanced position occupied
by Scotland on liquor legislation, and its preparedness
for still further ach·ance-as shown by the ,'cotch Yote
on Sir "\Yilfrid Lawsou's resolution-this meeting calls
upon Government to introduce a measure for Scotland
in next session of Parliament, which shall enable ratepayers to suppress the traffic in intoxicating liquors in
their Yarious localities. " Mr. Kay pointed to the result
of the last election. Proceeding, he said-I hold that
if the public voice of cotlancl be once heard in the
House of Uommons, it will be given all but unanimously
in fa your of suppression. (Cheers.) Every Church ·worthy
of the name will go for suppression. (Cheers.) Every
public man worthy of the name will go for suppression.
The only exception, as I take it, in Scotland will be
the publicans themselves. (Cheers).
heriff GuTIIRIE S!>IITH, in seconding the resolution,
said-I wish to ask your attention to what the Act of
1828 was. It says the license should be granted to such
and so many persons as the justices, or the magistrates,
or the major part of them should think meet or convenient; that is to say, justices in granting or refusing
a license should be influenced by the consideration of
what are the requirements of the particular district.
Now, there is no doubt in every community a very
large section of the people who say, we don't want
public-houses at all; and I want to know how, at the
present day, in the present divided state of opinion, it
is possible for a magistrate to find out the number of
public-houses required in a district, except in the manner proposed by Sir ,vilfrid Lawson's motion, namely,
by public Yote on the question of public-houses-" Yes"
or "No." (Applause).
The Bev. R. J. LY D, B.A., Belfast, in an impas·ioned addJ:ess, supported the resolution. He said-If
the community but realised a tithe of the evil which
s}_.)rin gs from drink- of the crimes to ·w hich it leads, the
cruelty it creates, the tortures it inflicts, the homes it
hares, the hearts it breaks, the ruin it works, the
plaoues it produces, the minds it maddens, the graYcs
it digs, we believe they would ~ri e a one man, and,
in the righteous indignation of a passionate but just
revenge, woul<.l. rout the accursed traffic out of the
kingdom, "so that the place which knows it now
hould know it no more for eYer." (Cheers.)
The resolution was carried by acclamation.
The Hev. Professor BLAIKrn, D.D., moYecl- " That
copies of the foregoing resolution be signed by the
chainn::rn, and forwnrded to the Prime Minister, the
Home , 'ecrctary, the Lord Advocate, Lord Rosebery,
and 'cotch :Members of Parliament; and that it be
remitted to the committee who arranged for this meeting to take such steps as they think neces ary to press
the claims of this movement upon the Govemment and
others interested. " The rev. doctor, iu supportiug the
resolution, said-I have always felt it to be a great
misfortune, and indeed a scandal, that in such a city
as this, the working man is unable to :find any street,
or lane, or corner where he can find a dwelling suitable to his means free from the temptation of the drink.shop at his door; and even where workiug men had
clubbed together and, by their hard-worked earnings,
built clusters of comfortable dwellings for themselves
and families, they had been unaule to protect themselves from the temptation of the drink-shop at their
doors. (''Shame.") Dr. Blaikie concluded by saying
that he would be happy if in any way he could
strengthen the hands of the noble clrn.mpion who had
raised this question of local option. (Applause.)
The Rev. JOHN Yoc.rNo, M.A., Newington United
Presbyterian Church, seconded the motion, which was
at once adopted by the meeting.
Principal CAIRNS, in moving a vote of thanks to Sir
"\Yilfrid Lawson and the other speakers, said the meeting gaYe hi.m the greatest pleasure for many reasons,
but particularly for the testimo1 y "·hich it garn them
of the jnnuense pro:;ress which the cause had made,
e~pecially in recent tim ,s. He th ought this the vary

greatest meeting that had ever been held in the city
on this question, and he rejoiced that it was so. lt
gave them a hope, a rational hope, of the very speedy
settlement in the right direction of this great question.
Sir ,v1L1rnrn LA wsox acknowledged the compliment.
He said he was grateful to Principal Cairns for all that
he said. The Principal assumed th at they were very
close on victory. Now, one should never prophesy
unless he knew, and he knew more about it than the
Principal-(laughter)-he knew what the House of
Commons was, and the immense opposition they Lad
to encounter. He never prophesied unless he knew,
and he did know that they should win at last- (cheers)
- and when they should win depended upon them, antl
he thought they had that night showed how great was
their interest in the matter. (Applause.)
The ReY. Professor JouN~TONE, D.D., llloved a vote
of thanks to the hairman.
'l'he llev. Professor KIRK, D.D., pronounced the
bene<lictio11, and the meeting separated.
AFTERKOON CoN:F ERE~CE.

In the afternoon a conference, called by the Scottii;h
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, was hehl
in the Young )fen's Christian Association Rooms, to
consider '' How best to secure that a thorough measure
for Scotland may be introduced at the earliest possible
moment." Ex-Baille Torrens, Glasgow, occupied the
chair. The Chairman explained the reason for calling
the meeting, and stated it was open to all to speak out
their mind. In the last session of Parliament they had
forty-three 'cotch members against five in favour of
dealing with the traffic. They, however, wanted men
who would not simply put their names to a bill, but
would JJress forward such a measure of local option.
Dr. Adamson said they must insist on some measure
being brought in by the Government. They looked to
the Liberal Government to do this, and if they did not
do so they were not entitled to be called a Liberal
(;fovernment. He was prepared to submit the following resolution :- " That, considering the advanced position occupied by cotlaud on liquor legislation, n.nrl its
preparedness for still further advance-as shown by the
Scotch vote on ir \Vilfrid Lawson's resolution-this
meeting calls upon Government to introduce a measure
for cotland in next session of Parliament which :shall
enable ratepayers to suppress the traffic in intoxicating
liquors in their various localitie ." A Yery auimate<.l.
discussion took place, in which Principal Cairns. Rev.
J. Kay, :Mr. Sutherland, G. \Y. C.T., I.O.G.T. and
others, took pn.rt. ReY. Dr. Adamson's resolutiou was
heartily aJoi)tecl. The Rev. 1Ir. M 'Gregor also 1110,·ed
"That this conference requests the executive to approach the Govemment an<.l. the Scotch members with
a memorial calling upon them to introduce a measure
conferring upon the Scotch people the power to prohibit
the liquor traffic within the various districts of the
country; and that the executive use every effort to in•
fluence Scotch members of Parliament to support such
a measure .. , This was seconded by Mr. George Tait,
and unanimously ngreed to. On the motion of Dr.
Adamson, a vote of thanks was accorded to Ex-Bailie
Torrens for presiding.
"\\Te arc glad to see that the Perth 'l'emperauce
Society i sue a monthly, 'l'he '1'1:mp1:rcrnce R eyi8ler. It
is well run, and will, we hope, achieYe a large circulation. The first number is excellent.
According to Father Carlisle of Stockton-on-Tees,
there arc SOO iron workers in the town who arc teetotallers, showi11g that eYc11 the hardest work does not
necessarily im·olve the use of intoxicating liquors.
e are ghcl to ouscrve that there is a mo,·ement Ull
foot to erect a monument to the memory of the late
:Mr. Alexander Dick, the well-known temperance advocate, whose labours at the foot of the Nelson
Monument on Glasgow Green were so disinterested, so
unwearied, and so eamcst. His many friends should
co-operate heartily in bringing this attempt to tlo
houom to his memory to a successful issue.
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have paid the debt, anrl have purchased 200 acres of
Kn·-DE- 'OLOG~R .AS AX JsTOXI '.AST. - According to
the report of 'nrgeon ~aj_or ~yon the inhabit~nts of wild land, and I have the deed in my possession; two
Pen, in the Kolaba hstrict, Bombay, use Eau-cle- of my sons, who are teetotalers, are living on the lot.
'ologne as an intoxicant, finding it to be cheaper than ,v1ien I was a drunkard I used to swear; I have ceased
to be profane. 'l'he last year of my drunkenness my
the native liquor Ab Kari.
doctor's bill amounted to thirty dollars; since I signed
THE A 'TI-NARCOTIC LEAG UE.-'l'his body have just
the pledge'! have not been called to expend a cent upon
engaged a lecturer and collector-Mr. John Davenport medicine."
-for a twelvemonth. As the appointment in safary,
AnERDEEK-Cos1nrn:Ex E OK LocAL OP.TION.-A contravelling, &c., will involve an outlay of £400, it is
ference on local option was held on 7th curt, in the tea
hoped that the needful liberality will be forthcoming.
The total receipts on the British railways for room of the Cafe, hiprow. A number of lea<ling men
1880 was from passengers, £27,200,464; from goods, from the different temperance organisations in the city
£35,761,303; and from miscellaneous, £2,529,858- were present at the meeting. Mr. James Paterson,
total £65,491,625. That year was a most prosperous president of the Aberdeen Temperance ociety, preone, yet had all those receipts entirely disappeared, sided. There was a free expression of opinion on the
and the country devoted what it spent the same year question, and the mind of the meeting seemed to resent
in drink to making up the loss, the actual loss would the idea of having boards to grant or refuse licenses.
not have been more than £10,000,000. This compari- A direct vote of the people, without any change in the
licensing authority, appeared to meet with most favour
son should make economists pause.
by the various speakers. Votes of thanks to the chair'' The Nottingham Town Council has decided not to man, and to Mr. G. Kemp for introducing the subject,
open its Free Lib1·ary on Sunday. The public houses, terminated the meeting.
we understand, remain open as usual." Now is it
REXF.REW.-LOCAL OPTIO.· MEE'l'IXG.-On ~Ionday,
insinuated that the library and public house should 12th ult., a public meeting was held in the Good
both be open, we say no ; because though one evil the Templar Hall un<ler the auspices of the Scottish Perpublic is allowed, there is no justification for allowing mis ive Bill and Temperance A sociation. The chair
another, the Free Library. The thing to tlo is to close was taken by Ex-Bailie Cuthbertson. The meeting
both. The people will have no occasion to indulge was ably addressed by the chairman, the R v. A.
either in drink or in recreation that involves the loss of Wilson, Paisley; James Winning, Esq., Paisley; "\Y .
. 'abbath rest and enjoyment to a number of their fellow R. Hteven on, district agent of the Association ; and
men.
:Yiessrs. Jas. Blair, Jas. Vernal, Robt. Duncan, J.
RICHARD CoBDRN.-The Gla.sgow Herald, in its re- Hamilton, and James Tagg. Resolutions in support of
view of Morley's '' Life of Cobden," says, '' For the local option and calling upon the Government to introcause of temperance he went in strongly, by example duce a measure for ,'cotlaud containing full veto power
as well as by precept, for he gradually gave up the I to the ratepayers to prohibit the ale of alcoholic
beer which had been his every day drink, the glass of liquors in their respective localities, were carried with
spirits and water in which he used to join with others, acclamation and great enthusiasm. Prior to the pub]i '.l
and even to a great extent dinner wines, mixing water meeting, a conference was held in the side hall, pr .
with the champagne when in company, while with his si<led over by_,Baili.e Cuthber~son, whe1~ a local optionown family he took only water. The children he hoped measure for , cotlan<l was discussed with great spirit,
to see teetotalers, but he would not himself t11 ke the a11d with the very happy result of the wa1m aclhe il 11
pledge, because that would cempel a singularity of of temperance friends who had hitherto been rlonhtfn l
bab;ts; sucial lifo."
ot the principle inYoh-ed in the total prohibition of the
On the 2nd ult. a circular was issued to the Fleet in li<]_ttor traffic in any locality, but who are now ron which the Admiralty cancelled the existing regulations Yiuced thrit it is tlte most r asonable and only efi'ecti, e
for allowing spirit ration in the navy. The issue of the method of dealing with a traffic so lletrimcntal to the
interests of society.
ration is discontinued to all officers excepting warrants
the saving in price being paid into the mess funds. On
BARRllEAn.-Loc,\L 0PT10.' 'oxFEREXCF. ,\XD Pl:'BLW
special occasions and under careful report spirit rations MKETl c n.-On Tuesday, 1:~th nlt., a conference of
may be issued to officers detached on particular service, those favourable to the suppre:ssion of the liquor traffic
if the mess stores are not available, but spirits will be took place in the Le ser Public Ha.11. 11Ir. ,fas. Osborne
issued on payment under no other circumstances. No Mearns, presided, and was supp0rterl by Bailie elk.irk'
spirit ration will be allowed to seamen under twenty, Ex-Provost Dick, and Mr. R. .J-lackay, secretary'.
and warrant-officers, men, and boys may receive in lieu :Messrs. M 'LeJlan, , 'hanks, M 'Farlane, J ohnstun Parof spirits cocoa, chocolate, and sugar, or partly specie. tic~, raig, Ferguson, R:obinson, and others, exp;essetl
then· unalterable devot1011 to temperance an<l prohibiCRIME. - I am entirely at one with my friend ir tion, and the result of the proceedings was a resolution
\Vilfrid Lawson that one of the greatest and most fertile to resuscitat~ the Total Abstinence ocicty, ancl a,
sources o_f crime has been and still is indulgence in recommendat10n that a
omen's Temperance Associastrong drmk. (Applause.) . I may say that bf far the I tion should be formed on an early day. The puLlic
largest number of these pamful caiiles, of wh1_ch I am meeting afterward took place in the public hall, over
sorrytosaylamcompe~ledtohav~per o_nalcogmsan?e- I ~vhic~1 J\Ir. A . F. S?,anks, whointro~uced theproceedI n:ean these case~ which result m ~urder--are cn~es mgs m an appropnate speech, presided, supported by
which are comimt~ed under the rnfluence of drmk. the speakers and many warm friends of the movement.
But, at th1; same t1:me, I am happy to fi~d that t?e A most efl'.icient choir, under the leadership of Mr. W.
figures wlnch are given me s~ow that for the special Shanks, d1scour ed most excellent music ; the sinainrr
o~ences of drunkenness and chsord~rly conduct und:r of some of. the piec_es being exceptionally fine. 9rh~
clunk, there has been a decreasc.-'7 he 1-.Iome Secretwy first resolut10n was, m substance, a call to the (.;.oyemal C'ocl.:ermouth.
ment to fulfil its promise, and legislate on the Ii nor
THE.~ AND Now.-Hear to what Uncle Billy sajd: traffic 011 the lines of local option, w:i.s moved fn }t
"When I was a drunkard I could never get my Larn telling speech by ~Ir. "~- Craig, followed by a vigoromi
morn half-full. The first year after I signed the pledge and convincing address hy Bailie Selkirk, and supporte,l
I filled my barn, the second year 1 filled my barn and by the Hev. Samuel Harding, whose remarks were
had four stacks. vVhen I was a drunkard I owned only highly approved. 'J'he resolution was carried. The
one old cow, and I think she must have been ashamed second resolutionSwasibriefly submitted by Mr. Johnof me, for she was red in her face. Now I own five good stone, seconded by Ex-Provost Dick in a pithy speech,
cows, and I own three as good horses as ever looked and supported by Mr. Mackay, whose remarks were
thro' a collar. vVhen I was a drunkard I trudged from summarily cut short by time. The resolution was
place to place on foot; now I can ride a conveyance of carried. Other resolutions followed, and were likew ise
my own. When I was a drunkard I wns three hundred adopted. 'l'he usual Yotes of thanks to chairman, choir
dollars in debt; since I signed the abstinence pledge I and leader, were most heartily awarded.
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A Co~VICT'S OPI ION.-1 am not a professed teetota.ler, but compulsory association with the brutes that
have been created and reared under the immediate inJiuence of whisky shops, has forced me to the conclusion
that to keep an establishment where liquors are sold
oYer a bar to be drunk on the premises, is about the
meanest thing a man can do to earn a Iiving.-From
"Convict Life," by a Ticl.,et-of-Leave-lJian.
THE NEWEST LEGAL DuTY.-A swallow doesn't make
a summer, but it tells us that summer is nigh. Mr.
Alex. Russell, of Ottawa, insured his life in the Canadian Life Insurance Company, and died last year.
Being reputedly intemperate, his heirs were refused the
amount of his policy. A lawsuit resulted. It was
proved that though he was sober at the time he joined
the company, he did not disclose his former intemperance. The Insurance Company were held justified in
not paying his policy to his relatives.
Maclame de Nedikoff will contribute to an early
number of the Nineteenth Century an article on "The
Temperance :Movement in Russia." Strange as it may
seem, the article is designed to prove by undeniable
statistics that such a movement really exists. As to
its success, however, some doubts may be allowed.
Still, the Russians are in all things extreme, ebriety
ancl inebriety included. , o a great future may await
- Russian temperance. It was made clearly apparent
to the soldier-mind during the Russo-Turkish vVar that
tea was the real friend, not voclka; and the fact of
which the soldier became convinced may be renderccl
clear to the moujiks in general. The Holy , 'ynod, it
seems, has taken the matter up, and is distributincr
tra.cts widely which advocate sobriety even on saints'
clays. Village societies are also being formecl, which
will inflict various penalties on drunkards; and the
Self.sky Veslnil.: or Riwal Mes.srnge1·, which is being
widely circulated, under official protection, is writina
0
against drunkenness.-Atlten(eum.
THE PRTCE OF ,vmsKY.-:Mr. Dobell questioned a
statement by Sir Wilfrid Lawson "that the Chancellor
of the Exchequer got 5d. out of every 6d. spent on
spirits in the drink-shops," and gives his own estim:i.te
as follows :-The cost of m:i.king sixpennyworth of
whisky may be divided as follows-actual cost of making, including materials, wages, wear and te:i.r of plant,
&c., i d,, manufacturer's profit -}d., cost of transit ½d,,
publican's profit 2 1 cl. ,-total 3d.; leaving only 3d. for
the Chancellor of the Exchequer. This may be demonstrated another way-the Government duty on whisky
is 10s. per proof gallon, but the publican adds 20 per
cent. water to a gallon of whisky, thus reducing the
duty to 8s. per gallon of whisky, as sold in the drinkshops. For this gallon the publican receives 16s., of
which 8s. goes to the Government and the rest accounted for as above. Brandy is retailed at 32s. per
gallon 20 per cent. underproof. The duty is about
10s. 5d. per gallon, or 8s. lcl. 20 per cent. underproof,
so that the Chancellor of the Exchequer on.ly receives
Ss. ld. out of 32s. spent on brandy, or l½d. out of
every 6d. In many cases he only gets ld. out of every
6<1. Sir Wilfrid quoted Lord Derby's speech in the
1'imes of February 26th, 1880. "I do not think that the
great consuming classes quite realise when they order
sixpennyworth of spirits, that they are handing over 5d.
out of every 6d. as their gift to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer." Mr. Dobell is correcting Lord Derby and
not Sir Wilfrid Lawson.
11R. J. H. vVATERSTONE.-A series of meetings under
the auspices of the Newcastle Auxiliary of the United
Kingdom Alliance, which have been held during
the last fortnight in Newcastle and Gateshead, were
brought to a close last night in the Central Hall, Kewcastle. :M:r. J. H. Waterston, of Edinburgh, who is an
old Radical political reformer, and a very popular temperance and prohibitive advocate, has spoken successively at all the meetings, and notwithstanding the
amount of eloquence that has been expended on the
subject, introduced an amount of energy and force of
argument as well as timely anecdotes that gave novelty,
instruction, and interest to his remarks. The result
has been that large audiences have attended every

meeting after Mr. Waterston's powers as a lecturer became known. Last night's meeting was no exception
to the rule, and we bespeak for Mr. ,v. a hearty reception should he ever again visit our town. Last night,
' after a brilliant closing address, the following motion
was unanimously carried by the large audience :-'' That
this meeting express its high appreciation of the excellent and high-toned lectures delivered by Mr. Waterston during the last ten nights, and beg to convey to
the Newcastle Auxiliary of the United Kingdom Alliance their best thanks for securing his services, and
further express the earnest hope that they may be able
on an early day to secure his return again to this town
for a series of lectures, which we have no doubt will do
much to advance the Temperance Reformation. "-Tyneside Echo, December 2nd.
GLA, GOW. - ERMON BY REV. R. .J. LYND.-O11
Sabbath, the 1 l th curt., this popular Irish minister of
the gospel, at the request of the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association, preachc l a temperance sermon in , t. George's Free Church to a very
large audience. The service was va1:ied, there being
prayer, praise (Psa. xxxiv., 11 ), reading ( Prov. xxiiL ),
praise (40th Hymn, or 26th Paraphrase), reading
(1 Cor. xiii.), prayer, Psa. xxvi., 1, followed ~.by th e
text (Isaiah lxv., 25), after which prnyer, praise, aml
the benediction. The rev. gentleman said his text
implied three things, (1) Intoxicating drinks must be
r emoved from the earth.
(2) The employment of
means on our part adequate to their removal ; and (3)
It contains an assurance that its removal will be complete. The sermon was admirably adapted for the
season when the high courts of the Church have enjoinecl the preaching of sermons previous to the Christmas and New-Year celebrations, and the preacher was a
Boanerges.
e subjoin a few sentences whose eloquence will strike every reader as they did the entrnncecl
hearers:-"' Hurt and destroy! ' The prophet uses
the wolf, the leopard, the lion, the asp, the cockatrice,
as emblems of the hurtful and clestructi ve agencies in
the Lord's holy mountain; but the ravening wolf has
never, in all the ages, committed such ravages as
drink; the be:i.r has never hugged his victim with such
deadly embrace, as drink has done ; the spottc1l
leopard has never presented such an attracti vc app a.ranee or so cunningly caught his prey, as drink ; the
lordly lion has never banqucttcd to the same extent ou
flesh and blood, as drink bas done ; the asp was the
self-chosen executioner of Egypt s queen; but <lrink
has been the self-chosen executioner of millions ; and
the cockatrice-poisoning, even with its breath, sub terraneous in its habits, and oviparous in its propagation-was pure in its breathings, and limited in itJ:J
spread e0111pared witl1 the great destroye1· of ou1· cl.ly
aHcl of the days that are gone."

,v

THE Scorr AcT MARCHING ALONG. ·-The Act was
first adopted in Fredericton, the Capital of New Brunswick, October 31st, 1878, by a majority of 2 to 1 on a
full vote. Since then it has been passed in nine counties ont of fourteen in New Brunswick; in the whole
of .Prince Edward Island; in eight counties of Nova
Scotia ; in two counties of Manitoba, and two counties
of Ontario. It has been defeated in two counties
of Quebec and in one city and one county of Ontario.
That is a series of thirty contests, the Act has been
carried in twenty-six, by an average majority of more
than three to one. St. John City and t. John
County, in New Brunswick, have filed petitions, and
will vote upon the adoption of the Act in a few weeks,
and as every contest in the Maritime Provinces has
resulted in favour of the Act, it is expected that two
more victories will be scored. Picton, N. S., votes on
the 9th November, and the passage of the Act is regarded as certain. Several other counties in Nova
Scotia are getting petitions ready. Two other counties
in Manitoba are pressing forward towards the Act of
1875, forbidding both the manufacture and sale of
alcoholic liquors. In Ontario petitions are ready or
filed for the Counties of Lincoln, \Velland, and Lambton; Kent and Middlesex are at work; Norfolk, Elgin,
and Huron are just about holding conventions for or-
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ganisations for campaigns. Russel and Carleton are
p etitioning, and in several other counties the people arc
stirring for active measures. The Ontario Alliance is
organising auxiliaries in every city or county, and
throwing its whole force into the movement. The close
of this year and the beginning of the next will witness
an active contest in the Western peninsula. ·with
orfolk, Elgin, Kent, Oxford, Micldlesex, Lambton,
Huron, and perhaps others, carrying on a mutual and
simultane:ms campaign, the question at issue is likely
to receive a large share of public attention.-Ganada
Gasket. [Picton has adopted the Act by a large vote.
-ED. 8. R.]
GREAT

TEMPERA , CE

11oVEMEXT

A'l'

FORl•'AR . -

A

great temperance movement, with unprecedented
results, is going on in Forfar. It commenced on un llay week past, and was inaugurated and has been
carrietl on by Mr. Francis Murphy, a temperance mis sionary from America. He came on the invitation of
the leaders of the temperance cause in Forfar, and is
very highly commended by high personages in the
United States. One of his credentials is from exPresident Hayes, whose letter is authenticatecl by Mr.
Lowell, late minister of the U nitecl States in London.
1Ir. )1urphy, who is the founder of a body called the
"Blue Ribbon Army," commenced his n1ission in the
R eicl Hall, which was completely filleu by a very large
audience. The chief characteristic of his address is his
earnestness, and he throws inten e energy into his
work. He narrates the leading incidents in his somewhat chequered career with eousiderable pathos, and,
at the same time, with the humour peculiar to America.
During the whole of last weel he addressed crowded
meetings, and gathered about him nearly all the minist ers and several of the leading laymen in Forfar. The
people join his cau e nightly in hundreds, ~imougst the
• recruits being the whole of the ministet·s in Forfar,
with the exception of two. At the end of the week
the meetings were removed to the Old First Free
Church, where they are being nightly carried on, and
attended by immen e crowds of both old and young.
Ris roll of -recruits now numbers about 3,000 adults
and ahuut l,600 juv niks, ur 1Lcaily uue-'hi1·l1 uf tlw
entire population. Amongst the adults are many persons who lrnve long been deemcll h~polessly ad1lictctl
to 1lrnnkcnuess, ftnd a very marked difference is observable in the trade carried on by the dram-shops, of
which there are relatively a large number in l<'orfar.
P eople in all ranl~s of so_ciety can be seen o~ the st.rce~s
wearing a blue ribbon m the lapel of their coat or m
the breast of their dress-this being the badge of fr.
Murphy's "army." However long the effect may last
there can he no doubt that a revolution, approaching
the dimensions of a phenomenon, has taken place in
Forfar, and that already a very marked difference in
the social habits of the people is observable. - Dail!J
l:fl•iew.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
EooKs, &c., Joi · R ei•iew, and ('Omm1111icatio11-s for the
Editor, 8lw11'1l be f ol'warded, not lale1· than tlu 12th
of ea('h month, a,id as much earlier a.q pos i&le, to the
O.ffices, 112 Bath St1·eet.
\Ve are glad to observe that .A Detective's E,';;·pc1·ience
o"the Passio n/or· Strano Drink, which we haYe noticed

i°iL commendatory terms in these columns, is now in its
s,xth thousand, a marked evidence of its merits and its
l pularity. It ~an_ no,v be had at one penny per copy
a; Hamilton's prmtmg office, 182 Trongate.
'l'he Jri,·h IJ.'emperance League, Bmul of Hope Union,
a ul Pumissive Hill Association. 'l'wcnty-thircl Annual
Peport. Belfast : Irish Temperance League Buildings.
-c cretary
~lr. \Villiam '\Vilkinson.-This is a report
c:rnracterised hy all the excellences of brevity, fnlness,
a.'ld relevancy. We have a singularly clear and an
a~tractive record.
The comprehensive title of the
league gives it a wide area in which to carry on its
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operations, and on all fields of the agitation it has
reaped success. While it has been working energetically its subscription list has not, however. defrayed its
expenditure, and it has had to rely upon the profits of
its coffee-stand and cafe account to make up its deficiency. It has, however, received in subscriptions the
handsome sum of £1,160, 8s. The other matter in the
report is very succinctly and clearly arranged, and
altogether it is calculated to advance the interests of
the League.
The Christmas number of the " Church of England
Temperance Chronicle" is named the Amethyst, and
d eserves the highest encomiums and the widest circulation. It is crowded with good matter, five original
Christmas tales, numerous Christmas papers, and besides
is admirably illustrated. It is a t emperance gem
reflecting the utmost credit on all concerned in its production, and most of all on its able editor Mr. Sherlock,
and what is most pleasing to record, there is no advance
in the price.
Forty-fifth Annual R epo1·t of the Eclinuw·r;h Temperance Societ!} , 1881. Edinburgh: 52 Nicolson Street.
Mr. ViTilliam Reid, Secretary.-As usual, the com
mittee of this energetic society submit a most
creditable record of their year's operaiions. Their
report is under eleven heads and embraces all phaseseducational, social, political-of t-he agitation . Great
prominence is given in the report to the voting on the
Local Option resolution. The income is, inclnsiYe of
balance, £289, 19s. 5!d,, and there is a balance in
treasurer's haucls of £12, lls. ld., but all who know
the society ,vill regret to find that it is about twenty
pounds in arrears, and will heartily wish that by
another year it may be able to present to its supporters
a balance on the right side. The committee acknowledge the services afforded to its advocacy by the secretary and agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill antl
'l'emperance Association.

Silve1· and Gold. Short Storie-~ f01· Young mul 0l£1.
Bv Emilie , 'earchfield. London: J. E. Longley, 39
"Warwick Lane, E.C.
Price Half-a-Crown.-This is
quite a gurgeous stol'y-book, being handsomely done up
in silver and scarlet and g ld, and gilt-edged. It hii!!
a most attractive exterior. \Vithin a compass of about
two hundred pages we have page about of story and
illustration. ·we are glad to be able to ~ongratulatc
Mr. Longley upon the illustra.tions, which, with only a
few exceptions, are the prettiest he has ever produced.
,-•o fa,r as the letter-press is concerned, Emilie , earchfield ha succeeded in putting an excellent story into a
page. Altogether this is a signally successful combination of the engraver and the story-teller; and all into
whose hands it may fall will, we believe, derive the
greatest pleasure from picture and story. Beautiful
without and within, it deserves to rank as a standard
presentation book.
More than C'onqueror,.
By Frederick Sherlock.
London : '' Home \Vords" Publishing Offices, I Paternoster Buildings. Price ls. Gel. We will by-and-bye
give over the summing up of )lr. Sherlock's works.
Biographer, journalist, historian, and novelist, he is
certainly one of the most prolific and versatile of writers.
\Ve have admired his ''Illustrious Abstainers," profited
greatly by his history of "Fifty years temperance in Ireland, " are informed by his weekly newspaper, anu ndw
we enter upon the pleasure of fiction supplied by his pen.
The story, "More than Conquerors," suffers somewhat
from two causes-it is by far too brief, and it is written
piecemeal to meet the demands of a monthly serial.
Still it shows us what the temperance-reacling public
has to expect from our gifted friend when he sets himself to frame and finish a novel full of incident, character, and description. The Conquerors are the sons
of a. distiller and the sons of a working bricklayer.
The object of conquest is the drink, and the conquest
is heroically achieved. 1V e refer our readers to this
finely written and beautifully illustrated story, addsing
them to jot its title on their memorandum before they
rnlly out to secure a few capital books for New-Year's
pr esents to the little folks.
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Ston1:sfrrnn th e Brook. Talks with the Children, by
t.he Rev. Richard r ewton, D. D.. author of " The
King's Highway," &c. London: F. E. Longley, 39
" arwick Lane, E . C. Price One Shilling. -The brook
is the word of God, and in eleven sections we have such
headings illustrated, as the Best Captain ; the Best of
all Blessings ; How the Birds Praise God ; the Good
Soldiers; the Conqueror's Jewels; the Heavenly Bread,
&c., &c. There is a marvellous profusion of stories
specially suitable for children and fitted to draw their
youthful hearts to God. \Ve do not mean to say that
the stories given in such profusion are all equally
pointed, but we can and do say that we never in any
book of its size saw scattered in such abundance so
many really telling and delightful stories gi,ren in
illustration of the worth to children of those things that
belong to their life in God here, and their lasting peace
hereafter. As a pious New-Year gift it deserves th e
widest possibk circulation.
British Women's T emperance A sociatio,i-Scotti.11
Ohristia11 Union- R eport of the Glasgow Prayer Union
Branch. 1881. Secretary, Miss White, 1 Belmar
Terrace, Pollokshields, Glasgow. This report, though
not so ample as in previous years, yet shows well. The
prayer meetings in Sauchieball Street have been kept
up and distri ct prayer-meetings are also being carried
on. There is a book kept for requests for prayer, and
it is pleasant to find that answers to these requests
have had to be recoded. :Many of these requests are
for intemperate young wives and mothers. The Saturday night gospel temperance meetings in the EYangelistic Tent and Hall have been highly successful,
more than 1,000 pledges being taken during the year
ending 1st eptember 1:i.st. Deputations and mem orials
to magistrates and a petition to Parliament in favour of
ir Wilfrid Lawson's Local Option resolution were sue- ,
cessfully promoted. The Prison Gate :i\lission is an- 1
other womanly work which has been carried on during
the year. The poor discharged prisoners were almost
all victims of the drink traffic, and the object of the
mission is to relieve their wants, procure them employment, and seek their soul's welfare. From 30 to 40
women are in connection with the mission, working
steadily, receiving a small daily wage, and others are
doing ·well in situations. Then about 20 abmen s
rests in the city are supplied with intere ting temperance and gospel reading, and one of the railway waiting
rooms is similarly supplied. ,vhat one is there who on
reading this simple record of their great and goorl, yet
unobtrusive efforts, but must feel constrnined from the
bottom of his heart to pray that God woul<l blc s and
prosper them.

for 1frs. John Buchanan, and h er orphan family, 011
the removal by death of her hn . baud and their father,
the late ?iJr. John Buchanan, one of the vice-president,;
of this Association, and t o proffer to them in th eit·
afiliction, their sincere condolence on their inexpressibly sad bereavement ; that the Executive, in paying
this mournful tribute to his memory, desires to expres
their high opinion of the worth of their late friend ,
whom they always found warm hearted , unwavering,
and generous in his sympathy with the objects of th e
Association. and whose kindly encouragement of th eir
labours they deeply regret to think will gratify th em
no more. Tha.t a copy of this resolution be transmitted
to 1frs. Buchanan, and also to 1'.1essrs. Alex. and
Andrew Buchanan, brothers of th e d ecea. ed .. ,

POETRY.

0

OBITUARY NOTICE.
T11E L .\'l'R 11R. JoH N BucnA:N"AN, Dn,rnu ,K Hous.F..
- "\Vith keen sorrow we record the clecease of thi
gentleman, who died at Dumuuck Hou ·e, Dnmbartonshire, on , abbath, l 1th nlt., of a painful jnternal
malady, which cut him off after years of painful su ffer ing at th e age of fifty-eight. A natfre of Killearn, he
went to (Jlasgow and entered the firm of 1Iessrs. John
Gray &, Uo., wholesale confectioners. Ultimately, with
his brothers, he entered into bn ines und er the designation of Me. sr~. John Buchanan, Bros., a firm which has
from the integrity of its members a high reputation for
its productions and its commercial honour.
Mr.
Ilnch::man was a most t:xemplary business man, largehearted, loyal to his attachments, sy mpathizing with
distress, and ready to afford generous aid to what could
reasonably commend itself to his liberality. He will be
g reatly missed by a wide circle of friends who knew
his worth, and with whom he was always ready to cooperate in every good cause. He was a vice-president
of the cottish Permi sive Bill and Temperance Associ ation, almost if not from its commencement, and was
held in great esteem by the Executive. On h earing of
his decease they met and passed the following resolution on the sad event:-" That this Executive hereby
resolves t o express the deep sympathy they entertain

THE OLD CLOCK.
is strange music in its sounJ,
The old clock in the kitchen there ;
How long its old hands have gone ronntl
I do not know, but I would dare
To say 'tis aged a hundred years.
Aud yet it strikes the hours so well,
, 'o shrill and lontl that one ,,·ho hears
Reems listening to some minster bell.
THERE

I hearJ it long ago within
The old farmhouse so far awn.y,
·w here my young feet went out and in ,
Protected kindly day by clay.
Yes, I remember how its sonncl
Rang through the farmer's kitchen olll,
And till as time goes rounrl a1Hl round
It strikes the homs as shrill aml bold.
Oft in the midnight, as I woke
Arnl lay and listen'd, T would think,
As still its sounds the . tilhH'SS broke,
How to Eternity's cold brink
Time bears us, and ach moment brin g3
s nearer to that awful gonl;
J .-eem'd to hear Time's fl eting wing,,
I felt a terror in my soul.

0 grand old clock! 0 solemn thought!
Thou hast a prophet's voice, thou art
A monitor, an\l thou hast sought
To t ell to eyery musin g h ead;
How swiftly Time move on and on,
How soon Eternity will come,
How soon men's short life will be clone,
• nd all things meet a final doom.
And ever in the busy day,
And in the calm and silent night,
Thon sayest Time goes swi[t away,
Thou sayest haste and do some bright
And noble action, let not Time
Pass all awa.y without some word
Or deed that will make life sublime,
For Time no respite can a.fforcl.
A~DRE\V ~I. LA . (].
\\' oman's ri ght--husbaucl P.
An old mai,l was heard to explain, while sitting at
her t oilet the other clay- " I can bear adversity, I ca11
encounter hardships, and withstand the changes of
fiukle for tune; but oh, to li ve, a.nd droop, and die lik e
a single pink- I can't endure it ; and what's more, I
won't I.,
The following bon rnot is attributed to the Prince of
Wales :- On being asked what he thought of L or \l
- - , who always appeared clothed in the heigl1 t of
fashion, however extravagant the fashion might uc,
His Royal Highness is reported to have said-" To my
mind he dresses not ·wisely, but too swell."
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THE PERMISSIVE BILL- ARGUMENTS
FOR AND AGAINST.
SECO 'D PRIZE ESSAY, DY MR. JOIIN C. HARVEY,
UOTIIESA1.

[The Essayist introduces his essay by making an
affectiug allusion to the generous aid which t he late
1Ir. A. H. Stewart so kindly afforded to rising talent.]

beginning to study the direct arguments for
arnl against the Bill which for so many years has been
intimately n.ssocia.ted with the name of Si1 Wilfrid
L,Lwson, I think it is wise to enquire whether the
" evil" proposed to be dealt with is real or imaginary.
Is it a fact that the licensing system of our country
is not what it onght to be ? Is it a fact that there
is no .Act on the statute books of the realm which is
able to prevent the cases of <lrnnkenness which we
dn.ily witness? In considering the whole subject, I
shall studiou. ly avoid all exaggerations and misstatements. I feel that the facts themselves are
suincieut to induce any candid miml to agree with
mP tha.t something onght tn bP. clone, and that immediately, to prevent the e"·cesses which are draining the life-blood of many who should be the pillars
of the State. H is absolutely impossible to deny
tlrnt there are many in our land who have been
ruined by the excessive use of strong drink, and
that there are many more who even now are treading the downward path of drunkenness. It is
scarcely within the scope of the subject of this paper
to adduce the evidence of the clergy, the medical
profession, the bar, and many others in places of
influence and. authority, whose daily work brings
them face to face with the evils which follow the
abn e of alcoholic beverages. Even those who are
engaged in the liquor trattic hn.ve, time aftel' time,
publicly declared their abhorrence of drunkenness.
An eminent brewel' (the lute Mr. Charles Buxton)
said that "the struggle of the school, and the library,
and the church, all united against the beer-house
and the gin-pa.lace, is but one development of the
war betweeu heaven and hell. It is, in short, intoxication that tills our jail ; it is intoxication that
fillN our lunatic asylums; and it is intoxication that
fills onr poorhouses with poor. Were it not for this
one cause, pauperism would be nearly extinguished
in England/' The 'l''imes recently said that" no way
so rapid to increase the wealth of nations and the
mo1·ality of society conld be devised as the utter
annihilation of the manufacture of ardent spiritsconstituting, as they do, an infinite waste and an
unmixerl evil." Again I qnote the leading English
newspaper, which, iu a recent issue, after describing
the effects of intoxication upon various races of the
human family, says, " For a scene of horrid vice,
and filth, and lust, and fury, all drawn into oue
point aud then fermenting, a man might search the
world all over and not find a. rival to a thriving
public-house in n. low gin-drinkiog neighbourhood
of London." I frankly admit that some of the exBEFORE

pressions used by the authorities I have quoted are
rather stronger thau I would have used of my own
accord, but still I think I have taken my evidence
from unbiassed sources. It will be enough for me
to say tha.t the immoderate use of intoxicating liquors
is the cause of the drunkenness in our country,
and it is quite as certain that the mischief resulting
from intemperance tells not only upon our national
position and the crime of the country, but also upon
our social and moral well-being. Nothing tends so
much to create the extremes of immense wealth and
deepest poverty as the liquor traffic. By it insn.nity
and disease a.re created, social demoralisation is induced, political corruption is engendered, homes a.re
rendered desolate ; whilst morality, religion, education, and all the virtnes which go to exalt humanity,
are obstructed ; and for these evils this nation pays
directly and indirectly an immense sum of money
annually. The evidence of almost every judge in
Great Britain could be adduced in support of my
statement, that a very great portion of the crime
which comes under their T\otice arises from the existence of these licensed houses, which a.re kept open
by permission of the State, and which undoubtedly
involve the intemperance which leads to the commission of crime. I c m sure no one will venture to
contra.diet the statement that the occupiers of houses
presently legally licensed for the sale of intoxicants,
could not obtain a subsistence but for the intemperance of at least a portion of the community. Interested parties h:we tried to prove, by dividing the
total quantity of liquor used among the entire population of the country, that the amount per individual
is very moderate; but even these statisticians must
know very well that a large number of people use no
intoxicating liquors at all, n.nd this, of course, all goes
to make up a lari!!er proportion per head for those who
do use it. Within the last fifty years there has been
a great expansion of trade in the country ; the working-classes are earning more wages ; the hours of
labour have beenrednced; sanitaryandotherimprovements have been made; the spread of educationreligious, moral, and social-has done much to remove
th.e cause of that crime which arises from ignorance,
au<l yet the fact stares us in the face that our nation
is more criminal now than at any time since the
dawn of the present century. Why this should be
so I cannot explain, and I do not believe it ca.n be
explained, otherwise than by pointing to the fact
that the liquor trade bas spread its poisonous influences so widely over the land. _I n the year 1860 the
apprehensions for drunkenness and disorderly conduct alone were 88,361, while by the year 1874, the
apprehensions for the same crimes were 185,730, or
an increase of 110 per cent. Leaving out of account
the very many cases of death indirectly caused by
strong drink, not less than 30,000 lives are annually
lost in England alone through overdrinking. Truly
intemperance has a right to be called death's prime
minister. Under a wise and just government t-he
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lives of the people are the wealth and strength of
the nation, and when we consider that life is labour,
and labour is riches, we must see that our nation is
being hindered in its progress to prosperity by the
curse of intemperance. Besides this, there is n
direct loss in money of not less than two hundred
and fifty millions of pounds per annum. During the
past our legislators bave been acting as if they
believed the best method of dealing with the liquor
traffic was to license it. Even very recently the
local authorities of Liverpool tried free trade in
licenses, but in a very short time they saw the evil
of their work, as Liverpool Las acquired for itself
the unenviable distinction of being the most drunken
town in the kingdom, and they are now trying to
undo their work as speedily as possible ; but under
the present law, this will take some time.
If licensing the liquor traffic has been meant as an
experiment, then it has been proved a failure, as is
shown by the fact that drunkenness, with all its
concomitant evils, is increasing more than the increased ratio of population warrants. But I do not
wish to adopt an untried principle, for I bold that
the principle of prohibition is as old as law itself.
All that the supporters of the Permissive Bill wish
is that this time-honoured and well-tried principle
be applied. There are many acts which the law not
merely restricts, but entirely prohibits. Thus the
business of coining money is put down by every
civilized State; gambliug, polygamy, the slave trade,
bull-baiting, cock-fighting, are all prohibited because
the Government assumes the right to prevent or
remove anything which may interfere with the
moral, physical, and social interests of the people.
Surely, then, seeing that the liquor traffic does
interfere with the moral and social well-being of the
JJeople, it is the imperative duty of the Government
to abjure licence and demand prohibition. This is
simply the object of the Permissive Bill. The measure is not one clogged with many clauses, nor with
n, machinery difficult to understand or work.
It is
based upon the broad principle which I have just
set fol'th, viz., that the liquor traffic as presently
con tituted is inimicul to the well-being of the
1rn.tion, as declared in its preamble as follows:" Whereas the common sale of intoxicating liquors
is a fruitful source of crime, immorality, pauperism,
disease, insanity, and premature death, whereby not
only the individuals who give way to drinking
habits are plunged into misery, but grievous wrong
is done to the per ons and property of H er Majesty's
subjects at large, and the poor rates and taxes are
greatly augmented; and whereas it is right and
expedient to confer upon the ratepayers of cities,
boroughs, parishes, and township , the power to
prohibit such common sale as aforesaid." I wish
particularly to notice that Sir Wilfrid Lawson's
measure will not necessarily put an immediate stop
to the sale of intoxicating drinks. Hardly ever do
I read a speech directed against the Permissive Bill
in which I do not :find stn.tements to the effect that
the measure is lJremature ; that it would impo e
mortifications upon the majority for the vices and
excesses of a small minority ; that while it is a bw
de igned to check an abuse, it would -prevent the
moderate and ra.tional use of an article which only a
few fanatics 1·egard as i jurious. I look on these
ailirmatiou as so much bluster and assertion without
the slightest foundation, :md I find that such statements never have anything appended to them by way
of proof. The fact of the matter is, that the Permissive Bill will be entirely inoperative unless a
n.ajority, and a large majority too, are of opinion
that the liquor traffic ~hould be restricted. lf the
inhabitants of auy lown choose to encot1rage tl1e
liquor traffic, the pas ing of the Permissive Bill will

not prevent them from having their will, but, on the
other band, if they desire to exclude or climiuish the
licensed houses in their own neighbourhood, it will
be lawful for them to clo so. The Permissive Bill,
if passed, will not infringe on personal liberty, it
will only acknowledge the liberty of self-government,
for
"Law cloes not put the least restraint
Upon onr freedom, but maintains it;
Or if it does, 'tis for our good,
To give us greater b,titude,
For wholesome laws preserve us free,
By stinting of our liberty."
(To be contimied.)

TEMPERA. CE TEACHING FROM THE
JOHN KNOX ST. MURDER, GLASGOW.
ON Sabbath afternoon, J anu:try 8, Dr. Fergus Ferguson, of Montrose Street E.U. Church, preached ou
the above subject, taking for hi::i text Psalm cvii.
20 verse, "He sent His word and healed them, and
delivered them from their destructions." He remarked that although Thomas Ferguson had been
reprievecl the cfay before, a.nd thus what some would
call the sensational interest taken awn.y from his
case, he nevertheless thought it to be his duty to
bring before his people the chief lessons the trngecl_y
taught in a temperance direction, for h_e was of
opinion that the woes wrought by dnnk often
preached a better lectnre than the best total abstinence advocates could deliver.
First. The first "destruction" he woulJ lake up
that was wrought by drink, was the "destrucliou"
of manliness. It was the duty of the bnsbauc.l lo
provide for the household, and he (Dr. Ferguso11 )
never married a couple without telling the bridearoom that whereas up till that day he had a kind
~f liberty to expend his earnings ·on himself, he
voluntarily denuded himself of that liberty by entering into the compact of matrimony, for thenceforth
it would be incumbent on him to consider the
interests of her he led to the altar as well as his
owu. Now, what do we :find here? We find a man
out of whom manliness has been so completc•ly
taken by drink that he is willing to allow this puo r
woman to work with her ten :finger, as she feelingiy
expressed it, for the support of her;:;elf anrl her children, whereas he works only when he pleases, aud
spends what he earns on his own lusts. We do rea,J
iu books of South African travel aud missionary
enterprise that Hottentots and Caffirs compel their
wives to work while they themselves loll lazily in
the sun ; and yet whenever Christianity truly enters
their hearts, as if by a new instinct, the old regime
is departed from, and the European cu torn, which
is also the Bible enactment, immediately becomes
the law of the house arnl of the da,y. 0 hearer~, if
you do not wish all the manliness taken out of you,
an<l the meanness that is implied in s11ch conduct as
this tragedy brings before nR, avoid, I beseech yon,
for ever, the fascination and the spell of the intoxicating cup.
Second . The next ''destruction'1 that drink cansea
is that of conjugal love. Of course this is irnplieJ
in the previous remark, bnt it de erves special notice
by itself, for this man was most cruel wh en he
should have been most kin<l. If at auy time the
tenderne s of a husband's heart is specially drawn
forth, it is when a man child or a wonrnn cl1ilil is
boru into the world. Then he wnlks through the
house on hushed tipto,.,, and beseeclie.' all the rest to
be quiet for the Rake of her who i;:, prostrate nnd
weak, dividing his attentiou loving ly between the
wife of his youth and th e tender uah<J on whom he
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has impressed his own image. But O what a contrast have we here. All the kindness comes from
the stranger, and the cruelly is from the husband
and the father of the child. lie comes about the
house about five o'clock in the morning, and when
the stranger asks his wife what is he wanting-for
she <lid not know what he meant by" Give me my
drops-my 10 drops,'1-the reply is, "Ob, it ia a
glass of spirits he W[l,uts." Then wonderful geuerosity, for that forenoon he actually works and makes
five shillings, and gfres it for the support of the
house, but in a few hours returns and demands it
back again. When this demand is refused by her
who knew the exigencies of her home, the glare of
demoniac rage comes out of his eyes, an<l with
clenched fist he says " I will do for you both." In
a few hours he is seen in the neighbourhood intoxicated, and. the poor frightened woman exclaims,
,r Lock the door, and take tba.t heavy chest and roll
it to it to keep him out." HusLands a11d fathers,
that is what drink does in the hour when human
tenderness is most called forth. What a difference
when the husband's footstep on the stair is a source
of joy-when all are glad when father comes home,
e,•pecially the mother, wilh her new-born child on
her brea t, for she knows ho will come and kiss it
tenderly, and ask how be h,1s faretl since he left.
What a contrast ! Aud if you wish to be the latter
nnd not the former, see that you abstain froru maddening, brutalising drink, which, as Bums says coucerniug another vice, "hardens a' within, and petrifies the feelings."
Third. I remark next on this case that drink
Jestroys life. 'l'he tragedy is 11ot yet complete ; the
climax ha. uot yet arrived. On thnt 16th of August
a scream is he,1rd on the stair, for one who luul
stootl at the marriage altar vowing to nourish and
che:rish tLis ,,To1uau for life has a gieaming knife in
l1is hand, with bi"! ot,her han l en Ler oho,1l<lcr, uot
in kindne s, not in love, for the knife is about to
descend into that priucipal organ of life- the heart.
Ah, Le had won the heart, autl then he had broken
the heart, aurl mivlc the heart Lleed with the Littercst
drops of son·ow, and now he i • about to perforate
the heart throu 6 h aml through. " fost it haYe
been a heavy blow," sa.id Lord Deas lo Dr. Moore in
the witness b x. "Yes," my Lord, '' for you see
the knife went through the cartilage of the rib antl
then peuetrated the whole heart almost through and
throngh." Again I sn,y he had won the hen.rt, and
broken the heart, and now he pierces the heart
through and through. Is it not enough to make all
Gla gow rise that snch a deed could be done at high
uoon, in broad daylight, in the city that sboulJ
:flourish by the preachiug of the Word. In John
Knox Street, too, with the monument of the Rcfonue1· vi ible at the head. of it. Ab, me ! if tlie
city ,Yere rightly exercised in mind, the pe ·petrntion
of snch a deed would cause sackcloth to be hung
11ext Jay on our sheriffs' benches, and onr magistrates' bench ,~, and ou all the pulpits of the city,
aud sign of rnouming exhibited from east to west
and north to outh. But, ala., they will drink on,
and the very next entertainment the Provost will
pass the loving cup round. Strang desecration of
the name ; for cup of batreJ, or killing cup would be
a far better name !
I have been listeniug to what the people were
. 1,ying in Duke Street last week as they passed
along the pavement, looking up to the prison. I
l1eartl two yonug women say, '' Do yon think be
will be in yon winJow ? He asked a. knife to bone
n ham, and he boned his wife." Poor things ! I
looked after them in all the attractiveness of their
simple virgin beauty, and wondered if they would
l'\ t:'i' ham henrts broken an_cl hearls blet1 and hearts
1
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pierced by strong drink like their sister iu John
Knox Street. Still the thing moves on, and there
are dozens of counters at which every morning the
drink can be got by public license, just as Thomas
Ferguson got it, for one man gave evidence that on
the fatal morning he paid for bis glass at 8 o'clock,
and another that he paid for his glass at 10 o'clock,
and when asked if he was drnuk, the reply of both
was-" No, but just hearty." Ay, hearty enough,
excited enough to do the deed of blood.
Fourth. Notice next that drink destroys the intellect, the re.tson of man. The doctors hnve been
giving evidence on different sides as to the sanity or
insanity of this poor man, just as they are doing
across the Atlantic on the case of Guiteau ; but
there is no doubt that the persistent u e of strong
drink inflames the brnio as the punishment of God,
and induces that disease called delirium trem,ens, so
closely allied to insanity, and very often its precursor. And if you wi h never to be murderers,
and never to have your brains so inflamed, touch
not, tnste not, the i 11toxicating bowl; for these
dreadful consequences invade the Christian Church.
I have got a call in my own house before now, as
early a8 8 in the morning, from two professing
Christians, and the wife explainecl the visit by saying, " You see, sir, my husband says he has seen the
Evil one. He snys he saw him this morning looking
out behind the blind in St. Andrew's Parish Church
across to our house, for we Ii vc iu St. Andrews
Square." " Yes," saicl the afflicted man, " I see
him, I see him, I see him." I was but a yonng man
then and felt alarmed, as it was to me a novel sight
and a novel narrative, yet what could I do hut only
kneel down with them boLh and pray Him who
exorcised the legion of devils from the demoniac of
Gadara, that Re would deliver the poor po ·essed
man who trembled before me. I have known also
tb.is risitat~on cowa un Lbe ofilce-Learer of a Christb.n church, for men come to us and profess to be
converted, but afterwards the oltl habits retnrn and
their old sins master them. This mau had flung
articleR of furniture from a high ·window one clay.
The police coming up exclaimed, "·what iq this?
what is this? You, woman, cannot ke p that man
down in his bed, you must get help." That was the
"destruction" that drink brings even within the
bounds of the Church. 0 God, send Thy Word and
heal us, and deliver us from snch "destructions."
Bless the word of a Richardson on the siJe of moral
suai:1ion, an Ll the word of a Lawson ou the siJe of
legislative enactment, tliat we may be delivered from
these " destructions."
Fifth. Notice further that drink destroys good
grain, the people's food. Pel'haps I should, in strict
logical order, have brought in this particular first, as
it may be called in one view of the case the cause of
all these other" destructions," but I have designedly
left it to the last, that my axe might, by God's
blessing, give n blow at the root and help to bring
the whcle upas tree down. We hear it con tautly
said that driuk is a good creature of God. I maintain that it is no more tha.t thau are the torpedo 01·
the fartini rifle, engines of destruction which man
has made by his own skill and ingenuity. I have
witnessed the whole process of the mauufactnre of
driuk ; I have been told "This, sir, is the large vat
in which the grain is steeped first ; then this is the
floor on which it is dried next, till it sprouts again,
and you observe after it has sprouted it ceases to be
of any use to tme baker." When that remark was
made I said to myself, "and can God be pleased that
it ceases to be of any use to the Laker?" Then I
was led past the rolliug stones that pressed it dowu
to the mash tub and np again two or three stories to
the fermenting vat, where first the peculiar odour of
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the alcohol begins to be felt, and by that time I was
ready to say "It is not so much a creature of Geid
as God's creature perverted and made poisonous by
man." Even though you should call it in a very
general sense a creature of Go1l, who permits it to
be fabricated by the reckless still, as my eloquent
friend, Dr. Joseph Brown, quaintly remarks-" A
hedgehog is a creature of God, but yon do not take
it into your bed with you." O, hearers, beware of
this destruction, and God grant that the day may
soon come when an end will be put to this" destruction," for I agree with Bailie Lewis in his late
characteristic blast and manifesto, in which he declares that the land will never be right till brewing
and distillation are branded as public erimes.
In the close of his discourse, Dr. Ferguson approached the spiritual pa.rt of his subject, and illustrated the Gospel of Christ by the reprieve which
Lord Provost Ure had read just the day before to
the condemned man in his cell. A word gladdened
him, and healed him, and delivered him from his
destructions ; so, said the preacher, although there
are important differences between the two cases, the
Gospel of the death of Christ for man, and the pardon it brings, are the power of God unto salvation
to every one that believeth.
SIDE ISSUES.
BY REV. S. HARDING, PAISLEY.

IF there ever was a time in the history of the temperance reformation when a declaration or re-affil'mtion of our principles should be known and widely
diffnsed, that time is the present.
From various causes, there seems to be considerable
doubt in the ruinds of both friends and foes as to
the real attitude now assumed by the temperance
party-whether it be one of uncompromising hostility or concession to the traffickers.
The matter is of vital importance, and the people
should not be left in doubt as to the real position
now taken.
Are our leaders really in earnest?
Are they seeking the overthrow of the liquor
traffic?
These are questions that are being asked, and
ought to be definitely answered. The people are
tired of sham-fighting. The question at issue is one
of life or death to multitudes of our fellow-men, of
weal or woe to our country, of honour or shame to
the name of our God and Saviour. The cause is too
sacred, and the interest at stake too tremendous to
be trifled with any longer. Either cousolidate the
forces, form into line, hoist the colours, sound the
war-cry, and go forward to meet the enemy, or disband, drag down our colours, beat a retreat from
the field, and hand over the perishing and dying to
the tender mercies of the god of this world.
The country is weary listening to the various
schemes and side issues that are being proposed as a
remedy for the intemperance of our land, "shortening the hours," " providing counter attractions,"
"prohibiting the sale of li'l_nor on the river
steamers," "electing licensing boards," "reducing
the uumber of licenses," &c.
These proposals indicate either sympathy with the
traffic, moral cowardice, or want of faith in God
and in the triumph of the truth.
Surely the men of ScoLland have not forgotten the
uoble deeds and daring of their forefathers, who
rather than compromise their principles stained the
"heather" with their blood.
Shall temperance men be put to shame by those
who are seeking a reform in the laud laws, or by
those who are banded together to separate the

church from the state. What are these matters
when compared with the magnitude of the evils
occasioned by the liquor traffic, and yet there nre no
side issues, no compromises suggested by either of
the parties named.
The Government are looking on, and carefully
weighing the deliverances of tho e who assume the
le,adership of the movement, and the people will discover when it is too late that instead of the main
question, the power to veto the traffic, they have a
licensing bill in keeping with the side issues, so
industriously propagated by temperance men themselves. Are not members of the Government calling
upon temperance men to make their voices heard
above others, with the implication that if they do
so their wishes will be attended to. The present
Government are not given to side issues upon any of
the questions of the day. The noble deliverance of
the Home Secretary at Derby in November clearly
indicates their determination upon any matter they
may take in hand.
"I will say for Her Majesty's Government, and
if I did not say it, they would have no right to
such a title-we will not swerve one single hair's
breadth from the path which we believe to be
necessary for the interest of the United Kingdom,
whether we govern or whether we lose the Irish
vote." Only let the temperance men of Scotland be
trne to their principles and press their demand upon
the Government, that in the promised Licensing Bill
power shall be given to the people to veto the traffic
in alcoholic drinks, and earlier than nin,ny expect
"Local Option" will become the law of the land.
LIQUOR PROHIBITION AND FEMALE
SUFFRAGE.
IT was announced in the daily papers the other week
that the question of female suffrage is one which is
about to receive the "careful consideration" of Mr.
Gladstone and his Government. When Mr. Gladstone
speaks in this manner we all know what he means. If tho
country is prepared to take up the question of female
suffrage and press it to definite political issues, he is
prepared to accode to the will of the country, and in
due course frame a measure of political enfranchisement
which knows no distinction of sex. The truth is, the
question of female suffrage is no longer what it was
only the other day-oue of theory only-of mere
abst,ract political speculation. From that purely verbal,
inoperative realm it has finally emerged in tangible,
concrete form, to take its place in the active arena of
every-day politics. "\Vomen have now the right of
voting at municipal elections.
"\Vhen Mr. Gladstone and his colleagues have fonml
time to turn their attention to this question of female
suffrage, the very first difficulty they will have "carefully to consider" is the following :-At present the
elective suffrage is a household one-the political property of male householders. To universalise the qualification so as to include female householders as well,
would be advancing the political enfranchisement of
women in name only, leaving matters very much as
they are so far as the masculine gender of the mass of
the electors are concerned. And the reason is obviou s.
vVomen arc not householders-that is women as a class.
In general, house property is owned and tenanted by
the fathers, brothers, and husbands of women, but not
by women themselves. Any change, therefore, iu the
direction of a purely adult franchise, without di:stinc•
tion of sex, must be one freed from the householding
qualification if it is intended that women are to benefit
politically by it. In short, if it is in contemplation to
extend to women a participating share in the elective
franchise such as will really place them on a footing of
political equality with the male sex, there is but one
perfectly just basis upon which such a scheme is practicable, and that is universal suffrage without distinction of sex.
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,vhether or not,as thus explicitly defined and set forth,
this is the problem which Mr. Gladstone is prepared to
take into '' careful consideration," the moment is most
opportune, we think, for liquor prohibitionists to do so.
e will briefly adduce one or two very pertinent
reasons why.
After eighteen years of indomitable drilling and
tunnelling through the obdurate whinstone rock of
parliamentary hostility and prejudice, our modern
Archimedes, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, has at length succeeded in getting his world-famous lever of legislative
interference with the drink traffic inserted into the
very centre of parliamentary action. And now liquor
prohibitionists have only to press with might and main,
and lo ! the huge incubus which is crushing the life out
of society begins to move ! Local Option passed, and
our Archimedean lever dug anew into the granite
bowels of the publican interest in the House of Commons ; one strenuous, one irresistible heave-ho ! more,
and we have swept the curse of strong drink from our
land? Bnt to overtake this latter feat with assured
and certain success we require one thing ; we require
the fulcrum of a new elective power in the State. We
require to enlarge our platform, ancl go in heart and soul
for the politica,l enfranchisement of women- for universal suffrage without distinction of sex.
Now, it cannot be called in question for a single
moment that if women had the power the traffic in
strong drink would become non-existent to-morrow.
It is chiefly males that drink, but it is chiefly women
and children who are the sufferers. This vicarious
distribution of indulgence and penalty may not be
tlagitiom;ly at open variance with the strict letter of
our brave masculine rights as defined by marital law
and sanctioned by universal custom; but what do women
themselves think about it? What do they think, or
rather what is it that their crushed and agonized hearts
do not daily and hourly endure in consequence of the
hellish curse that dooms t.hem aucl their hapless children to lifelong acquaintance with nothing in this
world but poverty, hunger, nakedness, misery-misery
unutterable: anrl cruel blows without. ellrl. ? And what
they would do if, for a single day, the political remedy were entrusted to their hanci.s no sane person
need ask.
lt augurs well for the fiual outcome of all recent
controversy on this subject that we live in days when
the alleged inferiority of women, as compared wi.th
men, is no longer shamelessly avowed as a sufficiently
reasonable and valid ground why the former should be
excluded from participating in the elective rights of our
constitutional democracy. \Ye mu t now leave ourselves room for one or two observations ~ earing more
directly upon the fitness of women to be admitted to
their just share of politi al responsibility.
\Vomeu bear rule in the domestic sphere, and they
do so with a wisdom ·which rarely jars or comes into
conflict with the cheerfully acknowledged regal authority of husbands and fathers within the habitable precinct. 'While males of despotic temper are humoured
and conciliated, and the titular lord of the household is
encouraged to believe that his spoken word is law, and
that blind obedience to his most unreasonable mandates is first and last the sacre<l. duty of the wedded
wife, it is sufficiently notorious that the masculine head
of the houso has seldom the smallest claim to a particle
of real authority inside hi own doors. While clothed
and honoured with tokens of respect and every outward
semblance of undivided domestic empire, it is usually
the good woman who butters his bread for him who retains all the substance of power. And it is well for the
happiness of most homes that such is so very commonly
the case. Most men will readily acknowledge that
they owe everything that is pleasing and elevating, that
sweetens the cup of existence, and renders life endurable
to the good sense, taste, and good management of their
wives. Only propose, however, that their women folks
should still further illustrate their incomparable talents
for making the best of things, for diffusing happiness,
for bringing social joy and summer to the howling winter dis ontent of our barren OYer-masculiue ci,·ilisn.tion
by voting for members of parliament, am1 nineteen out
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of twenty of these self-same matrimonial eulogists instantly stand aghast at the prospect. From the primitive times when there were female judges over lsrael,
from the days of Deborah, of Judith, of Zenobia, down
to the reigns of Queen Margaret of Scotland, Queen
Elizabeth, and our own Queen Victoria, the voice of
history is not silent as to the admirable fitness of women
to bear supreme rule. It is saicl we have a pretty lavish
sprinkling of old ladies in the House of Lords already.
No doubt we have, and if ladies-not so absolutely
well stricken in point of years perhaps-literally sat
on both the Ministerial and Opposition Benches of the
House of Commons, surely the presence in \Vestminster
of such a welcome guarantee of parliamentary good
manners were infinitely to be preferred to our present
interminable Irish rows and Bradlaugh expulsion scenes.
But we have no reason to believe that women are a
whit more ambitious of wielding direct political power
than we know them to be non-ambitious of wielding
direct domestic power.
omen are much more largely
gifted with modesty, and the precious culture of
habitual non-selfassertiveness than their loud and
braggart lorcls and masters of the opposite sex. And
to snppose them rampantly ambitious of signalising
themselves to public gaze as unsexed he-creatures,
legislative amateurs in petticoats, is a bogus of very
unenlightened and very irrational masculine superstition. Even in the matter of School Board elections
women rarely vote for women.
The truth is, were 'women admitted to the elective
franchise, and a new House of Commons were returned
to-morrow, the present masculine personnel of that
assembly would remain unchanged. There would be
change indeed, but it would be quite other than a mere
displacement of sex antecedents. A new spirit would
be in breathed into legislative debate and governmental
action, giving utterance and ultimate embodiment for
the first time in history to the diviner side of human
nature-the noble, the impassioned, the unselfish
humanitary instincts of the feminine mind. There
would be an end to many crying enormities of our crusty
and la1nentably defer.tivA civili~::i.tinn. Bnt first in t.hc
programme of swift reform there would be an end to
the drink!
Meantime the responsibility of a great opportunity
rests upon the shoulders of the temperance party of
this country. We are in the thick of the most deadly
warfare known to our race-history. Either we must
destroy the drink, or the drink will destroy us. After
fifty years of nnparallelled conflict, this is the exact
logic of the contention at issue, and it is one which is
thoroughly understood on both sides. The camp of
our enemy lies invested. We have drawn the lines of
parliamentary circumvallation closer and closer, but to
all appearance rearing front more invincibly above
ground than ever rises the defiant fortress of the publichouse interest ; and pointed to our bosoms ·w ith more
murderous effect than ever the fatal guns of the dramshop belch forth the indiscriminate slaughter of wife, of
friend, of child. Surrounded with the heaped up slain
of alcohol on every side, how arc we to conquer ? ,ven,
we have the women on our side. Outside of the
poisonous interests of the accursed traffic itself, every
woman's heart in the country is with us, every woman
high and low, rich and poor, married and unmarried.
If, while pressing liquor prohibition to the utmost, the
great temperance party take up the cause of our natural
allies, and, doing so, engineer the question of female
suffrage with the political skill and determination which
they have heretofore displayed in agitating upon the
lines of their more especial programme, they will
accelerate the march of events, and anticipate, as with
giant strides, the near and final extinction of the
doomed traffic itself. One last word, our Archimedean
lever lies ready to our hand, but if liquor prohibitionists are convinced that we must have the sut·e political fulcrum of female suffrage to enable us to sweep
away the drink, then we have no time to lose. Instant
action should be our watchword.
Everywhere we
hould promptly set about utilising our organisations
Lhroughout the couutry for the purpose of specially
·ducating women to a clue sense of their political power
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an~ r_esponsibility in connection with our especial
agitation for the total suppression of the drink curse.
~ we ~eize time _by the forelock, we may not succeed
m entll'ely rescumg the present generation of drunkards, but assuredly we will save our children.
,JAMES Hu:fTEI<.

FRUITS.
BY A. NIE S. SWAX .

CHAPTER
H OP E

VII.

D E F E R R E D.

NEx'r morning's post brought a letter from Mrs. 'l'aylor's only brother, saying his wife was at the point of
death, and begging them if they wished to see her to
come off immediately. He was a doctor practising in a
remote part of the northern Highlands, a long journey
from Edinburgh, and one which, owing to the number
of changes from train to steamboat, the ladies could
not make alone. But though pressed with business,
James said he would accompany them, for Aunt Ellen
was very dear to them all. She was indeed a sweet,
amiable, loving woman, who had borne an invalid's
cross uncomplainingly for years. It was a terrible
grief to them, and you cannot wonder that in the
tumult of thought and bustle of preparation Alice
forgot Jennie Gibson, and only remembered when they
were fairly away that she should have left a charge to
the servants concerning her. , 'he would write, she
told herself, whenever she reached Arrachclhu, but
Aunt Ellen's spent condition demanded her attention
and thoughts, and again the matter was laid aside and
forgotten.
All Friday and 'aturday Jennie watched hun()'rily
for the friend who was far away, and her heart ~auk
when Saturday drew to its close, and still she did not
come. As she stood ·w-ith her parers beneath the gas
lamp at the corner of St. Andrew s Square, she eagerly
scanned every passer by, hoping to see her among
them, but again she was doomed to disappointment.
So occupied was she that she forgot the papers must
be sold if she wished to escape her mother's wrath ;
she came to herself with a start as a neighbouring clock
struck nine, and now she saw Princes treet was
al!l1ost deserted, for the night was bitterly colr1, and
the first flakes of a coming snow-storm were flying in
the wind. 'he left her corner and sped across to the
stairs leading to the \Vaverley Station, but they were
already possessed by half a dozen eager urchins who
would not be slow to drive the interloper away with
oaths and blows, if she ventured to encroach on their
domain. There was nothing to be hoped for there, so
she turned wearily round the crowded corner of the
North Bridge, sometimes offering a paper timidly to a
passenger who would only push her aside with a shake
of the head or a cross refusal.
As she neared her home noise and bustle increased,
for in the quarters of the poor, the streets are always
busy-you see there is so little, so 't:ery little in their
w-retched homes to keep them within doors. Jennie
peeped in at all the public houses as she passed up the
High Street, wondering f arfnlly where her mother
was. There seemed to be a crowd at Blair's Close, a
fight, Jennie thought likely. Saturday night could not
pass in peace and quietness, drunken brawls and
breaches of the peace were the common amusements
of the eve of the holy Sabbath day. She elbowed her
way through the crowd to see what the commotion
was, and then she shrank back with a low cry. It
was her.mother and another drunken woman, fighting
like tigers, blinded by fury, and urged on by the brutal
encouragement of the depraYed onlookers.
Not a
policeman was to be seen, but a gentleman passing
went in search of one, and he was promptly on the
scene, and handcuffed them both. I cannot describe
to you the appearance of these two womeu-it would
!iave made your heart sick to see them, human beings
111 whom God had implanted once the loveliness and
pt1rity of womanhood, sunk now lower b'y far tha 1 the

lean and ugly cur y elping at their heels. Truly our
God had need be merciful to such as these. The
policeman led th~m both off to the police station follow_ed by a hootmg mob angry at being deprived of
thmr sport; then Jennie, crying Litterly, crept down
the close and up the stair to the garret. But lo, it was
locked, and Jean Gibson had the key away with her in
her pocket, so for the night Jennie ,ms homeless. She
did not much care after all, it was a poor shelter, and
sure~y she W?nld fin~ some corner outside big enough
· to hide her till mormng. She _left the papers lying at
the door, and went down agam to the street. \Vith
one of the few halfpence she had earned she bought a
roll, and. ate as she retraced her steps down the
North Bridge. She turned round into Princes Street
again, and went quickly along by the railway to
the gardens at the further end. By daylight Jennie
had ~ften_ looked longingly into that beautiful place,
knowmg 1t was not for her, and that she dare not
set foot within the gates. They were locked now,
for ten had rung; but Jennie meant to enter now,
and when not a soul was in sight, she nimbly scram~led over the railing, and was soon lost to sight
m the gloom of the valley below. She went lightly
down the broad walk, not feeling afraid though it
was dark and lonely. She was looking for some snu,
corner below some tree, perhaps, where she might
pass ~he night unseen and unmolested. By-and-bye
she slipped down beneath a thick spreading holly tree,
standing in the great black shadow of the Castle Rock,
and where no eye could see her now but God's.
It felt _warm down there, it was sheltered, you see,
and J enme felt very snug and comfortable indeed, and
happier than she often did in the garret at home. It
was very cl~rk ~way up in the street, the gas lam]JS
shone .steadily like so many stars, an<l the lights in
the ,vmdows looked very beautiful indeed, so Jennie
thought. By-and-bye a train whizzed past with a
mighty noise a_nd shriek, t~e red lights gleaming :fiercely
through the mght. J enme could sec the men on the
engine, and held her breath for fear they had seen her.
How could they ? The wind had fallen, and the snow
did not seem r ady to come on yet, for the flakes had
gone. Away uv in the sky, far beyond the grey
turrets of the castle the stars were shininD'. In a timid
way Jennie lookcu. at them, and won<lei7'ed about the
God who lived al,ovc them, anc.1 knew ancl loved her,
poor and wee ancl ragged though she ,vas. "\Vas lie
looking at her now? and was He angry because she had
stolen in here where she was forbidden in the daytim e.
She shut her eyes up very tight and almost trembled
to ~hink of it. But by-and-bye that fear died away
agam, and she looked up at the twinkling stars, re:n~~b_erin_g only ~he words 1\liss Taylor had taught her,
· Sufter little ch1lJren to come unto me, for of suci1 is
the kingdom of h eaven. "
·with that thought in her heart, Jennie fell asleep.

CHAPTER

VIII.

ITNDER THE SNOW,

By daybreak ou Sunday morning .Jcnuie was "ake
and stirring. It \Tas grey and still, rcry still ; there
seemed to be no sound in all the great city but the
twittering of a bright-eyed robin on the topmost
bough of the holly tree. But the sleeping hundreds
would awake by-and-bye; the church bells would rinrr
their summons, and the streets would be alive with
worshippers on their way to the house of God. The
bells had no summons for J cnnie ; she had never been
within a church door in her life, and did not Yery well
know the meaning of the word. She hurried up again
to the railing and vaulted over just in time, for a sharpeyed policeman was on his beat not many yards away.
But she was away along the street like a hare before he
had time to wonder from whence she had sprung. She
felt stiff and weary, and the pain at her side was worse
than it had been the previous day; but she dragged
her tired limbs slowly towards her home, althou rrh
knowing well enough her mother would not be the;'c,
A neighbonr at her window saw· her enter the clo e,
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and came out on the stair to ask her where she had
been all night. Jennie told her, whereat she was
much shocked.
"Ye micht hae cam' in tae me, bairn ; I'd hae gi'eu
ye a corner some gate. Ye maun be stervin' o' hunger
an' cauld, an' ye look for a' the warld like a ghost.
An' dear only kens when yer mither '11 be oot the gaol
again. She'll get sixty days likely,"
'' \Vull she?" asked J ennielistlessly, not caring much
though she got sixty years.
'' Uome in, an' I'll get ye a cup o' tea," said the
kind-hearted soul. " Ye're a waefu'-lookin' crater,
bairn. My certes, Jean Gibson '11 hae a sair punishment to bear for this yet. I've heard the Lord forgi'es
a'body, but gin He forgi'es sic a mither as she's been,
He's no' ill tae please."
" She wasna' aye as bacl, frs. \Vhite," said Jennie.
"I mind when she didna' get drunk, and never
licket me."
"That's no' been this mony a year. , Vee], come
awa' in, an' I'll get ye some tea."
Jennie willingly obeyed. She did not feel hungry,
only faint and sick, and like to drop where she stoo<l .
'l'he tea reYived her considerably, and she fell asleep
again by the kind woman's hospitable fire. In the
afternoon she went out again, with many injunclions
to be sure and come back to sleep all night, which was
very willingly promised. She sought her way again
to St. Andrew's Square, in the hope that she might
catch a glimpse of h er kind friend coming home from
church; but, alas! at that moment Alice Taylor was
weeping passionately at a dying bed in a far away
northern village, and asking God to bring the sufferings
of a loved one to a merciful close.
So the Sunday wore away, and at night Jennie lay
down to sleep, thinking joyfully that to-morrow was
the day when she was to see Miss Taylor again. On
MouJay she was to go for her new dress; but it was
not of the dress the chilJ. thought, but of the sweet
face, th e gentle, kind voice, and above all of the wonderful story she might he:i.r again about the kind J csus
who had loved antl d1ecl for her, a poor little waif,
nothing in the v.ro1·ld to :mybody-110t e,1 en to her
mother.
It snowed on Monday morning, but towards noon it
faired a little; but it was only a breath of peace before
the coming of the great storm which had been brewing
for days. 'rhe hours seemed slow and long to Jennie
that cln.y, but they passed one by one, and three o'clock
came at last. She hurried off full of hope and joy,
heedless of the bitter cold ancl the icy wind. She felt
tired when she reached St. Andrew's Sy_uare. A very
little way wearied her now. and she paused a mom~nt
on the steps to still the pain at her side before she rang
the bell. Her ring was auswerc,l by :Mary, who bad
been quarrelling with the cook, and was out of temper.
"Is-is the lady in?" queried Jennie, looking f arfully
at the girl's flushed face.
"No, she isn't; she's away from home; clon't know
when she'll be back; and see here, you little beggar,
don't come here again, botherin', or I'll get a policeman
to you sure."
Then she slammed the door, and left the child chilled
and astounded on the steps. It was a terrible disap•
pointment. The t ears welled up in her eyes, and a sob
broke from her quivering lips. This was the end of all
her happy hopes. The lady \\as gone, and had forgott en her. , he would never see her a.gain ; she would
hear no more of the kin<l Jesus, nor of His happy
hmwen where even she might go by-anLl-byc if she only
loYecl and trusted Him. She wallllereLl on through
the streets, heedless of the direction she was taking ;
and then, feeling that she wanted a place to lie down
and sleep in, she came back again with weak and weary
feet to the Gardens in Princes Street. The snow was
falling so thickly and heavily that she entered without
being seen, and sped down to her corner beneath the
holly tree. Creeping down there, she drew her little
dress over her head, and whispered beneath her breath,
"Dear Jesus, tak' me ha.me tae heaven, for I've nae
hame here, an' I'm tired an' sair, an' like t 1.ie greet."
And. the rnow fl'lkea fell thickly from the le.'.lrlen
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skies, and, being whirled by the wind in upon the
child in her poor shelter, made for her a pure and spotless shroud.
James Taylo1: and his sister returned to town on
Tuesday afternoon. They had left their mother behind
to comfort awhile the mourning household.
"Diel Jennie Gibson come yesterday, Mary ? " was
the first question she asked the girl as she helped her
off with her things.
Mary bent low over her mistress's bag to hide the
flush of shame the question brought. But she answered carelessly enough,
'' Yes, ma'am, and I told her to come back before
the end of the week, as you were away."
'' I forgot to tell you she was coming, and to be kind
to her, that was all," said Alice wearily, for she was
tired and sad. "I shall go and see her to-morrow.
Let us have some tea upstairs as quickly as yoLl can,
please. M:r. Taylor must go to his office immediately."
( To be concluded in our next.)

POETRY.
A HUMBLE GRAVE.
R1cn was the floral wreath he entwined,
To allorn the grave of his darling dead;
And with many a sigh and scalding tear,
The flowers were placed 'Love her beauteous head.
Proud was the meaning each floweret bore,
For she was a haughty and high-born maill,
But the giant Death clespiseth rank,
'he was smote by his hand and lowly laid.
And almost ashamed was this proud bridegroom
Of the humble grave by his darling's side;
The golden lines on the marble stone
Tohl their ancestral line with boast and pride.
Yet e'en she is lovel1, he coldly thought,
.And gazed on the violets that deck'd her breast;
Ancl perchance, like me, some haYe sighed and wept
,vhen they laid her there to her final rest.
He sailed awa.y that his grief might die,
.Might fade 'neath the sun of a far off clime;
Then again he'd grace his father's halls,
Uheered by tr:i.vel and soothed by time.
He came again when a year hn.J passed,
Aud straight to the graYe of lns loved one hied ;
But lo ! the splendid wreath he entwined
Lay faded and br0'1'1l, each flower had died.
But the violets bloom on the humble grave,
And a perfurue shed as they sweetly wave ;
What are noble birth, and pomp, and pride ?
Humility only reigns in the grave.
1\1ARY GR.rnT.
A little girl was the other day parsing the word
angel when she stopped disma.yecl, and asked her
teacher if there were any men angels in heaven?
"VVnEN Wr~ E's IN, \VIT's OU'l'."-There is no rule
without its exception, and the case of Jock Lawson was
a striking exception t the above. On lea,·ing off work
one Saturday afternoon, Jock indulged too freely in
"the cup tha.t iuebriates." Having assuaged his thirst,
Jock started for home; but he had hardly reached the
street when his head began to reel, and he wa.s glad to
avail himself of the support of a friendly lamp post.
After steadying himself against it for a time, he essayed
to move on; but his limbs refused their office, and after
one or two ineffectual attempts at progression he gave
it up, and stuttered out, "This'll no dae, Jock; ye'll
hae to tak' a cab-better a shillin' the day than five on
),fonclay.··
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it would not be more so than the effort to apply it
in any constituency ; the evils, nay, the horrors
the Funds of the Scottish Perrnissive Bill and
attending these efforts were made as appalling a,s
'l.'emperance Association are respectfully inwas possible to the pen of the newspaper writer.
formed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
While we had no desire to mi.nimise the difficulties
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
attending the introduction of so great and beneficial
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. The demands itpon
a change, we never faltered in our belief that we
the Association are increasing, and it wou,ld
should succeed. Now that women-widows and
materially assist the Executive in prornptly rneeting these, were subscriptions paid in the farmer
spinsters-have a voice and vote in municipal affairs
rathe1· than the latter part of the financial year,
we believe that any misgivings on this point are
which will close on 20th September, 1882.
removed. • On nll that relates to the stability of
borne their womanly in stincts will lead them to vote
for the right. They will not hesitate like men
between their duty aud their interests, but to relieve
human suffering, to protect tl1eir cruelly wronged
FEBRUARY, 1882.
sisters, and their w0rse than orphaned offspring,
they will crowd the polling-booths and vote down
*** We have been obliged, in order to £inn room the publicans. Intelligent observers of American
for meeting reports, to leave over much of our voting pay a just tribute to their unflinching efforts
general news, Book Shelf, and a, number of impor- for Home Protection. We believe that in Scotland
tant papers.
we will find in female municipal voters one of the
best of our reserve battalions.
We beg to draw the attention of our readers to
the sermon which we publish by Rev. Dr. Fergus
The Blue Ribbon movement is still mnkiog surFerguson, Glasgow, on the man Ferguson, sentenced
to death for wife mmder in this city, but uow in prisiug progress in Scotland. Iu Forfar, although
penal servitude for life. The reverend preacher not near so rapid, still the impetus of Mr. Murphy's
vi:,it continues its stimulus, and we hear the most
speaks trumpet-tongued against the liq nor traffic.
pleasing accounts of the good work. We have not
Leard sufficiently of the effort made to fix the
resul '. s attained by organisation, but we feel assured
A GENEROUS DONATION.
The Secretary has received the following gratify- that the friends are quite alive to the necessity of
keeping as many as they can of the large numbers
ing letter from Miss Jane Nicoll :" Dear Sir,-I have much pleasure in forwarding who assumed the Blue Ribbon badge. Of the effect
through you to the Association the enclosed sum of on the community of Forfar there can be no mistwenty pounds sterling as a memento of my dear take. It has been asserted, ancl it has not been
c.lepa.rted father and brothers, David and Robert.. denied, that great prosperity to trade and commerce
It will not make up for the loss sustained 1 y the has followed this special temperance effort: the
Association in their removal. But the cause is God's, moral and religious results :1re to be seen in greater
aud he ca.n raise up many others. Hoping that the attendances at the churches and in the absence of
<lay may not be far distant when the stain of intem- disorder and crime. It is matter for regret that the
perance shall be wiped from our beloved land, I Permis ive Prohibitory Liquor Act coultl not have
been voted upon in Forfar. Not only would we
remain, yours, in a common Saviour's senrice,
have had the Ulue Ribbon electors casting a joyful
JANE NICOLL."
vote in its favour, but we should have had many of
This is a truly generous donation, quite npart from those going along with them who in all that conits filial intention, which is worthy of admiration, cerns business and trade "take care of the ma.in
and greatly enhances the value of the gift. We hope chance." A combination of these would have triumthat the generous example of Miss Nicoll will en- phantly carried local prohibition in Forfar, and in
courage many of our friends who may be deliberating all time to come its blessings would have rested on
upon the many appeals to them for aid. They may the community. Forfar has within itself a little
like her encourage the Executive by sending such a prohibitory community which will be appealed to at
sum as will be a memento of some friend who, had the proper time. Meantime as the present agitation
he lived, would have continued a generous supporter expends itself, not a few will be confirmed in their
to the funds. We hope, for the sake of the agitation, desire for a direct veto of the liquor applied and
that the noble gift of Miss Nicoll may be followed sustained by the ratepayers.
by many other~.

THE PUNDS.
* * * l,J embers, friends, and Societies subscribing to
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Up to 1st Jan nary last the brilliant progress made
by the Scottish Permissive Prohibitory movement
has been made under the impression that severe as
is the struggle to get the veto embodied i11 legislation

Dundee has had the Blue Ribbon agitation going
on within its area for a month, and the results have
been marvellous, about 25,000 persons putting on
" the riLbou of Llue. ;, Provost Moncur has been
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nnwearied in bis efforts to secure all the advantages
to Dundee possible from such an agitation, and
much is owing to him of the striking results that
have attended this exceptional campaign. The
friends working with him also can lay claim to
great credit for their cordial co-operation d Llring
the whole progress of Mr. Murphy's visit to Dundee. There are two features of tltis agitation worthy
of our reader,,' serious attention. The first is the
singularly unchristian and unsympathizing attitude
of the greater portion of the ministers of Dnndee to
this movement. They stand aloof, and let the work
of rescuing the perishing lie to laymen's hands.
They make a sad rnil::ltake j they show to those saved
by this movement that salvation is not necessarily
of the church, and that the church does not lead
the moral and religions progress of the age. To
a.llow that idea to lodge in the minds of the community is to widen the chasm that already obtains
Letween ministers and the common people, and to
allow of a state of matters that may s0oner or later
bring disaster upon the church. The very energy
and self sacrifice shown ~t this time of special efforts
by the few godly ministers who rally around Mr.
Murphy and his fellow workers, make the absence
of other ministers more striking. A reformation of
our churches is urgently demanded and is among
possible events. Woe be to those that resist its
purging power. The other feature of the Blue
Ribbon ca.mpaign is of the most encouraging nature.
On the motion of Mr. A. S. Cook, of Aberdeen, a
1·e<;olntion in the following terms w;:is ;:idopterl at
the All-day Conference held in the Kinnaird Hall
ou Lhe 24th ult. "As the liquor traffic osteu ibly
exists for the p ublic convenience, this conference
believes that the time has now come when power
should be given to the people to veto the traffic
when and where they are disposed." The adoption
of that motion was carried by the conference en
-musse rising to its feet. Its passage with such
hearty unanimity shows how great tbe change is
that has taken place in the conduct of moral suasion effort.. When kindred attempts to that of Mr.
Murphy's mission used to be made, those taking
part in them were at no pains to conceal their
exultation over prohibitory efforts. At such times
we prohibitionists were loudly remiuded that to
shut one's mouth was the only true acstinence that
was consistent with human freedom. But what a
change ! People have been learning by bitter aud
cbastisiug experience that great numbers in the
community are unable to resist the legalised temptations to drinking that abound in our villages aud
our cities; that these unhappy peovle notwithstanding the herculean efforts of moral suasion missions,
do fall under the fell spell of the public house, and
that their last state is their wor t. Now it is being
clearly seen that prohibition is really the complement of moral suasive action, and at this ruornl
suasion conference a demand goes up to Government
that f\. veto ought to be given to the ratepayers by
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which when and where they are they may exclude
the liquor traffic from their locality, and for ever
relieve tlte ratepayers from the misc11ievous operations of a business which saps the physical, mental
and moral vigour of the drinker, and proves dangerous to the life and property of all. We hail this
resolution of the Dundee Blue Ribbon movement as
one of the most obvious indications of 11ational
enlightenment on the precise attitude which prohibition bears to moral suasion-an attitude based on
identical interest and of the duty which prohibitionists and moral suasionists alike are ea.lied upon
to discharge-to spend and be spent in the prohibitory warfare until decisive victory crowns their
patl'iotic struggle.
We are on the eve of another Parliamcntn,ry
Session. An attempt has been made by many clever
people to forecast its course. These clever people
tell us that the Government will be wrecked about
June or July, when there will be an appeal to the
country on the assimilation of the county and burgh
franchise. As there may be such an event, we
hope that our friends everywhere will be prepared,
as they were at the last general election, to carry
out Lheir old policy-supporting those candi<lates
only who will give them suppressive local option.
Indeed, after the recent definition of that term to
mean prohibition or restriction or future prevention,
it had better be dropped and the suppressive veto or
the P ermissive Bill take its place. Let our friends
see that no man is returned by them to Parliament
who declines to grant the ratepayers power to suppress the licenses in their district. Have no fellowship with restriction, but support prohibition. That
is the want of Scotland, and that alone. Oul' frien<ls
will all the sooner gain their end that they do two
things -make it clear to the Government that they
want suppression, and that they are determinecl to
have it. In that spirit a general election will be
found still further contributing to the progress of
their cause.

In our last issue we pointed to the highly creditable effort of the Greenock friends in getting up an
excellent memorial to Lord Rosebery, aud we hiuted
that such a memorial might go up to Mr. GlaJstone
from every burgh in Scotland. The Greeuock
memorial was signed by nearly one hundred of the
municipal and other officials in the town, by almost
all its ministers, and by many leading gentlemen.
Such a course of aetion would redound to the credit
of all communities taking it, while the publication
of the memorial would, as in the case of Greenock,
produce a stimulating influence on the movement
throughout Scotland. We earnestly commend this
matter to all earnest souls who desire to move the
Prime Minister and their own representative to
enact a law for Scotland embodying :i. suppressive
veto. This is the trne way to follow out Mr. Her-
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bert Gladstone's advicP, to let their voices be heard
above the rest of their countrymen in demanding
the overthrow of the liquor traffic.
During the past month the Executive of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association have put forth a most strenuous effort. Beginning as soon after the new year saturnalia as
possible, their representatives-including Revs. Dr.
Adamson, A. Wilson, John M'Qneen, E. J. Boon,
W . C. M'Dougal, and Samuel Harding ; ex-Bailie
Torrens, J .P.; Bailie Selkirk, J .P.; Capt. Brotchie ;
Messrs. J . Coutts, S.S.C.; John Steel, James Winning, and others, with the Secretary and agentshave visited :i number of leading towns. Meetings,
preceded by conferences, have been held in Dumfries, Port-Glasgow, Perth, and Portobello. The
deputation to these four places had the singularly
able a~sistance of the Rev. \V. Barker, Queen's
Chaplain. The other places included Dundee, Linlithgow, Grangemouth, Peebles, Galashiels, Kelso,
May bole, Whithorn, &c. At these places the utmost
enLhnsiasm was manifest, anJ. the Executive h:we
been ins tructed to continue and increase their efforts
to get a special suppressive veto Act for ScoLland.
During the past few years the directors of the
Scottish Temperance League, the Executive of the
Good Templars, and tbe Execulive of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, met
from time to time in friendly conferen ce with a
view to uniting in promoting special liquor legislation for Scotland. These conferences resulted in
the League's adhesion to Lhe suppressive veto of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, and in all the Executives accepting the famous
"six points." When the Joint Executives, however, set themselves to frame a measure which
would include the snppressi ve and lesser veto, difficulties, which were at last found insuperable, preseute<l themselves. There was, however, no difficulties with the suppressive veto-none whatever. Its
simplicity and directness were more than ever conspicuous. With the lesser veto this was not the
case. The difficulties attending the attempt to embody it in a bill could not be overcome, and the
plebiscite superseding it is as impracticable as a
bill. :Matters continued in this state until the beginning of October last, when a conference was
callecl to consider certain propo..,als for the solution
of these diflicnl ties. These proposals are the
methods of the united manifesto now before the
country : namely, local boards with plenary powers,
and au alternatiYe plebiscite. The Executive of
the Scottish Permissive Bill ancl Temperance Association attended this conference merely to intimate
that they could not and would not enter upon these
proposals, which were in their nature subveri 'Ve
of prohibition an<l alieu Lo the principles and policy
of prohibition of the Associa tion. It is due to all

parties to state that they parted on the most friendly
terms, amid sincere expressions of mutual regard.
The directors of the other associations continued to
meet, and as the result of their deliberations they
had placed these proposals before the country in a.
united m:wif esto.
Up to Lhe time of separation much benefit followed
these conference~. All the associations became unanimous on the necessity of a suppressive veto.
None of them has greater reason to rejoice over this
gratifying result than the Executive of the Scottish
Permis ive Bill and Temperance Association. That
unanimity vindicates years of agitation and encourages the hope that in the near future, if the agitation is
maintaiued with its usual vigour, is liberally supported, and its supporters evince the same steadfast
loyalty to their principles, their labours will see a triumphant issue. ,Vhile they can thus regard their
efforts with proud satisfactior., they cannot on the other
hand refrain from expressiug their deep regret at the
appearance of the united manifesto. It will, in
their opinion, lead to distraction and confusion iu
the ranks of temperance reformers, and suggests
to the Government of the day reasons for shelving
the question of special suppressive legislation for
Scotland for another session. It will satisfy no truly
intelligent and reflecting temperance reformer, while
it will offer an opportunity to the timicl and strategic
alike of evading the direct issue of suppressiou .
These proposals are a lame and impotent conclusion
to the prohibitory declarations of boLh Associations
i.n the united manifesto. There we fin<l it is said,
"The manifesto mu t not be regard eel as a formal
expression of the full or ultimate demand of eiLher
sociation." Had they intendeu to issue such,
"One short sentence would suffice, viz., total
prohibition and suppression of the manufacture, sale,
and importation of all alcoholic beverages/' "While
we insist upon local option, we muat let all parties
disLinctly understand that no form or measure of
local option will be satisfactory, 01· lea.cl to a cessation of the agitation, which does not concede a pure
veto, i.e., a veto on the traffic alone, and a full veto,
i.e., a veto on the issue, transfer, or renewal of all
licenses/'
The just expectations arising from such laudable
sentiments would be a resolnte determiuation on the
part of the League and Templars to ask for that only
which they can rightly claim from the Governmentpower to the ratepayers absolutely to veto the liquor
traffic affecting them . These Executives are a.t the
head of associations who teach that alcohol poisons
the brain, deranges the mind, and through that dern.ngement brings innumerable and in tolerable evils
upon society, Rnd they urge upon all who are within
the reach of their appeal to abandon the use of these
liquors. Yet in their united manifesto these abstinence doctriues are so clogged by compromises as to be
practically worthless. It is a matter of convenience
or expediency, not a matter of conscience or duty to
deal with the evils of intemperance. Instead of
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houses or 110 public-houses; their ballot-paper has a
simple Yes or No. Their veto is pure, because it is
uncontaminated by restriction or alternatives; it
is full, as it provides for the only duty which can be
founded upon the principles of the Association-the
overthrow of a system alike emphatically condemned
by Scripture, reason, science, a.nu true politics. This
is the issue which those who are responsible for the
united manifesto should have placed before the
people. Iu doing this they would have been leading
the movement which they believe is the only one
that will secure the destruction of the traffic, and
they would have left the ignorant and interested
"outsider" to tinker with a system iucurably bad,
by palliatives, which but slightly lessen its virulence.
If they stand by their manifesto they will inevitably
place themselves in the ranks of those whose abortive legislative schemes ha,e been the sorrow of
staunch prohibitionists, and h:we provoked the
jeering comment of practical ruiuds.

calling upon men and women to take their stand
upon what is right and due, they ask them to elect
boards or to call for a plebiscite, neither the one nor
the other necessarily resulting in prohibition. They
cannot point to a licensing or local board scheme,
having a.s its object suppression, and they know that
the licensiLJg courts or boards of Scotland have ever
been in their attitude to prohibition a mockery, a
delusion, and a snare. Within the last few weeks
we learn that ~faine bas abolished local boards in
favour of a popular veto. We should have as soon
have expected to have found it recorded that Boards
had been elected to administer the Slave laws effectively, or the Corn laws, as the drink system. It is
due, however, to those responsible for the united
manifesto to slate that they prefer a ratepayers'
Yeto to local boards.
The local option they desire may be fitly Lkscribed
as of Hermaphroditic or amalgam origin, being a compo~nd of Lawson, Bright, Foster, Anstruther, and
Parker. The united manifesto has done one good
service by its attempt to define local option-it has
shown the utter want of either temperance or prohibitory principle in a remedy founded upon its
definition. The suppression of the liquor traffic is
the right and duty of the citizen, and being so, what
n,re the alternatives they offer but an evasion of that
rl b d
Th 1·
ffi · 1 d
· h
rig t an t at uty.
e iquor trn c is ml as
partly right or wholly wrong, as the man asked to
vote may think, not a. veritable wrong in itself. A
man is told by the sche<lule that he may or may

INTELLICENCE.
TEMPERA.i:T 'E 1IEETING IN PERTH.
ON Thursday, 19th ult., two meetings were held in

Perth under the auspices of the Perth Temperance
Society.
coNFEREN"CE r~ aoon TEMPL.Ar..s' IIALL.
At six o'clock a conference was held in the Good
'l'emplars' Hall, Canal Crescent. Councillor Russell,
President of the Perth Temperance 'ociety, occupied
the chair, and amongst those present were :-The H.ev.
:Mr. Barker, Chaplain-in-Ordina1y tu the:: Quecu, Cuwe1:1;
not interfere with the existing traffic, an<l that his the Rev. D. D. Bannerman, Free St. Leonard' Chnrch:
duty as a voter may be fulfilled by simply decla.riug the,Rev. Jo~1~ Rainnie, ~n~x ~r~e Chu~~h; the Rev..
that be does not want more 1mblic-houses than those I J. Y1;11~:m, Free st· , Pauls, Bailie Selknk, Glasgow,
. .
.
.
.
.
ex-Bailie Torrens, Ghsgow ; Mr. Robert :Mackay, Seex1stwg around him. The publicans can easily sign cretary of the Scotti h Permissive Bill Association;
No. 3, laughing, most likely, at the gross ignorance Counci_llor Campbell; Councillo1· Bridges; Mr. John
·
1·
·
· D C
I Moncrieff, Perth Glass vVorks, ec. The representaf l
o t 1 e prevelltive new icensmg powers rn r. am- tives present were as foJlows: - From Free 't. Leonard·s
eron's Act, shown by the framers of the united Temperance Association, .Mr. Hugh Monro ; E. U.
mnuifesto. They will be found igning No. 2 when Church, Perth, Rev. R Finlay and Mr. D. Scrimgeour;
,
. d ,
•
h
..
_.
Perth \Vomen's Temperance Society, 1frs. Peebles,
a moment, s ieuection 8 ows them the utter irupo Sl- Princes Street; Perth Temperance Association fr D.
Lility of earrying it out. There are 479 licensed Allan; Perth Temperance Hundred, Mr. \ystal;
places in Dundee and it is proposed to reduce them Crieff Temperance Society, Mr. John G. Allan; Pit,
. '
.
.
,
lochry Temperance Society, )fr. John Young; District
to 279. The same d1fficult1es that surrounded the Lodge of Good Templars, Mr. A. Wright ; Uood Ternle ser veto .vould cluster around No. 2 of the plebis- plar Lodge, Mr. P. <Jampbell, Mr. Watson; Bridge of
cite, and it is fol' the owners of this manifesto to come Earn Good Templar Lodge, Mr. A. M'NiYen; Fair
forward and show to the authorities of Dundee how City Lodge, Per th ' Mr. John Wilson; Ark of Safety
Lodge, Perth, Mr. D. W. Dewar; Star of Kinnouli
200 are to be selected for sacrifice. "Two women Lodge, Perth, Mr. James M'Carrick; Star of Tay
Lodge,
Perth, Mr. R. R. ltobertson ; St. John's Ledge,
were grincliug at the mill, the one ,vas taken and
Perth, Mr. J. Ferrier; Star of Hope Lodge, Perth, Mr.
the other left :,_but unerring wisdom made the R. .M. 'Lauchlan ; Tayside Lodge, Perth, Mr. George
choice. It is as likely as not that the 279 left would Caird ; Heath'3r Bell Lodge, Grieff, Mr. J. G. Allan ;
be more worthy of suppressiou than the 200 taken Hope of Stanley Lodge, Mr. Wm. Low, , tanley; Con•
par-Angus, Mr. John Barnett.
away.
After tea, the CHAIRMAN stated that letters of
After all, the suppressive veto of the Scottish apology had been received from Sir Donald Uurrie,
· · B"ll
d 'I
A
. .
d
ilLP.; Mr. C. S. Parker, M.P.; Mr. Robert Pullar;
P erm1ss1ve
1 an
emperance ssociat1on stan s the Rov. A. Sutherland, York Place U.P. Church;
out more jmple and clear. Its friends and sup- and the Rev. Mr. Mackenzie, Dunkeld. Sir Donald
porters appeal to tbe people on one issue nnd one Currie, in a brief note, assured the conference that he
.
" would give his best consideration to whatever proouly, namely, the unutterable wrong that alcoholic posals may be made with a view to the increase of
liquors continually and of neceQsity inflicts on society, 1 teml?era~co amongs~ the people of. 'cotland. " Mr_. Parr nd calls upon them to say if uch a wrong is to exist ! l..cr m his note, which was also Lnef, l~oped. tha.t m the
proposals of the conference "regard will be had less to
- not whether it is to be d1mm1 bed, but whether what societies for the total suppression by law of the
it is to exist. The one question with them is public- liquor trade may desire than to what Parliament might

• •
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practically entertain." (A Voice-"That's a sham ."
Laughter and applause.)
Bailie SELKIRK then proceeded to read a pa.per on
temperance legislation for Scotland. While legislation
had accomplished much, it had practically failed to
meet the evil, because it had had reference not to the
cause, but to the surrounding circumstances. Nothing
short of prohibition would secure adequate protection,
and that prohibition could only be attained by convincing the electors of the country that the truth they
had been advocating was thoroughly sound, and of the
beneficial effects that would accrue to the country by
its adoption.
An open discussion followed, in which the following
gentlemen took part :-Mr. J olmston, gardener, Perth ;
Mr. A. Wright, Perth ; Mr. Mackay, Glasgow ; exBailie Torrens ; and the Rev. D. D. Bannerman. In
the course of his remark , the last-named gentleman
read an extract from a letter which he had recently
received from Sir Wilfrid Lawson, in which he said,
"Do not suppose I object to the veto being exercised
through a Board elected hy the people. It seems to
me to be really a cumbersome way of doing a thing,
bnt if those people prefer it let them by all means
agitate for the mode they consider the best."
On the motion of the Rev. J . RAIN 'IE, a vote of
thanks was awarded to Bailie Selkirk for his paper,
and a similar compliment having been paid to the
Chairman, the meeting separated.
PUBLIC MEETING IN TIIE CITY HALL.
A public meeting was held in the City Hall at the
close of the conference. There was a large attendance.
Most of those who attended the conference were present, and beside them there were on the platform the
Rev. J. Tulloch, the Rev. A . Sutherland, ex-Bailie
Greig, Mr. D. Hepburn, solicitor; l\Ir. Fairbairn, city
missionary ; Bailie Sime, Councillor Norwell, Councillor Campbell, and Councillor Logan.
Councillor RUSSELL occupied the chair, and in a
short speech said he believed that the passing of a Local
Option measure would be a grea~ benefit to the country.
Such a bill was the means to an end, and that end was
the extinction of the liquor traffic altogether. {Applause.) Many said that was a utopian idea, and
would never be carried; but in several places it had
been tried and found to suit admirably.
Councillor CA 1PBELL proposed the first resolution,
which called 011 the Government in response to the
well-founded expectations of the country to redeem its
promise and pass a permissive prohibitory liquor law.
In supporting the resolution, Councillor Uampbell refen-ecl to the sights which were to be seen 011 Perth
streets during the recent New Year or festive season.
Speaki::ig to gentlemen who we~·e interested in the subject, they said to him that during many years' experience in Perth they never saw so many young men and
lads under the influence of intoxicating liquor a they
saw on the Monday of the New Year in Perth. Two
or three years ago he had no doubt that many of these
lads were members of Bands of Hope and similar institutions. It was high time that people had the power
to control the temptations waylaying their young men.
They in P erth had something to do in the matter.
,vhen they had occasion to return a representative to
Parliament, they should keep the object of reforming
the liquor system well before them. And on this subject he would remark that when they put to their
Parliamentary representative a question as to whether
he was prepared to give the people the power to put a
stop to this traffic, they should not rest content with
an ans wer so vague and indistinct in its terms as to
suggest no precise signification. (Loud applause.)
Bailie SELKIRK, J.P., seconaed the resolution. Referring to the talk which they now heard regarding
compensation for vested interests in the liquor traffic,
he said that when he heard that talk he began to think
thPy were drawing near the beginning of the end, and
his attitude on that point was-Let those who claimed
compensation make their claim, and may th ey get all
they were entitled to. (Laughter and applause.)
The Rev. Mr. BARKER supported the resolution in a
long f-tpeech, in which lw Rpoke l l H tlie eYils arising ont

of the operation of the liquor traffic, especially upon
the working class, and strongly advocated the granting
of a direct popular veto upon the issue of licenses.
The resolution was then put to the meeting, and was
carried by acclamation.
Mr. D. ScRI111GEOUR moved the second resolution,
which was as follows:That this meeting shares in the almost universal dissatisfaction that prevails throughout Scotland with the
licensing system, and being convinced that no measure
of amendment will be satisfactory to the people that
does not embody the principle of the Local Option Resolution as interpreted by Sir Wilfrid Lawsou, earnestly
invite the co-operation of moral, educatioual, and social
reformers, and all true friends of their country, in
pressing upon the Government the urgency of giving
shape to the twice recorded resolution of the Legislature by passing such a law as will invest the ratepayers
of Scotland with a direct veto over the drink traffic in
their respective localities."
In proposing the resolution, Mr. Scrimgeour said that
the drink traffic was the greatest obstacle to the spread
bf the gospel, the greatest obstacle in the way of all
moral, social, and political reforms, and the greatest
hindrance to all branches of industry and to their
national and commercial prosperity. By the present
laws it was impossible to regulate or restrict he
traffic.
Ex-Bailie ToRRExs, J.P., Glasgow, seconded the
resolution in a humorous and racy speech, and spoke
emphatically upon the physical and mental deterioration produced by the consumption of alcohol in the
form of spirituous liquor.
Mr. MACKAY, Secretary of the Scottish Permissive
Bill Association, supported the resolution, after which
it was put to the meeting and carried unanimously.
Another resolution, asking the Chairman to forward
the resolutions adopted to the Prime Minister, Home
Secretary, &c., was, on the motion of the Rev. Mr.
SYMo~, Perth, seconded by Councillor 0HAL111ER ,
adopted. The Rev. Mr. Finlay moved the thanks of
the meeting to the speakers. The Rev. ,v. Barker
acknowledged the compliment, and moved the thauks
of the meeting to the Chairman. The meeting closed
by Rev. Mr. Uhalmers pronouncing the benediction.Dundee Adverti.ser (abridged).

1

Eighteen out of the thirty-eight ministers of the
gospel in Greenock are abstainers. That is Ycry near
the half of them.
A SOBER BuRGII.-There were no cases at Govanhill
Police Court yesterday morning (2nd ult.), and it was
i11timatecl that on Sun<lay no person was takea to the
office. Last year the same creditable record was made.
In the whole burgh, with a population of 10,000, there
are only two public houses, and these in the least
populous parts, a fact which no doubt largely helps
in preventing the usual drunk and disorderly cases at
this season. - 'l'he Daily Press.
CouNTYGOVERN1tlE~'J'BILL.-l'beforthcomingCounty
Government Bill will be found t o be a very thoroughgoing
measure. The County Boards are to be wholly elected
by the ratepayers, and they will be charged with almost
every function of local government except the administration of justice. That will be vested in Stipendiary
Magistrates, who will supersede the present Justices of
the Peace, and transact all criminal business not of sufficient importance to be reserved for the superior judges.
It may be taken for granted that a far-reaching reform
like this will not pass without determined opposition,
and I should not be surprised if it shared in the customary July massacre. At present, however, there is
a firm intention to press it to an issue, and it will take
precedence of every Government measure save the Bankruptcy Bill.
PEEBLES-LOCAL OPTION MEETIXG.-A conference of
social and temperance reformers in Peebles, Innerlcit.hen and district, was held on Monday, 23nl ult.,
in the Good Templar Hall. ~fr. J. B. Lyall presided,
anll there was a good attendance. After a lengthened
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conversation a motion in favour of the Local Option
Bill for Scotland was unanimously aCYreecl to. A
public meeting was held in the same pla~e in the evenmg, Mr. J. B. Lyall again presiding over a large atThe speakers to the various resolutions
tendance.
were 'l'reasurer Russell, Mr. D. Nimmo, Mr. James
Coutts, Edinburgh, Mr. Thomas Robertson, Mr.
Dunlop, Rev. E. J. Boon, Kirkcaldy, Mr. Allan Smith,
~nd Mr. J. H. "\Vaterston, Edinburgh. The proceedmgs were rendered more enjoyable by the singing of
hymns, anthems,. &c., by the parish church choir, under
the able leadership of Mr. W. Ewing.-Daily Review.
:l'he Itli,strated Carpenter anll Builder bas directed
its ~ttention ~o the practice of smoking by journeymen
durrng workmg hours. It gives three reasons why
tradesmen should not smoke during working hours.
1st, it reduces physical energy by the sense of ralaxat~on i~ im~art~; 2nd, it often makes the worker stop
till his pipe is ''out," and 3rd, it is dangerous. It
doe_s not beli~ve that any man can properly see what
~ie 1s a:bout with a cloud of hot smoke and gas rising
mto lus eyes. He notes a case of twelve journeymen
who smoked being timed, when it was found that a
quarter day was lost, and that employer was obliged
to stop the practice. In this extract a most pregnant
matter to all employers is involved. The loss and
clanger in und~r or above-ground works is so great
that we can easily foresee that a stern prohibition will
be launched against it, au<l a more detestable and
filthy practice never was suppressed.
PORT-GLASGOW - LOCAL OPTION MEETING. - On
Wednesday, 18th inst., a public meeting was held in
th_e •~own_ Hall under the auspices of the Scottish Pernnssive Bill and Temperance Association. The chair
was taken by R. Duncan, Esq. The meeting was ably
addressed by the Rev. W. Barker, M.A., Cowes; Rev.
Jol~n Camp?~ll, Dr. Kennedy, John Campbell, and A.
Bainl; Bailie Bell, ex-Bailie M'Bryde, Councillor
Hoss, and Joseph Russell, Esq. Port-Glasgow· J.
vVinning, Esq., Paisley, and Mr. 'R. Stevenson Glasgo\~. I esolutione in support of Local Opti~n and
calling upon the Government to bring in a measure
for cotland ~•- give full direct veto power to the
people ~o prohi~n~ the sale of alcoholic liquors in their
respective l~cahties. were passed with great unanimity
and enthusiasm._ Prior to the public meeting a conference wa~ held m the Lesser Hall, presided over by
Rev. A. Bai~d, wh_en the subject, how best to promote a
thor9ugh-gomg Bill, was folly di cussed, and it was
corchally agreed_ upon to form a temperance fifty to
carry out the obJect of the meeting, a,nd in every way
to promote t~mpe_rance legislation. A president, secretary, and mt~r1m committee was appointed, both
meetmgs were hig~ly successful, and the speeches were
thoroughly appreciated-a goodly sprinkling of ladies
were present.
LOCAL OPTION MEE'l'ING AT LINLITHGOW. -A confc!e~ce of the friends of local option in the burgh of
Lmhthgow and surrounding district was held on
Tuesday, 17th ult., in the British Workman Public~ouse, Lin_litbgow-qouncillor M 'Alpine in the chair.
Ihe following resolution was unanimously acrreed to: '' That this conference requests the directors of the
, 'cottish Perrniss\ve Bill Association to approach the
Government, callrng upon them to introduce a measure
for Scotlan_d conferring upon the people the power to
veto the hquor traffic within the various districts of
the country." A public meeting was held further on
in the evening in the Vennel Hall. 'rhere was a good
attendance, and Councillor M 'Alpine again presided.
After an address by fr. J. B. ,vaterston of Edinburgh, and others, the following motion was unanimou~ly agreed to, and ordered to be forwarded to the
members for the burgh and county, and others:" That, c9ns~dering tl!e advanced position occupied by
S~otland m liquor legislation, and its preparedness for
s~1ll further advance-as shown by the Scotch vote on
Sir W. Lawson's resolution-this meeting calls upon
the Government to introduce a measure for Scotland
in next session of Parliament which shall enable the
ratepayers to veto the traffic in intoxicatinO'
liquors in
0
their various localities."

TORY AND LIBERAL CLERCYM:EX A Am,TAINERS.At the public meeting of the Scottish Permissive Bill
and 'femperance Association in the Town Hall, PortGlasgow, on the 18th curt., Rev. John Campbell, of
Newark Established Church, in moving a resolution,
said-" Mr. Winning has just told you that he i.s a
fanatic. 1 say that I am a bigot, and I am a tremendous bigot, a Tory of the Tories, as touching the Kirk
and Establishment, and a bigot in the sense of being
from my infancy a total abstainer. I rejoice at being
most tremendously bigoted on all these subjects. This
is too big a question to permit for one moment to fall
off into the narrower grooves of our party political
movements. (Applause.} If it is going to pin itself to
the coat tails of either party-well, well, bigot though
I be, I do not know but I might say good bye to it."
At a later stage of the procee<lings Rev. A. Baird, of
Newark Free ()hurch, said-" You have heard the Rev.
Mr. Campbell state that he is a bigot and a Conservative-(laughter}-bnt that still he is a total abstainer.
I appear before you, ladies and gentlemen, as a Liberal
-(great laughter}-a Radical, if you will. (Applause.)
I am anxious for progress in this great question of temperance, and I feel that it augurs well for the prosperity
of it that men occupying such different standpoints can
meet together on one common platform to help on the
movement. (Applause. )-Daily Mail.
GRrrn~ocK-NEw YEAR SoIREE.-The annual ew
Year Soiree of the Total Abstinence Society was held
on :Monday 2nd ult. in the Temperance Institute. The
president, Mr. J. Lang, occupied the chair. On the
platform were a number of local friends. After tea the
chairman delivered a most seasonable address. Rev.
Alex. '\Vilson, who represented the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association, expressed the pleasure he had in being present at a social meeting in
connection with this the oldest temperance society in
the town. He had been at such a meeting in Paisley
the othet· day, and he had to tell his present audience
that they looked wonderfully like the Paisley bodies at
such a meeting, there were so many who had grown
grey in the service-veterans in the temperance ranks;
anJ. he felt hia hen.rt warm as he lookerl into thcfr fa('es,
for he remembered the battle they had had to fight in
former years. It was much easier to be a total abstainer now than it was forty or fifty years ago. The
temperance movement included within the charm of its
circle a large number of societies, a.nd he would say
with regard to them that they were all needed. lt was
the duty of each individual to remember that they
were fighting against an evil which had rooted itself in
their We in all its various aspect<1, and the work would
need most earnest and persevering energy. He was
glad to know that the churchc in Greenock were much
in advance of those of many other districts in reference
to this question, and he was glad to know of the largo
number of Greenock's clergymen who had adhibited
their names to that Local Option petition that was
to be presented to Lord Rosebery. (Applause.) But
he did believe that churches as a whole throughout the
country were standing on the wrong side. The Christian churches ought to see to it that in no way they
had any complicity with this traffic that was working
so much ruin. (Applause.) Their Christian hurches
were at present stamping the traffic with an air of
respectability-by admitting those who were directly
engaged in the traffic into fellowship with their churches,
and in connection with the use of fermented wine at
the ialJ]e o[ the Lord. These were knotty points, and
he would not enter into them at length; but he woald
say that he hoped the time would soon come when
no man engaged in the liquor traffic would find admission into Christian Churches. Mr. ,vilson concluded
by strongl.y urging personal effort in connection with
the temperance cause. (Applause.) Addres es were
afterwards delivered by the Rev. J. J. Cooper, the
newly elected mi sionary and agent of the society,
Rev. John Baird, Capt. Brotchie, and fr. J. M'Allister.
The usual votes of thanks closed a most enjoy_able
meeting.- Greenock Telegraph (abridged).
DEl\IO~STRATIO
AT PORTOBELLO I
FAVOUR OF
LOCAL OPTION,-A public demonstration in favour of
T
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local option, under the auspices of the United Kingd::,m Alliance and Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, was held in the Town Hall,
Portobello-Mr. John Telfer, president of the Portobello Total Abstinence Society, in the chair. Amongst
those on the platform were-Councillor Reid, ex-J3ailie
E:emp, Rev. A. Barron, Rev. -wm. Barker of ·west
Cowes; Mr. R. C. Gray, Mr. James Coutts, Mr. J. H.
'\Vaterston, and others. There was a large ~tttendance.
The Rev. Mr. Gregor proposed the first resolution
which affirmed that no legislation would be satisfactory
to Scotland which did not embody a direct veto over
the liquor traffic. Mr. John Pool seconded the resolution, ,vhich was supported by Rev. William Barker,
who said-" If it was true that the womanhood of
England was becoming addicted to intemperance, he
asked those present, as persons of imagination, what
must be the ultimate outcome of the calamity if it was
not checked ? " Referring to the principle of local
option, he said it was impossible to have an Imperial
enactment to close public-houses. \Vere there au Imperial enactment passed to-morrow, in his opinion,
there would be such a violent reaction that, instead of
good being done, the temperance movement would be
retarded fifty years. In a free country, as it had been
said by a great statesman, "force is no remedy." Far
be it from them to force their opinion upon an unwilling community; far be it from them to force by statute
any politii;al or social sentiment formed by another
man. That was not their policy. Their policy was
this--was it right, was it within the Constitution, was
it according to the principles of their Legislature to
entrust the people with the control or management of
matters affecting themselves in their own localities?
Was that according to the system up on which they
governed. It was, undoubtedly. (Applause.) The
resolution was passed with acclamation. Mr. James
Coutts, S.S.C, proposed the next resolution, which
declared that Scotland, because of her arlvanced position on the liquor traffic, deserved to have permissfrc
prohibitory legislation for herself.
Ex-Bailie Kemp
having secondecl the resolution, it was supported by
Uapta.in Brotchie in his usual graphic manner and agreed
to. A third resolution askiug the chairman to forward
these r esolution to the Prime 1inister, &c., was also
enthusiastically carried. The public meeting was prcceclecl by a conference a.t which a resolution calling on
the coLtish rermissive Bill and Temperance Association to approach the Parliamentary representatives of
Scotland, and also memorialize the Government, was
most heartily arlopted. A ktter was read during the
evening from Mr. A. Grant, i. P., in which he said
that had he been near the burgh he would have felt
pleasure in being in the cnair.
GRANGEMOUTII TE IPERANCE DErrIO~STR TIO~.-On
Monday evening, 16th ult., a temperance demonstration 1mder the auspices of the Scottish Permissive Bill
Association took place in the Institute Hall here.
Hugh Macpherson, Esq., Chief-Magistrate, -was iu the
chair, and in the course of a very excellent address
c1uoted an extract from a paragraph which appeaTed in
this journal some time ago, describing the drunkenness
which characterised the town on N w Year's day. He
asked what were to be the fruits if this continued?
Poverty and then the poorhouse ! Crime and then the
prison ! Disease and then death ! The following resolution, proposed by the RLv. G. \Y. Cumming, and
seconded by Mr. Thomas Lindsay, was then unanimously agreed to:-'' That considering the vice, misery,
crime, waste of food, increased taxation, and stagnation of
tra.tle caused by the traffic in intoxicating liquors, this
meeting declares that no legislation will be satisfactory
that does not confer the power of a popular veto 011 the
liquor traffic." ~Ir. ,John Steel, Eclinlmrgh, supported
the resolution in a very thoughtful anJ argumentative
speech. Commissioner James Leishman proposed, and
Mr. John Lyon seconded the next resolution as follows:-" That considering the advanced position occupieJ by Scotland on liquor legislation, and its preparedness for still further advance-as shown by the i:icotch
vote on Sir \Yilfrit1 Lawson's resolution-this meeting
calls upon Government to iutrot1ncc a measure for

Scotland in next session of Parliament which shall
enable ratepayers to suppress the traffic in intoxicating
liquors in their localities." The Rev. Samuel Harding,
Paisley, snpported this resolution, which was also unanimously adopted. The third resolution, as follows, was
then proposed by Mr. M. Gavin, teacher, and seconded
by :Mr. J . H. Waterston, Edinburgh-" That copies of
the foregoing resolutions be signed by the chairman
and forwarded to the Prime Minister, the Home Secretary, the Lord-Advocate, Lord Rosebery, and members of Parliament for the County of ,"'tirling and
the Falkirk Burghs." This resolution was also agreed
to. This terminated the business, and a vote of thanks
to the speakers was proposed by the Rev. J. Anderson, Falkirk, and to the chairman by the Rev. Mr.
Harding. The choir in connection with the Young
Men's Christian Association sang some hymns, &c.,
during the evening-Miss Yates acting as accompanist on the harmonium . Prior to the demonstration a conference was held of social and temperance
reformers in Falkirk and Grangemouth, in the Commercial Room of the Institute-Hugh Macpherson,
Esq. , in the chair. There was a good attendance.
After an excellent tea had been partaken of, considerable discussion took place as to the best mode of
furthering the interest of the temperance cause. The
following resolution was latterly adopted:-" That this
conference request the Executive of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association to approach
the Govemment and the Scotch members with a memorial calling upon them to introduce a measure for Scotland conferring upon the people the power to prohibit
the liquor traffic within the various districts of the
country; and that the Executive use every effort to
influence Scotch members of Parliament to support
such a measure. "-Falkirk Tltralcl (abridged).
DuMFRIES.-LocAL

OPTION

DEl\fO~STRATION.-An

influential deputation from the United Kingdom Alliance and Scottish Permissive Bill Association visited
Dumfries on Tuesday, ] 7th ult., under the auspices of
the Dumfries and Maxwellto\vn Temperance Union.
The deputation was composed of the following gentlemen: Rev. ,v. Barker, (Jueen's chaplain, West Uowes,
Isle of \Yight ; Rev. John M 'Queen, Free St. Andrew's
Church, Kilmarnock (formerly of amphray) ; Mr. J .
Winning, Paisley; and Mr. R. ~fackay, Glasgow. A
conference was held in the afternoon, in the Greyfriar's
Hall, Irish treet, under the presidency of Dr. M'Culloch, president of the Union. Among those who took
part iJ.1 the proceedings, besides members of the deputation, were tl1e l{ev. G. ,v. Tooley, the Rev. F. Binns,
Mr. W. Haining, and fr. P. B . M'Kill, Dumfries.
Mr. R. M aelrny deprecated the proposal to embody in
the forthcoming County Government Bill, as part and
parcel of the measure, a provision for the establishment
of a series of local boards for licensing purposes, which
was likely to meet with as much opposition as Mr.
George Anderson's bill for placing the power in the
hands of the Sheriff; and expressed his conviction that
Mr. Gladstone was not the man, seeing how magna11imously he had acted with regard to the railway carriage
proposal, to turn a deaf ear to the demands of the
people for the power of putting a direct veto on the
liquor traffic. Subsequent speakers endorsed these
sentiments. Mr. Tooley characterised Local Option as
the question within the range of practical politics, of
greater importance than the disestablishment of the
Uhurch, the extension of the county franchise, or any
of these reforms, and declared that the temperance
party were the backbone of the nation-the majority,
if not in numbers, at least in quality. The Chairman
aclvanced his favourite theme of exclusive voting, by
which the repeJ.l of the Corn Laws and other great
reforms had been secured; and gratification was expressed that a bill came into force that day which would
give them the assistance of females in the municipal
arena. A vote of thanks to the chairman concluded
the proceedings. In the evening a large and entlmsiastic public meeting took place in the same hall. Dr.
M'Cnlloch again occupied the chair; and he was
accompm1iecl on the platform Ly the members of the
deputation, Ex-Provost Shortridge, and ~I r. J. B. A.
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M'Kinnel, ironfouncler. The chairman, in opening the
proceedings, referred to the great reforms which had
been accomplished during the last fifty years, and
pointed out that intemperance had hindered these
from conferring the immense benefits they would otherwi:;e have done. He urged them to listen attentively
to what they would hear that night regarding that
great reform, the principle of which had twice been
endorsed by the Rouse of Commons, giving the power
of licensing to the people instead of the magistro.tes and
Justices of the Peace. (Cheers.) These gentlemen
sho·;ved neither justice nor peace in this matter-(laugh•
ter and cheers)-and if we wanted an instance of that
we had only to look to the fact that a public-house was
never established at their own doors or where it was
apt to injure their property. (Cheers.) Ex-Provost
Shortridge moved a resolution urging the Government
to introduce a measure giYing a prohibitory power over
the liquor traffic to ratepayers.
The motion was
seconded hy the Rev. "\V. Barker in an able speech
which was loudly appla.Ulled.
The resolution was
agreed to with cheers. The next resolution, asking a
special optional liquor veto for Scotland, by Mr. J. A.
B. M'Kinnel, seconded by Mr. James "\Vinning in a
telling speech, which was heartily applauded, and supported by Bev. John M'Queen, Kilmarnock, who e
speech received deserved applause, aJ1Ll was agreed to
amid cheers. 'l'he third resolution moved by the Rev.
Mr. Cooper, and secomled by R. Mackay, instructing
the chainr,an to forward the resolutions adopted to the
pitrtiesJ named, was also heartily agreed to, and, the
Rev. "\V. Barker having moved the cordial thanks of
the meeting to the respected chairman, which were
awarded ::l,Jnid,.cheers, one of the most successful meetings held in Dnmfril:S for years came to a close.
PAISLEY TEMPERANCE JuBILEE.-Paisley claims to
have instituted the first society founded on total abstinence, and on the 14th January, 18:32, this society
was commenced. Four of the eight members who sat
at its cradlfi are still alive, and three of them are still
in Pnislcy. The jn bilPe was celebrated by a Band nf
Hope demonstration, a conversazione, a religious serYice, a confereneti n.ml a public meeting. Un the 13th
u lt. the Rand of Hope meeting took place. There was
a large attendance. :Mr. ,fames .M 'Lean, president of
the adult society, presitled. He said, since the society
v,:as startetl fifty C'ars ago it had borne fruit to the
glory of God antl the good of man. (Applause.)
Ir.
F'ielding Thorpe, of York, then spoke. He had liYecl
fifty yea.rs a.ml ha.<1 never tasted li1p10rs, and he hoped
t1ie same would be said of those before him. (Appbnse.) A1ldresses were then given by :.Iessrs. J . T.
i\Iclvin, , '. Ulark, R. Hobertson, Rev. R. Harding, antl
l\Ir. J. ,'cott, and the benecliction, pronounced by the
ltev. '\Y. C. :Miller, terminated a highly successful meeting. Dr. Fairlie and 1Ir. A. li'airlie, with a choir of 500
voices, contribnted greatly to the enjoyment of tho
proceedings. On Saturday afternoon 14th a conversazione was held in the Good Templars' hall. The chair
was taken at four o'clock by Treasurer Clark, and was
snpported by a large gathering of local gentlemen and
visitors. A most sumptuous tea was provided, tiftet·
which the chairman gave a very appropriate ad<lr ss.
Fifty years ago there were only some half a dozen
members in th e society, there were now he belieYed
1;omc :::ooo abstainers in Paisley. He the'1 entered
upon an exhan tive history of the rise and progress of
the Bible wi11e question. Mr. A. Fairlie preseutccl an
address, beautifully" ritten, to Dr. Richmond and Mr.
David lllelvin, of Oxford, congratulatory of their being
abstainers fur fifty years, and of their being the founders
of the Paisley Total .Abstinence Society. The address
,, as signed by Mr. James M 'Lean, president, and Mr.
R. 11.isk, secretary. Mr. J ames M'.r air having spoken
to the ,vork inaugurated by the gentlemen honoured,
Dr. Richmond and Dr. ).lehin having suitably replied,
ProYost Campbell, Greenock, J . \Vilson, Esq., J.P.,
llillhcad, James Johnstone, Esq., Langbank, and
other gentlemen addressed the meeting, which was
euliv ned at intervals with the performance of an
excellent cho:r. Ou , abbath 15th, the H.ev. Alex.
. Wallace, D.D., defo·crcd a sermon from Exodus xi,·. lG,

to a crowded meeting in the Good Templar hall.
The
conference was held in the Good Templars Hall on
Monday, 16th ult., at noon. Amongst those present
were Rev. Dr. Hutton, Rev. W. N. hallice, Bev.
Alexander Wilson, Rev. William 0. Miller; Dr. Richmond; Mr. David Melvin, Oxford; Mr. T . J. Mekin,
Mr. H. Harper, Mr. William Hill, Mr. James Coo1i,
Mr. James Fergus, Mr. Thomas Goodlet, Mr. John
Spence, lifr. Thomas Muir, Mr. Robert Hisk, .Mr.
James M'Lean, -Mr. James Parlane (printer), and Mr.
J.M. Cunningham and Mr. R. Mackay, Glasgow. Mr.
Jno. Spence presided, and called upon the Ilev. Dr.
Richmond to read a paper on "'l'he Dawn of the Tern•
perance Reformation in Scotland." Mr. J . M. Cunningham read a paper on '' The History of the
Temperance Movement previous to the formation of
the first Total Abstinence , ociety." A paper entitled
·' The opinion of a doctor of medicine on strong drink
at the beginning of the century," by Dr. W. Whitelaw,
Kirkintilloch, was read by the Rev. "\V. C. Miller. A
paper, entitled "Prohibition Principles," by Bailie
Selkirk, was, in his unavoidable absence, read by .1 Ir.
B. Mackay, Secretary to the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association. At the close, those ·who
prepared the papers, those who read them, and those
who presided over the interesting and lengthy proceedings, were heartily thanked, ancl the conference closed.
The public meeting took place in the large hall the
sam.e evening. There was a large attendance. Provost
MacKean presided, and was accompanied to the platform by the 11.evs. Dr. Hutton, Alexander "\Vilson, \V.
N. Challice, Richard Steel, J. A. Johnstone of Sprincrburn; Mr. Stewart Clark of Kiln2ide; Treasurer Clark;
Sir "William Collins and Ex-Bailie Torrens, Glasgow;
Mr. Fielden Thorpe, York; Mr. Dayid Melvin, Oxford;
Dr. Richmond ; Messrs. 'l'. J. Melvin, Archibald Fair.
lie, Robert Risk, James 1\-i'Lean, Hugh Harper, Thos.
Goodlet, William Robertson, H. Chrichton, James
Pinkerton, Robert Semple, James "\Valker, . Wm. Hill,
and J. 1'. ~mith. The proceedings were commenced
by the singing of a Psalm, after which, prayer was engn,ged in by the Rev. Dr. Hutton. After an interesting
addres:; frvm the chairma.ll, "ir ..,Yilliaru Cullins was
introduced to the miclience. Sir "\Yilliam referred to
the enormous drink tnxation whicli, in _9lasgow, was
equal to 10d. per£; affirmed that tbe only remedy for
intemperance was total abstinence; appealed to the
statistics of Assurance , 'ocieties as proving the deadly
nature of strong drink, and declared the gettino- of a
local option Lill for Scotland a matter of mgency~ 1Ir.
Fielden Thorpe, of York, urged Christian Churches to
aid the total ahstinence moyement. The Re,r. 1fr.
Johnstone entertained the meeting with an ad lrc~s 011
"Anecdotes, ' and was loudly applauded. Ex-Bailie
Torrens gave a characteristic address. "Before sittiu,r
down he would repeat," he said, "that it was h~
strongest conviction that, till the people houlcl have
the power to say that the whisky shops should not be
amongst them, the workers in the abstinence cause will
require to go on as they are doing." (Applause.) Mr.
Semple sang three_pieces of his own composing, which
were warmly received. On thr,i- motion of Rev. Alex.
\Vilson, the &peakcrs were thanked for their services .
On the motion of IleY. 11r. t ee], Mr. Semple was
awarded a hearty YOk of th:inks, and on the motion of
1Ir. vValker, the meeting paid a siruilar ~ompliment to
the chairman. The meeting was dismissed with the
benediction.

PUBLIC PRESS.
ALCOIIOL DEADE~S SE,'SIBJLl'.rY OF FEELI~G.-0 11
account ?f its stupifying nerve-deadening properties,
alcohol 1s always classed among narcotic or slecpmakers. On account of its benumbing effect on the
nerves of sensation, it is also called an anresthetic which
means a remover of feeling. In thiu respect it' resembles chlorc.iform or ether, which are derived from
alcohol by chemical processes. It has long been known
~hat i_n a state of i1~toxication (that is to say, a state
m ,vlnch the system 1s under the mfluence of a sufficient
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quantity of alcohol, more or less according to many
circumstances), the sensibility is lessened. This is
referred to by Solomon, ""\Vho hath wounds without
cause? . . . they that tarry_long at the wine . . .
they hase beaten me but I felt; it not." Before the discovery of chlQroform it was not uncommon to make persons" dead" dl'unk if they ha;d to undergo any painful
surgical operation. The delicacy of the sense of touch
is interfered with by a very small quantity of alcohol,
and is gradually destroyed as the quantity is increased."

-Band of Hope Ch?-onicle.
T1rn FORCE OF ExAMPLE.-A minister in America
preached a sermon one Sunday evening in favour of
slavery and wine drinking. He defended slavery, and
said it was scriptural ; he defended wine drinking, and
said that Christ made wine. There happened to be in
that congregation an infidel, who did not drink intoxicating liquors. When, therefore, he heard that slavery
and the drinking usages of society were defended from
the Tiible, he went away under a stronger conviction than
ever that religion was a farce. A few daye after, this
minister, visiting from house to house, went into the
house of this infidel. The minister asked if there was
a Bible in the honse. "No, sir," said the infidel,
"and I never intend to have one ! " "vVhat ! not
have a Bible?" "No, sir. It is from that book I
heard you defend slavery and drinking. If that be
your Bible, it shall never come into my house." " It
was a wor 1 spoken in season, and made a deep impression on this minister, for he determined to be an abolitionist and an abstainer. If the ministers of this
country who have opposed the temperance reformation,
knew the amount of mischief they are doing to the
bodies and souls of the people by giving countenance
to one of the most cruel, wicked and immoral systems
on the face of the globe, they would no longer countenance the drinking usages of society. -Canada Casket.
"I thought befo1·e you died I'd just tell you how
much I have always loved and honoured you." This
sentence from a letter to one of our workers has in it
matter for retlection. It hints at one of the most
unaccountable errors in our conduct of life's relationships. We speak our words of praise too late. We
blow the trumpet of our approbation at the earnest
worker's ears-but not until Death's finger has closed
it for ever. vVe utter at the grave side the tender
words that might have kept sensitive souls with us in
a new lease of life. \Ve build monuments with money
that if bestowed upon the living toiler would have
re-enforced the wasted energies and re-awakened the
declining courage. Dear friends, these things ought not
so to be. I can speak freely to you who have been far
more generous with me than 1 deserve. Let us as temperance women be more thoughtful-all of us hereafter
-lest we sing with sad regret some day above the
wearied and unconscious forms of beloved workers
fallen.
· '' 'trange we never heed the music
Till the sweet voiced bird has flown."

-Frances E. lVilliarcl in "Ou1· Union."
'l'nE Cnv OF THE CAPTIVE.-A letter from a lady to
Miss F. E. ·williard.-Yon asked me to write about
my husband. His father kept a large country store
which contained everything from "a pin to a plough
point," including of course a barrel of whisky. There
is where my husband learned to drink. Now he is 43
years old, and the appetite has become so strong that
it comes over him like a mighty rushing flood, and
there is no staying of it. He says he would give anything to be able to overcome it; yet I know that he
does not realize that it turns a kind husband and father
into a demon who causes his family to flee to the neighbours for the preservation of their lives. He is not
near so kind though as he was years ago. I think it
must be the intense craving for drink that causes his terrible temper even when not drinking. Three years ago I
believe I received the inestimable blessing of purity of
heart at one of dear Sister Palmer's meetings; but
when I journeyed home and was met by the terrible
liquor curse I seemed to let go of the Saviour's hand.
My heart turned to lead ; the heavens seemed made

of brass; I could not pray or look up, for the agony of
despair held me down. Now in the night season wheu
he threatens my life, all I can do is to silently, tremblingly pray, Lord protect me. "\Vliile praying for my
husband's conversion, will you not ask that I may be
made wholly the Lord's? Do pray also that my four
children may become Christains before they feel an
inherited appetite for liquor. Dear sister in Christ,
will you form a request from this note to present to
the other dear sisters to remember at our loving
father's throne ?--R.
WRICH IS HEALTHIER, THE DRINKER OR ABSTAINER?
Let us briefly see how it affects the health of our
people. For the following tables I am indebted to
our esteemed townsman, Mr. T. Cunliffe, which clearly
show the relative amount of sickness and death in
societies which are conducted upon total abstinence
principles (Rechabites), and in societies which are not
conducted upon total abstinence principles(Oddfcllows).
In Blackburn, Bolton, and Manchester there are 3,400
Rechabites ; their deaths in 1876 were 46, or a rate of
13·5 per 1000. In the Bolton district of Rechabites in
the same year the death rate was only 11 ·2 per 1000.
In Blackburn there are 3,500 Oddfellows, and in 1876
they had 76 deaths, or a death rate of 21 ·42 per 1000.
In the Rechabites they had 554 members sick, or 16 ·2
per cent. ; while the Oddfellows had 720 sick, or 20 ·53
per cent. The total number of weeks' sick pay in the
Rechabites was 2,999, or an average for each member
sick of 5 weeks, 2 days, and 21 hours. The Ocldfellows
had a total of 6,355 weeks' sickness, or an average for
each member sick of 8 weeks, 5 days, and 8 hours. For
every 100 Rechabites there were 16 sick. For every
l 00 Oddfellows there were 20 sick. In Bolton district
of Recbabites for 10 years the death-rate was 13 per
1000, while in Blackburn district of Ocldfellows for 10
years their death-rate was 19 per 1000. During the
year 1874, when typhoid fever prevailed in Over Darwen, the Rechabites, out of 164 members, had 3 deaths,
while the Darwen Oddfellows had 91 deaths out of 620
members, or Rechabite death-rate 18 per 1000, Oddfellows 31 per 1000. But the publicans in Over Darwen
during the same fever year died at the rate of l 50 per
1000. That is, for 1 Rechabite 8 publicans died. Again,
during the fever year, the Rechabites, who pay a less
contribution per member, in the Darwen tent alone
received £111 19s. l½d., aml they paid for sickness and
funerals £79 48., thus leaving a surplus of £32 15s. l½d.;
the Oddfellows in Darwen in the same year, although
they paid a larger weekly contribution, lost over £90.
In 1873 the average sick pay in Darwen to Rechabites
was 4s. 9}d., and the Oddfellows 10s. lOcl. But we
must not lose sight of the fact that in the Oddfellows
there are a uumber of total ~ bstainers, or these tables
would have shown a wider difference still, as we shall
see if we examine the statement of the Rev. Stanton
Eardley, B. A . , vicar of Streatham. He sums up the
result of a seven year's balancing of the Forester's
Lodge of Streatham, thus-In seven years the abstaining members of the lodge, supposing them to have no
better health than their non-abstaining brothers, would
have received £180 lls. as sick pay. What they did
receive as sick money was £56 lls., so saving the funds
to the amount of £124. In conclusion, we find that
alcohol is not a food; it gives neither force, nomishment, nor warmth ; we can work better without it;
total abstainers live longer and enjoy better health than
those who take it in so-ca.llcd moderation; and what to
some of us is not the least commendable, it is a means
of saving our money, as well as improving our health
and lengthening our days. And now, if what I have
said has strengthened any weak or wavering mind upon
this point-if I have convinced any who before had
doubts, then I shall feel that my labour has not been
iu vain.-Portion of Paper read at British Women's

Ternpe1·ance Association .Annual
by Dr. Thornley.

onference at Bolton,

'ome say whisky hardens the brain, others sa.y it
softens it. Meanwhile people without brain keep on
drinking it as it don't make an atom of difference
to them.
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THE RELATION OF THE CHURCH TO THE I and yet a Church partially allictl to the drink
TEMPERANCE QUESTION.
traftic?
No doubt it woqltl be a solution of the qnestion if
A oRRA'l' Roman orator was ouce heard to exclaim, I every church member ,rnuld become a total ab" Whatever concems mankind concerns me," mean- stainer, and permit no drink trader into her membering thereby, that everything that was to aid in the I ship. This woulcl be a happy consummation. The
betterment of tlie human rac.:e would find in him an world conld 1;1ot then say that th;re was any relation
active and steacly friend; or on the other hand, every- between Chr1st and Bacdrn::i. 1.tany have hope that
thing that hindered the march of progress, 01· the , the Churd1 will yet put on her beautiful garments
purification of society, wonl<l fin (l in him an uncom- and throw off this stigma which all mnst ay has
promising and determiue<l foe. Such I think should hindered her work ancl operated against her ncces~.
be the position of the Church to every benevolent and A vast number of c,tses of <liscipline arise from the
truly patriotic movement, and its hostility should habit of drinking alcoholic drinks, by member 8 conbe expressed in earnest words and worthy deecls nected with our churches. Well educated ministers
acrainst every form of evil that would impede her often fall through the same cause, so that the
.;'ork or neutralize her mission. The Church has been Church's purity and usefulness suffer much throuo-h
0
entrn. ted by hc:r grea.t Living Head, to proclaim the the driuking habits of her members.
message of peac~ a_ncl mercy to a fallen ,vo~l~. She I . ~~ok at tbe urinl~ tr,~ftic iu the aggregate, and 8 ay
ha..s been comm1 :31onetl to preach good t1drngs of 1f 1t is a help or a hrnclrance to the Churd1. Is it
rrreat joy to all people a.nd to bring buck the human I an ally of the Church 01· a. foe of the Church / If
~ac0 to the love of God and to the enjoyment of true we are to think of the Church a.s a liviucr actinr,·
happiness. The gospel in its design is co-extensive I organisation for the welfare of humanit , ~~n,l tb~
with all human rehtions; it has been adapted for I glory of G~u, we mu::.L think of the liquol' trafHc ns
men in all times and in all l:Onutries. Hs aim is Lo au in::1tituti01l ut' n. ::;ysten1 tl.w.t tlesLi·o s rnultitnd H
de troy the enmity which exi~ts in the human ~eart I of our fellow , .. vVe must look at the fruits of the
towards God, and to set. men m n. career of oliechenee one and the frmts of the other, and by their fruits
to his will l>y purifying their affections an<l making ·we must know them and judge them. The Chnrch
them mora.lly like hiruself. The Church may be should have a. care over the young, aud if we are to
de i<Ynated the honoured trustee of heaven, n.nd believe those i'abbath school teachers who Jrn,·e inev rything that would seek to smile upon the ob- 1 vestigated the matte!', we find that drink is the
ject of her trust should receive her commendation, great foe of abbath school work.
Mr. T. B.
and whatever would seek to sully it should be met
'mithies, a .7.ealou" 'ablia.th school teacher, tells u
by her frown. The Church of Christ has bad a re- that he found mo t of those pri oners whom he
btion to all social and political movements iu every viilited in the jails who had attended Sabbath chooJ:-3
age. She has inspired many of those moYements, hacl fallen through drink, and he was o overcome
and led them through difficulties and trials to the by what he sa.w a.nd heard that he knelt down on
land of triumph. The Church cannot be an idle the cold flags of York jail and made a solemn mental
spectator_ in the ~reat theatre of. ~nma~ action. prornis~ tha~ he ~ould urge entire abstinence from
She is either sendrng her own spmtual impulses alcoholic drinks upon all Sabbath scholars in the
through the grand movements of th~ time, o: by her future_.
Many of those prisoners told him, with
inconsistencies and indolence she 1s cloggrng the tear-dimmed eyes, that they bad attended Sabbath
wheels of progress. There is no such thing as a
cbools, but that the public-house had been theii ·
neutral Church. Of course when we speak of the ruio. Ou one occasion he was in [I, ward with 17
Chmch and its relaLion to the ternpera11ce question, young convicts, 15 of whom had been in Sunday
we mean the Church as it is p~pularly_u~derstood by scho?ls ?onnected w_it.h almost every religion. dethe denominations of professmg Christians around nommatiou. On gorng carefully through the cases
ns. Well, is the Church hostile to the temperauce of the 15 who had been Sunday scholars, he found
movement? No one, I think, woul<l say that sLe that 10 of them had committed the crimes (for
is. Is the Church, then, the biLter antagonist of which they were about to be transported) while
the drink traffic? Now let us give an honest answer under the influence of drink, while the other hn<l
- she is not. What, then, is her position? It is a been led into crime either through their own iutemposition of half-heartedness. The Church ackuo_w- ~er1;1,nc_e or the drink~ng ~a?its of th_eir parents. \fr.
ledo-es ·the evil · the Church mourns ove1· the evil ; 8nnth1es also maJ.e rnqumes at pnson chaplains in
the°Church say~ she would like to see the evil wholly England, Scotland, au<l ·wales, aud he gaYe it a the
removed and universal sobriety reigning instead of I result of hi8 investigations, that 50 per cent. of our
drunkenness, but then many men in the Church like crimiuals have passed throngh our Sabbath schools
the driuk, many trade in the drink ; and, t~en, the I for at least thr?e years. '!'her~ ?annot be a doubt
Church derives some of its revenue from this same but that the drmk system 1s str1krng a vital blow at
so urce. Now, the problem is, Ho_w can we have a th~ Church, _and thu s _n eutralising Sabbath school
pure Chureh-n Chnl'ch at wai· with drunkenness, 1 eflort. It will be well if we a.wake to the realisation
I
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of this in time. Fifty-nine out of sixty-two criminals the songs of the arm~. Of the nearly 4000 present
in Glasgow jail admitted to Mr. W . Logan that there might have been fully a third members of the
tJrink and public-house company had not only led corps, the others might have been equally divided inLo
them from the Sabbath school, but had led them to sympathisers and scoffers. '\Vith few exceptions all
break the laws of their country. It would be inter- were of the working and lower classes, and a great
esting to those who doubt these facts to make many were womeu. The order was remarkable, the
absorbing interest in the proceedings intense ; and
similar experiments. It would be easy to multiply altogether nothing but praise could be awarded to the
testimonies from ministers at home and missionaries audience who, even when sneered at, exercised a rare
abroad regarding the evil wrought in connection forbearance. '' We are here," all seemed to say, " to
with the Christian Church. Some of the most t estify, not to snn.rl." Major Edmond, the chief of the
honoured names might be cited to prove these asser- army in 'cotland, has a highly nervous temperament,
tions. The late Rev. W. Arnot said he had had a great self-possession, unfailing humour, the power of
struggle with the public-house for 22 years, and he inspiring confidence and obedience, a memory most
gave up in despafr. He found that his preaching retentiYe, and a knowledge full and ready. Near him
did not produce the results be anticipated in conse- was Captain Newton, passionately earnest. The women
beside him were comely, neatly dressed English girls :
quence of. the drink traffic.
There does not seem to be any room for rational modest, with none of that boldness we have seen too
doubt that the Church would feel a new inspira- apparent in some of our vrnrnen preachers. Thos11 of
them ·who spoke had rich full Yoices, although sometion and acquire a mighty power for good in the what stra,ined by the earnest appeals they have to put
world if the iotemperance of this country were re- forth daily to the unsaved. The other captains ~ere
The conversion of the world to Christ like the rest youthful, one extremely so. They were
moved.
depends very much upon a pure Church in our own by no means cultured; indeecl, we did uot expect that,
land. Her spiritual life would be increased, her but it would commend them to those that persistently
:finances would be augmented, her sympathies would ally illiterateness with vulgarity. The object of the
be broadened, a.nd her influence would go forth to meeting was to parade r efonn~d drunkards, and mnke
the ends of the eartli. This is clearly seen from the them testify to their former and present condition ; in
testimonies of eminent men in our foreign mission- short, to show a sample of the efforts of the army.
ary fields. Archdeacon Jeffreys, of Bombay, said These trophies mustered strongly, the largest portion
that "God would not bless tlie cause of missions on on the pla.tforro, the next larges t in the galleries : in
that side of India till the missionaries took up the the area there ,verc not many. The proceedings Legan
by singing a hymn to a catching melody, which was
question of abstinence."
most lustily givcm. The army's banners waved, the
The Rev. Thomas Brotherton, missionary of the army w::wed kerchiefs, the silver trurn pet aided the
Gospel Propagation Society, says :-"We wish it to joyous strain, and the people repeated the words again
be known at home that the Hindoos, on becoming and again. Scarcely a book was used, every one taking
Christians, are, if possible, more liable to become their cue from the major, who, mounted on the seat of
drunkards than while they were surrounded by the his chair, led the singing. Prayer followed, led by the
barrier of superstition and caste."
Intelligent Rev. :Mr. Broadley, whose prayer ,vas brief, pertinc11t,
heathens are not slow to detect the hypocrisy that and incisive. Captain Newton followed, with an uroften mingles with our efforts to Christianise them. gency and force that often trembled on the b1·ink of
1r. Goldie states that a heathen king asked the extravagance. Just as in ~lethoclist prayers, there were
Uhristians-" How do you condemn the use of rum all sorts of responses- " Hallelujah," "Praise Gael,"
when yon make and sell such qnantities." It is not "Hear prayer," "Amen," " ave, Lord, · and so on.
The major was about to follow, when an old man in the
putting the case too strongly to say that we have area cried out '' Mr. Chairman." Starting to his feet,
injured the cause of Christianity abroad by asso- the major struck up "The army will be ready when
ciating it with the use of intoxicating liquors. It He comes." The effect was electrical : the air and the
matters not what department of the mis ion field we words combined to form a trumpet song, aucl the auditurn onr attention to, the same melancholy report ence gave it volume, until the hall resounded with the
comes from all quarters, that British drinking re- strain. The old man was ejected, but long after U1e
tards the work of the foreign missionn.ry. It may stirring words were vigorously repeatoc1. After this
he interesting if I draw a comparison between the there was no attempt at interruption, and the army
profit of a single brewing firm in England and the in- had it all their own way. The next item on the procome of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland gramme was "fixing bayonets," that is, all who were
iu 188). The income of the Church for all purposes of the army were to affirm their belief in Christ by
raising their right lrnnd ; this was done, but not to the
was £304,670; the income of Bass & Co., brewers, major's
satisfaction. "Let us havo both hands," and
for 1878 was £420,000. The sum of money realised all on the platform, the majority in the side galleries,
by this single brewing firm, over and n.bove the whole raised their hands, shouting ''Hallelujah," '' Lift up the
income of the United Presbyterian Church of Scot- banner, " "Glory, " "Amen," &c. In the area not many
land would give £200 for one year to 576 miuistel'S, fixed bayonets. Then at about 8.30 came the event of
or it would give 1478 working men 30s. a week for the evening-the testimony of reformed drnnkar1.ls. It
one year. While the Church of Christ should bear was not altogether that, howeYer. Some had never
in her hand the olive branch-symbol of peace to tasted, many have never been clrnnkards. These conthe nations-she should also carry the axe, which fessed their former sinful life, and praised God for
should be laid to the root of those trees which bear their connection with the army. The reclaimed drunknot good fruit, that they may be hewn down and ards were there in force, however, and their testimonies,
if a common thing, must oo some natnros have a bad
cast into the fire.
EXCELSIOR.
effect, for ma,ny seeking an occasion to the flesh will
lay the flattering unction to their poor souls th11,t they
can sin a littJe more, and, 1'1ng before they reach the
A NIGHT Vi7ITH THE SALVATION AR:\IY.
stage reached by some, they can turn . In the 1ethodist class and in less public meetings they may unbosom
HUGE placards, numerous newspaper advertisement!:',
and a special invitn.tion, brought us to a meeting in the with the best results, but in our opinion the ruass.es
City Hall on l\Ionday 20th ult. Thinking that our may suffer through such candour. Brevity in speaking
presence a half hour previous to the taking of the was imperative, and on the whole characterised the
chair would enable us to see the rise and progress of several testimonies. '' I am bound for glory, praise
the meeting, we turned up at 7 .30 to iincl the hall the Lord" (hallelujah). '' I was a liar, thief, and
densely crowded, the platform with not an inch of drunkard." (Bless God.) "Saved from whisky <lrinkstanding room, and the people singing with their might ing, saved from sin, saved from tobacco, and now
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bound for glory." The converted cobbler, a '' pretby"
fellow, said he batl not been to church for seventeen
years. Went to the Salvation Army meeting in Anderston drunk : became impressed ; went the next night,
and never had from that night tasted liquor, and by
God's grace never meant to do." (Hallelujah.) Another: "Eighteen years since I joined the church, yet
all that time I was a confirmed drunkard. I joined the
army and am bound for heaven. I thank God that
ever the army came to Govan." Another : up to two
years ago was a most wicked man, drinking and
sinning, but the alvation Army took him by the hand;
glory to God he was saved . Another was a deep-dyed
drunka_rcl wandering the streets in Bridgeton, without
a bite or without a friend, but he was now rejoicing in
his Saviour. Another in the west gallery gave similar
testimony, appealing to those in the hall to give up
their sins. "You will never get to heaven unless you
give up yom· sins." Here the major started a hymn,
and again the hall was reverberating with the singing
of the immense audience. The major then said that
giving up drink was a condition of membership, for any
found drinking with them would be deemed a hypocrite, aud if he persisted would be expelled. There
were 800 reformed drunkards among them in Glasgow,
and 30,000 throughout the army. None of these '' touch,
taste, or handle the accursed thing.•• They showed no
quarter to that which was sending thousands to hell.
Ninety-nine out of every hundred who take drink curse
it in their hearts. The army was not, however, a distinctively temperance organisation ; it made ,var on
every sin.
early all who join it are those who have
been reclaimed from drink, and those who have spoken
or may speak are raked from the _streets, the gutters,
and slums of this great city. Again leave was given to
testify, and one said, My sins which are many are forgiven. Another was converted by a girl fifteen years
qf ago. He could get no rest nor peace £or three nights
and clays, but he threw himself on the mercy of Go<l,
1
and now was safe.
a.ptain Newton now made a good
confPssion. He was a drunkard, a great drunkard. His
wife who was near could say that. He <lrunk the cursed
drink t.ill the devil must have feli, that he had him hard
and fa t. "But ,Jesus is mine. He has saved me, and
has come and taken away the desire even for the drink."
(Hallelujah.) He had lost the taste for the drink.
What a life he led. "\Vhy,he,vas derideu. for his evil ways,
but when he turned, those who knew him could hardly
believe it. Yet glory be to God,hewas saved from sin and
from drink; and oh, he said, come you who are still in
your sins, come to Jesus, he will save you, he will
make you happy, he will guide you and keep you in
the way to heaven. (Praise Goel, lift up the banner.)
Mrs. Steel, of Dundee, not as she said of the army,
came from hc,me to speak of the good work in Dundee.
'he spoke briefly in favour of women speaking, and
made a goo 1, if not a powerful impression. Captain
Gideon David was introduced by the major, who said
Gideon was nothing of himself, but the sword of the
Lord and of Gideon conquered the enemies of the Lord. 1
The effective sentence in the captain's address was
"vVe must put in the sword of the ,'pirit into the core
of the heart." The lady captain of Govan then spoke.
i 'he was a handsome and youthful woman, with a very
rich voice. She never tasted drink, yet needed salvation. She was saved from sin. Chri. t would cleanse
all from sin. Come, then, to him, and he vill save
yon all. The lady captain of the Co,vcaddens corps
was a highly excitable and less pretty woman, but
spoke with much more fervour. ,"he declared that the
army was resolved to have t ~ darkest corners of the
city at the feet of Jesus. (vYe will, praise God. ) , he
seems eager for the salvation of our policemen. Captain
Harvey, a beardless youth, was the next speaker. His
address turned on the rescue of a drunkard, which was
most effectively given. The ejaculations to the testimonies were innumerable, but pointed, showing that
they were common in the army, and as they did not
disturb the speakers, these must be used to them.
Many a verse of some favourite hymn was sung which
effectually relieved the speaking and kept up t_h e excitement. The major then said they were now going to
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put a resolution, nob in the cold argumentative formal
way it was commonly done, but in the way usual in the
army. Now, the resolution is "Death to the public
houise, but salvation to the publican and his family."
Here with a great shout and hands uplifted the resolution
was passed with loud amens. "Down with the breweries." Another great shout and hands uplifted testified eloquently where the traffic would be were the
army master of the situation. We were here informed
by the major that it would be a good thing if these large
brewery premises were closed, for they could open
them as barracks for the Salvation Army. (" Praise
God, hallelu jah.") The army contemplated opening a
place in the centre of the city, near the High Street,
for a midnight mission. The officers would go out and
roam the streets, getting the unhappy women to come
in. They 1wonld need a hall capable of holding 900
people, and means of giving the poor street wanderer a
cup of warm tea. Auel more; they had now four
stations in Glasgow. They must have eighteen.
("Hallelujah.") Mr. Thomas Robinson, treasurer to
the army, then came forward . He said they wanted
to get hold of the people, and they were. They had
no money just now, but they would get all they needed
yet. Those belonging to them gave liberally. They
saved that which they used to spend upon drink, and
they gave of it that others might be saYed like them.
Rev. Messrs. Ewen and Broadley addressed the meeting. Then Sister Grabble of Bridgeton arose. She
said she was thinking of the last great gathering of
mankind at the .J udgment Day, where none could
plead excuse for ab ence. Don't rest on churches or
sacraments, but on the word of God and the work of
Christ, an<l. give yourselves to Jesus. 11r. John Govan
expressed his pleasure at being present, as the army
owned Christ as King. He hoped all would yield up
their hearts to him as their l ing where he would reign
for ever. A gentleman on the platform gaYe a short
address on the beginning of the army in Glasgow, and
said he believed in the army for two things-lst,
Every soldier had to belie,·e in justification by faith,
and 2nd, in sanctification by f:,'Tace. By the first the
po~tlr of sin ,a:, broken; by thb seeond. they eut up
sinful desires by the roots. Bailie Selkirk said he corHe had
dially sympathised with the movement.
attended the meetings from the Leginning, which were
the most refreshing meetings he knew. He was glad
to know that in En,,,land the o.rmy was seriously affecting the business of the Police Courts, and he hoped that
they would be equally successful with the Police
Courts in cotlaml. He thought that the army was
really solving the question of how to deal with the
mas es, and he knew that it was prepared to heartily
co-operate with all who have the glory of God at heart.
After some singi1ig and testimonies, what is called the
Hallelujah Chorus was given. It was. of course, nothing
like Handel's magnificent chorns. Thel'e was tremendous fervour manifest, all waving handkerchiefs and
singing at the extreme pitch of their voice. Banners
waved, and the trumpet and trombone accompanied the
singing. Captain Catherine Sheppard, in a thoroughly
business spirit, intimated a ninepenny tea in the '\Vcllington Palace on Thursday at seven, and offered tickets
for sale. There was more singing, a powerful appeal
for funds, and a hymn, and then, with the benediction,
the proceedings came to a close at ten o'clock. It is
impossible to put down such a religious agency by
sneers. It bas a hold and a great one on the masses of
the people, and it cultivates in the hearts of its soldiers
an intense hatred and aversion to whatever is of the
licensing system. It enlists the women, and the meetings have much of the emotional to affect them. The
singing is extremely enlivening, and gives an impetus
to the proceedings. On the whole, none who know
human nature can withhold sympathy and tolerance
from the Salvation Army. There are forms and expressions used which are neither proper nor becoming. The assurance so openly proclaimed grates on a
pious ear, and the rollickini manner and excitable service may displease many a llocl-fearing Christian; but
against all these put the great fact that there are,
through the efforts put forth already, thirty thousand
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reclaimed drunkar ls rejoicing in the knowledge of salvation ; and "God Hpeed them " must be every temperance reformer's prayer.
M.

Thomas de Quincey.
YVho an read trnmond his
"Uonfess_ions of an Opium Eater ''? Every page is
only, as 1t were, a fresh horror add ed to a list of un usual dimensions. Opium eaters generally beo-in with
doses of from half a g rain to two grains; but as the
doses are increased both in quantity and frequency, an
opium eater will sometimes consume two clrachms and
upwards per day.
In fact, the passion becomes so
gre~t that to be without.the means of gratifying it is to
be m the greatest possible agony. De Quincey, who
appears to have had an enormous appetite, used as
much as 8,000 drops, about 8 teaspoonfuls, or 320 grains
per day, to keep up the stimulation which at first he
could obtain by merely swallowing a few drops. In his
" Confessions," he says, " I do not readily believe that
any man, having once tasted the divine luxuries of
opium, will afterwards descend to the gross and mortal
enjoyments of alcohol. I take it for granted
'That those eat now who never ate before;
And those who always ate now eat the more.'"

THE OPIU~1 TRAFFIC.
\VE have now reached a point in our political history
when drunkenness has come to be regarLled as a crime,
and parties engaged in the liquor traffic a.re looked upon
with a certain degree of disrespect. Our natiYe country- has long been desolated with the scourge of strong
drink, but strenuous efforts a.re being made by many to
overcome this great enemy to religion and morality.
Many have come to see that the drink traffic is opposed
to Christianity, and have been led to give up their
connexion with it, and so prevent themselves becoming
the actual slayers of many an unguarded soul.
There is another trade, however, in which Britain
has for long been engaged, viz., the Opium Traffic. To
our shame it must be confessed, that we are carrying
on a traffic which is causing the death of thousands of
These are the words of a man who sacrificed the
human beings; and demoralising thousands, nay, millions more. Perhaps it may not be out of place to happiness of his life to this horrible vice. So firm was
bring a few facts connected with Opium, and the the hold it had upon him that he would abandon anyOpium Traffic, before the readers of a journal which thing to satisfy its cravings.
The effects of opium eating on the human body are
is actively engaged in the temperance movement.
Opium is the juice of the white poppy (Papaver som- in themselves, horriule to contemphte. The cligesti
niferum), a plant of the order Papaveracere, or poppy organs become shrivelled and dried up, and all the evils
tribe.
The word opium is derived from the Greek of defective digestion become manifest; the saliva is
word opos, juice--in general, but it is now used as the also dried up, and to keep the throat and mouth moist
drink is resorted to, which is only adding misery t~
name of the poppy extract.
Opium is obtained by incisions made in the green misery. In the year 1793 numerous experiments ,~ere
capsule when nearly a.t maturity, from which it exudes con<'lucted by Dr. Samuel Crumpe, M.D., to ascertain
as a milky juice that gathers in a brownish mass, which the effects of or ium on the hum.an body. To show the
is scraped off the capsules, and collectecl into lumps, stimulating effect it has ou the heart, he swallowed one
which are carefully packed in large jars. About the grain of pure opium diffused in a tea-spoonful of water
end of March these jars are brought from the planta- his pulse beating a.t 70, its natural standard. In fi ,-~
tions to the workshops where they are weighed and minutes after partaking of the dose his pulse re o-istered
valued. The contents of the different jar~ are mixed 74, and in fifteen minutes it registered 76, fo~ty-f-h-c
together in large vats, and then made up into balls for minutes elapsing before it again reached its natural
the market. The balls, when finished and dried, arc standard. At another time he took 2~ grains of opium
packed with the stalks of the poppy-plant in two layers dissolved in an ounce of water, his pulse beating at 70
of six each in chests, and sent down to Calcutta. as before, it gradually began to rise, and in thirty
During the working season as many as 1,353,000 balls minutes after partaking of the close it registered 80
are manufactured at Patna for the Uhina market alone. being 10 above its natural maximum standard;
About the year 1812, the discovery was made by minutes elapsed before it had attained its natural state.
Seterner that opium was a compound substance; and "\\'hen the stimulation had subsided a severe headache
subsequent research has brought to light the fact that attended with drowsiness and nausea began to be felt.
traces of no fewer than sixteen ingredients may be dis- Similar experiments were performed on individuals of
covered in opium, besides other matters. These are as different temperaments with similar results.
Such is a brief outline of the nature of this dreadful
follows:Yice, and its effects. Like all othe1· vices, however, it
1. :M orphine.
9. Papaverinc.
1loes not come alone : drunkenness often follows n.1Hl
2.
arcotine.
10. Brown Extract.
the poor wom-out victim is hurried to the tomb. ' It is
3. Thebaine.
11. Uaoutchouc.
in China where the chief seat of this awful vice is to be
4. Codeine.
12. Resin.
found, and Brit:1in, with shame be it owned, SU}Jplies
5. Narceine.
13. Concrete Oil.
the drng which every year sends thousands of our
6. Porphyroxine.
14. Gum.
fello_w~~rea~ures to a pr~n~att~re ~rav~. The progre. s
7. Meconine.
15. Bassorine.
of c1V1hsat10n and Christ1amty 1s hmderecl by this
8. Meconic Acid.
16. Lignine.
monstrous evil. Christian missionaries have over and
The principal use which the Chinese make of opium over ?-gain been told by the natives that they would
is to smoke it with tobacco, when it produces a fanguor not listen to men who came from the country which
so pleasing and seductive as to almost take away the sent them the opium,
,
mind of the smoker. Mr. Archibald Fra.uer, speaking
\Ve must now, however, pn.ss on to cast a hasty glance
of the state of things in Java, says, "Let a native only at the opium traffic itself, and here the giant nature of
once taste the alluring pipe, it is rare that he can stop the evil will become_ more appare0:t, . "\Ve will simply
-he goes on from bad to worse, neglects his family, present the reader with a few statistics, space forbidseduces them to the same fatal vice, gradually incapaci- ding our dilating on the history of this baneful traffi c.
tates himself for work, sells eYery article he possesses, The opium trade brings annually to the East Indian
and ends generally in robbery, or, perhaps, murder, in treasury, an income of ne,irly four million pounds sterorder to get the means of indulging his insatiable ling (in 1855-6 it amounted to £3,714,353), and the
craving." A writer in the En cyclopcedia Rrittmrnica trade is increasing. To show the enormous increase in
says, '' The effects of this vice are even more debasing the consumption of opium we have but to look a.t the
than that of habitual intoxication by n1coholic liquors following figures which show the amount of opium im-enfeebling rapidly both the mentn.l a.ncl bodily ported into China by the Indian Government :
powers."
In 1827-28 it amounted to 8,43fi chei;is.
But the effects of f:lmoking opium are mild in comIn 1829-30
7,565
parison to those of en.ting it. This is a Yice which hn.s
In 185:3-54:
- 53, :321
been indulged in Ly many of our great literary men,
In 1863-64
- 64,000
among whom we may mention Coleridge, Dr. Isaac
These figures represent the total exports from India.
Milner, anu the benevolent William "Wilberforce; but
the greatest sufferer 1,y this vice was the learned for the y ears specified. In ] 871, the Government alone
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exported 49,695 chests. These are but a few facts concerning this ini JUitous traffic.
lt m:1y be asked, Is the Government aware of the
immoral tendency of opium? To show that they are
we quote from. a despatch sent from the Government of
Bengal to the Government of India., which shows that
England protects and fosters a trade with whose direful
results she is perfectly well acquainted. We make the
following extract : '' It is not professed that under the
present system the quantity of opium is checked and
limited by Government on any considerations of the
injurious and demornlizing effects of the use of opium ;
and to claim for that system any superiority on this
ground would be to set up, ancl set up unnecessarily,
au unreal and unfair pretext." This is the language of
Government officials m their own official organs, which,
to us, looks very like a ~onfession.
It has been asserted by some that the high import
rates charged upon opium have a tendency to diminish
its use, but, as Sir George Campbell said in the debate
in 1875, "It (opium) was one of these things upon
which the imposition of a heavy duty enabled us to
serve God and Mammon at the same time-doing good
to our neighbour by checking its consumption, and
raising a large revenue for ourselves." A glance at the
table Yrn have given above will show that this is a
fallacy, heavy duty does not check the consumption of
opium, and therefore it follows that we are not serving
God and l\Iammon, but Mammon only.
The question has often been asked, ·what would the
Government do to make up the deficit in the Indian
treasury if it abandoned the opium traffic. This appears
to us to be a very thoughtless question ; surely it the
Government utilised the land at present taken up with
growing opium, they would have as large if not a larger
income. There might be a deficit for a few years, but
we feel assured that it would soon be met if the ground
was turned to a better use.
On the other hand, if this trade was abandoned, a
great. st0p ·would be made on the road t r eform, and a
great enemy to temperance would be removed. This,
of course, could not be done at once, but what great
reform was ever accomplished in a day? Let the Governnlent abolish the traffic, or begin to do so, aud we
arc contented to leave the resnlts with Goel.
\Ye earnestly hope the day will come when England
will remove this blot on her escutcheon, and act consist ent to h er Christian profession. For, as Lowell
says,
" He's true to God who's true to man; wherever
wrong is done,
To the humblest and the weakest, 'neath the all
beholding sun.''
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'' There will be no need for yon to go, Alice-Jennie
is beyond all need of help. Listen'' On Tuesday morniug one of the gardeners in Prince's
Street Gardens found the body of a child crouched beneath a holly tree, almost buried in the snow; she was
carried to the police station, and the doctor who attende<l said death resulted from exr osure. Later in
the day the body was identified as that of Janet
Gibson, residing in Blair's Close, High Street. It
seems her mother is at present undergoing a term of
imprisonment for breach of the peace, of which she was
convicted at the Police Court on Monday morning."
Alice Taylor leaned her arms on the table, and hid
her face, bursting into tears.
"I shall never forgive myself, James, as long as I
live, for my forgetfulness. If I had been more mindful
she might have been saved."
"My darling, you must not blame yourself too much.
Remember the fever you were in about Aunt Ellen.
It was not sheer carelessness, Alice; you must not distress yourself so-and remember, she is in a far better
home now than any you could eyer have hoped to give
her."
But it would be very long indeed before Alice Taylor
would be able to think without regret or reproach
about little Jennie. t-:he did not know how much she
had done for her already, but one day, when the books
are opened, the poor little city waif will he set as a
Lright gem in Alice Taylor's crown.
The brother and sister left the house together, the
latter taking a car for the Grange. Her heart was full
of a great pity for the stricken house, and ached intolerably for Minnie, to whom this must be a terrible
stroke.
As she passed through tibe great gates at the end of
the avenue, the lodge keeper, seeing and recognising
her, came out to the door to greet her; then Alice paused
to ask a question here, it would sav.e her the pain up
at the house. The woman guessed what she wished to
hear before the question was uttered, and answered in
a lnw voice'' He di ed on Sawba.th nicht, Miss Tn.ylor. It was
d lirium tremens, an' .reanie- that's my lassie, the
hoo emaic1, ye k en- telt me it was awfu' to hear him.
He was ill a' Setterday tac, though no as bad, an' afore
he died it took fower men ta.e hand him doon. He
thocht the devil was takin' him awa.'; eh, Miss Taylor,
it was an awf'n' end for a braw young man; it's just the
drink tac ; I'm wae for his mither an' the young
}eddies." Alice could scarcely articulate her thanks,
an l hurried on, praying to be enabled to offer some
slight comfort to those she loved, in their days of
aflliction. The blinds were drawn down, and the
RoBEltT F. GARDI);Jrn.
house looked mournful without as well as within, where
the servants crept about on tiptoe, a.ncl talked in whispers. The ooe who admitted Miss Taylor silently
FRUITS.
pointed her to the drawing-room."
'' The young ladies are there, Miss Taylor; the misBY AN.i: IE S, SWAX.
tress is in her bed ill. The master and Mr. ,valter are
in town."
Alice nodded an l slipped noiselessly upstairs. Open•
CHAPTER IX.
ing the door very softly, she looked in, for both girls
FRED.
were there in their heavy crape dresses, Kate lying on
"DIED at Temple Home, Grange, on the lith, Frede- a couch, and Minnie standing on the hearthrug looking
into the fire. She turned at the opening of the door,
rick George Templeton, aged 26."
The above announcement James Taylor r ead out to and seeing who it was, smiled wintrily and held out
bis sister at the breakfast table next morning. Both her hand.
'' Alice, I scarcely hoped you would be home from
were shocked and surprised; they did not even know
he had been ill, but the same thought was in both the north; come in."
'' Oh, Alice, is that you ? I am thankful to see you,"
minds, that bis death must have been the result of
said Kate, looking up, her eyes red with weeping. "I
an excessiYe drinking fit.
"I shall go out to the Grange thls morning, James, " have not seen a soul these wretched days ; ~ fearful
said Alice after a while. "This will be a terrible blow business this, isn't it ; have you heard? " Minnie
turned her face to the fire a.gain, while Kate went on-to them."
" Everyody warned Fred of what the end would be,
'' Stay there till afternoon then, dear, and I shall
try and come for you, " was the reply.
'' I hall but he wouldn't be warned; and though we guessed
he would kill himself in the encl, it is none the less
be very busy, but I must steal an honr for that."
"I ought to have gone to see after Jennie Gibson, horrible when it comes. As long as I live I shall never
poor child. I do·n't think Mary wouh.1 treat her very forget that fearful Sunday; it was worse than being
shut up in a mad house."
kindly on Monday when she came."
"Kate ! " fell from Minnie's lips in a tone of intense
"Why, what is it Ja.mes?" she asked, seeing her
brother's face loo~ changed as he turned his paper.
pain.
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"I must speak or die," said Kate recklessly, "and I
can't pretend to be breaking my heart over Fred's loss;
he was not very lovable at the best, and of late he has
been a burden to us all. I don't know, I'm sure, what
we have done that we should be shamed and afflicted
like this. \Ve are no worse than our neighbours who
sail along quite smoothly. It's not right." There was
a short silence, Alice took off her bonnet and gloves,
then Kate rose. "You are getting a poor reception,
Alice; it was kind of you to come to cheer our loneliness. I'll take your things upstairs, and look in upon
mamma to telr her you have come." She gathered the
things in her arms and swept out of the room, looking
round to admire the graceful sweep of her train. Kate
was a beauty, and knew her mourning became her
delica.te loveliness, and she was very vain besides.
·when the door closed there was a brief silence in the
room; the slight still figure leaning against the mantel
never stirred, till Alice moved cloise to her, and laying
11 tender arm round the drooping shc,ulders, turned the
wan, sad face to hers.
" iinnie, my darling, God comfort you ! I want to,
but I don't know how."
Then the slight figure swayed like a reed, ancl leaning her tired head on her friend's shoulder, Minnie
Templeton gave way to a burst of weeping which
almost frightened Alice. They were the first tears
she had shed, and relieved the pent up heart wonderfully.
"You have done me good already, Alice, '' she said,
by-and-bye. "I was longing for yon to come; I have
felt I can't tell you bow, as if everything, even God
had failed us in these sad days."
Alice was silent, passing her band to and fro the
brown head with infinite gentleness.
'' You have been in a house of mourning too, Alice, "
Raid Minnie again ; '' your aunt is dead, I supposewhen didithappen?"
'' Sunday afternoon just at sunset, Minnie, Aunt
Ellen went home," answered Alice, her thoughts fleeing
to that calm peaceful death-bed where suffering had
been changed to victory, and dear Aunt Ellen had
left her cross behind for ever and ever and gone to
wear a crown.
"Fred died at six o'clock. None of us were present
but papa and ·walter. Papa would not let us come in;
but we heard, oh, Alice, as Kate said, I can never
forget that fearful unday ! "
She paused again, and hid her face. "Walter feels it
very deeply-more so, I believe, than Papa. I do not
understand Papa," she said, with a great sigh. "Mamma
is very much broken <lown. The funeral iH to-morrow,
you know. vVill you come up and see Fred? the
coffin is not screwed down yet. He looks quite peaceful and at rest. There are no marks of the struggle he
had left upon his face."
"If you can bear it, 1vlinnie," whispered Alice.
Then they went upstairs to the chamber of death.
Minnie drew up the blinds, and lifted the coffin lid.
Death is a great smoother away of care, and Fred's face
looked now as it used to be before the curse had fallen
upon him. All that had been pure and noble and good
in his nature seemed to be reflected in his face now.
As Minnie said, there was no . trace of the struggle
left.
"You gave a loved one up to the grave on Sunday
too, Alice," whispe1·ed Minnie, brokenly. "Sorrowfully, I know, but hopefully, for you have a sure hope
of meeting her again ; but oh, Alice, Alice, what is
left to us?"
Ah ! what indeed?
UHAPTER

,v

,v

X.

CONCLUSIOS.

'' I ueYer heard of anything so annoying, so absurd,
Taylor; and what is to become of the business I have
toiled and fought to build up for one of my sons? I
have a good mind to send the obstinate young rascal
about his busines , to see what hi s pair of hand<i can
llo for him."

So spake Mr. Templeton to James Taylor one afternoon, coming to the lawyer's office to vent his grievance, which was that \Valter had firmly declined to
have anything whatever to do with the Edinburgh
Brewery, preferring, he said, to work with his hands,
if need be, before he laid his conscience under such a
burden. James Taylor sat silent for a moment, in almost painful surprise. To him it was a thing inexplicable that this man, who had lost one son through
intemperance, should be aught but thankful that his
sole remaining one had taken such a firm stand against
it-had planted his foot securely in the right way.
'' Such a business too," fumed the old gentleman,
striding to and fro the office ; "there isn't its equal in
the Midlands, I know-worth a clear six thousand a
year to anybody."
" Has vValter any business or profession in view ? "
enquired Mr. Taylor .
. "Humph ! he talks of wanting to be a doctor. I've
a good mind to let him pull himself through college,
see how he likes that. I told him so, and the young
monkey said it was his intention to bring himself
through by teaching in leisure hours, and writing for
the magazines. A literary hack he means to be. ,vish
him much joy of the beggarly business. 1 suppose my
lord considers my money contaminated because it proceeds from the brewing. lndeed, I don't know what
the rising generation's coming to."
James Taylor lifted his head from his ledger, and
looked straight into Mr. Templeton's angry face.
''Sir," he said, his voice grave to sternness, '' Thank
God for Walter's firmess.
ould you like to see him
come to an end like his brother?"
"No, of course I don't ; but there is a medium. I
never was drunk in my life. Minnie encourages him
in it too. She looks quiet enough, but she can be
obstinate as well as any woman. You will not get a
very humble, pliant wife, Taylor."
James Taylor's lips parted in a smile, half amused,
half tender. He had no fears about his wife's disposition, but he did not care to say so to his future
father-in-law.
",vell, I see there isn't much sympathy to be got
here. You're spoiled, Taylor, upon my word, by
being such a bigot on the drink question. Talk of
liberality and Christian charity ! Your creed for eYerybody connected in the remotest degree with the trade
is 'Down with them-no quarter.'
ell, good clay. "
And th old gentleman quitted the office as abruptly
as he had entered it.
,va.Iter Tc>mpleton nobly lwld to his deciRion, and in
spite of strong opposition and mnoh thoughtless pain
inflicted by his father, he succeeded in owing his University course solely to his own exertions. His father
held aloof, secretly amazed and proud of the unwavering application, the indomitable will and perseverance
of his s?n. And when he closed his college course
laden with honours, and went to pursue his chosen
profession in a foreign land, the old man broke down
utterly, and owned that he had misjudged and misdoubtecl him, and asked forgiveness for what had gone
before. It was freely accorded before it was asked.
·walter has prospered abroad; he has done and is
doing, incalculable good in the temperance' cause.
'l'here is a close bond of union between him and his sister's husband (for James Taylor long since claimed his
rewar_d). They are one_ in heart on this great social
quest1?n of the day. Alice Taylor, left comparatively
alone 111 the world, save for the companionship of her
brother's children, spends her life among the lowly,
down-trodden ones of earth, and has been the means of
leading many a wandering sheep back to the fold. The
Ediubu~·gh Brewery flourishes still, though it has now
passed mto <:>ther hands. Mr. Templeton is old and
feeble,_ bu_t sticks yet to his toddy and his wine, and is
as preJnd1ced as of yore against total abstinence and all
its votariei::. He shuts his eyes wilfully to the fruits of
the great curse.
But they will open by-and -bye, perhaps when it is
too late.

1
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'l'TIF. .END .
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PUBLIC PRESS.
"UNDER THE hFLGENCE OF LIQt;OR. "-That blissful
state defined by the expression under the influence of
liquor, seems at last and very properly to be losing its
charm in the eyes of judges and magistrates. A person
described as a gentleman living at Putney had seated
himself in a railway carriage and put his feet on the
opposite seat. Upqn being asked by the plaintiff to
remove them to allow him to enter, he jumped from
the carriage and knocked the plaintiff down, and behaved like a madman. 'l'he magistrate said it was a
gross case, and sentenced him to a month's hard labour
without the option of a fine.
TEMPERANCE Mrs ·rnx AT ARBROATJI.-Mr. Francis
Murphy, the great American temperance orator, who
has during the last two or three months been carrying
on a" gospel temperance mission" in certain of the Forfarshire towns, concluded a successful series of meetings
in Arbroath on ·Wednesday night, 8th ult. During the
six days he was in the town meetings were held nightly
in the public hall, which ,vas crowded on each occasion,
and overflowed into some of the neighbouring chambers.
The number of persons who took the abstinence pledge
is 4,295. The meetings are to be continued under the
management of a committee.-Daily Review.
Miss M. A. Paul, author of 'Pim's :J.1rouble.s, contributes a timely letter to the 'l'emperance Record, touching " The Religious Aspect of the Temperance :Movement," in which she says: "I have always been used
to hear teetotalism spoken of m; no light matter, but a
solemn duty, and in this way it has been impressed
upon the hearts of thou~nds from the fast. I can
never appreciate the beauty of the phrase 'Go,;pel
Temperance;' to me all temperance is gospel tempcran~c, and you may as well say gospel truth, gospd
faith, gospel love. Temperance is a fruit of the Spirit
of God-there is no such thiug as secular temperance.
Inasmuch as a man has temperance, he hafl a goncl
thing, whether he be wise enough to class it amongst
spiritual mercies or not."
As the State undertakes to protect certain interests
a.gainst the vicious designs of evil men, we protect
individuals and society at large, by prohibiting that
which is fearfully proliflc of crime, insanity, pauperism,
disease, and death. It is impossible to imagine a
reason for any kind of proh_ihitive, cri1ninal or protective legislation, that if applied to the liquor traffic
will not wipe it out of existence. Rome deny the
right. But as we have said, this right is included in
the present license law; for if the State can prohibit at
all it can prohibit entirely. Jf it has the power to
license and regulate-to say that liquor shall not be
:1old by certain persons, on certain days, to certain
parties, or that it shall not be sold, unless money is
paid, and bonds given, then it has power to say th~Lt it
shall aot be sold at all. It is also argued that people
are not prepared for :prohibition. To this I say, they
never will be prepaTed so long as they consent to
license. A thousand years of tacit consent will never
le.ad the way to prohibitio]l. The way to be prepared
for prohibition is to think it, taik it, pray it, vote it,
preach it. Agitation will prepare the people and
nothing else will. But it is n.iy opinioR that there is
public sentiment enough now against the business, but
there is not ufficient moral courage. The need is not
more education but more back-bone. God pity the
poor wretches who know that the liquor traffic is a
great overshadowing evil but dare not say so. Of all
species of slavery, moral cowardice is the most pitiable.

--Re8cue.

WHAT BARLEY I ·.-Dr. Lees recently deliYercd a
leoture in the Great Central Hall, horeditch, London,
"On the worthlessness of beer as food," in which he
thus referred to barley. "Now let us look at what
barley is-and I am going to giYe you the very highest
authority to-night-a page of the Brewer'' Ui1arclian.
You cannot question the source of my information
whe'n I bring the Brewera' GuardiCln in to bear witness
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upon this point. It is a Yery flattering thing to us that
after forty years agitation the chemist of the brewers
should come and do the teaching of the teetotaller ! I
refer you to No. 233 of a very respeuoo.ble organ, published, I think, at a shilling a number. lt contains one
of a series of articles on "The Modern System of Brewing," by Herbert C. Wright, B.A., and_I find thi~ :passacre in the very first column :-Barley 1s not capricious
as ~·egards climate-and that is the reason why it_ woul_d
be a very useful grain if it were properly used m this
capricious climate. Of the four more usual sol'ts of
grain its time of growth is the s~10rte_st. _Anoth~r
reason :-In spite of this fact, certam climatic conditions are not favourable to the production of good
brewing material. They may be favourable to the
production of an excellent food, though. T~us we
observe that in districts where the summer 1s hot,
where a high temperature usually prevails, and dr_ought
sets in after the barley is in bloom, the formation of
tl:te fruit is hurried on, but the grains are smo.11 with a
close texture, and are rich in nitrogen-in thi~ very
substance, which makes blood, bone, muscle, tissues,
nerve, and brain. The Yery thing which renders them
unfaYourable to the brewer is that which renders them
all the greater blessing to t~1e man." It goes on ~o obserye :-"A grain of barley 1s a m~ch m?re complicated
thing than persons of an unbotamcal mmd would suppose." I have been endeavouring to show you that
that is so.

POETRY.
THE RIVULET.
Ll'rTLE sparkling riYulet,

Thou art flowing, flowing yet;
I have seen thee yeaTs ago,
Thou wer't flowing then as now J
Dancmg through the valley sweet,
',Yith thy fairy footstt!ps fleE:t.
"\Vilt thou stay and rest awhile?
Thou hast •andercd many a mile,
Over bank and mossy green,
-Tell me now what thou hast seen,
Since, a little tiny rill,
Thou burst forth from yonder hill,
Thou hast seen the cottage maid,
Darling of the woodland shade,
Lingering by thy verdant side,
Casting flowers upon thy tide ;
Thou hast seen the lovers stand ,
Grasping tight each other's hand ;
Thou hast fed the busy mill,
"\Vorking with an eager will;
Over cascades thou hast danced,
Then 'in quiet flow advanced.
Rivulet, wilt thou rest awhile,
Thou hast wandered many a mile ?
Still the little rivulet,
It is flowing, flowing yet,

It will fiow unceasingly,
Till its waters reach the sea,
Till it joins immensity.
Like this rivulet too we go,
"\Yith a swift unceasing flow,
Towards an unmeasured sea,
Towards vast eternity.
Onward flows our life's fair tide,
Over rough and smooth we glide,
In eternity so vast,
"\Ve are swallowed up at last.
ANDREW M. L.urn.
A widow in the west, intending to succeed her husband in the management of a hotel, advertises that
'' the hotel will be kept by the widow of the former
landlord, Mr. Brown, who died last summer on a new
and improv?id plan."
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'l'HE PU~\·Ds.
*;;,,. JJieinbers, friend.~, and Societies subsCl'il,ino to

the .Puncls of the Scotti'li Permissit'e Bill and
'l'e1npemnce Association are r espectfully inforrnecl that Sub criptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now clue, and wilt be
glaclly received by the Agents ancl at the O.ffices,
112 Bath Street, Glasgow. '11he clemancl upon
the As, ociation are increcising, ancl it would
materially assist the Executive in promptly meetin[J these, were subscription· paid in the fornier
1·athP1· than the latter 77art of the financial year,
which will close on 20th Septenibe1·, 1882.

THE ~OCIAL ~EfORMER
MARCH, 1882.

SCOTTISH

PERMISSIVE BILL AND

TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION ,
112 BATH STREET,

GLASGOW.

*,x.* We have been compelled to leaYc ove1· 1\ large
n.mo unt of rnatter--all our liternry notices and rn,·iewR, seveml interesting papers, a ,·aluahle statistical tn,ble, etc., etc. We mu t content ourselves
with the ho1 e that uext month we may finu room
for all the e.
THE NEW LICENSING BILL l! OR
SCOTLA D.

It will 110 doubt be within the remembrance of our
readers that at the la.st annual public meeting of the
t'.cottisll Permis ~ive Bill and Tempera,11 1.;e Asrnciatiou,
Sir W. Lawson, Bart., M.P., moved a vote of thanks
to Lord Colin Campbell, 1\1.P., for presiding. Sir
Wilfrid, in doing so, said :-" There is no reason
whatever, after the vote which your Scotch representatives gave last June, and after the Welsh and
Irish Bill and the Scotch Sunday Closing Bill, why
some Scotch member shonlu not bring forward a
Local Option Bill for Scothind. (Applau e.) I do
not know what his lordship "\Vill think of the uggestion, but I do know, after having heard him to-night,
that if he should think well of it, there is no Scotch
member more able to do justice to the question and
to his fellow countrymen than the noble lord in the
chair. (Cheer .Y' Ilis lorJship only promi ed to
put his name on the back of a Bill which should
give to the people of Scotland "that for which they
ba ve pronounced in the most unmistakeable terms.
(Cheers. r' His lords hip has done more than that.
He has brought forward a Licensing Bill far a.head
0f any scheme proposed for Scotland. His measure
contemplates-], a licensing authority in burghs; 2,
one license for every 500 of the population ; 3, ratepayoriS to vote for ai;; many licenses ai;i lbey plea e,

or for no liceuse whateYcr : iu uo ea e ran they vo te
for more thau tl1c maximum number; 4 they arc to
I vote by wards or iu , 'chool Boanl JisLricls; j, if Ll1e
majority voting vote total prohibitiou, the minority
may within three weeks get up a requisition praying
for a license for every 300 ratepayers; 6, a licensing
authority is lo select and allocate premises and licenses;
7, applicants to be certified, and licenses to be disposed of by auction every ten years ; 8, compensation
to be granted to those whose claims are sustained.
The rest of the Bill makes provision for transfers,
steamers, licensing commissions, violations of the
law, the adjudication of claims, n.ud such like.

I

It is with the voting clause with which onr readers
will have to do. That clause gives powel' to every
moral and social reformer to vote for no license
whatever in his district; and it will stimulate
all friends of the movement to educate all in
their locality to vote for no public-houses. This
clause will be the ,: Nileometel'" of the agitation,
showing what has been done and what may yet be
to do to induce the ratepayers to vote solidly for prohibition. The Executive of the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance As ociation base their recommendation to their friends to give a vigorous support
to the Bill ou this voting clause. The pas age of
that clause into law will enable the ratepayers at
ouce to give an opinion upon the liquor traffic,
which will, we believe, iu mmiy ea. e ·, show that its
presence is repugnant to the majority of the ratepayers.
There is a, most objectionable provision to this
clause-a provision which allows one hundred ratepayers within three weeks to ask one licence for
every complete three bnndretl of the ratepayers
This provisiou is made in the interests of the ratepayers who now support the liquor trafl:ic, and will
have the most strenuous opposition of the Executive,
who are hopeful that they will get tlrn,t cbuse deleted, so as to allow the prohibitory clause to have
ample room and verge enough to veto the issue or
continuance of n.11 licenses. They earnestly call on
all their friends to enter upon the duty of giving that
clause their combined support, at the same time
memoria.lizing their representatives to amend it by
the removal of the objectionable provision it
con hi.ins.
At this stn.ge the Executive give no opinion on
the other portions of the Bill, which folly provides
for a most stringent limitation of the liquor traffic.
V{ben they know that the Bill is in itself not permissive, and that it comes into operation whenever
it receives the Royal Assent, Lhey will easily understand that, as an Act, it will inflict a blow upon the
J3urgh Licensing system of Scotland from which it
·1.s impossible it can recover.
Vv c arc compelled to go to press before the Bill
has passed its first reading, but we understand that
, it is backed by the members for Glasgow-Mr.
Anderson and Dr. Cameron, Messrs. M'Intosh,
Boltoll, Stewart, and Crum.
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~-==:.;_c..==~~--~- -been onrcome. Yeep at _it ; keep at it ! "\Ve will
win by and bye.

Many of our reMlers will rejoice to learn thn.t the
l uiversity of St. Andrews has conferred the degree
of D.D. npon the Rev. John Ka.y, Edinburgh. We

congratulate Dr. Kay upon his well-deserved honour,
and we earnestly hope that he mn.y be long spared
to enjoy ancl adorn tlie high position in the world
n,nd in the chnrch to which it raises him.

During the month the vigorous activity of the
agitation in support of the policy of the Scottish
Permissive Bill aud Temperance Association has
lJeen fully sustained. Messrs. Semple and Blackwood have in the north and the far north had a
most excellent series of rneetiugs, extending over a
fortnight. Their tour embraced Fraserburgb, Peterhead, Wick, aucl othu places, and lecturers and
friends have been having a good time. Mr. Waterston has been successfully holding conference , followed by public meetings, in Jedbnrgh, Ha.wick,
Ceres, St. Andrews, Cupar, Kelso, Anstruther,
Dunse, etc. Large depntational meetings and the
ordina1·y meetings have also given a vigorous impetus to the agitation. The effect of this npon the
friends immediately engaged has been of the most
encouraging nature, and the determination to concentrate effort upon the prohibitory phase of the
agit~tion has made itself signally apparent on the
part of a great number of the friends. ·workiug iu
the temperance ea.use without the power of veto is
just like Sysiphus rolling a stone up a hill without
the power to hold it there.

The S(:hool Board elections are drawing near.
The temperance friends in Edinburgh are to nm
Rev. Drs. Adamson and Kay, and the Baptists,
Congregationalists, and Evangelical Unionists iu
Glasgow have adopted the Rev. Dr. Fergus Ferguson
as their candidate. By working hard and voting
olidly, our friends may easily put these gentlemen
at the head of the poll.

'l'he National Trades' Guardian, the Scotch pnlJ1ican organ, has disco,· ered a mare's nest. He sees
"Friend" AlJrahn.m Sharman's subscription in the
~Wiance News, and thinking from his Christian
name that the worthy "Friend'' is n. Jew, indignantly demands to know why he should largely
sn bscrfre for the overthrow of the drink trade while
the nation is assisting the Jews in Russia? We
have not come across such au egregious blunder for a,
long time. Our contemporary has been tryin 6 the
hoomerang, n.nd suffers from the inevitable recoil.
The 1 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
ssociation has just issued a series of twelve leafl8ts.
Their titles are :- " ·what is the Scottish Permissive Dill and Temperance Association ? " "Law
sho nlcl not protect evil ; ' " Medical Testimonies ; ·,
"The Urgent Qne tion of the Day;"" A "'\Vorkman's
Panulise ; '' " ational Drink Facts;'' "The Verdict of the Judges ; " " Waste of Food ; " " Opinions of eminent men ; " "How we spend our money ;"
" The Nation's Drink Bill ; " " Local Option." These
are Leantifully got up, and may be had at 112 Bath
Street, at 2g. per thousand, exclnsive of carriage.
Committees can have notices of meetings printed on
them, as they are only printed on one side of
the paper.
The Hcv. Newman Hall of London, lecturing in
Edin burgh last month, informed his hearers that
"he had been an advocate of moral suasion, lint he
had lately become a convert to asking the Government to do a little to help them. He had been forty
years in coming to that conclusion, bnt he had come
to it at last." Rev. Mr. Hall, it is true, only recognises the legal prohibition of Sunday traffic in alcoholic liquors, but it is satisfactory to find that so
sturdy a champion of moral suasion as he has been
constrained to approYc of liquor legislation. Then
look how Jifficult it is to educate people, and yet by
an unwenried and undaunted educative effort, the
aversion of ihe rev. gentleman to legislation has

1

With the present issue the sixteenth volume of
the , 'ocial R eformer closes, and the editor looks back
upon the labours in connection with the volume with
a considerable degree of satisfaction. Be is aware
how much the magazine has to contend with through
its publication once a month, but that being meantime inevitable he has tried to make the best of it.
During the year his own labours hn,ve been sweetened
by the kindly notices of his contemporarie , and by
the congratulation of numerous frieudi:;. He has had
the invnlnablc assistance of numerous pens, whose
services for the future volumes he is glad to say a.re
promised. To them he tenders his warmest acknowledgements. He believes that he will have the
pleasure of welcoming to the circle of his esteemed
contributors many new friends during the year, and
that numerous improvements and several attractive
features will still more strongly recommend the new
volume to the constant reader. The circulation
during the year bas slightly increased, and might,
be largely added to by a little friendly effort on the
part of friends who have nevt>r yet done anything
in this direction. They might easily bring it; under
the notice of their friends and neighbours and thus
extend its usefulness, while they rendered an importaut agency of the association more valuable and
effective. The magazine is their own, a.nd has a
claim upon theit· good offices. Title-page and
index to the volume now ended will appear with
the new number.
A very instrnctive censuR of public-hou e attenclauce in Bristol last December revealed a, pulJlic-
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house traffic of the most appalling magnitude. It
was clearly shown that n. number-10-:l:,311-more
than equal to a half of the entire population of that
city-206,503- entered the public-houses between
seveu and eleven p.m. Of these, the men amounted
to 50,723, the women 36,922, the children 16,666.
Much has been written pro and con on this census.
On the one haotl it was looked on as a solitary fact,
from which little practical could be gathered . Besides, the children went aloug with their parents,
and not to get drink for themselves and others. Ou
the other hand, the census afforded a strikiug confirmation of the shocking proneness of the men to
spend like asses what they earned like horses, and
the painful fact that the women are gradually drifting into habits of intemperance, while the dear
little children ·were taken to these vile places to be
initiated into a baneful iudulgence in alcoholic
lic1uors. Now we have auother census, not in the
west of Euglaud but in the Horth of it, for at Byker, near ... Te wcastle, on the 19th ult. there was a
census of church and chapel and public-house attendance that day taken. The n.iten<lance at the
public-house was as follows :-Men 1584, women
634, and children 696; total, 291-1. The numbers
at church and chapel were :- 588 men, 484 women,
and 485 children-1557 ; majority for Bacchus over
Christ, 1357 ! Drunkenness is coming in upon us
like a flood, and the flow may alarm us no more than
the flood alarmed the ueighbours of Noah, but it
will one day bring us face to face with the ueplorable fact that the sLrength of our manhood, the
purity and grace of womanhood, and the tender
simplicity and docility of children have passed from
us never to return. A few more of these censuses,
with their drea<lful revelations, m1d the nation must
arise and suppress the traffic, or be for ever falleu doing homage to Bacchus, and writing Icbabotl on
all that pertains to Christianity.

In the fourth part of the people's edition of the
Life of the late Prince Consort, there is a vivid instance given of his Royal Highness's philanthropy.
The ballast heavers of the port of London before
1853 "could 011ly get work through a body of riverside publicans and middlemen, who made them
drink before they would give them a job, made
them drink while at it, kept them waiting for their
wages and driuking after they had done their work,
so that they could only take half their wages home
to their families, antl that half only reached them
through a drunkard's hands. The consequence was
that they were in tL pitiable state ; this truck-drink
system was ruining them body and soul and their
families too.' Call up the remembrauce of the
worst forms of slavery, and yon will find it paraJise
to that of these poor ballast heavers. It is hardly
within the power of the mind to conceive the misery
and iujustice these men suffered at the hands of the
publicans, 01· the corrupting power of the traffic over
those that lived by its operations. More inhffman

relations between man an<l. man than what existed
between "the Bungs" an<l. the ballast heavers never
exi ted in any civilised country. Fortunately bis
Royal Highness was elected Master of the Trinity
House, and, failing otherwise to throw oft' their
chains, these drink slaves boldly appealed . to him,
and not in vain. He inquired into their grievances,
and at length got a clause inserted into t.he Merchant Shipping Act, 1853, placing them under the
control of the Corporation of the Trinity House.
He ditl not spend his time in drawing them away
from their oppressors, or in remonstrating with
these sordid tyrants, but simply called in the aid of
law, and dissolved the fraudulent connection between them and their unfeeling masters. As if by
magic," the law, by sweeping away the system that
was ruining them, redressed their wrongs." Our
reatlers may faintly imagine " what a change this
was to them from the corrupting publicans and
grasping middlemen, seek ing their money at the cost
of their li\·es, to Albert the Good and his generous
brethren desiring ouly their good ! At one dead
lift they raised these men from the drunkard's life
and the drunkard's fate to the comfort :mu respectability of the fairly-paid, hard-toiling English working man." You cannot make sober by Act of
Parliament ! What a libel ou the law. It did so
with these ballast heavers, and not with them only
but with their descendants. The thousands who
drink of the publicans' "swill," whose families eat
only of the" husks" he allows them, would rejoice
over the enactment of a law for Scotland that at one
dead lift would raise them from a drunkard's life
an<l. a drunkard's fate to comfort and respectability.
When the people of Scotland fully set their minds
upon this, they will appeal to Parliament in a way
with which it will be found dangerous to trifle, aucl
the oppressor shall be llcpri ,·eel of his power,
aud the oppressed shall go free. "\Ye own our hearty
obligation to his late Royal Highness for his truly
philanthropic lesson, and we hope that all who read
it will profit by it.
Ex-Provost Lindsay, of Leith, is putting himself
into communication with the municipal authorities
of Scotlan<l. with reference to the question of the
propriety of amending the" Lindsay Act'' of 1862,
and in what way 1 Many of our readers will be surprised to learn that this is a Permissive Act which
the worthy Provost in 1862, with the valuable assistance of Lord Advocate Moncrieff, got placed on the
Statute, aud that its object is to render the General
Police (Scotland)Act of 1833, another Permissive Act,
more easy of a<loption by the ratepayers. The
machinery of the earlier Act was so cumbrous, and
tho consequent expense of working it so great, that
it threatened to break the back (fiuancially we mean)
of any burgh adopting it. H was directed against
filth, <larkuess, bad roads, and di::;order, and where
tl1e only g1ievance was filth or ba<l roads, all the
machinery for darkness and disorder had likewise to
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= =--==-== =========-=-==--=-=-==-=--==== =--=--=------=-- --=--==-==--=----=-==== -- - -be established. Provost Lindsay's Act enabled any
burgh to adopt the section that bore directly on any
evil that annoyed it. U uder it ratepayers might
leave the section relating to water and adopt the
other sections, or adopt all the sections save one.
The wisdom of the promoters of the Act was seen in
the great avidity with which the Act has been
adopted, until at the present time there is harcUy a
burgh in Scotland outside its wise and beneficent
control. .All the benefits it bas conferred, or offers,
are just those of permissive legislation, which, when
asked for to suppress the traffic in alcoholic liquors
is so decried. Were we a magistrate or a town
councillor, and our opinion asked, we would suggest
that the public houses of any place be placed in the
category of the local nuisances of which the Act takes
cognizance. If this were done, and reason could
not object, then in any burgh adopting the Act in
this amended form it would be the duty of the
authorities to deal with the drink shops as nuisances,
closing them as they close open sewers, overcrowded
graveyards, bad wells, or similar sources of L1isease.
They would not remove them piece-meal, as some
temperance reformers desire to do with public
houses : they mnst be removed on the same lines as
dungheaps are, altogether, and steps effectually taken
to prevent their recurrence. Our readers can see from
our remarks the inconsistency that marks the conduct
of certain people : they laud the Lindsay Act, but
tbt->y vitupernte the Permif;sive Bill; they sternly suppress by Permissive Acts nuisances that slay their tens
a week, aud they obstruct the passage of a bill into
law that would abolish the drink system that slays
its thousands a week. We are willing to believe
that many who thus oppose the suppressive veto do
o ignorantly, and through unbelief, and therefore
we labour to dispel ignorance, enlist sympathy, aud
invite the hearty co-opemtion of all citizens, that a
law may soon be obtained for Scotland, which will
fall npon the liquor traffic and grind it to powde.t·.
Some of our friends "beyond the sea" have sent
us a copy of the llealtli R~form, Colonist, directing
our attention to the prospectus of a new colony
which it is expected will be established somewhere
or. the ever - advancing fringe of the American
States. With the strong love for our native land
which sways us, we never could think of crossing
the ocean for a home. We hope that the same
heather which has gladdened our hearts when living
may sweetly bloom over us when we are dead. Moreover, we can hru:dly think that the maximum of happiness is to be found in comparative isolation from
our fellows. The great Father of us all has framed
us for society, and has made us so that the painful
spectacle of misery and suffering, or contact with
these, is a stimulus to a good man to make efforts
for their alleviation or removal, and the best of mankind have endeared their memories to the generations that have followed them by their self-sacrificing efforts at Prison RMorm, Free(.lom to the Slaves,

or the overthrow of those barriers that interpcsed
between our appetite for food and an abundant
supply. It seems to us to savour somewhat of
mockery or misanthropy for a body of men and
women, to abandon the abodes of civilization, in order that they might, in some distant location or
solitude remote, live in strict commercial relations
with nature ; ::i,t any rn.te it is a kind of experiment
whose failures have greatly outnumbered the successes of which it can boast. We prefer, on the
whole, to think men will find their truest happiness
in casting in their lot with those who are striving
to raise humanity by direct appeals to the individual,
or by the amelioration of the conditions that affect
him, to a higher stage of civilization. Voyagers tell
us of the ennui which overcomes them in the Arctic
regions where the sun never sets for weeks, and
travellers wonld gladly vary the monotony of the
endless sunshine of the tropics with its enfeel!>ling
rays, with an occasional cooling breeze an<l a cloudy
sky. Our colonists may find that the strength aud
expam;ion of being may only be attained amid the
constant conflict of good with evil which goes on in
the community they have forsaken.
Still, we who choose to remain in a state of society
for wl1ich they have lost desire, may yet receive
much benefit from the contemplation of a scheme
which is framed, on the whole, so much in harmony
with those laws imposed npun om: being by our
l\'faker. In the scheme we find democracy in n.11
rule; freedom of conscience and conduct; education
to all ; the most ample provision for the conditions
of knowledge and recreation and the absolute exclusion of all habits, customs, and occupations dangerous
to the physical, mental, or moral health of individuals
or the little colony as a whole. Those of our readers
who can fully realize what these five points truly
mean, will find food for reflection in thinking out
the actuality of a society base1l upon them, and then
of endeavouring to obtain a vivid idea of the changed
condition of Scotland were such an order of existence
enforced therein to-morrow and henceforth. Disease
and insanity, in their most grossly induced forms,
would be unknown; ignorance, a prurient minstrelsy
and an obscene literature, would have disappeared ;
while whatever was true, honest, just, pure, lovely,
and of good report, would .flourish luxuriautly, pervading the thoughts, the speech, and the deed of
all. The vicious of both sexes would tind no :field
of action, but would be compelled to fall into line
with the good, or seek in ungodly haunts that opportunity for sin which would be denied them in
this happy state. It is, we frankly admit, given to
but few to relieve themselves of all pl'ejndice and
false impressions, created and fostered by contact
with our artificial existence, and to picture truly the
more exalted life after which these home colonists
yearn, an<l which woulJ, in fact, in our opinion,
bring them within measurable distance of paradi e
itself. All who adhere to the sci.eme are expected
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to pledge themselves to conformity with certain
things, and to an implacable enmity to some of the
most desolating evils of society. Tbe fifth pledge,
for instance, involves a determination against raising
or using tobacco; the sixth is :igainst the use, manufacture, and sale of all alcoholic liqnors; and not
only so, but against the disposal of any produce
which may be transmuted into such deadly drugs.
There is no halting here, no trifling with evils so
deplorable. The determination to exclude these
poisonous substances is not exhausted by their exclusion, but the produce of the land is not to be
sold to the brewer or the distiller. Their resolution
to colonize is not a dream or a theory-their action
is beyond debate. There are already such colonies,
of wbich Vineland is the most signally and successfully con.spicuous. Their anticipations of a heavenly
state on en.rth may not be realized, but their attitude to Drink in all its forms is a gladdening reality.
They have detern1inecl that their mental and moral
capacity shoulu not be diminished, their faculties
not dulled, their consciences not seared, through the
operation of alcohol on their brains, and their minds
will have the healthiest conditions, amid which
they may develop and exercise tbem. Should the
scheme succeed, we may look forward with assured
confidence to the progress an.d growth of a colony
whose inhabitants enjoy, in fruitful exuberance, the
most exalted earthly happiness possible to the
human race.
A new member of the alcoholic tribe has been
discovered- not in the breezy hill, the lovely vn.lley,
the flowery mead, or the boundless prairie. It
comes, like all the family, from the rotten11ess and
decay of the productions of nn.tllre, nnd, like the
race to which it is allied, it is the enemy of mankind. This newly-discovered poison rejoice1, iri the
name of Sotal. lt is limpid, colourless, 11,nd pungent, and it intoxicates. It springs from the decomposition and decay of a gigantic lily, which has its
home in . Western Texas and in South-Eastern New
Mexico. This lily grows best at an elevation of 500
to 600 feet. It is perennial in growth, and has long
green leaves, with n. stout flower stem of some 19
feet high. It does not produce alcohol. We have
bread trees, milk trees, but no alcoholic tree hn.s yet
been found in all the wide domain of nature. This
lily yields most delicious food and drink. People
who are wise, boil or bake its leaves, and the inner
part of these is much sought after. So that if people
would only use this lily as wise folks use corn or
wheat, making it supply a delicious food and a delightful beverage Sota.I would never have been heard of.
But there are some people who,liketbeFrench duchess~
have no desire for anyth.iug but forbidden fruit.
"Ah," Rhe said as she laid down a water pitcher one
dn.y, "what a pity that taking water is not a sin, it
would be more delicious ! " Such people there are in
Texas who, caring more for the gratification of their
propensities than the satisfaction of nature, steep

the lily till it decay~, n.11d from tbe steepings distil
Sotal. Sotn.l will be heard of : it will, like all its
deadly kindred, drive men and women mad, a.ud hurl
mnltitudes of them into premature gr[lves. Between
the lily as it blooms aud as it is in its rottenness, there
is n.s great a difference as there is between light and
darkness ; between the highest good and the vilest
evil ; between the brain nouri~hed by food which
strengthens and the brain maddened and overwhelmed.
Men leave civilization with it.s pleasures to go forth
as the pioneers of humanity : they forsake n.lmost
all comfort, but they carry with them supplies of
deadly liquor, or, rus in Texas, they seize on the vegetable productions around them and pervert them to
a poisonous draught that dulls tlieir sensitivity,
darkens their understanding, weakens their will
power, n.nd hardens their heart. On lrnw many a
grave iu Texas and Mexico may yet be fitly placed
a tablet having this inscription,-" Here lies a settler,
brave, courageous, daring an<l successful. But iu
the flower of his age he died of frenzied madness
induced by that deadly and seductive poison, Sobd,
He came here to find a fortnne, but Sota! found for
him an early and dishonoured grave."

INTELLIGENCE.
THE PARLIAMENTARY SESSION.-1.
1

NOTICES OF ~foTIOX- ALE O:P
PIRITS 1:-.ATALbtPOR'f DUTIES IN J Al\fAH.:A-MR. GLADSTOX.E ON
LIVENsrna LEGISLATION-"\VEL II Su.r-DAY CLo. INO
Drvrsro:s--VVELSH 'uXDAY C1,o. rxa ExrLANATION
BILL.

Trrn present Parliamentary ses ion was begun on Tu esday, 7th ult. The occasion was wholly devoid of
ceremony. Rarely bas a session opened under more
excitement. It is truly deplorable when there are so
many grievances awaiting redress that there should be
so much party :fighting, and that the Government of
the day of whatever party should not have a clear
stage for the transaction of needful and urgent legislation. ,v e ~.re hopeful that this obstruction will work
its own cure by the nation rousing itself and setting
legislators aside whose nature it is to fall out by the
way. The Queen's Speech made no reference to the
licensing question, but a very large number of notices
of bills and of questions were given. Among these
were a notice of motion by Sir Wilfrid Lawson on
fonday, to ask whether Her Majesty's Government
contemplate an alteration of the licensing laws. By
Mr. E. Clarke, on an early day, to move a resolution
affirming the desirability of bills which had reached
the stage of committee in one session, but not becoming
law, being resumed at the same stage the next session.
By Mr. Pease, to call attention to the relations of this
country with China, with reference to the opium traffic.
By Mr. ·warton, Bill to amend the Velsh Sunday
Closing Act of last session. (Laughter.) 1Ir. 'tevenson
asked leave to bring in a Bill for Sunday Closing in
England. :Mr. Garbutt asked leave to bring in a Bill
to close public houses during the hours of polling at
Parliamentary elections. Mr. O'Sullivan asked eave
to bring in a Bill for the improvement of spirits before
being allowed to be sent out of bond for consumption.
Sir John St. Aubyn gaye a similar notice for a :Bill ~o
prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquor 011 Sunday m
Cornwall. Mr. Lewis Fry gave notice that on Thursday "in committee of the whole House he would move
that the Chairman be directed to move !;he Honse that
lea\-e be given to briug in a Bill to amend the law
relating to the granting of licensts for the sale by retail
of intoxicating liquors not to be consumed 011 the
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premise . ' Mr. ~Iorgan Lloyd followed with the announcement that he proposed on February 21st, to
l'eintroduce his " Bill to amend the laws reln.ting to
Parliamentary elections.'' This mea ure last session
dealt with public-houses and committee-roorus. The
Attorney-General intimated his intention of introducing on Thursday his '' Bill for the better prevention of
Corrupt an<l Illegal Practices xt Parliamentary elections." This Bill as printed last year also contained·
provision to lessen the drink curse at elections.
Feb. 8th. -Colonel Barne asked leave to introduce a
Bill to prevent the adulteration of beer. (Laughter.)
Feb. 9th.-Dr. Cameron gave notice that he would
introduce a Bill to amend the law relating to the
traffic in excisable liquors in passenger vessels plying
between Scotch ports.
:Mr. Onslow gave notice that in consequence of the
motion of the member fol' \Vhitby (Mr. Arthur Pease),
regarding the opium trade between India and China,
he would mO\'e an amendment thereon.
Lord Hartington in reply to Mr. Fowler, said that
h e was aware that by the law of :r atal the sale of
spirits to natives was forbidden. It was proposed by
the Secretary of the Colonies to the GoYernment of
Natal in 1879 to exten l this prohibition of the sale of
spirits to coolies, and the Government of India were
consulted on the subject, and they obtained the opinion
of the Governments of ~Iadras and Bengal, who were of
opinion that the traffic in liquors <lid great and manifest harm, but said it appeared desirable that existing
contracts should stand, and that the law should be
applied prospectively. lt would be for the Colonial
authoriti es and the ecretary fol' the Colonies to say
wheth er it was advisa.ble to take the risk of dimini. hing the traffic as suggested by the reports of the
~fa.elms and Bengal Governments. These were communicated to the Colonial Offices, and he had recently
heard that the ata.l Go\'ernment ha l resolved that no
legislation for stopping the sale of liquor be attempted.
It would seem from wbat he had heard stated that if
this traffic did great and m ... nifest harin tu tlie nativel:l, I
there was nothing in the advice given by the Government of India to preclude the Nat::i.l Government from
extending their legislation. Mr. Fowler ga.ve notice
that on an ea.rly date he would move a resolution in
terms of the question.
l\Ir. Courtenay in re]!ly to Mr. Serjeant 'imon :ulmitted that an import tluty often had been levied to
meet a temporary deficit in the revenue of Jamaica, but
this was only for one year. 'rhere had been also an
increase on the duty of rum imported, and ,he lion.
genthnnan was nnderstoud to say the a.uthorities at the
Colonial Office had not thought it their duty to interfere.
Feb. 13th. -Hir \\'ilfrid Lawson asked the :First Lord
of the Treasury whether Her Majesty's Government
contemplated proposing any alteration in the licensing
laws during the present session. Mr. Gladstone replied
that Her Majesty's Government hav e no intention t o
propose to the House a measure which would be termed
a measure for the alteration of the licensing laws during the present se sion, but they have already made
known their intention to introduce a measure, at the
earliest period in their power, with respect to Local
Government, and that measure will have certain bearings upon the question of licensing. I hope that in the
course of a short time-it must depend upon other circumstan ces when it can Le introduced-the measure
will be under the view of the hon. member, and then
he ·will be able to judge how far he considers it an
answer to the question.
Feb. 13th.- Mr. ·warton asked leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the unday Closing (\Vales) Act. The
House divided-ayes 18, noes 51. 'l'he Scotch vote
was as follows-ayes, Col. Alexander, A. Asher, J. B.
Balfour (Lord-Advocate), E. Marjoribanks; noes, U.
Anderson, 'r. H. Buchanan, Dr. Farquharson, P.
M'Lagan, J. Heron Maxwell, E. Noel, J·. D. Peddie.
The first Scotch vote is as usual largely for , unday
dosing.
Feb. 14th.-Mr. ,varton gave notice to ask on Thurs-

day to iutrodncc a Bill to amend the, 'nnday Closing
(\Val es ) Act 1S81 No. 2. (Laughter. )
Feb. l6th.- ir Wilfricl Lawson drew the speaker's
attention to the fact that )fr. Warton was defeated on
Momlay in his attempt to introduce a Bill to amend
the \Velsh Sunday Closing Act. As he ( ' ir ·wilfricl)
did not b elieve the fun ction of the House to be the
explanation of Acts of Parliament, he wanted to know
whether the hon. member was in onler in bringing in
the same Bill under a different name. The peaker
could not call the proceeding of the hon. member in
itself irregular. If the Bill is the same he is clearly
irregular, but only he can answer that question. Mr.
'\Varton said the Bill was totally different to the other.
The first was an exempt.ion bill, this one was to explain
the legal effect of the Act itself. Sir Wilfrid said that
was just the point. He wanted to know whether it
was in order to bring forward a Bill to ex plain a legal
question : that was not legislation.

Trinidad has allopted a Sunday Closing Act. All
shops close at 9 a.m.
Wise, the Cork distiller, died lately worth £3,000,000
sterling. \Vhat "fools" be had for customers !
The London public-houses, placed end on encl or side
by side, would form a street thirty miles in length.
All clubs and co-operative stores selling liquors are
being compelled to cease either to exist or to continue
selling strong drink.
In the new year's copy of the "Licensed Yictuallers'
Almanack '' for 1882, all the members of Parliament
who voted with Sir ,vilfrid Lawson, 1I.P., appear in
black type.
A capital portrait of Mr. Joseph Livesey, now in his
88th yenr, adorned the Church of Englancl 'J',,mpemnce
Chronicle recently. \Ye hope our readers have read
fr. Sherlock's "Joseph Livesey: a Life Story an<l its
Lessons."
~fr. B. 0. Greening, of Aa;,cheste,, l,as he ,; t~t
Saltaire, and finds from his own observation that it is
an artizan's paradise. E erything there that a working man can hope for, and not a public-house within
the area in which 4300 happy working people live.
MR. Jo:EPH CowE)." A ,'D THE LH·E--sED V1cTL\LL1rns.
-Mr. Joseph Cowen, )J.P., in replying to a cleputation
of the I cwcastle Branch of the Licensed Yictuallers'
Association, said he should he no party to inflicti11g
injustice on licensed victuallers, or on any other class
carrying on a legally recognised business.
A PRIZ& O.F £20.-A prize of twenty pounds stg. is
offered by the Edinburgh 'fotal Abstinence ocicty for
the best essay or essays " On the 'econdary Effects of
Alcohol on the ~ystem in Health and Disease." Open
to the medical students of Edinburgh. For further
particulars we r efer inquirers to Dr. C. G. Miller, 11
\Valker treet, Edinburgh, with whom es ::i.ys must be
lodged by 1st A ugust, 1882.
The Irish Association for the Prevention of Intemperance has laid a declaration in favonr of extending the
benefits of Sunday closing to Cork, '\Vaterforcl, Limerick, Dublin, and Belfast before Mr. ,v. E. Forster,
Irish Chief Secretary. It is signed. by 215 magistrates,
:323 Protestant cl rgymen, 131 Roman Catholic clergymen, 303 medical men, 131 town councillors, and 171
poor law guardians. Mr. Forster characterised it as a
'' very important document."
MR. GLADSTO:N"E AXD THE LICEN, ING QUESTJO.'.-

The following letter has been received by the Bishop of
Durham from Mr. Gladstone: - "My Lord, -Mr.
Gladstone desires me to acquaint you that he has
received the resolution in favour of an amendment of
the li censing laws passed at a recent meeting at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, hich your lorclship has clone him the
honour to forward. I am to say that Her Majesty's
Govemment will be glad when an opportunity arri,·es,
for making progress toward the settlement of this question. -(Signed), E. ,v. HAl\lIL'.l'ON.
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DRU 'KENNERR I~ DUNDEE. - -It is a somewhat curious
coincidence that the number of cases before the Dundee Police Court between the li,t a.nd 31st January was
the same this year as last-namely, 410. The temperance crusade has not had any effect in diminishing
the drunks, as the list of incapables during the past
month was one in excess of the same period in Jan nary,
1881. These numbers were :- In January this year,
132; last year, 131.-'l'elegraph.
UNFERME~TED vVnrn.-"\Ve are glad to learn that
Mr. Matthew Waddell of the City and Commercial
Dining Rooms, Union Street and 42 Argyle Street,
Glasgow, has become agent for the sale of Mr. Frank
"\Vright's Unfermented Wine. ~fr. \\ addell, from his
extensive business connection, will giYe an increased
stimulus to the sale of this, the only genuine fruit of
the vine at present in the market. "\Ve wish him
success enough to satisfy his business enterprise.
HEAVY DRIXKISG AT A BALL.-A writer in 'T1·uth
says:-" I heard of a ball the othe1· day in average
middle-class society, at which less than 200 people
were present, and the liquor consumecl between 9 p.m.
and 6 a. m. amounted to seventeen dozen of champagne,
two dozen of sherry, twenty bottles of brandy, besides
several dozen of claret. The scene at the finale was
almost precisely similar to that described at the commencement of the first chapter of 'Ilarry Lorrequer.'"
A TE:IIPERANCE FIFTY.-A meeting of temperance
delegates was held in the Temperance Hall, PortGlasgow, on Tuesday night, 14th February, when an
organisation called "The Port-Glasgow Temperance
Representative Fifty" was formed. A constitution on
the lines of '' The Dundee Hundred" was formed. The
office-bearers elected were:- Presi<lent, Mr. Robert
Duncan, shipbuilder; vice-presidents, Rev. Alexander
Baird and nev. Alexander D. Anderson; corresponding
secretary, ).Jr. D. M. Main; minute secretary, Mr.
James Rowan; treasurer, Mr. David Gemmell. The
formation of this organisation is the direct fruit of the
recent conference on local option.-Dail!J J.l fail, Thursdav, 16th ]eb., 1882.
Co_ FERENCE ON LOCAL OPTION AT JEDBURGII.-A
conference of the friends of local option was held in
Douglas' Temperance Hotel, .T e<l burgh, on Tuesday,
7th ult., Mr. John Curle in the cl1air. After a statement by Mr. J. H. Waterston, of Edinburgh, it was
unanimously agreed to request the Executive of the
Permissive Bill Association to urge upon the Government the desirability of introducing a bill for Scotland
giving the people power to veto the liquor traffic in
their various localities, and also that a similar resolution be 1:1enL to the ruemberd of Parliament for the
burgh trnd county, urging them to support the same.
The conference comprised representatives from Jedburgh, Ancrum, Denholm, and surrounding districts.Daily R£>view.
LOCAL OPTION CONFERENCE AT HAWICIL-A conference of the friends of local option was held in the
Evangelica,l Union Church, Hawick, on \VeLlnesday
evening, 8th February-Rev. R. Macpherson, of Yetholm, in the chair. After consideration, it was agreed
to request the Executive of the Permissive Bill Association to approach the Government, and urge upon them
the introduction of a bill for Scotland giving the ratepayers power to veto the liquor traffic in their respective
localities. A public meeting was held in the same
place after the conference. Bailie Inglis presided, and
there was a large attendance. The various motions
were unanimously adopted. Among the speakers
were:-Rev. Dr. Hislop, Hawick; Councillor Gilroy,
Hawick; Rev. N. !'.Pherson, Yetbolm; Rev. Mr.
Orr, Ilawick; Mr. David Gaylor, Hawick; ReY. Dr.
Adamson, Edinburgh; Mr. 11. Cameron, Tiawick; Mr.
"\Villiam Simpson, Hawick; Mr. J. II. "\Yaterston,
Edinburgh; and Mr. M. Muller, Hawick.
Goon TRADE.-1'1r. R. Power asked the, 'ecretary of
State for the Home~ Department, the other night in
Parliament, if his attention had 0een called to the
charge recently delivered by the Chairman of the
Durham Quarter Sessions, in which he lamented the

terrible increase of crime in that county-crimes of
assault upon women and children showing a proportionate increase; and if he intends to take any steps
for the better protection of Her Majesty's subjects in
the county of Durham. Sir W. Lawson asked if the
Chairman of the Quarter , essions attributed the increase of crime to the better condition of trade, and
whether it could be stated what was the description of
trade to which he referred. (Laughter.) Sir W. V.
Harcourt said, in reply to these cross-questions, be was
sorry to have to confess he hatl not seen the ~barge of
the Durham Quarter Sessions; bnt no information had
reached him, officially ot· otherwise, which led him
to think that any exceptional measures were necessary
for the county of Dnrham. (Hear, hear.)
LOCAL 0PTIOX CoxFEREXCE AT KEJ,. ·o. -A conference
of the friends of local option in Kelso and district was
held on Tuesday, 7th ult., in the Masonic Hall, Kelso
-Rev. R. Inglis, M.A., St. Boswells, in the chair.
After consultation, it was unanimously agreed to \"\<Tite
to the directors of the Permissive .Bill Association,
calling upon them to memorialise the Government and
Scotch members to introduce a bill for Scotland giving
the people the power to veto the liquor traffic in their
localities when so disposed. After the conference a
public meeting was held in the same place. Bailie
Slight presided, aml there was a large attendance.
The following motions were unanimously adopted:(1) Moved by Rev. Mr. Kirkwood, Kelso, and seconded
by Rev. R. Inglis, l\I. A., St. Boswells-" That, considering the vice, misery, crime, waste of food, increased taxation, and stagnation of trade caused by the
traffic in intoxicating liquors, this meeting declares that
no legislation will be satisfactory that does not confer
the power of a popular veto on the liquor traffic."
(2) Moved by Mr. A. Campbell, Kelso, and seconrlecl
by Mr. J. H. ·waterston, Edinburgh-" That considering the advanced position occupied by Scotland on
liquor legislation, and its preparedness for still further
advance-as shown by the Scotch Yote on Sir vV. Lawson's Resolution-this meeting calls upon the Government to introduce a measure for Scotland which shall
enable ratepayers to suppress the traffic in intoxicating
liquors in their various localities." (3) Moved by Mr.
James Melrose, and seconded by Mr. Thomas Brown"That copies of the foregoing resolutions be signed by
the chairman, and forwarded to the Prime Minister,
the Home Secretary, the Lord Advocate, Lord Rosebery, and member of Parliament for the county."
Several songs, &c., wern given during the evening.
IN 'REARB OF DIWXKE HE.. ·. -At a meeting helc.11..i.st
uight in the Free Church Rall, 'tockbriclga-the Rev.
Mr. Keay in the chair-ex-Bailie Lewis delivered an
address, in which he referred to the fact that, notwithstanding all the educational, philanthropic, and religious agencies which are at work, and the healthy temperance sentiment that exists, drunkenness is sLill on
the increase. The last excise returns published proved
that there has recently been a large increase in the
consumption of intoxicating liquors, while the most
recent police returns available demonstrate the increase
of drunkenness and other offences. He referred to the
police returns during New Year's week for the cities
He found from
of Edinburgh and Glasgow in I roof.
these returns that in Edinburgh the number of drunk
and incapables taken charge of by the police in 1880
was 101; in 1881, 115; and in 1882, 124. When, in
addition to these, the apprehensions for disorderly
assaults, crimes. and contraventions were taken into
account, the numbers for the New Year's week in 1880
was 250; in 1881, 258; and in 1882, 337. Glasgow, he
was sorry to find, afforded more conclusive evidence of
the increase of drunkenness and social disorder.
During the New Year's week in 1880 the number of
drunk and incapable cases taken charge of by the
Glasgow police was 45~; for 1881, 603; and for 1882,
668. When to these were added the apprehensions for
disorderly assaults, crimes, and contraventions, the
increase was seen to be positively alarming. For the
New Year's week in 1880 they numbered 1173; in
1881 they were 1632; and in 1882, 1755. It will thus
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be seen that during the N cw Y car's week of the present year upwards of 2000 persons had been before the
police courts of two of the most famous and highly
priYileged of our Scottish cities. If these facts were
not enough to arouse our Scottish Churches to aggressive and well-defined action against the drink curse,
and to compel the GoYernment of the country forthwith to introduce such a measure into Parliament as
would arm the Scottish people with the power to veto
the drink traffic, he knew uot what woulc1.-Daily
Review.
Loc.tL0.PTIO:N" MEETI:N"GS A'l' 'T . ANl ·Ew:;.-A conference of the friends of local option was held in Baptist
Uhurch, St. Andrews, on ,v educ3day, 15th ult. Rev. R.
Troup presicled. After a statement from Mr. ,v aterston,
Edinburgh, a resolution was moved by Councillor Hull,
seconded by l\Ir. John 'roye, and unanimously agreed
to, calling upon the executive of the Scottish :Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association to memorialise Government to introduce a bill for Scotland giving the
ra.tepayers a popular Yeto upon the liquor traflic. After
the conference a public meeting was held in the same
pface. Ilev. J. G. Gib3on occupiecl the chair, ancl there
was a good attendance.
The following resolutions
were agreed to:-(1) 1'Iovecl by .rlr. John Robertson,
and seconded by Rev. :i\I. Macgregor, of Dalkeith" That, consillering the vice, misery, crime, waste of
food, increased taxa,tion, and stagnation of tracle ea.used
by the traffic in intoxicating liquors, this meeting
declares that no legislation will be satisfactory that
does not c nfer the power of a popular veto upon the
liquor traffic. " (2) Moved by Rev. R. Troup, and
seconded by .r Ir. J. H. ,Yaterston- -" That, considering
the advanced position occupied by Scotland on liquor
legisla.tion, and its preparedness for still further aclYance-as shown by the coteh vote on Sir Wilfrid
La·wson's Resolution-this meeting calls upon C:overn meut to introclnce a men.sure for , eotland in ne,·t
session of Parliament which shall enable ratepayers to
suppress the traffic in intoxicating liquors in their
\ anous localities.,. (3) ~loved Ly :'.\fr. J ohu ,Yilson,
!J,ucl f'econclf'd hy :'.\[r. ,Jolrn 'l'oye-" That c:opies of +he
fore oiug resolutions be signed by the chairman, ancl
forwarded to the Prime ::Vlinister, the Home Secretary,
the Lord Advocate, Lord llo'lebery, and members of
Parliament for the burgh and county."
lr. \Yilliam
;-4rnith and others also took part in the proceedings.
After the close of the meeting an opportunity was given
to take the Blue Ribbon pledge, when 34 came forward
and received the ribbon from l\Ir. Waterston.-Dai/y

Ee1•ie1u.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
The following meetings have been addressed by the
n.dvocates and agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill
antl Temperance Association from Hith Nov. 1881, to
11th FeLrnary, 1882, inclusive. During tl.iat period 273
meetings were held, 98 being deputational, and 175 ordinary. At these meetings 530 addresses were given.
'l'he following is a summary of each speaker's work :.i. Ir. J . H . ,vaterston has visited Prestonpans, Edinburgh, Cockenzie, Ga.teside, Newcastle, Gosforth,
Scotswootl, Ohirnside, Glasgow, Dysart, Greenock,
Leith, Roslin, Burntisland, Newton, Portobello,
Gra.ngemonth, Linlithgow, Peebles, Galashiels, Earlsston, Ceres, Kirkealdy, .Jedburgh, Kelso, Hawick, and
Blantyre, and addressed 68 meetings.
Mr. R. tevenson has visited Prestwick, Glasgow,
Montrose, Ferryden, Kirriemuir, Alyth, Arbroath
up~r-Angus, Dunning, ,vhiteinch, Renfrew, Hamil~
ton, IrYine, Barrhead, Port-Glasgow, Dailly, Girvan,
:Maybole, Stranraer, ,Vhithorn, and Oreetown, and
addressed 61 meetings.
:Mr. \Vm . Blackwood has visited Aberdeen, ,voodsidc, New Leeds, Aber<lonr, Inverallochy, Inverurie,
,.'lap, Ballater, Broxburn, Portsoy, Aboyne, Bauchory
G ourclon, Bervie, and J ohnshaven, and addressed 6i
meetings.
Ur. John Paton has visited Glasgow, Dalry, Dum-
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ba:rton, Skelmo1:lie, Ne,~mains, Stonehouse, Rothesay,
Kilbarchan, Paisley, K.1lmalcolm, Pollokshaws, Milngavie, Troon, and Leith, and addressed 24 meetingFi.
Mr. R :Mackay has visited Edinburgh, Glascrow
Barrhead, Irvine, Nitshill, Paisley, Dumfries, P;rth'.
and Peebles, and addressed 20 meetinas.
_Mr. R. Dransfiel~ has visited Glasgow, Stonehouse,
High Blantyre, Irvme, Rutherglen, and Aitkenheacl
and addressed 18 meetings.
'
Mr. James Winning has addressed 13 meetings in
Glasgow, Renfrew, Paisley, Dumfries, Port-Glasgow,
Maybole, and Stranraer.
Itev. S. Harding has addressed 8 meetings in Barrhea~, Hamilton, Irvine, Greenock, Grangemouth, antl
,v111thorn.
Rev. Dr. Acla"mson has acldressed 7 meetinO's
in
0
Edinburgh, Peebles, and Hawick .
Re:v, ,v. U. M 'Dougall has addressed 7 meetings in
Hanulton, :M:aybole, ~tranracr, \Vhithorn, and Blantyre.
Rev. W. Barker has addressed 6 meetings in Dumfries, Port-Glasgow, Perth, and Portobello.
Bailie Selkirk, J.P., Las addressed 6 meetincrs
m
0
Barrheacl, Irvine, Gla.sgow, and Perth.
Ex-Bailie 'rorrens, J . P ., has addressed 6 meetincrs
in
0
Glasgow, Barrhead, Paisley, and Per~h.
Captain Brotchic has _addressed 5 meetings in Alexanclrin., Creenock, Port-Glasgow, and Portobello.
Rev. M. M 'Gregor has achhessed 4 meetings in
falinburgb, Portobello, and K.irkcalcly.
Rev. E. J. Boon has aclclressecl 4 meetincrs
in Peebles
0
Galashiels, and Kirkca.lcly.
'
l\fr. James Coutts, ,'.S.U., hn.s addressed 4 meetincrs
0
in Portobello and Peebles.
;1:lr. John Steel has aclcll'essed 4 meetings in Grano·e0
mouth, Galashiels, and Kirkcaldy.
TieY. A. Wilson has addressed 3 meetings in Renfrew
ancl Greenock.
Ex-Bailie Lewis has addresse 1 3 meetings in Roslin
Peebles, and Edinburgh.
'
dr. R. :M'Callum has a.ddr.;ssed 3 mceti11gs in Hamilton and Glasgow.
:i\Ir. ,vm. Kesson has addressed 3 meetincrs
in
0
Whiteinch anJ Glasgow.
i lr. J. P. Lossock hn.s addressed 3 meetincrs
in Porto.
0
hello and Peebles.
Rev. Principal Cairns has addressed 2 meetings in
Edinl,mrgh.
ReY. H. J. Lynd has acldressecl 2 meetings in Glasgow ancl Edinburgh .
Rev. ,v. Bell has addressed 2 meetings in Hamilton.
Rev. J. Kay has addressed 2 meetings in Edinbur«h.
Rev. ,J. Anderson hns adclressed 2 meeting in Cl rnu~'C·
0
mouth.
Rev. M. 0. Shaughnessy has addressecl 2 rneetin"s
0
in 1faybole.
Rev. P. Richardson has addressed 2 meetings in
Maybole.
Councillor Tainsh has a1ldreFised 2 meetings in Hamilton.
Councillor Cross has adclr ssed 2 meetings in Hamill.on.

Councillor Dow has addressed 2 meeting:-, in Linlith•

gow.
Councillor Cross has addressed 2 meetings in ·rortG lasgow.
Councillor Hay has addressed 2 meetings in Straurae1·.
~Ir. J. Sutherland has aclclressed 2 meetincrs
in
0
Edinburgh .
:Mr. T. Robinson has addressed 2 meetinus in Barrhead and Nitshill.
~
Ir. Houston has adclressed 2 meetings in Hamilton.
J. 'iY. Lindsay has addressed 2 meetings in
Inme.
Mr. A. Finlay has addressecl 2 meetingFi in IrviRe.
Mr. John, 'pence has addressed 2 meetings in Paisley.
Mr. J. Clark has addressed 2 meetings in Maybole.
Mr. M. Ballantyne has addressed 2 meetiuas
in "'hit0
horn.
Mr. J. 11'Ilwrick has addressed 2 meetings in ·whithorn.

1'.Ir,

Mr. ~I. ~l '\\'illi,,m hns :-ullhes eel 2 meetings m
\\'hi thorn.
lvir. J. C. ~!'Donald ha s :vhlressed 2 meetings rn
Kirkcahly.
Mr. A. Bennett has a1ldresscd 2 meetings h1 Kirkcaldy.
'l'he following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follow
their names :- '.ir "\Vilfricl Lawson, Bart., M.P.,
Edinburgh; Rev. Professors Blaikie, Edinburgh;
Kirk, Edinburgh ; and Johnstone, Edinburgh ; Rev.
Drs. Gray, Edinburgh ; Stewart, Aberdeen ; and Kennedy, Port-Glasgow; Revs. W. Halliday, Glasgow ;
S. Sleath, Edinburgh ; W. Graham, Edinburgh; J.
Young, Edinburgh ; M. Galbraith, Aberdeen ; G. Wallace, Hamilton; J. J. Kelly, Irvine; J. Connell, Irvine;
A. Andrew, Glasgow; A. C. Henderson, Glasgow; J.
Baird, Greenock; J. J. Cooper, Greenock; .J. Douglas,
Glasgow; \V. C. i\Iiller, Paisley; G. "\V. Cumming,
Grangemouth; J. 1I'Queen, Dumfries; J. Cooper,
Dumfries ; J. Campbell, Port-Glasgow; A Baird, PortGlasgow; A. Sutherland, Perth; J. Symon, Perth ;
J. Barrow, Portobello; J. C. Nisbet, Galashiels ; J.
Crawford, Maybole; 11. l\Iint, Maybole; G. Stewart,
Strnnraer ; J. Kirkwood, Kelso ; R. Inglis, Kelso ;
D. Hislop, Hawick; J. Orr, Hawick; and N. M'Pherson, Hawick; Sheriff Guthrie Smith, Edinburgh; John
·wilson, Esq., J.P., Edinburgh; Ex-Provosts Dick,
Barrhead; and Shortridge, Dumfries; Treasurer Russell, Peebles; Bailies Bell, Port-Glasgow; and Marshall,
Stranraer; Ex-Bailies M 'Bryde, Port-Glasgow; and
Kemp, Portobello; Councillors Lsishman, Grangemouth ; Reid, Portobello; and Gilroy, IIawick; ExCouncillor Fulton, Glasgow; Captain Hatfield, Glasgow ; Drs. Bowitl, Edinburgh ; ftichmond, Paisley;
Young, Portobello ; and Douglas, \,Vhithorn ; Messrs.
T. Barclay, Glasgow ; J. Hunter, Glasgow; G. Tait,
Edinburgh; John Nisbet, Edinburgh; J. Jeffrey,
Edinburgh; J. Blair, Renfrew ; J. Vernal, Renfrew;
R. Duncan, Renfrew; J. Hamilton, Renfrew; J. Tagg,
Renfrew; 'J'. Ivory, Edinburgh; T. M'Lellan, Barrhead ; A. Shanks, Barrhead ; A. Johnston, Barrhead ;
R. Patrick, Barrheacl; D. Macfarbne, Barrhead ; D.
Ferguson, Barrhead; \V. Craig, Barrhead ; J. Stirling,
Hamilton; \V. 'owan, Hamilton; c+. Pauline, Irvine ;
D. M'Neill, Irvine; J. Miller, Irvine; J. Yuille, IrYine; "\V. M'Cormack, Irvine; A. Adamson, Ceres;
J. '. Adamson, Ceres; T. Honeyman, Ceres; D. Ramsay, Edinburgh; J. Thomsou, Edinburgh ; J. Smith,
Edinburgh; J. "\Vood, Paisley; J. Tennant, Glasgow;
T. :M uir, Paisley; J. M. Cunningham, Paisley; A.
Brown, Grangeruouth ; 11. Gavin, Grangemouth ; T.
Lindsay, Grangemouth ; J. Lyon, Grangemouth ; J.
\V. 1iach.ay, Ghisgow; J. B. A. M'Kinuel, Dumf1ies;
R. Duncan, Port-Glasgow; D. Gemmell, Port-Glasgow;
D. 1\Iain, Port-Glasgow; J. Duguid. Port-Glasgow; J.
Russell, Port-Glasgow; "\V. Laurie, Portobello ; J.
Easton, Portobello; E. Selway, Portobello; J. Pool,
Portobello ; R. Johnston, Portobello ; B. James, Portobello; Bazandine, Portobello; U. Russell, Peebles;
D. immo, Peebles ; T. Robertson, Peebles ; Dunlop,
Peebles ; A. Smyth, , Peebles ; F. Lynn, Galashiels ;
A. Herbertson, Galashiels; J. Allan, Galashiels ; J.
::,mith, 1Iaybole ; A. Goudie, Iaybole ; J. Nisbet,
Maybole; ~I. 1I'Pherson, Maybole; .J. Latta, Maybole; .1. Limond, Maybole; J. ·wood, Earlston ; 11.
Tully, Stranraer ; M. Hood, Stranraer; M. Begg, \Vbithorn ; D . Niven, "\Vhithorn ; J . Allison, Kirkcaldy ;
J. ,~kinner, Kirkcaldy ; A. Beattie, Kirkcaldy; J.
Black, Kirkcaldy ; J . Balfour, Kirkcaldy; A. Campbell, Kelso ; J. Melrose, Kelso ; T. Brown, Kelso ; K
\Vilsou, Rn.wick; D. •raylor, Hawick; ~I. Cameron,
Ha.wick; "\V. Simpson, Hawick; and :M. Miller,
Hawick.
\Ye hn.ve been asked to acknowledge receipt of the
subsc ription of Mr. "\V. Kelman, Glasgow, 5s. ; also
Walter 11'Kinlay, 1879-80, 2s. 6d.; 1880-81, 2s. 6d.,
inadvertently omitted in annual report.
AN OPPONENT'S GEXER0US RECOGNITION. - " The
Twenty-Third Annual .Report of the Rcottish Permissive Dill antl T mperance As ociation ., is a record of
>

continncd persevering effort in a good cause. \\'e m:1y
and tlo differ from the modes proposed by the Pennissi vc Bill 0£ dealing with the evils of drunkenness, lmt
the mass of facts, the earnest ffort, the unwearied
iteration of truth, the determination not to allow the
community to become dead to the evil-all this sowing
of gooJ. seed will in tha end yiclu. good fruit.-Dunclee
Advertiser.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
The H ealth Rejorrn C'oloni.st. A Radical Health Reform Journal. Aug. and Sep. 18 1. J. 0. Clark,
.__'y ke's Mills, Elmore County, Alabama. Six cents, or
25 cents for six months. This is a curiosity; first, it
does not contain so much matter as two pages of the
Social Refo1·mer, yet the difficulty of getting it up was
so great that the editor makes an elaborate apology to
his readers. He thought to have the number before
us out by 1st October, but it appears· it was the 1st of
November ere he could congratulate his readers on its
appearance. A Radical, Dr. Graham \Vin<l.sor, Maine,
says he has lived for days on baked potatoes, for ye~rs
on Graha.m rolls and aHples, and all these years never
but once an unwholesome thing, which was when he
swallowed a little common salt, which left a blister on
his tongue when on its way to his insulted stomach.
Here is the result of his survey of humanity. Grain
food is immensely on the increase, tea and coffee on the
decrease, the liquor pest at a level, tobacco is a1as ou
the increase too. Dead flesh with the spices and condiments are not so much in use. Clean ripe fruit has
displaced pastry in some degree, yet on the whole the
great . tomach of humanity is not so badly used a1:1
formerly. "The worl<l. moves although very slowly.
\Ye must expect this ; it may have been long ages in
becoming perverted, and it certainly will take long
years to be reformed.'' \Ve have been much edified by
the perusal of this number, which a1 a.rt from those we
have not seen, contains for us much profitable reflection.
e should be glad to welcome such a thoroughgoing
publication as this is on this side of the Atlantic ferry.
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OBITUARY NOTICE.
THE LA'l'.E )IR. Du-"CAX S)tl'l'H, C: L.-1.saow.-On
\Yednesday, 8th ult. this tr~1ly amiable gentleman, one
of the most Yalued of the \'ice-presidents of the ~coitish
Permissive Bill ~md Tempern11cc Associ'i.ticm, passed
away in the 7Dth year of his age and in the 44th ·of his
adhesion to the temperance cause. He enjoyed comparatively good health till about three months ago, since
which time he gradually .sank till his death. The last
survivor of three brothers, he clies leaving a most enviable reputation behind him for commerciai diligence
and integrity, personal worth and Christian exce!Jcnce.
Born in Balfron in the beginning of this century, he left
his home for many years to push his fortunes, and r eturned more than twenty years ago to his native village,
where he spent the remainder of his working life.
During that time he did much to advance the cause of
total abstinence, to whi h he was most devotedly
attached. 'l'he Total Abstinence Society was a special
object of his praiseworthy efforts. w· e think, ho,vever
that the greatest service he clid to the cause he lo,·cd so
well, was the wide distribution of temperai;i.ce and prohibition literature which he steadily followed. Week
by week his order came, week by week c,tme his
inquiries for the newest issues and the best. It is impossible to measure, even if it were needful, the amouut
of good Mr. mith accomplished in this way, and he
would have been the last to have reckoned it 11p. He
latterly liv·e d in Glasgow, taking up to the last moment
of his healthy existence an unabatecl interest in the
cause. His remains were laid in the Balfron churchyard amid the gre~test marks of respect, all feeling
that a trnly good man had pn.ssecl awn.y.
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PRINCIPLE AND EXPEDIENCY: THEIR
TRUE PLACE IN THE TEMPERANCE
ENTERPRISE.
PRINCIPLE is lasting, eternal ; expediency is temporary, changing,-changing in modes and forms of
application. What is expedient to-clay may be
inexpedient to-morrow. Wise expediency in certain
places and under certain circumstances, may be
foolishness itself in other places and circumstances.
There is a worldly expediency ancl there is a Christian expediency ; but whether worldly or Christian,
expediency is essentially temporary in character and
varied in application. Principle is always the same,
in 11 places, and at all times.
Under other circumstances the apostle Paul would
ha e partaken both of flesh and wine (nnfermented
wine doubtless), while under the then existing circumstances, and while the same continued, he felt
it to be his duty neither to eat the one nor drink
the other. The Christian expediency practised by
the apostle is undeniable. In the circumstances it
po es ed in his estimate the imperative of moral
obligation, aud the prompt, willing, anJ wholehearted manner in which he applied it to the guidance of his own conduct is the most conclu ive proof
of his deep and abiding conviction and of Jealhearted loyalty "to Him whose he was and whom
be was bound to serve." There is no mistaking the
high Christian tone of the apostle's whole nature.
He walked in fellowship with Christ, acted llS under
his eye, carried with him an abiding sense of His
Master's presence,--the only true source of a holy,
consecratecl life.
Let us briefly examine into the surroundings of
the great apostle Paul when he utterecl the memorable words, "If meat make my brother to offend ''
(literally stumble), "I will eat no flesh while the
world slandeth." A m~mber of the recent converts
to Christ, were but yesterday the sincere but blind
devotee of idols a.nd idol-worship, babes in Christ,
with their life-loug associations 'in connection with
idols-the meats and driuks offered thereto and
partaken of expressive of their worship and service
and vows to these dumb deities,-escaped, or rather
escaping from the bewitching influences which had
long held them in bondage to dark and darkening
idolatry-still so little able to distinguish between
things that differ, so little up, so to speak, in the
light and liberty of the children of God, that flesh
and wine once otfered to idols, could not be partaken
of by them, without the thick and depressing shades
of idolitary once more creeping over their spirits,
which but yesterday, as it were, bad been gladdened
and blessed by the light of the rays of the Sun of
Righteousness that had ari en on their souls. Not
only could these infant believers not personally partake of these meats and drinks offered to idols, but
they could uot see other believers partake thereof,
without their consciences being thereby defiled.

These were the circumstances in view of which the
apostle, as was eve_r his wont, stepped to the front
manfully and as became a wholly consecrated and
u ucornpromising follower of Christ Jesus, stood up
for the weak brethren, and for their sakes presented,
enforced, and exemplified in his own conduct that
spirit of self-sacrifice which marks him off as without compeer in the illustrious land of Apostles.
Were his self-sacrificing spirit copied, not simply
admired, by all who follow Christ, the Church would
speedily be revolutionised and the world blessed.
Personally considered, the flesh and wi1,ie, assuming that the wine was unfermented, Paul could have
partaken of not only without injury, but to real
advantage up to the point of enough. To him their
having been offered to idols was a matter of supreme
indifference ; to him an idol was notbiug. Not so,
however, to many who, though weak in the faith,
were nevertheless his brethren in the Lord ; and
f01· tl1efr sakes he willingly, at once, and for ever,
renounced what might prove to them an occasion of
stumbling_ This was true Christian heroism which
none can fail to a.dmire, however few may practise_
Iu the conduct oft.he gre"'t Temper~nct: enterpris~,
tbi1:1 grand Christian expecliency taught, enforced,
a1Jd exemplified by the apostle of the Gentiles, bas
been largely quoted, appealed to, and enforced as
the chief reason for abstaining from intoxicating
liquors. I not only admit the Christian expediency
contended for, but deplore the lack of it ii;i myself and
others, and yet I cannot but regret, and that deeply,
what has all along appeared to me the misapplication
in the advocacy of the temperance movement of
that Christian expediency which has already worked
wonders, and which is destined yet to accomplish
far greater achievements. Why, or wherein, bas
Christian expediency been misapplied in connection
with the temperance enterprise 1 I auswer in
urging its application for the abandonment, the
giving up of intoxicating liquors, as ordinary beverage , instead of urging its application to the devising
and persistingly carrying out the best and :fittest
measures for wholly displacing the germ of intemperance from our country, a consummation possible
only by the people, old and young, rich and poor
wholly abandouing the beverage availment of intoxicating liquors of all kinds, and that in the smallest
possible quantities; for from its very nature alcoholic
liquor injures the partakt,rs precioely in proportion
to the qnantitypartaken of,and begets imperceptibly,
a craving for repeated gratification; for as intoxicants meet no normal requirement of the human
organism, the human system does not possess any
natural check, as it does in the case of water, which
however much relished by a thirsty person, the
system's requirements once fully meet, the relish
ceases, and intemperance in water drinking is
thereby rendered impossible on the part of all persons
in sound health, and all cases of intemperance in
water drinking are invariably traceable to abnormal
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conditions in the subject. This being the case, does
not principle require us one and all, to abstain, there
being in consequence of the nature and effects of
intoxicating drinks, no beverage availment thereof
consistent with temperance. Principle, that is moral
obligation, requires of us to abstain from that which
does us injury.; hut intoxicating drink does injure
us when in health, in proportion to the quantity
partaken of ; therefore on principle we are bound to
abstain from intoxicating drink. But where moral
obligation directly applies, expediency is excluded ;
and therefore expediency does not n.pply to personal
abstinence from the Leverage availment of intoxicating drinks. If, therefore, principle requires of us
abstinence from intoxicating drink, our duty to do
so is morally obligatory, and Christian expediency
must, operate upon and guide our action on other
lines than that of abstaining ourselves, viz., on
helping to devise and carry out the best and fittest
means for persuading others to do as we have done.
This is the true sphere and work of the temperance
reformers, not to linger at aud around the one
solitary point of personal duty performed ; but
having got a firm footing there, to move forward,
battling manfully with the foe, enabling others to
get on to the solid rock for themselves, and to join
in the noble crusade of wholly changing our habits
and customs in connect.ion with the beverage availment of intoxicant liquors, till as individuals nnd
families, as communities and a nation, we banish
intemperance from our shores.
W:or. CLARK.
Rosemount.
( To be continued.)
THE WORTH OF WOMAN.
long ago we were told that the worth of a man
after he had been educated, instructed, and trained,
was between £lo0 and £160 stg., but that if we
took the whole male and female population the value
sank per head to £ll0 stg. Now, at first sight this
migl1t be a reflection upon our better halves. But
the fact seems to be that they are not a wage-prodncing class like the men. This is self-evident; but
it is not by tba.t fact made clear that womeu should
not be as positively profitable as they are negntively
valuable to the community. Many a man owes his
first advance to a good social position to his wife ;
and we could point out many men who move about
in good society certainly doing nothing, and apparently not ueeding to, who, if truth were known, have
found in their wives the patient drudge that supplies
their wants fully and freely-such drudges, no
doubt, thinking that they are only doing their duty
by the partner of their bosoms. These womeu are
as contented as the squaw that toils incessantly to
please "the brave," who thinks labour beneath him,
and is driven by sheer hunger to hunt or fish for
sustenance. The hardy fisherman thinks that his
cluty begins and ends on the ocean wave aud that
his "squaw" shoulJ. bait bis lines and sell Lis
"take" while he gossips aud loiters at the pierhead
with his like-minded fellows. The pretty female
singer who draws down the praises of the "gods"
is often secretly the bond-thrall of some lazy fellow
who, having captured her affections, liveR upon her
earningA, and looks npon her as having no other or
higher destiny than to spend her talents aud energies
that he mn.y ruffle it with hi set.
Viewed as patient drudges, women have a value,
and a very marked one to those who own them, but
has she not a value in an ::esthetical sense? To the
man who bas been signn.lly prospetous a beautiful
wife is an acquisition, aud if, in addition to her
beauty, she is the happy possessor of accomplishments of no mean order-if she can dance, play,
NOT

sing, paint, carve, drive, ride with the hounds, she
is a paragon, and crowns the grandeur of his "salon"
or his seat in the country, with its hounds, its equipage, or other articles of vertu which he ma.y have
inherited or acquired.
Women are a great gain to society. They have
been compelled to train themselves to be teachers,
painters, governesses, clerks, nuthoresses, and even
merchants. They have, through such training,
become a valuable acquisition to the commonwealth.
Docile, skilful, steady, and content with a moderate
remuneration, they have proved themselves formidable competitors of the "other" sex. They are now
indispensable in many walks of professional life, and
it is conceded that they might, with great benefit to
society and themselves, enter many other professions
with tbe confident expectation that they would
supply a felt want, and not only increase the national
wealth but ameliorate in a high degree their own
dependent condition.
But to our thinking these do not exhn.ust the
valuable properties of the fair sex. There are
aspects of value which will not submit to be
measured by a money stand ard, and which, when
realised, make the value of woman far transcend the
calculations of the stock exchange or the quotations
of the mon ey market. The woman upon whom this
higher estimate may be placed may be so much
n.bsorbed into her husband's pernonality thnt the
fact that she exists may never enter into the thoughts
of more than half a dozen of people outside the
immediate circle in which she moves. Yet, as a
mother, she may be forming the character of her
children day by day-equipping her boys for the
race in which they shall win the prize Little as ·we
know of Shakespeare, we know still less of his
mother, but we cannot help thinking that to her th e
poet for all time must have been indebted for much
of that character which .he has stamped upon hi.·
works, and through which they themselves are
destined to live as long as the English 1:wguage
endures. How little do we know of Mrs. William
Burns, but this ,Ye know that to her, as much as to
bis father, Scotland's national poet owed much f
thn.t deep insight to nature and mankind that, like
the unceasing fragrance of a perennial flower, delights
and charms as much to-day as it bas done for the
past hundred years. Do not let it be said that these
Rre extreme types. Every woman that devotes her
waking hours to the cnltnre of her children's minds
in digging and draining and planting in their understandings is creating value that will produce incalculnble and imperishable wealth that shall one dny
purchase man's redemption from all that debases
and degrades. The work of a woman in this view
of her influence and ability is immeasurable, and
might be an inducement to her who is not already
the fortunate possessor of a value so much to be
desired, to labour for its acqllisition, even though
that labour might be for the time the sorest of a ll
labour under the sun.
The elements that make up the valne in this view
of the subject are not Ly any means redundant.
Women generally seem in their maiden days to be
more solicitous to get a, husband than about what to
do with him when they have him. They lea,rn the
arts of dressing, of charming, of engrossing atteution
to perfection; they can present the more attractive
phases of their character to their lovers wiLh a persistency that suggests the inference that they are
angelic; and mn.ny a "brummagem" piece of female
attractivenes through this art captivn.tes the seeker
after a good wife. Indeed, it would not be too much
to say that but for "gilding" or "veneerin g" many
women, of no valu e domestically whatever, could
not palm themselves off upon -men who deserve a
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better fortune. Such women, after the excitement
of courtship and marriage are over, seem to think
that their destiny has been fulfilled, and that they
have simply, like Alexander, to sigh for other worlds
to conquer. After a brilliant courtship and a
"fortunate" marriage to settle <lown to mend and
darn and scrub and cook, to bear and nurse
children, to sink a.~ once ont of sight, after dazzling
the eyes and turnrng the heads of half of the smart
young men of the ci~cle in which the)'." moved, . is
intolerable to such silly women, and, 1f not W1se
euou o-h to avert it by reflection, they become truly
an afflicted man's companion. Such women justify
their fate; they laboured for the fle eting time of
courtship and entirely neglected providing for the
permanent perio1 ?f marri_age and motherhood_ ;
they triumphed, 1t 1s true, m the results of their
labour to get a husband, but bow could they succeed
to keep him where they bad neither sowed nor tilled
to such an end? Not so, however, with the woman
who reverses a training so fatal to the happiness of
a household. While as eager for a mate as her more
frivolous sisters, she cannot be diverted from her
intention to p erfect herself in all that is truly
womanly. She can discharge all the varied duties
of the household, and yet in no whit diminish her
power to contribute to the delight of the society in
which she moves. Whether at home or at market,
whether cleaning or cookiug, mending, ruaking,
darninc,- or knitting, she is labouring with a siucere
desire
excel, and if one could know the inmost
thourrhts of her heart they would at such a moruent
gath:r that she bad no ambition outside of such
hom ely <l uties. Her heart is in her household
work. There is as little waste~of means as waste
of energy. See her abro:.i.d, howe ver,_whic~ ~ 1.mt
seldom, and you find her as earnest _m stnvrng to
please her fr_ien?s and her love~· as 1£ ~he had no
other design rn life. When she 1s the m1 tress of a
household of her own she brings to her high office
the elements of enduring success, her husband praises
her her children bless her. She may not have
bro~ght him a rich i:narri'.3-ge portion? ~rnt_in he~· own
person, in he~· _affections,_ m her qualifications, m ~er
sterling quaht1es, she brmgs wealth, compared with
which the riches of Golconda and the abundance of
a millionaire sink into in ignificance. Such women
show to us how poorly we estimate them if we do so
by a standard of remuneration. It is_ in making and
mouldincr the human race, whether girls or boys, for
the resp~ctive dutie_s the)'." may be ?~lled u pou . to
discharge ; to restram their propensities, to purify
their desires, elevate their affections, render their
conscience sensitive, strengthen their powers of
will build them up in an impregnable faith in
croo,iness, that such a woman specially excels. Her
girls have a man's firmness, her boys a woman's
gentleness. Strong in their deep discernmen t.· of
the moral perfections of God , and strong in their
own moral perceptions, they, through what th ey
have inherited from their mother or acquired through
her watchful care; become the pride, the boast < f
society, at once its ornament and guard.
Rom~ GooDFELLow.

t~

The dentists in convention assembled, a.greed to pull
together for another year. Oh dear !
It is all nonsense talking about a well running dry.
The only thing we ever noticed running when it was
dry was a toper on a quick trot t o the nearest public
house.
An Englishman was boasting to a Yankee that they
had a book in the British museum ·which was once
owned by Cicero. "Oh, that's nothing,'' retorted the
Yankee · '' in the museum in Bosting they've got the
lead-pen~il that Noah used t o check off the animals
tha.t went into t he ark."
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DICK SAUNDERS' ERROR.

By the Author of "Paradise Restored,'' '' Charlie
Tasker's Hogruanay," etc., etc.
DICK SA.UNDEilS had an intemperate wife. She was the
apple of his eye, but she had taken to drink too much as
if she ever drank the real measure and no more. They
had been as happy as the birds in spring till this misfortune had befallen them. The sting of Dick ·s sorrow
lay in this, that he had himself contributed to his misfortune. He liked to see her enjoy a "drain" along
with himself, but never thought that the social '' drain "
would be followed by a '' drain on the quiet," aud then
that the " drain;, would neither be a "social drain,"
nor a ''quiet drain," but a drain openly and often indulged
in. Dick at last remonstrated, and she laughed ; Dick
swore, and she drowneu her humiliation through his
profanity in liquor, and, I must confess, almost swamped
herself in the interesting process. Dick macle a bolu
resolution. He told her that he should drink no more,
and was called a fool for his pains. But he adhered to
his resolution, and stuck to home like a limpet to the
rocks. He never lost his temper now, and his unvarying kindness helped in some degree to prevent matters
from becoming worse. Still Sally tippled a, ay, and it
wa curions, though painful, to see her with a drunken
smile on her face as she sat hardly able to move, and
poor Dick smiling back at her while he was putting the
uaby to bed. But Dick "stuck in." Sally had not
reitched the quarrelling or" improper" stage of drinking
yet. Every day, almost, saw the same unsteadinesswitnessed the tell-tale breath and the reckless indulgence.
There were lucid intervals, aud then the agonies of
remorse and the desire to be sober crept up, and on such
days the house wns truly miserable. After a while, the
drowning of care recommenced, and indulgence on her
part, and a kind of despair on his, was the fate of both
for days. One day Dick was startled by hearing her
wish she was <lead, and the very Lhought of this set him
·1.-crying, a11d 1. tender scene ensued, during which die
declared that she could. poison herself for being so
unworthy a ,vife to such a loving, faithful follow. Dick
had a new addition to his care, the fear that in son o
moment of self. accusation she might do herself harm.
He scarcely dared to go out at nights, and hi::; neighbours began to sruile at the hot haste with which he
arrived at home from hi work. He mounted up stairs
two steps at a time, and his hurried glance round would
have been serio-comic to an observer. Even when hr
found her in her cup . it was a relief ; better her maudlin smile as she sat in her chair, than her stiffening
body on the floor. At length Dick's fears subsided, and
Sally was just sinking into the condition of a confirmed
tippler, when baby took ill. Dick watched over it in the
evenings with the tenderest solicitude, nursed it incessant1y, and Sally, a capital nurse, was a little less self-indulgent. One day, however, she forgot herself, just when
the feyer was " about the turn," and but for the steadiness of Dick, fatal consequences might have followed.
As she slowly woke out of her deep and troubled sleep,
ally muttered that she would put an end for ever to
this disgraceful state of things. Dick was in agony,
and left for work in a state of great perplexity and fear.
A clay or two of abstinence on the part of Sally was
followed by another, though slighter, slip, and there was
again the muttered threat or resolution, Dick did not
know which. Poor fellow ! he adored her wheu she was
sober, for no smarter, tidier, cleaner little wife. ever
blc&sed a felfow than Sally. She was a neat-handed,
skilful body, whose only fault seemed to be this fearful
desire for liquor. Dick could not bear to think that he
shoulcl lose her, and he lived on day by day in terror lest
she should clo herself and the baby harm through her
drinking, or take her own life through her remorse.
One day matters came to crisis. Dick was as usual
hurrying up stairs and into the room. 'rhere was Sally
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at the table seemingly in her best mood, and the baby
crowing on her knee. Tea was set and all seemed wel1,
and Dick's face lightened up. "We1l, Dick," says
Sally, rather resolute like, " I told you often I would do
do it, and I have done it at last." Dick's heart nearly
stopped. His smile changed to horror, and with a loud
" Oh, my God ! " he was off like a shot. Down the
stairs he went, three steps at a time. A cat was sunning
herself on the door-step. Dick tramped on her tail ;
the yell and the spit was tremendous, but off Dick ran.
Just as he turned round the corner, a butcher's boy was
turning it in the opposite direction. There was a collision, but it was the boy that came to grief; Dick was
off agaiu . Trying to pilot his way through the crowd,
he came into contact with a pair of steps on which a
painter was standing lettering a sign. Over went the
steps, aud away went the painter, palette, pot, and all ;
and off, too, went Dick. People stood looking at him,
as, bare-headed, breathless, and horrified, he tore along.
Just as he rushed round auother corner, he came into
contact with an old woman's apple-stall, uut fortunately
only overthrew the old woman and not her wares. At
last he reached the door of a surgery. Hat, tat, tat, tat,
went the knocker. Rat, tat, tat, tat, tat it went again.
The cook, startled, overturnecl a delicious mess on the
fire, and the housemaid did similar damage to some of the
furniture upstairs ; while the boy in the surgery nearly
let a bottle of valuable medicine fall out of his hands,
so st.artled was he with the tremendous and r epeateJ
knocking at the door. The doctor hurried to it, and
there saw Dick dancing with downright impatience,
biting his fingers, or using his arms as if he were disposed to punch somebody's heacl.
" What's to do, Richard, that you are looking and
acting so wildly 7"
"Oh, Sir, come on. My wife Oh, oh"·-,, Well, your wife: what of her 7"
" Oh, she has taken poison. Oh, come on ; come on.·,
" Taken poison !Well, what kind of poison? ''
"Oh, I don't know; but come and see."
" Well, how does she look 7 J s she stiffening with
strychnine, ol' in a syncope with laudanum, or in agony
with arsenic?''
" Oh, I can·t tell. She was sitting in her chair. Oh
dear oh dear I "
"'well, I have some appliances here all ready, and
we'll take the stomach pump along with us. I am
ready."
So off they hurried, and only for the doctor's presence with Dick, that afflicted individual would have
suffered somewhat at the hands of those that he collided
with. At last the doctor and Dick burst upon the
astonisheJ SalJy, who, after wondering what on earth
kept Dick, and thinking that something had taken his
head about his work, turned to her duties, and was
busily engaged scrubbing away when she was so noisily
interrupted.
The doctor was somewhat taken aback, as the sailors
phrai;c it, at seeing her so different to what he had been
led to expect, but putting down his things, he asked her
to take a chair till he saw what could be done.
" ·what do you mean, sir? ''
" Oh, there is no time to be lost, my good woman ;
the symptoms may immediately show themselves, and I
have the pump here all right. Just lay do"u, and
while your husband holds you, we will draw it off
uefore it gets into the system to a deadly amount.''
"Why, Dick, what's this ? "
'' Oh, Sarah ! for my sake, for your baby's sake, do
as the doctor \Yants you to do. Oh, darling, think of me
and the baby."
Sally discerned the situation, and, holding her sides,
burst into a loud guffaw. The doctor looked, bewildered, first to the one and then to the other, while Dick
wrnng his hands.
"Now, gentlemen,'' sa.id she, "No more nonsense.

Tell me directly and distinctly, what you mean by your
present conduct.
" Oh, Sarah ! you told me you had taken poison at
last."
"Yes, and I am here to relieve your system of it, if I
can."
"Oh, Dick, you blunderer, I never intended nor
threatened to take poison. I love you and the baby too
well for that, but this day I went and •rooK THE
PLEDGE!"

OUR MONTHLY LETTER.
DEAR MR. EDITOR,-One has to pause sometimes
and balance civilisation against barbarism, when he
finds savagery manifesting the highest virtue and the
strongest form of virtuous resolve. ,V-hy, there is the
African kingdom of Born.long, where, although the
males are adopting the garments of civilisation, the
women cling to primeval dressing, the soyereign has
sternly prohibited the importation of intoxicating
liquor of every kind in the interest of his people's
welfare. For some years, says the Cape Argus, there
have been no attempts at smuggling, and, as a consequence, the inhabitants of the capital, Theba Nehu, are
a sober, well-ordered, industrious, and prosperous community. Only think of the state of this great country
if we could affirm the four atljecti,·es qualifying the
condition of the Boralongs as equally characteristic of
ourselves.
o country could be happier; sobriety,
morality, religion possible to millions ; rare occasion
for police, poor-law officials, or prison wardens ; no
artizan loitering in enforced idleness on our streets or
standing at our gates, imploring a job from his fellowman; but abundance of wealth and satisfaction for all,
not merely for accumulation, but for conferring the
glorious privilege of independence. When the patriot
thinks that the Borolangs will rise in judgment against
our nation, can he be blamed if his heart gets sad ?
vVe are told that we are spending at the rate of
£400,000 a day in liquor, and of course people holcl up
their hands in incredulous amazement when you moot
such an unwholesome fact. But it is no use ; the
figures are beyond dispute. \Vell, we find that the
whole amount of the educational grants to Scotland for
the year ending 31st August, 1879, was £433,436 .
Now, this vast sum, which has built a.ncl repaired
schools, maintained 5,139 teachers, not to speak of
pupil teachers and apparatus, and educated 385,108
children, would just suffice for one clay and two hours
of our national drinking. Is it not high time that such
a leak should be stopped, and that a general election
should be won or lost on local option ?
It is curious at times to observe what an amount of
good sense and truth you can get from people when
they are not taking sides. The Saturday Review the
other day was discussing the Post Office Money Order
Bill; and, in doing so, printed as follows:-" In fairness, it should be borne in mind that the measure
is only an experiment. If it prove successful, the
charges [for postal notes] may be reduced, notes of
other denominations issued, an<l in short any change
may be made which experience may suggest. It i no
valid objection against a plan adrnitting of development
that it does not accomplish everything at its very first
introduction." Now this little apology has a two-fold
application to the Permissive Bill. V{ e should adopt
the bill, and, watching its progress narrowly, learn
through our experience, what, if any, changes should
be made. Why should we demand perfection in a
method to suppress the traffic when we don't get it
elsewhere? Ah, the time may be near at hand when
the press, like the Saturday R eview with its bill, may
be similarly apologising for our Local Option Bill.
There are some telling facts in the election manifesto
of the Irish Association for the Prevention of Intemperance. That there has been in Ireland, through
Sunday closing, a decrease, in one year, of 800,000 gallons of spirits and 10,000,000 gallons of beer. Now these
two facts tell in this way-lst, they :show to wlw,t an
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ex·tent Sabbath desecration is fostered by open publicho,uses on the Lord's day, and 2nd, that the assertion,
th.at if you shut them up as much drink and more will
be sold illicitly, is baseless. Capt. M 'Call of Glasgow
to1ld the Lords' Committee that he only required onefoll.lrth of the police force on , abbaths which were
required on week-days because public-houses were
shmt. So in Ireland, for every J 00 arrests for drunken..ness which happened before the Act, there are now
umder the Act only 30. This fact shows that prohibition can prohibit, and that shebeening does not thrive
in the absence of drink shops.
~:,

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by bis correspondents.

To the Edito1· of the "Social Reformer."
MR. EnrroR,-It is gratifying to realise, that Scotland has kept up to her high mark in the support she
gave to Sir Wilfrid in his local option resolution on the
5th of March. But in maintaining this mark of active
support, she fell below her mark of opposition from
eleven to six votes. Twenty-nine votes to ir Wilfrid,
with only six against him, is good for Scotland. It is
obvious that Scotland is restrained by England from
having the Home Rule that comes of sobriety. Englishmen claim to be imbued with the sense of fair play,
and, on the whole, the claim can be allowed. Well,
here is a clear opportunity for its exercise. By this
H me Bule in Scotland, Scotsmen will he greatly benefited, and the stability and unification of the United
K i ngdom maintained. Scotland, empowered to establish within her border the conditions of sobriety, would
be a closer ancl stronger support to the whole of this
great country than she is at present, stultified in all the
qualities, mental, moral, and industrial, which drinking
and drunkenness deba e. The opportunity of allowin~
Scotland, now that she is ready, to help herself with
sobridy, anJ b nefit England, ought to be acc.,pt1.-,J Ly
Engli h statesmen, to give full scope to all this fair
pl::i.y. It must now be obvious to every one of them
that public opinion in Scotland has been pronounced in
favour of investing the people with power to prohibit
the drink trade and foster sobriety when they are so
disposed. Year after year our representatives have
spoken out in Parliament, ·with a full national utterance, that the people should be invested with this
power.
"\ ith this well-established fact before me, I cannot
but think of the pledges which I have recorded by the
hundred in various constituencies to abstain from voting, except for such candidates as would promise to
·ote for the principle of prohibition in Sir Wilfrid
Lawson's Permissive Bill. \Vhen I commenced to
record these 1Jledges, first of all in the ·wigtown
Burghs, it was supposed, even by temperance reformers, that temperance electors were so indifferent to
prohibition and national sobriety that they would not
leave their political party and propagate the temperance
reformation through the prohibition of the drink traffic.
There is not now a man in broad Scotland, looking at
what has happened in the constituencies, and in the
House of Commons, who would venture to give expression to such an opinion. From the \Vigtown Burghs,
which were considered, at the time I commenced this
canvass, hopeless in the temperance sense, Sir ,Vilfrid
has now a steady vote. As if to put the canvass to the
most severe test, I was sent to the St. Andrews
Burghs, after I had pledged a seventh of the voting
power in the Wigtown Burghs. The St. Andrews
group were a wilderness in the sense of not having
undergone much temperance culture, but I recorded a
fifth of their voting power. And ince then until now,
the temperance movement, with its culturing advocacy,
has in its old way marched on and left them to themselves. But notwithstanding, all the candidates who
have approached the electors to be returned for the
constituency have promised to vote with Sir Wilfrid,
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with, perhaps, the exception of one, and there has been,
in all, five or six of them.
Then there was Perth,
in which a fourth of the voting power was recorded,
with a result equally if not more satisfactory. It is
true that Mr. Parker would not promise to vote for the
second reading of the Permissive Bill, as he objected to
its details, but he stood by the right of the ratepayers
to prohibit the traffic, and declared that he would vote
for a measurE!· containing that right when one was produced, with details reasonably and constitutionally
fitted to carry it out. And now he votes with Sir
Wilfrid for the Option Resolution. The list of constituencies canvassed to take this voting attitude also
includes the county of Renfrew. Renfrew was canvassed when Lord Aberdare was its representative, and
while nearly five hundred ot the constituents signed a
memorial, desiring him to vote with Sir Wilfrid, 340
signed a pledge, binding them to vote only for candidates in the future who would go furthest in supporting
Sit- W"ilfrid. Col. Mure, the sitting member, was returned, by that pledge, not to vote against the Permissive Bill, and now he votes for the Local Option
Resolution. Col. Mure was the temperance candidate
and Col. Campbell was the publican's candidate. This
pledging proved the preparedness of Scotland for prohibition, and the extent to which it has produced and
maintained steady voting for the Permissive Bill and
the Option Resolution is overwhelming evidence of its
efficiency as an educative influence. In fact, the ,Vigtown Burghs, the St. Andrews Burghs, and Renfrewshire have really had no other culture worthy of the
name, and until the Stirling and Montrose Burghs
were canvassed, notwithstanding the usual soiree and
temperance advocacy, their members had never really
voted with Sir Wilfrid. But now they do vote. lt
would be unwarrantable to decry lecturing advocacy.
It would, however, be very desirable if much of it were
of a higher and more convincing order. But if now, in
the present state of the movement, we were to be confined to lecturing or canvassing, unhesitatingly I would
accept canvassing as the most culturing and practical
poVi·er of the two. Aud when the canvass is sown
broadcast over the whole country, and well followed up
with all the other culturing influences, it will be
demonstrated to the most sceptical that it has organised
the men of temperance, patriotic, and religious REAL·
NESS into an embodied moral and political force that
society will have to respond to in the interest of temperance and all the virtues that flow from it.-I am,
&c.,

JOUN PATON.

THE TEMPER NCE MOVEMENT IN LER WI 'K.
(To the Edito1· of the Social Reformer.)

DEAR Srn,-Having paid a visit to Lerwick, het.
land, during the first week of the present month, I
believe you will be desirous to know how matters
stand in that interesting town. I communicated with
several of the friends previous to going north, and, being
assured of a cordial reception, I sailed with very pleasant feelings. Lerwick is distant from Aberdeen about
240 miles. The steamers which run between Aberdeen
and the Northern Isles are powerful, and fitted with
good accommodation for passengers, so that the passage,
though frequently rough, is generally deemed pretty
safe.
On arriving in Lerwick Bay on Monday morning the
1st inst., I was welcomed by Mr. Hector Morrison, the
District Deputy of the Good Templars, who kindly
conducted me to the excellent lodgings which had been
taken for me. I lost no time in getting into contact
with the friends of the movement, and, as I had opportunity of addressing meetings, and of holding daily
personal intercourse with the people, I found that the
good opinion which I had previously been led to form
regarding them had been in no way exaggerated.
There are two Good Templar lodges in the town, led
by men of earne~tness an<l ability. There is also a
Degree Temple, and the manner in which its business
is conducted reflects the highest credit upon the officers
and members.
All the ministers of the town are
favourable to the temperance cause, and two of them-
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the Rev. W. Farquhar and Rev. A. Yeats-are active
members of the lodges. I was specially pleased to find
not a few of the friends in Lerwick thoroughly sound
in their political ideas in our question. The scrambles
of Whigs and Tories over their bones of contention do
not raise sufficient dust to blind their eyes to the reality
of the situation. The suppression of the drink trade,
and a•" scientific frontier" around their dwellings,
would be dearer to them than all the petty triumphs of
party politicians. I found a considerable interest manifested in the debate on Sir Wilfrid Lawson's Local
Option Resolution, so I telegraphed for the result of
the debate. I need not say that the ad verse vote of
Lord Hartington, and the neutral attitude of Mr.
Gladstone, produced some disagreeable sensations. The
action of these statesmen need not, however, much
disturb us just now, for the solid vote of the drink
monopoly, thrown on the interests of "the trade,,, will
open the eyes of great statesmen, and some great temperance men too, and that ere very long. I stayed in
Lerwick from the 1st to 8th of March. During that
time I addressed nine meetings. Most of my speeches
were bearing upon the permissive suppression of the
liquor traffic, for, after all, if we are not to have power
through the principle of local option to prohibit it, it is
not worth fighting for. I should state that there is a
good juvenile lodge, under the able superintendence of
Mr. George Morrison, a brother who throws much
energy and intelligence into the movement, and to
whom I was much indebted for his kindness. ,vith
the Rev. W. Farquhar and Rev. A. Yeats I had rambles on the hills around Lerwick. Tea-drinking is
considerably indulged in in the island, and I was
several times invited to parties to partake of "the cup
which cheers but not inebriates." These entertainments added much to the pleasure of my visit. Bailie
Robertson took the chair at one of my meetings, and
by his genial manner and hearty sympathy showed he
was entirely with us in our agitation. The subscription list from Lerwick in our next report will show the
readiness with which the friends responded in this
direction. I shook hands and parted with them on
Monday evening, and sailed for Kirkwall, where I
arrived on Tuesday morning. Here I heard the first
rumours of the dissolution of Parliament, and a telegram from our esteemed Secretary sent north on the
afternoon of that day broke down my tour rather
abruptly for the present.-Yours faithfully,
W. BLACKWOOD.
PARISHES IN SCOTLA rD WITHOUT PUBLIC
HOUSES.
( To the Editor of the "Social R eformer. ")
THE MANSE, CRO SHILL,
By MAYBOLE, 5th JJ:farch, 1880.
DEAR Srn,-I am very much pleased and gratified to
find you have inserted the parishes in Scotland in which
there are no public-houses, but the complete parishes
are only 141 instead of 151. The following ought to
have been in italics.
Pop .

in 1871.

Ayr.-1. Newton-on-Ayr, .......... .... .4,877
Elgin. -2. Forres, .. ....... ..... .. .......... 4,562
3. New Spynie, .. . ... ............ 1,612
,,
Fife.-4. St. Leonards, ... .... .... .... ·. ... 741
,,
5. May Island (in Crail parish),
Kircudbrir;ht.-6. Kells, ........... ...... 1,007

Return.
p . 14 to 16.

200
603
573
92
742
p. 12.

Perth.-7. Kinnoull, ............... ... .. .. 3,108
Roxburgh.-8. Wilton, .. ... .. ........ .... 3, 936
Wigtown.- 9. Wigtown, ..... ....... .... 2,306
10. Vi7hithorn, ...... ......... 2,906

72~

950

447

1,329

ln the great majority of these parishes there is not a
single farthing of Poo1·'s Rates to pay, the poor being so
few that they are supported from the church-door collections. If this fact could be brought out, it would
do great good in advancing our cause.-Yonrs faithJAMES CRAWFORD.
fully,

PARLIAMENTARY CANDIDATES' OPINIONS,
'' I am in favour of regulation, not of prohibition or
suppression of the traffic. I desire to see means provided for bringing to bear on this regulation the opinion
of the ratepayers in each locality. "-ffon. Preston Bruce,
Comity of Fife.
Mr. Shepherd-The hon. candidate, says in his address, in regard to the liquor traffic, '' I desire to see
means provided for brin~ing to bear the opinion of the
ratepayers in localities.' Does he mean local option
as interpreted by Sir Wilfrid Lawson ?-The Hon. Mr.
Bruce said he did "not go in for local option as inter_
preted by Sir Wilfrid Lawson. "-Meeting at Burnt_
slancl.
Mr. Barr asked if Mr. Bruce would support local
option. Mr. Bruce-" I am in favour of the general
principle of local option, but cannot say that I bave
yet seen it applied in the satisfactory and practical
form I would pledge myself to support."
'' I approve of and will vote for the principle of Local
Option and control, and would be glad to support any
well-considered measure carrying out that principle,
but protecting existing interests."-R. F. Ji'. Carnpbell,
Ayr Burghs.
"vYider and more popular representation on our
County Boards is a measure of reform most urgently
needed; and on this principle I am quite prepared to
advocate that form of local option by which the drink
trn.:ffic of a district would be regulated by a Board
elected by the ratepayers. "-D1·. Fa1·qnharson, TVest
Aberdeen ·hire.
"I am in favour of an amendment of the licensing
system founded on the principle of the representation
of ratepayers. "-J. J.lf' Laren, IVir;town Burgli.s.
"I deeply sympathise with the efforts of those who
desire the suppression of intemperance, and I am of
opinion that a better system of licensing laws than is
at present in force may be devised." -D. Currie,
Pertlt.shii-e.
In reply to Mr. Thomas Snodgrass, grain merchant,
ltfr. Baljoit1· said he held "there ought to be a change
in the law, which would remove from the Licensing
Justices to Local Boards the power of regulating the
liquor traffic. The localities which would elect the
Boards ought to be of such a size as would really make
them in a reasonable sense a neighbourhood. Deing of
that opinion, he was prepared to vote for Sir \Vilfrid
Lawson's Local Option Resolution, which was directed
to affirm that proposition. That being a general proposition affirming a principle might result in bills
of various kind3. It might be p.:-oposed under it
to pass a bill going the length of total prohibition, or it
might be that bills would be proposed under it not
going the length of total prohibition, but giving a large
power of regulation. At this moment he should not be
prepared to vest in a majority of ratepayers the power
to totally prohibit the means of obtaining liquor against
a minority. Therefore he should not be prepared to
vote for the Permissive Bill, though he should be prepared to vote for the Local Option Resolution as
directed to affirm a principle to be followed by legislation.-1lfceting at Stewarto11.
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone on Local Option." \Yhen I was here, gentlemen, in November, I said a
word upon a very practical, and, in a social point of
view, a very important subject-the subject of what is
called Local Option; and a gentleman who is a freeholder in the county has written to me expressing,
in terms of great propriety and courtesy, his regret
that I did not vote the other night for the resolution
of Sir Wilfrid Lawson. Gentlemen, what I stated to
you in November was, that to the principle of local
option I took no preliminary objection, but that I must
consider many matters in regard to its applicationamong which would be a strict justice to the interests
which possibly the exercise of the local option might
injuriously affect. Now, gentlemen, I could not support the resolution of Sir \Vilfrid Lawson, however
much I respect his high patriotic mo.tives and his high
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nnoral purpose, and however much I admire his abilities
a.nd character, for these two reasons :-one of them,
that it contained no recognition of the fair and equitable title of those interests to be heard and allowed
the opportunity of making their case for an equitable
ompensation, if new principles-fundamentally new
lJI'inciples-were introduced into our legislation which
might bear injuriously upon their interests. \Ve have
little reason, gentlemen, for gratitude, undoubtedly,
to that particular interest in England, but no man is
ntitled, because he does not think there is a case for
gratitude-no man is entitled on that account-to deny
r stint a full measure of justice. (Hear, hear. and
heers.) But, gentlemen, there is another reason which
I am wishful to explain to you, because it affects my
general conduct. I have never been in the habit, gentlemen, of voting for what are called abstract resolutions in the House of Commons until I am prepared
vith a plan to give them effect. I do not blame those
who do. Those abstract resolutions are, I am aware,
a~ong the means of maturing and forming public
opmion. But a person in my situation, who has served
in so many Governments, who has passed twenty years
of his life as a r esponsible servant of the Crown, who
ha:s _even had t_he honour of filling the office of first
:rm1~1ster of th1s great country-(cheers)-during a
p_enod exceeding five years, stands in a peculiar position. And when a man so situated votes for an abstract resolution, those who feel an interest in the
nbject are entitled to say to him, 'In what way will
you now proceed to give effect to that abstract resolution?' (Uheers.) Therefore, gentlemen, until I am
prepared with a pb.11, and unJ;il I see public opinion
r?aching such a point that I can make myself respons1ble for the proposal and support of the plan, I decline
to raise false expectations by committing myself to an
abstract resolution. (Cheers.) . . . I will do my
best, gentlemen, upon every occasion, as I have clone
upon every occasion, to join in any fair, and rational,
aucl practicable scheme for the amendment of the
~iquor laws, and for the mitigation of the curse of
mterupcrauce. (Hear, 1.ear.) Hu~ I will ne~ther upon
that n0r any other subject give a promise to this gentleman or to any other man, except such a promise as
am prepared, and I believe able, to redeem." (Loud
auJ. prolonged cheers. )--Speech at Dctlkeith.
"The abuse of the liquor traffi.c is a question that
has engaged, and will no doubt continue to engage the
attention of parliament. '.rbe diversity of opinion as
to the best means of regulating this traffic without
prohibiting it, seems to me to point to the desirability
of _dea~ing w~th this subject-by experimental legislation m vanous centres throughout the country, and
under some form of 'local option.' Such experiments
,voul<l, I conceive, be best carried out."-K. S . ./JI'Kenzie, f 01· Count!} of Inverness.
'' He was put in the same difficult position on the
question of 'local option' as Lord Hartiugton and Mr.
Gladstone were on the recent debate on Sir Wilfrid
Lawson's Resolution. He was not in favour of the
resolution if it meant the Permissive Bill. Re would,
however, give his support to any bill for the alteration
of the liquor laws which embodied these two principles, viz. :-the extension of the powers of the ratepayers over the control of the licenses, and care that
the vested interests of those who were engaged in an
honourable trade should be respected. (Applause.)~fr. Buchanan, candidate/or Haclclingtonshire.
"It is a common error to onfouud 'local option '
with the Permissive Bill. They are entirely different.
Sir Wilfrid Lawson has said so, Mr. Bright has said so,
and our member Mr. Anderson said it would takti half
a~ hour to_ explain the difference. I daresay he was
nght, but I shall take much less time to expln.in a few
points of difference. By the Permissive Bill only two
cour es were open-either to allow public-houses to
remain as they are, or to abolish them altogether. It
is not so with 'local option.' It permits of the two
courses possible under the Permissive Bill; but it also
permits of the ratepayers restricting the traffic if they
<lon't choose to abolish it. It will also admit of the

trying of the Gothenburg system, or even of the one
advocated by Mr. Gladstone, and which I saw in
America and didn't approve-free trade in drink, with
a high license duty and. strict police supervision. In
other words, 'local option' will permit of the ratepayers in each district abolishing or regulating the
drink traffic as they may deem best for the interests
of the community. I think that is a just and right
power to place in the hands of the ratepayers. I have
heard there are 2,000 pa:r,ishes in Great Britain and
Ireland, where, by the will of the proprietors, no
pnblic-houses are allowed, and I am assured this prohibition has produced good moral effects ; but I confess
I would rather see the power in the hands of the ratepayers than in those of any one man. To my mind it
would savour more of a free country. As a magistrate
I have always voted for the refusal of a license in any
district where the population were opposed to its being
granted, and I think the people themselves can be
safely trusted to the exercise of the power of local
e already have it in other things-such as
option.
the Libraries Act, which the people of Glasgow, in
right of their local option, refused to adopt; also in
the School Board elections. Another thing in which
local option differs from the Permissive Bill is that all
the advocates of local option in parliament-including
Sir \Vilfrid Lawson himself-said that fair compensation must be given to those who, by a popular vote,
without any fault of their own, might be deprived of
their licences. ·what that compensation ought to beits nature, character, and extent, ancl from whence the
fun is are to be derived, will be a matter for the consirleration and decision of parliament - a body that
has always a jealous respect for vested interests of
every kind. , e have all heard of the proverb, 'They
that bo<le for a silk gown may get the sleeve of it.'
o t.he advocates of total suppression, if in advance of
the public opinion of the day, may do good service in
obtaining valuable restrictive measures which may be
beneficial to the community and to the publicans themselves. '-Sir James Bain at Glasgow.

,v

"I allude, further, to the popular contr 1 of the
liy_uor traffic. ( 'heerb.) I l,elieve that all &haclcs f
political opinion recognise the evils caused by intemperance, a,nd I need. not harass your feelings by describing them. The case is recognised, and the cure i
the difficulty. (Uear, hear.) No <loubt much has
been done by example, or moral suasion as it is called,
and by counteracting agencies which appeal to the
better and higher nature. Legislation has also dono
its part, but withal there i a necessity for somcthiug
more ; an<l I have no hesitation in saying, that as it is
a question eminently affecting the people, their voice
should be heard, aud they shoukl have the powers of
practically legislating in the matter ; a.nu. as a right
step in this direction, I would support Sir \Vilfrid
Lawson's Local Option Resolution." (Loud cheers.)R. '1'. Middleton at Glasgow.
'' This," said an agricultural implement dealer, ex•
patiating to an old farmer on the merits of a new
machine, "this is a corn planter." And putting it
down, he planted it on the old man's toe and raised
an acher on the spot.
CARRYING IT INTO· PoLITICS.-The Ohio Liquor
Dealers' Protection Association at their meeting a few
weeks ago, adopted the following resolution-" Resolved
that we, the Liquor Dealers of Ohio, in convention
assembled at Akron, do hereby pledge and affirm that
in the future we shall not support any but outspoken,
honest, and just acting and thinking men, in behalf of
liberal legislation on the liquor traffic." The Newark
(New Jersey) liquor dealers also resolved to "vote only"
for such men for the legislature as would give them
their "rights."' Let those politicians who are just
now advising temperance men not to carry their principles "into politics," change their tune a little and try
their hands on the liquor dealers, and get them to
'' keep it out of politics." It is a poor rule that
won't work both ways.-New York 11emperance .Advocate.
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***WE have been obliged to leave over a deal of
matter in type and in copy. We hope to make up
for arrears uext month.
•
WE present our readers with title page and index
to volume XIV., and respectfully recommend their
own macrazine to their continued favour. May we
venture ~o express the earnest hope that they will
help us in further extending its circulation.
Two members of the late Liberal Government
have taken to warning the licensed victuallers about
their electioneering tactics. The reason for this
interesting and instructive proceeding on their part
is the approach of the trade demanding to know if
they will stand by the victuallers if they should
stand by them. The first honourable gentlemanMr. Knatchbull-Hugessen-fra.nkly gives them a bit
of his mind, and he does so with pleasure. He tells
them that they united "too much" against the
Liberal party in 1874 ; indeed, they went the length
of merely putting him, a Liberal anrl their friend,
on a level with two new Tory candidates, although
he was recognised as deserving of support by "the
trade." Indeed, in his opinion, the trade then took
a "very complete revenge" by playing into the
hands of the Tory party in a great number of constituencies. But he goes on to state that he feels
that a repetition of the course taken in 1874 will be a
great mistake. He thinks that the danger to the
liquor traffic lies in these facts :-(1) The identification by the country of t.he trade with the evils of
intemperance, and (2) the possibility of the Liberal
party being compelled, through the hostility of the
trade, to side with the public opinion that so identifie" them. Mr. Kna.tchbull-Hugessen counsels them
to keep on good terms with that party lest it become
exasperated and do their interests irreparable
mischief. He advises them to vote the political
and not "the trade" ticket, because they may not
profit as they hope to do by acting again against the
Liberal party. The Tory party may not keep faith
with them ; for they should know that that party
will scarcely hesitate to throw them over in order to
meet the demands of a public opinion for the restriction or even suppression of their int.erests. Such is
the advice of the Right Hon. Knatcbbull-Hugessen,
M.P., to "the trade." In effect he tells them that
they are in a perilous condition, they are open to
three dangers-lst, From the public opinion growing
against them; 2nd, from their avowed hostility to
the Liberal party; and 3rd, from the expectations
they have built on the gratitude of the Tory party.
Their real danger lies, we believe, in the growing
public opinion of which both parties in the State are
but the unresisting ministers. No party can keep
the trade safe should that public opinion decide

upon their suppression. Their fate is simply a
question of one or two Parliaments, and no attempt
on their part to propitiate the one party or the other
will shield them from the fatal scourge of public
opinion when it has once clearly identified thefr
operations with the abounding evils of the_national
intemperance.
The second right hon. gentleman is the Right Hou.
Mr. Bright. He is the Cassandra of the licensed
victuallers. They always approach him although
he has nothing but gloomy warnings and darker
prophecies to offer them. It is within ten years
since he told them that by their refuaal to make any
concessions to the public opinion that was slowly
but surely gathering in volume they were inviting
the wrath of all good men, and he added the memorable words, "That in the long run they were sure
to be beaten." No one who is able to take in an
intelligent view of the growth and progress of the
tempemnce reformation but must see the extreme
likelihood of the early fulfilment of these remarkable
words. On this occasion to which we more especially
refer Mr. Bright laughed at publican fears, which
he said were those of pionopolists apprehensive of
their interest, rebuked them for their ingratitude to
the temperance party, whose agitation had forced
them to purge their trade of numerous abuses, and
counselled them not to go to war with society for
the sake of the bad houses which they themselYes
declared they would gladly see suppressed. He told
them be would vote if returned for the local option
resolution, and be hoped that they would be better
guided than to maintain any hostility to the Liberal
party. No" rest and be thankful" for these poor
men. No one scarcely thinks of leaving them as
they are. The very action of the public opinion
they fear compels them to set their houses in order
so that they may be tolerated. Mr. Bright held out
no hope of permanence to their interests. He spoke as
if theit- capitulation to public opinion was au accomplished fact, and as if the terms of their surrender
were under discussion. As for these terms we will
have something to say about them at the proper
time but whether it be Sir Wilfrid Lawson, or Mr.
Kna~chbull-Hngessen, or Mr. Bright, or Mr. Chamberlain, the knell of the doom of the liquor interest
is being widely sounded, and the fulfilment of that
doom is simply a question of time.
THE GENERAL ELECTION.
THE General Election so long expected has unexpectedly arrived. Parliament, which was opened
with all the pomp and circumstances of state a.nd
promise of length of days, has been summa.rily dissolved, dying almost ere it sickened. Permissive
Prohibitionists will think of it kindly, for though it
was adverse to their just demands it gave repeated
proofs of the progress of their great principles, and
it crave equal proof that anybody that has to do with
"Beer" is of a quarreli;ome, do-nothing disposition.
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We rest in the hope however that we shall never
see its like in this respect again. We are now in
the heat of a contested election; speaking for Ecotland, it seems as if all its parliamentary seats were
to be contested. This General Election gives indications n.lready of the prominent place which local
option has taken, notwithstanding the aggressive
enthusiasm of Liberalism and the stubborn resistance of Conservatism. Every candidate up to the
moment at which we write has had to give his views
on local option, and upon his answer will depend in
a great measure the popularity or the reverse of his
candidature. It is as difficult as it would be unwise
to forecast the result of the Scottish elections so far
as our principles are concerned, and it will be more
satisfact<;>ry we believe to our readers to receive a
careful summary of the result when all is over. But
without speaking by the card we anticipate a greatly
improved vote from Scotland in favour of local
option : not merely of local option in the restrictive,
but of local option in its suppressive and truly Scottish sense. Its friends have a glorious opportunity
before them. They may not succeed iu every case,
but they can at least make every candidate aware of
their existence : of their capacity for organization,
and of their resolute determination to vote straight
for the great national principle they have so much
at heart. They may find that party politics are too
strong for them, that because of the vehemence with
which these are urged they may be unable to sufficiently assert their principles. In that case both candidates, all the candidates before them, should know
fully what they wa.nt; and that they have determined
that from that hour the education of each shall
begin. To tho e friends who have a choice we say,
choose the right man at all hazards, and give him
that energetic support which will more than anything
impress him with your power as a party. The
friends in many constituencies are to be congratulated on their p romptitude, their goorl. temper, and
their firmness, which have been so conspicuous in
their interviews with candidates and the results of
which will redound to the advautage of the movement. Those friends who have taken time by the
forelock and waited upon representatives and prospective candidates, will at this moment enjoy the
satisfaction which flows from duty done at the right
time and in the right way. Now that meetings and
committees ha.ve to be attended to, and the energetic
measures necessary iu the interests of the candidate
they favour have to be taken, they are not distracted.
They know their man and have only to place him
where he can give effective support to their great
principle by his voice and vote. We hope that all
our friends will have by this time fully realised their
position as electors of some one or other of the constituencies of their great country who have assigned
the first place on their political programme to the
suppression of the liquor traffic by the vote of the
ratepayers. The interest of this vital question should
be their supreme concern. If they play the man
now they will feel abundant sati~factiou in the fact
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that they proved equal to the duty imposed upon
them at this General Election, and have discharged
it to the best of their ability. The result of their
stern adhesion to their resolution to vote only for a
candidate who pledges himself to vote for the object
that lies so close to their heart, may be that as the
hour is come when attempts should be made to free
our beloved Scotla.nd from the yoke of the liquor
trade, it has been their ballot which bas assisted in
procuring the man. Of the issue we entertain no
apprehensions. We have urged upon our readers the
supreme importance of preparation for this signal
opportunity, and we rejoice to witness how generally
and fully our counsels have been followed. Regarding the result we have no fears. We have asked
parliament to place confidence in the judgment and
ability of the ratepayers : and in this critical moment
on their judgment, ability, and patriotism, we firmly
rely.

INTELLIGENCE.
THE LOCAL OPTION RESOLUTIO.i:.
Sm WrLFRID LAW ON, Bart., having, ·with his usual
good fortune, obtained a first place for his resolution,
its discussion came off on Friday, 5th ult. The national
organisations with ready alacrity appealed to the country in its behalf. Conspicuous amongst these were
those belonging to Scotland. The Scottish Permissive
Bill and Tempera.nee Association asked, and was cordially promised the co-operation of the Scottish Temper ance League, both sections of the Independent Order of
Good Templars, United Temperance Association, 't.
Andrew's Order of Good Templars, Crusaders, Sons of
Temperance, Rechabitcs, as well as Tofal Abstinence
Societies, as the very satisfactory result of the voting
affords ample proof. Petitions, electoral memorials,
letters, &c., thickly as the leaves in Vallambrosa,
found their way to the addresses of honorable members,
who frankly confessed that on no other question had
they received so many communications from their constituents. Not content with their appeal to the friends
of temperance all over the country, the Executive of
the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association sent a deputation to London, inclusive of the
following gentlemen :--Ex-Councillor Paterson, Aberdeen, Mr. J obn teel, Edinburgh, Messrs. R C.
Murray, T. L. Selkirk, and R. Mackay, Glasgow, who,
during the brief time at their disposal, saw nearly all
the honourable members who were in town. The
interviews were, on the whole, satisfactory, and conduced materially to the state of the vote. Mr. D.
Brown of Glasgow, being in London, kindly offered his
services, of which the deputation gladly availed themselves. Every member of Parliament for Scotland had
a special circular reminding him of the discussion, and
respectfully requesting his support. When the House
met on Friday, 5th ult., for the consideration of the
resolution, the deputation found themselves in the
speakers gallery, crowded with tipplers, abstainers,
publicans, and prohibitionists. Whether ever the
ashes of the physical corporations present in that
gallery mix, certain it is that the corporations themselves that afternoon were wedged together in a way
that was as far apart from ease as ''Yes " from ''No.''
The speaker's gallery overflowed into the peer's gallery,
and at the opposite end of the chamber, the ladies'
gallery, or, more appropriately, "cage," seemed inconveniently filled, but in the dim twilight one could only
distinguish the flutter of a dress, the sparkle of a gem,
or the almost viewless movement of a figure. The
speaker was in his place, the clerks of the House in
theirs, and a fair sprinkling of members were listening
with more or less interest, or with more or less pleasure to the answers returned by members of the Government to the questions on the notice-paper for the day.
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THE DISCUSSION.
neighbours themselves. This was not a teetotal quesAt a quarter after five Sir \Vilfrid Lawson rose to tion, though he was a teetotaler. If he ceased to
move his resolution. He was warmly ,velcomed by a abstain, he would not cease to hold his present views
good attendance on both sides of the House, and as on the traffic. He adverted to the manner in which the
soon as it was known in the lobbies that he was ''up," House dealt with it iu 1835, showing that they were
honourable members trooped in till the House was more favourable to grappling with it then than now.
fuller than ever we remember to have seen it. He be- He then attacked the amendment of :Mr. Wheelhouse,
gan by saying that had he no excuse for bringing for- and exposed his inconsistency. He seemed anxious
ward his resolution, he could find it in the words of the that ample facilities should be afforded to the working
Chancellor of the Exchequer at Exeter during the man, and yet, although he knew that there were nearly
recess. He is reported to have said-" The evils of 1400 parishes with no means of getting drink through
drunkenness become more and more patent every day. the intervention of the landlords, yet he (.Mr. WheelIf we examine i nto the matter, we are more and more house) has never drawn the attention of the House to
impressed with the frightful evils which arise from it." this arbitrary use of power. He hoped. that the House
The evil is a national one, and demanded the serious would earnestly take this Resolution up. At present, he
attention of this House. The laws that regulate the thought the House was behind public opinion. He
sale of liquor do not work well, they could be improved. did not advocate this question from an exaggerated
Some thought free trade would auswer, but he need not notion t hat the people can do no wrong. It is an old
take up the time of the House to argue on free trade on saying that "the voice of the people is the voice of
drink. They could not allow the sale of drink in the ' God," but, democrat as he was, he did not believe that.
same way that they allowed the sale of other com- (Hear, hear. ) He believed that the voice of the people
modities. The Government had to resort to regulation. was always an honest voice, though it was often misAclverting adversely to the Beer Bill , the Wine Bill of taken. He believed it was often the voice of ignorance
Mr. Gladstone, and the licensed grocers, Sir \Vilfrid or of passion rather than that of reason and ripe wisentered upon the consideration of the how, when, and dom, but this he would say, if ever the voice of the
where they were to supply drink to the people, and people deserves to be called the voice of God, it will be
successfully exposed the futility of using any means of when it speaks the doom of that greatest of social curses
doing so that did not increase the misery and burdens -the traffic of intoxicating liquors. (Cheers.)
of the people. He then entered upon an interesting
Mr. GLADSTONE, who, during the delivery of the
criticism of the various amendments to his resolution. previous speeches, was busy taking notes, then a<lvanced
These were six in number. There was the well-known t o the table and, after extolling the mov<'r and seconder
one of Mr ...Wheelhouse, declaring the undesirability of the resolution, declared his inability to follow them
and inopportunateness of changing the arrangements to their conclusion. The mover meant by the resolunow provided for the regulation of the liquor trade. tion the Permissive Bill ; he held that there was not
One by Lord Fit,zmaurice in favour of mfl.king the sani- national unanimity enough on th is question to justify,
tary authorities, or their committees, the licensing as in the case of the Irish Sunday closing resolution,
authority. One by Mr. erjeant Simon to the effect the passage of this resolution. He could not vote for
that sworn evidence must be tendered to the licensing suppressive local option, and he would not vote for
authorities in favour of licenses being granted before things as they are, so he would not vote at all. He
they are conferred. Sir Harcourt Johnstone wanted to had no plan himself. He thought that the question of
amend the resolution so that the licensing authority compensation ought to be faced . He then adverted to
might consist of an equal number of magistrates and the free trade scheme recommernled by the Parliamenratepayers' representatives elected triennially to grant tary Committee of 1854, and felt a regret that the
and renew licenses, who might acquire by agreement, scheme had not had a trial. He also regretted the
or by compulsion, the interests of the publicans, the rejection f Mr. Chamberlain's moditied Uothenhurg
purchase money to be raised by a license duty. The scheme, and he earnestly called on the Governm.ent to
last amendment was that of Mr. orwood, which was declare their intention with regard to the report of the
a con<lensation of the Local Option Resolution. ,Yith Lords' Committee on Intemperance. (Cheers.)
the exception of the first, which he would never accept,
Mr. WHEELHOUSE followed Mr. Gladstone. When
the others were in reality amendments only in name.
Sir Wilfrid at this point :finished a most telling speech he rose the House rapidly emptied until the Ilight Hon.
with reading the following sentences from the report of John Bright and Sir D. "\\' edderburn were the sole
the Lords' Committee:-" \Vhen great communities, occupants of the Opposition benches, a.ml Sir ,v.
deeply sensible of the miseries c::mse<l by intemperance; Edmonstone, Mr. Kavanagh, and Mr. Cross of the
witnesses of the crime and pauperism which directly Ministerial benches. The hon. and learned member,
spring from it; conscious of the contamination to which nothing daunted, talked on well through the dinner
their younger citizens are exposed; watching with hour. He lauded the licensing magistrates, and to do
grave anxiety the growth of female intemperance on a so clisparageLl the popular vote, querulously demanded
scale so vast, and at a rate of progression so rapid, as of the mover of the resolution why he <lid not bring in
to constitute a new reproach and danger "-those were a bill rather than a resolution, and specially why he
not his words; he was not exaggerating-" believing did not look with favour on the vested interests of the
that not only the morality of their citizens, but their publicans. He admitted the failures of the licensing
commercial prosperity, is dependent on the diminution sJstem, underrated the Gothenburg system , and intiof these evils; seeing also that all that general legisla- mated his intention to oppose the resolution.
Mr. LEATHAM, formerly a strong opponent of the
tion has been hitherto able to effect has been some improvement in public order, while it has been powerless Permissive Bill, warmly approved and supported the
to produce anjr perceptible decrease of intemperance; resolution. He said that Sir Wilfred was not the best
it would seem somewhat hard, when such communities member for bringing in such a r esolution, as his opinions
are willing, at their own cost and hazard, to grapple on the Permissive Bill were so well known, and he had
with the difficulty, and undertake their own purifica- never given them up . (Hear.)
Mr. Ron,vELL, a prohibitory landowner, spoke against
tion, that the Legislature should refuse to create for
them the necessary machinery, or to entrust them the resolution.
Mr. MARK STEWART (the only Scotch representative
with the requisite powers." ~uch was his case, and
that case he would now very respectfully leave to the who took part in the discussion) expressed his hope
that a good measure would be placed before the House.
consideration and decision of the House. (Cheers.)
:Mr. Burt seconded the motion in a speech in which he, He succinctly explained the difference between the
Scotch
and English licensing authorities, and expressed
notwithstanding the rusticity of the style of his address,
commanded the deep attention of the House. He his belief that the assimilation of the English to the
quoted Buxton's famous impeachment of the traffic; Scotch system would be a signal benefit to England.
affirmed that 400 Acts of Parliament had been passed (Hear. )
Mr. CoLMA said, in voting for the resolution he
to regulate it without satisfaction or success. The
Magistrates were, from the nature of the case, unable would be supporting the principle that comm.unities
t o know t he wants of t he neighbourhood so well as the should h ave the same rights as individuals. Rat epayers
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should have the same power of self-protection from the
evils of the liquor traffic as owners of estates.
'1:essrs. Bulwar, Muntz, and Ritchie all spoke
against the resolution, the first on the ground that for
the mover to ask Parliament to pass a resolution or act
to make men sober was simply a waste of time ; the
second gentleman would vote for the resolution if it
was to commit the House to do away with its own
refreshment-room. He could not understand why they
(hon. members), with all the comforts of their mansions
and clubs, should wish to put down the poor man's
beer-shop, which was the only club he had. (Hear!)
He would support a bill giving the town councils power
to license the traffic in intoxicating liquors. The third
gentleman, Mr. Ritchie, would vote against it because it
did not go to the root of the evil and stop the manufacture and importation. He was afraiJ. when the hon.
member got local option for drink he wonlcl ask it for
tobacco. (Laughter.) He was not prepared to vote for
a measure that would remove from those using it an
article of legitimate consumption.
The Right Hon. Mr. BRimrr was the next speaker.
On rising he warmly defended Sir Wilfrid Lawson from
the insinuations that he was inconsistent and strategic.
Stated his insuperable objections to the Permissive
Bill, which he hoped had disappeared from the House.
He was in favour of the principle of local option and
would vote for it, leaving himself free to deal with any
measure that might be brought before that House.
There must be compensation. He wished the resolution
passed, as then it would be the duty of Government to
deal with the liquor question; advocated the right of
the ratepayers to protection against the liquor traffic ;
expressed his opinion that corporations might prove the
best licensing authority, and he would confine deahng
with this matter to the boroughs. Those, therefore,
that voted against this resolution voted for things as
they arc-(no, no)-and they were most unsatisfactory;
those that voted for it merely expressed their opinion
that a change was desirable. No fewer than 20,000
ministers of the Gospel were praying the House to make
a change, and., more than that, the great majority of
the sober ::md ind~1strious working men an t! eir wi<res
and families in every part of the Unite l Kingdom
would ask them to support such a resolution as this.
( o, no, and hear, hear.) And a good many working
men who were not always sober would, in their
moments of soberness, add their penitent voices to the
appeal. (Hear, hear.) The national intellect had been
stimulated and enlightened on this question ; the
national conscience had been awakened, and he believed
it would never sleep again until a great and substantial
change had been effected. The facts of the case w re
overpowering ; they were uncontested ; everyone spoke
in the strongest terms about the deplorable consequences
of drunkenness. In addition, we knew that scieuce,
education, morn,lity, and religion-all the great forces
which moved good and wise men to action-were
gathering about this conflict. The cries from our
work-houses, the moans from the sufferers in our prisons
-these all joined in one voice asking them to deal with
this question. They knew the gravity of the evil.
They had some cliili.culty as to the remedy ; and they
had before them a proposition of a most moderate
character, which would only lead to one short step
further. Listening to this great cry, nobody could say
that the consciences of the members of the House of
Commons would not be touched by the consideration of
this great and solemn question. He would vote for the
resolution most cordially. He propounded no scheme
of his own that should follow it, but he thought he
could propound a scheme very much better than that
which was now at work. That, however, he deferred
until the House gave its consideration to the proposition to be made. At present, at any rate, let them
mar1ifest their concern in the highest interests of the
country for the moderate and reasonable proposal of the
hon. member for Carlisle. (Cheers.)
.. fr. E. CLARKE, the newly-elected member for
Southwark, rose, and was more fortunate than Mr.
Wheelhouse, for the House, which filled when Mr.
Bright was addressing it, remained to hear t he member
for Southwark's maiden speech. His first appearance
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was a splendid triumph. In the maturity of his years
and powers, with a clear and resonant voice, fitting
gesture, skilled in the art of persuasion and powerful
appeal, he was furnished with the means of making a
deep impression on the House, and he made it, for he
is now deemed a powerful acquisition to the ranks of
the ministerialists. He scouted the wisdom of bringing
forward an abstract resolution on the evils of the liquor
traffic, especially by a private member. The organisation ,vith which the mover was connected had surely
means of making enquiries and devising remedies, but
all that they could offer was an abstract resolution
which there were not grounds for asking that House to
accept. There were two minds and two purposes.
One desired to suppress the tra.ffic as a nuisance, the
other to take sureties for its proper regulation, but the
understood purpose of the resolution was the Permissive
Bill and meant to be the Permissive Bill. He wanted
legislation on the question too, but legislation founded
on right principles. There was no discernible relation
between the number of public-houses and the temperance of a district. He thought it had been unnecessarily assumed that there were serious defects in the
present licensing authority. He was of opinion that
they could not invent any better tribunal than the one
now existing. They were gentlemen who, as justices
of the peace, had seen the sad effects which occurred
through intemperance. They were interested in property, they were interested in the peace and good
onler of the district, they were absolutely free from
any suspicion of improper influence, and he did not
believe that the same could be said of any tribunal
elected by the ratepayers. It would not be easy to
introduce a better and more independent tribunal.
(Hear, hear.) The Permissive Bill was frankly put
forward by the honourable baronet. There could be
no mistake about his meaning. He had said that he
knew of landowners who refused altogether to allow
licensed houses in their district, and he wished to give
the same power to other localities. That was the Permissive Bill without a compensation clause. He went
on to explain the ditnculties attending compensation
which might be a\~·1,rded ;n a district wl-ier!' th~ pn hlirhouse had been voted down. Yet if that district choose
to have a trade again compensation would have been
given for nothing. 'l'hen where cl.rink-selling had been
suppressed drinking would not cease, an<l working men
would join their clubs, and, for 5s. a year, have the
privilege of enjoying themselves just as if they were
members of the Reform or the C:i.rlton.
obody forced
clrink on the people. They were not compelled to go
into public-houses. But the public-house was the poor
man's cellar. He denied that irunkenness was prevalent, a Yery different thing from denying that
drunkenness produced gre· t evils, a11Ll he protested
against ministers interfering with the material enjoyments of the working man. But he must refer to the
hon. baronet the member for Carlisle, who referred to
him as having obtained entrance to Parliament by the
influence of a particular trade. He was not ashamed
to acknowledge his obligations in that respect. He had
been reading observations of hon. gentlemen, and eveu
of right hon. gentlemen, on the other side of the House
to the effect that it was a great misfortune to have
obtained his entry into that House in such a way. Re
was bound to say that he was quite content with the
distribution of parts. (Cheers.) While be was there
he was entitled to speak for one of the largest constituencies in the country, and for a larger proportion of
that constituency than had ever been polled before.
Re was not ashamed of the services rendered to him by
the class referred to and other classes and tradfls ; he
fully avowed his acknowledgments. But those services
were not bought; they were not purchased in any wa.y.
They_were obtained by the expression of the opinion
which he expressed before the members of that House,
opinions which he deemed it important should prevail
in that House. He regretted that that question had
ever been made a political question. (Hear, hear.) It
had never been made so on that side of the House.
The evil arose when members were tried with cajolments and candidates were induced to take pledges in
order to obtain the support of a particular class of the
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constituency. The hon. baronet the member for
Carlisle had spoken of the question as if it was the
only question to which it was allowable to subordinate
all others. If such was the attitude of the hon. baronet
and his friends, the publicans were certainly entitled to
band themselves together to protect their threatened
interests. He was very sensitive of the inclulgence
which the House had shown him, and while thanking
the House for its kindness, he hoped that it would, by
a decisive majority, reject a proposal which could not
be carried into practical legisla.tion. (Cheers.)
The Marquis of HARTINGTON followed at five minutes
past eleven, and spoke very much as he did last year.
Whilst in favour of some measure of local option, he
was not able to go for the resolution, behind which
he saw the Permissive Bill. He concluded his remarks
by announcing that he should vote against the resolution.
Mr. CROSS, on behalf of the Government, intimated
that they did not see their way to take up the recommendations of the Lords' Committee on Intemperance,
with which he confessed himself somewhat disappointed.
It was now past twelve o'clock, aud after a brief but
earnest address from Sir Harcourt Johnstone in favour
of local option on the basis of his own amendment,
whilst giving his support to Sir Wilfrid Lawson's
Resolution,
The SPEAKER stated that the motion before the
House was, " that the Speaker do now leave the chair,"
and that Sir Wilfrid Lawson propose to amend the
motion by leaving out from the word " that " to the
eud of the question, in order to add the words of his
resolution. He then put the question thus, "That the
words proposed to be left out stand part of the question." The Rouse divided :--Ayes, 248; noes, 134;
majority in favour of the House going into Committee
of Supply, 114. As the resolution ,vas lost, the
amendments to it ou the notice paper fell to the ground.
So again, as last year, Mr. ,vheelhouse did not succeed
in getting the House to express its opinion upon his
resolution.
THE DIVISlO LIST.
On the former division on the resolution the voting
and pairing was as follows :-For, 183 ; against, 271 ;
majority against the resolution, 88. On this occasion
the voting shows a decrease on the votes of 4 against
and of 30 in favour of the resolution-the decrease in
the support this year amounting to 26 votes. The
Scotch vote was :-For-29 votes and 3 pairs = 32 ;
Against-6 votes and 1 pair= 7; majority in favour of
the resolution of 25 votes. It will be seen that again a
majority of the members of Parliament for Scotland are
in favour of local option. We will analyse the voting
and pairing so as to institute a comparison between the
two votings on the resolution :CoUN'l'IES :-For-Sir George Balfour (Kincardinesbire), Lord Colin Campbell (Argyleshire), C. Dalrymple (Buteshire), Sir Geo. Douglas (Roxburghshire),
Sir Alex. Gordon {Aberdeenshire, E), Samuel Laing
(Orkney and hetland), Sir J. G. T. Sinclair (Caithness-shire)-7. Paired for-J. W. Barclay (Forfarshire),
P. M'Lagan (Linlithgowshire)-2. Total- 9. Against
-R. V. Agnew (Wigtownshire), Sir W. Edmonstone
(Stirlingsbire), Lord Elcho (Haddingtonshire), Hon. R.
B. Hamilton (Berwickshire), Capt. J. H. Johnstone
(Dumfriesshire), Sir G. G. Montgomery (Peebles and
Selkirkshires). Paired against-A. 0. Ewing (Dumbartonshire). Total-7. Majority for the Counties-2.
BURGHS :-For-G . .Anderson (Glasgow), Right Hon.
\V. R Baxter (Montrose, &c.), C. Cameron (Glasgow),
Sir George Campbell_ (Kirkcaldy, &c.), Henry Campbell-Bannerman (Stirling, &c.), J. Cowan (Edinburgh),
M. E. Grant Duff (Elgin, &c.), Andrew Grant (Leith),
J. F. Harrison (Kilmarnock, &c.), ,v. Holms (Paisley),
E. Jenkins (Dundee), John F. Leith (Aberdeen), C. E.
Macintosh (Invernesg, &c.), D. M'Laren (Edinburgh),
Earnest Noel (Dumfries, &c.), C. . Parker (Perth),
James tewart (Greenock), Mark J. Stewart (Wigtown, &c.), Charles Te1mant (Glasgow), G. 0. Trevel-

,v

yan (Ha wick, &c.), Sir David
edderburn (Haddington, &c. )-21. Paired for- John Pender ("7 ick, &c.)
- 1.
Total-22.
Against-NOT o E.
Edinburgh
and St. Andrew's Universities- Dr. Lyon Playfairfor-1. The whole vote being, as stated, 32 for and 7
against.
Not only is there a majority of the Parliamentary
representation of Scotland for the resolution, but there
is also a majority of the county population. The
population of counties voting in favour is 807,269;
that of those voting against, only 371,307. This was
not the case last year. Then the valuation of those
counties voting favourably is in excess of those voting
adversely. The first have a valuation roll of £2,857,055,
the second one of £2,249,619, so that the majority of
1880 embraces the valuation, the population, and the
county Parliamentary representation .
In the case of the burghs no such comparison is required, as their vote is practically unanimous.
There are other interesting facts connected with this
division.
No Scotch Liberal M.P. voted against the resolution.
The voting in its favour has no party significance, as
Liberal and Conservative alike voted for it.
Four of those who voted for it last year-Col. Mure,
A. Mathieson, P. M'Lagan, and J. Pender-did not
vote this year. The first was on leave through domestic
affliction, and could neither vote nor pair. The second
was seriously indisposed, the third was abroad, and the
fourth was, it is believed, shut out from the division.
The two last mentioned paired for the resolution.
Mr. Barclay, who bas paired for it both years, but for
indisposition, would have voted for the resolution this
time. Three honourable members who have not
hitherto voted on the resolution voted in its favour :Rt. Hon. Dr. Lyon Pla.yfair, ir G. S. Douglas, and C.
Tennant.
one who have voted for the Permissive Prohibitory
Liquor Bill or the Local Option Resolution have evet·
r ecorrlecl their vote against it.
TwelYe members of the late Government voted with
Sir \V. Lawson. Of these, five r epresent Scotch constituencies, namely :- Right. Hon. ,v. E . Baxter,
Right Hon. Dr. Lyon Playfair, H. Campbell-Bannermn.n, M. E. Grant Duff, and G. 0. Trevelyan.
The hostile vote continues to decrease. Last year
ten Scotch votes were polled against the resolution. Of
those then voting, R. Montgomerie, Lord Dalkeith, D.
Cameron, Sir 'l'. E. Colebrooke, ancl A. Oi-r Ewing <lid
not vote on this occasion. A. 0. Ewing, however,
paired against it ; and R. B. Hamilton reconlecl bis
vote against it for the first time.
This is the sixth time that Scotland, through her
representatives' voting, has affirmed the principle that
her people should have a right to protect themselves
against the grievance of having public houses forced
upon them against their wiil-four times for the Permissive Prohibitory Liquor Bill; twice for the Local
Option Resolution. The votes on the resolution included a decided majority of her Parliamentary representation.
THE SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL A-.. D TEMPER ANCE
As OCIATIO ~ AND THE DISCUSSIO::S- AND DIVISION
ON THE I TOXICATIKG LIQUOR (LICENSES) REBOLUTIO~.
The following r esolutions have been unanimously
adopted by the Executive of this association :I. That the most grateful thanks of the social and
moral reform.ers of Scotland are due to Sir Vhlfrid
Lawson, Bart., M .P., and the thirty-two members of
parliament for Scotland-being a clear majority of its
representation-who voted or paired i1~ favour of the
Intoxicating Liquors (Licenses) Resolut10n on 5th ult.
II. That the Executive tender their warmest thanks
to the various organizations in Scotland which so energetically supported the Resolution ; to the deputation
that weut to London, at their request, to promote its
interests; and to all who in any way contributed to the
very satisfactory Scotch vote in its favour.
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III. That, having regard to the marked advance in
the state of public opinion in Scotland in favour of the
legal suppression of the liquor traffic by the majority
vote of the ratepayers affecte<l, of which the voting by
Scotch parliamentary representatives on the recent
division affords such abundant evidence, the Executive
earnestly calls upon the electors in the various constituencies to press the claims of the Local Option
Resolution upon the attention and acceptance of all
candidates soliciting their vote and influence during
the General Election, and urges them to support those
candidates only who promise, if elected, to vote in
favour of the Resolution, or of an efficient measure of
local option for Scotland.
30 Hope St., Glasgow.
R. MACKAY, Secy.
A circular, of which the following is a copy, was sent
to every Member of Parliament in view of the debate
and division on the resolution:-" Intoxicating Liquors
(Licenses) Resolution.-Sir Wilfrid Lawson's motion
on Friday, 5th March, 1880.-Honourable :Members
are respectfully reminded that on Friday first the following resolution will, in pursuance of notice, be
moved by Sir vVilfrid Lawson:-' That inasmuch as
the ancient and avowed object of licensing the sale of
intoxicating liquor is to supply a supposed public
want, without detriment to the public welfare, this
House is of opinion that a legal power of restraining
the issue or renewal of the licenses should beplaced in the
hands of the persons most deeply interested and affected
- namely, the inhabitants themselves-who are entitled
to protection from the injurious consequences of the
present system by some efficient measure of local
option.' The resolution embodies the principle of conferring upon the ratepayers the power to deal effectively
with a system that has admittedly a d eep personal
interest for them, and in relation to which all merely
class interests must hold a secondary place. The
existing Licensing Laws are acknowledged on all hands
to be in an unsatisfactory state. Their defects and
anomalies tend to destroy much of the good they were
designed to accomplish. "\Vhat is obviously required is
chiefly a direct and popular voice in ' restraining the
issue or renewal of licenses,' and this involves transferring the responsibility from the pr<'sent anthorities
-who have confessedly found their position to be a
most difficult, uot to say <lisagreeable one-to those
who are, in every view of the case, entitled to bear it.
The progress of this question in public opinion has been
most marked, particularly during the last year, and its
settlement can only be a matter of time. \Vhen Sir
VVilfrid Lawson divided the House last session on his
resolution, thirty-two Scotch members voted and
paired in its favour, and only ten against it. It is confidently hoped that, on this occasion, the vote will be
still more favourable. Honourable Members are earnestly requested to be in their places on Friday first,
and to give the resolution their cordial support and
vote.-James Hamilton, J.P., City Treasurer, Glasgow,
President ; James Torrens, J.P., Glasgow, Chairman
of Executive ; Thos. Dick, Ex-Chief Magistrate, Kinning Park, Vice-Chairman of Executive ; Ja.mes L.
Selkirk, T.C., Glasgow, Honorary Secretary; Robert
M'Callum, Glasgow, Treasurer ; Robert Mackay,
Secretary.-Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association, Offices, 30 Hope Street, Glasgow, 3rd
March, 1880."
The following is the summary of reasons advanced by
the U. K. A1liance why honourable members should
vote in favour of the Local Option Resolution :1.-It affirms the only principle upon which the
licensing system, as one of control, can be justified,
viz. :-that the public protection is the primary con~ideration in regard to the issue of licenses. But for
this principle there is no reason why the traffic in
intoxicating liquors should not be as unrestricted as the
sale of bread, sugar, tea, &c.
2.-The principle of Local Protection would be best
applied by means of Local Option. It cannot be pretended that the people are unworthy to be trusted upon
this question when they .i.re held worthy to elect mem-
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bers of Parliament, municipal and other bodies, and to
exercise a general control over their local affairs.
3. - Licenses are always professedly issued and renewed for the good of the local residents: but the evils
resulting are of every kind and degree, lowering the
state of morals, impeding and crippling all local social
reform, depreciating the adjoining property, and imposing the heaviest burdens upon the local public.
There is no parallel to this state of things, and it is
intolerable that localities should be powerless to deal
with a system which is found to contravene its ostensible objects.
4.- The fact, which is indisputable, that wherever
localities have been freed from the liquor traffic, they
have been satisfied with this condition, and have benefited by it, in every respect, is the strongest reason
why, on this local question, the locality should be
enabled by Parliament to declare its wishes and act for
itself. By lengthened experience in thousands of
places, as testified by the Reports of the Convocations
of Canterbury and York, the theoretical objections
brought against such a change are disproved, and it is
invariably found that the poorer class, on whose special
behalf exception is taken to complete Local Option, are
the first to appreciate the value of an arrangement,
which, while it shields them from temptation, encourages economy, sobriety, and all the domestic virtues.
5.-The House of Commons has already entertained
a modified form of Local Option, and Right Hon. and
Hon. Members are respectfully requested to pronounce
by voting in favour of Sir Wilfrid Lawson's Resolution
that the people are entitled to a measure of Local
Option, which shall be effective and complete; and calculated to foster that national sobriety, which it is the
sincere wish of all classes, creeds, and parties to promote.
GENERAL ELECTION.
TO THE TEMPERANCE AND SOCIAL REFORMERS OF
, COTLAND.

A Dr. SCLUTI0.1:' of Padiament having been announced,
a most important opportunity is furnished to all true
temperance reformers for the exercise of their political
influence in favour of those principles of moral and
social reform which they have so long an<l so earnestly
advocated.
There is no graver question of domestic politics before
the country at the present moment than how most
effectively to grapple with the evils of intemperance,
and its paramount importance is being felt and admitted
much more widely than ever before. Indeed, the persi tent manner in which the permissive prohibitory
agitation has been prosecuted during the past few years,
has produced a most marked impression both in the
country and in Parliament. There is now a very
general concurrence of public opinion that the ratepayers must, ere long, have a direct and potent voice
in the question of licensing public-houses.
On the occasion of the r ecent division in the House
of Commons on Sir vVilfrid Lawson's local option
r esolution, 32 Scotch members voted and paired in its
favour, while only 7 voted and paired against it. On
no question of national interest has there been so
decided an expression of opinion on the part of the
Scotch representatives. It only remains for the friends
of the cause throughout the country in their various
constituencies to unite in pressing the claims of our
movement and the principles of the Association upon
the consideration of all candidates. An opportunity
like the present occurs but seldom, and it behoves that
the fullest advantage be taken of it. Members of
Parliament who have voted with Sir Wilfrid Lawson
in the past, and who are seeking :r:e-election, should be
strenuously supported, as well as all other candidates
who are prepared, if elected, to act in a similar way;
and, in the case of all new candidates, immediate steps
should be taken to ascertain their views on temperance
legislation before any pledge of support is given. Of
course it must be left to the friends in each constituency to adopt the plan for giving effect to this recommendation that may best commend itself to them in
i;heir local circumstances,
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The Executive will be prepared promptly to render
every advice and assistance in their power on being
applied to.-By order of the Executive, Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
R. MACKAY, Secy.
O:ffices-30 Hope Street,
Glasgow, 16th March, 1880.
About five million persons visit the London coffee
taverns yearly, or about 14,000 a clay, and the company,
after allowing for depreciation, declare a dividend of
five per cent.
They say that Mr. E . Clarke, M. P . f~ Southwark,
has got his silk gown, that is, ma,de a Queen's Counsellor,
for his splendid speech against local option, and that
he is to be the Attorney General should the Tories
return to office. \Vhat a pity he has lost hi'.s voice
when such a chance of returning thanks offers itself!
Our readers will, we are sure, regret to hear of the
dea,th of Mr. S. Foley, of Dublin, the wise counsellor
and the generous giver of the Iri h temperance movement. Mr. Foley will be remembered a,s one of the
representatives of the Irish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association at the annual meetings of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association.
At last that urgent need for Clyde pleasure-seekerj!,
a temperance steamer, that is, a steamer conducted on
temperance principles, seems not far from realisation.
The "Ivanhoe" is to be fitted up with every requisite
and convenience for the comfort of her passengers, but
she is not to have a "bar." As Mr. Alex. Allan said,
this will be no bar to the enjoyment of those sailing
with her. When she leaves the Broomielaw on her
first trip may we ha,vc the pleasure of being there.

OUR BOO SHELF.
The Sacraments: by Professor Candlish. (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark.) About two years ago a scheme was set
on foot in the Free Church for securing the higher education of the youth connected with the Church in Bible
and religious knowledge. All over the country, a,nd in
foreign lands where the Church has sta.tions, examinations were held last spring, and the results were declared
at the meeting of last Assembly. Then it was resolved
to continue the scheme, and consequently we have now
several volumes published suited to the requirements of
the scheme. One of these now lies before us from the
pen of Professor Candlish. \Ve ha e no doubt that the
author found his task more difficult than if he had
undertaken to write a theological treatise on the same
subject for the use of students or ministers. He has,
however, happily succeeded in giving the fruits of his
study in plain intelligible language, suitable to the class
for whom the treatise is intended. His subject is the
S:1craments, and he has taken the questions of the
Shorter Catechism as the basis of his exposition. 'Ihc
volume is divided naturally into three parts. In the
first be expounds the nature of the Sacraments generally, and points out wherein they differ from the other
means of grace, which leads to the determination of the
number of the divine ordinances to which the term properly applies. He then proceeds to show how the
Sacraments are signs or symbolical ordinances. Under
this head we could have desiderated a fuller exposition
of the nature of a symbol, and a clear exposition of the
fact that there must be a. suitability of the sign, or harmony or analogy between the sign and the thing signified. It proceeds very possibly from oversight that this
has not been more fully and clearly done. It is, however, of great importance to bear this in mind, that
there must be a naturalness, a suitability, a harmony
existing between the symbol and the thing symbolized,
else false ideas and wrong impressions are apt to be
conveyed to the simple mind by the signs used. The
symbols used by the Saviour, in the Sacraments he h as
appointed, are peculiarly well fitted to convey truth to
the mind. In the second part the subject of baptism is
handled, its character unfolded, the mode of application explained, the subjects of it defined, and its efficacy and practical use expounded. In this part of the

subject we have been much pleased with the liberality of
sentiment, the catholicity of sympathy which the author
displays.
Many old, straight-laced Presbyterians
might be inclined to find fault with the Professor for
some of the admissions which he candidly makes in
regard to the administration of this Sacrament, though
we are satisfied that he has confined himself to the
simple Scriptural exposition of the doctrine of the ordinance. In the third part he discusses the Sacrament
of the Supper. There is the point which we are most
concerned with. Our journal does not pretend to discuss theological subjects generally, nor even general
literary questions. It is only when these come into
contact with the great temperance reformation that we
feel ca,lled upon to deal with, or criticise any work,
which issues from the press. No one can discuss the
nature and mode of administration of the Supper without coming in contact with this great question. On
reading very carefully what the Professor has written
on this subject, we have to note in the outset that there
is in his sentiments a very great advance on those of
many other divines with whom we have met, personally or in their writings. With the teaching of the
book, as a whole, we cordially agree. The exposition,
in general, is in perfect harmony with all that we have
been accustomed to believe as to the teaching of Scripture on the subject. The divisions under the third part
are, the institution and form of the Supper; the things
represented; the pledges given; the persons for whom
it is intended; its efficacy, and the practical use of the
Supper. The whole of these are well and skilfully explained, in language which is quite easily understood
by such as those for whom the work has been prepared.
But while we have thorough sympathy with the general
tenor of the book, we are compelled to dissent from the
statements made in the book in regard to the wine of
the Supper. There is, however, a cheering want of
dogma,tism in dealing with the question of the elements,
and what we have to complain of is rather a looseness
of expression, and want of precision, than any positive
contrary doctrine. Virtually all that we contend for is
conceded, while at the same time expressions arc used
which show that something bas yet to be learned on tho
question. In discussing the institution of the Supper,
be says, spen.king of the time when the ordinance was
appointed:-" It i1:1 not quite certain whether tho last
supper of our Lord and His disciples was on the very
clay when the Paschal feast was observed by the Jews,
or on the evening before it," &c. And, again, in reference to the lessons taught us by Paul's address to the
Corinthian Church, he says:-" Tbo uncertainty
whether our Lord's last supper with His disciples ,vas
on the Passover evening, or on the preceding one, makes
it impossible to be sure whether they used unleavened
or leavened bread:" and the wine is described merely as
'the cup,' 'the fruit of the vine.' Christ clearly
used as the symbols in this ordinance simply the bread
n.nd wine that happened to be before Hirn at the time,
and we must follow His example by taking those iu
common use." There we must demur to the Professor's
teaching. '\Ve know th at it has been disputed whether
the last supper was held on the night of the Pasehn,l
feast or not. But let any one read the narratives contained in the Synoptic gospels, and study the expressions
used there; let him read of the disciples sent to prepare
the Passover, and their executing their commission; let
him read what is said of the actual celebration, and
come to any other conclusion than the comm.on one,
that the feast was held at the right and legallyappointed time, if he can, consistently with a common
sense interpretation of the narratives of the three
evangelists.
If they are not to be trusted on this
point they may be as little trusted on any other. Their
narratives are consistent with each other, and with
what we should naturally expect, and strong reasons
must be shown before we can believe that they are not
consistent with fact. True, a difficulty arises from one
or two expressions found in the Gospel of John. But
these may be explained and the difficulty avoided witbou t
throwing any discredit on the three other accounts. \Ve
a.re quite satisfied that the feast held by the band in that
upper room was at the legally appointed time, and conducted in perfect accordance with the Divinely ap-
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pointed rules. But even if we admit the feast to have convenient and most suitable. But these el ements are
been held the previous evening, would the priests have symbols, and they are appointed to represent and shabeen ready to sacrifice the lamb for them the day before. dow forth the death of Christ, and the feeding and
We suspect not; and, besides, grant that Christ as nourishing power of His body and blood to the soul
lawgiver could have legitimately changed the day, He when received by faith. The symbols must be suitable.
was not here as law-giver but as law-keeper, He was Breaddoesnourishand strengthen and support the body.
under the law to give it obedience in every point, and So does the fruit of the vine in its natural state as it comes
if He bad proposed to antedate the celebration, would from the vine. But when the process of fermentation has
His disciples not have raised an objection, which we do supervened, all, orvery nearly all, the nutritive property
not read that they did ? Had there been anything ir- is destroyed, and in its place comes a substance which
regular or uncommon it is likely that neither friends tends to pervert the whole facu lties both of body and
nor foes should ever have hinted at any such a thing or mind. It would be at the same time somewhat out of
given any reason or explanation for the irregularity. And the ordinary eourse that the same substance should be
even if all this were got over it would not rid us of the used as alcoholized wine is, both in the Old Testament
other supposed difficulty in regard to the kind of bread and in the New, as the symbol of the wrath of God, and
and wine used. The kind of bren.d and liquid, the pro- also as the emblem of the greatest of all the blessings
hibition of everything that was leavened, the presence God can or has ever given to man. If there is then no
of the lamb slain and roasted, were all clearly defined; positive command requiring this to be used as the
and even if the evening bad been that before the regular symbol of redeeming love, why should it be continued;
period, the other rules must have still been in force, and or rather why should so many resist a change which is
so the difficulty is not one whit grev.ter in fixing the perfectly in harmony with all that Scripture says
elementary symbols in the one case than in the other. about this emblem? It must be noted that it is never
At this feast all ferment and all fermented things were called wine-only the fruit of the vine. Grape juice
absolutely prohibited. The bread on the table must answers this description-is one of the most nutritious
have been unfermented (this is universally admitted), of beverages, anJ is easily got. It is regularly sold
and the beverage, whatever it was, must have been of uuder the name of unfermented wine. A priori we
the same character. But it must be borne in mind that could scarcely expect to find Jesus, who well knew
nowhere and at no time is any beverage ordered or speci- what dire evils alcoholic wine would bring upon the
fied. The beverage may have been present or not; world, would select wha,t He knew could not nourish,
wiue, milk, water, palm-juice, or any other liquid may but which could destroy; which could not support, but
have been used, only, however, with the proviso that coul l kill, as the element to represent His blood shed
there was no element of leaven in it. It is a tradition for the remi ·sion of sin, anc.l for the everlasting s lvaamong the Jews that wine of grapes will not ferment. tion of all who by faith receive and rest on Him for
But unless we allow that all the Jews were ignorant of salvation.
One other point connected with this subject demands
the fermenting of wine, and especially that Christ, who
knows all things, ancl who was the lawgiver, and knew notice. Professor Candlish refers to the case f the
what was meant by His own command, was ignorant of Corinthian Church, as in iicating that in early times
what modern science has now revealed, that fermenta- some people used the fermented grape juice. Ho says
tion in wino and fermentation in bread are the very - " Paul delicately hints at the possibility of even
s~m1e process in reality, then we must adhere to the grosser sensual abuses-that is, than breakiug up into
belief that Christ and His disciples celebrated this sects and parties. The word metlwei in the Ore ,k of
P::i,schal f Past with unfe1·me11tetl things (bread, and wine, this passage has heen a c:rn,d stum1ling blnck to 111a11y.
and verything else). So far, therefore, as there is any 'l'hc proper meaning of the word is admirably r predubiety as to the day of the feast, and consequent insti- sented by the ::-Jcotch expression to be jou. Everybody
tution of the new ordinance, and so far as this deter- knows that this expression bas a Llouhle meaning-say
mines the nature of the symbols, we think the clause of a person who has just risen from a meal that he i
might have been spared. Accepting as we do mo t f on, you convey the idea, and correctly, that he has
cordially the statement "that Jesus gave no minute ha.rl sufficient to meet all the cravings of nature-that
and specific instructions as to the forms and rites to be his hunger is completely ap1 eased. But tell us that :t
observed in the Lord's Supper," we believe that the man has just come out of a drink-shop, and that he is
details have been purposely left thus open just because f ou, and a totally different idea is at once formed of his
they had to be carrie l to all qua.rters of the globe, condition . The word metlmei has exactly the same
where some things that might be easily enough carried applications, arnl we require to know what has been
out in some places, woulu become utterly impossible in consumed before we can state definitely which of tl1ese
others. Since then there is such liberty of detail left applications of the word must be used in the text
to the Church why does the Church cling so pertinaci- before us. Paul, in finding fault with these Corinthian
onsly to what is productive of so much evil? She has Christian , challenges them for violation of 'hristian
not always been so persistent in attending to the duty at their love-feasts, which were very commonly
minute details. In this very ordinance, while admit- held just before they celebrated the supper. lie says
ting that at first our Lord used unfermented bread, they ditl not wait for one another, that the rich brought
the Church has now and for long used fermented of their abundance, while many of the poor were but
bread, because it was commonly in use, and most con• scantily provided for, and that they used what they
venient. Now even if we grant, as we may do for ar- had brought, keeping it to themselves, so that they
gument's sake, that the liquor used as a beverage on were abundantly sati fiecl, while some of their poorer
that memorable night when our Saviour was betrayed, brethren were hungry, or but poorly supplied with
was fermented, can any greater divergence from that food. This he condemns as uncharitable, and says that
example be found in changing the wine that there has if they were hungry and were not willing to share their
been and is in the change in the symbol of the bread. abundance with their poorer brethren they might eat
'Those who try to make out a conscientious objection to at home, where such conduct would not be so blamethe use of wine unfermented, are bound to go back to worthy.
Note here 1. Not one word except the ambiguous
unformented bread and raise the question in all our
Churches. If the Professor is right that no specific methuci appears in the whole passage to indicate the
rule bas been laid down, then there can he no objection presence in these agapae of any wine at all. That some
to the Church or any congregation adopting grape juice be erage was present is very probable, but we have no
rather than the fermented stuff presented at the table evidence of its nature.
so generally, not only fermented grape juice but often
2. The presence of any intoxicating wine at the
with grnpe juice or wine produce completely awantinCY, agapae does not necessarily imply the presence of the
If the Saviour used1 as we are convinced He did, this same kind at the Supper of the Lord, held immediately
grape juice, we cannot do better than follow His ex- afterwards. The element used, then, may have been
ample. If ho used something else, He has not prescribed entirely different, and even the use of alcoholic wine
what we are to use, but it is only called fruit of tbe by this branch of the church would not prove that in
vine, or cup, n.nd therefore in accordance with this the use thereof t hey were acting in perfect accordance
freedom which He has left us, we can use what is most with general p~·actice and apostolic example.
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3. The fact of drunkenness appearing at these feasts
is very unlikely, and, from the terms of the narrative,
not admissible. The Apostle challenges their conduct
and says he praises them not, because of the want of
reverence, liberality, and orderly behaviour at these
feasts, which, though not the Supper, were in close and
intimate c0nnection therewith. Hence he says of them,
'' One is hungry, and the other isfou," to use the expressive word of the Scotch language. The antithesis in
the clause has a reference to the previous part of the
sentence, where we are told that everyone taketh
before other his own supper ; or as the reading is in
another MS., every one takes to himself, or snatches up,
his own supper, or what he had brought with him.
Hence there were who had very humble supply-some
were hungry while others were well fed. Drink is not
the antithesis to hungry. But suppose that some of
them had been drunk, can we suppose that one so alive
to the honour of his Master, and so sensitive to any
disgrace brought on the religion he preached, would
have failed to expose in the most severe terms the conduct of such persons as got drunk as a preparation for
the solemn feast, and who either came to the feast in
that condition or became such at the Lord's table ?
Nay, indeed. Had drunkenness been found in their
feasts, Paul would have spoken in much stronger t erms
than he did. What they did was bad eno_!Igh, but this
would have been worse still-much worse.
4. It must be a bad case that needs the support of
the Corinthian church to support it. If they were
right, then no fault would have been found with them,
if wrong, then their example cannot much avail, except
as it is a beacon to warn of danger to be avoided.
Again we fall back on the broad ground, so well
stated by Dr. Uandlish, that no specific rule has been
laid down, regulating the kind either of the bread or
the fruit of the vine. We may use what is most convenient without violating the ordinance, and we are
safest when we follow the example, as we believe, of
our Saviour in using grape juice as the fruit of the vine,
rather than any artificial, dangerous, destructive compound which has done, is doing, and, so long as used,
will continue to do incalculable harm to the world and
to the church. We prefer a substance which will feed
and nourish and cheer the body as the symbol of that
blood which is drink indeed, and which saves and
strengthens the soul, to any other that is used as a.
symbol of wrath, and which destroys and kills.
On looking at the whole subject, we hope the author
may see his way when a second edition is called for, as
we hope will soon be done, to modify his expressions a
little, and put himself on surer ground on these points.
We rejoice to find him so liberal in his views, and so
free from dogmatism. The book, though written for
the youth, may bG, ar,.d we have no doubt will be, read
with much pleasure, as it may be with great profit by the
older members of our churches. We cordially thank
him for his able contribution to the education in
religious knowledge of our young men and young
women. Had we more such liberal and Christian
expositions, we might have more general charity and
greater religious life and energy among us.

The Home World, with which is incorporated Our
Ohildren, Sunday School World, and The Children's
Visitor. An illustrated religious family paper. Conducted by F. E. Longley. London : Longley, 59 Wa.r.
wick Lane, E. C. This volume is a treasury of amusement, instruction, and art, to boys and girls. Many
volumes and not a few libraries have been searched in
order to enable .t he talented editor to weekly spread
his precious freight before his readers. Home World
appeals to our common sense; offers us Golden Thoughts;
peeps at our Sunday-schools; sets blackboard lessona;
culls choice poetry ; tells stories ; reviews choice
books ; advocates temperance ; keeps a well filled
page of puzzles ; offers prizes, and presents printed
music and illustrations which merit high praise. To
those who can only afford one good magazine for the
household we cordially recommend Home World _: they
will secure in it the essence of scores of journals for
home reading.

Loose Bricks for T emperance ancl Social Workers;
by Amos Scholfield. (London: National Temperance
Publication Depot.) Price 6d. We believe that these
"Loose Bricks" will give stability to the principles of
total abstinence and prohibition cherished by all who
read this little book.
The Throne of Iniquity, or S,1utain·ing Evil by Law.
A Sermon by the Rev. Albert Barnes. Tenth thousand. Selkirk: George Lewis. One penny. We are
exceedingly pleased to find that this admirable sermon
has reached a circulation of ten thousand copies.
Merely reckoning each copy as finding three readers
there are thirty thousand minds brought into contact
with this sermon, which has rarely been equalled and
never in our opinion surpassed. Let our friends get a
supply and they will find that the giving of one to an
inquiring mind will do more to convince and persuade
it than bulky packets of literature or a lengthened
series of lectures. In republishing this sermon, Mr.
George Lewis has placed the temperance movement in
Scotland under deep obligation, an obligation they can
easily discharge by liberal orders for his valuable reprint.
The B irthdays of the Temperance and Total A bstinence Movements in Scotland; by James M'Nair. (Glasgow: Scottish Temperance League, Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association, 30 Hope Street.)
Threepence. 'J'his is a model historiette. A marvel of
clear condensation. Within the compass of 32 pages
we have an excellent history of the rise of both movements. Mr. M'Nair conceals his own large share in
the advancement of total abstinence movement, but
it is greatly indebted to his persistent efforts to get at
facts and to his untiring energy in upholding tbe true
principles of total abstinence against a spurious and
happily almost exploded theory of temperance. He
has brought down the history of the movement to
within the knowledge of those now living, and has
rendered a service to the cause which he has so long
and faithfully served as is not likely to be forgotten.
We cordially recommend his pamphlet to the perusal
of all who hold their principles dear, and also to all
who feel a pleasure in finding truth grappling successfully with error.
A Few Words to Women; by a woman (Miss Jessie
Craigen). Being a plea for the temperance movement.
(Retford, N otts : Miss Craigen, Victoria Place, London
Road. Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association.) Price threepence. All who have had the
pleasure of listening to Miss Craigen's eloquent appeals
on behalf of those movements which are calculated to
elevate the men and women of the present day will,
should they purchase this lecture, we venture to believe,
perusf:l it with uumingfod sati1,fac+,ion. They may miss
the lady's earnest tones and energetic gesture, but they
will have the womanly thoughts enshrined in chaste
and elegant language. Miss Craigen is able, from her
long experience among women and men, to form a vivid
idea of the relations that do exist and should exist
betwf:len them. She draws a painful contrast between
them; the thoughtless man too often oblivious of his
moral obligations when too confiding girls are concerned,
or as permitted by law to inflict injuries where a wife
is concerned. Then women themselves are too ignorantly
brought up, too ·poorly paid, too much subjected to
temptation. On both sides there is danger from the
other, and that danger is intensified by the drinking
customs of society. We must leave Miss Craigen's
farther exposition of the evil and the remedies she
suggests to the reader of her pamphlet with the belief
that it will thoroughly enlist their sympathies with
those for whom she eloquently pleads.
BooKS RECEIVED :-Studies in life, Social R ights,
Britain and Bacchus, .Annual Report of the Dundee
Society, &c.
OBSERVE !-L AMOND'S LECTUREs.-Now publishing,
No. I., "Light and Shade ; " No. II., " Success in
Life; " No. III., "Our Mission." Order through any
bookseller, or write direct to J. "\VILKIE, 22 Howe
Street, Edinburgh. 5s. 6d. per 1000, Carriage paid.
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PRI.rTCIPLE .AND EXPEDIENCY: THEIR
TRUE PLACE IN THE TEMPERANCE
ENTERPRISE.-II.
THE Apostle Paul absta.ined frorn flesh and wine
simply and only because of the sacredness with
which he regarded the conscience of a weak brother
in Christ, fnmi shing incontrovertible proof of the
supreme estimn.te he had of his own conscience,
seeing he "strove to ha.ve his conscience void of
offence both toward Gocl and toward man." Assuming that the wine spoken of was unfermented, it w.1,s
therefore pleasant, wholesome, and m:tritious, which
all wine is b~fore it is allowed to ferment, for all
fermentation is decay, rottenness, corruption, and
gl'ape juice is no exception. Flesh could have produce,l no more }Jhysical injury then than now, unless
pn.rt.n.ken of immodemtely, and precisely so with
raspect to unfermeuted wine, which is both food and
driuk-drink in exact proportion to the water it
contains (for there 1·s nothing drink but water), and
food iu exact proportion to the solill rnatLer it contains, and on those who say the wille spoken of was
fermented, and therefore intoxicatiug, rests the onus
of proof ou this point, for in the absence of proof
the assertion goes for nothing.
To personal aLBtinene;e from intoxicating li11u0r
Christian expediency never did and uever can intelligently :i.pply; n.11 such liquors partaken of as beverages, beiug, as we ha.ve already seen, iujurious to
the partaker in exact proportion to the quantity
partaken of. But Cliristiau expediency does apply
to the temperance enterprise, and when set on right
lines, guided to right issues, fed and strengthened
by Christ reigning in the heart aud directing the
life of His people, Christian expediency will take us
out of the wilderness of social disorder, pauperism,
crime, and lunacy, in which we a.re now wandering,
a.THI place us in the land of promise, "a land flowiug
with milk and honey." We look at tlte gigantic
liquol' traffic and, like ten of the twelve spies who
were sent out by Moses to spy out the promised
la.nd, we are faithless and faint-hearted in view of
the apparently insurmountable obstacles around
and before ns. But our God and Father is with us,
and we need not be afraid. Our fear but hinders
our progress, retards our march, an<l dishonours our
God.
In onr wa.r with national intemperance we 11ave
already exceeded by t en years the time of Israel's
wil<lernes wanderings, and we are far from the e·nd
of om jouruey yet. How ca.n it
otherwise 1 The
marching powers of our len.ders we have spent in
and around a selfish centre, personal abstinence from
vile intoxicants; whereas we ought by personal duty
first to have set our feet in the way of His commandments and, impelled by the exhaustless and
perrnaneut power of Christian expediency, marched
with stout heart and unswerving purpose in the
path of conqnest.

ue

But iusten,d of this onward march to final triumph
we have largely been engaged with onl' so-c:1.lled
expediency, circu1atiug round and round a purely
selfish centre. Is it any wonder, then, that ow·
stationary Christian expediency is sn.d ly deficient in
stalwart, sturdy vigour, of these fine culossal proportions which were so conspicuous in the Christian
expediency, which was so run.rked a feature in the
character and life of the Apostle Pn.nl? It may
req 1ire courage to refuse compliance with pernicious
custom and vicious habit, but it will never do to call
such courage Christian expediency. Christian expediency operates outside ourselves, labours for others
in the spirit of self-sacrifice, the highest and purest
of all sacrifice, fed from a source pure as purity
itself, expansive as righteousness, an<l in its action
and results all-couquering as love, justice, and truth.
The erroneons application of Christian expediency
' to the one act of personally abstaining from tbe
beverage availment of all intoxicating liquor, iusten.cl
of continuously applying it to the noble and iniperati ve task of banishing intemperance from our homes,
our communities, our laud, from the en.rth, is mainly,
if not wholly, due to the erroneous illea long entertained that in !:mall quantities intoxicating liquors
were right ::i.nd proper articles to be partaken of ;
bnt this false and fatal error by patient anJ exhn.us-.
tive experiments on the part of competent ~ml
undeniable authorities, has been exploded, and }tll
temperance reformers who are yet ignorant of this
all-important fact a.re culpaule to a lamentable
extent, are weak-kneed apologi'ts, when by thi~
hour of the day in the gmnd temperance enterprise
they ought to have been proof against all attacb
and strong to assail and bear down all oppositiou.
But the false notion which is here combated originn.ted in ignorance of the precise, generic nature,
and absolutely pernicious effects of all alcoholic:
liquors upon the human organism, a fal ·e notion
which, I prnfouudly r~gret to sn.y, still permeates
the public mind to an extent we little dream of, and
hinders the cause of tern perauce in relation to
intoxicants to :t degree we can scarcely imagine ;
aucl all this is maiuly dne to the foolish, I bad
almost said wicked, retention of extreme terms
applied to our movement iu its infancy. A:sk the
bulk of good men and women who in sympathy are
with us, 1nt in practice are against us, Is "tempernnce" and "teetotalism" (or "total abstinence") the
same thing 1 and they will tell yon they :1.re not.
Mr. Maxwell, chairman of the Urr School Board, in
reply to a deputation of abstainers only a few weeks
ago said '' he was as strong an u.<l vocate for temperance as any man, but not for total abstinence_:,
Does not Mr. Maxwell, and do not thousands more,
look upon temperance and total abstinence as
dijj'erent things 1 Aud, pray, who has taught them
to do so? On whom rests the blame 7 Trace this
~a<l and sadde11ing sbte of things to its source and
you will find that the terms " teetotalism" and
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"total abstinence," terms which expressed exactly
what the founders of the temperance enterprise knew
and believed, but which no more expresses what is
now known and believed by all who do know, than
the foolish notion that the earth is stationary, the
sun, moon, and stars move round about it, correspond with scientifically demonstrated facts. If
temperance, properly defined and correctly understood, does not sanction our practice of repudiating
all beverage availment of intoxicatiug liquors, our
case is hopeless. Continue to plant the acorn of the
one glass of intoxicants and you are sure by and by
to have the firmly-rooted oak of intemperance. It
is the merest folly to expect the boy to grow up into
the full stature of physical manhood, hampered by
wearing the clothes of his boyhood. Parent and
child may have a liking for the clothes of boyhood.
If so, lay them aside, look at them as frequently as
proper attention to immediate and more important
duties will allow, but let the growing lad have
clothes suitable to his advancing stature. Mr.
Maxwell's idea that "temperance" and "total
abstinence " are not one and the same is an exceedingly prevn,lent one, and our retention of the terms
I have indicated in the advocacy of our movement
helps to deepen, not to displace, this erroneous idea
which is working a world of mischief. rremperance
covers the ground we occupy, lends the imperative
of moral obligation to the practice for which we
contend. What more or else do we require? With
the knowledge we possess, principle requires of us
that we personally abstain from all beverage availment of intoxicating liquor, and Christian expediency demands of us the adoption and untiring carrying forward of all the n,gencies and instrumentalities
necessary for the final displacement of that manyheaded monster-intemperance.
The true place of principle in the temperance
enterprise is personal abstinence from all beverage
availment of intoxicating liquor, be the quantity
ever so small ; and the true place of Christian
expediency is to work untiringly till the issue is
gained, the complete emancipation of our country
and the world from the galling bondage and polluting
influence of intemperance.
"And come what there may
To stand in the way
That day the world shall see."
"For every plant which my Father bath not planted
shall be rooted up." And how shall the liquor
traffic escape 1 Impossible.
Rosemount.
WM. CLARK.
EARLY PROHIBITIONISTS.
AMONG the younger abstainers whose knowledge of
temperance literature is confined to modern publications, there prevails an opinion that the agitation
for the prohibition of the liquor traffic is of modern
growth. They are of the opinion that the early
abstainers never drearut of invoking the aid of the
legislature to help forward the temperance enterprise. This opinion has been strengthened by some
recent utterances by those who ought to know
better. The very reverse of this was the fact.
Hardly had the pioneers began to advocate the principles of total abstinence than they also pleaded
with the legislature the prohibition of the manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors. The early
abstainers were unanimous in favour of legislative
interference. While they based their appeals on
human brotherhood and Christian law, they also
appealed to the magistrate and to Parliament for
· aid in their noble work. It was the hope that
Governm~nt would prohibit the trfl.ffic that sustained

them in their arduous labours. In reading the other
day the "Birthdays of the Temperance and Total
Abstinence Movements," we were delighted to meet
with the statement that the agitation for prohibition had marked the earliest effort of those who
maintained the abstinence cause in opposition to
what is termed the" Old Temperance Movement."
This statement is fully confirmed by the early history of the abstinence movement. The Home
Drummond Act was passed in 1828. It was an Act
to render it more difficult to procure licenses. The
magistrates bad the power to limit the number of
licenses to what was considered "meet and convenient for the community." The magistrates were
endowed with almost unlimited powers in granting
or refusing certificates, without which no licenses
were obtained. The publican groaned under the
restrictions placed upon them, and laboured for their
removal. In the session of Parliament for 1838,
there were two bills introduced into the House with
the view of releasing the publicans from certain
grievances under which they laboured.
The special object of the fir~ of these was to
enable publicans who have once obtained n, license
for the sale of excisable liquors to have the same renewed by the excise, without an annual renewal of
certificates from the magistrates. The second bill
was intended-lst, to repeal the existing laws which
prohibit actions for tippling debts ; 2nd, to repeal
certain other enactments which prevent publicans
from taking a pawn or pledge in payment of intoxicti.ting liquors. This bill would have permitted the
publican-after the poor drunkard had spent bis last
coin-to have taken the shirt off his back, or the
blanket off his bed, as payment for drinlc
A number of leading abstainers-opposed to these
enactments-men who believed and taught that the
whole traffic in intoxicating liquors was not only
morally wrong, but was in direct collision with, and
in opposition to the physical laws of 011r nature, and
the general well-being of the community, exerted
themselves, and on the 28th April, 1838, a meeting
was called, on a respectable requisition by the Lord
Provost, to consider the propriety of petitioning
Parliament against the said bills. The meeting was
held in the Town Hall. In the absence of tl.ie Lord
Provost, the chair was occupied by Bailie Paul.
Long before the hour of meeting the hall was filled,
principally with the publicans and their dupes. A
stormy meeting ensued. A motion was submitted
to petition against the bills. Dr. Weir, editor of
the Glas.(JOW .Ar,qu~, who led the host of pu1.Jlicans,
moved an amendment to the effect that the meeting
petition in favour of the bills. After a long and
boisterous time the chairman declared the amendment carried. A vote of than~s having been
awarded to Bailie Paul, the meeting separated.
The G lasgow Total Abstinence Societies, under
the presidency of Ja.m es M'N air, resolved to hold
another meeting in North Albion Street Chapel on
the 8th May following.
In the absence of the
President, J as. Dawson presided. On the motion of
Robt. Reid, the following petition was adopted, and
it was agreed to present copies to both Houses of
Parliament. The petition was submitted to the
public, and was extensively signed by citizens'' To the Commons, &c., &c.
" The petition of the members of Total Abstinence Societies in Glasgow, and other persons in that
city,
"Humbly showeth, -That your petitioners deeply
lament the great and increasing prevalence of intemperance in the British Empire; and that they consider
the traffic in intoxicating liquors, which is sanctioned
by the Governme~t, _to be its p~incipal cau~e. They
consider the perrruss1on to trade in those articles to be
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inexpedient and impolitic as no good except so far as
the liquors are used as medicine is derived from jt by
the community; and they consider it to be sinful and
injurious, as the intemperance which necessarily results
from it is the source of the ignorance, irreligion, crime,
poverty, disease, and premature death which abound
to such an alarming extent.
'' As all intoxicating liquors contain a greater or less
proportion of alcohol, which all physicians and chemists
declare to be a poison; and that though it may be useful to the human constitution when diseased, it is most
pernicious to it when in health, your petitioners are
convinced that to permit a traffic in such an article is
inconsistent with that regard for the welfare of a people
which every Government ought to manifest.
" The vast quantity of alcoholic liquors annually
manufactured in the United Kingdom is derived from
grain , which has been given by Goel that his creatures
might use it for their food as it has come from himself,
and not that it might be converted into an instrument
fitted only for their destruction. To legalise such a
waste of the bounties of Providence is surely most
offensive to the Giver of all good, and is a direct
violation of the laws of justice and benevolence, which
He has appointed to regulate our conduct towards our
fellowmen.
'' Your petitioners beg finally to state their conviction that were the trade in intoxicating liquors to be
declared unlawful, the revenue, which at present flows
from the manufacture and the sale of these articles,
would be supplied by the amount of taxes derived from
other commodities which are necessary to the health
and comfort of the inhabitants of these realms, an increased demand for which would immediately take
place, by the saving of all the expenditure for the support of Government servants to overlook the trade,
and. by the limited number of jails, bridewells, and
convict transports which would be required. And even
though the Exchequer should suffer, the deliverance of
the nation from the guilt which attended such a traffic,
and by the physical, intellectual, and moral improvement of the community ought, by an enlightened
Government, to be reckoned full compensation for any
pecuniary loss which, by a righteous enactment, it
JIDght sustain.
"l\fay it therefore please your Honourable House
speedily to take this subject into your consideration,
an<l. to abolish the traffic in intoxicating liquors, aud
your petitioners will ever pray."
The petition was entrusted to Joseph Brotherton,
J\LP., for presentation in the Commons, and to the
I ight Hou. Earl Stanhope in the Lords.
An earnest appeal was mnde to all abstainers and
philanthropists in the empire to unite their efforts
to effect the overthrow of the whole traffic.
We hope that the above may prove intere ting to
your readers, and help to enlighten them as to the
opinions an<l actions of the early pioneers of our
movement.
AN OLD ABSTAINER.
'' BUNG FI OM: HIS BEER."
(From "Punch.")
Here lies one
·who, if Froth ha.<l. been Fact,
And Excise-license English Liberty,
·woulcl have Saved the Country;
As it was,
He expended a great flow of Language,
And a greater of Liqnor.
He gained nothing to speak of,
And he lost three-fourths of the Elections.
WINE IS A ~!OCKER.
'' \Vine is a mocker," criptnre tells ;
An adder's sting within it dwells;
Like serpent's bite, 'tis killing.
Let's strive, with all the power we have,
To close the open, yawning grave
That drink so fast is filling.
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WOMAN-THE GIRL.
the first moment in which they step across
the threshold of this world women are looked upon
as inferior. Their advent is not hemlded with any
such extravagance as is manifest when a man child
is born into the world. Too often the baby girl
who, because she is the first-born, has had some
extra attention paid to her, is thrust aside because
the second-born is a boy. All through it is the
same. "She is only a lassie." The feeling of commiseration with which this is often said tells how deeply
rooted in humanity is the idea that women are the
"weaker" vessels. Instead of al ways continuing, so
to speak, to live tolerated, women might gauge the
cnpacities of their sex, aud having ascertained where
their true strength does lie, devote their attention to
its development. At least they should not become
the product of a sickly civilization. Travellers ofteu
notice how graceful savage women are, how free in
their action, how natural in their carriage. They
excel in fleetness, are often excellent swimmers, and,
in short, have a physical culture which women in
this highly favoured isle might envy. No doubt
there are efforts being made by strong-minded
women in this country to develope women into
something more than dolls-to make them graceful,
intelligent, aud independent, but, alas, these efforts
are chiefly put forth among the' upper crust." To
carry them out among the working classes would
require appliances whose name would be legion.
But were these philanthropic women to make this
kind of development fashionable their work would
proceed by leaps and bounds, and, like the kindling
of a sunlight, each fair one so trained would communicate an upward and elevating influence to her
fair neighbours.
During the early years of a girl there should be
no difference made between her and boys. She is
easier brought up than boys are, and if her physical
growth was as freely allowed as in the case of her
brothers she would attain ;,o ~ co.i..1dition of superior
physical health. She should be taught to nrn, to
swim, to play not only at sl ipping-rope but at
cricket, to ply the oar, to swing, in short, to go
through, as it is termed, the elements of a thorough
physical education. She should never be bound up
in tays, nor wear garters, but in a more extended
freedom continue to grow in stature and in grace.
Lady Ilamilton, the mistress of Lord Nelson, was
at first a servant girl, but having a strong faculty
for the imitation of the manners of the great, she
set about training herself to have a most elegant
shape, and a most graceful carriage. Daily she
went through drill in her bed-room, marching backwards and forwards with a large book on her hend
or on her shoulder. This, she said, gave her the
rudiments of a most graceful style of walking.
Dancing ga,ve her agility, and the skipping-rope that
easy balance of figure so essential to elegance. She
fenced also, her object being to perfect her physical
condition. The consequence was that she was not
excelled for either beauty or grace. Mothers should
look forward a little and not merely let their girls
grow any way ; they need no care to do that, an l
sometimes very rank and troublesome growths they
become, acquiring many habits of which they strive
in vain to rid themselves when these have become
part of their secoml selves. By following such a
plan as we have indicn.ted, children will soon attain
to a grace and health of which they will never be
deprived. Some will: no doubt, sneer at this way
of bringing their daughters up as being unfeminine.
Such trained girls may do for bondagers or field
workers, but never for ladies. They are , imply in
error and are the victims of n prejudice. Girls thus
FROM
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<leveloped will uot be corpnlent or frowsy, they will
be lithe, muscnhr, graceful, and agile, models of
easy elegm1ce, buoyaut spirits, and constant good
health, capn.ule of eutering 11po~1 employmeut with
the needful vigour and energy, aud following it up
with a persistency which will cost them scarcely a,u
effort of will.
It is by mothers, however, the initiative should be
taken. From their girl's earliest ye:trs lbere shonlt.l
be daily bathing-, drill, and daucing, a moderate
supply of home'ly food, and plenty of good aud
1·egular sleep. In winter indoor exercise may consist of drill, and even on stormy days n. well-drilled
girl will derive pleasure and a.dtl to her stock of
health by going ont for a vigorous walk. In summer
swimming should take the place of bn.thing, r owing
the place of drill, an<l excursions on foot the place of
the skipping-rope and the dance. If her mother
demand" a full, true, and particular account'' of all
tbn.t she has observed in these lengthened walks she
will, b.v doing so, be educ:itiug the observing faculties of her girls to a higher degree than she is probably aware of. A girl tmi11ecl iu this mn.11ne1· is
not necessarily unfeminine.
, 'he is a vigorous,
rather than a ickly plant, the hne of gooJ health
will lend an additional charm to her interesting or,
it may be, pretty face, and her constant an<l happy
flow of spirits will make her the perennial joy of
the household.
But if we did not do more than this we might h:v;e
to meet the charge that after all we had made her a
noble or graceful savage, and it might be difficult to
meet it succesdully. We believe, however, tha.t a
sound mind can only m:iuifest it. elf in a sound l> dy;
the sound body ouce attained, we can ea. ily see after
the sound mind. In the present day ignorance is a
crime, and the law is persistently compelling th
education of n.11. But the edncation is hardly yet of
an n.deqnate kind. There is no systematic physical
traiui11g, 110 moml training, religious training is
optional, so that the training is merely iutellectual.
It consists of "the three R's," with a subject or two
added, such asi music or geogrnphy, or something of
that sort. Perhaps girls get a little sewiug, but th e
whole catalogue of girls' education is singnla.rly defective. To supplement what is deficient, to ever keep
the girl's future life in view, and :i.dopt her education
to that life, should be the care of the mother. If
she fails she will find things sadly n.miss when the
stages of maidenhood, wifehoocl, and motherhood,
are reached. From her earliest years the girl's
memory should be e.·ercised. Jt ~honlJ be filled
willi the choicest flowers of poetry and song,* nnd
great pains taken with her si11ging lessomi. The
mother should exercise a wn.tcbful care over h er
temper, her habit8, n.nd he1· good breeding; the first
should never be broken l>y harshuess, the second
shou ld be formed with steady method day by day
the third should increase and extend even as her
days do grow. Then a constant shn.re of house work
should be allotted to her, the quantity proportioned
to her strength and her yearn. It is one of th
saddest phases of modern life t.hat '-Omen should
think house work Leneath them. In such case
girls have not been trained to such v.:ork, t.hey have
seen that the house affairs ha.ve been carried on
without any responsibility resting upon them, anJ
when they have ha.cl to enter upon it it has been
found to be so odiously irksome to them, that it is to
be shirked as often as possible. .A good, indulgent
mother calls in some h elp, and continues, though at
some 1·isk of failing health and some sacrifice, t
perform her usual tasks. An energetic one, crying
out that she caunot benr t o ~ee her girls in her way,

* ,vc believe that no collection of s:>.cred poetry can

surpass the collection of Pnmphrnses in the Scottish Bible.

does the work herself, but the wrong <.lone to girls
in snch cases is irreparable. Now, this wrong cau
be best averted by setting the girl to do sometLiug
from her earliest years, and by kiud, encouragiug
pmise inciting her to do her house work tidily n.ml
deftly, she soon has the estimal,le blessing of a little
girl who delights to lighten he1· labours by sweepiug
and dusting rooms, cleaning brass, polishing mirrors
and windows, making markets, n.nd in m:wy other
little matters. Then a wise mother will set her
knitting and hemming as early as she can ; it is
delightful to see girls sitting with their mother
claruing in the eveniug after tasks are over, repeatiug
little scraps of poetry, or describing somewhere they
have visited that day. A mother with such girls is
never alone. It may have cost her mnch trouble,
mnch care, to mn.ke them so useful, so healthy, so
strong, but every day the trouble of their education is lesse11ing, while its fruits are becoming more
plentiful, and as she looks at them she fondly
dcchres that they are "the very apple of her eye."
Then she sees that they are kept at school, that
they learn to writr. 0£ all the slatternly habit fl
chargeable to the average girl of the period that of
writing is the worst. Girls in nothing show themselves so fa r behind the age than in their writing.
They are like the people" of ton "-a few years ago
who believed that the more illegible their writing was
the high er a mark of good breeding it showed. They
uever made a greater mistake. Sensible wom en are
beginning to perceive that it is so, and are sbo\.Yillg
sign of carefnl attenlion to their writing, the resnlt
is thn.t we are meeting with letters written Ly
women which cannot be surpassed by men. Mothers
should not allow their girls to correspoud or to
write ont their school exercise in a slovenly fasl1ion,
bnt insist on neatnes::1 ::~nd cleanliuess, rapidity will
come in due time. Reading n.ud recitn.tion n.re supposed to be faught at school, but mothers should
alwn.ys make their children read aloud to them some
beautiful story, it will atford the darlings pleasure
and her an opportunity of seeing whether they are
contracting any of the vices of reading or reciting
which is so frequent in society. Let them be rruarded
from reading the newspaper with a Bible "twang."
Then arithmetic should have n.ttention, nnd bookkeeping should not be neglected, nor the rudim ents
of music and drawing.
The training of n gid to such a point may seem a
formidable uudertak.in g, but it is only seeming.
The farmer that co nld take his bull by the fore-feet
ai,<l lift bim up could not have done so had he not
begun with him when be was quite a calf. The
mother who realises her responsibility for h1::r
daughters will not loiter over its dischn.rge. ' be
will begin betimts and mould the little plastic being
which God has committed to her care. She will ee
of the travail of her soul and be satisfied.
RoRix GooDFF.LLow.

A~ ILLUSTRIOUS ABSTAINER. -A correspondent sends
in an extract from the Wexford Recorder : "At the
weekly meeting of the Gorey Board of Guardians Mr.
Palmer reported having admitted an old womau, 112
years of age, to the infirmary, named Mary Byrne,
who never carried a stick, and was strong, healthy,
and active until a few weeks since, when she got something like para.lysis. When sending h er to the workhouse the medical officer ordered h er a glass of wine
to help her on the journey, but, when 0ffere<l, she
said she was too well able to go without it-that she
never tasted wine or drink in her life. She came from
Aske, Inch, Gorey. Dr. Allen said he offered her wine
in the infirmary. She replied, "Do you ·want to
poison me?" and would not take it."
e commend
Mary Byrne to Mr. Sherlock for his next Yolnme of
"Illustrious Abstainers. "- Hand ancl H eart.
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OPEN-AIR MEETINGS.
Kow that summer with its loveliness is almost upon us,
and singing bir,ls, budding trees, opening flowers, clear
skies, ancl suuuy <lays arc inviting to enjoyment,
temperance reformers can with pleasure transfer
their efforts from the hall t o the open air. The open
air n.ffor<ls rather an extensive area for their advocacy,
and is incl nsirn of a great variety of meeting places
from the sea shore to the mountain side- from the
park or lawn to the crowded thoroughfare or the
churchyard gate. Rightly use<l, there is nothing to
rival open-air meetings as a mode of propagating the
p1·inciples and practice of the temperance reformation
in their person:11, social, or legal aspects. Hence it is
a matter for keen regret that such an ad voc::i.cy should
be so much neglected by the committees of our temperance societies.
Unfortunately the temperance movement has suffered
from its very success. At the beginning of it we had
a cheesemonger, a shoemaker, a raw factory lad, a
butcher, a gauger, and a painter as leaders of the
national enterprise.
These wrought with a will.
They came face to face with the havoc of drink in
their own one and two-roomed houses, where one
(1rnnkard could make home as bad as hell itself, and
they reasoned with the wretched drunkard when sober,
and went boldly efore the public, imploring men and
women to band themselves together to resist the cont,act and encroachments of the liquor demon. They
set the heart of the country on fire, and they drew
towa1·ds the movement the sympathy, the assistance,
the power of the community, till all that moral suasion
Day by day their
coul l accomplish was disclosed.
numbers augmented, but the enthusiasm, the selfsacrifice of the early temperance reformers did not
augment in proportion. False pride, the first-born of
a 'fllasi-respectability, has injureJ the movement in
many aspects, but in none so much as in open-air
advocacy. There are t oo many temperance reformers
who hide their light in a poorly-furnishc<l hall, in au
nnfrequented back street, where it shed its murky
glare in the faces of a shivering audience, who e
presence is begged by the Bible-woman, and who arc
onl. luokcJ after i11 the dark days f ,,inter. 8 uch
Reformers nev r seem to think that the warm clays of
summer increase the demand s of thirst, and cause so
many to fall away from their vow of abstinence. lf
they were to let their light shine, they woulJ throw
aside false pride, confer upon the best way of making
open-air advocacy available, and be found signn.l examples of an out-door, well-arranged, high- class temperance propaganda.
Once resolved on this dnty, a ommittee might
easily light upon a conspicuous place in their district
which th ey would have little difficulty in making at.tractive to those they desired to elevate by a series of
adrlre ses on tempera.nee, cleanlil1'~ss, thrift, and the
other minor virtues. Pledges could also be di pensed,
literature sold, and even little musical entertainments
held.
It is objected that sn ch a mode of spreading temperance truth is vulgar. Yes, just as much as undre sing
before you jump into the river to save a drowning
man; but in the one case so in the other, the offence
may be pardoned because of the good that is to be
<lone. Just think of the vul garity of the man that
rushes after a runaway carriage, shouting for help; or
of a fellow thn.t rolls up his trousers and his cnffs and
manfully becomes one of an impromptu fire brigade,
and p:i.~ses buckets of water along to extinguish a
burning house, and then measure the enormity of that
vuigarity of which the temperance reformer is guilty
that, in the strength of God, goes out to the highways,
the lanes, and market-places to rescue the perishing
through indulgence in alcohol. The two-fold objection
of trouble and fear of Mrs. Grundy has no real weight
for the sta.unch temperance reformer. He will cheerfully undergo the first, and resolutely overcome the
second, and join with similarly brave, self-sacrificing
lovers of his kind in making the summer out-of-<loor
advocacy r edound to the credit and ath-antage of the
1110YC111Cnt.
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It is said that as very few can speak easily and
cffecti,,cly out of doors, the appearance of the same
speakers palls on the interest of the people. This
objection may be easily met.
The hardy few that
tenaciously follo·~, up this mode of arfrocacy wherever
and whenever an opportunity presents itself, do 20 in
the face of cliticouragements which few will endure.
Let committees work as heartily, arrange as creditably
for their summer as they do for their winter advocacy,
and plenty of talented speakers will willingly comply
with their invitation. True, there are many favourite
advocates who cannot venture on open-air speaking,
either from a weak chest or b ecause they cannot speak
extemporaneously; but there are many others who, if
they had reasonable prospects of an audience, would
glad ly lend their assistance from time to time. Indeed
the failure has been oftener with the audience than
with the speakers. If committees who have made any
attempts in this direction were to sum up their experience, it would amount to somethiug like this-that
the same speaker at a small and at a large out-door
gathering was a totally dissimilar person.
He appears at the first, and finds two or three shame-faced
individuals, with their heads close together, whispering
their fears that there will be no meeting. Some fifty
yards away there are two or three groups waiting, like
Micawber, to see what will "turn up." No platform,
no table, no tracts, no placards, no choir, no secretary,
and no chairman. A speaker would, we think, be
more than mortal if, under such circumstances, hi5
courage. like Bob Acres', did not ooze out at his finger
ends. But it is now five or ten minutes past the hour,
and faith with th e public must be kept. Tho e repre~enting the society will not take the chair and introduce the speaker, so he takes it himself; ta.lks low to
incite the curiosity of those the breadth of the street
away, and draw them nearer; retails a few jokes t
create a laugh, and so, when his audience is gathered,
he find that he has committed himself, and cannot
commen ce his prepared address, because twenty
minutes or thereby of his time has been spent in
<lrawing the :llldieuce together. His object is now to
get through, and he gets through something after the
way in whi ch a fellow gets out of a labyrinth-with
li tle encouragement on the part of hi s hc:ners and a
great loss of self-resp et on his own. The whole affair
is most cl pre"'sing; it is certainly di trcssing to the
speaker, and is not creditable to the committee, who
might easily have made better arrangements.
But
that same si)eaker fi nds himself at a meeting of a very
<lifferent kind. At the place of meeting there is n.
farge placard displayed intimating the object of the
meeting, the name of the speaker and his subject, and
challenging discussion. The member of the Band of
Hope have been for an hour previously distributing
tracts, leaving one in every house in the district, and
inviting the inmates to the meeting. A choir is present,
singing some beautiful temperance melodies. There
is a platform, and chairs for chairman and speaker.
Fifty members of the society are there to constitute
the meeting, and the secretary and the members of
committee nrc ready to welcome him. Let our readers
pause for a moment and measure the effect of such
careful preparations OH the part of the committee on
the feelings of the speaker. Of course his reputation
is at stake: he must vindicate his claim to be worthy
of such elaborate arrangements. But he knows what
to expect from the committee; they are known and
read among all open-air speakers, and these feel bound
to make careful preparation.
Our speaker, therefore, feels the stimulus of such an occasion, and
ascends the platform under its power, and of course
succeeds. The attention of his audience is ri vetted
from the first, he requires no forced jokea to attract
their presence, ancl between speaker and audience the
heartiest sympathy is manifest. They mark bis _p_oiuts,
and admire the beauty and won<ler at the fertihty of
his illustrations, and applaud his eloquence to the
very echo that doth applaud again. . At the s~1all
meeti ng he made a double failure-failed to ~atisf_y
either h is audience or himself; at the larger 10eetmg h11!1
exertions culminated in a great oratoric<".l triumph, in
which the committ~e, no kss than himself, had a share.
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This is no fancy sketch-it is a pity that it is not. vVe
could almost set down the names of those places where,
if there is no change for the better, the same discouraging results will follow, and those other places where
similar success may be expected. We will not.
e
l10pe that this summer there will be a heartier appreciation of open-air t emperance advocacy, and that many
a trophy will reward the efforts of those who engage in
so laudable au enterprise.
In the hope and belief that there are many earnest
temperance friends who would gladly be advised on
the best way of making open-air meetings effective,
we submit a general plan of arrangement which committees may adapt to suit their special circumstances,
we believe that open-air meetings arranged for in
harmony with it will rarely or ever fail. Of course as
the weather is not under our control, we make our
scheme quite independent of it.
vVhen a talented speaker, or better still, a talented
deputation, is invited or accepted, the arrangements
should be, as nearly as possible, as follows:I. The meeting should be well advertised by posters,
by drum, or by bell, and through the local newspaper.
II. The bills for the meeting should be widely
posted, and a suitable tract left in every household in
the district by the members of the Band of Hope.
III. If possible, the services of a choir should be
obtained. Their programme should be confined to
temperance songs.
IV. The reporters for the press should be invited to
attend.
V. Let the meeting be held in the market or chief
square, or some other equally conspicuous place, such
as quay head or public park. A small movable platform, with a skeleton reading-desk, might gracefully
supersede the antiquated kitchen chair. It might be
large enough to hold a chair, which the chairman
might occupy. The front might be formed of a board
handsomely painted, and lettered with the name and
objects of the society. If the platform was set out
about two hours before the hour of meeting, it would
attract and insure a large attendance.
VI. Let there be an attractive programme, speeches
and music alternating.
VII. If the meeting is to be addressed by a deputation, three speeches of half an hour each will afford
abundant material for thought. If there be one chief
speaker, give him forty-five minutes; and the chairman's speech and another of fifteen minutes from a
local celebrity will answer best.
VIII. Let there be at least fifty members of the
society present at the opening of the meeting. This
gives the meeting a standing at once.
IX. The secretary or a substitute should be present
to take the names of any disposed there and then to
take the pledge. He should furnish them with pleclge
cards at a moderate price.
Some friend should be enlisted to sell temperance
literature; and should the speaker or the deputation
bring literature to sell, the committee should pay them
the graceful compliment of disposing of it for them, and
settling up at the close of the proceedings.
e leave our subject and our scheme to the thoughtful consideration of our readers
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"EVERY MAN IN HIS PLACE."
THERE is a disposition on the part of the leaders of a
movement to '' rest and be thankful " after the achievement of a great victory and congratulate themselves
upon their successful stratagems. This course would
be all right were the enemy completely routed, every
stronghold demolished, and all danger for the future
averted.
We fear that many who distinguished themselves at
the late parliamentary elections in connection with the
temperance movement will be congratulating themselves upon the results obtained, and so far become
satisfied that they will retire into the quiet of domestic
life, forgetting that what has been done is simply the
election of representatives to Parliament-to tabulate
our strength, and place ourselves in a position to enter

upon one of the most glorious crusades the world ever
witnessed. The old war cry, "The sword of the Lord
and of Gideon," will have to be sounded throughout
the temperance camp, and every true reformer must
take his place and perform his duty to· God, his
country, and his fellows. It is only by determined
and united action that our legrslators will believe in
our principles and policy. We expect those who have
given their promise to vote on our side will be in their
place, and do their duty, and they have an equal right
to expect and demand that every temperance man will be
in his place,anddohisduty. Members of Parliament will
only succeed when supported by temperance men outside.
To retire at this critical juncture will be to betray our
trust, weaken the powers of Members of Parliament,
and play into the hands of the enemy. The traffickers
have no idea of retiring from the field.
They are
formed into leagues and defence associations, and
have proclaimed their policy in their Guardian "tllat
with them it will be war to the knife, and the knife to
the hilt." Those who are time-servers-who veer
round as the political, social, or ecclesiastical wind
blows-who can accommodate themselves to any position or circumstance-who are able to bend or twist,
ascend or descend just to suit the times, these persons
had better retire, for the battle will be long and severe,
and no quarter will be given to the enemy. Some
cautious brother may remind us to be careful of our
utterances and guarded in our movements. Another
will offer the same advice as the town clerk at Ephesus,
'' Do nothing rashly." To calm the fears of these
timid souls, who are afraid of our revolutionary proclivities, we beg to say that we have no sympathy with
mob-law or illegal measures ; but we have sympathy
with earnest, enthusiastic, devoted men. Do these
cautious ones reason thus on any other subject? Some
of them were running themselves almost out of breath
the other day, to the astonishment of friends and foes,
in their anxiety to secure the return of their favourite
member to Parliament. Have they so soon outlived
their usefulness that henceforth they are to be drags
upon the wheels of our glorious car?
"Every man in his place" is the desideratum at the
present time. Many persons hide themselves behind
an organization, and by their membership and contributions believe they are doing all that is necessary for
the overthrow of the liquor traffic. Their time and
talents are employed in other directions, or they fritter
away their precious lives in the pursuits of the pleasures
of the world. Organizations are grand and powerful
for consolidating and co-ordinating forces which might
otherwise be incoherent and conflicting. But it is not
numbers, influence, or wealth that is the strength of
an organization, but the persistent efforts of each
individual member.
SAMUEL HARDING.
Paisley.

OUR MONTHLY LETTER.
The march of the Temperance Reformation has given
no clearer indication of its leavening power than that
recently furnished by the 'Pimes. In writing on the
general elections, past and present, it prints:-" One
comforting circumstance is pretty sure-if business will
be impeded for a fortnight throughout the kingdom,
the whole land will not be a scene of bacchanalian riot.
That was the necessary accompaniment of a general
election of the old type. Respectable people in every
town drew 'bated breath until all was over, for they
knew that a carnival had come in, in which, by established usage, rogues were free to do as they liked.
Moralists looked forward to such a time with sorrow
and distress, for they knew that drunkenne~s and
debauchery would abound, and that the country paid
a heavy price for the privilege of self-government. It
is some satisfaction to know that such fears are now
impossible." How has such a gratifying anticipation
on the part of the Times become possible ? Our readers,
we think, will agree with our answer, which simply is,
t hat the law has backed up the temperance comiction
that such drunken rowdyism was a disgrace to our free
institutions.

THE ~OCIAt REFORME:it
The recent report of the Inland Revenue Commissioners informs us that in Ireland not fewer than 6,048
of the licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquors are sixday licenses. In this respect Ireland compares favourably with England, where for a population nearly five
times greater, only 6,866 licenses were of that character. ,vhile we have always held that the mere number
of licenses does not measure the drunkenness of a
neighbourhood, we just as strongly hold that the prohibition of the facilities for the sale and consumption
of alcoholics measure the extent of suppression. In
Ireland we anticipated great results from Sunday prohibition, and these results are known to the intelligent
everywhere. But there is an important point in connection with the legallimitation of these facilities-that
is that the arguments of the prohibitionists become
greatly modified. The facts and figures which they
were able to place before the community when they
first drew attention to the evil are not sustained.
'' The Trade" sets its house in order. Many measures
dealing with one or other of the salient evils of the
traffic become law, and were it not that public opinion
is grounded on immutable right and moral obligation,
it might happen that the agitation might die, just because the wrong connected with the traffic was so
greatly redressed as to render it unnecessary to continue it against evils which had become apparently so
trifling. Mankind, however, when an evil has reached
such a restricted stage look upon it as they do upon
the annoyance of a gnat, and crush it altogether.
The Rev. Mr. Wagstaff, of the Temperance Worker,
who writes occasionally for the Social Reformer, draws
attention to an important provident fact, namely, the
great sum wasted by abstainers who are members of
provident clubs or friendly societies. In the famous
instance of the Streatham Forresters' Lodge, he shows
that during the years 1869 to 1875, in a membership of
1,080 there were 264 abstainers. On summing up the
respective shares of the abstaining aud non-abstaining
members' drawings for sick pay, it was found that the
abstainers contributed £124 lls. 2d. more to sick pay
than they would have required to do bad all in the
club been abstainers. If this applieM to every similar
club in the ki'lgd0m, ani!. we have no rloubt it will, the
amount sacrificed by abstainers to the drinking customs
must be enormous. As regards insurance offices the same
must hold good also, so that if there is to be reform in
this direction it cannot happen too soon. If our ons
of Temperance anc.l our Recbabites had more enterprise
they might greatly accelerate such a reform.
That was an extraordinary purchase by Dr. Brodie
He
of Liberton, near Edinburgh, the other day.
bought three dozen of nnfermented wine by auction.
The wine bears the name of Kramer & Strauss, a
Rh.ine firm, and is certified by Dr. Stevenson M 'Adam
as being the pure and genuine juice of the grape. Dr.
N. S. Kerr certifies that it is a genuine, pure, highclass wine, and that it is the finest and pleasantest
wine he ever tasted. This is truly gratifying intelligence. vVe need to have a standard foreign wine of
this kind. If once the public could believe that a pure,
genuine, non-alcoholic and at the same time nutritious
wine was purchasable ; and if once the medical faculty
lent their influence in its favour, and recommended it
to their patients, I venture to believe that the liking
of Britons for ''fortified" wines would cease, and that,
happily for the country, alcoholic wine tasting, with all
its delusion and all its boasting, would be soon one of
the unregretted lost arts of the age.
The publican is the same all the world over-gener•
ally characterised by a burning desire to fe~ther his
own nest. In Dunedin recently, when times were bad,
an enterprising member of the trade conceived the
business-like idea of reducing the price of his drinks,
and thus having a large business and small profits
rather than a small business and large profits that came
so seldom as to barely pay expenses. Conceive of the
di gust of the trade. It was as strong at this member
as it was when grocers took to selling liquors, or when
Gilbey & Co. a:r;mounced that they were going in for ·an
honest trade. First they ignored our enterprising
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friend; then they interviewed him, and were told to
make the acquaintance of a certain gentleman who
enjoys the hate and fear of the human race; then they
asked the brewers to concuss him into the old prices ;
then they sulked, and said it would not do to sell fourpenny drinks, forgetting that if it would not do the
offender would soon have to stop. He is holding on,
however ; and though we cannot, and shall not, wish
him success, yet his conduct lets in the light into that
plundering -E>f their customers which is so true of the
liquor trade, which not only empties the purse, but
often ruins both body and soul of their deluded
customers.
It is about time that we had an amendment of the
Poor Law, to the extent, at least, of popular election.
The poor law guardians are not elected on proper
grounds. They seem to be elected to grind the faces
of the honest poor, and superintend the drifting scum
of the liquor traffic. It was resolved the other day
that the chairman of the Chesterfield Board of Guardians do sign a petition in favour of the Sunday closing
of public-houses. A Mr. Linacre objected, as petitioning on such a subject was outwith the Board's consideration, but the Rev. Mr. Bolton reminded him that the
public house question involved about three-quarters of
the rates paid for the police and the poor. Just let
each of 820 poor law boards in Scotland combine for
the suppression of all traffic in alcoholic liquors, and
with the consequent disappearance of the drink-caused
pauper and the harshness of poor law administration, so
far as the poor by the dispensation of providence is
concerned, would pass away for ever.
OF CIDER."
glass of cider,
From the hands of a fair young girl!
How could he decline the kindness ?
She would deem him a mannerless churl.
It was only a glass of cider,
But it kindled anew the flame
, vhich had burned up his noble manhood,
And left him in griflf and shame.
He had broken away from the tempter;
Ho stood on the rock again;
No longer the pennilesi! drunkard ;
He stood a man among men,
VVhen "only a glass of cider"
Threw open the gates again,
To a pathway of pain and sorrowTo a death of hopeless pain.
MRS. E. J. RICHMOND, in Ow· Union.

It was only

a

"ON THE TOWERS OF LIFE."
BY REV.

CHARLES WIIEELER DENISO ' .

ON the towers of life, slow knelling,
Peals a solemn sound,
To the world in sadness telling
Of thousands iu the cold, cold groundTelling of the hosts who perished
In the prime of day,
Hopes and joys once fondly cherish ed,
Swept like smoke away.
Peal, 0 mournful bells of childhood .
Peal the departed dear;
Yonder in the burial wild-wood
Sleep they many a year.
The tyrant of the cup betrayed them
\\Tith his cruel chainsA pile of dust where pity laid them
All that now remains.
Life was theirs-its strength, its treasure,
Beaming bright and fair;
In the cup of sensual pleasure
They drank deep despair.
Near their tangled graves dark billows
Roll ; death-murmurs by;
Dank above them weeping willows
For the lost ones sigh.

Rational Temperance Advocate.
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*-x-* We have been cornpelleJ lo lea,ve over our
usual summaries and other matter, but hope to
overtake arrears next issue.
ELECTION literature is strewiug the country like
snow flakes the surface of some solitary path. The
financial portion is quite a feast for r eflection. Row
severely the politicians, from Gladstone at the top
to some mere reta.iler of financial statistics at the
bottom, treat the Government of Lord Beaconsfield
for entering office with a surplus of six millions aud
leaving it with a deficit of eight millions sterling.
IYfr. Lowe infol'ms us that the Liberal Goverument
took off thirteen millions of taxn,tion, paid thirty
ruillious of debt, ancl left its successors a legacy of
six millious to spenll as they pleased. All tliis they
did with a revenue of not more than seventy-two
millions. But the Beaconsfield Government have
raised the expenditure to eighty-three millions a
year, imposed taxation to the extent of twenty
rn illions stg., and left to its succe ·:sors a, legacy of
deLt of fully eight millions stg. The contrast is
sLrikiug and painful, but, after all, what is the
Beaconsfield Government extravagance to the terrible
rnisexpenditure on drink? Take the figures n.s• they
stand, n.nd they may be stated thus :- Ten millions
extra yearly, twenty millious debt, or 10 x 6 + 20
= £80,000,000, or not nearly two-thirds of Britain's
yearly drink bill. The nation has been spending on
au average one hundred and forty millions yenrly
dming the same period, or 140 x 6 = £840,000,000.
vVe have no opiniou here on the Beaconsfield
expenditure. It rua,y be gross or it ruay be just, lJut
when we compare it with the nation's drink misexpenditure and compare the loud cry agn.inst the oue
resounding through the land with the culpable
:,ilence on the other, Wt ar~ rcmiuded of the expressi Ye text about "straining at a gnat and swallowing
a camel."
With one exception-that of Orkney and Sheffield-the elections of members of Parliament for
Scotland are a.11 over. The most a.relent friends of
temperance nmoHgst 11s could hn.rdly b:we anticipated anything like the results w)iich lrn.ve beei1
attained.
The hostile representation of Scotland
has been diminished to six: votes, while the fayourable representation has been incre:1.sed from 32 to
46 : showiug an increase of no less thau 15 votes 011
n, division.
While the , upport to local option can
1·ely on 46 Yotes, or fully three-fourths of the total
Scotch parliamentary vote, the votes of those opposed to that p1·inciple and those who are neutral,
taken together, only amount to 14 votes, not a third
of the nnmber returned as favourable, and less than
a fourth of tlie whole parliamentary representation
of Scotland. The general prosp·ects of the agitation

are exceedingly favourable : no less than a.bout 250
acLive supporters and nearly 60 sympathisers being
returned by the various constitnencie · in the three
kingdorus to the new Parliament.. If it has been
possible to show progress in a Parliament under
obligations to the intoxicating interest, whn.t may
not be expected from a Parliament pledged to peace
retrenchment, autl reform 1 We heartily congratulate the friends of the movement upon their anival
at the present ad vn.nced stage of the agitatiqn, but
we woulJ at the sn.me time urge upou them the
neceasity of continued efforts uutil the Government
shall he compelled, by the growing power of their
organized numbers, to enact a law calculated to suppress a.ll traffic in those districts which show that a
majority of the rate.payers :rnd bou seholclers have
<lecided against the sale of aJcoholic liquors being
longer carried on in their locality. That is our aim,
that is only what can content us, nncl until we have
that satisfaction there is no discharge from our
patriotic warfare. We believe that the splendid
results of the general election will nerve us all to yet
greater labours until, at no distant day, our warfore
shall lie accomplished, and peace and plenty will
shed their choicest blcssiugs on our beloved people,
no longer injured and endangel'etl by either the sn.le
or the consumption of alcoholic drngs.
THE SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL A D
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION AND THE
GENERAL ELECTION.
THE following resolutions have been adopted by the
Executive of this Associ[l.tion : 1.-That the Executive hail with feelings of profound satisfaction the gratifying results of the
general election, ,vhich hM termiun.ted so signally in
favour of the Scottish Permissive Prohibitorymovement as to justify the auticipn.tion that special legislation for the evils of the liquor traffic in Scotland
may be reasonably looked for from the Parliament
now f;!lected.
II.-That the Executive record their high appreciation of the efforts put forth by the various
Scottish Temperance Organizations to promote the
retmn of Parliamentary candidates favourable to
Local Option ; ancl tender them, and also all who
individun.lly labourctl for the same encl, their
most grateful thanks for their inva.lun.hle serYices.
IIL That the Executive, convinced that the
substanti:tl results to the Scottish Permissive Prohibitory mo..-emeut accruing from the general
election are due to vigorous efforts at electoral
organizn.tion on the part of friends of that movement, would most earnestly urge the continuance of
these etfor s, so that in future electoral contestR,
only those candidates iu full sympathy with their
vie,vs may be returned to Parliament.
IV.- That the Executive cordially congratulate
Sir Wilfrid Lawson, 13a.rt., lvI.P., npou his return to
Parli'uuen\ a nd on the election of so many members
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to the Honse of Commons pledged to support him
iu his philanthropic efforts to secure the passage of
a law vesting rn.tepn.yers with the efficient control of
the liquor t.raffic.
V.-That the Executive tbn.nkfnily n.cknowledge
Lhe blessing of Almighty God on their labours, and
record their deep convictiou that he has been graciously pleased to overrule the recent geueral election
for the present advant.age aud speedy triumph of the
grea.t temperance r eformati on.
H.0BEH.'r MACKAY,

Secy.

30 Hope Sti·eet, Glasgow,
April, 1880.
THE GENERAL ELECTION.
Tm:: Scottish people are not aroused on frivolous pretexts. 'rhey have, on the contrary, laid th em ·elves
open on many occasions to the charges of stolidity and
want of enthusiasm. When once they are aroused,
they k eep so a long time. During the political ferment,
now at length at a close, they seem to have been at
fever heat. They ha,·e scarcely ha<l room in these
capacious brains of theirs for aught save the general
election, and I fear that even 'abbath, for which they
have justly so great a r.egard, has not always been gi:·en
up to the services of the sanctuary, to devout meditation, ot· to the catechising of the household. There is
no disguising the fact that on some one or other of the
byepast abhath clays in Scotland, election intelligence
wn.s being circulated with the celerity and the vehemence which characterised " the fiery cross." They
were terribly in earnest. Men on the Yerge of the
grave crept to the polling booth, and died marking
their ballot paper; the sick, the halt, the maime<l were
carried from their couches to record their Yotes; the
very deaf and dumb exercised thefr franchise; the Jew,
notwithstanding the great sanctity of the passornr,
came to the booLh to add one vote at least to the great
Liberal majority the Gentile gladly m::i.rking hiR vot,iug
slip for him. V,romen wore party colours, the red and
blue, or blue and buff, setting off the charms of many a
pretty face, looking none the worse for the excitement
that marked the play of their handsome and interesting
features. The child ren were going about with party
favours, in proces ion, with extemporised bands of
musicians, whose discordant sounds might well be
excused, seeing that even Handel himself mig~t fail
to draw harmony and melody from brass whistles,
bones, and tin pans. The dogs themselves took siLles.
"\Ve have seen a dog painted r ed, and having to all
appearance great pride in the distinction. At one of
the polling booths, two dogs, whose masters happened
to be on different sides, came to close quarters, and
h~cl at length to be separated by the police, not, however, until it was obvious that blue had come to grief.
The mind of Scotland was fairly roused, her blood was
fairly up, and a long time will elapse before the most
memorable of general elections will be forgotten.
THE DI., OJ,t"TIOX.

It is not in our province, and certainly far from our
intention, to chronicle the conflict between Liberal and
Conservative. We leave that to the party journals;
the Social Reformer must not be involved in the complications or implications of party politicians. The
appeal to the cou_ntry came upon the co~ntry with somethina of a surpnse; but as both parties had been expecting a dissolution for some time, they were not
unprepared: both were looking forward to being called
upon to express at the polling their verdict on the
Beaconsfield administration. The Government supporters pointed to the compact majority which they
could always command on a division, to the tone of the
London press and to the bye-elections, which seemed
on the whole in their favour. The Opposition maintained that the country and the Go,·ernment were at
,·ariance on the latter's foreign policy, its neglect of
domestic legislation, and financia1 extraYagance. Yet
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contrary to general expectation, the Parliament had
been opened, and Her Majesty's speech led to the
belief that there would be a busy session; but hardly
had H _er Majesty's faithful Commoners set themselves
earnestly to work, ere the Premier announced a dissolution. The ninth Parliament of our Sovereign Lady
came therefore to a som.ewhat inglorious encl. It has
been said of it that it came in wit-h beer, and that it
has gone out ,vith water. The verdict of the country,
which Lord Beaconsfield asked for, has gone against
him, a.ncl as we write, office and power are in the hands
of the Liberals. vV e hope that that power will enable
the new Government to deal vigorously with the evils
of the liquor traffic.
A1' 'l'HE DIS.'OLUTlOK.

It may interest our readers to be reminded of the
attitude of honourable members representing Scotland
at the dissolution. Scotland, for Parliamentary purposes, is divided into fifty-six constituencies. The
counties return 32 members, the burghs 26, allll the
unirnrsities 2- total, 60 members. On 5th March last,
one-half the county representation voted and paired on the
Local Option resolution, 9 for a.nd 7 against; 22 of the
2G burgh members Yoted for it, and not one against it;
the universities gave 1 vote in favour, and no~e
acrainst it, so that we had 9 county and 22 burgh
1;P.mbers, a.nd 1 university member, being 32 in all in
favour of Local Option; 7 county members voted
ag::i.inst, and 1 university, 1G county and 4 burg_h,
m embers were absent. Of the 60 members at the dissolu tion, 11 retired, anrl, with one exception, did not
seek 1·e-election:-Lord Douglas Gordon, since electell
for an English constituency; ,J. F. L eith , E. Jenkins,
J. F. Harrison, J. Maitland, R. Vans Agnew, R
Montgomerie, Captain J. Hope Johnston, Hon. W' .
\Vat13011 (Lord Advocate), Sir R. Anstruther, and E.
Ellice. Our grateful wishes, which we firmly belieYe
our readers share, go with :Messrs. Leith, Jenkins, and
Maitland on tb eir retirement. Their services, both in
Parliament and in the country will not be readily forgotten. As to those who opposed our movement, or
stood aloof, and left its supporters to struggle on
avainst the beer interest when they might have
afl'o1deLl valuaLle aid, w1:: ha. ·e fraukly to expres::i our
gratification that the House of Commons, that knew
them ouce, is to know them again no more.
There are those who ha.Ye been rejected now to
account for. We heartily rejoice that the Hon. R. B.
Hamilton, Sir William Cnnninghame, Bart.; ,·'ir G. G.
Montgomery, Bart.; Sir \V. Edmonstoue, Bart.; and
Mr. James Yeaman, have been, to use a sea phrase
well known to the Admiral, condemned " to walk the
plank." It must have added bitterness to their defeat
to find how impotent the beer interest was on their
behalf. Lor<l Dalkeith, Sir \iVyndham Anstruther,
Bart., and Colonel Moray, would not assist the
interest of Local Option, although professing as
ardent desires for its success as any of its adherents.
They claim.eel, in short, to be temperance reformers,
yet they did not think the sphere for showing
their sympathy for it was the House of Commons.
\Vell, let them use their enforced leisure in behalf of
the great temperance reform; the harvest is truly
great, and the labourers few. "\Ve express our hearty
sorrow at the exclusion of Mark J. , 'tewart, C. Dalrymple, and Sir G. S. Do11glas, who shared the general
defeat of their party. They voted for ns, and have a
claim on our sympathy and regret. It ·will be seen
then t\1a.t 11 r etired and 11 were rejected, making 22;
38 h,we been re-elected or returned unopposecl. Four
members have been returned with no change in their
hostile attitude to Local Option; th ese :ire Lord Elcho,
They
D. Cameron, R. vV. Duff, and A. Orr Ewing.
are reinforced by Dr. Campbell and Sir H. Maxwell,
the newly-elected members for Glasgow and Aberdeen Universities, and \Vigtownshire respectively.
All told these will but £11 a first-class railway
carriage, and only amount to one-tenth of the
Parliamentary representation of Scotland.
There
are also four rapresentatives who meantime intend
to maintain a neutral attitude :-i\farquis of Stafford,
Sir G .• 1. Grant, Bart., Sir T. E. Colebrooke, Bart.,
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and Col. Alexander. Still these groups of retired,
rejected, hostile, and neutral representatives only
amount to the one-half of the representation. The
other half, we rejoice to state, have been returned,
some unopposed, the rest by considerable majorities.
The following were unopposed :-Sir A. H. Gordon,
Bart., D. M'Laren, J . Cowan, J. vV. Barclay, C. F.
M'lntosh, A. Grant, Rt. Hon. W. E. Baxter, W.
Holms, A. Mathieson, and J . Pender. The solitary
member who was, although hostile to Local Option,
returned unopposed is R. vV. Duff.
We welcome with pleasure the entrance of several
new members whose views are in harmony with the
objects of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association. Dr. Farquharson, representing West
Aberdeenshire; Capt. Campbell of Craigie, the chosen
of the Ayr burghs; E. Marjoribanks, for Berwickshire;
T. Hussell, for Buteshire; R. Jardine, for Dumfriesshire; F. Henderson and G. Armitstead, for Dundee; R. T. Middleton, for the City of Glasgow; J.
Dick Peddie, for the Kilmarnock burghs; Capt. Maxwell, for the Stewartry; Major Hamilton, for South
Lanarkshire; D. Currie, for Perthshire; Hon. A. Elliot,
for Roxburghshire; S. Williamson, for the St. Andrew
burghs; J. C. Bolton, for Stirlingshire; and J. M'Laren,
for the vVigtown burghs.
We have to express our regret that a number of
friends who would have gladly voted for us in Parliament, failed to succeed. There was J. Vv. Burns, who
failed to oust A. 0. Ewing, J. B. Balfour, who was unsucc~ssful in North Ayrshire; Viscount Dalrymple, who
did not succeed in Wigtownshire; and his brother, the
Hon. N. de C. Dalrymple, who was defeated in South
Ayrshire; T. R. Buchanan, who did not succeed in
Haddingtonshire; and the same has to be said of Sir
T . M'Kenzie, who contested Inverness-shire. Mr.
Cuthbertson owed it more to bis politics than to Local
Option that he is not the elected of the Kilmarnock
Burghs, and this is what may be said of Sir James
Bain, who failed to secure a seat for Glasgow.
We rejoice to add that all the 5 members of Mr.
Gladstone's Government who held Scotch seats-Rt.
Hon. 1,V. E. Baxter, H. Campbell-Bannerman, M. E.
G. Duff, Dr. Lyon Playfair, and G. 0. Trevelyan, have
been again returned.
One of the best features in this election was, to our
mind, the number of constituencies where there was
no local option issue before the electors, owing to
both parties having brought forward local option
candidates. The following constituencies were in this
position :-Wigtown burghs, with J. M'Laren and Mr.
J. Stewart; Kilmarnock burghs, with J. Dick Peddie
and J. N. Cuthbertson; Buteshire, with T. Russell and
C. Dalrymple; Roxburghshire, with Hon. A. Elliot
n.nd Sir G. S. Do,1gl[l,s; Falkirk bughs, with J. Ramsay and Capt. M'Taggart; Kincardineshire, with Sir
G. Balfour, K.C.B., and D. Sinclair; Kirkcaldy burghs,
with Sir G. Campbell and C. Scott; and Kirkcudbrightshire, with Capt. H. Maxwell and Murray Stewart.
1n these eight constituencies the publicans were ignored
by the agents of both political parties, while the candidates were equally eager to represent the great drink
prohibitory interest. This is as it should be, and as
we firmly believe it will be, when our friends are prepared to assign the first place on their political programme to our question. It is highly important that
when they are put to it, local optionists should make a
vigorous and successful effort to return a candidate in
favour of the local option veto; but it is supremely so
that they should be victorious in any event by manifestii1g such numbers and organisations as will determine party agents to bring no candidate into the fi eld
who is adverse to, or unsympathetic with local option.
Having all candidates right on their question, they can
fight out the battle on any other issue they please,
knowing that success will in any result perch upon
their banners. These eight constituencies are, to our
minds, the premier constituencies in the recent general
election, and we hope will be an example which every
constituency will be eager to follow.
·w e append a list of all the successful candidates for

Scotch Parliamentary seats with their attitude to the
local option veto. (See next page.)
From a comparison with that table, and the
tables recently vuhlished in the Social R ef01·rner, the
following summary is drawn. It appears that as regards honourable members thereRetired, .............. ..... . 5 F. 3 . and 3 0.
11
Rejected, ................... 3 ,, 3 ,, ,, 6 ,,
11
Elected, ~ Unopposed, .10 ,, 3 ,, ,, 1 ,,
14
I Opp0sed, .... 20 ,, 1 ,, ,, 4 ,,
24
New Members, .... ....... 16,, 4 ,. ,, 2,,
22
New Parliament, ......... 46 ,, 8 ,, ,, 6 ,,
60
THE UNITED KT GDOl\I.

The Alliance News furnishes a gratifying list of members elected to the new Parliament, amounting to 248
honourable members, who will follow Sir Wilfrid Lawson to the lobby on the next division he takes on his
Local Option Resolution. Of these 148 have already
been there with him, and, having been returned, are
prepared for a second excursion there. In addition to
the 248 we have 57 who are in sympathy with the
principle embodied in the resolution, making 305, or
within 21 only of the half of the Commons Parliamentary representation.
THE PUBLICANS.

How does the publicans stand at this election? They
do not stand-they have been overthrown. Their
great chief, Mr. Wheelhouse, has been rejected by
nearly 12,000 votes. No less than 80 of his followers,
the friends of beer interest, bite the dust. Among
them, all brewers, are :-S. C. Allsopp, Stafford East ;
Henry Allsopp, Worcester East ; Sir Gilbert Greenall,
Bart., ·warrington; J. T. Agg Gardner, Cheltenham;
Sir A. E . Guinness, Dublin City; A. W. Hall, Oxford;
Pickering Phipps, Northampton; \V. B. Simonds,
Winchester; Daniel Thwaites, Blackburn; Robert
Tennant, Peterborough ; Edward 1,Vells, ,v allingford ;
T. K. Sanderson, Wakefield, maltster. The following
failed to get seats :-G. H. Allsopp, Droitwich, brewer;
H. Bell, Stockport, brewer ; J. R. Haig, Clackmannau,
distiller ; F. Seager Hunt, Marylebone, brewer; A. G.
andeman, Reading, wine merchant ; W. H. Worthington, Tamworth, brewer, and many others.
The public press have been keen observers of the
conduct of the "trade," and lrnvc weighed their influence with scrupulous exactness. The result is clama~ing to the "great" intoxicating interest. They put m
the late Government, and never fowl cackled over its
egg as they cackled over that political achievement,
and despite the warnings of some of their best f:iends
they tried their little game once more, and as 1t has
proved once too often, the Press has set itself to examine
into their real weight and influence, and it gives us
pleasure to lay the opinions as to the result of one o::.two influential journals before our readers :Not the least satisfactory feature of this election is
that the Liberals have triumphed in the teeth of the
fiercest opposition of the publicans. There seemed at
one time a danger of the political life of England being
dominated by the influences which emanate from the
pothouse. That fear no longer exists. The publicans
have done their worst, and have been smitten hip and
thigh. The Liberals will now be in a position to
grapple firmly with the licensing and kindred questions.
-Christian World.
THE PUBLICANS AND TIIE GENERAL ELECTION.

One thing is clear, and that is that the "interests "
which affected to be "harrassed" in 1874, and still hold
themselves aggrieved, have less influence on the popular
vote than they seemed disposed to credit themselves
with. It was confidently said that the publicans
would control the elections, and that the publicans
were on the side of the Conservatives. It is now clear
either that the publicans were not united, or were not
Conservative, or that they had far less influence than
has hitherto been supposed. The fact is that interests,
whether harrassed or not, are commonly weakened by
division, even where they are not swamped in the
numbers of those who do not share them, or do not
care for them, A coalition of interests may control an

A LIST OF SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES FOR SCOTCH PARLIAMENTARY SEATS, WITH THE ATTITUDE OF EACH TO THE LOCAL OPTION VETO.
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Gen. Sir A. H. Gordon, K.C.B.,
Dr. Farquharson,
John \V ebster,
- Lord Colin Campbell, - R. W. Cochrane-Patrick, Colonel Alexander,
R. F. F. Campbell,
R. YV. Duff,
E. Marjoribanks,
T. Russell, Sir J. G. T. Sinclair, Right Hon. W. P. Adam,
A. Orr Ewing, R. Jardine, Ernest Noel,
Ji,. Henderson,
Dundee,
- E. Armitsteacl,
Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
Edinburghshire,
~ D. M'Laren,
Edinburgh,
- ( J. Cowan,
F.din. & St. Andrews Universities, Dr. Lyon Playfair,
Sir G. M. Grant,
Elgin ancl N ::t.irnshires, M. E. G. Duff,
Elgin Dist rict.
J. Ramsay, Ji'alkirl.; District,
Fifeshire,
- Hon. E. Preston Bruce,
J. W. Barclay,
Forfarshire, G. Anderson,
Dr. Cameron,
Glasgow,
R. T. Middleton,
Dr. Campbell,
Glasgow & Aberdeen Universities,
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Aberdeenshire, East,
Aberdeenshire, West, Aberdeen, Argyllshire, Ayrshire, North, Ayrshire, South, Ayr District,
Banffshire,
Berwickshire,
Buteshire,
Caithness-shire,
Clackmannan and Kinross,
Dumbartonshire, Dumfriesshire,
Ditmjries District,

PARTL

NAME.
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1
1
1
1

1 I ···
11

4 22
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Brought over, Haddingtonshire,
H addinr;ton District,
.Hawick District,
Inverness-shire,
Inverness Dist1·ict,
Kilmarnock District, 1
Kincardineshire,
Kirkcaldy District, Kirkcudbrightshire, Lanarkshire, North, Lanarkshire, South, 1
Leith District, Linlithgowshire,
JJfontrose District,
Paisley, Peebles and Selkirkshires,
I
Perthshire,
Pertli,
I
Renfrewshire,
I
Ross and Cromartyshires, Roxburghshire,
I
St. Andrews District,
i
Stirlingshire, Stirling Di.<Jtrict,
I
Sutherlandshire,
Wick District, I Wigtown District,
I I Wigtownshire, -
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Orkney and Shetland, *

-

Lord Elcho,
Sir D. Wedderburn, Bart., G. 0. Trevelyan,
D. Cameron,
C. Fraser-M 'Intosh,
J. Dick Peddie, Sir G. Balfour, K.C.B.,
Sir G. Campbell,
Captain H. Maxwell, .
Sir T. E. Colebrooke, Bart.,
Major Hamilton,
Andrew Grant, P. M'Lagan,
Right Hon. W. E. Baxter, W. Holms, Charles Tennant,
Donald Currie,
C. S. Parker,
Colonel Mure,
A. Mathieson,
Hon. A. Elliot, S. Williamson,
,J. C. Bolton,
H. Campbell-Bannerman,
Marquess of Stafford, J. Pender,
J. M'Laren,
Sir H. Maxwell -

Samuel Laing,
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** * Burghs are printed in Italics.
,* The polling in Orkney and Shetland was fixed for 26th and 27th.
that we have included him in our List.

The result was not to hand at the time of our going to press : we are so certain of the return of Mr. Laing
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election, but a single interest, even that of the publicans, is clearly much less formidable than it cla.i1r1s to
he. All reasonable men must rejoice that this should
be the case. A publican's vote in itself is, of course,
as good as that of any other citizen, wheth er it is given
on one side or the other; but if it is given in defence of
a supposed interest, and irrespective of political sympathies, it is not amiss that he who gives it should learu
that, however powerful hi s class may be, the people at
large is more po\\·erful than any class whateyer.'l'irnes, April 5.
The friends of the temperance cause, for example,
are largely r einforced in the new House of Commons,
and Sir YVilfrid Lawson "·ill have no mean following in
future at his back. It is calculated that Yery nearly
one-half of the members elected on this occasion are
favourable to the principle of Local Option. The brewing interest, on the other hand, has sustained about as
grave a repulse at the polling booth as the fighting
interest.
The "three jolly Allsopps," whom Mr.
Gladstone has immortalised, have all disappeared into
ous\!urity, in company with Sir Arthur Guinness, the
prince of Dublin brewers; Sir G. GreenalJ , of arrington;
Mr. Daniel Thwaites, of Blackburn; nncl that voluble
advocate of the interests of "the tra.de," Mr. , vheelhouse, of Leeds. N ever, probably, has a greater mistake been made by those who pretend to gauge the
t emper of the nation by the feeling of a section of the
people of London than when they came to the conclusion that the count ry W<>uld submit to be dictated to
by th e beer inter est. Jingo was a bad pilot to be
guided by, but Bnng was still worse, and when the
two allied their forces their overthrow was only a
question of time and opportunity.-.Nort/t B1·itish Daily
JJlail.
•
'rHE LIQUOR 'l'RADE AND 'rHE ELE TIONS.
The officials of the liquor trade are anxious to e. plain
their recent action, and to deprecate any restrictive
legislative action. :Mr. Copeman, of the Beer and V{ine
Trade Defence Association, protests that they did not
blindly advise an undivided suppo rt to the Conservative party, and that if the prominent l eaders of the
Liberal party will discountenance fresh onslaughts upon
"the trade," they will be glad to get rid of the necessity for combining in electoral matters. Mr. George
Caudlet, the l>arliamcntary agent of the Licensed
Victuallers' National Defence League, who certainly
cli<.1. much in some northern towns t o restrain "the
trade " from doing as they did in London, also comes
forward to make it appear that "the trade" combination was not nearly so general as the public suppose.
He points to Mr. Knatchbnll-Hugessen's letter of advice
to the publicans, which advice he dedared was largely
adopted and acted upon, and be ventures to hope that
the Liberal party will avoid legislation of an extreme
and hostile character. \\' e gladly note the sobered tone
of the official representatives of the trade. \Vhen Mr.
E. Clarke, ex-M.P. for Southwark, was returned, the
licensed victuallers exulted over it as a trade victory.
They threatened to produce like results in every metropolitan constituency. . They met in each burgh some
hundreds strong, and m every case they resol Yed to use
their utmost exertions in support of the Tory candidates, though, as in Hackney n.nd Finsbury there were
only single Tory candidates, they were sufficiently imva1 tial to determine which of the two Liberal candidates should be allowed to occupy the second seat.
They did their worst and they failed.
e doubt if
there were fifty public-houses or beer shops in all
London that even exhibited a Liberal placard. In
most of the principal constituencies the great nmjority
of the trade went for the Tories. 'l'he trade staked
everything upon the success of the Tories, and the
Tories have failed.
\V c warned them against this
months ago.-'l'l1e Echo.

,-v
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N. B. - ,v e would venture to suggest to our r eaders
that they carefully look ov r the Advertising Columns
of the Social Rejorrner month by month. \Ve believe
these will repay a careful examination, as many excellent articles are alw3ys being offered through thE-m to
t,hcir notic e.

INTELUCENCE.
AN Arn TO TE111rERA:NC~.-2-H) of th e l ,009 members
who joined the Victoria Assurance Society have joined
its temperance section.
HABIT UAL DRuNKAnn.·' AcT. - The Gloucester Qu~ter , 'essions granted a license to a r etreat for habitu:i.l
drunkards at St roud last month. This is the first
license of the kind granted.
A bill to provide for levying a £ 1 license on tobacconists for the closing of their shops on Sunclay has been
laid before the St. Heliers' States, Jersey. ,vill the
English Chancellor of the Exchequer take the hint
about the license duty?
Sco'rTISII RAILWAYS TEMPERANCE SoCIETY.-Thc
first annual soiree of this Society took place in Glasgow
on 26th :March, under the presidency of Mr. John
M 'Gavin, and was a great success. Two hundred and
forty members had been enro lled, inclusive of 46 clerks,
33 engine-drivers, 25 :firemen, 15 station- masters, 16
p orters, 8 signalmen, 6 pointsmen, and 6 goods guards.
TEMPERAKCE BEVERACES.-The principal of the
la.boratory of the Inland Hevcnue Department believes
that there is a growing demand for these drinks, but
does not think that they will ever come into anythiug
like general use. Perhaps that is because there is
nothing in them to create thirst, which is the secret of
the popularity and success of alcoholit: liquors.
"THE SocTAL REFORMER. " Glasgow: R. Mackay,
30 Hope Street.-'Ihis monthly number concludes the
fourteenth volume of this publication. It is well conducted in every respect, and the promoters of the
temr em.nee cause have in it a most faithful organ.
e
observe from an articl e iu it that there are nine parishes
in the S tewa.rtry where the liquor traffic in the shape
of n, public-house docs not exist. - Kirl.·wdbrights!tire
Aclverliser.
DECREASE IX LIQUOR CoNSUlllP'l'IO~.-It seems that
ball times and temperan ce combined arc decreasing the
sale and consumption of alcoholic liquors. The following information ·will gratify our readers :-There
was a decrease in spirits of 1,422,064 gallons, a decrease
of 897,786 gallons of foreign spirits, n. decrease of
1,327,202 gallons of foreign wines, and n decrcai:;e of
7,323 467 bush els of malt, or of l-!,G46,93-! barrels of
beer in 1879, as comp.i.recl with 1878. This is good
news.
Tm1 LruEXSIXG CounTs. - The 'pring Licensing Sessions took plaee last month. There was the same
diYersity of action. In some places there was a deThis appears to have Leen the case in
crease.
Greenock, Aberdeen, Forfar, Hamilton, Hawick,
Irvine, &c. In most other places the nurn ber oi
licenses are about the same, or there is a slight increase. Those who have faith in the Licensing l\fogistrates becoming temperance r eformers should have l1ad
their faith shaken as year by year nothing materially
is clone in the way of r eduction.
HIGIILAND TEMPERANCE LEAGU'F. -Messrs. S. l 1'iulayson and J. Spence have been holding largely attended
meetings, under the auspices of the L eague, in South
list, Beubecula, and North Uist. l\iuch good is expected to result from the e meetings. The temperance movement is in a most flourishing state in
North Uist, where Mr. D onald Stewart, evangelist,
on e of the directors of the Len.gue, labours with much
succe:,s. Between 300 and 400 persons are said to have
signed the pledge. There are also Yery encouraging
signs of spiritual growth under :Mr. Stewart's preaching.-Ross- hire Journrrl.
RESOLUTIONS OF THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN SYKOD'S
COMMITTEE 0~ TEMP.ERANCE AKD PUBLIC MORALS. I. That, in the judgmcnt of the Committee it is the
duty of the members of the church, in view of 2. Gene1
ral Election, to ascertain the opinion of candidates on
such measures as may tend to abate the evils of intemperance, from which the country is suffering to a
'\ lamentable extent, and to support the candidates
fa,-oura ble to such me:1s11rc:..
2. That, while ad mit-
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ting the importance and desirableness of proposals for
amending the liquor laws and conferring on the ratepayers a greater measure of control over the whole
lieensino- system, the Committee is desirous of fixing
the ear~est attention of the church 011 two practical
measures, which, in their opinion, may be secured
through the hearty co-operation of temperance reformers. These are the closing of public-houses at au
hour earlier than eleven o'clock P.r.r.-say ten o'clock
meantime-and the extension to England and "\Vales of
a Sunday Closing Act. ~- That, in the matter of the
"Contagious Diseases Acts (\Yomen)" of 1866 and
186:), the only proposal that can be entertained by the
church is total and imme<liate repeal, and on this
ground the Committee recommends that prudent measures should be taken for securing the election of
members of Parliament favourable to the repeal of said
Acts.-By order of Committee, JOHN RANKIXE, Convener. United Presbyterian College, Edinburgh, March
24th, 1880.
SIR "\VILFRID LAw~ox·:-; LATE. T.-" He had nothing
whatever to say to hi.s Tory competitor, Mr. Mattinson. He hoped they would give him a fair hearing;
he is an able and rising young man. He ( ir "\Vilfrid)
had been told that he has a legitimate and laudable
aspiration some day to attain to the woolsack. (Laughter.) His advice to those that listened to him was to
let him go somewhere else for his wool and yon the
electors of Carlisle can give him the sack." (i\Juch
laughter and loud cheers.) They did that right heartily
by putting him at the bottom of t.he poll, the numbers
heing-Fergu on, 2,802; Lawaon, 2,691; Mattinson,
],96 '.
LrcEX. nm DrFFIC' L'l'IES.-B:1.ilie Scott, as senior
magistrate of Glasgow, presi<led at the Licensing Sessions there on l 3th ultimo, and thus tersely summed
np the work tha.t had to be done :- The court would
then adjourn for a week, and the parties who woul<l be
desired to be then present would be warned by the
police. The adjourned cases would include persons
who alreacly held licenses and had applied for other
licensed houses; of that class there were 5 pnlJ!icbonses and 1 groc r- 6 in all. Of presently unl(censed
ap}J]ica ts for lice!1sef hous~.:1 therl, w re 47-2 lwtel:i,
32 public-houses, and 13 grocers. 'rhere were also 6
public-house lealnrs and 2 grocers to be dealt with,
who had been fined . Besi les there were a great many
who came under the misceUaneous category-those
who had received permission, or been instructed to
make alterations ou their premises; t.hose who had
m::ide alterations without permission; those who had a
door or doors to their premises without permission ;
those who hacl badly conducted their business, although
they had not been conYicted; those who were intemperate, fl.ml who should not be licensed to conduct
spirit-dealing licenses; those hotel-keepers who had
not conducted their business properly ou the 'undays,
though no convictions liacl been obtained; those who
kept objectionable "free and easies," and who ha~l
rooms unfit for accommodation of a number of persons ;
those who kept billiard-tables, n.ucl the conduct of
whose honses was objectionable; and those who had
receiverl intimation from the Procurator-Fiscal that
intoxicated persons had been seen leaYing their
premises.
PROFESSOR BLACKIE AT THE CITY HALL, GLASGOW.On Saturday, the 10th ultimo, the Glasgow Abstainers'
Union concert was under the immediate patronage of
this distinguished Scotchman, and was crowded in
every part. Mr. Lin lsay, the president, having appropriately introduced him, he was, ou rising, loudly
cheered. Silence being restored, he said :--I came
here because I don't like to be out of the element of
Scottish song. } either have I any objection to the
element of cold wn.ter. "\Vhether taken inside, as Ly
total abstainers, or ontsiclc, I believe it to be most
healthy, a most strengthening, and a most robust instituti0:1. (Laughter aud cheers.) But I am not here
to say anything about total abstaiuers. I can only say
I have a great r.dmiration for all who practice that
transcendental virtue-(hear, hear)-though I am too
weak and too human to practice it myself. I may say,
0

however, it is a most orthodox virtue, ancl founded
upon thattext-"If thy right eye offend thee pluck it out
and cast it from thee, and if thy right hand offend thee,
pluck it off and cast it from thee; it is better to lose
your one eye and one hand than that your whole Locly
should be cast into hell fire." Now, I say nothing
more utterly ruins both soul and body than d~ink(cheers)-ancl it is far better to cleny yourself wme, 01·
a thousand other things, than fall a victim to that
most beastly of all beastly and truly contemptible
vices which is the disgrace of , cotland.
(Great
cheering.)
RraHT Ho~. MH. GL.\DSTO~E ON Loc.\.L OPTION. Great dissatisfaction was felt by cerLain earnest Prohibitionists in Midlothian with the right hon. gentleman's speech . The result was a meeting on 31st
March, when it was decided to memori:iJize him on his
attitude to local option, and meanwhile recommend
him to the vote and support of the electors. The
memorial is a somewhat lengthy document, but we
reproduce the following most pertinent portion :" "\Vithout entering into details, may I ask you to say
whether yon would promote or support such a provision
as the appointment of county boards, embracing representations of the ratepfl.yers who should be entrusted
with the necessary power fo1· enabling them to deal
effectively with the liquor traffic. May I request the
favour of a reply at your earliest convenience.-! have
the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,
"JAMES BucHA...'<AN, Chairman.
'' To the Right Hou. "\V. E. Glatlstonc."
The following is Mr. Gladstone's reply :" Dahnany Park, Edinburgh, April 2, 1880.
", 'ir, - I bM·e to acknowledge the receipt of your
considerate letter. Yon will I am sure bear in mind
my declaration in November at Dalk.eith, covering all
questions alike, without specia reference to any_, tlrn.t
I could give no pledges as to what I sh~uld do, ~v1thont
knowing the circumstances under wh1ch I might be
calletl upon to do it; but could only st::1-te the principles on wliich I should l?roceed, and p cnnt by waY: of
iuteipreLatiun Lo ,1cts winch I had done. ln the important instance of th~. sn~ject you bring hefol'~ me, I
adhere, without quabticatt0n, to my de~larat10n _at
Dalkeith, and to show that I have no aversion to legrnlative provision for grn.nting under suitable considerations a contrnl in inha.bitants over the action of the
liquor laws, I point unhesitatingly to the bill introduced by l\Ir. Hrnce, now Lord Aberdai·e, on behalf of
the late abinet, and therefore on my behalf. As to
the particular form of applying a principle, I must, of
course, take advantage of 11,ll experience since obtained,
but as to the principle itself J think you will find this
reference perfectly unequivocal.-! hfl.ve the honour to
be, ir, your obedient servant,
E. GLAD, TONE,
"1' o James Buchanan, Esq."

'' ,v.

This letter was immediately submitted to the frieu1ls,
who, after consideration, accepted it as satisfacto~·y,
and resolved that ~1r. Gladstone should now receive
the undivided support of the temperance p:irty, antl
Mr. J. II. "\Vaterstoa was instructed at once to visit
the various districts of the county, so as to secure
early and unitec~ action. The pollir~g too~ place _on
Mone.lay- our friends all oYer workmg w1th a will.
Th e result was :i.s follows :l.!579
01::lcl tone,
],368
Dalkeith,
:Majority for Gladstone,
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A Ql'"ERY.-What is it that has three feet but no
legs, 1s n.11 body but no limbs, has no toes o_n iJs feet,
no head, moves a great deal, but never uses its teet f?r
the purpose, has one foot at e_ac~ end and the o,_thcr ~n
the centre of its body? Tl11s 1s a queer crea1,lUC m
some respects, and is very popular with all the ladies,
and some men.
It never walks out, but goes with
one foot where its head might be, dragging the farther
end behind. These feet have nails but no toes, no
heels and no bones in the foot? A yard measure.
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PUBLIC PRESS.
The Rev. J . Colwell states that he began his work as
He entered the
a Wesleyan minister at Ashton.
ministry not as an abstainer but as one of those more
respectable individuals-a moderate drinker-but the
moment he became engaged in his work in this district
he found it was impossible for him to do it consistently
and effectually without washing his hands of all participation in the drinking customs of the country, and
before he had been in this circuit six months he signed
the temperance pledge, and had kept it from that time
until now. (Cheers.)
The great curse of the drinking habits of our people
is the havoc they make with homes. They make a
husband's arm a weapon to strike instead of a shield to
protect, and a father 's knee a place for outraged purity
to shun instead of a throne for happy infancy to climb.
They destroy the sweet relationships of life and make
women into widows while their husbands live, and children orphans though their sires survive. Every movement to make and keep men sober is a demonstration to
drown the yell of the beast in the voice that is human,
and to bring back its sanctity to the altar, its beauty
to the home, her joy to the wife, her support to the
mother, its hope to the child, his truth to the husband,
his love to the father, and his honour to the man. -

From Arthur Mursell's Lecture on" Cups and Saucers."
THE REVENUE RETUR. s A ' D TIIE BUDGET. -The
remarks of the Daily News on the temperance phase
are worthy of remembrance. One great falling off in
revenue will be read of with various feelings by different classes of persons. The income derived from the
duty on spirits has been greatly reduced. It is probable that the reduction is partly owing to the general
depression among the employing classes, and the consequent distress among the employed. But we may
surely hope also, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer
suo-gested, that it is in some manner to be attributed to
th~ growth of habits of sobriety. This would seem to
be the more probable, seeing that, although the returns
from the malt duty have fallen off, there has been no
decrease in the consumption of tea and coffee. "'\Ve do
not wish to appear sanguine, but it does perhaps appear
not wholly impossible that a time may be coming when
it will be less necessary to quarrel over Permissive
Bills, and to endeavour to define the meaning of
Local Option. Lord Derby said that we drank ourselves out of the Alabama difficulty. The increase in
the spirit duties soon paid off the claims. We have
not drunk ourselves out of the cost of the Zulu War.
That expense remains to be met out of other sources.
The Morning Advertiser, which is the special organ of
the licensed victuallers, makes the following remarks
on the subject of the Grocers' Wine and Spirit Bill, as
quoted in the case of the death of the late Fanny
M'Lean :- " These figures speak for themselves. This
we do not hesitate to say, that private drinking, which
has been stimulated to an enormous extent by the
facilities afforded by the grocers' licenses, and which is
now absolutely unchecked, that calls most loudly for
more perfect regulations; and these it is in Lord Hartington's power .to aid in passing ~hrough Parliament
without damagmg a trade, and with great ad vantage
to the public."
o~ CANYASSI~G.-The Satitrday Review, on writing
down this political mode, prints :-"Another difficulty
to be contended with, and one against which it will be
well to be prepared, is the man with a crotchet. He is
a teetotaller, or an anti-vaccinator, or flogging in the
army is his particular antipathy, and upon one or other
of these hobbies his entire political energies are concentrated. Your feeble protestations in favour of
temperance, or your general declaratioi~s ao-ainst persecution and cruelty, serve rather to excite than a.ppease
him. He will have a pledge or nothing; he demands
the immediate suppression of the class or practice to
which he objects, and unless you are prepared to join
him in a Parliamentary crusade against publicans, or
doctors, or the cat, your eloquent remarks on Imperial
interests and European :policy are wholly lost."

AN lLLUSTRATION. -A working-m an at Manchester
r ecently made a ver y effective temperan ce address in
t he p ublic square. In his hands he held a loaf of bread
and a knife. The loaf of bread represented the wages
of the working-man . After a few introductory remarks
he cut off a moderate slice. "This," he said, "is what
you give to the city government ; " then, with a vigorous flourish of his carving-knife, he cut off threequarters of the whole loaf.
"This," he said, "yon
give to the brewer." By this time only a thin slice
remai ned. He set aside the greater portion of this to
the "Public House," and left only a few crumbs;
"and this you keep to support yourselves and your
family. "-Advance.
AN U~ERRING MARKSl\fAN.-"Whisky never misses
fire," said a man to ,us the other clay. No ; it never
does. It is sure to bring clown its victim sooner or
later, whether he be high or low in the social or intellectual scale. And fluttering all about him will always
be the wounded hearts of mother, father, wife, children, sisters, brothers, and friends, while behind and
beyond all this is too often a trail of ruined virtue and
contaminating influences. At least six hearts on an
average carry a life-long, overshadowing, dreary sorrow
for every victim alcohol brings down. The undertone
of all family and social life is largely silent sorrow and
dreary heartache over the victims of alcohol. No ;
whisky never misses fire, never.-Advance.
A JUDGE'S OPI "ION.-The Emerson (Manitoba) News
of the 13th March says-" Chief-Justice Wood would
make a good temperance lecturer. In his charge to the
Grand Jury he said-' I shall not dwell upon the evils
flowing from the use of intox1eating liquors. It has
destroyed-is destroying-more lives than wa.r, pestilence, and famine. It not only shatters the casket, it
destroys the jewel within. It kills beyond the tomb !
The slimy trail of the serpent may be traced even over
the virgin soil of Manitoba. It not only disrobes its
victims of manhood, but demoralises and brutalises his
whole nature. It casts over the land a dark and
sinister shadow, it spreads over the face of the country
a dark flood, on the turbid bosom of which float in
wild confusion, ruined fortunes, ,vrecked hopes, blasted
reputations, bursting sighs, and broken hearts.'"

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by hi:s correspondents.
THE CONSIDERATIONS THAT SHOULD
WEIGH.

( To the Editor of the "Social Reformer.")
Srn,-We are told that as often as a jug is taken to
the public-house to carry a pint of beer home, twopence
is spent. Twopence a clay in a year amounts to
£3 0s. l0d., which, with compound interest, would in
twenty years come to £100 6s. If the jug is filled
twice a <lay with a pint of beer, fourpence is spent.
Fourpenc~ a day is equal to £6 ls. 8cl. a year, which,
with interest, would in twenty years amount to
£200 12s. But supposing that the jug is sent three
times a day for a pint of beer, costing twopen ce each
visit, we -are told that the 6d. a day would amount to
£9 2s. Gd. a year, which, in twenty years, would
reach, with compound interest, to £300 18s. This sum
would buy many a working man a tidy two-room-andkitchen house to stay in. This is a good economical
argument, but it might easily be met in England,
though rarely in Scotland, by the statement that,
though costly, beer was indispensable to the health and
comfort of the drinker. Now, let me add to this argument a consideration that should weigh with the
drinker. If he reflected that every time he drinks his
pint of table-beer he pours a teaspoonful of pois nous
spirit into 11is blood ; that every time he drank a pint
of ale he pours two tablespoonfuls of alcohol into his
blood ; that every time he consumes four glasses of
"fortified" wine, he pours one glass of alcoholic raison
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into his blood ; that every time he takes t wo glasses of
rum, brandy, or gin into his system, he is simply contaminating his blood with a glassful of alcoholhe must feel, if the instinct cf self-preservation
belongs to him, that he is in danger of doing an
irretrievable injury to his frame, so fearfully and
wonderfully made. These are the considerations
that should weigh, and will weigh, with every man
and woman of judgment. The drink, whether ignorantly or deliberately partaken, will work according to
its own laws, and the mode of its operation is always
tending to the injury and, if persisted in, to the destruction of the subject of its action. He who persists,
in the light of its nature, which is in the present day
so clear and so greatly diffused, sins against his own
soul, and the soul that sinneth it shall die.-1 am, &c.,
MELIORA.
HIGHLAND TEMPERA JOE LEAGUE.
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Bailie Selkirk has given 4 addresses in Glasgow,
Aberdeen, and Kinross.
Mr. James Winning has given 2 addresses in Aberdeen.
Captain Brotchie has given 2 addresses at Hamilton
and Greenock.
Mr. R. Adams has given 2 addresses in Aberdeen.
Mr. ,vm. Kesson has given 2 addresses in Glasgow.
The following gentlemen have each delivered one
address in the places following their names :- John
M'Donald, James Paterson, David Burge, Wm. Clark
-Aberdeen; R. C. Murray, ex-Provost Lyle, Tainsh,
Henderson, and Miller-Greenock ; Rev. Drs. Adamson, Ritchie, and Stewart-Dunse; John Paton, Dollar;
Gilbert Archer, Leith; Rev. A. Yeatts, Lerwick; Rev.
Mr. Rose, Dr. Bowie, and J . P . Lossock-Edinburgh ;
Rev. Wm. Crombie and Peter Campbell, Darnick; Dr.
Bruce and R. M'Callum, Glasgow; John Steel, Liberton; Rev. H. M'Millan and J. Melvin, Avonbridge.

(To the Editor of the Social R ef01·me1·.)

360 Du1'IBARTO.M" RoAD,
GLASGOW, April 16th, 1880.
DEAR Srn,-At our first quarterly business meeting
we shall, funds permitting, engage one or two GaelicThis is absolutely necessary if
speaking lecturers.
Highlanders are to have the benefit and blessing of
t emperance. I regret to say, however, that our funds
are anything but encouraging; but believing that many
friends of the good cause in which we are engaged need
only a hint, we appeal to such to aid us financially, so
that we may be enabled to prosecute the work with
energy and success. Apologizing for thus troubling
you, I am, yours faithfully,
S. FrnLA.YSON, Secy.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
THE Ji'UNDS.

* * * lifembers, f riencls, and Societies subscribing to
the Fmid.q of tht: Scottish Permissive Bill and
1'4mperance Association are respecifullv informed that cubscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, ancl will be
glmll!J received by the Agents and o,t the Offices,
30 Hope Street, Glasgow. The dernands upon
the Association are increasing, and it wo1dd
materially a sist the Executive in prornptly meetinJ these, were subscriptions paid in the f orme1'
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1880.

THE following meetings have been addressed by the
representatives of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
'l'emperance Association from 15th Feb. to 10th April
inclusive. During that period 136 meetings took place
- 19 being deputational and 117 ordinary. At these
meetings 176 addresses were given.
The following is a summary of each speaker's, rk:
Mr. 'William Blackwood has been at Lerwick, Kirkwall, Inverness, Aberdeen, Gourdon, and "tonehaven,
and delivered 34 addresses.
Mr. J. H. Waterston has been at , tow, Melrose,
Denholm, Edinburgh, Leith, Dunse, Kinross, Milnathort, Darnick, Hawick, Langholm, Polmont, Avonbridge, Gorebridge, and Selkirk, and delivered 33
addresses.
Mr. R. Stevenson has been at Lanark, Cumbernauld,
Mearns, Pai ley, Largs, Glasaow, Oartsdyke, Stenhousemuir, Dailly, Maybole, Girvan, and Hamilton,
and delivered 27 addresses.
Mr. R. Dransfield has been at Largs, Campbeltown,
Glasgow, and Paisley, and delivered 17 addresses.
Mr. Charles Bent has been at Kilsyth, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Greenock, Barrhead, Campbeltown, and Bon.
hill, and delivered 14 addresses~
Mr. R. Mackay has delivered 10 addresses in Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Greenock.
James Torrens, Esq., J.P., has given 5 addresses in
Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Kinross.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Boorrs, &c., for REVIEW, and communications for the
E clitor, should be forwarded not later than the 12th of
each month, and as much earlier as possible, to the
Offices, 30 Hope Street.
A P enny T estament: Mr. Elliot Stock is about to
issue a pocket English Testament, with copious notes,
references, and introductions, three maps, and twentyfour illustrations, for one penny. The object of the
issue of the Sacred Book at this exceptionally low price
is to give Christian people the opportunity of circulating
the Word of God throughout the length and breadth of
the land at the slightest possible cost.
Alcohol ctt the Ba,·: rpfie Highest M edical and cient~/ic T estimony concernin(J its Use. (Compiled by G.
'\V. Bacon, F.R.G. . ) London: G. ,v. Bacon & Co.,

127 Strand. One Shilling. This is an admirable compilation. It consists of Eighteen Chapters, and r efers
to Alcohol as food, as medicine, as a luxury, and shows
itR relation to manual labou;:, b.ai11 wurk, longe ity,
and legislation, We cordially recommend it.
Told with a Purpose : Temperance Pttpers for lhe
People. (By Rev. James Yeames.) London: F. E.

,v

Longley, 39 Warwick Lane, E. C. One hilling.
e
have here twelve stories, of which it may be emphatically written, that better practical ones are not to be
had. Graphic, brief, incisive, they will afford pleasure
and instruction to all who provide themselves with a
copy. Each story is illustrated by a spirited engraving, and in get up, in blue and gold, the book is a
gem.
Who shall be England's Leader? (By a Cornish
'\Voman, author of Peace or Weir, etc.) London: E.
Stock, 62 Paternoster Row, E. C. One Penny. One
of the main arguments on which we base our favour for
the removal of the disabilities of women is our conviction that they would devote the exercise of their franchise to the protection of their homes from drink, ancl
of their country from -war. \Ve have just an excellent
instance in tJte lady's tract before us. Her tract is
not a piece of mere declamation. She is intelligent
upon her subject. She draws attention to the great
fact that at present "the peace armies of Europe number two millions of men, five times the largest army
Imperial Rome ever maintained. Already the expenditure exceeds £120,000,000, without counting loss of
labour. Wise statesmen could cover Europe with
railways, or make enlightenmeut universal, or extinguish the horrors of pauperism for the cost of the
armies only." On this she pertinently remarks : "It
is the special aggravation of this new waste of human
energies that it is interminable, that it settles nothing
finally, that the consequences of war is not peace, but
a condition of further preparation, in which victory or
defeat alike are used as agents for further preparation."
A finer appeal in favour of Christ and His loving law,
as who should lead England, has never come undei·
our notice,
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1'he Onwcwcl R eciter, 103, April, 1880. (London: S.
lV . Pn.rtriJge & Co. , 9 Paternoster Row.) One penny.
As usual, excellent iu its choice of subject. The present
issue . will bear comparison with all that h,we gone
before it.
Intemperance and the Licensing Sy8tem: By Alex.
Balfour, Liverpool. In this pamphlet Mr. Balfour
confines himself to the point that alcohol should only
be vended after taking all reasonable guarantees against
its abuse; and the reason is that the article is danger•
ons alike to the welfare of the individual and to society.
"\Yell, he proceeds to discuss what these guarantees
should be. He generally desires a reform of the licens•
ing laws on the principle of local and imperial control.
He ·would allow the ratepayers to control the traffic
and set the state to oversee them in the doing of it.
To anyone wishful of having a soun<l view of the
numerous propoi!als which are competing for public
favour with the local option of Sir Wilfrid Lawson we
cordially recommend this pamphlet.
Peeps at our Sunday Schools. (By the Rev. Alfred
Taylor.) London : F. E. Longley, :{9 "\Varwick Lane,
E. C. Price, Two Shillings. Our first motion after
reading over this keenly interesting book was to sigh
because that we were a ,~'a.bbath School superintendent
long before we had the pleasure of meetiug with such
a delightful monitor. "\Ve have here a series of twenty
peeps at our nnday Schools, and nothing like them
has ever come under our notice. }.fr, Taylor lets us
peep at various Sunday Schools-the parsimonious,
high pressure, gloomy, hotel, frost-bitten, inharmonious,
sunshiny, and other Sunday Schools, and never scalpel
laid so bare the object of dissection as he does the defects of our average Sunday Schools. There is no
bitterness whatever displayed, however, rather a quiet
vein of humorous sarcasm pervades the book. A
wise superintendent wonlJ never feel rebuke in reading
it, rather be incited at once to reform altogether whatever has been shown by Mr. Taylor to be amiss. \Ve
congratulate Mr. Taylor on the issue of a most indispensable mirror for ,"nnday chool teachers, and we
urge all earnest ones to possess themselves of Peeps at
ow· Sanday Schools without clelay. Mr. Longley deserves a word <:>f praise for the tastefnl form in which
the book appears.
Alcoltol: Its Function and Place. A L ectn,·e. (By
Thos. 11. Fraser, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of llfateria
}Iedica in the University of Edinburgh.) Edinburgh:
D. Douglas. One Shilling. The occasion of the deli veryof this lecture was an invitation from the Edinburgh
Uni v-crsity Temperance Society to the learned Professor.
'l'he result has been a double mistake. The lecturer
did not know that the Society was oue having total
abstinence as its object, and the 1ommittee have
adopted Temperance, without reflecting that their
opponents lower the word to mean a moderate-governed
nse of a seductive poison. The lecturer frankly avows
that he is not an abstainer, but is equally candid in
acknowledging that that is a serious blot in his cha.ra.cter. He, however, recognises the evils of immoderation,
and he assumes that his greater knowledge of that
which the members shun might justify him in venturing to address them. Professor Fraser, after informing
us thn.t there are many symptoms of alcoholic disturbance, and that the explanation of each symptom may
be fonnd in a number of possible actions of alcohol,
goes on to show that these apparent various actions
may be eliminated till the real cause of the symptom
is disclosed. He gives an instance, that of the remarkable power of alcohol to modify the ability to walk
steadily-the motor function of the indiviclu::i.l. "Th is
impairment of motor function is the result of any one
of at lc:1st five possible and different actions-au action
upon the ~ensory nerves, npon the spinal cord, upon
the bra.in, upon the organ of seeing or hearing."
ow
we· are not too curious about these fine distinctions.
It is sufficient, we think, for reasonable people to know
that the action of alcohol is the cause of impaired
function, and that being the case, total abstinence from
its use ought to follow. He says if it were an action
on the brain : we say there is no if in the investigation.
The actions he endeavours to discriminate have all
1

their spring and source in the brain, and hence the
duty to avoid the source of danger is greatly increased.
He says, "Unfortunately the most careful scrutiuy of
the individual p,·esenting unsteadiness of g.iit will not
lead us to the solution of this or similar problems."
This may be quite true, but it cannot be denied that
the individual is injured by alcohol, and it does not
much matter how when the fact itself is patent to the
meanest capacity. A poor fellow is shot : must we
discuss whether it is with Harvey's, canister, or
grape, or s,van, or small shot, before we determine that
he is dead. He is fatally injured : the duty that lies
nearest our hands is to prepare him for his last low
resting place, and arrest his sla.yer. The learned Professor marshals a variety of facts before his audience
which have been ascertained, although many problems
still remain for further irn-estigation. "\Ve do not quarrel with the facts, but we clemur emphatically to his
explanations. The first fact is that there is not merely
a difference of degree but different kinds of action
flowing from the use of alcohol. In small quantities it
is beneficial, in large injurious. Like the late Dr.
Anstie and others of his school, Professor Frase,· tries
to demarcate between beneficial and. injurious q 1antities of alcohol. The alcohol must be diluted with
something, at least 50 per cent. of the alcohol. If not
so the effects are very different from beneficial. Dr.
Anstie mn.de a distinction on account of sex, the
sterner being allowed 11! oz. of absolute alcohol a day,
and the fair only ¾ oz., so that the old indefiniteness
crops up, and we are without a true compass by whi ch
to steer. But the learned Professor does not meet the
other difficulty. Alcohol comes under the law of nl\rcotics, and hence the dose must be increased in time
and measure. So that his line of demarcation will not
stand. On page rn he tells us "with repeated qu:i.n•
tities, not necessarily excessive in n.mount, the dilatation of some of the vessels becomes permanent, and it
may be that the frequent repetition of the dose prevents an opportunity being given them to contract, and
the result is that tell-tale rubicund complexion which
one occasionally sees." The Professor cannot save the
moderate drinker; for while he would guard him from
the Charybdis of xcess, be lands him in the Scylla of
injury from repeated though not excessive drngging.
This is virtually the fallacy of the pa1 er, and it rnn
through all his treatment of the action of alcohol on the
stomach, circulation, respira.tion, nervous system,
temperature, and also its value as a. food. The testimony bome by the lecture to the advantages of total
abstinence far outweighs the Pr fessor's painfully
apologetic defence of moderation. On page 2G we find
the following : '' Men undergoing great and prolongecl
physical exertion work as well ,vithout alcohol as with
it. The experience of recent campaigns which liave
been successtully conducted on total abstinence principles have proved th:\t men in ci healthy condition, and
suppliecl wilh a sufficient amount of food, retain their
health and are capable of performing the most arduous
labour in every va.riety of climate without alcohol; and
further, in some of these campaigns opportunities were
affonlecl for observing that the addition of alcohol to
the diet may ac tually di mini . h the capability for prolonged physical exertion. "\:Yhen we direct our att~ntion to mental work I believe the same concluswn
must be arriYed at. Mental work may seem to be
rendered more easy, bnt facility is gained at the expense of quality. . . . This consideration appears to
me to clearly confirm experience derived from many
sources that alcohol is not necessary to enable a
healthy individual to lead a useful and happy existence. '
The learned Professor in these words settles the question for every healthy man and woman. "\Vlien once
the publican has only invalids for customera he will
soon leave the sale of alcohol to the druggist, thus relieving society of a most seductive temptation.
OnsERYE !-L.urnND's LECTUREs.-Now publishing,
No. 1., "Light and Shade;" No. II., "Success in
Life;" No. lII., '' Our Mission." Order through any
bookseller or write direct to J. ·wrr.KIE, 22 Howe
Street, E clinburgh. 5s. 6d. per 101)0, Carriage pa.irl.
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A NEW ASPECT OF LICENSING.
IT 11as been reserved for Po:3sil Park, a recently
formed suburb of Glasgow, to show a new and we
may say encouraging aspect of licensing administration. That suburb lies to the nurth of Glasgow,
between the villages of Maryhill and Springburn.
It was once an estate, and the m:wsion-house was
tenanted by the late Sir Archibald Alison, the historian of Europe. It con ists of a large foundry
known as the Saracen Foundry, and about fourteen
streets, partly built upon. It has several missions, a
Good Templar Lodge, and the foundation-stone of a
:Free. 'hurch was Jn.id the other day by the Superior,
:ivfr. facfarlane, J.P., the chief partner of the Saracen Foundrv.
There are about five thot1sand inhabitants congregated here, many of them well-to-do working men
who have betaken themselves to this rural spot to
enjoy the :id vantages of retirement and country life,
and es1 ecially to be safe from the dangers anrl peril
of the public house. Bnt their worthy intentions
are in danger of being frustrated. The danger is of
a kind which, whether suspected or not, has hardly
eve1· been cleacl)' recog11ised. H~ ht:rtu it ha~ bt:en
believed that the puulic hou e was the con equence
of a tlemand for liquol': tlrn,t the liquor vernlor,never
turned np until after the denizens of , uch places n.s
Possil Park had beeu suffering the n.cute agonies of
tlii rst.
· o use of pointing to the actual resistance
offered to publican aggressions by the dwellers in
such places. Some publican landlonl or drnuken
family raised. an outcry for liquo1·, and sooner or
later an eutrance for the odious drink institution was
forced, autl the amenity of a pla.ce attacked, injured,
or destroyeJ. All along the course of time this ha.
been the case. The aggreHsiou of the liquor vendor
was a faet, the invitn.tiou to him to come and settle
was the delusiou. That delusion is not yet dispelled.
But the painful fact remains. Hillheat! and West
Pollokshields have up till now debarred puulic houses
from a footing there, but Polmadie, Crosshill, anrl
Ea.st Pollokshields have ha.d to uccumb to the aggression of the liquor eller who has secured a footing
through the connivance of the licensing authorities.
We have been tolJ that the publican follows in the
wake of ci~·ilization. Precisely so: but it is like the
shark after the ship to seize the weak : the vulture
after the diseased camel to profit by the carrion of
society. If he did uot make enormous protits he
would perforce turn to other creditable if less lucrative sources for a living. Of this we are assured,
that there is no spot sacred from l1is profanation :
he will destroy the amenity of every place uot legally
secnred against his aggressions.
Mr. Macfarlane, the superior of Possil Park, did
not foresee this danger, and let his feus without any
restriction at all. Some builders procured fens and
built houses, and it needed no artificial help to see
that many shops in these bnildings were destined

for public houses. There was an outcry in the place
about having a beer license, for bow can a working
man do without his beer ? Mr. Macfarlane did not
oppose the skilfully-laid attempt to gain a footing.
The grocer took out a porter and ale license, plied it
for a year, and then at next licensing term turned it
into a grocer's license. Very soon, however, his
customers begn.n to complain of his wares : they
were not of the right sort, bnt the nearest alternative shop was at least half n. mile away, so instead of
ab tainiug they grumbled and continued to bny. Iu
the meantime the property holders found plenty
of speculative publicans ready to take thei1· shops
provided a license could be secnrnd, and iu consequence about a dozen of liceuse applications were
made to the justices of the lower ward of Lanarkshire. The frieucls of temperance, on seeing the list
of applications in the newspapers, took steps to couvene a meeting, but having only asked the pre ence
of all frieu<lly to the exclusion of public-house traffic
they fell into a blunder Ly which their wily opponents profited. However, they adopteLl a memorial
against the existing licenses, and of course against
all that were applied for. Their opponents called a
rueeting of thE: inl,ab~tm,ts, but called it in the fore noon of the day thei1· meeting was to take pla.ce,
thns placing the friends of temperance at a disadvantage. A memorial was u.clopted and duly signed.
It prayeJ for a grocer's license to allow of healthy
competition, and thus secure good liquor to the
lieges, a.nd for oue public house that the wearied
working man might have a place where he might
have a glass of beer with his friend. The two
memorials put their honours the licensing justices
into a cornel'. ,vhich memorial was really the voice
of the people. There was no reply to the question.
Happily at this critical moment a bright idea darted
into the magisterin.l brain. It ·was to as!.: tlie people
themselves to signify their pleasure on the matter. A
committee was appointed audit went to Possil Park.
As the re.,,ult of consulting the ratepttyers, it decreed
that no public houses ,vere required, but that for the
sake of better liquor a.n additional grocer's license
should be granted. , o decreed, it so came to pass.
All the applications for licenses were withdrawn for
the time.
This year, iu view of reviving trade and expanding
commerce, numerous applications for licenses were
presented to the justices, who :1.gain appointed a
committee to go down to the ratepayers and consult
them abou,t having 01· not liaving licenses. That
committee reported on Thursday last through its
chairman, Mr. J.C. Wakefield, J.P., that the committee appointed this day week to inquire into
the licensing necessities of Possil Park had consisted of Messrs. Miller, Davidson, Christie, Dunlop, Kidston, M'Farlane, Graham, and himself.
They went to Possil Park, and drove to Mr. Macfarlane's office. They had a very long interview with
him, and he wa.s quite opposed to any licenses being
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granted in that neighbourhood, he being a large
<::rnployrr of la bonr. Further than that, they sa,w a
petiLion subscribed by the only other five employers
in that neighbourhood, protesting agaiust any publichouses being put down in Possilpark. The committee also examined the policemen in the district.
They came to the almost unanimous conclusion that
no houses were required in tha.t neighbourhood .
Mr. Wakefield had objected to this finding, but he
g,we in to the opinion of the committee in this
instance, reserving to himself freedom to act next
year as he might see fit. lie di'cl not think it was
contemplated by the Act tliat et r;opu!ation of 6,000
people should be withont one or two public-lwuses.
In view of the statement made by Mr. Wakefield,
all the applicauts for licenses in this district withdrew their applications.
1Vas there ever a more transparent proof of the
advantage of consulting the ratepayers? When they
are not cousulted, and they have not been cousnlted
for centuries, public houses have been thrust npon
them till they have bei::ome debased: crimes have
l)ecome rampant, mn,cluess, murder, disease and
poverty so common as scarcely to provoke comment.. When they ha,ve been cousulted they have
with_ sc1rcely an exception declared against the
public house as they woul<l against the plague. But
the Pos il Park relief from publica.n aggression has
too much of the ex gratia elemeut in it to suit our
taste. Had the committee been all like Mr. Wakefield the old leaven of the licensing authority would
have once more exhibited itself, and by this time some
publican would have beeu legally installed to poison
Her Majesty's sul jects in this rural village wholesale.
The present admiuistration of the licensing authority
must yield to the claims of justice and fairness. The
people must have a legal power to sustain their veto
of all liquor traffic in their midst. The last appeal
of the publican must be made to them: from them
he must ask permission to desfroy the iufants anrl
their mothers ; bring the son to crime a.nd the
dangbter to the streets ; confine the hnsband as a
hopeless maniac and doom the father to the gallows.
If such a pc1:mission be denied him, there being no
power supenor to them so far ns their own affairs
are concerned, the denial is absolute, and they ruay
live on 11ot e,-en haunted by a fear of the publican's
ha.tefol settlement among them. To that happy
and we may ventt1re to affirm natural state Possil
Park has uot attained : fa,r from it. Mr. J . C.
Wakefield threatens to force public houses upon its
residents, and what is most intolemble he is to do it
in the name of the law. "He did not think that it
was contemplated by the Act that a population of
6,000 people should be without oue or two public
houses." Perish that law and perish Mr. ·wakefield's functions! The spirit he manifests belongs
rather to the worst days of the Stuarts than to the
latter end of the reign of Victoria : and it must be
opposed to the utmost. It is an insult to the resi<leuts in Possil Park, a challenge to the enlightened
social and moral reformers of Scotland. The interest
of Possil Park is unspeakably greater aud of far
more importance than the interests of the publican,
the publican landlord, and the drinker: immeasura,uly ·uperior to tbe dictation of Mr. Wakefield, and
when the good people of Possil Park recorrui!:ie the
1:elation in which they stand to these i~terested
parties and to Mr. Wakefield, these sinister interests
:rnd tha.t painful intention of tyrannical dictation
must surrender to the social, moral, ·and religious
interesls of Possil Park.
Tim BATTLE OF AGTNcour..T.-A gentleman, 1?eeiu<:r a
Yiolcnt battle in front of a gin rala-::c, facetiously t err;ed
it '' The battle of a-gin-court."

TEMPERANCE IN RELATION TO THE
GOSPEL.-I.
vVu; are told by professing Christians who oppose
our movement, that temperance wilt not save souls.
And ,-vhn.t, we are asked, will be the sum total of
ultimate good resultiug from all this expenditure of
teetotal zeal, fiery eloquence, time, and money 1 If
it be only ta help mankind to feel themselves slightly
happier, by saving them from the evils of intemperance in this present life, and make no provi ·ion for
the life to come, is it worthy of the price that is
being paid for it? Moreover, they sa.y, it does not
appear, to ns, that you are even managing to do as
much as that. Now, we hold that if, instead of
your temperance societies, you would organize evangelistic associa.tions and set about praying and working as zealously for the salvation of souls, we coul<l
then have hope of, :mcl sympathy for, your movement-we eould then hope to have some real work
done for eternity-done for God; and
{' "\Vhate'er may die or be forgot,
·work done for God it dieth n.ot."
If you would aim at doing evangelistic work, we
could then see our way to join youJ aucl _to miugle
onr tears, and our prayers, and our bnrmng worcll3
with yours, that men and women perish uot., bn t
live with Him who died for them, a,nd sing tbroughont the endless ages of eteruity to his praise and
glory their rapturous song of redeeming loYe. In a
work like that, they say, we could join you. 'fhat
wonld be real work- work that would entirely
supersede your total abstinence pledge, for there is no
need of n. total alistinence pledge where the grace of
God is. Hold, we sa.y, good fri ends; you have said
too mnch at one time, as we sha.11 pre eutly show
yon. \Ye admire your evangelical spirit. Our hearts
accord with your:!! in regnrtl to that great qnestion;
yea, our souls tmvail with yours that all Christ's
blood-bought oues may be brought home in triumph
a01iLl the joyous acclamations of the angelic throncr
to sparkle for ever as gems in our Saviour's kincrly
crown. We aclmit that auy reform that is not m~re
or less 1.ribntri..ry to that great encl is scarcPly worth
while engaging in. But we too, like you, bave been
trying to ad v:mce ChrisL's kingdom in that wny
n.ud we have found tha.t it cannot be done very wcli
in the wa,y you propo. e. vVe ha.ve spoken of Christ
and redeeming lo,-e to the followers of Bacchus, anfl
what do you think was the result 1 They laughed
a fiendish laugh, and p:1ssed on in their giddy excitement unnioved-quite unaffected by out· entreaties-down the fatal slippery ways of death,
where the nrch-fiencl leads. Bacchus lnughe<l at our
eiforts. The intoxicating cup was his hield. The
iutoxica.ting cup, with its horrid enchantments,
stood between Christ and those for whom He died.
vVe looked on with deep sorrow. We felt that
something must be done to remove this ponderous
Juggernaut. We rernem berecl the mighty power
and many promi. es of God, and took conrage. We
remembered that Jesus Christ himself said-" Take
ye away t.he stone" (John xi, 39).
e looked on the
iutoxicating cup as n. stone of stumbling and rock of
offence. It lay heavily against the mouth of tl1e
sepulchre, enclosing those who were "dead in trespasses a,nd sins." vVe resoh'ed tlrnt by the help of
God we should roll back that stone. "\Ye admit that
we have found the ta k difficult. "\Ve have, however, succeeded in moving it slightl_v, and some
faint streaks of light are now dartiug throngh; bnt
tho e who ought to help us are standing by a,11d
refusing their assistance. They are declaring Lhat
we are wrong, that our position is unscripturnl, and
that nll our enthusiasm is being spent for n:wght.
peak to the dead, they say, that they may arise a.ucl
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for ever go free. How impossible, we answer, while
that huge stone of intemperance lies at the mouth of
the sepulchre.
We h::we been misnnderstood, misrepresented,
an<l fo.lsely accu::;ed. Among other things.we have
been accused of having put temperance before the
gospel. We do not deny this. We admit it frankly.
We have put temperance before the gospel in point
of time. Iu poiut of time, but not in point of importance. And why hn.ve we put temperance before
the gospel in point of time? Been.use the stone
mnst be rolled nway before La.za.rns can come forth.
We rememb-er that J ohu the Baptist en.me before
Christ in point of time. Are we to infer from this
that John the Baptist was greater than Chri t?
Let John the Baptist himself nnswer-'' He it is
who, corning after me, is preferred before me, whose
shoe's latchet I :tm not worthy to unloose" (John i.
27 ). The temperance cause says the same thing of
the gospel to-day. But did John the BR-ptist think
that his was a work of supererogation? Diel .J esns
Christ hi1nself think so? Let Christ answer-" But
what went ye out for to see? A prophet 1 Yea, I
say nnto you, aud more than a prophet. For tl1is
is he of whom it is written, Behold, I send my
messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy
way before thee" (Matt. xi. D, 10). "\Ve need no
further testimony as to the greatness of the work of
J ohu the Baptist. Though he was but "the Yoice
of one crying in the wilderness, 'Prepare ye the way
of the Lord, make His paths stra.ight,' ;, his mission
was a.u urgent necc2isity. So gren.t a mis~io u was it,
that it was greater than the mission of any of the
oLher prophets who bad gouc before him . He had
corue uot only as n, p1"ophet, but as the herald of
1
hrist-, and, after calliug the people to repentance, it
was bis infinitely high duty anll privilege to point
out to penitent siuners for the first time, "Th
Lamb of Goel ·who ta.kelh away the sin of the
world.·'
Temper:rnc then, we !'-n.y, is the precursor of the
gospel. 'l'lie voice of him that criet.h in the wilderness-" Prepare
the wny of the Lord. :Th-'fake
traight in the desert a. highway for our Go~.
Every valley shn,11 be exalted, ancl every mounl:"un
and hill hall be ma.de low; nncl the crooked shall
be made str,1ight, ancl the rough places plain; n.nd
the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, aud all flesh
sha.ll see it together, for the month of the Lord bath
spoken it" (Isnfah xl. 3, 4).
See John with his ra.iment of c:1.mel' hair, his
plain, blunt address, his plainer ways of living, his
strictly absti11ent principles, his whole life a proteot
:,,o·ainst indul geuce, vice, and extr:wao-ance of every
i;;;rt. The Jewish nn.tion, at the time of his coming,
had great need of such a reformer. The people at
that time had become very wicked, and there was a.
twofoltl necessity for such a man a John the Bapti t
to call them to r epeu tance.
This British nation of ours l1as become clegrafled
to a dC'gree that from our high fo.me as a Christian
mtiion one would scarcel_v think possible. This
tbiug alcohol ha come n.mongst us like a serpent,
poisoning our moral a.nd religions life, bluntiug and
destroyiug :ill our finer sensibilities, until myriads
of tho-e who promised to be noble specimens of
Christian manhood and Christian womanhood hn.ve
become degraded belo-,-..· the level of the brute
crentio11. Yea., this natiou has become degraded
until we have many thou ands passing yearly into
drunkards' grave -taki11g their final leap into the
dark unknown without a single park of kindly
light to g_uide their wayward feet., without ope
single promi:e of God wherein to trust, with 110
kind Saviour's arm on which to lean. Every week
sees its hundreds pns ing a.way in this state. The

:e

pictures that could be drawn from real life are,
many of them, by far too horrib le for reproduction.
Who co nld make a week's tonr of the death-places
(we cannot a lways say <le:-ath-becls, for rnn.ny of thenl.
have no beds) of snch; who, we ask, could witness
the last look of wi ld despair in the bloodshot eyes of
the dnrnkard-a look seeming to say more emplrntica.lly than words could-" The harvest is past, the
summer is ended, and I am not saved." Who could
witness thn.t terrible wreck of human life; who
could stand by and witness one of those poor
suicides, at the last moment, despairing for the light
where there was no light, nothiug but impenetrable
gloom, and God had said-" I will laugh at your
calamity, l will mock when your fear cometh."
What Christian man or woman could witness such
a scene and not feel that God was calling loudly
upon him or her to do something towards sa.ving
others from coming to thnt sad ailfl terrible encl?
Sweet echo, bearest· thou not on the wind from pole
to pole from every Cln·istian reader the answer
"N O'l' I" 1 Say, sweet echo, has that noble auswer
not gone in a chariot of light to the eternal throne
as sweet incense offered to Him who died for
them? When we reflect upon the terrible thought
that perhaps iu one week a thousand imch scene
ha.ve takeu place within these Isles-that a thousand of our fellow-creatures with their lives wrecked
for time and for eteruity, may h:1.ve gone down iu one
week into drunkards' graves," unwept, unhonoured,
anrl. L:nsung "-we cn.uuot believe that the Christia.ii
church will remain indifferent. vVe cannot believe
that the Christian church conlcl be fully aware of
such a tate of things, and uot feel duty-bound to
stretch forth a loving hand to s,we the dying. We
cannot even believe that iu this nineteenth century
of the gospel of the grace of God iu Christ, unde·r
the full noontide glare of Christian light, it is possible in one week for a thousand of our fellows so to
pa ·s a \vay without tears of Christian pity being
dropt upon their graYe.. Unbonoured they may be,
but Zion, to-tla.y, ,yeeps over her slain. The winds
are forbichlen to publish the ta.le, n.nd soon the kindly
grass o.-er all grows thick a.nd green to hide their
slrnme.
flowers grow o,·er the grave of vice
n.ncl folly 7 Yea, on what unco11ge11in.l soil will they
uot spring, if it be for the healing of broken heart l
('Po be co11ti11ued.)

,vrn

WOMAN- THE MAIDEN.
1'r is difficult in the present day to sny where girlhood ends am.I maidenhood begins. Some girls have
all the maturity of maideuhood; · some maiden~
never seem to have been able to pass the stage of
girlhood. We will set the boundary line between
the two n.t eighteen, by which time there !lboukl be
little doubt on the matter. At that age n. maiden's
character should be manifest. Physically she should
be the embodiment of physical health and vigour,
and iu po sessiou of those habits which sustain them.
These include ea.rly 1·ising, bathing, suitable dres~,
moderate household labour, healthful exercise, temperate living, an abundant flow of spirits, aucl a
cheerful teruper. We might fairly antici1 ate that
sl1e should he animated by feelings the object of
which i. not simply her own but her famiiy's happiness. By no means selfish or self-regarding, she
should be n.ble to discriminate, and have realized
that self love and social are the sa.me. Gay as the
lark, her very presence should have music in it, and
happiness should be shed from it as the fragmncc
from the rose. We have seeu such women, n.nd
what lent a charm to this faculty of inspiring happiness was the unconsciousness on th eir part of its
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exercise ; it was their ,ery nature to make those
around them happy.
If ever they were grave, it
was at another's failings; if sad, it was at another's
sorrow; if ever a frown darkened their sweet face,
it was when vice or malevolence roused itself to
strike ; and. if ever joy beamed more brightly from
their features, it was when they witues. ed another
with their cup of joy brimming over. This is the
lofty altitude to which every woman ought to aspire,
but it is uot acquired-it caunot be put 011. It must
grow, and where its germs are it will grow if it is
cultivated as it ought to be. A woman of hightoned feeling, deeply conscientious, sympathetic, and
social is a treasure beyond all price. She is the
depository of an accumulation of happiness which
never fails, and in the darkest hour of human experience pours forth its richest treasures. If her
affections are pure, her hopes high ; if veneration
of all that is venerable is active, anu if she is gifted
with fo·mness, and is free from vacillation, she may
look calmly forward to all the viscissitudes of human
life ; she will be found prepared for them all.
Her bitter cup will never be without consolation, her
sweetest never unshared by those less happy aud
fortunate than herself. In her atmosphere the great
and the excellent will be revered, the mean and the
base n.bhorred. She will teach by her example what
is right and true and good, and inspire n.11 around
her to "make life death, and the vast forever a
grand, sweet song."
A true maiden will not merely have these high
moral impulses under reason's firm control, but she
will also recognise the grand truth that in all that
she has acquired hitherto her co-operation was
merely that of a task, and that now her fartlier excelleucies in maidenhood ::tnd wifehood will not be
done for her, but largely, if not altogether, by her:
she must voluntarily engage in that education which
mea,ns the perfectiug of her feelings, will, and intellect. Thus realizing her responsibility, she will
ea ily find means anu opportunity for its rightful
and ample discharge. The coutinueu unfolding of
her intellect should be her supreme object at this
stage. One of the delusions of men of the narrow
view is thn.t women have little if any real intelleetua.l ability, and they do all they cau to discourage
attempts made by them to n.cquire sonnu and useful
knowledge. These wi eacres gravely assert that
intellectual women are the rnost disagreeable a.ud
intractable of their sex, and that the acqui itiou of
knowleclge on their part results in their assumpt.ion
of masculine airs aud in the loss of their womanly
grace. That this is generally the case we most
emphatically deny. Let any one think over the
uames of bis female relations and acquaiut:rnces, and.
he will fiud as he recalls the individual characteristics of each that intelligence gives firmness and tone
to women, that their womanly sympathies are not
merely the impulses of a blind caprice, but the
regulated outflow of a loving heart that not only
feels but knows why it feels. That a woman shoui<i
have, during her whole existence, to grope in the
dark as it were in regard to all that she sets about,
while men n.re carefully trained in the knowledge of
the processes of nature aud of reason, should, we
think, nrouse a suspicion of an ineqnality for which
tlie mere fact of sex will not acc:ouut. There must
be the unfolding of her intellect. Every maiden
should diligently inquire into her own constitutiou,
so as to know what duties are demanded of her,
what laws she ought to obey, what ha.bits she ought
to form, and for what end she was made. She
should deeply investigate the nature and distinctions
of morality. There is a fearful lack of morality
among all classes, but notwithstanding that, no
maiden shonld shrink from forming her rnor!l.l cha-

racter because conventional morality may be lax, and
the sense of moral distinctions on the part of too many
obscure. Failure here is to fail all through life, for
without healthy moral habits life is shorn of progress
and happiuess. She should not take up prejudices
on this vital part of her edncation. Rather, it will
be most profitable for her to investigate the cla.ims
of all the systems, and adopt that _as the best which
is found b_y her to be most iu harmony with the
revealed will of God. Iu utilitarian ruorality--where
pleasure is the end-she will find that the quantity
and quality of pleasure is set forth in a way that
will largely add to her happiness to know; n.nd in
intuitional morality the universality of the moral
sense will confirm her in her idea of the high dignity
and destiny of the race. While her powers of mural
discrimination are developed her moral impulses
will Le strengthened, and duty in its most exalteu
sense become the keynote of her character.
She will have recognised by the time that her
educatiou has reached this stage how .frail she is:
how liable to temptation, how prone to sin. She
will see her need of grace, her need of a Saviour.
It ma.y be quite true that women as a rule are more
religious than men, that they are more in harmony
with the a.ttril.llltes of God than men. are, tha.t they
have more of truth, gentleness, temperance, purity
and love, but these qna.lities require to be developeJ
by study anu meditation, and susta.iued by coustaut
prn.yer and practice. Maidens sbonld culti vn.te :t
devotional spirit and be i·igidly teuacions of atleutiou to their religious duties. They need not 1e less
loving, less cheerful, less Lnoyaut., less hopeful.
That form of religion may be jusLly suspected that
is ever obtruding itself aud wrapping those tli:tt
manifest it in gloom. It is preposterous tha.t His
children should never fiud joy and happiness unless
they stray from God ; that in places where temptatious are rank and pleasures gross, joy is only to be
found. This fata.l delusion has been the ruin of
many youLhs n.ud maidens, and hns seusibly diminished the happiness of multitudes. Were young
women only to bea.r in mincl that they are ever in
the presence of God they would uever fall into this
mischievous error. With a sen e of bis all- eeing
eye contiuun.lly looking clown llpon them pleasnre
would uever become folly, liberty never become
license, joy never become levity. The inuocent
ga.iety of their nature, their rippling langhter, their
sweet simplicity would enhance their naturnl charms,
and keep theit- cup of joy mantling to the brim.
They should be daily readers of the Word of Gotl ;
daily feeders in His pastures ; as the hart panteth
after the water brook so should their sonl pant after
the living God. In a woru they should taste and
see that God is good, and have the delightfnl experience that it jg well with them that fear Him.
As 'hrist has hown mankind the Father o they
should make Him the pattern of the Father of their
Spirits, and fashion themselves a.ccorcling to his
glorious likeness, so that as He has saved and
cleansed them by His blood, they should be like Him
in the light of His resurrection. If they use the
Bible and the other men.us of grace to secure this
lofty ideal of the Christian, they will easily find out
the best methou oE nsiug them all. Let them store
their memory with the precious words of the BiblP,
commit the Psalms, the Proverbs, and the Sermon
on the Mount to memory, and they will have a
treasnry of Scripture that will ever flow aud fail
not. A maiden thus divinely nurtured is supreme
over all the cbauges of time or fortune; to her
nothing can come n.miss. She will ever be found
w ere the channels of Diviue Grace are, ever ou the
spot upon which the precious blessings of our common Father de~ceud.
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Next to the knowledge - of her own being, the
notions of duty, n.ud her dependence on God, should
be the knowledge of mankind, in society, under
God >s pl'ovidential rule, :wd under earthly law and
government. The knowledge. of her own country is
most important and cannot be safely neglected.
There she will find that there is a providence that
shapes our ends rO'agh-hew them how we will. She
will easily learn philosophy as she acquires history,
for history is simply philosophy teaching by example.
Her fine taste should be cultivated in the direction
of either painting, sculpture, or music. Many
women earn an honourable independence l>y their
prosecution of some one of these arts ; to his wife's
accomplishments many a man has owed his ability
to tide over adversity, nay, his second rise in the
world. No maiden should despise the acquisition of
n. really thorough practical acquaintance with this
or some similar art. The preseut Countess of Roseberry-a lady whom wealth has, one would think,
removed for ever from penury-is a traiued schoolmistress, and not less fit for her station. It is always
a bn.nier against poverty, or what is nearly as bad,
clependeuce on friends for support. But apa,rt from
these considerations, the poi.session of such invaluable
accomplishments has a hig hly elevating influence on
the recepti ,·e mind of women, aud tends still more
to endear h er to all who share her society. The
choicest gems of literature should also form a
pa,rt of her mental acquisitions. The pleasures of
reading are among the most solid and sati factory of
a.ll. We find ourselves in the society of the wisest
aud best of mankind ; we travel in their company
and view the beautiful and sublime iu nature, the
march of the seasons, the luxuriance of the forest,
the effulgeuce of the garden, and the trea nres of the
field, until our soul recognises the grand truth that
the ea.rth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof. We
vancler vith tl1e histoi-iau d1nvu the stream of tim £rem 1.he moment whe11 his first faint records chronicled the doings of mankind. We pass on, leaving
behind ns the empires that have b een founded, have
flourished, and passed away, past systems of philosophy and of ociety that now serve to absorb the
attention and the research only of the antiquary.
As we wander on, poesy, song arrest our attention,
as they ing of the ~easous as they roll ; of the exploits of kings of Troy, of the death of Arthur, of
Paradise Lost, of J eru alem Delivered, the Vision
of Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven, of the human heart
with its tens of thousands of chords vibrating to the
music of the spheres.
By a spirit so attuned to all t.bat is true, nod
beautiful, and good, filial obedience will be lovingly
paid, the home ties lovingly respected, her elders
revered, her yonuger.s caressed and encouraged, her
dependants cheri heel, and all the relations of life
faithfully upheld.
And when the time comes when !;be receives the
attention of lovers, she will be able to bear herself
with true maidenly affection and modesty ; she will
be able to discriminate and choose, not for wealth,
display, or even for position, but for genuine worth.
The husk may charm others, but it cannot deceive
her. She hns weighed well the gold and the glitter,
ascertained the value of the dust and the diamond,
and she fixes her warm, honest, constant affection
upon one who Yalnes her for the sterling qualities
she possesses, ancl faels in gaining her unchanging
Jove that h e is the happiest of men and that the
object of his life runst be to ma.ke her the happiest
of women .
The young lady who tempts a young man with a
g1arn of wine, clc.scrYes a drunkard for a husban1 ,
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NOTES OF AN ADDRESS TO vVOMEN,
D elivered by the R ev. J. 117. Horsley, at a Drawing-room
Jfeeti11y at the R ev . J. Ha.~loch Potter's, Streath1J,1n.

ALL lovers of mankind and of manliness, all true citizens and patriots, jealous for the fair fame of their
native land, all Christians, above all, grieving over the
insults to God, the hindrances to the full advent of His
kingdom, and the irreparable loss of myriad souls, must
vindicate their right to the noble titles they claim by
striving with all their powers, and with their varying talents and oppo1·tunities, to roll away from England
the reproach of intemperance.
There seem, moreover, some special reasons for women
engaging a0tively in this work.
l. They lwve more leisure, at any rate, in the day
time. Not unconscious of their many vressing ancl
holy duties at home, we are yet mindful of the ·w ork
they already do in district visiting and mothers' meetings, which are most conveniently at hours when their
husbands and brothers must be elsewhere and otherwise occupied.
2. 'l'o them chiefly Goel seems to have given the oift of

influence. ",vho is she?" a judge used to ask, think•
ing that in every quarrel a woman will be found the
proximate or l'emote cause. But this influence is more
for good than for evil. Moreover, they, by their very
weakness, it may be, have an influence over men, and
rough men. ,vitness the labours of Miss ,veston, Miss
.1. ightingale, and many more honoured in e,·ery town
and village. "As unto the bow the cord i , so unto
the man is woman : though she bends him, she obeys
him, useless each without the other." Eve made
Allam to eat, and many another Eve has per uaded
another Adam to drink. But, on the oth er hand, how
many an Eleanor has, with self-sacrificing love, '"ithdrawn the poison from her wounded and weakeued
spouse.
3. 'l'hr-y have th e tmi11i11r; of children wul of servants.
"She who rocks the era lle rules the world," said the
great apoleon, and how much of 't. Timothy's Yirtuc
was due to Lois and Eunice? The memory of a moth r·s
wonls ~ml example preserves many fron1 so111e sinful
lusts of the body, why should not this same power
preserve from the detilement of intemperance? And
how the habits of the mistress are r eproduced in the
artizan's wife who has been in service. The liberty of
the one becomes too often the license of the other.
",vhy should I abstain? My old mistress ,vas a
religious woman, but saw no harm in her glas or two."
N. B., of 3, 07 Gfallen women in W estminstcr I'rison, l, 589
had been in domestic service, and of the same number
2,52-! were brought in directly or indirectly by drink.
Hatl some of them had better mistresses they would have
known a better fate. The mistress, above all others,
is a city set on a hill that cannot be hi<l.
4. Women are specially liable lo the temptation. I
quote from the Health Primer on Alcohol by Dr.
Greenfield (not a total abstainer). "At some periods
of life there is an especial tendency to drinking. One
of the most dangerous of these is middle life in women,
and it is at this period that many previously sober ancl
moral women become acldicted to drinking, often in
secret at first, and lay the foundation of habits which
shorten the life and degrade the character. No doubt
this tendency is encouraged by custom and the influence of bad advice, hut, in many cases, there is a very
strong inclination towards drinking which needs nothing
but the possibility of secret gratification to cause it to
be indulged in. Those who have not had the opportunities which doctors unfortunately enjoy of hearing the
sad revelations which are sometimes made on this
subject, would he astonished at the amount of secret
drinking amongst apparently respectable and sober
middle-aged women."
5. Jntempercmce is much caused by wornen. I quote
the same writer, "In the state of maternity and childbirth, the same is true to an enormous extent. The
amount of drinking which is carried on, both at these
times, and by nursing mothers, under a wrong idea of
the neces ity for alcohol, and an entire misconception
of its true action, is almost beyond belief. On no sub-
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ject connected with drinkiug is it more necessary to
speak emphatically, for the direct and indirect efforts
of such a misuse are evils of incakulable extent. It
seems to have become one of the doctrines and tenets
of the female world that alcohol is essential to women
·who are nursing, and that it is not only a benetit to
them, but their duty to take a considerable quantity.
If this error were confined to the lower classes we
might not be surprised, but unfortunately it is equally
common in the higher. Monthly nurses are probably
more charge,tble with spreading drunkenness among
married women than any other class. Their position
::md supposed experience as 'wise women,' enable them
to insinuate the temptation, and propagate the error,
in spite of all the elforts of doctors and moralists.
Young mothers especially are led by their advice, as if
they ,vere bound hand and foot; and, in spite of their
bettel' judgment, they give way to their leaders in a
hitherto unknown land, and blindly follow their blind
guides. There is no evidence that alcohol is more
necessary or beneficial to mothers, as such, and all
experience points strougly in the opposite direction."
Adel, that the want of restraint caused by the sight
of the mother's perennial teapot, and the being allowed
to drink (albeit milk or water) between meal, and at
the first desire, makes often the nursery the antechamber of the public house.
6. Ileredity in this -matter is ,nciinl!J from the motlw·'s
side. An unbelieving doctor said, "At any rate one
text is true-the sins of the parents are visited upon
the children." Freewill and grace may avert the curse
spiritually and morally, hut physically the taint remains. So Dr. Greenfield again-" The habit tells
upon the offspring it is intended to benefit. There is
the strongest probability that the moral ancl mental
character of children is inlluence<l by the action of
alcohol in the mother, a greater misery is thus causeLl
than even Ly crippling or fatal <l.isease." vVill you
transmit to children the colour of your eyebrows and
not the tendency to intemperance, or the inability of
self-control. , o Dr. Brunton before the Lord's Committee, "There is a distinct transmission of both the
propensity to drink, and also the bad effects of it,
mental qualities and tastes, as well as bodily, being
very ofte11 transmitted." Ancl the spark in the mother
may be the flame in the child. One day in vVestminster Prison there were four generations of the women
of one family brought in from drink; might not the
youngest, a baby at the breast, be said to have been
born drunk '?
7. Women are especicilly i,1te,·esle<l in the preoention of
infnnt mortality-and how many babes are drowned in
beer? Eight of 100 babes in the upper classes, 32 per
cent. in the lower, die in their fir.st year. But note
the proportion among tlie iutemper;i.te. From one page
of my prison note book I find that 20 men had 204
children, of whom 128 were deatl One (aged 50) had
11 of 13 dead; why ? "I am one of the worst drunkarJs in the v.·orlcl; my wife don't drink so regufarly,
but very hanl wh en she goes about it. " A woman, 38,
had 9 children, all dead, both parents drink. A woman,
4-:1:, hacl 1 of 12 alin, husband died of paralysis of the
brain, from a "ga,y" life; she drinks hard when out of
prison. A woman, 31, had 9 children, "all <lead,
thank Goel," the ninth conviction for drunkenness.
8. Th e extent of female intemperance. The ordinary
proportion of crime ought to be, and has been, 1 woman
to 7 men, but London imprisons J 6,525 women to
18,883 men for drnnkenness. One day at 1\larylebon1~,
of ~2 c:tses 21 were for· drunkenness, and 14 of these
were women. In one week 146 female offenders entered
\Vestminster Prison, 12G for drunkenness. In Liverpool the women have even outstripped the men in the
hideous race, 6,276 females to 5,537 males being apprehendell for clrnnkenness in one year. Satan seems to
have changed his policy since the days of Pharaoh and
Herod.
9. 'Pile alrnost lwpe.lessness of reclaiming female clr1mkcirds. Five m en for one woman may be permanently
reclaimed, the Joss of shame boing more fatal with
women. They will steal for drink and prostitute themselves for drink. In Ianchestoi• Gaol, in 1877, there

were 3 women in respectively for the 146th, 133rd, and
108th time. Iu York, 1 for the 150th time. One I have
myself known in for the 150th time. One came in for
drunkenness the same day as she was discharged from
a month for drink, leaving her husband a corpse at
home. An artisan came to pay a fine for his wife who
had been in innumerable times; he was 2~cl. short in
the amount: '' Never mind," s·iid the inspector, "as
you're tt reo-ular customer, she'll be in again t o-morrow." An;ther entreats the magistrn.te to send her
to Clerkenwell for some months as her only chance.
H. R ., ao-ed 64, amassed a largo sum, but lost all
by drink~ went to live with total abstainers and
seemed cured; ordered brandy in St. Bartholomew's,
took to old habits, bought two bottles of gin one
eveninrr and drank one b efore going to heel, in which
she w~s found dead. A tradesman's wife, on whom
an iuquest was held, hacl for weeks drunk nothing but
neat brandy, of which she had taken as much a~ three
pints in a day. When found dead she had m her
pocket a bottle of brandy obtained on credit.
10. 'l'he increase of female intempercwce. Sec this
ta.ble of apprehensions for drunkenness.
1868 1869 1872 1873 1876
206
71
103
176
wansea
1048
Durham
370
864
342
Salford
364 1,024
Newcastle
357
3,1~2
1,140
Add the testimony of clergy, doctors, leaders of society,
owners of laundries ancl r eg ister offices, and pastry
cooks.
Let, then, womanly shame, jealousy for the honour
of your sex, sisterly symp,ithy, Christ-like love for the
perishing ancl lost, animate your especial powers of
patience, winning gentleness and self-sacrificing love.
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THE number of marriages in Scotland last year was
23,462, being the lowest for the last twenty-five years.
'' Of course," says the press, '' it becomes natural to
seek an explanation of this reduced marriage rate by
onnecting it with the period of dull trade and financial
disaster that has recently prevailed throughout the
land." And there has been less drinking just for the
same reason. 'iY e wish that we conltl say that there
was really an increaRed desire for prudent marriages,
and also a lessened de ire to spend so much on drink,
when times improved; but we fear with good times
there will be hasty marriages and heavy drinking.
The -first. will only yi0ld to the efforts of intelligence
and ednca.tion, the last will certainly yield to nothing
short of a prohibitory law.
The publicans can't do the impossible. At anyra.te
they cannot reconcile their interests with their duty to
society.
They underta.ke to sell excellf'nt drmk,
excellent victuals, to have no dealings with boys or
girls who want drink for themselves, or trade with "a
drnnk.,, They may ,give "tick," but it is at their own
risk; they may take their customer's belongings in
l so at t 11e1r
· pen·1 . A D um f nes
·
pledge, bnt they co
]Jnblican the other clay, however, looked so closely to
his own interest that he forgot what was due to the
law-he took his customer's Bible in pawn for his
spirits, and has lost his goocl name and_ six poun~s Ly
the transaction: he speculated and, as 1s the fasluon on
'chanrre at present, he lost heavily. If the law had any
bowels of mercy it might have some compunction for
the subject of so heavy a fine. It may have a bad
effect on him; he might have a strong aversion to the
Holy Book, so strong that he may rarely or never open
it. But what about his customer? Dr. Chalmers used
to speak of the "expulsi ve force of a new affection," ~ut
it was in a di vine sense. Here we see the expuls1 ve
force of a malevolent affection for drink. The customer
imbibes the poison and expels _the \Vorel. ·when the
people are wise they ·will spread the ,Yord and expel
the liquor.
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"\Ye a.re often treated to glowing pictures of America
n.s the home of the free-our sons and. daughters whom
we have reared crowd to the emigrant ship, bid farewell to the la.nd of their birth, and cross the seas to the
new world. Y et, even in this land of liberty, independence, competence-the very paradise of the working man-we find that drink, by law protected, is the
same d eadly enemy to all tlrn.t directly or indirectly
come under the sweep of its terrible power. In New
York they have a " ociety for the Prevention of
Urnelty to Child.nm." The N ew York Herald gives us
two instances of the , 'ociety's operations.
Minnie
Green, a coloured girl, of 11 years, is rescued from the
brutality of a stepfather, who compels her to drink till
she is intoxicated, and beats her savagely if she refuses.
The girl is in the police office under a matron's ea.re.
The other is tlrn,t of a girl, .Minnie Hughes, of G years,
.cliscoverccl in a room amidst the greatest filth, and
without food . :Besi<le her is a. Mrs. Harrington, in a
b eastly state of intoxication. As the girl was nude
clothes were begged for her, a.nd she is, like Minnie
Green, under the police matron's ea.re. The .National
Ternpf'l"w1ce Advornte draws attention to the faet that
these children were not in starving Ireland or heathen
Africa, but in the so-called Christian city of New York.
In :Britain I believe that thousands of equally hapless
children, through drink, could be found were there a
similar society instituted to discover them.
There is often in the Lancet incontestable proofs of
the doctrine you and I hold in common. During the
past month we find that Professor Cameron, of Dublin,
real a paper upon the quality of whisky on sale in
Ireland. It app ears that the constabulary had collected
for him samples of whisky at fairs, race courses, and
wayside public-houses.
All these Wf're of very bad
rzncitity. The greater proportion consisted of what was
called patent still whisky, having nothing save alcohol
antl a little flavouring matter. M.uch of the whisky
consisted of new whisky containing fusel oil (amyl
alcohol), and aldehyde. Aldehyde is a substance formed
by the oxicb,tion of alcohol, and is interinediate between
alcohol antl acetic acid. Dr. Cameron regards it as the
toxic ingredient of new whisky. It disappears when
wh;sky is ·torcd for a couple of years. He ttabcl the
case of a whole family poisoned by drinking fo1· some
months "poteen," or illicit whisky, containing ~3 per
cent of amyl alcohol-father an l mother h ad become
insane. The infatuation for drinking in no way manifests itself more strikingly than at fairs, race course ,
cricket and football matches, regattas, &c., for which
special licenses have been obtn.ined, and liquor vendors
having got an idea that men are only silly geese or
sh eep furnished by a benignant providence for them to
pluck or fleece, have no scruples at doing so effectually.
They do not minister to the vicious propensities of
their customers without regn,nl to a consideration for
doing so, and the terrible consequences that follow
drinking are iutensifiecl through their relentless rapacity.
THE SocIAL REFORMER, Vol. XIV.
Glasgow: 30
Hope Street.-Although the organ of t he United Kingdom Alliance Movement in Scotland, the Soci,1l Rdor11ie1· contains much useful matter upon other than
prohibition topics, while the temperance news is selecte<l with care, and condensed so as to preserve all
rea.lly useful informat ion '\vithin as small a compass
as possible, no slight recommendation in these clays of
organisational verbosity. - Hou.•e mul Home.
THE SocrAL REFORMEn.--The Scottish Permissive
Bill and Tempera.nee Association publishes this useful
monthly, and the fourteenth yearly volume, in paper
binding, is now before us. Each number usually contains sevcrn.l able leading articles on current temperance topics, in addition to reports of meetings and of
other temperance work, and to well-selected information specially valuable to advocates. · Permissive
prohibition is stoutly upheld, ancl total abstinence
receives eITcctiv.e aid. ". e wish all possible prosperity
to this well-conducted organ of the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Tempe.ranee Association. - AUiance .l{ews,
8lli ult.

POETRVa
CREEPL G UP THE STAIIlS.
IN the softly-falling twilight
Of a weary, weary day,
With a. quiet step I entered
Where the children were at play;
I was brooding o'er some trouble
That had met me unawares,
When a. little voice came ringing,
" Me is creepin' up a stairs."
Ahl it touched the tenderest heart-sb1·iug
With a. breath and force divine,
Aud such melodies awakened
As words can ne'er define;
And· I turne<l. to see our darling,
All forgetful of my cares,
·when I saw the little creature
Slowly creeping up the stairs.
Step by step she bravely clambered
On her little hands and knees,
Keeping up a constant chattering,
Like a. magpie in the trees ;
Till at last she reached the topmost
When o'er all her world's atfairs
She, delighted, stood a victor,
After creeping up the stairs.
Fainting hea.rt, behold an image
Of man's brief and struggling life,
Whose best prizes must be ca.pturc\l
\Vith noble en.rnest strife;
Onward, upward reaching ever,
Bending to the weight of cares,
Hoping, fearing, still expecting,
We go creeping up the stairs.
On their steps may be no carpet,
By their side may be 110 rail,
Hands and knees may often pa.in us,
And the heart may almost fail;
Still above there i& the glory
"\Vhich no sinfulness impairs,
With its rest and joy for ever,
After creeping up the stairs.
Happiness is the gay to-morrow of the min<l that
never con1es.
A tipsy boy is a s11ame to his father, and a. ten-yearold smoker is a disgrace to his mother.
"Help the sweeper, please, sit-." " Can't, my man,
I wasn't brought up to the business; besides, I have no
broom."
An Irishman, who had a very ragged coat, ·was asked
of what stuff it was made. "Bedad if I know," says
he, "but I think the most of it is made of fresh air."
"Do you see any grapes, Bob? " "Yes; but there
are clogs."
'' Big dogs, Bob'!"
''Yes, Yery big."
'' Then come along-these grapes are not ours, you
know."
"\Yhen Charles V. read upon the tomb of a Spanish
nobleman, "Here lies one who never knew fear," he
wittily replied, "Then he never snuffed a candle with
his fingers."
Apples, grapes, and grain are excellent articles of
food, but cider, wine, and beer afford no nouri ~hment
to speak of. Their value as food is destroyed by fermentation.
AYR BURGHS ELEC'l'ION.--A little fellow, going along
Newmarket Street with a red rosette pinned to his
j;icket, snatched a blue rosette worn by a bigger boy.
The latter retaliated, plucking the reel rosette from the
other's jacket and trampling it upon the ground; A
scuffle ensued, out of which the snu.Uer boy came to
grief, but his spirit was big if his bocly was small.
Standing with his ha.mls and face smeared with blood,
which issued from his nose, and looking at his a11b •
gouist, he triumphantly exclaimed, " Ah, man, I ha'e
- . my colours yet ! "
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IN the tabular statement giYen in last month's
Social R eformer we expressed a pretty confident
I
EfORMER anticipa.tion that Mr. Samnel Laing, M.P., would be
GLA, 'GOW, JUNE, 1880.
re-elected for Orkney and Shetland. Our anticipation has been realised, Mr. Laing being elected by
rpH!!J PUNDS.
896 to 518 polled for his opponent, Dr. Badenoch.
* * 11Iembe1·s, friends, ancl Societies sub ·cribing to
Mr. Laing has been one of the staunchest supporters
* the Funds of the Scottish P ennissive Bill ancl
T emperance Association are respectjitlly inSir Wilfrid Lawson has had, having Yoted constantly
formed that Subsaiptions to the Association, if
with the hon. baronet. He has voted five t.irues in
-not already paicl, are now cl11e, ancl will ue
favour of the second reading of the Permissive Bill
r,lacll!t r eceived by the Agents and at the U.ffice;:;,
30 Hope Strc-et, Glasgow. The demands 11pon
and twice in favour of the local option resolution.
the Association are increasing, cwcl it would
The electors of his constituency, judging by the overmaterially assist the Executive in promptly meetwhelming majority by which he was returned, appear
in:; these, 1cere subscriptions prrict in the fonne1·
rat/11'1· f han the latter port of the jincrncicil year,
proud of him. It would have been better for our
1,;hich will close on 20th Sez,tem,ber, 1880.
cause and perhaps for other burniug questions if
southern constituencies had acted as patriotically
*** WE have recei ,·ed several excellent articles- and intelligently as the electors of Orkney aud
" Righteousness and convenience (expediency) ; " Shetland have don·e.
"How can what is called the moderate driuking of
alcoholic liquors be a right and safe course of
THE conte3t for the representation of the Wiglown
action 1" "Fulfilling Conditions-Nos. I. and II.; "
Bnrghs-Stranraer, Wigtown, Whithorn, and New
"Early Prohibitioni,3ts." We reiterate our intenGalloway-has terminated in the rejection of the
tion to prefer those articles that are brief: vivacious
Lord Advocate, aud the election of M ..J. Stewart,
iu their treatment, and crisp in their style. Too
Esq., who was rejected only last month by the elecmany writers do not take time, else their articles
tion of the Lord AdYocate. At that time his lordwould be very much briefer and better. Let them
ship gained by twelve votes, this time l: e has lost
take more pains, else our readers will care less for
by t,-veuty-three. '!ve are sony at this re ' nlt, not
their communications. To those contributors who
that we have any aversion to Mr. M. J. Stewart,
earnestly des_ire to assist ns we tender our warmest
M. P.-far from it; he voted with Sir Wilfrid Lawthanks. To those friends who sernl us n. newspaper
son, and will likely do so again; but simply because
occasioually we are truly grateful. May we hope
his lordship held more advancecl views ou onr questhat all send iug us newspapers will cut the paper
tion than Mr. Stewart, aud because he is Lord
at the portion to which they wish specially to direct
Advocate. He might have exerted a powerful inour attention.
fluence in our favour when the Local Optiou Liquor
Bill for Scotland was brought before the Legislature.
A SPECIAL DO rATIO
Even Mr. Stewart must see that in this light the
IT affords us much plea nre to acknowledge, per
Lord Advocate was much the superior ruau for
James Torrens, Esq., J.P., a special donation of
the temperance party. However, the electors of
£100 sterling from a friend who will not n.llow us
tbe Wigtown Burghs eviJently do not know their
to publish bis name. He is a staunch friend of the
own mind. We do not envy them their prefereuce
mqvement, and has Leen a generous supporter of
of :m ordinary member of the Honse to a member
the fo!lds of this Asscciation for more than twe:a ty
of the Goveri1ment.. The preference is absurd on
years. At a trying time like the present, such a
the face of it. We earnestly trust his lordship, in
donation is peculiarly acceptable. We earnestly
his next attempt to secure a seat, may meet with
hope that others of our friends may emulate the
better fortune.
example set them by this truly libernl donor.

THE
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WE regret that onr early going to press prevents
us having the pleasure to chronicle the results of
the intention expressed by the Earl of Zetland to
enforce his fen rights on and nfter the 15th May,
the consequence of which would be the supprission
of all liquor traffic in Graugemouth after that d.l.te.
We know two facts, ho,vever. The Commissioners
are of opinion that there is no hope that his lordship
will cha.nge his mind on the subject; and that the
Crown Hotel, of which his lordship is proprietor, is
already closed. Should his lordsbip carry out his
intention he will find none more loud in his praise
than those- npart from tho publicans- who are
meantime appreheusive of the conseqnence of such
an apparently sweeping change.

IT seems tha.t the brewers have been comparing
notes, and find that excise officers have been paying
visits to various breweries of a nature to suggest to
their owners the imposition of additional taxation.
This is & singular inference. No merchant or manufacturer iu the kingdom would draw the same conclusion, but no one is in partnership with a guilty
Government except the brewers and distillers, and
the part11ership is one that, if broken, must result
in the ruin of Bung, Tap & Co., and not of the
Government that protects them. The question of
the brewer ·then, when he sees Lis partner's officer
prowling about his premises, is not what does lie
waut, but how much taxes doC's he mean to impose 7
l With the public an other Yiew can be taken. Is not
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the liqnor traffic taxed heavily enough 1 Well, as
we arc n,gainst deriving tnxatiou from vice and
public immorality, we will not stop to discuss that
question. But if the questiou put was, Are the
distillers and brewers taxed unequally 7 we would
say, very unequally ; and so long as taxes are to be
imposed on a system for promotiug vice, poverty,
and crime, it is scarcely fair to compel one branch of
this system to disgorge more than the other. The
distillers will tell you that previous to 1860, when
the duty on spirits was 8s. in Englaud and Scotland,
aud 6s. 2d. in Ireland, was the goldeu age of the
spirit trade. It got on splendidly-" the 8s. duty
ltad so adapted itself to the peculiarities of the retail
trade that neither those engaged in it uor the consumers felt the fax to be oppressive." Mr. Gladstone, however, equalised and raised the duty to 10s.
for tl1e three kingdoms in 1860, and from that hour
the distiller has been in a declining trade, not merely
from the high duty, bnt from the fact that the
brewer has not been taxed so heav ily as him. It
will be best to show this by an example. A distiller
from a quarter of malt produces 18 gallons of proof
spirit, 0 11 which of course, at 10s. per gallon, the
duty is £9. The brewer, from the same quantity,
extracts 12 gallons of spirit, on which- the duly
would be, at 10s., £6. He only pa.ys £1 ls. 8d.
Why this unequal tax, this seeming favouritism to
the bre ,ver? Simply because the Government has
been pleased, in the case of the distiller, to tax the
manufactured product, a.ncl in the case of the brewer
the raw material. No wonder that the beery dovecots
have b •eu fluttered by the visits of the excise officers.
If Mr. Gladstone succeeds iu equalising the spirit
anu beer duties by as heavily taxing the fritter, as it
i roundly asserted he has the former, we may soon.
fiud a. vast accession to the ranks of the abstainers,
and an increased determination on the part of the
great nation to no longer poison itself by alcohol for
the sake of the revenue, or, as we fear, the poor
clnpe of a customer will p~y his additional penny
with rather a proud consciousness that he is patriot;
and that in the case of the Ala.bama Claims and the
Abyssinian war, so in the ra.se of the Indian deficit,
he is drinking the nation out of a difficulty.

miuation of the supporters of prohibition to secure
power to veto the liquor traffic but by the number and the respectful urgency of their communications. Friends can- in cases where they a.re iu
ignorance of the private address of their representative-address him at the "House of Commons,
London, S.W."· '\Ve earnestly advise them, wheu
they hn.ve written him, to intimate to the Secretary
of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association, 30 Hope · Street, Glasgo w, that they
have done so, so that should a deputation in London
be necessary its members may know tlrnt they lia.ve
done so. If they follow the course of action here
suggested they may have the proud satisfaction of
seeing the local option resolution carried this session.
If this be the case, then, the Government will find
it necessary to take up the matter by bringing in n.
bill to give effect to the action of the Hou se. In the
event of their doing so we may fully anticipate a
stronger bill than the Licensing Bill of 1871. Truly
our movement will be a power when the strongest
Liberal Government yet seen in Britain has to
legislate in accordance with its a.ims.

INTEU.ICENCE.

Dr. F. R. Lees rnptured a blood-vessel while in a
bath near Regent's Park, on the 20th April. Dr. N. S.
Kerr, who was called in, has enjoined absolute rest for
a time.
The Queen has granted :Mr. S. C. Hall, the author of
'' Sir Jasper" and '' The Old Story," editor of the A rt
Journ al, &c., a pension of £ 150, in recognition of his
long services to a1 t and litera.turn.
1
MEM•RA NDl'J3I F0R RA'!' l'_\YF.!l .- Le::;s dru!l kc!rne<1q
means less drinking. Le ·s drinking means less publicans' profits. Less publicans' profits means less crime,
misery, pauperism, rates, and taxes.
As a check upon "Temper:mce Tramps" the Red
Ribbon tate Central Committee of Michigan advise a.U
Hed Ribbon Clubs in that State not to employ any
strangers to address them who do not possess the ommittee's certificate.
URE OF INEBRIATES. - ! am informed by an ancient
physician that the customary treatment of gradually
reducing the alcoholic doses of an habitual drunkard is
an entire mistake. The only real cure is to knock
drink off altogether. -Old Parr in " Lifc."
Fun says :- " There is not the slightest doubt that
the Conservatives did themselves harm by going in for
the publicans. Had they showed themselves equal to
public interests that have no connection with taverns,
it is possible they might not have been bunged up."
LOCAL OPTION RESOLUTION.
About 20,0000 gallons of beer were very appropriBY the time tha.t our issue is in the hands of our ately and usefully employed in extinguishing a fire in a
readers the exact date on which Sir Wilfrid Lawson German brewery in Monte Video some time ago. The
beer was not, however, r esorted to until the water
will submit his local option resolution to Parliament supply was entirely exhausted. " That a pity that
will be announced. Now our friends may, looking taking it into the human constitution gentrntes instead
to the credit they deservedly received for their of quenching thirst.
No DANGER IN THE PLEDGE.-Dr. Richardson and
efforts all through the late beer Padiarnent, consitler
Dr. Gull assure us that t here is no danger in cutting
that less strenuous efforts may suffice to impress a off the liquor: no need of tapering off-eutting off a
Liberal Rouse of Commons. There never was a doer's tail an inch at a time to make it easier. And
greater mistake. They require to remind honourable he~e is a pregnant fact. Of several hundred women in
the ,Yanclsworth
orkhousc, five hundred had been
members of the promises made by them during their drunkards, but no harm. came to any one of them from
candidature, aud to urge them to fulfil them. Hence sudden and total abstinence. This fact is eonclusive.
the efforts they have so patriotically made in previous If alcohol were suddenly to vanish out of the world,
and there were 1io means of making any more, no
sessious are still required . Honourable members ' human hcing would be the worse for its clisa.ppearance,
h,avc no me:tns wherewith to mea.:;ure the deter - allll millions ,von U te the better.
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SPREAD OF Tm\lPERA t,CE. --A curious instance of the
sprearl of temperance is to be found in the fact of the
publication of a weekly paper in Shanghai, China,
called 'J'he Temperance Union, which advocates the movement in a thoroughgoini; style. It is printed in the
Chinese characters.
The friends of the United Kingdom Alliance in
LonJon are to hold a Bazaar in behalf of its funds
in the Canon St. Hotel on the 7th, 8th, and 9th curt.
The treasurer is Mrs. Ellis, 51 J ewin St., E. C. The
secretaries are Miss Stuchberry, 60 vVest Smithfield,
E.0., a.nd Miss Hilton, 234 Burdett Road, E. Goods
may be sent to Alliance Offices, 52 Parliament Street,

s.w.

ELECTION DAYS AND PUBLIC HousE8. -A letter to
the Tim es calls attention to, and advocates the adoption of, the system which almost universally prevails
throughout the United States-namely, that on every
election day-whether for Federal, State, or municipal
purposes-all bars and refreshment rooms where liquor
is sol<l, are by law compelled to remain closed during
polling hours.
At a charity dinner given recently in London the
chainnan, a distinguishecl member of the Corporation
of the City of London, asked for Appolinaris. A bottle
-n·as produced, and about three-fourths of n. tumbler
drank. Being compelled abruptly to retire, it was
discovered tha,t Hunyadi J airos had been given him
instead of what he asked. By and by the perils of
dri nking at public dinners will be as great as those of
milway travelling.
Mr. Kegan Paul, at the meeting of the National
Temperance League on 3rd ult., sa.id '' he took exception to the view that the temperance movement was a
leaven from above to below. He belie,ed it was the
reverse, and that this movement was from the workingmen who felt th eir own great needs. The movement
was reaching the upper classes, who ,vere engulphed
in the evil to the neck. He objected to the view that
total abstinence was self-denial-he regarded it as selfbenefit."
PA.nLIAllrnN'rARY EWS-ABS'l'AINERs.-In the Parliament of 1874 there were eleven abstainers; in the
present Parliament we ,can count twenty-three, viz.:
Sir '\V. Lawson, Sir Charles Dilke, l::lir Charles Reed,
Right Hon. John Bright, W. S. Allen, , amuel Morley,
A. J. Mundella, '\V. S. Caine, Joseph Cowen, Thomas
Burt, YV. Fowler, A. Pease, G. Palmer, Hugh Mason,
Saml. Plim~oll, D. Davies, J. P. Corry, M. Richardson,
Thos. Greer, John Givan, B. 'Whitworth, A. l\I. Sullivan, and J. L. Finnegan.
NEw SuPPORTERs.-'\Ve are glad to note among th e
new supporters of Sir Wilfri<l. Lawson the following
geutle~en : Lord Ramsay, Sir Charles Reed., Hon. L.
l::itanley, R. Jardine, F. Hendersou, R. T . Middleton,
J. Dick-Peddie, apt. H. Maxwell, Major Hamilton,
, . \Villiamson, J. U. Bolton, Hugh Mason, Hon. A.
Elliot, Prof. Bryce, Prof. Rogers, Firth, Thomasson,
Tillet, W. Fowler, '\Vren, A. Pease, J. A. Blake,
Hilling worth, Armitage, J. Stagg, A. Arnold, W. S.
Ganie, A. Leitke, and F. G. Richardson.
DR. KENNEDY ON THE DRINK TrtAFFTC.--Dr. Kennedy, at the Synod of Ross last month, is reported to
have spoken as follows on the r eport on temperance
given in by Mr. Grant, Tain :-Dr. Kennedy expressed
in general terms his approval of the report. There
were, he remarked, some things stated which he perhaps did not entirely agree with, but they were all of
one minrl as to the extreme desirability of reducing the
temptations to drunkenness within the bounds of the
Synocl. A mere dram-shop-a shop in which neither
lodgin g, accommodation, nor food was supplied, but a
shop in which merely drams or intoxicating drinks
were supplied-was, in all places, under all conditions,
and in all circumstances, unnecesRary, and the Synod
should use all legitimate means to reduce their number.
Dr. Kennedy concluded by complimenting the convener
of the committee, Mr. Grant, on his zeal and earnestness in this important matter, and submitted a formal
motion for the approval of ' the report. - Gciitlwess
Goiwier.

Mr. William Blackwood, tempera.nee lecturer, gave
a sermon on total abstinence in the Benevolent Institu -

tion, Thurso, last month. There was a large attendance of yonng people present, who seemed much
interested in the cause of temperanee. H e also deliverecl a lecture in the '\Vest Free Church. The subject
was, '' Our Political Prospects regarding the Temperance Movement." His r eferences and illustrations
were well chosen, and much adm.ired by the audience.
The Thurso folk are seemingly alive to the evils of the
drink traffic, and desirous for the suppression of dramtaking customs.-Caitlmess Courier.
OPENING OF BRIDGETO~ TEMPERA "CE IKS1'ITUTE. -On Saturday, 17th April, the "Briclgeton 'l'empemnce
Institute " was formally opened.
A large gathering
;earticipatecl in the opening ceremony. 'l'he Hon. Lorc.l
Provost Collins presided ; and along with him on the
platform were Mr. H. T. fiddleton, l\I.P.; Rev. Messrs.
Edgar, Howie, and Campbell ; B:iilies W a.ddell and
Thomson; ex-Bailie Torrens; Councillors Stuart and
Moncur; ex-Councillor Ure, &c. The Rev. Mr. Wilson
opened the m eeting with prayer; and speeches were
cleliverecl by the Lord Provost; Mr. R. T. Middleton,
M. P.; Rev. Mr. Howie, Rev. Dr. Marshall Lang,
Bailie '\Vaddell, and others. The proceedings, ,\·hich
were highly successful, were enlivened by a choir under
the leadership of :Mr. '\V. M. Miller, and terminated
with the usual votes of thanks.
MR. J. H. ll.UER.-This highly- esteemed reformer
and prohibitionist is expected from France early in
June with his newly-wecldetl wife. ~ir Wilfricl Lawson
has found in Mr. Raper a ficles A clwlei!, and d es;irous of
seizing an apt occasion to honour him, has suggested
the institution of a fund to purchase :.i maniage present
for the happy couple. He has asked Mr. Caine, M.P.,
of Scn,rborough, to manage the little affair, and promisecl a contribution of £200 towards it. Mr. Caine is
already able to announce that, up to 20th April, subscriptions to the amount of £1332 14s. have been
received.
-ot one word is requiren. on our part to
recommend the claims of Mr. Ra.per to such an appropriate recognition of his services. He has been known,
read, and heard of all men, and is the right man in the
right plac~.
T1rn CANADA TEMPERANCE AcT, 1878.-The Canada
Gasket says : '' On TuesJ.ay last the long expected
judgment of the Supreme ourt was given at Ottawa
in regard to the constitutionnlity of the Canada Temperance Act, and we are glacl to say that the juugment
sustains the constitutionality of the law as it now
stands. It will be remembered that, last year, the
Supreme 'ourt of ew Brunswick gave a judgment
declaring the Act unconstitutional, as it was beyond
the prerogative of the Dominion Parliament to enact
such a law. lL was from this decision -thaL the appeal
was made to the Supreme Court-our hi ghest legal
jurisdiction, - and the <lecisiou this week therefore
settles the question so far as its constitutionality is
concerned. The way is now clear for the friends of
temperance and prohibition throughout the Dominion.
For years such a law as we now possess has been agitated for, and now that we have it there should be a
general move all along the line to secure its auoption
in the largest possible number of counties. Already
the Act has been adopted in 15 counties in the various
Provinces, and there is good reason to hope, during
this year, that it will be submitted and carried in
many others. Let the necessary petitions be put in
circulation at once, let meetings or conventions be held
in each county or city if necessary, and let us have
definite, united, and successful action in the cause of
right and humanity. 'Speak to the Children of Israel
that they go forward.'"
HIGHLAND TEMPERA ·cE LEACUE.-The quarterly
meeting of the Managing Committee of this recently
formed organisation was held in Glasgow on the 15t h
Resolutions to
ultimo. Uaptain Hatfield presided.
the effect-(1) That as out of 25 ministers an:l eltlers
present at the Free Synod of Gl nelg, only three or
four were not pleJged abstainers, the .L~ague rejoices
at the fact, aml expresses its earnest trust that other
Highland Preiebyteries and Synods may fie soon found
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in the same gratifying r elation to the t emperance
cause. (2.) That the best thanks of the League is
hearWy tendered to all rendering assistance to the
cause of temperance in the Highbnds by means of
sermons, lectures, and personal example. (3.) That in
order that efficient a.ml permanent Gaelic lecturers and
speakers ma.y be engaged without farther delay, a
guarantee fund be raised, indep·endeut of the ordinary
subscriptions, and the Committee ul'gently-recommeud
friends of the cause to co-operate in carrying out this
laudable scheme.
The resolutions were cordially
adoptecl. The Secretary, 1vir. Simon Finla.yson, submitted the quarterly report, which bore that although
only three months in existence 170 members al'e on the
roll; 1216 pledge cards had b een sold; subscriptions
and donations t ,, the amount of £36 14s. received ; and
£10 ls. 5d. collected at public meetings. As some
promised sub scriptions are still unpa.itl, the Committee
would be glad if the friends who promised them would
kindly send them to the Secretary, 11t 360 Dumbarton
Road, Glasgow.
So. s Ol!' TEMPERANCE l!'RIE.' DLY , ocIETY. -The
twenty-first annual session of this society opened in the
Odtlfellows' Ha.11, Edinburgh, on Monday, 17th ult.
There was a Yery large attendance of representatives.
The Most \Vorthy Patriarch, M. :M 'Leod, in his address
stated that notwithstanding the trying character of the
past year there had been an increase in numbers and
funds. The society had not succeeded in introducing
the order into Ireland. The officers had been, like
most of the members, active in burying the '' publican's" Parliament and bringing into existence one
practically pledged to local option as· understood by Sir
Wilfrid Lawson. The Most Worthy Scribe, Brother
Clarke, submitted the statistics of the Order, showing:
-Yfarried members, 10,236; sio()'le, 3,873; half members, 370; total adult membership, 14,479. The death
ra.te was 8·84 per 1000 during tlw year. The total
income was £-!:3,333 9s. !>d., being an increase of
£ 1,036 16s. on the year. On Tuesday a memorial to
the Right Hon. vV. E. Gladstone in favour of Sunday
closing for England anJ "\Vales, and also iu favour of
local option as understooLl by 'ir Wilfrid Lawson, was
heart ily a,1opted. 'J'hiq htte1' Ftubject wn,s to he
brought before the members for Edinburgh by memorial.
On "\Veclnesday a resolution was carried dccb..ring ihat
the brothe,· who should apply for absence on his own
1· another's behalf viola.tell his obligation.
A proposal
to eliminate smoking from the cadet's pledge was
rejcctecl.
The session closed with the usu,il formalitie~.
SCOTTISH '1'.EMPERA " CJ<l LEAGUE.-The anniverso.ry
meetings of this organization took pface in the beginning of May, and were characteri ·eel by a fair amount
of success. The first of the series was the usual city
:Bands of Hope demonstration on aturday, 1st May.
The City I-fall was crowded. Alex. Albu, Esq., prebidell, and addresses were delivere(l by the chairman
and Rev. James cott. The Springvale band played
at intervals, and the young evi.dentlyfully enjoyed their
:Ylay-day ontiug. The annual sel'mon was preached in
the City Hall by Rev. Dr. Wallace. :Mr. L;tmbeth
presided at the organ, and the choir of the rev. doctor's
congregation led the praise. The annual meeting was
~eld in the City Hall on Monday, 3nl -ult., and we
regretted to find the attendance only fair. Lord Pro•
vost Collins, presiJent of the L eague, occupied the
chair. His Lordship gave a statement embracing a
summary oi the annual r eport, and was very effective.
Addresses were tben delivered by Rev . .J. A. Johnston,
,J. M 'Credy, Thomas Evans, ex-Bailie Lewis, and D.
';rossley, and the proceedings t erminated with the
eneiliction. On Tuesday, 4th, the members and
:riencl:s breakfasted togcthet· in the Trades' Hall under
the genial presideucy of Bailie Lamberton. Grace
;vas said by Rev. Mr. Macphail, and acl<lresses delivered
oy the chairman, Rev. J. M'Credy, Rev. \Villiam
Halliday, J. Torrens, Esq., J.P., representative Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance As ocia.tion; Rev. dr.
Evans, Rev. J. M'Leau, Rev. V,.,T. Ross, Messrs. R.
"impson and D. Crossley. The proceedings were of
the most cheering character. The busi ness meeting
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was held in the Trades' Hall at 11 A.~1. A. Allan, in
the absence of the L ord Provost, in the chair. The
thirty-sixth annual report was then submitted. From
it we gather that the Lea~uc has made marked progress
in all its d epartments. The jubilee celebration was a
gl'eat success; the conversaziones in Glasgow were very
interesting and successful. Enlogistic reference is made
to the Lord Provost's temperance entertainments, and to
special deputations, occasional advocacy, and the tmvelling agents. The Register soirees amply fulfilled their
object.
'l'he publication departm ent was as usual
active, 40,00D volumes being issued during the year.
The joint-executive's action about a Local Option Bill
for Scotl;md receives laudatory notice, as does Sir
WiHrid Lawson's resolution, which had the energetic
support of the League, &c. The r eport ·was aLlopted .
The Treasurer's statement showed that the income was
£8115 lls. 9d., the total expenditure £8062 19s. lld.,
leaving a balance to carry forward of £52 lls. 10d.
The income showed an increase of £290 7s. 9.~d. The
statement was adopted. Resolutions thanking i'ninisters
who deliyered anniversary sermons, representatiYes of
kindred associations, the directors, and the officials.
Mr. Macnair's annual motion in favour of thQ total
suppression of the whole liquor traffic was negatived.
This meeting couclnded with the usual formalities. A
most enjoyable social meeting concludeJ the anniversary proceedings.

U. P . SYNOD.-This reverend body met on tho 3rd
ult., in the new buihlings of the Synod in Castle Ter•
race, Edinburgh, formerly the Edinburgh Theatre. On
the 4th, for the first time, a complete statistical statement was submitted. There arc 550 congregations in
the 39 presbyteries; 10,630 baptisms, being a decrease
of 179; this ie an average of rn for each congregation.
Among these were 109 adults. There are 352 Sabbath
schools, with 10,805 teachers, and 84,075 scholars;
I 72, 170 persons are in full communion with the church,
being an increase of 1,96-1. There are 101 students at
the classes in the Theological Hall. The eongeegatioual
iacome is £255,402, 17s., being a decrease of £14,352,
Os. 4d. The average membership is 317; the average
contribution for each congregation being £409, 16s. 6d.,
a Llec:1·ea:,e iu tl1e btte1 of £30, 8,,. The. missionary ir.. come is .,79,26 , 19s. 9cl., a decrease of £5,641, lls. 2J.
The average contrilmtion per member is £1, 15s, ·which
shows a decrease of 2s. 3d per member. The legacies
received during t_he year amounted to £32,649, 12s. 3d.,
or £ 11 ,378, 17s. 7tl. less than the previous year. The
total amount receh-ed by the chur h in 36} years bas
been £8,5:35, 966. On the 7th a conference on temperance took place, Professor Calderwood, Joclerator, in
the chair. llev. Dr. Joseph Brown sai<l that the prestige of the ministers was being lowerecl, and he thought
that blame might attach to them from their apathy to
the temperance movement. He had abstained for 45
years. If only £ 1 a head was spent by the membership
of the church, that would be £174,000, and one-fourth
of that would relieve them from their difficulties, and
fill their treasury to overflowin~. Rev. Dr. Ritchie
recommended the formation of Rinds of Hope. Rev,
i.\lr. Goldie condemned the frightful havoc among mis•
sioos by alcoholic liquors. Dr. "\Vallace pointed to the
triumph of Local Option at the General Election. The
conference then closed.
Mr. Rankine, Cupar Fife,
laid on the table the re1Jort on temperance and morals.
He indicated the healthy progress of the temperance
movement by (1.) the attention paid to inculcating
temperance pi·inciples and practice on the young ; (2.)
the advance of medical testimony in favour of abstinence ; (3.) Organization of sectional effort in the army,
navy, ainong railway servants at1ll women; (4.) public•
houses without intoxicating liquor. Various overtures
in favour of Banus of Hope, early closing, &c., were
submitted-Mr. \Vatson submitting that the drinking
customs led many to fall from church membership;
Dr. A. Thomson submitted, 1st, that the church discourage drinking customs at funeral, induction, and
orLlination dinners ; 2nd, that a sermon be preached on
some Sabbath of December; 3rd, that liberty be given
to the committee to petition in favour of any parlia~
mentary bill for the restriction of the liquor tra,ffic;
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ancl 4th, that the committee petition in favour of the
closing public-houses at au earlier hour than eleven
o'clock. Rev. ,T. Kay proposed to enjoin the committee to petition in favour of all the measures that
might be brought before pa.rliament, especially in behalf of a Local Option Bill for Scotland. Rev. J. A.
Johnston moved a resolution far short of Rev. Mr.
Kay 's, seeing that it excluded all reference to the Local
Option Bill for Scotland. Dr. Thomson's motion was
carried. Later on Dr. Thomson moved that the Public
Morals Committee deal exclusively with temperance,
and the public morals would be otherwise provided for.
Agree l to. The United Presbyterian Ministers' Abstinence ociety's Breakfast Party was held in the New
College Buildings on the 5th ult., Rev. Principal Cairns
in the chair. Rev. Mr. M'Kerrow having asked a
blessing, the chairman introduced the proceedings in a
brief but able address. Rev. Dr. Reid reported a loss
of 6 members, the adhesion of 17, giving a present
membership of 212 ministers, being an addition of 11
in the course of one year. Addresses were delivered
by Bailie Selkirk, Rev. Dr. Hutton, R ev. Dr. \Vallace,
Prof. Calderwood, Rev. Dr. Joseph Brown, and Bev.
,v. Ross. There was also an overflow meeting, which
too was largely attended.

prosperity set in and continued till 1874. " 'ages rose
extremely high , more money was spent iu drink, and
while the shops were reduced in number they were
greatly augmented in size-drunkenness prevailed to an
alarming extent, and the arrests were considerably
increased thereby. Mr. ,vaterston regretted that this
free trade was not continued as it might have proved a
better argument. Touching the question of compensation, he said the statements of Mr. Gladstone were
greatly misunderstood. All the Premier had said on
this was that if vested interests bad grown up under
the present system compensation would have to be considered. So say we. But had vested interests grown
up; he thought not. The liquor dealer had only a
privilege, he had no legal right. The question of compensation was a mere ghost to try and frighten them.
The certificate of a publican was only endorsed for
twelve months, and at the expiry of his term he could
be deprived of his license by the action of the magistrates and no compensation allowed, and he saw no
reason why a publican should be compensated if he lost
his license by a popular vote. Mr. ,,. aterston concluded his lecture by enforcing the claims of local
popular control as the only e!Tective method of at present dealing with the difficulty. On the motion of the
Chairman a cordial vote of thanks was aware.led to Mr.
Waterston for his able and instructive lecture, and a
similar compliment to the Chairman t erminated the
proceedings.

FREE TRADE AND COMPENSATION.
A LE TURE 011 the above subject was delivered in N ort.h
Public chool, Dysart, on Monday evening, 26th April,
by Mr. J. H. \Vaterston. The lecture was under the
GLASGOW AK'TAI EU '' UNION.
auspices of the Dysart Temperance Society, and the
chair was occupied by R cv. Mr. Guthrie, president of TIIE annual meeting of the Glasgow Abstainers' Union
the society, who briefly introduced the lecturer.
was held on the 5th ult., in the Religions Institution
Mr. ,~7 aterston said his reasons for taking the sub- Rooms-Mr. John Lindsay presiding. l\lr. Airlie,
ject of free trade and compensation was because these secretary, read the report for the past year. It r eferred
snbjects had been raised by their political l eaders, and to the domestic mission in Calton and Gorbals districts.
considerable importance was attached to their views on to the cookery classes, the public-houses without the
the question. He admitted the licensing question was drink, the street coffee-stand , and to the Kilmun , 'eabeset with diffi culties. Since it first began in 1504, in side Homes. 11egarding the last institution, the r eport
the reign of Henry Seventh, it had been a source of says :-" Of the 1009 patients during the past year_:_
perpetual annoyance. Lord Hartington bad said that of whom 497 were males and 512 were females -193
free trade in drink had never had a fair trial in this were under fourteen years of age, 367 ahove fourteen
country. This, however, could not be said to be true. and under twenty-five, 375 above hventy-!ive and
The retail sale of spirits was absolutely free until the under fifty-five, and 74 above fifty-five. It will thus
year 1n6, when the first license duty was imposed. be seen that the great bulk of the patients were within
The excise duty from 1684 to 1741 varied from 2d. to the more acfo·e and useful period of thefr lives. The
6d. p er gallon, a tax so very small that we mll.y say length of stay at the Home for each patient was from
l>oth the pro luction and sale of spirits were carried on two to fom and five weeks, and in special cases for a
in England from 1684 to 1736 on the principle of free longer period. As regards results, Miss Blair, the
trade, and what was the result? The consumption of esteemed matron, reports that 737 left able for work,
spirits increased from 527,000 gallons in 1684 to 178 improved, and 94 no better. She also adds5,394,000 gallons in 1735, the year in which the first ' During the past year we have had a larger number of
license duty was imposed. The effects of the free trade respectable working men and women in the Home than
system on the morals of the people was still more at any former time, a class usually able to save somemarkerl : their habit,s became such that in 1751 very thing t0 help in times of sickness, Lut tbe long-constringent measures had to be passed. These r estrictive tinued depression of trade, want of work, aucl bad
measures proved powerful r estraints to excessi\'e health have reduced many of them to a very sad condrinking, and the consumption of spirits steadily dim- dition, and for the first time iu the Ji.yes of some of
inished till in 1761 it had fallen from 5,39:1:,000 to , them, they were thankful to receive in the Home the
3,181,000 gallons, and continued to decrease till in comforts they need but can no longer provide for
1781 it had fallen to 2,000,000 gallons. Then it was themselves. "\Ve ca11 gathe1· from some of th em that
argued by Mr. Gladstone and Lord Hartington that the they have had a hard battle to fight with poverty and
free trade experiment tried in Liverpool from 1862 to , ickness before coming here.' The ordinary income
1866 had the effect of reducing the number of criminal from subscriptions and otherwise for the snppor~ of the
apprehensions even ,vitb. an increase in the number of Home <luring the year has been £956 12s. 9tl. There
licensed houses, whereas when the restriction system have also been two legacies, viz. :-£500 (less legacy
was again adopted the apprehensions were considerably duty) from the Trustees of the late John Ross, jun .,
increased. He admitted the correctness of the figures Esq., and £20 from the Trustees of the late Major
quoted, but was the decrease owing eolely or partly to Robert
alkinshaw Y onng. In order to meet the
the adoption of the free trade system? He thought not. annual estimated expenditure a sum of not less than
They all knew that a committee of the House of Lords £1200 is req_uired. 'l'he ordinary income for the past
had sat on the question of intemperance, and had ex- year having fallen short of this, the directors were
amined witnesses from all parts of the United Kingdom under the necessity of drawing somewhat freely upon
-and it happened that these witnesses included the the legacy fund, which they regret." The report also
Mayor, Chief Constable, and two Justices of Liverpool, referred to the fact that the City Hall Concerts had
who were in office while the experiment was tried. been financially prosperous, and that, 011 the whole,
1'hesc pointed out that in 1864, the year when the 1 the funds of the Union were in a much more favournumber of arrests showed the first decrease, a. night able position than they were last year. The report
closing Act was passe<l, which produced the best effect, was adopted on the motion of Mr. \V. F.ife, seconded
and in 1866 a fearful depression of trade prevailed, by Mr. Hector. Office-bearers were app.ointed, a.ud
which had the effect of fmther rellur;ing the number of the proceedings c~ncluded with thanks t o the ch:iirappreh ensions. Then in 1869 the flood of commercial man.
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ABSTlNE CE SO 'lETY.
thirteenth annual m eeting of this society was held
on Tuesday, 13th April, in· connection with the annual
meetin as of the Congregational Union of Scotland, in
Ewina Pla.ce Church, Glasgow. The Rev. G. Rutherford,
iu ab;ence of the president, occupied the chair. After
the meeting was opened with prayer, the secretary,
Rev. James M'Lean, Glasgow, read the Thirteenth
Annual Report, from which we make a few interesting
extracts:-" \Vhen we go down beneath the surface,
many and striking facts are soon discovered to prove
that, in reference to the drink system of the land, these
are better days than those in which the temperance
movement originated. But while the history of those
fifty years justified the jubilation of the last few months,
th ere are abundant reasons all around us why temperance people should review the whole line of action, and,
if possible, adopt wiser methods and seek a live_lier
inspiration to enable them to reach the end, which,
alas ! is yet too far in the future. As long as the
enemy is at the gate there is no time for rest.
.
The annua.l conference with the students took place in
the Hall of Hope Park Congregational Church, Edinburgh, and our respected president, Mr. Watt, occupying the chair. A number of temperance friends resident in Edinburgh and neighbourhood were present,
some of whom took part in the proceedings. . . . At
the beginning of winter your committee issued a. circular to all the pastors of our churches requesting th em
to preach on intemperance on abbath, 28th December,
or a 8abbath as near to that as convenient. \Ve are
not in a position to say how far this request was
acceued to, but we know that a number of our pastors
<li<l so, and, no doubt, with good results. It would be
of great a.cl vantage to the cause of temperance if arrangements could be made to have one Sabbath in the year
which would be known throughout the churches as
'J'emperance Sunday. :. . . Agreeably with the practice of the last few years, the secretary wrote to the
convener of the local committee of the Congregational
Union expressing the hope that no alcoholic liquor
would be found in the rt:fre:;hn1ent roum couneded
with the forthcoming meetings of the Union in this
city, and also suggesting that the y'oint-communion service shouhl be oLserve<l with non-alcoholic wine. As
regar<ls this latter point, 'use and wont' have <lcci<led
aaainst us. . . . Your committee, fully alive to
the need of farther legislative action in relation to the
traffic in intoxicating drinks, prepared and forwarded
n. petition to the House of Commons in favour of 'ir
\Vilfritl Lawson's local option resolution. A similar
petition was also forwarded from the Edinburgh Conference, signeu by Dr. Lowe, as chairman of the meeting. . . . The committee close their report by earneatly urging all the friends of sobriety in our churches
to earnest, persistent, prayerful efforts-for intemperance and its accompanying evils can only be effectively
grapple<l with by the devoted followers of the Lord
Jesus Christ." The financial statement showed that
the income of the 5ociety was steadily improving. The
reports were adopted, workers thanked, and a resolution in fav our of the formation of Banus of Hope unanimously passed. The proceedings terminated with the
benediction.

THE

THE MOVEYI.ENT rn THE FAR NORTH.
( To the Editor of the " Social Reformer.")
Srn,-As I understand that a little informa!ion regarJing the progress of the movement in the various
localities of the operations of the Scotti sh Per111issi ve
Bill and 1'emperance Association, which one visits, is
generally acceptable to your rea<lers, I do not hesitate
to proffer mine. My last epistle to the Social Reformer
related to Lerwick, where I spent eight days among
the temperance friends, and experienced much pleasure
from my sojourn. Since that time I have visited Kirkwall, in Orkney, and it is gratifying to tell of that
northern burgh, that the temperance cause is in a.
healthy state. There are two Good Tempbr Loclges

in the town and a temperance society. They have an
excellent hall in connection with the orJer, for which
the members are largely indebted to Mr. James \Valls,
a gentleman who takes a marked interest in the temperance reformation. Yon will be pl~ased to _see th~t
Kirkwall will not be unrepresented m our lists tlus
year. The Rev. Mr .. Pirie_ and others as3_isted me; and
while I had the satisfaction of addressmg two good
meetings, my enjoyment was enhanced by _spending an
evenina with Mr. J. Phillips, of the Scottish Temperance League, and in listening to a lecture by our
talented brother, the Rev. J. J. Cooper, of the Independent Order of Good Templars. From Kirkwall I
went to Shapinshay-an island a short distance north
of the mainland of Orkney. I spoke three times in the
Rev. Mr. Tiplady 's church on the Sabbath clay, and
found a comfortable home in his manse, where I tasted
of the pleasures of his hospitality and those of his
goodwife. Shapinshay contains a thousand of a population, and no public-house threatens the amenity of
the island. If the editor of the Scotsman was north
there, he would hear no complaint about "the liberty
of the subject," and no clamour about the absence of
"refreshments," unless he himself felt disposed to
raise the vulgar cry. The distance from Kirkwall to
Stromness is fifteen miles, and you get an easy driv<',
along a good road, by the mail gig. Mr~. Henuall's
lodgings are most comfortable - there, m~leed, the
weary find themselves at rest. My meetmgs were
fairly attended. In this town I formed several agreeable connections, which I hope will be lasting. The
principles of prohibition, whi ch I advocated, diJ not
fail to gi vc us a respectable list of subscribers. Captain
Robertson, of Stromness, maintains a steady loyalt.y to
our association. I crossed the Pentland Firth on a
somewhat stormy morning. The sea is frequently
rough. The steamer rolled and pitched. very mucb,
and the waves broke over her deck; and as I had to
hold on by a post, there was no leisure to survey the
old Man of Hoy, or watch the waves dashing in surges
of foam on the rocks of Dunnet Head. However, I
arrived safely at '£hnrso.
Here I met some very
kind friends, who intere ted themselves in getting
up meetings for me, and through their infineuce, 1
r.m glad tc s:.i.y we ·were p·etty cuccessful. I was
delighted with the number of young men who attended my meeting on the londay evening.
One
cannot feel too grateful when he is privileged to speak
to a number of young men on the principles of popular
prohibition. Most people believe now tlutt the liquor
traffic is not righteous, ,md the thoughts of young men
especially should be directed to its removal. It is a
corrupt social institution licensed by the tate, and it
can only be broken down by the same means by "·hich
it ha.s been set up. It is the creature of law and must
be uestroyed by law. Never did the drink trade feel
a.larmed till the United Kinguom Alliance unfndeJ the
banner of prohibitory la.w. The l\Iessrs. \Vaters, Mr.
Bain, and others showed me many kind attentions.
Mr. Campbell, librarian, conducted me through the
museum, and showed me a number <:>f curiosities,
among t which were the beetles and botanical specimens of Mr. Hobert Dick, the Thurso philosopher and
naturalist. Altogether it was a pleasure for me to be
at Thurso, and I don't mind how soon I return t o that
town. Thurso will not be out of our register this year.
There are two lodges in 'l'hurso, one of the I. 0. G. 'J'.,
and one of the U.T.A. 1:~next town I visited was
\Yick. There is a, splendk'f"'Temperancc Hall in \Yick ,
which is generously placed at the disposal of temperance reformers by the committee of the temperance
society. I availed myself of the opportunity affordell
and held two meetings, but I regret tha.t they ,vere
not largely attended. However, I managed to secure
the adhesion of some first-rate men, ancl spent a happy
night with the members of the Pnltneytown Lodge
U. T.A., getting them to give us their support. I must
arrange to visit Wick again about the beginning of
winter. Helmsdale is a nice little town about thirtyseven miles south of Wick. A temperance association
has sprung up here under the able presidency of the
Rev. D. Macrae, F. C. minister. About 200 were
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present at my meeting, and at the close 8 men, I think,
t ook the pledge. There was an air of sociality and
friendliness abont the gathering which contrasted
greatly with the formality and stiffness which are
occasionally seen at temperance meetings. This is no
doubt principally due to the genial spirit breathed into
the association by the kindly words and animating
presence of Mr. nfocrae. I was pleased with the association, and if it is not presumptuous in me to say l?O, I
must candidly confess that I think that many ministers
ha Ye not yet learned the good which they might do in this
present world, if they would shed the fragrance of their
sympathy oftener among the people. There is a fine
instance of this in Helmsdale. The Highland Hailway
skirts the coast from Helmsdale to Golspie, a distance
of seventeen miles. I got to the latter town early in
the morning. I went and merlitated among the tombs
for nearly au hour till the Post-office opened. I cannot
tell you how joyful I felt when I read in the Alliance
News the decln.red constitutionality of the "Canada
Temperance Act. " You know that this Act is almost
identical with the I ermissive Bill, and you see how it
has sent the liquor traffic of the Dominion into consternation. I like to see a poor dissipated fellow brought
into a lodge or a temperance society and induced to
sign the total abstinence ]Jledge, but my faith rests
much more in changing the law in order to make prohibition possible. At Golspic I had my first openair meeting for the season. It was an expcrjmeut in
the village, but the friends thought it should be tried.
Consi<lering that ,ve had no n.rl.vertisement, it was
moderately successful. There is a lodge of the I. 0. G. T.
in the village, with a number of camcstmcn doing their
best to promote the cause. Both the ministers of the
village entered their nam es on our list, and a number
of ethers gayc me cheering evidences of their approciation of our movement. 1:,o you will observe Uolspie
is not to be behind in assisting to bring round the day
of trinm1 h. Truly Sir Wilfrid Lawson is gaining
mauy friends. I hear his name spoken of with admirntion, and one cannot help feeling a justifiable pride
in having him for a leader in the country and in the
Hou~c of Commons. Dornoch is se ·en miles south
from Golspie. It is one of the Lurghs of the 'Wick
group, and is plea.santly situated on the north shore of
the Dornoch Firth. lt was quite unusual for a Permissive Bill agent or an Optional Prohibitionist to
enter within its quiet precincts. I found a good fri en<l
in Councillor Frazer and another in the Rev. George R.
Kennedy, of the Free Church. One meets with sweet
surprises sometimes in this transitory world, and I was
destined to meet with an agreeable one in Dornoch.
Bein er informed that the tutor of Mr. Y cnnecly's sons
was ~ 1fr. Hunter, son of the late Rev. George Hunter
of the U.P. Churd1, Tillicoultry, I r eplied that I knew
his father. In a fow mi1 1 utes I hatl the pleasuro of
slrnking l1ands with :Mr. John L. Hunter. Oh, how
our interview recalled the old Ochil hills and the clear
winding Devon. Many of your rea lers will be aware
that the RcY. George Hunter was a sound t emperance
reformer, a man of public spirit, and an eloquent
pl·eachcr of the gospel. The son is following in his
father's footsteps. .From Dornoch I went to Tain, but
meantime I was compelled to make a short stay. I,
however, met several of the warm friends of the temperance movement. I wanted to get on to Dingwall.
This burgh sits snugly between two hills at the western
extremity of the Cromart Firth. ,vhen the history
of the temperance reforma · n comes to be written, the
careful historian will certainly not exclude Dingwall
from his pages. Here is one of the best lodges of the
Good Templar Order I have seen in Scotland. It
thrives, although some people might think that it does
not breathe the most congenial atmosphere for cultivating the virtues of total abstinence ; still, I think,
we may rest .assured that many socia,l and moral reforme!·s will emanate from Dingwall , and if all our
lodges coultl show i~ front like this one they would hasten
the day of Scotland's emancipation from the bond.age
of the drink curse. I hope to have a few interesting
things to tell you of next month.-Yonrs truly,
"\"YJLLIAl\1 BLACKWOOD.

POISONOUS UNFERMENTED WINE.
08 Kensington High Street,
London, May, 1880.
Srn,-The enclosed paragraph from the .l,fancheste1·
Examiner and 1'imes has bad a very wide circulation, and
is calculated not only to do me a great personal injury,
but to se1iously prejudice the discussion of the , acramental ,vine question. You will, therefore, greatly
oblige me by publishing the following correspondence
relating thereto, as the best corrective I can devise for
so unfortunate a publication.-! am, very truly yours,
FRANK " rRIGHT,

"To the Chairman of the Health Committee,
, alford, April 27th, 1880.
"Srn,-The following paragraph from the J.Im1clLes{(:1•
Examine,· and Times, and quoted therefrom into other
widely-circulating newspapers, has been brought to my
notice:PUTILJC ANALYST'S REPORT.-A DANGEROUS NONALCOHOLIC WINE.

Mr. J. Carter Bell, the borough analyst, reported
that during the last quarter he had analysed 138 s:unplcs,
including 90 of milk and 26 of beer. He found 43
samples adulterated, viz., 38 of milk, one of unfermcnted
wine, one of oatcake, one of whisky, and two of beer.
The sample of unfermentetl wine contained a considerable amount of copper, which might be seriously detrimental to health. In warm weather a person might be
inclined to drink a large quantity of that acid, sugary
compound, which contained. a Yery dangerous close of
copper salt, a proof that it ha.cl been preparnd in a careless and ignorant manner.
You may not be aware thnt I am the principal m:tker
of unfermented wine in this country, and that besi<les
me the only manufacturer whose wine is now in the
British market is the Liverpool firm recently prosecntecl
nuder the Adulteration of Food and Drugs Act. It is
obvious that the circulation of such a statement as this
is calculated to do me a serious injury unl ess explained
more definitely than in this paragraph. Allow me,
therefore, to ask that you will place it in my power to
correct any false impressions which may have been produced by the circulation of this ' _H eport,' by informing
when and where the sample of nnfermented wine in
question was purchased, and by whom it was state<l
upon the label to haYe been manufactured.-! am, sir,
very truly yours,
"FnANK \YRIGHT."
"12 Radford Street, Higher Broughton,
Manchester, April 29th, 1880.
"Sir,-The chairman of our Health Committee has
handed to me your letter, in which yon have asked fo1·
some information in regard to my last 'Qna.rterly
Report,' containing an account of an unfermented win e
which contained a considerable amount of copper. I
cannot give yoa the maker's nar,1e, as it ,,,1.s uot upon
the bottle. The label upon the bottle was the follow-ing :-' Unfermented ,vine.-Port, for family and
sacramental purposes, manufactured from the juice of
the grape. Wholesale depot, 104 Breck Road, and 52
Brunel, treet, Liverpool. '-I remain, yours truly,
"J. CARTER BELL, F.C. . , F.l.C., &c.•·

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot und ertake to return rejected
communic,.tions, nor boltl himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.
ELECTIONS AND PUBLIC-HOUSES.
To the Edito1· of the "Social R ef01·me1·."
Orillia, 25th April, 1880.
Srn,-Jnclging from what I see in yonr illnstra.tecl
and other newspapers, the clear old .Motherland might
learn a lesson in the conduct of elections from this young
domini on. Here, ta,erns, a.ncl all places where liquo rs
arc sold, must be closed during the polling. "Treating" by candidates or agents during the canvass voids
an election; hiring of vehicles to convey voters to the
polls is prohibited, and no vehicle is permitted to dis.
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play any flag, streamer, or placard in the inter est of
any candidate. Betting on elections is forbidden, and
other precautions taken to prevent "undue influences,"
particularly on the part of the puMicans or other
powerful interests. '' Open houses " are a thing of the
past, ancl publicans arc anxious rather to avoid the
undue display of p:11tisanship and placards likely to
give offence to either party which might prove successful. This all helps to lessen the influence of "the
Trade " in politics, and also prevents much of the excitement which characterised election contests iu the
olden time.-Faithfnlly yours,
G. H. HALL.
AN E PLAr ATION.
30 South Mount treet,
Aberdeen, 20th April, 1880.
To the Editor of the "Social RPj'orm,er."
ll!Y DEAR Srn,-Kindly insert the enclosed note as
my reply to "Delta," whose note I al o return herewith.-Very truly yours,
vYM. CLAnK.
Glasgo,v, 19th April, 1880.
MR. vV:t1L CLARK,-Sir,-I ob erve in this month's
number of the ,.; ocial Reformer in your article entitled
"Principle and Expediency : their true place in the
Temperance Enterprise" a quotation, viz., '' To Him
whose he was, and whom he u·as bouncl to serve."
\Vill you kindly mention in next month's number of
the Social Refarmer from whose writings the quotation
is taken, especially the words in the quotation "was
bound," and you will greatly oblige, yours, DELTA.
P,,S'.-As this article is to be continueLl, a reply is
looked for.
""\V. 0." begs to convey his best thanks to "Delta,"
who ycry properly calls attention to a quotation in
No. 1 of last month's issue-"To Rim whose he was,
and whom he ·was bound to serve." In the indirect
form this quotat.ion should have r ead, "·whose he was
aucl whom he served." The idea. wished to be com·cyed
-eutire consecration to Ch1•ist-remains inta.ct, but
correct quotation ought to have had place. The
Apostle's own words, r.s rendered it"! our :iuthori:::ed
version, are, ""\Vhose 1 am, and whom I serYe," Acts
xxvii. 23.
THE NATIONAL DnINK BILL FOR 1879.
'l'o the E,lito1· of the '' Social Refarmer.''
DEAR Sm,-Tho Excise Returns giving the conumption of intoxic:iting liquors for 1 7U have been
publislled, ancl no_w that the excitement of the election
is passing away, 1t may not he unacceptaulc to yom·
readers tu have placed before them a statement showing the amount of money expended upon intoxicating
liquors during the year 1879.
The following table gives particulars of the various
kinds of intoxicating liquors consumed, together with
t.lie money expenderl thereon. It also gives the consumption for 1878 : 1879.
1878.
Gallons.
£
£
British l (a)27,936,651, at20s 27,93G,G51 29,358,715
, pirits \
Fo~·c_itgn t (b) 9,540,851, at 24s 11,449,021 12,636,364
pm s \
Wine
(c) 14,945,093, at 18s 13,450,583 14, 45,065
Beer.
Cwt.
Bsls. malt.
ugar l (d)l,OG6,687=4,551,192
usec1 ~
Malt l (e) •
49 935 926
used~
•
'
'
Total,
. 54,487,118
Equal to 980, 7G8, 124 gls. beer
at ls. 6d.
.
.
. 73,557,609 83,798,756
British Wines (estimate): Gals.
at2s.
17,500,000 1,750,000
1,750,000
£128,143,864 £142,188,900
r-,howing a falling-off in the consumption of £14,045,036,
or 9 '8 :per cent,

(a) See Trade and ~avigations Returns Feb., 1880, p. 72

(b)
{c)
(d)
(1')

,,

Dec,,
Dec,,
Feb.,
Feb.,

1879,
1879,
1880,
1880,

p.
p.
p.
p.

12
H,
71

71

It will be a source of much gratification to all who
are concerned for the national well-being to observe the
great falling-off which there has been in the consumption of intoxicating liquors in 1879, as compared with
1878, reducing the drink bill to an amount below that
of any year since 1871. That year it amounted to
£118,906,066; in 1872 it rose to £131,Wl,4.90; 1873,
£140,014,712; 1874, £141,342,997; 1875, £142,876,669;
1876, £147,288,760; in 1877 it fell to £142,007,231; in
1878 it rose a little, being £142,188,900; and in 1879
it had fallen to £128,143,864, being, as I have said, less
tlrn.n any year since 1871, and Nineteen lilillion s less
than in 1876.
Perhaps it may be said that a considerable proportion of tbe fa,lling off has arisen from the diminution of
the people's means owing to the depression in trade.
Doubtless some of it may have arisen from this cause;
but if the falling off were wholly attributable to the
badness of the times, we should find the s11me cause
affecting the consumption of other things, such a::i tea,
coffee, &c. ; but this has not been the case, as the following table will show :Table showing the co11s1tmption of tea, coffee, ancl cocoa,
clurinr; tlte years 1878 ancl 1879 :1878.
1879.
Increase.
Tea . ., ... 157,692. 762 lb.
160,652,187 lb. = l ·9 per cent.
Coffee ... 33,393,248lh.
34,696,256lb,=3'9
Cocoa ... 9,980,162lb.
10,lll,526lb.=1·3
Giving an average increase of 2·3 per cent.
From the tables which I have given it will be seen
that whilst the consumption of intoxicating liquors fell
off to the extent of 9 ·8 per cent., the consumption cf
tea., &e,, increased 2 ·3 per cent. clearly proving that
the reduction in the former case did not arise entirely
from the crippled resources of the people, but partly
from a change in their habits, due to the spread of
temperance truth, to the establishment of coffee-houses,
&c., and to improvement in the general legislation of
the country.
It will no doubt also be interesting to your readers
to know in what proportion the drink expenditure is
spread over tbe Unitecl Kingdom. The following table
will show this, so far as concerns ihe consumption of
beer and British spirits, ,Yhich are the main items of
expenditure, The particulars for wine and foreign
spirits are not given in the returns.
'l'able sliowing the co11,~umptio11 of beer and Britisli ~pirit
in l!)nolcrnd, Scotfand, anrl lrelcrnd 1·espcctively, for
the two yeai·.s 1 78 and 1879 : Beer.
18i8.
1879.
Decrease,
England .. ,. .. £74,951,769 £66, 179,066= 10·4 per cent.
, cotlancl.. ...
3,996,562
3,3:17, 792 = 16·7
,,
Ireland .... .,
4,850,424
4,04:0,695=16·7
Spirits.
Engbud .. ,... 16,697,663
16,314,174= 2'3
cotfand . , . . .
6,559,147
6,287,477= 4-·l
Ireland,... ...
6,101,905
5,335,000=12 ·5
From the above figures it will be seen that whiist
the falling off in the consumption of intoxicatiua liquors
has been considerable all round, it has bee~ much
greatP.r in Ireland, where Sunday closing had recently
come into operation, than in England or cotlancl, and
there can b,e n? doubt that the gootl resulting from
'unday closrng m Ireland ,rnuld have been still more
marked had it not been that five of the large towns,
viz,, Dublin, Cork, Belfast, Limerick, and \Vaterforcl,
are exempted from the operations of the Sunday Closing Act.
On taking a general surYey of the position of matters
relating to the nation's intemperance, there will evtry•
where be n, fceliog of great Eatisfaction, if not of relief,
at the rnpid progress which has taken place in favour
of temperance during the past few years , During the
height of our prosperity, six or seven years ago, whilst
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the evils of intemperance were universally admitted.
and by many deplored, there yet appeared on the part
of the public to be au indifference and an apathy that
filled with gloom the he:uts of good men, and the fear
arose in many minds that the nation had become so
greatly debased and enslaved by drink as to have become callous to its vital interests. The continued
spread of temperance truth, coupled with the severe
distrnss which has existecl, and which has largely been
the result of this intemperance, has at length not only
enlightened the understandings of the people, but has
roused them to such a sense of personal obligation as
has borne the wholesome fruits to which I have
referred.
This growth of opinion has been largely manifested
during the recent elections. For the first time, perb,ps, in the history of electioneering, politicians have
taken little or no account of the publican power ; the
conscience of the nation has been too much aroused
to permit of its lending its influence in support of an
interest which is so antagonistic to the commercial,
moral, physical, and social well-being of the people,
and the result is, we have a Parliament more in sympathy with questions of social reform than any previous
Parliament during the present generation, and if the
new House of Commons succeeds in dealing with the
licensing system in such a manner as will redeem the
country from the fearful evils resulting therefrom, it
will earn the gratitude, not only of the nation, but of
the whole civilised world. - I remain, yours truly,
\Vn.LI.\M HOYLE.

Claremont, Totiiugton, near Bury,
Lancashire.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
BooKS, &c., for R EVIE\\', and communications for the
Etlitor, should be forwarded not later than the 12th of
e:wh month, and as much earlier as possible, to the
Offices, 30 Hope Street.

The Pre..~ton 'l'empera11ce 'l'eaclier; by Joseph Livesc)r,
Preston,(the Author, 13 Bank Street). Price 8d. J)et·
100. The venerable patriarch of the temperance reformation, Mr. Livesey, "is always at it." "The Preston
Temperance Teacher" is a monument to his sterling
enterprise. Admirably clear and plain aucl sensible,
each issue is well fitted to do abundant good. Curiously
enough, like the latter issues of the old man, it js
adtlressed more to temperance reformers than to
drunkards. No. 1 furnishes a speech of Mr. B. \Vhitworth's and an article named '' ·what should be Done?"
No. 2 is more varied than its predecessor, aud is a
striking issue. No. 3 is also an excellent number. On
the whole, we heartily can and <lo wish success to Mr.
Li vesey's latest venture, which we hope will be scattered
widely and continually over the land.
BooKs RECEIVED :-Elliot Stock's marvellous Penny
Testament (three sorts) ; The Princess, Dupay's Mao-azine of Fashion ; Evidence on the Closing of Public
Houses on Sunday, by E. \Vhitwell ; The J\Jissionary
Juvenile, No. 1; Notes on Prisons; Studies in Life,
by Dr. H. S. Paterson ; The H umau Body, by Dr. H.
S. Paterson, &c., &c.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
THE LATE MR. EBENEZER ANDERSOX, GLASGOW. This staunch temperance reformer has passed away at
a good old age, having departed on the 4th ultimo,
agecl seventy years. As long as health and age would
allow Mr. Anderson devoted Lis efforts to the promotion of the movement in its personal, political, but
specially in its gospel aspect. His presence will be
mi&sed at the meetings of the Dale Street and Plantation treet Total Abstinence Societies.
THE LATE MR. JoHN SMITH, Gu.soow.-\Ve deeply
regret to have to record the decease of this estimable
gentleman ancl steadfast friend of the temperance
movement, ,,·ho died at his residence, Fairmount,
Bothwell, on the 10th ultimo, in tLe seventieth year of
his age. Mr. Smith, although of a r etiring and unassuming di position, was deeply interested in the
temperance reformation in all its phases, and was one
of its earliest and most attached supporters. He ]ms
for many years been one of the esteemed vice-presidents of the 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association, to which he has ever proved an unfo,ilin cr
and generous friend. It was al ways a pleasure to hi1~
to receive friends coming from a distance on the business of the Association, who ~t his hospitable fireside
never missed the comforts of their own homes. ~fr.
, mith had in Mrs. Smith one as warmly attached to
the movement and as devoted to its interests as himself. She co-operated vigorously with the leaders on
all possible occasions. A widow, a son, and two
daughters are left behind to mourn their irreparable
berea\·emcnt. 'l'he Executive of the , cottish Pennissi ve Bill and Temperance Association ha,·e minuted
their deep sense of the loss sustained by Mr. mith's
decease, and their sincere sympathy ::mu condolence
with his mourning relatives. They were represented
on the occasion of his funeral by,J. Torrens, Esq., J.P.;
Bailie 'elkirk ; R. C. Murray, Esq. ; and R. Mackay,
Secretary. His remains were interred in the Glasgow
Necropolis on the 14th ultimo, in presence of a large
company of mourning friends.

T emperance Landmm·l:8: A Narmtive of the Work
et}l(l the IVod.:er8. (By the Rev. R. Maguire, D. D.)
London: '' Hand and Heart'' Publishing Office, 1 Patern oster Buildings, E. C. 'rhe year of Jubilee has impelled
many to offer material to the history of the temperance
reformation. Dr. Maguire coutributed a series of papers
on "Temperance Landmarks," to 1-fome Words. In their
serial form they met with high approval. They are
now reprinted, and appear in the form of an excellent
handy book which an advocate of temperance ma.y
easily put in his pocket, making each chapter serve as
a reading to some temperance meeting. .Dr. Magnfre
has clone his work with singular fidelity and success,
and we specially commend the last chapter to our
reader , as one well fitted to supply them with the
most powerful motives for engaging in the urgent work
of temperance reform.
'l'hP, Bernd of Jiope Jicmdbook, &c. Prepared under
the direction of the ommi ttee of the L:.mcashire and
Cheshire Band of Hope Union.
(London: S. ,v.
Partridge & Co., 9 Paternoster Row.) While heartily
sympathising with the Band of Hope mo,·e:11cnt, and
when and where we can stamping our sympa,thy with
willing help, we demur to the statement with which
this handbook begins, that this movement has developed
more and is more hopeful than any other phase of the
temperance question. Comparisons are deemed otlious,
certainly they are so in this case, and it serves no good
purpose wlin.tever to make them. The handbook has
many and singular excellences, and it is fitted to enable
any committee to easily surmount those difficulties they No. IV.-OUR HOM:E LIFE.
may meet with in their attempts at forming Bands of
Hope. The various suggestions it contains are based
V.-HOW IT MAY BE DO rE.
upon a widely extended and observant experience. It
Price 5s. 6u. per 100.
aims most wisely to make the children workers, in
entertaining e~h other, in distributing temperance
literature and otherwise. This is the true way, and
Oder through
faithfully followed will make the Baud of Hope which
EDINBURGH
PUBLISHING CO.,
adopts it flourish and grow as it flourishes.
"\Ve
cordially recommend this handy h:rndbook.
J. ::\IE~ZIES & CO., or SCOTTISH LEAGUE, GLASGOW.
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TEMPERANCE IN RELATION TO THE
GO 'PEL.-U.
"\V rn have been speaking of those who die directly by
chink. Our heart's blood almost. freezes when we
think of the almost incredible number of young
children who are suffocated Ly their drnnken parents
by being overlaid, poisoned by foul air and bad food
an<l drink, or dying by starvation-all ills that the
tlrun karcl's children are snbject to ; the number of
wives broken-hearted, dyin g before their time; the
nuruber of young lives Llighted and shortened; the
number of grey heads brought down with sorrow to
the grave. These form n.uother awful indictment
acrainst the destroyer, alcohol. This goes on in this
o~r ,: Home of Christian liberty," and perhaps far
more than 300 lives are sacrificed da.ily at Bacchus'
brutn.l shrine. The thing is appalliug:-too great
for our conception-and we can but stare blankly
nt the figures, and pass on. The angel of temperance, clear-sighted and sympathetic, looks in 011 the
terrible naked reality; wrings her hands in Litter
sorrow, and begins to preach her gospel of repentance
nud temperance reform. She has found an effectual
cure, which she calls TOT.AL ABSTINE cE, and holds
it up like a ' · serpeut ~n the wildeme.;s." Mn.ny
lrn.ve embraced her teaching, and borne testimony to
its soundness. , 'cience has come forward and given
her passionless, unprejudiced testimony in its favour.
Yet Churchmen who have got tired of hearing the
bn.re, uuin itiug doctrine of self-deuinl for the good
of others preached, cry, "Away with your totn.l
abstinence, your narrow-mindedness, n.nd your sectarin.nism ; we want 11one of them here ! Preach
the gospel to the people, and there will be no need
of your total abstinence pledge. Down with your
'pledge' and up with Christ, and teach the people
true self-control by the grace of Goel, and such
t eaching will be honourable to you." The reply to
this is al ways ready. These well nigh nineteen centuries you have, in yom· own way, been preaching
the gospel ; and while this strong drink has been
eating the heart out of our nation, and bringing her
down to this terrible condition, you have been sayinO" the same things. \Ve cannot, therefore, listen
nny longer to such meaningless babble. We find
th::i.t the gospel does not prevent alcohol from workincr its deadly course with those who take it. We
fin°d there is no tempera.nee in the use of, but only
in entire abstinence from it.. We find this thing
alcohol to be deleterious in the smallest doses. We
finJ. also that the Bible, whose teaching you sa.y
rules yonr conduct., says, "If any man defile the
temple of God, him shn.11 God destroy, for the temple
of God is holy, which temple ye are." \Ve find this
thing alcohol to be a cerebral poison. It bas a
special affinity for the brain, and, consequently,
when a man is under ils influence, as the late Professor Miller well says, "reason is at a discount,
aud voluntary control pl::tced more and more in

abeyance. Whn.t is specially human is lessened,
what is merely animal is int enaified ; the passions
rise rebelliously, and defy all moral control ; and
the mn.n becomes, under his own act, what the law
has quaintly termed him, voluntarius demon. He
is temporarily insane, aud fitted for any act of violence to himself or others." "And this condition of
ins.'l.nity," he remarks, "may not prove temporary,
but ma,y be prolonged . The man, though bec:ome
sober, is mad, n.ncl may remain so for some time."
Vf e do not argue that what doctors are pleased to
name insanity is nsun.lly induced by small doses of
alcohol, but we maiut:i.iu that if it be a brain poison
auJ. au impairer of reason in large doses, it must be
the same in small doses. That which is wate1· in a
gallon does not become milk in n, drop ; it is still
water. The question, clearly, is only one of degree ; _
and we hold tlrnt ns long as people continue to imbibe a drug that destroys their reason and sense of
responsibility to God and their fellows, preaching
the gospel will be little more than fighting the air.
Man was created a rational beiug, with Ithe power
of choice. God entered into a covenant with him as
a rational, respon ible, free agent. Mn.n, by the
exercise of bis own free will aud. cl1oice::, violn.tcd th,:;
co.:1dition of th:i.t co~ en:1.nt. Tbe penalty of t.his
wn.s death. Man coulJ. not save himself. God provided means by which, on the acceptance of certain
conditions, man would be n.vec1. Those conditions
arc set forth in the gospel we are told to preach as
the antidote of intemperance. Man cannot and
will 11ot accept the conditions unless lie feel
'fhis thing alcohol destroys his
responsible.
sense of respon. ibility.
Man canuot u11clerstand, much less accept, any conditions, without
the exercise of ltis reason. Alcohol destroys bis
reasoning faculties. Nor is this all ; it blunts his
moral sense, inflames his lower passions, " the lusts
of the flesh that war against tbe soul."
It not
only impairs or destroys his re~soning faculties-it
goes further, aud en.ts out of him, like a cancer, all
that is good and Godlike, all that is manlike, and
rellders him lower than the brutes because selfdebased, and soon placea him beyond the reach of
every better influeue;e, human or di vine.
The gospel, therefore, having no power over the
physiological effects of this or any" such drng, can do
absolutely nothing for a person who is under its
influence and power. The "moderntion" party say
they do not contend that the gospel may be preached
with permanent effect to a person in a state of intoxicatiou, but they would speak to the per on when
sober, and then the gospel would be understood and
accepted, and all would be well. If the gospel, they
say, cannot be accepted when a per:::;on is in a. state
of intoxication, neither can the total abstinence
pledge. True, we say, but the more the sense of
responsibility is abused by the use of alcohol the
weaker it becomes. The brain becomes clouded,
and the moral perceptions are partially destroyed.
1
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He knows that the demon n.lcohol has got him in
his relentless grip. He knows the torture he daily
receives at his hautls, throngh that burning, queuchless thirst. Begin to preach the gospel to that ma.n
:mcl tell him to accept Christ, and He will give
grace to enable him to chink in moderation as you
do. You will no more get him to believe it than
you woultl get him to believe that the grace of God
would enahle him to jnmp over the moon. He will
tell you you do not nnderstaud his case, or yon
would not talk to him of moderation. He will tell
yon yon know nothing of the flame that is kindled
by the first drop he takes. He will tell you tlrnt
the grace yon spe[l.k of is too high for him-he cannot attain to it. He will have difficulty iu understanding n. Christianit.y that tnmpers with a thing
that he Jhas found to be a destroying devil. Such n,
man will never be nble to understand your Christianity apart from total abstinence ; and if yon do
not believe in total absLinence he will h:we great
difficulty in belieri,ng in you or your teaching. He
will tell yon you are qnite mistaken, that 'the barvest is past,' and there is no sn.lvation for such as
he, aud you will probably fail to make a single beneficial impres. ion on him. And why? Because you
have not met his ea ·e. He lrnows that strong
drillk is his ::;oul's greatest enemy; and wheu he is
tohl to <lrink" rno<lerately," this question presents
itself to his mind-How is he to giYe up all his evil
,,.ays trnless he a.lRo give up the vile thing thn.t inducetl them all? The thing is impossible, an<l he
c:tn go no further. 011 the other hand, if yon invite
him to follow your example and abstain, shn.ke him
warmly by the hand, and promise him yonr kind
hristian sympathy a.nd help, promise him that, as
far as yon can by your prayers and your practical
brothBrly sympathy, you will help him to fight
the great enemy of his soul, lie will promise,
with a tear in his eye, that wiLh your help and
God's he will try.
This basis is sonnd, and, if reform be possible, .you
will reform your man in this 1cay. Indulgence in
intoxicating drinks is a practice condemned by
scripture, and not only ont of harmony with, but
opposed to the gospel of Christ. Our total allstinence, then, is n. pa.rt of the doctrine of repentance, as
taught by J ohu the Baptis~. Repentance must
nlways go first (Acts iii. 19). Repentance must be
characterised by a change of prnctice (Matthew iii.
8 ; Acts xxvi. 20). Drunkenness is not only a
siu in itself, but it leads to innumerable other sins.
This the tlrnnkanl knows very well, n.nd hence he
knows thaL trne repeutance is impossible without
the giving up of his drinking habits entirely. There
is no other single Yice kno,vn that induces so many
others as drunkenness, and therefore in the call to
1·epentn.uce at the pre ent time the que tion of ternperance must be a prominent doctrine. The Church
in times past has been ignorin!Y this fact. In thi
important particula,r her "orthodoxy" lias been
rather lwtetodoxy. She has, in great p:1-rt, been
oblivions to the highest Christian law of love- the
Jaw of self-sacrifice for the good of others. This
being so, we who a.re of clearer vision, nud are alive
to the fact, are obliged to have n. society organised
for the purpose of preaching this es:ential but neglected part of the gospel of repentauce. Onr ternperance societies would not hnve been necess;:ry if
the Chnr~h h,Ld 11ot gone off the straight in the
matter. It would have been the Church's work as
it is the Church's duty, to teach that indnlgeuce' in
a drink that destroys tbat highest of man's facnlties
-rea.s011 - aucl his ense of respousibility, is a areat
sin, ancl in direct opposition to the cardi1rnl doct~i11es
of Scripture.
(To be ronti,11ued.)

MODERATE DRINKir~G : CAN IT BE A
RIGHT OR SAFE COURSE, I
IT is a. belief shared in by many, that there are both
women and men so collstituted that they can fake a
moderate quantity of alcoholic liquor, and never :1ppear to approach iuloxication, and can continue in
this moderate way all their lives. Again, it is llO
I less certainly believed that there are others, nlso for
constitutional reasons, who cannot habitually take
intoxicatiug drink without being in Janger of going
I at times a little too far from the path of sobriety.
While regarding others, it is nniversn.lly aclniittecl
that their feeble power of self-control ought to be
sufficient reason for not touchiug intoxicating drink
at all.
1
Now, supposing there are men and women so con\ stituted that they can ba.bitually take intoxic[l.ting
, drink, nn l perha.ps the_v may never be seen by ontsiders to be in the slightest degree approaching inI
toxication, who is there to say that they never are,
let it be ever so little, a little beyond what conltl
with truth be calle<l soberness. Are they to !';peak
for themselves, because they are not, as a rnle, the
working men whose general conduct is open to the
observn.tion of the community, that they are easily
known as steady men or otherwise? Now, if they
are to speak for themselves-I mean, if simply their
word is to settle the question as to whether tliey
e,Ter exceed the strictest bounds of moderation- I
believe if th ey were nske<l such n. question, whi ch
they would of course consider a, very impertine11t
question iucleed, but which I should 11ot consitler lo
be an impertinent question, as in couver:::atiou with
a. total abst:tiner they would ask whn.t questions
they thought fit, and also criticise severely enoughI say, if they were asked such a r,nestion, they
would deny, with the greatest of irnagiuable indignation, that they ever were, or that they ever
i:;hould be, in the slightest degree intoxica.lecl. Dut
I say that, let tl1em answer with all the vehemence
they like, still we are not sm·e that they eith er
never have, or never will take what might Lie
termed just a. little too mnch, or be, as nn obsen'C'r
might say t.hat they had h:vl [1. little. Of com"e I
mean, tha.t tl10ugh it might Le said fl. little 1 the little
would be quite i:;nfficient for an ordinary ob~en·er to
see that that little had been had, n.nLl necessarily
rua<le a,n alteration iu the appenrauce of the i11dividual from what was the appearance of the fodividual before that little lmLl been taken.
Now, as I thiuk that at present we cannot very
easily ascertnin for a certainty that some of thi:.
class of people ever do go as far ns I have intimated,
let us look n.t those of whom it might be remarked
by their acquaintance, tha.t sometimes they really
do get a little too rnnch, bnt that it is very seldom,
and of no importance, as they go off quietly, ml<l
very few know anything about it.. Suppose you
were to ask one of this class if he ever got a little
too much, you would sharply be told that he never
Lliu. 0 no, not he; he could take his glass or
two with a friend, and leave it without any desire for more. "\Veil now, I know of many ,vh o:e
answers to snch a qnestion wonld be something
similar-namely, that they never took too much,
, n.ncl that they ditl not cnre much for it, but took it
to be sociable; or that they took it because they
thought it did them gootl; or often, perhaps, that
they were ordered by their doctor to take n, little.
I know the case of an ol l mau. He gets too much
sometimes, and he says n little overcomes him; but
if a little does overcome him, he seems to take more
after he is overcome. He would sn.y young folks
don't require it, but that oltl folks do, aucl thn.t doc.
tors say so. Bnt I think tlrnt it looks a den.I better,
I
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antl is n. deal better, for a man to be a sober man in
his later clays, even if he has gonP- a little wrong in
his younger dn.ys, than for hirn to have been very
steady and industrious n.s a yonng mn.n, and then in
after life to take to the nse of intoxicating drink, a.ncl
sometimes get beyond the mark.
And of the class of whom there is no mistake but
that they do get intoxicated, I do not know whether it
is simply for the sake of argument, or whether they
believe they are speaking the truth, when, if yon
had seen them intoxicated, and you were remonstrating with them afterwards, they would say that
they hacl not been so. But there are plenty of that
sort; for yon ma,y often hear a, drunken man, if
spoken to about being drnnk, saying that he is not,
ancl that he has only hml so mu ch. I hn.ve seen a
man hn.r<lly able to sbn<l, n.ncl hen.rd him say, "I'll
go and get clrnnk." It seems if they cau manage to
get home somehow without being carried they consider they were not drnnk, bn t only had had a little,
and were just fresh.
So we see the man in a high position or station in
life seems to consider himself quite out of danger in
taking intox.icating drink to excess; but I fancy
when those who a.re in a lower sta,tion know th:it
snch a, person takes his wine, or what not, in that
line, regularly, they think it very likely that be
·:;:ometimes goes farther from the unmistakeably
Rober point than he wonld care for them Reeiug or
knowing; and though there might not be the least
whiRper of anything of the sort from any r1uarter
likely to know if it were so, still the doubt
wonld be there if they knew ho took it at all;
and if such a man was to speak to a working ma.n
rc::;pecting his conduct, it wonld have a. deal less
good effecl; npon that man to what it would have
had if he, the reprover, was known never to err in
like manner.
The Bible spe.1ks strongly aga.iusL the drunlmrd,
:rncl a man may Le a <lnmlrnrd without nece sar.ily
expring hic1self t0 the gaze f t!1e people. .!. nd
uow comes a. very difl:icult question, ·when is n. man
to be eonsiderecl sober, antl when jg lie to be consiuered drnnk? The other dn,y I saw two men
considered gontlernen; now, if I ,vere asked to say
whether the. were sober or thunk, I ,•honl<l hardly
like to say that they were dnrnk, Lnt I certainly
conltl not s: y they were sober. Bnt it i~ my belief
thnt if any one were to have a ked them (I mean any
one not given to taking iutoxicatiug drinks- I won't
sn.y for any of their O\Yll sort) the next day, if they
were sober last nigl1t, they (the guerists) would
come in for a. gooll slmre of nlrnse, thongh I doubt
Jlot Lut that nftcr I saw them there would be more
drink consnrned.
Now, my iden. of when a man is sober is when he
has tasted no intoxicating drink, but as ·oou as ever
he tak es n, littl0, he is so fa,r on the road to intoxication, an<l not quite sober, though he may not be
alt<'retl to outward appearance, or vei-y little. It
won' t do to sn,y that., :1s it ic; such n, small quantity,
it has produced so little change in the system that
it mny be said to have made no nlterntion nt all.
It mnst of necessity ha.Ye made as much difference as it was capn.ble of, accord i11g to the qna11 tity
consnmed. If it is a small quantiLy, n.ud that small
quantity is repeated, the results will soon ·how, or
at least there will soon be signs of what has been
going on. It is similar in omc ways to poison (and
I think it is considered a poison by medical men) -a, little might be taken, and not lie. ufficient to kill, 1
but for all that it would have effect , s far as its
power went.
And why shoul<l people take it at all? A man
naturally has no de ·ire for it., but a dislike, i:-omethi11g similar to what he ha, to r:rnoking. When n.
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beginner has his pipe it makes him bad; but he intends if possible to get. over that, and be a smoker ;
and after a while it gets such a habit thn.t it seems
difficult for him to len,ve it off. We have the tirst
physicians of the day sayiug that alcohol is not
necessary to snpport life, or to in any way a.ssist in
the support of life, but that it is injurious to the
system.
Is it not a great pity that people should fake it
at n.11, when the least to be said against it would be
th::it it does no good, and we know very well that it
does a great deal of harm? Ma.uy people n.re still
1mder the delusion that there is strength in what
they call "good home brewed" ale, and as it seems
to ue a deal stronger, in having greater intoxicating
power than the general ale-house stuff, they seem
to think that it must give strength to the body; and
good old port, uonrishing stont, porter, &c., are nll
believed to have a wonderful amonut of uourishment 1-"lnd other good qualities. Dr. Norman .Kerr
says, "The every - day prescription of nourishing
, tout to nursing mothers is not scientific medicine,
but is the grossest quackery, and is but too often
proclucti ve of most lamentable results to both mother
and child. '' How can it be safe for n, nursing mother
to be conlinun.lly taking alcohol in some form or
other? l\fay it not give an artificial thirst to the
child 1 Is it not a very great pity that n, child
should be so 1Jronght np? Who can say what the
effects of such briuging up may be upon the poor
child? When he gets big enough to understaurl
things n, little, he will naturally want to imitate liis
mother; and tlien if he takes alcohol, the appetite
very likely will soon be created, and be n. source of
unhappiness, perhaps for his life. Example is better
than precept.
H. R., Ja.

A DAY WITH THE "IVANHOE.;'

0. a ra.w and gusty .:,atunlny of last month,

011

whi(!h, as Cab wouH h:we ~airl, the dn".'n n1s ov ·rcn::;t, the morning lowered and heavily in clouds
brongh L on the clay, we found our:'<el ves on onr way
by train to jniu the I Yan hoe at Greenock. Pope
ings of '' Hope eternal, tba.t spriugs triumphant
from the human brea L" This day ,1 e furnished n.
sigual instnnce of his theme. "\Ve hoped the clay
would be fine. Our l1opes and fears collided, but
hope had her way, and we let her soar. Amid n,
v,eeping rain, we went on board the nn.ruesake of
"the disinherited knight/' and fouucl her decks
from stem to stern all before ns where to choose
our place of rest or our coigne of vantage. A glance
at he1· ben.utifnl proportions and her ha.ndsome appearance, evoked our admiration ; and we anticipated great pleasure from n. tour of in vestigatiou
during some part of the voyage. The rain ceased,
bnt the sun sn l keel in bis te11t, and the tl'ou bled
waters only reflected n, leaden sky. Stepping below,
we found all iu first-class style- n, confc:ctioner's
tiny shop, bookstall, a dairy, with its dairymaid
dispensing the famons milk which Dr. Fergn::i warrnnts free from "Simpson;, :rncl typboirl germs.
,ve inwsted in a glass, which cost us the modernte
sum of three halfpence. 'l'he fore cabin hncl sioreti
of milk, but did not seem, iu purveying, enterprising
enough to one ta te : it wns difficult to get a moderate refreshment.. vVe were informed that the afte1·
cabin was the place for "gents,:' engineers aud such
like beiug provided for here. We sauutered to the
dining sn.loon, below the saloon cabin, but we urn, t
frnnkly expre::>s our opinion ihflt the tnriff is a mistake : breakfast, lunch, or tea, 2s. ; dinner, :.,s. ;
p]aiu ten., ls. Gd. ; cup of ten. fo1 6d. ; and temperance drinks, in almoRt every case, 4d . per bottle, are,
as charges1 fa,r too high.
o donbt nll is surnptu1
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ons and pientiful, but with the remembrn.nce that
dinner can be bad in Glasgow at ls. for the three
conrses, a.nd tea and lunch at lw,lf this figure, it is
useless to expect that such extreme charges will be
met by passengers in genern.l. If a moderate figure
for less costly diets were adopted in the fore ea.bin,
we feel sure that the owners would, in the long run,
reap richly by their enterprise. The <lining saloon
is finished in the most elegant style, and the service
of meals, n.s we can testify, is expeditious and efficient.
We sauntered into the upper saloon, :111d
found it pretty well filled with both sexes. The
seats are in striking contrast to those to which we
have been accustomed. The old .·tyle of seats reminded you of a. gigantic omnibus or tram-car, or- a
room cleared for dancing, with a hible 01· two in the
centre. Here they were on the compartment princip le, seated for little pa.rties, who could, by them·ehcs, enjoy a plea ant chat; or, with their back to
the e no-ine, or with their face looking ahead, enjoy
nil th; pleasure of railway tmvelling by gazing on
the vn,ried aspects of sea and sky Hll(l shore, as each
severally flitted past: or even, with a well-filled
stat ionery box at their elbow, amtrne themselves by
inditing an epistle to absent friends. w·e tried, on
this special <lay, to write, but., with wind and sea.
combined, to do so was impossible, so we, perforce,
desisted.
Everything in this saloon was characterised by a chaste, rather than a.n ornate elegance:
c:trpets,curtains, seats, uearing stronb testimouy to the
a~sthetic merits of those who decked ont this elegaut
r esort with so much good taste. The passengers,
notwithstanding the d ull clay, were, like ourselves,
manifestly enjoying themselves. Ca.lling at Dunoon
mHl Kirn, our i:;tearner soon shot over to ·\Vemyss
Bay ; then we steered for Bnte, with weather still
unpropitious. The island looked sombre-like iu the
absence of the sun. At Rothesay we shipped the
happiest group the I van hoe carried that day. The
ladies, two in number, ,·v ere evidently sisters, they
resembled each other so much. Their swains haJ
fallen deeply in love wiLh them-so deeply that it
wonld almost cem as if they could never reach the
l)ottom. All through the stormy clay they sat cosily
at the base of the forward chimney, aucl their rippling b ,ngbLer an~ merry sa.l_lie~ were like medicine
to a sick man, or like the ons1' m the desert to the
weary traveller. There were no others that attracted our notice, sn,ve it might be a gil'l dressed like a
duchess, but as swarthy as a Spaniard, aud :mother,
like Eve, most divinely fair. The most of those on
boarcl were husbands an<l wives, with their bairns,
out for a holiday, or on a. visit to their friends at the
coast. In their several spheres, many of them ~Lre
influential, and sway tho~e aronud them on politicn.l n.nd ecclesiastical affairs. ·we could easily have
roused our readers' jnterest by 11aming several who
were on board the hanhoe that day; but as it
would merely gra.tify a curiosity which is not landable, we shall forbear. The Kyles of Buie, which
present so many charmiug features, looked lovely,
notwithstanding ihn.t the sun 1iever :1ppen.red to lighten them up. The rain had freshened the vegetation nwl vivified the grass, :;o that the litLle cottages
with which Lhe Argyllshire shore is Jotted, contrasted finely in their snow-like whiteness with the hills
and tree", and a.lso with the ruggedness tliat was so
evident in the opposite shores of Bule. 'figbuabruaich did not pl1:ase us as it had often done
before, and, for the first time during the day, we
heaved a sigh at the continued ab ence of the , uu.
The mist-like showers swept :.cross the decks, adding
to the regret we felt n.t the gloomy weather. The
wind was risiug too, and the sea, more troubled
than ever, made our ves;;el pitch n,l}(l occasionally
sh ip a sea. As we were passiug the "drunken"

island, I thought of how mllch misnamed it ,Yas.

It is an island where the diseaseu inebriate may,
free from sight and smell of alcoholic liquors, regain
his health through the withdrawal of the drug, nud
restore tbe tone of his minJ, which the liquor has
debased : there at least the man is out-with tlie
powerful influence of the brain poison, and it will he
a happy day for countless thousands of our counb·yrnen and women when the same cau be saiJ of
the "adjacent islands of Great Britain and Irela.nd."
Crossiug Lochfyue, we soon reached Arran. Passiurr
gloomy Glen Sannox, which lay shrouded in such
murky darkne, s as might have been felt, we stopped
at 1ol'rie, a charming little spot, with its twenty to
thirty cottages wl1iter than marble, and as prettily
situated as one could desire. All along the Anan
shore we found new cause for pleasure and deligli t.
We never had before seen its lovely villages, looking to the sunuy south ; and we thought, if they so
please the eye now, they must delight it when
kindled up wilh the glory of the stm. Leavin rr
w ·hiting Btty, we stood over to Ailsa Craig, which
appeared fnr out at sra, half shrouded in mist.
Tl1ere ,vas a scowl on the sky, the water, in yeasty
waves, clashed on our vessel, and, :tided by the tempestuous wind, broke over the Ivanhoe until she
quivered with the strain. The temperature was low, .
ancl mnny, feeling cold, sheltered themselves as they
best could about the deck. Many of the women
grew sick, nu<l had to go below- childre,1, too, were
overtakeu,a.nd rapidly succmnbed; anJ ,vhen mothers
aud children were prostrate and helpless, other
women lent their aid to assuage their misery. The
men, to a ruan, resisted the nausea, and did thcrr
best to assist their poor wives. On went the Ivanhoe, au<l certainly she stood the test of her sen,worthiness bravely. \Ve were soon a,longsicle the Craicr,
whose huge dimensions grew slowly on the 1wrce1~tion!:! of tho e on board. The rock, bas:tltic, seenie l
covered with sea-fowl at rest. Smldenly, the fi ri n er
of a small canuon, whose report was multiplieLl by
numerous echoes, created an extraordinary spectacle.
C'ouutl•ss wildfowl burst into the air, nncl in wild
confusion gyrated over our heads. A secoud cairnon
was fired, and with its multiplied report startleJ the
fowl even more so than at first.
ome flew far out
to sea, others resteLl on the careering waves. .After
a while the greater porliou returnell to roost upon
the rocks. \V c were unable to see the rock fully, tlS
the rain-burdened clouds woul<l not rise from its
summit,. One solitary man was all we saw of human
kind upon this solitary isle, but several boats, dJ"a.wu
up on its stony shore, seemed to betoken much intercourse on the 1 art of its inmates with places aronn,l
them. The wind was uow :t gale, the sen. lashed into foam, made our stout steamer roll ,tnd pitch so
hea,vily that it was with difficulty that one conl1l
pace the <leek, or even stan<l wilhout Jn.ying holcl
of sornethiug for support.. She shipped sea n.fter sea,
some of them sweeping the fo1·e saloon deck, aml
<lreuching its occupnnts. This dan: p eLl the dres8,
but not the spirits, of the mirth-indulging yonngsters. -v,.re soon rnpidly p,tsse l ,tlong the Arran
shore, ca1lecl at all the places on it, a,nu then, making for Dule, skirted its southern shore, which
formed a striking ·contrast to its northeru limits in
the Kyles. Once n.t Rotliesa,y, our interest in the voyage ceased. At half-past eight we stepped ashore
at Greeuoclr, fully satistiecl with the I vauhoe. Slie
proved a splendid Loat in rough or smooth watel'.
Finely n.ppoiuted, affording most capacious accornmoda.tion, and providing an excursion which 110
other of the Clyde steamers exceeds, she offers advantages of whielt every lover of the beauties of tl1e
We,;t coast shonld eagerly avn.il themselves. The
extent of the trip is wonderful- the very 11aru es of
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the ports of call is proof of the assel'Lion :-Greenock,
Kirn, Dnnoon, Wemyss Ba,y, Rothesay, Tighnabruaich, Corrie, Brodick, Lamlash, aud Whiting Bay,
not to speak of the sail a.round A ilsa Craig. Such a
nm ought to satisfy the most P.xacting. Besides she
sails on temperance principles - no intoxicating
liquor is sold 011 board - 11one. And what is still
more interesting, on the day we were on her, no
drink was taken on board, unles it was in the
stomachs of the passengers themselves. Many had
bronght food with them, but they had left the cutter at home, for alLhough we kept our eye wandering
warily, we never saw, nor even felt the smell of
liquor. The quiet aboard was signally conspicuous,
1.:0 drinking, no brawling, wrangling, swearing,
fighLiug ; but the liv ely conversation of talking age,
the joyous chit-ch;it of happy lovern, miugled with
the prnttle of infancy and chiltlhood. The absence
of all that is so conspicuously offensive in river
, tearnPrs, which are merely floating public-house3,
was as marked as we believe it ,Yas unregretted.
vVe were glad to learn he had been fully patronised,
ancl we felt as we walked ashore that we must go
"ith her again when the sun shines, when the waves
spn.rkle in his bea1m:, wheu the balmy air kisses the
cheek as it dance3 along, when nature, as regards
sea, sky, and shore, is in her gayest mood-then we
must ba\·e another day with the Ivanhoe.
M.

OUR MONTHLY ETTER.
LAST rnonlh there was a scene and some excitement
at Univer ity 101lege, Oxfor L Both had ibC;ir
:,,0111·cc iu the "Bump" Snppt r. The young graduates "got jol1y/' anu wcut out fur "a lark.' Iu this
boisLenrns recreation some of them auclaeiously
",;crewetl" up the door of tl1e senior Proctor, and
that r.r utlernan had to enter hi::i rooms from the
wincl;w by means of a ladder. This insult to his
dignit could not be p:tsseJ ove1, auJ it wa;:, not.
AIL the students ·were charged to point out the
anthor or authors of the outrage, ancl all refused.
AnLhority must be maiutainecl, nud as in this in::;tance it was defied the decree ,wut forLh that the
whole bo<ly of 1mdergra.cluate:;i, with a. few exceptions,
be "rusticated," a,ud so they were. Happily, howover, the banishment was of brief duration, for one
of the priucipal parlicipators confessed, and all were
inYiLccl lo retnrll. ,ve believe that'' rustication " is
the most dl'eaded of all college punishments, as the
discredit which attaches to it endures. The newspapers discuss the matter at great length, yet not ,1,
wol'cl escapes them about the cnuse of t11is compound
of folly a,nd severity, 1.he Stanclarcl- the publicans'
organ- excepted. It says, with charming frankuess- '' It is no doubt most disgracefnl that a Proctor
should b e 'screwed ont' of his room, bu t ' bump'
snppei's uwe not invented ,yesterday, ancl tlwir traditi'ons 1cere never altogetlw1· decorous. The Dons who
permit them. should eiLher c:.irry pocket screw-d ri ,·ers
or be prepared to eucounter in some cEgnified way
au unwelcome stubbornness in their doors/' The
real cause after all of the rustieation of these eighty
students is their drinking heavily at their" bump"
suppers, and the tricky spirit of alcohol once eutered
iuto their frame, the ::ipii-it of umeasou aud misrule
speedily follows. Were the Proctors to use their
screw-drivers to screw up the puLlic-house as
effectually as the students screwed up the room
of the senior Proctor, we shoul l never hear from
the academic groves of O ·forcl of drunken re,·el ry
with its severe consequence of 'rustication.' Ah!
if alcohol can upset the order of our hall s of
learning, why shonlcl we . l:-i.nd snrprisetl ·when it
phiys similar p1·nnks in onr slnrna of igu nrance?
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vVe have from the Luncet of lasL mouth one of
those little homilies similar to w hn.t we lrnve batl
from our medical attend,U)t when he had to be calk<l
in to "set u to rights'' after some wide departure
' from the right. Hear it. " It cannot be disgui~ed
that there are great practieal difticnlties in dealiug
with the use and abuse of poisonous drugs. ;' "It is
' not easy to control the sale of these 'medicines,' aucl
it is obviously impossible to restrain those who once
have them in their possession from employing them
in excess or improperly, either intentionally or Ly
accident." Now, we readily admit that the Lancet
is writing of poisons generally; but we ask in a.11
earnestness if these two sentences :ire not singularly
.applicable to alcoholic liqnors? Is there not great
I practical difficulties in dealing with alcoholic beverI ages '? Every one but an abstainer will admit as
much, and tell yon that oue ancl all n.re at their wit's
enLl on the suLject. The abstainer, h aving pnt himself into a right relation with the seduclive liquora relation of deadly aversion-is 1·elieved from all
difficulty on the matter. Tile difiiculty rests with
the liquor. It finds it too difficult to get within the
frame of the abstainer, who is saved the ditficulty of.
controlling it when there. It is as equally difficult to
control the sale as to control the action of alcoholic
beverages, for the Lancet boldly affirms that it is
impossible to prevent their uncontrolled use. The
w1·iter cbims for these poisons the power to overcome the self-control of those who use them. Now,
why should not that power be also claimed in a high
degree for the special poison of alcohol ? The writer
goes on to say-" There are al way::; in auy large
11nmber of persons some who are especially sensitive
to the action of particular drugs/' And again, "A
dnss of persons, to 1d1icli an,IJ individual may for
a11[Jltt lw can tcU belo11y, are :;o con:;titu,ter.l in respect
to t/w nervou., system tltat almost any potent dn1,r;
acting in a. particular 1,;a.l/ ?./.,'ill prove dangerous."
Does not the Jip~omaniac occu1 to the mind of every
rr•adPr "11 rea<hug this seritence I Ha!'I be 11ot a
dangerous, not seldom a fatal, suscer tiLility to the.
potent drug, alcohol? He Legins to use it, and the
use, owing to his sen itivenes::;, eu&endep; the: use
which all are i-eady to admit is an abuse, but it is n
frigbtfnl physical disea.,e ~hich in the presence of
the liquor deties regulation and mocks control. The
Lancet sa.ys we ought to teach people that the mau
who does take doses of these potent drugs does so at
his peril.
'o we do, but they drink and die, and
will do till law suppresses the sale of the dose.
1
'J'hPre was one minister deposerl by the Free
'hurch Assembly for drunkenne s or drugging,
although he got into a low condition through hard
work in behalf of the Church. There was one
reponed who had fallen through intemperance, becanse he is now in Canada, and wishful once more
to be in the serviee of the Master. '\Vell, I think
Ilev. A. C. K,Ly, the deposed one, should go to
Canada. There are plenty of places where it is
illegal to purchase drink, and where practically
driuk is never u ed. He will be there without
being in a constant state of resistance to oue temptation. Curiously enough Principal Rainy grauts the
reponed minister, Rev. A. :Mackenzie, Jiberty to
preach in Canada so far as the Free Church of Scotland is concerned, but he will not grant him liberty
to preach in cotland. Now in Scotland he fell by
the pub1icau's strong ones, and ruay again ; in
Canada he has already recovered his balance in some
anadian prohibitory to"'·u, and need never lose it
again through drink. God hnsten the time when
the temptation to drunkenness in this laml of brown
1
heath and shaggy wood may have a,s eut.irely disap~
11eared as it has done in ::Maine and nurny parts of
th e Dominion, aud the gospel fincl abundant entrance
I
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into hearts froru which, through <lriok, the light
aud law of heaveu are at present quite shut out.
A correspoudent of the Scotsman writing from
Athens expatiates on the state of "the eye of
Greece." He de. cribes its progress in population, in
public buildings, and in character. Here is one of
his points of comparison. "The Greeks, as they
seem to me, are tL hard-working, energetic, frugal
race, sober beyond anything I have ever witnessed
in auy other city ; hospitable and polite to strangers,
and having gone thl'ough .almost every street aud
alley alone, and at all hours of day and night., I
can truly sn,y that I lrn.ve met with nothing I could
call offensive, seen no quarrelling and never come
across a drunken and disorderly person, male or
female. I do not say that Athens is a paradise of
all the virtues, but it is singularly exempt from
many of the vices which disfigure n.nd disgrace other
capitals.
If this city be not overflowing with
wealth, it is certainly not cursed with drunkenness
and its natural accompaniment, beggary. I was so
strnck by this outward aspect of things that I asked
one of the leading citizens,' Where were the poor
<illd what assessment was levied for their support?'
'No assessment,' was the answer, 'we have no
poor ; it is believed that no one goes to bed without
a dinner.' . . . Another pleasing cbn.racteristic
<1f this city, which a sLranger cannot help noticing
is the free mode in which females of all cln.sses of
society move about by themselves at all hours of the
day, as freely as in any town in England or Scotlaml, and with much le s liability of being insnlt.ed
by some disgusting man, or what is worse, some
coarse half-drunken woman, banging about corners,
filthy in their laugnage, and filt.hier still in thei1·
appearance and demennour.'' There is a contrast
for your readers to ponder over. Greece ri3ing from
the torpor of slavery and oppression, has dashed down
her cup of Samian wine, n,nd shows foi-th to observaut Britons those virtues that languish in our drinksodden country. Already her n.cn.demy gives forth
indications that its scholars will soon appear in the
front rauk of the philosophers of the world, a· already her builders are showiug in the magnificent
public buildings, that neither the Greek nation nor
Greek art is dead. Sweden, France, Italy, Caua<lc1,
the United States, and Greece are by their progress
in the virtue of sobriety, n.nd its attendant bles;:;iugs,
s11n.ming this great nation of Britain, which bas not
virLue sufficient to expel the liquor traffic from its
owa hearths, ancl is in the vacious wission fields
aud in In<litt sowing the seeds of intemperance
which will one day yield a. harvest of sin and infamy
that will recoil on its influence aud rule, n.nd indefi11itely del"'y the triumph of Ilis kingdom who is the
'' desire of all natious."
..

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by bis correspondents.
BEFORE AND AFTER.
Hm,-All the recent exhibitions of cool au<lacity pale
before that of Mr. George Candelet, the parliamentary
agent of the licensed victuallers. 'The publicaus,
tlnring the general election, were conspicuous for their
strenuous and unavailing opposition to the Liberal
party. \Vhen the elections are over, and it is found
that large numbers of the "bungs" have fallen at the
polls, that Wh~elhouse ancl Guinness, Lowther and
Greenall, and the three jolly Allsopps, are numbered
among the vanquished, and that· a rout all along the
line has extinguished the hopes of the "vitlers," Mr.
Canclelet turns round and tells the victors that all th ese

fell fighting on their side! You, Sir, <lrew your readers'
attention to the subject in April Social Reformer by
quoting the gist of Mr. Kn,itchbull-Hugessen's waming
to the licensed victuallers on the eve of the general
election. That firm friend of the publicans told them
not to oppose the return of the Liberals to power else
they might live to regret it. Mr. Candelet, to whom
that letter was addressed, openly disregarded its warning at Carlisle, where he hounded on his men by
haranguing in the following "spread-eagle" vein :"'United you Stand, Dividccl you F~ll.'
CARLI8LE ;ELECTION.

Carlisle, 30th March, 1880.
TO LICENSED VIC'l'UALLER ', BREWERS, BEEl~ 'ELLERR,
A~D OTHERS ENGAGED IN THE TRADE.

Gentlemen,-The struggle in which you are at present
invohed is not one of mere local interest, bnt one of
national importance. The eyes of all England arc
turned towards you, ancl the result of t1ie election in
this city will be anxiously looked for by your fellowtradesmen in all parts of the country on Thursday next,
the first of April.
For upwards of 25 years 'ir "\Yilfri<l Lawson has
sought through Parliament to suppress your trade
without compensation, and on these grounds his proposal has been rejected over and over a,gain.
In 1878 he withdrew the obnoxious "Permissive
Bill," but in 1879, he, for the first time, proposed the
same measure under the name of '' Local Option," and
again, in 1880, but on both occasions Parliament igno.
miniously rejected it as being impractieable.
. In this way, year after year, he obstinately perseveres with one iclea. To reason with him is folly.
Under these circumstances, is it not time there was a
chanoe in the representation of this city.
The man who would drive the population of England
by force from open to the secret consumption of drink,
though he cannot see or believe it, is an enemy to the
future of his country, and his hand in legislation is to
be dreaded, because he at the same time would render
capital unsafe, inflict inconvenience on the public, and
he mischievously di vcrts the electors from their political
convictions. The object of Rir \Vil£rid Lawson is not
only to prevent new licenses from being granted, but
also the renewal of existing licenses.
'hould he again be elected for this city, you will
admit his rn.sh principles, and encourage him to persevere with his crotchets; but you w·ill best serve the
interests of yourselves and that of the Trade in general
by rejecting him. I therefore beg to sugg st that you
"Plump for Mr. :Mattinson," and canvass for him as
if though the success of his election depended upon
your own individual exertions, and by doing so you
will prevent much mischief from being inflicted on the
trade and people in general, a.nd which will in all probability take years to undo, or before such another
opportunity will present itself such as the present. Yours truly,
GEO. CANDELET."
Here we find him as n. bully before the election, but,
after it, as ma,y be expected, he is a sneak, a crouching
"Uriah Heep," at whom one's gor.;e rises. Listen to
the "fawning publican"'' "\Ye are therefore in hope generally the Liberal
party will, during their coming term of power, avoid
extreme and hostile legislation of such a character as
that which was resorted to prior to l 874. If an attitude of moderation is manifested by the new Government towards the trade, I venture to hope the day is
not far distant when the rule of acting at future
elections in a combined form will hecome exceptional.
The rash and violent attacks which have hitherto been
made upon this trade ba.ve, from my long experience,
caused the trade at past elections to do that from
necessity which was not a matter of choice, considering
the interests involved. I therefore venture to hope
that the modemticn which Mr. Hugessen has successfully encouraged may- be strengthened, so~ that the
licensed victuallers and beersellers may learn to feel
that they ha.ve friends on both sides of the House of
Commo1;s,"
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Ou reading this cringing paragraph, with its hope and
its ventures to hope, one is remintled of ancient Pistol,
who also was a publican. But, Sir, as the Liberals
were not afraid of their powclcr, so I venture to hope
(if all the hope in Pandora's box be not exhausted by
beaten 1r. Candelet) that they will not be conciliated
by their prn,yers. The eyes of the nation are on them.
Let them do justice to the liquor trade by fixing, in the
interest and welfare of the people over whom they have
been placed, that its doom by snppi:ession shall take
place at as early a elate as possible. Few mourners
will follow it t~ its interment in the inexorable past,
arnl resurr;mn will not be found carved on its tomb.y onrs, &c.,
MELIOR.A.
CANADIAK TEMPERA OE NOTE .
To the Edito1· of the '' Social Rcjo1'me1·."

Orillia, .May 24th, 1880.
Si_r,-The 'ynotl of Toronto and Kingston, now in
sess10n at Toronto, has taken advanced action in rcaard
t o temperance. The importance of tra.ininrr
up children
0
in pi::inciplcs of total abstinence was urged u pon parents;
, ess1011s were requested to take concerted action towards _checki!1g the evils of intemperance in their
r espective neighbourhoods, Presbyteries were recommendctl to hold conferences on the subject at least
annually, ministers and church courts wei~e recomme1!~led to urge upon their people tlie practice of total
abstmence as a ma.tter of Christian expediency · the
!__.,egis~att:re ,,:as urged to enact that all places ~vhere
mtoxicatmg liquors are sold should be closed on public
holidays, and that uch places should be separated as
far as possible from groceries.
" That every effort
should be made to. bring about, as soon as poss1ble the
prohibitio~1 ?f the liquor traffic " was adopted by a
small maJonty, se ·eral members declining to vote.
The _Synod als? overtures the General Assembly to
appon1:t a committee on temperance. Senator Brown,
wl~o died t~ie ot~1cr day, was indirectly a victim of the
clrmk, h :wmg thed of a \Ound _intlictcd by a drunken
man. I et we are told. dnnk will n ot harm those who
let it alone ! The Icthodist Episcopal Conference has
r ccommcndccl Dr. Hiclrnrdson's "Temperance Lesson
Book" for a t ex t-book iu our schools, bnt seems to think
it is an American, ork, as tho ow .,. ork edition alone is
mentioned. No the London edition i rcta,ilcd in this
Dom_inion_ at five cents per copy less th:.m the Amei·ican,
and 1s qmtc as good and more suital,lc. \Ye need an
agency for supplying British temperance publications
wholcsale.-..Faithfnlly yours,
' . H. HALE.

Trrn

~IO\'E.MEYT IN THE FAR NORTH.
'To the Eclito1· of the '', 'ocial R('forma. "

_Dear Sir,-My la t letter to yon was written from
IJrngwall, where I found the movement pretty vigornus
under the care of the Good Templars. I haYe been at
a number of places since that time, a.nd am desirous to
teUyou something about them. From Dingwall I went
to Cromar~y, another of the burghs of the ·wick group.
<.. :rom~rty 1s a remarkable place. It is beautiful for its
stt_un.t1011, and rendered famous by the genius of Hugh
M_iller. .A~th~ugh late in the evening, I went along
with au !nLelhgent young friend, and had a survey of
the glon~ns scenery aroun~.
The population of
l'romat:ty is not large, thc~·e bemg only 7:, Parliamentary
voters 111 the burgh, but it is ·well supplietl with liquor
!:hops, and the poor rates are very high. There is a
temp~rauce ,~ociety in Crnmarty which has monthly
meetmgs.
Ihere ,vas once a Good Templar lodcre but
it clissolv~d some time ago.
o temperance ~1,gents
ha~e_heen m C~·omarty for a good while. I addressed a
rehg10us mee_tmg on the Sabbath evening, and a t emperance meetmg on Monday evening. There are several gentlemen around Cromarty who take an interest in
the movement, and wl:o very cordially gave their support. Several others m the burgh gave me a }{inclly
,~e~come, an~l I had no rtason to regret that I paid a
v1s1t t<;> the bll'~h-pfac~ of Hugh Miller, the great mason,
geologist, ai1cl JournnJ1st. I next went to I1wcrgordon.
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Here I had an open-air meeting, and at its close a number of questions "·ere put a~)out compensation to publicans. Ideas of c~mpensa.t10u a.re _not started till yon
speak about stopprng the issue of licenses. Traffickers
seem to feel quite safe until you speak of submittiu<•
their trade to the yerdict of the people.
There i~
~othiug th~y dread so much as such a proposal. There
1s a Good I'omplar lod ge in· Invergordon, a.ncl a few
earnest m en striving to promote the interests of the
agitation. I was very glad to meet the friends in this
t?wn and to spend a day amongst them. Beauly, a
little town about fifteen miles north from Inverness
was the next place I visited. There is a lodge of Good
Templars there, but they have a sore fight to hold their
ground. They pay a dear rent for a small room · still
there are men of public spirit among them, and the 'cause
under their care will yet make progress. Mr. A. Maclennan conducts a thriving Band of Hope, and otherwise renders valnable aid to the temperance movement.
I v;ras now bent on crossing over the country to the
island of ~ewis, an l of visiting Ullapool on the way;
and, certarnly, I never began a journey with cheerier
anticipations, nor finished one with more aareeablc
results. In going to these places, you take the train
from Dingv>'all to Garve, then you drive from the lat ter
place to Ullapool-a. distance of thirty.four miles. The
first half of the journey i~ through interminable moors,
and along the base of wild dreary mountains. Then
you pass through a more fertile and picturesque part of
t!ie country ; now ,rou drive by a deep ravine whose
sides are clothed with trees and adorned with flowers
of loveliest hue ; then you skirt the Lanks of a river
meandering on in silvery beauty, until it loses itself i1~
the waters of Loch Broom; now you are beneath over•
arching trees, whose boughs afford ~t grateful shade;
then you see the pleasant fields and the farms and the
:smiling cottages on the opposite hills, and Loch Broom
breaking in gentle ripples on its shore far below the
mountain road.
'omewhat dusty, but neither tired nor
, eary, you arriYe at llapool. The Hcv . .r Ir. Mackenzie
kindly bids you wash your face and refresh yourself
with a, cup of tea, which being done, y0u go to see
the towu, uncl interview those who a.re fan,urable Lo the
suppre..;sion of the liq nor ~hop·. The G od Templar leilge
here ha.s clone splendid work. J)r. M'Callum and :\.Jr.
~fa lay arc sturdy reformer., going forwar<l on all th •
Imes of progl'es ·. The loclge pays £1:2 10s. a year for
a. ~mall room to meet in. One gentleman travels 1:,ix:
nulcs to teach a Baud of Hope; three chive ten miles to
the lo)dge m_eeting. J ac1<lrcssed two good meetin gs.
The _hev. l\1r: 1\I'Inn,~s took the chair at the ~atunlay
evenmg mectmg.
t,ive ratepayers a local option law
in Ullapool, and the liquor men would get an effectual
notice to quit. It is_forty-five n iles from Tllapool to
tornoway, but the httlc steamer 'E-·press' uoes its
:work well. It takes fully four hours to sail out of
~och ~room and cross vcr the 11inch to tornoway.
'Ihere is a great nnmber of t emperance people in Storno,yay. The Ooocl 'remplar loclge met on the night on
which I went. I attended the lodge meetino- and soon
got acquainted with the Templars. 1'he lotlge is fully
200 strong. I asked them to give me their as istancc
to get up open-air meetings, which they did with great
readiness. There was no standing aloof, waitin g till
other people came to the meeting, but tbe temperance
men were there at the time "punetna.l as lovers to tl1e
moment sworn/' and we had a great audience. The
Rev. D. J. 1\Iartin, F. '., took the chair the second
night, offered prayer, and made a short speech, and all
came off ,vell. Temperance friends in all parts of the
conntry could easily make out-door meetings successful
~f the~ would act like the reformers of Stornoway, a.ncl
Just '· lea.cl the way."
early all the merchants in
Ntornoway are abstainers, and most of the chief citizens
are in favour of removing the pnblic-honvc. You can
quite see how a prohibitionist like myself foun,l many
men in that island whose thoughts were in harmony
with my own, and who most cordially joined our asso•
ciation for the suppression of the drink trade. I fear I
have already trespassed on your space, or I would
willingly tell you more about 1::itornoway. The Rev.
M.r. :Martin was my host all foe time I was there, antl
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his kindness was much appl'eciatcd by me. I came
home by the Isle of Skye, :mcl took the tr:..in from
Strome to Diugwall. Since I entered the service of the
association I have seen some of the most romantic parts
of Scotland, and if I were asked which part I liked
best, I think I would be inclined to give the palm to the
rugged grandeur and the sublime scenery of the Strome
vaHey.-Yours most truly,
\VrLLIAi'II BLACKWOOD.
POST-CARD FR01f HON. NEAL DOW.
Pon'l'LAND, 31st May, 1880.
MY DEAR J\IR. MAOKAY,-At a temperance meeting
last evening at Congress Hall (at the close), Mr. Jamieson [of Ayr] presented to me your letter. Y\T e were sorry
not to know he was present, so as to have had a speech
from him-a down-right hearty Scotchman ; a capital
~ pccimen of that race and blood, so heroic on many a
Jicld, so true and tenacious in church and council.
1\fay the race never be fewer ; the blood cannot be
purer! Of all immigrants to our country the Scotch
a.re always by far the most welcome. They bring to us
muscle and brain, and tried skill and trustworthiness
in many of our great industries, of which they are
often the managers of the most successful ones. \Vhat
a, wonderful election you have had ! V{ as ever a man
before sent to the right-about so summarily as your
Jew? Do the brewers cry piteously for mercy? Our
true friend John Smith has gone before. I want very
much to see the old fatherland once more.-Truly
yours,
NEAL Dow.

PUBLIC PRESS.
ABUSE Ol!' '.l'IIE Lo~Do:-r HOSPITAL SY,'TE11r.-The
8lnclents' Jonrnat has a thoughtful all(.l forcible article
on this subject, in which it says-" Thinking men cannot be ignorant of the fact that our hospital system is
greatly abused. :Ko doubt, in our profession, as in
that of the Church, much gratuitous work is clone, and
its members must he prepared to make many sacrifices
for the genernl goocl of the community, but that there
is no reason why we should be imposed on. One
example of very many is ~£forded by a drunken man.
Why should a drunken man be attended to at our
hospitals '? \Ve maintain that if a mall can pay for
the privilege of getting drunk, he can pay, and should
be made to pay, for being cured of the effects of any
accident the result of that drunkenness. If our readers
will just think for one moment, they will see, as clearly
as we ourselves do, the justice of this view. A mah
goes to a p~blic-house and indulges in too much drink;
in a drunken brawl he cuts his head. \Vhat does he
do ? He simply staggers instinctively to the nearest
hospital and gets bis head dressed for nothing; he then
staggers back to the public-house, ancl spends in beer
the money which he ought to have paid some surgeon for
dressing his head. This is no fanciful dream, nor the
result of an article-writer's imagination ; it is a reality,
a reality which happens every day of our lives, and
just one phase of the abuse of the hospital system.
\Vhy, we ask, should the casualty assistant at that
hospital have been drawn upon in the slightest degree
for such a purpose? \Vby shoul<l drunkenness be thus
encouraged? and why, lastly, should an outside practitioner have been cheated of a patient and a fee?"
\YHAT IS TUE USE OF SPIRITS?-The noble lord has
been pleased kindly to inform us that the trade of distilling is very extensive, and that it employs great
numbers, and that they have arrived at exquisite skill ;
and therefore the trade of distilling is not to be discouraged ! Once more, my lords, allow me to wonder
at the different conceptions of different understandings.
It appears to me that, since the spirit which the distiller produces is allowed to enfeeble the limos, vitiate
the blood, pervert the heart, and obscure the intellect,
the number of distillers should be no argument in their
favour; for I never heard . that a law against theft was
2-~pealed or delayed because thieves were numerous.

It appears to me, my lords, that really if so formidable
a body. are confederate against the virtue or the Ii ve s
of their fellow-citizens, it is time to put an end to the
havoc, and to interpose, whilst it is yet in our power,
to stop the destruction. So little, my lords, am I
affected with the merits of that wonderful skill which
distillers are said to have attained, that it is, in my
opinion, uo faculty of great uise to mankind to prepare
palatable poison; nor shall I ever contribute my intet·est for the reprieve of a murderer because he has by
long practice, obtained great dexterity in his trade. If
their liquors are so delicious that the people are tempted
to their own destruction, let us at least, my lord s,
secure them from their fat~l draught, by bursting the
vials that contains them. Let us crush at once these
artists in human slaughter, who have reconciled their
countrymen to sickness and ruin, and spread over the
pitfalls of debauchery snch a bait as cannot be resisted.
-Lord O!te.sterficlrl in the House of Lords.

POETRYa
THE BATTLE OF THE BUNG.
DEDICATED 'fO
Tu~rn,

SIR WJLFRID

LAW~ON, BA.HT.,

l\1.P.

- • "The Battle of 'tiriing."

THE Drunkard's rights we'll sing,
Against John Barleycorn;
·
For dow11 this mortal foe we 11 brii1g,
\Ve'll have his proud locks shorn.
It may not be, poor drunkards cry,
It shall not be, the pubs reply,
.
By the name "onr trade" cloth bnug us;
Onr tlrink is just as goods ib wail,
\Ve care not for your Temperance cause,
Our heavy purse shall save us.
Up, sons of Temperance! vow
This nat,ion's curse o'erthrow;
Oh do not slack your efforts now
Till once you lay him low.
He shall not lead our sons to death,
He shall not hush our nation's breath,
By deeds of wreck aml ruin.
His whole ambition is to kill,
The poorhouse and the grave to fill;
He's aye destruction brewin'.
There's many a happy home
Deprived of all its joy;
The husband cast abroad to roam
The wife's peace doth destroy;
'l'hc children sent to beg for bread,
Home comforts now much worse than d ead ;
Lost are these glorious treasures.
To rescue such is all our aim,
To save such from a life of shame,
And bring them back their ple:isures.

Up, Templars, to the fight !
Gird on your armour strong ;
Come in your power with grace and might,
The conflict won't be long.
Down shall their signboards one and all
Like old wood in confusion faU,
\V e'll one and all them shiver.
Then shall our hopes of truth arnl right
Rise as the pubs are taking flight;
\Y e'll banish them for ever.
Si1· \Vilfrid Lawson leads,
Reformers follow on,
And with united voice and deeds
"\Ve'll ha 'e this foe put down.
'\Ve'll shut those man-traps one and all,
\V c'Jl save our brothers', sisters' fall,
By acts of legislation.
.
The land shall then be free from pam ;
No pubs or brewers making gain
From moral degradation.
21st ,June, 1880.
J. C.
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* -r.- * Members, friends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to

the Funds of the Scotti'li Perrnissive Bilt and
'L'empercince Association m·e respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already pciicl, are now du e, ancl will be
gladly received by the Agents ancl at the Offices,
30 Hope Street, Glasuow. The clemands upon
the Association are ine1·easi11g, ancl it woulcl
materially assist the Executive in promptly meetin:; these, were subscriptions pnilt in the former
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1880.

T HE

PoeI AL

~ E fORME R

GLASGOW, JULY, 1880.

*** N otwithstnnding that we give a supplement
with the present issue, we are compelled to leave
over "'Voruan-the Wife," "The Wanderer/ "No
Compromise," and other excellent papers.
SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.
Tim twenty-second annual meetings of this Association will be held in Glasgow, on Tuesday, 28th
September next.
The executive ea.rnestly hope that the friends of
the Association will note the date of this meeting,
and make arrangements to be present. They expect
to be able to furnish fal'ther pa.rticulars in next issue
R. MAcKA Y, Secy.
of this magazine.
THE LADIES' LOCAL OPTIO FUND.
WE desire anew to direct the attention of our
lady readers to the claims of this important fund.
We are glad that a number of ladie have generou. ly
responded to its claims upon their sub ·tantial sympathy, but there are many who, in regard to it 1 Juwe
as yet ma<le no sign. We earnestly ho[ e that the e
will uot allow this call upon their sympathy and
Rervice to pass unheeded. We hope to have the
plea ure to see, pr viout> to the annnn.l meetiugs
(see prelimiuary announcement above), this fond
exhibiting, in a snbstantial manner, the warm sympathies of the la<l.ies of Scotla.nd to a movement
which aims to render the liquor traffic, that agency
of temptation and debasement, for ever inoperative.
of the most unsatisfactory features of the general
election of 1880 was to be seen in the number of
electors who, by their ignorance or careles ness,
were deprived of their votes. They were prepared
on the polling day for any trouble, or for any sacrifice, if either would only result in vesting them with
the power of voting for the ruau of their choice. But
nothing could be done, and the decision of the country was carriecl out without them. Our friends will,
we hope, continue to maintain a vigilant attention
to their local electoral registers. During the last
parliament there were not fewer than thirteen bye
electious, and many of these were decided by a very
few votes- lost for want of a very few votes which
might easily ba,rn been forthcoming if the electoral
register had only received ordinn.ry ritteution. We
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are convinced that any of our Templar Lodges, or
temperance committees, might easily add twenty or
th irty names to the register yearly, and such an increase, small though it may be considered, might
ea ily determine the issue of a contest in favour of
local option. The roll has to be completed by the
15th September, and is then exhibited for the purpose of scrutiny by the ratevayers. All individuals
who have paid their rates in good time n.re eligible
for a place on the register; and if their name be
omitted, the friends should ask them to fill np the
statutory form of application to be pnt upon it.
Lodgers require to be put upon the register every
year. LET ALL ATTE~D •.ro THE ELECT RAL R1w1sTER.

The Canadian Temperance Act having been declare<l. constitutional, one would have thought that
it would have been left in the hands of the people
to adopt or reject it as they felt disposed. But it
seems it is to have a different fate. Almost at the
last moment of the past session of the Dominion
Parliament, an attempt was made to destroy its
efficiency. It. was necessary to amend it by explanatory (or iuterpretation) and declaratory clanses.
A<.lvantage was taken of this necessity to insert a
provision that it could not be carried anywhere
unless there were an ab olute majority of the electors in the voting lists in its favour. This simply
means that if there be 7,000 electors iu a pln.ce, and
only 5,000 of them vote iu the proportion of, say
3,000 and 2,000, the bill coulcl not pa's. There
must be at least 3,501 in its favour. Our readers
will easily see how unfair this is to the object of the
bill. Still, the adoption of tl1is mu nclm nt was
carrieu by 96 to 7:3. ·when the bill weut before the
Senate the amendment was rejected by 31 to 22,
and the " cott " Temperance Act remains as it i~
for an0Ll1er y ar. By that time other towns in the
Dominion will come under its provisions, n.nd atlditional evidence of its beuetit be thereby , ecured.
Tbe friends in Canmla may have a 8evere struggle
before them ere the Act root itself in the necessities
and the affections of the people, but every day it is
maintaiuecl will count in its favour, autl. by and by,
like the Maine Law or our own Forbes M'Kenzie
Act, it will prove of too great advantage to be
successfully as ailed.
In Olll' last issue we ventured to infer from sundry
visits of Inland Revenue officers to great breweries
that some change in the mode of taxing the liquor
traffic was looming in the near future. It seems we
were right. The Chancellor of the Exchequer proposes the abolition of the malt tax, tl{e imposition
of n. beer tax, the readjustmeut of the wine duties,
and, we are sorry to add, an increase in the income
tax. The malt tax was, rightly or wrongly, looked
upon as a farmers' grievance, and its removal was a
statesmanlike proposal. The imposition of a beer
tax, while spirits and wines are taxed, and more
especially when it removes the fetters from the
farming interest, is hardly a step to be deplored
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meantime.
Why should the beer-drinker be favoured n.t the expense of the wine-bibber and the
spirit-drinkers? If it be right at all to levy taxes
on alc0holic liquors, the levy should be made [Lll
round. As for the readjustme11t of the wine duties,
were those who deal in wine to be listened to, we
would hear that it will be a very great hard hip to
dea.ler and drinker, without any ad vantage to the
revenue.
We can hardly credit this: we are
rather disposed, on the consideration of the whole
qnestion, to believe that no a.mount of taxa.tiou imposed upon alcoholic liquors will greatly affect their
increasing consumption.
When people are bent
upon any gratification, especially a gratification reinforced by a craving, they will not narrowly inquire
iuto th eir n.bility to procure it. That will be a
secondary consideratiou with them .
They will
drink, d,:e:td consequeuces notwithstanding, and our·
fear is that they· will not be led through the expenditure of a few pence more to relinquish n, daily and
exacting gratificatiun. The real question is, why
should a traffic be protected by Government simply
on the grounds that it yields gold for statesmen to
vote awa,y? That is the question, and to it there is
but one answer. That traffic cannot snpport the
revenue but at the expense of the means, health,
an<.l \\•elfare of millions in the community. To
maintain it for the taxation it yields, in view of
that solemn fact, is to maintain a cove11ant with sin
n.nd death ; a nJ the sooner that the traffic is suppressed aud thv revenue realized from the lands
and the accumulations of the community, it will be
the better for the hoi10 ur of the country, and more
favourable to a just and economical administration
of the revenue.;; of the British Empire.
The division on Saturday morning, 19th June,
must have rejoiced the heart of every taunch prohibitionist, and no wonder. After a fight which has
raged all over the country for three and twenty
years, and rauged over sixteen years in Parliament,
the great principle of local option has been affirmed
by the British House of Commons. We offer our
hearty congratulations to all who have shared the
toilsome efforts of which this is the triumphant
result. What matters now all the gibes· and taunts
aud scorn showered upon its advocates by wiseacres 1
What all the active hostility and obstructiou which
beset the path of our great aim? All is lost in the
jubilant acclaim of a great victory, which justifies
the wisdom and the persistent courage of those by
whom it has been gallantly won. At this supreme
moment how proud we are of our leader, Sir Wilfrid
Lawson, whose efforts have been crowneu with so
great a victory. Amid the most depressing discoumgement, the most persistent misrepresentation,
and the most stubborn hostility, he never wavered,
and to-clay he has the proud satisfaction of having
effectually aroused the House of Commons to the
necessity of dealing with the liquor traffic in harmony
with the great principle of local option, for which he
has so stoutly contended.

But while we so heartily rejoice that the movement has readied so satisfactory a stage, we do not
at all share the hallucination of those wbo believe
that our warfare is accomplished, and that it may be
safely left to Government to embody the principle it
has affirmed into the statute law of the realm. This
would be a fatal policy. There is no true discharge
from our warfare while a vestige of the traffic
remains-until that drink i11terest is prostrate, and
the foot of the nn.tion on its neck. We must not
deceive ourselves with regard to our position. We
have successfully vindicated the claim of the ratepayers to a veto on the issue and renewal of licenses,
but it remains to be seen if we are to be allowetl to
exercise that veto upon all and every license that
may affect us. We must not merely be allowed to
interfere, but to do so effectually whenever need
n.rises. We must hn.ve such full permissiou . That
is the object that de~anJs all our energies. That is
the dnty which lies nearest to our hand. That duty
let us fearlessly discharge.
What does that duty demand of us? To educate
the Government into an exact knowledge of the
national demand. To do this we must exhaust all
the resources of expression that are to be fouud in
national conventions, conferences, memorials, petitions, resolutions, and personal communications. In
whatever form we choose to make our wishes kuown
the burden of them must be that we will not be
satisfied unless we are legally enabled to prevent the
issue or renewal of liquor licenses in the locn.lity
where our lot is cast. Between the present tirne and
the next ession of Parliament there is time enough, if
well and faithfully used, to evoke such an expression
of opinion, so far as Scotland is concerned, as shall
effectunlly remove all dubiety from the minds of our
legislators as to what shall ati fy us. Let us ::dl
wiLh renewed vigour, the stimulus of our great
victory, gird us for this work. Let us bring increased
:tppliances into the field and increased resources into
action, aud ::..s has bee.11 our goo<l fortuue in the past
we will succeed. The Government is now bound to
co-operate with us, and it should he our duty to see
that its co-operation does not slacken until the
liquor traffic perish in obedience to the fiat of the
national will constitutionally expressed and vigorously enforced.

INTELLICENCE.
LOCAL OPTION DEBATE AND DIVISIO.r .
(By ow· own Reporter.)
THE marked accession to the ranks of the supporters
of Sir Wilfrid Lawson which was the consequence of
the general election, induced the_ hon. baronet at t~e
earliest moment to test the feelmg of the new Parliament on his Local Option Resolution by a debate and
di vision. He succeeded in getting the 18th ult. for this
purpose. The announcement of bis intention sent an
electric thrill through all ranks of the temperance
movement, which insta.ntly set about rendering him _a
cordial support. The Scottish temperance and proh1tory adherents were conspicuous for their ~ln.critr, and
the result of the division is a most emphatic testimony
to their ability and activity. . TheSc0ttishPermissiveBill
and Te.mperance Association appealed to the friends in
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ev ry constituency. The Scottish Temperance League,
and all the orders of Templars, U nitcd Temperance Association, Crusaders, Rechabites, ons of Temperauce, and
other total abstaining organizations lent their powerful influence and put forth enthrn;iastic energy in behalf
of the Resolution, so that there wr.s an entire unanimity
of effort and influence shown by Scottish temperance
reformers iu its favour. The cottish Permissive Bill
aud Temperance Association appointed a deputation to
proceed to London to more immediately press the claims
o f the Resolution upon Scotch party representatives;
the deputation included Rev. Dr. Adamson, :Messrs.
John Nisbet, and J. H. ,Yaterstou, from the
Eastern Division, and Messrs. Colquhoun, Murray,
,Vinning, and Mackay, from the Western Division of
the Association's operations. Ex-Bailie Little, Kilmarnock, and Councillor Johnston, Dumfries, joined the
deputation in London. By a wise division of labour
the deputation were able to sec every ._ cottish Parliamentary representative in town. The interviews were
in nearly all the cases of an extremely satisfactory
character, exceeding in cordiality previous interviews
with honourable members; nearly all the new members
showing a laudable desire to know. the nature of the
claims of permissive prohibitionists. Every cotch
member received a circular from the Scottish Temperance League, and also from the Scottish Permissive Bill
and TcmperanceAssociation, remin<liug them of the coming debate, and respectfully requesting them to be
fr1 their place and vote with Sir \Vilfrid Lawson. Petitions, memoria,ls, and letters beyond enumeration continued to be received by honourable and right honourable
members up to the hour of the division, an l the acknowledgement of these communications was a, serious
tax upon their time a.ml energies. During the week
previous to the divison the lobbies were thronged with
the friends and the opponents of the Lill, the Scottish
local optionists meeting with member~, and displaying
business-like ability, tact, energy, and persistency,
which, conjoined with their good cause, gave them a
supreme advantage over their aclv r~aries. Hearing
that the Home 'ecrebry was to receive r. dcputatic,n
from the 'cottish liquor trade, the deputation sncceeclecl
in indllcing, 'ir ,Yilliam to also grant them an interYiew.
That he kin<lly agreed to !lo. Both cleputations met
him by appointment on the tla,v previous to the debate. ,Ye have never seen such a commotion in the
lol>by as took place on that afternoon. Tlte publicans
failecl to secure the presence of hououraule mcml>cr at
their interview, but at the la t moment Lord Elcho, at
the instance of one of the local option deputation was
prevailed upon to introduce them to the Home ,'ecretary. This was unfortunate for the license<l. victuall0r ·,
for had they gone in by thernsehes to ir \Yilliam they
might have been able to explain that they did nut wi h
any houourable member to be present, now they must
.admit that their cause is sadly lacking in the clen cnt of
parliamentary intiuence when only one Consenativc
member coul i be got to lea<l them on. Their interview
was as short as it was whispered it was unsatisfactory.
While they were presenting their case the local optionists were marshalling their forces, and when we merely
mention the fact that they stood in the presence of the
Home , ecretary flanked by eleven honourable members
.and the Lord-Ad \'Ocate, we ha,·e sufficiently indicated
how obvious it must have been to , ir ,villiam that
the friends of the bill were by far the mo t influential
and popular party.
Mr. D. M'Laren, M.P., the
staunch friend of the deputations that have in London
successively rep1;esente<l. the temper:,,.nce party, introduced the Scottish local option 1..lepntation, which was
accompanied by the following party repi-e entativesGeneral Sir Alex. Gordon, M. P., , ir G. Campbell, M. P.,
Dr. Cameron, M.P., Messrs. Williamson, 1I.P., N"oJ,
M.P., :M'Lagan, M.P., Grant, M.P., Middleton, M.P.,
Dick Peddie, 1.P, Mr. Currie, 1.P. Ilev. Dr. Adnmson and Mr. R. C. Murray stated the case f ,r the
deputation. The Home Secretary made no public tatement, but his remarks were peculiarly encouraging.
He is reported to have said that h ha,l been convinced
that while both publicans and prohibitionists exerted
themselves to the utmost the country went with the
fatter. He bad at one time little sympathy with the
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e{forts of the friends of prohibition, but his Yiews
were changed by the Sunday Clo ing Bill for Irelan<l..
\Vhen he found that Sunday closing was the desire of
the people of Ireland, he could not refrain from upporting their claim, and if the people of Scotland
showed similar unanimity they would no doubt greatly
impress the legislature in their favour. He believed
that members of the Gon~rnment would be free to vote
on the resolution as they pleased, but they must excus<:
him from stating what the Government iutended to c1o
when the local resolution was bron<rht before the house;
all he felt called upon to say wn.s that the Government
wonltl by the division lear11 the tendency and force of
public opinion on this question, and be guided by it if
they had to deal in any way with the reform of the
licensing laws. The deputation, ha.Ying through J. fr.
R. T. :.licldleton, 111. P., thanked the honourable gentleman, withdrew.
As instructed by the Glad tone memorialists in 1'IidLothian, Mr. J. H. ,Vaterston, their secretary, communicated with the Right Hon. \V. E. Gladstone, M.P.,
reminding him of the debate and division, and expressing the hope of the memorialists that be would be in
his place and vote in favour of the local option resolution. The right hon. gentleman replied "that when
ir \Y. Lawson moved his resolution on the subject of
local option he would not fail to express himself in the
Honse of Commons." On behalf of the memoriali ts
Mr. ,Yaterston again wrote him (1) reminding him
that he had received a memorial signed by 140 electors
in the county of Mid-Lothian, praying him to vote in
frwour of local option; (2) that these memorialists energetically promoted his reLurn in the l1elief that he
wonld co-operate with them in advancing the i11tercsts
of local option; (3) cxpressin:' their hope that in his
speech he woultl not "'eakca the i.;osition whic11, jmlging from the vote of parliamentary representation lo~al
option holds in the estimation of the Rcottish people,
and (-!) tmsting that the memorialists would len,rn by
the speech he pnrpo, eel to deliver, he inteucletl to exert
his powerful influence on hchalf of a, 1110,·ement which
would pr mc,tc Uie •i1 tue, happiness, and 1Jr•grcs:, of
the people. Thi lette1· was lluly ackuowledrred.
THE JIOU~R BF.I'OliE Tirn DEDA'l'E.

Those who had rncm1Jers· onlers for the strnn<rcrs'
gallery mustered iu great force ill the outer corrillor,
and those who hatl order~ for the . pcaker's gallery
thronged the enhance of the inner corridor. A large
force of police, nuder the direction of Inspector Dennin:£, were present to pre:-crYe order: a Yery difficult
ta.sk, hut o:,c which, from the forbearance on both sides,
was on the ·whole satisfactorily accomplished . l'ousidcrable merriment was indulged in as batch after
batch of successful applicants for the stranger ' gallc:ry
in the cnstocly of policemen pnssed on to their ser.ts.
,Vhen all entitled to a seat there were cared for, the
speaker's gallery was attended to.
The gallery is
guaged to boltl 60, 3G seats being at the d1s1)osal of
members, and the re t at the imlllediate disposal of the
speaker's secretary. There is also a supplementary list
consisting of those who take the seats of such as are
pleased to relinquish them. The numbers wanting
admission would have filled the gallery twice over.
It was in tautly crowded to overflowing, m,d sc,-e1 al
seats of the members' gallery in front of it pres ed into
re()_nisition. The unfortunate individuals who were
disappoiuted of a seat had then to withdraw into the
outer lobby. 'rhe aspect inside the Honse was peculiar.
The bciichcs were rapidly tille<l, the galleries and the
bdics' cage being cro,v<leJ. by an e:iger an l expectant
audience, and 011 the fro11t ministerial bench were
Sir \V. Harcourt, • lcs::;rs. Gladstone, Forster, Bricrht,
Gr:mt Duff, and others. Sir R. Cross was the solitary
occnpaut of the front opposition ben1.:h.
THE DEBATE.
On the motion for going iuto 'ommitteo of Rnrpl:,
Sir vVrrsl:m LA nw~-1 rose to move, "Th;it, innsmuch as the ancient al!d avowed oLject of li.::ensing tl:c
sale of intoxicating liquors is to npply a supposed public want, without detriment to the public welfare, this
House is of opinion that a legal power of restraining
the issue or renewal of licenses should be placed in the
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hands of the persons most deeply interested and af• resolution . In an admirable sentence they pointed out
fected, namely, the inhabitants themselves, who are the enormity of the evil and the feeble and unsuccessentitled to protection from the injurious consequences ful efforts hitherto made to reduce it. He hoped he had
of the present system, by some efficient measure of r Iearly explained that the resolution was not the P ermislocal option." He said he should endeavour to address sive Bill. 'Curning to the amendments, he believed he had
himself more especially to the new members, who had no objection to any of t.he schemes propounded in the
not heard this subject thoroughly discussed, antl who amendments. Matters could not be much worse than
wished to know what ,vas meant by local option. The they were ; and all he sail was, "Don't let the magisresult of th e late general election proved that there trates force drink-shops upon places which don't want
was a very general interest felt in this matter through- them ." Objection was taken to the resolution because
ou t the constituencies of the kingdom. One result of that it was an abstract resolution; but he believed-fol"
interest was that some of his old and valued opponents there were exceptions to all rules-that there were
were not there to oppose him as they used to be. He occasions when an abstract resolution was laudable.
missed the familiar face of his old and respected enemy He recollected the celebrated resol ution brought in by
Mr. "\Yheelhouse, and he had bad some doubt in his the hon. baronet the member for Devonshire (, ir M.
mind as to who would take his place. He did not Lopes) about local tax~ition, and when a Conservative
know for certain who would do it, but he had been Government came into power they acted upon it. The
told that the mantle of Mr. Wheelhouse had fallen Prime Minister, some years ago, moved an abstract
upon the noble lord the member for Hadtlingtonshire resolution condemning the Irish Chnr.::h, and when an
(Lord Elcho). (Laughter. ) Jot long ago the I rime oppo1tunity offered, and he had a majority at his back,
Minister saicl that amongst the questions which any he very properly c:irrieJ a bill for disestablishing the
new Government would have to deal with, the question Irish Uhnrch. There was another case in point. A
of altering and amending the liquor la\VS would hold a worthy friend of his-the late Professor Smyth-in foremost place. The late Chancellor of the Exchequer troduced the question of Sunday closing in Ireland
said, "The evils of drunkenness become more and by means of a resolution, and having carried it, in a
more patent every day," and that "the conscience of the year or two he ,ms able to carry the bill which had
country is fairly arousetl upon this subject. ' If legis- alrea ly worked such wonders in the way of benefiting
lation was able in any way to deal with such a state of the people of Ireland. It was said that he ought to
things, then that legislation was the most important i11clude in the resolution something about compensasuujcct which could occupy the time of the House of tion.
ow he did not want to eon lemn compensation,
Commons. He had not come there to advocate a new but it was not the question for consideration now.
licensing law. The preceding Liberal GoYernmeut The ques t.ion virns the right to force these houses upon
dealt with the lic:iuor laws in l 872, and made them I an unwilling neighbourhoou, ancl if a remedy could not
a little better, and the late Home , ecrctary dealt be found without compensation, then let them have
with them in 18N, aml made them a little worse. 1 compensa,tiou. All be would say now on the question
(Laughter.) A proof of the evil of the liquor traffic 1 of compensation was that at the right time, when the
was to be found in the innumerable bills which were question was seriously raised, ·he and his friends would
brought into that House dealing with this question, be ready to co~sitler it. In conclusion he urged that
and the curious thing was they all went in his direc- there must be something in a demancl which the people
tiou. They were all meant to restrict the trade . . He so persistently urged, and the House knew as well as
dill not " go in" for a comprehensive measure of deal- he did that the demand sprang from the poor and
ing with the licensing system, but left that to cleverer working people of the country. Hardly any rich man,
fellows and statesm en, neither of which he was. (Hear, hardly any great man, hardly any statesman was in
and laughter.) All he proposed was that the people favour of it. The rich and the influential treated it
for whom these places were licensed, the inhabitants, with scorn. The press up to the last year or two
should be allowed to choose whether they would have were generally against it.
o great orators went
them or not. That meant "option." Then "local" about the country as in the clays of the Anti-Corn Law
meant that there should be a certain district mn.rked League, and there were no large subscriptions to aid iu
out in which they should be allowed to exercise that getting rid of this monopoly. They had had all this
option. He proposed to constitute no n ew powers as to contend with, and yet at tl1is moment, notwithstandregarded licensing. '' Local OJ:)tion" seemed to be a ing all obstacles, it was a question which excited the
word that puzzlerl a good many people. The word was deepest interest in every constituency . The only
first used by the Prime Minister, but his resolution reason why the question occupied so prominent a posicame from Con vocation.
(Laughter.) Convocation tion was that their cause and their demand was l'ight,
presented a repo1·t on drunkenness, and in that report just, and reasonable. He knew very well that the
would be fournl emborlie<l a recommendation in the Government had many intricate and tronblous matters
words of the resolution he was now moving, copiell to deal with, but he must say that tl1is was one which
verbatim, with the exception of the words added at the they could not very long delay dealing with. The
end, '' by some measure of local option," in order to Prime Minister in several of his recent speeches
make the thing a little clearer. The resolution was stated that it was a matter upon which public
endorsed by 14,000 clergymen of the Church of Eng- opinion must be formed. No Parliament could go
land. Her Majesty's Government ought to give him before public opinion.
He would not nrge the
some help in this matter, because they were very Prime Minister to vote for the motion, but he did
strong on local self-government. He knew that hon. ask him most respectfully to leave the matter to the
members looked upon the resolution with suspicion, unbiased opinion of the House to reilect the opinion of
and regarded it as the Permissive Bill in disguise. the country. I t was his belief that the House was not
(Hear, hear.) He knew somebody would cheer that; insensible to the evil he had attempted to describe,
but he wished to ask those gentlemen who cheered, and that a great many of its members were convinced
how it was possible for a resolution to be a bill ! It there was some sense and some reason in the policy hewas a thing impossible. He had annoyed hon. mem- was urging, and he was not without hope that the
bers over and oYer again with the Permissive Bill, and result of the division would be such as to lay the
he had been often told that they wanted a principle foundation of a course of legislation the full accomand not details. He believed that the resolution did plishment of which would entitle this Honse of Comcontain the principle of wlrn.t he used to call the Per- mons to an honourable place in the ,mnals of Engli h
missive Bill-(hea.r, hear) - and that was that licensing Parliaments. (Cheers.)
honlcl only be allowed where the people wanted
Mr. Huon MA~O~ seconded the motion, and in doing
licensed houses.
ome of bis hon. friends seemed to so said that both the House and the country desired
think that it meant a great deal more. If it clid he that something should be tlone to check the great evil
should be delighted, an<l. so much the better for the of intemperance, and he was sure Parliament would
resolution. The principle upon which he proposed the afford them the means of doing so. There were some
resolution was well unJerstoocl by the Lords' Commit- good men ·who were of opinion that legislation woulcl
tee on Intemperance. They condemned the I ermissi ve be inoperative to check this evil, and t hat they must be
Bill, lrnt they thoroughly endorsed the principle of the content to wait for the slow growth of moral feeling
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before they could expect this improvement in the I have indicated, because the forn1s of the House enable
habits of the people, and yet they had to admit that me to deal with the motion for 8upply as if it were a
Bills pa8sed in relation to Scotland and Ireland for motion for the prev ious question. My hon. friend will
closing the public-houses for one day in the week had see that a responsibility rests upon me, and an expectaaccomplished a great deal of good. He denied that tion woultl be held to follow on my vote which would
this was an attempt at class legislation. "\Vhat they be different from that of one not charged with official
really desired was to take the power of licensing out of duty. I should have been better satisfied with the
the magistrates' hands and pb.ce it in the hands of the matter of the resolution if my hon .. friend had iuclncle<l
people. The people themselves desired to be i1wcsted in it some reference to the principle of equitn.ble comwith this power. If the buyin 6 up of all the public- pensation. I don't want my hon. friend to commit
houses in the country wouhl eradicate the evil, he himself upon that point, but I w::.nt a recognition of
would he reatly to pay that im.mense price for such a the principle that we are not to deny to rublicans as a
great, mor,1.l, political, and social gain, and in conclu- class th e benefit of equal treatment, because we think
sion he appealed to the House to give the working men their tmde is at so many points in contact with, and
the power to protect th emselves. (Hear, hear.)
enn sometimes procluctiYe of great public clanger.
Mr. '\V. E. GL.A.DS1'0NB, who was received with loud Considering th e legislatiYe right they have acquired
cheers, saill-I do not rise at this early period of the they onght not to be pln.cecl at a dis::.clYa,ntage on
debate with either the idea or the desire of checl-in!! account of the impression we may entertain, in many
the course of this discussion. On the contrary, I think cases too justly, in relation to the mischiefs connected
that the delivery of speeches, full of ::.rgument and full with the present licensing system and the consumption
of information on a matter of this enormous social of strong liquors as it is now carried on. Having said
interest, is a thing hi ghly valuable and important to this much it is um1ecessary for me to follow my hon.
the public welfare. But I rise at this time hecanse I friend into his argument, but a few words I will say
th<mght it my duty to meet without a moment's delay, expressi e of my general sympathy. I am bound to
so far 2.s it depended upon me, the courteous and en- say there is not a word in the remarkabl~ passage read
couraging invitation addressed to me by my hon. frientl, by my hon. friend from the R eport of the Committee
the mover of the amendment. I understood my hou. of the House of Lords at.the close of bis speech which
friend t o say at the close of his speech he clid not pro- I am not prepared to endorse. (Cheers.) My difficulty
pose, and he did not mnch expect me, to gi,·e a vote in in this case is not the ordinary one of want of time, but
favour of the adoption at the present time of the the intricacy with which the subject is surronntlcd. I
motion, but he hope l no attempt would be macle on do not yet see the particnln.r measure by which just
the part of the Government to bring whatever authority effect can be gi,-cn to the principle of my lion. friend ;
belongs to the Executiv Government, as such, to bear but I earnestly entertain the hope that at s,)me not
on tbc deliberations of the House, but that everybody very distant period it ma.y be found practicable to deal
should be encouragecl to declare his own sentiments, with the licensing laws, and, in dealing with them, to
ancl to vote according to his own belief and jtHlgmcnt include the reasonable, the just application of the
in the matter. I can meet that inYitation and challenge principle for which my honourable friend contends.
of my hon. friend in a manner that I hope will not be W c all go together up to a certain point. ,Ye all
unsatisfactory to my li on. friend.
The opinion he recognise and allow that the evils of intoxicaLion are
entertains on that s ubject, viz., as to the course the not merely grc:;i.t, but monstrous. Their extent and
Uovernmcnt ought to take, is an opinion to ·which ,vti th~ir <lepth and their intensity need hardly be cl scribed;
onr!';elvcs h::.cl ::.rrivecl. (YTini!:;terial chcP.rs.) "\V c do but, having made that admission, onr paths begin to
not desire to bring :my pressure whatever to bear npon diverge. I c.lo not myself :igrec with those who say
the House. I recognise wit.ii pleasure the 8tatcment of tliat legi:,lai.i ve m ans are irnpo~enL in tht_;8C 111atLcr::,.
my hon. friend, that it is not in the power of the L egislation has great powers in removing powerful
(lovcrnmcnt to take larg ly into its own hands the sources of temptation, and the question will be to what
decision of a question such as this ; that it must be extent, in what manner, and under what conditions
content to march with a close and sedulous regard to legislation can be employed at a suitable moment for
the progres of public opinion, and that even if it be the purpose of lessening or removing those sou rces of
true, ::.s it is true, that the Government may at a temptation, either in c::.ses that admit of a universal
certain stage do something towards ripening or giving application of principles, or iJ.1 those in which the local
form to that public opinion; yet if it places itself in a judgment of the population should be allowed an influposition entirely a.part from, whether in advance or in ence. I d eny that this movement is inspired by any
the rear, it mistakesitsfunctions, and a premature attempt de ire for cla. s legislation, as it has mostly come from
will probably result in its action being foiled. 'lhere the working classes themselves. For myself I certainly
arc members of the Government who haYe Yoted ::.lready am one f those who, regarding the general structure
in favour of the resolution of my hon. friend, and of the licensing la,Y, are thoroughly aud radically disthose members will, so far as I know, renew that vote satisfied ,vith it : but at the same time I am 110 believer
to-night. I shall not follow my hon. friend into the in monopoly, either here or in any other matter, and I
lobby, and I may tell him at once frankly the reason believe, also, that as monopoly is bolstered np so is it
that will lead me to pursue the course which he hinted . more difficult to deal with the evil it coYers. I do not
as probable on my part. He qnotes a case in which I wish to be drawn into any premature conclusion, but it
was the mover of an abstract resoh1tion-namcly, the is only fair to make that admission . '\Yith regard,
series of resolutions in l 868 on the Irish Church Estab- however, to the qnestion which my hon. friend has
lishment. That is perfectly true, but my hon. friend brought hefore us, I will say these two thin gs in conwill d me the justiee of saying that those abstr::.ct clusion : First of all, that 1 believe that one of the great
resolutions were simply the preface to a bill which I subjects which will ca.11 for the attention of the Execuproposed, and eventually carried through this Honse. tive at as early a period as the heavy competing presrot a su re of some other subjects will permit will he the
( 'ir vV. Lawson. - lu th e same session?) Yes.
Bill to disestablish the Irish Church, bec:.use I con- reform of the licensing laws ; and secondly, I believe
sidered that a dying Parliament was unequal to such a that that reform is so eminently called for and is so
t::.sk, but a Bill to arrest all appointments iu the Irish fayoured by the citcurnstances in which we now stand,
Church until after the election then approaching, in that I regard it as an essential p::.rt of the work and
order that legislation might be reserved to the next mission of the present Parliament. (Cheers from all
Parliament. And even as in 1868, when, in proposing parts of the house). I have no prejudices upon this
a resolution of this kind, I was prepared to give prac- subject, but I am glad to have at least the pardon, if
tical effect to it in a definite form on which the judg- not the approYal, of my hon. friend if I decline to
ment of the Honse could be tested, the Yery same express by my vote distinct adhesion to an expression
expectation would be, I think, legitimately entertaiucd of abstract-principle on the subject until I feel myself
of me, especially in the place I have no,v the honour to armecl with the possession of some practical plan that
IHI, if I were now to vote iu favour of the abstract I am in a condition to recommend for the approval of
resolution of my hon. friend. l\J y hon. friend will also Parliament. (Loud cheers.)
~ir Ronr.R.T Gi.;::-uFFB sn.icl he ,ms one of those who
percei Ye tlia.t I ha ye gren.ter facility in taking the course
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had never been able to supp::>rt the Permissive Bill, and
in voting for this resolution he should uot consider himself pledgeJ to any particular bill. It appeared to him
that a bill which gave the ratepayers some control over
the granting of licenses would do much to get rid of
many evils of the present $ystem.
Captain AYLIIIER said that all this resolution pretended to do was to transfer the power of granting
licenses from one body to another. That would not
put an encl to intemperance. He maintained that the
magistrates were the best licensing authority; they
li veLl in the place, and were independent of any improper influence that might be brought to bear upon
them. He should oppose the motion. (Cheers).
Mr. A. ARNOLD said that for Local Option- mysterious term-he would much prefer to substitute the
expression "local control." (Hear, hear.) That part
of the resolution which was intelligible to himself, and
with which he was in entire accord, was to the
cffcct tha.t the representation of the p eople on this
matter- a ma.ttcr of such vital, such deep social importance to them-should be in their own hands ; that
they should have, as he contendeJ they had a right to
liaYe, local control. The people of this country were
n ot represented by their IDagistrates. For himself, he
regaru.cd the license possessed by the man privileged to
sell wine, beer and spirits uy retail as a very substantial
property. It was impossible for anyone ·who seriously
understood any course of reform to be anything but
tender towards the rights of property; the Ycry essence
of the work of reform was to pay proper and consistent
respect to those rights.
Lord ELCHO said the hon. member for Carlisle had
told the House that he (the noble lord) had inherited
the mantle of the late member for Leeds (Mr. ·w heelhouse).
He ln.iLl claim to no such Parlia.mentary
inheritance. (Laughter.) They were urged to vote
for local option because it did not necessarily mean
suppression, l.mt only restriction.
His hon. friend,
ho,ve.-er, was too honest to stop there, aud he added
that he wished to suppress the liquor tra.ffic altogether.
(Hear, hear.) ln this free country it would be an
intolerable state of things to establish that a majority
of tl c ratepayers-half the ratepayers of a district plus
one-should la.y down a law which would prevent the
other half mi11us one, who might be most temperate
111en, from being able to take n. glass of beer or spirits
in that district. It was a climax to the harassing of
He believed this legisbtion was proposed
interests.
a.t a time when it was not neccs~ary. He heartily
sympathise<l " ·ith cYery member who desired by every
possible means to repress intemperaucc. Bnt the resolution was introduced at a time when far from intempcra.ncc being on the increase there were 1~any signs of
improvelllem;.
~fr. CAI~E said he supported the resolution in the
interests of temperance and morality. 'l'bere had been
a good tleal said about the rights of 1iropert.y, but
they mu. t not, while protecting those rights, forget the
rights, the sorrows, ancl the aspirations of the people.
Colonel BARXE opposed the resolution. This was
csseutially a poor man's question, and before the decided
it they should wait until household suffrage got
extended to the counties, which would give them a
Parliament elected by the labourers. The magistrates
were mueh more fit to be the licensing body than the
inhabitants of the parish. (Cheers. )
General BunxABY opposed the resolution.
Mr. ,VARTO, ' , who rose next to oppose the resolution,
was greeted with loud cries of '' di vidc." He spoke
throughout amid a running fire of interruptions from all
parts of the Honse, which rend red his voice almost
inaudible.
The House c1iviu.ec1, a,ncl the numbers wereFor Sir ""\V. Lnvson's resolution .... ..... 229
Against .. .. ..................................... 203
Majority .............................. --26
The announcement was received with loud cheers
from the Govemment benches, this demonstration
being taken up l;y the occupants of the Stranger's
Gallery, many of whom rose to their feet and clapped
their hands.

ir Wilfrid Lawson was in good form, more argumentative and earnest than usual, but this was greatly
in favour of his contention, bis speech being cheeretl at
its various points and warmly cheered at its close. :i\Ir.
Hugh Mason made a most excellent speech, bristling
with t elling argument and fact anu. full of eloquent
pleas in behalf of the people having a veto-power over
1
the liquor traffic. The Speaker having read the resolution which was now before the House, the Prime Minister, who seemed. eager to speak, rose amid cheers and
made one of the best speeches he has delivered during
the present session. Calm, frank, sympathetic, and
masterly, it made a great impression on the House, and
we arc of opinion that it moved many to vote for
the resolution. He was loudly cheered throughout ;
and after he sat clown, the House was not disposed for further debate, and gave scant hearing to
those who opposed the motion. Mr. Caine, however,
got a mo~t attentive hearing.
Lord Elcho was
laughed at, and as for Mr. \Varton he was shouted
clown; no one in the House could hear an enti re
sentence of his thirty mi1mtes' speech. At last the
Speaker put the question-" That instead of the words
'the House shall go into supply,' the words of Sir
"~ilfrid's resolution shall stand part of the question."
His ruling was challenged and a division ordere<l. At
the enu. of the two minutes' grace, the doors being
locked, the question was put and the House divided,
members going into the lobbies. The suspense at this
moment was pr.infu], for it was felt that the division
was to be a close one. At last members began to return
to their seats, aud amid breathless excitement all eyes
were bent on the tellers to see whether those for supply
or those for the amendment were to receive the paper bearing the numbers. Sir vVilfrid went forward to the lerk
at the table, and when the paper was put into his hand
the House cheered, as ditl also the ladies and those in the
galleries. Of course the strangers had at once to compose
themselves, but honourable members being uudernosuuh
restraint, cheered while, 'ir Wilfricl walked up the floor
and read off the paper that 203 went for supply and 229
for him. Another loud outburst of cheering took place,
at the announcement, which was shared in by both sides
of the House and by those below the gangway. Many
members shook ,'fr ,Yilfrid heartily by the hand, antl
he retired to t.he lobby to receive the warm congmtu•
lations of his friends antl supporters who throiwc<l
around, cheering a.t the victory and congratulating e~ch
other on their great triumph.
'l'IIB DIVISION J.1 ,"f.

On the hrn occasions on which the resolution Wei.IS
brought forward the voting was respectively-for, 183;
against, 271 ; majority against, S : for, 134; against,
248; majority against, 114. On this occasion the vote 1
;nclucliug tellers, was-for, ..;.31; aguim,t, ~03; m,..,jor;ty
for, 26. 'l'o this number has to be added from 10 to 13
pairs, so that there will likely be a majority of about
40.
On looking at the last and present vote the
immense change of public opinion on this question
becomes apparent. On the last occasion the majority
against was J 14, on the present it is 26 in favour, showing a difference in favom of the resolution of 140 votes.
The Scotch Y0te on the first division on the resolution
was 32 to 10, 011 the 5th l\Iarch ln.st it was 32 to 7, on
the present occasion it was 40 to 5, exclusi,·e of pairs,
or 8 to 1 in favour of local option. 'Three members
paired for, so that the Yotes a11cl pairs stand 43 for aucl
5 votes and 110 pairs against. This is fully two thirds
of the Scotch parliamentary representation. ....,omc of
our readers may point to our J\'.faj, number, a.nd call our
attention to the summary of the results of the general
election there, which shows that 46 candidates promised to vote for, that 8 were neutral, and 6 were
opposed, and ask us to explain. Of the 46, 3!) Yoted,
ancl 7-Yiz., Lord Colin Campbell (at Constantinople),
Mr. Russell (resigned his scat for Buteshire), Hon . .
Preston Brnce and Mr. G. Anderson (resilecl from their
promise), Colonel Mure (on sick leave), A. Mathieson
(ill), J. Ramsay (necessarily absent), are accounted for.
The Lord Advocate was defeated in the Wigtown
Burghs, bnt :Mr. St e-wart voted for the resolution. Dr.
ebster, who was believed to prefer a neutral position,
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votccl with Sir ,Vilfrid, thus making forty, and Messrs.
A.11derson :1111..l Ramsa.y and Lord Colin Campbell ]Jaired
in its favour. Then it was concluded that 6 would
vote against the resolution. Mr. R. Vv. Duff and Dr.
Campbell fortunately did not fulfil the anticipation, but
Mr. R.
Cochrane-Patrick ,·ote<l adversely, contrary
to expectation, thus there ,rnre only five against. The
following is th0 voting : Ayes-Sir A, H . Gordon, Dr. Farquharson, Dr.
W ebster, Major Campbell, E. Marjoribanks, Si r J. G.
•r. Sinclair, R . Jardine, E. oel, G. Armitstead, F.
Henderson, D. 111 'Lareu, J. Cowan, Right Hon. Dr.
Playfair, Right Hon. lVI. E. G. Duff, J·. ,V. Barclay,
Dr. Cameron, R. T . Middleton , J. Stewart, Sir D.
\Vedderbum, G. 0 . Trevelyan, 0. Fraser-M'Intosb , J.
Dick Peddie, Sir G. Balfour, Sir G. Campbell, Captain
Max"·cll, Major Hamilton, A. Grant, P. 1\1'Lagan,
Right Hon. VY. E. Baxter, '. Laing, ,v. Holms, C.
Tennant, D. Currie, C . S. Parker, Hou. A. Elliot, S.
, illiarnson, J. C. Bolton, H . Campbell-Bannerman, J.
Pender, aud M. J. Stcwart-40. Paired for -Lord
Colin Campbell, J. Ramsa.y, G. Anderson-3. Total
for, 43.
Against-TI.. W. Cochrane-Patri<:k, A. 0. Ewing,
Hight Hun. V. E. Gladstone, Lord Elcho, Sir Herbert
'i\faxwell-5. Scotch majority for local option, 38.
Absent-Colonel Alexander, Right Hon. ,V. P.Aclam,
Hon. E. P. Brnce, D. Cameron, Dr. Campbell, Sir 1'.
E. Colebrooke, R. ,V. Duff, ir George Macpherson
Grant, A. Mathieson, Colonel l\lure, T. l usscll,
Marquess St::dford-12.

THE PRESS ON THE DEBATE.
Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson is assnretlly well c011tent with the
result of last night. He sco1·ecl a decisive victory, and
thus gave au unforeseen reality to the belief of the Prime
l\Iinister that this Parliament must deal with the licensing
question. All men may, indeed, rejoice at a result which
forces the Government to take the matter in hand. A
tendency to let it drift has been the danger of the situation. ,c;ir "\Vilfrid Lawson has his scheme. He may hide
it under the cloak of a Local Option Resolution or iu any
other fashion that pleases him, but the scheme is prepared
and only waits the appropl'iate hour. It is in this way
that the impossible has so often become po;;sible, and what
we sa.y never can happen does somehow come to pass. But
after last night's vote the Government cannot allow
another session to pass without cla.borating some definite
plan of dealing with the licensing question. Thi'> is to be
desired in the interests of all m en.-T·imes.
Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson bas succeeded in taking hold of a
practical principle which is forcing itself every Jay more and
more into serious consideration. lt is a, very imp ortant ques·
tion whether the regulation of the traffic against which Sir
"\Vilfritl Lawson directs his efforts would not be more safely
left in the h,1nds of a properly representatiYe Lody in each
locality than entrusted to any specially constituted licensing boarcl. But however Sir \Vilfritl Lawson's main object
may be affected by the principle he strives to call into
action, it is clear that the principle itself is coming rapillly
into recognition as a part of our public policy. The proposed principle does seem no u.oubt as if it put some of the
daily habits of a, small minority at the will of a large
majority. But it i · to be remembered that in almost every
kind of legislation we have to put up this principle to
some degree. \ Ye cannot help believing that a properly
TUE LOCAL OPTIOX RE OLUTIOK.
constituted representative system, having the power to
\Y have been requested to publish the following deal with the liquor traffic and the licensing trade, would
conespon<lence between Sir vVilfricl Lawson, M.P., and be found to take more account of all the various claims,
Ir. 'l'horna Burt, I.P., respecting the debate and interests, aml rights brought within its charge than i.·
division of 18th ult. :clone by means of the machinery at present in opera.tion.
" :My clear Sir vYilfrid, - I am soi-ry I had to leave -Dciily News.
The division resulted in Sir "\Vilfrid Lawsou's trilm1ph.
the House on Saturday morning without having the
opportunity of congratulating yon on the succe s of The hopes to which we referred yesterday have thus been
your motion in favour of local option. I rejoice with realized. In a House of more than four hundred and
you that after many years of earnest, able, and untiring thirty member , the resolution was carried by a majority
advocacy on yom· part, the House of Commons has of twenty-six. The House of 'ommons is thw, committed
to the princirle of local ortion, an.d we , ,tppo ·e that the
at length afrh-med the prineiple that the inhabifants of next step will be to propo ·e po:-.itivc legisla.tion on the subl(y a,litics :.,lwnltl hu ,e t he po1i·er to veto the s:i..lc of i1!- jcc"{;. Here thr. re,il difticnlty will begin. But it is cviap1t
toxicating drinks in their neighLourhoods. The que - that a question of this kind can only be dealt with hy the
tion is being anxiously,aslrncl as to what eoursc yon will responsible l\Iinisters of the Crnwn; arnl Sir "\Yilfri<l La.wtake to give effect to the resolution which has just been s0n will p1ubably be satisfied foT a, time wish the Yictory
pa setl
I presum.c it will now devolve u11011 the he g,tined last night. After years of patient la.hour, aml in
the Gov mm.cut to bring in a bill to carry out the wish spite of mi Teprm,ent,ttion UlHl ridicule, he lrns convinced
of the House of Co1mnous on the subject.-\Vith kind the House of Commons of the expediency of local option,
and may be congratulated by all parties on the success he
regard,·, I am, ever yours,
'l'Ho:-.1.A.:-; BuR'l'."
"D ar ::.fr. Durt,-A good many persons ask me the has achieved.-Dctily Ch1·oniclc.
If the working-classes are content to place in the hantls
same question as the one which is contained in your
note. There is no doubt that those who arc opposed of the majority- in nrn,ny insta-necs, this majority would
those who do not frequent public-houses - the power of
to the liquor traffic ncYer stood in so favourable a posi- be
preventing the Rule of stimuhmts, let them pronounce
tion as they do at present. Not only has the House of bohlly to that effect, arnl
can assure them that their
Commons, by a substantial majority, declared that wish will meet with no opposition from tho e above them
localities are ntitle<l to the power of protecting them- in the social sta.tion. - -Uloue.
selves from the invasion of liquor shops, but the Prime
"\Yhether the principle is called local option or local con. 1inister himself, although he voted for the motion for trol, it is to be hoped that we have heard the last of the
the 8peaker's leaving the chair, and not for my amend- absur<l doctrine that to take the coutrol of the<lrink traflic
ment, Yirtnally gave a Yery cordial support in his speech out of the hands of the present licensing bodies, and hand
to the principle embodied in the local option resolution. it over to elective bodies, would be to sanction local
It is quite clear that the Government cannot long delay 1 tyranny. 'There is nothing more tyrannical in local governdealing with the liquor l!ncstion; and if they deal with ment of drink th:in in local government of anything el.-eit in the manner which Mr. Gladstone indicated we shall of auitary works, roads and bridges, water or gas. It has
secure legislation of the kind which you and I have so , been found expeclient to entrust the control of these matto local representative bodies; aud there is 110 reason
long ad vocatecl. lt appears to me that any immediate ters
to nppose that, if the regulation of the sale of intoximttiug
action of 111.ine in Parliament, at the present moment, li'luors were entrusted to the same authorities, they would
coul<l hardly improve the prospects of sound and early at once forget a,ll that they have learned in generations of
legislation, but might on the other hand tend to em- the practice of local self-government, aucl rnsh into i~
barrass the Government in dealing satisfactorily with tymnnical abuse of their ti m.t. ·\Ye must h,wc confi lence,
this ,·ital question. Let us give them time; and for after all, in t.he good en e of the majority in this a' in
our part let us, between now and the opening of next other matters.-Pall Mall Ga::ette.
It is somewhat amusing to find the recognised organ c,f
selision, do all that is in our power to show the Government that there is a real, thorough, and earnest demand the liquor trade comforting its client with the assmancc
on the part of the public for that popular veto on the that, though the local option resolution has been carried
is~ue and renewal of licences, w bjch is the sum and by a majority. yet they will fall into the hands of l\Ir.
tone, ,tnd not into the hands of Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson .
substance of om· present demand, and which will per- GI:-tcl
This subdue<l. and mellow tone is in .,trange contrast to
fectly harmonise 1'vith any measure of licensing reform the fierce war cry that so recently called upon the dealers
which Government may introduce uext session.-Yours in drink to combine as one man against that Liberal
nry truly,
,v. LA w 'ON.
party which threatened to la.y its sacrilegious hnncls upon
"Grosvenor Crescent, R. Y., June 2::?ntl, 1880."
the rnobt lucrative of all monopolies. - E clw.
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THE , COTTISH PERML "IVE BILL AND TEM-PERANCE A SOCIATIO
A:ND Tirn DEBATE
AND DIVISION ON THE LOCAL OPTro: r
RE OLUTION, JU E, 1880.
The following reso~utions have been unanimously
a11opted by the executive of the associ11.tion:I.-" That the warmest thanks of the friends of
temperance and I rohibition throughout the country 11.re
d_ue to Sir ·wilfrid Lawson, Bart., J\l. P., and the 230
nght l:on. and hon. members, of whom 40 are represen ~entatives of S_cotland-fully a two-thirds majority of
its representat10n- who1 on the 19th inst., voted in
fa'.·ou_r of the loc~,l option resolution, embodying the
prmc1ple that r?-tepayers should be legally empowered
to prevent the issue or renewal of licenses for the sale
of alcoholic liquors in their several localities."
II. - " That the executi~e tender their hearty
a~kno_wle,dgments to ~l;e various temperance organizations m Sco_tland, wluc11 so energetically promoted the
movement 1~1 favour of the resolution: to the members
of the Parlrn1;nentary deputation, whose exertions in 1
L ondon contributed greatly to the satisfactory Scotch
vutc; and to the large bocly of earnest friends through ~mt the country to who~e co-operation at the present
Jtrncture the movement is very deeply indebted."
I!L-:-"Tha~, as the result_of the _triu1:1phant passage
of the 1esolut10n, the executive hails with satisfaction
the prospect of the early introduction of a Government
measure dealing '\Yith the licensing laws in the interests
of the community, including the principle for which
temperance reformers have so long contended, and
earnestly calls_upon the friends of the movement everywhere to contm1;1e to press tl!e clai~ns of that principle
upon the attentwn and consulerat1on of all classes, in
order ~hat the Govemment may fully ancl speedily
recog111se ~he fact that no legi lation ou the liquor traffic
can be satisfactory to the people of this conntry which
does u?t ~nablc the ratepayers· to veto all traffit:: in
alcoholic liquors."

their cordial vote and support.-James Hamilton, J.P.,
City Treasurer, Glasgow, President ; James Torrens,
J.P., Glasgow, Chairman of Executive; Thos. Dick,
Ex-Chief Maigstrate, Kinning Park, Vice- hairman;
James L. Selkirk, T .C., Glasgow, Honorary Secretary;
Ilohert M'Call um, Glasgow, T reasurer ; Robert Mackay,
Sccretary.-Scottish Permissive Bill and 'Temperance
Association; OfficeB, 30 Hope Street, Glasgo,v, 14th
J"ime, 1880."

THE ASSEMBLIES.
CHURCII OF ScoTLAKD.-The Genenl
Assembly met at Edinburgh, on the 20th fay,
with the usual august ceremonial and solemnities.
The Earl of Rosslyn was Lord High Commissioner;
Bev. Dr. Watson was chosen moderator. On Friday,
22nd ult., the report of the Sabbath Schools was submitted, and showed that for t he first time cveTy Presby.
tery was represented. 5G parishes had not yet reported, and there were still 34 parishes without a
Sabbath ~chool. There was a large increase (18,000)
in the number of schofors; ] :>,O school libraries had
been c3kiblished, n11d £2126 2s !n<l had been collected
in the Sabbath School of the Church. On aturc1n.y,
22nd, the repor t on hristian Life and ,vork was ::.;nbmitted. The deliverance of the Assembly bore, among
important matters, the following instructions:-That
Presbyteries be asked, '' How can the efficiency of the
hurch be promoted in developing and utilising within
the constitution of the Clmrch the special gifts of
ministers, such as aptitmle for organisation, or I owcr
of effective address on missionary, e\·angelistic, temperance, or other subjects." Mr. vVatson of Cavers
disapproved of the paragraph in this report about
getting youths of the highest class to enter the ministry.
He considered that hi1> service, if he had been a l oor
man, would ha,·e been as valuable as those of the son
of a rich brewer or country magistrate. On Thurs·lay,
27th, the Committee on Intemperance gave in their
report. In it they drew attention to the Board of
A circular, of which the following is a copy, was Trade returns, the newspaper reports, and the New
sent to every member of Parliament in Yiew of the Year's celebration, as all bearing witness to the imd~batc and _division on the resolution :- " Intoxicatiug proved state of the country through lessened incbricty.
L1qt~ors (L1?enses) Resolution . 'ir "\Vilfrid Lawson's This may not, however, arise altogether from chn.ngctl
l\lot1011, Frulay, 18th June, 1880. - Right honourable I 11abits, hut from the enforced sobriety of harcl timcn.
and honom:able members are respectfully reminded They would impress upon the General Assembly that
that on Fnday _first the following resolution will, in tl1e most hopeful view of the country in regard to
pu~suanc~ of notice, be moved ?Y SiT "\Vilfricl Lawson : intemperance implies a state of matters calling for the
- '.:{'hat_ rnasmuch as the ancient and ayowe<l object earnest and continued effort of every minister an l kirkof hcensmg the ~ale of intoxicating liquor is to supply I session of the Church to lessen the evil that is so widely
U: supposed pu~bc want, without detriment to the pub- spread, and is so ruinous in its consequences. The
he welfa!e! this ~ouse is of opinion that a legal power committee, in their suggestions for the future, proposed
of rcstr~mmg the issue or renewal of licenses should be amoug other ~things that they should be authori eel to
plac~d m the hands of the persons most deeply inter- form a temperance register for the Church-the regist r
esteu and aife?ted-namely, the inhabitants themselves to include (l) parochial societies, (2) the namee of
-who are entitled to protection from the injurious con- ministers and elders who arc members of such societies,
sequences of the present system by some efficient with the number of ordiuary members attached to each.
measure of_ lo~al option. ' The principle embodied in The deliverance of the Assembly was an injunction "to
the resolut10n 1s o~ie which, it is now widely admitted, watch over the interests of temperance in the 'hurcb,
must form the basis of any really practical and satis- to have prayers and conferences in all the Church
~actory a~endme11t of the licensing laws. It is at once Courts, to devise measures to. promote tempemnce, to
Just, _eqmtable, and reasonable that localities should furnish information to the Assembly on the subject, to
ha':e 1:rower to deal effectively with a system that is keep parochial t emperance registers, and to preach .L
mamtamecl professctlly £_or their covenience, and tha'l sermon on Sabbath, 18th December next." The moyer
nevertheless 1s fraug:ht with grea.t public rnischief, a.nd ( fr. Allison) congratulated the Assembly on the
largely coi:travenes its ostensible objects. If anything report, complimented the working classes upon their
were wantmg to r~mo:'e. misgivings as to the probable increasing sobriety, charged the labouring classes with
results_ of local opt10n, it is to be found i_n_thc testimony the great mass of drunkenness exi ting, and com-clear and strong-afforded by locaht1es that have mended the report because it did not suggest any action
been freed from the liquor traffic, to the effect that in furtherance of legislation. The less the Church had
~~ey have_ beu_e~ttec~ in_ every way by the change. to do, said this rev. gentleman, with legislation the
I hat public opm1on is npe for the adoption of such a better; first, because temperance legislation was of
n:-easure has h_een abundantly evidenced by the posi- doubtful value, and second, because it was outside
t10n the questi?n held at the late General Election, their province, the Church's d uty being to ieal with
when no quest10n of domestic legislation was more the people religiously and morally. The deliverance
strongly urged_ upon candidates by the constituencies, was unanimously adopted. Nothing farther of interest
~n~l /~one received more c1ecided Rnpport. "\Yhen Sir to our readers occurred during the sittings.
,Vil:nd Lawson divid ed the House on 5th :i\larch last
FREE CHURCH As E1IBLY.-TLe General Assembly
32 ~cotch members voted and paired for the r esolution
of this uenominatiou opened on Thursday, 20th 1\fay,
wlule on ly 7 voterl against it. Right hon ourable arnl with the usual solemnities. Rev. Dr. Maine. ModehoD:ourable members are .earnestly requested to be in l rator.
On Friday, 21st, the Con11.1.ittee on Religion
theu- places on Friday fast, ancl to give the resolution . and l\Iorn.ls brought np their report . The committee
1
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hacl no report upon a marked and wi<le-spreacl work
or grace, as was the case on previous yeara, but
th re wer e tokens that the gracious power of the
, 'pirit accompanied the ministry of the \Vonl. Sn h
tokens were more manifest in Home Mission work.
The committee deprecated the increased Sa.Lbath
tra.vellinrt by farm serrnnts. The Jedbnrgh Presbytery rep~rt that the two prevalent sins are drunkenness a.nu nuchastity. In many districts in the country
intcrn pcrnncv was decreasing.
This arose from the
mn.rked attention bestowed upon the evil, and from the
way ministen; hea<led temperance work. On Saturday,
22nd, Ilcv. A. C. Kay, Lo[l,nhead, was <lisjoinell from
his charge at Loanhead owing to the sin of taking
opiates- a ve1·y harsh proceeding on the part of the
Assembly, seeing that he laboured so zealously for the
Church at Stornoway, had au attack of fever on his
ruturn dnring his pastoral visitation among his own
p eople, and seeing, abo,·e n.11, tlrn,t there was no la", forbidding ministers to take, touch, and ha.ndle liquor,
and that the holiest ordinance of the Church is celebrated with intoxic[l,ting liquors.
On the 24th, the
Committee on 'l'empcrance sul>mitted their report
through their convener, Rev. D. D. B ..1.nnennan. Tl1ere
were many indications of progress in the country,
judgin g by the reports with which the report teem ed.
"The publicans of Rothesay had agreccl to close at ten
o clock : effect good." "Beyond question the more
opportunities, the more intemperance. _Markets, ~airs,
and cattle shows, are scenes and occas10ns promment
for excess."
" There is one parish in Dumfries in
which there is no public h ouse, and an intoxicated person is n evel' seen there." The convener said if any
wanted to know in wh:i.t school they may best learn
what intemperance means in this country, he would
sa.y to them, try to do a little Home Mission work in
however sm:i.11 a way; try to get ill to contact with the
people among whom you are living, and help them
towards higher things, moral and spiritua1, antl yon
will soon find what stops the way. {Applau ·e.) Thero
"Was a.n urgent neeJ that the Church shoulrl Le fairly
roused to grapple with this great question which faced
it, and that the hearts aud consciences of their Uhristian people should be stirred. ,He wonhl appeal to the
,,0111en of Lhis ·ity-uf t~iis -.;Ouutry-to il,e °'"'on, n of
the hurch. {Applause.) 'l'his wr,s a woman's quest ion, and they could do much in raising the public tone
f feeling n.n<l sentimen t on this ma.tter. (Applause.)
._ eveml overtur s 911 the subject w re presented.
I>rinci1J:i.l Rainy move<l the deli,~erance of the Honse
on the temperance r eport, whi ch n.ppro,-e<l. of it,
thanked the committee, and convener, and secretary,
r anewed their injunction to all tbeministersof theChurch ,
i,1 audition to appropriate references in their ordinary
ministrations, to preach a sermon on temperance ou the
third :,Loath of December, or on either of the two
following ::;a.bbaths, anu instructing Presbyteries to sec
that this injunction is attended io; renewin g their
request to ministers and scs ions to see that the young
of the congregation n.re traineJ. in ha.bits of tcmperance;
a .,a,in recommended all kirk-sessions to consider the
p~opricty of forming congregatiorn::.l temperance associations upon a well-considered basis, and under the
su perintendence of ministers and office-Learers of the
Church; renewing the Assembly's support of ,'ir \Yilfrirl Lawson's tesolution, arnl resolving to petition for
the bill for closing public-house· in England and Wales
on the Lord's day, introduce<l hy :1\lcssrs. 'tephenson
, nd Roberts; pressing upon Parliament the necessity
of a me~sure for Scotland giving to the ratepayers an
efficient control over the <lrink traffic, and for the
earlier closing of public-houses; an<l finally, the .AssemUy pre sed anew the whole subject of intemperance,
,nd the imperative claty of using all reasonable a nd
xpcdient means for its r emoval on the attention of all
llice-bearers and members of the Church; and, in particular, enforcing the duty of discouraging in every
mi.y, both by influence and example, the drinking
·sfl.aes of the country." Principal Rainy said he had
gre~t pleasure in moving this resolution, which was
, ery nen,rly in the same t erms as the resolution of Inst
General Assembly. He felt free to move the adoption

of the report, and to take the opportunity of expressing
his sense of the earnest attention which all men a.nu :ill
Churches ought to devote to this most pressing socia.l,
moral, and spiritual question. He felt especial plaDsura
in taking up this subjec:t in connection wi th the Church
::m d with the General Assembly. (Applause.) He hn.ll
no hesitation in joining with eYery Christian man or
men interested in the welfare of the community, h1t 110
felt that the Christian Church wa.s, and ought to be,
the Christian Temperance Society, and that the results
they ought to bring about ought to be results sought
and laid in the line of Christian action in Christ's institution. 'l' he evils connected with intemperance ha.cl
beyond all douLt taken mm;t exceptional proportions,
a.nd besides that fact he pointed out th[l,t they had not
yet got the minds of the people sufficien tly impresse<l
with the peculiar and insidious clangers connected with
intemperance. Though many men were vm·y powerfully
iw pressed with thesefacts,yethefeltthat tbcre,,eregreat
sections of the community who, after all that h [l,cl been
done, had not accepted with their minds impres.,io;rn
on this subject. He moved the adoption of th_is r eport
with a great deal of pleasure, because he thought th1;re
,vas evidence that the subject was making progl'ess,
that it was drawing attention to itself on every side,
that it was taking hold of the public mind in influcnL,l
quarters, and that there was an increasing tendency
towards something liken. sound public opinion on the
subj ect. \Vhatcvar point, however, it had reachc<l it
would soon bagin to go back unless Christian men kcpb
at the snuject, and oontinned to be r esolute in
ca.lling attention to it-(:i.pplause)-and to all the
evils connected v\ ith it. 'fhe progress that had been
made would very easily be lost unless they kept :1t
the subject.
They must endeavour to push cm :i..,
nearly abreast as they coul«l, seeking to lay hold in
some shape of the evil, so that by God's blessin g they
might subdue and overcome it. He could heartily say
that it would be a very useful thing that a large proportion of the people should simvly <lisuse the on1iuary
use of the~c thinga. He l>elieved that if a grcn.t many
more peoplewonhldo it, itconld do nothing butgoocl, and
he did not for his own part sec what conceivable harm it
conld do. He wished it to be observed that this was
Oll u of thvse thi1igs in 11;£etent;.:, tu wl1ich it ,vas of the
greatest importance t form public 01 inion, to embo<ly
public opinion in com1110n with ocial hal,its anll practices, because this was one of those things on which
public opinion told with cxtraon1inary force. Even
cla s opinion, in a giYen cla '8 of society, told with a
great force, and if th ey conl<l get the pu blic opinion on
the side of temperance thoy might come to S"e a very
gre:i.t change on men's practices in this regpect. (App ln.use.) }.1 en woul 1 then hegin to think how to get
rill of tbisextraordinaryteJHlencyto an ins::m ity- to :1.n
influence which, when it took hold of them with a
power of delusion, of enslaving, to carry them clown
the hill, to bewitch them to their rnin-a.s inexpressible
ns it was cleplornble.
One other thing the 1· port
directed attention to, and tbat was popular action on
t emperance-h e meant the action of law.
Now, in
r cg,1,rd to th a,t, he hall just to say tint he <1i•l not
believe in law ma.king mcu sober, but he ditl believe in
the law re.£[U1ating the temptations by whi<:h men are
made drunk. (Laughter mid n.pplause.) Bnt theie
should be no question on this uoiut, for the law alrl)a.dy
took cogn..isance and control of the liquor traffic. The
question was how far the law houltl go, and how far it
should be ma.de most efficient ? Mr. Ken, shipown:!r,
Glasgow (elder), expressed, amicl some applause, the
hope that they would ere long see many steamer such
as thab recently launcheLl on the Clyde, in which no
intoxicating liri_uors ai;c solJ. He veuturcd to nsk the
younger men of the Assembly and of the Church to
consider the times in which they lived. If they wonlcl
give up the luxury of wine and other into.·icating
liquors he ,ms convinced they wonlJ. incrnasc their
intluence for good. (Applause.) Mr. Kil1ston, Fernicgair, held that intempemnce ,vas caused by improper
lcgislatio11, :.i.ml that the evils of intemperance woul<l
be r emedied by nmcm1eLl legislation. In concluding,
Mr. Kidston intimated that having been for a number
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of years convener of the Temperance Committee he
thought it desirable now to retire, and he had pleasure
in proposing as his successor Mr. Bannerman. Councillor :M:'Lachlan, who confessed himself one of the
fanatical teetotalers, asked how coul<l. they allow kirksessions to constitute congregationn.l temperance societies, while one of their number might be a licensed
grocer? Accordingly, he wi shed the committee to put
in a clause in_ the motion to have these congregational
societies superintended by miniders and office-bearers
who were themselves ahsta.iners.
The suggestion,
however, was not entertained. Principal Rainy, in
connection with the resignation of Mr. Kidston, took
occasion to propose that there should be a fitting expression of the long and diligent services Mr. Kidston
had rendered on this committee. Mr. Bannerman also
testified to the Yalue of Mr. Kidston's labours, and the
deliverance was passed. Nothing else of moment took
place in the Assembly. On the 19th a great temperance demonstration took place in the Assembly HallLord Provost Collins in the chair. On ,vednesday,
2Gth, the annual temperance breakfast took placeProvost Campbell, Greenock, in the chair. The Chairman's address had a jubilant ring about it, as insb.nce
after instance of progress was detailed. The proceedings ·were of the most hopeful and enjoyable kind.

LADIE "" LOCAL OPl'IO

FU JD.

The secr etary, Mr. Mackay, has received the following leLter:-" Dear Sir,--Encloscd you will :find card
and P.O.O. for J5s., which will speak for itself. Being
in Edinburgh some little time ago, Mrs. Dr. Kirk gave
me this card to collect a little money. I am sorry the
curd is not filled. But most of my temperance friends are
already subscribers either to this or other temperance
funds, and others think that there is no use trying to
pass either Local Option or the Permisi,ive Bill; but
my faith is stronger, and I sincerely trnst that genera.I
goocl will follow Sir \Vilfricl Lawson's efforts this month.
-Yours most sincerely,
- - - ---- "
GnANGEl\IOUTII. -LORD Zr:·rLA D A~D THE PuBLTc.rns. - 1Ir. \Vilson, solicitor, .Falkirk, as agent for the
licensed victna.llcrs of this place receivetl the undermentioned letter from Lortl Zetland's agents, communicating his lordship's answer to the memorial from the
proprietors, factors, 11,ncl tenants of licensed premises,
here, forwarded by him to them on llth Februarylast:
- " After carefully considering the memorial, his lordship regrets that he cannot, con istently with what he
con siders to be his duty in th e circurnstauces, agree to
delay any longer enforcing his rights in the case of the
seven public-houses situat <l in Mid lle Street, North
B:isin Street, Harbour Street, Forth Bridge Street, and
Urange Street, aml nmlerstoo<l to hcloug to :Messrs.
P · ter Fealy, Baird's Trustees, John M'Arthur, ~tewart's
Trustees, J. Hislop, and 11. ,vebster. According to
our infonnation the proprietors and t enants of these
premises are still continuing to use them as puhlichouses, faverns, or dram-shops, in face of the notices
puhlisherl in January calling the attention of the parties to the prohibitions in the fen-rights, am1 intimating
that these wonld be enforced after the 15th inst. Unless we hear from you with an assurance to the contrary on or before 26th inst., we shall understand the
parties intend to refuse compliance with these prohibitions ex-judicially, and in that case the requisite legal
proceeding will be adopted'without further information.
As regards the four licensed grocers' shops and the hotel
in North Basin Street, it is not intended to interfere
·with them at present ; but if any of them should be
conducted in a way which Lord Zetland may consider
to be objectionable, the parties may la , their account
with the prohibitions being enforced. It will depend
on circumstances whether the prohibition be enforced
in the case of the Royal Hotel, in Grange ,'treat, an<l
ihe restaurant, in South Bridge Street.·, 1Ir. Wilson
asked all the parhes inter ested to meet him in his
chamber.. , to consider what -course should bz adopted.

STF:ATHAVEN'.-TE. tPERAK('E LECTC"RE!'l . -Mr. n.
Stevenson aucl Mr. R. Dransfield (of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association), on the evening of Monday, 24th May, delivered addresses under the
auspices of " Drumclog '' Loc1ge, I. 0. G. 'l'., in the Good
'l'emplar Hall, Kirk 11.oad, to a large and enthusiastic
meeting. Bro. A. H. Groves, as chairman, with a few
appropi·iate remarks, introduced Mr. Dransfieltl, the
first speaker, who is hlest with a rich stock of racy,
humorous anecdotes, coupled with hearty earnestnes~.
In referring to himself, he said, after tw enty years'
"fuddling" he was an old man, but ,Yith twenty years'
abstinence he had become young again.
None who
saw his energy and listened to his eloquence could doubt
it. Mr. Stevenson, who took up the subject of the
evening-" The British Government and the R evenue
from Intox icating Liquor" - treated it with great
power of reasoning. By illustrating from prosecutions
under the "Public Health" and other Acts, he proved
the right of Parliament to interfere with and stop the
traffic if it was proved injurious to the public good.
The chairman then asked the audience to award the
two gentlemen a hearty vote of thanks, which wa::i
heartily responded to. Mr. _Stevenson, in replying,
expressed the hope that the time was not far distant
when they would again address a Stra'yen amli ence.
The benediction having been pronounced, the meeting
dispersed, all highly pleased wit! the e,,enin~'s
enj oyment.--Hamilton Aclve1·tiser.
HAwrcrr-INTERESTI Ya Socu.L ::VIEETrxn.-The temperance hotel and restaurant, lately conc1u(;tecl by lr.
Rankin, has found a new "host " in Mr. Ja.mes Patterson, who has for many years been connect d with the
temperance movement, and he is determined to carry
on the business to which he has sncceeclecl on strictly
tohl abstinence principles. The premises having been
thoroughly renovated ancl re-opened, representatives
from most of the temperance associations in the town,
aml other fri ends, including the Rev. John Thomson,
met in the hotel on Thursday night to encouraue Mr.
Patterson in his work, and spend a social e~ening
together. After a plentiful supply of tea and cake, Mr.
R. Murray, \V.L.D., Rcottish Border Beacon Lodge,
No. 164, I.0.G.T., occupied the chair, and in the course
of a few genial remarks, spoke of the difficulties which
had to be lletcrminedly_ faced in successfully carrying
on a temperance estabhshment. Rev. 1\Ir. Thomson
said there was much need of such a house in the town,
and he had no doubt that if it was condncted in a right
spirit, and in such a way as to set temperance princ · ples
in their brightest light, it would be a thorough success.
In concluding, he observed that nothing pleased a
traYeller better than to get a smile of welcome from the
landlord.
Mr. VV. Simpson also eneoura'.:( cl Mr.
Patterson to set a stout heart to his work. Mr.
Cameron and :;\fr. C. Haig made a few remarks, and
Mr. Patterson, in brieily acknowledging the goorl
·wishes of those present, said he wus determined to do
his part in making his house a. home for those "from
home." Songs and recitations ,vere given hy :M essrs.
Scott i:;mith, Allan, and Inglis, and the evening passed
very pleasantly, additional vivacity being added to the
proceedings by the presence of a number of ladies.
THE NEw ZEALAND CHAMPION ' HOT J?OR 1880.-The
Faranaki H eralll gives an account of a complimentary
banquet given, on :M arch 15, to , ergeant N . Okey, the
winner of the champion belt for rifle-shooting.
In
re~pom~ing to th~ toast of hi health, Rergeant Okey
said:- 'Perhaps it would not be out of place if I were
to say a few words as to ,vhat , hould tend to make a
man a good shot. In the first place, ho must be steady.
There is no use in him taking what is now in these
decanters before us. I am one who can say that I
never drank a glass of liquor in my life, and I consider
that it is owing iu a great mea sme to that fact that 1
am the ,..,·inner of the belt. There is another thing that
tends t _m ake a _man nervous, and that jg smoking. If
u. man tries to wm the belt he mnst not take anytl,ing
that will make him 11erYons. Re must be temperate
in eating and in everything else. I think Dr. O'Caroll
will be able to explain that to you better than I can."
-1'PmJU'rm1r(' R ecord.
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POSTAGE TAMP:=-.-The number of different kind s of
CLAsc:o,-v-TnE Goon TE'.tIPLAns' HARMO.NIC Asso CI.\TroN.-This Society, which is now one of the most postage stamps which have been hitherto issued all
important and active in the city, has found it necessary over the world is estimated, ~n round numbers, at 6000.
to remoye to premises which will suit their largely
"Turs A \YFUL Acm" is the title of an original moral
iucreased membership and business. Those premises, comedy, newly issned, from the pen of Mary Grant,
situated in vVatson 'trcct, were opened on ednesday of Aberdeen, a frequent and esteemed contributor to
evenin<Y, the 23rd. ult., with a soiree, which was a great our columns.
e wish the venture every success.
succes;, Mr.
alter Freer, the president in opening the
ONE
YEAR'S
TEE'l'OTALISl\1.-The
manager of a savings
proceedings, made one of those earnest, shrewd, commonsense speeches which indicate his sterling qualities of bank persuaded a workman to sign the pledge. The
character. His statistics of the growth of the Associa- man kept his own council ; but about a year after signtion, of the contrast of the "plant " held now as com- ing the pledge he c~me and deposited £15 10s. as the
pared with what was held a few years ago ; of the extra first frnits of his total abstinence.-1'emperanceRecord.
tbonsancls of cups, ofthehundrec1sof yards of table-cloth,
ABSTAINERfl I.N PARLIAMEXT. -Our good frienclHenry
of the high sums paid to their artistes for music, and Hibbert, U .K.A. agent in Bradford, sends us the name
to their bakers and grocers for bread and tea-I hope. of A . Illingworth, Esq., M . P . for Bradford, as an
the artistes won't object to being associated with the abstainer of two or three years stm1ding, not included
bakers:__of the fact also that while at the beginning in our list in last issue. -\Ye shall only be too happy
two men were sufficient to take the tickets, hand round to make further additions.
the bread ancl pour out the tea, it nm,· r equires forty
HE K 'EW BETTER.- " I wish I could join the Band
men to do so every Ratmday night. Besides the speech of Hope," said a little boy of six years old, who stood
of the Clnirman, 1hilie Tonens, Messr.. ,v. Turnbull shivering in the doorway of a gin-shop by his mother's
and Alex. :Macdougall n.ddressed the meeting in the side. " You are not old enough," replied his mother ;
interTals of some nicely-sung songs by members and · "you can't understand it." "I guess I'm old enough
others. The Bailie was in rare form, and in a short to know better than to drink gin," ,ms the reply. address ran up the gamut of his various styles. He T emperance R eco rd.
,ms humorous, argmnentn.tirn, pawky, elognent, perTrrE OnrnR RIDE OF THE QuE -'1'IO~.-W.. c lately
suasiye, forcible, and the meeting did not miss a single
point. }.Jr. Turnbull ·was both interesting and amus- quoted a speech from Lorcl Derby to the effect that a
working
m : m consuming 3 lb3. of sugar, G oz. of tea, 2
ing, and his speeeh w~.s quite a noYelty as to form.
~Jr. ::\lacdougall's principal idea was the necessity for oz. of cocoa, 2 oz. of coffee per week, 1t"ould pay only
recognising the Yalue of the labours of all the sections 2}d. to the r evenue. He went on to say:-" If I had
of the temperance party, and he strongly deprecated to ta.lk to wc,rking men on financial matters I shoulcl
any action which woukl cripple or famage any organ- tell them, 'Don't com1 lain of b eing taxed ; yon are
isation, even when oue might he strongly opposed to it. lutr<lly tax ed at all. It is you who ta. yourselves, n.11<1
The en.rncst manner in which :Mr. Macdougall enforced if yon make yourself sheep yon must expect to be
this idea was not without its effect on the audience. shom !' I don't think they sufficiently understand how
\ Ve c:i.n ,only hope that Mr. Freer :md his friends will completely the publican and the fax-gatherer are
go on prospering. The work they are carrying on is identified. I don't think they quite realise that wl1011an absolute necessity, and they have proved themselves evcr they ordee sixpenny-worth of spirit.,, they are
handing over 5d. as a free gift to the Chancellor of the
the men to do it.
LEITH TOTAL AB;';TJXr:N"C'E ._'ocrnTY.-This society has Excheqner. "-Chm·ch ofllnylmul J.lempe,·a11ce Chronicle.
lately been distinguishing itself by special e{forts havOr..rnr.r OF BIBLE SocrnTIES.-A young\ elsh girl in
ing for their object the cre,tting aud maintaining of a. 1802 was wont to walk a <1istauce of se en miles weekly
more PnligbtPne,1 interPst ;n tl10 t"'mrcr:>.nce mcye1:1ent for an opp rtnni:y of rcad;ng the, Bible. In une of
amongst the people. A series of fortnightly meetings these weekly journeys she was met by 1\11'. Carlz, of
was first held indoors, at "IThich fr. George Easton, of Ba.la, who, on learning the fact, ,rnnt up to Lonllon to
the Rcottish 'l'emperauce League, ancl :Mr. J. H. ask for \Y clsh Biulcs for tlistribution. \Vhcn in conaterston, •of the :::icottish Permissive Bill'Association, versation with some friends on the snl,ject, one J olrn
took a prominent part, assisted on each occasion by the Hughes exclaimed - "\ Vhy not establish a society for
pleasing accompaniment 0£ music, rendered by several sending Bibles to \Val es? But, if to ,vales, why not to
friends. The result of these meetings was so encourag- Englaml? If to England, whynotto.Europe? If to Europe,
ing that the committee resolved upon undertaking a why not to the whole world?" This small mustardseries in the open air. For these, they wern fortun:.i.te seeu. has spre:i.cl into the British a,rnl Foreign Bihlc
in sccnring the serdces of Mr. CJharles Bent, of Man'ociety1 as it now is ; mvl the simple fact of that little
chester, and Mr. .J. H. \Vaterston.
Large and girl's going seven miles a week for a Bible has led to
enthusia tic audiences listened to earnest and eloqnent the wonderful distribution of 74,000,000 copies of tl e
addresses, on Giant's Brae, night after night, and an ,vord of God, in whole, or in part, throughout the
impetus has been given to the cause which, it is 11oped, length and breadth of the world.
may be lasting, ancl which must greatly gratify all
BREWERH IN TllE U~ITED Kr~GDO'.\-r.-Jt appears by
concerned.
a Parliamentary return, just is ued, that, in the ye:i.r
u.TITED Krnono,1 TE~IPI!:RANCE A_-n GE ERAL PRO· ending cptember 30, 187D, licenses were issued in the
VIIIE~T I NS'J'ITU'l'IOX.- Thc thirty-ninth annual report
whole of the United Kingdom to 2,648 common brewers,
of the directors of thi. institution, like the previous ones, not being victuallers or retail beer-sellers; to 99,01:3
exhibits great success. They completed )!)79 proposals, Yictua.llers, to 37,8-19 persons to sell beer to be drunk
inYolviog a sum of £4 3,479. The present capital of on the premises, and to 10,079 pcr;;ous to sell beer to
th e institution is £2,700,000. A honus is to be Lleclared. be drunk off the premises. It will thus be seen th!lt
this y ar to "with profits" assurers.
'I'he annual the whole of the licenses issued a.mrmnted to no less
income was £353,761 4s. 4tl.
Bnt what is of most than 149,58!). Of this number 2,510 common brewers'
interest to our readers is the temperance section as licences, 69,840 victuallers, and the whole of the bc crcompared with the general section. There were ex- sellers' licences were issued in Englan,l; 13, 17::! victualpected claims in the temperance section to the number lers, of whom 13,081 were in :U:nglanJ, 90 in Rcotlanrl,
of 196, for £4.0,844; the actual claims were 164, fo1· and only one in Ireland, brewecl their own beer, as also
£2 . 690, or 32 claims and £12,154 leEs. In the general ditl 6558 refail beer-sellers- all of whom were in Enrrsection the expected claims were 305, for £64,342; the land.
The common brc~·ers consume 1, last yea~·,
actual claims were 326, for £74,950, being 21 claims 46,659,637 bushels of malt; the victnn11ers, 5,593,77-:1urnl £10,608 more than was expected. This emphati- hushels; and the retail beer-sellers, 2,824:,375 bush el>l.
cally pro,·es the superiority of tempera.nee over not only In the year ending December 31 last, 51,576,890 bushel.~
iJJtcmperance but mo(leration, an l loudly calls on all of malt were made, and the amount of duty chargcll
who taste alcoholic liquors to wholly ancl forever abstain was £6,994.259, as compared with 58,752,933 bushels
fro:n their use. If any of our readers haYe not already ancl £7,967,512 duty in the previous year-1878. in nrecl 1 by all means let them insure in Lhis institution. Publir Opinion.
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OUR BOCH( SHELF.
l'un-~titntional Liberty: 01· Social, Civil, and Political
Riu!tts rmcl Principle.', in their rnore Popular Aspect, and
a~ a Bond of Unicn. In three parts. Part first-

Social nights and Principles. Glasgow : Printed by
Aird aud Coghill. 18cl0. This work has been issuetl
without a publisher or the author's name. In tLe absence of the former, the author may indicate that hi s
book i" intended for private circulation, or may be had
from the printers. \Vithout his owu name, he ru:i.y
wish that the work should be judged simply on its own
merits. At page 2G he remarks :-Sometimes the most
popukr , -ritings ha,ve at the outset met the_ Yery same
treatment as those rejected. In competition, the
slightest thing will put a purchaser from buying. To
mention tlrn.t a certain dish had been offered in sacrifice,
would, in early Christian clays, put a person from eat ing it; in general there was no occasion for him asking
or the others telling. . . . . A purchaser might
ha,-e a strong dislike to a person who wrote a book;
but no o~casiou for him knowing this or anything not
contained. in the book itself. He is to look at it, and
jndgc for himself as he would with any other urticle."
'l'his, no doubt, is trne, with a modification. A book
costs r!.1011ey, :i.,ml to buy a book without a name is much
the s:1,mc as to receive a stra11ger without an introduction. He may turn out well, but the reverse is possible, au l experience makes people cautious. Still, to
judge a hook simply on the gronml of its merits is undonbtccl1y the proper method to adopt. The present
volume is a very thoughtful production, and entitled
to the calm consideration of kindred minds.
The
author, in his preface, intimates that the treatise will
likely be followed by two other parts, but that the present book is complete in itself. 'l'he first three chapters
are devoted. to the consideration of "Law and
Liberty; " the fourth treats of Rights beyond the
Law ; the sixth on Fundamental Rights ; seventh a!l(l
cio-hth on Remedies and Securities; ninth on Manners
a,i;';_l La\\s ; tenth on .Manners an<l Knowledge ; and
the eleventh on Manners and Forms. From this it
will be seen that the author traverses a large number
of deeply interesting questions affecting om civil and
onr social life. "\Ve might q note much, but must confine ourselves to a few sentences. Regarding work,
the author s,1,ys :-" A little work is uot inconsistent
with higher pursuits. Its advant11ges have often been
sh ·wn. Incessant mental toil is hacl. There might be
more or less. Young men might work more thau those
older. A great de.il of Lliis at present depends on mere
faehion and opinion, but if these ,vere changed, there
is nothing unsuitable in the mixture within certain
limits; it is little else than healthy exercise mixed
with mental pnr uits. In war it im1-1lies no <lisg1·ac .
All pursuits, im1eed, have their rough work as well as
smooth, arnl it is generally thought best to take all
together, instead of creamiug off the mere agreeab1cs.
The mixture, too, woulcl prcyent whole clitsses being
degraded, made worse thau they neecl be. No labou1·,
probably, uce<l degrade. unless it is incessant, hopeless
- leaving no time or chance for anything better.
The minJ can shed a light
On each worthy labour done,
As lowlic.:st things are bright
In the radiance of the sun."
On am::i.tcurs the anLhor remarks:-" If there is no
dcecit or imposition, the existence of amatenrs or irregular p:u·ties outside all professions is no evil. It is a
check and spur. , 'ometimes discoveries and imprnvements have been matle by them while they have been
opposed by the regular bodies. . . . . Necessity
c1nit:kens the intellect."
Regarding li'undamcntal
1-{ights, the ,vriter obserYes :-" The foundation of a
bnilJiug is of the utmost importance; however good
the snpcrstrnct nre, it will be liable to fall if the fom:clation is undermined. In like manner in social and
civil matters, nothing will be secure so long as "·e
neglect what is lowest and most obscure, and leave
anything to be clone there. Onr institutions, &c.,
however e.-cellent, will not prevent this.
Thus, to
secure the foundations of civil things, it has been found
necessary that no one , houlcl be deprived of liberty

without a distinct accusation and speedy trial. " \Vhilst
the author has given deep attention to the subject discussed, we have not observed. any remarks upon one of
the burning questions of the day-the rdation of
liberty to the suppression of the sale of intoxicating
drinks. The advocates of these constantly affirm that
what is termed " Local O1)tion " is an interference
with the liberty of the subject. The author may take
up the q_ nest ion in one or other of the treatises to follow, but ha.cl he discnsse l the subject it would have
b een germane to the work under r eview. In treating
of " Social Hights," there are few or any of more moment than the right of the people to be protected, or
to protect themselves, from a trade that shortens the
lives of the community, and is productive of pauperism,
insanity, ::md crime.
The Pictorial 1Ycw T estament. (London : E. Stock.)
-This is a marvel. In a neat form, on good paper,
and in clear type, \Ye have a copy of tbe New
Tesfament, containing, besitlea many illustrations,
maps, notes, references. etc., short historical accounts
of Jerusalem, the New Testament, the 'l'abernaclt', and
Mounts Sinai and Horeb, all for one penny. Surely
the issne of such an exceedingly cheap and at the same
time useful Testament, cannot fail to have a powerful
influence upon the r eligions life of the common peo1 le.
Home heathenism should go clown before it, and a
great impetus be given to every-day Christianity. It
ought to be carried continun.liy in the pocket, ancl. consulted earnestly. "\Ve cannot too highly commend
the enlightened enterprise which projected such :m
issue, and we earnestly hope its circulation may be
counted by millions.

3:tt Jthmoriam.
JOHN SMITH,
(1<'AIRM01'T, EOTIIWELL, )

11, 1811. ! DIED ::\fay 10, 1880.
I nteri·ed at the Necropolis, Olas:1ow, lllay 14, 1880.
HE was a gentle, thoughtful, kimlly man,
Quiet in mood,-in purpose firm 'and strong.
"\Yho knew him, loved, esteemed, and honoured him !
His word was as a sealed boacl secure :A promise given, performance halted not,
But with prompt step and cheerful mien came forth.
'l'he friend of all ! the enemy of none !
His heart with milk of human kindness full,
O'erfl.owecl respon iYe to the gentlest call
0£ private suffering or of public ueed.
Noe class, nor creed, nor party zest restrained
His sympathetic, generou s, manly sonl.
The 'J'E:IIPERANCR UAU::rc he loved an<l nobly helped,
As at the basis of the common weal.
His hand, his home, his heart were open wide
To aid and foster every on ward course
Of patriotic aim and purpose pure.
He will be missed and monrnetl by loving hearts
That long have known and prized his honest worth;
"\"Vhilst those most near and dear to his trne soul
Who fondly lingered by his dying couch,
And soothed him with the looks and wortls of love ;\fay they rich balm of eonsoln.tion find
A ppliecl by Mercy's gentle hand, with spells
Of precious memories,-:md joyous hopes
OE urighter, purer, more enduring bliss,
Beyond the reach of earthly sorrow's shatle ;
In regions of unending, qu nchless love !
BORN DEC.
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Man, as we said before, is always a responsible
being; he must accept God's terms as a rational
IT has been :said that no one defends drunkenuess responsible being; he will only correctly understand
as a right and proper thing. Yet, although drun- his position when he is in health of body and mind.
kenness - be a sin, there is no harm in ta.king alco- It may be that there are exceptional cases ; yet in
holic drinks in "moderation." We reply, in the the domain of religion it is the same as in agriculname of science, that if it be a sin to take it in ture. The ground must be tilled and prepared for
large quantities, it is also a sin to take it in small the seed. ·The weeds must be rooted up and desquantities. There is only the question of degree. troyed, and the water drained off, and every prelcohol, in the smallest quantity, still retains its paration made that the ground may be susceptible
affinity for the brain. If it be a brain poison in a to growth before the agriculturist sows, expecting a
gallon, it is also a brain poison in a tea-spoonful. crop. 1\feu <lo not always sow graiu on a piece of
The fact that one man can take six glasses and not land immediately it has been tilled for the first
be helplessly drunk, while another man is intoxi- time. It is often allowed to lie for n. few years
caterl with two glas es, does not prove it a non- before a crop be sown in it at all. Temperance,
intoxicant. It only proves the strength of the then, we say, is the preparer of the soi l. Goel does
man's constitution to resist the action of ·the poison. not work miracnlously where natural means are
available. Men do not expect that n. crop of corn
Here is a problem worth looking at.
One man thought he could stand six glasses; be will grow if the soil be not prepared to receive the
ud why should sowers of the word of God
drank them and stood. Another thought he could seed.
stand two glasses; he drank them, and hau to lie ex1 ect a crop if the soil be unprepared? Ras the
down. Which of the two men was the greatest church of Christ forgotten that He taught that seed
s inner-the man who drank six glasses, or the man sowu by the wayside would be devoured by the
who drank two? They would have been both alike fuw]::; of the ai1·?
M:1.n'~ sp 'rit.nal aud phy. ical natur.es are nearly
1f they haJ. both swoJ. it., aucl uul· '' moLlercttiou "
a.d vocates woulJ have said that neither had sinned. related. Man is a trinity-body, soul, and spirit;
he is" fcarfnlly and wonderfully made." He must
Yet, liecause the man who drank the two gla es wa
mistaken, he is guilty of the sin of drunkenness. have healLh in all his pa.rts before he can be sanctiHe is not fouud guilty becanse he commits a deli- fied. vVe hear ChrisLiaus often sing" , 'till all my song shall be
berate act-for if he had stood them, it would still
T earer, my God, to Theehave been virtue to driuk six-but because he comNearer to Thee."
miltecl an error in judgment, notwithstanding that
his j udgment was formed from past experience. Vf e Man, however, can only come near to God in prothiuk this is rather queer doctrine. 'l'he motive in portion as he is pure. Alcohol renders both the
the heart of the man who drank two glasses was as body aud mind impure, and hence it is one of the
good as the motive in the heart of the mnn who . trongest b arriers that can be phcecl between a
dmuk six. The differeuce was a physiological one, man's soul and Goel. It is the great tone that is
over which the man who became guilty of the sin rolled against the mouth of the sepulchre, shutting
of d rn nkenness had uo control. \Ve hold, therefore, man in from the light-shutting him into his chamthat if one siuued, Loth sinned; for God judges not ber of death-in from the sweet sound of God's
the outward acts or results, but the heart itself. voice-in from the glorious light of the Son of
(,Jer. xvii. 10.)
Righteousness-in from the glorious and delectable
The mind of man is rendered impure, and the music of heaven -in with the darkness of death-in
lowel' pas ions are excited by the u e of alcohol. lu , with the maddening music of pandemonium-in
short, the moment a man begins to take alcohol as a ·with the angels of vice, whose fiery cars most snrely
beverage, he starts on a downward journey, away run him to eternal destrnctiou.
from God, and truth, and virtue ; he starts on a
Temperance, full of pity, stands weeping, and
cour~e from which return daily becomes more diffi- crying," Take away the stone! " The bright armies
cult; aud in course of time he becomes, a it were, of heaven are all upon her side. Christ himself stands
proof ngainst the sound of the gospel. On the otber pleading with his professed children, aud his. too, is
hand, the man who is an abstainer from such in- the same request. He asks them to "Take away
jurious articles of drink or of food, and whose con- the stone" that he may call Lazarus fortl1.
<luct, in the sight of his fellow-men, has been all
Christ has told the labourers in his vineyard to
that could reasonably have been expecte<l of human " lay aside every weight," and yet few-how few!nature-the man who is intelligent, benevolent, has have hea.rd and obeyed. Fashionable Christianity
a taste for good literature, and a proper regard for is ready to lay aside those weight , the laying aside
the feeling~ of others-in short, a person of culture, of which involve no sacrifice. It is somewhat differwill more reaJily accept Christ (circumstances being ent when a11y great sacrifice is required.
e
otherwise favourable) th:u1 the man who is sunken . tremble for such a Christianity as this. If the
in vice.
religiou of Christ means anything, it means SACRI-
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FICE-noble self-sacrifice-noble self-denial for the
good of others. It was founded on that great and
ever-memorable sacrifice on Calvary-such a sacrifice
as never was before, and never shall be made again.
Christ himself says, " If any man will come after
me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and
follow me " (Matt. xvi. 24). It is tbe duty of professing Christians to live so that every one may be
perfectly safe iu following _their example, and that
they may not in any way put a stnmblingblock iu
the way of others. The principle regarding meat
and drink was well defined by tbe noble Paul,
that model teacher of Christian doctrine,-" It is
good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor
anything whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is
offended, or is made weak.'1 (Rom. xiv. 21.) "If
meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh
while the worlJ stancleth, lest it make my brother to
offend. (1 Cor. viii. 13.) This is the true spirit of
a real, living, healthy Christianity. Every soul is
precious in the sight of God; and those who have
taken up their cross to follow in the footsteps of
him who loved them and gave himself for them, are
willing and ready to make any sacrifice for hi~ cause
-yea, they are willing to be "all thiugs unto all
men 11 if they might, "by any means, save some.;'
How different from the popular Christianity of this
nineteenth century ! Thank God, the day i::; fast
approaching when the self-styled Christianity that
cannot give up a paltry glass of wine or beer-liquid
poison !-that the gospel of Christ may have free
course, and the glory of God, and the eternal weal of
mankind be promoted, will have to hide its face for
shame, and give place to a better and truer type of
Christianity that will! This state of things caunot
long continue. We rejoice to observe that even now
in this present time God's own people are bestirring
themselves, and inquiring what is their duty
in regard to this burning q nestiou of temperauce
reform.
.
To clear-sighted individuals, who have been holding life-long warfare with iutemperauce, the wonder
is-in the face of the emphatic testimony that has
everywhere been given-that these things have not
transpired sooner. Christian workers of every degree, who have sought to eYangelise the masses at
home, have testified that strong drink has ever been
the great obstacle in their way. And the most
crushing evidence against our drinking habits has
come over the seas from our foreign mi sion fi elds.
Onr missionro1·iea no soo11~r la.nd on a foreign shore
than we have a quantity of intoxicating liquor sent
after them to nullify their work. vV. W. l::>mith, of
Owen Sound, Upper Canada, gives the following sac!
testimony :-" Indians-men that I love and value
a.s brethren-have told me, with low and melancholy
voices, of the devastation of this thing. A friend, a
few weeks ago, told me of au effort he once made to
induce a chief of a tribe of the Mohawk 1-mtion to
allow a friend of his, a missionary, to come and
dweil among them. '"What you preach-Preach
Christ? 1 'Yes.' ' Don't want Christ. No Christ ! '
My friend persevered. At length the chief got
warm, and, toweriug to his foll height, with a volcanic fire in his eye, broke out-" Once we were
powerful ; we were a great nation ; our young men
were many; our lodges were full of children; our
enemies feared us; bnt Christ came, anu brought
the fore-1JJater ! Now we are very poor ; our hunting
grounds are deserted ; our council fires are gone out ;
we don't want Christ ! Go ! ' '1 It is to our shame
as a nation that the same kind of testimony has been
given against us over and over again. ·we send out
along with the gospel of love and life this demon of
strife and death. The two nre quite antagonistic to
each other. Oil and water will be reconciled sooner
than fire-water and the gospel of Christ. Little

good cau corn of all our missionary effort if this be
the picture it presents to those for whose sakes we
make yearly sacrifice. Well might the heathen
a.broad say to wo1·se than lieathen Britain, '' Thou
hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own
eye, and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the
mote out of .thy brother1s eye." Rather stinging this
would be to ou r British pride, and yet-we blush to
think of it-indisputably just. How unlike onr
boasted wisd m. How unlike our vaunted learnino-0
How unworthy England's fair fame;
Less worthy of shrewd Scotland's name.
How nnbusiness-like ! It is like as if we sent two
opposing for~es into the field, that we might be
amused by the contest.
Shall this state of things continue? Nay! Even
now the clo ds are breaking. Fair Temperance i::;
being questioned," Who a.rt thou?'' Her answer is,
in the voice of J oho the Baptist, " I am the voice of
one crying in the wilderness, ' Prepare ye the way of
the Lord.'" The popular ruind and eye are turning
towards her as she preaches, loud and ever louder,
her gospel f repentance. Many are coming from
the east and from the west, and are sitting down in
her councils. The wise and good and great are
becoming her servants, and are beariug testimony to
her greatness. One by oue the obstacles are being
removed. Kor will she cease her crying, but cry 011,
until at last-and may God hasten that day l-in
the nooutide glory of her triumph, when all eyes
shall be affectionately turned towards her, her ln.st
words to her followers will be those surpassingly
grand, and ever-memorable words of J obn the Bapti::;t, "BEnOLD THE L ,n.rB OF Gon, wno T.A.KETH AWAY
'l.'IIE SIN OF TITE WORLD.'' The11 shall Truth and
Temperance be wetldecl together, and for ever reign
as ONE. Then swiftly shall come that happy-oli,
thrice happy !-day, when every knee shall bow, and
every tongue confess that J esu Christ is Lord.
D.G.F.

1

WOMAN-THE WIFE.
IN this our concluding pa]Jer we affirm, with all the
emphasis of language, that we know of no more
solemn earthly obligation than that involved in
marriage. Marriage is the very fountain of
society, on which depends the most momentous
is nes of life, from which flows the purest and most
abiding pleasures, or streams of the most agonizirJg
mi ery. They who lightly or insincerely assume its
obligations are in danger of laying up for therusel ves
the anguish of the undying worm. Those w~10 estimate its real worth generally secure the plemtude of
earthly happiness. People with reckless hardihood
do marry regardless of whether or not they possess that diviue feeling which really constitutes marriage. They trust that with the new
existence will come sooner or later the needful love
and affection which stamps it as divine. They covet
positiou, wealth, marriage itself, and for these
barter themselves foolishly away. They profess to
seelr a husband or a wife, but they really aim at the
circurusta,nces in which he or she exists. They find
too often when it is too late that they have their
reward, and that as they never sought love as the
prime essential of that union into which they have
entered, so love stn.nd aloof from them and leaves
them even under the most favourable conditions, to
a cold and heartless existence. The victim of such a
heartless fraud, if a woman, cannot dismiS::1 an aversion for the husband that bas betrayed her1 and the
husband, the guilty perpetrator of snch treachery,
although invested with the wen.lth antl trappings on
accot111t of which he told a lie "before God and
these witnesses," feels a load on his heart which in-
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creases with the progress of the suns. Reverse the
case, and the Nemesis is no less terrible i11 its severity.
Although eating, drinking, talkino-, andl living with
each other day by day, such a m~rried pair are far
as heaven from earth apart. It may s3tartle but it
will not surprise their friends, intimate with all the
paiuful circumstances, that one or other·, defying the
conventionalism of society and the bin,ding obligation of the altar, had sought in forbi<lden sources,
or in other lands, relief from a corupanionship
which, because based on deceit, had bee;ome intolerable.
The only basis of a real marriage is genuine love
and genuine worth j and the woman , hose education a.nd trainiug as girl and maiden we have
sketched will see that she has both, as well on her
own part as on his that desires her hand. She is of
genuine ,vorth. With a good sound constitution,
feelings with no acridity in their flow, a will inclined
at all times to the right, aud an iutellect tlrn.t is
ever exercising itself on the golden stores of knowledge, she is fitted to venture upon the untried
existence of married life with no mean. chances of
success. Above all, she fears God. A she st~nds
before His minister, giving herself unre ervedly into
the keeping of her husband, one cannot imagine that
she can do so without having first
eighed the
supreme importance of the step. Some of her profoundest thinking has been giveu to it, but beiug at
last satisfied that her suitor is worthy of her hand,
and that she can make him happy, she bestows her
han<l, with her heart in it, upon him, resolved, in
joy or sorrow, in foul 01· fair, to be, under the diviue
grace, in ever.' way worthy of his choice.
The words " Love, honour, and obey," which a.re
so distasteful to ill-regulated minds among· us, have
no chill in them so far as she is concemed. , 'he has
weighed them well, and tra.ced them to their farthest-reaching couseq uence. She love<l, anu. she
mean to love still. :Vhiie her husband exhibits
t ho:Je ster!iug qualities that first gai 1ed th.:i <l · epest
homage of her heart she cannot but love. That
Jelightful tenderness a.ud sympathy which has led
her heart 11 willing captive has improveu. an<l exalted
every amiable quality of her nature, an<l reposes
uow upon her unwavering aud undecaying affection.
Of all the other sex she has looked upon, he, by the
very excellence of his character, comes the nearer to
her iu.eal, and stand the highest; in her regard ; and
she bas felt inexpressible pleasure in the anticipatio11 that the happiness will be hers of being united
to him by the dearest of earthly ties. Such a wife
needs no incentive to love. She cannot but love,
aL1d where such love is, marriage ha no fetters.
To be apart when so well fitted for each other
would be to be plunged into the depths of anguish
and despair.
Honour, like lov~, implies no inferiority. As
"Love, like death, levels all rank::;, laying the hepherd's crook beside the sceptre," so honon r i:, eq nally
widely bestowed. Honour peereth in the meanest
habit. It is begotteu by excellence of character and
true nobility of nature, and it is besto,;v d upon
those who manifest qualit,ies worthy of e ' te m. The
woman that we hold up as the true wifely iu.eal for
this degenerate age gives to her heart's lord that
honour which is due to his genuine worth. To
accept his hand is paying him ho11our ; to exhibit
iu her home, her person, her surroundings, the
qna.lities that may be fairly expected of her, is to do
honour to her husband, to his estimation of her
worth, his discrimination of her character. To be
loyal to him under all the vicissitudes of human
life, to snffer none but him to share in the mallest
degree in her wifely affection, to beget iu th minds
of her children the same exalted sentin::ients towards

n

him which she entertains is to do him honour. To
ever look up to him as her lover, her protector, her
unfailing sympathiser, and constant friend is to confer upon him an honour which dwarfs all the other
honours that fall to the lot of mankind. The husband of such a woman can safely repose upon her
confidence-can wholly rely on her love. His heart
does safely trust iu her.
Obedience-that much-abused, because so much
misrepresented word-is almost divorced from the
idea for which at one time it stood-the idea of holy
service. Happily its meaning as regards God is still
acknowledged. In this sense surely it should be
construed in the marriage service, for there is no
fear in love. If the .Master bad to tell the twelve,
"Whosoever will be great among yon, let him be
your minister," surely we should acknowledge the
dignity of the service implied in that obedience
which has received the stamp of divinity itself. It
is iu this sense that our true woman looks upon her
duty to obey. She is not a slave. She is n. wife-a
free woman, uot bound to render merely perfunctory
homage, but privileged to be the loving and faithful
helpmeet of her husband. Her sense of what is implied in her altar promise to obey bas been finely
rend ered by a master of the Euglish language : " That principle to which polity owe.s its stability,
life its happiness, faith its expediency, and creation
its continuance, is obedience." "Obedience is indeed
founded on a kind of freedom, else it would become
subjection, but that freedom is only granted that
obedience may be more perfect." In the liturgy of the
English Church, obedience is that service which is
perfect freedom. The duties that a true wife owes
to her husband will be cheerfully discharged, with
heaped measure running over. The perfect accord
which results from the union of such a man an(l
wife ensures the mutual discharge of every obligation ; a,nd no true woman with. a girlhood or
maidenhood such as we have delineate l will for a
single n1oruenL inLeru1it the d.i:scharge of duties so
congenial to herself, or so well-pleasing to her
heavenly Fathe1·.
Involved in the marria.ge reln.tion are many, very
many and varied services-of housekeeper, cook,
nurse, and mother-but to our ideal woman the::;e
present 110 difficulty. From garret to basement her
house is under her control, aud her servants conscious of her intelligence and her powers of management, become contented portions of that admiralJle
organization which she has impo ed upon all her
domestic affairs. Her chief excellence as a nurse
shines in the preventive measures against disease
which she has established. As a mother, she is a::;
fortunate as she is a,s a wife. Her husband delights
in her, aud her children ri e up to call her blessed.
She deserves the most abundant felicity which can
be a trne woman's lot. Let us leaYe her to the
ceaseless enjoyment of it. That there are such
women is proved by the idea we have placed be~ore
our readers. Let girl, maiden, and wife who reads
these papers, and has vividly realizetl the features of
onr sketch, strive to emulate like labours, secure
like trainino-, similarly iropl'Ove their minds, and
when the h~ur and the man arrives, like her they
can enter upon that state of happiness for which
they have lived and laboured, with confident anticipations of the rich harvest of enjoyment such a life
is so well fHted to yield.
ROBIN GoODFJ<.:LLOW.

Nothing in the annals of quackery can be ~more empirical than the mode in v,rhich fermented and distilled
liquors are directed or permitted to be taken by a. large
proportion of medical practitioners.-Dr. Carpente1·,
.Jf.D., LL.D., F.R.8.
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OUR MONTH~V LETTER.
WERE one to take a walk through the Bethnal
Green Museum, London, making a carefu l inspection
the while of the contents of the many cases there,
he would probably light upon one which, whether
he is a drinker or abstainer, would have a great
claim to his attention. It contains samples of those
articles with which immoral publicans adulterate
their wares. For the adulteration of beers he would
find burnt sugar, treacle and burnt sugar, common
salt, green vitriol, grains of paradise, coccnl us indicus,
liquorice, logwood, elderberry juice, spirits and water
(grog), &c. ; for wines, he would find solution of
fuchseine, partially burnt sugar, raw grain spirits,
&c.; for gin he would find essence of bitter almonds,
essence of capsicum, &c. ; for whisky, burnt sugar,
whisky improver, sulphuric acid, &c. There is no
mention of water, because we can hardly give in to
baving water, "honest water,'' charged with adulteration. Still, when water, which costs nothiug,
and these adulterants are used to cheapen the liquors
to the publican and increase his shameful gains, we
must admit that the water in such a case is in very
bad company, though doing very good work, and
that it must just for the time and under the circumstances bear an opprobrious name. The poor deluded,
deceived drinker looks upon a vile concoction of
alcohol and its adulterants as a good creature of
God, eagerly tastes and then drains the covert death
draught, exclaiming with more or less of bitterness
against those that with clearer discernment endeavour to undeceive him, and persuade him from an
indulgence which always injures and often kills.
What's in a name 1 Cocculus indicus, or sulphuric
aciJ, under the name of beer and whisky, secure an
easy entrance to the human frame, which would be
emphatically denied them if they were first compelled
to send up their own names.

of the State. May the liquor portion of their business
soon be under its emphatic prohibition.
Th e TVestmorelancl Gazette has furnished teetotalers
with "a jaw-breaker," in the shape of a nut which
the editor implies cannot be broken, except at a sad
cost (figuratively) of the teetotal maxillary. This
hard nut is the fact that a publican in Keswick
district is 76 years of age, has been 46 years in the
trade, was never before the police for the contravention of his license, has drunk say 10 pints beer
daily, amounting to 20,976 gallons, or nearly 200
cart-loads of liquor, which at 2s. per gallon is equal
to £2097 12s. The duty on this quantity is £174
18s. Yet, exclaims the Gazette triumphantly, the
man lives and is prepared to continue drinking.
Now, there is the nut. Is that the nut 7 where are
my nut-crackers ? It is all very well to speak of
this publican, but let us know where all his boon
companions are. Are they living, too, after driuking say only balf the quantity of which he boasts 1
If not, why not? Tbe express contention is that he
lives in spite of his drinking, which is not a high
estimate to take of the liquor, that it has not yet
killed its victim ! Well, I am bound to say that it
involves harder work on the part of alcohol to kill a
publican, living where there is all the conditions of
long life, than it would be to kill people residing in
the poorer districts of our large cities. Yet our
publican friend should not shout yet. When he is
100 yea.rs old-not a very singularly rare age nowand a toper a.U the time, we will be the better able
to compare him with some people who have reached
that advanced age without liquors, without either a
sore head or a sick heart, and with an unclouded
mind. When he stands that comparison snccessfnlly, why, we will reconsider the subject. Meantime, his boast is like an air-cushion, full of wind,
full of wind.
There is another crack to be given to this dreadful
nut. The solemn fact is before us that there are
men who have tippled for nearly fifty years at a
cost of more than two thousand pounds ; men who,
like the last of the classes of readers mentioned by
Coleridge, are like sponges. These took the contents
of books and gave them out again, only a little
dirtier. These do the same by the drink. This
publican is like a sandbank with tremendous powers
of absorption, but none of assimilation. Yet he has
consumed, on an average, two cart-loads of liquors,
aruouuting to £2097 12s., and is daily won<lering
that he is still alive. Alas! there are millions among
us emulating his beastly example, and, though possessing abilities that would have brought them, if
sober, to the front rank of the community, are
doomed to remain the hewers of wood and drawers
of water to those who have not half their talents,
with no brighter prospects before them than a lean
manhood or an alms-receiving old age ; and at the
end of all the suicide's fate or a pauper's grave.

Not long ago a suicide was drawn out of the Seine.
Like many others of that unfortunate class, he was
careful enough to relieve the minds of the community
regarding the reason for his abrupt and untimely
departure to the society of the future. He was a
grocer. Failing-, notwithstandingexhausti ve research,
to find any instance of a grocer attaining a position
in the higher worlds of A rt, Science, or Politics, rather
than live a grocer despised and obscure, he "jumped
the life to come." If this despairing ven<lor of tallow,
hominy, and b&.thbrick had but possessed his soul in
patience and come over from France to Britain, he
would have found some grocers to his mind-not all.
There are grocers and grocers : those that sell tea,
sugar, rice, and raisins, whom we all honour; and
those that deal in brandy, beer, and whisky blends,
wicked men whom all good people should unite to
overthrow. Licensed grocers are simply publicans
who angle for women's liquor custom with baits of
tea and other necessaries, but who soon tempt them
to buy liquor on their own account, to the ruin of
many a home and of many women and children.
In the Times of September, 1860, the late George
There is an outcry on the part of the Aberdeen Stephenson, the great railwa.y engineer, has a letter,
grocery pu blica.n trade because the new chief con- in which, contrasting the past and present state of
stable there is enforcing the law as to the shutting the Stockton and Darlington Railway as regards
up of publican back doors. Well, if grocers in having alcoholic liquors on sale at the various stations,
Aberdeen will continue to be so wicked as to sell he says :-" Although in a pecuniary point of view
drink, they cannot complain if the law about drink- it appeared a sacrifice, the duty to abolish the traffic
selling disarranges their legitimate trade. Let them became so apparent, that the directors could no
st~ck to dealing in tea and treacle, and no police- longer hesitate to make the change. It is now some
.officer will trouble himself about either their back years since this was done, and I am happy to say
or their front doors. The stork in the fable, pointing that we have never yet bad cause to regret it.
to its feathers, said it had no affinity with the ravag- There is not now a station on this the oldest line in
ing crows with whom it was found iu company, but the kingdom where intoxicating drinks are sold, and
it paid the penalty of its bad association. Let the I hope that this state of things will ever continue.
grocer-publicans beware. They are under the stigma I am not aware that any other railway company has
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adopted this plan, but am satisfied that if all railway
companies were to do away with the sale o~ drink
at their stations, they would be best consullrng the
interests of the shareholders and the welfare of the
travelling public." As Connt Fosco would say,
there are three remarks to be made regarding this
letter written twenty years ago. First remark, the
Stockton and Darlington Railway Compauy to this
day has never swerved from the resolution which
George Stephen on commends.
Second remark,
other railway companies have not banished drink,
bnt have lost far more than their profits on its
sale, from accidents taking place through drunken
stupidity or carelessness. Third remark, if a railway company gives up drink and has never had
cause to regret, I want to know if it is unreasonable
on the part of abstainers to believe that drinkers
who give up drinking will never have cause to regret
their doing so. If not unreasonable, then, drinkers,
give up drinking, and unite on a national resolution,
banishing public houses from our streets as effectually as refreshment rooms have been banished from
the stations of the Stockton and Darlington Railway. The nation, like the railway, will never regret
taking this course of action.
EARLY PROHIBITIONISTS.
ON page 30 of the '' Birthdays of the Temperance and
Total Abstinence Movements," there is the following
remark-referring back to 1836-when the Tradeston
Total Abstinence Society removed its place of meeting
to the city, and became the Glasgow Abstinence
Society-" A new element was introduced, and the
abstainers became divided into tvrn parties. " From
that clay to this, these two parties have existed- the
one seeking the speedy and complete overthrow of the
whole liquor traffic; while the other party has formulated schemes of restriction for the regulation of the
traffic. These two parties, though acting harmoniously
and unitedly on the general temperance movement, at
intervals their distinctive characteristics became
ma.nifost- -the prohibitionists always stepl'ing to the
front, taking up a position more in advance. The
failure of the potato crop in 1846 made the two following years memorable for human suffering. By the
failure of the potato crop, aboYe 3,000,000 of the
labouring popula.tion in Ireland, and over 300,000 of
the same class in the highlands and i lands of cot1and,
were deprived of the food on which they mainly depended for the support of life. In the House of Commons it was stated that 5,000 adults and 10,000 children
had perished in Ireland through sheer starvation.
There was great suffering all over the land. Bread
stuffs were at fa.mine price ; famine and pestilence
thinned many families in the lowlands of cotland.
Public attention was aroused; benevolence did its best
in order · that the torrent of destruction might be
stemmed. There were loud calls to open the ports for
the free admission of grain, so that the suppli s might
be increased and the famine mitigated. 'l'he advance
brigade of the temperance army stepped to the front,
and demanded the oLO ~ING of the DI ' TILLER:IES. Large
meetings were held everywhere; public attention was
directed to the wanton destruction of human food in the
production of intoxicating liquors. Petitions, largely
signed, were forwarded to the House of Common ,
praying the House to '' immediately arrest the fearful
waste by stopping the manufacture of intoxicating
drinks." Able articles appeared in newspapers and
periodicals, recommending the stopping of the distilleries
as the best and speediest means of aYerting the famine
and saving the people. Public sentiment was quickened, the heart of the nation was touched, and it rose
up against the traffic, and the cry " No license " ran
over the country.
A periodical entitled "The British League" was
started in January, 1847. In its first article it said,
'' This is our rallying cry for a movement in the Legislature-NO LICENSE. \Ve care not what steps may
be taken to lessen-to modify-to make respectable-to
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limit to six clays of the week, or to certain hours in
those days-the abominable traffic in ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.
Their nature and effects are uniformdeadlier than the sirocco of the desert or the malaria of
the Pontine marshes. It is not a periodical influence,
returning at distant intervals, but it is a pestilence,
breathing always-diffusing the poison when men slesp
and when they wake-by day and by night-in seedtime and in harvest. The destroyer seeks its victim
alike in every hogshead and in every glass. He
exempts no man from danger that uses it, and is always
sure of prostrating the most vigorous-of clouding the
most splendid intellect-benumbing the most delicate
feelings-of palsying the most eloquent tongue-of
teaching those on whose lips listening senates hang to
babble and mutter with the drunkard-and of entombing the most brilliant hopes of youth, wherever man
can be induced to drink. "\Ve are resolved not to expend our energies on anything short of the immediate
and total repeal of that license by which men aucl
women are consigned to ignominious graves."
roble
words these with which to welcome in the year of 1847.
It was a gleam of light radiating the gloom that
shrouded the land.
Following this, the "Scottish Association for the
Suppression of Drunkenness" entered upon a vigorous
crusade against the Sabbath traffic. By the powerful
advocacy of Dr. Guthrie, Edinburgh, and many others,
the country was soon aroused. 'l'he result was that
early in 1851 Lord Kinnair l's Bill-better known as
Forbes M'Kenzie's Bill-was brought before the public,
and became law in 1853.
At the annual meeting of the League, 8th July, 1850,
Mr. "\Ym. Robertson of Barrhead submitted a series of
resolutions, declaring the traffic in intoxicating liquors
to be illegitimate. The preamble to these resolutions
was as follows :-'' That we will aid, to the extent of
our ability, the local magistrate and the Imperial Parliament in suppressing the licensing system, and
establishing the criminal character of the manufacture
and sale of intoxicating liquors ; and we do hereby
sympathise with all, in every place, who labour, by
legal enactment, to put an end to them."
'l'hese resolutions were lost. The clisappointmeut on
the pa~t cf those labou!'ing fo!· legal en~ctment" "'as
deep and lasting, and one of the most stirring episodes
in the history of th e t emperance movement followed.
But the defeated ,vere neither di. heartened in their
work uor diverted from their object. The agitation
went on, and t ook form as a separate and decided
movement for the entire suppression of the whole
traffic.
In February, 1853, a few friends met in the backshop of James Morton, baker, auchiehall Street, and
formed an association for the "legal suppression of the
traffi c in intoxicating liquors.'' A series of public
meetings were held under its auspices, and 20,000
copies of the amended Maine Law, pas eel by the State
of Maine, 1851, were circulated as a four-paged tract.
Many other tracts were specially written for the association, and widely circulated.
On the 3rd J nne a public meeting was held in the
Merchants' Hall, to discuss the que~tion, "Ought the
Legislature to uppress the traffic in intoxicating
liquors ?" Mr. James Morton presided. Rev. Dr.
Bates and the Rev. Robert Gault spoke in favour of
legislation. Messrs. George Roy and Thomas Brown
spoke in opposition. The meeting broke up in confusion. Other meetings were held, and great goocl was
accomplished.
Ou the formation of the United Kingdom Alliance,
1st June, 1853, a correspondence took place, and the
Glasgew Association became the first auxiliary of that
honourable and noble institution. The inaugural meeting of the Glasgow Association, in the character of an
auxiliary of that Alliance, was held in the City Hall on
the 16th No\'"ember, 1853. The meeting, which was
large and enthusiastic, was addressed by a deputation
from the United Kingdom Alliance, consisting of the
Rev. Dr. Burns, London, John Everett, Esq., and
Samuel Bowley, Esq.
The movement went on gathering strength and influence. At this time (1854) each elector had to apply to
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be put on the roll. Considerable trouble was nec essary
to obtain a vote, and a fee of 5s. had to be paid. The
Liberal and Conservatiye parties harl agents engaged to
look after all claims on their side, and the strength of
parties was annually tabulated. There was R.lso an
agent for the Independents, who stood aloof from both
parties. This year ('54) there was a new party formed.
The association engaged an agent for the Mai11e Law
party. He was most assiduous in his labours. In his
report he says, '' My calculation is that friends to the
cause of about 400 have been added to the roll. 320
opponents struck off, and 130 persons prevented getting
double enrolments, to enable them to vote in different
wards-or a gain in all of 800 votes." A great many
abstainers got themselves enrolled quietly as independent voters. The great contest lay between the publicans and the Maine Law men.
In August of 1854 the following petition, with over
18,000 names, was forwarded to both Houses of Parliament, and was presented in the Honse of Lords by
the Duke of Argyle, anrl in the Commons by John
M'Gregor, M.P. for the city:" To the Honourable the Commons of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland in Parliament assembled,
"The Humble Petition of the Subscribing Male
Inhabitants of the City of Glasgow, in Scotland,
above 14 years of age,
'' Showeth,
"1.. That the Petitioners believe that at least eighty
per cent. of all crime committeJ in Great Britain
originates, directly or indirectly, in drunkenness. They
are confirmed in this belie£ by the concurring evidence
of the most eminent judges in the criminal courts, and
others having the best opportunities of ascertaining pertinent facts connected with, and forming conect
opinions on, the subject. They could cite numerous
such testimonies, but will confine themselves to the
"latest, viz., that of Justice Coleridge, who {in passing
sentence on the 14th June, 1854-, in the case of Charles
Wood, convicted of homicide, before a jury in the central criminal court, London,) deliberately and emphatically stated that ' Druukenness was the disgra.ce of our
country, and the cause of at least threejourth.s of the
crime investigated in criminal courts.'
"2. That at l_east two-thirds of the cases of insanity
sent to Lunatic Asylums can be traced to the same
fruitful source of evil, as is evidenced by the governors
and physicians of these establishments.
"3. That the pauperism which is so wide-spread,
and so loudly complained of every·where, has also, as is .
notorious, had its origin almost wholly in the unnecessary use of intoxicating liquors.
"4. That crime, insanity, and poverty base been
always found in proportion to drunkenness, and drunkenness has invariably prevailed in proportion to the
facilities afforded for alcoholic drinking.
"5. That while drunkenness has thus been the
cause of such evils, it is impossible to point to any
necessity for, or benefit derivable from, drinking alcoholic liquors as beverages. A large body of talented
and influential physicians and surgeons have attested
that these liquors are never necessary as beverages,
but, on the contrary, injurious alike to corporeal and
mental powers. It is alleged that a revenue is derived
from relative taxes for go,ermnental purposes. Assuming this to be true, it is a sufficient answer to say, that
it is wrong to do evil that good may come. But that
allegation is erroneous in point of fact, for independent
of the enormous expense of collection-the unjustifiable
destruction of almost incalculable quantities of the
best food for man-the impossibility of poor people
spending their cash both in drink and at the same time
in other tax-paying commodities-that revenue is far
more than lost to the country by the maintenance of
jails, penitentiaries, convict settlements, lunatic
asylums, poor-houses, courts of justice, legal functionaries and the like-all necessary, almost entirely, from
drunkenness.
" 6. That drunkenness is not only a great cause of
crime, insanity, sickness, and death, misery and
wretchedness to individuals, families 1 and whole com-

munitics, but it is also the greatest barrier to the spread
of the gospel at home and abroad.
"7. 'l'hat the Licensing System, and the Statu_te
commonly called 'Forbes Mackenzie's Act,' prove that
the sale of intoxicating liquors and the sellers thereof
r'!qnire to be r estrained by law, ancl the doing so to a
limited extent, by the provisions of the Act last referred to, have already been productive of great
good.
" 8. That the total prohibition of the importation
and manufacture for Sttle, and the sale of all intoxicating liquors, except for medicinal and mechanical purposes, have been attended with most beneficial effects
in several of the States of America ; and it is believed
that from a similar enactment like good results would
follow in ,reat Britain.
"May it therefore ple:1sc your Honourable House
to pass a Law prohibiting the Manufacture,
Importation, and Sale of all Alcoholic Liquor!'!,
except for use in Religious Ordinances, and for
Artistic, Manufacturing, and Medicinal purposes,
and that under the strictest Regulations : And
your Petitioners will ever pray."
This petition was followed by a memorial. to the
Queen, from the females of Glasgow. But I have
exceeded my limits.-Yours truly,
AN 0Ln AD!:iTArnER.
THE WANDERER.
By the Author of "Paradise Restored," "Dick Saundcr's Error," &c.
CHAPTER I.
IT was on one of those sunny days of October which
are so bright and beautiful as to remind travellers of
an Indian summer. The air was balmy, the woods all
aglow with warm and delicate autumn tints of brown
and yellow; the fields in green and rnsset shone resplendent in the sun's rays. He, sinking slowly to the
western wave, bathed all in lovely splendour-the
clouds gave variety and motion to the sky, the water
mirrored their beautiful forms as it rolled on to the sea,
shimmering here, moving in deep shadow there, now
rolling on silently, and again chattering on its stony
ways. The cattle were slowly leaving their pasture,
and lowing as they wended their way. All was as
bright as midsummer; and no wonder. '\V-here there is
the musical flow of water, the melody of birds, the
fragrant air, and the glory of the shining sun, there is
all the charms that make nature to be so much admired
-all the elements of natural enjoyment.
On this beauteous day, and on one of the great coach
roads that, although less frequently traversed, are still
largely used, a man, footsore and weary, was dragging
his slow length along. He did not look at all 1·espectable, for his dress in which he travelled was the same
as that in which he worked when he did work, which
might be very seldom. He never once looked up, still
less around him. The sunny sky, the singing birds,
the murmuril'l.g riYer, the waving foliage, and even the
cheerful green grass, called forth no answering emotion
from him. His thoughts were either far away or
centred all on self. He might apparently at that
moment have been in the solitudes of Glencoe, or in
the still sterner solitude of some great city, as among
such lovely scenes of nature. He plodded on, evidently
bent on getting to some shelter before the evening
wrapped the scene in gloom, but it required a strong
will to master the feeling of fatigue which possessed
him, and he was so absorbed in this task that nature
had neither charms nor influence with him.
He was not old in years; he looked upwards of thirty,
but he ought not to have been so much. Vice had
thus early left her sad seal on his features: the eye was
dull, the mouth was marked by indecision, the face
with "the downward look," and the nose gleamed with
a light that never was on sea or land but was derived
from potations bottle deep. His hair was brown and
curly, and his head finely formed. His brow had fallen,
and his chin rested on his breast. His clothes were
those of a working mechanic, and served him for all
weathers, and for morning, eYening, and, we fear, often
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for night-dress costume as well. His shoes were dirty
and hard, rendering his walk laborious and painful.
He was, there was no doubt, in the bard thorny path
of transgressors, and no doubt was wishing himself far
enough away.
Happening to arrive at a milestone, he looked at it
earnestly, gave a sigh, and sat clown on the bank beside
it to rest. Taking off his cap, he fanned his brow,
waved hi cap to throw off the clammy air that ad
accumulated inside of it, and then, drawing out his
pipe, prepared to charge it for a smoke. This was a
very slow process. He was in no great hurry however.
He slowly cut off the requisite supply of tobacco,
minced it to the needful degree, filled his pipe, and
then put on the top all the half-consumed piece
which he had taken out of his pipe. Kindling a match
by rubbing it briskly against the rough exterior of his
clothing, he applied it to the tobacco, and was apparently on the verge of enjoyment, when screams reached
his ear. Mechanically he stopped and listened-they
were genuine. He heard the tramp of horses, the dash
of either cart or carriage wheels, and almo t in an
instant there came in sight an open carriage, with a
woman clinging and screaming all her might. Our
traveller saw the situation at a glance, threw away his
pipe, and ran forward. But what could he do?
o
time, however, was to be lost if he ,ms to do any good.
·without a moment's hesitation, he threw off his jacket,
and, as the near horse rushed past, cleverly threw it
over his head. The effect was almost magical: the steed
slowly stopped, and, in doing so, brought the other to a
stand. Our hero seized the reins, and then drawing
the horses to the wayside, jumped up to h, nd them to
the fair occupant. But she had fainted. Here was a
situation for one like him to find himself into. Tying
the reins to a tree, he ran for water, and soon returned
with the lady s hatful. , prinkling her face and a.llowing her hands to rest in the water for a moment or two,
he soon brought her round, when she slowly opened her
eyes, which met his, eagerly gr.zing on her beautiful
face, in which the blood was rising once more.
"You have made a lucky escape, madam," said he.
'' I have indeed, I have indeed; oh I owe you much
for your intrepi l tourage. I cannot sufficiently thank
yuu; but you v.oul.1 fayo1~r m.e still farther by le:.ding
the horses back. I fear there is an accident, else ome
one should have been here by this time. '
"I can easily drive you back at once, but I Jon't
know where you haYe come from, and wait your
instructions. "
" Oh," she saill, " we were at "\Voodgreen, a few
miles on, and had hardly left it a mile behind us when
this accident occurred."
He drove off, and whatever he may have become, he
was once an adept at driYing: whatever he may have
have lost, he had not lost the art of managing horses.
But no more words passed between them. , he kept
crannying her neck to see her friends coming after them,
but it was not till fully two miles of the return journey
· had been traversed that a man on horseback was seen
rapidly approaching. Behind him there was a caiTiage,
and even j_at .._the distance it seemed full of excited
occupants.
The man rode on, but when the carriage met him, he
reined up, looked at the woman, took off his cap and
waved it over his head. There was an answering
signal from the other carriage.
" God be praised," looking up, " that you have not
suffered but from fright," said he, as he looked into
her pale face all(l tea.rful eyes. " Frederick is badly
hurt, and poor Jenkins has, I fear, some of his hones
broken."
"Oh, I am so gla.d that no lives were lost." Thank
God, thank Goel, she said fervently.
'' Dora, how far did they run?"
"Why, till within half a mile of Willow C pse,
when this good man stopped the horses and saved me."
'' The clence tak me, I entirely forgot him: he drives
well."
•' He does indeed, ancl has saYed me from a horrible
death."
But before he could address a word to our tra,-eller,
the carriages met. Then there were the usual fervent,

tearful congratulations, and many praises bestowed
upon the lady's rescuer. Immediately the friends met
he prepared to dismount, but Dora said to him, "I
hope you won't mind to drive me home? As soon as
you have rested there, you may go on your way; but if
you will accept my father's hospitality for the night,
the best we have is at your service."
·without a word, but with a low bow, our hero
resumed his seat, and the party drove onwards.
As he rapidly drove on, our hero as rapidly communed
with himself. " Why did they not arrive sooner ? The
coachman and this Frederick must be hurt, else they
might have managed to get her sooner. Then where
has her father come from, and how comes the other
carriage? I can't unravel the clue just now. But it is
as lucky for me as for the lady. \Vhy, I could drive
this way for ever so long. I shall in any case get a
night's lodging, and, of course, a few shillings, or
similar patronage. Oh, what a fool to have fallen so
far as to look with pleasant anticipation on payment
for meritorious services, which to the good are themselves their own reward."
Just as the distant spire of a village church came
into view, the horseman called a halt. The party were
evidently going to separate.
The lady who was called
Uiss Dora bade them all good-bye, the horseman
thanked them, and, leading the way, turned ·off from
the main road. Our party drove on in silence for a
few miles, till a neat porter's lodge was reached. It
was quickly opened by a w:oman, who answered the
eager inquiries of tµe gentleman by saying 'that the
coachman and ]\faster Frederick were both at the
house. 'rhe doctor ha<l. been sent for, and had said
that the yonng master was unhurt, and all were anxiously awaiting his return with :Miss Dora.
On they drove along a most beautiful a enne. The
wind just moved the trees and shrubs, making the rays
of the setting sun dance and tremble on the pathway
and the green grass that skirted it on both sides. The
trees were shedding their foliage, and in their symmetry
and g-race they lent a delightful charm to the scene.
,Vo question very much, hov;·ever, if either rider, or
driver, or young lady felt the charm the avenue was
fitte<l. to impart.
11 were chivjng, riding, or being
driven at their ntm.o t speed. .At hst thPy c!tnlf' in
Yiew of a beautiful mansion, in front of which a number of servants were drawn up, and all of them looking
v ry grave.
The gar loner and footman seized the
horses by the head. 'I'he gentleman dismounted, and
received the lady as .J10 stepped from the carriage.
'he tripped hastily up the steps to be folded in her
mother's eager embrace. Her father stood giving his
order about the horses, meantime examining them
very careful. Apparently satisfied, he went up the
steps, kissed his wifo and daught r, and spoke to them
in whispers.
11eantime om hero slowly dropped off his box, and
stood looking at the master and servants as the horses
were being examined. He , as evidently waiting to be
disposed of. He had not long to wait.
"Sbranger, I am doubly indebted to yon to-clay, and
really do not know how I can show you my deep sense
of your service. At any rate you will dine with us,
and stay all night, and then to-morrow we can talk
matters over."
A profound bow was the only response to the invitation. All then went up the steps, aucl disappeared
within the house.

( To be cont(nited.)
FR IT Acrn.-Dissolve 2} oz. tartaric acid in one
quart of cold water. Pour it over 5 lbs. of ripe fruit,
and let it stand 24 hours. Pour into a sieve to drain,
as the fruit must not be bruised. To each pint of juice
put l ·} lbs. loaf sugar, stir it frequently until dissolved.
"\Vhen the sugar is quite dissolved, bottle and cork it,
and keep it in a cool place. These quantities make nine
pint bottles. l asp berries are the nicest fruit to use, but
cherries also answer well. To make jelly, dissolve 1
oz. isinglass in a pint of boiling water, strain it, and add
a pint of the acid. , tir until cool, and pour into a
mouhl.
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GLASGOW, AUGUST, 1880.
OUR ANNUAL MEETINGS.
.Annual Meetings of the Scottish Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association will be held in Glasgow
on Tuesday, 28th September next. The meetings
will as usual be three in nnmber :---The a.nnual
business meeting at 11 n.111.-Treasnrer Hamilton,
J.P., President of the Association, in the cliair. The
annual tea party will be held at 4 p.m. The amrnal
public meeting in the City Hall at 7.30 p.rn. R. T.
Middleton, Esq., M.P., will preside. Farther particulars will appear in this magazine next month.
This early notice is given that friends throughout
the country may make their arrangements to be
present.
R. MACKAY, S ecy.
THE

The British Temperance League held their fortysixth annual meeting last month. The Executive,
in their annual report, say:- We wonld fain hope
that recent political changes ma.y Lring about for us
those much-needed and much-desired alterations in
legislation as regards the facilities that exist for
multiplication of drinking houses, as well as to
institute more stringent and repressive measures
for the snfe keeping and restraint of habitual
drunkards than the new bill represents, or at least
can be made responsible for.
. Speaking at a meeting held in B1·adford 011· 17th
ult., Dr. Richardson thus referred to the attitude of
the present medical profession in regard to temperance :-He was proud to say that his profession was
unquestionably making a move in the right direction.
He was the president of a society of medical men,
numbering 300, who wei'e all abstainers-(applause)
-and thern could be no doubt that through the
whole ranks of the profession of medicine there was
a urowiog feelit1g that a great deal t oo much wine
w:s taken, that stimulants could often be dispensed
with where they used to be thought necessary.
Mr. and 1'.frs. J. H. Raper haviug returned from
a lengthened marriage tour, protracted in the interests
of Mr. Raper's health, met with a number of warm
friends at the hospitable Loard of lVIr. W. S. Caine,
M.P., London, on 25th June, and were presented
with a splendid tea and coffee service and cheque
for £1600, as a marriage gift from their many friends
resident in various parts of the country. We are
glad to be able to state that Mr. Raper's health
seems thoroughly re-established, and it gives us the
birrbest pleasure to record sn(;h an appropriate expr:ssion of regarcl towards Mr. Raper aud his wife.
His manifold labours have often evoked our wonder
and admiration.
On the 8th ult. a, number of his friends and
acquaintances met Dr. Norman S. Kerr in the

rooms of the Medical Society of London, under the
genial presidency of Dr. W. B. Richards~n. The
occasion was the presentation of a carnage and
harness to Dr. Kerr in consideration of hi emineut
services in the cause of temperance and social reform,
a d also crayon portraits of Dr. and Mrs. Kerr, with
an illuminated address. We heartily co gratnlate
Dr. Kerr upon the receipt of presents so useful and
so handsome, and we entirely agree with Dr. Richard-·
son, when he said that " the charm and sanction
about this presentation was that it was given from
the hearts of those who offered it, and that it had
been won by the hearty service of him who recei\·ed
it.." We hope that there are nobler houours in il1e
future for Dr. Kerr, who, judging by bis benevolent
work in the past, bids fair to be one of the emine1Jt
benefactors of mankind.
The vagaries of drunkards would fill a volume.
They are so utterly at variance with sound sense,
that we treat them as we treat the antics of m011keys
-we laugh at them . It is only when the drunkard
involves us, as his near relations, in the inevitaL!e
consequences of his shameful vice, that we feel
disposed to weep at him, and feel a loathing at his
folly which never arises while looking at the droll
creatures with which we compare him. They know
no better. What senselessness, for instance, can compare with that of the drunkard that sank down on the
banks of the Thames the other day'inadrunken stupo1_?
There be lay 011 the slimy shore, within hjgh water
mark, his head resting against the stoney wall, the
sun beating on bis unprotected head, utterly helpless and presenting a disgusting sight. Some photographers passing made a picture of him: and it ':as
lucky for him that some good samantan passrng
loosed bis cravat, thus saving him from the danger
of strangulation. Fortunately, the poison evaporated
in time to save hirn from death by drowning. Yet,
many people would laugh at this, but it is no laughinO' matter when his nn.rrow escapes from death are
re~lized. It is a matter for profound humiliation
that such dreadful possibilities exist in this country,
which prides itse1f upon its Christianity and gets
into a dreadful fit of indignation at a professed
Atheist getting into Parliament, but laughs at or
resists the attempts being made to prevent that
pradical .Atheism which was exhibited by the
publican who sold the liquor that put that man on
the banks of the Thames in such danger, and by the
man himself, in deliberately choosing to drown his
manhood in the bowl. We have no sympathy with
.Atheism, but we honour consistency. Let this great
nation cast the beam of intemperance away in the
interests of clearer and purer living, and then deal
with the paltry mote of .Atheism, in harmony with
common sense.
0AT1\IEAL DRINK.-Allow a tablespoonful of coarse
Scotch meal to every quart of water, boil twenty
minutes, add lemon peel, ~ugar, ginge1: ?r nutmeg to
palate. This is a most cooling and nutn_t10us beverage.
In hot weather it should be made overmght.

THE sootAL REFORM:gR.
LICENSING BOARDS.
time to time we have deemed it our duty and
privilege to review the various schemes for dealing
with the liquor traffic, more or less effectually, which
have originated within and without the temperance
movement, and after receiving a momentary atten tion have been committed to t.he safe keeping of
Lethean oblivion.
The (shall we put it) tempor:.ry withdrawal of
Sir Wilfrid L awsou's famous Permissive Bill has
given o~casion for the birth of a number of schemes
to render the liquor traffic harmless, less ostentatious
to public view, as profitable as ever to the liquor
dealer, and a valuable tributary to the rates. 'The
Licensing Board schemes, like the Hartz demon,
look imposing by the very haze in which they are
enveloped, and, like that optical terror, they disappear in the light of investigation. We will endeavour to bring to our readers' remembrance the
various features of this schemP, from that of 1\1:r.
Cowen's downwards, adding what portion of the
schemes are at present receiving attention, in order
that our readers may at least know exactly the true
relation of Licensing Boards, as contemplated, to
the aim of true temperance reformers-the suppression of the liquor traffic by the vote of the ratepayers.
FROM
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any way. He expressly stat~s the power of grn.ntiog licenses for hotels, public bo_uses, and ~roc~rs,
but no other po1cers, now vested m county Ju sl1ces
and in borough magistrates would :7est in lice1;1sing
boards. These licensing board~, with powers 1dentica.l to those exercised by licensing sessions, ,vould
be strictly administrative, and would regulate anrl
control-not suppress-the action of holders of
licenses. If publicans hold their licenses at the
time licensiug bon.rds n.re appointed, they are to
hold their privilege for life, on condition of their
good behaviour. To guard against the excess.ive
issue of licenses by boards, the present confirmmg
committees are to be retained. This scheme is
licensing, and not suppressive.
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND TEMPERANCE SOCIETY'S
SCHEME.

The Church of Engln.nd Temperance Society has
formulated a licensing board scheme. TLe board
is composed of ratepayers and justices of the peace
and licensing magistrates, in equn~ numbers. Tl~e
board is to ask tenders for fresh licenses, the bas1s
of which will be an advance upon the rental of
the hou es, as :fixed by the board. Grocers are
not to have spirit license,,.
The board is to
withdraw all licenses on which a secoud endorsement is recorded, and is to decide how many licenses
MR. COWEN'S SCHEME.
are to be extinguished, and the holders of these
Dnriug the contention on the part of temperauce must ask for cornpensatiou. If compensation cannot
reformers for power to veto all liquor traffic, it was be agreed upon, an arbiter is to be called in. The
soon apparent how great was the chasm in England compensation granted is got by borrowing the sum
between the licensing 8ystem and the Permissive required from the Public Works Commissioners,
Bill. That system was administered by a body- and aid sum to be repa.id by existing license-holdera
justices of peace and magistrates-over whom the in thirty years. The society is opposed to supprespersons most affected by , their action had not one sion.
iota of control. These authorities could not brook
SIR HARCOUR'I' JOHNSTONE'S BILL.
remonstrance, suggestion, nor memorials, but lid
This is a Licensing Board's Bill, and is simply the
what seemed right in their own eyes-as in too scheme of the Church of England)s Tempera.nee
rua.ny places they are doing now. Mr. Cowen Society framed in to :t Parliamentary Bill. It is for
thought that the transfer of these powers from au England only. The Board is to be constituted iu perLTcsponsible authority to o::ie responsible to t he petuulsucct;:;sivn,i~sru mber::;eltctedev rythreey a1.:;,
ratepayers would be most beneficial to the interests and during their tenure of office can only once resolve
of the community. Such a bill, if pas ·ed, would on the reduction of licen e . All licenses are to be
have placed the English licen ·ing ystem ahead of granted by tender. Any surplus income goes in aid
that in Scotland, as all appeals to Quarter essions of local rates, and any deficiencies of licen ing fond
on~ new or old liceu 'es or tran fers would ha. Ye to b e defrayed out of specinl poor's rate. As may be
been abolished. He, however, simply with this inferred, it does not pretend to be in any sense
difference asks that the power of the irresponsible sn ppressive.
authorities he dismisses be assumed by the new
l\IR. CAI E'S SCTIEME.
power it is the object of hi bill to cren.te ; and he
Mr. Caine, M.P., lately wrote to the Tim<M a letter
never contemplates vesting in the licensing board on liquor legi lation. He poiuts to the loc:.l option
he proposes to establish the power of a direct veto division of 1 th June a proof that the country is
over the traffic. His scheme is regnla.tive and re- ripe for thorough licensing reform, a.nd ~uggests a,
strictive, nothing more.
Licensing Board wbo8e precedent shall he the Education Board. He would repeal all existiug statutes,
MR. IlARRISON'S SCHEME.
Last year this gentleman, then representing the carry one comprehensive Act instead, and administer
Kilmarnock district of burghs, brought forward a that Act by a Licensing Board elected wholly by the
bill to establish licensing boards chiefly on the lines ratepayers. His scheme is administrative, and not
of Mr. Cowen's proposal. It would have aboli hed suppres ive, although he would ~ot e~clude that
Quarter i-:essions, created an .e lectorate co-exten ive element from the operations of a L1censrng Board.
witl~ that of School Boards, but would simply hand
Such is n. slight sketch of these douLtful schemes
over the administrative function. of the magistrates of dealing effectually with the liquor trnffic. Their
and justices of the peace, as regards the licensing rrenesis has its source in Mr. Cowen. The Church
system, to a poµular board, elected by the ratepayers. ~f England Temperance Society, who differs so
It too is licensing, and in no way more suppressive widely on the question of liquor legislation with the
than the present licensing authority.
United Kingdom Allian ce,adoptsthis idea as entirely
in Larmony with the principles of its members
MR. M'MEEKING S SUGGESTJO 'S.
This gentleman, living in Helens burgh, has • ent generally. The admittedly unsatisfactory adminisus a copy of his suggestions for "giving effect to the tration of the licensing laws in E11glaud, and the
[FreeJ General Assembly's resolution to press on national sympathy with the principle of local option,
.Parliament the necessity for a measure to give the has evidently led its executive to propose the iufusion
ratepayers an efficient control over the drink traffic." of the ratepaying element into the administration of
He pertinently remarks that local option includes the law. But the hybrid is as bad as things as they
the power to increase, diminish , or withhold licenses, are. The Lords' Committee on Intemperance
but he entirely ignores the suppressive aspect of afforded the friends of such a scheme tbe opportunity
local option j at least, he does not deal with it in of setting fort,h its merits, but we find that its pro•
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rooters have not been able to secure. the sympathy
of their Lordships with their views.
THE LORDS' COMMITTEE ON LICE SING BOARDS.

Their Lordships state that the effect of such a
measure as that of Mr. Cowen's would be to entrust
the granting and renewing of licenses to :t body
elected by the ratepayers, but their Lordships see DO
reason to believe that such a Board would discharge
their duties more effectively than the present
licensing authority. While magistrates have great
power of control, itis too often exercised only so long as
an indoleut public opinion is moved to exert pressure
upon them. On the other hand, the Local Board, it
is feared, wonld would be found more accessible to
local influence, and less impartial. It would be constantly chauged, and with its changes of membership there would be a change of policy.
The election of members on it would be a cause of strife, and
they might be open to the powerfnl influence of the
publicans. On these grounds the committee are unable to recommend the passage of a law authorising
the institution of Licensing Boards dealing with the
traffic in alcoholic liquors.
Here we pause, and in our next and concluding
paper will deal with this important subject from our
own point of view.

INTELLIGENCE.
THE TEYIPERA1 UE ACT.
,vF. have published, several times, summaries of the
new Canada Temperance Act, but as there are still inquiries each week about it, the following excellent summary from the Canada Casket will be of value :- 1, The
Yote cannot be taken in a less municipality than a
county or city; and counties cannot be grouped with
each other nor ·with cities. -2, One-fourth of all the
electors in the county or city must sign a petition, asking the Governor-Ge11cni,l to submit the Act to a. vote
of the people. - 3, Before this petition is sent to the
Governor-General, it must be rleposited in the Sheriff's
or Registry office 10 days to give a chance for people to
see if the signatures are genuine ; and two weeks previous notice of the deposit must be giv~n in the newspapers.--4, If the Governor-General is satisfied everything is right, he issues his proclamation; this has to
be inserted three times in the Canada Gazette, and the
same number of times in the Ontario Gazette.-5,
Amongst other things, this proclamation appoints the
dr,,y when the vote is to- be ta.ken.-6, 'J'he voting, by
ballot, is to be taken iu one day between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m.-7, Either the Registrar or Sheriff will be returning officer.-8, Persons entitled to vote are the same as
those who can vote for a member of Parliament. 'l'hat
is, in a city, th ey must be assessed ei ther as owner or
tenant for 400 dols., or have an income of that amount,
and their names must appear in the voter's list. No
woman can vote, aud a man must be 21 years of age.9, The following is a form of the ballot paper :-

In the case of medicine, a doctor's certificate is required;
in manufacturers, a certificate by two Justices of the
Peace ; and for sacramental purposes, by a clergyman.
-15, Distillers and wholesale dealers can sell 10 gallons, and brewers 8 gallons, but to be used outside of the
municipality.-16, The penalty for violating the law is
not less than 50 dols. for the first offence, not less than
100 dols. for the second, and imprisonment not exceeding two months for the third-and any person may inform. -17, The liquors and the kegs, &c., are to be forfeited. -IS, Search warrant will issue upon affidavit
of any respectable witness; the liquor, if found, may
be brought before the magistrate, and if there is not
more than 20 gallons of it he may order it to be poured
out, aucl the receptacles destroyed.-19, 50 dols. fine for
tampering with a witness.-20, There is no appeal from
the decision of the Police Magistrate. -21, To compromise a case is punishable by imprisonment.-22, It is
not necessary to prove that money passed, or that
liquor was actually consumed, or the kind of liquor, if
the Police Magistrate is satisfied that a transaction in
the nature of a sale or b~rter or other unlawful disposal
actually took place.-23, ·wife and husband shall be
competent and compellable to give eviclence.-24, Not
less than one-third of the fines shall be set apart for a
fund to secure the prosecution of infractions of the Act.
ANALYSIS OF VOTES A ' D PAIRS ON THE LOCAL OPTION
RESOLUTION, JUNE 18TH, 1880.

English Liberals .......... 133
,,
Conservatives.. 1
,velsh Liberals ...... - ... 23
Conservatives . . . 0
" Liberals... .... .... .... 7
Irish
Conservatives ...... 10
Home Rulers ...... 17
Sc~tch Liberals ........... 39
Conservatives. .. l

AGAINST THE PETITION.

-10, Those who want to vote for the Act put a cross
iu the upper apartment, and those who want to vote
against it, a cross in the lower one.-11, A voter can
only vote once.-12, Bribery and corruption, carrying
banners, treating, &c., are forbidden under heavy penalties. - 13, Hiring hacks to convey voters not allowed.
-14, Special licenses will be granted not to exceed one
for every 4,000 -i nhabitants for drnggists to sell in quantities not less than c,ne pint for medicinal or manufacturing purposes, and also wine for sacramental purposes.

0

35
145
1
1
1
7

l

10

3
0

4

0

0
0
l

1

Pairs ... ... .......... .... . .... 14

14

205
14

Total votes and pairs ... 245

219

241

Pairs
against.

2
10

0
0
0

0
2
0
0
14

As bearing on the subject of the use of alcohol in the
great London hospitals, the following statistics are of
no little interest :Wine and Beer consumed, 1878.

N"umber
of

Hospitals.

In-patients, Total Cost.

1878.
Westminster ........ 1,76:3

London ............
St. Thornas·s ........
St. Mary's ..........
Cha.ring Cross .......
University College ..
l'ing's College ......
St. George's ........
Guy's .. ... . . . .......
Royal Free .. ...... .
St. Bartholomew's ..

£ 165 5 IJ

7,055

5:3\J 12 2

3,727
'.?,2::!2
1,776
2, 288
2,145
4,0L'7

S-15 2
366 16

5,710
1,3m
5, 68

Middlesex .......... 2,040

7
0

430 10 10
445 6 2
391 12 9
7Uo 16

8

1,002 14 10
300

2

7

1,144 11 0
54', 23 0
£6,976

FOR THE PE'rITION.

Votes
against.

Pairs
for.
9

Yates
for.

4

Cost
per
Patient.

Equivalent

ls. l0!d.
lt!. 6¼d

8}
10}
18
18¼
18¼
19¼
21
21;}
22¾
23!
2-+}
32½

4s.

utd.

Hs. 3½d.
4s. 10d.
3s. l0½d.
3s. 7}d.
3s. 10~d.
3. 6d.
•!R. 61d.
3~. l0;jd.
4s. 4}d.

of Alcohol

in ounces.

4

The last of these columns is of peculiar interest, as showing the differences in the average quantity of alcohol
per patient used in the chief London hospitals ; varying
from 8~ ounces in the Westminster Hospital to 32½ in
the Middlesex Hospital. If the patients in the former
have a sufficient supply of alcohol, what is to be said
of the patients in the latter ? The drop from 32 to 8
looks more serious than from 8 to 0, which is the relation in which the patients of the London Temperance
H ospital stand to alcohol.
The cost of wine, spirits, and beer consumed by the
in-patients of Saint U-eorge's Union Infirmary for the
year 1878 is given for comparison:Number of in-patients, 2,496.
Cost for wine, spirits, and beer, £8 3s. 6¾d.
Cost per patient, ;tcl. ; or more exactly, 9-l0ths of
Id. per patient.

'rHE SOCIAL REFORMER.
The Republican State Convention for Maine refer to
experiences as demonst rating the wisdom of the policy
of prohibition.
THERE was a decrease in the consumption of homemade spirits as beverages in the first quarter of this
year of 649,699 gallons. The foreign spirits a.lso show
a large decline.
S NDAY CLOSL G IN VVALE, .-Mr. John Roberts,
I. P., moved the second reading of the Sunday Closing
(\Vales) Bill. The measure is practically unopposed
in vVales.
Mr. Wharton moved and Mr. Scott
seconded that it be read that day three months. After
an interesting debate the second reading was carried
without a division.
A PRORIBITORY VILLAGE.- Low Moor, a village
about a mile from Clithcroe, Lancashire, contains a
population of about 1,100 souls. There is neither
public-house, beer-shop, nor any place for the sale of
intoxicating liquors ; neither is there a policeman,
prison, pawnbroker, doctor nor lawyer. Tlie rate of
mortality is remar kable. During the last ten years the
average number of deaths ]:Jer year has amounted to
only fifteen, or only a small frn.ction per thousand of
the population.
People are alrea iy busy in foreshadowing the nature
of the Government measure which the temperance
party expect to be introduced next session. It is
assertecl that it will proceed in the direction of appointing district representative licensing boards, with power
to reduce or extend licenses, and also lib rty to adopt
the Gothenburg scheme. Compensation, drawn from
remaining and granted to prohibited lic ens,es, will be a
special feature of the new measure.
N' e expect that
this forecast, like many others will be discredited by
the facts.
Another "feat of endurance" has bee accomplished;
this time by a young lady of ninetee11, who has succeeded in exhibiting herself for tbi ·ty consecutive
hours in a huge water tank at the Aquarium, "\Vestminster. She never left the water once, and at the
conclusion of the swim did not appear . rnch exhausted.
We pass no opinion upon the desirability of these displays, for, whether good or bad, it is quite certain something sensational will always be provided while crowJs
as emhle to witnes such affairs. There is one thing,
however, we note here, and the fact must speak fo1·
itself, viz., that Miss Beckwith's refreshments were the
same as those which enableu aptaiu \Vebb successfuUy
to cross the Channel, for we read they consisted only
of ~offee, beef-tea, eggs, minced meat, &c. Not a ingle
drop of alcoholic stirnulant wa8 given. Ii the young lady
had been "kept up " by wine, beer, or spirits, some
would have said that she could not have done the feat
without-but how very quiet people are when the fact
is against them. - Ohurch of .Engtancl 'l'cmpe1w1ce
Chronicle.
REPRESENTATION OF 1'IIE \YIGTOW ~ BURGHS.-O11
the 14th ult. the \Vigtown Burghs were declared
vacant on petition in respect of bribery proved against
certain agents of the sitting member, Mr. Mark
'tewart. In giving judgment, Lord Ormidale " quite
exculpated :Mr. Stewart from any personal impropriety " in the matter, Lord Craighill concurring.
Mr. Mark Stewart helped by his vote to carry the
Local Option Resolution on the 18th of ,Tune, and bas
voted for it on other occasions. As soon as the vacancy
in the burghs was known l\'Ir. R. Stevenson, the
central district agent of this association, was on the
ground in the interests of the temperance party. It is
to be hoped that our vote in Wigtown will not be reversed by the coming election. The candidates for the
vacant seat are, in the Liberal interest, Mr. Tilbert
M'Micking of filtonise; and in the Conservative interest, Admiral , it- John Hay, one of the defeated
?an~idates at the General Election. Mr. M'Micking,
m his address to the electors, thus refors to the licensing 'question-" The licensing laws require revision,
and should the Government introdu e a measure in
ac_cordance with the sentiment of tl:e iratepayers, it
will have my support. "
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The Irish judges have decided that a licence is property " ·hich cannot be extinguished, without compensation, save for an offence against the law.
ONE of the objects of the Croydon Church of England
Temperance Society is "to ask licensed victuallers to
use their influence in lessening drunkenness " ! ! !
THE OLDESTTEETOTALER.-Mr. John Price, of Penkridge, Staffordshire, has been an abstainer for seventysix years, having never in that time drank anything
else but tea, ,vater, and milk.-Tcmperance Record.
fr. 1iV. S. Caine, M. -P., writing to the 'l'irnes on
"the position," says- " There are three requisites fur
successful legislation :-lst. The repeal of every Act
on the statute-book relating to lil:ensing of publiehonses. 2nd. One comprehensive Act in place of all.
3rd. To entrust the administration of that Act to a
Licensing Board elected by the rate-payers every three
years by ballot, with the cumulative vote, following in
every respect the precedent of the Education Act.
ACRA!l-1ENTAL VYINE.-Unfermented wine is now
used in about 1200 churches and chapels in the United
Kingdom. One of the latest congregations to resolve
npon its use at the communion is the Kent Road U.P.
Church, Glasgow. A memorial, very largely signed in
favour of the change, was forwarded from the congregation to the session, another for statii quo was entirely
insignificant. The session wisely agreed to the prayer
of the first one. This event has given considerable
satisfaction to the congregation, the majority of whom,
we are told, are abstainers.
The publicans are not taking kindly to their
altered prospects since the passage of the local option
They are sorely bit, and arc crying
resolution.
out in consequence. They have hoisted the bogey of
'' infringed liberty,'' and arc trying to look like martyrs,
in order to beget sympathy. ~•ome of the bolder spirits
amongst them, however, affect to look indifferent, as if
confident in the final appeal of certain triumph, and
interpret their present defeat to the lethargy and
criminal negligeuce of the trade. Prospects brighten
for our olLl down-trodden, drink-steeped country!
Gu.. oow, CRos. HALL.-The usual weekly meeting
was held in the hall of the City of Gla.sgow United
·working Men's T.A. Society. Mr. J. Campbell, president, was in the chair, and in a few brief remarks
called upon :Mr. R. Dransfiekl to address the meeting.
Mr. Dra,nsfield in a very vivid manner depicted the
evils arising from the use of strong drink, and the
blessings that follow the adoption of a total abstinence
pledge loyally adhered to. The hail was crowded. 37
receiYed the pledge. A hearty vote of thanks was, on
the motion of the chairman, awarded to Mr. Drausfielcl for his really excellent lecture.
TrrE repression of the Liquor Traffic is engaging the
attention of the Dutch legislature as well as of the
British Parliament. The Dutch Government has introduced a Bill into the States-General providing for the
limitation of public houses to one per 500 inhabitants
in towns of 50,000 souls, one per 400 in towns of 20,000,
one per 300 in towns of 10,000, and one per 250 in all
smaller places. The bill also forbids the supply of
intoxicants-to children under sixteen. It further imposes from one to eight days' imprisonment for supplying intoxicants to person already drunk, ancl a day's
imprisonment or a fine of 10 florins for being seen drunk
on the streets.-Daity Review.
The Eleventh Annual Sessions of the Grand Lodge
of Scotland (I. 0. G. T . ) was held at Perth on the 5th
ult. and two following days. 400 representatives from
various parts of the country were present. The Grand
Secretary's report showed that the total membership
of the order in Scotland was 46,124 (being a decrease
since last year of 4624), and the number of lodges 719.
811 of the 20,486 juveniles in the order had been
transferred to adult lodges. The Treasurer's report
was able to announce a balance in hand of £846. The
Rev. J. A. Johnstone, , pringburn, was elected
G. W . C. T., and Mr. W. W. Turnbull re-elected
G. W. Secretary. The sessions meet next year in
Edinburgh.
1
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THE second bye-election in Scotland since the general
election, was declared in Buteshire on the 3rd ult. , and
resulted in the return of Mr. Charles Dalrymple by 45
votes. At the general election, Mr. Thomas Russell
unseated Mr. Dalrymple, bnt proceedings were taken
to show that he won the seat by corruption, and was
also disqualified by being a member of a firm having a
government contract. The charge of corrupt practices
was dropped, but as there was no doubt of his disqualification on strictly technical grounds, Mr. Russell at
once resigned and made a second appe:i.l to the constituency, with the result above stated. Mr. Russell
promised to support Local Option. Mr. Dalrymple
voted twice in favour of the Local Option Resolution.
There is therefore no change in the strength of the
Scotch vote on Local Option.
TEMPERANCE ELECTORAL ACTION JN CANADA. -The
following pledge is being circulated in connection with
the cott Act campaign;-" vVe, the subscribers to
this article, believe the policy of the Dominion towards
the liquor traffic should be decided by the electors at
the polls. We believe no party can act higher than
its average sentiment, and that, as a consequence,
neither of the Canadian political parties, divided as
they are between licence and prohibition, can make
the suppression of the liquor traffic an avowed and distinct issue. ·we believe the time has arrived when the
advocates of national prohibition should place their
question first on the political programme, and force it
to an issue. Therefore we pledge ourselves to support
no candidate for parliamentary honours who is not a
practical man and an avowed prohibitionist. We agree
to use reasonable efforts to add subscribers to this
article, and to giYe our aid and support, as citizens or
electors, to any platform adopted by them in p'u blic
convention."
ABERDEEN.-Co "FERE~CE OF TEMPERANCE REFORMERS. -A meeting of the friends and supporters of thn
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Associatioe
was held in the Aberdeen Cafe Company's Hall, Sbiprow, on aturday, 3rd ult. ; Mr. \Villiam Davidson,
clothier, presiding. The following resolutions were
unanimously :rnd enthusiastically adopted :-" 1st.
That this meetii:g tenders its hearty thanks to Sir
Wilfred Lawson, lkrt., M.P. , and the 229 hon. members who voted and paired for the Local Option Resolution. 2nd. That this meeting expresses its sincere
thanks to Dr. ,:vebster, member for the city, and to
Dr. Farquharson and General Sir A. H. Gordon for the
cordial support they gave to Sir Wilfrid Lawson in his
efforts to secure the reformation which is so earnestly
desired.
3rd. That this meeting of temperance reformers desires to express its high satisfaction at the
marked progress made in the present Parliament, and
hail with ple<i.sure the growing conviction that 110
measure will meet the requirements of the time that
does not give the ratepayers a complete veto on the
issue or renewal of licences. 4th. That copies of these
resolutions be sent to the member for the city, the members for the county, and the Prime Minister." The
various temperance associations in the city were well
represented at the meeting.-Abercleen Daily Free

Press.
THE LORDS ox I NTm-rPERANCE.-On the 2nd ult.
Lord Onslo·w, in the House of Lords, called attention
to the report of the Select Committee on Intemperance,
and inquired whether Her Majesty's Government intended to introduce any measure based on the recommendations of that committee. One of these was, that
facilities should be afforded those localities desirous of
attempting to repress intemperance. He hoped that
after the utterances of the Premier, the Government,
which had received so much support from the Temperance party, would not hesitate to do all that they could
in the matter. The Bishop of Carlisle said there was
a wide distinction between law and Lawson, and the
difficulty was to convert local option into law. He was
favourable to a trial of Mr. Chamberlain's plan. Lord
Cottesloe believed there was a strong feeling upon the
question of intemperance throughout the country, and
he wished Her Majesty's ministers would take it up.

The Earl of Fife, speaking on behalf of the Government, pointed out that this subject was one of large
and complex character, as was shown by the number
of recommendations made by the Committee on Intemperance. Of these, the one which seemed to him both
the shortest and the clearest was undoubtedly No. 7,
which said in less than a line that a considerable increase should be made in the licence duty. That
recommendation had been acted upon at the very
earliest opportunity. On one point all were agreed,
that it was our duty to do all in our power, consistently
with liberty, to diminish the evils of intemperance,
which was unfortunately only too prevalent. But
when once this agreement was arrived at on all sides,
temperance reformers were found joining issue on every
conceivable point. Some were in favour of absolute
suppression, others of perfect freedom in the liquor
traffic, while others again put forward schemes of varying complexity, such as the Gothenbnrg system, and
the more practicable proposals connected with licensing
boards. However interesting and admirable the report was, unfortunately it was hardly possible to find
in it any one complete scheme which the Legislature
were invited to adopt. The entire suppression of the
liquor traffic was hardly possible or practicable iu
the present state of the public mind, nor would the
policy of public freedom be likely to rncommend itself
to anv large section of the community. The question
of the hours of closing was one which had been under
the consideration of successive Governments, and was
one in which they had introduced many alterations of
various sorts. For his own part, he very much doubted
whether these changes really very m.uch affected the
general questions of the temperance or intemperance of
the people. With regard to the Gothenburg system,
of which he had heard so much lately, that seemed to
him one more interesting to stuJy than easy to adopt.
(Hear, hear.) Perhaps the most promising part of the
subject was that which was connected with the whole
question of licensing and how far the power of granting
licenses should be vested in the ratepayers or in boards
directly elected by them.
The last general election
ha<l shown that the temperance forces in the country
ha<l considerably increased, and that there was a growing feeling in favour of some sort of local option, and
possibly in favour of some restrictions in the Sunday
liquor traffic. But he would venture to say that it was
hardly fair or reasonable to ex1 ect that a GoYernment
which had been so short a time in office, and had had,
in the ordinary course of affairs, so many and such
great questions pressing simultaneously for im~edi~te
solution, could have already elaborated a leg1slat1ve
proposal on a subject which had pre-eminently baflied
the ingenuity of successive Administrations.
Those
who were most earnest in the cause of temperance
reform would admit tha.t it was harJly onb of those
questions in which it would be wise to go far ahead of
public opinion. After all, we must not lose sight of
the redeeming features of this distressing subject.
Recent legislation had had a beneficial effect throughout the c9untry by producing good order in the streets.
Drunken-ness had not increased in the rural districts of
England and cotland, or even in Ireland. As a rule,
the higher classes of artizans are becoming more sober,
drunkenness being more confined to the lowest grades
of the community, where education had not yet kept
pace with the growth of wages, In conclusion, he
wished to say that the Government were both earnest
and anxious in this question. The whole matter was
under their consideration. They were noting the various changes which were now taking place in public
opinion, aud they hoped at no distant date to introduce a measure which might mitigate some of the worst
features of this lamentable evil. (Hear, hear.) Lord
Aberdare and the Earl of Kimberley made some remarks, and the subject dropped.
Dr. Lewett, while arguing for prohibition, once said,
"Why not pour the drink into the gutter? . It is destined to the gutter at last. ·why not pour 1t there at
once, and not wait to strain it through a man, and
spoil the strainer in the work,"
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THE MOVEMENT IN THE NORTH.
BY MR., WM . BLACKWOOD,

Northeni District Superintendent, Scottish P ermissive
Bill and 'j'ernperance Association.
DEAR Srn.-In my last letter I gave you an account
of my visit to Stornoway, iu the Island of Lewis. To
me that was a most important journey, and I will have
a lively recollection of it for a long time to come. Some
indivicluals'use;t.he editorial "we" in detailing their proceedings regarding the temperance movement. I will just
use the first personal pronoun, and I hope I will not be
charged with egotism for so doing. I spent about a fortnight in Aberdeen after my return, and then went north
to Macduff. This was one among the many places where
I got a hearty welcome when I first came to the north,
and I found the friends still as genial and warm-hearted
as they were on that occasion. I addressed two meetings, one in the open air and one in a lodge room.
There are two lodges in the town, one a U. T.A., and
the other an I. O.G. T . Upon the whole the cause is
healthy in Macduff. Banff stands on the west bank of
the Deveron, and is only separated from Macduff by
the river. I ha la good open-air meeting in Banff, and
all our friends promptly renewed their assistance. I
then went to Portsoy, and had some very interesting interviews with the temperance men of the town,
whom I found to be earnest, and doing good work to
strengthen the cause. There was a good open-air
meeting, at which a number of kind friends put in an
appearance, and said a few words to those who turned
out to listen. After this I went to Cullen. Temperance reformers are never at a loss in Cullen. Mrs.
Bennett makes them feel quite at home, and Mr.
George Pirie's services are always tendered with a
readiness that impresses one with the feeling that bis
heart is in the work. Cullen was well-nigh deserted
when I was there, the fishermen being away plying
their industry at another station. The Countess of
eafield has generously fitted up a coffee-house for the
inhabitants.of the sea town. It is a neat, c0mrnodioui:;
little place, well supplied with newspapers and pamphlets, and apparently taken ad vantage of by the young
men of the village. It can only get fair play, however,
like all these places, when the public houses arc suppressed round about it. Peterhead was the town I next
visited. The Good Templars here have ceased to
work in the mea.ntime. The U. T. A. have closed
their doors till after the herring fishing. They find it
difficult to get attendance during its great bustle and
excitement. There is a large number of genuine temperance reformers in Peterhead. I had two excellent
meetings in Broad Street, and secured the gratifying
co-operation of the good friends of our agitation. l am
often asked, What are you going to do now ? and my
answer is always ready. There should be a general
advance along the whole line to secure a complete veto
clause in any measure that may be brought before Parliament. Anything less than this is not justice, and
to demand less wants the true ring of the prohibitionist.
There will always be plenty of people ready to diYert
attention from the right thing without temperance
reformers foolishly doing it themselves.
You could not wish to meet with kinder friends than
the temperance men of Fraserburgh. I spent two days
in that town, and my sojourn did me good. I had the
pleasure of addressing a large meeting at the Cross, and
of conversing with a large number of men, whose sentiments, aims, and aspirations are in unison with my
own on the question of prohibition. There is a Temperance Society in Fraserburgh, also :1 Good Teruplar
Lodge, and a Lodge of the U. T. A. 's. I heard the
question of compensation discussed in Fraserburgh from
several standpoints, and I am of opinion that there will
be a good deal said before compensation is granted to
the disestablished liquor men. There are many besides
prohibitionists whom it will waken to a thoughtful attitucle. Even those who have drunk deeply at the font
of Bacchus, will be disposed to think that his high
priests have already got sufficient without paying them
off under a local option law.
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vVe have had a fu1e conference in Aberdeen. The
different societies in the city were all represented. It
was called und er the auspices of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, and resolutions
were passed with great enthusiasm thanking Sir ,vilfred Lawson, also the Members for the city and county
of Aberdeen, for their votes on the Local Option Resolution. Tea was p,irtaken of, and three hours of eloquent
speech-making brought a most pleasant anrl happy
meeting to a termination.
A WEEK'S "\YORK IN EDINBURGH,
BY MR. R. STEVENSO£ ,

Western District Superintendent, Scottish Pe1'm,issive B ill
and 'l'einperance Association.
I BEG to submit a sketch of my week's meetings in
Edinburgh, which commenced on Sunday, 4th ult., in
the Queen's Park. Mr. Armstrong presided, and Mr.
John Steel gave a short, pithy, and practical opening
address. I spoke up the hill to a very large and attentive audience, composed of all classes. There could
not be less than from 1500 to 2000 people within the
compass of my voice. The evening was :fine, with a
slight breeze, which wafted the sound of my voice
clearly and distinctly a long way. I took as my subject "The Bible and the Liquor Traffic," on which I
spoke for an hour. I introduced my uhject by saying
that the Temperance cause was too solemn a subject on
which to crack jokes or u e frivolons speech in its ad\'ocacy, and that they must not expect such from me,
neither on this occasion nor on any other throughout
the week. It was quite possible that my meetings
might not be so large on that account. Still I had no
faith in either singing or joking people into soLriety.
I drew a contrast between the effects of the Bible and
the Liquor Traffic. The influ ence of the one as contrasted with the influence of the other. The influence
of the Bible in civilizing and christianizing at home and
abroad, in contrast with the demoralizing and brutalizing influnce of the Liquor Traffic. 'l'he friends appeared greatly pleased with the meeting.
On Monday the meeting was in Parliament
Square. Thm·a w.;.s a vei."y Ja,rgc attenJa1w , .ind ,vi-'- h
only two exceptions, I had the most profound att ntio11.
1y subject was "'Ihe Curse of Drinl and the
Cure.' Mr. J . filne presided. The meeting thoroughly appreciated the address-and a hearty response
was given to the salient points of the lecture. I spoke
for 75 minutes. At the close the meeting awarded a
cordial vote of thanks. ·
On Tuesday night I spoke first in the open-air at
Ticholson 'quare, and afterwards in the Temperance
Hall. )fr. J. Milne presided on both occa ions. The
meeting outside was large, highly respectable, and
very attentive. I have seldom seen so many weildressed persons stanJing at an open-air meeting. I
spoke outside for 30 minutes on a subject raised by one
of the audience during the chairman s remarks, viz. :
-:Moderate Drinking or Temperance. I began by
saying that I wished the question of limited drinking
and total prohibition to be calmly and dispassionately
considered. It was a subject that demanded calm and
deliberate thought. I then said, how are we to proceed
in our enquiry. "\Ye must first of all ascertain, apart
from both prejudice and appetite, whether, as human
beings, we are made capable of taking intoxicating
liquors without injury. I then illustrated my subject
by a reference to animal and Yegetable life, the lion,
dog, &c., and also to flowers, and carried my audience
with me. I wound up my argument by granting for a
moment that alcohol was :i. creature of God . What
then? So are beetles. Do we cultivate them for our
use? I ref erred to the Colorado beetle, and the act
passed in 36 hours for its extermination because it was
said voraciously to devour potatoes. I asked, are human
beings not of more value than potatoes, and if an
act is passed to destroy the destroyers of potatoes, how
much more urgent is the necessity for destroying
alcohol, which destroys all that is good and noble in
humanity. The meeting adjourned to the Temperance
Hall, which was filled. Rev. Mr. Parr first addressed
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the meetina, then I spoke on the Danger of Drinking
Alcoholic Liquors, &c. Mr. Nisbet, in a short speech,
moved a vote of thanks to the speakers, which was
warmly adopted.
On \Vednesday evening tbe meeting was in Parliament Square. :Mr. Forbes presided, but the night beina wet, our meeting was not large. My subject was
th~ " Theory of Compensation, " and seemed to be
appreciated by the audience, as I endeavoured to exp ose the fallacious reasoning and illustrations of '' compensation" advocates.
On Thursday evening the meeting was held in Jeffrey
Street. Mr. Armstrong presided. There was a very
large and very attentive audience, chiefly composed of
working men r esident in that locality. My subject
was, '' 'l'he Publican as a Tradesmau," contrasting the
efforts of his workmanship with that of the tailor, shoemaker, &c. , and pointed out that just as this tratle
prospered every other trade was depr essed ; pointing
out the late Father Mathew's efforts, and the failure
afterwards, through want of legislation to sustain the
glorious results of his labours ; gave Bessbrook as a
proof of what all Ireland might have been if law had
been then framed to allow the people to suppress th e
traffic in alcoholic liquors in their varied localities.
I may here mention that a gentleman, a visitor to
Edinburgh, stopped me in the High Street to thank me
for my address on 'fues lay evening in Nicholson
Square. He was then on his way to take tea with
Professor nlasson, and he stopped rather long _with
me. He said that he had mentioned to the Professor
what he had heard of my address, and they both agreell
that such teaching on temperance and prohibition must
do uncommon good, as many doubtless would listen
to our advocacy on such an occasion that would not
ent er a Temperance Hall. He said that he often dinecl
with Sir H . Thomson, l\1. D., aml knew Dr. Richardson well.
On Friday evening the meeting was in Parliament
Square, ancl was fully as large as the former in the
same place. Mr. Armstrong and Mr. Forbes assisted.
Iy subject was, "The Right of the People to Suppress the Liquor T raffic." The meeting at the close
unanimously anJ. heartily awar<lecl me a vote of thanks.
I may say that th e committee was very attentive, and fully a.live to the abun<lant and aLiding
results of out-door meetings, as was signally apparent
by their personal attendance aucl co-operation. It is
very encouraging to work night after night in connection with the Edinburgh T.A. 'ociety.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
* * M embers, f1·fencl·, encl Societies subsc1·ibing to
* the Ji'imds of the Scotti h P ermis.~ive Bilt ancl
'l'e1npe1·ance Association are respectfully inform ecl that Subsc1·iptions to the A s ociatio11, if
not already paid, are now due, ancl wilt be
glacll!J received by the Agent ancl at the O.{fiCPs,
30 flope Street, Glasgow. 1'he demands upon
the Association are increasing, and it wozdcl
materially cissist the. & ecutive in promptly m eeting these, were subscription · paict in the form er
rather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th Sez1tember, 1880.
THE following meetings have been addressed by the
representatives of the Scottish Permissive Bill aud
Temperance Association from 11th April to the 10th
July inclusive. During that period 203 meetings were
held, 78 being deputational and 125 ordinary. At these
meetings 286 addresses were given.
The following is a summary of each speaker's work:
Mr. R. Stevenson has visiteJ. Perth, Armidale,
Montrose, Ferryclen, Forfar, Kirriemuir, Dundee, Carnoustie, Glasgow, Coupar-Augus, Partick, Stranraer,
Renfrew, Motherwell, Strathaven, Dumbarton, Paisley,
Pollokshaws, Kilmarnock, Ayr, Edinburgh, Greenock,
Kilsyth, and Bonhill, and addressed 58 meetings.
Mr. J. H . Waterston has visited Denholm, Pitlossie,
Dysart, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Tranent, L eith, Addie-

well, Pencaitland, Ceres, Ha.wick, Peebles, Galashiels,
Kirkcaldy, Ctipar-Fife, Dunfermline, St. Andrews, ancl
Strathmiglo, and addressed 56 meetings.
Mr. "\Vm. Blackwood has visited Kirk wall, Stromnes~,
Shapinshay, Thurso, Wick, H elmsdale, Golspie, Dorno ch, Tain, Dingwall, Cromarty, Invergordon, Beauly.
Ullapool, Stornoway, Aberdeen, . Millseat, Macduff,
Banff, Portsoy, Cullen, Durris, Peterhead, Duncanstou,
Clatt, Fraserburgh, and Stonehaven, and· addressed 48
meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited Mearns, Kilsyth, Glasgow, Johnstone, Paisley, R enfrew, Motherwell, Strathaven, Dumbarton, Partick, Govan, Edinburgh, Kilmarnock, and Kilsyth, and addressed 33 mel::ltings.
Mr. Charles Bent has visited, Hawick, Peebles,
Galashiels, L eith, Kirkcaldy, Edinburgh, Cupar-Fife,
Dunfermline, Bonhill, Glasgow, Paisley, Greenock,
Ayr, Dundee, and Perth, and addressed 33 meetings.
Mr. "\Vm. Kesson has visited Glasgow, Greenock,
Pollokshaws, and Partick, and addressed 10 meetings.
:Mr. R. Mackay has visited Glasgow, Forfar, Johnstone, and Stewarton, and addrei;:sed 8 meetings.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has visited Edinburgh and Peebles,
and addressed 6 meetings.
Mr. Joseph Milne has addressed 5 meetings in Edinburgh.
Bailie Selkirk has ad.Jressecl 4 meetings in Edinburgh
and Glasgow.
Mr. John Steel has addressed 4 meetings in Edin.
burgh.
Ex-Bailie Lewis has achlressed 3 meetings in "\Vest
Linton and EJinburgh .
Ex-Bailie Torrens has addressed 3 meetings in
Glasgow.
Mr. James Horn has addressed 2 meetiugs in Glasgow.
Mr. J oscph Bone has addresse<l 2 meetings in Ediuburgh.
Mr. J. Scrymgeour has acldressecl 2 meetings in
Dundee.
.
The follo wing gentlemen have each deli verecl one
address in the places following their names :-Mr. J.
Andersou-Ferryden; llev. D. M 'Rae, Rev. :Mr. Steele,
and Mr. Rn th crford-Forfar ; Rev. R. Burgess and Mr.
J. R Lyall-Peebles ; Hev. Dr. Adamson, Rev. Mr.
Pa rr, Mr. J. isbet, Dr. Bowi , Mr. J. outb , and Mr.
D. Anderson--Edinbnrgh; R. C. Murray, Esq.,Glasgow; Hev. Hector Hall and Rev. Mr. 'lugstonStewarton ; Ir. D. Stenhouse-Cupar-Fife.

PUBLIC PRESS.
ALCOHOL A D OrIUM.-The two articles above named
seem to be considered indispensable factors in maintaining the credit of the United Kingdom and cf fadia.
Hence licensed victuallers at home, and we doubt not
opium growers in India, regard themselves as pillars of
the State, and, therefore, entitled to special consideration. There is, however, one noteworthy difference;
in the United Kingdom we raise a considerable revenue
from the demoralization of our own subjects ; in the
case of Inclia we rely upon the demoralization of the
Chinese. · lt will not, we believe, be denied that both
alcohol and opium have their uses ; in so far as r evenue.
from either is derived from its proper use, we hold that
revenue to be economically unsound, and in so far as it
is derived from its abuse, we hold it to be immoral.
There is, with respect to China, the additional wrong
that our opium has been forced upon them by most
iniquitous wars ; but, in other respects, both kinds of
revenue, that, viz., derived from alcohol and that from
opium, appear to us t o stand upon a similar footing. It
is, however, a very common idea to regard the taxes
upon alcohol as satisfactory, and to condemn the revenue
derived from opium. It is argued that a great moral
result is secured by taxing alcohol, that the price is
raised, consumption diminished, and sobriety promoted.
That the price is raised is no doubt true, and that increase of price diminishes consumption is equally true ;
but there are other elements in the case; the consumption of alcohol may be diminished, but the consumption
of deleterious and maddeni1_1g dru gs may be increase·d.
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The taxation of intoxicating drink has, moreover, this
consequence, that it makes tha Government a participator in the profits of riots and excess. The publican
who is fined for permitting drunkenness is practically
fined for permitting his customers to s,~·cll the revenues
of a professedly Christian country. Behind the counter
of the lowest drinking bar, where, to quote the words
of the late Mr. Duclley Baxter, '' emaciated and in rags,
the drunkard puts clown the wages that should have
supported his children, calling for glass after glass until
his earnings are exhausted, and then staggers off to a
poverty-stricken home to wreak his madness upon
his wife," stands, in his official capacity, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and sweeps into the
coffers of the State the largest portion of the money
thus worse than wasted. ·with that inconsistency
which is a frequent characteristic of humanity, there
are those who condemn the gains of the gin palace while
they regard with equanimity, if not approval, that
portion of them which is appropriated by the 8tate ;
but the question arises whether that which is held to be
wrong in the individual, can by any process of logic be
shown to be right for the State.-Financial R eformer.
OVERWORK.-Let me embrace the opportunity to say
a word by way of caution in ·regard to the mistaken
measures too often taken for the relief of what is ·supposed to be " overwork." In nearly all the cases of
this class which fall under the notice of the alienist
there has been a more or less prolonged use of stimulants to mitigate the sense of suffering and mental
fatigue. It is no uncommon occurrence to find that the
patient has been taking alcohol habitually though in
small closes as a restorative and sleeping draft-composed of opium in some form, chloral hydrate, or bromide
of potassium--night after night for weeks, or even
mo11ths. Patients of all ages, conditions, and temperaments, terriblewithsleeplessness of all forms and degrees,
arising from the most di verse anJ contradictory causes,
are dosed by their friends or physicians with these deleterious drugs. This is a serious business. The reckless routine prescription of stimulants and sedatives is
one of the most unsatisfactory and unscientific of practices. Alcohol cannot possibly be harmless in cases of
the class we h,we been com;idering. Over stimulation
of the lower centres is the very evil which we have most
to dread, ancl most sotlulously to try to avoid. J\ lcohol
never incr ases the l_)ower of the higher ceutres. It can
only for the moment irritate them, and, in the long run,
ruin their nutrition.-Dr. Grct1witle in the Lancet.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
BoOJrn, etc., for REVIEW, and communications for
the Edito1·, should be forwarded, not later than the
12th of each month, a.ncl as much earlier as ·possible, to
the_O.ffice, 30 Hope Street.•
The Leaflet Recite1·; by J. H. Evans (London: National Temperance Publication Depot, Strand) . This
is a series of leaflets, healthy in tone and educative
in tendency, consisting of 8 sorts (6 of each), enclosed
in a neat packet, and intended for recitation at Bancls
of Hope, etc. A happy idea, which should certainly
be appreciated by conductors of juvenile entertainments.
Illustrious Abstainer.s.
By Frederick , 'herlock.
(London : Hodder & Stoughton.) We heartily welcome a second edition of this volume of the finest temperance biographical sketches in the English language.
It has the approving notice of such eminent men as .r ir.
Glacbtone, Mr. Bright, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., and
Canon Farrar, and is indispensable to every temperance
library. If we are reminded by the study of groat
lives to make our own lives great, with what force
will these twenty eminent examples of a life of abstinence come home to the business and bosom of one and
all of us, impelling us to do "·hELt in us lies to get a
copy oi it into the Temperance and Good Templar, and
even City Free Libraries in our neiohbourhood. \Ve
offer our l;i.earty congratulations to 1\lr. Sherlock on his
well merited success.
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H anel cincl Ifea1·t, No . 236. (London Offices, the
Paternoster Buildings.) In addition to the usual varied,
useful, and pictorial contents, this number contains a
portrait and genial notice of Mr. Frederic Smith, the
esteemed secretary of the Ba,nd of Hope Union. Full
justice is done to Mr. Smith's ability and energy, but
we are left to guess his age from his portrait-not a
very remar!rnble omission in any life notice of a lady,
hut certainly an error in the present case.

Tlte Kationcil T empe?'Clnce Hymnal, No. 8; edited by
the P.cv .. John Compston (Maidstone: G. H. Graham).
\Ve have always regretted the comparative lack of
really worthy temperance song. \Ye were of the opinion, and we think not without some reason, that the
devil had all the best of the music ; but that opinion
h as been considerably modified by the appearance of
the publication before us, which we highly commend
to Bands of Hope, Good Templar Lodges, etc. The
music is arranged for four voices and the pianoforte, is
printecl in large type and on good paper, and every
piece is pointed with expression marks, so as to secure
good and effective singing.
Twenty-Seconcl Annual Report of the fri, •h Ternpe.1·ance L eciyue. The past twelve months mark an epoch
in the history of the temperance movement. \ Ve have
celebrated the year of jubilee-we have seen the overthrow of liquor domination in the British House of
Commons-we have hailed with joy the recognition of
our great contention by a now Parliament-and we
have watched the rapid progress of our principles
amongst the people; eYent':! which have not only filled
us with gratitude, lmt which haYe ncrYed ns to still
greater efforts in the great cause of our country's liberty. Our sister association in Belfast Las shared
largely in the labours of which these triumphs are but
the results. In the annual report before us we find the
record of a year's honest, zealous, usefu 1, and succes ful work accomplished by our Irish ally, in the cause
of personal, social, and political temperance, for which
Irolancl will yet bless her. Like other good institutions, she is only limited in her noble effort by the
pi·ess1u·e of 1,10ncta,·y considerations. Onr wish for the
friends in Belfast is that they urn.y secure the sympathy
and aid of an ever-increasing membership, so that the
future may be even brighter than the past has been.
'l'he 1-lwnwn Bod!) aml its Ji'1111ction~. Lectures. By
Rev. H. S. Pater on, 11. D. A seconcl series of lectures
delivered to the London Young Men's Ohri tian ssociation, of which Life Studies, elsewhere noticed, is the
iirst. The same skilful treatment-the same mastery
of the subject and its details-is apparent, the same
clear and cogent argumentation and forcible style is
visiLle on every page. The Yolume is divided into
eight chapters-the organism, tissues, preparation, and
conveyance of aliment, removal of waste, the nervous
system, the special senses, and the evolution and
apl_)lication of energy. Dr. Paterson protests again t
the doctrine which obtains in certain philosophical
circles '' that mind is simply another aspect of the body
-the outcome of it in one direction-and that when
we have exhausted the study of the physical components of man, we have nothing left to examine." A.ncl
he gives to our mim1 invincible reasons for making it.
In treating his subject, Dr. P.tterson displays a perfect
knowledge of the strength and weakness of his opponent's position, a mind receptive of whatever truths his
opponents have to offer, and a skilful mode of settincr
forth the truths upon which he takes his stand, which~
while k eeping np the interest of the reader, at the same
time thoroughly enlists his sympathy and irl'esistiLly
invites the action of his jndgment upon the point at
issue. Let anyone take up this volume in the true
spirit of enquiry, and he will be constrained to acknowledge the fairness, ability, and courteousness which
distinguishes Dr. Paterson. As for the book itself, it
is well printed and handsomely bound; but we miss
those illustrations which arc so necessary in a physiological treatise ; all the more that his audiences apparently had the ad vantage of a very complete set of
apparatus, which constantly illustrated these most
interesting series of lectures.
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"A Farnoi1s Boy" is the title of an address delivered
to Sunday-school scholars, by Fred. Sherlock, author
of "Illustrious Abstainers," etc. In it tbe author
makes an interesting episode in the early life of Miltonw hen he hurried home from the pleasures of the Continent to share in the grand struggle for civil and religions liberty in which his countrymen were engagedthe grouudwork of an earnest and eloquent appeal to
th e young to recognise th eir responsibility, and aid in
the overthrow of the giant evil of intemperance. It
should circulate by thousands. The price is sixpence
per 100.
Studies in Life. Lectures by Rev. H. S. Paterson,
M.D. (London: Hodder & Stoughton.) It is often
remarked that ministers of the Gospel do not sufficiently guard their flock from the insidious and dangerous teachings of Pseudo-Science. They are, it is
said, too often to be found in the theological groove,
and seldom found meeting sham scientists on their own
field of conflict with reasons in the one hand and
religious principles in the other. It will be rather
difficult, we think, for the accused to secure a verdict
of acquittal. Certainly we see the utmost expenditure
of energy and research put forth by men of science,
falsely so called, to exclude God from His own uni verse,
and to enthrone a negation in His stead. The whole
field of current thought is overrun by bands of men
whose sole purpose apparently is to establish in the
minds of mankind a belief in a world which was not
framed by God. At the same time ,vc look to the
ministry and the priesthood, only to find the great
body of them either incapable or indifferent, and the
defence of the truth, as against the destructiYe rationalists of our <lay, left in the hands of a few noble
spirits, who, with great advantage to the cause of
Christ, do battle for the cause of truth. Anyone looking over the fielcl of science must be made painfully
aware by his survey of the absurd credulity not seldom exhibited by her votaries. Theories not half maLle
up are flaunted in the eyes of the people, and made
current for a little time by the authol'ity of some great
name, only to be, by the prick of an Ithuriel's spear,
exposed and cast aside. The credulity of science during the past twenty years as regards Bioplasm, Protoplasm, Evolution, Involution, and other "isms," would
be discreditable in a high degree to the investigators of
nature in the infancy of scientific research. Scepticism
and Christianity have often been in conflict. At one
time men would not believe in hristianity, because
evertheless and
miracles could not be demonstrated.
n otwithstanding, belief in Christianity won its way.
Now she might turn round and ask cience to demonstrate a great many of those so-called truths with which
her schools are teeming. The clanger which science at
present has to fear is the disregard-unconsciously in
most cases, no doubt-of all the canons of im•estigation on the part of many of her followers, and the consequent damage to truth and the world. '\Ve are not of
those who look for perfection in scienti fie investigations, or dream that it will have been attained even for
centuries to eome. \Vhile so much in nature has yet
to be explored, so much generalised, so much experimented upon, it is useless to think for one moment of
resting and being thankful. The great living principle
of science is progress towards higher generalisations
and higher truths. '\Vhat we desire to see, and what
we have, we think, a right to, is true inductive research,
properly formed hypotheses, correct scientific methods,
know-ledge gained· and accurately registered, leading to
the consequent conquest of the whole realm of nature.
It is in this spirit that we heartily welcome Dr. Paterson's book. It deserves a place among those works
having as their object the defence of true r eligion
against false science. Dr. Paterson, although a minister, is also an M. D. in medicine, and has the training
and the culture for scientific investigation-placing him
on a level with those whose theories he examines. \Ve
can, therefore, take up his book with confidence, and
enter upon the studies of life and man which he has laid
before us, with some anticipation of fruitful result.
H e is a Scotchman, too, with more than an ordinary
measure of the caution of his race. He holds, very

properly we think, that the claims of certain scientific
men to have found out other than Divine origination
for the beginning of all things have not been sustained
-in other words, he is disposed to ask a verdict of
'' not proven." This may not be considered a great
deal to ask, but it is a fair way of putting the subject,
anJ it involves tremendous issues. It means the failure of theories and hypotheses the aim of which is to
show that the world around us and within us are simply the result of cold upon the incandescent vapour in
which:this world was once, and-nothing more. He, on
the other hand, maintains that there is no choice between the theory of Divine origination, which he
accepts, and the theory of chance. Those, as he truly
sa.ys, who adopt chance as the explanation of things
are in danger if they carry out their theory consistently of landing themselves in universal doubt or
pyrrhonism. Dr. Paterson studies nature and life as
the works of Goel. In the first chapter, nature and the
study of nature is treated with the utmost fairness, and
with ability conspicuous in every page. The question
which has been raised with regard to the Book of Nature and the Book of Revelation has been stated thus :
Is it possible to reconcile the various statements that
we read in the Bible with the yarious facts that we
fiud on examination in the universe? Dr. Paterson
accepts the question if amended, by putting for Scripture the interpretation of Scripture, for, as he says, the
interpretation of Scripture is quite a different thing
from .:scripture itself, just as the interpretation of nature
is different from nature itself. Having set nature down
as an effect whose cause is God, and quoted Augustine's
sayi ng that the will of Goel is the nature of things, the
author deals with the laws of nature, which with him
are simply the observed succession of nature. '11 he regularity of these laws he admits, their immutability he
denies. Goel is always present in His universe, guiding it with vigilant .care, and it is because of His
watchfulness that the succession we all so much admire
is sustained. The second chapter, treating of life and
its charact eristics, is equally interesting. In life, the
author recognises-first, growth and development common to all life ; second, thought and will, restricted to
th e tmimal kingdom; and in life in the human family conscience and spiritual inspiration. He calls up among the
various theories of life that of evolution, which he contrasts by the recognisecl quality of matter "inertia ! '
contrasts force as admitted by true science with the
vagaries which some philosophers would impose upon
it ; the co-relation of forces with the great fact that
while chemical, electrical, and mechanical forces are
interchangeable, vital force cannot be so interchanged,
it can only be produced from pre-existent life, and so
regarded it stands alone. 'J'he successive chapters
treat of the origin of life-its va1·ieties, its record, its
natural history, its enemies, and its results. And in
all these the author is quite at home in his subject,
higbly satisfactory in his treatment, cogent in his arguments, forcible in his style, and accurate in his science.
His design was to show that we have as yet no real
knowledge of nature that warra.nts suspicion or rejection of tlu~ claims advanced by the Bible. '\Ve are convinced that he has accomplished that design in a
manner eminently conclusive and satisfactory, • and
were we asked to recommend a hand-book introductory
to the consideration of nature and life, we should
warmly point to ", tudies in Life" hy Dr. H. S.
Paterson .
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AN article in this journal on toast-drinking, excellent in its nrn,t ter and treatment, is sadly disfiaured
by the vagaries of the worthy edioor respecting
liquor legislation. We go a long way with him in
some of his strictures. We belieYe with him that
there are many aettiug demented upon the liquor
tmffic. They are not the staunch prohibitionists.
These at least are not demented. They see a great
evil, and they have at the same time a clear kuowledue of its cure. The worlu may be getting stupefiecf with schemes for lessening drnnkeuuess, but
the blame of this lies upon those who seek to merely
scotch the liquor snake and not to kill it. We
regret, as much as the writer, the fact that all who
set themselves in array against the liquor traffic are
not, as we are, total abstainers ; but we do not
despise their aid at the polliug booth. There
"noses count," and the vote of a non-abstainer and
one who abstain are equally valuable. It is to the
honour of the cottish Permi sive Bill and Temperance Association that it bas all along aimed at
uniting all classes of citizens against the drink
traffic. And while, in doiug so, it has been unable
to acquit, the driuktr who as ists it of inconsistency,
it at the same time leaves hi incon istency to himself and Him with whom he has to do. The editor
is, for a nrnn of his judgmeut and experience, singularly oblivions of the principles aud policy of
prohibition. He evidently knows nothing of the
difference between re triction and prohibition, or
he loo) s upon a lcohol as a, good thing, to which
restriction and not prohibition shonlu apply. The
iustance he offe1·s as decisive of the folly of legislation confirm. our view. All the evidence afforded
by Bessbrook, Saltaire, and St. Johnsbury, has
never appeared n.bove his mental horizon, and hence
the great density of ignorance he displays. He
says, "We do not expect much good from legislatina on the liquor traffic. A rigoron)'; Act of Parlic~meut to restrain clrnukeune. s in England at the
middle of last century, proved a complete failure,
and ha·d to be resciuded." Oue of the Acts to which
lw probably refers is that of An11e, I., cap. 24, which
allowed every merchant to sell spirits ~ff' the premises; the other, of George II., suppressed-the sale
of liquors except in dwellin,q houses-thus virtually
turning every dwelling house inlo a public house.
Tl1is Act declared that spirits should not be sold iu
less quantities than two gaJlons without a .£50
license, and that 20s. a gallon should be levied upon
gin. , hort.ly before thi the MiddleRex magistrates
declared "that spirit. were sold by persons of all
descriptions." Here, then, was a se verely restrictive
law passed in the teeth of unbounded license.
Could anything but failure be expected ? There
was no public education antecedent to its passage,
but instead quite a liquor demoralization. The
temperance reforc.1ation was not then organized ;

then the parliament, which did. not represent tlie
people, passed la.ws without regard to the opini011s
of the masses, whom they despised. Now law .
register the opinion of the people. There ca,n be
no argument against the present agitntiou for liquor
legislation drawn from the failnre of the rigorou"l
Act of last century. Then the Act was, nfter nJl,
restrictive-severely re. trictive, lrnt it only, after
all, altered the mode of sale. The legisla.tion sought
at the 1wesent day is to render all sale felonious ;
and we hope to succeed because the masses are in
sympathy with our aims. He says" the cure was
worse than the disease." But it was not a cure, for
the people who had means could indulge in the
gro sest manner. There is no desire on the part
of prohibitionists "to supersede moral discipliue by
statutory enactments." The fact is, with all the
means of moral di ·c ipline we have we are not becoming a, sober people. Why ! Because onr people
are the slaves of a physicn.l su1 tance and the institutions for its sale, not merely victim of ignorance. They are under the tyranny of tlie drinking
customs an l the traffic. The upper classes, notwithstandiug their advance in culture attend dinners,
and <lri11k toasts ~ ith all iL.e ltonuur::i; and om· ve1·v
miuiste!·s at c ·diuation rliHlll"r;;:, di Tl.n.y a, gro, <me_;ci
sadly at vnriance wit.11 the morttl discipline they so
earnestly enforce in the pulpit. The fact is, that
the public hou, e, notwithstauding whn.t has been
done to curtail its operations, defies all the means of
culture wl1ich seeks imply to str ngthen the morn.I
principle, but doe. little or nothing to remove conditions which expose people to temptation which
th y cannot resist. The editor camiot show one
place where public houses exi ·t wherei11 the people
have succeeded in tippling without harm to themselves or tbeit- neighbours. The very u. e of these
liquors tend to the larger use, which all acknowledge to be abuse ; and hence, iu the wake of every
public house there is drunkenness, poverty, crimP,
an<l death. In tho. e places where ther are no
public hollses quite another result ta.ke~ plac('.
There the non-expenditure on drink leads invariably to augmented comfort, and wea.lth, and enjoyment. Temperance reformers see tl is ooing ou iu
such places before their eyes, whet.her the a.liseuce
of these pln. es have been brought about Ly lau<llords or by law:;;; :wd they argue that if this can Le
done in various countries-Sweden, 'anada, Greece,
the United States, and orfolk Island-and under
all conditions of life, rangiug from savagery to civilization, there should be such n, law on the statute book
giving the people power to place them elves nnder
its benign sway. The editor has all his life been
urging upon society the development of the higher,
and the restr:i.int of the lower faculties of its members, and he looks for the highest form of social life
when the meutality, the morality, and sen itivity of
man al'e co-ordinated and harmonized. But has
legislation been of no avail in this development?
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Has it not been found necessary to evoke law in the
interests of ec.lncation--to establish the conditions
of knowledge? and can it be futile or unwise on
the part of temperance reformers to evoke that same
law for the removal by the people them selves of
those conditions of intemperance, the public houses
- the admitted stain arnl bane of our country, and
toe fostering cause of our abounding intemperance?

"NO COMPROMISE."
BY REV. SAMUEL HARDING, P .A.ISLEY.

A LIT'rLE gained is better than nothing, is a favourite
phrase with many persons who shndder at the bold
measures taken, and the Utopian schemes propounded
bv the advanced leaders of the temperance army.
lf:wing scored such a magnificent victory in the
Hon e of Commons on the local option resolution
they would have us be content, an<l quietly hope,
:1.11cl patiently wait for a favourable opportunity
a11cl then make a move in the direction of limiting
the hours of sale, or diminishing the number of
pnblic-houses. We have little sympathy with this
rnOLle of operation. We adopt the platform of the
early prohibitionists-No License. "We care not
what steps may be taken to lessen, to modify, to
make respectable, to limit to six days in th.e week,
or to certain hours in those days, the abominable
traffic in alcoholic drinks, we are resolvecl not to
expend our energies in anythin_g short of th_e immediate and total repeal of thn.t license by which men
,.ucl women are consigned to ignominious graves."
Tf we believe that the liquor traffic, as carried on
in licensed houses, is sinful and demoralising, that
it is a etuse to the community, giving rise to crime,
pauperism, insanity, immorality, disease, premature
d aLh, domestic misery, bad trade, wa te and loss of
prbperty, unnecessary hea"."y tn,xation, be. ides forming the greatest outward hrn~rn,nce to the moral and
reliaions improvement of society and to the spread
nnd triumph of the Gospel of Uhrist; and that these
m·c the necessary, inevitable, a.ucl unpreventable
re nlts of the traffic, as the whole history of the
i;;ystem rlemonstrates. :E'or this reason the article
which is sold in these places is a poisonous article,
which disturbs an<l deranges man's physical system,
:incl tend s to increase the desire for itself in those
who drink it. Experience proves that you cannot
permit this traffic to be carried on without inflicting
infinite injury to the temporal and eternal interest
of the people. If the foregoing indictment. be true,
,vhat attitude should the temperance men and prohibitionists of Scotland take in regard to the liquor
traffic?
Suppose a dangerous epidemic broke out in our
midst, what_attitude would be taken by the authorities and medical faculty in relation to it ? Wonlcl
they coufi.ne it ton certain district or limit its fatality
to a limited number of the inhabitants 1 We unhesitatingly answer no. Medical skill would be
brought into requisition and every measure adopted,
not to regulate or restrict the epidemic, but to stamp
it ont entirely and purify the locality from further
contacrion. And this course of action would have
the cinsent and meet with the approval of the entire
populace, with, perhaps, here and there a solitary
exception.
What plague has ever visited these shores that
will for one moment compare with the results of the
lir1uor traffic in its blighting, withering, blasting
iufluence- that has left so dark a stain behind, that
has sent up to heaven so terrible a wail of agony
from broken hearts, that has contributed so largely
to the number of those whose cry of despair comes
up from the drnukard's hell. A nd yet., notwith-
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standing all this, some who are regarded as leaders
in the temperance movement hesitate, and fear to
grapple with this evil in its entirety. Poor, weak,
frail humanity trembles before the magnitude and
power of the traffic, and well it might ; for if ever
there was a combination of i'' principalities and
powers, .and the rulers of the darkness of this world,
and spiritual wickedness in high places," such exists
in connection with the liquor traffic.
"But our sufficiency is of God.' 1 The battle
again t intemperance is God's battle against iniquity.
God is on our side," Whom shall we fear? of whom
shall we be afraid?" Temperance men have beeu
looking too low for help. Too long have they trusted
in the arm of flesh. They have separated in many
instances what our glorious leader-" The Captain
of our salvation "-joined together and enjoined
upon His followers as an imperative duty, to "watch
and pmy." .A. very large portion of time has been
devoted to the former but too little to the latter
duty. Goel'~ warriors in the past fought many a
battle against cruelty and oppressio.n on their knees,
and if we would succeed we must often be found iu
the same attitude taking hold of the divine strength,
and then we shall go forth "terrible as an army
with banners."
There must be no compromise.
'' Right is right, as God is God,
And right the day must win ;
To doubt would be disloyalty,
To falter would be sin.n
Our duty is clearly before us. Every means must be
employed to arou e and instruct the people upon the
prohibition question. The truth must be proclaimed
and defended at all cost. It may be that those who
persistently advocate the prol1ibition of the liquor
traffic will be regarded as extreme men and fanatics,
and, like many of the reformers of the past, for the
time being become unpopular. Bnt when our principle becomes popular we shall have many of these
timid tern perance meu coming stealthily over ou the
prohibition ide, and claiming to hn.ve been there all
the time.
We want men of uncompromi ing cbaracler and
principle, having faith in Goel and in the triumph of
our cause, who
"Laugh at impossibilities
And cry, It shall be done."
Then, only then, shall we see the liquor traffic shaken
to its foundation, the truth winning its way,
mountains levelled, valleys exalted, crookecl places
straightened, darkness scattered, Satan defeated,
God glorified, the cross of Jesus the attraction, and
multitudes of souls rejoicing in the Saviour of men.

OUR MONTHLY LETTER.
The question of female drunkenness is one which
will soon compel attention. So long as our women
generally kept studiously aloof from participation in
the bouts which have brought so much misery and
disgrace upon the other sex there was al wa vs a
surety that boy_s would at least have the stronger
example of their mother to keep them, at least in
their boyhood and youth, from followiug the pernicious example of their fathers, brothers, and "chums."
But now that women are daily falling away from
this high eminence we say most advisedly, God help
the young. A poet says, "Hell has no fury like a
woman scorned." We have never seen such a fnry
or her type, but we should say hell, among all its
bestial troop, has nothing so odiously foul as a
woman drunk. Iu the Lancet the other day a Dr.

'l'HE . 'OCJ AL REFORMER.
Brown asks for a tliagno,-;i,:; on a cnse of fenrn.le
drunkenness or apoplexy. Jlc thns descril.Jes it,: On 5th August, n.t 8.30 P.M., I Sctw a wo11rn.n at her
own house. She was lying on the flo or of h er room
occasionally breathing stertorously, both pupils widely
dilated, the right most so, the left contracting feebly
:"hen . the can~le was brought, the right totally
rnsens1ble to hgbt. She was quite unconscious.
Her husband said she had been drinking brandy
freely for n. week. I had attended her frequeutly
for the effects of her drinking bouts, but I had never
seen her nncouscious before. Al.lout twelve o'clock
she came round, and iu twenty-four hours she was
all right." Conceive, my gentle reader, of your
mother or sister or corn panion being found in her
room on a beautiful summer evening so steeped in
drunkenness, so utterly tmconscious, so near the confines of the eternal world as to be on its very verge,
nnd tell me what your thoughts are. For myself
being a man with a very high estimate of the trnth~
fulness aud purity of women, I can conceive of nothiug so utterly vile and fonl, it is blacker than
Miltou's abhorrent picture of sin at the gates of
hell ; and I thiuk that women shoulrl take fright
and shame at the spread of intemperance, nnd each
and all u?ite to _banish drinking from their hen.rts,
from their parties, and from every phase of their
life, lest those of them that drink may be one day
found grovelling in drunkenness as swinish as Dr.
Brown's patient wallowed in, and lest those that
meantime maintain their womanly purity amidst the
abounding intemperance may be overborne by the
dissoluteness which the general corruption of women
through intemperance, at no dista.nt day may bring
to pass.
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butt.he le,"t<len; of the t cmpera11 ce r0formn:Lion haYe
a.ny conception. \Ve pay ill tlirniuishecl enjoyment
a heavy penalty for on r bn.nefol n.lcolioiic indulgence.

It al ways affords pleasUl'e to a patriot, atll l we
modestly lay claim to the appellation, to witness the
progress of his country in wealth and grea.tness.
The receding commercial depression and the coming
prosperous times hn.s been the cause of unbounded
satisfaction to us. Hard times are more than privation, they prove a time of extreme dan ge r to the
weak who prefer gilded vice and forcible acqnisitiou
to the patience and resignatiou which are the trne
elements of a virtue sure in the long run to be
exalte<l.. But to those who endure, like the bees,
the winter trading and manufacturing acl versity,
there seems rapidly approaching a period of abundance. The Board of Trade returns for July show
that there is more than double the expansion in the
exports than what is in the imports. The total
imports for the month were £33,354,595, which is an
increase of 10·5 per cent. over the same month of
1879. The total increase of the seven months of
1880 is 20·3 per cent. Looking at the exports we
find that in July they were £20,270,579, an increase
over July, 1879, of no less than 22·0 per cent, and
for the seven months of this year the increase is
21 ·3 per cent. Otherwi e, the contrast between 1879
and 1880 is even more favourable tha.n these figmes
show. America, too, is prosperous, and in consequence of her great cotton and wheat harvests she iA
eager to sell, so that we will have chenper cotton
and cheaper wheat, which means more clothing :md
more food. If the nation wonl<l. only know the
time of its merciful visitation and utterly root out
the liquor traffic there is uo conceivable limit that
oue would desire to put to its advancement in
mental, moral, or religious progress short of perfection itself ; but, alas, such prosperity to a drunken
nation is less of a blessing and more of n. cur:se. It
enables ii to p1oduce bo mdless wca.ltb, which it
consigns to a bag with holes aud ruins thousands of
iLs weak and infatuated members in the process.

It is the season of holidays, and at no time have
we seen or heard of so many moving about on
pleasure bent. While we hav~ long been persuaded
i hat e should never, in goiug uff for our huli<la.y::1,
tah the "comforts of the Santmarket" !l,,lo11g itb
ns, yet we find that the generality of pleasureseekers will not stir without thern. At the coast or
cou ntry or contiucnt rna(hme mu ·i impress the
p_eople of the pla?es he visits with an exact conception of how she hves and dresses at home, and she is
FESTIVE DEMORALI ATION.
co~tinual ly givin_g ~udible expression to her disap•
pomtment at m1ssmg some one or other of tho e IT is a pity, we think, that social intercourse in our
luxuries to which she was accustomed at her own festivities should continue to be disfigured by the
fireside. Her lord is genera.lly of an opposite <lis- I absurd old usage of drinking toasts. In nothing do
posi tion. He lay. aside his tall hat, stand-up collar, men of good education and repute make themselves so
n.ntl broad-cloth coat, attires himself in a holiday ridiculous as when, at the word of command, they imcostume, and takes it easy everywhere. All women pulsively rise in a body, and with glasses of liquor in
are not so stupid nor all meu so wise as our types their hands, frantically, like so many lunatics, drink
the health of some one, following up the ceremony by
bnt certainly most holiday-seekers miss the poiut of uproarious shouts and other manifestations of delight, at
tn1e_ ~leasure when they do not go off for a chan~e havi.ng done what they consider to be a great an<l good
of 11 vrng as well as change of scene. Dwelliug m action. Such is what is called toasting with all the
some quiet solitude remote and living on a level honours. The practice is no doubt ancient. It is
with those amongst whom they sojourn, restiug, walk- identified with national traditions, it is fashionable, and
ing, as fancy dictates, roaming the green fields it is acknowledged to be expressive of good feeling.
climbing, boating, and exploring, they would the~ But for all that, it is very irrational, and very much of
return to the comfort or, it may be, elegancies of a sham. Certainly it is an encouragement to waste
h ome with n. renewed zest for them, and with a and intemperance.
In private life, toasting has almost entirely disapm emory stored with the pleasures of their country
home, which would, when brought forth, avert all peared. A hundred years ago and less, it was rife in
the gloom and all the discomfort of city winter life. the extreme. Half-a-dozen men could not sit down to
dinner without drinking toasts. . . . It was part
The saddest spot upon the brightness of the holiday of a young man's education to get familar with a few
season is the drinking, which so largely detracts toasts, which he could bring out when "called upon "
from its pleasures. ,vith liberty comes leisure, so in turn at evening entertainments. At the ripe age of
to many who leave home in order to obtain a "stock fifty, he had become so hackneyed in toasting as never
of health" too often return with the seeds of early to be at loss for a hero, or for a sentiment suitable to
death, sown, alas, by themselves during the unchecked the character of the company. At the very least, he
indulgence which marked their absence. But the could give "The rising generation," "All ships at sea,"
trail of the serpeut of intemperance is over all or '' May the wings of friendship never lose a
portions of our existence, and its poison is corrupting feather." . . .
Discountenanced in geneml society, complimentary
the national vitality to an extent of which very few
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toasting holds its ground in public festivities. There large open-air meeting in front of the Exchange, and at
the libations are obsern~dly as copious, as provocative the close sold eighty Social Ileforrner.. There are three
of oratorical Llisplay, and as much attenued with seuse- Good Templar Lotlgcs in Inverness ancl a Temperance
less uproar, as ever.
Corporation dinners, charity Society, and the butchers contribute a strong contingent
dinners, reception and farewell dinners, are all alike in of reformers, whose ideas in favour of prohibition are
these respects. Every toast must be prefaced by a clear and pronounced. A number of the m.inisters of
drink all round. The quantity of champagne consumed the town are abstainers. All the friends cordially
renewed their subscriptions, a·n d many were the good
on some occasions is immense.
On this account we venture, with deference, to wishes expressed for our continuous success. From
recommend that an encl should be put to all drinking Inverness I went to Nairn-the "Brighton of the
ortb." There is a Good Templar Lodge here and a
usages whatsoever by general concurrence of feeli11g.
That conspicuous and antiquated usage, toasting at Temperance, 'ociety in connection with the Free Church.
public entertainments, should at all events cease. No 1 had a good meeting in Nairn, and was ably assisted
<loubt, there may be difficulties to overcome. Invete- by Mr. C. Mason, one of the east coast missionaries, as
rate prejudices stand in the way, as they always do, well as by a few public-spiritetl young men, who sung
when the reform of any kind of abuse is suggested. On a few hymns to attract an audience. One is glad to see
the other hand we are inclined to think that many who a number of young fellows with a moral backbone in
complain of the tediousness and absurdity of the toa t- them bravely facing the liquor interest "in the chief
ing system at public banquets would be glad to see places of concourse, in the openings of the gates."
something more simple and. rational substitnteu. To This is a kind of moral support which seems entirely
take the thing quietly, the first step in reform might wanting on the part of many temperance men. \Vhat
consist in getting rid of the bellowing toast-master who a fine example our old temperance veterans have shown
acts as fngleman to the ceremonies. The next and to us in this as well as in other respects. "\Vhcre would
more important step would be to drop " the honours " our local option movement have been to-day had our
- that is to say, the blatant shouting, hnrrahing, Torrenses ancl our Lewises, our ~I 'Cullochs, our Pa.tons,
clapping of hands, and-tla,mping of feet. Last of all, and our Brotchics failed anywhere to assert the people's
the practice of wishing in stead of dri11kinr1 healths right to veto the issue of licenses and to prohibit the
might be introduced, along with such complimentary liquor traffic? "\Ve need stalwart men still upon the
remarks as are called fot· in the circumstances.
high places of the field who will press this thought
Evidently the present usage cannot be co11tinued home to the hearts and consciences of the people.
without invoking the contempt of the classes who are Yictory will be seemed just a· we are earnest in this
preached to on their intemperate habits; and contempt matter. Forres was the next place I visited. \Ve
is a serious obstacle to reform. How those wretched have a number of excellent friends in Forres. The
ne'er-do-weels, glad to seize an excuse, must derisively Good Templars and the U. T.A. 's are, I am sorry to
laugh at admonitions to abstain from drink, when they write, in a state of great weakness. There is, however,
read of a titled chairman at a public festivity saying in an effort to be made to form a Total Abstinence 'ocicty.
a li ,·ely m::rnner to a select company :- "Fill your All tliat is 1·equired in Forres is just a little united
gln.sscs, gentlemen, to the next toast which I have to action. Our friend, Mr. Naughty, took the chair at
give-The navy, army, and reservecl forces-with all my open-air meeting, ancl we l1ad a good amlience. 1
the honours, if yon please." Aud then follow the must visit Forres again before our annun.l meetings.
drinking and boisterous avplause. V{ c ask all who :My next place was Elgin, where I had an open-air
have participated in such saturnalia, if they have not, meeting, with our friend, Mr. R. Stewart, in the chair.
in responding to the toast, felt somewhat ashamed of I believe there are two Good 'l'emplar Lodges in Elgin
themselves at the figure which they cut? Grave and a Lodge of the U. T. A. 's, also a Temperance Assostatesmen, r everend divines, learned professionals, and ciation. 'l'he statement was matle at the meeting tl!at
soun<l men of business, taking part in a buffoonery Elgin had a ch-ink-1:!hop to \' ery twelve elcctors--a
whiuh could only be excusd in a pal'cel of children ! heavy burden to carry. It is a wonder that they slionld
Independently of thi abasement, the partici1 ators I manifest patience urnler the load. l like to go to J~lgiu,
must, on consideration, feel that they have contributed I and I hope our Association will always merit the confia Yery bad example to intemperates, who doubtless f dence of the good friends there. l had a good open-air
make unceremonious remarks on the suuject : " Here meeting at Lossiemouth, but as the fishing was being
have we been reprimanded and. sent to pri on by these pro ecuted with vigour I left with the intention of
magistrates and fine folks for taking a glass, while they going back in Sevtember. There is a Good 'l'emplat·
swill no end of glasses in drinking toasts at these grand I Lodge at Lossiemouth, ·which has recently heen resu cidinners of theirs." The subject is too painful to pur- tated and has done good work. May it prove a blessing
sue, ar.cl we leave it to other:.. Surely it would be to the town. At Fife-Keith and. Keith I had capital
possible, as we have hinted, to indulge in sentiments of meetings. Our esteemed friends, Messrs. Cunningham
loyalty and personal esteem without anythin g like and Brown, gave their assistance and success attencletl
Festive Demoralisation. -Chamber s' Jounwl.
our efforts. There is a Temperance Society in Keith,
but there is con iderable room for development on the
1
lines of progress. Keith is situated in Banffshire, and
CORRESPONDENCE11
if I am correctly informed there are thirteen or fourteen
Llistilleries in that county. 'Che whiskymen are kings in
Kirk and tate, so that our friends have a hard battle
THE MOVEME JT IN THE NORTH.
to fight with intemperance. Huntly is situated in
BY MR. W. BLACKWOOD,
"\Vest Aberdeenshire and occupies a front place in the
.Northern Distdct .Agent, Scotti ·h P ermi'.~ice Bill anrl
temperance movement. The Good Templar Lodge is
'l'empercmce A -~sociation.
healthy. I think all the ministe1·s are abstainers.
In my last month's letter to you I gave an account Some of the leading townsmen are in warm sympathy
of how I found matters in connection with our move- with abstinence and local option. I addressed a meetment in various parts of the Buchan district and along ing in Huntly quare, a splendid pla~e for a gat~e~i~1g,
the coast of Banffshire. I am always delighted to find and gave away a number of tracts entitled '' Prol11b1tion
a number of excellent friends who receive with pleasure is ,vorth working for. ' This is a first-rate tract,
information through the Social Reformer regarding the worthy of a large circulation. My meeting was well
progress of our prohibitory agitation. I have since attended. A series of open-air meetings h.i.ve taken
isitcd Inverness. You are aware that this is one of place in Aherdeen under the joint auspices of the Aberthe prettiest towns in the Highlands, and that there deen Temperance Society and the cottish Permissive
there are a number of staunch temperance men. "\\That Bill and Temperance Association. These have been
Inverness requires is the removal of her liquor shops, so aareeable meetings and have been well attended. I
that the moral order, the social prosperity, and the ~ay say that since I came to Aberdeen I have found
religions progress of her people may be in harmony Mr. fatthew Edwards, the esteemed Secretary of the
with the beauty of her surroundings. I addre,_secl a Aberdeen Temperance ,.ociety, a Yery hearty co-worker
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in the movement. The more one sees of the demoralis- 50,000 men iu a campaign, we should think we bad
ing effects of drink, and the eager rush of men, to secure lost a tremendous number, and yet we lose more than
licenses to sell it, and the more one reflects on the that every year through this single vice ! You canp.ot
cunning mauamvres of property-holders to get licenses wonder that some people are greatly incensed against
attached to their houses, the greater the necessity intemperance, and are anxious to bring it to an end by
appears for having the law altered in relation to this ' any available means. Nor can yon blame this e ·asnefarious business. Legislation is the vital point in the peration. Anything that will help us to prevent this
temperance movement. The traders in licprnr dread immense yearly sacrifice of life is warrantable, and
nothing so much as this. We may be sure we are more than warrantable, within the limits of sound sense
right when we receive their bitter ho tility and aml pruJence.
ow, youn~ men, let me say very deliberately, that
opposition.
I <lo not think any of yon uecd strong drink. There
might, perhaps, be a good case rnaJe out in some cirPUBLIC PRESS.
cumstances for its medicinal use, aucl it is prescribed
by some physicians in the ·weakness of old age. But I
~how us the man who sells drink and the man who have not got old men here; and if I had, I would not
drinks them, anrl we will show you men whose whole say anything to encourage them to drink. But for us,
life and iniiuence are bacl .
young men, there is no excuse whatever. We certainly
The drink traffic and its blighting results go hand in do not neetl alcohol.
I sometimes fear that the attention bestowed, wisely
l1 and with infidelity and every debasing and abhorrent
and necessarily enough, on the e:};ternal causes of disevil ~ml wrong-doing in society.
ease, may throw altogether into shadow the necessity
Let dissolution come when it will, it can do the of endeavouring to obviate the interned. There are
Christian no harm, for it ·will be but a passage out of
two way· of saving the weak. Either you may shelter
a prison into a palace-out of a sea of troubles into a them from the cold blast, or you may make them.
haven of rest-out of a crowd of enemies into an instrong enough to face it without fear. ,Ve cannot
numerable company of true, loYing, and faithful friends
- out of shame, reproa.cl1, and contempt, into exceed- afford to neglect either method ; and as individuals the
ing great and etemal glory. ·what will dissolution latter is more within our own control. By avoiding all
mean to the drinker who steeps his senses in alcoholic well known causes of debility; hy rational and reasonable precautions in eating aml drinki11g; by avoiding
forgetfnlnes. ?
equally over-fatigue and indolence; by ehecrfnlnesr,,
The poor dntnkanl docs not· chie!ly support the and obedience to those who arc truly our superiors, we
public.: house, he is too poverty-stricken to do it. The can do much to make "om· tb.ys loug upon the land."
total abstainer doc not support them at all. "The , - " Studies in Life, 'b!J Dr. Paterson.
modcra,tc drinker" is the man that 1~ecps them in
prosperity. If it were not for the support of this class, 1
the traflic in strong drink would soon cease to exist.
THE WA DERER.
Tbe old drunkanls would die out or reform. It is only
out of a moderate drinker you can finLl grist for the By the Author of "Paradise Restored," "Dick :::laun•
der's Error," &c.
publican's mill, and recruits for the great Jrunken
army that, like locusts, spread misery over the land.
CHAPTER II.
The moderate drinker is the fountain of intemperance.
Dinner was se1·vetl ,. ithout delay, Our hero ha<l
ltMiUhST. 1,0 Pru.YER AT Ev,:..Nm::Lrs·.rrc Mr:ETT1'G:,.
been enabled to improve hii; tuilcL, and a.s 1e Jrcr,secl
- \Ve could not help remarking how frequently the hinisolf tl,ere w11 no Pxnltation visible at his good
tlrink question cropped np among the ·e petitions. luck. He seemed to be in no way elated at his good
Prayer on 1 ehalf of the victims of the drink is well, fortune, and felt more the lo s of his pipe than the
hut it does seem something like a snlemn mockery for finding of himself o transformecl. He looked well;
the Chri tians of England to be continually crying to and though he was not aule to obliterate the marks of
Uotl to deliver their country from an evil from which clissipatiou e,·idcnt .in his feature , he softened them so
they can very well deli ,·ec themsel ,-es if they choose. as to render them le s disagreeabl . His manners were
A long a our social customs are what they are, and thos~ of one accustomed t good i,ociety, and when he
as lung as we are content to have places of public sat down at table, all were at once at ease in each
temptation to thi sin in every street ,and at every other's presence. The dinner was excellent, but no
street corner, we do not think God will interfere with lic1uors, save water, were on the table. Our hero bore
the natural sequence of cause and effect in order to the privation without funching. There was no referrelieve us from the consequences of onr apathy and ence during dinner to the cause of the mishap, nor to
contributory guilt.-Ohrislian.
the son. ,Vith his host, our hero was at once at home.
DRIKK A GREAT E ':EMY OF LIFE, - I am not going He showed considerable knowledge of country life, of
away from my subject, or attempting to ride a hobby, farming, of stock, of markets, and thoroughly enlisted
Dora paid him
when I · say, that of all causes producing weakness, the eager interest of Mr. Vernon.
there is not it1 this country a greater or worse than in- marked attention, and he was evidently at pains to be
worthy
of
it.
lVIrs.
Vernon
was
an
excellent
listener,
temperance. I am speaking from the physiological
phitform, and not as the advocate of teetotalism, or and perhaps as ex ellent an observer. Dinner over,
any other " ism" whatever. No one who has given the ladies retired, autl the gentlemen were left for some
nttention to the subject is unaware that of the causes time to themselves.
"May I ask how the accident occurred to which I
of weakness i.i1 this country, intemperance may not
unreasonably be said to equal all the rest put together. am indebted for the present pleasure?"
"Yes, certainly," sai.d Mr. Vernon, "but one has no
I believe that drinking strong drinks, within even
what are known as the bounds of moderation, produces heart to enter upon painful details."·
a weakened condition of the body that makes it less
He then told the old story of an only son, well and
able to perform its normal amount of work, ancl more carefully brought up, going to college, and then going
Jikely to succumb, not only under extraordinary pres- astray; of dark rumours, of enormous bills, of rusticasure, but under the ordinary pressure of business life. tion, and so forth; of coming home under the mastery
We must take care that nothing is put into our bodies of evil habits and an apparent powerlessness, let us
that will lessen their vigour, or make them less able say, rather than an unwillingness to reform. That
to perform their functions. It has been calculated clay he had gone into "\Voodgreen, and while Dora was
that 100,000 lives are lost in this country every year shopping he had met some of his boon companions, had
through intemperance. I suppose the lowest calcula- merely a glass or two, took the reins from the coachtion that would be made ·wonlcl be that that at least man, lost all control over the horses, resented the
50, 000 arc lost, though I Jo not think the higher esti- interference of J cnkins, who, however, suakhed tho
mate at all cxag,;erated. But take this lower estimate; reins just as his young master fell, but, in the attempt
'"h.at an inuncm;c.: sacriiiec of life it i ! If "·c lost 1 to s,wo both, he also fell , and the horses, feeling them•
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selves at liberty, darted off, with the result with which
our readers are acquainted.
By the time he reached the end of his short narrative, Mr. Vernon was visibly affected, His voice
trembled, tears filled his eyes, and his features were
overcast with sorrow.
"I owe you a deep debt of gratitude indeed, and
shall have a sincere pleasure in repaying to the best
of my ability. So I hope you will be my guest for
some time at least. It may be the better for all of us."
·when they joined the ladies at tea, it was evident
that they were aware that Mr. Vernon had explained
the reason of the alarming accident which had taken
place, and there was on the part of Dora an eager
inquiring glance at the face of the guest to learn the
impression the disagreeable communication had made
upon him. Apparently, if not satisfied, she was pleased
to find that there was nothing in his returning look to
create any anxiety, and the evening wore away in a
most agreeable manner.
As they parted for the night, Mr. Vernon said, "I
am quite at leisure to-morrow, and after breakfast we
will ha,e a few hours to look over my home farm, when
no doubt your observations ,, ill be of great value to
me. Good night.''
Once more .in th e room alloted to him, our herowhom we may aL once call Harry Milbank- looked
11uite another man to what he did when he arrived at
the Grange. Then he thought only of bis hardships,
of his mean appearance, of securing some paltry recompense; but now other feelings possessed him. He had
been admitted freely to this mansion, received on an
equality with its ·owner, not merely for one night, but
for sometime. Pacing backwards and forewards, he
stmck his hands often together, as if to clench some
resolution, or as if he had decided on some important
course of action. His eyes sparkled, his lips were
compressed, and a certain elation marked his demeanour. He could hardly contain himself. But at length
he spoke.
",;,o, Harry, you are once more in clover. After
being down so far that surrender appeared to be inevitable, you are happily in this superbly-furnished mansion-feted at its hospitable table, invited to stay under
its kindly roof, and trusted as a welcome guest. At a
bound you have leaped from pinching vagrancy to
affluent hospitality. lt is yet scarcely half a clay siuce
footsore and weary you were plocl(ling along the king's
highway a most miserable wretch, and yet here you
are in circumstances to which yon have been a stranger
for years. lt must be a dream. Ah, would it were!
But it is not a dream, for there lie the threadbare
clothes you have so lately put off, and which, ere the
sun sets to-morrow, you may have to put on. Never!
Rather than do that, 1 shall discover myself to Mr.
Y ernon. I feel new thoughts rising within me, to the
exclusion of those which have swayed me too long;
the buried aspirations of years are once more making
themselves felt, as if they were coming out of the pit
into which I have thrown myself and them. My share
in the escape of Dora Y ernon shall be the upward
turning-point in my career; and if I do not regain all
1 surrendered, I at least shall not need to blush for my
condition. I have yet youth and energy sufficient to
redeem the past and win back my reputation. I cannot see my way clear. I may be after all un<ler the
gush of momentary feeling. Ah, I had better go to
sleep. To-morrow will shape my destiny, but not
downwards-oh, no, not dov;rinvards."
He slept. His slumbers were profound and prolonged. Seldom these many years had he enjoyed such
No dreams disturbed his repose.
The
comfort.
system, estranged from ease for so many years, ·wholly
surrendered itself to the pleasure of the moment, and
it was not till the morning was far advanced that Milbank awoke. At first he was confused. How came
he to be in such a luxurious bed, a carpeted room, and
within a room with a curtained window? Recollection
soon revived all the new-found circumstances, and for
many minutes he surveyed the room and what of its
outward surroundin~s he saw from the window. It
was a guest chamoer, to be expected in such a

wealthy dwelling-place. Every appointment in it; was
in the best of taste, and to the guest that had a good
conscience, rest in it was more than recovery from
fatigue-it was a luxury. , omewbat reluctantly he
arose ; gratefully he availe<l himself of the means of
making a gentlemanly toilette ; thankfully he surveyed
himself in the mirror ; and then, at the summons of the
gong, went down stairs. "\Vould young Vernon appear?
If so, there would be some painful disclosures. If he
did not, there might be another day of pleasure ; and
who could tell " ·hat mi ght occur to lengthen, even for
the day beyond the present, his stay at the Urange.
To his great relief, no one was there. He had scarcely
begun his survey of the grounds from the window,
when Mr. and Mrs. Veruon entered the room, and,
with great heartiness, exchanged the compliments of
the day. As they were sitting clown, 'I iss Vernon
stole in. After being fondly caressed and kissed by
her parents, she shook hands with Mr. J\lilb.ank, saying
as she did so" You must not think me a lie-a-bed, Mr. Milbank.
I rise early, and have been very busy all the morning,
although (turning to her father) I cannot say that I
have been at all successful. "
During the meal, which was accompanied with the
liveliest conversation, nlilbank seemed deeply touched.
Here he was at table with a gentleman and his family,
to all of whom he was a perfect stranger, and with
nothing to recommend him but the service he had
rendered to Miss Vernon. He might have been sent to
the servants' hall, bu.t instead of that, they had treated
him with the greatest hospitality and kindness. He
felt that he must exert himself to keep in the good
grace of all; and to an observer it would have been
difficult to think of Milbank as 1,eing other than an old
and valued friend of the family. Towards the close,
a servant entered with a tray, on which were letters,
documents, newspapers, which were carefully put on
the sideboard.
'' I hope, Mr. Vernon, I am not keeping you from the
perusal of your letters?"
'' I am glad to be able to tell you that you are not.
I never permit myself to read my letters or papers at
breakfast. I think it disturbs the pleasure of those
present, aml has a hurtful effect on the morning meal.
'\Vhen I was at college, a chum of mine used to t ll,
with much gusto, how bis landlady always sent in
letters before breakfast to her boarders, and was overheard once remarking to her servant girl, ' It make a
great deal in the course of a year, my dear, as it takes
the keen edge off their stomachs.' "
A hearty laugh passed round the table at the expense
of the shrewd lodging mistress. Breakfast over, :Olr.
Vernon informed his guest that family worship was to
commence, an<l that if he felt · at liberty to join them,
all would be glad. Milbank having acquiesced, the
servants assembled, and the singularly brief and simple
service began. A portion of a hymn was given out,
when one of the maid servants led the music, the singing being accompanied by Miss Vernon on the harmonium. A chapter was then read, annotations by
Mr. Vernon, making it peculiarly interesting; and then
a brief but touching prayer by the master, thankful,
supplicative, and intercessory, was offered. Twice did
Mr. Vernon's voice quiver-once when asking God to
melt the hard heart and gently rebuke the forward antl
perverse; and again when he invoked heaven's choicest
blessings on the stranger who was sojourning with
them. Milbank never bad so felt the power of Christian influence till that morning, and he anew resolved
that he woul<l embark npon the voyage to heaven. The
recollections of early piety, fatherly counsel, womanly
entreaty, rose before him, as if to upbraid; but
heavenly mercy breathed upon them, and changed
them into incentives to a new and better Jife.
The Vernons at length turned to the postal tray.
There was a careful scrutiny of the envelopes, and
many fortunate guesses made of the writers. Milbank
was courteously offered the morning paper, and withdrew to the window recess to read it at l1is leisure.
There he saw the adventure of the day before duly set
forth in all the gorgeous vocabulary of the provinci~l
\
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paragra]Jhist. He could not forbear smiling at the
record of his own prowess; but what was the most
gratifying to him, was the real unaffected terms in
which Miss Vernon was r eferred to, and the vigorous
castigation given to her brother's obstinacy. Looking
over the paper, his eye fell on the following advertisement:-- " Left his home, Henry Estcourt, younger of
Lea. He is entreated to return home, when every
reparation will be made to him. Any of his fri ends
knowing of his whereabouts will kindly communicate
with Mr. Estcourt, the Lea, Rock.shire. A reward of
£100 will be paid to any who can give information
leading to his discovery, or produce indubitable proof
that he is no more."
""\Vhy, how absorbed yon are, fr. Milbank. I was
asking you if there was anything remarkable in the
papers, but I think yon are finding more pleasure communing with your own thoughts."
"I beg your pardon, Miss Vernon, I was absorbe l.
There are often so many things in a newspaper that
impress you which are not new. They have their
rootlets in the past."
"That's quite true.
-ow I never t ake the morning
paper but I always read one special advertisement first
-the one inserted by a. friend of my father's, Mr.
Estcourt of the Lea. They were college chums, but
my father has been long abroad, and was not aware of
the distress into which fr. Estconrt has fallen through
the disappearance of his younger son Henry. Mr.
Estcourt writes yesterday to say that he is to see my
father in London next month, and that he has heard
no news whatever of his son."
"Ah, a young scapegrace, I suppose? "
'' o, I don't think that altogether ; but to tell you
the truth, it is all a mystery. It has often been debated. I have always taken young Estconrt's side,
because I have never se n anything said against him
which could justify the harsh measures taken. against
him at home. My defence is none of the best, because
l am, like all but a few, outside the real facts of the
case; however my father admits that I make my defence
go a long way. I am sure that it would give me great
pleasure if I c:qnlJ in an way be tl1e means of restoring
Mr. E tconrt to his family."
'' If Mr. Estcourt ever comes to know of your interest
in his welfare, he will not require other inducement to
return."
"Ah, yes, if he knew. But surely, lr. Milbank, he
nuvt ha e ometimes seen the advertisement; and if
so, don't you think that he is too stubborn-hearted not
to give way to such a yearning desire for his return as
that advertisement seems to show. If you'll allow me,
I will point you to the aclyertisement. Ah, here it is
now, just read it over. There, does not that breathe
the es ence of reconciliation ? "
'' Yes, it does. I believe, Miss Vernon, that you
have already half enlisted me on your side, if my
opinion was worthy of consideration. "
"Oh, you have no idea how very much my father is
pleased with you. You are accustomed to good society,
are brave, can drive splendidly, and know much of
country matters. Unless you are very much hurried,
you must stay with us for a few days, and interest and
instruct us. You are t o go over part of the estate with
my father before dinner, as he would like to have your
opinion upon some of his most recent improvements.
"\Ve shall all meet at dinner. I am off to s e how my
brother is. Dr. Fletcher as ·ures us that, beyond a
severe shake to his system, he has sustained no injury,
and may be up in a few clays. He will be glad to
thank you for preserving his sister."
In another room lay Wentworth Vernon in anythina
but a subdued spirit. It was not the body that wa~
tortured, it was the mind. That he should have
furnished a paragraph for the papers, in which his conduct was so severely reflected upon, was maddening.
If he was only within ann's length of the reporter, he
would horsewhip him to within less than an inch of his
life for his insolence. There's Jenkins, too ; what the
devil had he to do with meclcUing with his takino- the
reins; and then there ~vas a new volley of curses: not
loud but deep, alternatmg with feelings of bodily pain,
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There by a table, with liniments and drugs and so forth,
was a decanter, which he insisted, notwithstanding the
remonstrances of Dr. Fletcher and the pleadings of hi::i
sister, should be there, and of which oftener than of
anything else he availed himself. After being apparently asleep for some little time, he awoke, and demanded some liquor.
'' vVhere's Jones ? Send him here at once."
"Yes, sir; I think that he is to take Jenkins' place
for the next few clays."
"Is he ? They had better ask me flrst. Send him
here."
In a few minutes Jones made his appearance in no
very amiable humour. "\Vhen the patient saw him, he
said.
"\Vhere have you been, sir? Do you think that I
have broken my neck, that you have so unceremoniously cut my service? I say, where have you been? "
"Nowhere. I have never been a moment off duty.
As you were to be kept quiet for a day or two, I
refrained from intruding on your privacy."
"Ha, ha ; refrained from intruding on your privacy.
That's devilish good from a cheeky fellow like you.
Just you stow your gammon the next time you are sent
for, and be within call whenever I want you."
'' I heard it said this morning that master was to ask
you for me for two or three clays till Jenkins was able to
go on duty. The man that saved Miss Vernon from
accident is to stay a day or two, and I would be a use•
ful substitute for Jen.kins."
" The devil, he is. Why didn't the governor throw
a crown to him and let him go ? "
'' He drove the carriage home, and is not a common
tramp. He is a capital driver, an excellent judge of
horse flesh, and the butler says he has the manners of
a gentleman."
" Fiddlestick ! "
" Not so much of that as you think, sir. I think
that there will he a blow-up when you meet.'
'' "\Vhat do you mean?"
'' I mean that he is not the chap he seems, by a long
way."
""\Vho the deuce is he?"
"If you would allow me to lift you up, so that you
could look into the courtyard, you can see for yourself.''
" ·w hy, it's that insolent scom1<.lrcl Milhank-cursc
him. Docs he know you ? "
'' He hasn t said, and he doesn't look liko it yet."
( To be continued.)
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TILL THE ECHO DIED AWAY.
1 RA w them meet 'mid the noon-day sun,
Blythe as birds in their sylvan bowers;
Gaily they roamed hand lock'd in hand,
The livelong clay 'mid trees and flowers,
I watched them part when evening fell,
And the sun on the hill tops lay,
'he listened with love to his footsteps' sonnll,
Till the echo died away.
I thought of the time when somebody came
To me at the closing of day,
When I used to list to hi footsteps' sound
Till the echo died away.
It struck the tenderest chord of my heart
A waking to life the dear old strain;
But it murmur'cl only, in wailing sounds,
As if joy had changed to grief and p ain.
Sometimes a note that filled me with bliss
l!'ell soft on my listening ear;
;,fy poor heart leapt with a mad delight,
Though my eye grew dim with a tear.
,"'ilent I sat till night came and went,
And the day dawned pale and greyTill the weary world resum'd its toil,
And the echo died away.
MARY GRA1 T.
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'l'HE ll'UNDS.
·" * ;:-

lilcml1e1"s, fri ends, and Societies sub;;cribing to
the Fwu/;; of tlte Scotti.·h P e1'mi si1,·e Bill ancl
'l'emJJera11ce A;;. ociation are respectfttll!J inform ecl that SulJSaiplion to the A;s8ociation, if
-not cilrnad!J paid, ore now du e, ancl will be
ulaclly rrceivecl btJ the Agents ancl at tlie Uffices,
:{0 Hope 8l1'fet, Glasgow. 1'/ie demanrl;; itpon
th e A ·sociation are incrm inu, ancl it woulcl
nwtrrially ag, i.st tlte E xecutii e in promptly nieeting t!te,,e, wel'e sub ·criptions p(l,iri, in the fo1·m e1·
rather than th e latte1· pw·t of the .financial yem·,
which will close on 20th September, 1880.
0

THE ~OCIAL
GLASGOW,

REfORMER

EPTEl\-IBETI, 1880.

SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL
Ar D

TE:\1PERANCE ASSOCIATION.

The Executive haviug in vie,v the satisfactory
results of the general election, the gratifying divi -ion
on Sir vVilfrid Lawson's local option resolution, and
the ueces.·ity of vigorous Parliamentary action in the
next session of Parliament, anticipate a very large
gatheriug of members, delegatel'l, and friends at the
approaching meetingl'l.
R. MACKAY, 1 'ec!J,
Trrn attention of our readers is requested. to
extracts from an article against toast-drinking, taken
from an article on that ubject which 1·ecently
appeared iu Chambers' Edinburgh Jotmial, and
which ·will be found, by permission, on page
87 iu our present issue. It is really time we
were getting less heathenish and barbarous in our
social observances and were showing the courage
required to banish intemperauce from our hearts,
out· home. , and onr country.

ANNUAL MEETINGSi 1880.

~rrrn

Executive have the pleasure to annonnce that
the Twenty-second Annual Meeting of thi8 Association will, D.Y., take place at Glasgow on Tue. day,
28th current.
THE A

NUAL BUSI JE •~ MEETING

,vm

fake place in the 1IIRIS'rIAN lNS'l'I'I'U'rE, 70
Bothwell Street, Glasgow, at 11 .A.llL-Treasurel'
Hamilton, J.P., President of the Association, in the
chair. The Annual Reports will be 1:rnbrnitted,
office-bearers elected in 1·oom of those retiring, and
business of an important nature pass under deliberation.
ocieties in connection with the Association
will please intimate early to the Secretary the name
(or names) of the Delegate appointed to represent
them at thi a.nd the other meetings.
THE A

r UAL TEA MEET!

U

·wm be held in the CITY HALL SALOON, Candleriggs.
Tea on the table at four o'clock precisely. Provost
Campbell, Greenock, will preside. Addresses will
be delivered by representat-i ves and delegates from
various parts of the country. Tickets ls. each, early
application for which will facilitate the arrnugemeuts
of the Committee and prevent disappointment to
intending visiton1.
THE A.r

AL PUBLIC MEE'fING
Will take place in the CrTY HALL in the evening at
7·30. The Executive are glad to be able thus early
to announce the following list of speakers :--

·w.

ALLEN, Esq., M.P., Newcastleuuder-Lyne.
"\V. S. CAI "B, M.P., Esq.,. carl,orough.
J. D1cK PEDDrn, Esq.,M.P., Kilmarnock Burghs.
B . WHITWORTH, Esq., M.P., Drogheda.
Rev. THOMAS EVANS, Merthyr Tydvil.
Rev. J.M. SLOAN, M.A., Glasgow.
SHEPHERD

R. T. MIDDLETON, Esq., M.P., Glasgow, will preside.

Other spea.kers expected will be n.fterward i:; announced.

Dr. Tanner has been and <lone it. He has shown
that under extremely favourable circtunst.ances a
person can subsist without solid food for six long
weeks. He may dispel a very hurtful supen;tition
whidt lurks in the mind of too many of us that if
you take plenty of footl no fear of you. Some people
arc dn.y by day, summer and winter, loading their
stomach with large quantities of solid food whether
the season or the state of the eater. require it. They
have a keen horror of fasting and folly believe that
were they to miss one meal grievous. consequences
would follow. They may gather a better notion of
eating from Dr. Tanner's fasting and learn to proportion the amount of food they consume to the
season and the healthy wants of their organism. Of
the gluttony that followed the fast we won't venture
to treat, it was disgu. ting. Alcoholic baths and
after the fast a plentiful indulgence in liquors preclude us from drawing any temperance lesson from the
expniment. Ju these circurustauces we are not
sorry to learn that it has been set down as of 110
scientific value.
Once more Mr. Bernard, the manager of the Gaiety
Theatre, Glasgow, has received from a bench of
Glasgow Justices permission to deal in intoxicating
liquors within his theatre. Mr. Bernard is no doubt
a worthy man and an indefatigable caterer for the
public amusement, but as licensed to deal in
alcoholic liquors he is not to be trusted. He
appeared deeply hurt that in Glasgow alone he
slrnuld have to appear year after year before a court
of Licensing Justices to get a player and publican's
license. But this is the law, a law framed in the
interests of society. He set up a claim for exemption from his doubtful position on the ground that
the English Justices .gave their license empowering
him to deal in liquor, to his clerk. But their neglect
of duty should furnish no example to Glasgow
J.P.'s. All this humiliating procedure ~hould, we
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think, make Mr. Bernard, who is by no means
obtuse, refleet, and as a consequence of such reflection impel him to lrnve done with a branch of
business which brands all engaged in it with a ·want
of respectability. V{ e were gla<l to find by the Yote
that the minority against his having a publican
license in connection with his theatre is growing, a.ml
are hopfnl that in a year or two Mr. Bernard
may, through his enforced exclusion from the drink
trade, go out and in amongst ns without implied
reproach on his character.

LICEKSING BOARDS.
II.

IN our last i sue we set forth, for the information
aud consideration of our readers, the varions Licensing Board schemes which have been suo-o-ested
as the
0
best solution of the drink problem. This, in our
opinion, was the most effective way of showi1w how
extremely inadequate such schemes are forth~ suppression of the liquor traffic. There is notlung final
about them. They do not even profess finality, but
as it were simply offer themselves as an addition to
the 470 Acts of Parliameut whieh have been passed
nt one time or other for the restriction or re~ulation
of the liquor traffic, and now only encumber our
, ~atute-book. We exh~bited a want of sympathy
with them a::; we clescnbed them, and we will now
1;how lha.t our want of approval is at least reasonable
aud such n.s might be xpede<l from a searchiuO'
in\'estigation of the relation in which they stand
to the suppression of all traffic in alcoholic liquors.
On the Yery threshold of the temperance reformation temperance reformer::; perceived that the
evils of alcoholic intemperance required a special
education to dislodge the pernicious misconceptions
ou the uature of the drink wl.ich unhappily rJrevailecl regarding it, and corn bin eel their efforts to
resil:!t successfully the oppressive and n.lmost irresistible drinking usages. They also felt that the liquor
traffic was one of the most potent and tyrauuicaJ. of
the factors that produced the aboundincr intemperance. They therefore established a propao-anda for
the diffusion of intelligence which eulightened the
public mind on the nature and powers of strong
<lriuk ; silenced popular prejudice against total
abstinence ; and even "taught science to physiologists." 'I hey instituted , ociet.ies, which proved a
barrier against the inroads of the drinking customs,
and enableu millions to show conclusively by their
lives the uselessness of alcoholic liquors either as
food, fuel, or force. They al. o formed themselves
into politicH.l organisations, which have called forth
an enlightened public opinion against the existence
of all traffic in alcoholic liquors, and have so
effectually directed that opinion in favour of the
·u1 pression of the liquor traffic by the votes of the
ratep.iyers immediately and injuriously affected by
it, that it appenrs as if it were only yesterday since
the British Parliament had . affirmed the principle
contended for:, and llad promised to deal with the
li'luor traffic on the very lines on which these
shrnnch temperance refo1-mers had so often and so
earnestly declared that effective and final legislation
on the liquor traffic must be based.
From the first there was no concealment regard in er
their aims. They advocated entire abstinence fro~
intoxicating d1·inks on the ground that they were
poisonous, disturbing by their noxions qualitic>s the
hen.ltby action of the huma.n system in proportion
to the quantity taken, and they have never swerved
from this doctrine. Ou this very ground they have
comlJined as <.:iti2cus, aud wilh citizc1rn, to secure the

pas age of_ a la.w declarin~· traffic in such deadly
?everages ill_egal, an_d_ enablrng ratepayers to exclude
1t from their locaht1es. They have appealed thi~
matter to the couutry, and in doing so have successfully met all the ~-·sanlts in~pired by appetite, custom, ,Lnd the traffic. The views they hold 011 the
drink anJ. the traftic have generally been admittecl
as sonn<l. bnt wholly impracticable. This lat.ter
objection lrns been met by facts. Landlords aucl
laws have amply demonstrated the practicability of
legal supp~·ession, a?d the Ca.uadin.n people are a.t
this hour m the enJoymeut of a Jaw which almost
exactly reflects the legislation at which they aim.
~t. this supreme rn?ment of the triumph of our
prrnc1ple and the soh<l progress of our leO'islative
] olicy, we n.re met with sugge:stions from within and
from without the temperaDce camp. It is stwgeste<l.
tlrnt Licensing Boards are the most feasable and
effective men.us of dealing with the liquor traffic on
the lines of local option. These have been ushered
before our notice as Local Option Boards but thouo-h
the voice is the voice of Jacob, the ha~ds are c;rtainly those of Es'.tu. They profess to meet all the
c!aims of local ?Ption, while avowedly non-suppressive ! In reality, however, they are merely .new
centres for the administration of the licensino- laws.
ow, this implies licensing, and licensing implies
the sale and ?O~snmption of alcoholic liquors, very
much more limited than 110w it may be but still
withi~ the narrowest possible limits, a sal~ and con:
snmpt10u dangerous to the ,velfare of all who ma.y
be tempted to tnke ad vantage of it, and consequently utterly alien to the truths and aims of the
great temperance reformation.
Now, the ground on which such a surmested
system of ad~in_istration is ba ed cannot be pr~hibit10n but restnct10n and regulation, anrl by whomsoever enforced, these have never gone and never can
go Lo tlie 100L of the vii. We Lave hacl ceHturies
of their sway, hwe g0t piot1s r~ nd wicked men
!ic~n~ed to deal _in the:,;e drugs, and found them as
mJunous to society when dispensed by the one as
by the other ; have liceused their sale in the low
tavern as well a,<1 in ~he gilded gin-palace, with the
result that the latter is more sed_uctive and dangerous than the other; have at one tune permitted their
sale a double round of the clock all days of the week
and at another only dnring fifteen hours on the si~
lawful days of the week, and still, curtail the traffic
as we may, it has ever played dreadful havoc with
the most of those that used the poison which it <lispeus~cl: . Under all circnm tances except those of
probib1t1011, the traffic has mocked reO'ulation ::rnd detied control, and at this present mome~t not one sino·le
instance can be adduced to show that it lias b:'eu
carried on, or can be carried on, without <loino- evil
to those who buy. And how could it be other~ise?
The licensing system aims at renclerino· the sn.le of
alcoholic beverages harmless, or at lea"" t tolerable
and it does so by protecting the endor rather tha~
his victim. It aims to furni ·h a temperate upply
of liquor, yet it has never been able to prevent the
successful inducements to _drinkiDg on the part of
. the seller nor the grossest mdulgence on the part of
the buyer. The very fact that it is restricted to tho. e
who are licensed is proof tha.t it cannot be controlled
~nd should_ th~refoi:e be suppressed. The problem
is to recon?1le its ex1ste~ce with the safety and welf~re of soCie_ty, and yet it has never been found possible to brrng n.bout such a reconciliation. The
benefits with which~oolish people_c1:e~lit thelicensing
syst~m are due entirely to proh1bit10n, partial, we
adm~t.. In the presence
such prohibition, the
tmfl1c is a sleepmg adder; -when it is relaxed it
shows the venom and the activity of the fol;.led
snake. Under liccusc iL has for lnmclrccls of yc.i.ni

or
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dispensed a liquor that bas degraded character,
impaired the vigour, diminished the energy, and
shattered the nerves of the drinker ; filled prisons,
penitentiaries, and poorhouses with inmates, and inflicted upon its unfortunate victims an infinity of
evil for which there is no human compensation,
and hardly a human cure.
·
This licensino- system has been administered by a
body of men of reputation in all ages and under a
variety of circumstances-by laudlords in virtue of
a commission conferred by Royalty, and by magistrates in virtue of their election tc municipal office
by their fellow-citizens ; in short, by the wisest and
best of men. At once the Acts were so stringently
enforced that only 40 licenses were granted in London, 8 in York, 6 in Bristol, 3 in Westminster, 2 in
the other towns ; while in the villages none were
allowed. At other times the bench was so generous
tlrnt the free grant of a license to all was the rule.
This has had to be said of every attempt Ly licensing
authorities to administer the license law in the
interests of society, that their efforts have been followed by a total and disheartening failure. W ~ do
not wish to say one harsh word about magistrates or
justices of the peace, but this we cannot with
justice withhold, that they have been, with a few
noble exceptions, too accessible to influences derogatory to their po~ition, and their own conduct on the
bench bas not seldom invited the severest coudemuation of the community. But for tbe vigilance of our
temperance organizations, and in combination with
Uhristiau mer., our streets might ha.ve been overrun
,vitb pnulic house.. None who have ever attempted
to reform the licensing system ba.ve been able to
boast of success, aud it is an incontrovertible fact
that many justices of the peace liave abandoned a.11
n.ttempts iu this direction in despair.
Notwithstanding the confessed failure of the
licensing system many of our friends would look
upon a trjal of a licensing board with approval.
They desire a constituted authority to deal with the
liquor traffic, as a, school board deals with edncation.
They forget that we in Scotland have such a board
at the present moment ; but to this they say, "Ah,
the boanl we would see established would have
~imply licenses to attend to and nothing else." So
much the worse for such a system. 'l'he answer
given implies that the business of the board would
be of some magnitude, aud this means considerable
demoralisation through drink. There jg no analogy
l>etween a school board and a licensing board. The
one is required to . upervise those in charge of the
development and training of the mental faculties of
the yonug, the other would mainly have to keep in
check those who ministered to the baser passions of
the people. In the one case we look after teachers,
who are as necessary to the progress of society as the
pastor, in the other we would have to look after men
who were dehanching society by selling its members
a deadly and seductive drug. Every child is born
in a state of ignorance and must be trained; drunkn.rds are the pests and dangerous results of a system
which is preventible and which undoes in many cases
the efforts of the teacher and the mother. In the
case of ignorance administration is demanded, in the
case of liquor selling suppression is required. In
Roman shows the whole audience doorued the wretch
that displeased them to death by turning down their
thumbs. Would it have been better done if they
lrnd remitted it to a board of their number? ·we
want a verdict only and not control, we want the
people of themselves and for themselves to declare
that all traffic in alcoholic liquors shall cease, we do
not want them to perpetuate it under a new name
an<l, from the nature of the case, by an jnefficient
administration. They know better tha,n any one

whether the liquor traffic is their friend or their foe;
to their deliberative jndgment, then, let the fate of
that traffic be consigned. Those favouring this scheme
have surely never thought of the constitution of
such a board. One would think that they mean to
get a body of men superior to all that ever hau to
do with licensing, and tbn.t none but those having au
inveterate aversion to the drink traffic would be
elected. to serve upon it. This expectation is just as
vain as to expect a permanent course of action from
a fluctuating body. The board will not only cbauge
in personnel but fluctuate in policy, just as the public
electors are indolent or patriotic. Then there will
be the trouble of triennial elections, the expenses of
palatial offices, an array of officials, inspectors, and
informers, entailing not only a charge on the rates
but much red-tape patronage, and consequent
demoralisation. No true·temperance reformer conld
with reason prefer such a scheme to the one asking
the ratepayers to register their opinion on tbe existence or extinction of the traffic. and we are confident
that, as a final means of dealing with the evil, it will
not gain the approval of the community. It is only
a new phase of an old and unsatisfactory policy, and
notwithstanding the bait thrown of its yielding contributions to the rates, we await with confidence the
moment not far distant when the country will
demand instant and permanent relief from the
menaces and the burdens of the drink interest.
All temperance reformers eager to get at the root
of the evil will adhere the more firmly to the policy
of the past--the suppre~sion of the liquor traffic.
Averse to licensing in any form, they will continue
to support the principle embodied iu the local option
resolution so lately adopted by the Honse of Commons.
The traffic stands before the country as antagonistic
to its best interests, and Parliament is pledged to
deal with it on the lines laid down by prohibitionists.
Let these stand firm, decided npon not resting satisfied until invested with adequate power to rid themselves of a system which bas never yielded benefit to
any Lut tbe trader, and is the most manifest source
of public disorder and mischief in the country.

INTELLIGENCE.
THE LOOA L OPTION VICTORY.
A WELL-AT'l'ENDED social meeting, under the auspices
of the South-Eastern District of the Permissive Bill
and Temperance Association, was held in the Temperance Hall, Nicolson Street, Edinburgh, on Saturday,
24th .ruly, to corinnemorate the passing of the Local
Option resolution in the House of Commons, an<l to
consider the present position of the prohibitory move•
ment in Scotland. Rev. Dr. Adamson presided, and
amongst those present were-Revs. M. Rose, T. Parr,
and 'l'. B. Johnstone, Edinburgh; Dr. A. G. Miller;
Councillor sc·o tt, Leith ; Messrs. Samuel Neil, A. D.
Mackenzie, Cumberland Hill, James Coutts, James
atson, and J. H. Waterston, Edinburgh; R. Stevenson, Glasgow; R. Blair, Lasswade; William Laurie,
Portobello'; D. Mackay, Liberton; James Rae, Falkirk;
G. Barclay, Kirkliston ; A. Bennet, Dysart ; and
M 'lntyre, , i\Tinchburgh; Mrs. Wellstood, Edinburgh,

,v

&c.

The CHAIRMAX referred at length to the work which
the deputations from their association, of which he was
a member, had done iu interviewing the Scotch representatives in Parliament on the subject of Sir Wilfrid
Lawson's Local Option xesolution. ]for the result of
the division on the resolution they were very much
indebted to the present Government. He contrasted
the manner in which the deputation had been received
by Sir ,villiam Harcourt, the Home Secretary, with
the manner the previous Home Secretary, Mr. Cross,
received similar deputations. The present Home Secre.
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tary was a very different man from the late occupant
of that office. He first heard what the deputation
from the publicans had to say, and then heard our
d eputation, listening most attentively to all they said,
and expressing his opinion that, were the people of
Scotland to show unanimity i!}. their ranks, he had no
doubt that it would make a favourable impression on
the Government. There was no doubt, continued Dr.
Adamson, that were the present Government to continue in power they must very soon deal with this
subject. 'l'he Scottish members, the Chairman said,
were all right, but he was sorry that the member for
Mid-Lothian did not go into the lobby with the majority. The right hon. gentieman's speech was very much
in their favour. The result of the division was that
they had got the Local Option resolution, but they
must now think what they were to do next. They had
got on the right line. They hatl got their principle
recognised by Parliament. They must now keep on
the right line, and keep progressing. They must one
and all unite in an entire mass, and devise some means
for the carrying out of this resolution, and putting it
into practical working.
Mr. J. B. LAWSON, solicitor, said he was at one with
them all on the local option question, though he leant
more to the opposite side of politics from Mr. \Yaterston. He would say, however, that whatever were
the views of the _leaders of the Conservative party in
the House of Commons, there were many men in that
party who, if they were convinced that Sir \Vilfrid
Lawson was right-and many of them were-they
would throw overboard party feelings.
Mr. BLAIR, Lasswade, expressed his great pleasure
at the passing of the Local Option resolution.
Addresses were afterwards delivered by Messrs. Hill,
Bone, Ramsay, Stevenson, Anderson, Nisbet, '\Vatson,
Waterston, Steel, and M'Kenzie.
The following resolution, moved by :Mr. Bone,
seconded by Mr. D. Ramsay, was agree<.l to:-'' That
this meeting is of opinion that a national conference
should be called, in order to consider what steps should
be taken to carry out 'ir " ilfrid Lawson's resolution
to a practical issue. " Another resolution, moved by
:Mr. A. D. ~1'Kenzie, seconded by Rev. J. B. Lawso::i,
was also agreed to. It was in the following terms :'' In view of the approval by the Honse of Commons
of 'ir ,vilfrid Lawson's Local Option resolution, this
meeting is of opinion that temperance reformers should
more than ever determine to press on the public the
poisonous nature of all alcoholic drinks, and the moral
and physical evils propagated by the liquor traffic, and
the desirnbility of its abolition."
On the motion of the Rev. M. Hose, a hearty vote of
thanks was awarded to Mr. J. H. ,vaterstou for his
arduous labours on bel1alf of the prohibitory movement,
and for convening the present meeting. Mr. Mackenzie
moved a vote of thanks to the chairman, when the
meeting, which was a most enjoyable one, terminated.
-Daily Review (abridged).
The British Medical Association have resolved that
in future the price of the dinner ticket shall not include
a charge for wine.
The Baptist's Total Abstinence Association are
de irons, should the necessary funds be forthcoming, of
engaging a travelling secretary or a.gent.
The Free Methodist Assembly last month resolved
upon the formation of a Connectional Temperance
League upon the basis of total abstinence.
The Earl of Derby has sent a contribution of twenty
guineas to the London Temperance Hospital as a mark
of his interest in the object of the institution.
The Glasgow Bakers' Gospel and Temperance Society
had their second annual trip to Hamilton Palace one
day last month. About 280 sat down to tea in the
grounds.
Captain Brotchie, who is in his 74th yeat·, ascended
Ben Nevis 4358 feet high, on Friday, the 13th ult.
Long life to him ; for few have used their past life to
better purpose.

It is said that the Australian cricketers at present ou
a visit to this country are all, or nearly all, abstainers.
Has this fact no connection with their success with the
willow?
It is said that the Lord-Advocate intends bringing in
a bill for authorising the granting of six-day licenses to
riYer steamers, and forbidding the sale of intoxicating
liquor in them on 8unclays.
Dean Stanley, referring incidentally to the prodigious
evil of drunkenness, declared that the '' one thing
needful " in the present distress '' is to remove the
alcoholic temptations by every means which lie in our
power."
An officer on the North American and \Vest Indian
station, writing from Manan Island, Nova Scotia, says
that " at Yarmouth all the people a.re teetotallers ; no
alcoholic liquors are sold in the island ; and no licenses
are given."
The chool Board of Glasgow have resolved that the
scholars under their charge shall be instructed as to
the evil effects of alcohol and the virtue of '.rEMl'EltANCE. It is, however, forbidden to the teachers to
urge upon their scholars the duty of total abstinence,
There is at Gorey, Wexford, an old woman 112 years
of age, who, when lately asked by her medical attendant to take some wine for the infirmity she was labouring under, asked him if he wanted to poison her, and
told him she had never tasted strong drink all her
long life.
TOTAL

AnsTINENCE

A D

CrvILISATION.-In one of

Mr. Mackey's letters from the Nyanza Mission, he remarks that " drink is the curse of Africa. " ,vherever
grain is plentiful he bas found drunkenness. \Vhoever
would introduce civilisation into Africa, he adds, must
be total abstainers.
The Directors of the , 'cottish Temperance League
have offered three prizes-five, three, and two pounds
-for the three best essays on the constitution, organization, and efficient working of Total Abstinence
Societies. The ess:1ys are to he in the hands of t.hc
secretary by 1st November ne:itt.
The President of the United States, Jr. Hay s, and
his wife, lately entertained 1000 persons at their official
residence in honour of the diplomatic corps. Though
not a single drop of wine was provided, the proceedi11gs
were splendid and successful.
How few have the
courage to act like President and Mrs. Hayes?
Su DAY DRU KE- NESS IN E 'GLAND.-It appears,
from a return just issued, that between September,
1876, and eptember, 187!), the number of persons
convicted in England for drunkem1ess on Sundays
was 46,317, and of tha~ number 13,870 were not
bona-fide residents in the districts where the offence
occurred.
·we are glad to hear that the Lord Advocate expect·
that his , 'teamboat ( 'cotland) Passenger Liquor Bill
will become law this session. ,ve belieYe that the
entire prohibition of the sale of liquors on board steamers plying in the waters of the Clyde, Forth, and 'l'ay,
will be of incalculable benefit to all that travel by them.
Aboi1t the intere ·ts of the owners we care little, so
long as they are opposed to the pn blic gbod.
The Society for Enforcing the Licensing La.w ·
has issued its prospectus, which states that it i::1
proposed to employ a staff of able and experienced
inspectors, under the society's solicitor, to compel
publicans to obey the existing laws. New licenses in
districts already provided with 1mblic-Louses will be
opposed by the society, and also renewals in cases
,vhere two or more convictions have been obtained.
THE RECHABJTES. -From the register of Districts
and Tents, publish eel in the Rechabite Magazine, we
with pleasure learn that the Order is making progress
in Scotland, there being 24 tents-19 male, I female,
and 4 juvenile. These are located in four Districts,
namely, Glasgow, Dundee, Dumfries, ancl Perthshire.
There are about 35,000 persons connected with the
entire Order, which is, as one may say, world-wide.
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The new and beautiful pleasure steamer " Ivanhoe,"
placed this season on the Greenock and Arran route,
an l which is conducted upon temperance principles,
has been a decided success. Everybody speaks highly
of it, and although it is premature to sa,y that the proprietors intend building a sister steamer, to be called
the ",v,:werlcy," yet the success which has attended
their enlightened enterprise this season will probably
in<lnce them to run another steamer on the Clyde, conducted 011 similar principles, next season.
The British \Vorkman Public-Houses in Glasgow are
flourishing. At the annual meeting of the shareholders
a Llividend of five per cent. was declarerl, after deducting £500 for depreciation. The • company now possess
sixteen houses and a bakery, and the drawings 'show a
marked increase over last year.
The chairman, in
moving the adoption of the report, said he trusted
that the success of the coffee-house movement was "an
indication of au improvement in the tastes and habits
of the people, and of a diminution of the intemperance
whi<:h has so long bemi a disgrace to the country."
L.\NATIK.-On Monday, 2nd ult., a meeting was held
at the church gate here, when the able and energetic
lecturer, 1\Ir. H. Stevenson, the agent of the , cottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, spoke for
nearly one hour and a-half upon the Curse and Cure of
Intemperance. An audience of five hundred persons
listened with deep interest to the telling remarks of
the speaker on the right of the ratepayers to protect
themselves from the curse of the liquor traffic. Mr.
James Horn afterwards addressed the meeting, and concluded by proposing a vote of thanks to ir. /::ltcvenson,
which was very heartily rcspomlcd to.
\VrnTER EvE I.N"(l BNTERTAIK~rn:-:T~. - Tlic friencls of
moral and social reform will be making arrangements
for the winter. We heartily advise them to include in
their winter programme a series of entertainments by
Mr. J. ,v. M 'Call, of Loudon.
e can speak personally of the artistic excellence of his lantern slips and
of the variety and superiority of his subjects. His
lectures are of acknowledged ability, and are most
gracefully delivered. Our readers will find him at 7a
"\Vestwick Gardens, London, and may consult advertisement in this issue.
'l'he British Temperance League have tleciJ.ed to remove their headq uarter;:; from Bolton to, heffielcl. , Ve
notice with regret that ~Jr. Aitken, the esteemed
secretary of the League, bas resigned his office, it is
aid in consequence of the change, but we rather think
in consequence of increasing years and failing strength.
There are at present 1831 Bands of Hope, with a
membership of 178,207, and 117 temperance societies,
v,-ith a membership of 8124, in connection with the
esleyan Methodist denominations. The temperance
societies are composed of a mixed membershipabstainers and non-abstainers.
Dr. John Rae, of Arctic Expedition experience,
writing to the Allicrnce Neu·-~, says :- " ir Charles
Tupper, in the course of his address [at vVestminster
Palace Hotel], said 'he had the honour of proposing in
1872 to the Parliament (of Canada) the most stringent
prohibitory law that ever was proposed in any country,
applying it to a section of territory 2,500,000 miles in
extent, called the orth-west territory. It was a measure for entire prohibition.' lt is but fair to the Hudson's Bay Company, formerly the governing powers of
this ,·ast country, to state that th y had carrried out
an ' entire measure of prohibition' over the whole
interior of this great land for something like forty
years prior to the date (1872) named by Sir Charles
Tupper. The chief factors, traders, and clerks of the
H.B. Company voluntarily gave up their yearly allowance of a few dozens wine aucl brandy, so that the
Indians and the employees might not have it to say
that we refused to them what we took for ourselves."
0PE
Arn TE11PERAXCE MEETINGS 1~ ABERDEEN.On Thursday evening and last night (5th and uth
August) temperance meetings under the joint auspices
of the Aberdeen Temperance , 'ociety and the ~cottish
Permissive ]3ill and 'l'ompcrancc As~ociation> were

,v

,v

held in Castle , 'treet. The speakers on Thursday
evening were-Rev. John Hunter, Mr.
Blackwoo<l, agent, , cottish Permissive Bill Association ; and
Mr. ,Yilliam Davidson, who presided ; and last night
the meeting was addressed by Rev. George Moir, Mr.
M. Edwards, secretary of the Aberdeen Temperance
Society; and Mr. A. S. Monro, who presided. Large
audiences attended the respective meetings, and
appeared to listen with evident interest and appreciation to the ad<lresses, which dealt more particularly
with the moral, social, and political aspects of the temperance question. vVe understand that this mode of
bringing the claims of the temperance movement before
the community is to be adopted at frequent intervals
during the present season.-Pree Pres ·.

,vm.

BEBR AND BRIBERY. - The 'onsorvativc reaction
seems to have been a curious compound of beer and
bribery. Mr. Hall's election was carried against the
Home , 'ecretary by floods of beer and lavish expenditure. The electors of Oxford saw the merits of
Beaconsfieldism through the medium of the amber
fluid, their search for it being stimulated by silver put
into their pockets. At, and wich the reaction had been
prepared for by much money and malt liquor; and the
strong sense of Conservative wisdom which a majority
of the electors showed was that commonly found in
men who have been assisting at the consumption of the
product of the brewing of '' pecks o' maut." In the
Wigtown Burghs again, beer and meat and money were
freely given as incitements to Conservatism. -Scotsmcw.
T.i,;:11PERA CF: Sl!a{J\lON.-Thc first of a series of tom•
perance sermons, under the auspices of the Good
'l'emplars, was delivered on Sabbath, 15th ult., in
Fisherman's Hall, NewhaYen, by Mr. J. vVaterston.
otwithstanding the line weather to attract people
outside, there was a large attendance.
PRE, ENTATION TO MR. A . CRAWI•'ORD.-This gentleman having been appointed Assistant-Secretary to the
Glasgow Sabbath School Union, resigned his })Osition as
Clerk and Cashier to the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Tempera.nee Association, which he hadheld with much
acceptance for nearly three years. On the 27th July,
he met the Executive at their desire, when the chairman (Ex-Bailie Torrens), in graceful and appropriate
terms, in their name, presented him with a splendidly
bound copy of the Leopold hakespeare, bearing the
following inscription:-" This volume is presented to
Mr. A. Crawford by the Executive of the Scottish
PermissiYe Bill and Temperance Association, on the
occasion of his leaving their service, to mark their
sense of his ability and probity as Cashier of the Association, and their high regard for his personal _worth.
R. Mackay, • ecy." Mr. Crawfor 1. made a happy
revly.
The Yolume is from the artistic press of
Messrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin, is profusely illustrated, clearly printed, handsomely bound, and elegantly inscribed. Our best wishes follow Mr. Crawford
into his new and congenial sphere of labour.
BEER IN EuROPE.-Some official tables connected
with the production of beer in all the European countries and the United tates haYe been lately issued
under the authority of the Austri~m Government.
The following is a summary of the production during
1879 :-The whole German Empire produced 38,946,510
hectolitres, or 23,311,117 British barrels; Great
Britain, 36,597,550 hectolitres, or 22,375,010 barrels;
United States of North America, 15,400,000 hectolitres,
or 9,425,252 barrels; Austria-Hungary,
11,184,681 hectolitres, or 6,838,090 barrels; France,
8,721,000 hectolitres, or 5,331,845 barrels; Belgium,
7,854,000 hectolitres, or 4,801,778 barrels; Russia,
2,300,000 hectolitres, or 1,406,174 barrels; the Netherlands, 1,600,000 hectolitres, or 978,208 barrels; Denmark, 1,100,000 hectolitres, or 672,518 barrels;
Sweden, 930,000 hectolitres, or 568,583 barrels; Italy,
870,000 hectolitres, or 531,900 barrels; Switzerland,
724,000 hectolitres, or 448,753 barrels; Norway,
615,00U hectolitres, or 376,000 barrels. The greatest
production in proportion to the population is in Belgium, where 167 litre ·, or a. little ornr 34~ gallons :per
hen.cl, were manufactured; and the smallest vrocluct1on
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,vas in Russia, where the ratio was only 3 litres, or a ! pfo1h your purposes. (Applause.) Take Ireland. In
little more than 5;!: pints for every inhabibnt.- Ireland the Sunday closing movement took a develop1'imes.
ment. Has it succeeded in Ireland? I am not advocating it for England, because in England the people
'l'HE EDINBURGH CAFE CoMPA Y. -Last month this
company opened large and magnificent refreshment are not ready for it yet-and we hall better not propose
rooms in Princes Street, Edinburgh. The chief charac- measures for which the public are not ready-but in
teristic of this venture is to supply in the centre of the \¥ ales the voice unanimonsly for , 'unday closing was
city a first-class refreshment room, in the nature of a shown to the present Parliarnent- (applause)-ancl I
Among other would hawi Yoted with those who were for Sun<ln.
cafe, but without alcoholic drinks.
gentlemen present at the opening ,vere Sheriff Guthrie closing in \Vales if the House of Commons had not
Smith, chairman of the company; Professor Calder- unanimously agreed without a division. (Appbnse.)
wood, Bailie Colston, fr. C. J. C+uthrie, advocate, &c. There is another argument I would like to draw from
The chairman in declaring the cafe open, drew atten- this, and it is this-that this closing on the Sabbath,
tion to the manner in which the building was fitted up. which in , 'cotlancl prevails, and which has Leen so
If the establishment, he said, succeeded, it was the beneficial in Ireland, has had, on comparison, this
directors' intention to open other places of a similar singular effect, that on Saturday and other days of the
kind, until the whole city was properly supplied. He week there might be an advantage by earlier closing.
thought the company were es1 ecially fortunate in ob- (Applause.) On aturday if all closed earlier there
taining the services, as manager, of Mr. Ritchie- (hear, would be an immense advantage, even to the publihear) - a gentleman who might be expected to bring all can who does not wish to make a man drunk. It
necessary intelligence and energy to berir in carrying is not his interest. His interest is to have soue1·,
out a scheme which he had so much at heart. The moderate drinkers. Between eleven and twelve o'clock
directors intended to supply goods of the very best on the ,:atunlays in Ireland, there was GG5 arrests of
(1uality ; indeed, it was on the matter of quality they drunken men; between ten and eleven o'clock there
proposed to take their stand. The caf e, he hoped, were only 535 during the year 1879 ; between nine and
would be regarded as the proper place for ladies to go ten only 440; and between eight and. nine 462; while
to ; and it was principally from a desire to meet their between twelve and one in the morning ib was as much
cases that the room was opened. ·without making any as between seven and eight at night, exactly 377, and
reflection upon licensed houses, he believed it was in it fell off between one and two to one-fourth of what it
accordance with a general feeling that it was not de - was between eleven and twelve. Therefore moderate
sirable that there should be put before people any closing, local option, legislation for reduction of hours
condition or suggestion which should savour of what at night, like closing on the Sabbath clay, bas had, in
might be called tern ptation.
Professor Calderwood Ireland, a beneficial effect. Now I argue this from all
said he considered it extremely desirable for people to I have told yon, that while we must not prohibit in the
obtain refreshment in the centre of the city without sense of interfering with the rights of the people as 11
having decanters before them.
He thought the people, there is a right to the nation, to Parliament, to
presence of so many of the medical faculty, and also of legislate in such a way as to secure the bc·st good to the
representatives of the Town Council, was a proof that , community, in harmony with the wishes of localities,
these respective bodies appreciated the intentions of the and even week-clay early closing h:is been bencficia1.
promoters. Bailie Colston aid he did not expect that Therefore, we are all indebted to the temperance movethe house now opened would ever come before the ment. (Applause.) The Temperance Hall cstaulished
magistrates in the way some other. di,l. (Hear, beH, in Stanley has been established on no narrow hasis,
and a laugh.) Dr. Fraser, Hull, in the course of a few and, as having the good of m11nki11d for its object, it
remarks, said Lhcre had alrtlaciy been opened eleven ought to h3.VC o r h eartiest sy npaih). (Ap1;lause.} J
hou. es in Hnll- (applause)-and the e paid a dividend hope that this hall may be ever a happy place for the
old, in which you may m et friemls, and talk over old
of 10 per cent.
times. I hop it will be a place within which the
MR. Do ALU 'uu.nrn, M.P., o_· 'l'HE PERML sIVE middle-aged will meet and talk over the politics and
BILL A '<D TEl\lPEUANl.E REF0Rl l. - On ,. atnrday, 14th
questions of the day, and I ho11e it will he a place
ult., Mr. Donald Currie, J.P. for Perthshire, laid the where the young may meet together in wi hing for the
foundation -stone of the new Temperance Hall in, 'tanley, advancement an<l the prosperity of right, aucl the best
in presence of a large assemblage, including upwards of of Great Britain as a whole-(apvl,ni~e)--ancl tliat
1000 Good 1'emplal's from .Perth and surrounding temperance may be advanced, friendship aclYance<l,
districts. Lord .l'rovost Richardson, Perth presided. 1 and good of every kind secured by each plrtce doin g its
At the conclusion of the ceremony, Mr. Currie, who little in its own w-ay throughout this great nation. , 'o
was received with loud cheers, made the following do I wish you all every happine s in Stanley. (Great
remarks:- This i a temperance hall, and I would like cheering.) Ex-Bailie M'Neill, Perth, mond a Yote of
to say a worcl of enconragement to those who have for thanks to 11r. Currie for bis l indness in laying the
their purpose iu the hall- in their motive, and in their foundation-stone, at considera L1e inconvenience to himtemperance movement, this-the goo<l of all men. self. (Cheers, and a Yoice-"'l'hree cheers for Mrs.
(Applause.) This is a noble purpose-a. pnrpose worthy Currie." Renewed cheering.) The Rev. ~1r. Thomson,
of you and worthy of legislators-for the country's Free Church, 'tanley, shortly addressed the assemblage
greatest good is sought, as its greatest development is on the benefit of total nbstincnce.
Three cheers
secured, when the private purpose and the public having been given for the Queen, the vast assemblage
interest go hand in hand. (Applause.) Is it a public repaired to a large park where nnmerous games were
interest that temperance principles should prevail'? engaged in,
(Applause.) I say it is. (Great cheering.) In this
Parliament I recorded my vote for the principle that
ratepayers should control-or at any rate have a voice
:Magistrate-" Prisoner, what had yon to drink?· ·
in-the liq nor traffic of this country. (Applause.) I "Only a ]:lint of beer, your worship.' ""\Yliat next~ .,
said that I would clo so iu every town that I visited in " Only another pint, your worship." " Vhat next ·t ·'
my canvass for the county of Perth-not tha.t l was so " Only 11, fight, your worship. "
thoroughly in favour of , 'ir \Vilfricl Lawson's Permissive
Bill as to argue for it-but was wilting to have this
CRT RCH \VHI. KEY.-The assertions of the 1Iormon~
principle, involved in local option, that those-that is is that their religion siwes them.
Being Uod's
the electors-who have interests at stake, are entitled,
" chosen people," they can do nothing wrong, hence
as ratepayers, to consider wherein their interests are many of their doings are sacrilegious. A gentleman
affected. (Applause.) And this local option principle who had occasion to make a purchase at their store
is the principle of Government in England, and Ireland, recently, showed us the bill be received, of which the
and, cotland-the principle that we judge what is best following is a. copy:-'' Holiness to the Lord." Mr.
for the whole is best for ourselves, for the community Blank Doe: Bought of Zion's Mercantile 'o-operative
-and by a large majority in Parliament we declare Institution, two gn.ls. whiskey, 8.00 clols.-Daili,i
your voice, the voice of our constituents, and so accom- 1'ribune, June 22, 1879,
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PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
TnE following meetings have been acldressed by the
representatives of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Tempeeance Association from 11 th July to 14th August
inclusive. During that period 87 meetings were held,
30 being deputional and 57 ordinary. At these meetings 125 addresses were given.
The following is a summary of each speaker's work:
l\Ir. J. H. Waterston has visited Markinch, J edburgh,
Kelso, Y etholm, N ewcastleton, Langholm, Dunse,
Chwi.nton, Pencaitland, Edinburgh, Lauder, Ceres,
Pennicuick, and Dalkeith, and addressed 35 meetings.
Mr. R. Stevenson has visited Glasgow, Partick,
Kilsyth, Ayr, Helensburgh, Edinburgh, Greenock,
Kirkintillocb, Lanark, Dumfries, and Port Glasgow,
and addressed 21 meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited Glasgow, Greenock,
.Partick, Kilsyth, Kirkintilloch, Clarkston, Paisley,
and Aitkenhead, and addressed 15 meetings.
:Mr. ,villiam Blackwood has visited Inverness, Nairn,
Forres, Elgin, Lossiemouth, Fife-Keith, Huntly, and
Aberdeen, and addressed 13 meetings.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Glasgow, Kilsytb, Edinburgh, Clarkston, and Greenock, and addressed 9
meetings.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has visited Jedburgh, Kelso,
N ewcastleton, Langholm, Dunse, and Pennicuick, and
addressed 8 meetings.
Mr. ,vmiam Kesson has visited Partick, Glasgow,
Kilsyth, and Greenock, and addressed 7 meetings.
.Mr. John , 'teel has addressed 2 meetings in Edinburgh.
Mr. ,v. Davidson has addressed 2 meetings in Aberdeen.
Mr. Joseph Milne has addressed 2 meetings in
Edinburgh.
The fpllowing gentlemen have each delivered addresses in the places which follow their names :-Rev.
Dr. Adamson, Edinburgh; Captain Brotchie, Greenock;
Rev. Mr. Hunter, Aberdeen; Messrs. D. Moore,
Olasgow; D. G. Simpson, Helensburgh; A. Brown,
Fife-Keith; J. Nisbet, Edinburgh; Fuller, Edinburgh;
J, Horn, Lanark; Edwards, Aberdeen.

-·---------------------OUR BOOK SHELF,

Boo1<. , etc., for RE rnw, and communications for
the Editor, should be forwarded, not later than the
12th of each mouth, and as much earlier as possible, to
the _Office, 30 Hope 'treet.
1ifr. Frank York, of 87 Lancaster Road, N 0tting
Hill, London, ,v., has sent us a photograph of a drunkard taken at a ferry on the Thame, . It is most artistically done. Temperance reformers should place it in
their album, where it can paint a moral and adorn a
tale.
JVinsorne Words.
One penny. (London: F. C.
_Longley, ·warwick Lane, E.C.) This is the monthly
·magazine of '' The Help-one-another Society" for boys
and girls. A glance at its pages will dispose the most
fastidious to commend it for the purpose it has in
view.
Home Words fo1 · August. (London: Paternoster
Square.) This is a magazine which must come close to
the hearts of those who peruse its pages. All its articles
have one chief characteristic distinguishing them, a
gentle persuasiveness to good deeds and dispositions.
This month's (August) contains "A word to our harvesters," by our friend, Mr. F. Sherlock, which has had
the honour of being reprinted in many temperance
magazines.
Onward Recite1·, No. 107. One penny. (Manchester:
" Onward " Office.) '\Ve have felt real pleasure in
reading the various pieces which compose this number
of the " best and most popular reciter. 11 One of these,
"A word to our girls," should be read by every girl,
$0 wholesome and timely is the counsel which it con-

tains.
Here are the opening lines of it:-" Girls,
whatever else yon do, do not marry a drunkard. No
matter how deeply in love you may fancy yourselves
to be, do not marry a man who drinks intoxicating
liquor. It is better to go on through life single and
alone, to keep a cat, and make aprons for the heathen
chilclren, than to be a drunkard's wife."
Supplernent to Wllitaker's Alrnanaclc, 1880. Those
who are wise enough to furnish themselves yearly with
this very useful and interesting Almanack will be alive
to the desirability of procuring a copy of the Supplement, rendered necessary by the· great political change
which has recently taken place in Imperial affairs.
Those who are not subscribers to the Almanack, and
who yet desire to be well informed as to the administration of our national affairs, will find in this Supplement the fullest information detailed, analysed, and
summarized.
·
'J'he Little D ears. A photograph of over one hundred
children is certainly the happiest idea in photography
we have ever seen. It is difficult for one to say
whether the sterner or the fairer sex has the odds, but
it is certain that a lovelier group never arrested the eye.
They are in all positions, from little "Sooty" in the
wash-tub to "Beauty" in the perambulator, and
" Lovely," dressed as if for a baby show. There's
''Tiny" and '' Shinny," the sweetest of pets, and we
don't know how many more, all of them somebody's
darlings-bless them-for all have sat for their bright
little pictures. One could linger fondly over such a
charming galaxy of beauty, archness, and innocence,
but we must forbear. Only we the more earnestly urge
our readers to possess themselves of a copy of this
delightful sun picture. It is to be had of F. E.
Langley, 39 vVarwick Lane, London, E.(),
JV01nen'8 1,{eclicinal Use of Alcohol. By Mrn. Helen
Kirk. Read at Conference of British \Vomen's Temperance Association. (Lomlon : Memorial Hall, Farringclon Street, E. 0.) It was once our cherished belief
that women would be impelled to offer an active autagouism to the personal, social and national intemperance
of our day. That belief is 110w sight ; they do. It was
also a helicf of onrs that when they did so, they would
be fonnd in intelligence, equipment, antl fel'tility f
resource, most effective for offence against all the
cau. es and practice of iutemperance. \Ve weleome
Mrs. Kirk's admirable paper on the medicinal a pect
of the question, and point to it in support of our
belief. ,ve are old enough to rcmem her her husband's
famous pamphlet on medicinal drinking, which at the
time did so much to enlighten the mind of the community on the errors and the cruelties of the medical
profession as exhibited in their prescription of alcoholic
liquors. In Mrs. Kirk's too brief paper we have an
excellent resume of the progress of temperance medical
opinion, a valuable exposition of the various ensnaring
occasions for a "little stimulant," and an eloquent
appeal against their u··e. It is thoroughly reliable,
eminently practical in treatment, ancl a marvel of condensation.
God's Arrn: To the Sceptics of Scotland. By Rev.
G. G. Macleod, Carnwath. (To be had from the author.
One Penny.) ,v e always remember with admiration
the reply of the old lady to the terrified women that
clung to her during a fearful thunder-storm, '' I love a
God that can shake the world.,, And, notwithstanding all that has been said about intemperance
in language, we do hear with pleasure the fiery outburst of passionate eloquence with the grandeur and
power of the Almighty for its theme. Mr. Macleod
has a talent for vehemence of assertion, as was obvious
in his sermons on "Hell" and "Satanic Sacrifices : "
and he closes with " ~ ogodism" as fiercely and, we
think, as successfully as with Uuiversalists and Alcoholists. He begins by saying, "God is ! In the face
of creation, Atheism is arrant nonsense. Science has
long since knocked the bottom out of the antiquated
thing for all except blind moles. Voltaire tried to
send blood through its icy veins, and lost his soul in
the attempt.
It has long since been scouted from
educated circles as toQ profoundly coarse to be enter-
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tained by rational minds. Its ghost however, in the
garb of evolution, has arisen to haunt this age. Atheism we know, anc.l the devil: but Evolution, who art
thou? Evolution is the refined aud cultivated form
of the rotten carcase buried with Voltaire." In this
strain he discourses throughout his sermon, which is
well sustained from its beginning to its close. For
energy and grace, sarcasm and appeal, it is not surpassed by any of the discourses that teem from the
press, and is fitted to exert a powerful influence on all
by whom it may be reacl.

spirit of our Lord's teac~i~g- ,~hich,_ after all, is tl!e
chief matter for the Christ1an-1s entirely and only m
favour of total abstinence as a duty, in a country and
in times characterized by drunkenness. We dismiss
this sermon with wonder. It is years behind the
times. It would certainly have been better for its
author's reputation that he ~ad ac~epted th~ other
alternative of which he speaks m the mtrocluction.

The Two Sides of the Question: A Sermon. By the
Rev. G. Calthrop, M.A., Vicar of St. Augustine's,
Highbury. (London : Elliot Stock.) "Save us from
our friends," are the first words which reach our lips
after a perusal of this sermon. It was avowedly
preached in the interests of temperance by one who
claims to be a temperance reformer ; but certainly the
tendency of its teaching is to exalt "moderation" to
the pinnacle of admiration, and patronisingly to regard
total abstinence as the innocent weakness of rabid
reformers. The author fully recognizes the extent of
the evil we combat. He regards intemperance as "the
monster evil of our time," and describes with considerable power the slow and insidious growth of the enslaving habit. Yet these facts of a wide experience
only lead him to this daring and almost abandoned
conclusion : he says-" I assert most strongly, and
without the slightest hesitation, the lawfulness for a
Christian man of the use-as a beverage, and not
merely as a medicine-of alcoholic liquors." To support this antiquated assertion, he ventures to quote
Christ as authorizing the consumption of intoxicating
liquors. "The Lorc.l Jesus Christ (he says) on a certain occasion, and an important one, for it was the
introduction to His ministry, turned water into winewine which, if it had been consumed in excess, would
have had the power of heating the system, and disordering the intellect, and stupefying the senses of
those who ?onsmned it." He will not accept the
theory that It was unfermented wine which our Lord
made, but contemptuously pushes it aside, with the
hazardous assertion that "no scholar whose opinion is
worth taking into account. wnu1d su.y so." After thi::i,
it is with some misgivings that we recall one or two
names which we h1ul regarded as of some weight iu
such a controversy, and \,Vhich ,ve fondly believetl convincingly supported that theory-Dr. Lees, Dr. otts,
Bishop Hall, Archbishop Trench, Dean Howson, etc.,
etc. But even without the aid of scholastic authority,
if our author will admit the weight of moral considerations, we submit that a little reflection on the character of 'hrist (pure and undefiled), the mission of Christ
(to save men, not to destroy them), the object of the
miracle (the manifestation of Christ's glory), the words
in which Christ taught the world to pray (" lead us not
into temptation"), and the fact of the nature and
effects of alcoholic liquor (insidious and deadly), will
not strengthen, but fatally weaken the force of what
we consider his unwarranted assumption. Our author,
however, further supports his view of what he calls
common-sense temperance, by quoting the words of
Christ-" John came neither eating nor drinking, antl
they say he hath a devil. 'I'he Son of man came eating
and drinking, and they say, Behold a man gluttonous,
and a wine-bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners"
- as tending to show that our SaYiour countenanced
the moderate consumption of intoxicating liquors.
'' Had Christ been himself a total abstainer,'' he remarks, "it would have been simply impossible that He
could have been called a 'wine-bibber.'" . . . "1'he
tJ:,ing is impossible; because there would have been no
foundation for the calumny to be built upon." Now,
without multiplying words unnecessarily, we have
simply to say that calumny, when it rests on a foundation, is itself much calumniated by such a designation.
For ourselves, we regard the life and character of Christ
as too holy, too pure, too wise to offer the rnoderate
drinker (who, after all, is in a great number of cases
but the first phase and incipient outline of the drunkard) even the shadow of an excuse for his limited
indulgence. vVe are, moreover, convinced that the

Anything from the pen of Sir Henry T_hompson,
dealing with any aspect of human welfare, IS _sure t_o
command attention, and, we venture to believe, IS
specially worthy of the consideration of temperance
reformers. Their movement has been indebted to him
oftener than once. In his letter to his Grace the
Archbishop of Canterbury, in his correspondence with
Lady Jane Ellice, and in his contributions to the
Contemporary R e,view, and in his public speeches, _he
has thrown the weight of his great knowle~lge and mfl..uence as a medical authority on the side of temperance reform. vVe turn, therefore, with interest to the
volume before us, hoping to find in its pages farther
confirmation of our position from so deserYedly great
an authority on medical questions.
In Food and Feeding Sir Hemy is not, however,
specially writing on alcoholic liquors and their relation
to the healthy human system, but with an earnest desire to reform the abuses connected with our food and
our use of it. It is, alas, the general custom, and not,
as one would look for, the exception, for the most of
people to treat their stomachs as they do their poor
relations- with unwarrantable indulgence the one day,
and with studied neglect the other. They have n?t
even the Irish pig-feeder's excuse, that he "wanted Ill
the pigs-the craturs-a streak of lane anJ. a streak of
fat time al,out." Is it any wonder that they almost
never enjoy the latter ·half of their existence ? Other~,
alas that they are the minority, conscious that then·
body, at least here and now, is the ba is of the ma1_1ifestations of a. healthy mentality, have a lauclable dr<:sn·n
to treat their stomachs worthily; but from ignorance
on the 0111:: ha11d and the pre ·sure of conventwualism o_u
the other, find it a very difficult thing to do. In 111s
treatment of the subject, , ir Henry a.ttempts to wam
the one of his folly, and CIH:ourage the other in the wa.y
in which he should go.
The volume consists of ten chapters. In these a.re
set forth the great sin of improper feeding- the materials of food-foods used by the 1?easautry-preparation of food by the middle classes-combination of
foods at meals-dinners-wineT-dinner arrangements
--and the public <linner. There is also an appendix on
the Pot-au-feit.
It has often filled us with surprise when we have
seen with what accuracy mankind can treat of the properties of numbers an<l the nature and relations of the
heavenly bodies, trace ont the wonders and unfold the
marvels of creation, anJ. yet all these years have made
so little progress with the knowledge and management
of their own systems. Vv e stand. awe-struck ancl worshipful before the grandeur of the outward world, and
are content to writhe instead of live, to endure the
horrors of dyspepsia, instead of patiently stri,·ing ~o
briug ourselves into harmony with organic laws.
ll'
Henry says, "For it is certain that an adequate recognition of the value of proper food to the individua~ in
maintaining a high standard of health, in prolonging
healthy life, and thus largely promoting cheerful temper, prevalent good nature, and improved moral tone,
would achieve almost a revolution in the habits of a
larae part of the community." Meantime, in consequ;nce of this neglect, the majority of infants are
reared on imperfect milk by weak or ill-fed 1:1o~hers.
Alruo::; t all the rest, being well to do, are the v~ctn~s ?f
over-feeding, and it would be some consolation if m
after stages some better treatment was in store, b1~t the
poor boy must share his father's hard and unsmtable
fare an<l, alas, his beer or gin; the well-to-do boy, on
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the other lrnnd, is pampered with solid foods and
stimulating drinks, which custom and self-indulgence
haYe placed upon the table. ls it wonderful that following on these abnormal feediugs we have the
"bilious attacks" which in so many mar the enjoyment of life. This is a sad picture, but it grows
darker when, "Under such circumstances it often happens, as the youth grows up, that a flagging appetite
or a failing digestion habitually demands a dra.m before
or between meals, and that these latter are regar,led
rather as occasions to indulge in variety of liquor
than as repast for nourishing the body ; and it is not
surprising tl~at the true object of both eatiug and drinking is entirely lost sight of. . . . So it oiten comes to
pass that at middle age, when man finds himself in the
full current of life's occupations, struggling for preeminence with his fellows, indigestion has become
persistent in some of its numerous forms, shortens his
'staying power,' or spoils his judgment and temper...
On the other hand the poor man, advancing in years,
shows stgns of damage to his constitution from continuous toil with inade()_uate food, the supply of which
is often diminished by his expenditure for beer, which,
although not seldom noxious, he regards as the elixir
of life, never to be missed when fair occasion for obtaining it is offered.
Many of this class become
permanent inmates of the parish workhouse or infirmary. "
Sir Henry, from such considerations, finds his subject
shaping itself. Food must be first regarded in relation
to its value for building up and sustaining the human
body ; the food must be properly selected and fitly
prepared ; the true exercise of taste in service, and the
art of combining foods for a meal, fall lastly under
consideration.
In subsequent chapters we find food defined ; its
two-fold purpose and its assimilation duly set forth.
.._' ir Henry guardedly approves of a vegetarian diet.
There is au excellent summary of footls, their geographical limits, their uses by various civilized and uncivilized peoples; and he finds occasion to animadvert
on the vice of the age in selecting foods too much concntrated, and in consuming too largely of them.
Our modern dining customs have the special antipathy of ir Henry. He favours a small select dinner
party in preference to the crowd that is generally
invited to dine. IIis scathing denunciation of a
fashionable dinner is well-deserved ; it stamps discredit
upon the age in which we live, and, as contrasted with
our culture in other matter ·, looks very much like
winish in comparison. Equally deserved and pung,mt
are his strictures on the public dinner, and if his observations on out· public feeding are laid to heart, it will
he of signal benefit to the individual an l the country,
and, we need not say, will permit of a greater and
cheapet· diffusion of the rnat~rials of food than obtai1is
at the present time.
"\Ve have, we hope, said as much as will be sufficient
to induce our readers to possess a, copy of this work for
themselves. It y,·ill amply repay perusal. In our
next notice we will examine what Sir Henry says about
liquors, and why he says it.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
'1'1rn LATE REV. DR. KERR, A.::\-1., DuNSE.- It is our
sorrowful duty to place on record the decease of thi s
good minister and trne social reformer. He died at
Dunse of heart disease on Saturday evening, 17th
July, in the 74th year of his age, and 47th year of
his ministry. He was the beloved pastor of the South
U. P. Congregation for the long period of forty years,
and was widely known and greatly esteemed in Dunse
and Berwickshire. He heartily co-operated with the
other ministers in Dunse in all that regarded the higher
interests of their r spective flocks, and showed by a
briaht example what might be done if ministers everywh~re were to combine for the overthrow of the wickedness around them. He was a self-made man, a diligent
and successful student all his life, an accomplished
theologian, classical scholar, and authority on early

Oriental History. He ever took a deep interest in all
that favonrect. the promotion of civil an<l religious
liberty; was a memqer of the 'chool Board, ancl at
last its chairman. A proJ:icicnt in music, he carrietl on
for many years classes for the extension of this delightful art. As a social reformer, he took a prominent
part in movements calculated to elevate the working
classes by reducing the temptations to which they are
exposed. This lecl him to be a cordial supporter of the
cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
which aims at the suppression of the liquor traffic. He
was for [some years president of the local auxiliary of
this association, an<l generally presided and took an
active part in the meetings. He died, in a word,
greatly beloved and sincerely lamented. His remains
were interred on Thursday, 22nd July, in the presence
of the largest assemblage of mourners eYer seen in
Dunse. A deputation from the Dunse auxiliary to the
, 'cottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association:Messrs. G. Bruce, president ; ,v. Smith, treasurer ;
D. Paterson, secretary; and J. H. \Vaterston, district
superintcndent-.1ttended on the melancholy occasion
as a mark of deep and sincere respect to the deceased.

VARIETIES.
Ladies bad better be fast asleep than "fast" awake.
ONE AY.-How to acquire short-hand. Fool around
a cutting-machine.
A little fellow was eating some bread and milk, when
he turned round to his mother and said, '' 0, mother,
I'm full of glory ! There was a sunbeam on my spoon,
and I swallowed it."
"If my mind wanders," said a stout Irish invalid,
"give me a little out of the black bottle on the ta.hle. "
"But what if you r efuse to take it?" said the attendant. "Then bate me, and make me take it," was
the reply.
Go::rn 'l'O THE DoG :-;. - One of :Mr. Yeaman's supporters, eady ou the polling day at Dundee, got a clog,
put a cloth upon him, on which was inscribed, "Yote ·
for Yeaman." One of Mr. Hell<l rson's canvassers
seeing this, exclaimed, " ,vhat ! is Yeaman gone to
the dogs already'?"
"Don't you want to be my wife ? " said a small boy
to a smaller girl. ,vith some h e itation, but with a
certain firmness of tone, she Teplied, " Yes, I would."
" Then," continued the boy, as he, eatecl himself ou the
ground, and lifted up his foot., '' you must begin by
pulling off my boots."
A chiltl from a t emperance home, visiting her grandmama, s&w the old lady drinking a glass of beer, and
exclaimed, " vVhy, grandma.ma, I thought you were
good ! " 1'1.ie old lady thought it ornr, and promised
the child she would drink no more, adding aside to its
mother, "I am sure that I won't forfeit his good
opinion for the little I take. "
No day should pass without eating a certain proportion of fruit. "\Vhen fresh fruits are not at hand, or
are dear, try Dr. Gull's favourite. Raisins at 4d. pet·
lb. are about equal to grapes at a ls. Soak them in
water all night, stew them gently an hour in the morning, and you have one of the most delicious compotes
in the ,vorld. Dried figs, heated in the same manner,
are delightful.
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LOCAL OPTION AND PROHIBITION.
, 'TATEMENT OF MR COl\ilVIIS 'IONER MANNING
This interesting and important statement, by J.
Vv. Manning, Esq., of Ontario, was made a few
months since to a select audience, in the Mayor's
Parlour, Manchester Town Hall. It is now reprinted,
by special request, for wide circulation, with a
Synopsis of the Canadian Permissive Prohibitory Act
(1878), and some important testimonies from faiue.

THE

OCTOBER, 1880.
SOOT TISH PERMISSIVE BILL
AND

TEMPERA OE ASSOCIATION.
Twenty-Second Annual Business Meeting of the
members of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association was held on 28th September, 1880, in
the Christian Institute, Glasgow. There was a crowded
attendance. Treasurer Hamilton presided, and was
supporteJ by ex-Provost Dick, ex-Bailie Torrens, Bailie
Selkirk, R. M'Callum, Dr. M'Culloch, and Mr. R.
Mackay. The meeting was constituted by prayer,
offered up by Mr. James Malcolm. Present <luring
the day were the following ladies and gentlemen :Robert Rodgers, Largs; Wm. Scougall, Glasgow;
James Malcolm, do.; James Murray, do. ; ReY. vVm.
Crombie, Avonbritlgc; Thomas T. M'Lagau, Edinburgh; James Wilson, Clarkston; John M'Diarmid,
Dollar ; John Lightbody, La.nark : lEneas Mackay,
E tlinburgh; Robert Murray, do.; R. 1'Callmn, Glasgow; J. c+. Temple, do.; James Drysdale, Bridge of
Allan; John Steel, Edinburgh; Peter Ferguson, Glasgow; James Rae, Falkirk; John Lamont, Glasgow;
Murdoch M'Ken7.ie, do. ; John Tait, Dalheattie; Wm.
Blackwood, Aberdeen; James M'Culloch, M.D.,
lJumfnes; James Bums, Tollcross, Glasgow; \Tilliam
Davidson, Aberdeen; James Nicol, lasgow; John
Black, do.; Ex-Provo t Di0k, do.· William Ramsay,
Gourock ; Ja.mes Paterson, Aberdeen ; J. H. Waterston, Edinburgh; " ' illiam Kesson, Glasgow; R. C.
Mi.irray, do. ; George Laird, Glasgow; John Pater~on,
do.; \ illiam Robertson, Paisley; Adam B~ack, Le~th;
John Williams, \Vishaw; Archd. M'Kenzie, Bonhill;
James Osborne, Mearns; William Hogg, Arbroath;
Thomas Robinson, Hnrlet; Rev. Samuel Harcling,
Paisley ; George Andrew, Glasgow ; Thomas Goodlet,
Padey; Duncan Smith, Glasgow ; Peter Cunningham, Hamilton : Miss Isa Muir Goodlet, Paisley ; J as.
Flemington, \Vhitburn; Joseph Milne, Edinburgh;
Mri!. Joseph Milne, do.; James R. Livingston, Glasgow;
John Howieson, U dd.ingston; Ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P.,
Glasgow ; James Winning, Paisley; William R.
Gibson, Kilsyth; Bailie Selkirk, Glasgow; R. Dram;fieltl do.; R. Stevenson, do.; Daniel Kerr, Fergus hill;
Ale~ander Black, Glasgow ; James Fullerton, Saltcoats; J. M. Cunningham, Glasgow; Henry ·wyatt,
do.; Rev. Hector Hall, do.; James Horn, Lanark ;
David G. Findlay, Glasgow; Mrs. Neilson, do.; J. H.
11aper, Manche~ter ; Willia'? Hart, Kilsyth_; Henry
D. 1{,eid, Coatbridge; Captam Donald Brotch1e, Greenock;
amuel Dickson, Kilsyth; James Darling,
Edinburgh; Mrs.
mith, Bothwell; Miss Smith,
<lo. ; Mrs. Robertson, Paisley ; :M:iss Robertson,
do.; :Mrs. Dalziel, do.; Miss Gemmell, Glasgow ; J as.
Jamieson, Ayr; James Miller Shaw, Ayr; ,John
Nisbet, Edinburgh; James Patrick, eilston; John
Paton, Barrhead; James Hamilton, J.P., Glasgow;
R. Mackay, do.; J. W. Mackay, <lo.; ' . F. hanks,
B:u-rhead; J. N. M 'Alister, Cambuslang; Duncan
Ferguson, Barrheacl ; Alex. Smith, Bonhill ; Daniel
M'Farlane, Barrhead; I saac Lynas, Glasgow; \Vm.
Hart, sen., Coatbridge; Rev. Robert \Vallace, Crosshill; Hev. Robert Paterson, Govan ; George Hunter,
THE

Gourock; Rev. \.Vm. Adamson, D.D., Ediuburgh;
Rev. W. F. Adamson, Ayr.; Thomas Shanks, Johnston ; John Conchar, Glasgow ; Daniel Brown, do.;
John Colville, Motherwell; Walter Linton, Glasgow;
J . P. Lossock, Peebles ; Mrs. J. P. Lossock, do.; Rev.
Thos. Evans, Merthyr-Tydvil; John Lang, Greenock ;
James Johnston, Falkirk ; \V. J. Wood, Glasgow ;
\Vm. Howat, Stirling ; John Laing, Edinburgh; Mrs.
John Laing, do.; J. Y. Simpson, Largs; vVm. Smith,
Glasgow; George Gray, do.; James Dymock, Boness;
Rev. Alexander Cross, Ardrossan; Rev. A. Davidson,
Greenock; Rev. W . Wyllie, Blantyre; \Vm. Brydon,
Ayr ; Andrew Crawford, Glasgow ; Rev. S. Sleath,
Boness; John Munro, Edinburgh; James Nicolson,
Leith ; Councillor Scott, do.
The following gentlemen have sent regretful apologies- Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Esq., M.P.; Sir
Wilfrid J.,awson, Bart., j\f.P. ; Charles Cameron, Esq.,
M.P.; R. vV. Cochran-l:'atrick, Esq., M.P.; James
Cowan, Esq., M. P.; Col. Alexander, Esq., M.P.;
James tewart, Esq., 1. P. ; Dr. Robert Farquhar·son, M.P.; Lieut.-Gen. Sir A. Gordon, M. P.; .Frank
Henderson, Esq., M. P. ; Charles Tennant, Esq., M. P. ;
D. M'Laren, Esq., M.P . . R. J. C. Hamilton, Esq.,
.1.P;; ir James Bain; C. °Frflser-Ma.ckintoRh, Es<]_.,
M.P.; Andrew Grant, Esq., M.P. ; R. F. F. Campbell, Esq. , l\I . .t'. ; J. C. Bolton, Esq._, M . .i:'. ; J. Kidstou, Esq., J.P., Barnet; James King, Esq., J.P.,
Kilsyth; James iVhite, Esq., J.P., Overtoun; J.
Robertson, Esq., J.P., Lawhope; Rev. J. M. Sloan;
Glasgow; Rev. ,v. W. Tulloch, do.; Rev. Dr. Thomson, Paisley; Rev. James \Vells, M.A., Pollokshields,
Rev. Dr. Wallace, Glasgow ; Rev. A. Dunlop, Partick; Rev. David Macrae, Dundee; J. Miller, Bsq.,
Innerleithen; H. E. Crum Ewing, Esq., Helensburgh;
James ampbell , Esq., Glasgow; George Bruce, Esq.,
Dunse ; William Tait, Esq. , Edinburgh ; D. M 'Cowan,
E q., Glasgo,v; Councillor J. Johnstone, Dumfries;
P. Campbell, Esq., Perth; Dr, A. Fergus, Esq.,
Glasgow; Alex. ". Cook, Esq., Aberdeen; John
Trayner, Edinburgh ; Robert Lockhart, Esq., do.
Alex. Allan, Esq., Glasgow; Dr. A. Sloan , Glasgow.
(From Sir ,vrLFRID LAW ON, Bart., l[.P.)
"Thanks for the platform ticket, which I, however,
must return, as I could not be with you on the 28th.
I hope, however, that you will have a most successful
meeting, and one which will be _worthy of . 'cotland,
from which country we have received most mvaluable
support in the struggle for the most pressing reform of
the day."
(From Dr. •AM.ERO::-., M.P.)
" I should have had great pleasure in attending the
meeting had I been in town. It is hardly necessary
for me to assure you of my cordial sympathy with the
object of your m_eeting, nor to exp~ess my hope th~~ in
point of success 1t may surpass all its predecessors.
The 1IIAIRMAN, who was received with applause,
said his first duty was to congratulate the members on
this the 22nd anniversary of their association. Directina their attention to the signs of progress since the
la;t meetincr, he said one of these was the fact that the
Maine La; was still being enforced, and hil>d been
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successful for a quarter of a century. At the Maine that the aim and object of the Association were never
Republican State Convention, held in Augusta in June, better understood or more widely appreciated·than at
the following resolution was unanimously adopted :- this moment. They have been surrounded by a number
"Resolved : That experience has demonstrated the of able and zealous agents, whose continuous labours
wisdom of the policy of prohibition as an auxiliary to have been warmly and widely recognised by all who
temperance reform, and as contributing to the material have co-operated with them in promoting the interests
wealth, happiness, and prosperity of the State, and of the agitation. There are at present on the staff
that we refer with confidence and pride to our un- Messrs. Bb.ck, Blackwood, Lossock, Stevenson, and
deviating support of the same as one of the cardinal Y{ aterstone. lVI r. Blackwood has the Northern district
principles of the Republican party in Maine." Then under his care, and your Executive learn with great
there was the Irish Sunday Closing Bill, of which satisfaction that his labours are meeting with increasing
there were the most gratifying testimonies to the acceptance. . Mr.
aterston superintends the Eastern
good it was doing. Next, there was the new Temper- district with great ability and success. Mr. Stevenson
ance Act in New Brunswick; while at a late meeting has the ·western district under his care, where his
of the British Medical Association at Cambridge, the labour meets much appreciation. Itis most gratifying to
temperance question was discussed, and Dr. Kerr made be able to acltl, that in the prosecution of their various
a very bold inroad upon the customs of society. Some and manifold labours they continue to receive the
temperance friends. bad great difficulty in attending very cordial co-opera.tio11 of a large and. increasing
public dinners, in consequence of the practice of making number of earnest friends. Mr. Ilobert :Oransfield and
the tickets the sanic price to those who dicl not drink Mr. Vi.-m. Kesson continue to render cfticient platform
:-is to those who did. 'l'hey did not object npon the service. . :Mr. Lossock de\"Otes a considerable portion
ground of the money Yaluc, hnt upon that of principle'. 1 of the year to collection with gratifying success. . Ii·.
Dr. Kerr made a. JU<Jtion to th effect that th re ' .Black Has gi 'en all his time to this branch of the
should be n, <listinction. and it was c:iniC'<1. ll t·ncc- work with singula.1· aptitude, devotion, and success.
forth, ·with that n,ssocia.tion, there will be a diff0rence His fforts have resultecl, not,dthstanding the pre•
in the price of tickets to ab~tainrrK. Anothe1· sign of valent dcprr.·sion, in a large acccf': ion to the memberprogress was the fact that the wife of th e Pr03idcnt of ship of the As. ociation. The arduous and exacting work
the great American Republic would not allow the use of of your agency staff, during the year, has been done
Htrong liquors at her socia.l gatherings. Further, th ere in a. manner satisfactory to your Executive.
, ·as the great meeting in the Exekr Hall on th e 16th
The ordinary a.ch·ocacy has never been equal to the
.Tune last, when eloquent speeches in fa,·out· of Local clcmancls of the moYcment, but your ExecutiYe conlcl
Opt.ion were delivered by eminent men. It ,rn.· the always rely upon the generous and vrJnable a.id of an
hest meeting ever h eld in that hall on the question. ever-widening circle of earnest aud devoted friends, to
'l~wo clays after, the gre:it deb:ite took place in the whose abundant and successful advocacy in behalf of the
Honse of 'ommons, when Sir Vlilfrid Lawson was movement yonr Executive bear a willing and emphatic
st pporteJ. by 229 members and opposed by 203. testimony.
J\JEETIXns.
.rust three m0Hth1:1 hefore, when Sir \Vilfrid moved the
same resolution in the Conservative Parliament, he had
During the year your Executive, deeply sensible of
136 for and 250 against him. Ha.ving read extracts the necessity laid upon them in view of a general elecfrom newRpapers in favour of Loca.l Option in order to tion, to create and deepen a sonucl conviction on the
show the progress made in puhlic opinion, the chair- principles and policy of the Scottish prohibitory moveman said they must all rejoice at the o-reat victory of ment, continued a vigorous agitation by public meetthe 18th June-one long to be remembered with an- ings. These meetings excited great attention in thoso
other victory, for it was on that day in 1815 that the localities where they took place, and the general elecbattle of ·watedoo was fought. But the prohibition tion inve tell many of them with unusual interest, and
victory was a bloodless one. It left no maimed bodies rendered them more than ordina,rily successful.
and no widows and orphans. But it was one which
'ir ,vilfrid Lawson addressed eight great meetings
, ·oulcl for ever tell for good upon all classes of the in , 'cotlancl during the last recess. 'l'he night previous
community. (Applause.) He culled upon the secre- to your last annual meeting he was taking part in the
tary, Mr. llobert .Mackay, to read the report, ,yhich was Jubil e Temperance meetings in Greenock, and adas followsdrcssecl a densely-crowded meeting in the Town Hall.
He ha l a most gratifying reception, and on the follow•
•r,YENTY- 'E OND AN UAL REPOHT OF THE ing morning met with a number of the leading citizens
, 'COTTL 'H PERMIS '!YE RILL
TD TE)f. , at brcakfa t. In the cvenino- he attended your annual
PEHANCE A ', OCIATION.
I ublic meeting, where he met with a most cordial
welcome from th e crowded audiences assembled in the
Ix presenting this their Twenty.; 'ecoull nnual Report, Larger an<l Lesser City Halls. On the 3rd .November
·om· Executive have to congratulate their co11stit nents ' he appeared in Edinburgh at one of the most impo ing
on the remarkable successes of the past yea.r. It is <l.emonstrations ever heltl there on the Temperance
impossi ble to look over the period which has elapsed question. The J!'ree Church Assembly Hall wa
since the last annual meeting of the Association with- crowded, and the Establi heel Church Assembly Hall
out recognising the solid progress which has been made. had to be called into requisition. On the 17th he
The year of which this Heport treats is the most visited Ayr, and in the evening was introduced to a
memorable in the history of the Association. A general densely-crowded meeting in the kating Rink by the
election, covering your opponents with defeat, and Provo. t, and recei ,,ed the heartiest manifestations
assigning to your question a supreme place among poli- of welcome. On the 26th, he visited Dundee, after
tical questions; the passage of , ir ,vilfrid Lawson's an absence of -eight years, and had an enthusiastic
Local-Option Resolution, embodying the principle of a welcome from a crowded audience. He went under
suppressive veto over the liquor traffic by the ratepayers, the auspices of the Dundee Temperance Hundred, and
and a pledge on the part of the Government to deal with the Provost presided over the meeting. On the 28th
the liquor traffic in harmony with the proposal of Sir he went to Forfar, and in the Reid Hall, crowded to
Wilfricl Lawson, a.ppear to fully warrant your ExecutiYe its utmost capacity, received a most flattering reception.
in believing that a continuance of the same vigorous and On the 22nd January, in response to au i11fl.uentiallyunited effort, so manifest on the part of Scottish moral signed requisition, he delivered an address, under the
and social reformers, will in the immediate future auspices of the Edinburgh University Temperance
secure for its people legal power to exclude from their Society, to the students of the Edinburgh University,
respective districts a traffic so alien to the order ancl in the Free Church Assembly Hall. His appearance
progress of their country.
wa greeted by these young men with prolonged cheers,
THE AflENCY.
which broke out again and again during the deliYery of
Your Executive are happy to report that all the his address. The next evening he went to Kirkcaldy,
ordinary operations of the agitation have been main- to one of the most imposing of the demonstration,
tained with unabated vigour; and they feel persuaded in which he had evel' taken part in Scotland. The
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North British Railway Company ran· special trains to
accommodate those attending the meetings h eld in the
Free and Congregational Churches. The Provost presided on the occasion. It is needless to add that at all
these gatherings the utterances of the hon. baronet
commanded the sympathy of the vast numbers
that crowded to hear him.
They were marked
by all the freshness, cogency, humour, and significance which so markedly distinguish his addresses,
:i.nd th ose that heard them set their seal of approval
upon them by their unstinte<l approbation.
Sir ·w il£rid was accompanied at all these meetings
by members of your Executi ve and friends. 'l'he following deserve special mention :-Dr. Cameron, -~LP. ;
R. J enkins, Esq., ~I.P.; Provo t )1'Pherson, eY-Bailie
Lewis; Re s. J. C. Burns, John Kay, aucl H ector
Hall, ~'reasurcr Hamilton, J. JJ.; ex-Bailie Torrcn, ,.J.P.;
41:essrs. R.. 1, .Murray, J.
inning, and J. Steel.
Through th e kirnlne::is of the United KingJom
Alliance, 11r. John Paton has been at the tlis1 osal of
yo ur Committee for sernral months during the year.
)Ir. Paton ha· been princip:1.lly engaged in canYassing
t he electors, and L.is labours have, in the opinion of
your Executive, had :1, powerful infinence in favour of
your principles and policy in many of the election contests. ::\Ir. Paton, they are glad to state, rcmn,ins in
Scotland until the ml of October.
In order to rn eet th e numerous dcmarnls on your
lecturing staff, your Executive engaged :i\Jr. harles
Bent, of Manchester, for t,,o mouth during the year.
He addressed meetings in Febrnary and in June over
11, ~Yide cli,.;trict; of country, with the highest credit to
himself, and to the gratifieation of all who had the
pleasure of attending his meetings. Your RxQcutiYe
were highly satisfied with his se1Tices.
During the year a number of special meetings have
tak n place, which were addressed by talented frieuds
and members of your RxecutiYe. The annual meetings wer remarkable for the attendance and the
euthusiasm of the audience, and the talent antl ability
of the platform, and the resolution not to abate
on e jot of their rightful demand, so manifest on
the p:nt of the members n.ncl frien ls.
At the
crowded meeting in the City Hall there were. along
with f-\1r Wilfricl Lawson, the Lord Pro,ost (who
presided}, )fr. Burt, .i:I.P.; • ir James Bain, Rc\'S, J .
U. Rums, (}. C'rou, J . Rranrl, and .J. Clark, ... Tr. ,). \Y.
).fanning, Ontario, Canada; )ir. Cilbert Ai·ch r,
Tr •asnrcr Hamilton, :i.ml ex-Bailie Torrens. On the fol lowing evening Mr. Manning kctured in -gdinburgh on
the Canadian 'Cemperance Act. He is a most talented
c·xponent of Prohibitory views, and yonr E ·ccntiYe
regretted that time did not allow of his Yisiting
, 'cotlancl nrnl taking pa.rt in a nurnhor of nwctings.
On thP same clntc ·x.-Bailie Torrens, J.l'., was present
as your representative at one of the series of J ubilce
'J 'empcrance 1,1eetings in Greenock, and acldressefl a
densely-crnwcl ·cl meeting in the Town Ffall. A largo
meeting took place a.t Port-Ulasgow on the 20th, in
which he took a le:uling part. .Bailie elkirk repr esented your Association at a. l arge meeting in Arclrossan
on 4th February, along with Rev. J . Kay, RQv. D.
Macrae, and others. Next lay a large and influential
Conference wa~ hel<l in Edinburgh, to offer con,¥'atulations to the Earl of Zetland, who harl announced his
intention to enforce his rights, as Superior of Grangemonth, against the lic1 uor traffic. Among tho e present were Re . Dr. Reill (who presided), Principal
Cairns, Professor Kirk, Rev. Drs. Adamson ancl Teape,
l1ev. J. Kay, ex-Bailie Lewis, and other warm friends
of the movement. Your ExecutiYe entertain the hope
that his Lordship may succeed in his efforts to secure
the legal exclusion of the pnhlican from his fens in
Grangemouth. Next day, at "t:irling, ex-Bailie Torrens
a.ml B a.ilie Selkirk addressed a most enthu iastie
meeting in the Town Hall, and were loudly applauded.
On the 17th c · -Bailie Torrcn , Bailie , 'elkirk, Mr.
James\-.; inning, and your Secretary went to Aberdeen.
In the afternoon a Conference Ieeting took place,
where interesting matters connected with the movement in the no'rth received careful consideration. Your
deputation were glad t o sec how highly appreciat ed

Mr. Blackwood was by those present, who spoke not
merely for themselves, but were accredited to do so for
others. In the evening your deputation addressed a
most excellent meeting in the Hall of the Young
Men's Christian Association, :.md had the valuable
assistance of Messrs. M'Donald, Adams, ,vm. Clark,
W. DaYidson, J. Paterson, &c. On the 23rd, at
Dunse, Rev. Dr. Adamson and Mr. Waterston
addressed a large and earnest audience, in the Town
Hall there, with great acceptance. On the 26th, at
Kinross, ex-Bailie Torrens and Bailie Selkirk addressed,
on behalf of the Association, a large attendance, by
whom their addre:--ses were loudly cheered. On the 6th
curt. a. ery interesting aud influential meeting assembled in the CounPi l Cha.mb r ~, :Edinburgh-the Right
Hon. Lord rro,·ost 130yd pre iding-to hear a statement 0£ the natul'e, position, and prospects of the
'mmn.ian Temperance A t, by the Hon. Ale.·. Yi<lal.
His . tatemcnt made a marked im11ression 011 thofl<•
present, am ong whom were e ·-Bailie Lewi:, 'oun ·illor
IleY. D. Bruce, Ile,. 11'. L. Armitacre, l>.
1 Clark,
Dick ·on, Esq., &c.
\ fan · other places ha Ye Leen
visited hy your advocates and agents, with the happiest
effect upon t he prohibito1-y sentiment more or le:o.
manifest in the loca.lit?, Tt is to thei::e m etin g. tlwt
your Executive ha., e to attribute the rapid ex t ensim1
of their principles, a.ntl the ride-~preall a.0ceptn11ce of
their policy. 'J'h cy hea.rti.l y acknowletlge the great
scn·iccs rell(lered by lbilio Lewis to the prohibitory
moYement, by his unweariecl a.d vocacy of temperanc"
and prohibiti 0n both at week - day and ~abbath
meeting~.
The opcn-a,ir a.ch·ocacy ha.. , chuing the year, Leen
conspicu ously !lnccessful. Meeting addres ·ed by your
agents were h eld in almost all the leading towns.
Your ExecutiYe are convinced that through thi branch
of your operations a knowledge of the aims and objects
of your As ociation i8 brought home to those whom
otherwise you could not reach, and that the good they
do amply justifieR the great care and labour bestowed
, upon th m.
The Jabbath meetings on the Green h::w e been un•
usually emcee. ;;,fnl this year. 'l'hey werEi u11del' tlio
devoted superintendence of ).fr. H. Dransfield, anc-1
h:i.ve been - addressed by ex-Bailie Torrens, ,Jamcs
Horn, Es<1., Iessrs. J. Paton, .J. H. \Vaternton, H.
'teYcnson, '. Bent, R. facka,y, \ "", Kesson, D. foorc,
and · 1. Dransfield. The attendance has been most
sati;·factory, and gr at interest has been manifested by
the audience.
TllE :SU_lffER OF l\IEETINGS.

During the hy-pa t year th numhel' d lcctureH
delivered hy your agents -was as follow~ :-_Ir, \YaterRto11, 2..,~ ; l\lr. Rtcvenson. 20G : ~Ir. Blackwood,
204; fr. Dnmsfiel<l, HI. ; ::\ lr. Rent, 57; Mr. I esson,
2 . Mr. John P .. ton <leliYered 32 lectur s a.ncl y out·
, 'ecretary G5 dnring the l:!ame time. The number of
meetings held during the year which were either
arranged by the Association or addressed by its representatives was !127-697 ordinary and 230 deputational.
At thes meetings 1318 addresses were deliYered.
These figures are not inclusive of the numerous lectures
delivered in behalf of the Association by friends
throughout the country n.ud of which your Ex:ecnth·e
regret to state no record is kept or transmitted to
them.
Your Executive heartily acknowledge the very valu•
able assistance which was rendered by the following
gentlemen and members to the agitation during the
year :- , ir Vtilfricl Lawson, Bart., :;\,f. P ; Thos. Burt,
E q. , 1J.P.; ex-Bailie Torrens, J.P.; ex-Bailie Lewis,
J.P. ; Bn.ilie Selkirk, Rev. Dr. Adamson, Il e . ,John
K::i.y, Ilev. H. Hall, Rev. \Vm. Crombie, Re,·. \V. J.
Boon , n v. \Vm. Halliday, Captain Brotchie, Dr..T. M.
2\f'Cnlloch, Dr. Bowie, ex-Provost Dick, Messrs. R. 0 .
.r'lnrrn,y, J. \Vinning, .Tolm t eel, Robert M'Callum,
James Horn, W. J. \Yoocl, J. W. Mackay, William
Davidson, Robt. Adams, D. Moore, J. Nisbet, Matthew
:Edwards, &c.
Kl "DRED ASSOCIATIONS.

Your Executive rejoiee to have to state that they
have availed themselves of every opportunity that hn.s
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presented itself £qr co-operating with the various temperance organisations in Scotland, and that in consequence they continue to maintain the most cordial
relations with them all.
Bailie Selkirk, Mr. John Nisbet, and your Secretary
represented your Association at the annual meetings of
the United Kingdom Alliance in October last. Thef!e
meetings were in every sense worthy of this grand
organisation. Bailie Selkirk was appointed one of the
Council Business Committee and addressed the Council
meeting. The relations between your Association and
the United Kingdom Alliance are of the most cordial
character, and that organisation is represented here by
.W. S. Caine, Esq., M.P., and Mr. Raper. vVe all
rejoice to see Mr. Raper once more amongst us.
Your Executive gladly welcome representatives from
the Scottish Temperance League-Rev. John Douglas
an<l. Mr. James Johnstone; from the Irish Temperance
League-Mr. "\V. M. Scott; from the British Goo~
Templars-Rev. J. A. Johnston; and from the American Good Templars-Rev. R. Paterson. They are also
glad to welcome a large number of delegates representing those societies who subscribe to the Association.
They trust that the unity so apparent among all sections
of the movement may never be disturbed, and that all
will be eager to combine on every occasion for the promotion of any effort which jhas for its object the advancement of the temperance reformation.

friends, and thus make it as useful as its conductor-a
would wish.
The New Year's Tract for 1880 was written by the
Rev. H. S. Paterson, M.D., of London, and was issued
in a most att~ac~ive sty~e. . Its circulation was injured
by the delay m its publication. The Tract for 1881 is
written by Rev. Dr. H. Bonar, of Edinburgh, and is
entitled "1'he City of the Plague." It will be issued
in the attractive form in which this series appears.
OBITUARY.

During the year your Executive have had to mourn
the decease of many devoted friends of the Association
and the movement. The agitation has sustained a
serious loss by the death of Mr. John Smith, of Fairmonnt, Bothwell. He was one of the vice-presidents
of the Association from its institution, and his largehearted sympathy, his generous hospitalit,y to deputations visiting the Association, and his full-handed
liberality to the funds cheered your Executive in their
labours, and the remembrance of his sympathy and
liberality cause them to keenly feel his loss, Mr. G.
Shirra-Gibbs, J.P., Cults, also a vice-president, was a
valued labourer, and did much in the north to further
the interests of the Association. Mr. Wm. Gray
Kinning Park, was a steadfast friend, and amona th~
members of the Society of Friends laboured abund~ntly
in the interests of temperance and prohibition. The
Rev. D. Kerr, of Dunsc, was for many years the president of your auxiliary and was one of the most devoted
LITERATURE.
As might be anticipated, there has been considerable friends of the cause. The Rev. Francis Johnston
attention bestowed on your question by the press. Messrs. David Craig, T. Knox, J.P., J. Craig, M.D.'.
As soon as it was apparent that prohibitionists were J. Chalmers, and J. Thyne, of Edinburgh; Rev. John
resolute in their determination to vote for principle, Wise, Auchtermuchty; Councillor Sutherland, Dundee·
and not merely for party, leading articles and corre- Messrs. T. Biggart, Dalry; R. Rankine, Haddington ·
spondence absorbed much of the space of the ordinary L. Roy, Alloa; D. Nicol, Blairgowrie; Wm. M. Mihan
press. On one hand your principle was admitted to be Avonbridge; Mr. R. Laurie and Eben. Anderson, Glas~
sound but your action was inexpedient; on the other gow, have all proved themselves the staunch friends of
you had been corrupted and had sold yourself to the prohibition, and deserve this sorrowful tribute. Mr.
party in power. Your Executive availed themselves of Wm. M'Combie, of Tillyfour, when in Parliament did
every opportunity to state the true issue on which they good service at a time when your friends there were
were prepared to fight, and they have little grounds for few, and after he had relinquished parliamentary
complaint against any portion of the press for not honours he rendered the movement great service in West
giving due publicity to their action and the reason for Aberdeenshire. Your Executive have to regret the
it. The constant notice taken of your policy pro- loss of Mr. E. A. Aitken, who died as we were assembled
v:oked inquiry into your principles and aims by the here last year. He earned the character of an intelliintelligent, and the interests of the agitation were gent, faithful, devoted, and successful servant, a11Ll in
largely benefited by the publicity and criticism to his sphere, combined great aptitude for business ;ith
which your Association was subjected. The cause is staunch loyalty to principle. The Joss of bis services
deeply indebted to those gentlemen who so ably is deeply regretted by friends in various parts of the
defended your course of action in those papers to whose country who knew his worth and who will join your
columns they had access. Yoar Association is specially Executive in this sorrowful tribute to his memory.
'fHE GENERAL ELECTION.
indebted to the Alliance 'N'ews, Christian }{ews, The
Your Executive, profiting by what took place at the
Good Templar, League Journal, hish L eagiie Joumal,
1
and Irish 1.'eniperance Banner, 1 he Medical Temperance general election of 1874, maintained a vigorous prosecuJournal, Church of England '1.'emperance Chronicle, tion of the electoral policy of the Association. It was
British Temperance Advocate, and IVeekly Record, which evident on every bye-election that, so far as your Assohave all rendered signal services to the movement during ciation was concerned, success depended upon whether
the year. Among the representatives of the Scottish press or not the constituency was intelligent on your policy,
the following deserve honourable mention :-The Daily had been canvassed for their pledges, or had organised
R eview, No1·lh Briti~h Daily .Mail, Alloa .Advertiser, their electoral strength. Your Executive became more
Northern En.sign, Orkney Herald, Greenoclc 'l'elegrciph, and more convinced that upon the electoral organisaPciisley Express, and many others. The Scottish Press tion of the electors the lasting success of the movement
in general have taken increased notice of Permissive would be found to rest. At such times, and with what
Prohibition, and it may be confidently affirmed that resources they could command, al'ld in this respect the
there was scarcely one paper in Scotlond who did not, value of the electoral action fund can hardly be over
last year, draw the attention of its readers to the estimated, they entered upon the work. They are
well aware how imperfectly the work has been overelectoral aspect of your question.
During the year your Executive have been as liberal taken, how defective in the critical judgment it may
in the distribution of literature--book, pamphlet, and appear, but they point to its results, and merely add
trn.ct-as their resources would permit, and have to that it has proved that in appealing to the electors
report that a very liberal distribution has taken place. upon the permissive suppression of the liquor traffic
They have always recognised the value of this branch they were simply appealing to the "Master of Parliaof their operations, and regret that they have not Leen ment."
Your Executive, in view of the general election, conenabled to carry it out to the extent that the present
position of the movement requires. The Social R e.former tinued to make the fullest preparation in their power
continues worthily to represent the Association. It is for that important event. The friends of the Associagrowing in public favour, and is receiving increased tion co-operated with them in iuterviewing all new
commendation from its contemporaries and the press in candidates that entered the fiel<l, and they themgeneral. They earnestly ask members and friends selves published a list of all the votings on the
to co-operate with them in getting it more widely question, by which constituencies might be guidecl in
circulated by bringing it under the notice of their their choice of candidates, published lists of all the
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candidates appearing before the electors, and issued an
election address. Their :.igents in their several districts
were bnsy carrying out the instructions of your Executive, imparting information, assisting the friends, and
the result of these varied efforts has beeu a splendid
triumph for the cause.
Parliament opened in February with the usual
formalities, and it seemed as if there was to be another
session still, with the general election to follow in the
autumn. On the 9th March, however, a letter from
the Earl of Beaconsfield to the Duke of Marlborough
proved really an appeal to the constituencies. There was
a hurried dispatch of what business remained to be done
in Parliament. The House was dissolved on the 24th
March and the new Parliament met for the transaction
of business on April 29th under, as was evident,
strangely altered circumstances.
In the conflict that raged your question assumed
a foremost place. Its friends were fully sensible
of the value of the opportunity placed within their
reach and fully availed themselves of it. Their firm
unyielding attitude produced its intended effect, and
they reaped a victory at almost every polling booth.
As proof of the great interest felt in your question it
may be stated that there were 107 candidates for the
60 Scottish seats. Of that number 61 were in favour
of local option, 35 opposed it, while 11 declared for
neutrality, but the result of the elections was far more
favourable than these figures showed. Of the 60 members elected 46, or more than two thirds of the entire
representation were in favour of local option, 6 only were
against it, and 8 took up, meantime, an attitude of
neutrality. Of th 60 members at the general election 11 honourable members relinquished their seats,
11 were rejected by their constituency, 24 were opposed
but were returned, 14 were unopposed and 22 were
elected for the first time. In the old Parliament your
Executive could reckon upon the support of 32, upon
the opposition of 7 and on the neutrality of 21 ; but in
the new Parliament there were 46 favourable, 6 opposed,
and 8 in favour of neutrality. In the new Parliament
of Great Britain and Ireland 248 were pledged to support local option, of this number 100 were new friends.
There were also 57 who sympathized with Sir Wilfrid
Lawson's aims, so that 305 or a number only 21 less
than the half of the full strength of Parliament were in
full sympathy with the party of prohibition. 'l'his
gratifying result of the general election is due to a
faithful adherence on the part of the friends to tlie
electoral policy of the movement. They were loyal to
their cause and they were rewarded by a success both
in the country and in Parliament as memorable and as
likely to be enduring as has ever attended the efforts
of any body of moral and social reformers.
PARLIAMEXT IN SESSIO.',

Notwithstanding the very general impression that
there would be a general election before Parliament
met the House assembled as usual in February. On
the opening night notices were given of a number of
liquor bills. There was the bill of Mr. A. M. Sullivan
for early closing-the bill of Mr. J. W. Pease for partial
&inda.y closing in England-the bill of Mr. Stevenson
for t otal Sunday closing in England-the bill of Mr.
Roberts for total Sunday closing in \Vales-Dr. Cameron's bill for stopping Sunday liquor traffic on board
passenger steamers-Mr. Stanley Hill's bill for dealing
with grocer's licenses- and that of Mr. Ritchie dealing
with beer licenses. None of these bills survived. On
the 6th February Sir Wilfrid secured by ballot Friday,
5th March, for his local option resolution. He also got
a first place for it, thus securing the best possible
chance for its discussion. Your Executive, highly encouraged by the numbers that voted in its support on
the first occasion of its being brought forward, called
upon the friends everywhere to press the importance
of voting in its favour upon their representatives, and
it is to their warm response to the urgent appeal of
your Executive that so much success was clue. Honourable members frankly confessed upon no other
question had they received so many communications
from their constituents. -Your Executive also asked
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the co-operaticm of all sections of the Scottish T mperance Movement, whieh was most cordially gi ,•en, anJ
contributed materially to th e voting. Your Executive
also deputecl the following gentlt:men to London to see to
the interests of the resolution :-ex-Councillor Paterson,
Aberdeen; Mr. John Steel, Edinburgh; Messrs. R. C.
Murray, T. L. Selkirk, and R. Mackay, Glasgow, who
during the brief time at their disposal saw nearly all
the honourable members who were in town. These
were joined in London by Mr. D. Brown, Glasgow. A
special circular was addressed to each Scottish representative directing his attention to the r esolution,
and asking him to be in his place on the day named for
its discussion, and give it his support. On that day in
a full house Sir Wilfrid, in a speech of great ability,
moved his resolution, which was in the following
terms:-" That inasmuch as the ancient and avowed
object of licensing the sale of intoxicating liquor is to
supply a supposed public want, without detriment to
the public welfare, this House is of opinion that a legal
power of restraining the issue or renewal of licenses
should be placed in the hands of the persons most
deeply interested and affected-namely, the inhabitants
themselves-who are entitled to protection from the
injurious consequences of the present system by some
efficient measure of local option." He was seconded by
Mr. Burt, whose eloquence greatly moved Mr. Gladstone,
who rose and in a brief but telling address expressed
his doubts about there being a national unanimity on
the principle embodied in the resolution, told the House
that he could not vote for the resolution because it
meant suppression as well as restriction ; he would not
vote for things as they are, so he would refrain from
voting. Mr. Wheelhouse, Mr. Rodwell, Mr. Bulwer,
Mr. Muntz, Mr. Pitchie, Mr. Clark, and Mr. Cross all
spoke against the resolution ; but Mr. Leathern, Mr.
Mark tewart (the only Scottish M. P. who spoke on the
debate), Mr. Colman, right hon. John Bright, and ir H.
Johnston spoke more or less in favour of the resolution.
The Marquis of Hartington was against the resolution
because it was just the Permissive Bill. After a debate
extending to nearly eight hours, the House divided,
wh en 248 vot.ed iiga.inst. anrl 1~4 fnr the esolution, the
majority against it was thus 114. The several amendments to the resolution of which notice had been given
The Scotch vote was well
fell to the ground.
maintained. The votes and pairs in its favour equ:1lled
the previous vote, while there was a decrease of three
against. Every division upon either bill or resolution, even in a publican Parliament, ju lging by the
action of the members of Parliament for Scotland, had
told in favour of granting the Scotch people the power
of vetoing the liquor traffic. On this occasion the
voting was remakable, 7 county members voted and 2
paired for the resolution, 6 county members voted and
l paired against, showing a majority of 2 of a county
vote for the resolution ; 21 burgh members voted or
paired for the resolution, and not one voted against;
1 University member voted for it, while the other was
silent. The full vote was 29 and 3 pairs for, and 6 and
1 pair against. No Scotch Liberal M. P. voted against
the resolution. The voting had no party significance, ·
as both political parties were found voting for it. Five
members of the Government-right bon. ,v. E. Baxter;
right hon. Dr. Lyon Playfair; H. Campbell-Banerman,
E sq.; I. E. Grant Duff, Esq.; and G. 0. Trevelyan,
Esq. -1·epresenting cotch constituencies supported it.
Taking Scotch county populations into account, there
are a larger population in those counties in favour of
the resolution than in those against it; the valuation of
these counties whose members supported Sir Wilfrid
is in excess of those who voted adversely. This was the
sixth time that on a division on the Permissive bill and
the Local Option resolution Scottish members polled a
majority in favour of permissive prohibition. Thus,
even in a publican Parliament, there were grounds for
great encouragement. The community were becoming
year by year more intelligent upon this question,
full of increasing sympathy, and more willing to
co-operate with the Executive in behalf of their
great aim, so that in a moribund and hostile
Parliament solid progress was being made, and they
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coulcl look forward with considerable c01,1fidence to the
result of the appeal which the Government woulJ. at no
distant period be compelled to addres to the country.
'l'he new Parliament met on the 29th April, and the
third notice given was by ,·'ir V{ilfrid Lawson of his
local option resolution, on the terms of which your
Executive have already reported. There were quite a
plethora of notices about bills, but they were the same
as those already noticeJ, with the exception of the
Church of England 'l'emperance Society's bill, brought
in by Sir Harcourt Johnstone and :Mr. Birly, which
may be fitly termed a licensing board bill.
one of
them advanced to any extent in their passage through
the House, if we except the '\Velsh ' unday Closing
bill, that passed its second reading without a division.
Sir vVilfrid, with his usual great good-fortune, secured
Friday, 18th June- Waterloo day- for the discussion
of his resolution. There was a general impression
that there would be a great increase in the voting in
its favour, but hardly any believed that the resolution
would be so triumphantly carried. The friends of the
resolution in , 'cotl11,ud when appealed to responded
with the greatest enthusiasm, as the number and urgency of their communications to their representatives
could testify. The various temperance organizations
cordially co-operated with your Executive, and there
was a feeling that the Scotch vote would be overwhelmingly in favour of the resolution. Your Executive
looking to the election returns, felt some anxiety as
to their being confirmed by the Yoting about to take
place, as it was an open secret that many successful
· candidates did not think that they would be called upon
so soon after their election to divide upon this question.
Your Executive appointed a deputation to go to
London in the interests of the resolution. That deputation was inclusive of the following :-Re,·. Dr.
Adamson; Messrs. John Nitibet a11Ll J. H ...Waterston,
Edinburgh ; Messrs. Colquhoun, Murray, and Mackay,
Glasgow; and Mr. '\Vinning, Paisley. Ex-Bailie Little,
Kilmarnock and Councillor Johnstone, Dumfries, joined
the deputation in London. Every member for Scotland in town, with one exception, was seen, aud those
absent communicated with. The efforts of the deputation were supported by letters and memorials from
the various constituencies, the acknowledgmcnt of
which was a very serious tax upon the time and
energies of honoural le gentlemen ; and by special
circulars from the , 'cottish Temperance League and your
own Association. Yonr Executive ha,-e to report that
your de1 utation di played an ability, tact, and persistency that gave them an immense advantage over
their adversaries. On the afternoon previous to the
debate they met the Home Secretary by appointment,
The right hon. gentleman had agreed to meet with a
deputation from the Licensed Yictualler at the same
time. Y om· opponents macl.:l au insignifie:ant muster
on the occasion-there. was not one of all their friends in
the House who bad the comte ·y or the courage to lead
them into the pre, ence of Sir '\Yilliam Harcourt. This
difficulty was got over by one of your deputation inducing Lord Elcho to do them that service. Their
interview was brief, and the lou,1 whisper in the lobby
,va that it was unsatisfactory. Your deputation, on
the contrary, awakened the interest and the sympathy
of many honourable members, and had the good fortune to be ushered into the preRence of tlie Home
Secretary by D. M'Laren, Est1., l\1.P. The deputation was accompanied .by General Sir A. Gordon,
Sir G. Campbell, Dr. Cameron, Messrs. '\Villiamson, Noel, M'Lagan, Grant, Middleton, Dick
Peddie, and D. Cunie - the right hon. the Lord
Advocate was also present. Rev. Dr. Adamson and
Mr. R. C. Murray spoke for the deputation. The
right hou. gentleman made no public statement, but
stated that he was convinced that the country had
<,·one with the party represented by the deputation.
His views changed in their favour through the prooTe s
n.nd pa.ssage of the , 'nnday Closing (Ireland) Bill. If
t he l eople of Scotland ·howed a similar unanimity to
the f)eople of Ireland in their efforts to secure liquor
Iegis ation, they would no doubt impress the legislature
in their favour.
Tli c Oovcmmcnt wonld hy t]J c
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division to-morrow learn the tendency and force of
public opinion, and be guided by it if they hau in any
way to deal with the licensing laws. The right hon.
gentleman intimated that the members of the Government were free to vote as they pleased. Mr. R. '!'.
iliddleton having thanked the Home , 'ecretary, the
deputation much pleased withdrew.
The next evening the House was quite filled to hear
~ir . Wilfrid, for whom the GoYernment, having re·olved on morning sittings on priYate men~bers' dayi;,
felt bound to keep a hou 'e. .At a few mmutes after
nine the honourable baronet rose to move his resolution
amid loULl cheers. 'l'here was an unusually large house
to greet him. His speech wa most exqellent, telling,
and argumentative, and had the stimulus of the <leep
attention and evident ympathy of his auditory. He
did not speak at such length as he usually does on thi
eiuestion. Mr. Hugh :Mason ably seconded the amendment, aml was listened to with close a:ttentio~1,. and
rewarded with hearty cheers. The Prime )1m1ster
followed in a speech, every word of whiuh was carefully weighed, showing that be felt the graYe importance of the occasion. He concluded his address with
the following significant words :-'' VVith regard to
the question of my honourahle friend, I will only say
these two things in conclusion--first, that among the
great subjects to which the attention of the Executive
Government shall be directed as the pressure of business
will allow, will be the task of reforming the licensing
laws; secondly, I believe that in the reform which is
so loudly called for and favoured by the circumstances
in which we now stand, we shall take as an essential
principle the motion of my honourable friend." The
House loudly cheered these worcls. ,_'ir R. Cunliffe,
Mr. A. rnolcl, Mr. '\V. , '. Caine supported the amendment; aptn.in Aylmel', Lord Elcho, Colonel Barne ·,
Colonel BurnalJy, and Mr. '\Yarton supported the
motion. It was evid nt, a these Sl_.Jcakers severally
addressed the House, that its sympathies decidedly
lay with the prohibitionists. The divi ·ion wa · announced at 12.50 A. ,r. as follows- for supply, 203 ;
for Sir '\Yilfricl Law, on's resolution, 229; majority for
, 'ir vVilfrid, 2o. Immediately on the announcement of
the figures great cheering took I lace, even those in the
Hpeaker's gallery joiniug in them lustily till ordered to
desist. , ir '\Vilfrid, on hi, appearance in the lobby,
receivid the fervent congratulations of his many
friends.
There ,vere 231 votes, inclusiYe of 2 tellers, a.ud 14
pair for the resolution, made up as follows--1 Engli h
Conservative, 1 cotch Conservati e, and 10 Iri h
'onservatives, 142 English Liberals, 23 '\Velsh
Liberals, 18 Irish Liberals, 18 Home Rulers, and
42 Seotch Liberals-total for, 245 ; against - 37
English Liberals, 1 Welsh Liberal, l Irish Liberal, 12
Home Rulers, and l , 'cotch Liberal, 155 English ConservatiYes, 1 '\Velsh Conservative, 7 Irish Conservatives,
and ~ , '?otch Con 'e1·vatives-total_ against, 219, showing
a maJonty of 26 for the Local Opt10n resolution.
'rhe , 'cotch vote was the most remarkable thin u
about the divi ion. For the resolution 43 voted and
paired, against it only 5, this gave a majority of 38 for
the 1·e.:olutiou. But the Yotc shows 8 to 1 in its
favour, and also that two-thirds of the parlia.mentary
r epresentation of , 'cotland is in favour of giving her
rate-payers power to veto the traffic in alcoholic
liquors. The Yerdict of the general election was amply
confirmed by this division. Of the 46 who pledged
during their candidature to vote with 'ir '\Yilfrid, 39
voted; of the other 7, three, Lord C. Camphell,
Messrs. Anderson and Hamsay paired. Colonel Muir
and Mr. Matheson were absent on sick leave. Mr.
Russell had resigned his seat, aud the hon. Preston
Bruce did not ,-ote. Then, as regards the opposition,
it was anticipated that 6 woulcl vote against the resolution-only ) did so. There was thus 43 in farnur,
,3 only ,Lgainst aucl l:Z absent. The followi11g i;; an
analysi:; of the y oting :-. Ayes- Sir 1 • H. Uorduu, Dr. l 'arquharson, Dr.
'\Y ebster, )-lajor Campbell, E. )-farjoribanks, Sir J. G.
T. Sinclair, H. ,Tardine, E. Noel, G. Armistead, F.
H en lcr.'OJI, n, ~f'T,arc11 , ·'· ( 'o,nui, ni nht Hon. nr.
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Playfair, Ri~ht Hou. M. E~ ; ;uff, ~ -- W. Ba1:clay, / its meetings in Glasgow this year, and your ExecutiYe
Dr. Cameron, R. T. Middleton, J. , 'te·wart, Sir D. I are ghul to report that a very hearty sentiment on the
W eclderburn, G-. 0. Trevelyan, C. Praser--M 'lntosh, J. 1 question of prohibition prevails, as is eYidencecl by the
Dick Peddie, ir G. Balfour, , 'ir G. Oamp1bell, Captain conference at Edinburgh and the annual meeting at
::\fa ' Well, Major H amilton, A. Gra.nt, JP. ::\I'Lagan, Glasgow forwarding petitions to Parliament in fayonr
Right Hon. ,v. E. Baxter, S. Laing, , W'. Holms, C. 1 of Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson's local option resolution.
Tennant, D. Currie, C. . Parker, Hou. A. Elliot, S.
The United Presbyterian , 'ynod meeting in l!:diuWilliamson, J . C. Bolton. H. Campbell-Bannerman, J. burgh bestowed considerable attention on the temperance
Pender. and M . J. Stewart-40. PairtBd for-Lord question. At a conference of the Synod on temperance,
Colin Campbell, J. Ramsay, G. Andersom-3. Total the Rev. Dr. Joseph Brown roundly affirmed, that,
for, 43.
if not more than one pound sterling, per head, was
Against- Jt. "\Y. Cochrane-Patrick, A . <?· Ewing, spent by the members of their church on alcoholic
Right Hon. \V. E . Gladstone, Lord Elcho, Su· Herbert liquor, and that sum were, instead, to be devoted to
:\Iaxwell - 5, Scotch majority for local option, 38.
their funds, the aggregate, £174,000, would lift them
Absent-Colonel Alexander, Right Hon. W . P. out of all their monetary diflieulties. Hev. Dr. Wallace
Atlam, Hon. K P. Bruce, D. Cameron, Dr. Campbell, 1 drew the attention of the conference to the triumph of
1:;ir T. E. Uolebrooke, R. W. Duff, ~ir George Mac- local option at th e general election . In meeting of
ynod, the report on temperance and morals was sub ..
pherson Grant, A . Mathieson, Colonel Mure, T. Russell,
Marquess Stafford-1 2.
mitted by Rev. Mr. Rankine, Cupar -IMe, and indicated
1
At length after a gallant strnggle on the part of /:lir the healthy progress of the temperance movement by
, vilfrid Lawson anu the noble band ·who have eame tly I the progress of temperance among the young, in the
and faithfully stood by him, often discouraged and army, navy, among railway servants and women; the
disheartened, bnt ever hopeful and ever aggressive, the increased t estimony of the medical profe sion in favour
British Parliament have affirmed the principle, that of abstinence, and the spread of public houses without
the liquor traffic must serve the community "'\\ithout the drink. The deliverance of the committee was
detriment to the public welfare, and that where this "that drinking customs at ordinations, inductions ;i,ncl
cannot be clone, it must be subjected to t.he Yet~ of funerals be discouraged; that sermons be preached
the ratepayers. And, as if this were not enough, we during the forthcoming December; that the committee
have the pledge of the Prime Mini. ter, that legislation petition in favour of any parliamentary bill for the
on the drink system, in harm ony with this principle, restriction of the liquor traffic, and a1so petition in
will in the near futnre be embodied in statute law.
favonr f the earlier closing of public house:. The
public morals committee is to deal in future with the
"RYE ELI!: 'l'IOXS.
temperance question exclusively, in which ea e, your
~ r o sooner ,ms the election over than n. great many
Executive anticipate vigorous action on the part of the
election return s were challenged, petitioned against, or U. P. ,_'ynotl aml church agaiust the liquor traffic.
i.cmtiny of the voting demanded. In , 'cotland, Bute- 1 Bailie , 'elk.irk and 1'fr. Waterston were yom· represensh ire, Dumbartonshire and \.Yigtown burghs were in tatiYe::, at the brcakfa ·t party of the U. 1>. ministers
this po ·ition. 1:1.te petitions against ~oth candidates abstinence :,,ociety, and were warmly welcomed. "
in Dumbartonsb11·e were, however, withdrawn. The
In the Uhurch of , cotlaml, sympathy with your
imecessful candiclat eforthe "\Vigtown burghs, 1fr. John efforts is Yery feeble, meantime. But the question of
)f'Laren, having 1 een appointed Lord Advocat for how to deal with the intemperance of our country i·,
Ncotland, had to appear before his constituents for re. here as every where else, irrepressible, and in the
electi on. He was opposed by Mr. :Mark , 'tewart, the course of the ittings. reference to it were neither £ow
defeated candidate.
our Executive appointed a depu- nor eldom. "\Yith regal'd to Oh,·i.~lia11 Life (11lll Wod,
tation o , ait upon both gentlemen in , 'tranraet·, with the (_Jre:sbyi.erie::1 were tu be a:,ket1,-" How cm1 t110
the result that they advised the friends to support the efticiency of the church Le promoteLl in developing and
Lord . clvocat . His Lordship on the polling day, 18th utilising within the comititution of the ch11rcb, tho
fay, was defeated by 6:56 to 63~. The retum of Mr. spcci,~l gifts of ministers, such a· r.ptit ude for organ.
t,te~art was petitioned against, aud because of the acts isation or power of effectiYe address 011 mis ionary,
of some of his committee exhibiting eorruption anJ evangelistic, temperanee or oth .r subjects." 'l'ho
such like ma,lpractices, he was unseated. The :eat committee of intempemncc gave in their report,
being declared vacant, nfr. U. )I'Micking wa the pointing out in it many indications of an improved
Liberal, and 'irJolm D. Hay the Conservativeoanclida.te. state of the country, through lessened inebriety, adding
The former was in sympathy with the aims of your 1 "this may not however, arise altogether from changed
association. , 'ir John wa stubbornly opposed. The habits, but from the enforced sobriety of hard times!''
polling on the ~0th July, was in favour of Sir John, The deliverance of the Assembly on the report was,
who was retume<l by 636 votes to 620, an l is the only "au iujunction to watch over the intel'ests of temperopponent in the , 'cottish burghs to your policy. The ance in the church, to have prayers and conferences in all
Conservatives did not oppose Mr. Gladstone,.who was the church courts, to devise measures to promote temperreturned for Mid-Lothian unoppo ed. Mr. Dalrymple ance, to furnish further information to the Assembly
and his friends petitioned against the election of Mr. on the subject, to keep parochial temperance registers
Russell for Buteshire, on what turned out to be merely of parochial societies, and the names of ministers and
techuical grounds. That gentleman resigned his seat, elders who have joined them, and the numbers of
but immediately stood for it in the Liberal interest. ordinary members; and finally, to preach a temperance
Mr. C. Dalrymple was his opponent, allll defeated him sermon on Sabbath, 18th December 11ext." Hev. Ir.
by 45 votes. 'Ihis contest did not, like the Wigtown Allison "charged the great amount of drunkenness to
burghs bye election, alter the state of the Scotch vote the labouring cla se , praised the working classes for
on local option; as your Execu ti ,e found both cancliclatei:; their increasing sobriety, and commended the report
in favonr of local option they <lid not offer their assis- because it did not suggest any legislative action. Tile
tance. The right hon. "\V. P. dam, I.P., having less the church had to do with legislation the better,
been gazetted governor of Bombay, a vacancy in the it was outside her province, and at best, it was of
eounties of Olackmannau and rinross i · imminent. doubtful rnlue. It was the church's duty to deal with
Whether the Lord Advocate or Mr. J. B. Bal four be the people religiously and moral, not legislatively."
elected in the Liberal interest, and it is believed that a The deliverance was agreed to. "\Ve might have ex .
Liberal is certain to be returned, your policy will pected such reasons against legislation from a dissenting
receive their support.
church, but not from a church by law established.
We will, however, we believe, find the Established
CHURCHES.
There are many cheering indicat ions of progress in Church, at no distant day, repudiating such a deliverrecrar<l to temperance and prohibition in the 'cottish ance when it is compelled, in the interests of self-exiscle~10minations, although they are far from showing tence, to grapple with the intemperance that is conthe vigorous action in the direction that might be fairly fessedly enfeebling its energies.
The ~uhject of intcmpera.nco rccofred <treat attention
expected from them , 'l'he Congregational Union held
I

I
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from the Free Church Assembly. The report on religion
and morals pointed out how, in many districts, the
evils of ·drunkenness was decreasing because of the
marked attention bestowed on the evil by ministers.
A painful duty was laid upon the Assembly, namely,
the deposition of the Rev. A. C. Kay, of Loanhead, for
drunkenness. As long, however, as alcoholic liquors
are used in the church communion it is absurd to expect
that ministers will view it with aversion sufficient to
deny themselves indulgence in it in some form or other
and on some pretence. The report on intemperance was
as usual lengthy and interesting. The convener asked
"those in that reverend court who wished to learn
what intemperance means in this country to try and
get into contact with the people among whom they
were Ii ving, and in helping them towards higher things
they would soon find out what stops the way." The
deliverance of the Assembly on the report was '' an
injunction to preach a sermon in December, to train
the young in habits of temperance, to form congregational societies, renew the support to Sir ,v. Lawson's
local option resolution, and to petition in favour of
Sunday closing in England and Wales, to press upon
Parliament the urgency of a measure conferring power
upon the people to efficiently control the liquor traffic,
and for the earlier closing of public-houses.
Such are, on the whole, the gratifying indications of
progress in the direction of prohibitory effort manifest
in the leading church courts. Among the other
denominations-the Evangelical Union, the Baptist
Union, the Wesleyans, and the Primitive Methodists
- there is a hearty and growing sympathy with the
aims of this Association. Each a.nd all are rapidly
coming under the irresistible sway of that enlightened
public opinion against the drink interest which is so
palpably permeating all classes of the community. The
church and its manifold agencies will, in the near
future, be constrained into an energetic co-operation
with the prohibitory party, the object of which will be
the pulling down of one of the strongest fortresses of
wickedness in our country-the traffic in alcoholic
beverages.
A PERMISSIVE BILL FOR SCOTLAND.

At last annual meeting of the association your Executive were in a position to lay before you an outline of a
bill agreen upon by the Directors of the Scottish Temperance League, the Executive of the Independent
Order of Good Templars, and your Executive. The joint
Sub-Committee to whom the preparation of it was confided employed a draftsman, but so many difficulties
disclosed themselves to him that the framing of the
measure made little progress. Members of Parliament
were seen upon the subject, and your Executive expect
that farther action will be taken with regard to it in
the next parliamentary session. They have no app-rehension as to the future. They know that so great
a change as they aim to bring about cannot be
brought about suddenly and yet successfully; they
frankly admit that greater progress might have been
made with the bill but for the intervention of the
general election, the successful passage of Sir Wilfrid
Lawson's resolution, and the Government promise to
deal with the liquor law. But these events will greatly
conduce to future success by smoothing away the difficulties that meantime beset this subject, and your
Executive are sanguine enough to believe that as in the
past, they, with your help, met and mastered whatever
difficulties sprang up in the way of getting the House
of Commons to affirm the principle forwhich they have
rzo vigorously contended, so they believe, with the help
of the efforts of the Moral and Social Reformers of Scotland, now so happily united upon this matter, the
difficulties that lie in the path of the passage of a 'cottish prohibitory measure will be successively and
speedily overcome.
THE FUND •

Your Executive are gratified to be able to report
a slight increase in the ordinary funds, although
the commercial depression which bore 'So heavily upon
the country has not wholly passed away. They are
hopeful that with improved trade the elasticity of their

funds will return. The increase in the funds dnring
the year would not have taken place but for the generous kindness of Mr. John Smith, of Glasgow, who,
previous to his lamented decease, presented £100 to
the funds of the Association. The gift was most
acceptable, as the United Kingdom Alliance has again
reduced their grant to this Association by £100 sterling.
Your Executive have now no special fund wherewith
to meet any emergency that may arise, and they
earnestly hope that before separating to-day you may
devise snch measuxe as will tend to increase the financial
resources at their disposal. The demands on the funds
of the Association are becoming increasingly urgent,
and they rely with confidence that you will show a
liberality sufficient to meet. them fully and promptly.
The question of farther efforts is simply a question of
farther means.
CONCLUSION.

In resigning into your hands the trust you have
been pleased to repose in them, your Executive are
gratified at the progress which has been made. The
greatest victory, short of the passage of a law enabling
the ratepayers to veto the liquor traffic of their respective districts, has been gallantly won by Sir Wilfrid
Lawson. The House of Commons has affirmed the
principle of local option, and the Prime Minister, in
deference to that affirmation, has promised to embody
that principle in law. The prospects of this being
done look very hopeful.
There is every reason
to believe that the Liberal Goyernment will during
the present Parliament hring in a general licensing
measure. Your Executive have no doubt about this;
but unless it contains provisions for enabling the
Scottish ratepayers to veto the liquor traffic, by which
they are injuriously affected, the claims of Scotland to
immunity from the liquor traffic will not be fairly met.
Your Executive will heartily acquiesce in whatever
further restrictions the Government may see fit to
impose upon the drink interest, but they are emphatic
in their determination not to accept as a settlement
any legislation short of the ratepayers' veto over all
traffic in alcoholic liquors. ·what the Government has
in store for Scotland will depend upon what her people
continue to demand. The persistent efforts of her
moral and social reformers in the past, their unflinching
aclherence to the principles of permissive prohibition,
the resolution with which their electoral action has
been carried out, their confidence in the results of an
appeal to the people on the evils of the liquor traffic,
and, above all, the justice and patrioti m of their
demand have placed. them almost within sight of the
end of their labours. Your Executive believe that the
inhabitants of Scotland more fully realise what ought
to be their attitude to this question, that as they are
more intelligent they will become more determined to
complete the work you have carried on. Be it yours,
then, to see that vigorous and devoted efforts are
made by yon to increase the power of public opinion
in your favour, that your agencies are most efficient,
your further organisation of the electoral strength
of the country persistent and thorough, and that
you are resolved not to yield a jot or tittle of
your just demand for a veto over the liquor traffic.
The whole agitation furnishes a signal proof of what
energy and determination can effect. Let that energy,
that determination be continued and increased, and
the evil against which we have warred so persistently
will sooner or later be overthrown. (Loud applause.)
Mr. M'CALLUM read the treasurer's statement, which
showed that the balance of the last year was £57
9s. 6d. ; subscriptions inclusive of the special fund,
£1,786 l7s. 5d. ; publications and Hdvertisements,
£109 5s. ; collections at public meetings, £120 l0s.total, £2,074 ls. lld. The expenditure left a balance
in hand of £59 2s. 0id. He thanked the members for
the support which l{ad been given to /the association.
They had lost a number of large subscriptions, but;
these had been made up by the smaller subscriptions
-there being £68 more last year than in the year
before. (Applause.)
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Al',' 'rHACT OF TREASURER'S ACCOUNT FOR

YEAR ENDING

25TH SEPTEMBER 1880.

Income.
To Balance from last year,
.
£57 9
,, :-5ubscriptious, inclusive of Special
lhmrl,
1786 17
,, Publications and Advertising,
109 5
,, Collections at Public Meetings,
120 10
£2074

6
5
0
0
11

1

l!.x1 ,enditnre.

By Salaries an~ Expenses,
£870 12 10½
,, Publications,
ll3 11 8
,, Deputational Tours, &c., .
298 19 8
Offices, Expenses, Clerks' , alaries,
tationcry, Rent, Taxes, &c.,
249 1 2}
,, Printing and Advertising,
313 6 10}
169 7 7, , Po. tages, Telegr:i.m1<, 'arriages, &c.,
, , Ba.lance on hand,
59 2 O½
· £2,074
'I'o
,,
,,
,,

ASSETS.
Accounts t1ue Association,
0flice :Furniture,
Puhlications and Statiouery,
Cash on ha11d, .

l 11

£41 2
43 7
118 9
59 2
£262

10
3
2
0~

_3½

LIA BlLITIER.

By Accounts dt1e by --\..ssociation,
., Balance in favour of Association,

£ll:3 10 7
148 10 8½
£262

31

Ola,;!]r,m, 2 iii Se;ltr-mber, 1880.-I have examined the
books of the Scottish Pern1issive Bill and Temperance
• ssociation for year ending 27th September, 1880, and
compared them with the voucliers prudu~ecl, and I certify th 1"holP- ('or ·ect- tl e halance on hand being
l•'ifty-11ine poumls two shilliugs and a halfpenny sterliug.
(, ignecl)
J No. GcnatLAY, C:.A.

)fr. \Vr.1. HonERT. ON, Paisley, in moving the adoptiou c,f the secrnta1·y's aud treasurer's reports, said
that the former was a red letter one. It was satisfactory thn.t public opinion upon their question was rapidly
changing, there being few men who did not believe
that a trade which decreased the national welfare
should be prohibited. They did nut want to convince
people. \Vhat was wanted wa some power to stir
them up. As to the 'hurch, there was not much
moving of the waters there. No doubt the various
i>odie. had petitioned in favour of Local Option ; bnt
there were other important measures required, and if
a i-,rohibitory bill were brought forward, how many of
these bodies would help them? He strongly advocated
the formation of ladies' associations to forward the
movement.
uch a soeiations had done good in other
directions "\Vhy should they not do good for the promotion of prohibition? (Applause.) Mr. Robertson referred in humorous terms to questions on the subject
of temperance which he had put to the monerators of
the three great ~resbyt~rian Churches some time ago,
and read the replies received to these as indicating, in
a measure, the Church's position to the movement. Rev.
·witham France, moderator of the United Presbyterian
Rynod, r eplied-"! beg to acknowledge your letter, and
remain, yours faithfully, William Fraser." (Laughter.)
No answer was received from Dr. Gould, the moderator
of the Free Church. The moderator of the Established
Church, Dr. Phinn, wrote as follows-" Dr. Phinn
presents his compliments to Mr. Robertson, and beo-s
to be excused from expressing auy opinions on the
q_u_estions stated in Mr. Robe~tson's letter of yesterday."
Mr. JAMES DRYSDALE, Bridge of Allan, in secondino
the motion, said they could not fail to feel ash_amed at
the very little they, as individuals, had done. He
felt they had not got half way up the hill, for their
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hard work was but begiuning. He trusted that from
the appeals made they would feel a call made upon
them to do more in the way of subscriptions and effort;
for the misery in the land due to intemperance was
such that they should work rigorously while it was
day. (Applause.)
Mr. M EAS MACKAY moved the adoption of a list
of office-bearers, Treasurer Hamilton being President.
Mr. HoGG, Arbroath, seconrled the motion.
He
said that the Association had <lone much work during
the past year, and advanced iu evi::ry direction. There
was a hopeful spirit amongst them, and friends in the
country had much reason to be thankful for such an
excellent list of office-bearers.
The motion was adopted.
E~•Councillor PATERSON, Aberdeen, move<l :-" That
this meeting is of opinion that the progress of the
agitation during the past year affords room for abundant satisfaction; rejoices at the triumJ_Jhant results of
the general election ; hails with the liveliest satisfaction the passage of i'ir "\Vilfrid Lawson's Local Option
Resolution; recommends the Executive to energetic::i.lly
prosecute the agitatic,n by an electoral canvas, public
meetings, conferences, and otherwise; and calls ear•
nestly upon frienc1s throughout the country to encourage them by a vigorous and sustained co-operation."
They could not, he said, fail to congratulate themselves
on the results of the last general election, especially
when they contrasted them with the results of the
election of 1874. They had no longer to fear the
publican's power. That power lay like an incubt~s
<luring the existence of the last Parliament. Pub1!c
opinion was now more advanced, and there was 111
nearly all classes a latent feeliug in our favour. Bnt
he regretted that amongst themselves there were not a.
few who by their action did not make it known that
they were abstainers, or favourable to prohibition. He
hoped such friends would show what side they were
upon. (Applause.)
Rev. . HARDIKG, Paisley, in seconding the motion,
wi bed tl1e meeting to uud-er. ta.ml that the clergy were
not t-he church, for there were tens of t,housands of lay
members prepared to push this question forward, al)(t,
it the min1sten1 "'ci-~ IHlt ready, to go on withont
them. They were carrie<l away by error when they
wanted to lie always speaking of p :ice. He ha<l read
in the Old Book, '' 'uppose ye I am come to give peace
on e;1rth ? I tell yo11 nay, but rather division." This
was said hy the Lord Jesus Christ. His mission was
to cause division, and the mission of the church was to
cause division. The mission of all philanthropic and
patriotic institutions was to cause division. There
were the kino-Jorn of truth and the kingdom of error.
Agitation and division there would be until they had
succee 'led in putting down error, sin, and immorality in
every shape and form. (Applause.) Let them agitat~
till they had turned the liquor traffic upside down ;
agitate from the Mull of Galloway to John~)' Groat's,
and then very soon there would be a change m matter
People said they must fo_llow their P'.1-r_ty however
much they sympathised with the prohibitory movement. But there was a grander thing than party, viz.,
the welfare of the country. (Applause.)
Mr. JAMES MILLER of Monkton, in supporting the
resolution, spoke stronuly in favour of the electoral
canvas. He was tru~k <luring last election Yery
much with its importance, having been one of a deputation who waited upon the Liberal candidate for
South Ayrshire. The hon. gentleman did not believe
in prohibitory legislation, but ended by being convi nced.
Mr. Miller therefore called upon the members to sustain the Executive by a vigorous co-operation. Operations could not be carried on withotit funds, and it
would be well that in tha.t respect all did their duty.
He was willing to contribute so far as he could, and he
hoped to live to see the day when the battle should be
won, and this iniquitous traffic put under their lawful
an<l righteous control. (Applause.)
Mr. ANDREW SHA KS, Barrhead, moved the fourth
resolution :-" That this meeting offers its warmest
congratulations, and tenders its most cordial thanks to
Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., M.P., and the 244 honour-
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able ·meml>ers who voted and paired in favour of his
Loc~l Option Res~lution, embodying the permissive
suppress10n of the liquor traffic. an<l gratefully acknowledges the valuable co-operation of the various Scottish
temperance organisations previous to the divisions
which have this year taken place on the resolution ."
He said that God raised up in every age men to do the
work he had in hand. In this case he had raised up
Sir Wilfrid Lawson for the regeneration of society.
He had been fighting their battle for 30 years, and had
earned the gratitude of all tempera.nee reformers . A
friend beside the speaker had called a son after the
honourable baronet; and there were many little
Lawsons over the country, all bearing their parents'
testimony of admiration. If they had lived in the
ages of mythology, their admiration would have made
them give him a niche in the temple of the deities.
(Laughter.) When they learned the result of the vote
of 18th June, they had not a ceiling high enough to
which to throw their hats. (Laughter.) It had been
said by a friend that they had not reached the halfway house. But he thought, with all deference, that
they had; nay, they hadgot over the key-stane o' the
brig. They had nearly won the battle, for the House
of Commons and Mr. Gladstone were committed to
give a local option measure iu some form or other.
The only question was what form it should take.
(Applause.)
Rev. ROBERT WALLACK, in seconding the resolution,
paid a high tribute to Sir Wilfrirl Lawson for his long
and valuable services, and said that he was so full of
wit and good humour that his very opponents could not
but admire and listen to him. (Applause.) Mr.
Wallace then remarked that except at Oxford, where
the roughs threw flour at him and the good Bishop, Sir
Wilfrid had received manifestations of the lasting
gratitude of the abstainers throughout the kingdom.
The organisations in Scotland were now at one upon
the question of prohibition. Wl1en they used to meet
Members of Parliament, the objection made by them
was, let temperance people be agreed amongst them11elves. Now the Scottish Temperance League, Good
Templars, and all sections were ll.greed. They could
therefore bring to bear their united strength upon the
legislature.
Rev. Dr. ADAMSO ·, Edinburgh, in supporting the
resolution , said there was no class which had made
more progress upon this question than the clergy. In
the city of Edinburgh many leading men were on their
side, including Principals and Professors of colleges,
and leading clergymen, who had joined the ranks
withiu the last five years. That was a matter upon
which they had reason to congratulate themselves.
Hut after all, the clergy were always in advance, and
hould be always in advance. (Laughter.) He believed with Mr. Shanks that they had reached the
~;:,ey-st?ne of th~ an.:h. If they made as much progress
rn Edmburgh m the future as they had done in the
past, and if that progress was in an increasing ratio,
they ~ould soon r each the goal of their hope . He
also said that the number who voted for local option
was 245, not 244. By and by there would be a Scotch
measure. They were better situated for it than England, many of whose population were saturated with
beer. He believed that at least half-a-dozen members
would _endorse a Scotch bill, and if it were got
the thm end of the wedge would be driven in and
the temperance jubilee would soon be celeb1~ated.
(Applause.)
Mr. SHANKS said more members would have voted
for the local option r esolution if circumstances had not
intervened. For instance, Colonel Mure was too ill to
he present at tbe debate; but, as he woul<l ha.ve supported the resolution, he also deserved their thanks.
(- pplause.)
Mr. .PATON, in supporting the resolution, said the
men who signed the pledae an<l converted the Colonel
were also deserving of thanks.
He did not think
that it was a circumstance to be deplored that members
v~tetl with Sir Wilfrid Lawson against their will. He
,,,1shed a great many more would vote with him
against their will, for it must be remembered that the

House of Commons was a place of compromise, and if
the House of Commons made the constituencies as compromising as themselves, then it would be a great
compromise altogether, but they had nothing to look
for from compromising men. It was rather from men
of principle. Every canvassed man who had stood by
his gun in the H ouse of Commons should be included
in this resolution. It had been said l,y a friend that
the kirk could be converted by the women. Now
women were a humanising power, and could bring
tbeir influence to bear, because until we sympathised.
with our brethren upon the broa<l. principle of humanity
little progress could be made. A converted kirk and a
converted Liberal party-what a power ! A canvassing
man was a sincere man, and he made the canvassing
man sincere. Canvassing to-day was the highest culturing power which could be put forth. (Applause,)
He wanted local option only in one form, namely,
power to the people to destroy the curse of drink.
Unless they confined themselves to this, they would be
playing into the hands of tricky politicians. They had
adopted great resolutions; but their talk was apart
from them. Let the temperance world of Scotland feel
from their earnestness and intelligence they were at the
head of the movement, and they would create the man
who would take the measure into the House of Commons. Sir Wilfrid Lawson was at the head of the
movement in England. Why had they not a man as
the outcome of the temperance movement in Scotland?
If they were superior to England in intelligence, why
were they not equal to that country in having a representative man?
Mr. R. MACKAY said Mr. Paton was mistaken when
he said that they had not found the man.
Mr. PATON-I am glad I am mistaken. Who is he !
Mr. MACKAY-I could mention several men who
woul<l be willing, although they would not take up
the matter as Sir Wilfrid has done. But to say we
have no man is to say what is not correct.
The CnAIRMAN -- l suppose Mr. Paton means the
man has yet to come to the front.
The motion was then carried.
Captain BROTCHIE moved the fifth resolution " Th:it this meeting, having regard to the avowed intention of the Government to IP.gislate during the pre•
sent Parliament in harmony with the :principles and
policy uf the prohibitory movement, earnestly 0all:,;
upon members and friends to co-operate in increasing
the funds at the disposal of the Execntive, so that they
may be amply provirled with means for vigorously prosecuting the agitation in the country, and for urging
upon the Government the national demand for power
to enable the rn.tepayers by a suppressive veto to
effectually protect t hemselves ago.inst the injustice an,l
wrong of having public-houses thrust upon them against
their will." 'l'L e Permissive Bill came to the help, of
the helpless, for it came down to the rescue of those
who could not re;:.ist the drink. He did not think the
Churches or Parliameut could now resist the force
which was brought to bear upon them regarding this•
question. He l,elieverl some of them would yet live to
see their cause triumphant.
Dr. M 'CULLOCH, Dumfries, said the resolution embraced two things- the first was the funds for carrying
on the movement, and the second, the measure desired. With regard to the funds, he believed that
people who had the means should show the extent of
their sypmpathy by the amount they subscribed. There
was a person who had got himself hurt, and a sympathizing crowd had collected. One shrewd fellow took
off his hat an<l sent it round asking how much they
sympathized. The members could show their sympa.thy in this way, for unless it had funds the institution could not be carried on. They were warring
against a rich institution-the drink traffic. Unless
they canvassed the electors, they would take a long
time before the traffic would be prohibited. They
could not tell the objections which existed in the
mind of any man until they had conversed privately
with him and heard those objections. Thu!! they
might meet and convert the man. No man was a
Liberal who would not vote down the traffic. If he
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did not consent to do this, such a man was only a took place on the 18th of June, and· it did not do for the
soun<ling brass and tinkling cymbal, and they had no politicians to Cl'J down the motives of the men who went
right to vote for such a ma.n. He never entirely ap- with them. There was a rude motto in Englandproved of the Local Option resolution, and he said to " Never cry stinking fish." He would tell them what
Hir \Vilfrid Lawson that whenever it was fully tested, these -i3 men voted for-that it was unjust to force liquor
~fr. Gladstone, Lord Hartington, and Mr Bright shops upon people against their will. (Applause.) 'l'hey
would turn against him. Therefore all he had said
did not vote for prohibition-they did not vote for perwas to induce the friends to open their purse strings.
Mr. WINNING, of Paisley, in supporting the motion missive prohibition. But when they put that question to
&aicl that the financial statement showed the balance them, '' Sir, do you think it is right, when pa1ishes don't
of their assets at a considerable loss, as compared with want liquor shops, that, in spite of their wish, they
that time last year. That is, their income was less should have them forced upon them 1" "No; do you
and their expenditure was much greater.
In the think I am a dog? Is thy servant a dog that he should
matter of deputational and office expenses, they had do such a thing '{ " 'l'hat was the style in which memspent that year £200 more than they did in the pre- bers of Parliament always trnated that question. All
ceding year. Therefore, an urgent call was made upon that they wanted was to make it illegal to force liquor
the fri ends to be more liberal than they had been in shops upon a community against their will. The memthe past. It was said that Paisley people were hump- bers were shut up in a corner. But they would take
tuous. Well, it would be found that they paid ls. them further; antl the time would come when the bill
per£ of all the subscriptions, and if the country were
taken, the amount would be found to be 2s. 6d. per would be ,o n the statute book, and then they would ask
£, so that taking Paisley and Renfrewshire, they the members to vote in their own pai'ishes that liquor
stovd, as compared with the rest of Scotland, in a shops should be put out. Scotland was ripe, and he
favourable position. He had often said, " What do trusted the conferences about to be held would bring
you people in the country do with your money ? " about such a state of feeling that a man would be found
Eight towns gave half of the whole subscriptions, some to inaugurate the bill, and that next session might see it
small and others large, although none was in the pass. Let that be their aim, whether they secured it or
position it ought to be. Bailie Selkirk had given not. (Applause.)
them a great lesson in Paisley when he said that
1'he resolution was unanimously carried.
progress would be in proportion to the giving. The
Mr. Ru:w, Coatbridge, moved an amendment to the
Association had gone µpon the principle that they effect that an unite<l effort should be made to introduce
wanted honestly to pay their way. Unless they put a Scottish Permissive Bill.
the Executive in possession of larger funds, they would
Bailie SELKIRK explained t_hat the resolution had been
he far behind next year. The enterprise could not
have been carried on had it not been for such men as left open to enable them to support any measure which
Bailies Selkirk and Torrens, who abandoned their would give, at the earliest possible moment, the greatest
home-comforts to serve the Association. The fact was possible power.
After some discussion Mr. Reid withdrew the amendthat the bank account was being overdrawn to keep
things square. But if they had funds in hand, there ment.
was no saying what could be done. It had been said
Rev. R. PATRRSON moved the seventh resolutionthey bad not a man yet to lead them. If they hacl th" ., That this nieetrng records its satisfaction with the
funds they would soon evoke a man to take the lead. conc.uct of the Social Re(or1;;,e1·, tenJer., it& be,,t thank.;;
An appeal was therefore made to them to furnish the to the editor and contributol's, expresses its approval of
Executive with the sinews of war in order to pro- the literature issued duriug the past year, strongly resecute the mo\·ement more vigornusly in the future commends increased entel'prise in this department, and
than in the past.
pledges itself to co-opemte energetically with the ExecuThe motion was then adopted.
11r. VV. DAVID:-50N proposed the sixth resolu- tive in ecuring for the magazine ancl literature of the
tion :-" This meeting folly recognising the very Association a still wider circulation.'' The resolution
satisfactory position which the Scottish Permissive embraces, as you will observe, five particulars. About
Prohibitory Movement has now attained, more espe- the first there will be no hesitation, l am sure, that this
cially since the recent General Election, and being meetiug records its satisfaction with the conduct of the
of opinion that a vigorous and united effort should ~ocia 1 H~furmer. Your magazine holds no mean posiuow be made to secure the right of vetoing the sale tion in the field of temperance literature. It stands
of alcoholic liquors at the earliest possible moment, among those journals thn.t are regarded as maintaining
in harmony with the advanced public sentiment, re- the front rank in the great social reform of the age.
commends the Executive to consider the propriety of Broad and comprehensive in its sweep; fundamental,
arranging for a series of district conferences of the intelligPnt, and consistent in its principles; massive in
friends of the movement, in order that united political
action may be taken in the ensuing session of Parlia- its moral earnestness, pcl'meated with a fine and finelychastenetl tone of Christianity, always interesting an<l.
111ent."
~fr. JOHN" WILLIAMS, Wishaw, seconded the mo- fresh in its facts and news, keeping its readers abreast
tion. He said some friends were afraid of local option, with the development and the progress of our cause;
but he thought Sir Wilfrid Lawson would take care able, and manly, and courageous, aud uncompromising
that they obtained a bill something like that for which in its wielding of its weapons of warfare, it challenges
they were working. They had got much and were our respect anJ admiratiou. 'We are more than pleased
hoping for- more, He would like the sale of liquor · with it. And this meeting, I am SUl'(~, will have pleasure
stopped, not only for the sake of the intelligent; but in rccorJing its satisfaction with the conduct of the
for the sake of the ignorant ; for there were thousands Social /teforme,, as well as tendering its best thanks to
of both classes who could not keep the pledge. But as the editor and contributors. You are also asked to apthe rich were expecteu to take care of themselves, he
harl more interest in the movement for the sake of the prove of the litera.tnre issued during the past year. This
poor. It was said they wanted to deprive the working item in the resolution will he heartily accepted, I am
man of his beer. Quite true, because the beer was sure, for that literature is not only first class, but also,
rohbing bis wife and children. He went further. He for the most part, of the very liighest in the first class of
wanted not only to stop the sale, but stop the manu- true temperance teaching. I have only to mention ns
specimens, " Why is Trade Depressed r " Our Producfacture.
Mr. RAPER, Manchester, !mpported the resolution. tion and the Present Stagnation in Trade," by William
He was thankful for the advanced position of the move- Hoyle; '' A Cloud of Witnesses:'·" Success of Prohibition
ment in Scotland ; and he rather thought the nation had in Maine;" '' License Reform Schemes Essentially In.not yet realised how advaI_1ced the movement was in adequate and Unsatisfactory," and" The Duty of TemScotland. He never saw such a large Scotc·h vote as pera.nee Reformers in relation to Parliamentary Elections,"
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l)y Bailie Selkirk of Glasgow, &c., &c. The only matter
with respect to which probably you will not be able to
express entire satisfaction, is the far too limited extent
to which those aud similar invaluable pamphlets and
tracts havt been scattered over the land, and among the
mas es of the people; and then in this case your dissatisfaction (which I hope will be deep and sincere, and followed by fruits meet for repentauce), will fall upon your
ow11 heads, for no doubt the Executive have done their
very best with the scanty means at their disposal.
A very favourite expression on the prohibitory law platform is,. that '' Laws do not make themselves, and when
rco-istcred
on the statute book do not enforce themselves."
0
1t is my duty to remind you, if you will kindly bear with
me that in like manner pamphlets and tracts do not
pri;1t themselves, and publish themselves, and scatter
themselves broadcast among men. This brings us up to
the roint that I wuuld wish to lay emphasis upon, the
weighty clement, as I regard it, of the resolution-" That this meeting strongly recommends increased enterprise in this department." Trite and commonplace
as it is to say that the press is a gl'eat power in our
modern civilisation, very few of us even who are accustomed to use the phrase think of it as we should, arid
:tet in a1.,'Cordance with it. Philosophically viewed, uothing is more certain than the principle that, ultimately
viewed, it is thought which governs 1nan. Or, as the
.Bible in its wisdom puts it, '' As a man thinketh in his
heart, so is he." Men, from l:ead to foot of the body
politic, are greatly in neeJ of light as regards the nature
and effects of alcohol, and also the evi!s essentially inherent in the gigantic anomaly and crime of the licensed
liquor traffic. A yeai· or so back I rcmem ber going to a
·mall town to lecture on the temperance question. Some
four or five ministers met in the anteroom before going
npon the platfono. The chairman, desirous to arrange
a. programme, said, "Mr. A., yon will please to t ake such
a :part; Mr. B., you will please to take sucli. another part; "
and so 011. Without exception, all refused. One, speaking for the rest, said, " Mr. Paterson, as the stranger, the
speaking will all fall to your lot this even ing ;" and he
ll.ddcd, in his excessive modesty, " The fact is that we
liave spoken repeatedly on the subject here, antl I myself,
on that very platform, have said almost everything
that can be said on the question.'' He was a young
mrtn, ladies and gentlemen. My first word, when introuuced to tl1e audience was that, in my judgment, instead
of having exhausted, we had as yet scarcely prie1~ed the
rind of this great subject. When we have mastered the
J>hysiological aspect, the chemical aspect, che ecouomica1
tt '})ect, the social aspect, the political aspect, the moral
and spiritual and eternal aspects of this far-reaching,
deep-drawing, and many-sided question, we shall have
:made an approximation to the mastery of it; but how
far are even the advanced Temperance reformers in
general fron1 this full-orbed and somewhat comprehensive
treatment of the case 1 Leaving the platform aside for
t he present, I think that one phase of the literature
tiuestion demands grappling with to-day. Gen. Neal
Dow has said, before he gained the Maine Law he "had
seeded the State of Maine knee-deep with literature.''
'fhere may be an innocent exaggeration in the statement,
·putting a magnifying glass on the matter that it might
stand out bulllly to the mind; but it contaius in essence
a most important and londly clamant truth for us here
to-d ay. ..\ Yhat we IJ ecd very specially, and must set
about a.ccomplishing, is to have the great scientific alld
.t:i.tiatic investigations and results known ouly to the
initiated few popularised, and in short pithy, condensed,
yet striking and popular representations circulated in
:ramphlets, and leaflets by the million amoug the masses
-0f ou r fellowmen. The great old Homer rose to a grand
co nception when he spoke of words as "winged words."
'1'.u.ey fly, when true and good, hither and thither on the
beams of light, penetrating every nook and corner and
··e-vict- oi' the land. Aml w.hat we desiJerate ist that the

whole country should be flooded with such " win g1·1l
words," and thus the mind of the community as a ·wholl',
old and young, steeped in the morally compelling fact1;
and ideas of this burning question, not only of Great
Britaiu and Ireland, but of the civilized world at largl'.
Such monthlies as the Social R.~for11ie1· cannot be dispensed with. No organization in our day can do with out
its recognised organ. Let everything possible be done
to increase and multiply its power, both wit}1i11 and outside the pale of ouT society. BLLt there are thousands
and tens of thousands who will not, in the first instance,
read such magazines as the Soci"al R~forme1·, but who,
nevertheless, must be reached if tl1e cause is to t1'iumph,
who could be reached by literary efforts such as here.in
indicated, won to our ranks, and educated up to the poi11t
that would make them appreciate the articles and i1tformation supplied in the higher periodicals and hooks.
But I must uraw to a conclusion, ladies and gentlcmeu,
ere the suhject is but barely touched upon. The be~ t
brains and heal'ts, the best en ergies, the best pens, the
most elegant paper and printing, the most beautiful
engraviug, should all be pressed into the service of this
great and holy cause for God and humanity. All tLcse
are within our reach, ,md would be available if only the
temperance people were willing to sacrifice themselves
somewhat, in their time and money and personal labours
of love for Him who loved them and gave Himself for
them. Let us devise liberal things, and we shall soon
reap even here an abundant reward in the iucreased prospe1ity of the cause which lies so close to onr hearts, arnI
to the weal, for time and eternity, of our fellowmcn. l
beg, Mr. Chairman, to move the adoption of tl1e resolution. (Applause.)
The resolution was heartily seconded by Mr. '\V. R.
GrnsoN, Kilsyth, and agreed to.
The next resolution was as follows : " That this meeting desires to place on record it!S
grateful sense of the valuable services rendered to the
movement an<l the Association during the paRt year by
friends at public meetings, at the general election, and
previous to the divisions on Sir Wilfrid Lawson's local
option resolution ; and also its high appreciation of th6
efforts of the agents of the Association. ·,
Rev. \\ M. Gno?trnrn, Avonbl'iclge, had great pleasure
in moving this resolution.
The lalJours of their friend!S
in behalf of the m0vement were truly valuable, m1d invol vetl great self-sacrifice. They had to spend and be
spent in the good cause, and deserved our heartiest
thanks. 'l'he agents, too, were men of great devotedness
&.nd energy, and did very meritorious servicP..
The motion was seconded by Mr. M'L.AGGAN in a few
words of warm sympathy, and agreed to.
Mr. J. R. M 'D1.ARMlD, Dollar, in a few felicitons
remarks, moved that " This meeting desires to record it.r;
heartfelt thanks to Treasurer Hamilton for so ably filliug
the chair upon the present occasion," which was heartily
seconded by Mr. J. Jamieson, Ayr, and the meeting
brought to a suce€ssful termination.

THE ANN1JAL SOCIAL MEETING
"\Vas held in the City Hall Saloon in the afternoon.
The i-oom was quite filled with an andie11ce that
apparently fully enjoyed themselves. The chair was
occupied by Provost CampLell, of Greenock, who was
supported by James Johnstone, Esq., chairman of
Executive Scottish Temperance League; ex-Provost
Dick, Bailie Selkirk, J. H. Raper, Esq.; R. M 'Callum,
Esq., Rev. John Douglas, W. M .... cott, E sq., Belfast;
Rev. S. Harding, and Mr. R. Mackay. Grace having
been said by Rev. Mr. Harding, the gnests entered
upon the enjoyment of a most ample tea and accompaniments, the proviJing and serving of which did Mr.
Jenkins, the purveyor, great credit. Thanks being
offered through the singing of the Hundredth P salm,
the chairman rose, amid hearty appla11se, and said" That he hoped that the meeting were as pleased a-s
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he was with the progress that was being made. This
principle of local option was being more closely looked
at, and more and more seen to be the principle which
should underlie any legislation that should be framed
to remove the liquor traffic. The people, it was felt,
should have a right to legally insist that they should
not be subjected to the evils arising from the presence
of public-houses. (Applause. ) Licensed shops were
not like butcher or bakers' shops. These supplied a
felt want, fed an appetite that came and went, just as
the human system was hungry or filled; but before the
public-houses were wanted a craving for the drug they
vended was set up within the man that never came and
went, but always demanded gratification. (Applause.)
The influence of those places that dispensed such a
drug was always injurious to the neighbourhood where
they were; he never could;in view of that fact, support the transfer of a license to sell liquor from one
district to a new district, because he felt that, to do
so, was just to put down a place which would prove
injurious to the neighbourhood. (Applause.) A publichouse not only injured the property beside which it was
placed, but it deteriorated the people living there, and
the little children that were sent by their parents for
drink, and he never would consent to be a party to
doing so injurious an action. (Cheers.) The publican
dealt in a dangerous article, and he pushed his business
with all the ardour of the most energetic men of business. He did not blame him for doing so. No man was
doing himself justice that was not diligent in his business; but the question was, should there be such a
business at all? (Hear.) If such a business was
allowed men would push it, and make it far more dangerous, by the very energy they throw into it. He
had often been aware of the many occasions on which
the working-classes met in a sociable capacity, and he
often wondered why, when doing so, they met in premises connected with public-houses, but he found, on
inquiry, that these merry gatherings were got up by
the publicans, who in this way pushed their business.
Look at it how you choose, this was incontestable,
that the liquor traffic was never plied in any district
without doing great evil to all within its reach, and its
neighbours should have the absolute power to veto it
when they fo;.md tLat it was really and ahvays a
source and occasion of danger to them. (Cheers.) It
is true that magistrates can put down public-houses by
acquiring the property iu which they are; too often
they shrink from paying the sum required for the property, the goodwill, and the lease ; so they often
spread the evil by spreauing the public-houses m·er
new districts. They gi\l'e the publican the choice of a
new district, which he soon makes as demoralised as
that from which they compelled him to remove. (Applause.) 1 he way to get an entire riddance of the evil
is by giving the people the power to say if they are
prepared to permit the sale of liquor among them; if
they are not, then no public-houses should be allowed.
(Applause.) He hoped that means would be taken to
introduce a measure for Scotland and carry it next session.
Scotland was before other portions of the kingdom. It
had the Forbes M'Kenzie Act many years before it was
even spoken of having Sunday closing elsewhere; and
it would certainly be well that the legislation asked for
was in operation in Scotland. It was quite ripe for a
local option law, and he hoped that the leaders of the
movement would be able to get such a law on the
statute book by the close of the next session. (Loud
applause.) Addresses were then delivered by Captain
Brotchie, Greenock; Mr. James , Vinning, Paisley;
Mr. R. Murray, Edinburgh ; Mr. W. Freer, Mr. Isaac
Lynas, Mr. Cunningham, and Mr. A. Malcolm, Glasgow ; ex-Councillor Paterson, Aberdeen ; and Rev. S.
8leath, .Bo'ness. A deputation from the Scottish Temperance League was present in the persons of James
Johnstone, Esq., Langbank, and Rev. John Douglas,
the latter of whom briefly addressed the meeting in
fraternal terms. Mr. Wm. M. Scott, Belfast, gave an
excellent address, having a genuine Irish flavour and
much good sense. Had time permitted, delegates
from Edinburgh, Leith, the vV estern District Lodge
American I.O.G-. T., would have spoken, but as the
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meeting was protracted much beyond its usual length,
ex-Provost Dick had to move a hearty vote of thanks to
Provost Campbell, which was cordially paid, and the
meeting closed with the benediction.
MEETING IN CITY HALL.
THE annual public meeting of the Association was
held in the evening in the City Hall. There wa.~ a
crowded attendance. The Hon . the Lord Provost
pre. ided ; and on the platform were : Mr. Yv. Shepherd Allen, M.P. ; Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P. ; Rev.
Drs. Adam, Joseph Brown, and Adamson, Edinburgh ; Rev. Messi:s. S. Harding, J . A. Johnston,
Thomas Evans, J. M. Sloan, John Kirk, jun., R.
Anderson, G. Gladstone; Provost Campbell, Greenock:; Bailie Selkirk, Treasurer Hamilton, ex-Bailie
Torrens; Mr. Raper, Manchester; Messrs. John
Wilson, W. Quarrier, J. Y. Simpson, R. Mackay,
J as. Finlayson, and W. Johnston, W. W. Turnbull,
J. Paton, J. Wilson, &c., &c.
Bailie SELKIRK intimated, on behalf of the Executive, that their esteemed friend, Mr. Middleton, M.P.,
was unable, through indisposition, to preside at the
meeting. Iu a note, Mr. Middleton said he had, up
to the last moment, hoped to be present as he promised. He was still suffering from the fatigue of
the last session, and he had been prohibited by his
medical adviser from taking part in any public work.
Bailie Selkirk then stated that the Lord Provost
had kindly consented to take Mr. Middleton's place.
(Loud applause.)
The meeting was opened with prayer by Rev.
Dr. J osEPII BROWN.
The LORD PROVOST said: Last year, when I had
also the honour to preside at your public meeting, I
spoke of the outlook along the whole line of temp-=:mnce action and enterprise as being of the most
hopeful and encouraging character. Our noble Parliamentary leader, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, had, in the
previous session, brought forward his now-famous
Local Option Resolution, and, even in what was not
inaptly described as the Pnblicans' Parliament, was
defeated by only 8 votes. It was also a most significant and suggest.ive fact that, while the rnajol'ity
included all the members of the Beaconsfield Government who took part in the division, in the minority
who voted with Sir Wilfrid were no fewer than 15
ruembers of the previous Liberal Administration,
including that noble tribune of the people, John
Bright ; and Mr. Forster and Mr. Stansfield. (Applause.) Well, ladies and gentlemen, to use Lord
Beaconfield's familiar words, 'Many things have
happened since then.' We have had, as his lordship
well knows, a general election, resulting in a strong
political reaction over the whole country, placing
the Liberals again in power by an overwhelming
majority, with Mr. Gladstone as Prime Minister.
(Applause.) I need not say that, in the great political
contest, the publican interest, with few exceptions,
was conspicuous in its support of that party which
had ·served it so well by removing the restrictive
provisions in the licensing legislation of the previous
Government.
Parliament had proved most unfriendly to the Irish Sunday Closing Bill, and g~ven
Local Option the miserable faction of 14 votes m a
total vote of 174. (Applause.) On the other band,
not speaking as a politician but strictly as u, temperance reformer, I could not bnt rejoic~ in the
gratifying fact that the temperance party, m almost
every constituency, were true to their principles a~d
the highest interests of the temperance cause, m
working for and supporting the pa~ty of. social and
political progres~, whose whole policy aims at the
legitimate Pxtension of t):ie rights and powers. of the
p_eople, and is therefore m fullest _harm~:my with our
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just and reasonable demand for the popular control the traffic in intoxicating liquors, but he would couof the liquor traffic. (Applause.) The result, as you fine himself to the last clause of the resolution which
know, apart from the political aspect of the question, referred to prohibition. If they believed that civil
was the defeat of a large number of the trade repre- government was an ordinance of God established for
sentatives, including the amiable and indefatigable His glory and for· the good of all men, then the
Mr. Wheelhouse, and the return of a majority to rulers stood in the pb.ce of God, for by Hirn kings
the new Parliament pledged to support temper- reign and princes decree justice.
(Applause.)
ance legislation. The division on the 18th of June I And that they might meet their high responsibilities
showed how thoroughly the temperau.ce party had I and administer the law justly and righteously, they
swept the decks, when, instead of the majority needed to be men of self-denial a.ncl self-control.
against of 88 votes, by which his motion was lost, They ought to protect the people from evil-doers, and
in the division just before the dissolution, Sir sustain the principles of God's moral government.
Wilfrid Lawson carried his Local Option resolution In all conflicts with evil the Governor of the universe
by a majority of 26. In itself · this wa.s, indeed, a never gave licence for a moment. It was al ways
glorious victory; but its importance was vastly in- prohibition. (Applause.)- But the licensing of a
creased by the fact that no fewer than 14 members publican was nothing more or less than giving a
of the present Government voted with Sir Wilfrid license to him to sell poison to his weak brother,
Lawson, and in favour of the principle of granting and bring him down to a druukard's grave, and yet
to the people the local power of protecting them- the publican was protected by the State in his act.
selves from the incalculable evils of the liquor (Applause.) It had been said that personal abstitraffic. In the division, Scotland again occupied an nence wonld destroy the liquor traffic, but that was
honouraLle position ; the votes and paii-s of @tu a serious mistake. Under the glorious crusade led
Scotch members being, for Local Option 43, against by Father Matthew in Ireland tens of thousands, it
only 5. From that division we may reasonably might be hundreds of thousands. were led to give up
anticipate the early introduction of a comprehensive drink, and take the pledge. Where were they now/
measure of temperance reform by the Government. ·where was the great movement that was carried on
For this question must now be dealt with as a by Father Matthew now 1 Where were those who
Government question, as uo Government., however took the pledge? After :t time. the movement began
powerful, can trifle with the expressed will of the to wane, the public-houses were kept open all the
people as given by the votes of their representatives, 1 time, and some of the weak brethren could not
not only as regards permissive legislation, but also resi. t the strong temptation of the liquor shop, and
the early settlement of Sunday closing and the ex- thus they went back by multitudes. Now, if in
tension of the Irish , unday Act to the large centres I connection with that crusade the traffic had bee 11
of population in the sister country. ln this cherished prohibited, Ireland would have been- 1'.!ope for early aud satisfactory legislation, ternnreat, glorious, and free,
perance reformers are sustained by the declaration
First flower of the earth,
And first gem of the sea.
of the Prime Minister himself in the course of his
able speech on Sir Wilfrid Lawson's resolution. (Appla.use. ) Iu connection with that horrible agr.i(Applause. ) Mr. Gladstone said: 'I earnestly hope rian crime which happened in Ireland the other day
that, at some not very distan.t period, it ruay be a dark lantern was found uear the body, and also a
found practicable to deal with the licensiug laws, bottle of whisky. Ah ! that wru it. They might
and, in dealing with the licensing laws, to include I persuade the people; but the publicans, the brewers,
the reasonable and just measure for which my hon- and distillers would say, "Leave it to us. While
curable friend pleads.' (Applause.) From another we hold the licenses to keep open our public-houses
qua1ter we have encomagement in the same clirec- from eight to eleven o'clock we will gather your
tion. The licensed victuallers of Manchester held a child.ren and destroy them as fast as we possibly
conference last week, at which the Governmeut can." (Loud applause. )
Mr. ,v. ,'IIEPHERD ALLEX, )LP., in seconL1ing the
were naturally denounced by the trade; and Mr.
Candelet, a man of light and leading among them, resolution, said he had some diffidence in standing for
fe~t su_re th~t the Government_ were preparing a I the first time before an audience composed of cotchL1censmg Bill, and would pass 1t before they went men and ,"cotchwomen, because he knew well the
out oi office. You see, my friends, the publicans acuteness and subtlety of the Scotch intellect, for the
believe in and tremble at the future action of a I fact was that he ha<l a mother-in-law who was a
Government they so determiuedly but so impotently Scotchwoman-(laughte~·)--and he conl<l as~ure them
opposed. Another precious morsel fell from a Mr. , that he _never entered u~to her presence without the
Stubbs, who said he had studied Mr. Gladstone's most. pa11;1fnl _se1~sc of lus own mental and moral aml
career for the last 30 yen.rs, and found that he had ph:ys1cal 1_nfenority. (Renewed laughter.) The_ resonever been the friend of th lie nse l vi tu 11
• lut10n wluch had been ~ead was a strong one, and it wa:s
e . e c . c 3: ~rs ' for them to say by then· Yotes whether they endorsed
and now let us hope, at the close of h1~ brilliant the charges it brought against the liquor traffic. (Apand beuefice_nt career, Mr. Gladstone .will as~ume plause.) For his part he did. (Renewed applause. )
tbe same att1t?de towards the trade which flounshes His position with respect to the liquor traffic was very
only on the vice and poverty o~ the. people ; aud similar to that of a gentleman with respect to the
that, on the other hand, he will evmce an ever- Onite<l. States Government. When that gentleman had
increasing friendliness with the movement with reside<l long enough in the States to obtain vdiat wa in
which we are all more or less identified, and in the England called the privile~e of th~ franchise, he wa~
successful consummation of which are bound up the I bothere_cl by men of all p_art1es for his rn~e. Democr~t::i,
highest commercial industrial social and reli 0crious I Republicans, know-nothrngs came to hun, all ask.mg
interests of the nati~n. (Lou<l cheering.)
fo1: his ,~u1/port,_ and, at ~ast, wo~ried .t? death: ~:~
Rev. .Mr. HARDING, Paisley, aid he had to propose j 7~ked,
Is the1_e ~ Government m"~h1s c~un~1y.
the followio<YO resolution :-'' That this meetincr is of
Oh yes, there i ·, was ~h~ reply.
Then,, said the
0
. .
h
•
•
•
•
•
1 aentleman,
"I'm ageu 1t.
(Laughter.) That was
op1_mon t at ~he traffic rn mtox1cn_trng liquor tends 1 ;xactly his own position with respect to the liquor
to mcrease crm~e, to w_aste the national resources, to t traffic-he was " a.gen it. " The resolution in the fir t
conupt the socml habits, and to de troy the health place set forth that the traffic in intoxicating iiquor
and lives of the people, aud ought therefore to be I tended to increase crime. He was sure every one in
prohibited." (Loud applause.) The fin,t pa.rt of the the assembly wonld endon;e that accusation. They
resolution contained a terrible imlictme11t agn.inst ' could not take up a ne,-..spaper, or eYen look at a Glas·
I

I

J
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gow paper of that day, without reading of some crime
caused by the love of intoxicating liquor. Speaking for
himself as a magistrate of more than twenty years'
standing in a large and populous English county, he
could truly say that the vast majority of crimes of
violence were undoubtedly caused by the liquor traffic.
(Applause.) The second charge was that the liquor
traffic tended to waste the national resources. They
all knew the vast expenditure in connection with the
sale of intoxicating drink ; they all knew that the
direct and indirect expenditure, including, of course,
the loss of lalJour and things of that kind, amounted to
the colossal sum of 270 millions per annum. Now,
::,cotchmen were generally supposed to be very shrewd
on financial questions. They had a proverb in England,
but he believed it was a libel, that threepenny bits were
invented in order that Scotchmen might subscribe to
charitable institutions. (Laughter.) He merely mentioned that in order to show that cotchmen were
supposed to be peculiarly shrewd in all questions relating to money, and that therefore they would be able to
grasp the details of any waste in the national resources.
'l'he Lord Provost bad alluded to the Liberal party.
\ ell, they would all remember that when Lord
Beaconstield was in power, one of the cries of the
Liberal party was that the taxation of this country and
the expenditure had been increased some ten or twelve
millions. As Liberals, let them be consistent ; and if
they protested against those additional ten or twelve
millions, let them protest still more strongly against the
:270 millions of self-imposed taxation which was draining away the life-blood of the country. (Applause.)
The resolution likewise said that drink tended to
destroy the health and lives of the people. Those who
were acquainted with details told them that some
u0,000 men and women went down every year to untimely graves in con ·equence of the existence of that
traffic. Just think of that long and ghastly procession,
and still it did not include the wretched, miserable,
half-starved drunkards who went down to their graves
as sufferers, nor did it include the poor, wretched, halfuaked, starving children who died in their youthful
years and were thus made the innocent victims of the
tlrink curse. He wonld tell them what he said upon a
Mancheeter plat.fom1, that so::netim s irr th lo ,1.· streets
of London, when he had looked upon scores of these
little dirty child1·en, degraded, ragged, some going to
au untimely grave and others growing up to a heritage
of crime and sin, he had bur t into tears and had felt
he would sooner go into a pauper's grave than he would
roll in wealth made by the trade in intoxicating liquor.
(Applause.) That was not all. He was thinking as he
rode this morning from Edinburgh to C-Hasgow, over
the dark catalogue of men he had known, who had
fallen victims to this deadly vice of intemperance.
There were ministers of the gospel, lawyer:i, merchants,
tradesmen, professional men, as weH as working men,
all stru ck down in their manhood's prime, haviug lost
their health and lives. " , here were they now '? Ouly
within the la t two months two gentlemen whom he
knew something about, men of position, had died in
the prime of life. That was not all. They had left
their wives widows and their children orpham,, utterly
unprovided for. \Vere the charges against the traffic
proYed? lf so, then followed the logical sequence that
the traffic ought to be prohibited. (Applan ~e.) He
most thoroughly agreed with the speech of the rev.
gentleman who had preceded l1im that prohibition was
the right, sure, and certain remedy. The friends of
the Permissive Bill were met by the old stock argument-'' You cannot make men sober by Act of Parliament." Whenever men were short of argument, they
took refuge in assertion. lt saved a great deal of
trouble, labour, and thinking. He had listened to the
speeches of Mr. ,vheclhouse in the House of Commons
against Sir ,vilfrid La,vson's bill, and the hours so
occupied were the most melancholy he bad e,·er spent.
(Laughter.) He had suffered pain of different kindshad had toothache, and the pain of being scolded by
his wife-only, howevei', when he deserved it-(laughter)-but he never felt so wretched as nmler the infliction of l\fr. , hcelhonsc's sr>eechc . )Jr. Wheelhouse
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had only two arguments, and he went over them _with
the most tiresome iteration. One argument was, '· You
cannot make men sober by Act of Parliament," and
the other that " 'ir Wilfrid Lawson's followers were
all Dissenters, Primitive Methodists, and men o~ that
stamp." Mr. ·w heelhouse seemed to sl~o~v quit~ as
large and extensive a knowled~e of the different kmds
of Dissenters in these three kingdoms a:s an old lady
who had a great dislike to Nonconformists~ and w~10
said there were two classes she regarded with special
aversion-namely, Plymouth Bret~ren and Yarmon~h
Bloaters. (Laughter.) The question wa , w·hat did
the friends of temperance want to do? There had been
remedies of all kinds propose l. The ~·emedy now
asked was a very plain and simple one-it was, trust
the people ; and if the people were trusted, and had the
power to prohibit the liquor traffic, the common-sense
of the hard-headed working men of Englan~, Scotlan_d,
and Ireland would very soon say to the hcens~d vi~~
tuallers, "Gentlemen, you mustrget a bette_r bu~mess.
He was thankful to say that, by recent legislat10n, ~he
people were now trusted much more largely with
political power than they used to be. ~he vast majority of the working men of these three ki!1gdoms were
entrusted with votes, ancl{they had the mf:luence_ a~td
the power to deal with questions affecting t~e destrn1m;
of this great empire ; and had not the working meu of
E1wland and ·•cotlancl and Ireland sense enough to s~y
wh~ther they wanted a gin palace in the street m
which they lived or not? He believed that all temperance reformers owed a debt of gratitude to the Umted
Kingdom lliance for the good work it hac.~ done. He
wa there to confess before that large meetmg, and ac:knowledae the debt he for one owed to it. l:(ome 14
years ag~, when the nited Kin~dom Allia_nce took
him up, he was not s~mnd on the hqu?r quest10n. , He
thought , unday closrng would be gomg too far. The
Alliance educated him u1 to that point. Then he wa,s
not sound upon the question of local option. The
United Kingdom Alliance convinced him that local
option was the right thing. He had had two teac~ers
upon the temperance questio11. One wa::, tho uu_ited
Kingdom Alliance and the othel' was his own little
children. (Applause.) He told fathers and mother· in
th,~t hall ihaL when he louketl at theii- bright, joyous,
and happy faces, all radiant with innocence and the
beauty of youth, when he thought upon their future
live , aml when he consider cl; moreover, that these
little children were gifted by the Ah;nighty with the
stupendous destiny of immortality, he felt that in his
house he dared not place the intoxicating cup. (Applause.) He believed the temperance party were gaining ground steaclily but surely. In , cotlaml for many
years the people had possessed the boon of , 'uncla.y
closing. That boon had been granted to Ireland. ln
the last session of Parliament an overwhelming majority of Welsh members voted for the extension of
::,unday closing to '\Vales. He believed \Vales would
soon have , unday closing, and thn.t a similar bill for
England would follow before long. The principle of
local option was taking strong hold of the working men
of these three kingdoms. He knew very well that the
swell di l not like it. That did not much matter,
because the swells at election times had to come cap in
hand to the working men ; and it was for working men
to see tba.t thoy sent the right sort of men to represent
them in the Commons House of Parliament.
'peaking
next of the interest taken by ladies in political questions, an<l their great influence, the hon. member
remarked that fifteen years ago, when he was first
seeking a seat in Parliament, he called at the house of
a voter, and was met at the door by a fine han<lsome
woman,his young wife of about 24 years, who said "Oh,
Mr .... llen, my husband would haYe voted for you, but
he died last night." (Laughter.) She further said" Never mind ; I'll have another husband ready to
vote for you the next time." (Laughter.) That lady
kept her word. ( heers and laughter.) In 1868, when
he called at the same house, there was a husband properly educated in political matter , who voted for him.
(Laughter and applause.) The temperance cause was
gaining ground, and if the men and women of 8cotfand,
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England, and Ireland did their duty, prohibition would
soon be the law of the land. (Applause.) Then we
should hardly know the land in which we lived. It
would be so happy, so prosperous, so contented, that
wherever an Englishman might go his heart would
turn back to his native land with longing love, and in
the magnificent words of the poet he would be able to
say:vVhere'er I go, whatever lands I see,
My heart untravelled still retutns to th ee ;
Still to my country turns with ceaseless pain,
And drags at every step a lengthening chain .
(Loud applause.)
The resolution was cordially adopted.
Mr. _W. S. CAINE, M.P.-The resolution I have to
move is as follows:-" That this meeting regards the
proposal to invest the ratepayers with ample power to
abolish the liquor traffic in their respective districts as
just and practicable : rejoices at the passage of Sir
Wilfrid Lawson's local option resolution in the recent
session of Parliament by a majority including pairs of
245 to 219: and in view of the promise of the Government to give effect to this principle in dealing with the
licensing laws in the next session, earnestly urges the
friends of the movement everywhere to maintain the
agitation with unabated energy, so as to secure in any
new legislation the fullest recognition of the principle
of local option." Now, with regard to the first section
of this resolution, the method by which the prohibition
of the liquor traffic is to be secured, is by giving the
ratepayers ample power to abolish the liquor traffic in
their respective districts, an<l it states that that is just
and practicable. Of its practicability there can be no
doubt. v.,r e have ample experience upon which to go.
\Ve have the experience of the United States, our own
coloniP-s, and Canada during the last twenty-five years
to show that the method which we propose to secure
the prohibition of the liquor traffic is practicable.
The question is, being practicable, Is it just? \Ve are
here to-night to maintain that it is just also. Now, if
you take the people of this country, and take their
opinion upon the liquor trade, you may divide them very
fairly into two sections-those who look upon the
public-houses as a public convenience and those who
look upon the public-houses as public nuisances. (A
laugh.) And whichever view you happen to take of
this institution it is just in either case to invest the
ratepayers with ample power to abolish the liquor
traffic, or, ou the other hand, to maintain the liquor
~raffic. That is clearly what local option means, if it
means anything.
ow, let us look at it for one
moment ur two as a public convenience. I know something of the city of Glasgow. It is not the first time I
visited it. I know what public spirit you have, and I
k11ow well how you manage your own affairs. I know
about your gas-the great convenience-by which we
are able to see one another to-night. It is controlled
by your representatives.
I also know about your
beautiful water which you all at present enjoy. It is
brought here by yourselves, and it is your own property,
and under your own control. There are other conveniences. There are/our tramways-a very great public
convenience indee . These also belong to the Corporation, and I believe they have leased them to a company
who are bound not merely to provide the public with
ample convenience, but to hand back the roads in as
good condition as when they received them. All these
rnstitutions I have named are under the control of the
ratepayers, therefore if the friends of the licensing
system aver it is a public convenience all we ask is
that that convenience, like so many other public conveniences, should be placed in the hands of the ratepayers themselves. (Applause.) Let us look at the
other aspect of thequestion- -public-houses as a nuisance.
Any person who has given a thought to public matters
has paid some attention to, and has looked into, the
working of the Public Health Acts. You in Glasgow
and elsewhere are under the control of a magnificent
Public Health Act, which gives great power to your
Corporation to preserve the health of the town. I will
undertake to say that if you go throt1gh all the back

streets and all the back yards in Glasgow yon will n ~t
find one single man keeping a pig, because the Pu bhc
Health Act does not permit him. If you do find 011e
party keeping a pig it will be got rid of at once. The
keeping of pigs in large towns-in Glasgow at any ra te
-is prohibited by the representatives of ~he ratepayer s.
Any manufacturer who produces articles that a.re
dangerous to public health can be prohibited from so
doing und er the Health Act. A manufacturer of ~ re
works can be prohibited. The manufacture of anytlung
that produces a foul smell and endang_e~s the health of
those who live around can be proh1b1ted under the
Public Health Act. All we want is a particular trade,
which, in onr opinion, works desolation, misery,
wretchedness, wounds and diseases the people, causes
crime and pauperism, and causes premature deaths, and
which trade is looked upon as a nuisance, should al o
be placed under the control of the ratepayers. I do not
hesitate, then, to say that you ought to support the
first paragraph of the resolution. (Applause.). The
next paragraph reports progress. It tells us that rn the
recent session of Parliament the local option resolution .
of Sir \Vilfrid Lawson was carried by 245 to 219, or by
a majority of 26.
row, if I recollect rightly, the
majority by which it was defeated in the previous
session of Parliament was 114, so you see from being
defeated by 114, we lrnve improved by carrying it by a
majority of 26. Do not let us run away with the
notion that this shows a wonderful change during three
months. The previous Parliament was elected in 187~.
The existing Parliament was electe l more than six
years afterwards, and that represents the earnest,
steady, and persevering work of such organisations as
the one that has called us to-night--of the United
Kingdom Alliance and all auxiliaries, and Goo<l Templar
Lodges, Scottish Temperance League, &c., and the
noble men and women np and down the leng~h 3:nd
breadth of the kingdom who have been bnngrng
pressure to bear upon public opinion.
(Ap~lause. )
That resolution is the measure of growth durmg the
last six years, but now we come to what I think we
were exceedingly grateful to be able to mark such progress. But we must not sit down and think that the
,vork is done. I do not hesitate to say that a great
many of the 245 who voted for that resolution took
very different views indeed of local option to what
are taken on this platform to-night. Local option is a
wide ·w ord. It may mean little or a great deal. \Ve
intend it to mean a great deal. If it is to mean a great
deal every one of these 245 members of Parliament
must be k ept toeing the line on the question without
any mistake whatever. 'ome members of Parliament
are apt to be very enthusiastic immediately after a
general election and to pine away somewhat as the
Parliament advances. Keep your members up to the
ma.ck upou this question. That is what the resolution
asks you to do. Among other things, in view of the
promise of the Government to give effect to this principle of dealing with the licensing laws in the next
session, the resolution earnestly urges the friends of the
movement everywhere to maintain the agitation with
unabated energy so as to secure in any new legislation
the fullest recognition of the principle of local option.
That is a greater sign of progress than even the division
list. ·w hat gratified me that night was the speech of
the Prime Minister, in which he stated that it was the
intention of the Government to bring in a measure
based upon the principle affirmed in Sir \iVilfrid Lawson's resolution. Now the real genuine hard work of the
movement begins. The Government are pledged to
bring in a measure. It is for the country to let the
Government know what that measure is to be. (Applause.) Governments exist to give effect to the will
of the people and for no other purpose. Let the
Government know what your will is and I undertake
they will carry th at will out. If you simply in one
way or another let them know that you will be content
with 2s. 6d. in the£ yon will get about ls. 6d. Tell
them you ~-ish 20s. in the £ and you wiil get it. Do
not be content with any measure which does not contain
in one clause of it the principle that whatever else may
be done the people themselves shall haYe the power to
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get rid of the evil altogether. (Applause.) Now then
let us instruct the Government. Do it as the resolution
says, by urging the friends of the movement everywhere to maintain the agitation with unabated energy,
so as to secure in any new legislation the fullest recognition of the principle of local option. I have great
pleasure in moving the resolution. (Applause.)
Provost CAMPBELL, Greenock, seconde l the motion.
In doing so, he said there was a good deal yet to be
done by temperance reformers. He recently obsel'ved
with sorrow that the Lord Provost of Glasgow had
stated that the number of cases coming before the
Police Courts of the city had increased very much
since the return of good trade. That was a sad state
of matters, and showed the great necessity there was
for legislation of some kind. He had long held, and
held very strongly, that the g1:eater the number of
public-houses the greater the amount of drunkenness.
(Applause.) He knew that some people, and some
very influential newspapers, thought differently. They
took up tbe argument that an increased number of
houses did not mean an increase of drunkenness. He
held that to be a great fallacy, unless they were to believe that those who owned publ~c-houses were different
from every other class of people, who generally desired
to make as much profit out of their businesses as they
could. He trusted that very soon a change would take
place on the part of some of the influential Liberal
newspapers, which at present were very unsound on
this question. Those who had to do with the improvement of towns knew, that in connection with this subject the question of licenses came up very prominently.
They knew that when it was found necessary to sweep
away wretched old houses, if a public-house happened
to be in the property, th e publican came to the magistrates and complained of the hardship of being deprived
of his licensed house. This never gave him (PFovost
Campbell) much concern, because if he were to transfer
the license to another district, he would feel more for
the people resident in that district than for the publican. The fact was, that the proprietors generally
got large sums in connection with the houses taken
down, and the man who held the license should go
and get a share of that money. By putting a publichouse iu a Llist1icL, tL.ey might ~nc1 east the rt t vf t he
particular property, bnt they deteriorated the value of
the property around ; an<J. what was far worse, they
deteriorated the character of the tenants. He, therefore, had never felt any difficulty in declining to
grant transfet·s, but he considered that it would be
better that the people of the districts should have
the power of putting their veto on such transfers. He
trusted that, in course of next session, a bill granting
this power would be passed. At ne time, he feared
that it would be necessary to have separate measures
for England and Scotland, but he was delighted to hear
from the gentleman who preceded him that the question of local option was making so rapid progress in
England. He should be glad, therefore, if a bill were
introduced for the whole country. If, however, this
was not done, he trusted some Scotch member would
introdnce a bill for Scotland alone, and he was satisfied
th,\t he would not only have the support of the majority
of the Scotch members, but that th e majority of the
people of Scotland would be in its favour. (Applause.)
Rev. THOM.AS EVANS, Merthyr-Tydvil, supported
the resolution, and contended that, if the publicans
were, as they maintained, the friends of the workingman, there was all the more reason for the trade being
under the control of the working men, who were the
ratepayers. It is not possible to give a report of the
rev. gentleman's spee , because it is impossible to reprod~1ce the figure, the gesticulations, and the wonderful humour and earnestness of the speaker. The
illustrations-the potato aud the Colorado beetle-the
muzzling of the dogs-the youthful exciseman-and the
tigers of India-were all so graphically told. As he
was drawing out the analogy of the. beetle and the
drink, you were reminded of Old Eccles or perhaps
more so of Toole, and you enjoyed the unctuous
humour displayed without at all losing sight of
the grea:t trnth involved in the contr~st between our
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terror at a foreign bug and our toleration of native
spirits. The earnestness of the speaker was man ifest
in the powerful eloquence displayed in the closing
words of his truly impressive appeal to his enwrapt
audience.
·
Rev. JA.MES A. JOHNSTON, of Springburn, moved
the third resolution as follows:-" That this meeting
rejoices at the gratifying progress of the movement in
Scotland, as manifested at the recent general election,
and by the overwhelmiug Scotch vote-including paira
4~ to 5-in the division on the Local Option resolution,
hereby expresses its warmest thanks to Sir v\ ilfrid
Lawson and his 246 supporters, and pledges itself to
assist the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance
Association in its efforts by hearty co-operation and
liberal pecuniary support." In supporting the resolution, Mr. Johnston said that Scotland occupied a prominent place in the agitation against the drink traffic.
As Scotchmen, they were proud of their country, as
they had never withheld their help when some right
was to be maintained, or when some wrong was to be
r edressed. In the general temperance movement, n.nd
in the Sunday closing movement, Scotland had taken
precedence of her sister countries; and, looking to the
general election and the vote of their representatives in
.Parliament, might he not say that Scotland had
declared, as with trumpet voice, that the honourable
place which she had hitherto occupied she had no intention whatever to resign. (Applause.) Some of the
43 who had supported local option in the House of
Commons had fought the battle for years, but there
wero others who had been slow to learn the value of
local option, and perhaps they had not learned its
value and pmver yet, unless they bad experienced what
it was at the general election.
Mr. JOHN vV1Lso. said, at that late stage of the
evening it would ill become him to take up the time of
the meeting, but there had been delegated to him a
very pleasant duty. Before proceeding to discharge
that duty, h e would wish to make a few remarks. He
was sure they would all agree with him that they were
much indebted to the Lord Provost for his opening
remarks. They were all proud of their Lord Provost,
not only from the high position which he occupied, as
h"ad of the mu..iciµa l powor of tlis great city, but !!.lso
for his straightforwardness, honesty, and his readiness
to stand forth in the ranks of the temperance cause.
(Applause.) They all knew that the reign of the Lord
Provost was near at an end. There was a talk of sending him back to the Council. Be that as it might,
they had a higher position for the Lord Provost, aucl
he (Mr. \Vilson) hoped that at the first vacant seat in
Scotland the Lord Provost would stand. (Applause.)
He was sure he spoke the minds of the temperance
reformers, and it would be the crowning victory of the
Lord Provost's life if he were able to carry a prohibitory
measure for Scotland. (Great applause.)
fr. 'W ilson
concluded his remarks by asking the meeting to propose a hearty vote of thanks to the speal ers who .pad
addressed them that evening. (Applause.)
Bailie TORRENS said he had a very pleasant duty to
perform, but, at the same time, he had a great complaint
to make. The last speaker, Mr. 'W ilson, encroached
upon his (Bailie Torrens) ground from beginning to end.
(Laughter.) Did he know as much about the Lord
Provost as he, Bailie Torrens. (Laughter.) \Yell, he
rose to propose a hearty vote of thanks to his Lordship
for presiding that night. They were under a great
obligation to him that evening, because he came there
and occupied the position of chairman at short notice,
owing to the indisposition of :Mr. R. T. Midclleton.
(Applause.) Their Lord Provost was quite a champion
in the temperance movement, and he (the speaker) rlid
not know any man in Scotland holding the position the
Lord Provost did, that had done one-tenth towards the
advancement of the temperance cause that he had done.
(Applause.)
After the benediction had been pronounced by the
Rev. Mr. Harding, the proceeclings terminaterl.
A little boy being asked what the chief end of an
editor was, re:plied, '' The end that's got the head on,"
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JIembers, f1·iends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to
the Funds of the Scottish P ermissive Bill and
'Pe1nperance Association m·e respectjitlly inf01·med that Subscriptions to the A ociation, if
not already paicl, are now dite, and will be
r,ladl!J received by tile Agents and at the Offices,
30 I-lope Street, Glasgow. The demands 'itpon
the Association are increasing, ancl it would
materially assist the Executive in p1·omptly 1neeting these, were subsc1·iptions paid in the f onne1·
rather than the latte1· part of the .financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1881.

Poer AL 'R_ EfORMER
GLA, GOW, OCl'OBER, 1880.
NEW YEAR', TRACT.

Tm~ Exf'cutive nre glad to be aule thus early to
announce their New Year's Tract for 1881. This
year it is from the eloquent pen of the Rev. Horatius Bonar, D.D., Edinbnrgh, and bears the significant title, "The City of the Plagne ; or Sights of
Loudon in Sixteen Sixty-five." It is illustrated in
the finest style of the Art, and may be ha l at 10s.
per 1000, or ls. per 100---carriage NOT paid. Societies may have their name and local announcements
printed at the top at an extra charge of ls. 6d. per
heading. If heading cout:lins more than 40 words,
by special agreement. On all orders of 2000 and
upwards no charge is made for heading. Orders
should be seut in at once, as there are already indic:ttions of it meeting with a very large circufa,tion.
UR ANNUAL MEETINGS.
Tim Twenty-second Annual Meetings of th
, 'cottish Permi sive Bill and Temperance .Asi::ociat.ion Rtand prominently out as the moRt memorable
in its hi tory. Those that have gone before were
brilliant from the progress that distinguished them;
they showed the rapid outgrowth of the agitation.
The meetings of this year are brilliant because of
the resnlts obtained, :rnd they be peak the near
fnlfilment of anticipations of a crowning triumph.
The Annua.l Business Meeting was held iu the
Christian Iustitute, and was an unqualified success.
While the proceedings lacked the undesirable heat
of the p;evious annual rneeting, the unflinching
earnestness so distinctive of these meetings was
apparent nJl through the course of the proceedings.
11 present seemed conscious of the very great successes achieved-successes not the result of fitful
chance, but of eamest endeavour-and were ready to
gird np their loins :md go forward to new efforts and
still more decisive successes. 'l'he chairman's address was an excellent resume of the progress of the
ye::ir, implying deep research n.nd close attention to all
that was taking place on the question. The report
was, as usual, comprehensive, and dealt with the
divisions on the Local Option Resolution, and with
the General Election and its . ignal success, in a
map.ner both interesting and stirrin$. The 'l'rea-
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' surer's report might be said to be capable of two
quite diverse impressions. In so far as the Executive were able to support two divisio1~s on the
Local Option Resolution, endure the strain of a
general election, and maintain in vigorous operation
the ordinary agencies of the Association, and yet not
get into debt, they were deserving of much commendation ; yet they could not have done so unless by
the generous liberality of the late Mr. Smith. It is
matter for regret that notwithstanding all that they
have achfeved, they should yearly be plunged into
£.na.ncial anxieties, and be left unable to bring those
irre. istible powers of agitation into the field that
might so speedily compel decisive and triumphant
1
results. The important 1·esolutions submitted forel:!hadowed a year c,f vigorous effort, and it was
gratifying indeed to see with whn.t un.animity the
were adopted. If the friends afford that co-opera•
tion expected from them, if they are liberal of mean.:and effort., who can doubt bnt that the year now
begun may be marked by events bearing more
decidedly upon the liquor traffic of Scotland than
ha, hitherto been the case. The Executive have
palter d with no principle, faltered at no action ha,·•
, for its aim the , uppression of the liquor traffic ;
, shrnuk from no duty, anu with the active co-operation of the friends, it may be safely anticipated that
they will be found as energetic and as fortunate
with the resolutions passed at the meeting, th
carrying out of which has been confided to their
care, as they have always been.
The Tea Meeting has not been exceeded in interest and enjoyment by any of its predecessors. The
provision was excellent in quality and ample in
quantity. The gue. t thronged the 1ity Hall
, 'nloon, and the Provost f Greenock presided over
the assembly. Greenock ha.· always been the fore moRt in h r support of Sir ·w ilfrid Lawson, and the
E ecutfre deemed themselve:::i honoured b::,r th e
presence of Provost Campbell. Hi::i sp ech was
I able and exhaustive.
lthouo-h he devoted Rome
j time to the advocacy of merely resirictiYe rnetbo(l, •
, of dealing with the liquor tntlfic, he was sound to
the core on the propriet. of legally investing the
people with power to suppress the liquor traffic tlin.t
injured them and theirs. We heartily desire that his
hope of having a local option law for Scotland on
the Statute Book may come rapidly to fruition.
We do not remember of hearing better speeches at
any similar meeting than those which .were given at
the tea party. Everyone had something special to
report of the t own or district he represented, and a.11
were of interest to those present. The time did not
permit of all ou the programme being called npon,
bnt that is the case with every meet.ing of the kind.
The adcireE:s of Mr. ·w. M:. Sc@Lt, Belfast, was truly
valuable, as it showed that Irel:tnd on this matter
was as intelligent and resolute as any Scot of us all.
The presence of a deputation from the Scottish
Temperance League for the first time was a most
welcome feature of the proceedings, and the neces-
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sarily brief remarks of the Rev. John Douglas
indicated the most cordial amity on the part of the
national temperance institution on whose behalf he
spoke.

their attitude to the traffic in strong drink. Nothing
could have been happier than· his illustrations
especially about the muzzling of dogs, the franti~
efforts to keep the Colorado beetle from our shores,
a n tl the destruction of a few tigers in India

'l'he evening meeting was immensely successful.
A more intelligent 11,nd respectable ·audience never by our rulers, who yet allowed the drink inmet on a like occasion. The hall was crowded, and tereS t to commit the most irreparable ravages
the greatest good order and the most thorough among all classes of the community. He was
appreciation were visible all through the evening. accompanied all through his address by the apThe Executive's arrangements suffered from a cause plause of his auditory, who burst forth at its concluwhich one would have thought was too remote to sion into protracted cheering. The Rev. J. A.
affect their plans. The long parliamentary session Johnston made his first appearance ·on the platform
has much to answer for. It prostrated Mr. Middle- of the Association. Directly he was the representaton, M.P., who bad killdly undertaken the duties of tive of the 1.0.G.T., indirectly he stood there as one
the chair, an<l also Mr. Peddie, M.P., who had agreell I of the founders of the Scotti. h Temperance League.
to peak to one of the re. olution.. Mr. Whitworth, I He ex?re sed_ a hearty sympathy with prohibition,
i\f.P., was at the last moment called away to Ireland and lus sentunents were loudly applauded. The
which might be set down ns another cas~ of obstruc~ Rev. Dr. Adamson, with rare self-con. traint, simply
1r. John
tion to lay to the charo·e of the sister kin o·dom. seconded the motion of Mr. J obnstonc.
There wa great disapp~intment felt at the° non- Wil on, in moving a vote of thanks to the speal ers,
nppearance of the chairman, though it wa, tempered del~verecl a speech in favot~r of the n.gitation charnc,viLh hearty sympathy with the cause of his n.bsence. terised by nnnsual fervour. Ex-Bailie Torrens asked
The Hon. The Lor<l Provost was asked. to tal·e the the meetiog to n.ward its cordial t.hauks to the chairpln.ce of the popular city member, ancl it says mn ·h man. It testified to the eminent popularity of the
in favour of his Lordship's sympathies with the pro- worthy ex:magistrate that at the late hour he came
hibitory a pect of the temperance movement that at forward hi. remarks should haYe had such attention
so little notice, and amid so many distrn.ctino· public and appreciation. The meeting closed with the
duties, he did not he itate to preside over tl~e meet- benediction. These series of meetings mark another
ing. ~is speech under the circumstances was quite stage _on the p11,~h of. the agitation. They afforded
n. snrprH:;e, for all that he said seemed to be as care- the highest gratification to all who were privileged
fully conceiYecl, and was certainly as eloquently to n.ttend them. Looking back they spoke of progress
delivered, as if he h:id :1.s many days as he had hours n.nd success, looking forward they pointed to a
for its preparrtion. f n tom• it vn1s thornngh, wa, in triumphant is ue to the agitation should loyalty to
tyle characterised by earnestness and feeling, and principle and liberality to the funds mark the future
was loudly cheered . 'l'he Rev. '. Harding delivered a of the Association a it has so radiantly distiuguished
speech of the most thorough-going kind, and carried its past. With hope at the prow and energy at tho
his audience entirely with him.
fr. A.lien, M.P., heli:11. the haven of a success at once glowing awl
who for the first tim advocat d our question in dec1 1ve cannot now be far ahead.
1 cotlaud, did so in a. :,:;peech of superior excellence.
"RIGHT " OR "E TP'EDTENCY."
Tt was perrn,ded by n. profound knowledge of the
ON
one
occasion J e us aske<l His di. ciples, "Whom
.nbject, :t vein of sterliug hnmonr, affectinrr l)atho ·
.
"'
' do men say that I, the Son of man, am?" and they
au d geuume eloquence. It was greeted with cheers. r plied pertinently enough, "Some say thou art John
}fr. Caine, M.P., also on onr platform for the fir t the BaptisL ; some, Elias ; others, J eremias or one
time, met with a hearty welcome. His speech was of the prophets." But Jesus meant to prep~re them
iustrnclive and telling. The audience were agree- for something he was looki1.10' at with a. full O'aze
but which they did not see e~en faintly. Ac~ord~
ably surprised at the statesman-like ability apparent ingly he put this more searching question, "But
in all that he said on the subjed, and they londly whom say ye that I am?" How ha.ve your thou<TLts
cheered his remarks. Provost Campbell, Greenock, been forming upon this vital question 1 Is it a head
took up much of the same ground traversed in his or heart matter with you 1 ·what say yon'? And
~im?n Peter, the ready and impetuous, answered
afternoon speech. 'l'he audience were highly pleased s1gmficantly, "Thou a1-t the Christ, 1be Son of the
with what be uttered. They felt in hadng the l iving God." It was well answered-clear, manly,
Provosts of Glasgow and Greenock to address them ~ud nobl~, and to the ~oint. ~ut let us see. Speakthat the heads of municipal Lodies were evidently rng practically, Was this not fair-weather sailin<T and
prepared to divest themselves of what authority over is not that eas.1; sailin()'? The c1isciples were 1~eantime comfortable in the presence of their Lord and
the liquor trn.ffic they possessed, o that the rate- Teacher, hopeful a.nd buoyant as to the fntnre
payers themselves might be enabled to veto the expecting popularity and power to their Master ancl
liquor traffic that endangered them, and they greeted themselves. But the scene suddenly changed. Jesus
the speaker's words with hearty approbation. The bad been looking earnestly into. the future, and very
soon began to show unto them that He must <TO into
Rev. Thomas Evans electrified his audience by show- ·J eru alem, and suffer many things, and be bkilled
ing up, in the most convincing manner, the incon- and raised again the third day. What a saddenin;,
sistency of our national and municipal autlwrities in announcement this. What a crushing outlook fo~
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~he disciples. ':1-'h.ey thought J ~sus_ mu~t be greatly
m _error-the v1ct1m of some fanatical 1magininc,sancl which really required to · be removed and that
at once. Accordingly, Peter proceeded to the
hazardous task by taking Him in hand with the
purpose of " managing" Him, as the modern electioneering phrase goes. He rebuked Jesus in some
fashion or other for picturing such dismal events
and wound up his effort with the words of a reai
time-serving mau-" Be it •far from Thee Lord ·
this shall not be unto Thee." Your prosp'ects ar~
good. In a year or two the chances are natioual
!eeli.~1g 'Yill turn i°: your favour .. The people will
m time gladly receive your teaclnng, and will pay
you_ the ho~ours you -d~serve, acknowledging you as
t-he1r Messiah .aud Krng. Accommodate a little
humour a little, and who _knows what may happe~
very soon. But what did Jesus say to all this
grovelling cajollery? '' Get thee behind me, Satan ;
thou art an offence unto me.'' Stand aside ; do not
venture to cross my holy path or hinder my righteous work. I am no man of expediency. To save
mankind came I into this world, to proclaim the
eternal righteousness and love of God to mankiud
and my soul is straitened till that work be accoru~
plished. "Thou savourest not the things that be of
God, but the things that be of men." Peter's secret
was out. Christ had revealed it. Peter, like every .
man of poor expediency, did care more for the thino-s
of men than for the things of God, for social positi;n
more than righteousness, and stood the representative
of all "time-serving" followers of the Lamb.
Go~ does not act on lines of "expediency" as we
understand the term; neither do the godlv act on
these lines. The question for them on ali' matters
is-" Is it right in the sight of God?" and they take
ample tirne to settle that question in the light of
reason and conscience; if decided to be "right"
then their course is clear. That is the only:< policy"
they can pursue. It matters not how loner time it
take to work it out uor how much effort or~ufferinO'
is required from them; that is the thing to do and
no othel'. In all great reforms affecting the vital
life and welfare of the nation--for instance the
abolition of slavery, repeal of the Corn Laws
Parliamentary reform, aud our own good cause of
temperance-we find a very large number of our
"great men" none other than time-serving, shiftincr
men of expediency, ready to catch the passing breez:,
and side with the winning horse. "Will it take?"
is their continual cry. How will it be received by
the pnblic-- in a kindly or hostile spirit? Will it
not be apt to create personal animosities and provoke
unpleasant consequences 7 Will there be a" row "?
Now, What Christ-like man cares for a "row" in the
fight for truth and freedom? Whoever i;;aw the
devil resigning any of hii:; stro11gholds without
"kicking" up a fearful "row," and invoking- earth
and hell to his aid? We know little of his Satanic
majesty but what we see embodied iu evil men, yet
iu this way we have seen enough of him to know
that he never exhibits grace in any of his forced
retreats-they are always void of grace, most ungraceful-but on the contrary, he brings into full
play all the bitter developments of his evil nature,
and only quits hold when compelled. But the
Christian cares not for any of his "rows," and ever
strikes sturdily in behalf of eternal rio-h t, knowing
thn.t
"Virtue may be assail'd but never hurt ;
Surprised by unjust force, but not enthrall'd ;
Yea, even that which mischief mea.nt most harm
Shall in the happy trial prove most for glory.':
JAMES CRAIG.
Aberdeen,

POETRY.
GRAIN'S VINDICATION. _
I w .A.S made to be eaten,
And not to be drank;
To be thtashe~ in a barn,
Not soaked m a tank.
I come as a blessing
When put in a mill.
As a blight and a curse
VVhen run through a still.
Make me up into loaves,
And your children are fed·
But if into a drink,
'
I will starve them instead.
In bread I am servant,
The eater shall rule ·
In drink I am master,'
The drinker a fool.
Then remember the warningMy strength I'll employ,
If eaten to strengthen,
If drank to destroy.
Bloomsbur·y Journal, Pei.

VARIETIIES.
A familiar spirit. - Whisky.
"Take care," uays a timid exchanr,e,
Yes, but take
0
it in smn11 doses.
'' I die content," said the fly in the baker's dough.
" Somebody will tn.ke me for a currant."
A,QuERY.-"'\Vhat !s the difference between a Band a
bulls foot? One yields honey, and the other yields
grease. Bravo.
A PARADISE.-One who has "been there" assures
us that the straighter a man takes his whisky the
crookeder it seems to make him.
VV'hy are corn and potatoes like the idols of old ?
Because the corn has ears and hear not and tho potatoes
have eyes and see not.
Editors all unite in asking Edison to invent a style
of ne~spaper column that will enable each separate
advertiser to have a space next to the reading matter
and at the top of the page !
'
Lawsonite (to half-tipsy Irishman, whom he has seen
in the same state on several occasions of late)-" What
w~ll you take, Pat, to keep sober for a month ? "
Irishman-" Take no whisky, av coorse." Lawsonite
subsides.
An · Arctic explorer, Dr. Rae, gives the following
valu~ble te_stimony :-" Duri?g four winters spent on
Arctic service-on two of which we had no fire to warm
ourselves-no spirits or wines of any kind were used
not even when sledge hauling, sometimes over very
rou gh ice."
, 'uMMER Dnr KS. - PEPPERMINT CoRDIAL.-1 lb.
loaf sugar, 1 pint boiling water, simmer 10 minutes
then stir in 1 tablespoonful of honey; when nearly cold'
add 30 drops of the essence of peppermint. Bottle
use. Four tablespoonfuls to a tumbler of hot or co!J
water makes delicious drink. Essence of ginger can
be used in the same way.
An old clarkey, who was asked if in his experi~nce
prayer had ever been answered, replien :-"vVel sah
some pras is ansud an some isn't. Pends on w;t yo~
axes fo. Just arter de wah, wen it was mighty hard
scratchin fo de cullud breddern, I 'bsarved dat wenebber I pway de Lord to sen one o Marse P eyton's fat
turkeys fo de ole man, der was no notice took of de
partition; but wen I pway dat he woulcl sen de ole man
fo de turkey, de matter was tended to befo sun up nex
mornin, dead sartin ! "

fo;,

NOVEMBER, 1880.
THE APPEARANCE OF EVIL.
Our world, and indeed the universe, was once free
from evil. But a mysterious testing time came
to higher intelligences than man. Some fell and
some did not. Man too was made holy, but to him
also there came a testing-time, and he fell from his
integrity. And when the "Word was made flesh
and dwelt among us," the same weird hour of test
came to him in the Wilderness. But He withstood
the hateful influence. It appears from these facts
that the great Governor of the universe will not
compel the loving service and obedience of His
intelligent creatures, but that having made them
free and intelligent beiugs He lays on themselves
the responsibility of choice and action.
We know not, and are not curious to inquire now
in what" form '' evil first ma.de its appearance, but
we do know that evil has appeared, and now manifests itself in a thousand forms. And in our day
and country there is one form of evil, which, like
the lean kine of Pharaoh's dream, is all but ready to
devour all other forms. Need it be said that this is
intemperance. If it be denied that drunkenness or
intemperance is an evil, then let us call evidence.
Professor Buchanan, Glasgow University-" I am
not an abl:ltaine1·," says the Professor, " but 1 ~ee
that drink ruins thonsands every vear." Sir William
Gull, one of the first of living· physicians, says, '' I
am not a pledged ab tainer, yet I would like to say
that a very large number of people in society are
dying day by day, poisoned by drink." Major Ross,
chief constable, Aberdeenshire, depones "that twothirds of the crime are due to drink." Committee
of the House of Lords, after most careful investigation, declares, "When great communities, deeply
sensible of the miseries caused by ii, temperance ;
witnesses of the crime and pauperism which directly
spring from it ; conscious of the contamination to
which their younger citizens are exposed ; watching
with grave anxiety the growth of female intemperance on a scale so vast and at a rate of progression
so rapid as to constitute a new reproach and danger;
believing that not only the morality of their citizens
but their commercial prosperity is dependent on the
diminution of these evils ; seeing also that all that
general legislation has hitherto been able to effect
has been some improvement in public order, while
it has been powerless to produce any perceptible
decrease of intemperance, it would seem somewhat
hard, when such communities a.re willing, at their
own cost and hazard, to grapple with the difficulty
and undertake their own purification, that the legislature should refuse to create for them the necessary
machinery, or to intrust them with the requisite
powers." God's book says " The drunkard shall
come to poverty." "No drunkard shall inherit the
kingdom of God."
Now this evidence proves, if the fact needs proof,
that intemperance is an evil-our country's sorest
evil.

God steps in here and says to me, "Abstain from
This is my first reason for
being an abstainer-God's comrnand. But it may
be objected that it is drunkenness, or the abuse of
intoxicants, that is the evil to be abstained from.
Granted that the abuse is the evil, the ordinary use
is the appearance from which God demands that I
abstain. The command is not only to abstain from
what is essentially evil, but also from what suggests,
or induces, or, from its notorious tendency, :;i.llures
to evil. Common sense comes to my aid and tells
me that if the use of alcohol is the appearance of the
evil, and the abuse of alcohol the evil, I can avoid
the evil infallibly by abstaining from the appearance
of it. In other words, I am anxious to avoid the
sin of drunkenness-this I can do infallibly and
eternally by abstaining from drink.
I have said that my first reason for abstaining
is God's command. God has a right to command.
I am bound to obey. The Creator's right to command His creat-ure is as clear as His power to give
His creature being. I must either.obey or disobey
God's command. To obey is duty. To disobey is
setting my will against God's, which is the sin of
sins. I must then either deny myself or defy God.
Which 7 In view of my derived nature, in view of
God's claim and corumand, in view of the grave
where I mnf!t Ee, in view of the judgment where I
must appear, which is it to be 1 To deny myself
and abstain, or to defy God and indulge.
This command " abstain," comes to me not only as
a responsible creature, but likewise, and more penetratingly and suasively, as a redeemed creature. It
comes not only from the unqualified sovereignty of
God, but also through the medium of the Cross.
Thus am I doubly bound to obey the command, by
the tie that binds responsible creature to the sovereign
Creator, and by the still more sacred ties of nature
and love and blood, that bind believers to the cross
of incarnate God.
My second reason for abstaining from the appearance of this evil is my own nature. Here is a soul,
a memory, a will and conscience, that I am to keep
till the appearing of the" Great God and our Saviour. '' For every stain these receive, for eve1·y blight
that by my action or inaction comes to these powers,
I must give account. Every sin is loss. Every
known sin is shame and loss. Every known sin
persisted in is aggravated sin and irreparable loss.
If by thoughtlessness, or induced by example and
custom, I reach excess in intemperance, and be not
roused to repent and dash down the delusive cup,
then my life ends in darkness worse than death. If
roused haply to repent and abst;:i.in, it is to see the
ruin I have wrought within, and how I have dwarfed
and beggared my God-given nature ; it is to see
glorious possibilities gone from me beyond recall ;
to see, it may be, an attractive future, but over its
brightness the shadow of the nast is flung ; to feel
my energies enfeebled by the thought of what I
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might have been but for indulgence in that cruel,
cruel cup. Charles Lamb tells his sad experience,
as a warning to young men, iu the following language :-" The waters have gone over me. But
out of the black depths, could I be heard, I would
cry to all those who have set a foot :i,u the perilous
flood. Could the youth to whom the flavour of the
first wine is delicious as the opening scenes of life,
or the entering upon some newly discovered paradise, look into my desolation, and be made to understand what a dreary thing it is when he shall feel
himself going down a precipice with open eyes and
passive will ; to see his destruction, and have no
power to stop it, and yet feel it all the way emanating from himself ; to see all godliness emptied out
of him, and yet not able to forget a time when it
was otherwise ; to bear about the piteous spectacle
of his own ruin ; could he see my fevered eye,
feverish with the last night's drinking, and feverish
looking for to-night's repetition of my folly ; could
be but feel the body of the death out of which I
cry hourly with feebler outcry to be delivered, it
were enough to make him dash the sparkling beverage to the earth in all the pride of its mantling
temptation."
My own nature demands abstinence, and very
specially demands it in view of what the holy
book depones, "Ye are the temple of the Holy
Ghost." Now if He abide in me at all. it must be
for purifying purposes. But my nature purified or
in process thereof by God's Agent, bas, and must
have, one all-absorbing reality before it, that is the
attainment of complete purity or likeness to God.
If this soul-hunger for purity be present as a power
within me then I cannot and will not habitually
partake of that which darkens the soul and nullifies
its purity, and defies the purposes of God.
This nature then, re-modeled at the Cross, hallowed by the Spirit, and loved by the Father, should
make continual progress in self-denial, purity, and
nobleness; should throw off all merely carnal and
unnecessary indulgences. This immortal within,
partaking of the nature of angels, and dowered with
a salvation love that in its full force even angels
never knew, may aspire after an ever-expanding
good. This spirit may soar n.bove systems within
systems, and worlds beyond worlds, and when these
·shall be extinguished in eternal darkness - the
spirit may become still purer, wiser, nobler, through
the years of God, and in its holy ambition and progress it may yet outstrip angel and archangel, until
in the vast, vast universe it has no peer and no
superior save eternal God, trinity of person in unity
of es~ence.
These are the hopes that cheer my nature and
brighten my prospects- -shall I then lie down in the
drunkard's vomit, and descend to the drunkard's
nameless and unknown grave 1
N. M. P.
"THE PRICE OF BLOOD."
BY REV. SAMUEL HARDIN G,

p AISLEY.

So said the chief priests concerning the thirty
pieces of silver that Judas returned after repenting
of the act of betraying the Lord Jesus Christ, " It
is not lawful to put them into the treasury, it is the
price of blood.''
Our modern legislators, however, have no scruples
of this kind if the recent debate upon tbe opium
traffic be n.uy criterion. With them the blood of
souls, death, perdition, are mi:nor matters provided
the nation's treasury be weJl filled. It is saddening,
and makes one blush for human nature. Setting
aside altogether the higher principles of our holy
religion to hear those who are designated statesmen,

patriots, philanthropists, and Christians so speak,
there must be something radically wrong. We are
not surprised that infidelity exists in our midst, our
only wonder is that it does not . more largely prevail.
What a humiliating confession was that of the
Postmaster-General in the British House of Parliament, "Twenty-six millions of money :flowing into
Britain's treasury annually as revenue from the
improvidence and vice of the people occasioned by
the liquor traffic." With all the affection we bear
to our beloved country, we say, let the rod of her
power be broken rather than continue the responsibility of raising revenue by the liquor traffic. Let
our army and navy sink into oblivion, let our rivers
be choked up with sand, and our merchant ships rot
in the harbour, rather than go on hurrying immortal souls to ruin, and raise revenue from the
groans, tears, and blood of our fellow-creatures.
Better sell the crown of our beloved Queen to raise
money, if it cannot be obtained from any other
source, than raise revenue on the ruin of souls.
Anything is cheap as sacrifice for the redemption of
the people from this terrible curse. More than one
hundred years ago J obn Wesley wrote in reference
to the liquor traffic, "It is amazing that t1ie pre
paring or selling this pouon should be permitted, I
will not say in any Christian country, but in any
civilized state. Oh! it brings in a considerable sum
of money to government. True! but is it wise to
barter men's lives for money 7 Surely that gold is
bought too dear if it is the price of blood. Does
not the strength of every country consist in the
number of its inhabitants 7 If so, the lessening of
that number is a loss which no money can compensate. So that it is inexcusable ill-husbandry to give
the lives of valuable and useful men for n.ny sum of
money whatever. Oh ! tell it not in Constantinople
that the English raise the royn.l revenue by selling
the flesh and blood of their countrymen. 11
Is the church .clear from participation in the price
of blood ? We feel humiliated as we answer, she is
verily guilty in this matter. What are the contributions of those who are engaged in the liquor
traffic-they are but "the price of blood." Anci. is
not the church receiving a portion of its revenue
from this source 1 And does it not condone the
guilt of these men, not only by receiving their illgotten gains, but by placing them in high positions
as office-bearers in the church 1
ln one of the Metropolitan cities of the United
Kingdom stands a magnificent protestant Cathedral,
recently restored n.nd beautified at a coBt of 0ne
hundred thousand pounds, every penny of which
was stained by the dark beverage which leads
multitudes down to the drunkn.rd's hell. Not to be
left in the back ground, another trafficker in the
same city expended fifty thousand pounds in the
erection of a sanctuary for the worship of God.
The names of these traffickers are emblazoned upou
thousands of public-house sign boards throughout
the United Kingdom and the Colonies.
Methinks that, while the devotions of the
people in these places are going up, there is also
ascending to heaven another cry, "How long, 0
Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge
our blood on them that dwell on the earth 1"
The time is past for silence upon this subject.
"Holiness becometh thine house, 0 Lord." Scotland needs men of God who will dare follow the
example of Him who went into the temple of God
"and poured out the changers' money, and overthrew the tables, saying unto them, 'It is written,
my house is the house of prayer, but ye have made
it a den of thieves.'" 0 that the pulpits of Scotland were right upon this question, and all her
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ministers crying aloud, sparing not, lifting up their
voices like a trumpet, showing "the people their
transgressions, and the house of Israel their sins!"
Such language as the following would suit the
traffickers, and purify the churches of this country
from participation in the price of blood. In one of
Wesley's sermons he says, "Neither may we gain
by hurting our neighbour in his body; therefore we
may not sell anything which tends to impair health.
Such is eminently all that liquid fire, commonly
called drams or spirituous liquors. It is true they
may have a place in medicine. They may be of use
in some bodily disorders, although there would
rarely be occasion for them were it not for the
unskilfulness of the practitioner. Men, such as
prepare them only for this end, may keep their
conscience clear. But who are they? Who prepare
them only for this end ? Do you know ten such
distillers in England? Then excuse these. But all
who sell them in the common way, to any that will
buy, are poisoners-general. They murder His
Majesty's subjects by wholesale ; neither do they
pity or spare, they drive them to hell like sheep.
And what is their gaiu? Is it not the blood of
these men? Who, then, would envy their large
estates and sumptuous palaces ? A curse is in the
midst of them; the curse of God cleaves to the
stones, the timber, the furniture of them. The
curse of God is on their gardens, their groves-a
fire that burns to the nethermost hell ! Blood, 1
blood, is there-the foundation, the floor, the walls,
the roof, are stained with blood ! And canst thou
hope, 0 man of blood, though thou art clothed in
scarlet and fine linen, and farest sumptuously every
day ; canst thou hope to deliver down thy fields of
blood to the third generation ? Not so, for there
is a God in heaven; therefore thy name shall be
rooted out like those whom thou hast destroyed,
body and soul, thy memorial shn.11 perish with
thee."
THE PHILOSOJ:>H Y OF FOOD.
DY W. WilITELAW, M.D., KIRKINTILLOCH.

Foon is to be taken, not for the grn.tification of the
palate merely, but for the maintenance of health and
the prolongation of life. In other words, the object
of food is the rearing of a fine, healthy, and intelligent race of men and women. In connection with
this there are to be considered various points :1. Tlw age of tile individital. There must be a
variation in the nature and quantity of the supply
of food at the different periods of growth. Neglect
of this primary truth is one of the chief causes of
the infantile mortality that disgraces G!'eat Britain.
Infants ought to be fed on milk, their mother's milk
if possible, till they cut their front teeth ; after that,
they may be gradually accustomed to fine oatmeal
porridge, wheaten meal food, bread in milk, and
other similar diet. Their little stomachs should not
be crammed with even suitable food, as is often the
case-the consequence being vomiting, purging, and
generu,l disorder of the system. Happy the baby
who is not stuffed to repletion by an indnlgent
mother, and digests and assimilates all the food that
passes into the stomach !
Youths of both sexes should have a plentiful and
at the same time. simple diet. Overeating undoubtedly injures the health of many of the rising
generation. People on this side of the Atlantic can
scarcely be blamed for eatingveryfrequentlytoo much
pie ; but Rev. David Macrae, in his American Notes,
seems to consider pie as the cause of the dyspepsia,
pale faces, :md irritability of young Americans. If
attention were paid to the quantity and quality of
the food of young persons by their parents, tern-
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perate self-denying habits would be cherished more
readily hitherto_,when the children become men and
women. At same time, adults, with their full
powers of observation, learning and reasoning, have
no excuse for excess iu eating and drinking ; and
when they do eat immoderately and partake of
indigestible luxuries and poisonous drinks, they sin
against light-the light of their own and general
experience.
The iate distinguished Dr. Abernethy confesses
to once having violated his own pithy hygienic
rules, and this is what he says-" I remember once
having lived irregularly and taken butter, sauces,
and sweatmeats, and things that turned acid and
rancid on my stomach. I was seized with pain
in my bowels, and had headache n.nd a sore throat.
I had a friend and a physician, to look into my
throat, and there was a long discussion as to what
sort of complaint it was to be. One said one thh1g;
and the second another; but I smiled and said, ' If
you do not know what it is, I know what will cure
it?' so I took a dose of calomel and jalap, I lived
upon toast and water for about ten da.ys, and I got
rid of my s9re throat and face together."
Diogenes, a more ancient authority than Abernethy, made the remark that as houses well stored
with provisions are likely to be full of mice- so the
bodies of great eaters are liable to many diseases.
Babies may continue to live in spite of the ignorance and indulgence of mothers and nurses ; and
young people may revel for a. while in the pleasures
of the table-the original constitution being strong
but the period of old age is not the time to experiment with dainties for the palate, and thus hasten
the ever-advancing bodily sorrows. Elderly persons
ought to know by experience what is meet for the
body, and should avoid all disturbing elements in
social life, take food moderately at closer intervals
than the robust man, and do their utmost to conserve energy for reflection on the past, and hopeful
lookiug to the future. It is painful to wit.ne!';s som~
olrl pPople cherishing the belief that as long as they
can eat the quantities common in their working
days, they will be able to hold at defiance the "last
enemy."
2. The 1node of life. A laborious employment, in
which the bodily powers are much taxed, by can ing
a large expenditure of tissue and energy, necessitates
a corresponding amount of good food to repair
the loss. For example, a tiller of the soil, or au
ironmoulder should have more food than n. clerk or
we:wer. Sedentary idle people do not require heavy
meals. In fact, the well-known maxim, " Those
who don't work should not eat," ha.s an expressive
physioloaical meaning.
3. Sic%ness. The appetite is always good in health,
and that person is healthiest whom hunger alone
reminds that he has a stomach. In many illnesses
there is almost no desire for food, a suggestion of
nature that the stomach and other organs are to
be allowed more than usual rest. In many so-called
bilious attacks (often the result of excess at table)
abstinence from meat and drink promotes restoration to health.
A king of Persia sent a celebrated physicfrm to
one of his provincial commanders 1 who enquired, on
arrival, how his court lived. "We never eat till ,ve
are hungry, and alw::1.ys stop when we could eat a
little more," said the commander. "Then I may
leave this place," said the doctor, "I will have no
practice here."
4. The Seasons. Substantial food is specially required in winter, to maintain animal heat and resist
cold. In summer, the diet should be cool and
diluted, to defray the increased perspiration from
the skin. Hence, a "hot joint," like a warm over-
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coat, is more appropriate in winter than in summer;
while in snltry July, a pint of curds and cream, or
rice and milk with some fruit, would be preferable
to a savoury steak. On account of the increased
necessity for keeping up the internal temperature in
this generally cold country, more food is required
here than in a hotter climate to perform an equal
amount of muscular and mental ln,bour.

OUR MONTHLY LETTER.
It is reported, my dear Mr. Editor, that a new
vine pest, of American origin, has made its appearance in the Canton St. Gall. The disease is similar
in its appearance to the potato rot, and the gra.pes
affected by it become putrid. Well, we will not
brea.k our hearts a.bout it. With the most of grapes
it is a question whether they will be rendered putrid
by yeast or putrid by the visitation of God. Let
them fall by the hand of God rn.ther than by the
hand of a brewer. It will be the better for mankind.
The American papers tell us that Mrs. Annie E.
Garrison, of South Bay, Wisconsin, obtained averdict for 10,000 dollars (£2,000), in a civil damage
case, against a liquor dealer who so1<l her husband
liquor, thereby causing his death. Mrs. Garrison
is fortunate. How many American widows are
there just now whose husbands h:we not been so
glaringly done to death as her departed, and who
suffer all the woes that fall to widows through
drink ! A veto on the liquor sale would prevent
the cn.11 for a civil damage law, because where no
liquor could be sold, no damage could be sustained.
The people of Wick are in an evil case. The
town council seem ' to turn a deaf ear to their
prayers for an improved water supply. Five years
ago the inhabitants had their water supply analyzed,
and with the analysis they got the following note from
the analyst :-" I aru decidedly of opinion that one
and all of the waters are grossly impnre, and possess
po itively unwholesome properties. They are dangerous waters for domestic supply, and should not
be employed for drinking, or cooking, or any other
dietetic purpose." Such a water supply is provocative
of intemperance, for people foolishly imagine that a
mixture of strong driuk poison with water poisonous enough already, will kill the auimalculre upposed to live in such a mess. How stupid! There
are things that, when brought together, chemically
combine, and produce something that is neither the
one thing or the other; but that cannot be said of
dirty water and dangerous whisky, for when
brought together they will not be clean water or
harmless liquid. Let the Wick folk filter their
water, boil it well, and agitate for a pure and plentiful supply. vVe thought they were made of sterner
stuff than to knuckle tamely down to the use of
dirty water for dietetic use, when they might command their town council to secure for them and
their posterity the blessings of health and life-giving
water.
Mr. D. Henderson, of Tain, writes you asking for
proof of certain statements made about grocers in
my last letter to you. I might simply refer him to
one of the numbers of the Grocer for June, where I
read part of a letter from an Aberdeen grocer, on
which I commented. As regards the annoyance
felt by the Aberdeen grocers his hnguage is emphatic, and 0 11 its accuracy, 110 doubt is, in my
opinion, to be ca::;t. Rut the publication of the
lettl.'r is itself a proof of hiH asscrtiou. The first

proof wanted is of licensed grocers being simply
publicans. I repeat my statement,-They are, with
this difference, that they are expected to sell for
consumption o:ff the premises, like some of the En glish publicans; and of the two (them and tavemern,
I hold them as the more dangerous ou that account,
its women, who would sink for shame on being seen
in a driuking public-house, have little if any hesitation to enter their premises and traffic with them.
The next charge--That they angle for women's
liquor custom with the bait of tea, &c.-is involved
in the last charge. The third, Is Tea a necessary 7
Well, my personal opinion is that it is not. But
. when a person is speaking on a special point, he is
hardly justified in opening up knotty questions
about terms with various senses ; and whether tea
is necessary, or the reverse, is not so fully settled
as to allow of one departing from the conventional
idea of tea being a necessary. Indeed, if one looks
around him a.t the enormous consumption of tea, be
might well be excused for thinking it the breath
of life. The fifth charge-That licensed grocers arc
under the stigma of the State- need not be proved
by me, when Mr. Henderson understands it in the
sense, I suppose, of recognizing that it is just.
Now, if Mr. Henderson would. procure a copy of
the " Royal Commission on Grocers' Licenses," issued a year or two ago, he would find that I put on
my kid gloves when I wrote about them. I _feel
gratified at the compliment paid to you, Sir, by Mr.
Henderson, that "if you would kindly prove the
statements made, it will be in keeping with the
character of the Sociul Rejorrnei· since ever he
knew it, andithat is a good many years ow." May
your readers always have this to say of you and the
Social Rejorme1·.
It is delightful to observe how the journafo;ts
write of the coming good times, and how they point
to the abundant harvest as an indication of it.
The Economist writes in this gushing manne1·," A good harvest cannot be anything but a great
blessing. Especially must it be so at n. time when
trade, after long depression, has begun to show substantial signs of revival. Such is the uniformity
of the testimony among business men, banker ,
brokers, merchants, aud all who are interested in
business, as to the results of the bountiful yield this
year. This, we have been taught, is the one thing
which has been found lacking to confirm the upward
movement in the new cycle of commercial prosperity,
and give an absolute guarantee of prosperous time.·.
Cheap bread- the invariable and inevitable effect of
bountiful crops-means the assurance of a margin of
saving among the multitude of consumers that will
divert a larger sum of money to the purchase of
superfluities, n.nd thereby impart a sharp stimulus
to trade. Hence it is concluded, npon valid aud
economic grounds, that anything like a bountifnl
harvest this year must enormously stimulate trade,
and make the revival that has been somewhat languiu. and fitful an indisputable reality." N w, this
would only be the truth in a country where ihe
people avail themselves of plenteous hanests to
purchase necessaries or save money ; but in this
country good harvests, like good wages, are a curse.
We see this n.lready iu the increase of the Excise, in
the greater number of cases at the police cou!'ts, aud
in the growin()' disorder, and view with seri us apprehension th; fearful excesses that will accompany
the cycle of commercial prosperity on which we 11a ve
undoubtedly entered. Wh;1t would the nohl hero0s
who fou()'ht for free trade say, if they beheld the
grain th~y sought to avert famine with, used to
create poverty and pauperism, and be:ing wh~n converted in to alcoholic poison the accessory to ru ur<l er?
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By the Author of "Paradise Restored," " Dick Saunder's Error," &c.
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went at that degree of speed known as a rattling pace.
The day was beautiful, the sun was warm and the
roads were in capital condition. The horses stepped at
a great pace, and the air while cool was not so much so
OIIAPTER III.
as to be disagreeable.
MEA TIME Mr. Milbank was in company with Mr.
It was one of those districts of the country which
V crnon, going over the Manor House, and looking to offers so much pleasure to the eye. Milbank was for
the fact of his being so poorly dressed when he met a stranger evidently aware of its peculiar beauties, and
the latter, it was hard on his part to believe in the seemed to have a vivid remembrance of all that was
great change that had taken placc:l in his circumstances. worthy of observation. They were soon on the high
"\Vhatever Mr. Vernon thought about him. he did not road on which the accident of the previous day took
very well know, but he soon found ere they had gone place, and in a short time were driving through Wood•
fa~ that he filled a place in Mr. Vernon's out-door green, one of those pretty villages which are, we fear,
existence that was little else than an aching void. fast passing away. A river slowly rolled on its winding
They went over the stables, trotted out the horses, way to some one of the larger rivers that flow to the
sl~wly and carefully examined the stud; and while western shores. It was beautiful and clear, and threw
M1lbank gave his opinion upon their various points, back with almost intolerable brightness the rays of the
he felt that either his opinion fell in with that held sun as they danced on its waters. If we except the
by Mr. Vernon, or that what he did say was not to gas works there were no factories to soil the river or
be rejected until after very careful consideration. Over absorb the labour of Woodgreen. There were plenty of
the garden, h ot-houses, and parterres as carefully as children running about, but when they had got the
tliey went over the stables, and here Milbank added minimum of education they found their way to the
to the good impression made at first upon his enter- larger centres, where, under the fostering care of some
t ainer. They then went down to the home-farm, and uncle, aunt, or other relative that had migrated as
with the same results : a feeling in the mind of the young in years as they were doing, they became the
host that his guest was a skilled agriculturist, and one respectable or the residuurn of its population. By all
in the mind of his guest that he had never come across accounts, however, Woodgreen youths and maidens
a place where the master's eyes did so much and the were held in good repute, and it became one of the
~ervants' hands were more productive. But the hour cherished determinations of the denizens of the humble
of lunch drew near, and as they returned to the Hall little place to train up the children to be the future
Mr. Vernon remarked that he hoped that on the whole merchants or manufacturers of the centre to which so
he hacl the favourable verdict of Mr. Milbank.
many of their sons and daughters set out to seek and
"Most certainly, sir. I have seldom seen a place find their fortune. There was quite an air of respectwhere master and servant have apparently so persist- ability about the little place. The square, intersected
ently co-operated to mutual benefit and credit. Every- by the great road, had at the angle nearest the river the
thing shows what wise supervision and willing obedience Queen's Head, a large hotel and posting establishment.
can do to produce a satisfactory result."
The original hotel had been so added to that the build"I have always tried, my friend, to look at this ing was now a somewhatj imposing though somewhat
matter in the light of morality. I am but the tenant of irregular pile. lt was, however, in splendid order-on
this great estate. It yields sufficient for abundant the window-sills there was plenty of flowers, whose
wants, and that when I rent portions of it at a figure glowing colours set off the grey Portland cement of the
below what I could easily get, but I could not get good building. Beautiful dimity curtains lined the windows,
tenants and rack rents at the same time, so I prefer the and the blinds half drawn down suspeudeu a ueat red
good teuant to having one who, toiling for me oarly a d tassel encased in a ,vhit.e cup of crot<'het work.
late, cannot by any means keep himself from the appre•
The door was spacious, leading to a large lobby
hension of approaching distress, perhaps ruin, should where th ere was ample accommodation for any amount
b:..d years in succession thwart his industry and skill." of umbrellas, coats, hats, and fishing gear. Near by a
" \Vell then, I should, were I to meet with your roomy staircase led to the chief rooms of the house,
tenants, hear you spoken of as a kind and considerate while on the other si le there was an equally roomy
landlord."
pa sage to the bar. ..What farther accommodation there
'' I do think you would, although I do not re• might have been we will not stop to describe, as our
quire to wait upon your report to know. I feel party did not stop there. But lounging about the door
within myself the consciousness of successful efforts in might be seen two or three of those miserable wretches
doing my duty. I never have a word with any tenant who pass almost all their time in the anticipation that
likely to evoke bad feeling, and at our meetings their services would sooner or later be in request, and
throughout the year the most independent and resolute that they would be rewarded by a glass of Dame
of my tenants are loudest in my praise."
In()'ram's best home brewed. That lady, a widow, kept
"In this you will no doubt be seconded by your son, th; place better than it had been kept for more than
Mr. Vernon."
fifty years. She had been born in it, brought up in it,
"No,) am sorry to say. He has evidently no heart was up to everything about it : so that when John
f r a country life : no interest in the progress and welfare Ingram came about the place she was manageress of its
of the estate. He wants to remain in town, living with whole affairs. John was a farmer's younger son, and a.
other young landlords like himself, and fast becoming spirited young fellow. The girls all set their c~p at
one of those whose absenteeism has been so much a him just as a broom is set at the masthead of a ship to
bane to their tenantry. Ah, Mr. Milbank, if you sho\~ that a tender would not be rejected without con•
could save him from his folly you would confer an sideration ; but he was not in any hurry. He managed
obligation which neither myself, son, wife nor daughter one of his father's farms, and did so to that gentleman's
would ever think of being able to repay. His sister is satisfaction, although often declaring that farming was
trying to induce him to go abroad and travel for a few by far too slow for him. Such a fine fellow could not
months, hoping, by his agreeing to her suggestion, that always hope to escape the toils of the fair, _an~ the sw~et
he may far from home see it in a light which, since he face of Sarah Williams was the sweet toils mto which
left college, it has never yet appeared to him.''
he found himself hopelessly entangled. She was disIn the afternoon a drive was proposed, and Jenkins creet, however, and did not swoop down upon him so
being still ill Jones was sent for. Milbank did not swiftly as the eager desire she had to_ secure hii~ for a
hear the answer, but guessed it was unfavourable.
lover might have excu~ed. _She waited to s~e if ~he
"If you don't mind, sir, I will have pleasure in captive was pleased with lus fate, and her discretion
driving you about. My efforts yesterday in more try- was rewarded. Gradually he yielded to love's sweet
ing circumstances are calculated to inspire confidence impulse and the sequel was that Sarah Williams, while
in my abilities."
yet only mana()'eress of the Queen's Head, became Mrs.
"We shall only be all too glad of your kindness." In()'ram. Sho;'tly after, the landlord, her father, died,
And, as if to show her confidence, Dora sprang lightly and John Ingram, in right of his wife, succeeded him,
int o the machine, her father followed, and away they an l the ma.rried life of Mrs. Ingram passed under an
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~clipse of many years' duration. As a lover no youth
ln the village was more worthy as a husband under
bis father-in-law he was most' exemplary, but as a
landlord he ~as ?nly contemptible. Refusing the wise
counsel of his wife he allowed himself to lounge at the
bar among the villagers, to engage in sports with
cleverer rogues than ever he could hope to be. He
soon left off attending to business, and choose rather
to be at all the great racing events far and near where
he lost considerable sums of money. No remo1;strance
on the part of his industrious wife could impress him
or_ a!ter his conduct, and so she toiled early and late,
raismg ~he fame of the place to the highest pinnacle of
popularity. She saw with growing dismay that her
husband was bent upon ruining her as well as himself,
and she found after anxious inquiry that she had no
redress. One day one of her dear children, to whom
she had to be both father and mother, strayed from her
nurse, and falling into the river was drowned. This
event she hoped would lead to reflection on the part of
her husband ; but no, and from that hour she never
gave him a place in her heart. Gradually the very
customers at his own bar declined to associate with
hi";l, and with good reason, for if any lingering there
assisted the master at one of his drinking bouts he soon
learned that neither he nor his money was wanted.
~y and bye she would not allow any drink to be served
m the room after nine o'clock, and it was no novelty
for the villagers to find themselves on their road home
~lmost as sober as they were when they entered. This
~mprovement had n?t been secured without a struggle,
mdeed the most ser10us quarrel which ever took place
between the ill-assorted couple took place through it.
She bol<lly included him in her interdicted list, and
came kerself to tell him that none of woman born would
be served after the hour prescribed. An angry altercation ensued, and at last, as resolute as ever, she left
him. He followed in a fierce passion, and exasperated
by her firmness, struck her severely. From that day
she was wholly estranged, never taking any interest in
his affairs, yet gradually and surely obtaining the
mastery. About this time he took a severe cold, yet
she nursed him with the most anxious solicitude, tmd
brought him through trouble which was at one time
believed to have a fatal termination. Perhaps at this
crisis in their histories, if some friend had interposed,
a reconciliation might have taken place. With his
convalescence the opportunity passed~ as it turned out,
for ever, He tried to make up matters, but though
she did not haughtily repulse him he felt that he had
thrown away her affections. It is, however, useless to
speculate on what might have been, for not long after
this he took a journey upon some matter connected
with the business, and as he departed he drew her to
him. as if to embrace her. Drawing herself away ~he
asked him to desist as the blow he ga Ye her had never
healed.
"Nonsense, Sarn.h, that is a year ago, and the skin
was not so much as broken."
" That blow smarts as k eenly as on the day I got it,
and will do till my dying day."
"Oh! don't say so, forgive me for inflicting it, and
forget that ever I forgot myself."
"That blow might have been forgotten, Lut it was
given, and when passion cooled forgiveness was never
sought. Days, weeks, aud months it has smarted,
until now it could not be soothed away with years of
expiation."
" Oh, my God! to think that such thoughts should
find a lodging in your heart, and having me too for their
object; but I will try and win back the old love yet.
Kiss me before I go."
As she turned from him he seized her in his arms,
kissed her passionately, rushed from the house, and
was heard riding off at a rapid pace. He never
returned. Just as he was at his destination his horse
stnmblecl, threw him, and a fracture of the skull drove
him from this sublunary scene. His r emains were
brought home, al!d after those in charge had left the
rnom where they wero laid, she quietly took a candle,
and silently entered the chamber of death. What
passed none knew, for she locked herself in with the

dead body. After some time she as quietly returned,
and only to those that keenly marked her features did
she appear to have been weeping, but none dared to
either question or console her-the one she looked
on as impertinent, the other as insufferable. From
the day when he was committed with some pomp
and circumstance to the grave, his name w3:s never
mentioned by any in her service. Everythmg that
was associated with his presence was gradually weeded
out. His name alone she kept, as she told her
minister, because she had made it honourable, so
that no more respected name was heard in all the
country side. So on she had lived the th_orough
mistress of her affairs, everything about her like the
Queen's yacht, a model of order and discipline. Her
stern and wholesome rule about supplying drink to the
villagers had never been relaxed, so that there was
scarcely a maddened drunkard about the place, and
she often has been heard to say that if people did not
go elsewhere and buy it from less scrupulous sellers a
case of drunkenness might never have been seen in
W oodgreen. Still there was plenty of drinking in the
village, though it did not exhibit itself grossly, and although she was rigorous in prevent~ng excess she ~:£forded
the means of sowing the seeds of mtemperance m many
a constitution which slowly ripened into a harvest of
disease and misery and sin. Like many others her
susceptibilities did go out to meet gratification from
the glass. She loved to rule : her chief pleasure was
derived from having a grand house, lordly guests, a
splendid stud, and a busy trade. In the prime of her
life, respected, wealthy, vigorous, she felt no weariness nor lassitude. Her only aversion was to anything
that savoured of compliment to her, she dreaded any
one that presumed to look upon her with feelings akin
to admiration. She did not care how much she might be
the object offemale envy, indeed she rather liked that as
it applied admission of her superiority, but she never
would again permit her affections to rest upon any of the
other sex. She has been heard to declare that one man
did deceive her, and only one would ever.have the chance.
All her affections were liberally bestowed upon her two
children, a boy and a girl. If they were right, the
day had no cloud, if the least ailment troubled them
the brightest day was plunged in gloom. Standing at
her best room window she saw Mr. Vernon, Miss
Vernon, and Mr. Milbank pass, and the interchange
of recognition between them showed that all were on
friendly terms. '£he rest of the square was taken up
by the chief shops of the village. There was the
draper's with its rude imitation of metropolitan
fashions ; the baker, who was a personage of great
position. He was at once farmer, miller, and baker,
and his little bakery was the source of supply to half
the country side. Here, too, Wfl.S the gr00er, who di.d
not seem to thrive like his neighbours, and at the
opposite angle of the square from ~he Queen's _.~ead
might be seen the prosperous premises of the JOmer
and undertaker. He could furnish a cradle for the
young wife, ·a coffin for the old man, a chest of drawers
for the blushing bride, and a counter for the busy
merchant. At the very moment the Vernon equipage
passed, he and his man were harnessing the little pony
in order to carry '' the stretching board " some miles
into the country. On the greensward before the school
the school children were making the most of their
leave of absence, and the air resounded with their cries
and shouts, the outburst of their gambols. Here
a mother sat at the door with her infant on her knee
to suckle it and rest herself. There drooping age sat in
the sun in the hope of deriving vigour from his beams.
The birr of a wheel was evidential of industry, the
clang of a hammer of arduous labour. At length the
pretty little place was left behind, and the trilling song
of the birds, the many-hucd tints of autilmn apparent ·n
the forest, the bare surface of the grain-bearing fields,
and the russet aspect of the land lately so beautiful with
its green, invited silent consideration from them all.
Each was busy thinking: Milbank of new resolves
an<l a better life ; the old gentleman of his erring son,
and his lovely daughter of the pleasure hich she
would feel were her brother as kind as this stranger.
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By and bye her thoughts settled pretty closely down
to the task of analyzing all the events of the past two
days, and it was quite wonderful how large was the
space which Milbank filled in the existence measured
by these two days-filled with his bravery, his skill,
his manners, papa's esteem for him, her own gratitude,
-yes, she felt only gratitude-well, let us too, as yet,
say gratitude for his kindness. Where did he come
frorn? He was not vulgar like the peasants of the
village, nor brutal like the people of the cities. How
long would he stay? she hoped for some time for papa's
sake. Papa would be very glad of his company, and
she was sure so would mama. As for herself she
thought that he was welcome to stay till he-he choose
to go. It is somewhat dangerous when a young lady
begins to speculate so closely upon· the bearing of a
young and handsome man, especially when she is
content to lay the onus of his leaving her company
upon the said young man.
On they went, and, to Vernon's surprise, Milbank
never seemed at a loss about the way. He simply
drove on over the hill that brought the party to the
river, along the bridge that spanned it some miles
below the village, and then away up towards Elmgrove the seat of his host. It was not until they
were nearing his own lodge that Mr. Vernon remarked" Well, we could never have had a better ride even
if Pegasus had had the reins, nor have kept the way
better, even if Jenkins had been guiding us."
"I felt at first surprised, but merely thought you had
given precise instructions to Mr. Milbank before we
started. We have been a charming drive. Don't you
think so, papa? "
.
'' I do, inde d, Dora. It is so much more pleasant
than running away. Ob, Dora, to think that you
should have given way to feelings of terror, and as the
horses plunged on the road, have done nothing but
screa1n."
"What could I do, papa? I was warned from my
earliest years not to jump. I could not get hold of
the reins, so I shouted for help, and I must say that
it ·wn,s to my fa, king your an.vi<'c nnd clinging and
shouting that we owe the pleasure of my rescue
by Mr. Milbank, and your pleasure from intercourse
with him since then."
"You are quite right, Dora; always right."
s they drew near Jenkins was standing a.waiting
them, but so poorly that the moment his master
saw him he jumped off and ordered him off quite
peremptorily home to bed and rest.
'' Do, Jenkins, go at once. You are not well, and I
want you well 1 so go to bed and recover there. I am
sure Fletcher never gave you permission to rise
already?"
"No, sir, but I could not rest when I found none
but this stranger to drive you out. So I came to see if
I could not go into harness a.gain, but you are right, I
am not in trim at all."
'' Oh, we are getting on pretty well, Mx. Jenkins.
We had as good a drive as you could have given us;
of course I mean in your present state of health. So
take papa's advice and go indoors.; and we will all have
the pleasure of seeing you all the sooner that you take
·care of yourself."
"Bless you, Miss Dora, one always feels sunshine
with you. Well, I will just go, but I am downright
vexed that Mr. '\Vcntworth would not allow Jones to
go out with master."
'' Ah it w:1s not a filial action, but we must not judge
too harshly. He will come touud yet, Jenkins."
"Ah, so he will; so he will," said the faithful
fellow as he trudged away.
Milbank had, in the meantime, gone up to dress.
As his eye fell on his dressing table he was surprised
at seeing a note evidently addressed to him. It was a
hasty scrawl, and read thus : " Sir, -You had better cut your stick out of this,
for there is a plot to mark you if you don't. You may
laugh this warning off, but if you do, you will live to
repent : remember W antagc Inn.
" The Favorite."
The superscription-Mr. nfilbank.
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Mr. Milbank gazed at this writjng long and earnestly,
turning it over and over as' if it was juggler's paper,
and might show all manner of things by merely turning it up like a box labelled glass with care, but
nothing more appeared.
'' What can be the meaning of this ? Who knows
.me here? However, it is a warning which I should
certainly accept. I shall be on my guard, and before
another day closes its career I shall throw myself upon
the kindness of Mr. Vernon. W antage Inn, too, where
I had to chastise a scamp. I can't make it out, but I
shall be on my guard-on my guard."
FOURTH GENERAL UNION FOR PRAYER
FOR THE ENTIRE AND SPEEDY R.EMOVAL O'F THE TRAFFIC
I INTOXICATING DRINKS AND IN OPIUM.

(From the 7th till the 14th Novembe1·, 1880.)
TIIE friends of this Union are urged to hold one or
more meetings for prayer; to introduce the subject at
ordinary prayer meetings. The progress of the temperance movement and the increased attention which the
opium question has received during the present year
are great encouragements to persevering supplication.
The following subjects for prayer are suggested in
relation to
THE TRAFFIC IN INTOXICATING DRINKS.

Sabbath, 7th November.-That the people may soon
have the control of the licensing system, and may
rightly use the power when it is obtained. Chapters
that may be read :-Isaiah lviii.; Matthew v. 13-20.
Monday, 8th Novemher.-That all who are victims
of intemperance may be rescued, and that those who
abstain may be faithful to their vows. Psalm cxvi.;
Proverbs i.
Tuesday, 9th November.-That those who manufacture or who deal in intoxicating drinks may be led to
reflect on the awful results of the traffic, and may be
iudu0ed to give up all connection with it.-Pronrbs
xxiii. 29-35: Isaiah xxviii. 1-13.
·wednesday, 10th November.-That those who send
out intoxicating drinks to the heathen, often at mission
stations, may cease to perpetrate this evil, the guilt of
which is peculiarly aggravated. Daniel ix.; l{omans
xiv. 10-21.
Thursday, llth November.-That a spirit of prayer
may be poured out upon all associations formed for
opposing the drink traffic, and that in answer to their
petitions they may be more and more guided and
blessed in carrying forward the temperance movement
to a successful issue, and may thus be instrumental in
removing a mighty stumbling block which now obstructs
the progress of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Zechariah
xii. 10-14; Isaiah lvii. 13-21.
Prayers are also urged to be offered against the
opium tmffic on the 12th, 13th, and 14th rovember.
We earnestly bespeak the sympathy and prayers of our
friends on behalf of the temperance question as indicated by this U uion.
A writer in East Kent Gazette says :-Once iu my life
I took up my abode temporarily in a London coffee
house which happened also to be the head-quarters of
a whole army of teetotalers. I had good opportunities
for observing their peculiarities, and l noticed that
many had only given up one excess for another.
Although they had relinquished intoxicating drinks
they drank non-in~oxicants to a tremendous extent, and
as for smoking I could have backed them against any
similar number of Dutchmen or Germans. My dormitory ,vas very near their large club-room, and, if I had
not taken the precaution to let down the top sash of
the window for half the night, I verily believe I should
have been suffocated, and my carcase smoked-dried as
completely as a well-cured piece of Hampshire bacon.
Smoking is as much an artificial practice as inordinate
drinking, and those who refrain from cont1·acting such
a pernicious and useless habit are to be congratulated.
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* * * Members, friends, and Societies subsc1·ibing to
the Funds of the $cottish Permissive Bill and
'l'emperance Association are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
30 Hope Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the Association are increasing, and it would
materially assist the Executive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions paid in the former
1·ather than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1881.

THE poc1A1 t\_EfORMER
GLASGOW, NOVEMBER, 1880.

OUR NEW YEAR'S TRACT.
THE Executive are glad to be able to announce the

issue of the first twenty thousand of their New
Year's Tract for 1881. This year it is from the
eloquent pen of the Rev. Horatius Bonar, D.D.,
Edinburgh, and bears the significant title, "The
City of the Plague ; or Sights of London in Sixteen
Sixty-five." It is illustrated in the finest style of
the art by Pearson of London, and may be had at
10s. per 1000, or ls. per 100-carriage NOT paid.
Societies may have their name and local announcements printed at the top at an extra. charge of
ls. 6d. per heading. If heading contains more than
40 words, by special agreement. On all orders of
2000 and upwards no charge is made for heading.
Orders should be sent in aL..once, as there are
already indications of the tract meeting with a very
large circulation.
MR. JOHN PATON.
TrrE Executive are glad to announce that Mr.

Paton will return from a three weeks' tour in Ireland on 20th November, and from thence to the end
of the year will assist the lecturing agency of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and. Temperanc~ A ssocia
tion. Applications from Committees desirous to
arrange for a visit from him may be sent at once to
the Secretary, R. Mackay, Offices, 30 9pe Street,
Glasgow, who will endeavour to meet their wishes
as far as possible. In dealing with such applications,
tlie Executive will give a preference to those which
contain a wish to have Mr. Paton for two or three
consecutive nights.
The Social Science Uongress has, since we met our
r eaders, been and gone, and we are in the depths of
reflection over all that bas been said. Society receives the drenching it so liberally bestows with the
feeling that it is only once a year, and on the
streugth of the large outflow and overflow of topic
and discussion devotes a very superficial attention
to the questions with which the Congress deals.
Those immediately benefited are those that are
truly aiming and striving to secure some means of
ameliorating the condition of mankind. They cau

next deliberate on and compare whatever suggestions may be brought under the shadow of the great
names to lend their influence to its deliberations.
This year the Congress has been helpful to the
cause of social and political progress: it bas been
helpful in promoting deeper reflection on the great
questions involved in the Temperance Reformation.
Permissive Legislation, Parochial Drugging, Local
Option, and Specific Temperance Education have
formed themes for much interesting and profitable
discussion.
·
The Rev. John Kay of Edinburgh gave a paper
on "Temperance in Primary Schools," in which may
be found a very exhaustive resume of the entire rise,
progress, position, and prospects of specific education
on temperance truth in our primary schools. Education has most influence with the young, just as
growth has most influence with the twig, and to
form in the plastic mind a doubt or distrust of
strong liquors is to forever unsettle the faith of the
" coming race " in the virtues of strong drink. It
is gladdening to hear tl1at 44 schools in Glasgow,
all the schools in Edinburgh, inclusive of Heriot's
Hospital, look kindly on the work of educating the
young in the principles of temperance. It is interesting to know that the scheme of Robt. Lowe to
demancl payment by results is also found antagonistic
to apathy on the part of the teacher on this matter.
Irregular attendance, chiefly arising from the drunkenness of parents, injuriously affects their interests
by diminishing their grant. Hence it will be their
interest to teach the young under their charge in
order that their grant may be maintained. While
this education is going on we need still a local opt ion
measure to stop the tap, for education ma.y point out
the right road, may show that it is the best as well
as the right way, but it will not prevent the injury,
the mortification, the ruin of thousands so self indulgent or so trained as to see a.nd approve the better,
but follow the worse.
"The Rhetoric of the Recess" will soon be in full
flow. Many honourable members are slowly recovering from the exhaustive and prostrating labours
of the " Loug " session. Others are still roaming
over the "Green Isle of the Ocean" in search of
light on the Irish land question, and, it may be, are
taking a sly kiss of the " Blarney " stor:e as they
meander along. They will soon be giving their
constituents their views on the abolition of the malt
tax, the duty on beer, and the coming G vernment
Licensing Measure. On some of these points, they will
speak an infinite deal of nothing, and will rs likely as
not too often speak away from the issue. But it is
the duty and privilege of our friends to put them
right. Indeed, the ignorance or the inte]igence of
members of Parliament on our question indicates
the extent of the education to which the friends of
prohibition they represent have subjected them. If
they have been lax in laying facts and irguments
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before them, then that laxity is visible in the crude
and undigested views of their representative on the
question. If he manifests an intelligent grasp of
their proposal to deal with the drink traffic, then
that happy result has been brought about all the
more happily that it has most intelligent supporters
in his own constituency. During the:coming session
honourable members will be asked if they are to
support a special Bill for Scotland. All our friends
can during the recess take advantage of their representative's presence amongst them to render an
account of his stewardship to prepare his mind for
giving his staunch support to a measure conferring
upon the people of Scotland the power to abolish
the liquor traffic of their respective localities. This
is their duty. They did their duty nobly previous
to the division of the 18th June. Let them endeavour t0 discharge it as desireu in view of the next
session, and a like triumphant result will sooner or
later crown their efforts.

One of our contemporaries the other day in having
his usual fling at Rev. Dr. Begg, whom he loves as
well as he loves Bailie Lewis, quoted Lord Palmerston's famous letter to a certain Edinburgh presbytery ·which memorialised his lordship to appoint a
day of national fasting and humiliation, because of
the cholera which was raging. The reply was conclusive. His lordship did "not think under the
circumstances such a national fast was desirable or
suitable. Tbe Maker of the universe had established
certain laws on the 0bserv:-mce O!' n eglect of which
the weal or woe of mn.ukind depended. One of
these laws connects health with the n.bsence of those
gaseous exhalations which proceed from overcrowded
human dwellings or decomposing substances, and it
is the duty of man to attend to those laws of nature
and to exert those faculties which Providence had
given to man for his own welfare. To stay the
cholera it was imperative that he remove the causes
and sources of contagion which, if allowed to remain
will infallibly breed pestilence and be fruitful in
(leath in spite Qf all the prnyers and fastings of a
united but inactive nation. When man bas done
his utmost for bis own safety then is the time to
invoke the blessing of Heaven to give effect to his
exertions." We could not choose an utterance that
would better arraign the folly of those who are
continually crying to God to put away the pestilence of intemperance from the land and yet fold
their hands and do nothing. One of the laws of our
Mn.ker connects the use of liquor with poverty,
crime, unsoundness of mind, and nn.tional disorder,
and until we energetically set about to remove the
breweries and distilleries that produce, and the public honses that dispense such baneful liquors, we
do not act so as to deserve a gracious answer with
the prayers we offer. Godiva prayed the grim earl
her lord to remit tbe tax he just had laid on Coventry, for "if they have to pay they starve : " he turned
bluntly upon her and told her she would not let her
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little finger ache for such as these. But she nobly
rejoined she would die, and asked him to prove her
sincerity. He did so, and in responding to the
severe demand he made upon her womanly sensibilities, she built herself an everlasting name, for
the proud earl, moved by her devotion, abolished
the tax he would have exacted irrespective of the
consequences to Coventry. It is in this spirit we
should act when our Maker's laws are violated by
our fellow beings. Let us not merely be content
with prayers to a beneficent God who is not Benevolence personified but a moral Governor, and let us
urge on our fellows the duty of obedience to the law
broken through the cupidity of some and the weakness of others, and besides help to render their
obedience easier. Men ask God's blessing on our
mutual efforts. The abundant blessing will impart
irresistible power to our puny efforts, and ma.n be
blessed and God truly reverenced. If in this spirit
we were a.s a uation to act towards the fountain and
cause of intemperance in this country, how soon
would the one be stopped and the other for ever
removed 1
The winter is upon us and the work of temperance
and prohibitory committees should be during its
course energetically carried out. Our temperance
and good templar halls should now be crowded
with earnest listeners to temperance and prohibitory truths, and our membership lists and our
pledge books should be 1·api<lly filling up. From
one end of the country to the other sucb sbou]d be
the case, and where it is not there iR "a screw loose,,
either in the committee or in its arrangements. Where
there is enthusiasm, activity, and success, the society
and its committee will be found working on the
lines of a rational an<l stable scheme, and we have
only to say that such societies have our earnest cry
and prayer for their progress and success. We
wonld earnestly impress upon those others which
are struggling and threatening at every meeting
"to go under" to examine themselves and their
arrangements to see where the real cause of their
failure is. To help them in this work we unhesitatingly affirm that it is useless to think that people
are madly desirous to adopt their pledge : some
have done so often, and as they have had struggles
which have ended in their going back to the drinkpots they will fight shy of temperance meetings :
others have relatives who are directly engaged in
the traffic and they cannot shake off the connection :
others have not a relative who abstains and they
have not the pluck to be singular: others fear
ridicule, and others think th~Lt by taking the pledge
they are branding themselves drunkards. But for
all that there are plenty that only need to have
the nature and effects of drink explained to them
and the duty of abstaining properly urged upon
them to induce them to join the ranks and become
noble workers in the cause. It is useless to thinlt
that merely hiring a hall badly lighted up, aud
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sitting in it without a fire, will attract people.
Nothing tends so much to failure. A cosy fire
free to all, a brightly lighted hall, a few pictures on
the wall, and a busy committee, are the prime factors
of success. Why the temperance movement is aggressive, a fighting movement, a seeking in order to
save movement, au effort on the part of its devoted
followers to pluck the brands from the burning, and
who would bring the wounded or scorched into
a dingy hospital ward ? If they would not why
should committees bring the poor drunkard into
a miserable out of the way hall. It is as useless
to hire a brilliantly lighted hall, if committees wont
arrange to have good speakers, not merely famous
speakers, but good, earnest speakers, for although
a most excellent fire, sunlights, pictures, vocal and
instrumental music are provided, yet if advocates
are not present to teach, labours in the neighbourhood, selected for operations will not be profitable
· or satisfactory. We would not rigidly exclude these
adjuncts, but we would certainly subordinate them
to sound, healthy, earnest, witty temperance teaching.
An advocate is asked to give an address, but he is
told to be brief, he is ushered before the audience
in terms that show that the committee would dispense with him if they dared, and yet that man is
expected to speak so as to charm and instruct. That
is the way to make advocates careless in their preparation and careless in their oratory. Encourage
them, listen to them, applaud them, thank them,
pay their fares or provide a cab, furnish a tea should
they appear to need it, and it will be as true as
twice six are twelve that they will exhibit a knowledge of their subject or a desire to please that will
carry them over the difficulties of their subject, and
draw forth the applause and commendation of their
audience. If under such encouraging circumstances
advocates encumber the platform set them aside :
they are sounding brass and tinkling cymbals. If
on the other hand committees treat advocates as
gentlemen,· they will not want those that will be
worthy of their best attention. Such are some of
the secrets of success deserving of the attention of
our temperance committees. If they are made the
basis of operations they will bring success that will
be at once lastiug and satisfactory. The winter
has now fairly commenced. Let committees be in
earnest in their work; let them strive after unprececlentea success; let them secnre good sound
speakers ; let them not merely pledge abstainers to
give over drinking, but also enlist voters who will
whenever they have the chance veto a system that
is at once at war with the will of God, and the true
and lofty interests of man. Like them have a mind
to work, and victory will in due time perch upon
their banners.
A very readable paper on Local Option by the
Rev. J. A. Johnston, was submitted to the late
meeting of the Social Science Congress. \Ve are
glad that in it Mr. Johnston does not speak for us,
seeing that he considers local option as au amend-

ment of the Licensing Acts, when its effect would
be to destroy their licensing power altogether. The
licensing clauses of the Scottish Public House Acts
are their exceptional clauses, and these clauses
it is the avowed intention of local option to
abolish.
However, we mean by local option
other than Mr. Johnston, namely, the possession and exercise by the people of a given
locality, the same licensing control as that of the
licensing court. By local option, we mean the
power vested in the ratepayers or house-holders, of
preventing the issue and continuance of all liquor
licenses in their midst. It is that, or it is nothing.
Temperance Reformers have been for years supporting a proposal of that thorough going character, and
they will be satisfied with nothing less. They don't
trouble themselves with the latitude of local option,
that is. whether it means to increase, decrease, or
extinguish public-houses.
They find none, the
publicans themselves not excepted, asking for power
to increase. Many will be found glad to join in a
crusade to decrease, as against a crusade to abolish;
it therefore remains for the true Temperance Reformer to concentrate his energy and his influence
on getting the option to abolish. Let him see to
that. Whatever powers may Le sought, let him see
that that power is obtained, because it will be most
grudgingly given, even by the present Parliament.
Once it is granted to the people, :1 most corrupt
element of political and social corruption will be for
ever lost to Government ; it cannot be expected that
Parliament can let it go without reluctance. The1·e
must be a long pull, and a strong pull, and a pull
altogether to get our demand, and with this it will be
got. In reviewing the threefold optional mode of <lea.ling with the liquor traffic, Mr. Johnston manifests his
long standing dislike to the Permissive Bill, and
takes the side of Mr. Forster as against Sir Wilfrid
Lawson. The Permissive Bill seems to him as well
as to Mr. Forster, to have too much Proliibition and
too little option, and he forgets in stating Mr. Forster's view, that he seems to b~ pleading for something less than prohibition. Why should we care
for the opinions of moderate drinking, statesmen
or modify our views till they bn.rmonize with their
aversion to the suppression of the drink traffic.
That tmffic ought to be suppressed,; n.nd in that
ought is involved our marching orders. It is a marvel to find Mr. Johnston, whose acumen and snbtility of mind is so apparent, so obtuse o thi subject,
the more so when we find him admitting the simplicity and effectiveness of the Permissive Bill. He
sets it aside, fortunately, not on the grouncis of its
merits or demerits, but that it is not likely soon to
become law. Happily, the publicans differ in toto
with him on this point, and we agr:le with
them, and not with Mr. Johnston.
Tne . Permissive Bill of $ir Wilfrid Lawson -:nay be
withdrawn for ever, but whenever the~e is a
bill before the country, providing for the kcal suppression of the liquor traffic by the vote of the
people, there is a Permissive Bill. Let us not de-
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SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND TEMPERceive ounielves by names. We, for ourselves, don't
ANCE A SOCIATION.
care with what name the bill, the measure, or the
law may be christened, if its powers a.re equal to the
OFFICE-BEARERS FOR 1880-81.
overthrow of the traffic by the ratepayers. Mr
P'r esident-Treasurer HAMILTON, J.P., Glasgow.
Johnston finds a new name for the partial veto which,
Vice-Presidents-Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., M .P. ,
for so many years, was the object of his solicitude. Brayton; James Stewart, Esq., M.P., Garvocks; Sir
He calls it the "direct" veto ; but it is scarcely fair John Murray, Bart., Philiphaugh, Selkirk; Councillor
Hope, Edinburgh; John Davie, Esq., Dunfermline;
to appropriate a name too likely to mislead. The J. M'Kenzie, Esq., M.D., Inverness; Ex-Provost
" direct'' veto bas only partial scope, and aims to Ferguson, Partick ; Provost Rae, Wick ; Ex~Provost
suppress any license whose obnoxiousness h1vites its Taylor, Forres; Provost "Wilson, Moffat; J. D. Bryce,
Esq., J.P., Glasgow; J. Morton, Esq., J.P., Greenock;
n.ction. The Permissive Bill, or suppressive veto, R. Little, Esq., J.P., Greenock; J. Roberton, Esq.,
or entire veto, will be as direct in its action as the J.P., Lauchope; Dr. Robertson, J.P., Renfrew; J.
special or partial veto championed by Mr. Johnston; Miller, Esq., J.P., Rothesay; J . Cowan, Esq., J.P.,
Beeslack; J . Smith, Esq., J.P., Peterhead; James
and to call the latter the direct veto brings an ele- Guthrie, Esq., J.P., Brechin; D. M. Home, Esq., J .P .,
ment of confusion into prohibitory politics, which Paxton House ; Councillor Moncur, Dundee ; John
so acute a reasoner as Mr. Johnston should have Jamieson, Esq., Perth; Rev. Prof. \Y. G. Blaikie, D .D.,
Edinburgh; H.ev. Prof. Kirk, Edinburgh; Rev. Prof.
taken care to exclude.
Mr. Johnston is meantime Hunter, Leith ; Rev. Dr. Longmuir, Aberdeen; Rev.
entapgled in the meshes of the Licensing Board A. A. Bonar, D.D., Glasgow; Rev. R. M'Corkle, St.
scheme. Our readers know our view of this plan- Ninians; Rev. vV. Ross, Rothesay; Rev. A. Davidson,
Greenock ; Rev. D. Brotchie, Greenock ; Rev. A.
that it is too like the present administration of the Inglis, Dundee ; Rev. Hector llall, Glasgow; Rev. J.
licensing laws to be palatable to all who have ob- Thomson, Hawick; Rev. Willia.m Clark, Barrhead;
served intelligently the action of the Licensing Rev. J. Stewart, Peterhead; Rev. James Ronald,
Annan; Rev. John Tait, Newport; Rev. Jas. Mather,
Courts and Quarter Sessions. We choose to appeal Langbank ; Rev. A. Affleck, Auchtermuchty ; Rev. R.
to Cresar, and not to his deputies; to the people I. Gray, Galston ; Rev. ·w. Halliday, Glasgow ; Rev.
hemsel es, and not to a committee appointed by J . U. Russell, Campbcltown ; John Uolvin, Ureetown;
Rev. 'William Elmslic, Insch; ·W illiam Govan, Esq.,
them ; to a final poll on the subject, and not to the Glasgow; Bailie Lamberton, Glasgow; G. Tait, Esq.,
triennial or quinquennial election of a body of men Edinburgh; James Horn, Esq., Lanark; J. Buchanan,
no better than those that license at the present mo- Esq., Glasgow; J. Neilson, Esq., Glasgow; Adam
Dryden, Esq., Edinburgh ; Dr. Bowie, Edinburgh ; E.
ment. It is significant that Mr. Johnston has to go Howat, Esq., Dundee; \V. Scrymgeour, Esq., Dundee;
to Englishmen to bolster up his scheme ; to the John M 'Donald, Esq., Aberdeen; William Clark, Esq.,
Aberdeen ; Councillor Rodger, Dumfries ; Councillor
Church of England Temperance Society-at present Johnstone,
Dumfries; Dr. J. Gilchrist, Dumfries; Dr.
in the demel::!t mis on this quesLion ; to Joseph J. M. M 'Cnliocb, Dumfries; Major Malcolm, Burnfoot;
Cowen, and hi& co )y~st, Mi. IIanisou. E11gla11d r:.. ra.trick, Esy_., Banhe;,,cl; "\Villia111 llobertsun, Esq.,
Paisley; Robert Hay, Esq., Perth; P. Campbell, Esq.,
has no licensing magistracy in the sense Perth; Councillor 'ymc, Perth; Duncan 'mith, Esq.,
that we have in cotl:md, and a licensing magis- Glasgow; Thos. M'Lellan, Esq., B,irrhead; Ex-Bailie
tracy might really improve matters with them. Kennedy, Dumbarton; Robert Hoy, Esq., Dumbarton;
James \Voocl, Esq., Galashiels; Andrew Jack Esq.,
r. J olmston only claims for these Boards that Kilmarnock; A. D. 'tewart, Esq., Kilmarnock; James
they would work better than the present system ; .Miller, Esq., Shaw, Monkton; ,valter "cott, Esq.,
and as they are not suppressive, as we under- Langholm; J. Y. Simpson, Esq., Largs; D. Stenhouse,
Esq., Cupar-Fife; John Hogarth, Esq., Kirkcaldy;
stand suppression, we can see that we would, by Robert Bird, Esq., Paisley; Lockhart Dobie, Esq.,
n.dopting this scheme, be very little nearer the goal Rothesay; George Lewis, Esq., Selkirk ; J. Shanks,
of all our hopes than we arc. We are truly sorry to Esq., Bridge-of-\Veir; Provost l\I'LeiRh, Fort-,Villiam;
Bailie Tindall, Fraserburgh; \Y. Menzies, Esq., :01. D.,
differ from Mr. Johnston, but we cannot help it. Edinburgh; James Jamieson, Esq., Ayr; John Hay,
He declares himself sound on the prohibition of the Esq., Inverkeithing; John Wilson, :!!:sq., Hillhead;
traffic. He wants it down, no doubt, some time ; but A. 8. Cook, Esq., Aberdeen; William Craig, Esq.,
Barrhead; J. r. Smith, Esq., Dundee; 'ouncillor
when he is called on to plunge boldly into the fight, Anderson, Elgin; "\Villiam Fraser, Esq., Forres; Alex.
he shrinks from the struggle, apparently preferring Monro, Esq., M.D., Forres; J . .Borthwick, Esq.,
the inglorious work of reducing the outworks of the B.awick; Bailie Young, Jedburgh; Provost M'Pherson,
Gra.ngemonth; G. Bruce, Esq., Dunse; James ,Valls,
enemy to gallantly joining the storming-party-man- Esq., I irkwall; John Adair, Esq., Edinburgh; John
fully a sailing the fortress, and planting the victor's Telfor, Esq., Portobello ; Bailie .H.oss, Inverkeithing ;
banner triumphantly on the battlements cf the "\Villiam Davidson, Esq., Aberdeen; ·William Briggs,
Esq., Arbroath; vVilliam Howat, Esq., Stirling; James
citadel.
Paton, Esq., Tillicoultry; James Drysdale, Esq., Bridge•
of-Allan; William Rutherford, Esq., Forfar.
A banquet was given on the 26th SeptemLer, to Sir
Honorary Dircctors-nir. James Murray, Glasgow;
Kenneth .M'Kenzie, of Gairloch, Bart., in acknowledge• Mr. James .Russell, Douglas ; Mr. G. Arthue, Forfar ;
ment of his contesting Inverness-shire against Cameron Mr. J. Howieson, dclingston; l\fr. J. R. M·Ausland.
of Lochiel, and only losing by 30 votes. The proceedings Bonhill; l\Ir. John Curle, Jetlburgh; Mr. A. P. Brown,
were most successful; and Lord Lovat stated that if Kilmarnock; W . .M 'Ewen, Kirkcudbright ; Mr. A . K.
ever Sir Kenneth saw fit to place his services at the Williamson, Edinburgh; Bailie ,v. Dougal, Linlithgow;
disposal of the Liberals of the County of Inverness, he Ex-Bailie Heron, Annan; l\lr. S. Cavan, Kirkcudbright;
would be most cordially received. Sir Kenneth would, Mr. A. Jardine, Bonhill; Mr. A. M'Millan, .i: lilngavie;
i£ returned, Yote for the Local Option resolution. Mr. D. G-. Simpson, Kilwiuning; I\Ir. J olm Cook;
Lochiel has always, when present, voted against the Crieff; Mr. J. Russell, Haystone, Peebles ; Mr. A,
Permissive Bill and the Local Option resolution.
Macdougall, Glasgow; Mr. R. Adams, Aberdeen; Mr.
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A. Byers, Langholm ; Ex-Councillor Paul, Falkirk ;
Mr. Vv. Crombie, Avonbridge; Mr. T. Fairgrieve,
Galashiels; Mr. Walter Mercer, Stow; Mr. D. Mathewson, Crail; Mr. Charles Newall, Locharbriggs; Mr.
Thomas Hope, Bo'ness ; Mr. Alex. Glen, Eyemouth ;
Mr. William Milne, Edinburgh; Mr. George Mitchell,
Campbeltown ; Mr. Peter Esson, Dunfermline ; Mr.
John Macfarlane, Stirling; Mr. Wm. Glass, Grantown;
Mr. Matthew Elliot, Inverness; Mr. John Macdonald,
Inverness ; Mr. J. C. Thomson, Stonehaven ; Mr. Gilbert Archer, Leith; Mr. Wm. Smith, Balzeordie ; Mr.
A. Ogilvie, Dingwall; Mr. Joseph Morris, Broxburn;
Rev. '\"iv. J. Boon, Kirkcaldy; Mr. D. Christie, Ladybank; Mr. R. Blair, Lasswade; Mr. Wm. Scott, Lesmahagow.
Executive Committee.-'l'he City Members-Robert
M'Callum, T. L. Selkirk, R, C. Murray, J. Torrens,
Peter Ferguson, A. Husband, J. L. Selkirk, J. Forrester, ·william Smith, Thomas Dick, John N. M'Allister,
J. Colq_uhoun, George Gray, and W. Stewart. Country
Members-J. Winning, Paisley; John Lang, Greenock;
John Williams, Wishaw ·; James Osborne, Mearns;
William Hart, Kilsyth; Rev. Dr. Wm. Adamson, J.
Nesbit, and J. Steel, Edinburgh; and J. Howieson,
U ddingston.
Chairman of Execittive, Ex-BAILIE TORRENS, J.P.
Vice-Chairman of clo., Ex-PROY0S'l' DICK.
Treasitrer, - - • - R. M'CALLUM.
Honorary Secrelnry, - BAILIE SELKIRK.
Secretary, R. MACKAY.
Bankers, - - UNION BANK OF SCOTLAND.
Organ of the Association- 'l'he Social R<'former,
Monthly, One Penny.
Offices of the Association-30 Hope Street, Glasgow.

INTELLICENCE.
Drunkenness is said to be largely on the increa,se in
Belgium.
Of the 13,000 cabmen in the Metropolis, 1,000 are
abstainers.
The movement £or providing Army Coffee Taverns
is meeting with generous support.
Coffee taverns are flourishing all over the country.
We are sorry to add that the liquor traffic is also
flourishing.
It is said that the new Lord Mayor of London will
lend the weight of his position to encourage temperance at the civil banquets and elsewhere.
The right of the State to regulate or prohibit the
liqHor traffic has been frequently affirmed by the
Supreme Court of the United States.
The Rev. C. H. Collyns, M.A., of Wirksworth, has
been appointecl Secretary of the British Temperance
League, in room of Mr. F. Atkin resigned.
SERVE Hn.1 RIGHT.-Thomas Moyes, of the Abbotsford Temperance Hotel, Edinburgh, was found guilty
of harbouring women of disreputable character, and
fined £10.
The Temperance Society of France offer a prize of
2,000 francs (£80) for the best essay on the question,
"Do alcoholic liquors, when introduced into the economy, undergo any modifications?"
J. W. OWEN, the Electoral Agent of the United
Kingdom Alliance, died at Manchester, on 12th Sep•
tember. He was a most devoted servant to the movement, and was widely esteemed.
FASHIONABLE FEMALE DRI KING. -The love of
strong drink appears to be increasing among the educated women of our day. During the season just past
instances of this were so frequent as to lead to the
conjecture that a kind of epidemic of drink was pervading those classes of society in which culture, position, and the possession of every comfort of life would
appear to be a sufficient guarantee against so degrading
a vice. -Truth.

There are 128 Soldiers' Temperance Association
Societies in India, with a membership of 9,002 members, and 4,107 honours have been distributed. The
increase of membership during the year is 1,355.
It has been resolved to erect a drinking· fountain in
Glasgow, to cost about £700, as a memorial of the services rendered to the temperance cause by the Hon.
Lord Provost Collins, during his term of office as chief
magistrate.
MR. F. AITKEN, the secretary of the British Temperance League, has accepted an engagement as
Lecturing and Special Agent of the Western Temperance League. We wish him signal success in his
resumed career.
Burns' birth-place is at length to be dissociated from
the drink that did so much to tarnish his fame. The
memorial committee have purchased the '' auld clay
biggin'," and intend making it into a museum for the
relics of the poet.
The first of the seventh winter's series of conversaziones under the auspices of the Scottish Temperance
League was held on the 18th ult., in the Pillar Hall of
the Queen's Rooms, Glasgow. The Hon. the Lord
Provost presided, and the Rev. J. A. Johnston read a
paper on the subject of Local Option.
There is a temperance society in every European
regiment commanded by 'eneral Sir J. Roberts,-a
fact which may largely account for that General's
brilliant march from Oabul to Candahar. Drink kills
more than the climate in India.
At a conference in Manchester the other week, the
Licensed Victuallers expressed serious fear that the
Government had in contemplation a measure of the
most disastrous kind relating to their trade, and resolved upon organized opposition to it.
FooD AND DRINK.-On an average £4 3s. is spent
yearly by every person, young and old, in the United
Kingdom on bread, tea, coffee, cocoa, sugar, and rice.
On alcoholic liquors alone the expenditure is £4 7s., or
4s. more than all the other articles put together.
One sign of progress, and a most cheering one, is the
large numbers of inquiries made at our offices for information on the question of Prohibition, for use in
essays and debates in connection with literary associations. We are always glad to assist those who will
seriously study the question.
We have lately been having a Licensed Victuallers'
Exhibition-a curious thing in its way, but very incomplete. The intricate and elaborate machinery of
our national curse has been on view, but not the length
and breadth, the height or depth of that awful curse.
It requires two worlds fully to exhibit that.
There has been a decrease in the number of shipwrecks up to the present time this year as compared
with the same period last year. \"Ve wish we could say
the same in regard to the number of man-wrecks, but
we can't. The sea has been calmer, no doubt, this
year, but strong drink has been raging.
At a meeting of the Baptist Missionary Society held
in Exeter Hall, a clergyman thus referred to the expenditure of drink:-" How much do you think has
been spent in the last eighty years by all the Protestant
Christian missionary societies of the world, and all the
Bible societies put together? Not more than England
spends every three or four }tlOnths on drink ! "
LIQUOR IN THE UNITED STATE;l.-That the temperance cause is making steady and certain progress in the
United States there is abundant and indisputable
evidence, but that it has yet a great task to accomplish is also made obvious by the significant figures of
the Internal Revenue Department with r eference to
the liquor traffic. It is announced that for the last
fiscal year, ended June 30, 1880, the revenue from
clistilled spirits was 61,185,508, dols. 79c., an increase
over the previous year of 8,615,224 dols. 10c.; that
on fermented liquors also there was an increase of
2, 100,186 dols. 12c. lt appears also that the revenue
from retail liq nor dealers' licenses shows an increase of
269,247 dols. 61c. over 1879.
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DRUNK AKD lNSANITY·-In 1860 there were in
England and , v ales 38,058 insane persons; there was,
in 1879, 71,191. The rate of increase of th e population was 28 per cent.; of insanity, 87 per cent. Intemperance stands as the first of causes of insanity :
27.5 per cent. of the men were insane through it, and
10 per cent. of the women.
Railway accidents are becoming alarmingly frequent.
Of course, as long as human fallibility, over-worked
pointsmen, and bad metals exist, we may expect to
hear of such accidents ; but drink need not be allowed
to augment their number. Drink will do more mischief than dynamite. If it gets to be a recognised
factor in these smashes, we may fear and dread to take
even a five-mile journey.
Here is how the trade view it in America. "Mrs.
Hayes' 'No wine at State dinners' may have sounded
easy to other people, but it was almost a sound of
death to the wine trade. Many is the time we have
sold hundreds of boxes to dealers who we knew in
turn furnished them to the executive mansion. That
trade is entirely gone now. Last winter (in Washington) there was not one case of wine sold where forty
were sold even ten years ago."
THE QUEEN'S PARK Es'l'ATE on the Hanow Road,
Lol'ldon, belonging to the same committee which
erected the Shaftesbury estate, near Clapham Common,
L ondon, is almost finished, when it will consist of 8,000
houses and 30,000 persons, all of the working classes.
No public-house will be allowed on the estate. We
may inform our readers that this population is nearly
as large as the populations of Ayr and Dumfries taken
together; they will draw some idea of the size of
Queen's Park Estate, and some idea of how many
households will be relieved fro
the constant drink
temptations to which those in towns studded with
public-houses are subjected.
GLASGOW.-On Wednesday, 6th ult., a meeting of
St. Luke's Branch, Church of Scotland Temperance
Association, was held in the Parish Church, Bain'a
Square, the area of which was quite crowded by one
of the most interested audiences ever brought together.
The 11ev. M.:-.D;ck, Pa.,,to1· of Lhe Chm·ch, presided; and
the speakers of the evening were Messrs. tevenson and
Mackay, Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association. The addresses met with most hearty applause.
The evening's proceedings were agreeably diversified
with vocal and instrum ental music. There were 36
pledges taken by the audience at the close-4 pledging
to be an example of strict personal sobriety, and 32
pledging to thorough personal abstinence. The usual
votes of thanks terminated one of the best meetings
yet held under the auspices of this branch.
B rn PLEA.- J ames Brown, of Ba.lgersho, CouparAngus, was charged by the Caledonian Railway Coml_)any with roughly shaking a lady, a fellow-passenger,
and when remonstrated with, cursed and used foul
language, and knocking down a gentleman passenger.
He was ejected at Lochee, and threatened to throw the
station-master over railings into the street below. He
denied it, but when evidence condemned him, he
expressed son-ow for his conduct, and accounted for it
by saying he must have been drunk, as he did not
remember anything that occurred, The Sheriff declared
that his conduct was disgraceful, and the worst that
had come before him. Fined £2, and £2 costs, or
thirty days' imprisonment. The liquor dealer escaped
scot free, alt ough he was accessory to the shameful
conduct of his customer.
"The avera.ge English operative is not equal to the
average American operative, either physically or intellectually . I notice a lack of physical strength in
the work.people as they leave the factory. They look
sallow, and r..ppear haggard and weary. There is a
kind of lang~ur, and a lack of buoyancy of spirits
among them, uite in contr,lst to our American operati vcs on this particular. Then, again, beer drinking
and smoking are very common am ong them, and au
eno1·mous nm nut of money is spent in this way. Beer
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is the great curse of the poorer classes ·in England.
The contrast in the condition of operatives in England
and the United States-in dress, in education, in
living, and in the prospects for the future of their
families-is most marked indeed. American operatives
in their social position, in their school privileges, and
in the future possibilities open before them, are a.
hundredfold better off than the operatives of this
country. "-Col. Shaw, United States Consul, Mancliester.
THE REVENUE for the quarter and the six months
show decided improvement. It is melancholy to think,
however, that so much of this improvement should be
owing to the consumption of strong drink; The Scotsman, the inveterate enemy of the Scottish Prohibitory
movement, on this subject ofimproved revenue, makes
the following significant remarks:-" Excise, which
was only £40,000 up in the June quarter, is £191,000
up in the quarter just ended. No more conclusive
proof of the improving circumstances of the people
could be obtained ; they are spending more on liquor
and luxuries. The fact that one of the first results of
returning prosperity is indulgencies of this kind may
be regretted : but such is the fact." The fact that
people cannot meet prosperity without using it to the
ruin of their physical, mental, and moral being, might
well be regretted if it was inevitable for them to
dissipate their means and incur ruin, but when a prohibitory law would save them regret should not be
indulged in till the law was tried and failed.
A Wo11u.N's O.RUSADE.-The Daily News of 19th ult.
published the following: - " According to advices received by the last mail from Ohio, Fredericktown iR
just now a scene of remarkable excitement. The wives
of the citizens, being deeply moYed on behalf of the
temperance cause, met the other morning, summoned
by the ringing of a handbell. Falling into procession,
they marched to the principal liquor establishment of
the place, which they found closely guarded. After
some parleying, they proceeded to break open the
doors, and, having thus effected an entrance, t.hcy
turned on the taps of all the barrels that were tapped,
staved in oth1::rs LhaL wt::re 11ot, aml broke every bottle
in the place. The ladies next visited other stores
where hquor was sold, and were at the hour of the
latest despatch pursuing their victorious course unchecked. It is clear that the male population of
Fredcricktown is utterly cowed before this uprising,
and the bar-keepers find themscl ves deserted in the
hour of danger by those who have hitherto loyally
supported them."
TnE WAY TO CONQUER APPETITE.-In the course
of an address, in London, J\llr. \Gough said :-I knew a
man who undertook to give up the use of tobacco: He
chewed it-the best cavendish tobacco. (This was in
America ; they don't chew here, I believe.) He put
his hand in his pocket, took out his plug of tobacco,
and threw it away, saying as he did so, "That's the
end of it.'' But it was the beginning of it. Oh, how
he did want it ! He would lick his lips ; he would
chew camomile; he would chew gentian ; he would
chew toothpicks, quills, anything to keep his jaws
going. No use; he suffered intensely. After enduring the craving for thirty-six or forty-eight hours, he
made up his mind : "Now, it's no use suffering for a
bit of tobacco; I'll go and get some." So he went
anrl purchased another plug, and pnt it in his pocket.
"Now," he said, "when I want it awfully, I'll take
some." ·well, he did want it awfully; and he said he
believed that it was God's good spirit that was striving with him as he held the tobacco in his hand. Look :
ing at it he said, "I love you. But are yoit my master,
or am I yours? You are a weed, and I am a man.
You are a thing, and I am a man. You black devil,
I'll master you if I die for it. It shall never be said of
me a.gain, 'There is a man mastered by a thing ! ' '
Every time he wanted it he would take it out and talk
to it. It was six or eight weeks before he could throw
it a.way and feel easy; but he said the glory of the
victory r epaid him for all his struggle
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Many large temperance meetings have been held
durino the last month all over England. The North
of Eigland Temperance League held their twentysecond annual meeting at Stockton amidst much
enthusiasm. In their Report the Executive recommend house to house visitation as the most effective
The f~iends i?
means of enlightening the people.
Leeds with great rejoicings celebrated t~e fifti~th anmversary of the temperance movement m their town:
They commenced with sermons on Sunday, and thro_ughout the entire week following they held demonstrations,
conferences and public meetings, and systematically
deliberated upon all phases of temperance work-the
religious economical, medical and legislative. If every
town wo~ld copy from Leeds in this, prohibition would
be soon an established fact. At Exeter the National
Temperance League held a c~ngress w~th members of
the Sanitary Congress, at which the Bishop of Exeter
and Dr. Richardson both delivered excellent addresses
bearing upon sanitary science in its relation to temperance reform. At Leicester a church congress was held,
at which the Archbishop of York, the Bishop of Liverpool and Canon Farrar spoke. Papers were read in
support of local option, and discussions took place on
that and on the '' shattered assertion" - ''You can't
make men sober by Act of Parliament." In London
Cardinal Manning addressed a great meeting of the
atholic Temperance League; and lastly, but not least
amongst these great efforts to advance the cause of
temperance, we note t~e United Kingdom Allian~e
annual meetings, of which we speak at more detail
elsewhere.
Sm GARNET WOLSELEY A D TOTAL Ans·rINENCE.Temperance men p~int with :pride to ~ir Garnet
Wolseley as an abst_arner, _and Sir Garnet, m a letter,
which has been published, mforms a Church of England
clergyman that there is no one wishes well to the_ temperance cause mo~e sincerely ~han he_ d~es. All his experience as a soldier make~ his convICt~on the stronger
that " the less liquor there 1s consumed m any army ~he
more efficient is its condition,·• and he adds, "with
the troops under ~y com_~and recently in South
Africa we had very little spmts. Of my own personal
escort' the majority were total abstainers, and they
were models of what soldiers on service should be. I
find that if you give men plenty ?f tea and ~ugar, they
don't miss their grog after a time. Havmg no grog
with you in a campaign eases your tra1;1sport; very,
very considerably, and removes a temptat10n to steal,
which its presence in an army always creates." It has
often been said that whatever class of people turns
more sober than another, the English agricultural
labourers would never discard the home-brewed beer.
But the fallacy of this has been prov:ed. A Hampshi:r:e
farmer has published n. letter reportmg that an experiment he made of giving a harvest-home s?pper o_n
temperance pri_n~iples to h~s l~bourers, with their
wives and families, nnmbermg m all about seventy,
was a decided success. '' A very sociable, pleasant
evenino was spent," he writes, "and all expressed
thems~lves perfectly satisfied. I believe it proved to
them that it is quite possible to enjoy a hanrest-home
without beer. I may add, my head carter went
through the harvest without drinking any beer, and
that he says he never did his work more comfortably."
Besides enjoying better health, the humble carter, of
course, also added considerably to his little store of
wealth.-Dcdty Review Correspondent.
The Earl of Zetland has entered into an action of
declarator. Messrs. Carmichael and \Vilkinson are
the respondents. Carmichael, a draper in Falkirk, is
the trustee for the owner of the property i1;1 which
Wilkinson deals in spirits. His Lordship WIShes to
enforce the prohibition of the feu charters and to get
'W ilkinson interdicted. The defenders _pleau. that ~he
prohibition in the charters had_ bee? waive~ from time
immemorial and that the premises m quest10n had been
licensed for fifty ye~rs. ~.lso that as t~e proh~bition
founded upon being mapphcable to the ex1stmg circumstances of · Grangemouth is contrary to the spirit of the
true meaning aud intent of the feu charter and cannot
be mai.nta ined.

We were sorry to see that by an inadvertent error

Rev. Dr. Adamson's name had been om.ittied from the
report of our annual meetings as seconding the third
resolution. The Executive esteemed not only the doing
of this service highly, but the doing of it formally; the
rev. gentleman denying himself of an opportunity in
which he might have greatly enhanced the services
rendered, by placing his views on the question before a
City Hall audience.
Sm GEORGE CAMPBELL, BART., M.P.-At Kirkcalcly
on the 18th Sir George said-" Mr. Glad tone's great
achievement had been the Budget, by which he had
electrified and pleased the country. The Budget had
been an enormous success. Every one, .he thought,
now agreed that the transformation of the malt duty
into a beer duty was an extraordinarily harpy thought.
By this enactment Mr. Gladstone had satisfied the
farmers and at the same time increased the revenue.
He hoped that as another result of the change he would
be able to do justice between England on the one side
and Scotland and Ireland on the other by the fairer
adjustment of the incidence of the duty in regard to
beer and whisky. They might also trust that Mr.
Gladstone would tackle the great brewing interestthe aristocratic brewers who sat both in the Lords and
in the Commons-and inorease the beer tax, and in
this and otherwise bring about other financial refarms
and improvements."
TRoY, DoNIPHAN Co., KANSAS, U.S.A. -SPIRITED
Co. DUCT OF LADrns.-"The 24th September was the
time set to dispose of the two booth privileges at the Fair,
by auction, to the highest bidders. ·The proprietors of
the two saloons in Troy were there to bid ; and so sure
were they of succeeding, that they had given directions
about fixing up the booths, and one of them, at least,
had laid in a quantity of provisions and other goods.
But when the time came, a number of the ladies of the
Temperance organisation were on the ground, to buck
against whisky. But they adopted an entirely different
plan from that pursued by most women in these t emperance contests.
They did not try to succeed hy
praying, and subjecting themsel v s to ridicule, nor by
smashing barrels and bottles, and getting themselves
into trouble, but they went at it on regular business
principles, and bid against the saloon men for the booths.
The'biddingwas spirited, but the ladies stood it longest,
and •secured the booths, paying 225 dollars for them,
which was almost double the amount they brought on
previous years, and was a good thing for the Fair AssovVhen the sale ,vas awarded, some of the
ciation.
beaten parties contended that the terms were cash, and
demanded that the booths be contracted to them, as
the ladies could not pay for them, and would not take
them. But the ladies hauled out their little cheques,
which they filled to the amount of. th0 pmchase money,
and handed them over to the Association. Their opponents were fairly beaten, and took it in good humour.
The ladies have banished the sale of whisky, beer, and
wine from the Fair Grounds this year, and in their stead
will sell eatables, lemonade, and hot coffee and tea,
which will be much better for those who are tired ancl
hungry, and will not produce quarrel~ and fights. This
is a turn not to be regretted, for liquors have never
been of any benefit on the Fair grounds." The incident
here given is one well worthy of imitation in this country, not only for the good resulting from the ~c~i?n taken,
but also as an instance of out-and-out proh1b1tion. All
honour, then, to this small, but devoted band of noble
ladies for their good work. That this was no spasmodic
effort on their part the writer can testify, for, on a recent visit to Troy, he had ample evidence of the strong
temperance feeling pervading their. small community_;
and at this distance of place and time, he bears testimony to it and to their desire and effort to keep t_he
drink demon from their doors. ,vhat the good laches
of Troy have done could be done by their sisters here;
and if the calling of their attention to this leads to
similar action at country fairs, shows, &c., our notice
will not have been in vain. In the United States a
very strong anti-drink feeling is prevalent among the
ladies, who, by practice, precept, 3:nd_ teac~ing, do all
in their power to crush the traffic m mtox1cants, and
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banish them from their homes. What benefits result
from this may be summarised-quiet and peaceful
homes, good example to their off~pring, a?d an ~levating tendency of strong moral sentunent, stimulatmg the
waverers to follow their footsteps.
A. D--G.

OUR SKETCH BOOK.
A RUN TO U . K. ALLIANCE MEETINGS.
ON Monday 18th, we left the Central Station, Glasgow,
in company with the deputation from the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association. The day was
very fine and the journey promised to be made under the
bracing and pleasant stimulus of a fine October day. As
we went south, however, we found the cold, and the gloom
of a rainy day combining to diminish our pleasure :
added to these was the delay indulged in by the railway authorities whose servants on this occasion never
put on "a spurt," but resigned themselves to loss of
time with au equanimity with which the passengers
they conveyed did not at all share. Manchester was
reached forty minutes later than we were led by the
railway time-tables to expect. The friends who expected us were taught a lesson in patience, which'was not
at all visible in the hearty manner in which they received us. Two-thirds of us went off to Ashton, the
remainder remaining in Cottonopolis. Ashton was
reached after a short ride, and then the residence of
Hugh Mason, Esq., M. P., where we received a
most hearty welcome. At tea we met Mr. Thos.
Burt, M. P., Dr. Lees, and the repast was most
enjoyable, seasoned as it was with a diffused and not
merely one-sided conversation. On reaching Ashton
Town Hall-with a sitting capacity for 1000 of an
audience-we found it densely crowded, and many left
outside.
English meetings are superior to Scotch
meetings in respect to the number of women that attend them, whose presence adds greatly to the interest and enthusiasm of the proceedings.
Bailie
Torrens fully sustained his high reputation and the
other member received an indulgent and appreciative
hearinCt. It was a mo t successful meeting. Next
mornir~g found the deputation at the breakfast party in
the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, provided for by the
Allian e Executive. The .,avaciuus area oi the great
hall could not accom.modate all that came, but by relayfl all at length were served. The look at tho
assembly from the gallery was very fine. The hum of
conversation was varied by the boisterous welcome
givrm to some friend who had just put in an appearance.
Th,, committee to prepare the business for the general
Council were then named, and we learned that Scotland
wns r epresented by Bailie Torrens. The Council meeting, the real meeting of the day, though certainly
bulking less imposingly in the public eye, was held, as
is usually the case, in the Friends' Meeting House.
Exteriorly this differs in no feature from an ordinary
kirk, intemally it cloes so very much. You find yourself on entering the church, travelling along a passage
which brings you half way up the building; and you
are, for all practical purposes, in the church itself.
The seating is peculiar, several seats facing the
audience occupy the place of the pulpit in ordinary
churchas, the area is seated parallel to these, but the
seating under the galleries rise towards the window the
same as those in the gallery. Should the congregation
more than suffice for this part of the building, room is
~ot by removing a partition which divides the building
and a considerable area is gained by this means of enlargement. The aspect of the edifice is plain, as is the
dress and the worship of the Friends. Many of the
women are beautiful : their charms-if we can venture
to Epea"k of the charms of so demure a beauty as a
Fri nd-are increased by the simplicity of their attire.
As usual, the building began to fill as the Free Trade
Hall emptied; aucl it afforded enjoyable pastime to
those assembled to watch for the appearance of noted
frier.ds of the movement, and welcome them with
cheers, some stimulating the welcome with cries of '' ge
it tGOngue lads," when there would be another cheer.
At ten precisely, the spare, stooping figure of Mr.

Barker, with his keen eye, the intellectual face with its
grey hair appeared, closely followed by Sir Wilfrid and
the members of the Executive and speakers selected by
the business committee. What a hearty English cheer
greeted them as they passed up the passage to the platform. We cannot come near it in Scotland. At length
all being seated, Sir ·vvilfrid rose and met with even
heartier cheering. His speech was another tribute to
his platform ability, years cannot wither, nor repetition
stale the varied excellences of his speeches. He is continually harping on one string, but he makes that
string give forth all the inexhaustable harmonies of the
orchestra. He has one idea, but he clothes it in all the
varied charms that beauty can disclose, and the readers
of his speeches are charmed by the unfailing freshness
and variety of his address. The representative character of the speakers was fairly maintained, though one
only for Ireland and one for Scotland was thought
enough. The report was read by Mr. Pope, who put
in large exercise the art of skipping. It might have
been held as read, for all were supplied with a copy of
it and of the resolutions. The impression on our mind
was that the report had all its interest discounted ; we
all knew of the victory, and the formal recitation of it
had not the power to renew the jubilant feeling which
it evoked at the time it took place. The resolutions
were nine in number, and the submitting them to the
meeting was done in a manner which le£ t nothing to be
desired. Birmingham and Burslem friends submitted
the annual report, which was carried; Belfast and
Brecon submitted the list of office-bearers, the Rev.
J oh.nelones, of Brecon, reminding us that he first gave
publicity to local option, and prophesying that \Vales
would be under Sunday closing by the end of another
session. What threatened to beadisplayof inharmonious
feeling was evoked by Mr. Kempster of London, moving the election of Mr. Joseph Malins to a seat on the
Executive. He masked his proposal by first moving Mrs.
Lucas, sister of Right Hon. John Bright, which would
have met with unanimous approval, but the meeting
would not stand the gentleman, and so to restore good
feeling, the lady and gentleman both were made to walk
the plank. The matter will be adjusted next ye:i.r. It
came on t that no pro isiun had been made for the admission of ladies on the Council of tlie U. K . Alli:..ncc. The
sooner it is made the better-the presence of Mrs. Lucas
would be an acquisition even to the Alliance. Gateshead
and Glasgow submitted the third resolution, and did it
happily. George Charlton is a reformer of the Hadicu,l
type, and had a glowing account of the north of England
to give. Bailie Torrens met with a cordial reception,
and gave a telling and therefore impressive speech.
Both these veterans cling tenaciously to the central idea
of the movement, the abolition of the traffic ; and that
alone as the real solution of the difficulty. York and ·
Hull laid the next re olution before the meeting-thanks
to ir Wilfricl and his colle:i,gues-in a most effective
fr. Balfour followed in a speech marked by a
way.
resolute determination to fight to the bitter end. This is
the idea, the true idea of the warfare.
e are foolish to
dictate to ourselves or to others the time of the victory.
"\Ve are wise to fight till it comes, though we may di
fighting for it. Sir Wilfrid Lawson's reply was in the
very best spirit-thankful for past support, but as
exacting as ever of that support in the future. Studiously clear on what was wanted, studiously averse to
say one disparaging word upon any proposal tending in
the same direction as his own. What he wanted all
men to unu.erstan<l he cared for was, that the power of
licensing liquor shops should not be exercised where the
people say they don't want it. The statement deserved
the vigorous cheering which it received. Mr. "Whitworth
added a few earnest words, and the vote was cordially
passed. Mr. Pope submitted the resolution of the clay
-calling on the Government to introduce a local option
measure in the next ses ion of Parliament. Certainly
we did not sympathise with his suggestion that the
power we have striven for should be a compound of a
licensing board and a veto ; we will try the effect of u.
law directly investing the people with power themselves
immediately and directly to abolish the liquor traffic
which injur~s them. In no way can the power for •

,v
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which we contend be more effectually applied. Alderman Tatham made a capital observation in speaking to
this resolution. If in the expected Government measure
there was no veto, he did not care what its provisions
were, it was doomed to failure, and a great cheer spoke
the approval of his sentiments by the audience. The
next resolution-on finance-was submitted to the
Council in the most masterly way by Rev. Charles
Gar:rett. What a power that minister can wield over an
audience. His speech was a splendid appeal, and
backed by Mr. Watson, the great tract distributor,
Mr. Wm. Hoyle, and Abraham Sharman, it had a most
munificent response, about £4500 being promised to
the funds. The Alliance has done well during the past
few years with the allocation of its funds, so far as
keeping out of debt is concerned. Its last three
balances at the close of the year were £1636, £1598, and
£1710. But like the Scottish Permissive Bill Association, its finances would have been below par, but for the
legacy of the ln.te lamented Sir W. C. Trevelyan. However, with better times, there will come generous help,
and the power that it begets. A call to duty, the Sunday
closing measures, and the usual votes 'of thanks formed
the remaining resolutions towards which Councillor
Fairish, Chester, Rev. Thomas Hutton (who spoke
brilliantly), Mr. Bingham, one of the common folks
whose unadorned eloquence stirred the meeting; Dr.
Lees, whose bugle note thrilled the audience to the core.
1\1:r. Kempster, who, though sometimes not i,afe in deliberation, referred to electoral action as essential as
ever; Mr. Manning, of Canada, who told the meeting
that the appeal of the Dominion publicans to the Privy
Council had not been disposed of; Mr. Raper, who
gave one of his genially couched and graceful little
speeches, a compound of humour and wisdom, in the
course of which he took care to show that Scotland had
greatiy inspirecl Sir WilfriJ by the position it ha.cl won.
Then came the Hon. Baronet's closing words, and the
Council dissolved.
It is unnecessary to speak of the evening meeting,
farther than to say that it was as successful as ever,
and you can't say more than that. The overflow meeting was the best we have ever seen. Bailie rrorrens
presided, and the meeting was addressed by Mr. Bingham, Rev. C. Garrett, Mr. Kempster, Dr. F. R. Lees,
R. Mackay, ,V. S. Caine, M.P., A. Pease, M.P., Rev.
R. Mitchell, and Rev. W. Reid. The chairman was
enthusiastically received, and at the close he had to
give another speech,· which was even more welcomed
than his first. The Scotch element was largely represented:at this meeting. At the out-of-doors overtlow
meeting, the attendance was large and enthusiasm great.
Next day, after an interview with Sir ,vilfrid Lawson and the Executive of the U. K. Alliance, the deputation returned to Glasgow with the feeling on their
minds that the country on this question was folly
abreast of the leaders, so far as sympathy was concerned, but that much hard work was in store and
ultimate success, though the exact moment-when it
would happen could not be predicted-was nearer than
some people would allow themselves to believe.
S.
POLITICAL CORRUPTION.
The turning of EVERY stone, at the general election,
to oust the Tories, has demoralised the Liberals ; and,
if it is not repented of, they may settle downever ready to sacrifice, even, Liberal principles for
victory. This result is already noticeable in constituencies where seats have been lost, or retained
by the Tories, through small majorities. And, in the
light of this fact, it is not encouraging to reflect that
the large liberal majority in the House is the result of
small majorities in the constituencies represented by
Tories in the last Parliament. Toryism is weak and
merely obstructive in this Parliament, but it is strong
in the constituencies, and capable of increased force to
take back its lost seats.
In the constituencies represented by Tories through
small majorities this state of corrupted Liberalism is
clearly evident. In these constituencies Liberals who
are temperance reformers do not stand by the prohibition of the drink trade, nor by any Liberal

principle. They call such crotchets. For if they did
they might be restrained from voting party. This
is, no doubt, an outcome of publicanism, as the most
corrupting power, in alliance with the other voting
forces, which support Toryism. The publican as a
voter is politically corrupt ; and be votes to maintain
himself as a privileged trader, against the will of the
community in which his trade may be discovered to be
a calamity, not merely in impoverishing the people,
but in corrupting them morally and politically. The
publicans' victims do anything for drink. And publicanism from being the impoverishing and criminalising
factor in our social conditions, has become the corruptin~ political power to drag Liberalism down, through
drmk, to the level of Toryism. The two now wallow
together in one sink of corruption. This is especially
so in county constituencies where public-houses are
numerous. By the Reform Bill of 1868 county publicans were made voters ; their license depends on the
voting rent, and while-with a few exceptions- they
have given their votes to the Tories, they have impartially distributed their corrupting influence. And
while past progress is becoming inoperative, the manifestations of future progress are blighted at their
source. Let it not be forgotten that without progress
conserved and continued there is no Liberalism. The
Liberal candidate who, in declining to prohibit the
drink trade, attracts the support of temperance reformers as mere Liberal partizans, divests Liberalism
of its progressive character, and conserves the conditions
which make Toryism still possible. For the drink trade
is revenue derived from material and mental waste ;
and ;political freedom lost in the people's drunkenness
and mability to stand up for great Liberal principles.
Bnt there are temperance reformers who, while they
admit all this, decline to be guided by it, and, in blind
stubborn allegiance to party, vote against their convictions and stultify real Liberalism. They are in the
crowd, gathered by electioneering tactics, and even
thoughtful men, massed in such a crowd, are impelled
more by crowd feeling than by convictiol). and conscience. It is in this relationship they have mostly
erred, and sacrificed social and political well-being to
party interests. When tern perance reformers are reminded of this mistake, they reply that there is not anything
to be expected from the Tories. That may be true. But
neither are progress, culture, prosperity and freedom
to be expected from the Liberals so long as they are
afraid to pronounce the doom of the drink trade.
Hares, with' fixety of tenure, to the farmers, dea<l.
Englishmen equally divided between the parsons and
dissenting ministers, more voting power to the people,
and even permanent peace with the world can never
obviate the prevalence of Toryism while the drink
trade is retained as the great means of taxation. We
must bo under the influence of Toryism while it is
liable to grow into power; and that liability must continue to loom in the immediate present, while_ the
drink trade is with us as the embodiment of waste,
social demoralisation and political corruption.
That Liberalism may not become absorbed in Tory ..
ism it must cultivate the suffrages of temperance
reformers by adopting a means of taxation in harmony
with sobriety, production, culture and progress. This
is now the work of Liberalism, and it devolves on
temperance reformers, as a numerical and moral power
within the party, to unite it and lead it in the undertaking. When they become faithful to their com'ictions this is their place and mission. They are ag
responsible for the culture and direction of the Liberal
party as they are for the sobriety, moral and social
well-being of the nation. For they have been begotten
and developed by the national temperance movement
to work for the one purpose and the other. And they
are in the heart of the Liberal party. 'fhe movement
thus dominates the party to make it its p:>litical instrument. All this is verified in the politi al and social
outcome of the past twenty years. But the future
has to reveal this faithfulness to temperance conviction.
And if not we must remain out of harnony with the
peri~ds in the past that have transmitttd much of all
that is best in the present.
TRUE.

THE

DECEMBER, 1880.
LO •AL OPTION.
WnAT does Local Option mean? or wh:tt does it
propose to effect? According to some meu who set
themselves np asauLhorities it does uot mean mnch.
,vhile, according to other~, it means a vast <lea!. It
!nen~s what is cert~in to bE: of permaueut and abiumg mlerest to society. , mce my conuection •w ith
t(1e _Rc0ttish Permissive Bill aucl Tempera.nee As -oc1ahou rna:1y years a.go, I al wnys recoo-nizecl that it
lHH~ I\ glorious principle to fight for-a pl'inciple
e~s1ly ~mderstood by any one who g,we n. little cou1derat10n to the subject; and that principle was n.
l~OJ?nbr ~ot~ upou th~ issue of liceuses by tile people
livwg w1tl11n the hceusiug area. I never conld
uuderstand how this proposal could be opposed by
tlfo'e who 1:rofessecl ~o love sol>riety, unless it was a
ktnd of pride of op1i1io11, or that the iuea did uot
emanate from their 1~arti~ular quar~er. Some people
tell us that local. 01:t10n ~s somelluug Yery different
from the Perm1ss1ve Bill. That was a rueasnre
hn.ted by saiu~s and ,inners, but local option is a
geueral favounte. Oue ma.n says "I am ao-ainst
the_ Permissive_ Bill, but I quite ~gl'ee withO local
o_pt1on." Another says, "I dou·t 1elieve in prohibition at. r..11, but the principle of lccal option commeµd 1ts~lf to my jndgment." I think we should
try and tl1senlaugle our minds from this state of coufn ion.
Local option, to be effective antl adequate to
meet the evil,_ mu t coufer a full -reto ptJ\ er to remove the pubhc-hou e. Auythiucr hort of tbi::3 will
n_ot be in lin.rm?ny with the r:quirements of the
time. Lo~al op_tion must afford complete protection
from the rnva ions of the liquor dealer. It must
arm . the ratepayers with a power to excluue the
publican from destroying the amenity of their
homes. ~he phra e "local option" has been differently mterpreted . Here is a definition of it
from a very eminent man the Ricrht Hon. w. E.
Porster. .He says that th; l eople ~ ought not to be
allowed, if by cl.1ance ~hey might wi h to do so,
more than a certam maximum of public-houses, n.nd
they ~houlu n?t be allowed absolutely to prohibit
them: Tliat 1s the utterance of a statesman. If
one we1·e to. attempt to dissect it., it would seem to
be a. sad 1mxtnre of effemin· te WhiO'crery
and stiff
0
Tory1sm-the worst kiud of mixture~ of all ! His
words want the genuine rinrr
of the reformer but
0
they a.re. quite in. ~~rmony with the spirit of the
?omprom1 mg politician. Forster is bent on resistrng the march of the prohibit.ory movement for a
cofl)plete v~to over the issue of licenses. He fail. to
realize the 1sst1e, or to understand the true ueetls of
the n.g~. He would give power to remove a, little of
the evil, ~lLlt he 'Yould not give power to remove the
''.'~ole of it. It 1s perhaps too much to expect politicians to go before u in this mn.tter. Thev will be
cont~n~ .to .follow ~far off, n.JJ.cl will only be led a
pr?h1b1t10ms~s are m earnest. We are in dnnger of
pemg hoo<;lwmked ~llLl d-ec~ived if we dc,11 t l<i10\ out..

' If we are to have local option, it mnst not be connterfeit; it rn 1.1st be option of the right sort, with as few
I trammels n.bout it as pos ·ible. ·we waut the removal of the pnblic-hon ·e. We want a " . cientifi(~
frontier" of prnhibition round the dwellino-s of
working men. This has been the aim of the Sc~ttiRlt
Permi si ve Bill ancl Temperance A sociation from
the first. Hence we haYc beenn.dvocates of a popnhr vote as the be. t meaus for seeuring that end.
It is refreshing to see old opponents of the Pern,issive Bill corning to take a hare in this reform ·
only, it would be a happy circumstance if they
would be couteut to follow , ir Wilfri<l, and not
attempt to bring forw:wd mangled schemes of their
own that r-nay rather hinder tlum help him. However, this lias always been the way. Great reforme1·s have had to he patient, wbile lesser men aired
their I rojects, and a.nnoyed them by seeking to
amend their plnus. Buxton's righteous soul was
vexed in thi way by men who advocated a system of
"gradualism" as a preparation for emancipatincr
men from slaYery. Rowland Hill experienced exas~
perating difticnlties in cn.rr_ying out his po tal reform
becau.e individuals succeeded for a time in urntilating his splendid scheme. Cobden was adly tried in
his efforts to repeal the Corn Law bot-h by vVhigs
and Tories. These wanted a sliding scale ; those
wanted a fixed duty ; but his unbending dema.nd
for the right thing crownec.l him with glory aud
houour. Sir Wilfrid Law. on wants to put into the
hands of his.suffering countrymen an instrument to
enable them to smite the curse of licen ·e. This,
above all things, is what the country require at the
present moment. Do not let us divert attention
from the es. ential question hy merely talking about
I en torus. Bad cust?ms, in this case, are the result
of 1_:>ad laws. The liquor laws are not moral la\ys.
Neither let us suppose that we shall ever rectify
I thfa wrong by raging against churches. Let us
pre • on to secure a foll power to vote down the
public-house, and theu both Church and tate will
immediately feel the beneficial results of tlie chn.nge
W. BLACKWOOD.
I

FOOD AND FEED I G. -::, E O 'D

'O'l'l 'E.

, 'fr Henry offers a graphic description of the stomach-

burdening process juvolve<l in an old-fashioned dinner.
First, oyster and turtle soups con.somme with punch :
fish, salmon or turbot, or both smotherecl in lobster
sance: . hei-ry: four entrees, oyster patties, mutton or
lamb, lamb cutlets : Vol rin vent: hocl" and cha,11ipar1ne:
this consumes three-quarters of an hour ! Then saddle
or haunch of mutton, currant jelly, cold vegetables ancl
heavy flabby salad. Boiled fowl and tongue, or a
turkey with solid force meat, a slice of ham, and so on
up to game. Hot substantial pudding, three or four
other sweets, including iced pudding : t •ines in v,iriel!J
:: Dy Sir Henry Thompson, F .R.C'.S., London : Frederick
Warne &, Co. P~·ice half•:t-crown,
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more or less approp1·iate followed by a pate d e Joie gras:

more salad, biscuits and cheese, again two ices and
Jiqueurs : then an array of decanters, red wine and a
prodigious dessert of all things in or out of season. The
disappearance of the ladies and the closing in of men
with host and reassembling' of decanters, age and
quality of wine discussed, recommendation of vintages,
&c., &c. A bout two and a half hours lost at dinner.
In contra-distinction to this barbarous mode of dining,
barbarous as to its ea.ting and drinking, for it is surely
akin to swinish to ~at and drink so grossly, Sir
Henry offers a scheme for what he calls a perfect dinner
party. It should be small, and seated round an oval
table, not encumbered with floral ornaments. Eight
persons at such a repast is quite enough. Now for the
bill of fare or m enu: '' A perfect consornrne, a choice
of two fish, a fillet or a chftteaubriand, a gigot or a
fricandeau : followed by a chaud fr6id, crem e d e 'uolaille
9a1·ni" a roast and salad, and choice vegetable and
an iced souffte or cltarlotte, and in summer a 1nacecloine
of fresh fruits in an old family china bowl if there is
one; and lastly, a savoury biscuit accompanying vegetables and appropriate wines. This is still high feeding.
Now for the liqueurs, one bottle of win e divides icell into
eight, if therefore the host desires to give with the roast
one glass of particularly fine ripe Corton or Pomarcl, a
single bottle is equal to the supply, and so with any
other choice specimen of which a single circulation is
required ; and of course the rule holds equally if the
circuit is to be repeated.''
Every food reformer will view with approval the improvement, slight as they may esteem it, which Sir
Henry woul<l establish upon a meal so important to the
constitution as a dinner ; for there would be a very
grea(restriction indeed in the consumption of various
meats and drinks, a restriction that would tend powerfully in the interests of a stomach on which the old
fashioned dinner imposed an injurious and uot seldom
a pleasure-destroying burden ; and in the interests of a
hospitality, which, not so severely taxed, would be promotive of greater good feeling and better cheer.
Still in the matter of liqueurs, Sir Henry is even yet too
generous. He may have, we do not know, but he may
have a strong opinion that no stomach would be able to
endure the perfect dinner he offers as a substitute for
the gross one he would displace, unless its sensations were
silenced or modified by wine. There is a great danger
often in knowledge, and the knowledge of the strain to
which the constitution may be subjected is often acted
upon to the permanent injury of its functions. '\Vhat
brandy and soda is to those enervated by alcoholic
excess wine may be to the gourmand. He seeks a
glut of pleasure to his palate, and regardless of the
misery of his stomach irritated by excess in quantity
and quality, he drowns its remonstrances with: wines of
this and the other vintages or brands, quite aware that
the penalty for his wrong-doing is inevitabie ; still
wine may at least postpone its exaction to the future.
We believe that fermented wine, beer, or spirits should
never be used at meals, and as little even of water or
coffee, &c., as possible ; when there is soup, there
should be none at all. The use of liquids on such
occasions relaxes the stomach, weakening the concentration of its efforts on the processes of digestion.
Sir Henry, as might have been expected, gives his
opinion against the regular use of alcoholic liquol'S.
He says, "I am of opinion that the habitual use of
wine, beer, spirits is a dietetic error, say for nin eteen persons out of twenty. In other words, the great majority of
the people at any age, and of either sex, will enjoy
better health both of body anu mind, and will live
longer without any alcoholic drinks whatever, than
with habitual indulgence in their use even although
such use is what is popularly understood as moderate."
Again, " But I do not aver that any particular harm
results from fine pure wine-and rare as this is, I do
not think any other is worth consuming-just as any
one may occasionally enjoy a particularly nice dish,
neither the one or the other being sufficiently innocuous
or digestible for frequent much less for habitual use."
Again he says, "Then I frankly admit that there are
some persons-in the aggregate not a few-who may
take small quantities of genuine light wine or beer, with
very little if any appreciable injury." W c ask our

readers to pa-i;se here and ask themselves the question,
'\Vhat really can be the real nature of the substance of
which Sir Henry Thomson speaks so guardedly? If
the vast majo. ity are better withont it than with it, if
even in its genuine and purest form it can only be used
as pastry or stellfish is, by a man on the threshold of old
age, very occasionally and very sparingly ; if there are
th ose, who, as the extreme exceptions of the human
race in its attenuated form, can aloI),e use it in the
smallest quantity, and of whom we can say not that
they have escaped its perils, but that their injury is not
manifest, sunly the conclusion is a loud appeal to
abstinence from its use on our own part, and a burst of
pity and commiseration for those unfortunate and infatuated crea. ures who use it in its grossest forms
and in reckless draughts. The weighty import of these
remarks of Sir Henry's simply mean that for thirty-one
millions of our people, alcohol is a dangerous drug to
use in n.ny quantity; and if they venture upon its
habitual use they expose themselves to the most serious
peril, whether they are young and strong, old and
feeble, man or woman. Drinking by them of even pure
and genuine fermented wines and beers of commerce
means for them diminished health and shortened life.
As for those who can drink without harm, because
they do not show it, a wise man will not be lured by
their seeming immunity to indulge, even with all the
advantages of rare draughts and the genuine article.
That the evil is not appreciable may be true, but that
it does: exist is certain. We cannot approve of • such
teaching. The very feeling is begotten of evil done
and not felt, that some evil may be done and yet defied.
Prudence dictates another course nd urges us to beware of not only evil, but its appearance, because evil
done is eyer the harbinger of a harvest of misery.
The mills of the gods grind slowly, but they do grind
and grind to powder.
Sir Henry lays down a canon admirable but impracticable, for at the very moment when obedience is
imperatively required, obedience is impossible. Sir
Henry says:-" Relative to those matters every man
ought to deal carefully and faithfully with himself,
watching regularly the effects of the smallest license on
his mental and bodily states, and boldly denying himself
the use of a luxurious habit if he finds any signs of
harm arising therefrom, and he must perform the
difficult task with a profound conviction that his judgment is very prone to a bias on the side of indulgence
since a luxurious habit is so agreeable, and to refrain
therefrom in relation to himself and to the present
opinions of society so difficult." For luxurious habit
we should substitute poisonous drug, and for agreeable,
seductive. However veiled the use of drink or the
habit of drinking is by the melliAuent language of our
author, he cannot wholly disguise the danger, might
we not say the extreme danger, of taking alcoholic
liquors.
No wonder, when the power of alcoholic
liquors is to generate excess. The use of these liquors is
in the inverse ratio to self-control, the greater the use
the lesser the control, and a stage is often reached by
the growth of appetite when control disappears and the
drinker, rudderless and unmanageable, plunges into all
the horrors of mental and moral shipwreck.
Sir
Henry writes that all that be has said in favour of a
very restricted and Yery occasional use.is absolutely the
best that can be said, and how little in their favour
that is our readers can gather for themselves. There
is, however, an antagonism to strong and adulterated
liquors apparently in all that Sir Henry writes on the
subject. Even the occasional use is a matter of 1·isk
and doubtful benefit : those who drink with apparent
impunity are not scathless, and all who drink can only
do so when they haYe been loyal to the canon Sir Henry
lays down. vVe deeply commiserate the foolishness of
those strictly moderate men who will persist in drinking in face of the strong opinion of Sir Henry. They
sin against the clearest light and their own soul, and
invite that retribution which is always hovering dangerously near the violator of the ordinances of God. It
may be that the chain of destiny of such is only
being forged at the rate of a link a-day, or even a link
a-week; but they may find as the years roll ou that it
is strong enough to bind them for ever ill God's eternal
prison-house. ·
·
·
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WINE QUESTION.
readers of the " Birth days of the Te1~nperance and
Total Abstiuence Movements in Scotland by James
Macnair," are familiar with the early disc:ussion of the
wine question ; how it began, how it e·merged from
obscurity into light, the opposition it p1·ovoked: but
few of these will be aware that Mr. Macn:air, who lives
and continues to play his part fearlessly in our midst,
was the Sabbath-scholar of Thomas F arie, who desired
to emulate his teacher ; was the son of the president of
the Cartsdyke Radical Association, known as the Carts.
dyke poet. Mr. Macnair has inherited his father's
zeal and indomitable perseverance, and was the one that
proclaimed total abstinence so early as 1825 ; the one
who ·caught up Dr. Daniel Richmond's classification of
the Bible passages containing the word wine, engaged
several Jewish Rabbis, and gave to the public in 182930, the various terms in the original Hebrew Bible
which are translated wine in our version. This noble
work of shedding light on the Bible wine question was
continued by him and Dr. Richmond. Mr. Macnair,
wherever he went, and whenever an opportunity
was afforded, advocated total abstinence, especially
spreading light on the wines of the Bible. At first it
was as the voice of one crying in the wilderness ; but
the cry was continued so long, uttered so loud, that it
was caught up by others, and wafted over the land.
Opportunities were sought out and multiplied for advocating his views in church courts, and before the
public. The few enthusiastic ones who joined him in
this work drew clown upon themselves as he <lid the
hostility of all parties. Onward the light moves, upwards its influence rises, passing through a tempest of
tire, until it arrested the attention of one church,
causing it to halt and discuss its claims. This gave ·
the wine question a prominence, and placed it on a
loftier position than it had ever reached. Mr. Macnair
transmitted the following petition through the Session
of West Campbell Street Congregation, Glasgow, 5th
June, 1836, and through the Reformed Presbytery of
Glasgow, 16th August, 1836.
" To the Moderator and Members of the Reformed
P!'esbyterian Synocl to meet in Edinburgh, 17th Oct.,
1836.
'· 'l'hat your :fetitioner, along with ma1.ty g ocl mtJ.,, i.s
of opinion that what is called the moderate use of intoxicating liquors, is unnecessary to persons in health,
while it necessarily leads to the formation of the drinking appetite, and perpetuates the sin of drunkenness
and the manifold evils resulting therefrom to society
and the Church of Christ. That your .Petitioner is of
opinion that abstinence from all intoxicating liquors is
the simplest, most consistent and efficient way to
prevent intemperance, and alone affords a hope of reclaiming those who are the subjects of that vice,
while this remedy appears to your Petitioner in perfect
accoi·dance with the principles anu precPpts of the Holy
Scriptures. That considering the enormous evils daily
inflicted on society, the temptations to which the members of the church are exposed, the numerous and
powerful obstacles opposed to the progress of the
Redeemer's kingdom by the use of intoxicating liquors,
as well as the value of the immortal souls of those enthralled by the vice of drunkenness, your Petitioner conceives that all who profess love to Christ are under the
most solemn obligations to use every means which the
Providence of God points out for lessening or preventing
the evil of intemperance. That for these r easons your
Petitioner humbly but earnestly entreats that his
fathers and brethren of this court would give their most
serious consideration to the duty of abstaining from all
intoxicating liquors, and exert their influence as a
Synod and as individuals, endeavouring in the strength
of the Lord to persuade every one to abandon their use,
and that the spirit of Christ may guide you in this, and
in every goou word and work is the earnest prayer of
your petitioner.
(Signed}
JAMES MACNAIR."
A most remarkable scene took place on the reading
of this petition. There was evidence of great preparation for the fight, the contest seemed an unequal one ;
on the one side were all the leading divines of that
denomination, on the other side was a comparativelr
THE
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young man fresh from the turmoils and activities of
business, come to wrestle with men mighty in the
Scriptures, as to what the Scriptures taught in reference
to the use of wine and strong drink. Such a scene wonld
make a subject for a picture by a master artist. There
stood alone a young man, bold for the truth; beside
him lay a Hebrew Bible, several Hebrew Lexicons,
wine from Palestine, clusters of grapes, preserves made
from grape juice, unintoxicating liquid made from the
dried fruit of the vine, identical with that used by the
Jews at the Passover, and similar to that used by the
Saviour at the institution of the isupper. On being
called upon by the Moderator, this young man
modestly stepped forward, began to state his case as he
warmed to his subject, unfolding the true meaning of
Scripture, amid the excitement of his hearers, the shifting
restlessness, the animation that pervaded the whole
court as he shattered one after the other their cherished
theories, and laid before them the passages in which the
term Tirosh occurs, demonstrating that Tirosh al ways
meant and only meant the fruit of the vine. He
~poke for upwards of two hours, such a two hours' speakmg as Synod walls never before re,·erherated to; with his
Rabbinical knowledge he cleared away verbal misinterpretation, wrested the word of God from the hands of
those who were using it in support of the use of wine
and strong drink. " Nobly he fought and well." In
that contest he fought not only for himself and his compeers, but he fought for all future generations of men.
He erected a beacon light that bas acted as a guide to
the nations. The changes that have been wrought out
since then, that are being wrought out now all over the
civilised world, the outcome of that ancl other early
contests, laden with blessings and deliverance to
humanity, exceeds human computation. Mr. Macnair's
opponents seemed to triumph over him at the time,
and they recorded tlieir victory in the following note
which speaks for itself and him:" Edinburgh, 24th Oct., 1836.
"The Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
in Scotland met and was constituted.
"Inter alia, The Petition of a member of the West
Campbell Street Congregation, Glasgow, is now
separately read, praying tbat this ourti woul<l. give
the~r n:..ost seriouc ccnsic~eratioc to the dvty 0f ahst11.ining from all intoxicating liquors, and exert their inflq.
ence as a 'ynod, and as individuals, endeavouring in the
strength of the Lord to pei·suade every one to abandon
their use.
'' The Petitioner lays before the Court a number of
arguments in support of the Petition, and while the
Synod admit the importance of the subject submitted
to them, they for want of time are unable to give it
particular consideration at this meeting.
To Mr. James Macaair.
"(Signed)
JOSEPH HENDERSON, Clerk."
Such was the faint-hearted deliverance of the Reformed Presbyterian Church on this irrepressible
question.-Yours &c.,
AN OLD ABSTAINER.
In days of old, when claret was not considered.
"shilpit" drink, two neighbouring lairds happened to
dine together. ,vhen the aHernoon was pretty far
advanced they were joined by a neighbouring minister,
who found them sitting over their wine sobbing li~e
children. '' "\Vhat are ye greetin' for, frien's; what for
are ye greetin' ? " said the reverend visitor. "\Ve arc
greetin'," said one of them, and before he could corn•
plete his statement, the other said, ''We're just greetin',
minister, al::,oot the national debt."
" Courage, brothers ! there is nothing
Brave and true men should affi:ight;
Life's a warfare high and holy
For the lofty and the lowly;
God and angels watch the fight;
In the roar, and rnsb, and rattle,
In the sweat and blood of battle,
Fight as men for fight arrayed.
,vhether Yanquished or victorious,
Good men's lives and deaths are glorious,
Coura~e, brothers-who's afraid."
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OUR MONTHLY LETTER.
We may mutually rejoice, dear editor, at the
success of : the new postage-stamp saving scheme.
The suggestion that the postmaster-general allow
buyers aud users of stamps to rule them with a fine
drawn ink line would effectually prevent stealing
aud resetting them, as none would put such stamps
on the postal cards. A most excellent means of
encomaging the poor woul<l be when "tipping"
them for any little service to give tbem one, two, or
more stamps, and see them paste them on their
cards forthwith. This would most effectually discourage drinking and encour:.tge a love of self-restraint and of frugality, which would result in many a
thriftless creature becomiug possessed of something
for hard times. All our teetotal friends can be n.s
crenerous as ever they were : the only sufferers
~vould be the publicans, and as their profits, as we
all know, are rnis-spent money, their sonow would
be rather enjoyable.

In Miss Bird's delightful book newly out., entitled
"Unbeaten Tracks in Japan," she gives nrnch curious information about the Ainos, the aborigi11es of
Yezo. These hn.ve a tradition that they were in
some far-off age a great na.tion. They are low iu
the scale of humaniLy, but uot Lrutal by any means.
Their great curse is sake wine, for wbieh they will
sell anything save their art treasures. Their chief
act of worship is drinking to the god. Drunkenness
and religion are thus insepn.rably associated, as the
more s:tk6 an Aino drinks the more devout he is
and the better plen.secl are the gods. Yet there are
abstainers among them-like Pipichare, the adopted
son of the chief-who objects to sakt!, "because it
makes men like dogs." As, boweve1·, their religious
customs demand the use of srikt!, abstainers must be
practical atheists. It would be grntif ying to know
whence this belief has arisen amongst these savages.
We in this country, with a few exceptions, adhere
to the drinkiug of sal.:t! iu our highest religious or(linance, but few would venture to ca.11 those who will
not venture to take salce (bad wine) at the Lord's table
atheists. Yet the Yezo aborigine savage cau claim
equality with his enlightened Christian Briton, in
so far as they both worship their respective deities
with poisonons drugs. If ever extremes do meet
here they are.

'

Iu a. recent numbet of JJouse and Jl01n. e then: is a
capital story told of Henry VIII. and an abbot.
The king had lost his way, and turned up a.t the
abl;>ey. R:uowing that the king was in the neighbourhood, the abbot asked him to stay and sup,
believing him to be one of the king's guards. As
they sat at meat, the king fed like a. farmer on some
roast beef ; the pampered abbot could scarcely eat
of anything. "Ah," said he to the kiug, "I would
give £500 if I could but pick as heartily as you do
on a piece of beef." Shortly the king took his leave,
and shortly he sen<ls for the abbot to the Tower, and
there ordains that he be fed on a little bread and
small beer and nothing else. This was his diet for a
month, when he came to have a good stomach. The
keeper, by command, set a good roast of beef before
him, when he set to with great relish. The king
who, himself unseen, saw his lusty feeding, steps in
and asks for his £500. "For," he said, "you said
you would give it, and I have performed the cure,
and got you a better stomach than all the doctors in
England would have done." And so, on payment of
the £500, he discharged him. Now, the questiou
arises, Did the king infringe on his snbject's liberty?
Certainly he did, but look with what beneficial

effect. John Stuart Mill declares that we ba ve no
right to abridge a man's liberty even to do him
good. Yet I question if he could have got the abbot
to have approved him. Now, were a few of our
druukards sent into confinement for a month, the
good that would be done to them through their enforced abstinence would far outweigh the silly and
unsubstantial loss of liberty. For what is their
liberty but license ? and license is dangerous both to
man and to society.
It is always cheering to find proofs in favour of
the superiority of temperate over intemperate lives.
We don't include that fulness of balanced enjoyments, or that self-directive power wbich the abstainer peculiarly possesses; bnt merely join issue as
to the length of life. Dr. Ridge, iu one of the
Lancets of last month, shows that the mortality of
the adults from rn to 70 is 17·24 per thousand-I
in i55 ; between 16 and 60 is as 1 in 76. In the re•
ports of the Sons of Temperance for 1878-80 the
average membership is 14,020, the deaths 97, 120,
and 129 respectively, equal to au annual average of
115, or 8·2 per cent. per thousand ; or 1 in 121. Dr.
Carpenter many years ago showed that the deat.l1s
iu the Madras army in 1847 were for the intemperata 44·5 per cent. per thonsand, of the temperate
23·15 per cent. per tbousn.nd, a11d of the abstainers
11·11 per cent. per thousand. Allowing for tbe difference in climate, this is parallel with the other
instances ; it is 1 in 90. Cel'taiuly these are most
remarkable statistics, but we need not wonder at it.
God is 11ot mocked. What men sow, of that they
reap. The churchyards of our country are thickly
strewn with the narrow cells of those cut dowu
before their time by alcohol.

Whn.t a sad fate is that of the child who only gets
across the threshold of this world to have its y~rnng
life cut off by its own mother. But this is the fate
of thousands of unhappy babes in our drinkrsodden
land. The Lancet informs us that "in the course of
his inquiries as Coroner of Middlesex, Mr. Wakely
discovered grounds for believing that a large proportion of the deaths by "overlaying'' were caused by
the abuse of alcohol. These "accidents" occur on
S,ttnrday nights, following tLe weekly deba.uch of
the poorer class among whom they happen. The
mischief works, Mr. Wakely points out, in two ways
- fir t, there is alcoholic poison through the milk,
which teuds to stupefy the infants aud predispose
them to death ; and secondly, the Remi-intoxication
of the mothers throws them into a ·stupor in whieh
they lie upon and st1ffocate their children. It is as
important n.s ever that these perils incident to the
practice of heavy drinking on Saturday nights should
be generally moderated." This murder-for if a
woman who has a child drinks herself insensible,
aud, by depriving the child of its protector, leaves it
or helps it to perish, is not a murderess, then language has lost its significance-arises from the abuse
of alcohol : ergo Lancet, the use of drink is good.
Only the abuse is a farther stage of the use-that is
all-and overlain children are usual at that stage.
Then wha.t does the writer mean by moderating the .
perils to children of drinking mothers pressing them
to death ? Should it not be wiser that these perils
be prevented? Are we only to kill less, or are we
to kill none at all? Certainly, kill none at all. We
cannot believe that chi ld-murder can have the sanction of the Lan cet. Poor, rlear babes to perish, and
by the hand of a drunken, unconscious mother who
is for the time like some remorseless machinery,
relentless and cruel, deaf to the smothered cry, and
insensible to t.be little stiffening form !
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Another theatrical public house bas been opened
in Glasgow-the Theatre Royal. The play now
running is one of the best of Shakespeare's writing,
being his <leligbtful pastoral comedy, "As you like
it.." But as if to prevent excess of pleasure with its
sentiments, the management afford an opportunity
to playgoers to employ the intervals between the
acts in drinking at the bar within the theatre. Unfortunately, too many avail themselves of it, and the
good the play would do to them is marretl by the
e\,il the drug inflicts upon them, and going to the
play is in consequence discredited.
One of the
weightiest utterances in the play is in favour of that
temperance which the management seeks to render
impossible.
In the third scene of Act IT., old
Adam, the faithful servant of old Sir Rowland de
Boys, and now of his son, Sir Oliver, for the love he
has to Orlantlo, his masters younger brother, determines to fly with him to the Forest of Ardennes,
and, that both may do so, offers his young master
the thrifty savings from the hi1·e he had from his
good father, adding : " Let me be your servant,
Tho' I look old, yet I am :1tro11g and lusty ;
For in my youth I never did apply
Hot and rebellious liquors to my blood,
Nor did with unhashful forehead woo
The means of weakness and debility.
Therefore. my age is as a lusty winter,
Frosty, but kindly. Let me go with you.'
Her Majesty's servants, as the company at the Royal
are styled, profes to show the very age and body of
the time, its form au<l pressure, and they seem determined to stereotype its drnn kenness by the
arrangements they have ma<le for indulgence on the
part of the ignorant, the sensual, :u1d the plastic that
may patronise them. They not merely show vice
her own image, but they serve her by ministering to
the evil disµositions of her slaves. Of all hypocrisies, the grPatest is that of pretend ing to incri;as
thP culture of the age J-l.nd at thP same time stoopiag
to fill the maddening cup thu.t is so often the cause
of crime and misery.
LEMONADE (Another Way).-24 oz. powdered citric
ncicl, 2 scrllJ)les essence of lem_on rubbed ,veil together.
Take a quart spring water and 4 lb. loaf sugar and boil
together; when nearly cold, stir in the acid aud lemon,
antl bottle for use. A tablespoonful in a tumbler of
water is a most refreshing drink.
-From the 7on-Alcoliolic Cookn·y Book.
THE JUDGE AND HIS DEMIJOHN. -A good joke is told
of Judge Lewis, of New Hamp5hire. He always kept
a demijohn of good Jamaica in his private office for his
particular friends. 1'he Judge had noticed for some
time past that on Monday morning his Jamaica was
considerably lighter than he ha<l. left it on Saturday.
Another fact had established itself in his mind. His
son Sam was missing from the paternal pew in church
on Sundays. One Sunday afternoon Sam came in and
went up stairs rather heavily, when the Judge put the
question pointedly to him- " Sam, where have you
been ? " " To church, sir," was the prompt reply.
""\Yhat church, Sam?" " Second Methodist, sir."
"Had a good sermon, Sam ? " "Very powerful, sir;
it quite staggered me." "Ah, I see," said the Judge,
"quite powerful--quite powerful ! " The next Sunday
the son came home rather earlier than usual, and
apparently not so much "under the weather. " His
father hailed him with, '' Well, Sam, been to the
' Second Methodist ' again to-day ? "
'' Yes, sir.''
'' Goocl sermon, my boy? " '' Fact was, father, that
I couldn't get in; the church was shut up and a ticket
on the door." "Sorry, Sam; keep going-you may get
good by H yet." Sam says that on going to the office
for his usual spiritual refreshment, he found the ''John"
empty, and bearing the following label:- " There will
be no service here to-day; the chureh is temporarily
closed."-Arnerican Pape1·.
·
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WORK v. POVERTY.
(J?rom the Gr-rnwn of Thekla von Gumpert.)
IN a Prussian roadside inn, one hot summer's day,
several men were smoking and drinking. The room
was dirty and uncared for, and the men, who looked
quite in keeping with it, were railing at the way in
which Providence did her work, and contrasting the
luxury and idleness of the rich with the misery and
hardships of the poor.
During the conversation a stranger, a young man,
came in to eat his bread and cheese, while his team
rested in the shade before the inn. For a time he
listened silently to the talk, and then joined in, saying,
"You must strike!"
"Strike against what?" asked the peasants.
"Against poverty!" answered the young man, '~and
the weapon with which to strike is work."
" "\Yell said ! Sensibly spoken ! " laughed the peas•
ants.
" It would have been well for me had I always been
as sensible," continueu. the stranger, "but I used to be
an idle rogue. I was strong and healthy, but I wouldn't
work, and if now and then I was obliged to do any•
thing, I was off at once to the alehouse, and like light•
ning the money was out and the brandy was in. I
went from place to place-that means, that everywhere
I was turned away, for no master wants a loafer about.
I'd soon had enough of farm service, and then I went
about to fairs and public-houses as a fiddler. "\Vherever anyone would hear me, I scraped my violin, but
with all my scraping I was never able to get a whole
shirt to my back. Soon I grew tired of music, and
then trierl begging. I went up and down the country,
but most doors were shut in my face. People said a
healthy young fellow like I was ought to work. That
enraged me. I gmmuled that God had not made me
a rich man, and I was envious of all who were better
off than myself. I would have liked to turn the world
upside clown, that I might have been able to lord it
over the rich. One day l went into an inn, sat down
in a corner, aucl began muttering my begging speeches.
At a table not far from me sat a gentleman (he is, as I
afterwards hearJ, a writer of book,;); he k.epL gh.mci11g
;i,t 11,e :>ud I kept ghncing at bim, for J thought he
woull be sure to give me a good alms, and so he did.
I'm spending it still."
'' ·what was it? " asked the men, who had listened
attentively.
"He ca,me up to me and asked me about my early
life. I told him I had been a farm ervant, and sent
from place to place-in short, I told him everything.
He listened quietly, shook his head, and at last said,
' , 'how me your hands ! ' Astonished, I held out my
hands ; he examined them all over, pushed up my shirt
sleeves, and again shook his head.
"'\Vhat powerful hands! "\Vhat strength there
must be in those arms ! ' he said. ' My lad, you must
join in the war.'
'' 'In what war?' I asked.
" 'In a war against your misery ! ' he exclaimed in a
loucl voice. ' You fool, you imagine you a.re poorpoor with such hands ! What a mad idea ! He only
is poor who is sick in body or in mind. You are
healthy in body and in mind. Good heavens! with
such hands, poor ! Set your wits to work and reflect
upon the treasure God has given you in your strong,
healthy limbs. Recover your senses and march forward in the war. '"
'' Bravo !
That was very good," laughed the
peasants.
"And.so I joined in the war," continued the young
man. " I looked for a place, and now I am a farm
servant as before- nothing better and no richer; but I
am content and industrious, an<l. I have served the
same master these five years, and shall stay with him
until one of us dies. ''-Fountain.
-------- ------------N.B.-"'\Ye would venture to suggest to our readers
that they carefully look over the Advertising Columns
of the Social R eformer month by month. "\Ve believe
these will repay a careful examination, as many excellent articles are always being offered through them tQ
their notice.
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POETRY.
'J'HE OLD SAD TALE.
So slenderly made with dark brown hair,
Thus did the newspapers speak to-day,
And bade her friends if any there were,
Come quick to the place where her body lay;
But no mother c11,me to call her child,
Nobody called her his poor drown'd wife,
Nobody knew of her name or home,
Yet she was fair in the bloom of life.
They laid her down in a lone churchyard,
Quietly to rest, untouched by care,
And only said of this friendless one,
"So slenderly made with dark brown hair."
But yon bridegroom in his rich attire,
Who swift to the bridal altar hies,
Could a tale unfold of blighted hopes,
Of a broken heart and broken ties,
Of trust betrayed, of love grown cold,
Of two lives wreck'd for love of gold;
The bride looks on with an anxious gaze,
As proud to the church her friends repair.
She marvels to see him look so sad,
For the bridegroom's brow is pale with care;
And oft as the festive night wears on,
She raises to his her face so fair,
.
And though he may smile no word he h ears,
Save-Slenderly made with dark brown hair.
MARY GRANT.

THE WANDERER.
By the Author of "Paradise Restored 1 " "Dick Saunder's Error," &c.
CHAPTER

IV.

"On my! here's a pretty go. Master's gone and done
it this time. He's cut his stick he has, and never left
his address. vVell, I never experienced sich ingratitude
all my days. To think on him going off without his
coat dusted, not to speak of his going without a dusting of mine. V{ell, I shouldn't wonder if there was a
earthquake a knocking u.t the door in five minutes.
Oh my!'
'' ""\Vhat's to do, Jones, has Master set off again ? "
"1 should say so, but he has left me behind, which
he has never done before. '
"\Vell, you may thank your stars, for he has not
been so affectionate to you by all accounts."
" Dang if I stand it longer, so when the old gentleman has breakfasted I'll ask to enter his service, and if
he has no vacancy why I toddle up to Lunnan."
"It may be long, lad, or you get better quarters."
"I ight you are, my kindest love, if you mean here,
but if you mean with Master in Lunnan or the other
places you are out of sight astray. All very fine to
have a jolly blow out once a month or a six weeks, in
this here strictly regulated place, but to be on the
move here and there drinking and gambling night and
day, why it is the most outrageous way of killing time
as ever I was in. The more I think on't the more I
makes up my mind to be do1rn with it this very day."
"Well Jones, we'll change the subject, you are
making us too serious. Don't pull so long a face, else
we will all be as solemn as mutes at a funeral."
At breakfast Mr. Vernon learning th~t Walter had
left the house was greatly distressed. He could not
account for his conduct : even when Jones was sent for
nothing of importance was learned. Dora counselled
patience and rightly guessed where he would be.
" He will be at vV oodgreen, papa, you may. be sure.
entworth never goes from home without his groom
and his luggage. He has neither, so he is not far off,
he will be at \Voodgreen. The housekeeper has some
commissions to execute there this forenoon, and she
will easily find out his whereabouts."
\Ventworth went off early to pay off the grndge
which had been fattening during the few da.ys h e was
confined indoors. He ·111ade the journey on foot and
duly arrived at the little village, and tn11,ned in to
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the Queen's Head. Mrs. Ingram hastened to receive
him, although she would not have been sorry to see
him pass her door. She instinctively saw that he was
bitten with the fell disease that was so fatal to her
husband. He was, however, the son and heir of a
widely esteemed landholder, and his presence still added respectability to h er house. So she offered her
service, showed him into one of her best rooms, provided a most tempting breakfast, sent for some of his
friends, and by her quiet but skilful attention raised
his spirits, and greatly h elped to dispel the gloomy
humours that seemed to gather round him. She never
allowed the maids to serve him. He was too much of
a rake to allow of that, and yet assiduous as was her
attentions he indulged in no freedoms with her. , vhen
his companions came the maids waited on the company.
Contrary to his expectations he found them all opposed
to his intended castigation of the editor of the district
newspaper. They did not boldly tell him he deserved
all that he had got, but he knew that that feeling was
in their thoughts. So the five young and thoughtless
fellows spent the day in drinking, gaming, and in
racing. Hitherto the landla.dy had scarcely grounds
for thwarting their wishes in any way. Deeply imm ersed in their indoor and outdoor sports they had not
gone beyon<l a very moderate indulgence in liquor, and
comparative peace and good order marked the progress
of the day. At dinner the first symptoms of indulgence became manifest. On the first signs of it Mrs.
Ingram resumed her waiting and kept admirable order
until the cloth removed she left them to their conversation and their potations. Play soon began to
run high, and disputes became frequent.
To her
great satisfaction two of his companions-the sons of
farmers- called early for their horses and set off for
home. The pleased hostess saw them to the door,
gave them the stirrup cup herself, and bade them good
bye. The others, the son of the miller, a partner in
the drapery establishment, and a neighbouring laird
with whom few cared to asssociate, were left behind.
Just at nine there was an order given for more drink,
but the maid respectfully stated that the bar was
closed.
entworth off his guard, and rather obstreporous, thought he would compel a relaxation of the rule,
so he asked the girl to bid her mistress attend. In a
moment Mrs. Ingram entered the room. On being
told of her servant's impertinence, she calmly said,
"Edith only did her duty, my bar is closed for the
night."
'' Do you mean to treat me with such insolence ? "
"I have simply said that the bar is closed for the
evening."
'' And I simply say I'll have more liquor, and at
once too."
" It will uot be herP., Mr. Vernon."
"I say it will. So be off and fetch me brandy."
"I am sorry indeed to see you so forget yourself, but
you will get no more liquor to-night from any one in
the Queen's Head."
He glared upon her, and it was a study for a keen
observer of human nature to see the two : the landlady
firm and self-possessed, mistress, in fact, of the situation. There she stood in the very prime of womanhood,
with her frank open fair face, her clear open blue eye,
and her flowing auburn hair. Although her features
were not what might be styled regular, she was a
handsome woman. Her figure, plump, not stout, was
well-formed, and her movements were lithe and graceful. It was curious that this woman, who might h:we
had a choice of some of the best men in the neighbourhood, was so persistently averse to the attentions of tLe
sterner sex. There would have been little flattery in
the compliments paid by gentlemen to her she was so
handsome. ""\Ventworth, too, was a good-looking fellow. At Eton he was a good first at boating, and the
manly games that do so much to build up the Etonian's
physical constitution so effectually. At Oxford he was
no less proficient. He was a good shot, and he had
been in Sootland deer stalking. But he liked revelry by
night, with the fascination of the gaming table, and it
was no secret that he was lax in his observance of the
relations that should obtain between the sexes. At
this moment his dark eye glaretl, his features were dis-
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torted with wounrled pride, and his clenched hand
showed the gripe that passion had upon him.
Perhaps he had been measuring himself, excited by
drink, against her as she stood so firmly and so self.
possessed.
'' Upon my word, madam, this is scarcely treatment
calculated to increase the number of your customers."
"I am sorry to think, Mr. Vernon, that you forget
that I have never consulted you in the management
of my business. As it is not my custom to bandy
words with my guests, you will allow me to retire."
" H we are to continue to be friends, you will see
my order fulfilled, Mrs. Ingram."
" I am sorry that you are to make your friendship
depencl on my deliberate violation of a rule that I have
maintained for years and have never yet broken for
any one."
"Oh, I remember you would not break it for your
husband, and got a good beating for yo.ir obstinacy."
Her eye flashed, her whole frame quivered with indignation as she returned to the table, and looking hirn
in the face said,
'' Mr. Vernon, you leave my house this very moment,
and if ever you set your foot within it I will have you
removed by the authorities."
Wentworth felt that he had gone too far and would
have eagerly apologised, but she looked in his face and
pointed to the opened door.
" I do not choose to leave till I am ready." She
went out to the lobby, called upon two of her grooms,
and when they appeared asked them to see Mr. Vernon
out of doors.
Matters looked extremely serious for Wentworth,
and to spare him the humiliation his comrades pleaded
with Mrs. Ingram, but she was obdurate.
'' When Mr. Vernon conducted himself like a gentleman the best in the house was at bis command. vVhen
he so far forgets himself as not only violate a wholesome
rule, but insults me when maintaining it, he is unworthy
of my roof," and turning to him, "Mr. Vernon, if you
do not leave this moment I shall have you thrust forth
like a dog."
Wentworth called on his friends to stand by him
ar:.rl a fight appe~recl im_11incnt, bl!t jec_t :,.t th·s moment
Miss Vernon darted iut0 the room. For a moment she
looked at her brother n.nd his companions, at Mrs.
Ingram and her grooms, aud then slowly said,
'' Am I rightly informe<l, :i\Irs. Ingram, that you arc
to thrust my brother from your house by force. "
"Miss Vernon, I am sorry to say that your brother
has conducted himself so shamefully that no other
course is open to me : and but for your appearance he
should have been thrust out with ignominy within
the next five minutes. For your sake I shall spare
him the indignity, but I shall never permit him to
enter my house again."
"Oh my brother, do not part with Mrs. Ingram
while she labours under the sense of the infliction of any
injustice from you. E ·plain or apologise, and then
come home with me."
His companions on her appearance quietly withdrew: the grooms had left with their mistress.
" How came you here, Dora ? "
"I was on my way home with Jones when I heard
Mrs. Ingram call for assistance, and I sent Jones in to
see what was to do. I was not prepared to learn that
you were the aggressor. Come home1 dear brother, and
papa and I will arrange with her."
Meantime the miller's son was freely giving vent to
his opinion of Vlentworth clown stairs, and Wentworth,
who had utterly lost all command of himself, went to
the door, heard his name mentioned in anything but
complimentary terms, rushed down stairs and demanded an apology.
'' Vernon, you need not act the fool with me. I am
not the landlady."
The observation was met by a blow from Vernon,
which was returned, and a fight commenced, Dora
screamed and seemed about to faint, while the byestanders attempted to part the belligerents. At this
moment Milbank suddenly appeared and stepped between them, warding off a blow aimed by Ila.worth,
and making him reel and fall heavily against the stairs.

The landlady, who was holding Dora, gave a scream as
she saw Milbank, and cried, "Mr. Henry, is it possible." Milbank gave her a meaning look, and as he took
Dora from her whispered words in her ear which made
her silent, and look on him merely as a stranger.
Vernon gave one glance at Milbank, and with a deep
curse turned and left the house. Mrs. Ingram took
Mr. Haworth into the bar. Outside the door Vernon
saw his groom but never stopped, and striding off across
the bridge was lost to view.
Dora, who did not faint, soon recovered her usual
state of feeling, and turning to Milbank begged him to
see her home. While he went out to see that the drag
was rigM, Mrs. Ingram expressed her sense of indignation at the shameful conduct of her brother.
'' Oh, don't do anything until my father calls tomorrow. He will l;>e greatly distressed I know, and I
am sure that you will forgive and forget all that my
wayward brother has done to-night."
"I heartily forgive him for his sister's sake, but I
cannot forget it. If he is really a gentleman he will
make reparation to-morrow. Good night, Miss Dora."
'' Good night, Mrs. Ingram."
As she sat nicely wrapped up in "the trap" Milbank
ran into the hotel bar and implored the hostess
not to disclose to any one who he was till he should
give her leave. This she readily promised, shook him
warmly by the hand, and off all three drove into the
darkness of the night.
They had not gone far before they met with her
brother. Jones hailed him and requested him to take
a seat, but the devil bad not yet gone out of him.
· " Go on," he said, " you don't want me while you
have a vagabond to bear you company."
" Miss Vernon needs my company less than she does
yours, and I will readily yield my place to let you
avail yourself of her sisterly kindness."
Vernon jumped up and attempted to take the reins,
hut Jones boldly refused to give them up, adding that
his master strictly enjoined on him tho yielding of them
up to no one.
'' Mr. Milbank, 1 am deeply grieved that you should
have been so treated. For father's sake follow us.
·when I a ·rive I will cien.-1 wy nw11 horse for you.
The best room in my father's house is at your command, and if my brother loved me as he ought he
would not have been so ungrateful to you."
'' I will certainly walk on to your father's, and 1
forgive the discourtesy of your brother for his father
and his sister's sake. I will be all the better of the
walk, so do not trouble to sznd the horse."
Dora never spoke a word to V\T entworth Vernon a.11
the way home. When Milbank arrived Mr. Vernon
was standing at the hall door roacly to welcome him.
"My dear sir,' he said, as he shook him heartily by
the hand, "you have done me the greatest favour in
your power by coming here, I am your friend for
life." .

( To be continited.)
Temperance is always at leisure, luxury always in a
hurry. The latter weakens the body and pollutes the
soul ; the former is the sanctity, purity, and sound
state of both.-Archuislwp Lf',iuhto11.
To clean water-bottles, half fill the bottles with
tea leaves and a little water, and then add a spoonful
of common vinegar ; proceed to shake a,ll together
thoroughly, then empty, and rinse well with cold water,
SAVING THE FAMILY REPU'l'ATIO:N". -A gentleman
asked a little girl how many sisters she had and was
answered "three or four." Her mother asked her why
she told an untruth. "Why mamma," cried she, "I
didn't want him to know you were so poor as only to h;we
one child. vVould not be have tbo't us dreadfully poor?"
"Did you make the train?" "No, it was made in
the car-shops." '' I mean did you catch the train?"
" Of course, not. It's not infectious." ",yell, my
olon, did you arrive at the depot in time_?" '' No, I
arri ~ed in an omnibus." ''Yes ? and did yon then
board the cars ? " "Alas ! I do not keep a boardinghouse."
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OUR NEW YEARJS TRACT.
Executive are glad to be able to announce the
issue of the first twenty thousand of their New
Year's Tract for 18Rl. This year it is from the
eloquent pen of the Rev. Horatius Bonar, D.D.,
Edinburgh, and bears the significa11t title, "The
City of the Plague ; or, Sights of Londou in Sixteen
Sixty-five." It is illustrated in the finest style of
the n.rt by Pearson of London, and may be had n.t
10~. per 1000, or ls. per 100-carriage NOT paid.
Societies may have their name and local announceBOOKS. &c., for Review, and communications for the ments printed at the top, at an extra charge of ls. Gd.
Editor, should be forwarded, not later than the 18th··of
each month, and as much earlier as possible, to the per heading. If heading contains more than 40
Offices, 30 Hope Street.
·
words, by special agreement. On all orders of 2000
and upwards n• charge is made for heading. Orders
should be sent in at once, to allow of the Tract beiug
duly forwarde d in time for distribution previous to
the New Year. The Executive are to execute orders
GLASGOW, DECEMBER, 1880.
according to priority of application.
THE PUNDS.

*·./'

ltfemuers, friends, ancl Societies subsc1·ibi11g to
tlte Funds of th e Scottish P enni ·sive Bill ancl
'1 1e1nperance Association are respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the A sociation, if
110t cdreacly paid, are now clue, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the O.ffice ,
30 Hope Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the A sociation ewe increct,Sing, ancl it would
materially assist the Executive in promptly niee.ting thece, were subscriptions pnict in the former
rathe1· than the latter 7mrt of the fincincial year,
which will close on 20th September, 1881.

T HE

'l'HE

Po er AL R_ Ef ORMER

THE DUTY OF THE HOUR.
Mr. John Paton has been lecturing in ScotJ::md
and Ireland during the month. He ha.s, we learn;
to the important resolution adopted Ly the anmml
been received with greaL enthusiasm by the Ulster
meeting of the Scotti h Permi si ve Bill n.nd Temperpeople,
who have thoroughly n.ppreciated his eamest
ance Assocint..ion. That resolution wa in the following terms :-" This rneeting folly 1·ecogni ing the and thougl1tful advocacy. In Scotland he has been
very satisfactory position which the cottish Per- at Brechiu and Blairgowrie, A uchterarder and other
rnissi ve Prohibitory Movement has now attftiuecl, places. He will address meetings in Kilsyth, Ooatmore especially since the recent general election, and hridge, Dollar, Falkirk, Hamilton, Ayr, etc., during
being of opinion that a vigorous aud united effort the present month, after which he will sojourn
some time i1t England.
, hould now be made to secure the right of vetoing
the sale of alcoholic liquors at th e earliest possible
The Trade being regarded as a camel, has had its
moment, in harmony with the advanced public sentiment, recommends the Executive to con ider the back broken by the last straw~-the license dutypropriety of arranging for a series of district confer- put upon it by that enemy of the liquor traffic,
ences of the frieud:::i of the movement, in order tha.t William Ewart Gladstone, and the agonized outuuited political action may be taken in the eusuing cries that mark its condition are most harrowing to
e~ ion of Parliament.'' We understand that the the feelings of all concerned. It looks upon tlie
Executive :tre re. ol vecl, in view of the early meeting recent legislation as "Parliamentary persecution,"
of Parliament, and th e prospects of the appearance :tnd calls thus upon '' Brother traJers ! The time
of a Government lirensjng measure, to hold a series for apathy is over, and action- united and vigorous
of conferences and public meetings. "\Ve hope to -must tn.ke place at once. Every one of you, rich
hear that their friends have everywhere cordially or poor, the big brewer or merchant, n.nd the little
and energetically co-operated with the Executive in innkeeper, must arouse and attend.n Nobody outside
this important mn.tter. Resolutions calling upon the the "ring )) is wanted; they seem to think themselves
Government lo make provi ion in their corning a ho t. They want more than this new Iuland
measure for an absolute veto on the liquor should be Revenue impost removed) however; t.heywn.nt Sunday
passed at all these conferences and meetings, and the profits to continue, and the magistrates, and 110t the
Government should be given clearly to understand people, to deal out their letters of rnru:qne. Many of
that no measure without such a veto can be satisfac- our readers may be enlightened by perusing the terms
tory to the , cottish people. It would be well, too, of the liquor dealer's resolution on Local Option.
that the power to make trial of such a veto power in Here it is- " That this meeting condemns utterly and ·
Scotland should be asked for. We look forward heartily the introduction of Local Option into the
with a pleasureable anticipation to these meetings, I licensing system, involving as it must, degradation to
especially as we understand that the R.ev. H. H. I the magistracy, diversities in dealing with the thing
Pereira, M.A., Rector of Southampton, is expected in different localities, encoumgement of agitation,
to oe at several of them. Mr. Pereira is a.n excellent insecurity to licensed and therefore legalized traders,
speaker, n.nd his appearance at the Free Trade Hall, and peril to public liberty generally-impressed
Manchester, at a recent alliance anni ersary meeting, with a belief thus set forth, this meeting pledges its
was a great succes ·. All our friends should be pre- support to the defensive organizations of the trade
pared to give the hearties Lreception to the deputa- in any effort put forth by them to ward off or
tions from the Association.
miuimise the miiwhief which must necessarily attend

WE beg to direct the special attention of our readers
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and follow the applicaLion in any form of a pi-in- \ try. "'l'l1i::; question of the liqu or traffic was not
ciple so insidiously dangerous." Cau our readers a.lone a prohibitionist's question. It was a question
1
im<1gine any body of men putting such a resolution on in which the whole conntry was interes ted, Lecause
record, if they were not. in the throes of apprehension, he need not say that it " ·as not only the pI'ohibiand <lid not dread some merciles(storrn in the future, I tiouist who was interesterl in the land yielding its
wild enough to founder them ? They dread, and that 1 Lest fruits iu the largest measure, the whole c:onnlry
with too much reason, that any appeal to the people was interested in the fruits of the earlh not being
on the existence of their interest will result in their wasted and destroyed, in the food of the people not
ruin, and yet there are people who will persist in being injuriously diminished or put away. That
believing that it is doubtful if we had a veto if it was wha,t was simply done by the excessive uumber
wonlcl be of use. Let such read that resolutioll of brewers, and distillers, and publicans, who were
intelligently, and their belief will soon change. legalised by Government in many parts of the
Legislative protection is the publican's ouly remain- country." The question of public houses dimining auchor; if it gives way he knows his fate, that of ishing food and doing other dreadful thiugs nrns on
all fours with the questiou of ground game. And if
being Ja. hed to piec~s on the indornitaule will an act had to be pa.ssed to guard the farmer directly
of the sovereign people.
and the nation indirectly from the vermin tliat
landlords were bent on keeping for their special
interesL aud sport, why should uot a. h~w be pa.·sed
1'he Dimclee Advei-tisel' in commenting upon the in the interest of the abstaining prohibitionists
decision against the action of declarator sought by directly and the nation indirectly, and thus effectutbe Earl of Zetland on belrn,lf of his fen-charter ally protect both against the injurious mvages and
rights, makes an emphatic contrnst bet,Yeen his burden ome exactions to which the liquor traffic
subjects them / E lucation has been defiueLl as the
Lordship enforcing the prohibition of tbe liql10t' perception of relations. Be it so. The sooner that
trade in Grangernoutll, and the people of Graoge- the Briton perceives his true relations to the drink
ruouth themselves <loing it. The Editor says :-" If traffic the better for his pocket and his peace.
Graugemonth has itself decreed through its licen' ing authority, that no alcoholic liquors should be 1 Mr. J. B. Balfour, the Solicitor-General for 'cotsold within its bounds, nobody could have questionecl land has, at the l'equest of the Liberals of that
its interest in so deciding. Every community is en- l country, offered himself as n. candidate for the reprel sentation vacated by the Right Hou. W. P. Adams,
titled to . peak for itself, but the peer ,vhose interest ' gazetted Governor of Madras. In his published
in it town ia only that of a feudal superior has acldre s Mr. Balfour thus refers to the question of
neither claim nor right to meddle in that which con- the liquor tra.fficJ " I think that the principle of
cerns only the town it~e]f, and nm t expect to be self-government ugb.t to be avplied in counties :u;
C'he<'ke<l by law, ~nd snubbPd by pnblic opinion; when I well as in towm1, a 11d that the adrniui tmtion of
connty affairs hould be entrusted to 10ca1 boanlshe se ts himself auove the ratepayers." That is very in the election of which the ratepayers should have a
olearly put, and although we do not take llp Local I jn~t sha.re. The ratepayers 011ght, in my view, to
Option as agaiust his Lord hip, we Dgree with the have, throucrh such boards, au effective control over
.Advertiser that the Jriuk trade should be uure- (amougst other matters) the administration of the
liquor Jaws, and in this sense and manner I mu
::ierveclly left to the arbitrament of the Yote of for giving effect to lhe principle of local option.'
the ratepayers, and to them aloue.
As this would even in the counties be n. great
improveruent upon Justices' administration of the
law, it i.· to be headily accepted. Although it is ouly
The 'olicitor-General, l\lr. J. D. Dalfonr, wheu for counties, we Lelieve we are right when we state
speaking as the LiLeral candidate for Clackmannan that l\f r. Balfour will Le found voting for local
anrl Kinro s at Culross the other day, very 1Jlaiuly option.
read a le sou to the fearfol and the unbelieving on
the local option question, which they might wisely
Dy the larnented Jealb of Colonel 1\1:ure last
lay to heart. The question of the fa1mer baYiJJg mouth, the representation of Renfrewshire became
Ya.cant. As usual gos ·ip conjnred up a host of candipower to prevent ground game from ravaging liis I dates and a keen contest. Circumstanc:e, that unscripcrops was "not alone a farmer's questiou. It was a tnral god, ruled in favour of Mr. Crum of Tbornliebauk
questiou in which the whole counti-y wa intere. ted, securing the seat a. the unanimous choice of the
because he need not sn.y it was not only the farmer Liberal party. Mr. Crum is a prohibitory landwho was interested in the land yielding its best lord like his lamented predeces~or Colonel Mure, and
he is a local optionist in so far as he gave to the frefruits in the largest measure: the whole country quenters of the club be establishefl for the working
was interested in the fruits of the earth not Leing men at '.rhorulieuank the option of beer or no beei·.
wasted or destroyen- in the food of the people not At an interview with a ueput::ttion from the electors
being injuriously dimini. hed or put away. (Cheers.) of Renfrewshire, he so expressed himself on the subject as to satisfy those who waited upon him. The
That was what was simply done by the excessive prohibitionists in Renfrewshire should see him on
number of those wild animals which were main- the subject, a.s by th eir representations he . will
tained, often artificially, in many pn.rts of the coun- certainly be guided. Colonel Campbell, the Con1
try." We could not wish for better terms in which servative candidate for the county in l 73, l '74,
and 18 0, counts discretion the better part of valour
to place om· case before any m:sembly thau those in and decliues a contest. He was a bitter enemy to
which Mr. Balfour sets them fo1 th. S uppose we 1 permissive prohibition.
•
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MR. PARKER, M.P., AND LOCAL OPTION.
MR. P .ARKER, M.P., for Perth, addressed his constituents last month, and not only gave in an acconnt
of his stewardship, but devoted a considerable part
of his speech to a forecast of the labours of the
coming session. We are glad to find that he voluntarily classed among great reforms " standing not
less high in popular favour and not less urgently
11eeded, reform in that particular branch of local
government which deals with licenses for the sale of
intoxicating liquors." We are glad of this avowal
from the honourable member, who is somewhat sympathetic and yet far from cordial. He refers at
length to the temperance question, and begins by
suggesting that the minor reforms recommended by
the Grocer's Commission and the Lord's Committee
should be taken in hand at once. If the Government, in supposed deference to public opinion, will
labour to introduce these petty palliations, why
there is no one to hinder them always excepting any
attempt to introduce the Gothenburg system. That
at least is not a reform at all, but a reaction, and will
we doubt not receive the most strenuous oppoi:;ition
of more than the prohibitory party.
Mr. Parker then says-But no doubt there will
be disappointment if the Government do not also
indicate how they mean to deal with the resolution
of the House of Commons in favour of Local Option.
Well there is no " also" in the case. Whether they
attempt minor reforms or not they are bound, not
merely by the nuclerstoocl procedure of the House
with resolutions, to deal with that resolution, but by
the higher laws of morality a.nd in harmony with
the loyalty they owe their leader. It will not be
merely disappointment but indignation which will
be felt at a promise solemnly made being wantonly
broken. We have more faith in Mr. Gladstone
however than his friend Mr. Parker, for we never
entertained for a. moment the probability of such a
disappointment taking place. We then are treated
to what Mr. Parker calls a little plain speaking.
However unpalatable such speaking is, a d however
like damaging exposure it ma.y look, we think that
the honourable member may l>lush more for it than
W'l need to do.
We never represented tbe local
majority of the House as a majority for the Permissive Bill, and we never knew an intelligent friend
of the Permissive Bill who did. If Mr. Parker had
been asked for proof he would have had great difficuity in leading evidence. That the Local Option
Resolution is not the Permissive Bill pure and simple we readily admit, but the Local Option Resolution is inclusive of the Permissive Bill: it is a
resolution embodying the principle that the ratepayers shall have the power to veto the liquor
traffic, and it will be for the parliamentary committee to provide machinery for carrying out that
veto partially or absolutely, to say in short whether
that veto shall extend to some or all of the public
houses of a licensing area. If this alternative power
is vested in the ratepayers, we should like Mr. Parker to point out where the difference will be between
the Permissive Bill and the more extensive power
of the act which will be the sequence of the Local
Option Resolution 1 And Mr. Parker himself admits that the permissive veto comes within the
abstract resolution. The honourable ruember attempts . a distinction between the Permissive Bill
and the Local Option Resolution, which finds a
place in the mind of Messrs. Foster and Bright, and
also himself.
The Permissive Bill works by
plebiscite, just like that of France, and the
Local Option through town councils or licenSurely that is not a blemish.
sing boards.
The Libraries Act, the Li1.1dsay Police Act, and

other similar acts are adopted by a plebiscite of the
rn.tepayers, and testify to the strong good sense of
the people to whom such a franchise has been committed. In what better way could the opinion
of the householders be obtained 1 It is hardly
fair to complain of the best means of eliciting
public opinion because it is so direct and does
not come from the representatives elected by the
people, but from the people themselves. Besides
this voting will never override any minor reforms
that the people may wish to see applied. It will
come into operation only after all legitimate means
have been taken to diminish the evils and abuses
connected with the public-house system. If minor
measures taken can render the traffic tolerable and
comparatively harmless, does Mr. Parker really believe that the ratepayers will, out of mere wantonness, suppress public-houses 1 He cannot, if he has
duly considered the matter. Why this great solicitude for the publican, and this great aversion to the
Permissive veto 1 Well, we believe it is just because he and other like-thinking but feeble politicians firmly believe that it will, in many places,
come into immediate operation ; but he does not see
beyond the adoption of the Act the boundless advantages it would confer, and hence he lingers
shivering 011 the bank and fears to launch a way.
Mr. Parker gives a happy definition of Local
Option, which is, he says, local as opposed to national
control. The present national control of the liquor
traffic means simply the prohibition of nineteen and
the license of one of every twenty of the population:
the ground of the prohibition of the nineteen is
public safety. Now, if the licensing of the one out of
the twenty is found in any district to threaten
public sn.fety and order, we ask that on that being
shown the power to suppress that one be applied by
the ratepayers, and thus enable them to realise all
the advantages that follow prohibtion of the liquor
tra.ffic. We ask this power vested in the ratepayers,
because they know their own circumstances best,
and because we believe that they will not doom the
liquor anywhere to extinction till it has become a
manifest public annoyaru:e: until, in short, its evils
are abundant and its benefits more than doubtful.
Mr. Parker takes us into his confidence and lets us
know that the coming bill will not be a prohibitory
bill : but that is merely a guess on his part. The
bill may be a regulative bill with a. veto clause. If
so, we will not quarrel with the weak part of the
bill, but will give the Government a loyn.l support
just because of the veto power with which it would
arm the ratepayers. Only that veto must be potent
enough to purge auy district of its liquor nuisance.
If it is not Mr. Gladstone will have broken faith
with a very considerable portion of his party, and
repeated the blunder of 1871 which was followed
with such disaster in 187 4.
We are sorry to cliffer so much with so amiable a
gentleman as Mr. Parker, whose views ou Local
Option are so out of harmony with the ingratiating
urbanity of his character : and we are as glad that
we can agreee with him on so much of what is vital.
We part with him in cordin.l harmony on the necessity of union among prohibitory reformers, but then
men don't unite on trifles, thej are only roused to
unity on great national questions and at great national crises. Let the Government embody in its
expected licensing bill a veto which may be used
against a part or the whole of the liquor traffic,
and they will not only secure the unity of the whole
temperance party, but they will for ever relieve
Parliament of one of the greatest annoyances and
obstructions to which it has been subjected, continual and fruitless attempts to deal satisfactorily
with the liquor traffic.
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INTELLIGENCE.
GREENOCK-CONFEHENCE AND PUBLIC
MEETING.
ON ~onda)'.', 8th curt., a_ Conference, followed by a
pubhc meetmg, was held m the Temperance Institute,
Greenock. At the Conference, which was well attended, there were present, as a deputation from the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
Ex-Bailie Torrens, Bailie Selkirk, and Mr. R Mackay,
secy.; Provost Campbell, Greenock; Ex-Provost Morton, Ex-Councillor Lang, Capt. Brotchie, Rev. A.
Davidson, Rev. Wm. Laughton, Rev. J. Campbell,
and other gentlemen. Capt. Brotchie was called upon
to preside. After tea the chairman gave a brief but
impressive address, laudatory of the Association and
congratulatory on the position of the Scottish prohibi• tory movement.
Mr. R. Mackay was first called
upon,. and his remarks bore on the operation of the
agencies that had brought about such a satisfactory
state of matters, and on the necessity for concentrating
all the forces at command upon securing the suppressive veto. Bailie Selkirk followed, stating that it was
imperatively necessary that in any Government measure
that veto. should be recognised. Several gentlemen
took part. The question of compensation was brought
up ~y Mr.. S~~pson, a~d amid the expression of great
variety of opnuon the idea was prominent that temperance reformers could easily discuss the terms of surrender when the publican party surrendered. Provost
9amp°?ell, in a few_ remarks on his experience in dealmg with the pt1bhcans who had to leave properties
under the :operations of the Greenock Improvement,
showed that firmness on the part of the Magistracy was
all that was needed to manifest the hollowness of any
demand on the pa.rt of the drink interest for compensation. The proceedings were most interesting, and after
the usual vote of thanks had been warmly awarded,
the Conference broke up.
. Late_r on a ':lleeting in support of local option .princ1ples m relat10n to the liquor traffic was held in the
large ~all of t~e Institute, which was well filled by an
atte_ntive, audience. Provost Campbell occupied the
chair, ana was uccompa.ni1,;d to the pla.tform by Mr.
James Stewart, M.P. ; ex-Provost Morton; Bailie
Torrens, Glasgow ; Bailie Selkirk, Glasgow ; llev.
Wm. Laughton, Free ' t. Thomas' Church, Greenock;
Rev. James Kerr, Reformed Presbyterian Church,
Greenock ; ReY. Alexander Davidson, E. U. Church,
Greenock; Rev.John Campbell, Newark Parish Church,
Port-Glasgow ; Captain Brotchie, Messrs. R. Mackay,
Glasgow ; Reich, Lang, Simpson, .Miller, Fairgricn,
"Whitelaw, Buie, etc.
The Chairman intimated letters of apology for absence
from ex-Provost Lyle and Bailie Brymner. In the
course of his opening remarks, be said he believeJ. that
if the town were polled it would be found that the
great majority of the people were in favour of giving
the inhabitants of each district the right to say that
no public-house should be planted there. If he was
not wrong, there was a census taken some years ago of
the number of parties in Greenock in favour of such a
measu~·e,[and he though~ it was found that the majority
were lll favour of havrng a measure of local option.
That being so, he thought they should let Parliament
know their minds; and held that when Parliament
became acquainted with the mind of the people they
were entitled to give laws such as they demanded, and
no <louht the people would only seek for what was
reasonable and just. They had spent a large sum of
money upon an Improvement Act, and they had been
weeding ont wretched localities, and many of the
houses taken away were public-houses.
And the
quE:stion ha~ come up, should the magistrates be
obliged to give to those men whose houses were in
those wretched localities licenses in other parts of the
town, whether the people wished it or not? He bad
al ways held clearly that they should not. (Applause.)
The magistrates must be aware that great evils resulted
from having those shops in the localities he referred
to, and they could not take them from one locality and
place them in another, for the benefit of one individual,
and it might be the ruin of a thousand individuals.
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He might give compensation for taking away the property, but to plant those public-houses in other localities, or to allow public-houses to be a.gain opened in
the same localities, was a thing that he should never
be responsible for. (Applause. ) He never wavered in
his belief that if the temperance reformers continued
to exhibit their wonted zeal, the local option principle
would be speedily embodied into law. (Applause.)
Ex-Provost MOR.TON moved the following resolution :
- " That in view of the tremendous ~vils arising from
the vice of intemperance, this meeting of inhabitants
of Greenock desire most respectfully to urge upon Her
Majesty's Government the vital importance of at once
dealing as promised with the liquor laws of this country ; and specially of dealing with them in the spirit of
the Local Option resollltion passed by the House of
Commons, so that the inhabitants in their respective
districts may be intrusted with a direct veto on the
issue or renewal of all licences." He said they all
knew that the question of local option was brought
before the House of Commons by the veteran Sir
Wilfrid Lawson, and that he managed to get a substantial majority in favour of the principle-a very
great stride in the right direction. He thought the
particular object of this meeting and other meetings
held throughout the country should be to inform Her
Majesty's Government that this measure might be of a
very wide character, and might give power to a very
large extent to the people of the respective districts to
settle the question of licenses. (Applause.) He held
that power must be given to the extent of abolition if
they saw cause. (Hear, hear.) · In a great many places the
people would exercise the right to limit the traffic very
much, and the limitations might work in such a manner
as ultimately to educate the people in the district in
the direction of prohibition. It was all nonsense to
say that people could not be made sober by Act of
Parliament. Measures could be passed by the legislature which might have a very beneficial effect on the
population. Temptations could be taken out of the
way of men who were liable to fall before them, and so
they would have a population freer from evil than they
would otherwi::.e liave. (Applause.) Som~ of the evils
<'OUM not be removed by the legislature, but they could
call upon the Government to remove those that it was
in their power to remove. He would only add that it
was very desirable t.hat this question of local option
should be first tested and tried in cotland, because the
people of Scotland were more advanced in this question
than were the people of England or Ireland. He concluded by moving the resolution. (Applause.)
MR. STEWART, M. P., said :-Provost Campbell, la.dies
and gentlemen-from what I have heard I do think
that the cause has not perhaps suffered at all, from the
fact that the resolution has fallen into such able bands
as those of my friend Mr. Morton. (Applause.) Sir,
there is no platform which as a public man I feel more
consistent with my duty to stand upon than that where
I am side by side with the advocates of the temperance
cause-(applause)-because I feel that in doing so I am
associating myself with men who are aiming at raising
their fellow-countrymen from that great scourge of
intemperance which has been such a reproach to our
country for so long a time. And I think I may congratulate you, friends of temperance, on the favourable
circumstances under which we find ourselves placed as
advocates of this great and important measure. Some
few months ago many of you met here to do honour to
Sir Wilfrid Lawson-(applause)-and also to celebrate
the jubilee of the temperance movement. "\V ell, I am
in great hopes that this jubilee year is to be in more
senses than one a. jubilee for those who wish to see
Scotland raised from the great evils with which she is
burdened ; because we have now got a Government
that has, to a certain extent at all events, promised to
deal with this great evil : and I venture to say that as
soon as it is possible for them to take up the subject
they will effectually deal with it. (Applause .) Now,
I do not wish to-night, or at any time in handling this
question, to make it one of party-(Rev. John Campbell : " Rear, hear ")-and therefore I shall not say one
word more than I l1ave said, namely, that we have
now a Government and a Parliament which are more
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sincere, I am sure, than any that has preceded it in
their desire and will to deal with this matter. (Applause.) You know that early in- the last session of
:the late Parliament Str \Vilfri<l Lawsou's motion for
local option was rejected hy a very decided majority.
I think the number was no less than 114. A new
Parliament was elected, and Sir ,vilfrid was not the
man to lose his opportunity. He took the very first
opportunity that presented itself to bring forward
a notice of motion of a similar kind, and he was
successful in getting well placed, so that his motion
came on somewhere about June. You know the result of that motion was that Parliament declared
in favour of local option by a majority of 26. (Applause.) That is a very good omen to begin with
in connection with the jubilee year; and if it is too
much to hope that we shall be able to see what
we want-a very strong and decisfre measure of reform on this subject carried before the termination of
the year-still 1 feel confident that no very long time
will elapse before something like progress will be made
in temperance legislation. (Applause.) I would just
remark in regard to the question of local option itself
that some people are disposed to look upon the termand I think rightly so-as having a very wide application. Now, there is one kind of local option which I
do hope any measure introduced by Government will
not contain, and that is local option to allow the liquor
laws to remain as they are at present. I think that
would be a heavy blow and a great discouragement to
all those who seek to raise the masses from the state in
which they are at present in regard to this great question. But in regard to a direct veto on the issue or
renewal of all licenses, there is no doubt, that the
friends of temperance will have a very heavy battle to
fight in order to obtain such a provision in any measure
of legislation ; because there cannot be a question that
the power of the publican even still is very great in<leed, and that there is a large portion of the present
members of Parliament who are not disposed to go the
length of an actual veto in regard to licenses. But I
think that the principle is a sound one, and that we
who are sincere temperance reformers ought to insist
that such a provision of option ought to be contained
in any measure that may be introduced. (Applause.)
For my part, if I have the honour of a seat in Parliament when such a measure is brought forward, I shall
be disposed to join Sir Wilfrid Lawson in his demand
for a provision of that kind. (Applause.)
Bailie SELKIRK, Glasgow, supported the motion in a
long address, setting forth some of the principles which
a.ppearecl to him to be at the foundation of the movement, the fundamental principle being that the traffic
in intoxicating drink was antagonistic to the community, and ought to be suppressed by law. He said he
was greatly struck many years ago in reading an article
by Charles Buxton on "How to stop drunkenness."
In that article it was stated that there were in Great
Britain about 20 years ago half-a-million of homes
where peace was not known owing to drunkenness,
and Mr. Buxton urged that the traffic ought to be suppressed by the ratepayers. (Applause.) Now the law
had always to a certain extent dealt with this traffic,
and the question was simply how far, in the interests
of the public, the law should be made to go. All the
existing regulations had been put in force in order to
prevent the evils of intoxication. but the reason why
they had not succeeded was that they had not dealt
with the right thing. The mischief was in the drink
itself. (Applause.) A publican, it must be remembered, was just a man; he was not an angel-(laughter)
-and he had as much a desire to push his business as
any other person, an<l that could not be done without
injury to all around him. 'l'he Tim es newspaper many
years ago said some very truthful things about the
drink traffic, and one of these things was that publicans' profits represented mis-spent money.
(Applause.) It had been said that the people must be
educated, and it was just because temperance advocates
believed in education that they had attended the present demonstration. (Applause.) At present the law
established public-houses, and temperance reformers
were endeavouring to bring public opinion up to the

point of further restriction. · All these years they had
been endeavouring by meetings, discussions and literature to educate the people, and the consequence now
was that, as Mr. Stewart had said, temperance advocacy 11tood higher in the estimation of Parliament than
ever, and he (the speaker) was anxious that the people
should have the power to sweep the drink traffic out
of the land. (Loud applause.)
The resolution, having been put to the meeting, was
enthusiastically carried.
Rev. Mr. LAUGHTON moved the second resolution as
follows:" That whether the subject be taken up generally
or not, this meeting woulu. desire most earnei,tly to
call on Her Majesty's Government to assist in every
way the proposed passing of a Scottish Local Option
Bill; both public opinion and the laws which are its
outcome being in Scotland many yeal'S in advance of
what they are either in England or Ireland."
He said it had always been perfectly plain to him
that the multiplying of public-houses was simply the
multiplying of temptations to drunkenness, and unquestionably, as public-houses were reduced, so were
the inducements and temptations. (Applause.) With
regard to the attitude of the magistracy, he rather
thought that the magistrates of Greenock, on the
whole, looking back for ma.11y years, had been more
favourable to the cause of restriction than perhaps in
any other town of the same extent in Scotland. (Applause.) But notwithstanding the earnest desire of
many magistrates-and many of them in Greenock
were thoroughly temperance reformers and total abstainers- their wishes were often thwarted in the
object they had in view. He had to point out that, to
a certain extent, communities in towns had already a
measure of Local Option, because, practically, they
could choose their own Councillors, and these Councillors could choose their own magistrates. He further
pointed out that if Government could not sanction a
general measure of Local Option, they might at least
be induced to grant a measure limited to certain localities, in which the principle might be subjected to the
test of experiment. At present the Government made
experiments in localities before sanctioni11g the application of general principles to the whole country, and
the latest of these experiments had proved so successful
in ten counties of Great Britain and Irelaud that it had
been extended to the whole nation. He referred to
the provision whereby people could buy postage stamps
with their pence till they amounted in value to a
shilling, and could then deposit it in the Post Office
Savings' Bank. (Applause.) He would accordinglyrejoice
if Parliament would make an experiment in Greenock
with the Local Option measme; and, if that experiment were made, and if Greenock did not tell a differ•
ent story in the course of a year or two as to the extent
of its intemperance, he would be very much disappointed indeed. (Applause. )
The resolution was formally seconded by the Rev.
A. DAVJDSOK.
Bailie TORRENS, J.P., Glasgow, heartily supported
the resolution in a powerful speech, which alternately
elicited laughter and applause. Referring to the great
change of attitude on the part of Parliament towards
the Local Option Bill last session, he said that it was
the temperance agitation throughout the country which
had effected the change. (Applause.) On the subject
of licenses, he held that they were merely granted for
a year, and at the end of any year the magistrates had
the power of withdrawal. (Loud applause.) He was
sure that if the resolutions which bad just been carried
were forwarded to the proper quarter, they would
receive every attention, and that it ~vould be found
that Parliament had not been appealed to in vain.
(Applause.)
The motion was then put to the meetiug, and unanimously adopted.
Rev. Jo1rn CAMPBELL mo,·ed the third resolution" That the best thanks of the meeting be given to the
Honourable the Provost for presiding; and that he be
requested to send a copy of the foregoing resolutions, on
behalf of the meeting, to the Prime Minister and to
the Home Secretary."'
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Rev. JAMES KERR seconded the motion, and it was
agreed to.
The Cha.irman acknowledged the compliment, and
promised to comply with the request contained in the
resolution.
On the motion of Captain BRQTCHIE, a vote of thanks
wns passed to the deputation from Glasgow.
The Rev. ALEX. DAVIDSON pronounced the benediction, which closed the proceedings.

CoNE'IRMING C0MMITTEEs.-,ve understand that the
Confirming Committee for the Burgh of Glasgow will
consist of the following gentlemen -Messrs. James
Dunlop, vY. Kidston, and J. C. ,vakefield, Justices of
the Peace, and Bailies Laing, M 'Onie, and Thomson.
1.essrs. Meux & Co., the famed brewers, St. Giles',
London, were fined £25 for selling drink on unlicenseu.
premises. The Magistrate expressed his surprise that
'' such eminent brewers as Messrs. Meux & Co.
should break the law in such an open way. " Good
The rum business has collapsed at vVoodstock, New gracious! how could they help it? Can they be law
abiding and sell drink at one and the same time?
Brunswick. Six fines of fifty dollars each did it, and
Occasional and habitual drunkards will doubtless
the temperance cause is rejoicing.
Prince Bismarck, it is reported, is engaged on a hail with delight the new order which has just been
magnificent attempt on a wholesale scale to combat issued from Scotland Yard, to the effect they are only
drunkenness, by limiting the facilities for the indul- to be lockerl up until sober, and then released upon their
own recognisances to appear before the magistrate.
gence in that vice.
Should they fail to do so, the cases are to be reported
Last month at Stafford, a man named Crutchley for to the commissioner, who will decide the course to
a wager, drank off a pint of whisky at a draught. He adopt. Oh see-saw, see-saw treatment, as foolish as
dropped down, was taken to the Infirmary and died ineffectual.
th ere. The ' drop ' was not good for him.
~fr. Bannerman, as convener of the F. C. Temperance
A woman was fined for drunkenness at Glasgow last Committee, made a statement on this subject, movin omonth, and she tried to exculpate herself by saying :'- that Presbyteries, in the way of maturing opi11io1~
"I get my money ance a fortnight, and I aye like to should consider the suggestions on the local option
ta te the barley brae." Her money thus spent reminds question which had been sent down to tliem, aud report
one of the pearls put before swine,
on them before the meeting of the Committee in
The adulteration of beer seems of late vears to have · December. One of the suggestions was that as Scot.land
been steadily on the decrease, the perce11tage of adul. was more ripe on the mattet• than England, they thought
terated samples having fallen from 9·3 in 1877, to 5·0 a measure could be carried of a kind which they would
in 1878, and 3 ·6 in 1879. In a single instance trace of all rejoice to see.
tobacco was found, but salt is oftenest used.
DUNDEE T.E:'v!PERANCE HUNDRED. -This spirited
Fooo REFORllI IN LoNDON.-There are now seven organisation is taking an important step just now. It
restaurants in London, accommodating a graml total of is making a strong appeal to the ministers in Dundee
l, 700 diners. Think of Londoners abandoning the uBe to form a temperan ce organisation in connection with
of roast beef. Who dare say after this that '' the their churches, and offers to send a deputation eithet·
to encourage existing societies connected with churches
world we fool in" is not a world of change.
EDINBURGH T. A. SocrETY.-We understand that or to assist in establishing an adult or Band of Hope
ociety in c01mection with them.
e shall be glad to
the following are_ the office-bearers of this society for
the present y ear :-President, James -Coutts, Esq., hear of the success of this important effort, and to hear
ir
,' . S.C.; Viue-vre~idents, Mess1s. Jol1n Ste1::l, John that, moved by their bright examplP, others in th
·
Forbes, and James H. Vvaterston; Treasurer, Mr. R. neighbourhood are doing likewise.
The Session in Kent Roatl U.P. Church, Glasgow,
\V. Armour, and Secretary, R. M'Laren, 52 Nicolson
received a memorial signed by 549 of the congregation,
Street.
MH,NGAVIE.-lVIr. Robert Dnmsfield, one of the or H,bout l 00 more than hl\lf of .the communicants in
agents of the Scottish Permissive Bill and T~mperance the church, praying that unfermented wine be used at
Association, delivered a. very camest and tellmg lecture the dispensation of the Lord's Supper instead of the
Certain parties in the conin the Bridge School here, on the evening of Monday, usual alcoholic kind.
8th ult. A general wish was expressed a.t the close of gregation and in the ession protested against the
the meeting, that Mr. Dransfield should be requested change as beyond the power of the Session to mak ,
and their protest being unheeded, they appealed to the
to return during the winter.
Presbytery. The question of unfermented communion
Mr, R. H. M'Donald of San Francisco offers 100,000 wine was 11ot before the Presbytery on its merits, and
dollars towards founding a university in that State. the result is that the whole is sent back to the Session
One of the stipulations is that au equal sum be raised for reconsideration, with a view of restorino- unity
by the various evangelical denominations, another is, and peace in the cougregration. Ai:; a conseq~ence of
that no professor, student, or employee, should be this discussion a discussion on the "Unfermeutod vViue
addicted to the use of tobacco, opium, or spirituous Question" has been opened in the Glasgow papers, and
liquors, in any shape or form.
no one will cleny but the advocates of a pure non-alcoMary Ann Mooney, an old woman, was fined at the holic wine at the Lord's Supper have the best of it.
Edinburgh Police Court 10s. or ten days imprisonment,
EDINBURGH.-Brother Bruce, the Grand Lodge lecfor being druuk aud incapable. She bas been one turer from Yorkshire, visited :Modern Athens last
hundred times convicted. If Mary read the news- month.
On ~he 12th ult. be addressed a largely
papers and had a choice in the matter, I think she attended meetmg of the Anchor of Hope Juvenile
would hardly feel satisfaction at being branded as a Lodge 214-, in the hall 52 Nicholson Street. Brother
common pest, but she has lost her helm. Poor Mary Bruce advocated the principles of total abstinence, inAnn.
troducing "The two rain drops," "Good resolutions,"
CovE-TEMPERANCE SOCIETY. --A lecture was de- and '' The sea captain and his boy." A vote of thanks
livered under the auspices of the above society on to him was unammously responded to. At 8 p.m. same
Saturday evening, 30th October, in the Mission Hall, evening, he add ressed the Anchot· of Hope Lodge, 23,
Cove, by Mr. Blackwood, agent of the Scottish Per- in the same place. Brother R. Dick, "\V.C.T., pre•
missive Bill Association-Captain R.oss, secretary, sided. After the n~eeting was opened in templar style
N . -E. Coast Mission, presided. The subject of the Brother Bruce delivered an eloquent adclress.
He
lecture was, " Facts worth knowing about the drink viewed the temperance question in its <lark and in its
question," which the lecturer handled in an earnest bright aspects. He· ~ave a few excellent anecdotes,
·and practical manner, and was listened to with rapt and at the close of lus address sang a melody. Adattention by a large audience of fishermen. After the dresses were also given by the chairman and Mrs.
nsual votes of thank1;1, and the transaction of the FulleT, and songs and recitations were given durincr
s~ciety's ordinary weekly business, the meeting ter- the e,·ening by brothers and sisters present. The usu~t
votes of thai:!ks were heartily award~q,
piin11itecl. -Aberdet'.'n Daily Free Pres8,
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THE GR.ANGEMOUTH FEus.-.As we stated in our last,
the Earl of Zetland brought an action of declarator
against Messrs. Carmichael and Wilkinson, the proprietor and occupier of a feu under his lordship. On
the 5th ult., Lord Rutherford Clarke, judge in the
case, gave judgment against his lordship, on the grounds
that his lordship has not shown that he has an interest
in sueing the action, with costs against his lordship.
His lordship simply pleads the well-being of the corn.
munity and his title as superior, and not any interest
on his own part. We understand that he has amended
his condescendence on the subsequent actions, we earnestly trust with a better result.
MR. PARKER, M.P., AT PERTH.-On the 16th ult.
the hon. gentleman addressed his constituents, and referred to Local Option in the following terms: He said,
As regards the Temperance questi·:m, there are many
minor reforms suggested by the Lords' Committee, and
for Scotland by the Royal Commission on Grocers'
Licenses, that might well be taken in hand at once..
There is also the Sunday closing question for Wales and
England, and for the large towns at present exempted
in Ireland. But no doubt there will be disappointment
if the Government do not also indicate how they mean
to deal with the resolution of the House of Commons
in favour of Local Option. On this a little plain speaking beforehand may be useful, for in some quarters a
persistent attempt is made to misrepresent the majority
for Local Option as a majority for the Permissive Bill.
Now, whatever else it is, it certainly is not that. For
it includes leading men who vote, speak, and write
against the Permissive Bill, and who, in supporting the
resolution, said they would oppose the bill again,
should it be again brought forward-such men as Mr.
Bright and Mr. Forster, whose example, no doubt,
guides many others. What then is Local Option?
The phrase is fathered by Sir Wilfrid on Mr. Gladstone.
I don't think Mr. Gladstone admits the paternity, but
at any rate I may give you his explanation of Local
Option in Mid-Lothian, gratefully accepted by Sir
·wilfrid, though I am not sure it would have passed
muster coming from a humbler quarter. The principle,
as Mr. Gladstone understands it, is "that within the
limits of justice and fairness the local opinion of a particular district may be considered in the particular
conditions of those police laws which are to regulate
the sale of alcoholic liquor." But what is there in the
Permissive Bill that causes Mr. Bright, and Mr. Forster,
and Lord Hartington, and I suppose Mr. Gladstone, to
reject it? The Permissive Bill gives effect to local
public opinion ; so far it is one form of Local Option,
and fairly comes within the abstract resolution. But
it does so, in the first place, not as is usual in this
country through responsible administrators, but by
popular vote, like the plebiscite in France. And.
secondly, almost as a necessary consequence of this, it
gives the public no option of controlling the number or
the character of licensed houses, or the times of opening and closing, but restricts them to a single option,
yes or no, as to total prohibition, just as in France they
must say yes or no to war, or to an empire or republic.
Now it is not my purpose to-night to argue for or
against plebiscite, or for or against total prohibiWhat I wish to make clear is this.
Local
tion.
Option in itself means simply local as opposed to
national control. In Mr. Gladstone's examples you
see local control worked through a private bill, or
through a responsible representative body. But in the
Pet·missive Bill you have a local control worked by
plebiscite for or against total prohibition. That is
what recommends it to the .Alliance, of which Sir
Wilfrid is chairman, and which exists for the total
suppression of the li11uor trade; and that is what makes
it impossible for the Lib_e ral Cabinet, consistently with
their principles, to accept the bill. This is not, as Sir
Wilirid Lawson would have you believe, a question of
details ; it is a question of principle. He cannot deny
that in his bill, over and above the principle of local
option, there is the further principle of total prohibition. If he gave way on that principle he knows he
could no longer be chairman of the Alliance. I have
only to add that, although, as a private member, I voted

for the resolution, because I sincerely wish to see more
local control, yet I thought Lord Hartington showed
good sense in the reason he gave for not supporting it
as a leader. His vote was withheld, not because it was
an abstract resolution, but because the members speaking for it were not practically agreed. But now, with
a Liberal Government in power, and with a House of
Commons recommending local option, I think the more
practical course is to induce the Government to bring in
a bill. And, as their bill would certainly not be a prohibitory bill, my humble and earnest advice to :ill
friends of temperance is to unite their forces, not for a
resolution only, but for a bill. Of this they may be
sure, without more union no progress will be made.

CORRESPOtmENCIE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.
OUR ANNUAL MEETINGS.
A SCHEME OF PROHIBITORY AGITATION.

As specially belonging to the legislative and prohibitory aims of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, I would, with your permission,
merely by way of specimen, indicate a numbe1· of
subjects that ought to be sown in the popular mind,
thick as the most abundant and precious seed, not by
means of elaborate papers and essays, but in short and
telling leaflets :-That the licensed traffic in intoxicating
drinks stands directly in antagonism to the great moral
law of God. That it stands in opposition to the mind
of God as manifested both in nature and in the divinely
inspired oracles. That it is, in principle, au anomaly
in legislation. That, as an antidote to intemperance,
it has always proved a failure wherever introduced, in
every age and every clime. That it is on the part of
the Government a gigantic blunder, a complete playing
of the fool, swallowing up rather than supplying the
State's revenue. That, apart from all peculiar theories
of Government, it is the duty of the legislation to protect not a privileged few, but the whole of the people.
That the licensed traffic in intoxicating liquors fosters
and encourages to a vast extent drinking and drunkenness, thereby creating and perpetuating all the vices,
miseries, and burdens of intemperance. That it is the
legalizing of this traffic which renders it respectable in
the eyes of the world. That it is wrong to drink ; if
wrong to drink, then it is wrong to sell the drink; if
wrong to sell, then it is wrong to license the sale of such
drink ; if wrong to drink, and sell, and license the sale
of such drinks, then it is wrong to manufacture the
wretched drug. That if it is wrong for any Government
to legalize the sale of intoxicating liquor, it is doubly
wrong, a crying sin and a most fatuous proceeding, for
any body of constituents, and especially for temperance
reformers, to become the ultimate legalizers of that
traffic by sending men to Parliament who will vote for
drink. That the tinkering of the old kettle is useless
and worse than useless. That the river of death must
be cut off at the source. That all license laws which
do not go the length of giving people power to prohibit
the public sale of these drinks in their midst is only a
playing at temperance legislation. That maintain and
perpetuate the unwise and unrighteous system of license,
and the sin, the shame, the sorrow, the degradation,
the misery, the violence, the disorder, the pauperism,
the lunacy, the crime, the murder, the death temporal
and eternal, which are not the accidental, but the
legitimate outcome of the system, because essentially
inherent in it, will be maintained and perpetuated.
That the province, the object, the duty of Government,
is not to curtail and regulate, but to prohibit wrongs
corning within its sphere, and that on no account whatever, for no end whatever, has it, any more than the
individual, the right to do wrong. . . . That for the
injuries, the wrongs inflicted upon society up and down
and all throu~h and through its relationships, by this
gigantic and henclish iniquity, there is, there can be no
redress after the evil is perpetuated, and so, by con&e•
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quence, the only adequate remedy must be found in
that pr_evention which_ is not o~lr ?etter than cure, b~t
wh.ich 1s to-day a glorious poss1b1hty, whereas cure, 1f
the evil be allowed to go on, will be in millions and
myriads of cases, ancl all through humanity, only a sad
REV. ROBERT PATERSON.
despair.
CANADIAN TEMPERANCE NOTES.
Orillia, 15th Sept., 1880.
Dear Sir,-After reading the evidence in the Louth
election case, I must say either your election law is
m eh inferior to ours, or ,Baron Dowse gave the sitting
m mbers very large benefit of a very small doubt.-Did
yo 1 ever hear of ·a seller of tobacco giving up that
trade for conscience sake? Mr. Thomas Dallas,
who died here the other day, was a quiet but earnest
an useful temperance worker. A number of years ago
he was engaged in business as a general merchant. In
his stock was tobacco. He listened to a sermon by the
minister of the Presbyterian church here-Rev. J.
Gray, M.A.-in which the inconsistency of selling
tobacco while disappro,-ing of its use ,vas pointed out.
Next morning Mr. Dallas carried out all the tobacco he
bad in his shop, and burned it. He never sold another
plug. He was a native of Edinburgh.-Beware of any
proposed law containing a compensation clause ! If
such be enacted, let the whole onus of it rest with the
opponents of pro~ibition. It will fail, as all other
temporising measures have failed, and every effort will
be made to attribute the failure to the prohibition
advocates.--Faithfully yours,
G. H. HALE.
Orillia, 20th Oct., 1880.
Dear Sir ,-Do you ever ha,e any drunkards confined
in English prisons? A constalile of long experience
tells ine he knows of none here, and the governor of
our county goal has never had one in charge. Prisoners
being permitted to state to which class they belong, of
course never record that they are of the worst. Some
ev n call themselves ?,bstaine1s OJl !:inch occasions,
though their period of abstinence begau with thei:!.'
arrest, and will end with their term of i~prisonment.
There is in gaol at present a man who has drank up a
good property, and is now, as often before, incarcerated
for drunkenness and disorderly conduct, who is recorded. on the books as a "moderate drinker."-With
regard to what the TVa1-rington Gum·1ian terms the
anomaly "of a mayor whom Mr. Bright refused to
confirm as a permanent magistrate because he is a
publican," I may mention that here a publican cannot
be a mayor or a councillor.-A medical student attending the matriculation examination at Queen's College,
Kingston, last week, drowned himself while suffering
from delirium tre112en.<J. Is this proof of the efficacy of
education as an antidote for drink ?-Faithfully yours,
G. H. HALE.
TEMPERANCE ANNUITY FUND.
Sir,-There is a matter about which I have often
thought I would beg your readers' consideration.
Should there not be in connection with the temperance
organisation something in the shape of an annuity
fund, so that members of temperance societies of some
years' standing might, by paying a weekly sum, be
entitled to receive, at the age of say sixty-five, a
weekly allowance ao a help in their declining years?
I feel sure that some such society would be the means
of uniting abstainers together far more so than at
present; because they would have something at stake
and something to look forward to. This would induce
them to take a more decided stand in the good cause
than they do meantime. The management would not
cost much, as local societies could easily remit the
money to head-quarters. I would be glad to hear
from any of your correspondents the result of their
consideration of the feasibility of such a scheme.I am, &c.,
Arbroath.
WM. GRANT.
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REAL PHILANTHROPY.
Srn,-I have seldom seen a better mode of mitigating the evils to which country laddies and lassies
are subjected when attending school in winter than
that explained aud enforced by Rev. Mr. Cameron,
the parish minister of Farnell. How often have
we when young, attending a northern parish
school, pitied the boys and especially the girls from
the country districts who ha.cl nothing but their
piece of bread and butter and skim-milk cheese, and
often ate it shiveringly in the bitter cold air, washing
it down with a good draught of water. It was all well
so far as the hardy loons were concerned, they joined
us in our play, and if there was auy snow we soon
experienced the might that slumbered in a peasant
arm, fortified by a barley scone and a whang of a
skim-milk kebbuck. But the less robust callauts
shivered as they looked on at "plays" in which ihey
dared not engage for want of " pith." And the wee
lassies cowered iu the door or the lee of the school,
huddling together for warmth, with their hands
beneath their slips or with them wrapped in their
frock tail. Some of them, too, used the skipping
rope or "the beds" to raise their temperature, but
to all but the hardiest, winter was a severely trying
time. Then there was the walk to and from the
school-the roads of ten blocked with snow or
reudered almost impassable with mud, and often all
had the blinding rain and the drifting snow to
encounter along with the sore fatigue of the laug,
Jang road. Sometimes
" Ye maist wad think a wee touch fanger
And they maun starve o' cauld and hunger,
But how it comes, I never kenned yet,
They'r maistly wonderfo' contented,
And buirdly chiels and clever hizzies
Are bred in such a way as this is."
But why expose them so 1 If their lot can be softened
beneficence should succour. To remain indifferent
to their hardships is to incur the charge of cruelty.
Mr. Cameron found the same at.ate of matters
prevailing in Farnell in 1878 as often invited our
sympathy more than forty years ago, and having the
power as well as the heart he soon devised n scheme
of amelioration which has already, we feel convinced,
drawn down the blessing of many a fond motlier on
his kindly head. He enlisted the ·sympathies of the
Countess of Southesk and, as may be en.sily believed,
the Earl soon built a little wooden edifice, the scheme
being to give a warm midday meal to the 100 or
thereby of scholars frequentiug the school. The
building, 24 by 13, forms a washing-house for the
schoolmaster and a cooking place for the children.
The funds to start were three pounds (the proceeds
of a lecture), with which the utensils for cooking
and serving were provided. The scholars bring their
spoons in their satchels. The dinners are varied and
plentiful, consisting of potato, pea, and rice soups,
plenty of vegetables, and there is beef distributed
once a week, and several haunches of venison have
been received from the Countess' larder. The charge
is one halfpenny each, and a family is never charged
more than a penny. Yet there was a balance to
carry forward of 9s. Rich and poor meet together.
A youug lady-bless her-was the cook the first
winte_r, ~ut the school board has .since provided one.
The rndirect advantages are great. The big lads
carry the soup to the teachers who, often assisted by
neighbours, serve it out. Half au hour is allowed
for dining and half an hour for airing the school.
Then the senior girls helr to wash and dry the dishes
and often get a lesson m cookery for their pains.
The health of the scholars and their attendance are
both improved, and one parish has already taken a
leaf o~t of the book ?f this highly creclitable experiment m Farnell pansh. May every country parish
soon be doing likewise.
RoBIN GooDFELLow.
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OUR BOOK SHELF.

Graham's Populai· TemzJe1·cince Dialogue~, by John
H. Scaife. London: National Temperance Publication
Depot, 337 Stranrl. Sixpence. An admirable series
Longley's Illustrated .Annual for 1 l. F. E. Long- of dialogues, 'well lone, abreast of the latest facts of the
ley. Londo).1 : 59 vVarwick Lane, E. C. One penny. temperance and prohibitory question, and fitted to do
Six full-page fine wood engraving , a calendar, and a a power of good where well delivered.
well-selected. number of stories, make a marvellous
Personal W01-l..· anwnr; our Blue J ackete:, 1879-80.
pennywonh.
By Agnes E. Weston (Devonport: Sailors' Rest ancl
The Penny 'l'e;;tament.-,Ve understand that the sale. Institute). This little tract is the simple record of a
of this,. the cheapest edition ever published, has already j' great and good work carried on among our seamen antl
reached nearly 400,000, and that the publisher, 1r. marines by Miss Weston during last year. The work
Elliot Stock, confidently expects that a million copies afloat consists in the issue and distribution of about
will be disseminated in the course of twelve months.
200,000 copies yearly of a monthly letter called 'J'lif
House cincl Home, the organ of the ·w·orking .1\fen's Blue Bcicfa; in the establishment and maintenance of
Club and Institute Union, is giving a series of masterly temperance societies on board ship; in the presentation
wood engravings. Pressnitz, Sir \Vilfrid Lawson, and of libraries to small vessels ; in the circulation of p eriother celebrities have appeared.
U.uskin's famous odicals and tracts all o,·er the world ; and in personal
letter to trade societies appears, besides '' Our Retro- visitation of the lower decks of H.M. ships when in
spective Review," from which we learn that many of port: \Ve are glad to learn from this tract that almost
the reforms in diet now advocn.ted were anticipated by every ship in the service carries members of the Temtwo centuries by old writers. The Ilou.s!' antl ~Hom e perance Society, and that a considerable body of officer:'J
is truly the friend of home and the household.
are pledged abstainers. The work ashore consists in
'l'he Acli•isei· .for 1880 ; a book for young people. the carrying on of "Sailora' Rests" in Devonport,
Glas;gow: 'cottish Temperance League. One of the Keyham, and Portsmouth; in the beneficent agency
most superbly got up books of the season, done in of a flower mission in connection with the Royal Naval
handsome cover, adorned with a charming chroma of Hospital; in the maintenance of coffee and reaclinu
somebody's darling on a swing. It is also gol l lettered rooms in Falmouth and Portland; and in the holclillg
n.n(l gilt edged. Of the contents we need not speak ; of numerous gospel and temperance meetings. Durin"
· their excellence is affirmed mouth by month by the the year 24,191 sailors put up at the "Rest" at Devori
many thousands of little folks who feast with avi1lity port alone; and when we reflect how proverbially loose
Jack Tar is ashore, and how frequently he is the easy
upon the Alll'iser.
victim of the prowling '' land shark," we must rejoice
Hero es in ihe Strife. - ,Ve umlerstand that hlr. Sherlock's new volume, which is :wnouncecl for publication at the institution of such places as "The Sailor's Rest.,"
and be proud of the work in which Miss ,Veston is so
by :Messr . Hodder & Stoughton at th e encl of the devotedly engaged. She is the brightest beacon to
month, will contain sketches of John Bright, David Jack Tar that ever shone out upon his dangerous tract;
Livingstone, John We.,ley, .Abraham Lincoln, John
Locke, C. H. 'purgeon, Canlin:tl Manning, and several and he is not ungrateful. Long may she be spared to
'' for the glory of God and the good of• the
other eminent men. Following upon the plan pursued work
service."
in.Jltustrious Abstainers, the author will specially treat
of the tohl abstinence testimonies of his several Heroes,
so. the book will be a useful addition to temperance
literature.
CoL. MunE, M.P.-We regret to have to announce
8ong.9 anrl Recitation.s Jor Bancls of I-lope. New and
enlarged e lition. Paisley: J. & R. Parb1ie; Eclin- tb_e death on Tuesday, 9th ult., in Hamilton Place,
burgh : Menzies & Co. Twopence. In these 64 pages Piccaclilly, of Lieut.-Uolonel William Mure of Caldof songs and recitations, comr iled and a,rranged for the well, Ayrshire, L P. for Renfrewshire. The deceased
Edinburgh Band of Hope Union, Mr. D. '.I. Fraser has who was in the fifty-first year of his age, was the eldest
di~playecl a faste and adaptation which has enabled him son of the fate Col. William Mure, I.P., of Caldwell,
to.place a superior collection before the public. 'fhc G3 formerly ·ice-Lieutenant of the County of Renfrew, by
hymns and 15 recitations form a selection that shonltl-- his marriage with Laura, daughter of the late Mr VVilliam
,vhen snug or spoken-contl'ibnte, in a high degree, to 1Iarkham, of Becca Hall, Yorkshire. He was born in
the success of our Bands of Hope meetings, and we very j the year 1 30, and was formerly a Lient.-Colonel in
cordially recommend them to those in chn.rge of such tb.e l::lcots Fusilier Guards, from which he retired in
1859. He served with the 60th Rifles in the Kaffir
meetings.
,Yar of 18iH-,,3, for which he received a medal, and be
Onwarll Reciter, vol. ix. (Manchester: Onward Offices, also seJ:vecl with the 79th Highlanders in the Eastern
18' Mount ,'t., Peter St.). The very fact Qf this little campaign of 1854, being present at the action$ of Alma
Reciter having completed its ninth volume will be a , ancl .Balaclava,, and the siege of Sebastopol, for which
strong proof to our readers of the excellent quality of services he 1·eceived a medal and clasps, and also the
its varieJ. contents, for nothing commonplace can long 1 Turkish medal ; he afterwards joined the Scots Fusilier
survive, especially in temperance literature. In the Guards. Colonel Mure was a deputy-lieutenant for Ayrhands of an intelligent reader, this deservedly popular shire, a magistrate and deputy-lieutenant for Renfrewlittle work may be the means of brightening up and shire, and Colonel of the 2nd battalion Renfrew Rifle
m1l:,king attractive many an otherwise dull and uninter- Yolunteers. He contested the county in 1873 in tlie
e, ting meetiug.-for there are dull and uninteresting Liberal interest, but was defeated, greatly owing to his
meetings. For the ninth time we have pleasure in want of sympathy with the Permissive Bill. In 1874
coinrnencling it to our readers.
he was returned by a majority of 188, and he was again
'f'hom Lodge, o,· the Wh eel of Life ; by the author of returned, this year by a large majority; his opp_o nent
'l'he Lusiny Cfam e. Glasgow: ~cottish T emperance I being on all three occasions ~ir Archibald Campbell of
League. Price One · hilling. This is a valuable ac- Blythswood. He maintained a strict neutrality on the
qn1Sition to the entertaining literature of the League, Permissive Bill, but latterly voted in its favour. Bei1Jg
being a most interesting and sprightly tale. The unable through illness to take his seat in the new Parauthor's treatment of his story reminds one of the ebb j liament, he could neither vote nor pair in favour of the
of the tide, for it seems as if every one of his charactera Local Option resolution. Col. Mure married in 18-9
was going to be exterminated through drink, and, in the Hou. Constance Elizabeth ,Vyudham, youngest
fact, almost all are but the arch-villain, Ben Phyle ; antl daughter of George, first Lord 'Lecoufield, and has
it .reminds one too of the flow of the tide, for all but issue a son and three daughters. His remains were
the clrink-logr,rcl are wafted by temperance to the haven brought to Caldwell House, the family seat, and were .
of happiness and peace, Ben tl_ying a horrible death. interred in the parish churchyard of Neilston on Friday,
Tlle scene is la.id in a midland Scottish county, and in 12th ult., in the presence· of a select circle of n10urnGlasgow, anrl the Row, ..•autmarket, Briggate, figure l ing friend s, his political opponent Sir Archib~lcl Camp·be:11 being among the number.
prominently in its pages.
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JANUARY, 1881.
THE LIQUOn TRAFFIC: THE GREAT
OBSTRUCTIVE OF REFORMS.
A LECTURE DY

J. M. :M:'CcrLT.Ovil, M.D., DuMFI1.IES.
It has occnrrerl to me thn.t ,vere I to give you a
shol't, :.,11tl it must lJe a very short description of the
st:lte of our country within my own recollectiou,
\Yilh incidental r eferences to previous facts, I might
perhnps inter st yon morn, and give you n, clearer
:1.1Hl more powerful iuLere -t in the Temperance Reformation by showing thus its p:u·amoun.t importance to the welfare of Lhe natiou.
Let us go back n.bout 53 years. At that time
tli erc were gre:i.t ancl grievous re tl'ictions upon religious freedom.
In Euglancl n.nd Irelall(l more
e.-pecially, no man could be a Memuer of Parliament,
a Magi --trate, a Town Councillor, or indeeu holu any
pnblic sitnn.tion, unle~s lie was n, member of the
Church of England and subscribed his belief in the
3') Articles of its creed.
If he was a Roman
U.ttholic not only could he hold 110 pnhlic sitnation,
lint he was pt·actically excluJecl from n.11 political
n.nd m:my socin.l rights; and not very long before
my day if n. Roman CaLho1ic wns riding a vn.lnaL!e
lior.,e, worth sa.y £100, antl a Protestant offered him
sa,y £5 for iL, he was ouligecl hy the law to dismount
autl give it up for that snm. Nay, more n.nd worse
still, if one of n. Roman Catholic family went Lefore
n, mngi~trate and swore that he or she, n.s the case
rnight h e, hacl become a Protestant, no matter how
info,rnous their clw,mcter might be, the law gave
them the rio-ht to take all that belonged to the
family, and to turn their father and mother, or
sisters and brothers ont destitute. In all the three
kingdoms there were oLher religious tyrannies about
which 1 shnll not trouble you.
As to political freedom, matters in Scotbncl more
e pecially were even worse; in fact, it was a
"mockery, a delusion, and a snare." Many of the
burghs of Engln,nd and Ireland were as openly sohl
to the higliest LidJer as a house or a horse, or as
church livings were but lately sold in Scotland,
n.nd are sold in Englau<l still ; a great many, indeed
the most of the Parliamentary seats belonged to n,
few gre:it families, and they put whomsoever they
pleRsecl into the House of Commons, 110 doubt after
going through the solemn farce of an election which
deceivell nobody. Since I came to Dumfries, and
.inst before the first Reform Bill, I saw first one
n,nd then another Genernl Election, and there were
only five persons iu the whole of 1.he five Dumfries
burghs harl. the l'iglit to vole, :wcl these five men,
of conrse, returned the member. Iu the great city
of Glasgow there wn.s only one rnan who bn.d the
right to vote for a member of Parliament, nud even
he coulu only vote for 1.hc fourth or fifth part of that
member. The count.y of Bnte had only one voter,
:md in 1832 he happened to be the sherift~ and wheu
the King's writ came <lowu ordering the election of

a ruembet· for tlw,t county lw went up iuto his place

a sheriff an l ren.d out the writ, then came down
and proposed liimself, theu seconJed bim:;clf, ni1<l
finally went np iuto his place again and declared himself duly clectecl ! I recollect of the celebrated Lonl
Jeffrey stating a.11 these facts in the House of Commons, and the other constituencies were little better.
I have personally seen decent, respectable rneu, of
good character, birnged, and known of many imprisoned or Lanished for life for saying or cloi1w
politically what now-a-days especially during elec1:
tions, is said a.llll done by hundreds of thorn~ands
without injury to n.nyoue or ~mytliing. It would
take me inany days to tell what eYeti I have seen
nnd lrnown of n like kiud, bnt I haYe saill enough
to prove to yon tha.t political liberty aucl the liberLy
of the subject did not exist in Scotlawl fifty years
n.go, au<l that such word , in Scotland at lea.st, were
mere names wiLho11t auy reality whatever.
As to commercin,l freetlom, Free Trade as it is
called, we had uone of it; everything foreign was
taxed to the extent almost of prohibitiou, the land ..
lords lrn.d a monopoly of the food, the manufacturers
of the clothes, the shipo ;vnere oft.he carrying trade bv
sen., &c. The q11antity of lnnd in the th1cc kingdon;s
became too small for the increased population, nud
aa foreign gra.in nncl other food were uot allowe<l to
bo impol'ted until the neces aries of life Im.cl risen to
famine prices, want and misery were rife, and when
a ren.Uy bad harvest occurrecl starvatio11, di::,ease,
rioti:;, nud Lloodshed were sure to occur. And even
when snch famine occurred au<l the ports were
opened, the na.\'igatiou lnws preventetl competition
in freights alld thus rendered the necessary s upply
of food clearer to the starving millions. I aw, after
I settled in Dumfries, two of these dn.ugerous 1·iot!>,
meal mobs :i.s they were cnlled, and iu the ruauufacturing districts more especially they were much
more frequeut n.nd dangerous.
·
Then as to sanitory reform, or sanitary measures
of auy kiod, such things were never thought of, aud
only occasiounlly heard of, and then were spoken of
ns whims. Dirt and dangerous nuisances were rifo,
. the rule and not the exceptions, ancl foyers and
other pestilentia,l clis1.;ase were prevalent to a fear . .
fnl extent accordingly. 'l'he <loath rate was very
high, especialiy in towns, nud no wonder, for there
was no dra.in:ige, the water s11pply wns pollutel1, all(l
filth of every kin<l was only removed once a year
when the potatoes were set.
As to education, there was Rome in ScoUa.nLl, and
that was pretty extensively tliffnsed, bnt in .Engla.nu and Ireland nt least 80 ont of eYery 100 persons were ns ignorant and scarcely as innocell t :1s
sa.vages. I need scarcely tell yon tliat these religious,
politic.il, commercial, sanita,l'y, and eclucatioual evii:;
wore nccompanie<l by a Yitst rnaEs of paupo·isin,
disease, ins:mity, Eiu, vice, crime, and auject mi!;et·y
among the people.
For a long time previou to 182-3, the religi ous
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classes outside the pale of the Established Churches
agitated for and demanded religious freedom, or, in
other words, the right, without civil disabilities, to
worship God in aceordance with their own conscientious belief, and in 1828-9 the agitation, especially in Ireland, became so great aod menacing
that the Duke of Wellington and Sir Robert Peel,
n.lthough they had obstinately and persistenl_ly upheld these religious tyrannies all their lives, granted
religious liberty to the Nonconformisb:! and other
dissenters by abolishing th&> Test :-.nd Corporation
Acts, and also granted Catholic Emancipation.
The gren.t and good men who originated aud sustained that agitn.tion for religious freedom believed
that they would not only gain greater purity of
faith and morals, lmt that by such incl"eased purity,
pauperism, sin, vice: crime, and social misery would
be greatly diminished. No doubt religious freedom,
though still iruperfect, was a great gain, it emancipated thought and shook tyranny to a certain extent, but pauperism, sia, vice, crime, and social
misery were as rampant as ever.
Wise and goou men soon saw this, and examined
why it was so, and they came to the conclusion that
it was because the vast bnlk of the people were
little better than serfs without. any political rights or
power, an(l they said," Give the people the franchise,
let them know and fee~ that they are really men
and have an interest in the la.ws and welfare of their
country, and it will elevate their thoug'bts, and by
so doing give them a nobler idea of their duty to
God and man. And they agitated for political
emancipation, and that ;vith such vigour that in
1832 we were again on th e verge of a 1·evolution ;
young men all over the three kingdoms were secretly drilling at night, even in Dumfries they were
drilling on the Lochar Moss at night, aud at Birmingham 100,000 men assembled on New Hn.ll Hill
n.nd threatened to rnarc1t upon London if the Reform
Bill was not immediately granted, and the Crown
and the Tories became territied and ceased to oppose
that great national measure. We got a still more
extensive Reform Bill in 1 6 , and we only wait for
llie County Household Fra,nchise Bill in order to
n,ttain a sufficiently extended franchise. The advance therefore in political liberty has beeil very
great, especially when I tell you the nudoubted fact
that just exactly twelve years before I was born
slavel"y was abolished in Scotland-not the slaveq
pf black men, mark yo11, but the slavery of many
·Scotch men and Scotch women, who were sold and
worked in slavery like horses and cattle. Well,
after these great measures of religious and political
reform , have pauperism, insan ity, <lisease, sin, vice,
crime, and social misery been diminished? No; the
very reverse, for they have steadily increased , and
at a. very much greater ratio th:-i.u the increase of
the population.
All this was soon seen and felt, and then Villiers,
and Cobden, and Bright, and the other Corn Law
and Navigation Law repenlers arose and declared
tlrn.t all these and many other evils arose from the
Corn Laws and other taxes on the people's food,
intensified by protection, causing, a,s they undoubtedly did, periodical sta,rvation and all its attendant
miseries. After a long and severe struagle aud agitation, Sir Robert Peel again stepped forward and
abolished these iniquitous laws, aud free trade became the settled policy of Great Britain, bringing
with it an extraordinary, I might alm ost say, a
marvellous increase of trade, riches, high wngec::, in
short, a. flow of material prosperity greater than any
recor<led in the history of the world. Have pauperism, disease, iusanity, sin, vice, crin1e and social
misery becoma less? No, they bn.ve increased more
rapidly n.nd fearfully than ever.

Then the cry got up that it was the iguorance of
the people, and the bad houses, and the bad sanita ry
ccmclitions iu which :1 great many of the. people
lived, and tbe education bills and seveml sanitary
bills have been passed to remove these, and though
ignorance has been greatly lessened, and cleanliness
greatly increased, they have neither ~topped nor
diminished the rapid increase and extent of thes/3
unmitigated curses of the people. Is it true then
that all these great and beneficial reforms n.rc and
have been of no use, and that the Tories who bitterly
opposed them were right after all? So far from
that they have been of great benefit to the people,
and would be of in.finitely greater still if it were not
that you, yes you aud. others refuse, wilfully and deliberately refuse, to give these great r eforms anything like fair play, for yon uphold the dri11king of
intoxicating liquors, and thus by habit, cnstorn, and
example keep up that pernicious practice, and those
of you who are electors will vote for a Whig, a Tory,
or a. Radical, as the case may be, although you know
he will vote to uphold the liquor traffic, or at least,
won't vote to put it down. Perhaps you deny that
intoxicating liquors are the principal cause of all
these evils, and of the comparative inefficiency of all
the great reforms I have euumera.ted and declare
that it is the sinfnlness of the human heart th at is
the cause, and that as long as human beings are
human beings these evils will prevail. That, DO
doubt, is partly true, but the truer it is by so much
the more is it your bounden dnty to give np and put
down all those causes which can be removed, easily
removed, if you are willing to do yonr duty to God
and man. Those who put forward such excuses as
the only cause, do it either ignorantly, of whom it
may be said, "They know not what th ey do or say,"
or they do so falsely as a cloak for their own sel/Jshness, because they know full well that they, nncl
such as they, uphold and sustain the most prolific
cause, or, n.t the very least, refuse or neglect to gi VP.
up and put down the two pervading causes wliich
principally originate and foster these clamant
natioual n.nd social evils.
What is the cause ? I need scarcely tell you th:it
it is intoxicating drinks and tLe infamous liquor
traflic which fosters and maintains their use. Inquire and then think over what the liquor traf-fic and
the liquor it deals out occasions. No other ngent
produces such an enormous amount of demoralisation, blasphemy, vice, sin, crime, pauperism, insanity, and so0ial misery of the m::>st appalling
kind.
o other instrumentality strikes sn!!h :L
deadly blow at the very basis of good government,
by rendering om political elections and institutions
infamously corrupt, as the present public inquiry
iuto corrupt practices at electious proves, thus corrupting aud undermining the very source of our
liberties and threatening the very existence of the
British Empire. It is by far and away the greatest
cause of our pauperism and poverty (for there are
vast numbers poor who are Hot paupers), and 110
wonder, for our Chancellors of the Exchequer prove
every session of Parliament that from £130,000,000
to £150,000,000 sterling are spent by the people of
this country for intoxicating drinks, a sum it is even
difficult to comprehend and which if it were spent
upon. the necessaries aud comforts of life wonld increase trade and wages to such an extent as would
render us almost independent of forei gn customers,
anu almost drive pauperism n.nd poverty from 1.lie
]and. It is the same CLm,e which, in spite of free
trade and cheap food given to us by the Anti-Corn
Law repealers and Sir Robert Peel, red uces so many
of our population, by the drinking of their breadwinners, to the very verge of starvation, from th e
want of food, clothes, firing, and proper shelter. It
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is this pervading evil tlrn.t checkmates, diminishes,
and <leteriomtes the beuefils derived and derivable
from education, iu short, the e great and many other
beueficent reforms which we have attained withiu
the last fifty-three years have been eborn of their
benefits, and to a. great mass of the people rendered
useless by this unmitigated curse, thus proving the
truth stated by the great n.nd good Matthew Devonport Hill, "That whichever way we tnrn and whatever we do for the welfare and eleva.tion of the
people, the drink demon starts up before us [l,lld
blocks the ,vny."
Now what are the lessons deri vn.ble from and
proved to be necessary and justifiable from these
undenin.ble facts 1 The first. is that the liquor traffic
is the main and most potent cause of all these
lamentable evils. Second, that as long as that
traffic is allowed to exist these evils cannot be got
rid of. Third, that it can be got rid of only by an
Act of Parliament. Fourth, that when a candidate
wishes to get into Parliament and a ks your vote,
Lnt at the same time refuses to promise th[l.t he will
vote for giving the people the power to veto the
granting of licenses to sell intoxicating liquors,
when they so mind, or, in other word•, prevent the
magistrates from forcing the liquor traffic upon •any
place where the people are unwilling: if he is a
Liberal ask him how he dares to profess Liberalism
n,ncl n.t the same time rnn.intain an evil that antagonises a,lmost all Liberal measures hitherto p[l.ssecl by
Parliament, and which all experience teaches us
rnn, t ever,, ·hilst it, is tolerated, continue to do so,
nud that, rnoreoYer, such a refusal on his part is directly opposed to lhe principles of Libemlism, these
prin ·iples Leing, "Tru::;t in the people, local selfguYcrument, reform of n.ll clamaut abuses, peace,
1·ctrcnchmcnt, an<l reform." The liquor traffic being
the most cla.mant of present abuses, the most cornrn 11 aui:: c,f clic,p0nce, ODP of the most fertile sources
of extraYagance, the p ople being entitled to local
self-government in this more especin.ily as they drink
the drink, 1 n.y for the drink, and surely know better
whether they want it or not, much better incleecl
than a set of Jn tices of the Peace , ho, in this
matter at least, give ns neither justice nor peace.
If lie is a. CouservatiYe ask him how he an reconcile his refu. al with 1011. ern1tive principle . , two of
the most iroportn.nt of which are, "To uphold order,
aud put clown anarchy,'' the liquor t.raffic being the
great.est can e of disorder and anar hy known in
this conntry, and finally tell them both, Liberal and
Consernltive, who shall refuse to vote down this
curse, that they are shams, hypocrites, and wolv s
in sheep's clothing, and that you won't vote for either
of them.
LastJy, what is the duty of you electors? Can
yon, will you continue to be gulled and dupe<l Ly
men calling them.~elves Liberals or C'onservat ives
but wbo arc renlly ueither the one or the other
honestly or consistently, as I have shown yon, lmt
tirnc-sen-in(l', seHH1, nnpriucipleLl politicians, who
care uot.hing for either moral principle, or i.l1e welfare of the people one bit furtl1er than serves thefr
9wn emL and pnrp es?
No, if yon care for Gou nnd yonr country, you "·ill
only vote for tho e who will put down tl1is iniquity,
tlrns giving fair play to all good measures, aucl sending plenty, peace, coutentruent , ud happiness into
the homes of the people.
_ _ _ ___
The General Baptist Association ham passed.a number of resolutions in favour of temperance legislationone rnjoicing in the adopti0n by the House of Commons
of the Loenl Option R solution of ir Wilfri<l Lawson,
as opening up a prospect of early legisln.tion hy which
the intemperance of the conntry, with its enormous
attendant evils, may be greatly diminished.
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INDIVIDUAL CONSECRATION.
nY REV. s. HARDING, PAISLEY.
There is no more fitting occasion than the cornrn encement of a new year, for taking a retrospect of
the past, and marking ont a course for the future.
This plan is adopted generally by business men, who
take stock, balance their books, and carefully examine into their financial position.
Should the
results of their examination be unsatisfactory,
greater prudence and economy will be observed,
and more diligent measures adopted, so that the
future may be attended with more satisfactory results.
The same principle holds good in regard to our
individual position in its relation to Goel and to
society. We rejoice as we behold the growth of
those institutions which are the glory of our age and
country, and established for the purpose of ameliorating the condition of suffering humanity, and a.dvancing the glory of God in the world. But if we
examine closely into the working of these institntions, the labour is carried on by the few, while the
many look on with almost stolid indifference, even
though associnted by membership with tbe society.
There is not that personal cousecrntion ancl effort
which the urgeucy of the case demands, uor that
strenuous exertion which it might be supposed so
momentous a question would call forth.
To be more explicit-Take any one of the great
tempemnce organizations of Scotland, ::rncl will any
person conversant with its membership dare venture the assertion that all its members are doing
their duty to God and to humanity, loyc1 l to t hei1·
pledge ancl obligation.
T. there not too much in<lifferencC', ease, and selfislme. s, in our ranks, wl1ich interferes with the
entire energies of body and soul being giveu to the
work. There are many who think they have clone
their duty, when they have paid their subsctiptio11.
But is this all that God and humanity require 1 18
this n.11 th.1,t is Ll nwnJecl of m ·· by th~ c:: ci ty of
which I am an enrolled member I Is there no
hard hip to Le endured, no sacrifice to Le made,
no obloqny to be encountered, no wem·ine , to
be experienced, no self-denial to be exercised, for
the sake, and in the caus0, of him who did not he ifate to heel his life's blood for sinuers, aucl endured
the severe ·t imfferings in order to work out their
sah·ation 1 That mau gives but a poor proof of tlic
g'nuiue11e s and sincerity of his philanthropy,
j patrioti~rn, an<l Chri tiauity, who can view with
I indifference and unconcern the multitudes eusln.vecl
by the liquor traffic, and yet make no persoual
I effotts to save them.
Tt is sometimes oujectecl that much personal effort
will interf re with individual and family duties; bnt
I
I fear there is too much 1easo11 to suspect that the
true tatement of this objection wonld be t.liat it
interferes too much with personal and family con1.·eniences. If we suppose that we can fnl1il our
<lnty to 'o<l aucl our fellow rnen, and yet exp0rience
no inconvenience, and be called upon to make no
. acrifice, we are grievously mi taken. The qnestion
is not whether the duty i:1 agreeable to us-whether
it is congenjal or otherwi e to fie hand bloocl,-but
whether it is obligatory upon us; au<l if it Le o,
sun:ly it ought to silence evei-y objection, and 11ervc
the oul to consecra.te jts entire powers to the great
work of "rescuing the perishing. ·,
row js th e time to start a.fresh-to turn ovet·
a new leaf. Degiu the year l t-81 wilh new resolve,.
It may be tlie last• year you may be permitted to
hbour in the gren.t work. l\lakc it the best.
"V lrntsoever thy hand findeth to d , du it with thy
might, for there is no work, wisdom, knowled 0ae, or
device in the grave, whither thou g :)est."
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WOMEN'S APPEAL TO WOM EN.
YV E commend the following heart- searching and h eartstirring appeal to the women of Paisle:f, trom t~e
'\Vomen's Uhristian an<l Abstinence Assoc1at10n, Paisley, to our many female sympathisers :At the beginning of another year's meetings, we
respectfully request those women who are not already
members to consider the ol>jects of our association.
We are banded together for the reclamation of
<lrunkards, and the prevention of drunkenness.
The drinking customs of society, and the geeat number of dram shops in town, render t h e first exceedingly difficult; and we are convinced that rnoder::i:tc
clrinkincr is the source of drunkenn ess, an<l the chief
support°of our 203 dram shops.
For the last few years, the average yearly expenditure on strong drink by every man, woman, and
child in the United Kingdom was over £4. Taking
the. population of Paisley at 50,000, onr drink bill
amounted annually to over £200,000. vYc a:sk you
c::i.rnfully to consider what r eturn we get for this enormous outlay.
Strong drink is the cause of one -fourth of our lunacy,
three-fourths of our pan perism, and three-fourth~ of
our crime.
It enormously increases our taxat1011,
destroys a large portion of our food, sem~s 60,000 of
the population of Ore:i.t Britain annually rnto drunkards' premature grave;:;, be..;icles indirectly causing the
death of at least as many more.
It is quite plain, therefore, that the sale of au a1:ticle
which can thus so materially decrease the nat10ual
welfare ouuht to be prohibited. In fighting this battle,
we know ,~e arc on th e side of right, and right must
ultimately prevail; but the very sad struggle 1:1ay
be g reatly shortened if wom en wonld, ~rom motives
of humanity, give up and protest agamst the use
of an article which, althou.c:h s.'.1.nctioned by custom,
c::i.uses more distress and ruin than all other causes put
together.
.
.
lf yon saw a person m the water struggling for
life and one on shore with a life buoy in his hand,
but refusing to throw it to the dr~wning, man, wlu1;t
would you thiuk of the mau so actmg? Total abst111auce is a life buoy which will preserve from drunkenness-the only one that can restore the drunkard, a~1d,
in the interests of humanity, we entreat you to use 1t.
If you arc a mother, surrounded by a rising fami~y,
and if you use or ofl'er the fab.l cup at the social
board, your example may prove a ntumbling-block to
some of your offspring; and if such should unfortunately be the case,. would not yo_ur h eart be wrnng
with au agony of b1tteruess to thmk that you help"cl
on such a sad catastrophe? If a sister, nncl iu any
way countenancing the so-c~lled socfal glas~ ~f Y?ur
brother, and if he should fall mto lrn.b1ts of d1ss1pat10n
(as is too often the case}, would you be able to account
yourself blameless? In either case, complicity, and
consequent responsibility, can ~nly be escap~d ?Y setting the safe example bf a.bstmen ce; for, 1f m au_y
degree drinking is countenn.nced, to that extent one 1s
inevitably responsible for the consequences.
We earnestly request you to observe that the very
highest scientific and medical authorities now declare,
that the habitual use of alcohol, in the Yery smallest
quantities, deteriorates the ~onstit~tion, by lowerinsthe temperature of the body, mcreasmg nervous sensibility, putting an extra strain on the heart, and paralysing muscular action.
.
It is a law of nature that fermentation renders
snbstanccs unfit for human food or drink ; n.nd long
and sail experience te11chea that grniu a11tl grapes are
no exception to this Jaw. Alcohol is a product of
fermeutati011, which the highest scientific nuthority
declares to be as potent for evil as powerless for good.
It is a very lamentable fact that intemperance is
spreading rapidly amongst women in all gra.tles of
society, but, thank God , many of the best and noblest
women in the land are now espousing our ea.use ; yet
we hail with joy the accession to our rrn1ks of the
most hnmLle, for it is amongst them that the ravages
of drink prove most ~isastrous.. Picture to yon~ 'elf
that vast and nnendmg procc,ss1on of 60,000 lnnk-

I

stricken human beings, staggering into drunk nr,l s'
graves, and cleagging_ down ~vith tl1cm, tl}.l'oug~ a
miserable existence mto u11tm1cly graves, anot11er
60 000 innocent victims (m ostly women ancl children),
gi~ing a claily mortality of 328.
.
VVe often get for ans,vcr, '' I'm almost an abs tamer
-the little I take is neither here nor th ere. " An
"almost" position is a very unsati sfactory one on
any question of vital importance. But if "almost, "
why not ''altogether"?
.
In view of such a terrible state of matters, will you
consider l oner whether to stand nobly in the breach,
endeavouring to save some, or stand loo~ing on-nay,
fi ahtina a o-ainst tis; for, whatever soplnsts say to the
cintra:'y in the wa,r between good and evil there can
be no nc:1trnl party. It is now as of old, "He that is
not for us is against us. "
.
To yon, as Christians, w~ make a ~pe_c11~l appe_nJ,
b ecause love and self- clenrn.l were Uhrist s motive
powers. As He \.Yent about continuall_y doing_good,
His followers ought to remove . every obstacle 111 the
way of good.
As f~c proclaimed peace on earth,
Christians ought to give no countenance ~r quarter
to this areat <lestroyer of peace.
He rnculcatctl
brotherly love; and this subst:1ncc, agninst ,,hich :war
ought uncea in gly to be waged, sets brothe_r ag:1.1!1st
brother, father against son, :~nJ husband_agarn~t wife,
thus breaking up or dcstroymg the I eace of 111m1merablc homes. Uhi-istianity enjoins ns to clothe the
nak ed feed the hunrrry, ::mcl set the cr.ptivc free;
while' the drink-demin clothes iu rags, deprives of
food, and biuds l.tis victims, soul and body, in almm;t
hopeless slavery.
. .
,
\Vill you n ot therefore _come and Jorn_ us? 'Ihe
enemy is strong and determmed, and we will need all
the assistance we can get to help us to sweep_ ~,~·ay
this, the greates t hindrance to the progress of civd_ization and Christianity. "If thou forbear to deliver
them that are clrawn unto d eath, and those that a.i:e
r eady to be slai n; If thou sayes~, Behold, we l~ncw_ 1!;
J'Ot • cloth not He th at pondereth the heart consider 1t,
~;ncl' H e that k ecpeth thy soul, cloth not H~ know i~,
and shall not lie render to eve l'y mn.n acconlmg to Ins
works?"
, 'igne<l on behalf of the association-1\frs. S. Clark,
Kilnsirlc, lion. Pre,qirlent; Mrs. Arthur, 3?arsh~w, l/01~.
Vice-Pre.~iclent; :M rs. Dalziel, '\Vestet· Can1agclnll, Pre. ·tdent ,· Mrs. M'Callum, So uth Park, Secretar!J.
OUR DAILY LIFE.
morn till night, from night till morn,
Our daily life proceeds;
And from the day when we were born,
Till life's fond ties nre rudely torn,
'fi1e daily burden must be borne,
Of
our mortal needs.
In dayligh t fair, or <larksome night,
'\Ve toil by turns, and r~st; .
Auel though we love the glorious l1ghf;,
That makes the summer noon so b1·ight,
The shaclc brings ofb a cool delight,
:For light and shade arc best.
In daily life ,ve are aware
Of oft-recurring changes ;
The lightsome h eart, the load of care,
Of o::i.ch we get a mingled share,_
And sometimes even dark despair
Our joys awhile estrangcc:.
A chequered scene, like changeful chy,
Ou which the night clcsecuds,
Our life, or sorrowful or gay,
.
'\Vill for a time some force display,
Ilut at the la t, against decay
It hopelessly conten ,s.
Qnr daily duti~s should be <lone
'\Vith h earts resolved and brave;
li'or needless weakness is a sin
To him who hn.s tlrn race b run,
~omc manful triumphs yet to win,
This side the silent grave.
Lon,\.
FROM

all

0
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Tl!E Ji'U.NDS.
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liJ ernbers, friends, ancl Societies subscribing to

* the J?imds of th e Scottish P ermissive Bill ancl
'i'em,percrnce Association are r esvectJ'nlly in- ·
formecl that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already paid, are now clue, ancl wilt be
ulaclly r eceived by the Agents and at the U.ffeces,
30 I-1 ope Street, Glasgow. The demcrncls upon
the Association cire increasing, ancl it wou.ld
rnataicilty assist the Executive in prornptly niPetinJ these, icere · sub criptions 7mid in the fonne1·
1·ather than the latter 7Jart of the financial year,
which •will close on 20th S eptember, 1881 .

THE p o cIAL 'f\EfORMER
GLASGOW, JANUARY, 1881.

A. Happy New Year to all our readers, and many
returns. They may have, during the year on whose
threshold ,Ye now stand, a11 conceivable happines~,
and yet they will be fa.r from exhausting whn.t is
contained in our wishes for their happiness. Looking
l>ack to the "Year that's awn.'," we canuot but
have a heartfelt sense of sa.Lisfaction at the retrospect. All the striving on pb.tforms, on deputations,
canvassing, tract-giving, :u1cl iuteniewing, which we
were toll was beating the air, or at least worki11g
mischief, substautial ancl widely-spread, has hecu
jnstiti.ed. by the fact that, not only have we n. majority of supporters in Parliament representing Scottish constituencie ·, but a rn[l.jority of the parliamentn.ry representation of Scotlancl-:i. Permissi vc Dil I
majority, forty out of sixty being in our favonr- a
, ote of eight to one "·hen tlie "cottish opposition
ia takcu iu to , cc1rnut. Ti1n.t 011<:: fact .,u1us tip the
ar11 nous labours of ycnrs, and j nslifies aJl the efforls
that have culminateu in th e gratifying result. The
v ictory of June has ripened the agitatio11 to an inconceivable degree. There is nothing tha,t imccecds
like succet-s. The movement that Las shown it.::clf
powerful enough to compel the support of the imperial 1 gi s1nture, will not loug want tbe homage of
society. Turning te th e future, what tlo we see 7
A great success if the energy which has brought
us to our present advanced position continues to exhibit itself as powerfully, or more so, than it has
done in tbe past. The danger that lies lief re us is
the eagerness with which some may spi-ing forward
to meet the legislature half-way. In compromise
lie our danger. Acquiescing, with the best grace
we can command, in what the GoYernmeut of the
day may offer, let us maintain an unquenchable Jetermination to secure the suppressive veto. Let us
g ive the friends of the measure who maintain our
cause in parliament our tmwavering support, and
show to those that n,re ready to halt that we cannot
be trifled with, and victory, hter or sooner, more or
less complete, will crown our labours. Upon us
rests the responsibility of sweeping the liquor traffic
from our beloved land. If we wa...-er, none others
will stand firm ; if we n.re undauuted and persistent,
our attituLle will infuse a comage in our representat.i ves that ·will ucne them lo grant us the power

L:t\;s i~ie!1_.~he traffic will totter aud finally fall.
us strenuously ~lS~ "a1rea,!j,ze_our responsibility-let
compass the eud we have in view, ~n.}'4l~rewith to
so shall be our strength. Thus resolved, thus cne
getic in the chwning yea.r, we shall abundantly realize ere it expire:3. A. happy New Year, then , to all
our readers !
The Rev. H . H. Pereira., M.A., Southampton,
will be in Scotland about the end of the present
month, and will probably address seven meetings as
the representative of the United Kingdom Alliance.
We ventured to give onr opinion of his abilities in
our December issue. We have great pleasure in
directing our readers to our news column, where
they will find a notice of him from the Soutliern
Reformer. He will secure esteem for his character
and admiration for his auilities during his sojourn
in 8cotland.
Mr. John Paton has had a mouth's excellent
lecturing, n.nd has received very favourable notice
from the press. The .A frdrie Advert1'ser consiJers
him in the sublimity of bis conceptions and his
phra,sing more a prose poet than a lecturer, and the
frientls in Dolin.r who heanl him lectnrc on the
Covenant times au<l also Professor Blackie 1 cture on
lhe Covcnanters, vastly preferred the temperance
ad,·ocale to the len.rnetl profes::;o r. n-Ir. Paten is
now in the North of Engltiud, who e p eople have
l0nr11erl to Pager1y appreciate his labour.·. "\Ve hope
soon to hear of his return to Scotland.
Mr. J. ·w. Manning, of Ontario, Canada, who is
uow pa.ying a brief visit to th is country will vi:;it
Scotlaml for a week--3lst Ja,nuary to 4th Februar_vinclusive. We arc confideut that Mr. Maunieg will
recei,e a most corLlial reception from the friends iu
the p1aces h e will visit. Our friends should see
that those distrustful of, or indifferent to, the objects of our agitn.tion, be corJially invited to be
present at his meetings. lt is not o much ourselves as out neighbours still nneulighteucd that
shou lu hear Mr. Manning; f,nd the duty of om·
friends is to exhaust every meaus of bringing such
people face to face with him. They will have a
proud satisfaction in the 1·esL1lt.
One must not condemn "Boycotting., entirely,
lest they condemn wbn.t ma,y be a. most powerful
means again. t sources of evil, if applied ju.tly and
on sufficient grounds. "\Ve do not sympathise with
"Iri h boycotting "-intimidating or tabooing people
-because it is simply an instrnment of tyranny
t.ha.t will yet return to plague the inventors. "\Vhat
will our readers have to say to American" boycotting," of which the following is a recent instance 1
A n1an at Butterville, Indiana, got a license, aud
opened a saloon. The people there thercnpon resolved uu t to have anythiug to do wit h him. They
1 \ ·uuld buy nothing from him, they wonld sell l1irn
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t· et· when he wimlnothing uor notice 1m rn ie s re '
_.. ~ue man
into a store the question •~~s 12•\~n?"
"Yes, sir."
th at sells ~~~~1.cam;ot sell you any goods." He
.;~JIB not geL mails at the post office for any one but
himself without a written order. We are prepared
to hear, looking at his calling and his company, that
,: he cursed, and swore, n.nd raved, but only cut
off his own nose, and soon closed his sa.loon, and
went into something better than that of making
drunkards, and is now a good citizen.'} Another
fellow, equally resolute, opened a saloon, but he was
served similarly, and had to qnit. As thus applied,
what true temperance reformer could condemn "boycatting" 1 For our part, we should not be sad were
it applied to the 14,000 Scotch publicans to-morrow.
-----The annual report of the Scottish Permissive Bill
nnd Temperance Association will be in the hands of
the members of that Association before this magn.ziue reaches our readers. It shows that even iu a
time of depression the Association continues to hold
its own and more, so far as its membership is concerned, there being a considerable accession of subscribers. That its funds have not such cheering
accounts to offer is due to the fact that "hard
times" still coutinue to press upon the intelligent
and thoughtful upporters of tlte Association. 'The
expenses connected with the electoral canvas, the
general election, and with deputa.tions to the leadino- centres and to Parliament, will sufficiently acco~nt for the fact that but for its extraordinary
income this year the .Association would have been
in all probability in <lebt. Now that trade is un<loubtedly reviving, the usual generous support to
the funds of the Association may be confidently
looked for.
No one looking carefully over the
report now issuecl can fail to be impressed Ly the
persistent efforts being made by the agencies of the
Association to eulighten the people on the necessity of possessing legal power to suppress the liquor
tratlic, should. such a step be in their judgrnent
demanded in the interests of themselves anJ those
dependent npon them. vVe heartily commend the
aunual report to the attentive permml and careful
c:onsillerntion of all who receive it, and we appeal to
them to meet the clain.1s of the Association upou
their sympathy and liberality in the spirit of earnest minded, generous hearted, moral and social
reformers.
-----During the past month a number of Scottish
parliamentary representatives brwe a<ldressed their
constituents-Right Honourable W. E. Baxter, Sir
Herbert Maxwell, Sir John D. Hay, Col. Alexauder,
Captain Maxwell, and Messrs. G. 0. Trevelyan,
J. C. Bolton, C. Dalrymple, R. vV. Cochran-Patrick,
S. Williamson, D. M'Laren, J. Cowan, 1YI. E. Grant
DLiff, C. Fraser-M'Intosh, and Heury CampbellBannerman. 'lhe cout1ition of Ireland ab.sorbe<l
the chief portion of their addresses, though Mr.
M'Laren and Mr. Grant Duff gave most excellent
summaries of the variian:eutary :sessioll. The ques----=--=-..:.::-='
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.,vu ot Local Option received n.ttentiorr from Mr.
h
t ·
Baxter, who told "the advocn.tes of fart er res nction and representative action that they need not be
impatient. They would win the game.n Mr. Coc~r~nPatrick, said that "he took up the pos1trnn
durino- the election that an abstract resolution ,vas
not the way to qeal practically with a subject of
that kind. Mr. Gladstoue had taken up the same
position au<l hn.d voted against the bill." The hon ourable member is right and wrong. Mr ..Gladstone
did disapprove of Sir W. La wson's resolution, ou
the ground that it was abstract and that he never
voted for such, but on the <li vision of the 18th June
he, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, voted for supply
with regret as against the resolution, and was the
only Liberal representing Scotland that did so.
We have hope of Mr. Cochrn.n-Patrick, for as he
has defended his vote against the resolution by
quoting the action of Mr. Gladstoue, he will n~t
surely shrink from following that gentleman rn
voting for the bill with a, veto he has promise<l
to introduce during the present parliament 1 Mr.
S. ·Williamson who said, "He had supported most
heartily the resolution of Sir "\Vilfrid Lawson iu
favour of Local Option, in the carryiug of which by
an unlooked for majority there was evidence alike
of the earnestness of the House of Commons iu
dealiug with such a social question, and of the
power of the constituencies in imposing their will
upon their representatives. He hoped the Government ere long would formulate some adequate measure dealing with the liquor traffic so as to carry
out the resolution. He trul:ltell that the friend::!
of temperance woul<l 110 t be discouraged if for a
little while legi~lative acLion arisiug out of the
resolution were delayed." Mr. Fra er-~f'Iotosh- iu
reply to n. question- said, "He hnd alwa.ys voletl
for Sir WilfriJ Lawson\; Lill. He a.clued that he
did what he could to keep down the drink traffic
about him, for in the few charters on the Drnmmond
anJ Ba.llifeary estaLes there was 'L prohibition n.gainst
having a public-house. (Applause.) Tlrn.t being
the case it would be inconsistent in him if he <lid
uot vote for Sir Wilfri<l Ln.wson's re.solution." Mr.
M'Lareu, in his eagerness to support the Governmeut, seemed to look wiLh approval on the beer tax as
a means of meeting any State emergency-the nn.tion
by drinking beer heavily •barged with duty coulcl
drink itself out of a diffi culty. :Th-fr. Cowan saw in
the abolitiou of the malt tax the way clear for
the farmers entering more deeply into the cnltivation of malt. Our renders will believe with
us that these utterances on Local Option are on the
who!e satisfactory, Mr. Cochran-Pa.trick's beiug t.he
only exceplion ; the remarks of the members for
Edinburgh were not those of reformers but statesmen. The electors will no doubt treasure up the
references to the question of Local Option made
dnriug the recess by their members, aud be prepared
at the proper tiwe to firmly press ~heir wis~es for a
suppres.::;ivc Yeto upou the attention of thcu· representatives.
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Goocl Woi-cls for December has an article on
Women's Collegiate Life in .America. The author
of the paper- a lady-begins by saying that "A
young country is eminently the place in which
women may put forth their best powers ; " a.nd
pointing to the ad va.nced position of women in
.America. as help-meets to their mates, and as a social
force, says, " What they positively effect to these
ends is su prising. No English lady can refuse to
bear witness to the moral a.spect of American society a8 compared with England's state at this time.
If only one remarkable feature be noticed, which i:;
promi11 ent all over the land as the influence of
woman, it would be enough to crown the fair sex ia
that country with the greatest earthly honour. They
have banished by their all powerful effort the presence of drink from their table , and so far Lave
stigmatized drunkenness as n.bhorrent to them.
Hosµitality, "without the drink,'' is the bonourecl
grace of the New ·w orld ; and this is due to the
work of women-not fanatic, superstitious, n.nd unreasonable, but calm, scientific, pious women, resolute
iu their aim and their action to avoid that which is
dangerous to their families, the preservation of
which is their special duty." This is truly empha.tic
testimony in favour of culture for women. What
these noble women have done in the New World,
British women might be safely expected to do in the
"Old Country." And when law a ·sails the public
institutions tlrnt dispense the poisonous juice in our
streets, an<l women, pious and earnest, sweep it
from the hearth and the sanctuary, truly Britain
will be in the prosperity of ils institutions-in the
characler of its inhn.bitants, and the purity of ils
relig ious ordinances what l\Ialn.chi call::;, dclightFiomc land.

"\Ve have often had occasion to deplore the action
of wiui;:iters generally on what concerns the liquor
traffic.:. With a few brilliant exceptions ministers
never seem to think that that tn ffic at all concerns
the welfare of their flocks. They deal gently, too
gently, with the erring through strong d1·ink, an<l
of ten don't deal at all with the tempter. They
work alongside some of their office-bearers without
remonstrance or discrimination, although they know
that among them, side by side hy the God-fearing,
slauds the devil-serving. 'l'he brewer, th e distiller,
and the pnblicau, is in their eyes as good a ihe
school-ma ter, the Laker, and the builder. Vile men
are not deupisecl by them even although they are
specially vile through vending alluring poisonous
drngs. They will sign certificates to enable eager
aspirants to lhe publican caste to live an easy and
luxurious life by preying upon their fellow-creatures. They will hold public-hou e property, or if
not possessed of any them elves, will sign a requisiion to the licensing courts for the licensing of some
premise::; where worse than murders are committed
-the n:in ancl perdition of immortal souls. These
mcu-we dnre not call them shepherds-arc the
hireiiugs that flee n.nd lr ave their flocks to be driven
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a way from the quiet waters and the green pastures
of the Lor<l. And the languishing church membership, the abonndiog ungodlineiss, and the fearful
backsliding speak trumpet tongaed against their
faithlessness. Their flocks follow them, deceived
by their specious hypocrisy on this mat.ter, and like
them call good evil and evil good, aucl so the bnd
mournetb. The churches a.re not yet on the siue of
the temperance reformation. Perhaps some of the
faithless who may read these words ma.y see themselves better in a foreign mirro1;. The l'ortsnwut/1
Weekly, Massachusetts, thus writes on the election
of a liquor license governor for that State-" Where
were the churches 1 Where they generally arc-on
the side of mm and victory. E. Stone was elected
over Dr. frving, a true friend of temperance. Ston@
declares that rum-selling is as honoura1le as any
business. He has a reputation as a free rum ad vo•
cate. The Christian churches cannot plead ignorance
-they knew, or ought to have known, all about him;
but they have shown a contemptible indiffereuce to
the temperance cause, because they prefer our party.
Behold the 6th district, with its 28 towns, containing 300 churches, more or less, marching up to the
polls-clergy, laity, pulpit, and pews--to vote for a
man who declares 'the liquor traffic is honournble
as auy bu siness,' not even excepting the minister or
the schoolmaster. Ghosts of the Pilgrim Father.:;,
bow can ye rest in your graves whilst such infernal
heresies are tbriving in the old Bay Stale i Yet
these ministers and flocks will from now until
another election day returns preach long an\l pray
loud for ternpenmce, a.ud then at 'the party call 1
will do the same as th y have ju. t ci.une, aud Lhe11
will have auda.city enough to ask the Lord to Jet his
kingdom come. "\ here 1 In a 1·um-shop, we sup·
pose; for if we jnclge tbem by their fruits our
churches are mighty little better.
hame, shame,
shawe on st1ch Christianity." We commend these
pas io11ate words to every one, whether minister or
member, that votes for party to the detriment of
temperance, and to ths upholding of the liquor
traffic.
· - - ----Our thoughtful readers will naturally turn to the
special report of the visit pn.id to the Lorl Ad,·o Ci\te last month by the Uniteu Execatives-League,
Prohibitionists, and Temphts-to learn the nature
of the representation to his lordship which wa:1
made by the Scottish Permissive Bill an<l 'fernpcrance Associa,tion. We confidently look for their
approval of the sentiments in that statement. It i~
eminently worthy in our opinion of the A sociation,
and it will go far to satisfy most of the supporters
of the .Asso in,tiou. We arc sorry that ,ve cannot
say all, but the lea<ler in The Cl1ristian .News, imm edia.tely after the interview, renders our dotng so
impossible. The criticism of the writer ~, so far as
the .As ociation in question is concerned, grossJy unfair. The opening sentences are brimful of sneers
at the preliminary meeting of these ExecuLives, nn<l
a ,·ery larne attempt is rua Lle to turn nu old saw to
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n. bivl use ,vit,h, we delight to my, Yery im1iffere11t

s ncccss. We feel n, gri-m plensure nt the forced n.druission that the communiugs so co11lemned hncl not
been so very insignificant n.s the progeny of the
pron~rLial mouutaiu. The writer blunders on the
la;_;t four points of the programme when he gives such
prominence to its licensing items by calliDg them its
rnnjor portion.
The suppressive veto was not
merely the major, it was the vital point, the pivot
npon which the whole negotiations turned. It had
the first place assigned it on the programme, just
Lecause it was snpre.mely important, and it is on it
that the foundations of harmonious co-operation arc
laid. It sa.ys much indeeu for the agitation which
the Association had led so energet,ically that the
three organizations have come to see eye to eye ou
this malter ; ancl it says as little for tlie writer that
he ha'5 magnified the importance of the licensing
clauses that he might gratify n cem,orious disposition. Is the position of the Scottish prohibitory
movement changed one ,rhit for the worse becauee
the lending organizations have agreed upon this programme 1 We say nay. It is surely better that
these Associations should have at last been found
uuited upon n, full, pure, radical veto than that one
shonld be prosecuting an agitation in its favour, and
t.lw others goiug for something else or different.
The writer calls npon his readen; to look at this dernanu, first asking them however to leave out of
view "the i-eference to the veto po,~e1· which was
general aud vague." ·we refer our readers to the
foll text of the statement read by Bailie Torrens,
arnl having done so, we decline to accC'pt any condusiou founded 011 the con ideration of the programme with the f:h-st poiut left out. As well
n.t,tempt the criticism of Shakespeare's play of Hamlet
wiLhout referring to the Prince of Denmark.
Judged as n. whole the programme will merit, and
we Lelieve will receive the approYal of all right
thinking meu. The Government may or mny not
introduce a licensing mensure dming the corning
session; but sl~onld the suppressive veto be Embodiecl in tlrn.t measure we opine that very few
frie11ds of the canse will waste much consideration
on its amendment clauses. The power they seek is
there, and they will nse every means to keep it there
until it is inscribed 011 the statute book of the kingdom . The writer attempts historicn.l criticism with
n o better success. He says, "After fifty years of
agitation, an<l the deliverance of the House of
Commons last session on local optiou, it is a'ked to
puss laws to regulate." No! he has become the
victim of his own omission of the velo, for the
Uuited Executives pressed on the Lord Adv9cate
these points ;-power to suppress nll, power to suppress any, and power to amend the present law.
·why should we feel indignant at publicn.n criticism,
often blinded as it is by vested interest, when we
find a Christi:-tn newspaper, the organ of a denomination which l1t1s so earnestly coutendctl for the faiLh
u11ce l1elivered tu U1e saints, iu<lulgi11 g iu wriliug of
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tlifo sod, and Leing gu ilty of such calumny? If it
were true that the ScoU ish Permissi,·c Bill and
Temperauce Association was asking merely for
license, then it woulu be true that it wns being
managed by traitors or iucap:ih]es. They must Le
either the one or the other; but ~o man besides the
writer would be so insane as to make, let alone substantiate, snch a charge. These organiza.tions went
together to liis lordship-and this: is tho great hope
for Scotland-they went n,nd asked for suppression
as well as amendment. Instead of feeling humiliated n.nd ashamed at the points urged upon his lordship, the writer ought to feel humiliated and
ashamed at his own ungenerous criticism. H:wing,
as he believes no doubt, shown that the suppressive
veto was no part of the representation to the Lord
Advocate, be sets himself to show what should be
done. He says the Government requires to have the
veto pressed upon its attentiou. "There is nothing
worth fighting for compared to relegating the whole
matter to the ratepayers." Precisely so, and hence
every friend desirous of such relegation will be glad
to find the entire temperance movement in Scotland
making common cause in demn.nding that power. vVe
heartily agree wit,h the after portion of his letter,
which is in harmony with the grnn<.l ol<l tradiLions
of the Christian News. The position of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Tempera.nee Association iu the
n,gitation remains unchanged. It lins made no
retrograde step, and we feel confi.Jcut it never wil 1.
It has secured the advnnce of the Leagne, and the
:Hlhernnce of the Good Templars to its policy, and
it hails their co-operation as au a.ugnry of not dit!tant success. The position of the Association is that
of Sir vVilfrid Lawson, who clings tenaciously to
his veto, and yet opposes no one : goes in for "the
Bill, the whole Bill, and for everything teuding iu
the Jirection of the Bill." Whatever legislation the
Govemment is pleased to enact, shall not., if not reaclionary, have the opposition of the Association. Jf
such legisla.tion embodies the whole veto, it shall
ba.ve its most energetic support. And we n,re very
much in error if our views on this matter are not
shared by n.11 but a very few friend s of the Scottish
Permissive Prohibitory movement.

*** We

have been oLliged to lea.ve over our story,
"The Wanderer/ con cl uuing arlicle on "Food
and Feeding," aud other matter in type ; but
we hope to overtake arrears next issue.

With the present number we present all readers,
as our usual New-Year supplement, a copy of our
New-Year Tract for 1881, by Rev. Dr. Bonar, Edinburgh . ·we will be gbd of or lers for quauLities of
this tract, which has been highly apprecia.ted.
P rice 10::i. per 1000, carriage not paid; ls. per 100,
l s. 5d. per post.
Dm:ADFUJ,. -Mrs. .r'.I 'nfanus entered a. low drinking
s;-i. loon in rennsy]y;mia. to look after her husband.
Frnuk Carrol delil.i<-:r::ttel y shot her.
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DEPUTATIO~ TO THE LORD ADVOCATE.
81iericdly R eporlecl for the Social R('furnw·.
On.,Thurscln.y, 2nd ult., n. deputation representing the
Scottish Temperance League, the Scottish Pcrmi:::si vc
Bill and Temperance Association, and the Independent
Order of Good Tempbrs, waited by appointm ent ou
his lordship in his chambers, l'arliamcnt House, Edinburgh. Among those present we observed the Revs.
Dr. Adamson, J . B. Johnstone, J . \Vcrnyes, M'Donalcl,
L oauhead; Jas. Johnston, Kay, Rose, Barr, Kirk,
junr.; G. Gladstone and M . M'Intosh; D . A .
.M acFie, Esc1. ; Messrs. J . Ilogartb, Kirkcn.ldy ;
\Villiams, ,,~ish aw; Colvilie, Adair, Tait, D. Grieg,
M'Laggn.n, H. Drummond, Coutts, S.:-,.C.; Sutherland,
Steel, Kisbet, Fuller, ,T. Lamond, J . Pirret, D. Pirret,
T. Temple, Archer, Salmond, Gray, Smith, Keppie,
Telfer, Miller, Cranston, jun.; Dr. Brodie, D. Anderson, Butters, J. '\V. Paterson, S.S.C. ; Semple, J .
,Johnstone, Langbank; Bnilie Torrens, J.P. ; Councillor
Johnstone, Dumfries; Messrs.'\'\ inniug, Pnifdey; \Vm .
Johnsto11, R. Mackay, J. H. Waterston, '\V. '\V. Turnbull, and others. His lordship's secretary, Mr. D.
Crawford, wn.s also present.
'l'hc Rev. J . A. Johnston, G.\V.C.T., I.O.G.T. of
Scotland, as representing the Scottish Tcmpcrn.nce
League, first aLl<lressed his lordship. He said '' That
the legisLition they hn.·1 united to secure was not
merely in acconlance with their own views, but snch
as would in their opinion he sustained by the general
opiui.on of the country. They were quite aware that
on thi.s subject legisbtion coulcl not go beyond public
opinion, and hence all they aske;l was that the views
and wishes prevailing amoag all classes, and throughout
the whole of Scotland, be embodied in la.w. They
thought that there were obvious reasons why Scotland
shoul1l have a distinctive measure of its own, the most
"·cirrhty being thn.t the public sentiment in 'cotland in
relation to the drink traffic was very far in n.dva.nce of
what it "n.s either south of the Tweed or across the
rr;..;h "!.lanncl. It -vas un1lersL001l that Lhey ,, ere not
oproseLl, while submitting the points tlH·y lrntl agreed
on, to other alterations aml amendments of the existing
bws, proYidcd these in no instance relaxed a.11y of the
legal restrict· ons at pr 'sent phiceLl upon the traffic in
intoxicating drinks." He then unfohlcd the points in
J1,;bil upon which the United Executives were agreed.
Ex-lfailie Torrens then read the followiug statement:
:,1 y Lonl, the Association I have the honour to represeut ou this occasion is the , 'cottish Pcrmis i,·e .Bill
and Temperance A sociation. It was instituted in
185 to co-operate with the United Kingdom Alliance,
fonnecl in 1853, with its headquarters in I\Ianchcster,
for the purpose of procuring the total suppression of
the liquor t1'aific, with special reference, as its title
indicates, to the enactment of a Permissive Bill, confcrriug upon the ratepayers in burghs, p:wishcs, or
other districts, the power to prohibit the traffic within
their respectiYe boundaries. 'fhe Association is based
on the principle that th e traffic in intoxicating liquor is
essentially mischievous. Under no system of restriction
can it be satisfactorily regnla.tecl, antl that as the eYils
ancl burdens constantly and tmiversally flowing from it
r.re not confincJ. to one clas , but injuriously affect all
classes, it is just and reasonable that the whole body
of rater ayers should, by lrnYing direct and potent voice
in the matter, be enabled to J_Jrotect themselves against
the continuance of snch a traffic in their midst. The
movement, though resting substantially on a temperance
basis, is specially a politicn.l one. In this respect it is
distinguished from that conducted by the Scottish
Temperance League, the Independent Order of Good
'l'emplars, arnl other temperance orgi:mizt.tions. Worki-'-1g in fullc:;t harmony with them, this Association has
achlressed itself chiefly to the t:lsk of bringing about a
change in the laws affecting the liquor traffic. This it
has sought to do by educn.tiug tl1c public scutimcn t of
tl1e country on the <Juestion by tlw vidcsprcaJ aud
cv u ·ta11t llifi\!sion of lite1 a.lure, hy pu1Jlic meeting. of
t:vei-y clescriJJtiu11 1 and hy orga11i:,ing in evei-y cuu-
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stituency electors favourable to the objects of the
Association. In addition to- this, large numbers of
petitions have been presented to the House of Commons,
and memorials and other communications have been
addresrncl to bon. members. The progress of the
moYcmcnt is matter of history. Year by year large
bodies of the intelligent working men, as ·w ell as no
inconsiderable section of other classes, have in various
forms expressed their corclid approval of the principles
of the Association, autl have given practical evidence of
their convictions. Inclcccl it is not too much to say
that there is no public question at the present moment,
either of a social or political kind, that excites equal
interest in the country, presenting as it does strong
claims on the hearty support of all moral, social, and
political reformers, irrespective of party either in
Church or State. The principle of total supp1·ession is
involve(l in that of restriction . If the State may interfere at all with the traffic in intoxicating drink, it can
only do so on the ground that the public good demands
it, and to that considerat.ion everything else, including
all private interests, must give way. '\Vhat then is to
determine the limits of such interference? Clearly the
public good; and ,vbo are most competent and best
entitled to determine this point but the whole body of
the ratepn.yers and lcctou, )f the country. On any
other principle than thi,:;, political liberty wonlcl be a
delusion, and representative ,;~1 \·crm.ncnt a misnomer.
Through the acti n of lan<lo, ·ners, , nd from other
causes, there arc upwards of onu lmudrt:11 1, rishcs in
Scotland without ,l :-;ingle pu hlic house. These pari. bes
are exceptionally free from drnn kenne 0 s nllll tl1e C\ il
flowing from it. The popnl,tion not only cr11tei ·c to
live, but to g t il.loBg con <'Ub ,Uy and prospemusly,
and no one seriously cha.llengcs either the com1J1..: tcncy
of the action, or the highly bcnefo.:ial rei<ult~, although
the popular voice has not been consulted in thP rnnttcr.
If such a state of m1.tters may obtai.u thronghou~ the
country, on what principle ca.n it be seriously 1 1intaincd that the inbal>itants of a parish or district
should not be veetetl with an effective veto power, to
be vut into operation ass :mas they may be prepared
to do so. It i& perhal.JS right to:"'btu tL.it this Association hn.ils with sn.tisfaction c\'ery steri b kci in tl1e
clircetion of its own special aims, either iu or out of
Parliament. It believes that itB principles ::i,rc sound
and defensible, aml it mgcs its supporb.,rs to give
immediate ancl earnest effect to them at the polling
booLh ancl in e,·cry other constitutional wa.y. It has
no idea of success other than wha.t ,rill be secured
through the formation of a strong ancl intelligent 1mblic
sentiment, acting first on the legislature in order to
obtain the passing of th e law, ancl thereaft r in ench
district, to secure its adoption by the people. The
leaders of the movement are of opinion that there is a
much more general preparedness on the pa,rt of the
country for the adoption of a local option measure
than many arc aware of. No legislation on the drink
traffic, for Scotland at least, will meet with much
favour or support that does not fully recognise direct
and thorough control Ly the ratepayers. " Supreme
coufidcnce in the people " is the fundamental principle
of lcca.l option, as it is of numerous kintlre<l measures
that h:i.,e from time to time been placed ou the statute
book. Never in the history of the country has a more
favourable opportunity pn,scntcJ itself, whether as
regards both the House of Commons aud the GoYernmcnt, for giving practical effect to the principles for
which this part of the kingdom has long been distinguished than the present, and if in :111y forthcoming
liquor legisbtion the Government will undertake to
grapple effectually with the whole subject, they will
be cordially supported by the country. As an indication of the progress of the mo,·cment in the country
and in Parliament, it may be stated that on seven
c1iffercnt occasions a majority of the ~cotch members of
Parliament have supported Sir '\Vilfrid Lawson. On
four of these occ::i.sions, namely, 1870, 1871, 1876, and
1878, the snpport ,vn.s given to the second reading of
the J\n 1ni1:;;ivc Bill, a.nLl on tl1c last thccc occ:-..;ious,
u:imely, 1879, and twiee in t,hc pr .,sent year, the sup port was given t the Local 01.Jtion 1-;:.,olution-- ihe
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Scotch vote on the last division being for the resolution, including pairs, 43 ; against it, 5.
Rev. Mr. GLADSTONE, Glasgow, spcJre on behalf of
the Independent Order of Good Templars, which, he
said, happened to be the largest association, and had a
very large network of agencies for work throughout
th e country. He, too, advocated the question of giving
a power to the ratepayers to veto the liquor traffic,
pleading this right specially in the interests of the
poorer classes of the population, who must eongregate
in the centres where public-houses were set clown in
the greatest abundance. Uneducated as many of them
were, the r esisting power was of course at the minimum, while the power of temptation was really at the
maximum, and they claimed, on the part of those who
were the wronged people, the same right as was already
secured by richer people of keeping public-houses away
from their doors. '.rhey looked with eager anticipations,
he concluded, for the legislation which was hinted at,
and even promised, by responsible members of the
Government. They were very anxious that they
might be able to help the Government to pass such a
measure as might be for the good of the country, and
they were very anxious that the G~verrnneut proposals
should be on the lines that would secure hearty cooperation of all the associations represented, and many
Christians behind were represented.
The LORD ADVOCATE ~2.icl-I must begin by thanking the large number of gentlemen who have done me
the honour to come here, and show by their presence
their interest in this as a public question, and their
confidence in the Government, which I have the honour
to r epresent here, as desirous of fairly considering and
dealing with their views. Now, gentlemen, I quite
assent, of co urse, to many of the general propositions
that h~we been stated with regard to this subject. I
agree with Bailie Torrens that there is no question that
may more properly claim the attention of the political,
social, and moral reformers at the present time, and I
hold also with Mr. Johnston-who introduced the subject to my notice, that after so many years have elapsed
since the passing of the last Act for regulating the sale of
intoxicating lic1uors, Lord Mure's Act, which I think
is now more than eight een years old-that the question may fairly be brought under the review of the
Executive, with the view to improvement either in
principle or in the various matters of detail which are
mentioned in this paper. Of course, it would be impossible for me to indicate more than very generally
the views which might possibly be taken of this question by the Government; indeed, I am not any further
in possel:lSion of these views than you are, although I
have certain views of my o-wn r egarding the mode of
dealing with this question in Scotland, which I should
be glad on another occasion to state more fully. I am
generally in favour of the principle that has been referred to as '' home rule" in <lea.ling with matters of
, 'cottish legislation-(applause)- because th ere is such
a difference, not only in our institutions, but I think
also in the degree of progress that has been made in
the formation of public opinion between Scotla11d and
England, th{l,t we may very often, with great advantage
to the public, introduce reforms hich the citizens of
England, and even the Liberal portion of them, are by
no means yet fully decided upon. At the same time,
you ·will see that whenever a question affects the whole
United Kingdom, and affects it in the same way, and
is supported by large bodies of reformers in both countries, that though you may have separate legislation
for the three countries, it is extremely desirable that
these measures should be brought in together, and
dealt with at the same time as part of one comprehensive scheme. I should, perhaps, not be inclined to go
so farwith one of my friends who spoke, as to say that
the best mode of dealing with the subject would be to
begin with a measure for Scotland in anticipation of a
more general measure fo r the whole United Kingdom.
I should rather l ook forward as to the best means of
ensuring success, that this subject should be considered
with reference to the whole kingdom, but having
r egard to the local differences that hn.Ye been r ecognised by cus ·om and pu1Jlic opinian. How, wl en ..-.- c

come to the large subject of a general revision of the
licensing system, I think that every Government must
take into account the very decided expression of opinion
that has been given by the House of Commons on more
than one occasion, and especially by the decisive vote
of last session in favour of adopting a representative
licensing authority in place of what I may call the
judicial system under which the regulation of licen ses
is left in the hands of the justices of the peace. \V ell,
that is undoubtedly the conclusion which the majority
of the House of Commons has come to after a great
d eal of reflection and discussion. And I confess, as an
adherent of the popular or representative principle of
government, I can see no answer to the claim that the
r epresentative principle in our great centres of population ought to be applied and carried out in any future
measure dealing with this subject. It has been saitl
that it is undesirable that the licensing authority
should be a-board that has charge of other matters.
That, I confess, is a point that I have not formed an
opinion upon, although it is plain enough that a board
charged with many different matters, occupying all the
leisure that its members are likely to have for public
affairs, may be apt to neglect, or at least to give less
than its fair share of its attention to, what they might
look upon as very much a matter of routine compared
with their duties on county matters, which call for the
exercise of a good deal of care and attention. It is
therefore a very important matter for consideration,
whether the boards should be merely licensing boards,
or should be separate boards, or whether they should
be committees or branches of a board possessing some
general powers. It occurs to me, speaking only for
myself, and very much from the impression of the
moment, that perhaps a mean between the two views
might work not unsatisfactorily-I mean that you
might have a board elected by a large area, such as a
county divided into committees, which would superintend the licensing system in their different parishes,
and having a large constituency, there would be a
check upon any extreme views that might be held in
particular localities either in favour of the entire suppression of drinking, on the one hand, or the granting
of indiscriminate licences on the other, which we know
is a view that has found many influentia.l supporters.
On this subject, however, I do not think it would be
right in me to express any opinion as to the precise
mode of giving effect to the principle until the matter
has been more fully considered by the Government,
whose views I may be called upon to assist in carrying
out. With regard to some of the other points which
you brought under my notice, I should be very glad,
apart from any larger measnrc, to be instrumental in
carrying them out- (applause)-and, in particular, I
think that the subject of the sale of liquor on Sunday
is one that might probably be dealt with without the
risk of promoting any opposition during the ensuing
session if it were found that the whole question could
not, in consequence of demands upon the public time,
be then dealt with. "\Vith regard to river steamers,
also, I may say that a bill was prepared in my office
last summer, which we had hoped to introduce, to
enable the Excise authorities to regulate that traffic on
the same lines as the traffic on land is r egulated under
the existing Act-that is, prohibiting the traffic on
Sunday, and giving to the Excise power to withdrn.w
the certificate on complaint followed by conviction. I
am sorry to say it was impossible from want of time to
proceed with that measure, but I hope it may be introduced in conjunction with some of these other
reforms. "\Vith regard to the subject of special licences,
I was not aware that inconvenience was found to result
from them. These, I think, are the main points to
which you have referred. I need not say I will take
care to represent to the head of the Government th e
views which you have been good enough to impress upon
me, and to invite the attention of the Government to
it with the view to legislation. As you know, the
Government are at present consideri ng the measures of
the ensuing session, and it is generally und erstood that
those which i-elate to hebnd will occupy the best, and
theref,.:;ro r. co:1, itlerablc p:nt of the scz~inn. Therefore,
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I should not like to hold out any rash promises n.s to
immediate legislation. All I can do is to take care
that your views a,re fully consi, lcred, and that the
Government should be made aware that a general
desire does exist in the northern part of the island for
the improvement of our licensing system. I shall only
say, while I myself have never been in favour of the
suppression of the liquor traffic, I should be extremely
pleased if it were in my power to deal with the subject
on the basis of regulation, and to endea,•our to make
hn-rn more effective for that obj ect which we, and I
think every right-thinking person in the community,
must have at heart-the promotion of temperance and
goocl order, ancl the diminution of crime and disorder,
which has been so clearly proved to flow in most cases
from the abuse of the meaus of supplying drink to the
poor. (Applause.)
Mr. J. J OIINSTO:K of Langbank having thanked his
lordship for granting them an interview, the deputation
retired.
The following statement was furnished to his lordship as to the points which the directors of the Scottish Temperance League, and the executives of the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association,
and the Grand Lodge of Scotland of the Independent
Order of Good Templars, consiuer to be essential in
any legislation affecting the sale of intoxicating liquors
in , cotland :- (1) That power be given to the househ olders of any burgh, parish, or other district, to veto
therein all the licences for the common sale of intoxicating drinks; (2) that power be given to the householders of any burgh, parish, or other district, to veto
therein any of the licences for the common sale of in toxicating drinks; (3) that all licensed houses be closed
at 8 r.M.; (4) that hotels 1c prohibited from selling
intoxicating drink on "abbath to so-called bona-.ficle
travellers; (5) that powers to grant special licences be
abolislied; ancl (6) that no place of amusement, recreation, or instruction, not' any ri ·er or short passage
steamboat, be liccusetl for the sale. of intoxicating
drinks.

LOCAL OPTIO .
O:· 1Joml:\y, Gth nlt., a public meeting wa::; hclLl in the
'011 rt HonsL' 1 • faxwelltow11, to hea1· a:hln.:sse;:; on the
sulij cct of local option from .1., Jr. H. Mackay, secr etary,
an\l illr. R. Stevo11son, lectmcr to the i:icottish Permissi vc Bill Association. 1 he an(licnce was small, but the
speaking wa,; good, an l interest was sustained from
fi rnt to last.
lk :M'Cn,LOCII presiclc<l, and explained the object
of the meeting in the course of a few characteristically
terse remarks. His transbtion of the t"rm "local
option" was simply the Permissive Bill. The one was
tlio other under a different name. (Applause.) They
h , tl to ask themselves whether it was right that a set of
justices of the peace or a set of magistrates should have
the power to thrust the liquor traffic upon a parish or
a burgh against the will of the ratepayers? His reply
was emphatically that ib was not right, and it was not
reasonable. (Applause.) A bill that would embody
the principle of local option must give to the ratepayers
themselves this power-to the people, that is, who pay
the poor-rates, the policc-ratea, the lunacy-rates, all of
wluch were in great part occasioned by the liquor
traffic. (Applause. ) There was a very curious but
,vell-:i,uthenticatetl fact that he wonlcl ask them to take
into consideration-namely, that not a single justice or
magistrate was ever found to licence a public-house at
his own door. (Applause.) Nor was this the whole
of it. They would r ecollect that some years ago in
Scotland a great number of toll-keepers and country
blacksmiths were licensecl. to sell intoxicating liquors.
But they were not now. The justices of the peace
with ircw the certificates from them. ~ hy? Because
their servants had often to driye through the tolls, and
they were too apt to stop and get drunk when tloin 6 so
- risking their masters' property. ·when they went
to the blacksmith's with the hor;:;e to Le shotl, it was
ten times worse. (Laughter.) N o,v the question ea.me
to he, what riglit h1d any man t o l i0.::11r,3 or set up a

public-house at another man's door when he would not
allow it at his own? (Applause.) What right had he
to license people, to seduce not only the sons and
brothers and fathers, but the breadwinner of other folk,
·when he would not allow a licence if his own horse was
to be put in danger? He would leave them to say
whether the vested interest that was represented by a
horse, or the vested interest that was represented by
sons and daughters, husbands and wives, was the
greater? (Applause.) It was this latter vested interest that a measure of local option woulcl enable the
community to protect. (Applause.)
Mr. 8TEVENSON then addressecl the meeting, starting
with the universal admission that drunkenness is an
evil, and bringing his argument clown, by cogent reasoning, illustrated and enforced by telling references
to facts and figures, to the conclusion that the only
effectual remedy for drunkenness is to prohibit the
public traffic, and that the best way to effect this
would be a measure of local option.
l\Ir. MACKAY followed with a vigorous and convincing speech in the same direction, dwelling more fully
on the question of local option.
·
Several questions being put and answered, the Chairman moved a vote of thanks to the deputatio11, which,
being seconde<l by Couueilh,r J olmsto11, was 110;1.rtily
agreed to.
Both the speakers ackno vle<lgetl the complimrnt.
l\Ir. Stevenson expressed the plea l re he felt in havin(Y
their old frienu the Doctor with them, and a hope that
he might be spared to ·witness the Pa.rliameut::i.ry
triumph of the ea.use he had so 1011 0 , so co11 i -tcutly,
and so powerfully advocated. Mr. la.cl t y ga.vc expression to similar sentiments, adding that, from his
position in the Permissive Bill Association> be knew
that no man in Scotland ha<l. done more than tl c Doctor
te make this cause prosper, an<l. that to hi 1 was du e
the suggestion, which had been so successfully acted
upon, of a house-to-house canvass, and a systemn.tic
dealing with members of Parliament.
(Applause. )
The meeting then dispersed.-Dun~/ries crncl Galloicay
Stunllai-ct much abridye1l.
'l'hc following eYcning the dcpatation adtlrcssc<l ~i
meeting in the ,vaterloo Place Church, Rev. Jas.
Htrachan' . There was n. fair attendance. The pastor
occupied the chair, and was sn pportcc.l hy Dr. 11 'C'ulloch and Rev. Mr. Tooley. 'l'he speakers were brie11y
bnt kindly introduced. Mr. R. Mackay took local
opt.ion for his subject; 11r. It. , 'tevenson, the claims
of prohibition; Dr. M 'Cnlloch, special votiuu, and
Rev. Mr. Tooley, encouragements. The proccctliugs
were most interesting, and hearty thanks ,vcre paid to
the speakers.
At a meeting of the Edinburgh University Temperance Association, Dr. Young, Portobello, said that
"medical men were unanimous in believing that alcohol
·w as not required for health, and that it was not food."
A series of successful meetings in Aberdeen were addressetl by Mrs. Blaikie and Miss ,vigham, T<Jtlinburgb,
a. deputation from the \\' omen's Temperance Association. Mr. ,v. Blackwood took part iu one of the
series.
TH E LIQUOR TnAFFIU A_-n PAnTY.--Ycs, this accursed business destroys the maker, seller, and the
clrin!.:er, and brings misery upon thousands of innocent
women and children. But, ,vhen earnest soul propo~c
to prohibit it, a whole host of "goody-goody " temperance men whisper : "Don't, don't, it will hurt oztr
z1art:; ! "-Siyn:; of the 'l'imes.
One of the most hopeful features of women's temperance work is the formation in th e , tates of seventy-six
"Young Ladies' Temperance Unions." I said to a
wealthy young lady the other night, "The time will
come when young women will not many young men
who Llrink any intoxicants." " That time has come
with many of us, " was her r eply. ,Yhen that time
com es with most y ,ung women, the use of beer, whisky,
gin , b randy, and wines, will b e b cautiiully small. Let
U1ere be~ million of such unions.-Sarnh J{. Bv{tv11.
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Twenty soldiers signed the plel1gc last month in
Aberdeen b.1rracks in the presence of their colonel.
They ha<l a lecture on total abstinence by the Rev. J.
Gregson .
HIGIILAND TEllIPERAKCE LEMWE.-The Managing
Committee of this organisation have unanimously resolvell to issue a monthly organ in Gaelic and English ,
recording the operations of the League an<l Highland
temperance news generally. It is to appear under the
happy title of Fiery Cro.ss, on the 1st of the current
month.
KIKG ussrn. -Large and enthusiastic meetings were addressed here by ex-Bailie Ross, of the Highland Temperance League, on the 2nd and 3rd of December. Several
members, including the two ministers,-Rev. Messrs.
Mackenzie, E.0., and Dewar, F .C.-wcre added to the
League.
In the town of St. Stephen, New Brnnswick, with
4,000 inhabitants, where the Local Option Act has been
euforced, there has been but four arrests for drunkenness the last six months, to thirty-three arrests for the
same offence during six months of license . Local Optio11,
not more faithfully enforced. than other laws, never
fails.
It is matter for unminglecl satisfaction that twelve of
th e wTetches concerned in the traffic in English girls
in Brussels have at length met with condign punishment from the laggard authorities there. It is saddc:niug to observe that strong drink greatly aided the
callous brntes in their work by stnpifying their hapless
victims. Many more will have to be arrested, tried,
and punished before we hear the last of this <lreaclful
traffic.
"\VI!AT w1~ ,YANT ·ro MAKE ScOTLAND .-"\Vorth County
in North-vVestern Missouri may safely claim the temperance belt. Ex-GoYernor Farwell, formerly of "Wisconsin, now a resident of Grant City in ·worth County,
some time since instituted a series of temperance meetings, and as a result the taxes have been reduced one
ihircl. There are no saloons in the county ; there is
not one man in the county jail, nor is there one criminal in the State penitentiary in this county. The
circuit jutlge, county juclge3, county and town officers,
and evcl'y member of the last grarnl jury, are all
strictly temperate. Every newspaper in the county,
be it democratic or republicau, is earnestly devoteLl to
the temperance cause, and more than eight-tenths of
the voters in the county arc for temperance or total
abstinence from intoxicating drinks. inci111wti En-

y cara resided in Jersey, and his uncle the celebrated
1 hysici,m of the same name, whose work on "Materia
.l'Iellica" enjoys an European celebrity. He was cduc:itcd at Victoria College, Jers y, and Trinity College,
Duhlin, at which University he graduated in first-class
honours in 1869, having previously carried off prizes iu
Hebrew, modern languages, history and composition .
He did not proceed to the degree of l\faster of Arts until
1878. He was ordained by the Archbishop of York
just ten years ago, and began his clerical work among
the teeming population of the Cleveland iron-stone district. The trying character of the work, and the
severity of the climate, broke down his health, and
compelled him to come to Southampton, bringing with
him a very gra.tifying memento of his work amongst
those rough toilers, in the form of a handsome testimonial with which they presented him on his l eaving
them. "\Vhilst recruiting his health ancl strength, he
undertook the sole charge of a parish near Stockbridge,
where he remained a yea.r, aml again on le:wing received a most pleasing testimonial from the humble
villagers. He was then licensed to the Parish of Holy
Trinity in this town, where he rema.ined until appointed
by the present Bishop of "\Vinehcster to the important
post of First "\Varden of the new ly-formecl memorial
mission to the late Bishop "\Vilberforce in South London, when he was again presented with a most hand some testimonial. The ,York which Mr. Pereira was
called npon to carry on in London was of a very severe
and anxious character, as he had practically four large
parisl es under bis care and supe1Tisio11, populated by
somcthiug like 40,000 souls. A large staff of clergy and
lay workers laboured under his direc tions. y\Tc believe
during the year and a half he remained there Mr.
Pereira preached in well nigh every church in onth
London. The very se,·crc strain to which mind and
body were subjected in this new and anxious work liad
its intluence in inducing him to accept the living of f:;t.
Laurence in this town, when it was offered him by the
then Lord Chancellor in 187G. Mr. Pereira was married to the ck1 est dau ghter of Colonel and the_ Hon.
Mrs. , 'trctton, in 1874, by whom he has three clultlrc11.
Mr. Pereira. has advocated the cause of t emperance in
nearly c·;ery large town in the Sunth of England, as
well af! in the ' urth, an d also in Ireland and ~cotlanc1.
His labours in t.his grca.t social reform arc b eyond :ill
praise, and lrn.rn been crown ed with great succes:. The
parishioners of ·t. Laurence are fortunate in havi11g
such an excellent pa.stor to encourage them in ihe practice uf a.II good works .-Southern Reformer, November
20.

quirer.
LEADilfLLS-HEATHER BELL Loncm, I.O.G.T .-This
loclgc h clu. a public meeting in the Loclgc Hall, on
Saturday, 4th ult., Bro. HoLert M'Keudrick, "\V.O.T.,
presiding, who, in a few remarks introduced the speaker
of the evening, Mr. R. tevenson, agent of the S. P . B.
Association, the first agent of the Association that has
visited this upland village. He delivered an eloquent
and practical address on '' Happy Homes : how to get
and how to keep them." The lecture was much enli ,·ened by appropriate pieces, ,vhich were well r emlerecl
by Bros. J . \Vhitefield, J . Brown, ancl J. M'Donal<l .
On the motion of the Chairman, Mr. Stevenson received a very cordial vote of thanks. for his admirable
lecture. A similar compliment having been paid the
Chairman, the people separated. On Sabbath evening
Mr. Stevenson preached an able temperance sermon to
a crowded house. "\Ve believe he has l eft a good impression behind him, and will be welcomed back again.
The lodge has emerged from its complicated difficulties,
and is now in a flourishing condition.-G. P.

THE B EV. H. H . PEREIRA, M.A.-Thc r cYerend
gentleman whose portrait we (So11thern Reforme1·) present to onr readers to-day, is one of the most active,
useful, and deservedly esteemed clergymen in the
county of Hants. In addition to the u sual duties of a
minister 0£ religion, 1lr. Pereira is an able ad rncate of
the cause of t emperance, allll helps it forv,:arcl both by
prcc<.;pt and ex, rn111t>. JJ c r;1.; l iorn in t he y ar ] ''45.
His father was the la.te Dr. J, Pt:1 ira, who for m, 11y

The Editor cannot undertake to return r ejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible fur the
opinions expressed by hiti correspondents.
IRELAND.

To the Eclito1· of tl1e "Social Rejo1·me1·."

:Mr. EDITOR,-Having been in Ireland recently, with
your permission I will give your readers my impression
of that distracted and distracting portion of 0J1r common country.
Arriving in Belfast on the 2nd, I rema.inecl until the
20th, and addressed fourtL:en meetings under the auspices of the Irish Temperance League. My friends,
between joke and ea.rnest, ,v cre of opinion that, to
avoi<l being shot, I would require to Le most circumspect. Some of them affected concern about my appearance. I was so like a landlord, they said, that it
was n. tempting of Providence to expose my person to
th e sharp obser,ation and keen vengeance of Irishmen
in their present state of mind. But, if suspicious eyes
ditl survey me, no responsive fiuger drew a trigger to
injure m e. I retumed as bale anJ sound as I went.
.My friemls foil ll to realise that I was a.Lout to visit
t.lw 11art of Ireland whieh had been pbntecl with Englishmen and t,c:otch men over i,ro hundred years ago.
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In those days the forcfa,thers of the people I moved

among were enahlod, uy English statesmen, to exterminate the native Irish, or to so reduce their number
that the residue became a feeble remnant, powerless to
r estrain the invaders from dividing the country among
themselves. This transaction diffuses its effects to this
day. The North, now the country of the Scotiticcl ood
Englificll Irish, is as unsympath etic with the outh
aucl its fierce Irish race, as were the Scotch and English who conquered it, and the :111ti-lancllord m ovement
is not permitted to enter from the South. The Northerns are loyal to England, with this divergence, that
the progress of legislation should not disturb settlements which were made t o secure to themselves social
and politicr.l dominance. The northern people are,
therefore, urgent for the suppression of the land movement, and every movement that would c1rnnge the
present st:1,te of things. And, wherever I went, the
preponderance of feeling was in fa \·om· of direct r.ncl
arbitrary action to suppress the Land League and conYict its le~det·s. But, while I was thus related, and
removed from the suspicions and rifles of the leaguers,
now and again I came into coutr.,ct with those of the
pure northern stock, who did not denounce the south ern b.nd movement. \Vhile they n,rc averse to tlrn
violence which emanates from it, they admit that it is
a legitimate expression of opinion agaiust a crushing
injustice, which results in u::.tional impoverishment.
Those men deem, a pca-rn.nt proprietary, honestly
hrought about, a direct approach to the s0lution of
the chronic social ancl political difficulties. The resources of the country would thus bv rebteu to the
people, to be developed for their own advantage. ·with
its wealth to themse lves, while enterprise and economy
wonltl be stimulated, the source of injustice woultl suhsitle ancl cease to ,~isturb them in the advancement of
practical gootl. 'l'his is the hope entertained by the
Liberal and enlightened few; hut, in their opinion,
this is not the whole rcmetly. Out of it, they believe,
would ari. e the dispo ition and the means to emigrate.
In the present state of thiugs these are inadequate. It
is only with wealth, and the culture which it gives,
thaL men arc tli:opo e,l and enabled to go forth in the
wol'ltl, to still Inrtlicr improy thei1· circnrnsfo.uccs;
ancl, , hilo Irclancl is almost cxclusin!ly agricultural,
to maintain itself in 1 1o<lcrate comfort it must continue
to send forth a continual stream of emigrntion-n. str am,
too, that leaps, rushes, and laughingly Rparklcs on to
its ocea.n of plenty-not a sluggish stagnant puddle
that hankers to go on, and would rather return, to go
b:i.ck to it . otm.:e. I was glad to fincl in the N orLh this
state of mind, for it will become diffused. I acce1 t it
as [L guarantee of union with the , outb, to clcvelop the
resources of the whole country, and obliterate, in social
and political e']_uality, the hard and fast lines of distinction which sepa.l'atc the South from the North, ancl
from Engln.nd.
But, as I llid not go to Ireland to confront, and become familifl..r "·ith the matters that occasion these
alienations arnl political strife, I must now refer to the
object of my visit.
s ha.s a.lrc::uly been impliell, I went in connection
with the tcmpernncc movement, to enforce the claims
of the temperance reform:1.tion. This, as you know, has
hc1m my work dnring the best part of my life, and I
have a large cx-pericnce of the movement in Scotland
an'l in England. I know tkLt the Irish Temperance
Luague had acqui1·ctl honourable ~listinction, from its
influence with the constituencies, in returning a.lrnost
the whole of the northern representation t') support Sir
'\Vilfrid, not rurrely with his resolution, but ·with his
uill while it wns not possib'c to construe it to mean
restriction. I knew all this, and was prepared to see
in its loaders, strength of conviction and thoroughn ess; but I did not anticipate that the people
who wore to compose the meetings that 1 was to address would be characterised, as they were, with the
capacity to listen and weigh the fact and arguments
presenterl t o them. I wonlJ n ot have it inferred tha.t
a similar earnest clclihcrativencss docs not confront the
Scottish and English temperance platforms. Occasionally it is to be met with, especially when (on rnre occa.-
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sions) the speakers are known, or arc belicvccl to he
tlistinguishctl for an earnest thoughtful utLemncc. Snch
al'c gen erally reserved for great occasions, :md they attract thoughtful audiences; but., as a rnlc in Scotlancl ,
t emperance aucliences do not congregate with a thought ful purpose. It is for amusement, or, to put it milclly,
entertainment ; and when they are looked at, the
facial expression which anticip1tes fun, smirks ancl
giggles toward our platforms to encourage the gratify in g effort. This description of audience abounds; and
although it is out of the public-house, and singing
s,1,!0011, it cm.Yes for the songs, the readings, the chaff,
and grimace which ar.., :m attraction in these centres of
popular entart:iinmcnt and. culture. Temperance, in ::m
earnest teaching sense, is all but cliscarcled. Speaking,
at the most of these meetings, is still :::.ttemptcd, bn t to
be listened to with encouraging attention, it has t-J
p1rtake of the comic Rong and comic reading. This is
called a counter attraction to the public-house, and is
held to he a practical phase of the temperance movement. The consequence is, howevCi', tliat the run of
our mectinga ::.re deserted, alike hy earnest listeners
and earnest, instructive speakers. I, therefore, with
your permission, desire to put oa record the delight
which I experienced in feelin~ thv tbonghtful dclibcr.iti veness ,\ bich pervaclecl these Iri:;h mceti11gs which I
was privileged to achlre"s. They were 01· linnry mc0tings, for I wa.s not undcrstootl to be au attraction . ] t
was tbis that intensified my delight. Even the children that were present at somo of them behaved with
the docornm which is begotten Ly the restraints of a
meeting for worship. 'l'hcre ,...-as but one exception,
r.nd I was s@rry to 1 arn that these children were from
middle class families, ,vho compose a most respcdable
cnlture(l church.
I will not attempt to give a reason for the cliffercnco
bebyoen these Irish meeting.· ancl our own . Jt may
be that the lead rs haYe d clinecl to cultivate connter::.ttractions, or it may he that the people will not suhmit to their culture. But since I have r:xperie11ced them,
the fact tbn.t every two Scot men drink r.s much as
every three Irishmen has been borne in upon 1'1<' to
bcget reflection. This being the case, it is eYitlcnt
tl.a.t Jri.,hmcn a1e 11rncl1 lc!:!s the objectn of pu1Jlic-houso
training than ,'cot.·meu . This must go fo1· much; for
to he cncrrossed with the pleasure of intoxication i · to
be alieuatecl from all that calls out the higher faculties,
and to be marle responsive to the frivolities of the pn1•lic-housc. It is therefore not to be wondered at that
Irishmen arc more natmal, so to speak, antl sincere
than , cot men, fr.,, they are a third less intoxicated,
and mu0h less tainted ·with public-house attractions.
To see how sincere Irishmen are they have only to be
looked at in the light of their movements. The violence
and per istency displayed in these, hov,·ever much they
merit <lisr.pproval, aro evi<lence of siucerity opcr:.i,ting
in stmJy, if misguided manhood. This is the reflection
which passed through my mind when I thought of
Ireland's comparative sobriety. Jt may therefore be
because of n. less degi·ee of drnnken debasement, that
the rank imd file of the temperance mov011tent in Ireland have the degree of mental l1ealth and stability
which qualify them to have plcasme at temperance
meetings, in estimating the value of argument, to
strengthen public opinion for the prohibition of the
drink trade. However this m:.iy be, the people do not
come to the ordina.ry temperance meetings expecting
t o be entertained with public-house amusements.
Temperance moetin ·sin Ireland are not public-houses
without the drink. The people attend them to listen
to the discussion of the temperance question, and arc
not disappointed wheu they arc not treated to closes of
publit!-house fun. The movement in Ireland trans1Jires
on a mental aud moral level ; that must be ri en to
before the prohibition of the drink trade is possible.
It would be il1\·iclions to specify one meeting as surpassing the rest, an d as your space is limited I
conhmt myself in r forring to the one at Bcssbro'1k, as
representative of t'ie whole. It was not numerically
lc1,rgc, but it was not small in its capacity for thoughtful, sustained atteution, and this, in connection with
the prohibitory celebrity of Bessbrook, was interesting
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indeed . Bessbrook has been so often and so fully
described that I will, 1 am su re, be excused when I
simply say that it is a model to,vn. It is not to be
compared with most Irish, nor, indeed, other towns;
it_ i_s _like a town, imagined in the future, when proh1l.nt10n has become the basis of real Christian civilisation . \Vithout a public-house, there is not a squalidl ooking home in it; while looked at, the absence of
voverty and dirt produces a plea.sing impression. In
this little centre of industry, wisely used tor beneficence
!JS well as for profit, sobriety and economy are fostered
to make the antipathies of opposing creeds disappear
with the crime and pauperism which a licensed drink
trade produces. These in Bessbrook are all being cxtcrmiuated through the rule of prohibition.
Irish hospitality has become proverbial, and my exp erience confirms the characteristic. From the moment I arrived until I le£ t I was treated with the best
in the best spirit.
JOH~ PATON.

THE MOVEMENT IN THE NORTH.

1'o tlie E1litor of Social R rjorrne1·.

S1R,-It is now some months since I wrote a letter
to the Social Reformer giving yon an account as to how
matters are progressing in the North. I want to draw
your attention to several places which I have not had
the pleasure of lecturing in until recently in the district,
nam ely, Bervie, Ba.Hater, and Ellon. Bervic is one of
the Montrose Burghs, and is situated on the coast
about mid-way between Stonehaven and 1Iontrose. I
had two meetings in the town-one in the Free Church
and another in the Burgh Hall. The meetings were
moderately well attended. I stayccl with the Hev. Mr.
Small, from whom and his good wife I received no little
kindness. A number of friends generously contributed
to our funds, and wished us hearty speed in our work.
There is 110 temperance society, howeYer, in Bervie.
The little burgh would be all the h ealthiel' and all the
happier if the liquor traffic were excluded from its precincts. Gourdon is a fishing village about a mile south
from Bervie. There is a Good Tcmplar Lodge in it,
and I have several times addresseu. meetings there;
and I am free to say that there are a few as earnest
men there as you ·will Hncl in ::my part of Scotland.
They have a sore fi~ht, as all true reformer· have who
arc seeking to combat drunk nness, which is· fostered
in the interest of rcYcnue, profit, and rent.
J had a very pleasing experience at Ballater. Your
readers are aware that this town is 40 miles west of
Aberdeen at the terminus of the Dccside Haihrny, and
is 0 miles from Balmora.l ; it is situated in a narrow
pbin, and 1s almost encircled by hiUs.
The Dee
sweeps r ound it at tl1c west side, and then winds along
the northern base of the hills which rise abruptly to
the outh of the village. Ba.Hater is said to be very
l1ea.lthy, imcl in summer it must l;e a place of charming
beauty. The Established Church stands in a square in
the centre of the village, while the Free Church occupies
a position to the north and west of it, on the si le of
the road that leads to Balmoral, and under the shadow
of the dark hill which bounds it on the north. There
is an excellent Band of Hope in Ballater. l\Iy meeting
was held in the Free Church-the Rev. 111:r. Moir
presiding. The audience ·was composed of a numbel' of
thoughtful men and women-just such a meeting ns I
love to arldress. I sold two do½en of ,'facial ReformPrs, and on the following clay was highly gratified
by the generous rcspouse a number of goor1 friencls
matlc tu our subscription list. I shall not readily forget
the warm interest ma.nifested by the temperance men
and women of Ba.Hater on my first visit to that
delightful locality.
Ellon is 16 miles north from
Aberdeen, close to the line of the Great North of Scotland Ilailway ; it lies on the north bank of the Y ethan,
and is G miles from the sea. My meeting ·was held
in the U. P. Church, under the auspices of the Temperance Society. The Rev. ,fames Irclaucl, a temperance Yetcr:111 of the olden time, occupied the chair.
The m eeting was well attended, and I sold three dozen
of Social Reformers, and got a number of subscriptions,

The friends treated me kinclly, paying bills and all the
expenses in connection with the mectina.
The EUon
0
Society is in a gooLl state, haYiug weekly mectings, and
putting forth vigorous efforts to train the young and to
teach the old. T emperance Societies ancl Templar
Lodges cannot estimate the good they might <lo if they
~-oul<l go at their work in earnest. Let them sprearl
literature, have frequent meetings, study the subject
in its varied phases ; above all, let them adopt sound
temperance politics, for it is on this latter line that the
liquor traffic is to be overthrown.
,V. BLACKWOOD.

THE SMOKE NUISANCE.

To the Eclitor of tlie "Social Reformer."
Sir!-The practice of smoking has increased, is increasmg, and ought to be extinguished . It is becoming
intolerable to non-smokers and dangerous to smokers.
None can properly estimate with certainty the amount
of slavery it imposes on its dupes, or the misery it lays
up in store for its victims. On every occasion you find
its votaries absorbed in indulgence, injuring themselves
and annoying their neighbours . The vast expenditure
upon this drug few ever really realize. Sixteen millions
sterling are spent upon tobacco in its various forms,
and the amount consumed ranges as high as twentyfive ounces per head of the population. I am. not sure
that the consumption has not been higher, but at any
rate it is at my estimate frightful, and it thr .atens to
increase. ,vhen times again become prosperous twentyfive ounces will r each to thirty, perhaps to thirty-two,
but by that time many will have become the victims to
tobacco-induced diseases which will in numerous cases
have a fatal termination . It is not the loss of wcn.lth
but the loss of health and mind and skill and position
that is to be d eplored. The u se of tobacco reduces the
animal temperature, inrluces nervou sness and debility,
and leads to organic disorder and to structural transformation. It induces mental, functional, ancl structu_ral derangement. It is uuiversally avoided by th e
fa1t· sex, who might set up at least an equal claim to
its h e:i.t-giving, n rvc-quicting, and strength-imparting
qualiLies did these exist. They know better. They see
how their dear ones are clay by day injured by its pernicious quality, and they avoid it as at once a delusion
and an impropriety. Almost all our athletics who, in
rowing, sailing, bicycling, shooting or running, have
taken the highest prizes, or have maintained a foremost
place, have eschewed it as a danger.
'o that smoking
is the mark of a man of sensua,l nature who is deficient
in intelligence of its qualities and effects, or being
intelligent acts in defiance of r eason and conscience ;
of a man who kncws that the use of tobacco cannot he
defended, and yet stamps it with the seal of bis
practice; of a man who chooses to yield himself to
slavery for the doubtful pleasure of an indulgence that
is injuring him mentally, morally, anrl physically, and
may oue day carry him off prematurely to the gravc.y ours truly,
MELIORA.

OUR BOOK SH LF.
Boom,. &c., for Rm·icw, and communications for the
Editor, should be fon arclccl, not later than the 18th of
each month, and as much earlier as possible, to the
Offices, 30 Hope Street.

Ei•ans' Annual for 1881 is fully up to the level of
excellence attained by previous issues. It is to be had
at the T ational Temperance Publication Depot, 337
Strand, London. Price Threepence.
Judging from the January issue of Horne Wo1 ·d.~, "·c
are inclined to wish the r eaders a glorious volnJ1J e by
the encl of lRSl. Looking to the pictures, the storyPoetry Sermons-the Adventures of Rob Roy (of ea'noe
fame)-In a Mine,-we should say, if this is the sample
the volume will be wou clerful. It is one of the llanll
CLJl(l Ifeart series,
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In }land anrt llecirt for the 3rd ult., Frederick Sherlock tells us that it was he that first read Tennyson's
n ew ballad, "The ort.hern Cobbler," as a temperance reading. In the article conveying tbfs agreeable
information, Mr. Sherlock extols the excellence of the
ballad, the main one in the book, and graphically
points out the many t emperance lessons it conveys.

Anchor branch society, The iucome was £35 12s. 3d.,
the balance to carry forward being £1 . The society is
in connection with the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association, and is in our opini on one of
the best female societies existing ; a signal proof of
what womanly sympathy and courage may accomplish.
H ealth Stiulies; By Rev. H. Sinclair Paterson, M.D.
London : Hodder & toughton, 27 Paternoster Row.
Price 2s. 6cl . \Vhen w e reviewed the previou's volumes,
of which IIecillh 8tuclies is the third-Studies in Life
and '1 1he Human Bocly--we were induced by the learning, science, &c., style manifest in every page, to award
them the highest praise. The present v ohune dema.nc.ls
the same tribute at our hn.nds. It is n. fitting sequel to
its predecessors. There is the same clearness of pcrce]:>tion, the same sturdy common sense, th e same
vigorous treatment visible all through, and we have
consequently a book which will impart sound information and healthy instruction, awakening in the reader's
mind the feeling that mankind are not merely fearfully
and wonderfully made, but tbn.t the body is the tern plc
of the spirit, to be kept swept and garnished. These
lectures must have set forth clearly to those who heard,
or will to those who may r ead, the r elation of the mind
to the body, anc.l how necessary to the vigour of the
soul that a clue obedience to the laws of the body is
maintained. Tho e lectures, which trea,t of "Food and
Appetite," "Exertion," "Worry," "Rest and Sleep,"
' ' The Merry Heart," "Rational Principles of MeLlicinc," &c., ,wll be highly valued by every intciligcnt
youth into whose bands they may fa,11, and we wouhl
counsel parents to prncure the whole series for their
children. No better gift of books from parents to
children could be named.

'l'he Onwcinl R eciter. N 0. 110.
November. One
penny. London: S. vV. Partridge & Co., 9 Paternoster
How, E. C. This highly popular serial continues to
mn.intain its usual high standard of excellence. The
present number is no exception, the fine boy 's speech
on moderation is excellently conceived, and the publican's
invitation to drink brings out the reasons for the hope
that is in him on the part of the invited- reasons that
we would gladly know animated the breast of every
one. vYe cordially recommend this number.
'J'he Fireside, J any., 1881. London : Handand Heart
Office, 1 Paternoster Buildings, Paternoster Row.
Sixpence. This is a superbly got up serial, in type,
engravin gs, and matter. The variety is striking.
·w hile there is a wealth of good things, we have a
spccia.1 appreciation of the article on Temperance
l'ioneers, by Frederick Sherlock, who selects Mr.
Joseph Levesey for treatment by his graphic pen.
This excellent article is fitly illustrated by a speaking
likeness of '' the Patrin.rch of Teetotalism."
'l'he ('hildren's Sunbeam. Pleasant stories for the
young folks. London: F. C. Longley, 39 ·warwick
Ln.ne, E, C. One shilling. This is a delightful monthly
magazine for the young.
It is full of stories, each
illustrated with well executed wood engravings. There
are a]so music, sermons, and abundance of little short
pieces, just the thing for little children.
Then
there is n. delightful exposition of the Twentythird Psalm, where hrist as the Good Sh eph enl
is set forth in a manner to make every child that
reads it desire to be a follower of the meek and
lowly Saviour.
The little volume is hand som ly
got up in crcn.m colour, gilt, and gold lettered,
an<l is w01·thy of a place among mamma's new year
presents.
Sei•enth Annual Report of ilif' Glasgow Dale Stl'eet
'l'olul Abstinence Society. This energetic, and in some
re.·pects, model society is to be congratulated on the
isf!ue of its seve11th annual report.
From it ,ve
le:1rn that 128 pledges have been taken ; 40 ordinary,
au<l one social meeting haYc been h eld either in or out
of doors during the year. The committee memorializecl
tbe magistrates on Licensing Sessions to grant no new
licenses, and they earnestly prayed the Earl of Zetland
to adhere to his resolution to r emove all liquor dealers
from Grnngemouth. 'l'hey manifest gratitude to all
who have assisted them in providing lectures, in addressing meetings, or entertaining them ; and the Scottish
P rmis!'live Bill and 'l'empernnce Association has a due
meed of prn.ise. But a visit to the society's meetings is
the best test of the work of the committee.
No one
who has been present can, we think, come away without a feeling that the Dale Street Society is in conduct
an l results entitled to a high place among temperance
agencies. The receipts have been £22 10s. O~d, the
balance to carry forward £0 18s. 2i<1.
Fourth .Annual Re1Jol't of the Paisley 1Vomen'.s Christian ancl Abstinence Association, 187!>-SO.
e have
hail occasion to notice previous r eports of this indefatigable association, but never with greater pleasure. The
committee, helicvii1g that the Ma -ter is come and callcth for them, hold themselves as P-vcr in th e Great
'l'a kmaster's eye. The r ecord of their work is highly
ercclitable to them n.ll. 37 forenoon prayer meetings,
a course of SaLbath evening temperance sermon , by
the Rev. Drs. Dodds, Joseph Brown, Hutton, Marshall
Lana, and Ucv. Messrs. M 'Ewan and Hector Hall; the
pro1~otion of petitions in support of ir \Yilfricl Lawson's
lo n.l option resoluli.011, memorials to t he local presbyteries of the E., F., and U. P. Churches, and one to
1.he magi trates against li censes . A drawing room
m eeting and sewing meetings were also held and assist.ii1cc afforded to the young ladies' branch, and the
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Bonhilt 'J'. A. Society's _J:,tinternth Annual Report,
June, 1880. (Bonhill: M.r. Mungo 1\f'Nee, Treasurer,
and Mr. G. L . .Melville, , 'ecretary) . 'With uufailing
regularity this vigorous 'ociety issues its Annnn.l
Report, and wi.th commendable attention favors us
with a copy. \Ye are always glad to sec it lying on
our table. Although located in a Yillagc the Rociety
wo:·ks away with ·igoar a.nd porai&tenl,y, vhid1 we
shonhl be gla.d to see equalled by many societies in 0111·
great cities. The Temperance Jnuilec feetings, Ball(l
of Hope effort, aml Tract and Pmnpblct clistribntion
make a most crcditn.ble i,how of work attended to during the year. The Committee are sound at heart on
local option, and record their elation at the Parlin.mentary Yictory of the present session. The Treasurer's
accounts are as m:ual found with a bn.ln.nce on the right
sille. The sum received, incl11di11g baln.nce from last
yeat·, was £18 7s. 6~cl., leaving a bala,nce of £3 1s. 10~<1.
with which to begin the work of the year. The snhscriptiou list is not lengthy but it is very select, and
incluc.lcs nearly n.11 the landed and trading gentry in the
Vale of Leven. This of itself is no mean testimony
to the efficiency aud influence of the Bonhill 'l' . A.
Society.

Books receiycd-Beacon Flashes; Ileroes in t!tc
St?-ife ; 1'ru.·t the Penple; Double Collapse c,t Mr.
Braclhtuglt, ]Jl.P.; .LYational 'J'emp,.,1·ance ll!Jmnal;
Proreedinys nf the Gmnd Lodr1e, I. 0. G. 'l'. ; 1 't(l[e of
California,· Anmwl Repo:·t Etlinbm·gh 1'. A. Socid!J;
Sunday Closing in frelcmcl, (l'C., cf.c.
An agecl coloured man, hastcuing home from church.
was asked why he was in such a hurry. "Oh, nothin'
pert.iklar, boss," was his answer, "only I jess h eard n.t
conf'rence dat am Johnson's fell f'm grace, and I
thought l'cl get right home 's soon's I could an lock up
my chickens. Dat's all."
\V HAT'S IN A NAME? Some mischievous boys at a
village school, seeing a sign over a grocer's shop which
read "Arnold Drinkall," painted out the three first
letters, leaving it "Old Drinkall." The sign was soon
restored to its former condition, and then the boys, not
to be beaten, painted a "D" before the first u:.irnc,
making it "Darnold Drinkall." And then, in utter
despair, the grocer painted his name out,
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Jun· Liii:E TITEIIL-Lots of mothers complain that
they lrn.ve uot strc1igth to comb their hair, yet they'll
hold a seven yen.r old boy over their knees and spank
him till his pulse rises to 149 without their feeling at
all tired!
A "TRAMP" Rrn1rr.-A tramp was not long since
nrrcsted for disorderly conduct and assault aucl battery,
while under the influence of liquor.
On bis way to
the lock-up, he shouted, "You have arrested the
wrong fellow; when I'm sober, my heart is good, when
I'm drunk I'm full of the devil. Arrest drink and lock
it up, and let me go free." He is right, let us lock up
alcohol. Prohibition will do tlrn.t fast enough.
LEATINING TO DRINK.--A veryefiicient SunJ.ny-school
teach er, v..·ho had gathered up a class of boys previously
neglected, was one morning, after the regular lcssou,
talking to them of the great evils of intemperance.
Suddenly she said, "Doys, I wonder how people learn
to drillk ?" A bright little fcl1ow, sou of a publican,
sail1, "I know : hy ta.sting." Do nc.,t forget this.
'' Touch 11ot, taste JJot, handle not," and you will ncYer
become a drnnkar<l.-'Pempern11ce Recorll.

He left li er and stepped ont to sec a friend between
the acts. "-Why, Edward," she said wh en he returnc<l,
'' you " ·ere a Yery long time gouc." ''Yes, clear ; I
regret to say I saw a young man whom I have known
for years drinking whisky. " "You did?" "Yes,
standing right np Lefore me, partaking deeply of
th e into .·ic::i.tin g glass. " There was a little -pause,
"Elhrnrcl, do i't most bars have mirrors at the back?"
E(h·anl Hushed a little, and permitted the suLj cct
to drop.
l ' i::O.L DRFECTJVEXEl:i.S OF PI.EA.SURE A?,D PAIX.Pleasurc a1Hl pain n.re feelings which it has always been
found impossible to make out to be a satisfactory and
. worthy description of man's final experience. Ernry
one fails utterly to apply them to the conception of a
Supreme Being. Jn that ultimate hypothetical case,
thou gh the lower terms may have perforce to be uscl1,
an attempt to reinterpret th em with high er significance
is always macle. Men, too, whom their fellows from
secret rccognitio11s of excellence in their character most
reverence always have desired purity, holiness, leaving
mere delight to fa.kc ea.re of itself; antl they were
willing to be co..iient with sacrifice, that is, smilingly
to coufront suffering, as th e mode of reaching this
iucxplicahlc satisfaction which is bcttcrlthan plcasLfres.
]3y-and-through the rentrnciation of pleasm·c tlic egoistic
self-certification of advance in the retrieval of fa culty
seems to he gained. Cci taiu it is, that the Ego get its
great serious amplification from its actualisation including pain, while even the higher pleasures following on
successful penitences aml n.spirations seem f;nally to
tr:rn sform into somcthiu~ better-an egoistic serenity,
fr eedom, efficiency, recognisecl as familiar and native
io us. - William U!Jples's "Prncess nf lluman J:.:, 11fri•

c11cc."

,YOUR:.

,Vhat arc we set on earth for? Ray, to toil;
Nor. cek to leave thy i.ondiug of the viue ,
l'or all the heat of <lay, till it declines,
Auel dcath'n mihl curfew shall from work am;c;iJ.
Goll cli,l anoint thee with llis otlorons oi l,
To wrestle, not to r eign ; and He assigns
A 11 thy tears over, like pure crystallines,
Fer youn,'."cr fellow-workers of the scil
To wear for amulets. , 'o others sh a11
Take patience, labour, to their heart an1l hancl,
From thy hand, and thy heart, and thy brave cheer,
J\ml Goll's grace fructify through thee to all.
The leas t flower, Y.:ith a brimming ·np, mriy si~1Hl,
.Ant1 sha re its dew-drop ·wit h anoth er ne~r.
i\lu". D!W\Ys 1x1:.

A Yankee schoolmistress ,vas t e:-,ching t crnpcrancJ
anrl telling the boys to sign the pledge as she h atl done,
and thus become cold water men. A lit tle r,npi l
inqnirc.l, "Did you e,·cr get drunk, and fall into tho
river?" "\Vhy, no, my child," she replieLl in a.stonishmeut, " how ea.me you to tliink of such a thing ? "
"'Cos my grandfother cld, and that wa.s what mado
him a cold water man."

THE LATE Mn. J.-\.MEi'\ GRAl,T, vVE8T UALDF.R."\Ve <lee]:Jly regret to :rnnounce the decease of this most
faithful adherent of the prohibitory movement in , 'cotbnd. He was a m erchant a.nd a man highly estccmell
in his private and pnhlic relations . He died smldcnly
on 17th Nov., and all that r emained of him was consigned to the tom.b ou the 22nd. .Mr. Grant and his
wife, who predeceased him two or three yea.rs, felt
pleasure in proffering their sincere hospitality to the
wn.yfa.ring temperance lecturer. TT is family, left to
mourn their irreparable loss, are cared fo r by their
eldest brother, John, who in looking to their wants is
showing himself w orthy of the high est commendation.

Tim LATE l\fR. DAVID CARSWKLL, ]_->ATSLRY.-,Vc
deeply r egret to have to announce the death of tl 1in
thorough temperance reformer. Mr. CarsweU usually
enjoyed vigorous hcaltb, but som e week or no ago he
" ·as seized with a severe attack of cold, to whi ch he
succumbed on the 12Lh ult., at the cornp:u-ativcly eal'ly
age of 62. As a temperance reformer, he occupied a
prominent position in .Paisley for many years : ancl ,n,s
at the time of his decen.se treasurer to the Total A bstinence Society, a post he filled for a lengthened
period. He liberally supported the Scottish Pcnnis ·ivc
Bill and Temperance Association, and heartily sympathised with its efforts. Mr. Carswell occupied a highly
respectable position in Paisley, his firm (bookbinc1c1 s)
being noted for the excellence of their workmanship
and tl10 integrity of their dealings. He was a memhi.!l'
of the Philosophicn.l Society, and :1., ongrcgatior.alist.
The Pai8ley E :.cpre8 thus sums up his chara.cter :-" In
private life Mr. Carswell was a most liberal-minl1 ctl,
candid, a.nd ohliging gentleman; and hi s 1 •ss will he
much felt by those who fought side by side with him
in the battle of morn.I reform: but most of all by his
widow and family, who arc bereft of a loving husband
and a kindly father."
Tm; LATE fr. Jon::-. S:rrA,·, KILSYTH. -Last month
there passed aw·ay, after a painful illness of about
twelve months' duration, borne with singular p:.tiencc
and Christian resignation, J\fr. John ~l1a.w, staLionC'r.
He had long been far from robust in hca1th, but h e had
a. mind to work, and his mind ancl hca.rt and d eeds
went together. On the t emperance question he was
most decided and pronounced. Ha\·ing l eeu brou r,ht
up under strict tempcrnucc prineiµl es, h e kul a k en
sense of the evils of the clriok system; like many others
he did not consider t em perance work as something di stinct from ordinary Christian " ·orlr, but l'a.ther a. p'lrt
of it. By his faithfulness, devotion, nnd liberality, he
<lid much to further the cause, and everything he 1lid
was done with heart and soul. ,Vhcn Good 'l'emplarism vras introduced into Kilsyth (about ten years ago ),
our decease l brother at once recog11ised its superi or
organisation, and became one of its respected mem),cis
-and while stn:ngth continued there was not a better
officer or a more regular a.ncl faithful member. He remained to the cn <l n. tleci<letl and consi t ent a.hsta.incr.
Mr. Shaw was a m <;mbcr of the Scotti sh Pcrmissirn
Bill As ocintion, and also a member of the Scoiti::;h
Tempera.nee League. He wn.s a respected ,n ember of
the Free Church, and n. Sabbath-school t eacher, ancl
main tained a "wa.ik and convcrration" becoming 1lie
religion he professed. Earnest, rcspectetl, nlHl usl'fol
llnriug life, lie was calm, patient, and r csigllcd. in tiie
prospect of death. llis crnl was peace ; he diecl in th e
blessed hope of a glorious resurrection.-,V. H. G.
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TAXATION, IMPERIAL AND OTHER.
By the Rev. F. WAGSTAFF, F.R.H.S., editor of the
"Lay Preacher" and the "Temperance Worker."
"Know ye of this Taxation,"-Shakespeare.

IT will not be long before the political world will be
exercised about financial matters. One year the
attention of Parliament may be mainly occupied by the East~rn Question; another year by
Trish troubles ; and another by electoral reform ;
but" ways and means" furnish n. perennial topic for
discussion. Whatever else be done or left uudone,
the BuDG.1<.:T is among the things inevitable ; for
does not the old proverb tell us thn.t "there is
nothing certain except death and taxes" 1
Nor is the annual excitement confined to Parliament. Newspaper writers and platform orators
take up the theme ; and with s19asmodic efforts,
thoroughly characteristic of the dear old gentleman,
John Bull bestirs himself with a view to secure some
diminution of his burdens. "Abolish me some of
this taxation ! " is his cry. "Ask me not how the
revenue of the country is to be obtained ! Talk
not to me about the necessities of the State ! What
I want is to be free from these continual attacks on
my purse." Poor John Bull! He alwaysgrnmbles
when be has to pay; but how little he concerns
himself about the true cause of all this heavy burden of which he so loudly complains. He cries out
for economical government, yet will do so little to
make economical government possible.
A few years ago a pamphlet was issued by Prof e sor Leone Levi, the interest in which ought not
to be allowed altogether to die, inasmuch as it
ufforded some important information on the subject
of taxation. Premising that the statements made
by Mr. Levi are not all equally infallible, we must
bear in mind that there is probably no higher
authority on statistical matters than he.
It would appear that the Imperin.l taxation of this
country has increased something like 17 per cent.
since 1842, but at the same time the Professor estimates the gross increase of the income of the people
at about (16 per cent. In other words, the tax-bearing power has increased some four times as rapidly as
the burden to be borne. Taxation may be broadly
divided into four general classes :-1, That which
affects wealth and industry; 2, that which affects
luxuries ; 3, that which affects necessaries ; and, 4,
that which does not concern either of the other
th1·ee classes. Professor Levi shows that the rearrangement of taxation which has gone on of ]ate
years has had the effect of increasing the proportion
of taxation on" luxuries" by something like 74 per
cent., and of diminishing that on what are usually
denominated the "necessaries" of life by some 58
per cent. It rests, therefore, very much with the
taxpayer hiµiself whether his burden is proportionally high or low. On " nece:::saries '' he must pay

some taxation; as to "luxuries," the matter is eutireJy in his own hands.
Of class 1, namely faxation on wealth and industry, Professor Levi's pamphlet shows that not more
than half a million probably falls on the workina
classes-that is, on those dependent upon weekly
wages; while nearly twenty-three millions fall upo11
the upper and middle classes. The taxes on
" luxuries" realise on the whole about £331 000 000
of which the working classes are estimate cl td
not less than £21,000,000, or about two-thi?-ds of lhe
whole amount! This arises almost entirely from
the perfectly voluntary and unnecessary expenditure
by working men on strong drink and tobacco!
A great deal has beeu said of late years about the
burden of "local taxation.'' Comparatively but ;1,
small proportion of this falls upon the working
classes ; and Professor Levi thus tabulates his estimate of the method in which each pound of taxation
is made up by the payments of each class : -

pay

WORKING CLASSES.

Spirits,
l\1alt, .,.
Tcbac.::o,
...
Local
Taxes,
houses, &c.,
'l'ea

Sug~r, ...

Licenses,
.. .
Other '1.'axes, .. .

MIDDLE AND UPPER CLASSER.

£0 7 5
0 3 0
0 3 0
0

2 9

0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0

5
0
9
8

£1 0 0

Local Taxes,
houses, &c.,
Stamps,
...
Income Tax, ,..
Malt, ...
...
Tobacco,
...
Sugar and Tea,
Wine,...
.. .
Other Taxes, .. .

£0

7 8

0 3 3
0 3 0
0 0 H

0 0 9
0 1 0
0 0 7
0 :{ 0

£1 0 0

It is most important for the working classes to
look at these figures, and to realize the ugly facts
which grow out of them. These facts are that for
every £1 of taxation paid by the working cla' ses
13s. 5d. arises from drinking and smoking, or if th;
cost of the licenses be added, then 14s. 2d.; whil e
similar indulgences only swallow up 2s. ld. of each
sovereign of the faxation which falls upon other
classes!
Let us see how these facts look when examined
in another light. Suppose that all classes should at
once cease to live under the slavery of drinking and
smoking, the result would be that, while the upper
and middle classes would still have to pay 17 . lld.
ont of every £1 now paid, the working classes would
only have to pay five s!Lillings and twopence. In
other words, the latter classes voluntarily and needlessly tax themselves to the tune of fourteen sliillings
and tenpence in the pound I
Working men, in the words of Shakespeare, we
ask : " Know ye of tllis taxation ? "
THIS IS FROM RUSKIN. - " y OU fancy you are sorry
for the pain of others. Now I tell you just this, that
if the usual course of war, instead of unroofing peasants'
houses and ravaging peasants' fields, merely Lroke the
china upon your own drawing-room tables, no war ill
civilized countries would l~st a weeki"
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NOTES FROM THE OUTER HEBRIDES.
THE ROUND OF FISHER-CROFTER LIFE.

Srnc~ the days of Dr. J olmson there have always been
tourists who, while making the round of our islands,
have travelled notebook in hand, and have given to the
reading public their views on life among the islands.
As often as not these views have been formed from the
impressions made during, at most, a few days' residence in the height of the summer when everything
looks at its best. As a result their letters ha,·e been
imperfect and very often misleading in some vital
point, which coul<l not be discovered by the casual observer, but has to be patiently searched after and can
only be found out by one who, by long continued
residence, has found his way into the deepest recesses
of the mind of the native Celts, who are, by the way, a
very reticent race. Judging others by my former ignorance, when living iu the South, I am inclined to
think that there is more known about the inhabitants
of Central Africa, than is known concerning the inhabitants of these islands, which form part of the same
great group of islands known as Great Britain and Ireland; certainly that was my condition, but then there
has not been a Livingstone, or Baker, or Bruce, devoting his life to ascertaining the manuers and customs,
and everyday life of these islanders, who are now, in
these days of steamboats and railways, within easy
access of the great cities of the South.
In the following papers I purpose to confine myself
to the three following points, leaving for abler pens the
discussion of vexed questions which will be only stated.
1st, The round of fisher-crofter life. 2nd, The social
habits of the islanders. 3rd, Some reflections on the
condition of the people.
1st, The round of fisher-crofter life. Spring, the
birth season of the year, forms a natural starting point
of which I will avail myself. The first work of a
farmer in the South is to get manure carted to the
fields, so is it here, with this difference that the manure
is sea-weed. A stranger would think that not much
need be said about such an unsavoury subject, but he
would be wrong. At the cutting of the ware he will
find brought into play the patriarchal government of
the olden times. Do you think that every crofter is at
perfect liberty to cut ware wherever he chooses, or that
all the foreshore, ex adverso to his own land, is his property? Not so, what would be the share of those who
have no land bordering on the sea? Not much if they
were left to the tender mercies of the landholders near
it. In this matter there is a perfect community of
goods ; '' All good things are common," is a doctrine
that meets with as little favour here as it does in the
greater island of Great Britain. This is the only instance of communism that I have been able to find in
the village or township government of these islands, so
I give it all due prominence as one redeeming feature
in what will be a black picture, though a true one.
The week from new to half moon, or the week from
full moon to half moon (waning) is the season of the
spring harvest of ware, as there is then a greater ebb.
All the crofters meet and cast lots for the different
bays and low water rocks, after which each hastens to
his alloted share, and works with might and main, as
he is working against the tide, which waits for no man.
The women in this, as every other case here, get the
heaviest of the work, that is the carrying of the wet
ware from the ebb to a spot above high water mark.
·when the tide flows, the crofter, if industrious, will get
his boat and ferry the ware home to his piece of land :
thus leaving the unbroken week during spring tides for
the delving of his patches, while his wife and daughters
are doing the horses' work in carrying the great heavy
creels of now rotten ware from the shore to the land.
This is by far the heaviest of the work, and yet these
patient creatures plod away from morning to night,
crooning some Gaelic melody, quite happy carrying a
full hundredweight on their backs in many cases for
half a mile. The cutting and securing of the ware is at
all times dangerous work, but in a stormy spring this
is even more true. The women are then made to cut
the war~ oµ the rocks, while the men keep hold of the

ropes which are fastened round the waists of the
women, ready to lift them up on the approach of a
bigger wave than usual.
There they work wet,
drenched to the skin, for about three hours at a stretch,
and even with all its discomforts, they unanimously
confess that at this time they are healthier than at any
other season of the year. A striking proof of the efficacy of the cold water treatment among a race of people
who do not often indulge in the luxury of a bath.
These patches of land are only drained by wide,
deep, open drains, which"carry off the surface water,
leaving the cultivated land cold and damp, but even
the drains have their uses, and for a strange purpose,
the sides and bottom when dry produce a luxuriant crop
of weeds, which is carefully pulled up and carried away
to the cow, who is quietly chewing the cud, after a
scanty meal of the hardest, driest vegetable fibre, at
whieh a starving Ayrshire would turn up her nose.
After the crops are in the ground, the women are
again installed in the office of caretakers, as the men
must now attend to the reaping of another harvest from
the sea. Nets require to be mended, or barked, buoys
made, and the bo{l.ts must be launched from the beach
where they have lain high and dry since last autumn.
During the home fishing season every Saturday and Monday is devoted to cutting peats, in which everyone helps
his neighbour : thus if a man needs twelve men for a
day to cut his yearly supply, he will need to pay back
each of these men with a day's work. To this law there
is this exception, that those men who by their calling
could not be expected to cut peats- ministers, teachers,
catechists-get their peats cut for nothing, by giving
the men engaged at the work their food for the day.
I learned on coming here that alcoholic drinks are
foocl, and ha.cl at first a dead set against me for either
drink or a line to get it. I as firmly, refused and proposed to cut my own peats, when the opposition was
at once silenced, as they could not bear the disgrace of
that, and since this first stand was taken I have never
been troubled with the alcoholic food question. Again
after the peats are cut the women do all the rest of the
work among the peats, turning them when one side has
got dried, putting them up on end when they are firm
enough to stand alone, and stacking them when they
are thoroughly dried, and, worst job of all, carryi11g
them home in creels on their backs, often during the
fiercest storm of winter, having to go out two or three
times to the moss over rock and bog for their daily
supply, for the average Celt is not provident, and
never lays in a supply of anything but only lives from
hand to mouth.
After the summer home fishing is finished the men go
away to the East Coast fishing, where they get the only
money that they see from year to year ; all their home
fishing i1:1 done on the truck system with the merchant.
The leave-taking ere setting out for the East Coast is a
most heart-rending spectacle. All the women and
children flock to the shore, while the parting words
are being said all are bathed in tears, indeed the parting is far more demonstrative than that which is seen
on the quays of our large seaports when an emigrant
ship departs, which separation is often for a lifetime
and not as in this case only for at most two months.
While the men are away the women are busy cutting
something, which they dignify by calling it ltay, which
however, would be more correctly named bent, something leathery, heathery, which only the most absolute
starvation would compel a cow anywhere else to look
at, but which a hardy highland cow will eat and
digest, aye, and give the richest milk from. Barley
harvest now draws on, this is a time of pulling and
not cutting. The oat crop is treated in harvest pretty
much in the same way as is done in the south ; but
the barley is too sacred a grain to be treated in any
fashion so common, for a variety of reasons which will
shortly appear. Then the staple food of the crofter,
the potatoe, has to be lifted. After the last sheaf of
grain and the last creel of potatoes have been carried
home on the back of the harJ-working wife or daughter, the men, having meantime returned, refit their
shattered creels and prepare for the lobster fishing.
Poor fellows, though lobsters are plenty, Yery little is
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nowt? _be got for them, as they are imported in such
quantities from America and Norway. ·when all the
young, strong, hardy men are away prosecuting this
most dangerous branch of their -calling, in one of the
many lochs on -the West Coast, the shores of which are
not peopled, the people having been forced to leave and
swell the al:eadl densely crowded cities, or go to those
weary colom~s, m o~der that they might make room for
cle~r. Now 1s the time to see crofter life, inFts purity,
at its best or worst, in the long winter nights when
there is no one at home save a few old men women and
children. Go into a crofter's house and ~ee ho,; the
winte~ evenings ~re spent-i1;1 the upper room the boys
and girls are busily engaged m plucking the heads from
the ~arle:y straw. This slow and tedious process is still
retam~d m prefe~ence to the more expeditious way of
~hrashmg by a flail, for two very opposite reasons : first,
m order that the straw may be as little crumpled as
possible, so that our crofter may have good thatch for
his house, and good straw to plait into the bottom of
his chairs, or for the neck-rope for the creels· and
second, in order that he may be able to get his
barley conveniently dried over his peat fire, the
heads of grain are more easily put into a piece
of old herring net (so that the barley may get
the proper taste of peat reek, which is so much
relis~ed by ~he lovers of the barley bree) than
the su~gle grams would be after the ordinary process of
thrashmg. Though I have never seen oxen treading in
the threshing floor, yet one can easily see here a
stranger thing than that, namely, women rubbina with
~heir feet the separate grains from the head, and l~osenlD[s the chaff, which brings us now to the open air
wmnowing of the grain, which is so well known a process that I need not describe it. The oats are treated
after the following fashion. 'l'hey are thrashed with
the flail, and that part which is to be made into meal is
dried in a pot by the side of the fire, which forms a
simple but very efficient kiln of a primitive kind. The
next stage in the process is the milling, which is also
done at home. The grains, just as they came from the
ground, without any preparatory dressing to remove
the outer husk or shell, are handed over to the female
part of the household, who are the millers for the family.
The quern, or hand mill, as it is iound iu foe iiouses
here, is a very different thing from one of the many
patent home mills which now inundate the market. It
is more easily wrought, makes a finer meal, is cheaper
and last, though not least, is that which has bee~
handed down from their fathers. It may not be so
cleanly, small particles of grit off the stone may come
off among the meal, but these drawbacks are nothing
to an Islander as a set off against its many advantages.
The cleaning or separating of the coarse husk from the
fin_e meal is a~ primitive as any of the other stages of
this homely life. A calf's skin, from which the hair
has been scraped, is stretched over a hoop, so as to resemble one end of a big drum, when the skin is perfectly dry, holes are drilled in it at the proper distances
and of a proper size, what passes through this is fit
food for men, and what will not go through is only fit
for the cows. The next stage is the baking. Suffice it
to say on this point, that from meal, whether barley or
oat, made in this homely fa hion, bread is made which
for.sweetness will please the most fastidious, and for
blackness ought certainly to satisfy the eyes, if not the
stomachs, of the leauers in the brown bread movement.
I have dwelt so fully on the c1·oppi11g part of the crofte(s life, that _I fear I cannot fully enter into a description of the hve-stock part of the system. In brief
then, all unless the very poorest have at least one cow,
while many of them have two, and in some cases three,
all giving milk, not counting young beasts. Dairy produce cannot be sold at any price, hence the poorer
people who have no cows are pretty liberally supplied
by their more fortunate neighbours. The kindness
shown in the way of giving fresh warm milk to a sick
person, or to a family where there is a child but no
cow, by the Islanders is very great. The more remote
the island, and the less it is in the route of the tourist,
the better is it for the poor and the sojourning
stranger, Hens ~ncl ducks are fouµcl in eyery house,
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and eggs _are to be had all the year round at a halfpenny a-pie?e. The wool from the sheep is all spun
an~ woven mto home-made tweeds, winceys, druggets,
which now find a ready market in the cities of the
Soutli. Knitting is also a very considera hie sonrce of
revenue to the female part of the Islanclers, for when
they are ~ngaged at any work, even cn.rrying creels,
where their hands are free, they are busily engaged
knitti~g stockings for some of the large warehouses of
your city, who have got aaents
here and there oYer all
O
the islands, ju~t. as in a former ~e.neration they had
agents for the g1vrng out and rece1vm(Y of tambourina
a.?d stamped work. Thus you have got a brief descrip~
t10n of the occupation of the hardy men and women
who inhabit our ~ estern Islands. I hope to take up
the ot~er two pomts mentioned at the beginning of this
paper ma future number.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.
STATE PROTECTION AND HIGH DUTY ON
LIQUORS.
(To the Editot· of tlie "Social R eformer. " )
Sir,-Whilst fully realizing that the ranks of those
who are combating the present clrinking traffic and
customs of our country should not be divided by individual views, and that the minority should act with
the m~jority i_n the measures they decide to adopt,
you will penmt these measures to be fairly criticised
in your columns. It is a pleasure to admit that the
Socia,l Reformer hreathes a true religious spfrit whilst
advocating repressive measures, whose object miaht be
better attained by using religious and moral infl.~ences
alone against this evil; by agitating to set intoxicating
drink entirely free from State connection and control·
and hy securing that the law uf the lanJ shall treat
intoY-icat' OI?, in evAry sta.ee, as a crime.
Instead of wasting our energies on Permissive Bills
temperance men should join shoulder to shoulder t~
cut the whole traffic adrift from the , tate. As with
the opium trade in India, we should have no interest
save to crush it wherever its use was proved, in any
degree, inimical to society. The present protecti e
system is most ''unfair." In a country that has adopteLl
the simple principle of "free trade " in all tbings1tbiqtte et ab ornnibt1,9-it is inconsistent also. It is
"unfair," because it gives privileges to the distillers
and the licensed householders, that enrich them by
prohibiting competition. By back-door influence ·with
licensing justices and magistrates, one householder
gets fifty per cent. better return for his invested capital
than his neighbour. It is "inconsistent" to retain
protection in the sole case of strong drink. If it be
necessary for us, or even a luxury, our people sh ould
be able to manufacture or buy without excise regulations. This freedom would, from many causes, le!:sen
the manufacture; but, should it be increased thereby
the price of grain, and the profit of the farmer woul<l
rise in proportion. He is entitled to the profit of the
distiller and the retailer, as much as the gardener in
making his cider, or the vVest Indian sugar grower
in having his rum-still on every estate. "Local Option,'
or whatever measure goes on similar principles or lines
is therefore unfai?- and inconsiste11t with our legislation.
2. With :i.11 this, these measures are doubly objectionable, because they will not cure the evil against which
they profess to be directed. Though they nmy limit
the number of public houses, it by no means follows
that they will lessen drinking or drunkenness. If
there be two houses in a district the abolition of one
of them only doubles the drink consumed in the
remaining house, and also the income of the _pub_licanabolish both houses, and the custom for drrnk 1s or ly
sent to the next rarish or the nearest city or villa~~-
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Silent drinking and shebeening must inevitably increase;
and the public house under the public eye is preferable
to corrupting hypocrisy and deceit.
Protection and high duty encourage the present
system of adulterating drink with deadly poison, whereby additional gain is secured for the publican's till.
" Free trade" would abolish this wholly, and even
drunkenness would be less, and less savage than it is
in its effects now. · A learned sheriff, who has sat on
the bench for fifty years, assures the writer that the
effects of drink have changed contemporaneously with
the raising of the duty on whisky. Within the
last twenty years criminals uniformly declare that they
have no recollection of their brawls. They remembered
taking liquor in a certain house, and their next recollection was on waking in the police cell. Formerly,
however drunk, they could generally give some account
of themselves. The drink now dethrones reason, and
kills memory. Other judges were consulted as to their
observation in this matter, with the most serious and
startling result, that it is found to be the rule now in
the criminal statistics of drink. Legislation should
concern itself with this more than has hitherto been
done, or seems to be proposed.
3. Excise duty and license are objectionable, as being
an attempt to regulate vice and self-indulgence that
should be left to regulate themselves through their
natural consequences of degradation and ruin. If
liquor were freed from State connection and patrona.ge,
it would not have the respectability now attaching to
it. It would be cheap and vulgar as penny beer. Call
this champagne and charge for it 10s., instead of its
intrinsic value of one penny, and it will be found
adorning the sideboards of the rich and gay.
4. Our present system, however it may be regulated,
connects our country with the traffic, and se1.mres
profit to ib from what is ruining the produce of the
country, and producing misery and crime. The hearts
of women and children are bleeding, and often from
the gibbet the drink-fiend scowls on church and
country. Are we to have anything to do with that?
The dark, hideous thing there swaying in the morning
breeze was great gain to our worthy publican and our
parental State. He might come to the same end under
'' free trade " in d1·ink ! If he did, we would have no
complicity with him in his self-destruction ; and if it
happened often-were there no personal interest at
stake--the community and the nation would rise in
indignation and stamp out or "Lynch" the trade.
The Government would take strong drink from the
people, as it does fire-arms from those who give themselves up to midnight assassination or rebellion.
Eventually, to degrade and to repress the whole hideous
system, "free trade" seems the true course to be
adopted by all temperance men.
5. The question of compensation is one that will give
trouble under the present proposed measure. The
idea is abhorrent. Compensate a man for stopping his
manufactory of crime ! Let it not be named among
us ! "Free trade" cuts at the root of any such claim.
No case for compensation could arise any more than by
the landlord and the farmer · for the abolition of the
duty on corn.
These views will be met with the cry as to the loss
that would be entailed on the revenue by their adoption. "\.Ve answer, "that is a small matter compared
to the welfare of the people ; '' and financial genius
would prove itself equal to the task of raising money
for our country's wants. Taking the matter roughly,
the £24,000,000 raised by the Excise could be covered
by an income tax of ls. per £ even levied over its pre~ent
area. The area might be extended equitably, and the
tax otherwise adjusted so that the sum per £ would be
much less. Many would gladly pay much more than
fore per cent. of their incomes to be free from all
connection with liquor, and to have the opportunity of
fighting it in the open, without any of its present pat·
rona.geand adventitious respectability. Why should we
not support ou:r army and navy by direct taxation?
Far better, surely, to do this than to support them, as
we do now, off the produce of drink and crime ! It
would he otherwise beneficial in placing a wholesome

check on what the nation might at ·any time consider a
'· spirited policy" among the nations.
This subject must come to be dealt with ere long
from an economical -point of view. As Britain dTinks,
and becomes, at the same time, pastoral, we must
make our liquor from foreign grain ; and so we are
being gradually drained of the nation's capital. With
such laws operating, we must, at the present rate, soon
drink ourselves out of house and home.
"Free trade " would not directly remedy this.
Indirectly it would. It would set the nation wholly
free from what is working ruin to our people, and all
the remedial and repressive action, both of religion
and the State, would press on the viper until it was
crushed beneath its heel.-J. S. MACKENZIE, Manse of
Little Dunkeld.
DO PUBLIC HOUSES CONDITION DRUNKENNESS?
To the Eclit01· of the "Social Rejo1·me1·. "
Ex-Bailie Lewis is reported, in the Scottish Tern perance L eague Journal of December llth, to have said,
that in a ward in Edinburgh, with a population of
22,550, there are 145 licensed houses, and that, in this
ward there have been 3,175 drunken arrests. Alld
also that, in another ward, with a population of 12,430,
there are 37 licensed houses, while the drunken arrests
have only been 75. He is further reported to have
said that, in this state of matters there is a fact of
immense value to the temperance and social reformers
of this country. For, he is made to say, if those facts
prove anything they p1·0\'e this, that the amount of
licensed drink shops, to a large extent, conditions the
amount of drunkenness. Should he not have used a
more explicit phTase than large extent? Why is he not
reported to have stated the ex.act extent? Was it
because he did not know and could not say. And if
he does not know the extent, why is he reported as
having submitted the above facts as of immense value
to the temperance and social reformers of the country?
I am astonished ; for it has been on assumptions of
this sort, enforced by misleading phrases, that the
licensing system has been maintained for centuries as
the means of revenue through drunkenness, assumed
to be regulated ,1-·ithin manageable limitation. The
drink trade is licensed and supervised for the regulation
of drunkenness. Sobriety is regulative in and of itself,
and does not require supervision.
Drunkenness is
inseparable from the drink trade, and licensed supervision has been applied as a restraining power without
effect. But besides being represented as inexplicit in
the phrase (large extent), he is also made to mislead in
withholding all information about the people in the
wards he is said to refer to. If 22,550 give 3,175
drunken arrests: ancl if 12,430 give only 75, is it not
because the 22,550 are to a large extent composed of
degraded drunkards huddled together in circumstances
begotten of extreme drunkenness and favourable to
arrests; and if the 12,430 give only 75 arrests, is it not
because they are composed not of th~ lapsed masses,
but of people who have an aim in life and who live
toward it, with the self-command which obviates exposure in helpless drunkenness. All the world knows
that there are wards in Edinburgh occupied by the
debased through drink, and wards occupied by people
who are far above being caught by the police in
the state of helpless drunkenness. It is the helplessly drunk who swell the number of drunken
arrests; but he is not made to say whether the ward
with the most arrests is inhabited by people liable to
become helplessly drunk, nor whether the ward with
the least arrests is inhabited by people not liable to
become helplessly drunk. These are grave omissions.
But even though this point had been made clear, it would
not have followed that drunken arrests are the rneasu1·e
of drunkenness. If there was no drunkenness except
that represented by the arrests of the helplessly drunk
we would be a comparatively sober people. The Bailie
should have been reported as giving exact" information,
too, as to the extent to which the police are bribed by
respectable people to take tlieJU 4.i1ietly home. All
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this he has not been made to do, and his facts, disconnected ·with these circumstances, are not entitled to be
estimated at immense value by temperance and social
reformers in tbeit· enlightened efforts to remove the condi. tions of drunkenness, which does not consist, as is assumed by the Bailie, as reported in a large number of
public houses rather than in a small number. Drunkenness is conditioned by drinking, and by the appetite for
drink created by drinking. The whole history of licensed
restriction is that it is thus developed and diffused irrespective of the number of houses licensed to sell dl'ink,
or of the respectability of their owners, or of the extent
of supervision exercised over them by the administration of the licensing laws. While the appetite for
drink is cultivated by any number of public houses it
grows beyond the power of control, and it is because
this is the case that total abstinence is a personal duty
a.nd prohibition a national duty. Drunkenness is not
to be eliminated and diminished from the sale of <lrink
under any conditions. And the Bailie's statistics, as
reported to prove that the amount of licensed drink
shops, to a la1·ge extent, conditions the amount of
drinking and drunkenness, are misleading and fitted to
encourage so-called licensing reformers in their efforts
for a licensing measure to frustrate temperance reformers in their efforts f01.-1prohibition. If the Bailie is
correctly reported this is evidently his object. This is
what he is made to say. I apprehend that if we put in
operation, honestly, the clauses which are to be found
within the existing license laws of Scotland, we could
do a mighty deal to arrest the progress of drunkenness. The meaning of this is, that the existing licensing laws merely need to be fully administered in
order to produce the required amount of sobriety.
In the opinion of licensing reformers of the type
of Mr. Gladstone and the Lord-Advocate, the Bailie's
administration of the existing license laws to mightily
arrest the progress of drunkenness, might as mightily
obviate the need for any attempts on their part to
apply new regulations. The Bailie's arrested drunkenness could well enough be accepted by them as a
substitute for their sobriety contemplated in further
restriction. He and they by appearance are in one boat,
and while he labours to arrest drunkenness mightily by
nfurci.ug legalized clrinking iu the p1·ese11t, ihey mLtst
look to him for help iu any additional attempts they
mny make at legalized Llrinking in the future. But
temperance reformers do not forget that legalized drinking is drunkennes . I could not have imagined an
utterance better fitte l than this reported in the Bailie's
name to encourage Mr. Gladstone to persist in voting
against Sir Wilfrid until he abandons the demand for
i,robibition. This, attributed to the Bailie, is so much
opposed to the enlightened, unflinching advocacy that
he used to stand up for so manfully, that there is room
for suspicion that he has been unfairly reported with a
view to misrepresentation. For the sake of prohibition
and sobriety, as against license and drunkenness, I
hope to hear that such is the case,
JOHN PATO:K.

To the Editm· of tlie "Socicil Reformer."
'ir,-I am obliged for your courtesy in favouring me
with a proof copy of Mr. Paton's criticism of some
remarks made by me at a public meeting in Edinburgh
upwards of a month ago. Mr. Paton objects to my
having said "that the amount of licensed drink-shops
to a large extent conditions the amount of drunkenllcss." This statement, notwithstanding Mr. Pa ton's
denial, is substantially true. It is a truth which was
established by a r eport of the General Assembly of the
Uhurch of Scotland as far back as 1848, and from which
we learn by returns from 478 parishes that drunkenness
among the people was very much in proportion to the
number of public-houses. In 1869 an exhaustive report
was issued by the Lower House of Convocation of the
Province of Canterbury, and signed by upwards of
13,000 clergymen of the Church of England. After
taking the testimony of '' govemers and chaplains of
prisons, the heads of constabulary throughout Great
Britain, the superintendents of lunatic asylums in
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\Vales, the judges, the recorders, the coroners, and the
masters of workhouses throughout England and Wales,"
the Convocation report that "in proportion as the
facilities for drinking are reduced intemperance with
its manifold evils is restrained." Another report was
published in 1874 by the Convocation of the Province
of York. After taking extensive testimony from similar authorities as the above, the Convocation reports
that the evidence of said witnesses "invariably show
that when the facilities for obtaining drink are increased, drunkenness increases also; that when they
are lessened, there is a corresponding diminution in
intemperance, and this rule seems to operate with all
the force of a natural law." So much for Mr. Paton's
denial of a palpable truth.
Your correspondent next takes exception to my having
stated that in Edinburgh police arrests. are most numerous in those districts where licensed houses most
abound, and vice versct. It is here noticeable that he
ventures neither to deny my statement nor controvert
my figures. He prefers to surmise that the people who
live in the wards where dnmken arrests are few were
far above being caught by the police and well skilled
in the practice of bribery. In the ward to which I
referred where licensed houses and drunkenness are
at a minimum, there are thousands of the working
classes resident, and where, as has been shown, very
few get into the hands of the police. Why is this ?
Chiefly because in their district there are few public
houses. I do not require to inform the readers of the
Social Reformer that if liquor shops were forced in upon
that district as in the other ward to which I referred,
the deterioration of the people issuing in additio11al
drunken arrests would be the inevitable result. Mr.
Paton next tells us that "drunkenness is conditioned
by drinking and by the appetite for drink cr~ated by
drinking." Why does he stop here? Why did he not
finish the sentence by saying " and the appetite for
drinking is co11ditioned by the licensed facilities and
temptations which exist." Surely in writing the above
your correspondent did not write to the full extent of
his knowledge.
In srP.aking of rlrunkE'n arrests, Mr. Paton teachee
a doctrine which, from one in his position, I cannot but
regard with grave concern. He says, '' Ii there wa~
no drunkenness except that represented by the arrest
of the helplessly drunk, wo would be a comparatively
sober people." Against such a doctrine I must tender
my solemn protest. \Vith_ upwards. of a g_uarter of a.
million of drunken arrests m the Umted Kmgdom last
year and with upwards of 600 drunken incapables
gath~recl from the streets of Glasgow duriug the first
week of the present year, I presume there are few of
your readers who will regart.l this appalling amount of
public drunkenness with such complacency, or belieYe
that it comports with comparative sobriety.
Mr. Paton further objects to my having stated that
if the existing licence laws in Scotland were honestly
and properly administered a mighty deal could be done
to arrest the progress of drunkenness. This statement,
however distasteful to Mr. Paton, is nevertheless true.
In my remarks at the meeting referred to I called very
special attention to one of the most saluta~·y c_lauses i~
the Public Houses' Amendment Act which 1s notoriously disregarded in Edinburgh, and I believe very
generally throughout cotland. It is therein provided
that every police superintendent sl,a_;ll, on. eveIJ l\I?ncl_ay
morning, supply the procurator-fiscal m _his d1stnct
with a written report of the names of all licensed persons from whose premises drunken persons a~e seen
frequently to issue, and may use the forces .1t bis command for the conviction, and if-necessary, apprehension
of offenders. It is also provided that the procuratorfiscal shall submit said reports to the magistrates and
justices at the Licensing Court1:1; and that on first
conviction the magistrates and justices mciy cancel the
licen ·e and that on the thi.rcl conviction they shall do
so. Il this salutary provision were faithfully _administered I believe that about one-half of the public-houses
in Edinburgh might be shut within a twelvemonth.
Mr. Paton may believe that this would in no degree
tend to the diminutio11 of drunkenness, but I presume
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he will get few who know anything of the aggressive
power of the drink traffic to agree with him.
I can sympathise and co-operate with Mr. Paton in
sharply criticising the conduct of those who teach that
the policy of restriction is essential to the success of
the prohibitory agitation, or who insist upon it
a~ a means adapted to .secure either the prohibition of
the traffic or the attainment of national sobriety. But
when I find him denying that drunkenness is aba.ted by
the diminution of licensed centres of temptation, or increased by their multiplication, under the plea of advancing either total abstinence or prohibition, I regard
him as playing not so much into the hands of Mr.
Gladstone as into the hands of the liquor power. The
<lenial of such a palpable and popular truth in the face
of overwhelming testimony may retard but it never
can by any possibility advance the prohibitory agitation.-! am, truly yours,
DAVID LEWIS.
Rosel ea Villa, Grange,
Edinburgh, Jan. 21st, 1881.
FOR CONSCIENCE' SAKE.
'Po the Edito1· of "Social RPjorrner."
In your December number your correspondent, G. H.
Hale, asked the question-'' Did you ever hear of a seller
of tobacco giving up that trade for conscience' sake?"
Yes ! Some twenty-four years ago the prosperous
town of Bonnybridge was but a mere village. It had
then only one shop of a general grocery kind, the keeper
of which had to keep tobacco. All this is now changed.
Bonnybridge is now a thriving place, and has got a
hotel. There are now a.t least a dozen shops, but the
original store still keeps no tobacco. The keeper has
been for two generations known as a consistent tempera.nee man, who strongly disapproved of the use of
tobacco. The only explanation that ever I heard
offered for the change is the following :-One clay he
was going up from his shop to his works, and in passing
through the pend below the canal, he met a little ragged
bare-footed urchin coming from the foundry busily engaged in trying to blacken a piece of clay and injure
bis health at the same time. The merchant put out
his hand to take the pipe from the boy's mouth, when
he was met with the dreadful words-Let that alane, I
bocht it in yer ain shop. This was enough to show the
path of duty, which was obeyed. The explanation
may not be true, though I have heard it in the place as
tmth.
The merchant was George Turnbull, Esq.,
Auditor to the Scottish Temperance League.
ENIKNAR.
CORRE PO DENCE ON LOCAL OPTION.
folJowing copy of coaespondence has been sent to
ns for publication :Manchester, January 11, 1881.
Dear Sir Wilfrid,-Absence from the House of Com•
mons on pressing business prevented my hearing Mr.
Gladstone's answer given last night to your question as
to whether the Government intended to do anything
this Session in regard to the drink traffic. I see by
the papers that the Prime Minister gives no hope of
the Government attempting at present to carry out
the view expressed by the House in this matter.
May I ask what course you propose to take under
these circumstances ?-Yours respectfully,
THOMAS BUR1'.
THE
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WILFRID LAWRO '

REPLY TO MR. BuR'l'.

House of Commons, J'an. 13, 1881.
Dear Mr. Burt,-From Mr. Gladstone's statement,
t o which you allude, it seems that the Government,
under the urgent call made upon them by the state of
Ireland, have decided not to attempt dealing with the
drink question during the present session.
This will doubtless cause much disappointment, and
especially so to those who have worked for many years
to obtain for the people the power of protecting themselves and their families from the drink traffic. But,

although the present position of affairs is somewhat
disappointing, there is nothing in it which ought
seriously to discourage or dishearten us.
The threatening and alarming agitation of the Irish
Land League naturally quickens the desire of the
Government to get the Irish question settled without
delay.
vVe think that we could prove that our question,
bearing as it does upon the main cause of crime and
pauperism throughout the whole kingdom, is far more
important. But those who conduct an agitation in a
quiet and constitutional manner have often, in the
exigencies of political life, been obliged to see their
demands refused ; while others preferred in a more
exciting manner are being attended to. But we have
begun the session this year exceptionally early, and
even an Irish question cannot last for ever.
Besides, we have a Government in power, se-.reral of
whose leading members have spoken weighty and
encouraging words on our question.
Mr. Gladstone himself has said that our drinking
system brings upon us the accumulated evils of "war,
pestilence, and famine." Mr. Bright has adverted to
the drink traffickers as those who deal in articles pro•
·ducing "crime, disorder, and even madness." Sir
Harcourt, the other day, in an admirable address, expressed his earnest desire to do something towards
remedying'a vice of which, he said, "the whole industry
of the country is at the mercy." vVhile Mr. Chamberlain, some years ago, declared that if reme<lial steps
were not urged, "the very stones would cry out."
It seems to me that the duty of the hour is to
strengthen the hands of such men, and, if it be
possible, to let them see that even the Irish question
should not be allowed to stand in the way of the people
of England, Scotland, and vVales obtaining the legislation which they desire, and for which a majority of
the House of Commons, including an overwhelming
majority of the Liberal party, voted last session.
·with this view, I have given notice of the followiug
resolution, which I shall move on the earliest suitable
opportunity I can secure :" That in the opinion of this House the resolution
passed by the House on the 18th day of June, 1880,
which affirms the justice of local communities being
entrusted with the power to protect themselves from
the operatton of the liquor traffic, ought without delay
to be em bodied in a bill to give effect to the said
resolution."
It is possible still to sa.ve a year, an<l before the
11ext licensing session comes rou11d, to haye put the
public in possession of means enabling tho3e who are
so minded to protect themselves and their neighbours
from the licensed sources of misery and mischief, over
which there is at present no power of po-pular control.
\VILFRID LAWSON.

,v.

THE YouNG SHAVER.--The owner of a bright pair of
eyes says the prettiest compliment she ever had received came from a child of four years. The little
fellow, after intensely looking at her, enquired naively,
"Are your eyes new ones ? "
In an article upon the growth of powerful political
parties, and the importance of the prohibition of the
liquor traffic, the Ripley .News sa.ys :-" Powerful
political parties in their commencement are the off•
spring of great political questions ignored by existing
parties, but cherished in the hearts of the people. The
one now looming up in the political horizon is the outgrowth of the greatest question of political economy
that has for many years presented itself to the American
people. Its aims are higher, its purposes greater and
more unselfish, than any other that has been before it
while the principles it advocates are of greater moment
than any that have been before the people since the
days of the struggle for American Independence. This
party merits the support of true political economists
because it seeks to check the greatest source of national
waste; it meets the views of the philanthropist because
it seeks to elevate and ennoble mankind and rescue the
perishing."
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THE WANDERER.
By the Author of "Paradise Restored," "Dick Saunder's Error," &c.
CHAPTER V.
THEY were fully furnished with all that wealth could
procure or elegance suggest. They consisted of sitting,
dressing, and bed rooms; but they were comfortable
and tasteful in a superlative degree. You had only to
see them in the noontide or the setting sun to say so.
Just now the light from the fading fire that feebly
:flickered casting weird shadows across floor and walls
and ceiling, and the turned down light of a lamp, were
all that lighted up the rooms. Just then the maid
trimmed the fire, partly turned the lamp up, and even
by night the suite looked beautiful, but its chief grace
was its cosiness. Standing on the threshold you saw
nothing save a portion of the wall, for a handsome
draught screen hid all the rest from view. Coming
round by it, however, you stood in a room where
everything seemed combined to yield voluptuous ease.
Heavy curtains on windows and on door precluded
draught. Chairs designed to lull the sense into supreme
ease, a couch fitted to banish fatigue, carpets, rugs,
and hassocks, to minister ease to the weary or to
gratify the indolent, were there. But you could not
gather from these the character of her who used them;
these may be seen in the rooms of those who never rise
higher than the gratifications they afford. Here they
were a very subordinate part of the furnishings indeed,
though their profusion might at first attract the eye.
Close by one of the windows was a table that told of
hard literary work ; there was quite a pile of sheets
closely written. The sheet half written and the pen
lying across it showed that the writer had been busily
engaged not long ago. A little whatnot with books
apparently well used, clearly showed that (they were
for constant use and not merely for show. Near by
was a table of quite a different kind. It was crowded
with books, many in elegant bindings. Magazines,
engravings, photographs, and some of the finest etchings are in that portfolio that rests on the stand hard
by. A piano open wit,h a piece of c}a:;sic muRic displayed, also speaks for the musical ability of the fair
occt1pant of this delightful room. In its centre stands
a table with a book or two, one or two floral ornaments,
nud a lamp bich casts its shaded light aroun<l. Adjoining was the bed-room equally elegant and equally
comfortable, from which the rays from the flickering
fire streamed out, and blended with fire and lamp light
of the room we have sought to describe. You saw some
engravings on the walls, and if you at once inferred
that theiJ.· presence there was due to their intrinsic
worth you would be right. On the marble chimney
piece there were several beautiful bronze figures marked
by the severe taste that pervaded all the objects in the
room. There were also three photographs exquisitely
framed, a young and an old man much alike, whom
you guessed and guessed rightly were her father and
brother : the other was that of a lady advanced in
years, yet still possessed of that beauty which a long
career of goodness stamps upon the features and which
time is never able to efface. Taste and order 1·nled all
things, and you were more inclined to think that the
rooms were got ready for some future occupant than
that they were being every day in use by the only
daughter of a landed gentleman willing to gratify her
every wish, and who was in danger of spoiling her if
that could be possible.
Just as we have completed our hasty survey of this
lovely place we hear a footstep on the stairs. It is a
woman's footstep, and so heavy that we know before
we see her that her heart is heavy and her countenance
sad. Presently the door opens and a young girl ent ers
the room. Yes, she is sad, the sadness of anxiety and
apprehension clouds her brow. As the flickering light
plays on her features there is no answering smile.
Dora is too downcast for that. She turns up the light
which floods the room with its brilliance, heightening
in a high degree its beauty, but we look at Dora as she
stands by the t able looking at something hidden from
us, _but painfully present to her mind's eye. She was
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beautiful, not that sickly wax-like beauty which some
extremely resthetic people affect, but the healthy beauty
begot of a co-ordinate development of all herpower3. She
was a finely formed girl with an easy graceful carriage
which was as much part of herself as her hair. She
was a brunette in complexion, and the blood as it
mantled in her cheeks gave her olive complexion the
hue of one of those Spanish or Italian women which
are to be seen in the masterpieces of Velasquez or
Murillo. Her face was a fine oval, and her hair naturally ringletted was as glossy as the raven's wing. Her
eyes when animated sparkled as if with fire, but ordinarily their brilliancy was softened by her long eyelashes. Her mouth was exq nisitely formed, not Apollo's
bow was more graceful in its curvature than the curve
of her lips-ruddier than the cherry and- set off with
most beautiful pearly teeth. Although not rigidly
regular, her features were remarkably free from irregularity : and altogether Dora Vernon's face would have
taxad the powers of a great portrait painter to embody
adequately on the canvas. She was free from that
extreme plumpness of form which is the great blemish
of women in the middle and higher ranks of life. Her
manner was perfectly unconstrained, being not only
easy but self-possessed she made those in her company
as easy and unconstrained as she herself was. Dora
was in short in the fulness of life and spirit, which in
itself greatly enhanced her beauty, and she was good.
Living with her parents almost always in the country,
under the careful training of a g0verness who had a
passionate desire to make her pupil a woman in every
sense, she grew in beauty, and sense, and goodness,
and was liked if not loved by all who were on terms of
friendship or were dependent upon her.
Dora wished as she stood by the table that her
governess had not gone away, but she was married and
settled about a year ago, more than a hundred miles
away. Dora still thought, still stood looking as it were
far away. At last she sat down and began to gaze into
the fire abstracted and absorbed. She was apparently
unable to disentangle the web into which matters
at Elmfield had become involved. At last she spoke.
The sound of her silvery voice, a voice that offered
evidence of the immense care and patience with which
it h ••d been traineJ, i, tarUed he,·, aL1d ohe half lvok~d
round as if others were in the room as well as herself.
"I must get at the bottom of all these tlisquieting
matters. Poor entworth is sadly changed since he
has gone from home, even changed to me. How kind
and good a brother he was to me, the partner on my
rining, bo11.ting, botanizing excursions, always helpful,
always watchful. But since he has gone to college
how changed to be sure. Moody, heedless, wilful and
given, I fear, to low pleasures. Jones does not like his
service, yet Jones has few scruples about anything,
and then, what means his deep seated aversion to Mr.
Milbank, when quite a contrary feeling should fill his
breast. There is some mystery there, which for my
own peace and my brother's character I must fathom.
Could they have met before ? Surely not. vVhy
not ? That boy Jones knows very much of my brother's
doings, and seems desirous of leaving his service if he
has not already done so. "\Ventworth went off from
the hotel with bad words on his tongue, and he behaved
very badly to Milbank ; can they have met before? If
they have, the shame is not on Milbank's side. I am
strangely interested in him, and do wish my brother
was as much so. How strangely he has come amongst
us. It is most wonderful that he should still continue
as one of the family, but one need not wonder when his
behaviour is taken into account. When he stopped
the_horses, he drove me home as if he had been my own
brother. When he was provided with clothes he appeared
a perfect gentleman, and ever since he has acted as one.
How kind he is; goes out with my father and feels a
deep interest in all around cur home: and father wishes
that ·w entworth was only as practical and sagacious as
be is. Mymotber is much impressed in his favour. He
speaks to her of London and London society as if he
had moved in it, and to me how kind : gets the piano
in order, or reads to rne, or makes up a quiet rubber.
I am deeply interested in him, and anxious to penetrate
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all the mystery that hangs over hini. Why should I ?
He must soon leave, for Wentworth has told his father
that the same house shall not hold both, and father
cannot prefer a stranger to his own son. He will have
to go, but I will never forget his bravery and his after
kindness, and if he goes he shall not go away empty
handed." By this time a tear welled over her eye and fell
upon her hand : covering her face with her handkerchief
Dora had a good cry, but her tell-tale heart could
have roundly affirmed that three tears out of four were
for the stranger.
Starting up she touched the bell and passed into her
bed-room ; when the maid appeared she said,
" Annette, will you send Jones here ? "
In a minute she came out refreshed, in another
minute Jones appeared.
''Jones, are _you still in my brother's service?"
"No, Miss, I am this minute discharged ; but I don't
leave with Mr. Wentworth. I am to stay till Jenkins
is on his pins-I mean, miss, on his legs."
"Is Mr. \Yentworth leaving?"
"Yes, to-morrow ; I am packing up his toggery ; I
mean his things."
"Where is he going?"
"Oh my! Excuse me, Miss, the place has such an
ugly name, quite a flavour of brimstone."
·
"Oh, I understand, you need not trouble yourself to
name the place. Does father know ? "
"Yes, and takes on awfully about it. But ·wentworth says quite boldly that he goes because Mr.
:Milbank stays."
''Jones, you can tell me if ever the gentlemen met
before?"
"Oh, yes I can. They have, Miss, and a jolly
meeting; I mean, a very unfriendly meeting it was.
They met at Wantage, M'am, and Milbank said, 'You
sha'n't ill-treat the young woman.'"
"Jones! "
"Oh, I am mum, n.h, I mean I am dumb, Miss ."
"We'll, they quarrelled?"
"They did, and master got the worst of it by a long
way. The other gentleman put a settler on master's
mug-trap. Oh, I mean the ruby flowed ; no, I mean
that by a well planted blow on his bellows's ; the fact
is master got the worst of it."
"No doubt, Jones ! Well, go and attend on Mr.
Wentworth ; but, Jones, be very discreet and say
nothing to anyone about what you have told me."
"Oh, Miss, I will never say a word, and if you and
master will only keep me in your service I will serve
yon night a.nd day."
"Well, well, that is a matter for my father, who will
see in a day or two."
Dora wrote on when it was far on in the night, and
at last went to her devotions and her bed.
With Milbank it was different. It was the last
night that he was to be under that roof which bad
sheltered him now nearly for a week. He might have
left with less regret had he only had the pleasure of
another of the delightful evenings he had spent in Elmfield. To leave Miss Dora and wander forth again as
the prodigal, whom a father in the · public prints was
vainly entreating to return: to be compelled to leave the
society of so lovely a woman because her brother was
an ingrate, and worse, to have to leave his own home
because his brother had conspired against his peace and
set his parents against him. '' Had my brother been able
to say as much of me as I could say of Wentworth
Vernon there might have been cause for the treatment
he bestowed on me. Stay' there, Henry, you perhaps
charge the old man falsely : be generous t o him, let
your antipathy against your unnatural brother be as
great as he deserves. Well, well, I shall see to-morrow.
Mrs. Ingram was glad to see me ; I misjudge her if she
is not as willing to assist me."
Oh, what an evening that was to Jones. He could
not conceal the joy which filled him at the thoughts of
getting rid of his master. So little could he hide it
that he so whistled and capered while engaged in
packing up that Wentworth, who sat moodily by the
fire, turned round and said,
"What the deuce are you howling at, one would
think you were baying at the moon."

"Ah, sir, if I howled you might tremble at the
thoughts of leaving to-morrrow."
"None of your superstitious cant."
"Oh, I am dumb."
In a little the old elation struggled to get vent, and
Jones was whistling louder than ever.
'' Look you here, Jones, stop that noise, or I'll pitch
you out of the window."
"Mum's the word," said Jones, with a grimace that
Master VVentworth would not have cared to see.
"You are not away yet, sir."
"How do you know that, impudence?"
'' 'Cos he is going off to-morrow afternoon."
"Is he?"
"Yes, to the great grief of the whole establishment."
Up started Wentworth and tried to get hold of
Jones, but he was quite alert and ducked and dived.
now round, now behind a chair, till Wentworth sat
down breathless and glared on him.
Up got Jones on a table, and striking an attitude
said,
"Most potent, grave-no, I beg your pardon, but if
you will tell me what I have done to offend you, you
would do me a favour of the right sort."
'' What did you say about great grief, &c., just now.."
" What did I say; why, please sir, I said that we
all of us are sorry that Mr. Milbank is going away.
The real fact, on my soul. Just think he saved Miss
Dora, he pleases Master, my Master now, and Misses,
he is not stuck up, he never gives trouble, and so we
all feel sorry that he's going."
'' Come down, you young whelp, and I'll teach you
better sense than speak about a vagabond in such
terms."
"Oh, I come down at once; here we are on terrafirmer once again, and I'll relieve you of my presence,
but if it was the last word I ever said that gentleman
is a real gentleman, and all the rest on us would give
our 'davy on it."
Jones vanished. In the long night during most of
which he sat by the fire with the untasted wine on
the table at his elbow, remembrance was busy with the
conscience of Wentworth. She held up a mirror that
almost seared his eyeballs, for it showed him how
foolish, how wicked he had been, and he was almost
persuaded to be filial to his father and friendly to the
preserver of his sister.
( 110 be continued. )
FOOD AND FEEDING. •::•
THIRD NOTICE.
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IN a few final words we will take our leave of this
interesting book.
e have seen how Sir Henry views
the fashionable dinner with its load of dainties, which
auite unlike Balaam is invited to bless our stomachs,
and instead of that curses it with the evils that excess
brings in its train. Against the present public dinner
with the magnitude of its display, its dangerous excesses and its evil results Sir Henry -firmly protests.
He would amend it by reducing its solids and would
greatly restrict the dimensions of the flowing bowl by
limiting those formidable incentives to deep potations
-toasts. Here we have a London physician quite
restive under the dozen or two of toasts that clamour
to be honoured on such occasions. A few months ago
we had a veteran Edinhurgh journalist making a
similar remonstrance against toasting as a usage more
honoured in these days in the breach than in the
observance. Are we wrong in our belief that such a
relic of gross barbarism is doomed soon to _have a place
in "the tomb of the Capulets ? " '\Ve thmk not, and
we are specially pleased with eYen the mild amendment
on our present system of toast.drinking which Sir
Henry lays before bis readers. ' ' Might it not be
better worth trying the experiment of offering fewer
dishes, better service, and abolishing half the toasts?"
His scheme, if toasting was good in itself, and only
abused at present, would do well. But as toasting in
itself is only a piece of paganism, we simply approve
of his scheme as being less evil than the present absurd
* Food and Feeding. By Sir H. Thomson. L~ndon: Warne
& Co.
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and mJurious usage. He would give the Queen and genie is-a cigarette. "The value of a cigarette at
Royal Family as the first toast : " Our National Insti- this moment is that with the first whiff of its fragrance
tutions" as the second. This toast would include the palate ceases to demand either food or wine; after
parliament, its leaders : justice, our judges : military smoke the power to appreciate good wine is lost." Is
and naval forces, their officers: education, heads of it any wonder on reading these words that many will
universities and public schools : religion, its ministers : be able to account for the immense amount of bad
science and art, heads of societies, academies, colleges : wines which play such havoc at our private and public
literature and press, distinguished writers. The third dinners. But Sir Henry claims tobacco as an ally of
would be the "Toast of the evening," the real object temperance. "A relationship for him"-" the Gourof the dinner. There might be a fourth toast, that of met "--of the most perfect order is that which subsists
the committee connected with the object, visitors, between coffee and fragrant smoke. While wine ancl
&c., &c. When our public dinner toasts are thus tobacco are antipathetic, the one affecting injuriously all
restricted and clergy dinners have gone out of fashion, that is grateful in the other, the aroma of coffee" marwe will have advanced very far indeed on our way to ries " perfectly with the perfume of the finest leaf.
Only by1theuncultured classes of Great Britain and other
the abolitiou of the drinking usages.
Sir Henry has a conviction that good, pure, genuine northern nations, who appear to possess the most unsenwine is obtainable, but not from those firms that siti ve palates in Europe, have smoke and alcoholic
advertise. He would not be sincere if he did not drinks been closely associated. By such tobacco and
harbour such a conviction. He says distinctly,·" What- spirit have been sought chiefly as drugs, and are mainly
ever wine is given should be the most sound and unso- taken for their effects on the nervous system-the easy
. phisticated of its kind which can be procured. The but disastrous means of becoming stupid, besotted, or
host had far better produce only a bottle or two of drunk. People of cultivated tastes on the other hand
sound bourgeois wine from Bordeaux, than an array of select their tobacco or their wines, not for their qualifictitious mixtures with pretentious labels procured ties as drugs, but for those subtler attributes of flavour
from an advertising cheap wine house." This being and perfume which exist often in inverse proportion to
the injurious narcotic ingredients, which latter are" as
his conviction and his contempt of flashy wine cellars,
much as possible avoided, or are accepted chiefly f~r
we have just to see how he thinks it may be procured.
He says, it may be procured in two ways ; first, by the sa~ of the former." Here again we must take
finding some merchant of long standing and reputation care and not drink these poisonous drugs -even with the
who will do the applicant the favour to furnish them, knowledge Sir Henry imparts that a whiff of a cigarette
and the price must be large for quality and age. Such will at once "draw the fires" of our drink appetite, or
a one will never advertise, for he confers a favour upon that we should proceed to learn the a.rt of coffee drinkhis customer by parting with such stock." But Sir ing and smoking to be a fit and proper person for culHenry advises tipplers to be their own wine merchants, tured society and able to withstand the insidious
to buy in and bottle wine years before it is to be used. approach of fragrant alcoholic wines. Let us rather
A man's wine cellar becomes in twenty or thirty years choose to avoid the wine glass, the tobacco pipe, and the
coffee cup, and fall back on these pleasures that never
a possession of interest and value, and he can produce
something curiously fine and free at all events from the fail, and which like Barkis are willing to afford us
deleterious qualities of new and fictitious wines. Of simple delights whenever we desire them.
Through all the mazes-many of them thorny-of
course Sir Henry overlooks, inadvertently, the fact that
even all this begging and obligatoriness to a wine this book in which ,we have followed Sir Henry, we
merchant, this investment and care upon wine bins, have often dwelt with delight on the pleasant subjects
cannot make bad wine good, for we need not say that vvhich from time to time have presented themselves.
all that 'ir Henry can claim is that such wine is not The last of the oases is the besL. \Ve again quute Sir
the worst, and he c9,nnot rffirrn t.hat it is l)thl'r than Henry-" Befnre 41uitting th e s11bject of dining it must
bad after all the wealth and pains expended. Should ho said that after all those who drink water with that
not the rigid a.ncl unsparing in our ranks have some meal probably enjoy food more than those who drink
colllmiseration for the ignorant and foolish that fall by wine. They have generally better appetites, and they
the publican's strong ones, when they see a gentleman certainly preserve an appreciative palate longer than
ater is so important an element
like Sir Henry Thompson writing about wine in the the wine drinker.
strain he adopts in his book ? Pure genuine wine free to them that they arc not indifferent to its quality
from alcohol is only to be got direct from the grape, and source. No admixture of wine or spirit counteracts
not from the vat : it is the juice kept from fermenta- the poison in tainted water and makes it safe to drink,
tion not the foaming liquor that seethes, grows turbid, as people often delight to believe, but the simple process
and at last bites like a serpent and stings like an adder. of boiling it renders it perfectly harmless : and this
Sir Henry's wine is too dear to be indulged in freely result is readily attained in any locality by making
and does less harm, but it prepares the way for those weak tea to be taken hot and cold, or in making toast
more potent beverages that vitiate the body and ensnare water, barley water, lemonade, &c." Sir Henry recommends seltzer and similar waters, but he tells us
the soul.
Sir Henry has so deeply enchained us that we plunge that ample slices of water melon are delicious. Let us
deeper and deeper into the interesting subject. He thank him for suggesting an option as regards water
unfolds the rule, which has the general gastronomic and wine, and thank him for showing us the best
cousent laid down for those who indulge in the luxury aspect in which wine drinking can be presented. We
of wine. The rule is "to offer pale sherry or dry have seen how grave is the responsibility of tampering
Sa.uterue after soup, delicate Rhine wine after fish, a with these wines, even pure and genuine as Sir Henry
glass of Bordeaux with the joint of mutton: the same thinks them, the extreme care with which pure as they
or champagne, dry, but with some true vinous cha1·acte1· are they must be used, the evils they inflict upon ninein it (is he afraid of gooseberries.?) during the entrees; teen out of every twenty who drink them, the great
the best red wine with the game, aucl-but this ought freedom from danger which is begot of abstinence from
to suffice even for the exceptional individual who is them, the superiority of the appetite of the abstainet·
supposed to be little if at all injured by "moderate over that of the very moderate drinker which Sir Henry
potatiorn1." With the ice, a glass of full flavoured but desires to see : and we will learn from this volume of
matured champagne or a liqueur may be served, but '' Food and Feeding" to )Je more rigorous in our aversion
at this point dietetic admonitions are out of place, and to all alcoholic liquors, more loyal in our adherence to
we have already sacrificed to luxury. There are no the practice of true and delightful temperance, and
less than six glasses of wine allowed under this gas: more anxious to diffuse the knowledge that lies at the
tronomic rule, a quantity sufficient to impel the craving basis of the great temperance reformation.
for drink to greater excesses, while at the same time it
LEMONADE.-Boil 1 lb. sugar in half-pint of water,
ha s almost if not altogether broke from the control of
self-restraint. At this most dangerous moment a hene- pour on to half ounce citric or tartaric acid; when cold
ticent genie is near and has only to be invoked to say add 15 drops essence of lemon, boil it, and when wanted
Canute-like, "This far but no farther." This beneficent mix with water.
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*** We have been compelled

to leave over "Dunse
Auxiliary Report," "Midlothian Memorial," and
other important items.

On Thursday, 27th ult., the Lord Advocate was
elected Member of Parliament for the city of Edinburgh over Mr. E. Jenkins, by a majority of 7,450,
the numbers being-for his Lordship, 11,390; for
Mr. Jen kins, 3,940. This does not alter the strength
of the Scottish Local Option vote, which on the 18th
June last stood as follows :-For Local Option, 40
votes and 3 pairs, against 5 only votes, showing 8
to 1 in favour of Sir Wilfrid Lawson's resolution.
In our news column will be found an account of
the presentation to Councillor John Hope, W.S.,
Edinburgh, of an illuminated address and album
containing the signatures of between three and four
thousand of abstainers in Edinburgh and neighbourhood, who in this happy way gratefully recognise the
invaluable services which be has during a long life
rendered to the cause of temperance. We rejoice at
this presentation, and gladly bear our testimony to
Councillor Hope's generous liberality to the movement. On two occasions, by a munificent donation
to the funds of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
Temperance Association, Councillor Hope enabled
its exe_cutive to increase the agencies and extend the
operat10~s of the ~ssocfation. His generous help
at the time materially contributed to the energy
and progress of the agitation.
One of the most cheering indications of the growing prevalence of temperance sentiment comes from
the Glasgow School Board. It has for some time
been evident that applicants for licenses have been·
very desirous of getting premises closely contiguous
to schools, so that they might accustom the youthful
attenders to the presence of a place for refreshments
even if they did not venture, by unwarrantable in~
ducements, to get scholars to become customers.
The School Board of Glagow, iu the interests of the
young committed to their care, are asked, by notice
of motion, to oppose every application for a license
if sought for premises nearer than two hundred
yards to any of the schools under their charge. Of
course it might well be successfully argned that if it
be bad for the child to have a public house near the
school he attends, it must be worse for him to be
subjected to the temptations of a public house
adjacent to where he lives and pl:tys. Still the
School Board has power only over its own schools
and their amenity, and if it decides to oppose the
presence of public houses near the schools it will be
de~erving of t~e th~nks of all right-thinki~g people.
-W:1t~ prevent10u without, and temperance teaching
w1~hm the schoolroom, the scholars in Gfascrow will
enJoy adv:antages which will in future be ve~·y gain-'
ful to society.
1

The Americans-why don't we call them Uncle
Jonathan now ?-manifest daring in whatever they
undertake. During the late political campaign New
Hampshire put up as their Democratic candidate
Mr. Frank Jones, an extensive brewer of Portsmouth, in that State. A procession in bis honour
came upon the State prison, and their amazement
and their disgust may be faintly imagined when
they found a transparency displayed on the prison
walls with the very significant inscription, " JONES'
BEER BROUGHT us HERE." It was all that the prisoners could say, and it was most effective. Jones
did not win. We commend this idea to those who
aid discharged prisoners-those who seek to improve
the condition of the poor. They could not, in our
opinion, do better than appoint a Commission to
visit the prisons and poorhouses of their district, and
on learning to whose drink the unfortunate inmates
owed their incarceration, display the information on
the prison wall or the poorhouse gate for the enlightenment of the suffering and burdened ratepayers. Were this done, when the direct veto is on
the statute book, there would be a very speedy and
proper attempt made not merely to adopt it bnt to
enforce it in the neighbourhoo<l of the prison or the
poorhouse affording such significant information.
We believe that many of our readers will be looking forward with some interest to the appearance
some months hence of the Revised New Testament.
We have been told to expect the disappearance of
the three witnesses of 1 John vii. 8, the story of the
woman taken in adultery, which will be as ill to bear
as the exclusion of the romantic battle of Luncarty
from Scottish national history, and to be prepared
for a great many other changes in our clearly beloved New Testament. But as temperance reformers we will doubtless he looking for a great many
changes vindicatory of our claim for the New Testament as a temperance book. For instance, there are
the words self-control and self-restrained, forbearing,
S'3date, sensible, discreet, abstinent, continent, &c.,
rendered by temperance, moderation, sobriety (of
mind), and sobriety (of body) ; now temperance,
moderation, sobriety, are uniformly rendered by a
corresponding English term. Epi-flcees, Epi-ikw
though only occurring seven times altogethet·, is
translated by four distinct words, and sop/iron is
also translated in five different ways. If the translators have done their duty conform to their high
reputation for wide and accurate scholarship, we
shall find tha.t many a difficulty which could only
stand on mistranslations has been removed, and that
the harmony between our principles and those of the
New Testament is more clearly disclosed.
Every friend of temperance and prohibition must
have learned with regret of the 1·esignation of Mr.
Duncan M'Lareu, lVLP. for the City of Edinburgh,
and must have felt at the same time that their
regrets have been shared by the best politicians of
all parties. ' For sixteen years he has faithfully re-
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presented the interests of the City of Ediuburgh, and the eminent ability of its medical officers, has so
and done great services besides to his country. As signally contributed to the final triumph of the
a temperance reformer he can show a record of bril- great temperance reformation.
liant services iu connection with the Scottish Licensing Act, and the Irish Sunday Closing Act., but
The Unfermented Wine Vigilance Committee in
more than these the Permissive Prohibitory Liquor London are doing a very necessary piece of service to
Bill and Local Option resolution. No one in the the temperance movement by publishing the report
Lobby wn.s more accessible, or more willing to of Mr. J. Carter Bell, the Salford Burgh Analyist,
render substantial services to t.l1e leaders of the pro- on unfermented wines. From the report, which' aphibitory movement, promoting the interests of the pears in ea:tenso in the advertisement columns of the
Bill or Resolution in the lobby of the House of Com- annual report of the Scottish Permissive Bill and
mons, aud no one has so often introduced Scottish Temperance Association, Mr. Bell examined eleven
deputations of prohibitionists into the presence of samples of wine submitted to the public by seven
Lord Advocates or Home Secretaries. At a moment different parties, and in his report we have an exwhen weighted with the burden of age he retires cellent guide to them all. The first three samples
from the fierce heat that beats upon the political belong to the great firm of W. & A. Gilbey, ·who
stage of life, we bear our humble but emphatic testi- assert that their wines are unfermented, which is
mony to his noble service since his entrance into true, but they are not non-alcoholic : two having 14
Parliament to the temperance reformation and to and one 40 per cent. proof spirits. Messrs. Kinloch
the unflagging support he was so ready to render & Co.'s sacramental wine is both fermented and
Sir Wilfrid Lawson on every division that has taken alcoholic, having 26 per cent. of proof spirit. Messrs.
place on his Bill and resolution. May the remain- Kramer & Strauss' " pure and genuine unfermented
der of his life be passed in the quiet and reverence fruit of the vine" is carelessly prepared and has 2½
of family affection, and may the remembrance of pel· cent. of proof spirit. Bell & Co. have three
what he has been enablerl to do for the benefit of samples "unfermented;juice of the grape," but they
his fellow men gild his declining years !
do not contain any juice of the grape, beiug simply
The London Temperance Hospital has now been carelessly prepared artificial compounds. Fairlie's
seven years in exist nee, and with what blessed re- new wine is not pure grape juice, and it contains
sults we can easily ascertain. Since it was opened, Ii per cent. of proof spirit. Wyndham & Co.'s
9336 patients have been admitted; 942 or 10 per purest unfermented wine contains 30 per cent. of
cent. were treated within and the rest outside the proof spirit, showing not only that means have not
Hospital. Two-thirds of the r.pplicants declal"ed been taken to remove the spirit as alleged, but that
themselves a.b tainers ; the otbern on-abstainers ; spirits bave actually been added. Frank Wright's
Only two deaths under the surgeon's hands are wine is the eleventh sample. He styles it "unferrecorded, and of the 942 only 40 or 4½ per cent. died mented wine, free from alcohol n.ud unintoxicating,
-a mortality much below that of the other London preserved in vacuo by Frank Wright, 68 High St.,
hospitals. The cases in the surgical wards included Kensingtou, W. This wine is prepared from grapes
Cresarian section, lithotomy, ligature of the carotid specially imported from Andalusia, Burgundy, and
artery, excisions of tumours, etc. Nothing could be the Medoc, for this purpose. It is guaranteed to be
more gratifying than the results of these cases, or is the true fruit of the wine." Mr. Bell, in his report
so fitted to strengthen the convictions of abstainers in on this sample says, "My examination of this sample
the non-alcoholic treatment of disease. It is perhaps confirms the statement made upon the label that it
not so well known as it deserves to be that, although is pure grape juice and free from alcohol. An exany of the medical officers can prescribe alcohol, yet haustive analysis of the ash shows it to be the same
it is never done. As a pharmaceutical solvent, for in amount and to consist of the same constituents as
which alcohol is now so largely nsed, the ordinary the ash from grape juice pressed from the fruit by
alcoholic tinctures have been superseded in the Hos- myself. In this respect there is a marked distinc}Jital by tinctures made with a solution of glycerine. tion betweeu this and all the other samples referred
These tinctures have proved to be perfectly efficient. to." Mr. Bell's exhaustive report is signed on the
Their cost is only one-fifth that of the ordinary 25th Sept. last. We have several times in these
alcoholic tinctm·es, aml they are never drunk sur- columus and in the interests of true temperance
reptitiously by people about the dispensary. As an reform fearlessly exposed the discreditable attempts
article of diet, alcohol is formally excluded from the being made to foist a sham sacramental wine upon
Hospital, and alcoholic beverages are never admitted the temperance community, and we point to Mr.
to the meal table. Can any statement be more .Bell's report with pleasure as supplying the best
decisive against the use of alcohol in any form or information procurable _on the subject. After his
shape as a drug or as diet 1 or have we ever had exposure " surely in:vain is the net spread in the
such emphatic testimony as to alcohol being neither sight of any bird."
food, fuel, or physic 1 We have not, and our friends,
we hope, will not fail to support an institution
which by ..: 1e undeviating courage of its committee,

On the 18th ult. Mr. M'Laren, M.P. for Edinburgh, applied for and accepted the stewardship of
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the Chiltern Hundreds. The event was wholly unexpected. His son, the Ron. John M'Laren, LordAdvocate, immediately sought the suffrages of the
electors, and issued his address. To all appearance
it seemed as if he were to be returned unopposed,
Mr. Trayner generously giving way iu his favour.
Mr. Edward Jenkins, who, on the last Parliament
was one of the members for the burgh of Dundee,
and a Liberal, unexpectedly entered the field against
his Lordship. He did so, be said, on the grounds
that as a citizen of this country he had a perfect right
to contest any vacant seat-this right is not denied,
it is its judicious exercise at the present time which
is in question- and that as a private member he
could attend better to the interests of the city than
as an official of the Government, who by bis position
is under reticence or restraint. We are glad that
both candidates are in favour of Local Option. Mr.
Jenkins has voted both for the Permissive Bill an<l
Local Option resolution of Sir Wilfrid Lawson, and
spoke in their behalf both in and out of Parliament.
His Lordsl1ip has repeatedly declared himself in
favour of the principle for which the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association contends,
and there is every reason to believe that in Parliament he will ·give that principle his support, and
render to the Scottish Permissive Prohibitory movement as v::t1uable service as his father. Both candidates being agreed on this issue, the battle will be
fought out at the poll on other grounds. We hope
by delaying the issue of our magazine, to announce
to our readers the result of the poll.
Unenviable as are the reputations of the Glasgow
music-halls, they are, with one exception, deprived
of the power of dispensing alcoholic liquors to their
frequenters. That exception is the Royal Music
Hall in Dunlop Street, known more particularly :is
"Davie :Brown's." Mr. Brown has recently died,
and we observe that the hall, drinking-bar, &c., is
to let. Not many years ago. the magistrates of the
city had an opportunity of withdrawing the license
from this hall, but shrunk from availing themselves
of it on the plea of being invidious as regards Mr.
Brown, and since that the bar has been left to exercise its dangerous influence upon those who frequented the hall and craved for liquors. The
mischief done by the sale of liquors in such places
is incalculable, for the ideas of amusement and
drinking get inextricably associated in the mind, and
intoxicating liquors are held indispensable to all
enjoyment. Seeing that the other music-halls in the
city are carried on without the adjunct of a drinking
bar, and yet are successful, we think our city magistrates should on no account allow of the transfer of
the late Mr. Brown's license to a new tenant. They
are resptmsible for the morals as well as the peace
of the city, and are bound to remove, as far as is in
their power, every source of public corruption ; and
in our opinion a drinking-bar in a theatre or musicball is a manifest element of social corruption that
should not be tolerated.

'l'be editor of the Clwistian .News replies to the
articie in our last issue on his criticism on the now
famous deputation to the Lord Advocate. We will
pass over hiR opinion of either the style of our article
or the status of its writer. It is, we suspect, a
matter of indifference to the members of the Scottish
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association who
edits the Social Refo1·mer, provided its advocacy and
teachings are in harmony with the principles and
aims of the Association, and while we maintain that
they are, our members are the best judges whether
or not such is the case. The real issue between the
writer and ourselves lies in this, that he ignores the
fact that union on the basis of our full, pure, radical
veto between the leading Scottish temperance organ•
isations has been attained. The writer says we have
declared in favour of our veto and also in favour of
restrictions on the liquor traJfic, and because we hav.e
done this we have failed in our duty at this time.
We on the other hand maintain, and we point to
our statement as proof, that we have in no <legree
resiled from our position, and that we have secured
the alliance of the Scottish temperance reformers in
a determined legislative effol't to secure our veto.
Before the Lord Advocate a statement was made by
our representative calculated to remove all misconceptions in his Lordship's mind as to our position
and our demand, and yet, the writer never once
judges us by that. We had, we believe, a ground of
complaint, and we are sorry to find that in his second
article the writer never once refers to that ofticial
statement. It is evidently in vain for us to ask to
be judged by our own official documents, but notwithstanding we cannot submit to be tried by any
other. A generous interpretation of our position
would have been given no doubt if the writer had
remembered how often we hav~ declared that license
was inherently mischievous, and yet that we invariably declined to oppose any restrictions on the liquor
tr<lffic which might be imposed. We have resolved,
time aftei· time, as an association, that no legislation
would be satisfactory that did not embody our veto,
and we have declared that we would accept any
Government measure not reactionary which did contain the veto we demand. If the licensing clauses
in the famous six points were in operation, they
would never harm the community nor obstruct the
adoption of the veto. Take Glasgow for example :
were her public houses closed at, 8 p.m. on fawful
days there would be a considerable amount of the
temptation removed at the time when it was peculi- ·
a.rly formidable ; were our theatres and our music
hall purged of their drinking bars, a dangerous evil
would be removed. Were the 34 hotels prohibited
from supplying the 4000 mala-fide travellers that
infest Glasgow all the Sabbaths of the year, it would
be better for the church and the world. .But will
any one affirm that the operatious of any or all of
these licensing clauses would do more than impose a
feeble check on the vperations of the liquor traffic,
or render the adoption of the veto by the citizens of
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St. Mungo less of a necessity. The organisation that
made these clauses the condition of its support to the
veto does not believe that. If the Government
brings in a licensing measure embodying our demand, it would, we thoroughly believe, receive the
vigorous support of the staunchest friends of prohibition, not on account of the restrictions it would
impose, but solely on account of the veto it would
contain. We accept the alloy of restriction because
of the pure gold of suppression which will be easier
to procure. It is not at all probable that all the
burghs in Scotland will immediately accept the veto,
and it may be in those burghs that are pleased to
wait until the veto has been in successful operation
elsewhere, that restrictive clauses such as 3, 4, 5 and
6, may limit in some degree the power for evil of the
traffic, but we are convinced that all our cities and
burghs will 11ever rest satisfied with any remedy
that comes short of suppression by the votes of the
ratepayers. Hence our belief that in getting the
temperance movement united on our demand, we
are promoting the best interests of the agitation by
showing the Government that the veto we desire is
the demand of every section of the movement, and
must sooner or later become the law of the country.
We have already said that we believed that we had
the approval of the best friends of prohibition for the
course we have taken, and although we are very desirous of giving earnest heed to what the writer has
to say on the matter, we not only see no occasion to
alter our opinion, but good grounds for holding it
more firmly. Our frieuds judge us by our statement,
the writer excludes it altogether from his consideration. We are not disposed to enter upon n. discussion with the writer upon the existence or extinction
of the association. Neither we nor he can of ourselves determine either the one way or the other.
But we shall certainly never plead for a tolerated
existence. We do not care who completes the victory
we have fought for, provided that victory is wou.
We leave the association in the hands of its supporters, whose province it is to determine the nature
and length of its existence. Certainly we should
not like to see it perish merely because we have displeased the writer while so much remains for it to
do. Its work in the warfare against the liquor
traffic will bear investigation, and the executive need
not shrink from a scrutiny of its. efforts, come when
it may. The writer fails to perceive the relation of
this association to the Scottish permissive prohibitory movement. But for the failure of his perception his judgment would have been in its favour
rather than against it. The association sprang iuto
being to combine the power of the Scottish abstainers w ith all moral reformers (whether abstainers or
not) against the liquor traffic, and now that such
union bas been attained, the writer declares that the
desert of the association is extinction. N otwithstan ing that it has been unfortunate enough to fall
under his displeasure, we believe that it will advance
rapidly towards the goal of its efforts, growing in

numbers, influence, and power, reaping as it moves
success, and when its warfare ends in a decisive final
victory we shall welcome its last sigh as joyfully as
the bold Free Traders witnessed the obsequies of
the Anti-Corn Law League.

INTELLIGENCE.
THE PARLIAMENTARY SESSION.
THE Parliamentary session opened on the 6th ult. The
proceedings were wholly devoid of State ceremonial.
The crowd was smaller than is usually the case. Her
Majesty appears certainly far from being impartial as
regards the great parties in the State. The Queen's
Speech was a lengthy document, but contained no refer•
ence to the liquor traffic. On the reassembling of the
House of Commons in the afternoon, an immense array
of notices of questions an<l motions were put. Among
these were a notice of motion by Sir Henry James as
to corrupt practices at elections; the Welsh Sunday
Closing Bill, by Mr. Roberts; bill to amend the law
relatin~ to the custody and treatment of lunatics, by
Mr. D1llwyn; Married Women's Property Bill, Mr.
Hinde Palmer ; the English Sunday Closing Bill, Mr.
Stevenson; Resolution on Local Taxation, Sir B.
Leighton; appointment of a Select Committee to inquire
into the incidence of Local Taxation, Mr. Duckham;
bill for the closing of public houses during the hours of
Parliamentary polling, an hon. member (Mr. Carbutt);
resolution on the opium traffic, Mr. Pease ; Married
\Vomen's Property Bill (Scotland), Mr. Anderson ;
question by Sir Wilfrid Lawson, "On Monday next,
10th ult., to ask the Prime Minister whether the
Government intend to introduce any measure during
the present session for carrying out the resolutions of
the House with respect to the licensing system and
local option."
On Friday, 7th, Mr. Roberts was successful in balloting for a place, and his Welsh Sunday Closing Bill
stands at first ord1::r un "\Ve<lne1:1day, 4t,h May, when
the second reading will be dism1si:1ed.
On Saturday morning 8th, Mr. Stevenson's Sunday
Closing Bill became the victim of the order of the
House, which decrees that opposed motions cannot be
taken up after l 2 ·30 A. M. Mr. Callan blocked the way.
On Monday, 10th, Sir Wilfrid Lawson put his
question to the Prime Minister. Mr. Gladstone's 1·eply
was a negative one. He concluded by saying that he
hoped his hon. friend would not be surprised when he
(Mr. Gladstone) said that there was no likelihood of the
Government being able to deal with the licensing laws.
He then sat down amid the perfect silence of the
House. During the sitting Mr. Stevenson got ,ved•
nesday 6th July for the second reading of the English
Sunday Closing Bill.
On Tuesday, 11 th, Sir ,vilfrid Lawson gave notice
that on the earliest possible day he would move '' that
in the opinion of this House the resolution passed by
the House on the 18th June, 1880, which affirms the
justice of local communities being entrusted with the
power to protect themselves from the operation of the
liquor traffic, ought without delay to be embodied by
the Government in a bill giving effect to such resolution. "
On Wednesday, 12th, Sir Charles Dilke moved for a
return _of the number of electors in each constituency
in the United Kingdom, and Mr. Carbutt's bill for the
closing of public houses during polling at Parliamentary
elections was read a first time.
On Tuesday, 18th, Mr. Pugh gave notice of a bill to
amend the licensing act of 1873, so far as related to the
qualification of the licensing justices.
THE LATE PRINCE IMPERIAL ON PROHIBITION." The suppresion of public-houses solves, in a great
measure, the social question of the working man's
independence."- '' Life of Prince Imperial." Page 260,
Griffith & Farran.
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DEATH FROM

ONE POISON IN8TEAD

OF

ANOTHER.-

A young man, Walker, died at Berwick through drinking, on New-Year·s day, a glass of vitrol, which he
had mistaken for whisky. He died, you see, from not
being a teetotaler.
THE GOVERNMENT AND TOTAL ABSTINENCE.--The
following members of Government are total abstainers:
-Lord Granville, Lord Spencer, Sir C. Dilke, Bart,
Mr. Bright, and Mr. Mundella. Of these, three are
members of the cabinet.
There are 20,000 total abstainers in the British army
-8, 000 of them belong to the army in India. 7,000
abstainers are in the navy; 158 of them officers. Of
the 4,000 boys in training ships, nearly a-half are
abstainers. In the navy it is said the pledged and
unpledged abstainers number nearly 10,000.-1'imes.
The inmates in Falmouth Union number 149. Only
one half-pint of beer is consumed there daily, and it is
by a man ninety-five years of age. The medical officer
for Falmouth town and parish, and also the parish of
Budcock, says, no pauper in these places has one drop
of intoxicating drink by my order. I prescribe and
order milk freely for them.
Joseph Livesey has entered on the fiftieth year of
bis life of total abstinence. He took his last and his
best glass of liquor-whisky and water-in 1831, at
M'Kie's in Lune Street. Somehow, it caused him to
reflect and vow he would never take another, and he
has kept his word. Eternity only will tell how many
last glasses have been taken under the influence of his
cogent arguments and impressive appeals.
MILK IN SUMMER AND WINTER.-lt is well known
that milk is now largely sold in glasses, and highly
appreciated in summer. To stimulate its sale in
winter, some clever person has invented a heating
apparatus, so that it may be bad warm. Baked 'taters,
hot and warm milk, with a piece of bread, should
furnish a luxurious meal for cabmen, policemen, porters,
and similarly exposed public servants.
The Journal of .Applied Science enlightens the nations
on the production of beer, number of brewers, and the
consumption of beer per head in Europe. We learn
that Great Britain has 26,214 breweries, which produce
1,050,000,000 gallons of beer, the consumption of
which, by her population, averages 32 gallons a-head.
N.,rway has no breweries, yet she produces 16,500,000
gallons, and consumes 8 gallons a-head. The Belgians
consume 38 gallons per head, and are consequently the
greatest beer swilling nation in Europe-a most unenviable notoriety.
STRONG Darnx.-The art of distilling was discovered
by an Arabian chemist in the ninth or tenth century.
Europe and Am6rica. have been t'!:i.e places where this
poison has been the most extensively used, and there
it has degraded and ruined millions, and is yearly
sweeping tem1 of thousands unprepared into a wretched
eternity. There is no scourge, whether pestilence or
war, so fatally destructive of the best interests of man,
or any custom so paralysing to all benevolent exertions
to train the young in the love and fear of the Lord as
the use of distilled and fermented liquors. Through
their use thousands of almost broken-hearted mothers,
who would delight to send their chi~dren to the Sabbath school, are compelled to keep them clothed in
rags confined in their squalid homes.-Mimp1·iss' Gospel
Treasury.
'' The following is the position I occupied, and
the language I used to the American people, at one
of the darkest periods known in the conflict with the
slave power. Slavery must be overthrown.
No
matter how formidable the obstacles, or how strong
the foes to be vanquished, slavery must cease to pollute
the land. No matter whether the event be near or
remote, whether the taskmaster willingly or unwillingly relinquish his arbitrary power, whether by a
peaceful or a bloody process, slavery must die. No
matter though, to effect it, every party should be torn
by dissensions, every sect dashed into fragments, the
national compact dissolved, the land filled with the

horrors of a civil and a servile war, still slavery must
be buried in the grave of infamy, beyond the possibility
of a resurrection. If the State cannot survive the
anti-slavery agitation, let the State perish. If the
Church must be cast down by the strugglings of
humanity to be free, let the Church fall, nevermore to
curse the earth. If the American Union cannot be
maintained except by immolating human freedom upon
the altar of tyranny, let the American Union be
smitten to the dust, and no tear be shed over its ashes.
Abolitionists ! remember that the foe with whom you
are in conflict is 'full of all deceivableness of unrighteousness,' and will resort to every device to make
you quit the field. 'Put on the whole armour of Goel;'
so shall you be invincible. The war admits of no
parley. No flag of truce must be sent or received by
you; yon must neither give nor take any quarter. As
Samuel hewed Agag in pieces, so with the battle-axe
of truth you must cleave the monster Slavery in twain,
and thereby purge our guilty land."-WILLIAl\£ LLOYD
GARRISON. This is a specimen of the faith that can
remove mountains, and of which many soldiers in the
British army of drink suppressionists would be better
of a more ample portion. No wrong could maintain
its existence in the face of a stalwart faith like Mr.
Garrison's.
PRESENTATION TO COUNCILLOR HOPE, w.s. -A
deputation from the committee appointed to draw up
and present an address to Councillor John Hope,
vV. S., from the abstainers of Edinburgh and neighbourhood, waited upon that gentleman at his residence,
31 Moray Place, on Saturday, 15th ult. There were
present--Councillor Somerville ; Revs. J. Kay, F. L.
Armitage; Messrs. J. Steel, S.S.C., J. Coutts, S.S.C.;
Messrs. J. Nisbet, J. Armstrong, J. Linkie, vV. Laing,
J. M. Naughton, and J. H. Waterston. Mr. Waterston, secretary to the committee, and once a boy of the
British Temperance League, introduced the deputation,
and called on the Rev. J. Kay to make the presentation. Mr. Kay, chairman of the committee, briefly
recapitulated the great services which Councillor Hope
had rendered to the temperance movement. At a time
when the cause of temperance was not so popular as
now, Mr. Hope had had the sagacity to perceive that
it lay at the foundation of all trne social progress, and
had held on his way with steadfast purpose, till at last
it had been given him to see abundant fruit of his
self-denying toil, and such an increase in the ranks of
the abstainers from all intoxicants, that the day.dawn
of their victory might be said to have arrived. He
concluded by asking Councillor Hope's acceptance of
an album, in which he would find inscribed the names
of between three and four thousand of abstainers, all
of whom had gracefully recognised Mr. Hope'~ eminent
services to the temperance reformation. Councillor
Hope returned his warmest thanks for the address,
and for the kind wishes with which it was accompanied.
The address recalled many things to his memory. The
first of these was the principles on which the British
League was founded. Those who professed abstinence
at that time adopted it on the ground of expediency;
while the view of the League was that God never
intended alcoholic liquor, or tobacco, or opium, as
articles of diet or beverage for healthy man. On this
principle it was that they trained the children not to
drink, just the same as that they were not to tell lies
or steal. It was curious to :find medical men now
affirming this principle on scientific grounds-that
alcohol was not a diet or a beverage for healthy man.
'fhe League was further founded on the recognition in
Scripture of two sorts of wine-fermented and unfer,
mented. They acknowledged both, but they did not
acknowledge divine sanction to use the alcoholic wine.
He had certainly expected greater results from these
long years of work. He had always been told that he
had begun at the right end in beginning with the
young. One important question for the abstainers of
the present day was the communion wine question.
Its presence at the Lord's table gave alcohol a great
prestige. It must be left to each congregation to act
according to its circumstances; but he believed that
this thin~1 which had become so fixed into ourreligious
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views on labour animated the minds of the toiling
masses. It would be for the permanent advantage of
themselves and their country. It is worth fifty times
its cost.
'l'lu. ]vational Temperance Hymnal. London: National Temperance Publfoation Depot, 337 Strand,
W.C. Parts 14 and 15, 2d. each. These parts bring
up the melodies to the number of 427 : and we notice
among other admired pieces : '' The National Anthem;"
"Father, Come Home ; " " Home, Sweet Home," a very
fine version ; " Never Forget the Dear Ones." The
music is clearly printed, and may be had in the old or
new notation. When completed this will truly be the
"National Temperance Hymnal."
'l'lte National Temperance Year Book for 1881: A
Directory of Temperance Work and Workers. Compiled by John Kempster. London: John Kempster &
Co. (Limited), 9 and 10 Bride's Avenue, Fleet Street,
E. C. Paper covers, ls.; cloth, ls. 6d. Mr. Kempster
must have set a high ideal before him, else he never
could have produced such an admirable volume. There
is the usual temperance calendar with echoes of the
bye-past year admirably presented by Mr. Wagstaff.
"Papers on the Temperance Question;" "Facts and
Statistics for Advocates ; " ''Writings and Sayings of
Permanent Value ; " '' Local Option Di vision Lists ; "
and a mass of other valuable information. It is indispensable to every society and every advocate of the
temperance enterprise.
Beacon Flaslte$-Ta!es to Enforce Temperance. By
the Rev. John Thomas, M.I.V. (London: F. Longley,
39 Warwick Lane, E. C.) Price 2s. The author in bis
preface states that his only object was, in writing these
stories, "to set forth the evils of drinking and the
advantages of true temperance, that some teadcrs
might be induced to give up the former and adopt the
latter, both in principle and practice." The twentysix stories which the book contains testify to the
ability of the writer, and to the success with which
he has followed out the object he set himself to
accomplish. Yv e cordially recommend the volume as
presentiug a first rate collection of simple storieii for
tempP,rance meetings; all of theD"I fitt.ed to impressively
enforce the benefits of total abstinence. The book is
so handsomely got up that it would make a suitable
present to a young man or woman desirous of forming
a. temperance library for themselves.
OUR BOOK SHELF.
The Riyht So1·t of Papers to Bupport.-As a general
BooKs, &c., f 01· Review, and communications for the
Edito1·, should be for·wa,·ded, not later than tlu, 12th 1·ule we have no kindly welcome for new temperance
journals.
If we had our own way, more than half of
of each rnonth, and as much earlie1· as possible, to the
those existing would be formally prohibited, and that
Offices, 30 Hope Street.
too in the highest and best interests of the movement
itself. In great part, they are a disgrace to the work,
The Right Hand Cut OJ': A sermon. By the Rev. and the only satisfactory thing about them is that
Charles Bullock, B. D.
London : '' Home Words " none of them pay. If they realized five per cent. on
Publishing Office, 1 Paternoster Buildings. One penny, the outlay, it would be a calamity for the temperance
or 68. a hundred. Fifth thousand. A most practical movement. Of course, in these remarks, we do not
sermon, distinguished by sound teaching and impres- refer to the standard organs of the temperance cause.
sive appeal. Eminently worthy of the author of "the Journals such as the Alliance News, 'l'he Record, 'l'!Le
Temperance ,¥itness Box." It deset·ves a circulation Lea9ue Journal, The Social Rejo1·mer, and Irish League
not of five but of fifty thousand.
Journal, a.nd others that have a distinct mission and
'l'he Mothe1·'s P.rayer ,· 'l'he Cabman's Wije; 'l'he aim. It is to the whole tribe of worthless illiterate
Mason's Home. By Mary Brighton. London: Jarrolcl rags, edited by nobodies, who have, many of them, to
& Son, 3 Paternoster Row. Twopence each. A de- leam the A BC of the movement, that we refer.-lrish
lightful series of stories in verse admirably told. None 'l'emperance Ba1me1·.
can read these intensely interesting stories without
Sunday Closing in Ireland. Fact versus Theo1-y.
ha Ying his or her sympathies with the struggling honest Pamphlet issued by the Irish Association for the Prepoor greatly enlarg-ed. \Ve are glad to see the first is vention of Intemperance. Dublin : 28 Eustace Street.
in its fifteenth thousand and the third in its thirtieth This is a. neat pamphlet, conta.ining an extract from the
thousand. The second is newly issued, and will enjoy a1mual report of the above Association, and a telling
no doubt a large circulation.
extract it is. 1st, It meets the objection to the Act,
A W01·d about Work. By Mrs. W. Lockhart, Liver- that during its operation "there would be more drinkpool. London: Jarrold & Son, 3 P aternoster Row. ing than ever," by showing that during the first year of
'fwopence. This is among the best productions on Sunday closing there was a reduction of the consumplabour we have yet read from the pen of a lady. She tion of ardent and fermented liquors of not less than
has quite a masculine grasp of her subject, and labour £1,576,634; and also that, in the first half of the
bas n-0 more loyal or more trenchant advocate than she. second year of the operations of the Act, the decrease
Her remarks on the dignity and the use of labour are in the consumption was even greater. There was a
invaluable : and her treatment of the freedom of labour reduction of 1,968,696 gallons in the six months.
is most i11cisive and telling. w· e o~ly wish that irnch Another objection, that '' there would be more arrests

system, could be gradually removed, though it was not
to be done by the sudden operation of a decision in the
Cliurch courts. Nothing, however, would give a.
greater stimulus to ,the cause of abstinence than the
removal of alcohol from the Lord's table. A fearful
responsibility attached to those ministers and sessions
who forced it on persons so young as to be yet ignorant
whether there was in them any hereditary tendency or
desire for alcohol. The plea of Christian charity,
however, required that provision be made for both
parties in the Church. His position was that there
should be that provision, that one part of the Church
should be served with alcoholic, and the other ·with
unfermented wine at the same communion. It was
his opinion, that though they had the Permissive Bill
now, they would not be able to carry prohibition
generally throughout the country unless they first
were able to remove alcoholic liquor from the Lord's
table. After a few words from the Rev. Mr. Armitage,
St. Leonard's, and Councillor Somerville, the Rev. Mr.
Kay thanked Mr. Hope for their reception, and the
deputation withdrew. The album was of large-quarto
size, and of considerable thickness. It was bound in
morocco, with gilt lines and edges, and contained
many pages of signatures, following an address beautifully written in illuminated letters, the work of Mr.
James Watson, writing master of the Young Ladies'
College. It set forth in expressive and appropriate
language the varied aspects of the long and faithful
work of Mr. Hope in the temperance movement ; the
institution of the British League of Juvenile Abstainers,
and the great educational effort in connection with
that famous organization, which placed within the
reach of thousands the benefits of a literary, temperance, and religious education. Allusion was made to
other spheres in whlch Councillor Hope has striven to
promote th e temperance cause, and it was stated that,
in carrying on his patriotic and benevolent work, he
had not only given freely of his valuable professional
time, but spent, ungrudgingly, a large portion of a
princely fortune in doing goou to his fellow-men, and
concluded with the fervent prayers of the signatories
that he might abide in grace and ::trength till the end
comes, and be greeted on his entrance to the kingdom
of heaven with the welcome, '' Well done, good and
faithful servant."
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for drunkenness " is met by the fact that, in the first spicuous place in a valued library of temperance literafifteen months of the :Act's operation there was a ture.
decrease of 12,000,cases ; and as regards the day itself,
a reduction of 60 per cent. in the arrests. The corn- ·
By Mrs.
BooKs RECEIVED.-The Martyr's '1'1·ee.
mittee add, "there have been no riots, drinking and
drunkenness have been largely diminished, ordinary Sewell. jJJethodist Temperance Maga,P.,ine; Half Hour
c1·ime has gone down, and Sunday is quiet. These 'l'emperance Readings, &c.
were precisely the results anticipated from it, and they
constitute an overwhelming cause for its renewal and
extension." They are rjght. If a prohibition of oneseventh of a week can, wherever tried, result in so
much benefit, the advantage of a prohibition extending THE WIDOW TO HER HUSBAND'S PORTRAIT.
over all the seven days of a week, would be incalculable.
Painted just as he used to stand,
With a thoughtful face;
.Annual Repoi·t of the Edinbu1·gh Total Abstinence
His white cheek rests on his slender hand,
Society. 1880. The present is the forty-fourth annual
With languid grace;
issue of the society's report, and is a valuable document. The present report is, as usual, full of interest
I think I can hear his low, soft voice,
to all temperance reformers. The annual festival,
Fall on mine ear.
jubilee festival, weekly meetings, open-air meetings,
tVhate'er were my sorrows my heart would rejoice
and temperance sermons make up a most creditable
When it's sound I'd hear.
amount of work, and the committee are to be heartily
Be died ere one year of our wedded life
congratulated on the result of their efforts during the
Had passed away.
year. The accounts, too, are most satisfactory. The
Snatch'd from the side of his loving wife
income, from all sources, is £329 5s. 9d., and there is
In youth's sweet day.
a balance of fully £23 to carry forward. A very
And my heart grew hard with its dismal load :
excellent summary of the Parliamentary proceedings
,
I mourned alone.
connected with local option is embodied in the report, .
And many months pass'd ere I'd say to my God,
and from it we also learn that during 1879, 1662 males,
'l'hy will be done.
and 1009 females= 2671 drunk and incapable persons
were arrested in -Edinburgh-a decrease on the year of
I thought I must die in that fatal hour
85; and that 4319 males and 2908 females = 7227
When his spirit fled.
persons were arrested for being drunk and disorderlyFor forty long years I have groaned and mourned
a decrease on the year of 1344.
My beloved dead.
Wheq,t-Meal Bread. By M. Yates, Hon. Sec. Bread
That he still will be young seems sti-a:nge to me,
Reform League. Jarrold & Son, 3 Paternoster Row,
When we meet far away.
E. C. 'rwopence. This is without qualification the
And I whorn he left so fair to see,
best pamphlet on wheat-meal bread which we reShall be old and gray.
member to have seen. The writer is thoroughly misMARY GRANT.
tress of her subject, and elucidates her theme in a way
that will bring conviction to most of her readers. No
housewife should miss having a copy of this little
essay. She will find it invaluable from the sound
views it enforces and the practical teachings it affords.
Our tract distributors would do a world of good in
THE LATE MR. ROBERT RUSSELL NICOL, NEW
circulating it throughout the households of their dis- RATTRAY.-We deeply regret to have to announce the
tricts. ,v-e quote a pregnant sentence: "Now, if a death of this devoted Christian and thorough temperman's food sustained him properly he would not require ance reformer. Mr. Nicol was a young man, in the
a stimulant, and would never have that sinking feeling prime of life, at ~is _d eath. His usual good health was
which impels many a one to seek in the public house enjoyed up to w1thm a few weeks of the close of the
that power which he ignorantly thinks can be there year, when he complained of cold and severe headaches,
obtained to do his work, when he can secure the real and as he felt rather worse, he left his wo1·k on the
strength in wheat-meal bread at one twentieth the 8th December, hoping that a day or two's rest would
cost: for it will be remembered, that the strength make him all right, bnt he gradually got worse, the
which can be obtained at the bakers for 4£cl. will cost medical adviser considering him in a very dangerous
7s. 6d. at the public house (?), and without paying the state with gastric fever, until on New Year's morni~g
penalty which Dr. Richardson says is done of injuring his soul passed away. He was very ~u~h respec_ted m
health and diminishing vital strength and energy by the village and wherever known. His mterest m the
every glass of spirits taken."
temperance cause, especially of the prohibitory aspect
Heroes in the Strife ; or, the Temperance Testimonies of it remained, like that of his lately deceased father,
of some eminent men. By Frederick Sherlock, author unab~ted to the very close of his life. His faithful
of '' Illustrious Abstainers. " London : Hodder & devotion to the cause of temperance and religion was
Stoughton, 27 Paternoster Row, E.C. 3s. 6d. Mr. characteristic of him from childhood. He was a conSherlock has apparently been induced by the great sistent and respected member of the U. P. Church, and
success of his highly prized volume "Illustrious Ab- took an active part in the Children's Mission Church at
stainers," to give the reading public a companion Rattray. The children were all present at his funeral,
volume on " Heroes in the Strife." The conception is and made a very deep and solemn impression upon all
eminently wise, the selection of heroes made most present at the grave, ~hen they sang with their swee~
admirable, and the design carried out with rare ability voices '' I love to thmk of the heavenly land, &c.
and talent. We believe that this volume will largely We r~joice to think that what is loss to us is gain to
increase Mr. Sherlock's literary reputation, for his sty le him that now he is singing in that happy land the song
is fluent, glowing, and graceful, and his subject brings of Moses and the Lamb. His end was peace. R S.
before his readers the men who have played a noble
The fearful effects of drink were well expressed to
part in the stage of life. The temperance world owes
Mr. Sherlock a deep debt of gratitude fpr this most his flock by an Irish parish priest the other day.
valuable contribution to the literature of total absti- "What is it, me bhoys, that degrades ye to the level
nence. We should have liked to have seen some of the bastes of the field? Oi tell ye it's dhrink ! What
heroines in his pleasant pages, but we suppose that is it that deprives ye of your nerve? The dhrink !
that is an agreeable surprise which he has in store for What is it that makes you shoot at your landlordbis many friendly readers. This volume is a choice and miss him? It's the clhrink, an' nothin' but the
specimen of the bookseller's art, and deserves a con- dhrink ! "

POETRY.

OBITUARY NOTICE.

THE

MARCH, 1881.
ST!.TE PROTECTION AND HIGH DGTY ON
LIQUORS.*
THE 7ery courteous and frank mauner in which the
Rev. Tames Mackenzie criticises the objects of the Social
R~(orrne1· merits an equally courteous and fnmk rejoindtr. He affirms that its objects might be better
attaimd in three ways :-1, By using moral and religious
inflne:ices alone; 2, by an agitation for free trade in
intoxicating drinks ; and 3, by compelling the law of
the land to treat intoxication in every stage as a crime.
He asks us, in the first place, to abandon the Permissive
Bill a6itation in favour of a liquor traffic unlicensed and
uncor.trolled, but with heavy penal consequences on its
effects. W e should then ha e no interest in it but to crush
it whcrever its use was proved iu any degree to be inimical
to society. The reverend gentleman has no idea of what
the li']_nor traffic would be were it the chartered libertine
he de::ires to see it. And it is not possible at the present
monset1t to point him to any civilized nation where there
is Fr<:e Trade. There is not a nation in the world a
remove or two from barbarism but has been compelled
to lay restrictions on the sale of liquors.
But there
w1\.S flee trade among them all at one t,imP., yP.t it. answored so ill that they have with greater or less stringency put drink-selling under control. That does not
say nmch for Free Trade. We had Free Trade in
E1tgland from the reign of Anne till at least the reign
of the Secoud George. Anne's law permitted tradesmen
to sell without a license, provided they did not allow
ti!)pling in their shops or houses. The 6th of George II.
inipo:2es a penalty of £10 on the retail sale of spirits
except sold in dwelling-houses, thus virtually making
eYery householder a pnblican, and as Smollet the bistoriari remarks, "without making any regulation for
preve11ting the excessive use of such liquors." This is
qtlitc the opposite result from that expected by the
reverend gentleman. Nay, the Parliamentary history of
the period (vol. xii., page 1213) r ecords the fact that
signs were publicly hoisted, "Drunk for ld.; dead drunk
for 2J.; clean straw for nothin~.'' So much for the
great Free 'l'rade experiment of more than one hundred
years ago. The same might be said of the Beer Act
of I 830 and the great free licensing scheme at Liverpool
in 1866. The opportunity to dri1~k was ext~nded in the
latter place, and eagerly seized, until 31,227 inhabitants
and 123 medical practitioners prayed the Licensing
Bench to refuse to grnnt more licenses. Vv e must
really have some evidence of blessing under a Free Trade
regime before we abandon our efforts for prohibition or
relax our present resh·ictions on the drink trade, unsatisfactory as they are.
Mr. .I' ackenzie alleges that the present protective
system i most unfair. We quite agree with him, and
while he would abolish the drink making and selling
monopol:r in the interests of Free Trade, we would
abolish i~ by making the manufacture and sale of a.lco-

* Socia, R,eforme1·, Feb., 1881. Letter on State Protection and High Dnty on Liquors, by Rev. .Ja.s. l\fackenzie,
l\!anse of Little Dunkeld.

holic liquors a felony. He says it is inconsistent to
retain protection in the sole case of strong drink. That
is a strong phrase which our legislators will not readily
accept. The State controls the liquor traffic, and its
declared object is to abate the evils attending it. The
exerci8e is a sanction rather than a protection-a control rather than a defence. The authorities intend to
make it a public benefit rather than a public bane, and
the •10 0 Acts of Parliament passed for its reguhtion
clearly show that this traffic cannot safely be left to
itself.
It is not, therefore, inconsistent in dealing
stringently with such an avowed source of disorder. lt
would be more consisteut, however, to suppress it.
Besides this, liquor, as we have seen, wheu free, does not
benefit as other articles of commerce do. When the
duties on articles of legitimate consumption are reduced
or removed, increased consumption, with benefit, is th e
result. The reason is in their nature. The removal
of the duty on corn gave plenty to all, but it hardly induced gluttony ; the law of supply and demand was
operative, and people just sought enough and no more.
In the case of liquor it is not so. The more one drinks,
th·e more insatiable his craving for liquors becomes, and
if one even t::.stei; there may be a possibility that he may
generate a craving for the liquor that will injure and
may nun him. The law of supply and demand is set at
defiance. Being exceptional, then, the traffic must be
treated exceptionally. Hence when the fetters are being
as rapidly as possible strnck off the productions of trade
and the objects of commerce, public safety requires that
they should be more firmly riveted on the liquor traffic.
Mr. Mackenzie puts it thus :-" If it be a n~cessary, or
even a luxury, our people should be able to manufacture
or buy without restriction." Nay, gunpowder is more
a necessary than alcohol, but as it may cause explosions,
it is under most stringent legal control, and yet the sale
of gunpowder, the necessary, is not so fatal in its results
as alcohol, which is not necessary to life or pleasnre, else
thousands of abstainers to-clay would be near death's
door from privation.
Viewed in regard, then, to the
nature and results of the liquor traffic, its legal restriction is not inconsistent with the law of these realms.
Mr. Mackenzie says, "with all this these measures
are doubly objectionable, because they will not cure the
evil at which they profess to be directed. Though they
may limit the number of public houses, it by no means
follows that they will lessen drinking or drunkenness.
If there be two houses in a district, the abolition of one
of them only doubles the drink consumed in the remainina house and also the income of the publican." This
will clearly show that the reverend gentleman fails entirely
in his criticism, for one cannot criticise what they don't
know ; and he does not know the nature of the Permi8sive law. Where and when that measure is operative
there will neither be public-house nor publican; the first
will doubtless be turned to better uses, and the iast will
be liable to, if not under a charge of felony. "Abolish
both houses " he says, "and the custom for drink is only
sent to the ;1ext parish or the nearest city or village."
Well, if that proves anything, it certainly proves that
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the Permissive law is effective in the place so purged,
and if the adjoining parishes were infested by immigmnts in search of liquor, they could use the
remedy that had been so effective in the parish or
place whence the thirsty people have come.
Now
we have a very simple test to put our question to.
There are about HO parishes in Scotland where no sale
of liquors takes place. Let the rev. gentleman enquire
if in these places all the evils he sums up as the result
of suppressing the traffic takes place, and if successful,
he will earn the thanks of every enemy of prohibition in
this country. He goes on to say, "Protection and high
duty cause adulteration of the liquors with deadly
poisons. Free trade would abolish this wholly." Now,
all investigations into this painful subject conclusively
show that none of the poisons are more deleterions than
nlcohol is itself; that they, being cheaper, are used to
enhance the profits of the publican, whose income is
threatened by the severe competition with which he has
to contend. How Free Trade woukl diminish this competition he does not tell us; but one thing we know,
the Permissive Act would most effectually do so by
rendering the sale of liquors penal. Whore no sale
exists no adulteration could occur. Again he says that
excise duty and license are objectionable as being
attempts to regulate vice and self-indulgence which
should be left to their natural consequences of vice and
ruin." We object as strongly to excise duty and license
as we do to leaving drinkers to the natural consequences
of their acts. We would abolish excise duty and license,
s,nd by prohibiting all drink-selling would prevent the
drinker from the lacerations and agonies of his selfindulgence. Natural consequences indeed ! What cares
the drinker for natural consequences 1 ·what has he
ever cared for consequences 1 Did not Solomon picture
him truly when he says, "thou shall be as he that lieth
<lown in the midst of the sea. They have stricken me
shalt thou say and I was 1).ot sick, they have beaten me
and I felt it not : when shall I awake ? I will seek it
yet again. 1' I leave him to settle his difference with
Solomon in this matter, and shall not press him to reconcile his views with the general experience of mankind.
He says, "If liquor were freed from State control it
would not have the respectability now attaching to it.
It would be cheap and vulgar/' ,Ve ha.ve seen that
when it was easy to get drunk for a penny, drink
trampled on respectability. A cask of spirits burst on
the street, and a crowd were on their knees laving and
lapping it up. They &howed how much they valued
re pectability in the presence of such a chance. Men
sell their political birthright for a pot of beer. What
comes of their respectability ? When drink obtains the
mastery, it is like the cuckoo fledging with the eggs it
finds in the nest it usurps ; all virtues must go overboard to make room for the seven other devils it calls in
to the drinker's heart with itself.
But he, under his fourth head, joins issue with himself. We quote-" The dark, hideous thing swaying
there [on the gallows] on the morning breeze was a great
gain to our publican and our parental State. He might
have come to the same encl under ' Free Trade ' in
drink ! If he did, we would have no complicity with
him in his self-destruction, and if it happened oftenwere there no personal interest at stake-the community
and the nation would rise in indignation and stamp out
or 'Lynch' the trade. The Government would take
strong drink from the people as it does firearms from
those who give themselves up to midnight assassination
or rebellion/1 Loading the gallows is frightfully common. Last month, in Chester Castle, a man who murdered pis wife with a red-hot poker was hung, and in
the petition asking for a commutation of his sentence
the plea was he was drunk. Bat though common
enough under regulation, it would be teufolcl more under
" Free Trade/' And the very drastic lynching he considers necessary would have to be applied. But it was

because we had at first Free Trade drinking ancl its
horrors that we have now regulation, and because such
regulation is unsatisfactory, impolitic, and immoral that
we seek the Permissive Act. Then the essence of that
Act is not that Government steps in and treat its subjects
like children who were putting their toys to a dangerous
use, or as rebels subversive of Government, but simply
that the legislature declares the traffic wrong everywhere,
and confers powers on the people to suppress it, when a
due regard for their welfare urges them to do so. We
agree with him that under "Free Trade" there would
be no claim for compensation. But we are not to brave
its horrors to get rid of compensation. We will rather
wait to see what like the claim is before we give ourselves much trouble about it. There will be good
reasons for not entertaining any claim the publican may
prefer. An Irish publican, on his bankruptcy examination, stated that the Sunday Closing Act had ruined him;
and yet when P. J. Smyth, M.P., pleaded for compensation to the 1600 publicans, whose Sunday business was
to be extirpated, he was laughed at by " The House/'
Compensation is, in our opinion, a "bogle" to frighten
prohibitionists from their attempts to extinguish the
traffic ; but seeing the sheet, the turnip, the candle, and
the stick, they laugh and press on. .Again, we have a
proof that the heart of the reverend gentleman is right,
if his head be astray on this subject. He says-" As
Britain· drinks, and becomes at the same time pastoral,
she must make her liquor out of foreign grain and be
drained of her capital. With such laws operating, we
should soon driuk ourselves out of house and home."
But if the restrictive laws we have can scarcely suffice to
restrain us to destroying nearly 70,000,000 bushels of
grain, besides sugar and fruits, how shall we be when
these restraints are removed, and we have no duty and
dirt-cheap liquor 1 The Middlesex magistrates, when
Free Trade prevailed, deliberately affirmed that "the
low price of spirituous liquors is the principal inducement to the excessive and pernicious use thereof.'1 And
Sydney Smith, witnessing the effect of Free 'frade in
beer in 1830, ,note-" The sovereign people is in a
beastly state, and those not singing are sprawling."
We are drinking ourselves out of house and home, with
high duty and dear drink, under restriction ; we should
only the more rapidly do so under "Free" Trade.
Un<ler a Permissive Law this thing rould not happen,
because neither makers nor sellers could produce nor
dispense liquors ; therefore the people could not buy,
and consequently we would have cheaper bread and
more wealth. But he says "Free Trade n would not
directly remedy our depletion of capital through purchasing grain to make driuk from, but indirectly it
would. It would set the nation free from what is working ruin to our people. We doubt it, and he offers no
proof. The traffic would certainly be free, and we know
the consequences. \Ve say the best and the permanent
way to free the people is to extinguish the traffic. This
is not a theory, but a fact, aud one ounce of fact is for
better than a bushel of theory. His concluding lines
are most suggestive--" All the remedial and repressive
action, both of religion and the State, would press on
the viper until it was crushed beneath its heel." Precisely so. He has come to our goal at last, if we may
take the sense rather than the literal meaning of his
words. Indeed, he does so in the opening sentences of
his letter. Only repression, with religious action, will
not kill, it will only scotch the viper. Suppression with
these influences will do. There is all the difference between repression and suppression that there is between
restriction and prohibition. We are gl_ad to believe,
with him, that the Church nnd the State, menaced by
the liquor traffic, will be compelled in self-defence to not
merely arrest and repress, but unite to destroy the
traffic.
We cannot abandon our agitation for a Permissive
Bill in favour of a doubtful remedy which its pro-
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pounder himself misapprehends. He confounds restriction with our proposal, and only sees "men as
trees walking." Through the evidence of n. dire experience, fortified by the cumulative testimony of
history, '' the liquor traffic stands condemned as essentially mischievous and unchangeably dangerous." The
very publicans repudiate Free Trade as a remerlial
measure, on the one hand, as in 1854 they declare that
'' to throw open the trade would be to throw open the
floodgates of vice and drunkenness ; " and, on the
other hand, their solicitor Wire (1853) declares before
a committee of the House of Commons, in answer to
the question 10,190, If the trade were thrown open?" In the end public morals would be outraged. You
will find that no publican, no assembly, no large number of Englishmen have asked that the license system
be destroyed and the trade thrown open [instead] . . .
a person who is licensed as a publican ought to have a
district assigned to him which will give him a legitimate trade, as he deals in a dangerous article." 'fhe
cry for Free Trade is, we believe, hushed for ever;
and even sympathy with regulation is fast <lying out.
'' Regulation may repress but cannot extinguish the
evil issues of the traffic. It is a traffic implacably
hostile to the true interests of society, to moral culture, to industry and independence. Britain has tri ed
- other nations have tried-restriction and regulation.
The experiment is a manifest failure." The evil is not
in the hours in which, or place where, or the men by
whom the traffic is conducted; it is in the drink itself.
And the failure in regulation consists in this, that it
does not prevent the temptation put forth by the
vendor, nor prevent the grossest indulgence on the
part of those who buy. Mr. Mackenzie's own eloquent
denunciation of restriction should not be forgotten.
VI e prohibitionists are simply asking Parliament to
give the people power to purge their district most
effocti vely of its hateful and dangerous presence. And
we have a confident hope that this measure of justice
will be granted as freely as the Ten-hours Bill that
emancipated labour, as Free Trade that emancipated
food, as the Reform Ilill that extended the political
liberties of the nation. No GoYernrneut will long venture to resist the righteous demands of a nation for
adequate power to quench the sources of its own vices,
:.i.ncl none worthy of the name of Scotchmen will hesitate to exercise that power in the interest of th eil'
wives, their families, their laws, their institutions, or
the country that gave them birth.
ROBIN GOODFELLOW.

DUNSE AUXILIARY OF THE SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AL D TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.
To the Nobility, Gentry, .Ministe1·s of tile Gospel, .Moral
ancl Social R efarmers in the Go'Unty of BerwickYouR Committee have never on any former occasion
come before you with a deeper conviction of the soundness of their principles, or with such hopeful anticipations of their ultimate adoption as a rule of life by the
community at large. The agitation in their favour is
ever witlening, and promises soon to embrace all ranks
and conditions of society. The year now passed away
has been distinguished above its predecessors by the
markecl progress of the movement in all directionsmoral, social, and political. The social usages of
society have been greatly modified by the diffusion of
t emperance truth. Commerce and manufactures are
finding to their cost that industry, skill, and integrity
are incompatible with the gross indulgence of the
bottle. The working classes are faintly discerning that
ba.d times will never disappear so long as the publichouse is allowed to tempt those in its_ neighbourhood
to spend at '' the bar" what should have purchased
substantial comforts for '' the home." Corporations
are becoming increasingly aware of how impossible it is
to preserve the peace and good order of a town where
public-houses abound, and of the difficulty of carrying
out mea ures for the improvement of the dwellings of
the labouring classes while the liquor traffic is allowed
to exercise a corrupting and debasing influence. The
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church is seeing far more clearly that further progress
and greater triumphs are almost impossible until the
intemperance of the land, fostered as it is by ignorance,
fashion, custom, and the public-house is entfrely
abated. Encouraged by these growing indications of
the spread of temperance truth, ~nd the result of their
own labours during the year, your Committee gladly
submit their usual annual statement.
MEETINGs.-Y ear by year it has been the conviction
of your Committee that deputational meetings should
be held in the county during winter, that sermons
should be preached as often as opportunities would
allow, and that, through out-door meetings during
summer, the great mass of the people should be reached.
This year they are glad to state that they have been
peculiarly fortunate with their arrangements, several
deputations having visited the locality, and your Committee have had the eloquent advocacy and valuable
testimony of the following temperance reformers :Rev. William Adamson, D.D., Edinburgh; ex-Bailie
Lewis, J.P., E<linburgh; John Steel, Esq., Edinburgh;
Messrs. Alexr. Black n.nd J. P. tLossock ; and yom
respected district agent, Mr. J. H. Waterston. The
meetings addressed by the deputations were uniformly
successful, and the speakers' efforts so cordially appreciated that your Committee believe that the movement
has been deepened and extended in the county during
the year. Mr. ,vaterston's sermons are a source of
much edification to his hearers, as they admit of tho
question of temperance being unfolded in its most impressive aspect. Your Committee trust that their successors may be as fortunate in sustaining the highly
successful character of the meetings held under the
auspices of your Auxiliary.
LITlmATURE.-Iu the formation of public opinion in
favour of the temperance enterprise it is impossible to
overrate the influence of the press. Mindful of how
much of the power of the drink is derived from the
ignorance of the people regarding its terrible nature
and dreadful consequences, your Committee haYe
always, to the fullest extent their funds would warrant,
availed themselves of the advantages obtained from the
distribution of a sound and healthy literature. 'l'hey
arc gl:::.cl t:> st:l.te that the liter[).turc they have pc1t into
circulation this year is calculated to dispel ignorance
of the nature of alcobolic liquors, and to enlist sympathy with their efforts to induce every Christian pro.
fessor and every drinker to abstain from its use. The
New-Year's Tract issued by them was written by the
Rev. Horatius Bonar, D. D., of E<linburgh, and cannot
fail to solemnly impress those into whose hands it may
happily fall. The Alliance New,'l and the Social R ef 01·r,ie1· are as usual widely circulated, but your Committee are of opinion that their farther circulation
would be of immense benefit to the cause. Pamphlets
and tracts dealing with the varied aspects of the
question have been as widely distributed as the resources at their disposal would permit. ,vhen one
earnest temperance reformer was asked to account for
the sobriety soevident in his neighbourhood, he is said
to have exclaimed-" 0, I sowed it knee deep with
temperance literature." Your Committee have, they
believe, an equally vivid sense of the importance of
sowing broadcast the productions of the temperance
press, and they trust by the increasing liberality of the
friends of temperance in the county that their successors will be able to report most favourably upon this
important branch of their operations.
While diligently doing the work committed to their
care and discharge, your Committee have been greatly
encouraged by the rapid adYance of the enterprise
everywhere. Ir. society, the sobriety of hard times
promises to continue, now that. better times are _beaming on the country-counteractives to the seductions of
the public-house are now no longer rare-parochial and
church temperance societies are bein~ established in
many parishes with the most beneficial results; and
were the churches to combine energetically against
induction and ordination dinners, and to foster the
solemnization of marriages, baptisms, and_ funera~s,
apart from intoxicating liquors, a most manifest s?cia~
reform would speedily take place. Your Committee
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rejoice, too, that the legislatur~ are becomi~g m?re
deeply interested in the operations of the hcensmg
system, and have. declared that some efficient system
of Local Option, whereby public-houses should not be
forced upon communities averse to their presence,
should become the faw of the land. There are signs
everywhere apparent that moral and social reformers
will shortly, in the interests oc their country and
humanity, combine ~or ~he ove!-throw of the_ wh?le
drinking system, which 1s a menace to our liberties
and the scourge of our civilization. Your Committee
venture to think that their friends might take a still
greater interest in the temperance reform in the
county when it is borne in mind that the removal of
the drinking system, social and legal, is the indispensable condition of a higher and purer state of society,
and of a holier religious profession and practice among
all classes. Drink, even in moderate quantities, neither
gives human nature nor spiritual agencies fair play.
"It pollutes and dims the fresh and pure perceptions
of yonth, poisons the atmosphere of social iutercoun:e,
lowers the tone of our moral nature and spiritual life,
and tends to depress in all our daily relations of business and pleasure the exercise of high and generous
virtues." Your Committee labour to remove this foul
agency from the path of human life, that none may fall
into its fearful pit, and that those wallowing in it may
be saved and restored to the possibilities of a life
devoted to their own salvation and the glory of God.
Your Committee heartily tender their heartfelt
thanks to all those friends w·hose sympathy and actiYe
help have lightened their labours and contributed to
the highly satisfactory progress of the movement during
the past year.
They desire to place on record their profound sense
of the loss which the Auxiliary has sustained through
the removal by death of their late esteemed president
-the Rev. Daniel Kerr, A. M. They, in common
with all who knew him, feel that his death is a. most
serious blc,w to the Auxiliary, and that its effects can
only be averted in some degree by the redoubled energy
of those friends who are still spared.
They would earnestly recommend the Auxiliary and
its labours to all friends of the cause in the county.
Final success is simply a question of funds. Every
additional subscription will assist in having more meetinas, in distributing more literature, in reaching a helphand to those who have fallen, in preventing those
as yet scatheless from becoming the victims of intemperance, and in bringing about the happy time when
law shall have utterly suppressed the whole traffic in
those li'luors which are the stain and bane of our
land.
Your continued and, if possible, increased support
to the funds of the Auxiliary is earnestly requested
byGEORGE BRUCE, President.
W?tr. SMITH, Treasurer.
DAVID PATERSON, Secretary.
J. H. W .ATETISTON, District Superintendent.
Dunse, Jan., 1881.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return rejected
communications, nor hold himself responsible for the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.
DO PUBLIC HOUSES CONDITION DRUNKEN-

NESS?
To the Eclito1· of the "Social Rejormer."
IT is to be r egretted that Bailie Lewfa is correctly
reported in saying that if we put into operation
honestly the clauses that are to be found within the
existing license laws of Scotland, we could do a mighty
deal to arrest the progress of drunkenness. In this
sentence he apologises for the drink trade as it is, and
accepts it, not in a prohibitive sense, if honestly
administered, as the means of sobriety, ready made to
our hands. Observe it is only the progress of drunken-

ness that the Bailie would arrest. That is all, and it is
nothina more than bas ever been contemplated by the
states~en who have maintained the drink trade for
revenue out of regulated drunkenness. The Bailie's
arrestment of progressive drunkenness jnst amounts to
regulated drunkenness. He would administer drinking
to make drunkenness stationary, while the history of
drinking, legally administ~red, demonstr~~es developed
drunkenness. It is for tlus that tht> Bailie would now
divert the current of temperance effort from ensuring
prohibition. The temperance controversy does n_ot
present, in one sentence so short and clear as this,
a statement so utterly opposed not only to prohibition,
but to all reform of the licensing laws.
Drunkenness, arrested or regulated, is drunkenness
cultivated. For it is impossible to maintain the drink
trade and restrain it from dispensing drink ; and to
dispense drink is to cultivate drunkenness. This is obvious, and temperance reformers will have to guard
against the appetite so produced when the drink trade
is prohibited. Even then the drink craving, intensified
by the legal sale, may call into existence an illegal sale.
Until the appetite for drink is starved out by prohi.bition, the temptation to supply it will be responded to
at the risk of breaking the prohibitive law. But the
Bailie does not contend for the starvation of the drink
appetite ; he stands up merely for the degree of
r estraint which should arrest the pr~gress of drunkenness.
After this, astonishment fails to impress ; as the
Bailie solemnly declares that from 184S to 1874 it has
been a palpable truth that the number of drink shops
condition the amount of drunkenness. This palpable
truth, he says, must be believed on the authority of a
General Assembly's report, so long out of date that it is
thirty years of ::i,ge, and has no more reference to the
drink trade as it now remains than if it had been issued
from the ark of Noah. And that Scottish ecclesiastical
authority may be helped to stamp out well-siftetl
knowlPclge, he backs it up with an English ecclesiastical
report, which says that when the facilities for obtaining drink are increased drunkenness increases als .
But if thefac-ilities here referred to are licensed drinkshops, drunkenness should have been diminished, f r
the number of drinking places is less, especially in the
centres of population, than they were in l 848. At this
period the annual drink bill was only £72,000,000;
now it is £136,000,000. With public houses diminished in number, while the drink bill increases at this
rate, it is a palpable untruth that drunkenness is conditioned by the nmnber of public houses-an untrnth
not at all to be mcide a truth by any authority.
The above result demonstrates that the facilities for
getting drunk are as prolific in a small number as in a
large l!umber of drinkieg places. And it does ,10t be •
come me to say that the appetite for drink is less r
more, according to the number of drinking places, as
well as from drinking. How does the Bailie conclude
that I should go this length, and ignore increasing
drunkenness as it rushes forth from the reduced number of drinking places in which it is thus fostered?
The Bailie is confused about the facilities and temptations to drunkenness. In fact facilities and temptations prevail more in 1800 houses now in Glasgow than
they did in 8000 thirty years ago. From the loom
way he mixes up drinking facilities with less or more
public houses, he may leave the impression that a FEW
attractive, well-supplied houses facilitate drinking LESS
than a large number, limited in attract.ion, accommodation, and supply. This is not the case. Faciliti s
for drinking, with temptations to drink, have increased
in proportion as the small, old-fashioned public houses
have been swept away to give place to a diminishetl
number of well-appointed houses. The Bailie confounds the facilities to drink with the . number of
places in which drink is sold. A little close observation might enable him to see that the appetite f r
drink was created by the supply of drink, and that
from its resistless nature it grows to command an
increased supply, however the drink trade may be regulated. From the nature of the drink, it is impossible
, to make honesty to bear on the regulations of the drink
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trade in arresting drunkenness : and drunkenness has
increased in spite of every effort to regulate drinking.
Let the Bailie look at this fact, and he must see th~t I
am right when I say that drunkenness is conditioned
b_y drinking and by the appetite for drink created by
drinking. Drinking has its source in the drink
trade; and while the trade is maintained, the craving
for drink must operate to develop the trade. The trade
has begotten the appetite, and however the trade is
managed, the appetite develops the trade. The appetite for drink is therefore not to be arrested by an
increased supply of drink at its own command in a
diminished number of large houses, made alluring with
increased ;i.ttractiveness.
Large houses for small ones is the modern form of the
drink system ; and if the Bailie looks observantly at
this form rather than at defunct General Assembly
reports, he will no longet· counsel its honei;t administration to arrest the progress of drunkenness. He will
rather demat1d its abrogation, and, in doing so, disseminate sound temperance truth. This would become
him rather than to apologise for the licensing system
as it is, with the view of encouraging the people to enforce its salutary ·provisions. All this brings out a new
featme in the Bailie's temperance career. It seems as
if he were not even a licensing reformer; for he is at
war with those who would reform the licensing laws,
while they ally their alterations with a veto power in
the people to prohibit them altogether. The Bailie is
so far on the loos~ that it is hard to say where he may
be next found.
He declares that I have caused him grave concern
in saying that if there were no drunkenness except
that represented by the arrests of the helplessly drunk,
we would be a comparatively sober people. And the
gravity of his concern is not enough. He even goes the
length of tendering against it his solemn protest. But
grave concern and solemn protest are only strong
phrases full of weakness, that do not in the len.st affect
the case. It must take more than grave concern and
solemn protest to overturn the fact that the helplessly
drunk are aught else than a small outcome of the existing license laws, with their .c;aZ,~tary provisions, which
the Bailie would honestly administer. \Vhile these
laws hurl one hundred thousand prematureiy every
year to the grave, they waste our wealth, cultivate our
bankruptcies, cripple our industry, fill our poor-houses,
people our jails, and benumb the mind of the nation,
so that earnest, enlightened, public opinion is in
abeyance, and realised and prospective progress a.re in
jeopardy.
All this being the outcome of legalised drinking, the
Bailie might have refraineu from being so gravely concerned, while he solemnly protested ugainst the helplessly drunk, on their way to the police cells, as being
an incalculable distance from illustrating the extent
and consequences of our drunkenness.
JOHN PATON.

( To the Edito1· of the '' Social Reformer. " )
Srn,-I have again to acknowledge your courtesy in
forwarding me proof of Mr. Paton's somewhat rambling
communication, which for obvious reaso11s it will not
be expected that I should deal with consecutively.
'J his, however, is the less necessary as 1 have long since
learned that words are only useful in so far as they express ideas. I shall therefore endeavour to extract
such ideas as the letter contains, and submit the
i111pression which I derived from its perusal.
1st. It is notable that, for reasous best known to
himself, Mr. Paton finds it convenient altogether to
overlook the important points established by my former
communication, affecting the question of drunken
arrests, the effect of forcing additional liquor shops into
certain districts, and the advantages which would follow the shutting up of large numbers of public houses
by the faithful administration of existing license
laws by the magistrates and police. I am therefore
entitled to assume that on each of these points your
correspondent finds reply to be impossible.
2ml. Your. correspondent coolly affirms that those
who a,pprove of the enforcement of the existing licens~
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laws by compelling magistrates, procurator fiseals,
and police officers to discharge their statutory duty,
thereby '' apologises for the drink trade," and is
"opposed not only to prohibition but to all reform of
the license laws." This astounding assertion, which
brings every temperance reformer with whom I am
acquainted under the sweep of Mr. Paton's condemnation, is such transparent nonsense as to render any
reply superfluous. The propagation of such a stupid
and uncharitable theory by any recognised advocate of
the temperance movement is certainly to be deplored,
ancl can only result in creating prejudice in the minds
of the intelligent, and in bringing the prohibitory
agitation into contempt.
3r<l. Another noticeable feature in Mr. Paton's letter
is the number of truisms which it contains. Seeing
that these truisms will be admitted by every child in
our Bands of Hope, I am at a loss to discover what
object he could possibly have in importing them into
this discussion, unless it be simply to occupy your
space.
Let us look at a few of them:-" It is impossible
to maintain the drink trade and restrain it from dispensing drink." " To dispense drink is to cultivate
drunkenness." "The legal sale may call into existence an illegal sale." "The appetite for drink was
created by the supply of drink." "Drunkenness has
increased in spite of every effort to regulate drinking."
"However the trade is managed, the appetite developes the trade." '\Vherein consists the relevancy of
such self-evident truisms in replying to my former
communication, I am utterly at a loss to comprehend.
Surely it will not ba supposed that either 1 or any of
your readers require to be informed on points so
elementary.
4th. Mr. Paton, in dealing with the "English
ecclesiastical repol't" of the province of Canterbury,
shows that in whatever quality he may be deficient as
a controversialist, it is certainly not in lack of courage.
He is not only sufficiently courageous to discard the
testimony of upwards of 13,000 clergymen of the
Church of England, hut also the accumulated official
testimony by which it is supported. Seeing that thi~
cloud of witnesses, lay and clerical, has failed to convince Mr. Paton, I am not so self-conticlent as to believe
that anything I can say will be more successful. Your
correspondent most ungenerously, as I think, endeavours to throw discredit upon the testimony and report
of these 13,000 clet·gymen. Indeed, he so far forgets
himself as to say, " If the facilities referred to in the
report are licensed drink shops, . . . it is a palpable untruth that drunkenness is conditioned by the
number of public houses,-au untruth not at all made
a truth by any authority." I feel pained to think that
this unwarranted and grave accusation should have
been preferred arrainst such a noble band of Christian
temperance refo;mers by any one associated with the
prohibitory agitation. No one knows 'b.etter than Mr.
Paton that the clergymen responsible for publication of
said report neither s;:,,id nor meant to convey the impression that the facilities for drinking and drunkenness were conditioned merely and exclusively by the
number of public houses, without regard to the accommodation or temptative power presented by them.
5th. Mr. Paton, says the Bailie, "from the loose way
he mixes up drinking facilities with less or more public
houses, he may leave the impression that a few attractive, well-supplied houses facilitate drinking less t~an
a large number limited in attraction, accommo<ln.tion,
and supply." Certainly, and why not? In re<:t;i".'ing
such an " impression," your readers would possibly
be right, in the absence of Mr. Paton, in defining what
number he meant to be represented by a "few "
and what he meant a "large" number to signify.
Surely Mr. Paton does not mean to say that two (a few)
attractive, well-supplied houses would not fa~ili~ate
drinking less than five hundred (a larg·e number) limited
in attraction, accommodation, and supply. I hope your
correspondent will now see the awkward positio~ in
which he places himself'' from the loose way he m1Xes
up drinking facilities with less or more public houses,"
while he forgets to explain what he means his undefined
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numbers to represent. If there is one fallacy more
than another which I have laboured assiduously to
expose during the last qua:·ter of a century, it is t~e
notion that the mere reduct10n of the number of public
houses is any guarantee for the diminution of drinking
and drunkenness, if those that remain are allowed to
increase their accommodation, display, and temptative
powers.
I scarcely require to repeat in yonr columns, what I
have so often repeated in your hearing and elsewhere,
that unless aU things are eq·ual, any merely numerical
comparison as to the results of public houses must, in
the very nature of things, prove fallacious.
I am glad to observe that notwithstanding Mr.
Paten's fierce hostility to the recluction of public houses
and his opposition to the more honest and faithful administration of our license laws, he appears to recognise
in some degree the principle here indicated.
6th. Mr. Paton, in his last, told us that ! ' drunkenness is conditioned by drinking and by the appetite
for drink created by drinking." In reply I recommended that he should go a step further and state
"why the appetite for drinking?" and I am glad to
observe that I have succeeded in inducing him to take
that step by his now admitting that " drinking has its
source in the drink trade. " This is certainly one good
result of the discussion.
Finally. Your correspondent is displeased at my protesting against his loose views in regard to public
drunkenness, as exhibited in his having stated that "if
there was no drunkenness except that represented by
the arrests of the helplessly drunk, we would be a comparatively sober peopl e." I have before n1e the
criminal returns of the Glasgow police for 1880, kindly
forwarded me by your excellent Superintendent. From
that report I find that during last year th ere were no
fewer than 40, 772 police apprehensions for simple
assaults, drunkenness, &c., in your city. This is nearly
10,000 more than in the former year. Notwithstanding the displeasure of Mr. Paton, I must, in view of
these appalling police returns, again tender my solemn
protest against the terms of complacency with which
he, as an acknowledged temperance advocate, speaks of
this startling state of affairs.
nch teaching from one
in his position cannot fail to exercise a most pernicious
influence upon the pnblic mind, and at the same time
strengthen the hands and embolden the hearts of those
licensed traffickers in our national degradation and dishonour. 1 feel assured that althot1gh there had not
been another case of drunkenness in your imrortant
city than those r eferred to in Captain M'Call s most
invaluable and 1:iaddening report, it would be difficult
to find another man in Scotland associated with the temperance reformation- other than Mr. Paton-who would
venture to characterise the population of Glasgow as
" a comparatively sober people." I am delighted to
observe that your honoured ex-Lord Provost Collins
teaches a very different doctrine.- ! am, truly yours,
DAVID LEWIS.

Roselea Villa, Grange, Edinburgh,
18th Feb., 1881.

PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
MEETINGS have been addressed by the representatives
and friends of the Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association from 15th August to 31st December,
1880, inclusive. During that period 375 meetings were
held, 82 being deputational and 293 orclinary. At these
meetings 496 addresses were given.
The following is a summary of each speaker's work :
Mr. J. H. Waterston has visited N ewhaven, Path.
head, Dysart, Ayton, Eyemouth, Edinburgh, Dalkeith,
Dunfermline, Ceres, Bo'ness, Kinross, Braeheacl, Forth,
Ratho, Paisley, Leith, Chirnside, Roslin, Linlithgow,
Broxburn, Dunipace, Dunbar, Dunse, Clarkston, Coat.
bridge, l! reuchie, Glasgow, 'tenhousemuir, Peebles,
Burntisland, and Addiewell, and addressed 89 meetings.
Mr. ·W illiam Blackwood has visited Portsoy, Cullen,
'\Voodside, Laurencekirk, Inverurie, Peterhead, Huntly,
Keith, Aberdeen, Lossiemouth, Forres, Nairn, Gran-

town, Kinross, Glasgow, Marykirk, St. Combs, Inverallochy, Fraserburgh, Buckie, Cove, Gourdon, Bervie,
Ballater, Banchory, Montrose, Stonehaven, Ellon,
Lumphannan, Fochabers, Banff, Tarland, and Kemnay,
and addressed 84 meetings.
fr. R. Stevenson has visited Partick, Glasgow,
Campbeltown, Greenock, Helensburgh, Kilmalcolm,
Knackerty, Govan, Lawhope, Coatbridge, Bothwell,
Montrose, Barrhead, Rntherglen, Troon, Kirkintilloch,
Dailly, Creetown, Kirkcudbright, Dalbeattie, Dumfries,
Annan, Lockerbie, Leadhills, Airdrie, Pollokshaws,
Rutherglen, "\Yhiteinch, and Prestwick, and addressed
73 meetings.
Mr. John Paton has visited Dundee, Montrose,
Ferryden, Rothesay, Glasgow, Alloa, Gateside, Perth,
Dunfermline, Dumbarton, Arbroath, Barrhead, Brechin,
Blairgowrie, Auchterarder, Kilsyth, Coatbridge, Dollar,
Falkirk, Hamilton, Ayr, Milngavie, Gourock, Greenock,
and Friockheim, and addressed 46 meetings.
Mr. R. Dransfield has visited Glasgow, Partick,
Bonhill, Greenock, Port-Glasgow, Milngavie, Paisley,
Armadale, Uddingston, and Pollokshaws, and addresseu
39 meetings.
Mr. R. Mackay has visited Partick, Glasgo"·,
Greenock, Port-Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Dumfries,
and addressed 22 meetings.
Mr. "\V. Kesson has visited Glasgow, Partick, and
Govan, and addressed 12 meetings.
Mr. John Steel has addressed 10 meetings in Edinburgh, Dunse, Dunbar, Leith, and Peebles.
Ex-Bailie Torrens has adclre~sed 8 meetings in Glasgow, Uddingston, and Greeuock.
Bailie Selkirk has addressed 6 meetings in Glasgow,
Mearns, and Greenock.
R. lVI'Callum has addressed 4 meetings in Glasgow.
Provost Campbell has addressed 3 meetings in
Glasgow and Greenock.
Captain Brotchie has addressed 3 meetings in Glasgow
and Lawhope.
Ex-Bailie Lewis has addressed 3 meetings in Glasgow,
Portobello, and Loanhead.
Mr. James Winning has addressed 3 meetings in
Glasgow and Pollokshaws.
.
Rev. Dr. Adamson has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Dr. Stuart has addressed 2 meetings in Chirnside
and Dunsc.
Dr. M 'Culloch has addressed 2 meetings in Glasgow
and Dumfries.
Mr. James Paterson has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Mr. J. D. Glass has addressed 2 meetings in Glasgow.
Mr. J. '\V. Mackay has addressed 2 meetings in
Glasgow.
Mr. W. H. Gilbert has addressed 2 ::neetings in G!asgow and Govan.
Mr. J. P. Lossock has addressed 2 meetings in
Peebles.
The following gentlemen have each taken part in the
proceedings of meetings in the places which follow
their names :-The Hon. Lord Provost Collins, Glasgow;
Hon. A. Vidal, Edinburgh; '\V. Shepherd Allan, Esq.,
M.P., Glasgow; W. S. Caine, Esq., M.P., Glasgow;
James Stewart, Esq., M.P., Greenock; Rev. Professor
Hunter, Leith ; Rev. Drs. Joseph Brown, Glasgow,
and "\Villiam Ritchie, Dunse; R evs. R. Paterson, Glasgow ; R. "\Vallace, Glasgow; R. Crombie, Glasgow ; J.
Douglass, Glasgow ; S. Sleith, Glasgow; Thos. Evans,
Glasgow ; J. A. Johnstone, Glasgow; S. Harding,
Glasgow; F. L. Armitage, Edinburgh; J. ·wisely,
Montrose; A. White, Alloa; A. Luke, Broxbnrn; R.
W. Primrose, Broxburn; W. Arnott, Glasgow; John
Pollock, Glasgow; J. Robertson, Dunipace; J. Kirk,
jun., Edinburgh; T. Rutherford, Chirnside; H. M.
Jack, Dunse; \ V. Tooley, Dumfries ; J. Rae, Greenock ;
and E. Thomson, Greenock ; Ex-Provost Morton,
Greenock; Treasurer Hamilton, J.P., Glasg w; ExBailie Lewis, Edinburgh; CouncillorJolinson, Dumfries;
Messrs. '\V. Robertsoll, Glasgow; J. Drysdale, Glasgow;
A. Bennett , Pathhead; M. Edwards, Aberdeen; lE.
Mackay, Glasgow; A. Shanks, Glasgow; W. D:i.vidson,
Glasgow; J. Williams, Glasgow; H. W. Rei , Glas•
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gow; vV. Gibson, Glasgow; J. Milfar, Glasgow; J. H.
Raper, Glasgow ; W. M. Scott, Gla.sgow; W. Freer,
Glasgow; J. "\Nilson, Glasgow; J. AJamson, Ferryden;
A. Pert, Ferryden; J. Anderson, Ferryden; James
Horne, G lasgow; R. Murray, Gl:tsgow; J. Lynas,
Glasgow; J. M. Cunningham, Glasgow; A. Malcolm,
Glasgow ; Gilbert Archer, Leith; R. Sutherland,
Broxburn ; S. E. Brambly, Edinburgh; Russell, Glasgow ; J. Davie, Glasgow ; Shearer, Ulasgow ; J. Berne,
Leith ; Reid, Dunipace; Kelman, Dunipace; Hunter,
Dunipace; T. T. Pendreigh, Dunbar; John Newbigging,
Dunse; Kinlayside, Dunse; W. M. Hutchison, Dunbar;
John Tai t, Dunhar; Wm. Wilkinson, Dunbar; "\V. J.
\Vood, Glasgow ; vYilliamson, Glasgow; R. Storrie,
Peebles; J. B. Lyall, Peebles; T. Robertson, Peebles;
:md R. Russell, Peebles, &c.
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sumption; to-day, it is a duty due by gentlemen to
gentlemen.
Shall we say farewell meantime as
friends?"
"N 0, no. I shall see you away, and drive papa and
you over to the village or the station whenever you are
ready."
"Oh, many, many thanks."
Mr. Milbank, on entering the drawing-room, found
his best friends there waiting him. The old man spoke
first.
"My clear sir, we were all downcast at the thought
of your leaving us to-day. We had up to the moment
of you.r receipt of that mournful message hoped to have
been able to induce you to stay, ~ut we cannot press
you in your sad circumstances-only, you will allow
me to be your banker for any sum your present necessities require, and you must give us a promise that you
will return as soon after the settlement of your brother's
THE WANDERER.
affairs as possible. We shall be so glad to see you
By the Author of '' Paradise Restored, '' "Dick Saun- when we find Mr. Wentworth so changed in his feelings
der's Error," &c.
towards you."
"I am made glad-extremely glad-by your invitaCHAPTER VI.
There was the usual party at breakfast next morning, tion. I am not, I am glad to say, requiring any
and more, for just as the Vernons and Milbank had pecuniary assistance. If I had, I should not hesitate
seated themselves, in walked W .entworth, to the to accept your proffered kindness. If you will spare
astonishment of them all. Dora ran to him, shook me the use of one of your horses to convey me home
hands warmly, and offered her cheek. "\Ventworth you will render me a great service."
"W. ith all my heart, with all my heart. When do
kissed her fondly, and then the breakfast was resumed.
There was at first some constraint, biut Dora, discreet, you require him 'i"
"Within an hour. But as you will know all about
watchful Dora, drew her brother intCJ conversation and
into a promise to drive her out that mfternoon to see an my brother's death within the next twenty-four hours,
old friend of_the family, whose residemce was about half if you will do me the honour to listen I hope to not
a score miles away, adding Papa woul,d easily drive their merely enjoy your sympa.thy and kindness, but your
guest over to the railway station. This amicable ar- friendship."
"Go on, go on-pray believe me we are all attenrangement was barely concluded ere Jones turned up
with a message from Mrs. Ingram 1to Mr. Milbank- tion.''
It was true. Mrs. Vernon, however, seetned quite
" It was very urgent, and must h::.w e his immediate
amazed at the turn things had taken that day. Mr.
attention."
"Never mind us, Mr. Milbank, 1but attend to it. "\Ventworth staying at home after all a.nd meeting their
Mrs. Ingram is very peremptory where business fa: con- unknown guest at breakfast ; Mrs. Ingram sending a.
special message to him ; then, most mysterious of all,
cerned."
Dora's eye followed Milbank to the window. She his refusing money, and yet asking a horse-wanting
sa.w him open the note, ._urn pale, rop into a chair, to be cl riven to the ~tation, an<l tb1m preforriTtg to leave
and cover his face with bis bands. A 1 rose hastily from on horseback. 'he could not fathom the mystery, so
their seats, but with an effort Milbank told them not to she quietly submitted to its dominion over her. Dora
be alarmed, the news received was re Uy terrible, but it was certainly perplexed. She could not sufficiently
only concerned himself-it was the death by accident realise the sudden change in her brother, nor account
in the hunting field of an elder bro her, and the news for the undecided conduct of her father's guest. She
coming so unexpectedly upon him, was for a moment was also somewhat chilled by his refusal of money
too much for his self control. He ,vas sorry to say from her father, when he was so evidently poor. Mr.
that he would have to ask their counsel, and perhaps Milbank, too, had not paid her the attent10n he had
their assistance ; but he would be grateful for the one, accustomed her to receive from him, a.nd then there
was quite an uncertainty a.bout his return. She was
and amply repay the other.
''Yon will kindly excuse me, Ir. Vernon, from painfully thinking over the fast crowding events flitting
family worship this morning, as I have to answer the before her, and as she began to listen as directed it
messenger ; and if you would drive me to \Voodgreen was with a strained attention.
instead of to the station I can dismiss the messenger at
""\Veil, ,, began Mr. Milbank, "I am, or rather was
once."
yesterday, the younger of two sons. My father and
'' Certainly, my ~ood sir, I will only be too glad to mother, and au only sister, younger than myself, a.re
do that, and anytlung else in my power."
still alive, and no doubt plunged into poignant eo1Tow
After the morning devotions were over, Mr. Mil- by the sad event of yesterday. I grew up as most
bank was returning to the drawing-room to his won- lads at home do until the time arrived when I was
dering fri.ends, when he met "\Ventworth ascending the sent to school. I was a favourite pupil and successful
stairs. They met.
student there, but do all I could I could not secure the
"]\fay I see you for a minute in your room, Mr. affection of my brother. I was clever, and instead of
Vernon?"
recognising this and being my best friend, inciting me
" Certainly ; although I cannot see reason for my to become fitted for a successful professional career, he
being honoured with an interview. I hardly deserve seemed glad of every opportunity of retarding my proit. I fear, Mr. Milbank, I have not done the right gress and drawing upon me the suspicion • and the
thing by you ; but I am here to ask your forgiveness, hostility of my play-fellows. Unfortunately for him
and to ask you to believe me when I say that I feel his disposition to wound and thwart me could no longer
truly ashamed that I should have been so tardy in be hidden nor tolerated, and at last his conduct proshowing you how grateful I feel for your brave kind- voked retaliation from my school-fellows, and he was
ness to my sister."
driven from the school. When I went home for the
"You have lifted a load of anxiety from my heart. holidays, I saw that he had entered with determination
You are aware of my intention to leave your father's upon schemes whose object was to set my parents and
hospitable mansion this day. The message just re- my sister against me. My mother he could not sway.
ceived increases my eagerness to be gone; but I re- Had I been as discreet as I ought. to have been I might
solved that, having received the friendship of your have frankly exposed his tactics at school, and effectu•
father, I should not go until after I had made an effort ally ·w ithstood his attempts to injure me in the estimato ask that of his sou. Yesterday, to make such a tion of my parents ; but I was so offended at my father
re,quest might have been, even in my eyes, akin to pre- even hinting his suspicion~ that I resolved to let him
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ba.rbour them agaiust me. At length I weut to college
and entered with great zest into my studies, and passed
with c1·edit my early examinations ; but my unnatural
brother, bent on rn.y ruin, sent home_ accounts of my
eoncluct which added to the uneasmess of those at
home, and brought down upon me th~ se~ere rebuke of
my father.
Still s_tubbo!n,. I . mamtamed a_ surly
"ilence · and rushed rnto dissipation merely to giYe my
brothe; all the more matter for his malicious reports.
About this time a chum suffered heavy gambling losses
through, as it afterwards turned out, my own brother.
I was not aware of this at the time, and g51ve my chum
all my spare cash, and pledged my credit to a large
amount in his behalf. My brother somehow came to
know this, and urged my debtors to foreclose my
securities. This was done; and I, getting really
frightened, wrote my father asking him for money to
clear off this debt, and also some of my own. He
wrote demanding explanations.
I answered, but
begged to be excused giving him the name of my chum .
My father sent me a cheque, upbraiding me for my
taking to low, vicious courses, and saying that he was
prepared to hear the most dreadful accounts of my
conduct. I went off at once, paid my own a.nd my
.c hum's debts in full, sent home the accounts with a
letter couched in the most bitter terms prot est ing
against his so misjudging me, and plainly hintin g that
my brother was poisoning his feelings again st me. I
told him that college being now up, I had sent him the
reports of my tutors regarding my progress,. and
adding that from henceforth I was never agam to
trouble him or my mother and sister. I concluded
with the hope that Time's effacing fingers would blot
me from his memory.
.
"With a mere trifle I went to London, and for some
time managed to make just a living at literature. I,
howev·er, wrought too hard, fell ill with a low fever,
~nd but for a young fellow, a corrector of the press, I
verily believe would have died. I 'r ecovered slo~ly ;
but while doing so my little savings melted away till I
had nothing. .My clothes were next disposed of ; and
in the ones you saw me in I was on my way to a friend
for assistance, when the peril in which I found Miss
Dora. afforded me the happy opportunity of making
yonr acquaintance and that of Mrs. and Miss Ve'J:non.,,
" It was my full intention, with that assist ance on
which I counted with p erfect certainty, to haYe gone
to Australia and somehow or other c::i.rvecl out an
honourable existence for myself. 1 r elied on repaying
the assistance thus received from the sum I ad,·anced
to my chum, who hoped in two years more to fully
discharge the debt he owed me, a.nd who never d1·eamed
that my desire to oblige him had cost me so dear, else
I am sure he would have flown to my sick-bed. I
knew, however, that he would betray my whereabouts
to my friends, and I was in no mood to stoop to that.
I am happily saved the necessity of being pressed to
this extremity by the death of my brother, whose removal so suddenly none do more mourn than I do,
will, I hope, pave the way of reconciliation with my
father."
The first to break the silence which followed the
narrative was Miss Dora, who rose, and, advancing to
Mr. Milbank, said,
"Papa, allow me to introduce to you the son of a
dear old friend, Mr. Henry E stcourt of th e Lea."
" Can it be possible?" said h er father ; " can it be?
My dear sir, allow me to congratulate you on your good
fortune, and on the prospect you have of soon being
reconciled to my good friend, your father. But my
dear, why did you keep the knowledge of the identity
of Mr. Milbank with Mr. Estcourt back from me?"
"My dear papa, I only knew that identity as Mr.
Estcourt's story unfolded itself. You know the great
interest we all took in the mystery surrounding his
disappearance from Oxford. Yet it may b_e a mystery
still, for Mr. Estcourt does not resume his name nor
renounce the alias. "
. "Miss Vernon, I pray, pardon me. I was so surprised that you should have so easily penetrated the
mystery, that I failed to acknowledge the kind intro-

cluction of me under my r eal name to your papa. I am
H enry Estcourt. "
'' ,v eU, my clear sir, you are, I hope, at the end of
ail your troubles, and it will girn me pleasure to place
any of my stud or my carriage at your disposal to enable
y ou to return to the Lea, and great pleasure to see yon
at any time under my roof. You have placed me under
oliligations to you which I will, although hopeless of
fully discharging them, always be rea<ly to acknowledge and strive in some measure to fulfil."
Later in the afternoon, Henry Estcourt, Mr. and
entworth Vemon left for the Lea, Mrs. Vernon and
h er daughter bidding them farewell. Dora did not
feel quite sure on which side the obligation of her preservation lay, for while she was earnest in her grateful
expressions, Estcourt was fervent in his assurances that
h e would never forget how much he owed to her, and
all the afternoon that problem held steady possession of
h er mind, but the solution never came.
How Jones did out-herod himself that night in the
servants' hall by a rehearsal of the great fight at Wantage Inn between his late master and the "illustrious
stranger that had just gone." F:ilstaff's descript!on of
his fight an hour by Shrewsbury clock was no~hmg to
it. One would have thought that they fought m coats
of mail, and that the floor was slippery with gore. The
deli<rhted audience saw no improbabilities in Jones'
alo;'ing story, but incited him to draw the more
deeply on his imagination by their "Oh dear ! " "Oh
my ! " " Did you ever?" and "Goodness me ! " and
many more equally-approving and expressive interjections.
"I tell you," says Jones, "that that e'ere plucky
un 'ill be here again in no time. To-night it is the
prodigal r eturned, as our good parson would S'.1-Y, only
with a difference. The bad un, the real prodigal, got
flun g and broke his neck ; the real downright goo~ un
'ill get all that the old man has, and he'll be seized
" 'ith a uncommon desire to get somebody to spend it
with him; and I know who, too."
" Oh Jones, do tell."
"Oh my, how blind you are; why, who would _it be
but Miss Dora? He saved her, and so out of gratitude
she will marry him, and they will live happy eyer
arter." And here Jones set off on a glowing account of
bis int erview with his young lady, enriching his narrative wit h some confidenti al t ouches that moved some of
his hearers with envy. Miss V ernon's own maid, not
being at all observant, had nothing to add or subtract
from the young gentleman 's veracious narrative,
which was all the more readily believed on that
account.
Mr. Estcourt's sorrow at the sudden death of his son
and heir was tempered by the joy which be felt at seeing the son he had almost given over for lost restored.
H e had long ago learned the truth, and was all the
more sorrowful that he should have been so severe.
H e welcomed the Vernons. He found great comfort
in the society of Mr. Vernon, whose condolences moderated bis great gdef at his loss. Amid all the pomp
with which wealth can garnish death, the remains of
Estcourt were placed in their last low resting-place,
but, saving his father and brother, none present shed a
t ear ; and many, as they turn ed homewards, expressed
th eir rntisfaction at an event which had opened the way
for the honours of the Lea to fall upon so fine a young
man as Henry E stcourt had proved himself to be, notwithstanding his taking to a wandering sort of life.
"He will all the better sympathise with the poor and
the unfortunate, " said they.
On Christmas eve there was a gay and numerous
party at Elmfield Hall, and enjoyment was manifest
on every face. Stories were told, charades were acted,
dancing was continued far into the night. Many a
heart was exchanged for another that night. Estcourt
was a:tnong the number of those who made the happy
exchange. He had often seen Dora since he had taken
up his residence once more at the Leas, and oiten Miss
Dora had gone over with her father to see Mr. and Mrs.
E stcourt. The more the two saw of each, the more
their hearts went out to each other. Henry was now
his father's right hand, had brought his•culture and his
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dear-bought experience of the worl<l. into his conduct of
business, and had gained th e good opinion of landlord
and t enant.
fany a door ,vas opened at his approach,
and many a lady was proud of a smile from the young
master ; but Dora V ernou was the object of his longing
affection. She had defencled him when all were against
him. She was more than grateful for his services, and
she, he knew, was willing to befriend him then, come
what may. vVas it any wonder that on that Christmas
evening he should whisper in her willing ear his desire
to live in future for her alone, and any wonder that she
hould yield to his ardent wishes, and blushingly refer
him to her papa? Before the festivities ended, Dora
and Henry were plighted lov ers, and a lovelier pair was
not to be seen in all the countryside, or one on whose
futur-e showers of kind good wishes more abundantly
fell.
Another Christmas had not quite travelled its round
when they were wed, mated,-not merely married.
Henry found in her dear society the incitements to
resolute exertion and beneficence ; and she, by her wise
counsel, by her constant affection, nerved him to efforts
for the welfare of his tenantry and the benefit of his
country that brought honours from a grateful Sovereign and the rich blessing of a nation's gratitude.

POETRY.
MY

RIGHTS.

YES, Goel has made me a woman,

1

R. G.
THE PARLIAMENTARY SESSION-11.
Jan. 19.-Dr. Cameron's Municipal Franchise Bill
(Scotland) was r ead a second time.
.
Jan. 20.-Mr. Hugh Mason gave notice of motion to
extend the Parliamentary Franchise to women having
equal qualifications to men and who vote in municipal
affairs.
Jan. 23.-Mr. Baxter gave notice that this day week
he would ask the first Lord of the Treasury if it is his
intention to make such arrangements as will en ure
during some portion of this session, legislation for
England and Scotland as well as Ireland. (Hear, hear.)
Jan. 27.-:Mr. J. W . Pease gave notice that on this
day four weeks he would move his resolution on the
Opium Traffic.
Jan. 30. - 1fr. Gladstoiic 1cpl;ed to .lfr. Baxter that
legislation for Ent£land and Scotland "has not escaped
our notice-tha.t it is kept carefully in view, and that
we shall be prepared to take whatever steps may on
the whole seem advisable" (Hear, hear.)
Feb. 4. - Mr. M'lvcr gave notice that he should ask
the Under-secretary for Foreign Affairs whether he
could give any information with regard to the present
position of the commercial treaty negotiations between
.!!'ranee, Spain, an<l Portugal, an<l. particularly in regard
to the wine duties.
Feb. 7.-Sir B. Leighton asked the Chancellor of the
Exchequer whether, in making the financial arrangements for the coming year as to the beer duty, he
would consider the propriety of extending the limit of
the £10 house value to £20, seeing it had been found
that under the present arrangement the farmer class
(who are compeUed more than other employers to pay
wages in beer), are now charged more than formerly,
and as there is a difficulty in assessing a house at a £10
value which would. not occur if the assessment followed
the house duty. Mr. Gladstone said he could not reply
as the matter was a subject for discussion; meantime
he was indispo ed to reply in the affirmative.
Feb. 9.-The Municipal Franchise (Scotland) Bill.
This Bill passed through committee and was reported
pro Jorma without amendment.
Feb. 14.-Mr. Caine gave notice on going into committee of supply on the naval estimate that he would
move a resolution to the effect that in the opinion of
this House it would promote good conduct and sobriety
amongst the men and boys of the Royal Navy if the
spirit ration were henceforth discontinued and some
equivalent given of the value of the same in the form
of improved food and increased wages.
Feb. 15.-Capt. Price gave notice that when the
member for Scarboro' brought forward his motion for
stopping the sailors' grog he would propose an amendment. (Laughter.)
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And I am content to be
Just what He meant-not reaching out
For other things, since He
'iVho knows me best, and loves me most, has ordered
this for me.
A woman, t o live my life out
In quiet, womanly ways,
Hearing the far-off battle,
Seeing, as through a haze,
The crowding, struggling world of men, fight through
their busy days.
I am not strong nor valiant,
I would not join the fight,
Or jostle with crowds in the highways,
To sully my garments white;
But I have rights as a woman, and h ere I claim my
right.
The right of a rose to bloom
In its own sweet, separate way,
·with none to question the perfumed pink,
With none to utter a nay,
If it reaches a root, or points a thorn, as even a rosetree may.
The right of a lady-birch to grow,
To grow as the Lord shall please,
By never a sturdy oak rebuked,
Denied not sun nor breeze,
F or all is pliant slenderness, kin to the stronger trees.
The right to a life of my ownNot merely a casual bit
Of somebody else's life, flung out
That, taking hold of it,
I may stand as a cipher does after a numeral writ.
The right to gather and glean
"'iYhat food I need and can,
From the garnered stores of lmowledge
v Thich mau ha8 heaped for man,
Taking with free hands freely, and after an ordered
plan.
The right-ah, best and sweetest !To stand all undismayed,
'iVhenever sorrow, or want, or sin,
Calls for a woman's aicl,
'\Vith none to cavil or question, by never a look gainsaid.

j
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I do not ask for a ballot;
Though very life were at stake,
I would beg for the nobler justice
That men, for manhoo<l.'s sake,
Should give ungrndgiugly, nor withhold till I must
fight and take.
The fleet foot and the feeble foot
Both seek the selfsame goal :
The wen,kest soldier's name is writ
On the great army roll ;
And God who made mau s body strong, made, t o, the
woman's soul.
SUSAN COOLIDGE, in Our Union.
" "Whenever I see a man begin a journey by drinking
beer, or brandy au<l. water, or whisky, I know that he
is not fit to be the travelling companion of any true
lover of nature-he will be more or less thrown off his
balance, his nerves will be over-excited, he will come
in at the end of the day with a headache, and during
the journey he will be h eavy, lumpy, and stupid. A
glass of milk or a cup of tea is all the drink anybody
needs when out for a jaunt, and many a time here I
walked all day long without getting so much as either,
contenting myself with a draught of water at a spring,
or even going on without a drink of any kind."-Tlte

Lon,don Correspondent of the New York World.
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11HE li'UNDS.
./Jfembe1·s, friends, and Societies subscribing to
the Funds of the Scottish P ermissive Bill and
Temperance Association a1·e respectfully informed that Subscriptions to the Association, if
not already :paid, a1·e now due, and will be
gladly received by the Agents and at the Offices,
30 Hope Street, Glasgow. The demands upon
the Association are increasing, and it would
materially assist the & ecutive in promptly meeting these, were subscriptions pnid in the form er
rathe1· than the latter part of the financial year,
which will close on 20th Septembe1·, 1881.

THE ~OCIAL REfORMER
GLASGOW, MARCH, 1881.

*** Notwithstanding that we give a supplement
to the present issue, we are unable to get ahead of
our arrears. We have done our best. We bave
reluctantly abridged our own summaries. If our
friends will write briefly and pertinently in the
forthcoming volume there will be more space and
less arrears. In our next, articles by Rev. W.
Tooley, Bailie Selkirk, "Robin Goodfellow," and
others, will appear.

M. J. Henry- National Evangelical Department,
Women's National Christian Temperance Union
That notice is issued to every branch of the
Union, calling on them to see that prayers be
requested in all churches for the Union-for God
and home and native land. Pmyers for our workers
in the field at large and m our own town ; prayers
for all pledged men and their families ; prayers for
all drinking men and their families ; prayers for
young men and women ; prayers for all who are in
the traffic in strong drink that they may see their
sin ; and prayers for all men who vote for this
traffic that they may see the sin of complicity with
this evil. Such a notice m:1rks the fundamental
distinction between temperance reformers and their
opponents. The voice of prayer may rise from
pnblican's hearths and bars, but of what avail without the clean hands and the forsaking of evil? Of
no more avail than are the efforts of a prayerless,
self-sufficient temperance reformer.
Let all our
readers, as they offer their daily orisons, bear the
temperance and prohibitory movement in their
hearts before the Lord, and that movement shall
be not only rn.pid but inviucihle in its progress, and
should ultimately conquer through the power of the
mJSwer to their prayers, which God shall vouchsafe
to them for his beloved Son's sn,ke. Women here
cannot yet vote, but they can prny ; and t.heir
prayers, mingling with those sent up to heaven by
their sisters across the sea, shall fall in abundant
blessing on the noble efforts being put forth by men
and women to lift up the prostrate inebriate and
compass the entire destruction of that system of
temptation before which he has fallen.

Justice Dunken, of the Superior Court of Quebec,
who died last month at a ripe age, deserves a
passing notice.
Ile was a Conservative. He
brought in a Permissive Prohibitory Bill, which
went by his name. It was, although not a perfect,
still a most effective measure, and produced satisfactory results, especially in country districts. Notwithstanding innumerable allegations of its failure,
it has had a powerful educn.tional influence on the
Canadian community, who, notwithstanding its
It has never fallen to the lot of the Social R eadmitted inadequacy to cope with all the difficulties form er to chronicle so many deputational meetings
of the liquor traffic, never dreaming of returning to as ure in the present issue. Our readers will find no
the old licensing system previous to 1864, profited less than eleven meetings reported as fully as our
by their observation of its working, and enacted the space would allow of. The first series of four were
vastly superior Scott Temperance Act of 1878. addressed by Mr. J. W. Manning, and included
This is the one great lesson to be learned from Kilmarnock, Dumbarton, Kirkcaldy, and Galashiels.
legislation on the drink tiaffic. That under all These meetings were on the whole, and despite the
circumstances the tendency is to greater striugency inclemency of the weather, successfu 1- some of them
in the law. If one Act is not so conceived as to signally so, the Galashiels meeting being the most
suppress the evil the nation is not to draw the con- successful held there for years. We believe that
clusion that there shall be no law, or even no the admirable way in which Mr. Manning stated
legislative progress; but rather, having a profound the question as a theory und as a fact must have
conviction of the power of law over disorder, its largely conduced to deepen the sympathy and evoke
duty is to seek out new methods of invoking that the energy of his bearers. The thanks of the
power to render the practice of temperance possible members of the .Association are due to Mr. Jas
to all under its rule. Justice Dunken, therefore, Winning, Rev. S. Harding, and Rev. Dr. Adamson
deserves an honourable place among those who, as for accompanying Mr. Manning and affording him
pioneers, have initiated great reforms if they have such able support. The Alliance deputation followed
not had the good fortune to inaugurate permanent Mr. Manning, aud consisted of Rev. H. H. Pereira,
legislation.
rector of St. Laurence, Southampton. He lauoured
under a double disadvantage: he was unknown and
Our admiration of the brave, busy female temper- he was alone. His tour included Dumfries, Irvine,
ance reformers in the American States deepens Montrose, Aberdeen, and Greenock. All the meetevery time we hear of them or their doings. Who ings he addressed were largely attended, notwithcan read without u fulness of heart of the special standing the severity of the weather. We must
notice issued by the superintendent - Mrs. S. except Aberdeen, where the storm raged furious1y,
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-and so affected Mr. Pereira that be was unable to
go to Linlitbgow and Cupar, which were down in
his programme. His place was taken at the first
named town by Bailie Selkirk, and at Cupar by
Mr. D. Fyfe, Dundee. The Association is deeply
iudebted to Rev. S. Harding, Mr. Winning, Mr .
.Smith, Balgeordie ; Rev. W. J. Boon, and Rev. J.
H. Paterson, who represented the Scottish Permissive
Bill and Temperance Association ou the deputation.
We refer our readers to our intelligence columns for
full particulars, and in doing so only wish we were
able to present them. with equally substantial results
.of the agitation every time we went to press. Such
a movement as ours should have means at its disposal
to enable it to do that and more.

stimulated to be worthy of such generous exertions.
They hope to introduce new features in the coming
volume, specially aiming at greater excellence.
While they bid friends farewell in the present issue,
they hope to conlially bid them welcome when they
introduce the first 1mmber of the new volume to
their notice. With that number the iudex and title
page to the present volume will appear.

Recently there was a conference on Local Option
in the Fair City of Perth, followed by a public
meeting, at which a petition in favour of Licensing
Boards was adopted. The petition was presented to
the House of Commons by Mr. Parker, the Parliamentary representative, who, as is usually the case,
writes, informing the sender-in this case Mr. Robt.
With the present number the fifteenth volume of Puller- that he had presented it. Mr. Parker does
The Social Reformer ends. Its conductors have the more ; he expresses his opinion on the prayer of the
proud sati~faction of knowing that those principles petitiou, and we are, although sorry, not surprised
and that policy whicli fifteen years ago it was estab- that it is favourable. Mr. Parker rejoices that at a
lished to expound and defend have during the public meeting of hisconstituents a petition in favour
currency of the present volume been triumphantly of licensing boards has been resolved upon. He therevindicated in the country, at the polling booth and fore does not want the liquor traffic removed. Inin Parliament ; and that at the present moment the deed we know that he does not, and that in
Premier stands pledged to embody that policy in the committee he will decidedly vote against power
forthcoming Government legislation on the liquor being conferred on his own or any other constituency
traffic. Scotland stan<ls peculiarly prominent in the to suppress the public-house operations of their
.agitation : by a vote of two to one her Parliamentary neighbourhood. We are sorry for the electors of
representation, on the 18th June last, affirmed the Perth. Their representative would, in the first
right of the people to declare whether they are or place, deny them the judgmeut and ability which
.are not to continue to be affected injuriously by the Lawson believes that they possess. He would
liquor traffic beside and among them. Not more allow them power to institute a licensing board for
than one twelfth of her Parliamentary representa- the perpetuation of a licensing authority in a new
tives could be got to poll in favour of the publican name, and so render their children and their chiltraffic. Encouraged by this signal and substantial dren's children liable to all the miseries, wrongs, and
outcome of the agitation to whose interests the Sodal burden that result to themselves from the present
Reforme1· has been from the first unswervingly de- magisterial control of ihe drinl< system. There is in
voted, its conductors will avail themselves of every his case the joy of an ignorant and inexperienced
mean within their reach to make it in the future, man ; for if he knew of the havoc which drink inflicts
as in the past, the unflinching advocate of the right upon the working classes, and the specious plea put
of the people to veto the liquor traffic whenever forth for planting drinking premises thickly in their
their interests and those of their families render neighbourhood - that of public convenience - he
such a veto necessary. At such a moment a word would demand power- imperial powers-to sweep
might be said about its circulation. It is finding, every public house from the land without exception
though slowly, an increasing circle of readers; is and without delay. It is this inability to discern the
receiving numerous kindly notices from the Press; true scope and statesmanship of the Permissive Bill
.and many friends now contribute to its pages. We and not the want of goodness that makes the memheartily acknowledge our deep indebtedness to all ber for the city of Perth its avowed enemy ; but
who have spoken a good word in its favour, who evil is wrought by want of thought as well as want
have enriched its pages, and have in any way ma.de of heart. We should have been glad to have found
it worthier of the Association and the movement it Mr. Parker like his predecessor-the Hon. Arthur,
represents. May we hope that a number of friends now Lord Kinnaird-spending some portion of "the
will be found contributing to its pages during the recess" in investigating the various practical propo.currency of the coming volum~, and assisting in sals to grapple with drunkenness as far as possible in
securing a larger circulation. By recommending it action. Mr. Kinnaird went over to Sweden to see
to the notice of friends, sending a copy when read to for himself the nature of the Gotbenburg scheme,
.a friend, or asking booksellers to keep a supply, pay- and he returned to publicly declare his deeper syming them for what remains unsold, and posting these pathy for the Permissive Bill. Mr. Parker seems
to friends, are ways in which substantial helps might glad that a number of his constituents have given
be afforded at little cost and trouble. The con- him a reason, of which he eagerly avails himself, to
ductors will feel deeply grateful for any little help express a fervid admiration of the licensing board
in this direction that may be tendered, and be remedy for the liquor traffic, ignorant tlult in the
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present magisterial administra.tion of the licensing should Mr. Parker punish Scotland by mooring her
laws -yre may see painful failure daily writ large.
to beer-besotted England, and inflict upon her
But shoulJ his coustituents rest content with the electors, who have so often declared for liberty to
views of their representative on so vitally important
live uncursed fl.nd uninjured by the liquor traffic, the
a matter to them, however much we may deplore merely restrictive legislation that England, judging
their apathy, we shall not be cast down. The day is her by the voice of her representatives in Parliament,
now past when a constituency can of itself retard desires to retain 1 No reasonable answer can be
the passage of our proposal ; and the stage of the given. We hope none will petition, in Scotland at
agitation has arrived when it will be no credit to least, for licensing boards and thus help to strengthen
any burgh constituency in Scotland to resist the the member for Perth in his misguided course.
march of the Permissive Bill through Parliament.
By sustaining their repre::ientative in offc:Jring fruitINTELLIGENCE.
less opposition, they a.re libelling themselves, or
what is worse, c nfessing, we believe unconsciously,
MR. J. W. MAN ING IN SCOTLAND.
that they are unworthy to posse s the legal power to
KILMARNOCK.
forever close the chief fountain of their own vices
On Monday, 31st January, a deputation fr?i11: the
-the liquor traffic. Had Mr. Parker come nobly Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Associat10nforward iu support of the means to emancipate Mr. J. "'\V. Manning, Mr. J. Winning, and Mr. R.
Mackay, secretary-visited us. At six a tea. and c~mPerth from the operations of its drink traffic, all ference took place in the Temperan~e Hotel at which
good men would have been proud of him; hut as he much interestina interchange of sentiment took place.
merely seeks a change of jurisdiction over the traffic Messrs. \Vinning, Hart, and Mackay representing the
association while Messrs. Jack, N. B. Cameron.
in strong drink-a change that will not seriously Little, and' others of the local friends took part.
abate the evils of the licensing system-he wiU fail
PARLIAMENT AND LOCAL OPTION.
A public meeting in connection w\th ~he agitation
to earn a reputation as a statesman and will decidedly
imperil his claim to ue one of the Liberal party. for the promotion of temperance legislation was ~eld
in King Street U. P. Church on Monday evenmg.
What attitude he will take in the future to the Per- There was a fair attendance-the Rev. Mr. M 'Queen
missive Bill will entirely depend upon the attitude presiding. In introducing the proceedings,
The CHAIRMAN remarked that the time had not long
his constituents will assume towards him. If they
gone by when those who sought to a:dv_ance the P_erendorse his present position, they slander them- missive Bill were looked upon as cher1shmg an Utopian
selves, but if they resolutely give him to know that idea. But things had changed in Scot~and: By ~n
overwhelming majority of its representa~1v~s m Parh~he must give them a true option, they will, even if ment
it bad declared in favour of the prmc1ple~ of this
unsuccessful, have vindicated themselves and im- bill. Parliament itself had also, by a considera?le
posed upon him a responsibility which we dare majority, declared in it_s favou~, an~ but for that Irish
obstruction which was mterfermg with the whole work
hardly believe he will ventnre to accept-that of of Parliament at present we might have the ~m1;Iledin~e
misrepresenting his own constituency by refusing to prospect of seeing the principle of the Permissive Bill
support the .Permissive Bill, oue of the worthiest and more or less embodied in the law of the land. Th~t
was not yet, but they had every reason to hope tha~ it
most uxge11t reforms of the day. As for his allega- would be soon and it became them to labour to brrng
tions against reformers like ourselves, who insist it about, so th;t our country might be ~eli~ered from
upon a direct appeal to the ratepayers upon t_h e that which had been so long an obstruct10n m the wa:y
of all good and real progress, and a great curse, m
existence or extinction of the liquor traffic, we have every sense to our fellow-men. (Applause.)
The Rev.' A. D. KING moved a follows : - " That
no apology to offer. Permissive Bill reformers don't
want liceusing boards because they don't believe in this meeting is of opinion that the traffic ii?- al~oholic
liquors is the principal ca~se _of the ab_oundmg mtemthem and because they don't want the traffic on any perance of the country w1~h its appa~linS results, and
terms. They want that in all future legislation on earnestly calls upon the friends of social impro_ven~ent,
the traffic a clause be embodied, vesting power in moral reform, and religious p~ogress to umte m a
national effort to induce her MaJesty's Government to
the people to remove the public-house system by grant the ratepayers of Scotland a direct and e_ffective
which they are affected. 'l'hat done, these reformers veto on th_e operations _of a traffic so esse.nti~!ly at
He
will be content. If the people won't use this power, variance with the best mterests of the nation.
said all real friends of reform ought to be ~anded towhy then it will rest unused, and no harm will gether so that those in high places might be mduced to
accrue to any one; but if the people cry out by reason pass a law whereby. ~he ratepayers would be enabled
of the evil inflictions of the trn.ffic, who is he that to abolish the prevailmg drunkenness of the country.
(Applause. )
.
will dare say they should not have powers of self.
Mr. A. D. STEWART seconde<l. the resolut10n.
Mr.
WINNING,
Paisley,
in
su:rporting
~he_
resolution,
relief '? We readily admit that the .Permissive Bill
said the Scottish Permissive Bill Associat10n had arnever commanded a majority in the British Parlia- rived at the conclusion that the liquor traffic could
ment. England has never yet given a vote in only be dealt with by being supp_ressed.. He quoted
favour of either Local Option or the Permissive the testimony of various men of emmence m regard _to
the evil results of the liquor traffic, and adduced statisBill, but Scotland has often. Seven times have a tics to show the burden it imposed on the ratepayers of
majority of her Parliamentary representatives the country. The Board of Supervision returns for
vot~d for the principle of both, so that if a majority the last year showed that _there were 9805 pauper
lunatics-an increase of 2197 m ten years-and he had
is simply wanted to make the Permissive Dill right, it on good authority that in 90 out of every 100 of
Scotland shows it ; and seeing th:i.t it is so, why these cases the lunacy had been caused by drink, while
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every lunatic cost the country £26 a·year. It was also \
shown that 120,000 people died every year, either
directly or indirectly, from the excessive use of strong
drink : and with regard to crime, the governor of
Paisley prison had assured him that of 60,000 persons
he had passed through his hands 50,000 or 55,000 owed
their incarceration directly to drink. The pauperism
of the country, which cost about a million annually,
was almost entirely the result of intemperance. Referring to the progress which had been made by the
present agitation, the speaker remarked that the traffic
had been suppressed already in one-seventh of the
<'ntire parishes of Scotland, and no fewer than 43 of the
Scottish members of Parliament had voted in favour of
the local option resolution, while only 5 voted against
it, including the member for North Ayrshire, and 12
were absent. There was not a single Scottish burgh
meml>er who voted against the resolution. The resolution, on being put to the meeting, was unanimously
agreed to.
Mr. JAMES FULTON moved the seconcl resolution as
follows:-" That this meeting rejoices that the House
of Common s has, by its acceptance of Sir \Vilfrid Law<-on's Local Option Resolution, resolved to deal effectiYely with the evils of the licensing system, by an
efficient measure of Local Option, urges her Majesty's
Government to give immediate effect to that resolution,
and thereby enable the ratepayers of burghs, parishes,
and other districts to prevent public-houses being
placed or continued in their midst against their will."
He was glad to tell the deputation that the burgh
member was in favour of local option not becam,e they
wished him to be so but because he was thoroughly
convinced that it was right and proper in order to deal
effectually with this accursed system. (-Applause.)
Bailie LITTLE in seconding the resolution saiu that
during the few days he attended Parliament with the
deputation from the Scottish Permissive Bill Association in Juuc last, he was told by members of the House
that such a vigorously c0nclucted agitation in the
lobby had never been witnessed, and its success was
most gratifying. (Applause.)
.Mr. MANNI G after tracmg the rise and progress of
the tempera.n'.!e reformdion and its at'parent failure tc
diminish intemperance, said temperance reformers were
bid to look about for the cause of this, which was found
to be that in every quarter, almost in every street,
l1ouse after house was licensed by law to pln.ce tempt,ition in the way of ·weak and erriug men ; and the con clusion was inevitable that nothing of a permanent
nature could be accomplished to remedy the evil until
the people ha l the power of closing these places of
temptation. Hence they formed the United Kingdom
Alliance and the Scottish Permissive Bill Association.
These societies did not declare war with the moral
suasion movement, but they set themselves to create a
public opinion which would obtain the power of taking
away the present hindrances to the progress of temperance. In taking up a position of that kind they were
bound to show that it was just in theory and principle,
and that it could be successful in application. As to
the question of theory, Mr. Manning said that he could
rest it on this point, that the traffic in intoxicating
liquors increased the pecuniary burdens of the people ;
and on the good old principle that taxation without
representation was tyranny and ought to he resisted,
it was just in theory that the people should have the
power of determining whether this traffic should be
allowed to continue. The theory of the matter simply
came to this, that it was the people governing themselves. If there was one claim more than another
which was set up by those engaged in the traffic it was
this, that they existed for the public convenience.
Let licensing boards determine as to thequalifications of
publicans and the suitability of public-houses, when it
was decided that these should be established ; but
when the question was whether the public convenience
required these houses or not, then let that be decided
by the ratepayers-let the applicants be heard on one
side and the objectors on the other, and let the public,
as an intelligent jury be called upon to decide. But
they were told that Local Option, or the Permissive
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Bill, while it was all very well in theory, could not be
made successful in practice. He would show, however,
that it was at present being successfully carried out
both in Canada and the United States. The Dominion
of Canada is divided into seven provinces, each of
which has a legislature for the management of its own
particular affairs. In Nova Scotia the people have the
power of vetoing the tr:iffic in this way, that unless an
applicant obtains the signatures of two-thirds of the
ratepayers in support of his application he cannot obtain a license, so that the people are enable.cl to reduce
the number of houses or abolish them altogether, as
they might think fit. But supposing a man gets the
necessary number of. signatures he has to send his application to the Municipal Council, by whom it is
remitted to a licensing committee, and a two-thirds
majority of that committee is necessary, besides a
majority of the Council itself, in order to obtain license.
The result of this law is that out of eighteen counties
into which the province is divided there are sixteen in
which no licen se is held for the sale of intoxicating
liquors. But there is also another local option provided
for by legislation of the Dominion as a whole. It only
came into operation in March 1879, but already in :New
Brunswick, where it was applied first, there has been
a vote taken in sixteen counties and cities, and in fifteen
of these cases the prohibitionists have been victorious.
They have also been victorious in four contests embracing the whole province of Prince E lward's Island.
Referring to the beneficial results of this prohibition,
the speaker remarked that if the liquor traffic is the
cause of abounding evils, we have only to put our veto
on it to remove that which is injurious to the best
interests of the nation. He contended that similar re•
sults woulcl follow prohibition in this country, and concluded by impressing upon his hearers the importance
of bringing pressure to bear upon Parliament with a
view to the speedy and satisfactory solution of this
great question. (Applause.)
The resolution was unanimously adopted, as was also
the following motion, ,vhich was moved l>y Councillor
Cairnie, seconded by Mr. J. Auld, and supported by
Mr. Hcbt. Mack:i.y :-" That this mceti:1g corJially
tenders its thanks to Sir \Vilfrid Lawson and to the
245 members of Parliament who voted and carried hie
Local Option Resolution last session, and that copies of
the resolutions adopted at this meeting be signed by
the chairman, and sent to the members of Parliament
for the burgh and county, the Prime Minister, the Lord
Advocate, and the Home Secretary. ' The proceedings
terminated with a vote of thanks to the deputation and
the chairman on the motion of Mr. A. P. Brown.[{ i lmarnock Standa,·d abridged.
DUJl!BART0X.
On February 1st a deputation from the .Scottish
Permissive Bill and ~emperance Association-Mr. J.
Manning, Rev. Samuel Harding, and Mr. Il. Mackay
-visited this burgh, and was received in the Lennox
Temperance Hotel by a numerous party of the leading
temperance reformers in the town and neighbourhood.
After tea, the meeting resolved itself into a confe_rence,
and Bailie Kennedy was called to the chair. Rev. .
Harding opened the proceedings of the conference with
an eminently practical address. Several local friends
delivered stirring remarks, after which those present
adjourned to the Burgh Hall, where a meeting, under
the auspices of the Dumbarton Total Abstinence
ociety, was held to receive the deputation. There
was a good atteudance of the inhabitants, amongst
whom were a goodly number of la.dies. Bailie Kennedy
presided, and beside him on the platform were :-Revs.
Jas. MacBain, J . vV. Jones, J. Downie, and J. H.
Paterson, Dumbarton; J. Colvin, Renton; and Thomas
Collins, Bonhill ; ex-Provost Rogerson, ex-Bailie
Buchanan, Treasurer Brown, and ex-Dean of Guild
Roy, ex-Treasurer Douglas, Mr. John Robertson, J.P.,
and Messrs. Thomas Campbell, John M 'Nidder, A.
Brown, R. Stewart, H. Stoddart, aud a number of
other leaders in the temperance cause here.
The Chairman, in introducing the deputation, ex•
pressed the pleasure and pride he had in performing
that task.
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Ex-Provost Rogerson moved the first resolution, harm. He could not tell what good the publican might
which was similar in terms to those adopted at Kil- be doing, but he could tell what harm he was doing,
marnock. He contended that the resolution contained and would pray daily that none of his friends might
a simple statement of facts, and as to the means to become a publican. (Applause.) He wished only that
abate the social evil of drunkenness he agreed with the they had a little more Home Rule, so that the people
might say to the magistrates, ''You are not to put
resolution.
Rev Mr. Colvin seconded the resolution in a few racy down a public-house where we do not want one."
(Applause.) The people had the election of magistrates
sentences.
Rev. Mr. Harding, Paisley, supported it. If the in their own hands, and why should they not have the
resolution was correct, then he held that a terrible in- right to put down the licenses? It was singular, perdictment had been made out against the liquor traffic. haps, that public-houses were only put down where the
The resolution had been carefully worded. There had poorer classes lived. In Edinburgh they swarmed in
µeen no hard words introduced ; but if they would the Uowgate, but in Murray Place or Newington
allow him, he would let them into a secret-at least, there were none, for the simple reason that the rich
he would give them really and truly what the resolu- did not wish them beside them. He did not doubt
tion meant. The resolution meant that the liquor that the hands of Sir Wilfrid Lawson would be
traffic as carried on in licensed houses of whatever sort strengthened by the report of the present meeting, and
was sinful and demoralising-was a curse to the com- would do something to influence the Government in
munity, giving rise to pauperism, insanity, immorality, the passing of such a measure for Scctland. Then
disease, premature death, domestic misery, bad trade, Scotland would become great, and hold up her head to
waste and loss · of property, bringing in unnecessarily other nations, asking them to follow her in doing away
heavy taxation, besides forming one of the greatest with this great curse. (Applause.)
hindrances to the moral and religious improvement of
The Chairman hope<l. the meeting would have the
society, and to the spread of the everlasting gospel of effect of helping the cause of temperance in petitioning
our blessed God. The resolution meant that, and Parliament at once for this power. It would be a good
nothing more and nothing less. These were the thing for the country, and the people at large. He
necessary and the inevitable and unavoidable results was invited to the Licensing Court the other day, but
of the liquor traffic. (Applause.) He urged on them did not go, because he did not like to grant these
to organise, to agitate, and to consecrate themselves to licenses.
the work, and the victory was certain. (Cheers.)
The Rev. Mr. M'Nlillan cordially seconded the
The resolution was carried.
resolution.
Ex-Treasurer Douglas moved a resolution urging
The second resolution calling on the Government to
Government to pass a Local Option law. He held that embody · Sir Wilfri•J La.wson's Resolution in law was
the people generally should have the same right to do moved by Rev. w·. J. Boon. His speech was peculiarly
for themselves what the rich had the power to do for happy and rapturously applauded.
themselves. No rich man would allow a public-house
The resolution was seconded by Mr. Manning, who
at his door, and the public generally should have the delivered an eloquent speech, which was received with
same power to say they would not allow a public-house unstinted applause.
put clown at their close mouth. (Applause.)
The third resolution, asking the meeting to instruct
Treasurer Brown seconded the resolution.
the Chairman to forwarJ. the resolutions adopted by
Mr. Manning supported it.
the meeting to Sir G. Campbell, Bart., Hon. E. P.
The resolution was carried.
Bruce, M.P.; Prime Minister, Lord Advocate, was
Mr. John M'Nidder proposed-" That this meeting proposed by Mr.
aterston, seconded by Mr. John
cordially tenders its thanks to Sir Wilfrid Lawson and Hogarth, West Mills, and unanimously agreed to.
to the 245 members of Parliament who voted and
On the motion of Mr. Jas. ,vishart, the deputation
carried his Local Option Resolution last session, and were cordially thanked, and on the motion of Mr. A.
that copies of the resolutions adopted at this meeting Beattie a similar compliment was paid to the Chainnan,
be signed by the Chairman, and sent to the members when the meeting then broke up.-Fifeshire Advertiser
of Parliament for the burgh and county, the Prime ab1·idged.
Minister, the Lord Advocate, and the Home Secretary."
GALASUIELS.
Rev. Mr. Paterson seconded the motion.
PUBLIC MEETING ON THE TEMPERANCE QUEl:i'rION.
Mr. R. Mackay supported the motion, which like
-A public meeting, under the auspices of the Galathe others was carried amid applause.
Votes of thauks brought a pleasant meeting to a shiels Total Abstinence Association, was held in the
Public Hall on Friday, 4th ult., to hear addresses by
close.-Lennox Heralil abridged.
a deputation from the GcoLtish Permissive Bill and
KIRICC.ALDY-TEMPERA:S-CE DEMONSTRATION,
'l'emperance Association, consisting of Rev. Dr. AdamA public meeting, under the auspices of the Scottish son, of Edinburgh ; Mr. J. W. Manning of Ontario ;
Permissive Bill and Temperance Association, was held and Mr. J. H.
aterston, of Edinburgh. The Rev.
on Thursday 3rd ult., in the Congregational Church, W. V{. Smith, of Galashiels Free Church, presided,
Kirkcaldy. There was a good attendance. Provost and there was a large attendance. On the platform
Swan .occupied the chair, and was supported on the were also-Rev. Mr. esbitt, Pastor Alex. Thomson,
platform by Rev. Dr. Adamson, Edinburgh ; Rev. Bailie Burns, Ex-Bailie Cowan, Treasurer Messer, Mr.
Mr. M 'Millan, Abbotshall Free Church; Rev. E. J. F. Lynn, and others. Dr. Adamson opened the meetBoon, E. U. Church, Pathhead; J.
Manning, Esq., ing with prayer.
Ontario ; J. H. Waterston, Edinburgh; Bailie Speedie,
The CHAIRMAN, in introducing the proceedings, said
and Messrs. J. Hogarth, A. Beattie, J. w·ishart, G. he was glad to have an opportunity of hearing so able
Gillespie, w·. J. Galloway, and A. Bennett.
au observer and reporter as Mr. Manning in reference
The first resolution was moved by Dr. Adamson. It to prohibition, and so far as the general question was
called on social and moral reformers to combine against concerned he was completely in favour of the principle
the liquor traffic. In speaking to the resolution the of the Permissive Bill. (Applause).
Dr. said he was sure that even the magistrates would
Bailie BURNS moved the first resolution condemnatoty
bear him out in saying that wherever there was a of the liquor traffic, and calling on all good citizens to
public-house there was drinking, and wherever there combine for its overthrow.
Rev. Dr. Adamson
was drinking there was crime. Some time ago they seconded. He said-The pressing duty of the hour
had got a Forbes M'Kenzie Act to prevent the drink was to continue to urge the question of local option on
being sold on the Sabbath. He only wished they had the attention of Parliament, and if the demand was
one for every day of the week. In a town like Kirk- made firmly and persistently, he felt perfectly sure
caldy there were bakers, tailors, shoemakers, &c. All that no one hearing him would be three years older
were producers, and assisted in the general prosperity before the power was granted to the people to put an
of the town, but the publican was non-productive. end to the d1-ink traffic among them if they would.
The commorlity he trafficked in did no good to the (Cheers).
community, but, on the contrary, was prolific of much
The Rev. Mr. NrsBET'r moved the second resolution
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to the effect that the Government embody the principle
of local option in their promised legislation on the
drink traffic.
Mr. MANNING seconded the resolution. He said he
had been told since he came into the town that it had
a population of about 15,000 persons, and that there
were 37 indivicluals entrusted with the privilege of
selling intoxicating liquor. Consequently there were
14,963 people to whom the law said "Thou shalt not
sell intoxicating liquor." What he and the other members of the deputation had come to do was to argue for
such a change in the law as would enable the 14,963 to
say to the 37, "Neither shall you." (Cheers). That
was only asking that the enormous majority should be
entitled to say that these privileged few should be put
on the same footing as themselves. If intemperance,
with its train of evils, was to be got rid of, the cause
must be removed. While temperance men were
engaged in trying to persuade others to become abstainers, other men, under the sanction of the Government, were doing all they could to render their work
of no avail; and the time had now come when it was
the duty of the country to deal in an effectual manner
with the evil. It had often been objected that intemperance coul<l. not be put clown by law; they could
never succeed. He was there to tell them that they
had succeeded to a very great extent on the other side
of the Atlantic, and what prohibition had done there it
was equally powerful to do here. (.Applause). Mr.
l\launing proceeded to sketch the progress of legislation
which had led up to the present temperance enactments in Canada. The people of that country had
asked the Legislature at different times for a law prohibiting the manufacture, importation, and sale of
intoxicating liquors, because they believed in striking
a blow at the root of the evil. (Uheers). In 1874, the
Governor-General was empowered to make a commission of inquiry to visit Maine and ascertain the state of
affairs. The Governor appointed an anti-prohibitionist
and himself to make the inquiry. They received their
commissi@n from the Government and told to go where
they pleased, get information from whom they pleased,
and come back with their report. (Applause). They
took evidence frcm :my and e,•ery person able to give
it, without knowing or asking whether they were for
or against prohibition. Amongst the witnesses were
governors, ex-governors, secrettiries of state, clergymen
of all denominations, officers of the army, senators,
members of Congress, judges, mayors, overseers of the
poor, gaolers, city marshals, editors of newspapers,
chiefs of police, employers of labour, and influential
citizens. They <l.ivided the inquiry into four questions:
-(1) What are the provisions of the law in each tate?
(2) Is the law enforced ; and, if not, why not? (3)
·what has been the result of any change from prohibition to license, or vice versa? (4) 'What have been the
. effects of prohibition upon the social and moral condition of the people ? Those four questions were
thoroughly exhaustive, and formed the basis for their
action. 'l'hey laid the evidence before the GovernorGeneral and Parliament, and it was considered in the
subsequent session.
In the enate a report was
adopted, of which the following was the concluding
clause:-" That the report of the Government Commission shows clearly that the prohibitory law of the
States of Maine and Vermont has been well enforced,
and has largely diminished crime and pauperism, and
that its beneficial effects upon the community have
been so fully proved by the experience of over twenty
years, that there is now no attempt made to repeal it;
while in the other States visited-althongh the law
was not so generally enforced-wherever it was brought
into operation, the sattte result of diminution of crime
followed. In cases where the prohibitory law was for
a, short time repealed, intemperance and crime immediately increased in so marked a degree that prohibition was soon re-enacted. That in view of all these
facts and considerations, it appears that the time has
now an·ived when the attention of the Government
should be given to this important question, with a view
to the introduction of a bill to prohibit the manufacture,
importation, and sale of intoxicating liquors, except for
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mechanical and medicinal purposes, throughout the
Dominion, at the earliest date compatible with the
public interests." In the House of Commons a resolution was passed declaring that the report afforded
incontestable proof that a prohibitory law was the only
effectual remedy for the evils of intempera·nce, and
that it was the duty of Government to introduce such
a Jaw into Canada. These resolutions were passed in
1876, and were the conclusion of both houses of the
Canadian Parliament. His fellow-commissioner, who
had been appointed on account of his anti-prohibition
proclivities, in giving an account some weeks after his
return home at a Young, Men's Christian Association
meeting of his mission and its results, declared that the
investigation fully convinced him that a prohibitory
liquor law was desirable for the Dominion of Canada.
(C~eers). In conclusion ~e urged that the people of
tlus country should contmue to demand from .Parliament a measure which would enable them to deal with
the traffic. If the nation was to get its heel on the
neck of the liquor traffic, they woul<l inaugurate a new
era in the history of the country which had never been
seen in the past, and a clay would have dawned which
would lead to grander, nobler, and greater results than
had ever yet been reached. It was the duty of all to
see that the advent of that day was not delayed, and
might Goel himself hasten it ! (Loud cheers).
Ex-Bailie Cow.AN moved and Mr. Waterston seconded
the sending of the foregoing reasons to the proper
quarter. The various reasons were carried by acclamation. On the motion of Mr. F. Lynn, votes of thanks
to chairman and speakers were heartily responded to.
All the speakers were warmly applauded, and the GalashiE:ls Free Chu_rch Band of Hope sang several pieces
during the eve nm g. -Southern Reporte1· abridged.

ALLIANCE DEPUTATION.
DUMFR.IES.-LOCAL OPTION MEETL G.
A PUBLIC meeting was held on Tuesday, 8th ult., in the
Tabernacle, under the auspices of Dumfries and Maxwelltown Temperance Umou, to bear addresses in support of the Loca.1 Option resolution. Tbe night wr.s not
a favourable one, but there was a considerable attendance. Dr. M'Culloch presided : and with him on the
platform were the Rev. J. D. M'Kinnon, Rev. G. vY.
Tooley, and Rev. F. Binns, Dumfries · Rev. H. H.
Pe1:eira, re?tor of St. 1:,aurence, Southampton, from the
U~1ted Kmgdom Alliance; and Rev. S. Harding,
Paisley, and Mr. tevenson, from the cottish Permissive Bill Association.
'Ihe CHAIRMA reminded the meeting that on the
18th June last the House of Commons endorsed Sir
,vilfrid Lawson's proposal to give the ratepayers power
to control the liquor traffic. That was not, however,
an Act of Parliament, but a resolution. The object of
this, and of hundreds of other meetings being held over
the country was to remind not only the Goverment but
the members for every constituency that we looked to
them to do their duty by giving effect to the declared
opinion of the House of Commons. (Cheers.)
Rev .... fr. TOOLEY moved the first resolution, which
charged the liquor traffic as the principal cause of the
abounding intemperance, and asked all good men to
unite to stop it. He briefly reviewed some of the
argumE'nts commonly brought against the position of
abstainers when they traced the evils of intemperance
to the public-house as its source, and contended that
the presence of large numbers of licensed houses, by
presenting an outward temptation, stimulated an inward appetite to an unhealthy degree. He pointed out
that the State already interferes with individual liberty
in cases where the exercise of that liberty would be
prejudicial to the public good, as, for example, when it
compelled the owner of a ricketty house to take it
clown and required that every child should be vaccinated, even if its pa.rents were opposed to vaccination.
They only asked that the constitutional principle of
government by majorities should be applied by giving
to the people power to veto or to sanction the liquor
traffic. They asked for the great body of the people,
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who bore the burden of drink-caused taxation, and who Government. Their gratitude in this case might, he
. had personal knowledge of the wants of the district, said, be correctly described as a "lively sense of favthe same right which was n: present enjoyed by a few ours expected;'' and he asked them to determine to
local magistrates. (Cheers.)
assist, so far as lay in their power, to bring about the
Rev. Mr. HARDJKG supported the resolution. He rer.lisation of their hopes, reminding them that the
expressed the pleasure which it afforded him to meet British House of Commons was but the reflex of the
for the first time with Dr. M 'Culloch, whom he bad opinion of the British people.
(Cheers.) Mr. R.
long known by report as one of our leading alJstaining Stevenson supported this resolution, which was also
medical practitioners. (Cheers.) He confessed that he adopted.
belonged to the l'adical school of teetotalers. As a
On the motion of the Rev. J. Strachan, seconded by
member of that school he went on to interpret the re- Mr. T. C. Farries, a cordial vote of thanks was given
solution as meaning that the liquor traffic, as carried on to the members of the deputation ; and a similar
in licensed houses of whatever kind, was sinful and de- tribute having been paid to the chairman, on the
moralising, that it was a curse to the community, motion of Mr. Pereira, the proceedings terminated.giving rise to pauperism, crime, insanity, immorality, Dnn,jries and Galloway Standard cind Advertiser
premature death, anrl domestic misery, causing bad abriclgecl.
trade to the community, waste of property, and unIRVINE-GOVERNME 'T AND THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
necessarily heavy taxation, besides forming the greatest
On \Vednesday evening, 9th ult., a deputation from
outward obstacle to the moral and social improvement
the
United Kingdom Alliance and Scottish Permissive
of society, and to the spread of the gospel throughout
the lan<l; and not only so, but that these were the Bill and Temperance Association addressed a public
necessary and inevitable consequences of that traffic, as meeting on the above question in the Good Templars'
its whole history proved.
\Vhat then, he asked, Hall. J. B. Lindsay, Esq., occupied the chair. The
should be their attitude in relation to this great and deputation included the Rev. H. H. Pereira, A.M.,
terrible evil? He submitted that the proper attitude Rector of St. Laurence, Southampton; J. \Vinning,
was that expressed by the resolution, which called upon Esq., Paisley; and Mr. R. Stevenson, district-superthe legislature to give to the people power to put a stop intendent. There were also on the platform the Rev.
to it. (Cheers.) He went on to show that this resolu- R. S. Macauley, Capt. Breckenridge, Mr. Geo. Paulin,
tion should commenrl itself to philanthropists, because Mr. William Millar, Mr. Robert Brown, Mr. James
the evil at which it aimed lay at the root of the greater Smith, and Mr. William M'Cormick. There was a
part of the miseries which philanthropy sought to good attendance.
The Chairman, in the course of his address, saiJ they
mitigate; to patriots, because the liquor traffic was the
chief obstacle which prevented the country b ecoming must look to legislation for a relief of the burden which
yet more emphatically great, good, and free; and to had been laid upon them by the drink traffic; it rest1;id
Christians, l,ecause every Christian man and woman solely with themselves, and it would require a deterwas bound to imitate Christ's example, who went about mined effort to pass the measure in which they were
The Government, with wars
continually doing good. {Appiause.) The resolution so much interested.
abroad and with the Irish question at home, had
was unanimously adopted, by a show of hands.
enough to do in the meantime; but next in importance
Rev. Mr. M'KINNON next moved a resolution was the object in which they were engaged, which
urging her Majesty's Government to confer suppressive required immediate action, and according to :M:r. Gladpower on the ratepayers over the liquor traffic. He stone it was a matter of hfe and death. (Applause.)
was glad the GoYernment was now waking up to the
The Rev. R. S. Macauley, in moving the first resolufact that what had been long legalised was not neces- tion, said the movement had his hearty sympathy, and
sarily right. (Cheers.) He pointed out that in the would have his utmost support. He moved the resolcase of an epidemic, even affecting only our cattle, ution, which pointed to the liquor as a chief cause of
stringent measures were pro_m ptly adopted to prevent the nntional intemperance, and appealed to moral
its spread, while in intemperance we had a persistent reformeni to unite to put it down. Such a resolution
epidemic, which was constantly among us, but which as that did not need one single word in support of it;
our Government, seared by long familiarity, regarded but, as Mr. Lindsay had said, it must be by continual
with apathy. Agitation in Ireland was at once met efforts, and by that we will gain more than we desire.
with special legislation; but the case of the liquor Let the movement be on a broad basis, ancl gone into
traffic was still more clamant, for while in Ireland the by all the friends of social improvement, moral reform,
agitators slew their tens, that traffic was annually slay- and religious progress. (Applause.) Mr. R. Brown,
ing its tens of thousands. (Cheers.) A local option or in seconding the motion, said it was only right that the
prohihitive measure would exercise a great-it might be ratepayers of Scotland should have a voice in the regua slow, but it would be a sure-influence in regenerat- lation of public-houses. Such a movement had been
ing society. (Applause.)
long in his mind, and he was happy to say it had been
Rev . Mr. PEREIRA supported the resolution in an gaining popularity every day.
able speech. He came to Scotland, he said, not to
Mr. Winning, in support of the resolution, said the
teach, but rather to learn, for he remembered that Scottish Permissive Bill Association, whom he reprepolitically we were further advanced than they were sented, existed for the sole purpose of assisting in proin England, having set them the example of Sunday curing the ::mppression of the liquor traffic by the
closing, and all the representatives of 8cotland in Par- power· of the national will, and through the form of a
liament, except five, being supporters of Sir vVilfrid legislative enactment. To attain this consummation
Lawson's resolution. (Cheers.) Although politically so devoutly to be wished for, it has fought through
the people of Scotland were far advanced on this sub- good report and evil report for twenty-two years, aucl
ject, he feared from the amount of drunkenness which with unswerving purpose and fixity of aim it will go
he had observed during a visit to the country, that ou, he trusted, till the necessity for its existence shall
many of the people were personally asleep in regard to cease to be. {Applause.) In asking the meeting to
it. He defied any person to tell him the virtues of adopt the resolution, he quoted from Sir Richard C.:ross,
alcohol. It would do them no good, but it might do the late Home Secretary: in a speech which he delivthem untold mischief. (C.:heers.) He spoke of this ered in the debate on Mr. Rodwell's bill, he said no
question as a Christian one, and expressed his satisfac- license ought to be grante<l unless it was the express
tion that, in face of the great evil of intemperance, wish of a neighbourhood that that should be don e.
members of different religious bodies were losing sight Mr. Gladstone, also on the debate, said with the prinof their differences, and in opposing it those were ciple itself he was quite friendly, and he earnestly
meeting who had perhaps never before stood together hoped that at some not very distant period it may be
on any common platform. (Applause.) This resolu- found practicable to deal with the licensing laws, and
in 11ealing with the licensing laws to include the
tion having also been adopted,
Rev. Mr. BINNS moved the third, which was a reasonable and great measure for which his hon. friend
request to the chairman to send on the resolution (Sir 1Vilfrid Lawson) pleads. After giving the opinion
adopted to city and county M.P.'s and officers of the of Lord Hartington, Mr. Bright, the Archbishop of
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Mr. R. Stevenson, in support of the rernlution, said,
York, Miss Florence Nightingale, and others, who
-were all favourable to the movement, he said that his in the course 0£ a Yery interesting address, th t hey'
frieBd Mr. Bird, governor of Paisley prison, said he had wanted the member ·who repre~ented this respected
passecl over 60,000 prisoners through his hands, and that burgh not only to support the bill, but to carry out the
55,000 at least were there through drink. During the Act so as to denve the a1lvantages gainf'd thcrefrom.
last seven years he hau haLl two lawyers, one writer to There was notiiiug \Vron° with the public-house, it wa
the signet, four bankers, and three clergymen. One of the drink, and the mau behind the counter was perthe latter held a benefice of £600 a year, and was put haps . as good a man as hi certificate en itled him to
in prison for selling the blankets off his bed-he anrl be. (Great laughter.) They wante<l to get ri<l. of the
his wife being in lodgings. The interminable Irish whisky, and sweep away tlie liquor out of tho homes.
question was at present bluckin_g the way of Govern- That is what they wauted to do-not to sweep away
ment in introducing the promised measure, and whilst the hous es, but the liquor. (Applause.) The resoluthey were anxious to get it sett.lerl, they thought the tion was put to the meeting, and carried unanimously.
importance of the liquor traffic could not be overlooked On the motion of Mr. John Yuille, seconded by Mr.
any longer; and by steady, persistent pressure on Paulin, a vote of thanks was accorded to the deputaGovernment be trusted to see a measure speedily in- tion; and on the motion of Mr. Findlay a similar comtroduced embracing a direct and effective veto on the pliment was paid to the chairman.-lrvin.e Expres,9
ab1·idged.
present licensing liquor laws. (Applause.)
Mr. George Paulin said it would be imprudent for
MONTROSE-TEMPERANCE CONFERENCE AND PUBLIC
him to detain the meeting for anything he could say,
MEETING.
as they were going to hear from one far more compeA public meeting on the temperance question was
tent to speak on the liquor traffic than he was. He h eld in the GuilJ. Hall on 10th ult. Previous to the
begged to submit the second resolution, which rejoiced meeting a conference of the friends of temperance was
ovel' the adoption Ly Parliament of the Local Option held in the Council Room, where a large company of
resolution, and urged its immediate embodiment into the leading temperance reformers iu Montrose aslaw. Captain Breckenridge seconded the resolution sembled uu<l er the presidency of ex-Bailie Lyall. After
with hearty good-will, merely because he was sure they partaking of an excellent tea, short addresses were
ought to have a say in a matter which affected their delivered by the chairman and others. The company
interests.
afterwards aujourncJ to the public meeting in tlie
The Rev. Mr. Pereira, in support of the resolution, Guild Hall. Provost Jaap presided. The first reso!uin the course of a very eloquent anti i~pressi,·e speech, tion condemning the liquor traffic auJ. calling upon the
referred to the action of the Church of England in the friends of social order to combine for its supl)ression,
matter. I:Je was thankful to be able to say that over was moved by vV. D. Johnstone, seconded by Bailie
9,000 of the clergymen of the Church of England were Hutcheson, ancl supported by the Rev. Samuel vVardiug.
already enrolled members of the Church of England The Hev. Mr. Ross moved the second resolution, which
Tempera.nee Society. \Vhat reason could there be urged Parliament to legislate in accordance with , ir
advanced against the principle of Local Option? They "\V. Lawsou's resolution. Mr. Jas. Mudie secondc,l
were trusted with returning to Parliament a member to the resolution, an<l it was supported by the Rev. Mr.
deal with the affairs of the tate; they were also Pereira. Th e thir<l resolution, thanking Sir vVilfrid
trusted to elect the School Beard, who were to have Lawson and his supporters, and asking the Chairman
the governing and educating of their children, and in to forward copies of the resolutions passed at this
<'hurch mat,terc; it is the s:i.mP. 'T'hey elP.cterl their offi,.e- meeting, wns moved by Mr. fockie, seconded hy
bearers : then what reason is there in the public not Dean of Guild Scott, and supported by Mr. H.
having a say as to whether they should have public- Stevenson. Rev. 8. B.ardmg, Rev. H . li. l'ereira, and
houses in their midst or not? How can the magistrates Mr. R. Stevenson formed a deputation from the
judge the question? It is the working man's question. United Kingdom Alliance, and the Scottish Permissive
'fhey can't keep the gin-shop away, and yet the Bill and Temperance Association.-.ll1011trose, A1·broatl1,
magistrates, who keep them from their own doors, sn.y and Brechiii Reriew much aliridge<l.
it is needful for the working man. Now, as the magisAB.ERDEE '-LOCAL OPTION MEETING.
trates have made such a great mistake in this direcA public meeting was helJ. in the hall adjoining the
tion, the working man should have it in his power to
say we don't want these in our midst. But don't let Young Men's Christian Institute, Aberdeen, on Friday,
ns forget there are some places which would not take 11 th ult., for the purpuse of hearing addresses by a
deputation from the Scottish Permissive Bill and
:i.dv:\utage of the Local Option when it become
law, they will still go on as they are, and hug Temperance Association on the subject of temperance
and nourish this poisonous serpent in their breasts; as affected by the principle of the Permissive Bill.
but I am convinced that when we have Local Option Mr. A. S. Cook, chairman of the Aberdeen Temperance
the places which will take advantage of it will be Society, occupied the chair, and on the platform were
the bulk of the nation. (Applause.) In concluding Major Ross, Mr. R. Adams, Mr. ,Vm. Blackwood, Mr.
he recommended them to work like men and to pray John Clark, Mr. Alex. Badenoch, Mr. James Paterson,
like Christians, till their great object was accomplished. draper; Rev. H. H. Pereira, M.A., rector of St.
(Great applause.) The resolution was then put to the Laurence,. outhampton; Rev. Samuel Harding, Paisley;
meeting, and, like the previous one, was carried with "\ . Smith, Esq., Balzeordie, &c. Owing to the severe
inclemency of the weather, the attendance was Hot
acclamation.
:Mr. Miller-Th~ resolution I ha\-e to move is one large.
'l'he Chairman, in the course of a few introductory
asking the meeting to thank Sir Wilfrid Lawson and
his supporters, and also the chairman to send the remarks, stated that in Aberdeen there were 410
resolution which it adopts to the parties named in it. persons engaged in the liquor traffic. Their engageI need not say a single sentence in support of this. ment in that traffic was restricted by such measures as
Sir Wilfrid has fought against great odds, and fought would naturally lead one to suppose that the progress
with a courage which is almost superhuman, but no of crime was not being assisted, hut although in 1880
clou t encouraged by the fact that he was fighting in a there were 84 fewer licensed houses in Aberdeen than
good cause. The name of Sir Wilfrid Lawson will be in 1872, in the former year 780 persons were convicted
immortalised as the greatest friend of the drunkard. for being drunk and incapable in the Aberdeen Police
(Applause.) Mr. Smith said he had much pleasure in Court, against 787 in 1872. The conclusion was thi:;,
seconding the motion, because Sir Wilfrid was worthy that although in Aberdeen the number of licences was
of it. Some years ago he was characterised as the only being reduced, the capacity of those licensed places left
child of the movement, and now he had 245 childreu to behind was not lessened ; in short, although places for
stand by and support him iu the matter. Knowing drinking were fewer in Aberdeen in 1880 than in 1872,
that the Church had failed so much in the matter, they the facilities for the sale of drink were greater now
naturally turned to Parliament, and looked for the than they were nine years ago. Mr. Cook referred to
the past a.gitation on the question at issue, remarking
hammer of law to come down on it.
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that Dr. Webster, member for the city, had voted
con .. cientiously and honestly in favou r of Local Option
in the House of Commons since his entry to t. Stephens.
(Appla.use.)
Mr. James Paterson moved that the traffic was an
active evil, and called upon all good citizens t o uuite
for 1ts suppr ession.
ev. Mr. H arding, in seconding the resolution, expressed the hope that the people of Scotland were as
tirmiy united for the purpose of obtaining Local Option
as the people in Ireland were in endeavouring to obtain
redress in the matter of land laws. He denounced in
scathing terms the prevalence of the drink traffic,
whether in grand hotel or unattraetive public house,
remarking t hat alcohol produced insanity, pauperism,
premature death, domestic misery, bad trade, waste
and loss of property, unnecessarily heavy taxation(hear, hear)-besides forming one of the greatest
obstacles to the moral and social improvement of
society, and the spread and triumph of the gospel. As
p:i.triots he asked all Scotchmen to help to wipe out
from a blurred escutcheon the horrible blot of intemperance that was spreading havoc and destruction on every
side. He begged the friends of the temperance cause
to observe (1) a principle that was being closely followed
out in Ireland at the present moment, viz., organisation; (2) agitation-agitation such as the Land League
were engaging in that country-and by such means,
and by providing the sinews of war, they would aid in
bringing about temperance. (Applause.)-The resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. Paterson having taken the chair in room of Mr.
Cook, who had to leave the meeting; Mr. William
Blackwood proposed the second r esolution, urging the
Government to introduce the principle of Local Option
into their forthcoming legislation.
Mr. Pereira seconded the resolution, and spoke at
some length on the various kinds of " temperance
reformers." Speaking of the question of compensation
to the publican for his being deprived of the means of
making his livelihood, he argued that the establishment in a property of a public-house, the consequent
depreciation of surrounding property, along with the
rise in value of the property itself, and the immense
profits realised in the traffic, rendered the idea of compensation utterly a.bsurd. (Applause). On being put
to the meeting, the resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. John Clark moved the third resolution, which
was a. request to the Chairman to forward the resolutions agreed to at that meeting to the proper quarter.
Mr. Robt. Adams seconded the resolution. Mr. Smith,
Balzeordie, also gave a brief address in its support, and
on being put to the meeting it was carried with acclamation.
On the motion of Mr. ·William Daviclson, a vote of
thanks was accorded to the deputation for their addresses, and a similar compliment having been paid to
the chairman, the proceedings terminated. - Daily Free
Press, abridged.
GREENOCK-SERM:ON BY REV. H. H. PEREIRA.-On
SaLbath eyening, 13th ult., under the auspices of the
Greenock Total Abstinence Society, the Rev. H. H.
Pereira, M.A., rector of St. Laurence parish, Southampton, and a prominent member of the Church of
England Temperance Society, paid a visit to Greenock
and preached a discourse on temperance in Free Middle
Church. The weather was most unpropitious, but
several hundreds waded through the snow and slush to
b e present. The devotional services were by the
assistant minister of the East Church, the Rev. Alex.
Young. It was a somewhat unusual sight to see two
clergymen-one of the Church of England and the other
of the Church of Scotland-occupying as they did at
one and the same time the pulpit of one of our most
prominent Free Churches. The Rev. Mr. Pereira
preached an eloquent sermon from 2nd Samuel xiv.
chapter and 14th verse-" For we must needs die, and
are as water spilt on the ground, which cannot be
gathered up again; neither doth God respect any person ; yet doth He devise means that His banished be
not expelled from Him." He made an impressive
appeal to all Christians of all denominations to come

forward to the help of the temperance enterprise. A
collection was made, to be handed over to the Greenock
Charitable Society.-Greenock 'Pele9raph, abridged.
LINLITHGOW-TEMPERANCE DEMONSTRATION,
A temperance demonstration in connection with the
Scottish Permissive Bill and Temperance Association
took place in the Town Hall on Monday evening, 14th
ult. Ex-Bailie Dougal occupied the chair, and there
was a fair attendance. Among the gentlemen on the
platform were Rev. Messrs. Ferguson, Dr. Nicolson,
Burns, and Rae, Linlithgow ; and J. H. Patersou,
Dumbarton ; Councillor Hutton, Linlithgow ; Bailie
Selkirk, Glasgow ; J. H. vVaterston, Edinburgh; and
a deputation from Bo'ness.
The Rev. Mr. Ferguson opened the proceedings
with prayer.
The first resolution, which denounced the evils of the
liquor traffic, and called on reformers to unite for its
abolition, was moved by the Rev. Mr. Burns in an able
speech, seconded proforma by Dr. Nicolson, and supported by the Rev. Mr. Paters0n.
The Rev. Mr. Rae moved the second resolution,
which was to the effect that the meeting rejoiced that
Government had adopted the local option, and called
on them to fulfil the pledge given to pass a measure
emboclyi11g such legislation.
Councillor Hutton seconded the motion, and Bailie
Selkirk, in a vigorous address, supported it.
'I'he · third resolution was moved by Councillor
M'Alpine, and seconded by Geo. Dougal, Esq., Lochend
Villa, gratefully acknowledging Sir Wilfrid Lawson's
efforts, and requesting the chairman to forward the
resolutions adopted to prominent members of the
Government.
Mr. J. H. "\Yaterston, in supporting the resolution,
gave some very interesting and humorous information
regarding his dealings with the Members of Parliament
and others in the House of Commons.
The Rev. Dr. Nicolson moved a vote of thanks to
the gentlemen who had come from a distance to speak
at the meeting, and a vote of thanks to the chairman
was moved by Mr. James Dymock, Bo'ness. All the
motions and resolutions were unanimously agreed to.
The Rev. Mr. Paterson closed the meeting with the
benediction. -- West Lothian Courier, etc., abridged.
CUP AR FIFE SCOTTISH PERMISSIVE BILL AND TEMPERANCE
ASSOCIATION.
A public meeting was held under the auspices of the
above Association in Union Street Hall on Tuesday,
15th ult.-Mr. D. Stenhouse, manufacturer, in the chair.
The usual resolutions were moved by Messrs. Alexander
Ramsay, Adamson, and Cooper, and supported by a
deputatiov, consisting of Mr. D. Fyfe, Dundee ; t.he
Rev. E. J. Boon, Kirkcaldy; and Mr. J. H. vVaterston,
Edinburgh. Much gratification was expressed in the
speeches made at the passing of the local option resolution, and the recognition on the part of the Government of the necessity of legislation on the subject.
Satisfaction was also expressed at . fr. Williamson,
M.P. for the St. Andrews Burghs, being at his post
when the division was taken, and voting with the
majority; while Mr. Bruce's (the County Member)
absence from the House on the night in question was
alluded to as disappointing. Mr. Nicol moved a vote
of thanks to the deputation, and a similar compliment
to the chairman closed the proceedings.-Fife .News.
A DISTILLER'S PROFITS.-Archibald Walker, distiller,
8 Crown Terrace, _Dowanhill, has loft by inventory
£148,602 0s. lld.
Mrs. Annie E. Garrison of South Bay, "\Vis., obtained a verdict for 10,000 dollars in a civil damr.ge suit
against-a liquor dealer, who sold her husband liquor.
The London Temperance Hospital, 112 Gower Street,
has now no in-patients, though out ones are being attended to as usual. The establishment is in course of removal
to the new hospital in the Hampstead Road, which
will be opened by the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs of London and Middlesex in stMe on Friday, 4th March.
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The expenses incurred by J.B. Balfour, .cf.P.,. in his
uncontested election for Clackma.nnan and Kmrossshirea, am ount to £310.
The expenses incurred by Alex. Crum, Esq., f.P.,
in his uncontested election for the county of Renfrew,
were £227 10s., chiefly made up of agents' charge and
advertising expenses.
THE ScoTT ACT r CANADA.-Mr. ' H. Hale, of the
Onllia Packet, writing to Ir. R. :Mackay, secreta~y,
says, ' ' Ou r cause is attractin r, ~10r,r. t_han u~ual attent10n
just~now, partly because of efforts m various places to
secure t h e adoption of the Scot t Act and p~rtly f~·om
the efforts of the licenced victuallers to obtam various
modifications of the restrictions upon 'the Trade.'
There is very little prospect indeed of these efforts of
theirs proving successful, as our people appear to be
fully aroused."
EvADI ""G THE BEER TAx.-I n Boxford, Essex, the
sapient authorities ha• e been trying t o evade the beer
tax. This is how it !>tands. If the annual alue of a
house cloes noi, o".::,eed £10, there is no tax for beer
brewe therein. r[his is how they try to do it, They
have reduced the , alue of every house to under £10 by
isob.ting the house from its groun~l, outh~us i,, &c. It
would be a good thing for an abstamer to h e there ; he
would scarcely have anything to pay. We t1hall be
glad to hear of the issue of th is transparent trick.
IIrnnLA D 'i..EMPERA~CE LEAGUB.-The first annual
social meeting of this League t ook place in the Christian Institute, Glasgow, on the 2n l ult. Alexander
Allan, Esq., of Aros presided. ''here was a large
attendance. Addresses were delivered during the
evening by ex-Lord P1ovo t Collins, Rev. Wm. Ro s,
ex-Bailie Ross, Rev . G. G. M'Leocl, D. M. Dm1can,
Captain Hatfield, Messrs. Robert Steve1;1son ( co~tish
Permissiv- Bill and Temperance As~oc1ation), R. Simpson, .J . .Black, &c. 'I'Le year's report of the League's
operatiou was quite satisfactory.
PunIICANS' PnonT . -Some idea may be formed of
tLP pr fits made by dealers in excisable liquors from
the fact that on the 3rd ult., in tbo Faculty Hall,\ e::1t
George Street, dr. E,lmistone, auctioneer, di poserl of
th.! gv d ,vil. of th.., b,,..SilH;;SS cauieu 011 l,y the late
J H,. Campsie, at corner of Great \\' <>llington 'treet
and Paisley Road, opp sito thl, toll house on P_a1 ·ley
Iloa<l 1 at the enormous figure of £1765, ·xclus1vc of
ock or fittings. TI.e pnr baser is in l, sine::1s i;11 tho
same line in Govan district. A shop, n.l o belongmgto
the sam" decea eel publican, on the opposite si<le of_the
10a l 3,t the Toll, which wa. afterwatds put up, realized
£-! 0 for the goodwill alone.-Daily .Mail.
HI'<DR ~cEs TO Cnmsr1A. \YoR .-· At a convcrsa.zior e m connect10u with Aber e n Temper:mco
.._'ociety last month, l\lr. C. Sheriffs read
l_Japer on
"Hindrances to Chri ·tian work." There were iudiffcre1 cc ancl unbelief, drinking and drunke.n ne s, 1noneymakinrrm1d extrav. gance. Speaking of drinking, he said
that il'Christian citizens knew the r lation of drinking
to drunkenness, and the barriers that it put m the way
f the good work they had at heart, many of them, lie
held, would stop thei drinking, au<l. that would stop
drnnk.cnness by and by. Ho also stated. that he had col•
lected the testimony of a number of Bible-women,
wh· ·h was to the effect that intemperance as one of
the chief hindrances to the successful prosec 1tion of
th ir wol'k.-Doil11 Review.
).foNTROSE.-A iarge and enthusiastic public meeting
w
held in the E. U. Hall, John 'treet, on Fnday
eve- ing, 11th ult., being t he anniversary soiree of the
"City of Refuge" Lodge, I .O.G. T . Brotlier George
Lamb, V.C.T. presided. After tea, a probTanune of
unusual intere t as gone t hrough. Eloquent addre ses
were given by the chairman, B~o. ~ev. ~. ~Yi elr, and
Bro. ·n. tevenson, the cott1sh Pernn ·s1 ve Bill an<l.
Tempex,-ance. Assoc1ati?n, _At intervals v c~l and instrument al music and recitations, togeth~r with a tempera.nee dialo!!lle, were rendered in
manner which
meritid aid r ecei -ed 1!,eur y applause. "'ddit·oun.l
rileas 1e w !l afforded by t he address of Brother J. \J •
Campbell, who, m a siieech of mar d abil.ty, on be-
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hn.lf of the lodge, presented Bro. A. facka.y, P. . C. T.,
with an el(!gant writing desk as an e pre sion of the
esteem and good wishes cherished t owards him on the
occasion of his leaving Montrose. A handsome t ea
cacldy for Mrs. Mackay was also presented in graceful
terms by the chairman. Both gift were suitably acknowledged by Bro. Mackay. The usual votes of
thanks being heartily awarde I, the meeting <lispersed.
THE PERMISSIVE BrLL-Ro·nrn _....y WoRKIN'O _!E 's
CLUB PRIZE Es AY .. - The late Mr. A. B. ,:tewart of
A cog Hall having offere<l £20, divided ~nt o ~~·ee
prizes, for t he three best essays on the Perm1ss1ve
Bill argument, for and against, the judges-viz., Rev.
Dr. ·williamson, Rev. dessrs. M'Farlane and Thomson
-have just given their a.war ls as follows :-First prize
(£10), H ugh Thomson, lett er carrier ; seP-ond and third,
equal (£5 each), James Fisher, seed merchant's assistant · and J olm C. Ila1Tey, compositor. We understau'd that the judges were greatly pleased with the
literary merit s of the s ays, and were mu ch surprised
when they came to leam that the aut hors were bonetfide
\'Orkin,,. men.-Dail!J lJJail. [ Ye understand that the
conclusions of the essayists are in favour of the Permissive Bill.-Eo. , '. R.]
FAILURl~ 01· ~fA~SACHUSE'fTS LAW AGAINST DRUNKARDS.-'fhe County Commissioners declare t he b.w
punishing drunkenness by • dollar fine a failure. It
ha increased the rates and also drunkennei;;s, and the
iucreased co t of pros cutiou has not, as anticipated,
lessened the jail expenses, _for more men have been
sent to jail through default of payment than was the
case under the old law. The prisoners t hemseh· s
ridicule the i<lea of s<;curmg sobriety by a dollar fine.
If it had been seven dollars they would have had to
quit drinkinrr throughb.ck of money, but they stumped
up their dolln· and still had something with which to
get druuk.
la.sachusetts would have been better with
prohibition. • As w 11 dam up 'iagara ith a spade hS
secure sobriety Ly fining or confining the drinl er.
Let them impri on the drink, and their jail expe 1s s
will be nil f ,r drunkennes .
.tIA\ u _F. t'TT'rtE AND Co, ,'P'.'lfPTIO ' 011'
'PIRIT<:.li'ro!n t rn i·er'Jrt of the Commissi0ne,s vf Lila1,,l Revenue for the year ending March 31st, 18 0, it appea.rs
the quantity of spil'it charged with 1h1ty in the Uuited
Kin•rdom was 2 , 2m, 7~1 ballons, beiu a decrea e as
c mpared with the previous year of 1,576,413 gal ons.
The 1ur ntity retaint>tl for consumption as bewrnge in
tl o lmterl Kingdom wn. 2i,2 6,952gallo•1s, a <lecrea e
a comparetl with tlw pre,-ious year of l,G47,8·13 gallons. The quan ity cousumed per head of the population in 1879 ,.,·as 0·640 gallons in Eugla.nd, l ·H77 in
, ·coth Utl. an<l 0·94G iu heland. In givinrr these figu ·cs,
the ommi si<.,ners say:-" Tht::re are not wanting in•
dications 01 a growing di poflition on the part of many
in all classes to reduce if not to discontinue the us of
spirit as an ordinary be':ern.ge, and pl'Ohably tb .
ecrea e iu the nggregate consumption is in part due t o
this cause."
E 'cry great and commanding movement in the
annals f the world, is the triumph of some euthusiasm.
'fhe victories of the Arabs aftm· lahomet, who, iu a
few vea,·~ from a small ancl mc•a1) heginmug, e tablishcd
a la;·ger mpire han that of Rome, is an example.
They tlid they knew not w hat. 1'he naked Derat
hors il on an idea was fouu,1 an overmatch for a troop
of Homan cavalry. The ·women fought like men and
conquered the Roma.ii men. They were miserably
equipped, mi era.Lly fed.
They ;vere fomperance
tl'Oops. Ther was neither brandy nor fle~h needed to
feed them. They conquered Asia Africa, aud pain
on barley. The caliph Omar's walking-stick strnck
more terror into those that sa.,., it than another man's
sword. Hi:; diet was barley bread; his sauce was salt;
and ofttirnes by Wl},Y of abstinence he ate his bread
without salt. Hrn drink was water. Hi. pll.l. ce was
built of mud, a 1d whe11 h left Medina to go to the
onquest of Jeru'3alem, he ro<l.e on a red c. mel with a
woo en platter hanging at his girdl , with : bottle of
water and two sa ks, one holding barley and the othel'
d ried frmts.-.Mcm tlte Rejorme1·-by Kmerson.
f
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BI L ARsnc[A'l'W1 '. -'J his t111ion met in ,Johustou:,; h, tcl on Frnl.1y 21 t ,fan -dr U11bt. Clark,.
pre1-ide 1t in the chair. There w:is a gool attcnlhnce.
After prelimmary rem:1rks conu;ratulator_v of the
progre·s of tl.c a-;sociation, the chairman called npon
Mr. ,Tohn Wa~ln.cc, the sec1:etary, to rcacl the mmual
reporr. , \Ve gffe the followrng cx_trn.cJ~ :--In our_ last
report w~ had to reconl the _endmg·ot a. memonal.,to
our_ .l:'a.rb_ame1 tary represe11tat1vc, 1~1·. Ra.msa1, M.I .,
as~rng um to support the locu.l ,opt1011 resolutwn. In
this rep'!rt we have to record !n:i.t we h3:ve done the
sam11 tlung and a~though he did no~ do 1t ~o the full
extent of our desJres, .Y~t the cowbmeJ action of the
temper'.l.nce and proh1b1tory movement on the last
divi 'lOll was sufficient to secure a. pledge from the
Government that during the pre e11t Parliament they
would deal with the licensing laws, and in doing so
give power to the ratepayers to protect themselves
ag inst the operation, of the drink trade. Your co~mittee hope that the Go"erument may soon see its
, ·ay to work out the ways and means needful to give
due effect to our principle. Our next business was of
a. local nature. S eini that other towns, large and
small, near and far, had not failed to .take notice of
the intention of Lord Zetlall(l to enforce the prohi.Jition contained in his feu charters in Grangemoutb, we
clt it to .he our duty as temJJerance reformers to
recognize his lordship's efforts ancl to signify our sen e
e
of the important step proposed by his lord hip.
seut on a memorial ;vhid1 afterwards appeared iu the
Palkid,· Herald. In J. ovember we had a visit from
Mr. John .Paton of the 'cotti~h Permissive Bill Associa.tion The meetings he addressed were held in G 1 ah:i.m's
Road . P. Hall, but on acco mt of other entertaiumeuts
in the 'I'own Hall, the attemfance was snu 11, aml in a
pecumary sense unprofitable.
Having thus briefly
gl need over our pa t history, we can sun'e the great
objel.!t for which w . are Landed together as being
advanced a step farther in JJrogre1; , and though ·e
cannot 'lS a body claim the victory of last scs, wn, ycG
we know it was won by unitetl effort, :md our little
item was not awanting 111 the gret.i.t totn.1. Though we
0 not re:llize victory a yet, still let u
not weary in
well-rloiug, but having set om resolute hen.rts.. to the
work, '\Te mu t like our great cluunpion, Sir \Vilfri l
Lawson, 1. bnur perscveriugly through sun hine anrl
clond and ultimat ly, over app rently iusurmouutablc
<l1illculties, we will trmmph victo ·iousl)
Let our 1
motto for the c mi g year be, " '\Vh:i.t~oever thy hand
fi.ndeth to do, do it with thy might.· 'lhc report on
the motion of i\Ir .'tewa.rt M'\V.,tcrs, seconded by Ir.
Jame R'le, as unanimously ado1 ted. Vacancies in
the committee ore then filled up. Dming tb year a.
motion was a, ptcd fo1· the cnh rgem ·nt of the committee, and each of the Goo( 'lcu plar h,tlges was
:i.sked to scud four repre enbtives, "lnch wa he, 1·bly
complied with. 1'hese twelve repr sentat1Ves took
their ser~t at thi meetrng antl , ill hencefo ·tb with
the riginal committee form a compact and strong bod '.
'ith such a. strong, aull it jg ho eel. working committee, the A ·sociatio11 may look fm ward to the ,-vo1·k
of the coming year with the fc ·ling thn.t it is _nr, ,,
somewhat equal to the ta k. The m,uaJ rotes of thauka
terminated t e proceedings,
n:-s1 ·1<:
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OUR BOOK SHELF.
Half Hou1· Temperance Readings. First series. By
R v. Charles Courtenay, curate of t. Paul's, Onslo v
squn.re, London. Jarro:d & Sons, 3 Paternoster Build ings. Price One Shilling. '\Ve have here one dozen of
temperance tories, interestm,;, exciting, th,-illmg, and
enthrallinO'. As temperance stories the co, Id not Le
sm-p;\Ssed for rnthful presentation of the natur and
duty f a, .. inence ; they are pervat cd by a fine pawky
hnmour an an e ·qnisite .,ense of what really should
constitu ea. re ...11ing of ::i. h lf hour's duration. Squ ,
r 8 uirp's sto1·ies, Bei.sy Trollope'~ Jug,
.Ar iti e
and John owling are each wort the sum charge· for
t1 e cntir9 book.
:Ye cori!ially rt'commend them all.

7'he Marf.117·'. 1'r,-P. B.v fr;; ..:ewell.
London :
Janol<l tt.. Sou, 3 l\1.ternoster Bui11fmgs. 'J h rn a
llll trical ver:-10n of the n1art,yrtlo1t1 Of Villiam H rnter
at Brent_w'lod, Ill Queen _:Mary Tudors ti~i . It •s tolcl
with true p, tl o:,; _aud with rnmarkable fluel1ty to th e
la.ngun,ge ;i.ucl pmt of that ,ige.
'/'he .Mcthntlist 'l'P1?l-J'<'rance },forJazine.
Vol. ,ciii.,
1880. London : Elliot tock, 62 Paternoster Row. A
volume of a.bi.dmg inter•st to all follo era of \Vesley.
It reflects clt rly the decided opinion, on temperance
cberi. hed and e:xpottu e,l li. the founcler of Methodism.
No other e ~dence of its alue and excellence neetl be
offered th
this, hat it ha the Re . Chas. Garrett
for its chief editor

OBITUARY NOTICE.
The late Mr. Alex. Lambe ·ton, Kilbirnic.
e
regret to have to record the. dea~Ji. of this wdl-known
rrentleman after a short illnes , on the 4th ult., at the
~ipe age of 75 years. The immediate c:mse of rle!l.th
was apoplexy. Born in Kil aurs ho settled here hen
35 year , and dlll'ing th e long period of 40 erirs was
known as a schoolmaster and latterly as a merchant.
He was an abstainer since his 30th year, and was a
staunch supporter of the tempera.nee and prohibitol'y
mov ments. A widow and gro vn-up family are left to
mourn their irreparnhle loss.

STANDARD TEMPERANCE WORKS.
HE Temperance Bible Commentar . By Dr. F.
R. Lees antl Rev. Daw on Burns, M.A. 6s.
T
Alcohol an<l the • tate. Law as applied to the Liquor
'l'raffic.
5s.

By Judge Pitman, _ assachusetts, U., ·.
'

The Basis oi Temperance Reform. Rev. D. Burn,i,
M.A. ls., paper; ls. 6d., cloth.
The Cantor Lectures on Alcohol. By Dr. W. B.
Richardson. ls.
The Condensed Argument. By Dr. F R. Lees. 6d.
Our ational llesonrce .. , an omitted C apter in Political Economy. By W. Hoyle. 3s., L ., ancl 4d.
The Alcoiol Controversy : n.n Exa.minati n in the form
of Dialogues of Arti lcs. By ir .Tame Paget :mcl
others ._in the Contemporary I'.eL'iew.
~cc nd
edition ls.
Bible H giene ; or, He. 1th Hints. By a Physicfr.u.
.1s.

Illustrious Abstainers By Frederick Sherlock.
hort
racy biogiaphies of su h men as Sir VV. L_awso11,
, ir Garn.et \Volseley, Canon Farrar, Dr. Richar,lson, a.ther .fatthe
An attractive Gift Book.
~s. 6d.
7
The Bible '\ ino Quest-ion Parts I. and II. By Dr.
I!'. R. Lees. 1s.
li'our Pillar of Tempera.nee. By J. Kirkton. ls., and
1s. 6d. cloth.
Ten Lectures on Bible T emperance. By the lnte Dr.
J. ott, of America.
ls.
Drops of vY a.ter ; a selection of Temperance Po(~ms an~
Recitations. 2s.
The Trrn..l. of Sir J a.sper, a Temperance Ta.le m ver ·e.
By S. C. Hall, F.C.A., Editor of .Lfrt ou ·. al.
Illustrated by the best Artists. ll'.
The My tern,us Parchment; an Am rica.n tory. Rei};ed a.ntl edited by J. ,V. Kirton. ls. 6<l.
The Yiclo ·'s , on ; u Tale. By T S Artht1 r, author
of." 'I'e
ights in a Bar room." Illustrate . • ls.
All post fri:e at publi,8/tecl zmas. Tiu 1£ l: discou ;,t [f
1,10-chased at the Offices.
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